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E, the People of the United States, i1 
So % a : a more perfect Union, eftablifh Juftice, 

Tranquility, provide for the commo: 
mote the General Welfare, and fecure 

Liberty to Ourfelves and our Pofterity. do ordain a 
Conftitution for the United States of America. 

ARP Sie sb Et 

Se@. 1. ALL legiflative powers herein granted fhali be vefted in a Congrefs of the United 
States, which fhall confilt of a Senate and Houfe of Reprefentatives. 

Seé?. 2. The Houle of Reprefentatives thall be compofed of members chofen every fecond year 
by the people of the feveral ftates, and the electors in cach {tate fhall have the qualifications requi- 
fite for eletors of the moft numerous branch of the ftate legiflature 

No perfon thall be 2 reprefenrative who fhall not have attained tothe ageof twenty-five years,and 
been feven years a citizen of the United States, and who thall not, when eleéted, be an inhabitant 
of that ftate in which he fhall be chofen. 

Reprefentatives and direét taxes fhall be apportioned among the feveral fates which may be in- 
cluded within this Union,according to thcir refpective numbers, which thall be determined byadd- 
ing to the whole number of free perfons, including thole bound to fervice for a term of years, 
and excludieg Indians not taxed, three-fifths of all other perfons, The adtual enumeration fhall 
be made within three years after the firft meeting of the Congrefs of the United States, and within 
every fubfequent term of Sena: in fuch manner as they fhall by law direft. Whe number of 
reprefentatives fhall not exceed one for every thirty thoufand, but cach ftate fhall have at leaft one 
reprefentative ; and until fuch enumeration fhall be made, the ftate of New-Hamphhire fhall be en-



The year-long debate over the ratification of 
the Constitution reached a climax in Virginia dur- 
ing June 1788 as a closely divided Convention of 
170 delegates vigorously debated the merits of 
the new frame of government. Federalists argued | 
that the Union could not survive the rejection of | 
the Constitution and that the dissolution of the 
Union meant political and social anarchy and | 

continued economic depression. Antifederalists 
charged that the Constitution would create a con- 
solidated government that would annihilate the 
‘sovereignty and authority of the states and would 
subvert the dear-bought rights and liberties of 
the people. | 

Virginians, like many other Americans, realized | 
the importance of the Old Dominion in the rat- | 
ification process. Without Virginia’s approval, | 
the Union would be incomplete and divided, even | 
if the necessary nine states ratified the Consti- | 
tution. The Convention debate turned on 
whether to adopt the Constitution uncondition- | 
ally with recommended amendments, or to adopt 

the Constitution conditionally with a list of re- | 

quired amendments. 
This third Virginia volume contains the last 

two-thirds of the Convention debate. In a two- | 
day digression, the delegates debated whether the 
free navigation of the Mississippi River was more 
secure under the Articles of Confederation or the 
new Constitution. When they resumed their 
clause-by-clause examination of the Constitution, 
the delegates fought over what kinds of amend- 
ments should be proposed and when those 
amendments should be adopted. Patrick Henry, 

George Mason, and William Grayson led the Anti- 
federalists; James Madison, Edmund Randolph, 
and George Nicholas the Federalists. Post-Con- 
vention documents describe the abortive attempt 
by some Antifederalists to resist ratification, and 
a table shows the payments made to the delegates 
and officers of the Convention. | 

The public and private debate over the Con- 
stitution in Virginia continued while the Conven- | 
tion was in session and after it adjourned. Nu- 
merous private letters and newspaper items 
speculate on the prospects for Virginia ratifica- 
tion; outline strategies for the Convention; de- 
scribe the delegates, the weather, and the audi- 

ence; and predict the economic consequences of 
ratification or rejection. Other items depict the 
express system arranged by Federalists in New 
Hampshire, Massachusetts, New York, and Vir- 
ginia to speed important news from one state to 
another in the hope of swaying the outcome of | 
events in different states. Foreign diplomats con- 

sidered the ramifications of the new Constitution 
for their countries. 

The aftermath of Virginia’s ratification is also 
represented in this volume. Combined with the 
Independence Day festivities, celebrations of Vir- 
ginia ratification occurred throughout the coun- 

(continued on back endflap)
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Several individuals and institutions have given us permission to pub- : 
lish documents. We would like to express our thanks to them and to - 
these staff members: Kenneth A. Lohf and Bernard R. Crystal, Rare 
Book and Manuscript Library, Columbia University; Paul Mellon, Up- 
perville, Virginia; Paul Romaine, Gilder Lehrman Library, New York 

City; and Helen Marie Taylor, Orange, Virginia. rere 
We would also like to acknowledge five former editorial assistants— 

_ Ellen D. Goldlust, Peter B. Knupfer, Daniel R. Modes, Mark H. Davis, 
and Cymbre G. Humphreys—who have worked with the project at | 

| various times. Finally, we again acknowledge the cartographic contri- 
butions of Onno Brouwer, director of the University of Wisconsin _ 

Cartographic Laboratory, and David W. DiBiase, who, with the assist- 
ance of Joseph R. Wilson, prepared the maps. | | |



Organization 

The Documentary History of the Ratification of the Constitution is divided 
into: : 

(1) Constitutional Documents and Records, 1776-1787 (1 volume), | | 

(2) Ratification of the Constitution by the States (13 volumes), 

(3) Commentaries on the Constitution: Public and Private (5 volumes), 

(4) The Bill of Rights (1 or 2 volumes). | 

Constitutional Documents and Records, 1776-1787. 
This introductory volume, a companion to all of the other volumes, 

traces the constitutional development of the United States during its 
first twelve years. Cross-references to it appear frequently in other 
volumes when contemporaries refer to events and proposals from 1776 

to 1787. The documents include: (1) the Declaration of Independence, 

(2) the Articles of Confederation, (3) ratification of the Articles, (4) 

proposed amendments to the Articles, proposed grants of power to 
Congress, and ordinances for the Western Territory, (5) the calling of 

the Constitutional Convention, (6) the appointment of Convention del- 

| egates, (7) the resolutions and draft constitutions of the Convention, 

(8) the report of the Convention, and (9) the Confederation Congress 
and the Constitution. | 

Ratification of the Constitution by the States. 
The volumes are arranged in the order in which the states considered 

| the Constitution. Although there are variations, the documents for 

each state are organized into the following groups: (1) commentaries 

from the adjournment of the Constitutional Convention to the meeting 

: of the state legislature that called the state convention, (2) the pro- | 

ceedings of the legislature in calling the convention, (3) commentaries 

from the call of the convention until its meeting, (4) the election of 

convention delegates, (5) the proceedings of the convention, and (6) 

_ post-convention documents. 

Microfiche Supplements to Ratification of the Constitution by the States. 

Much of the material for each state is repetitious or peripheral but : 

still valuable. Literal transcripts of this material are placed on micro- 

fiche supplements. Occasionally, photographic copies of significant 

manuscripts are also included. | 

XV ;



XVi | : ORGANIZATION. 

_ The types of documents in the supplements are: Se | Pls 
_ (1) newspaper items that repeat arguments, examples of which are ts 

| _ printed in the state volumes, Pye oS Te | 
(2) pamphlets that circulated primarily within one state and that are 

hot printed in the state volumes or in Commentaries, ay eae | 
(3) letters that contain supplementary material about politics and 

social relationships, a . | | oe 
/ (4) photographic copies of petitions with the names of signers, _ | 

(5) photographic copies of manuscripts such as notes of debates, - and | = EES | oe . 

(6) miscellaneous documents such as election certificates, attendance 
| records, pay vouchers and other financial records, etc. ann a 

Commentaries on the Constitution: Public and Private. = mee 
__. This series contains newspaper items, pamphlets, and broadsides that __ 

_ Circulated regionally or nationally. It also includes some private letters = 
that give the writers’ opinions of the Constitution in general or that 

_ report on the prospects for ratification in several states. Except for 
‘some grouped items, documents are arranged chronologically and are 
numbered consecutively throughout the four volumes. There are fre- 

_ quent cross-references between Commentaries and the state series. ce 

| The Bill of Rights. | Ee, a 
The public and private debate on the Constitution continued in | 

| _ several states after ratification. It was centered on the issue of whether 
there should be amendments to the Constitution and the manner in _ 

| _ which amendments should be proposed—by a second constitutional 
convention or by the new U.S. Congress. A bill of rights was proposed , 
in the U.S. Congress on 8 June 1789. Twelve amendments were | 
adopted on 25 September and were sent to the states on 2 October. 

This volume(s) will contain the documents related to the public and | 
private debate over amendments, to the proposal of amendments by 

| _ Congress, and to the ratification of the Bill of Rights by the states.



Editorial Procedures oe a , 

With a few exceptions all documents are transcribed literally. Ob- 

vious slips of the pen and errors in typesetting are silently corrected. 

When spelling or capitalization is unclear, modern usage is followed. 

- Superscripts and interlineated material are lowered to the line. | 

Crossed-out words are retained when significant. | | 

| Brackets are used for editorial insertions. Conjectural readings are | 

enclosed in brackets with a question mark. Illegible and missing words 

| are indicated by dashes enclosed in brackets. However, when the au- 

| thor’s intent is obvious, illegible or missing material, up to five char- 

| acters in length, has been silently provided. _ | , | 

_ All headings are supplied by the editors. Headings for letters contain _ 

the names of the writer and the recipient and the place and date of : 

- writing. Headings for newspapers contain the pseudonym, if any, and 

the name and date of the newspaper. Headings for broadsides and 

pamphlets contain the pseudonym and a shortened form of the title. 

Full titles of broadsides and pamphlets and information on authorship | 

are given in editorial notes. Headings for public meetings contain the 

place and date of the meeting. | | | 

| Salutations, closings of letters, addresses, endorsements, and dock- | 

etings are deleted unless they provide important information, which 

is then either retained in the document or placed in editorial notes. | 

Contemporary footnotes and marginal notes are printed after the 

text of the document and immediately preceding editorial footnotes. 

Symbols, such as stars, asterisks, and daggers have been replaced by 

superscripts (a), (b), (c), etc. 7 

| Many documents, particularly letters, are excerpted when they con- 

tain material that is not directly relevant to ratification. When longer 

excerpts or entire documents have been printed elsewhere, or are 

included in the microfiche supplements, this fact is noted. | | 

XVil |



_ General Ratification Chronology, 1786-1791 

| 1786 | 

| 21 January Virginia calls meeting to consider granting Congress power 
| to regulate trade. | | 

11—14 September Annapolis Convention. | | | 
20 September Congress receives Annapolis Convention report recommend- 

| ing that states elect delegates to a convention at Philadel- 
| phia in May 1787. : | 

11 October Congress appoints committee to consider Annapolis Conven- . 
tion report. | 

23 November | Virginia authorizes election of delegates to Convention at 
| Philadelphia. 

23 November _ New Jersey elects delegates. oe | 
4 December | Virginia elects delegates. | | | . 

_ 30 December _ Pennsylvania elects delegates. : | 

oe —-1787— | 

6 January North Carolina elects delegates. | 
17 January New Hampshire elects delegates. 
3 February Delaware elects delegates. | 
10 February Georgia elects delegates. — | 
21 February Congress calls Constitutional Convention. 
22 February - Massachusetts authorizes election of delegates. | 
28 February _ New York authorizes election of delegates. 
3 March | Massachusetts elects delegates. | 
6 March New York elects delegates. | 
8 March | South Carolina elects delegates. 
14 March | Rhode Island refuses to elect delegates. | 7 
23 April—26 May Maryland elects delegates. 

: 5 May | Rhode Island again refuses to elect delegates. | | 
14 May Convention meets; quorum not present. 7 
14-17 May Connecticut elects delegates. | | 
25 May | Convention begins with quorum of seven states. 

- 16 June _ Rhode Island again refuses to elect delegates. — | 
27 June New Hampshire renews election of delegates. . - 

| 13 July _ Congress adopts Northwest Ordinance. | 
6 August Committee of Detail submits draft constitution to Conven- 

tion. 

12 September Committee of Style submits draft constitution to Convention. 
| 17 September Constitution signed and Convention adjourns sine die. — 

| 20 September Congress reads Constitution. 
| 26-28 September Congress debates Constitution. | 

28 September Congress transmits Constitution to the states. 
28-29 September © Pennsylvania calls state convention. | , 

XV1ll
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17 October Connecticut calls state convention. | 
25 October Massachusetts calls state convention. 
26 October Georgia calls state convention. _ 

| 31 October Virginia calls state convention. | 
, 1 November New Jersey calls state convention. 

6 November Pennsylvania elects delegates to state convention. 
10 November Delaware calls state convention. 
12 November | Connecticut elects delegates to state convention. 
19 November- _ Massachusetts elects delegates to state convention. 

7 January 1788 | | | | 
| 20 November-— Pennsylvania Convention. | 

15 December 
. 26 November Delaware elects delegates to state convention. 

27 November— Maryland calls state convention. 
1 December a | , 

27 November— New Jersey elects delegates to state convention. 
. 1 December . 

3-7 December Delaware Convention. | | 
4—5 December Georgia elects delegates to state convention. 
6 December North Carolina calls state convention. , 
7 December Delaware Convention ratifies Constitution, 30 to 0. | 

11-20 December New Jersey Convention. 
7 12 December Pennsylvania Convention ratifies Constitution, 46 to 23. 

14 December New Hampshire calls state convention. 
18 December New Jersey Convention ratifies Constitution, 38 to 0. 
25 December-— Georgia Convention. 

5 January 1788 - : 
31 December Georgia Convention ratifies Constitution, 26 to 0. 
31 December- New Hampshire elects delegates to state convention. —_ . 

12 February 1788 | 

1788 | 

3—9 January Connecticut Convention. | 
9 January Connecticut Convention ratifies Constitution, 128 to 40. 
9 January— Massachusetts Convention. 

7 February | 
19 January South Carolina calls state convention. 
1 February New York calls state convention. , 
6 February Massachusetts Convention ratifies Constitution, 187 to 168, 

and proposes amendments. 
13-22 February New Hampshire Convention: first session. 

| 1 March Rhode Island calls statewide referendum on Constitution. 
3-27 March Virginia elects delegates to state convention. 
24 March Rhode Island referendum: voters reject Constitution, 2,711 

to 239. a 

. 28—29 March North Carolina elects delegates to state convention. 

7 April Maryland elects delegates to state convention. 
11-12 April South Carolina elects delegates to state convention. 
21-29 April Maryland Convention. | 
26 April Maryland Convention ratifies Constitution, 63 to 11. 

29 April-3 May New York elects delegates to state convention. 
12~24 May South Carolina Convention.
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: 23 May | South Carolina Convention ratifies Constitution, 149 to 73, | 
a | | and proposes amendments. ! oe 

: 2-27 June | Virginia Convention. tee! | | 
17 June-26 July New York Convention. | oe 
18-21 June | _ New Hampshire Convention: second session. | 
21 June New Hampshire Convention ratifies Constitution, 57 to 47, 

| : -and proposes amendments. | ee et | 
. | _ 25 June - _ Virginia Convention ratifies Constitution, 89 to 79. | 

27 June _ Virginia Convention proposes amendments. =~ : . 
2 July | New Hampshire ratification read in Congress; Congress ap- 

| | points committee to report an act for putting the Consti- 
| a tution into operation. | | | 

21 July-4 August. —_— First North Carolina Convention. — oe, 
26 July - New York Convention Circular Letter calls for second con- 

| | _ $titutional convention. : | | | 
26 July - New York Convention ratifies Constitution, 30 to 27, and 

| Oo proposes amendments. 7 
— 2 August . | North Carolina Convention proposes amendments and re- | 

oe ___ fuses to ratify until amendments are submitted to Congress _ 
: _ and to a second. constitutional convention. | | | 

13 September Congress sets dates for election of President and meeting of 
a | new government under the Constitution. : | 

| 20 November Virginia requests Congress under the Constitution to call a_ 
| _ second constitutional convention. : | ae 

30 November | North Carolina calls second state convention. , oa 

| 1789 oe | | 
4 March | _ First Federal Congress convenes. | | | 
1 April : House of Representatives attains quorum. | : Re 
6 April | Senate attains quorum. oo - 
30 April George Washington inaugurated first President. 

. 8 June | _ James Madison proposes Bill of Rights in Congress. | 
21-22 August North Carolina elects delegates to second state convention. | 

_ 25 September Congress adopts twelve amendments to Constitution to be 
| - ad submitted to the states. | a - | 

16-23 November Second North Carolina Convention. | oe 
21 November | Second North Carolina Convention ratifies Constitution, 194 . 

| _ to 77, and proposes amendments. | | 

| : | 1790 oe : eg 
17 January Rhode Island calls state convention. Oh ee 
8 February Rhode Island elects delegates to state convention. — fe, 
1-6 March — -_ Rhode Island Convention: first session. a | 

| — 24-29 May _ Rhode Island Convention: second session. oe | 
29 May Rhode Island Convention ratifies Constitution, 34 to 32, and _ 

| | | proposes amendments. — , 

| | | : W900 7 ae 
15 December Bill of Rights adopted. . |



_ Calendar for the Years | | 
1787-1788 

SO | 1787 | 
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| | Symbols | 

FOR MANUSCRIPTS, MANUSCRIPT DEPOSITORIES, : 
| SHORT TITLES, AND CROSS-REFERENCES © 

| Manuscripts | oo - 

Dft | Draft | a Co 
FC File Copy | | | | | 
MS Manuscript ee 
RC Recipient’s Copy Oo 
Tr Translation from Foreign Language | 

| Manuscript Depositories | | 

DLC Library of Congress os 
DNA National Archives — 

| — MHi | Massachusetts Historical Society | | 
NHi | New-York Historical Society 7 | 

NN New York Public Library | | | 
PHi Historical Society of Pennsylvania — wd 
Vi Virginia State Library . 

| — ViHi Virginia Historical Society a 
ViU University of Virginia | 
Viw Earl Gregg Swem Library, College of William and 

| Mary | 

| Short Titles | 

Blackstone, Sir William Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws 
Commentaries of England. In Four Books (Re-printed from the 

| ) British Copy, Page for Page with the Last Edi- 
| tion, 5 vols., Philadelphia, 1771-1772). Orig- 

inally published in London from 1765 to 1769. 
Boyd Julian P. Boyd et al., eds., The Papers of Thomas | 
- | Jefferson (Princeton, N.J., 1950-). | | 

— Evans , Charles Evans, American Bibliography (12 vols., | 

Chicago, 1903-1934). | 
~ Farrand | Max Farrand, ed., The Records of the Federal Con- | 

vention of 1787 (3rd ed., 3 vols., New Haven, | 
. | 1927). 

| XXli |
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Fitzpatrick John C. Fitzpatrick, ed., The Writings of George | 
Washington... (39 vols., Washington, D.C., 
1931-1944). | . 

Hening William Waller Hening, ed., The Statutes at Large; . 

Being A Collection of All the Laws of Virginia, 
from the First Session of the Legislature, in the | 
Year 1619 (13 vols., Richmond and Philadel- 

phia, 1809-1823). | | 
House Journal Journal of the House of Delegates of the Common- — 

wealth of Virginia... | 
Hutchinson, William T. Hutchinson et al., eds., The Papers of 
Madison James Madison, Volumes I—-VII (Chicago, 

1962-1971). | | 
JCC Worthington C. Ford et al., eds., Journals of the 

Continental Congress, 1774-1789 ... (34 vols., 

Washington, D.C., 1904-1937). | | 
LMCC Edmund C. Burnett, ed., Letters of Members of the | 

Continental Congress (8 vols., Washington, D.C., 
| 1921-1936). : | | 

Montesquieu, Charles, Baron de Montesquieu, The Spirit of 
Spirit of Laws _ Laws (Translated from the French by Thomas 

| | Nugent, 5th ed., 2 vols., London, 1773). Orig- 

inally published in Geneva in 1748. 
Morris, Jay Richard B. Morris, ed., John Jay ... Unpublished 

Papers... (New York, 1975-). 

PCC Papers of the Continental Congress, 1774-1789 
(Record Group 360, National Archives). oo 

Rutland, Madison Robert A. Rutland et al., eds., The Papers of James | 

7 Madison, Volumes VIII— (Chicago and Char- 
lottesville, 19'73-). 

Rutland, Mason Robert A. Rutland, ed., The Papers of George Ma- 
son, 1725-1792 (3 vols., Chapel Hill, N.C., 

1970). 
Syrett Harold C. Syrett et al., eds., The Papers of Alex- 

| ander Hamilton (27 vols., New York, 1961- 

1987). | 
Thorpe | Francis N. Thorpe, ed., The Federal and State Con- 

| stitutions .. . (7 vols., Washington, D.C., 1909). 

Washington Diaries Donald Jackson and Dorothy Twohig, eds., The 

) Diaries of George Washington (6 vols., Char- 

| — lottesville, 1976-1979).



| XXiV | SYMBOLS | 

| Wharton, Francis Wharton, ed., The Revolutionary Diplo- 
Diplomatic matic Correspondence of the United States (6 vols., 
Correspondence Washington, D.C., 1889). As oe 

= Cross-references to Volumes of hoe al ag 
The Documentary History of the Ratification of the Constitution —_- 

CC | References to Commentaries on the Constitution are | 
| : : _ cited as “CC”? followed by the number of the | 

| * document. For example: “CG:25.” | : 
| CDR References to the first volume, titled Constitu- = 

| | tional Documents and Records, 1776-1787, are | 
| | cited as “CDR” followed by the page number. _ 

| mn For example: “CDR, 325.” ee re 
7 ~ RCS. _ References to the series of volumes titled Rati- | 

| | | | fication of the Constitution by the States are cited | 
| as “‘RCS” followed by the abbreviation of the 

- _.__- state and the page number. For example: - 
ane “ROS:Pa., 325." oe a ee 

Mfm | _ References to the microform supplements to the —s_ 
a | a | “RCS” volumes are cited as ‘“Mfm” followed 

| _ by the abbreviation of the state and the num- 
- ber of the document. For example: ‘““Mfm:Pa. _ 

| 25.” | |



| | Virginia Chronology, 1776-1791 | | 

| 1776 | | 
15 May | Revolutionary convention instructs delegates in Congress to | 

call for independence, foreign alliances, and a form of con- 

. federation. Also appoints a committee to prepare a dec- — 
laration of rights and a form of government for Virginia. 

7 June Richard Henry Lee moves in Congress that colonies “are, — 
_and of right ought to be, free and independent States,” | 

| _ that foreign alliances should be entered into, and that a ~ | 
| _ plan of confederation be prepared. | | | 

12 June | Virginia Declaration of Rights adopted. 7 
29 June | Virginia Constitution adopted; Patrick Henry elected gover- 

nor. | Oo 
2 July Congress declares the colonies independent. 

| 4 July Congress adopts Declaration of Independence. | 

| 1777 | 

15 November Congress adopts Articles of Confederation and sends them 
to states for approval. , : 

16 December Legislature ratifies Articles of Confederation. — | 

| 1781 OO 

2 January Legislature cedes Northwest Territory to Congress. _ 
14 June Legislature approves Impost of 1781. | | 
19 October British forces surrender at Yorktown. | 7 
17 December Legislature suspends approval of Impost of 1781 until ap- 

| proved by other states. oe | 

a | 1782 a 
7 December Legislature repeals its approval of Impost of 1781. : 

| | 1783 | 
13 September Congress requests a second cession of Northwest Territory | 

from Virginia. : 
12 December Legislature authorizes Congress to retaliate against British _ | 

| | trade restrictions in West Indies. | 
18 December Legislature approves Impost of 1783. 
20 December Legislature cedes Northwest Territory to Congress. | 

| XXV |
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1784 | | | 

1 March Congress accepts Virginia’s cession of Northwest Territory. . 
26 June 7 Legislature approves amendment to Articles of Confedera- 

| tion to share expenses according to population. oI 
28 June Legislature appoints commissioners to meet with Maryland 

| | | commissioners to discuss commercial problems over the 
| jurisdiction and navigation of the Potomac River. | | 

29 June Legislature approves amendment to Articles of Confedera- 
tion to grant Congress power to regulate commerce for 

: fifteen years. | | 
19 November Legislature instructs delegates to Congress to secure navi- | | 

oO gation of Mississippi River. | | | 
15 December Congress officially informed that Spain has closed navigation’ | 

| of Mississippi River to Americans. oe 

: 1785 : 

25-28 March Mount Vernon Conference. 

1786 a 

21 January Legislature calls interstate meeting to consider granting Con- 
| 7 gress power to regulate trade and appoints Edmund Ran- 

| dolph, James Madison, Walter Jones, St. George Tucker, 
and Meriwether Smith as delegates. | . 

3 August Congress receives Secretary for Foreign Affairs John Jay’s 
request to forbear navigation of Mississippi River for 
twenty-five years so he could conclude commercial treaty 

| | 7 | with Spain. | 
29 August Congress votes seven states to five to approve Jay’s request. | 

| | Virginia votes with minority. | | 
11-14 September Annapolis Convention meets and calls for a convention to 

meet in Philadelphia on 14 May 1787. 
1 November House of Delegates rejects petitions favoring paper money; 

| , it condemns paper money as “unjust, impolitic, and de- 
_ structive.” | a 

17 November House of Delegates receives petition from inhabitants of Ken- 

| tucky protesting rumored action by Congress giving up nav- 
| igation of Mississippi River. 

23 November Legislature authorizes appointment of delegates to Consti- 
tutional Convention. 

4 December Legislature elects George Washington, Patrick Henry, Ed- 
| mund Randolph, John Blair, James Madison, George Ma- 

| son, and George Wythe as delegates to Constitutional Con- — 
| vention. | | 

7 December Legislature instructs its delegates to Congress to oppose any , 
attempt by Congress to give up right to navigate Mississippi 
River. 

| | 1787 

21 February Congress calls for Constitutional Convention to meet in Phil- 
adelphia on 14 May. : 

22 February _ Thomas Nelson, Jr., appointed delegate to Constitutional 
| | Convention in place of Patrick Henry, who declined to | 

serve.
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20 March Richard Henry Lee appointed delegate to Constitutional 
Convention in place of Thomas Nelson, Jr., who declined 
to serve. | 

5 April James McClurg appointed delegate to Constitutional Con- 
vention in place of Richard Henry Lee, who declined to | 
serve. , | 

5 May James Madison arrives in Philadelphia. 
13 May George Washington arrives in Philadelphia. 
14 May. _ Constitutional Convention meets, but lacks quorum. 
17 May George Mason, the final Virginia delegate, arrives in Phila- 

a dephia. | 
25 May Convention attains quorum. 
29 May. Virginia Resolutions presented to Convention. 

_ 19 June Committee of the Whole adopts and reports amended Vir- 
| ginia Resolutions to Convention. 

17 September | Constitution signed by all delegates present except George 
Mason, Edmund Randolph, and Elbridge Gerry; Conven- 

tion adjourns sine die. 
26 September First printing of Constitution in Virginia. | 
28 September Alexandria town meeting approves Constitution. | 
28 September Berkeley County meeting approves Constitution. 
2 October Fairfax County meeting calls for a state convention to con- 

; sider Constitution. 
| 6 October Williamsburg meeting calls for a convention to consider Con- 

stitution. 
7 October George Mason sends a copy of his objections to Constitution 

to George Washington. 
15-16 October Legislature convenes in Richmond. House of Delegates reads 

Constitution, refers it for consideration on 25 October, 

and orders 5,000 copies printed for distribution. 
16 October Richard Henry Lee writes to Edmund Randolph enclosing 

his proposed amendments to Constitution. . 
20 October Fredericksburg meeting calls for a convention to consider 

Constitution. : 
22 October Frederick County meeting calls for convention to consider 

Constitution. 
22 October Henrico County meeting approves Constitution. 
24 October Petersburg meeting calls for convention to consider Consti- 

tution. 
25-31 October Legislature debates and calls state convention. | 
3 November | House of Delegates condemns paper money as “ruinous to 

Trade and Commerce, and highly injurious” to people. 
12 November House of Delegates adopts resolutions asserting the God- | 

7 given right of Virginians to navigate Mississippi River. 
14 November Governor Randolph transmits a copy of the resolutions call- 

ing Virginia’s convention to other states. 
| 16 November Winchester Virginia Gazette prints Richard Henry Lee’s pro- 

posed amendments to Constitution. 
| 21 November-— Union Society of Richmond debates Constitution, voting 128 

13 December to 15 in favor of it. 
22 November Virginia Journal prints George Mason’s objections to Consti- — 

tution. 
23 November Winchester Virginia Gazette prints George Mason’s objections 

to Constitution.
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30 November-~ Legislature debates and passes act to pay state convention 
12 December delegates. | - | | _ 

| |] December Legislature passes act to allow tobacco to be used for payment 
| | of taxes. 

_. 6 December Richard Henry Lee’s amendments and 16 October letter to. 
| | Edmund Randolph printed in Petersburg Virginia Gazette. 

| 12 December ——_—__sLegislature passes act to repeal laws interfering with collec- | 
| tion of British debts that are contrary to Treaty of Peace 

| | of 1783, but suspends act until Great Britain complies with 
| | 7 the treaty. CO | 

26-27 December | Legislature instructs Governor Randolph to forward to the =| 
| | | | states copies of 12 December act to pay convention dele- 

_ | | gates. ao , 
27 December Randolph’s reasons for not signing the Constitution are — : 

7 oo printed as a pamphlet in Richmond by this date. 

| | | 1788 ae | 

23 February— : Political Club of Danville, Ky., debates Constitution. el, 
| 17 May Ss . 7 oe | - 

— 3+277 March Elections for delegates to Virginia Convention. 7 : 
_ 24 March | __ James Madison addresses voters and is elected Orange County 

| - delegate to Virginia Convention. | ae 
2 April _ Volume I of The Federalist offered for sale in Norfolk (23 

| | April in Richmond). peo, : | | 
2 April | 8 Winchester Virginia Centinel begins publication. | 

| 2-27 June | Virginia Convention meets in Richmond. — > Be 
| 4 June © Volume II of The Federalist is offered for sale in Norfolk (11 
oe i June in Richmond). | mo | . 

25 June Virginia Convention rejects previous amendments to Consti- 
| tution, 88 to 80, and then ratifies Constitution, 89 to 79. | 

_ 26 June President of Convention signs engrossed Form of Ratifica- 
| | | | _ tion, which Convention orders sent to Congress. Retained oe 

| Form signed next day. — : Lo ee , 
| 27 June | Convention recommends Declaration of Rights and amend- 

: , ments to Constitution and orders them sent to Congress 
| | and states. Co | . 

14 July | Virginia Form of Ratification and proposed amendments re- 
: ceived by Congress. oO | 

8 November _. Legislature elects William Grayson and Richard Henry Lee 
oe as U.S. Senators. a _ . owt 

20 November _ Legislature adopts resolutions asking first federal Congress Co 
| | for a second constitutional convention to consider amend- 

| ments to Constitution. | | | 

| | | 1789 | see | 

2 February Virginia elects ten U.S. Representatives. a | . 
8 June = James Madison proposes Bill of Rights in Congress. we 
25 September Congress approves 12 amendments to Constitution to be sub- 

mitted to states. / | | 

TOT | | en 

15 December Virginia becomes eleventh state to ratify Bill of Rights, put- 
| | a ting it into effect. | : - |
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| IV. | 
| THE VIRGINIA CONVENTION 

| (Continued) | | - 

| Editors’ Note — 
The Debate in the Virginia Convention 

on the Navigation of the Mississippi River 
12-13 June 1788 | 

On 12 and 13 June, the Virginia Convention exhaustively discussed | 

the free navigation of the Mississippi River, a right which the United 
States had been trying to get Spain to accept for almost a decade. The © 
free navigation of the river was an important economic issue to Vir- 
 ginians, especially those interested in the future settlement and ex- 
pansion of the West. Agricultural produce would move more cheaply | 
and easily if settlers were allowed free access to the river. Some Vir- | 

| ginians, however, especially those living in the Tidewater, such as 
George Washington and Henry Lee, did not object to the closing of 
the Mississippi because they were involved in the development of a © 

| river and canal system that would bring western produce to the coast. 

The question of the navigation of the Mississippi River began with 

the Treaty of Paris of 1763. This treaty provided that “It being well | 

| understood that the navigation of the Mississippi River shall be free 

equally to the subjects of Great Britain and to those of France, 
throughout all its length and breadth, from its source to the sea... .” 
This provision was inserted in the treaty because France ostensibly 
retained the territory of Louisiana and the island of New Orleans 
located east of the Mississippi. Great Britain needed access to the river 

because it controlled the rest of the land east of the river, including 

Florida which it had just received from Spain. Unbeknownst to Britain, — 

France had granted Louisiana and New Orleans to Spain in November 

1762. France told Britain about this secret agreement in October 1763, 

and in April 1764 the agreement was made public in Europe. | 

In June 1779, three years after the American colonies declared their | 

independence from Great Britain, Spain declared war on Great Britain. 

| Early in the fall of 1779, Congress appointed John Jay to negotiate = 

| an alliance with Spain and instructed him to insist upon the American _ 

right to the free navigation of the Mississippi River. In return, the 

a United States would guarantee East and West Florida to Spain, if the 

| Spanish could recapture these territories from Great Britain. Jay left 

| for Spain in late October. On 5 November 1779, the Virginia legis- 

lature instructed its delegates to Congress to insist upon the American 

right to the free navigation of the Mississippi in any alliance with Spain 

(JCC, XV, 1080-85, 1109-10, 1112-13, 1114, 1118-21, 1140-42, 

| 1179 |
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| 1183; Morris, Jay, I, 650-51; Wharton, Diplomatic Correspondence, III, 

352-53, 357-60; and Hening, X, 537-38). | oy 

While in Spain, John Jay quickly learned that, even though the Span- 
ish government wanted an alliance with America, it had no intention 
of recognizing America’s right to navigate the Mississippi. Jay outlined | 
his difficulties in two letters to the President of Congress. In a letter 
dated 26 May 1780, Jay included the report of a conference with the 
Conde de Floridablanca, Spain’s Foreign Minister, who told him: 
“there was but one obstacle from which he apprehended any great 
difficulty in forming a treaty with America, and plainly intimated that | 
this arose from the pretensions of America to the navigation of the 
Mississippi.” Commenting on this conference, Jay said: “If Congress 
remains firm, as I have no reason to doubt, respecting the Mississippi, | 
I think Spain will finally be content with equitable regulations, and I 

_wish to know whether Congress would consider any regulations nec- 
essary to prevent contraband as inconsistent as possible with their ideas | 
of free navigation. I wish that as little as possible may be left to my — 
discretion, and that as I am determined to adhere strictly to their 
sentiments and directions, I may be favored with them fully and in 
season” (Wharton, Diplomatic Correspondence, III, 724, 725). | 

In a 6 November 1780 letter, Jay noted that Don Diego de Gardoqui, | 
an official in the Ministry of Finance, had spoken with him and had | 
“pointedly proposed my offering the navigation of the Mississippi as | 
a consideration for aids”’ (i.e., loans). Jay told Gardoqui that the United 

_ States had no intention of relinquishing the right of navigation. Near 
the end of the letter, Jay wrote: “In my opinion we should endeavor | 
to be as independent on the charity of our friends as on the mercy . 
of our enemies. Jacob took advantage even of his brother’s hunger, 
and extorted from him a higher price than the value of the Mississippi | 
even for a single dinner. The way not to be in Esau’s condition is to 
be prepared to meet with Jacob’s’” (ibid., IV, 135, 148). 

In America, the war was not going well in 1779 and 1780. The | 
| Continental Army was short on supplies, Continental currency had | 

depreciated greatly, and the war raging in the Carolinas threatened to 
expand into Virginia. An alliance with Spain seemed more pressing 
than ever. Early in 1780 the Chevalier de la Luzerne, the French 
minister plenipotentiary to America, told a committee of Congress that | 
in order to secure a Spanish alliance, the United States (among other 
things) had to recognize Spain’s right to the ‘‘exclusive navigation” of 
the Mississippi (JCC, XVI, 114). | 

| _ To facilitate negotiations with Spain, Virginia’s delegates to Congress _ 
(Theodorick Bland and James Madison) recommended to Governor
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Thomas Jefferson in November and December 1780 that the legislature 
either revise or clarify its instructions of November 1779. Therefore, | 
on 2 January 1781 the legislature resolved that Virginia was willing to 
cede the free navigation of the Mississippi below the southern bound- 
ary of the United States (i.e., the thirty-first parallel), but the state’s 
delegates were instructed to “use their endeavour to obtain on behalf 
of this state or other states having territory on the said river, a free 
port or ports below the territory of such states respectively’ (Bland 
to Jefferson, 22 November, and Madison and Bland to Jefferson, 12 : 

December, Hutchinson, Madison, II, 194-97, 241-42; and Hening, X, 
538). : 

On 15 February 1781 Congress, acting upon Virginia’s resolution, 
| adopted new instructions which allowed Jay to relinquish the American 

right to navigate the Mississippi south of the thirty-first parallel, “pro- | 
vided such cession shall be unalterably insisted upon by Spain; and 
provided the free navigation of the said river, above the said degree 
of north latitude, shall be acknowledged and guarantied by his Catholic 
Majesty to the citizens of the United States in common with his own 

subjects.” Jay was also ordered to obtain for Americans “the use of 
the river aforesaid, with a free port or ports below the said thirty-first 
degree of north latitude.”” The new instructions were adopted by a 

-_- vote of 7 to 3, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and North Carolina being 
in the minority (Hutchinson, Madison, II, 302-3; and JCC, XIX, 151- 

54. The draft instructions are in James Madison’s handwriting.). 
Despite America’s conciliatory attitude, Jay failed to conclude a 

, Spanish alliance while resident in Spain from January 1780 to May 
1782. In 1783, Great Britain returned the Floridas to Spain, while the _ 
United States received the remainder of Britain’s western territory east 
of the Mississippi and south of Canada. Article 8 of the Treaty of 
Peace stipulated that ‘““The Navigation of the River Mississippi, from 
its source to the Ocean shall for ever remain free and open to the — 
Subjects of Great Britain and the Citizens of the United States.” Amer- 
ican and British peace negotiators had included article 8 in the treaty 
because they believed that the restoration of the Floridas to Spain 
jeopardized the right of free navigation granted in 1763. Spain, how- 

, ever, rejected article 8; it also refused to accept the Mississippi as the 

western boundary of the United States and it contested the northern 

boundary of West Florida. At about the same time that the of Treaty 

of Peace was signed, Spain ended the special privileges that it had 
given to Americans in New Orleans and Havana during the war. 

On 3 June 1784, Congress reversed its 15 February 1781 instruc- 

| tions and resolved that its ministers plenipotentiary for negotiating
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commercial treaties with foreign powers (John Adams, Benjamin 7 
| Franklin, and Thomas Jefferson) “be and they are hereby instructed, _ oy 

in any negotiations they may enter upon with the court of Spain, not | 
to relinquish or cede, in any event whatsoever, the right of the citizens 

_ Of these United States to the free navigation of the river Mississippi 
from its source to the ocean” (JCC, XXVII, 529-30). Unaware of 

Congress’ action, the Spanish government (on 26 June 1784) in- , 

| structed its ad interim governor of Louisiana to issue a proclamation 
stating that, until the boundaries of Louisiana and the Floridas were _ 
settled, Americans would not be permitted to navigate the Mississippi | 
River within the territory of Spain (JCC, XXVII, 690). - | 
When the Virginia legislature met in the fall of 1784, it was disturbed | 

by reports of possible conflicts between western settlers and Indians 
and by rumors of Spanish intrigue. The legislature wanted to restrain 
the settlers, but it also meant to affirm America’s right to navigate the oe 

| Mississippi. Consequently, in early November the legislature adopted _ | 
| two resolutions that had been drafted by Joseph Jones with the as- 

sistance of James Madison. The first said “That for preserving the 
_ tranquillity of our western inhabitants, speedy and exemplary punish- 

ment ought to be inflicted on every person doing injury to the subjects 
of Spain or the Indians in that quarter; and that proper laws for that 
purpose ought to be enacted,” and the second noted ‘‘That it is es- | 
sential to the prosperity and happiness of the western inhabitants of — | 

| this Commonwealth, to enjoy the right of navigating the river Missis- | 
sippi to the sea, and that the delegates representing this State in Con- - 

_ gress, ought to be instructed to move that honorable body to give 
directions, (unless the same have already been given to the American _ a 

| _ ministers in Europe) to forward negotiations to obtain that end, with- | | 
| out loss of time” (Rutland, Madison, VIII, 124—25). Later in the month, | 

the legislature passed a “proper” law (‘‘An act punishing certain of- | 
_. fences injurious to the tranquility of this commonwealth’), drafted, in 

part, by Jones and Madison, that gave force to the first resolution | 
(ibid., 154-55, 227-28; and Hening, XI, 471-73). re Be a | 
In October 1784, the Spanish government decided to move the 

negotiations for a commercial treaty to America. In the spring of 1785 ws 
Don Diego de Gardoqui, the encargado de negocios, arrived in Amer- 
ica and on 2 July presented his credentials to Congress. On 25 August | 
Congress instructed John Jay, who had become Secretary for Foreign 
Affairs in 1784, “particularly to stipulate the right of the United States | 
to their territorial bounds, and the free Navigation of the Mississippi, 
from the source to the Ocean, as established in their Treaties with 

Great Britain.” Jay entered into negotiations with Gardoqui, but on
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_ 29 May 1786 he wrote the President of Congress that he was having 
difficulties getting a commercial treaty. Congress referred the letter to 

| a committee of three (of which James Monroe was a member), and 
| the committee reported on 1 August that the letter should be referred 

| to the Committee of the Whole. On 1 August Congress ordered Jay __ 
- to appear on 3 August to discuss his letter. On the 3rd, Jay asked 

Congress to forbear the free navigation of the Mississippi for twenty- 
five or thirty years so that he might conclude a commercial treaty with 
Gardoqui (JCC, XXIX, 494-95, 657-58; XXX, 323; XXXI, 457, 457n, 

oe 467-84). | | 
| Congress debated the question of altering Jay’s 1785 instructions 

| for the next few weeks, and on 29 August it voted seven states to five _ 
a to repeal that part of the instructions relating to territorial boundaries _ 

and the Mississippi. The seven Northern States voted for repeal; the 
five Southern States against (Delaware was absent). Two days later, 

Congress considered a resolution of Charles Pinckney of South Car- 
| olina (seconded by Henry Lee of Virginia), ordering Jay to abide by | 

his 1785 instructions because the repeal of part of those instructions 
violated the provision of the Articles of Confederation requiring the 
assent of nine states to such an action. With the delegates again voting | 
along sectional lines, Pinckney’s motion was defeated seven states to 
five. On 28 September another attempt by Pinckney (supported by 
Edward Carrington of Virginia) also failed (JCC, XXXI, 574-96, 610— 
13, 694-97). 

In December 1786, the Virginia legislature adopted a series of res- _ 
olutions, probably written by James Madison, that instructed the state’s 
congressional delegates to oppose any attempt to give up the right of 

| navigation. In April 1787, Congress heatedly debated the question; | 
but, by the end of the month, Congress dropped the matter and by 
the end of August the question was in “a State of absolute dormifi- 
cation.” In November the Virginia House of Delegates appointed a 
committee to instruct the state’s congressional delegates to oppose the 

bartering away of the right to navigate, but the committee does not _ | 
appear to have reported. Finally, on 16 September 1788 Congress 
resolved “That the free navigation of the river Mississippi is a clear 
and essential right of the United States,” and it referred all negotia- | 
tions with Spain to the government under the new Constitution (JCC, 
XXXIV, 534-35; William Grayson to James Madison, 31 August 1787, 

| Rutland, Madison, X, 159; and RCS:Va., xxx, xxxi). © 
For a full discussion of the responses to the Jay-Gardoqui treaty 

negotiations, see RCS:Va., xxix—xxx; and CC:46. 7
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oe | _ The Virginia Convention oe 
| Thursday | | . 

| 12 June 1788 | 

Debates Oo . a 

~The Convention, according to the order of the day, again resolved 
itself into a Committee of the whole Convention, to take into farther. 

consideration the proposed plan of Government.—Mr. Wythe in the | 
Chair. | 

| (The first and second sections still under consideration.) — 
Mr. Grayson.—Mr. Chairman,—I asserted yesterday that there were 

two opinions in the world—the one that mankind were capable of | 
governing themselves, the other, that it required actual force to govern 
them. On the principle that the first position was true, and which is 
consonant to the rights of humanity, the House will recollect that it 
was my opinion to amend the present Confederation, and infuse a 
new portion of health and strength into the State Governments; to— | 
apportion the public debts in such a manner as to throw the unpopular 
ones on the back lands—to divide the rest of the domestic debt among 
the different States—and to call for requisitions only for the interest 
of the foreign debt. If contrary to this maxim, force is necessary to 
govern men, | then did propose as an alternative, not a Monarchy like 
that of Great-Britain, but a milder Government, one which under the _ 

idea of a general corruption of manners and the consequent necessity 

_ of force, should be as gentle as possible. I shewed in as strong a manner 
as I could, some of the principle defects in the Constitution. The 
greatest defect is the opposition of the component parts to the interests 
of the whole. For let Gentlemen ascribe its defects to as many causes | 
as their imaginations may suggest, this is the principle and radical one. 
I urged, that to remedy the evils which must result from this Govern- 
ment, a more equal representation in the Legislature and proper 
checks against abuse, were indispensibly necessary. I do not pretend 
to propose for your adoption, the plan of Government which I men- 
tioned as an alternative to a Monarchy, in case mankind were incapable 

: of governing themselves. I only meant, that if it were once established, 

that force was necessary to govern men, that such a plan would be 
more eligible for a free people than the introduction of Crowned 
Heads and Nobles. Having premised this much to obviate misconstruc- 
tion, I shall proceed to the clause before us with this observation, that 

: I prefer a compleat consolidation to a partial one, but a Foederal
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Government to either. In my opinion the State which gives up the 
| power of taxation has nothing more to give. The people of that State, 

which suffer any power but her own immediate Government, to in-_ 
terfere with the sovereign right of taxation, are gone forever. Giving 
the right of taxation is giving a right to increase the miseries of the 
people. Is it not a political absurdity to suppose that there can be two 
concurrent Legislatures, each possessing the supreme power of direct ) 

, taxation? If two powers come in contact must not the one prevail over 
the other? Must it not strike every man’s mind, that two unlimited, 

co-equal, co-ordinate authorities, over the same objects, cannot exist 
together? But we are told that there is one instance of co-existent 

| powers, in cases of petty corporations, as well here as in other parts 
of the world.! The case of petty corporations does not prove the pro-— 

| _priety or possibility of two co-equal transcendent powers over the same 
objects. Although these have the power of taxation, it only extends to 
certain degrees and for certain purposes. The powers of corporations 
are defined, and operates on limited objects. Their power originates 
by the authority of the Legislature, and can be destroyed by the same | 

| authority. Persons carrying on the powers of a petty corporation may 
be punished for interfering with the power of the Legislature. Their 
acts are entirely nugatory if they contravene those of the Legislature. 

Scotland is also introduced to shew, that two different bodies may with 
convenience exercise the power of taxation in the same country. How 

_ is the land tax there? There is a fixed apportionment. When England 
pays four shillings in the pound, Scotland only pays £. 45,000. This 
proportion cannot be departed from, whatever augmentation may take 

place.? There are stannary courts and a variety of other inferior private 

courts in England. But when they pass the bounds of their jurisdiction, 

the supreme courts in Westminster Hall may, on appeal, correct the 

abuse of their powers. Is there any connection between the Federal 

Courts and State Courts? What power is there to keep them in order? 

Where is there any authority to terminate disputes between these two 

| contending powers? An observation came from an Honorable Gentle- 

man (Mr. Mason,) when speaking of the propriety of the General Gov- 

ernment exercising this power, that according to the rules and doctrine 

of representation, the thing was entirely impracticable. I agreed with 

him in sentiments. I waited to hear the answer from the admirers of 

the New Constitution. What was the answer? Gentlemen were obliged — 

to give up the point with respect to general uniform taxes. They have 

the candour to acknowledge that taxes on slaves would not affect the 

Eastern States, and that taxes on fish or pot-ash, would not affect the 

Southern States. They are then reduced to this dilemma.—In order to
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_ support this part of the system, they are obliged to controvert the first 
‘maxims of representation. The best writers on this subject lay it down | 
as a fundamental principle, that he who lays a tax, should bear his _ 
proportion of paying it. A tax that might with propriety be laid and | 
with ease collected in Delaware, might be highly improper in Virginia. _ | 

| The taxes cannot be uniform throughout the States without being 
oppressive to some. If they be not uniform, some of the members will =| 
lay taxes, in the payment of which they will bear no proportion. The 
members of Delaware will assist in laying a tax on our slaves, of which 
they will pay no part whatever. The members of Delaware do not return _ 
to Virginia to give an account of their conduct. This total want of | | 
responsibility and fellow feeling, will destroy the benefits of represen- 

__ tation. In order to obviate this objection, the Gentleman [ James Mad- 7 

ison] has said that the same evil existed in some degree in the present | 
_ Confederation. To which I answer, that the present Confederation has 

nothing to do, but to say how much money is necessary, and to fix coe 
| the proportion to be paid by each State. They cannot say in what on 

| manner the money shall be raised. This is left to the State Legislatures. oe 
But says the Honorable Gentleman (Mr. Madison) if we were in 

danger we should be convinced of the necessity of the clause. Are we __ 
to be terrified into a belief of its necessity? It is proposed by the - 
opposition, to amend it in the following manner—that requisitions shall | 
be first made, and if not paid, that direct taxes shall be laid by way _ 
of punishment. If this ultimate right be in Congress, will it not be in | 
their power to raise money on any emergency? Will not their credit | 

be competent to procure any sum they may want? Gentlemen agree 
that it would be proper to imitate the conduct of other countries, and _ 
Great-Britain particularly, in borrowing money and establishing funds _ 

| for the payment of the interest on the loans: That, when the Govern- 

_ ment is properly organized and its competency to raise money made _ 
| known, public and private confidence will be the result, and men will | 

readily lend it any sums it may stand in need of. If this should be a 
fact and the reasoning well founded, it will clearly follow that it will _ | 

- be practicable to borrow money in cases of great difficulty and danger 
on the principles contended for by the opposition, and this observation __ | 
must supercede the necessity of granting them the powers of direct  ——_ 
taxation in the first instance, provided the right is secured in the ae o 
second. As to the idea of making extensive loans for extinguishing the | 

_ present domestic debt, it is what I have not by any means in contem- | 
plation; I think it would be unnecessary, unjust, and impolitic. This 

_ country is differently situated and circumstanced from all other coun- 
_ tries in the world. It is now thinly inhabited, but daily increasing in
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numbers. It would not be politic to lay grievous taxes and burdens at — 
present. If our numbers double in 25 years, as is generally believed, __ 

| we Ought to spare the present race because there will be double the | 
number of persons to pay in that period of time. So that were our > 
matters so arranged that the interest could be paid regularly, and that | 
any individual might get his money when he thought proper, as.is the _ 

| case now in England, it would be all that public faith would require. 
Place the subject, however, in every point of view, whether as it relates 
to raising money for the immediate exigencies of the State, or for the 
extinction of the foreign or the domestic debt, still it must be obvious. 

| that if a proper confidence is placed in the acknowledgment of the 
right of taxation in the second instance, that every purpose can be 
answered. However, Sir, if the States are not blameless, why has not 

: the Congress used that coercion which is vested in their Government? 
_It is an unquestionable fact that the Belgic Republic on a similar oc- 
casion, by an actual exertion of force, brought a delinquent province | 
to a proper sense of justice. The Gentleman said, that in case of a _ 
partial compliance with requisitions, the alternative proposed will op- 
erate unequally by taxing those who may have already paid, as well as | 
those who have not, and involving the innocent in the crimes of the 
guilty. Suppose the new Government fully vested with authority to | 

| raise taxes, it will also operate unequally. To make up antecedent 
deficiencies they will lay more taxes the next succeeding year. By this 

| means, those persons from whom a full proportion shall have been 
extracted, will be saddled with a share of the deficiencies, as well as 

those who shall not have discharged their full portion. This mode then | 
will have precisely the same unequal and unjust operation as the other. 

I said yesterday that there were 1500 Representatives and 160 Sen- 
ators, who transacted the affairs of the different States. But we are 

, told that this great number is unnecessary, and that in the multitude 
- of counsellors there is folly instead of wisdom—that they are a dead | 

weight on the public business, which is said in all public assemblies to 
devolve on a few.* This may in some degree be true, but it will not 

_ apply in the great latitude as mentioned by the Gentleman. If ten men _ 
in our Assembly do the public business, may not the same observation | 
extend to Congress? May not five men do the public business of the ) 
Union? But there is a great difference between the objects of legislation | 

_in Congress and those of the State Legislatures. If the former be more | 
complicated there is a greater necessity of a full and adequate rep- 
resentation. It must be confessed that it is highly improper to trust 
our liberty and property in the hands of so few persons if they were 
any thing less than divine. But it seems that in this contest for power, —_
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the State Governments have the advantage. I am of opinion that it 
will be directly the reverse. What influence can the State Governments 
be supposed to have, after the loss of their most important rights? — 

Will not the diminution of their power and influence be an augmen-. 
tation of those of the General Government? Will not the officers of 
the General Government receive higher compensations for their ser- 
vices than those of the State Governments? Will not the most influential 
men be employed by Congress? I think that the State Governments 
will be contemned and despised as soon as they give up the power of 
direct taxation, and a State, says Montesquieu, should loose her ex- 

istence sooner than her importance. But, Sir, we are told, that if we | 

do not give up this power to Congress, the impost will be stretched 
to the utmost extent. I do suppose this might follow, if the thing did 
not correct itself. But we know, that it is the nature of this kind of 

taxation, that a small duty will bring more real money than a large 

one. The experience of the English nation proves the truth of this 
assertion. There has been much said of the necessity of the five per 
cent impost. I have been ever of opinion, that two and a half per cent, 
would produce more real money into the treasury. But we need not 
be alarmed on this account, because when smugglers will be induced 
by heavy imposts to elude the laws, the General Government will find 
it their interest again to reduce them within reasonable and moderate 
limits. But it is suggested, that if direct taxation be inflicted by way of 
punishment, it will create great disturbances, in the country. This is | 
an assertion without argument. If man is a reasonable being, he will | 
submit to punishment, and acquiesce in the justice of its infliction, 
when he knows he deserves it. The States will comply with the req- | 
uisitions of Congress more readily, when they know that this power 
may be ultimately used, and if they do not comply, they will have no , 
reason to complain of its exercise. 

We are then told of the armed neutrality of the Empress of Russia, 
the opposition to it by Great-Britain, and the acquiescence of other 

| powers.° We are told that in order to become the carriers of con- 
tending nations, it will be necessary to be formidable at sea—that we 
must have a fleet in case of a war between Great-Britain and France. 
I think that the powers who formed that treaty will be able to support 
it. But if we were certain that this would not be the case, still I think | 

the profits that might arise from such a transient commerce, could 
not compensate for the expences of rendering ourselves formidable 
at sea, or the dangers that would probably result from the attempt. 
To have a fleet, in the present limited population of America, is, in 
my opinion, impracticable and inexpedient. Is America in a situation
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to have a fleet? I take it to be a rule founded in common sense, that 

manufacturers, as well as sailors, proceed from a redundancy of in- 

habitants. Our numbers compared to our territory are very small in- 
deed. I think therefore that all attempts to have a fleet, till our Western 
lands are fully settled, are nugatory and vain. How will you induce 
your people to go to sea? Is it not more agreeable to follow agriculture 
than to encounter the dangers and hardships of the ocean? The same 
reasoning will apply in a great degree to manufactures. Both are the 

result of necessity. It would besides be dangerous to have a fleet in 
our present weak, dispersed, and defenceless situation. The powers of 
Europe, who have West-India possessions, would be alarmed at any 

extraordinary maritime exertions; and knowing the danger of our ar- | 
| rival at manhood would crush us in our infancy. In my opinion, the 

great objects most necessary to be promoted and attended to in Amer- 
ica, are agriculture and population. First take care that you are suf- 

| ficiently strong by land, to guard against European partitions: Secure 
your own house, before you attack that of other people. I think that 
the sailors who would be prevailed on to go to sea, would be a real 
loss to the community: Neglect of agriculture, and loss of labour, would 
be the certain consequence of such an irregular policy. I hope, that — 

_ when these objections are thoroughly considered, all ideas of having | 
a fleet in our infant situation will be given over. When the American | 
character is better known, and the Government established on per-_ 
manent principles—when we shall be sufficiently populous, and our 

| situation secure, then come forward with a fleet—not with a small one, 

but with one sufficient to meet any of the maritime powers. 
The Honorable Gentleman (Mr. Madison) said that the impost will 

be less productive hereafter, on account of the increase of population. 
I shall not controvert this principle. When all the lands are settled and 
we have manufactures sufficient, this may be the case. But I believe, 

that for a very long time this cannot possibly happen. In islands and | 
thick settled countries, where they have manufactures, the principle | 
will hold good; but will not apply in any degree to our country. I 
apprehend that among us, as the people in the lower country find 
themselves straightened they will remove to the frontiers, which for a | 

considerable period will prevent the lower country from being very 
populous, or having recourse to manufactures. I cannot therefore but 
conclude, that the amount of the imposts will continue to increase at 

least for a great number of years. | | 

- Holland, we are informed, is not happy, because she has not a Con- | 

stitution like this. This is but an unsupported assertion. Do we not 

know the cause of her misfortunes? The evil is co-eval with her exist-
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ence—There are always opposite parties in that Republic. There are | 
now two parties—the Aristocratic party supporting the Prince of Or- o 

: ange, and the Louvestein party supporting the rights of the people. | 
France foments the one, and Great-Britain the other.® Is it known that _ 

| if Holland had begun with such a Government as this, that the violence. 
of faction would not produce the same evils which they experience at 
this present moment? It is said that all our evils result from requisitions | | 
on the States. I did not expect to hear of complaints for non-com- | 
pliance during the war. Do not Gentlemen recollect our situation dur- _ a 

ing the war? Our ports were blocked up, and all means of getting 
money destroyed, and almost every article taken from the farmer for o 
the public service, so as, in many instances, not to leave him enough es 

to support his own family with tolerable decency and comfort. It can- | 
not be forgot that another resort of Government was applied to, and | 

| that press warrants were made to answer for the non-compliance of. 
__- requisitions.—Every person must recollect our miserable situation dur- | 

| ing the arduous contest, therefore shall make no farther apology for 
the States during the existence of the war.—Since the peace there have 
been various causes for not furnishing the necessary quotas to the 
General Government. In some of the flourishing States the requisitions | 
have been attended to; in others their non-compliance is to be attrib- | 

uted more to the inability of the people, than to their unwillingness 
to advance the general interests.—Massachusetts attempted to correct | 
the nature of things, by extracting more from the people than they = 
were able to part with: What did it produce? A revolution, which shook 

| that State to its centre.” — Une nee a - eo mae 
Paper money has been introduced. What did we do a few years ago? 

Struck off many millions, and by the charms of magic made the value eS 
of the emissions diminish by a forty fold ratio.? However unjust or | | 
unreasonable this might be, I suppose it was warranted by the inevi- 

| table laws of necessity. But, Sir, there is no disposition now of having | 
paper money: This engine of iniquity is universally reprobated. But — 
Conventions give power, and Conventions can take away. This obser- 
vation does not appear to me to be well founded. It is not so easy to | 
dissolve a Government like this. Its dissolution may be prevented by 
a trifling minority of the people of America. The consent of so many _ 
States are necessary to introduce amendments, that I fear they will | 
with great difficulty be obtained. It is said, that a strong Government == 
will increase our population by increasing of emigrants. From what _ 
quarter is emigration to proceed? From the arbitrary Monarchies of | 
Europe? I fear this kind of population would not add much to our _ 

_ happiness or improvement: It is supposed from the prevalence of the
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Orange faction, that numbers will come hither from Holland, although ~ 
| it is not imagined the strength of the Government will form the in- 

_ ducement. The exclusive power of Legislation over the 10 miles square | 
is introduced by many Gentlemen. I would not deny the utility of 

| vesting the General Government with a power of this kind, were it © 
properly guarded. Perhaps I am mistaken, but it occurs to me that 
Congress may give exclusive privileges to merchants residing within 

_ the ten miles square, and that the same exclusive power of legislation 
will enable them to grant similar privileges to merchants in the strong 
holds within the States. I wish to know if there be any thing in the | 
Constitution to prevent it. If there be, I have not been able to discover 
it. I may perhaps, not thoroughly comprehend this part of the Con- 
stitution, but it strikes my mind that there is a possibility that in process _ 

| of time and from the simple operation of effects from causes, that the | 
whole commerce of the United States may be exclusively carried on | 

oo by the merchants residing within the seat of Government, and those 
places of arms, which may be purchased of the State Legislatures. How 
detrimental and injurious to the community, and how repugnant to 

| the equal rights of mankind, such exclusive emoluments would be, I 
submit to the consideration of the Committee. Things of a similar 

| - nature have happened in other countries, or else from whence have 
issued the Hans-towns, Cinque ports and other places in Europe, which 

| , _have peculiar privileges in commerce as well as in other matters?? I 
do not offer this sentiment as an opinion, but a conjecture; and in | 
this doubtful agitation of mind on a point of such infinite magnitude, _ 
only ask for information from the framers of the Constitution, whose : 

superior opportunities must have furnished them with more ample 
| lights on the subject than I am possessed of. Something is said on the 

other side with respect to the Mississippi. An Honorable Gentleman 
has mentioned, that he was satisfied that no member of Congress had 

- any idea of giving up that river.!° Sir, I am not at liberty from my 
situation to enter into any investigation on the subject: I am free, 
however, to acknowledge that I have frequently heard the honorable 

| member declare, that he conceived the object then in contemplation, 

was the only method by which the right of that river could be ultimately 
secured. I have heard similar declarations from other members. I must 
beg leave to observe, at the same time, that I most decidedly differed : 

with them in sentiment.—With respect to the citizens of the Eastern 
and some of the middle States, perhaps the best and surest means of | 
discovering their general dispositions, may be by having recourse to 
their interests: This seems to be the pole star to which the policy of 
nations is directed: If this supposition should be founded, I think they
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must have reasons of considerable magnitude, for wishing the occlusion 
of that river. If the Mississippi was yielded to Spain, the migration to | 
the Western country would be stopped, and the Northern States would, 
not only retain their inhabitants, but preserve their superiority and 
influence over that of the Southern. If matters go on in their present 
direction, there will be a number of new States to the Westward— 

Population may become greater in the Southern scale—The ten miles 
square may approach us! This they must naturally wish to prevent. I 
think Gentlemen may know the disposition of the different States, from | 
the geography of the country and from the reason and nature of things. 
Is it not highly imprudent to vest a power in the generality, which will | 

- enable those States to relinquish that river? There are but feeble re- 
strictions at present to prevent it. By the old confederation nine States | 
are necessary to form any treaty. By this Constitution, the President 

with two thirds of the members present in the Senate, can make any 
treaty. Ten members are two thirds of a quorum. Ten members are 
the Representatives of five States. The Northern States may then easily 
make a treaty relinquishing this river. In my opinion, the power of | 
making treaties, by which the territorial rights of any of the States may 
be essentially affected, ought to be guarded against every possibility —— 
of abuse: And the precarious situation to which those rights will be 
exposed, is one reason with me, among a number of others, for voting 
against its adoption. . 7 

Mr. Pendleton.—Mr. Chairman,—When I spoke formerly,'! I endea- 

vored to account for the uneasiness of the public mind—that it arose 
from objections to Governments drawn from mistaken sources. I stated | 
the General Governments of the world to have been either dictated 
by a conquerer, at the point of his sword, or the offspring of confusion, 
when a great popular leader, seizing the occasion, if he did not produce | | 
it, restored order at the expence of liberty, and became the tyrant. In 
either case the interest and ambition of the despot, and not the good | 

of the society, give the tone to the Government, and establish con- — 
tending interests. A war is commenced, and kept up, where there ought | 
to be union; and the friends of liberty have sounded the alarm to the 
people, to regain that liberty which circumstances had thus deprived 
them of. Those alarms, misrepresented and improperly applied to this 
Government, have produced uneasiness in the public mind. I said 
improperly applied, because the people by us are peaceably assembled, 
to contemplate in the calm lights of mild philosophy, what Government 
is best calculated to promote their happiness, and secure their liberty. 
This I am sure we shall effect, if we do not lose sight of them by too . 
much attachment to pictures of beauty, or horror, in our researches
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into antiquity, our travels for examples into remote regions—or severe 
criticisms upon, or unfriendly applications of expressions which may 
drop in the effusions of honest zeal._—The term herd was thus pro- 
duced—meaning to express a multitude.!? It was capable of an odious 
application, that of placing the citizens in a degrading character. I wish 
it had not been used, and I wish the Gentleman on the other side had 

. thought himself at liberty to have let it pass, without pointing its odious 
meaning. However, I claim no right to prescribe to him. It is done, 
and it must rest with the candour of the attending citizens whom it 

| concerns, to give it the innocent meaning, which I am sure the Hon- 
orable Gentleman intended. | | , 

| On the subject of Government the worthy member (Mr. Henry) and 
I differ at the threshold. I think Government necessary to protect 
liberty. He supposes the American spirit all-sufficient for the purpose. 
What say the most respectable writers—Montesquieu, Locke, Sidney, 
Harrington, &c.? They have presented us with no such idea. They 
properly discard from their system, all the severity of cruel punish- | 
ments, such as tortures, inquisitions, and the like—shocking to human 
nature, and only calculated to coerce the dominion of tyrants over 
slaves. But they recommend making the ligaments of Government firm, 

| and a rigid execution of the laws as more necessary than in a Mon- 
archy—to preserve that virtue, which they all declare to be the pillar | 

| on which the Government, and liberty its object, must stand. They are 
not so visionary, as to suppose, there ever did or ever will exist a 
society, however large their aggregate fund of virtue may be, but hath 
among them persons of a turbulent nature, restless in themselves, and 
disturbing the peace of others—Sons of rapine and violence, who un- 
willing to labour themselves, are watching every opportunity to snatch 

| from the industrious peasant the fruits of his honest labour. Was I 
not then correct in my inference, that such a Government and liberty 
were friends and allies, and that their common enemy was turbulence, 

| - faction, and violence? ’Tis those therefore that will be offended by 

good Government, and for those I suppose no Gentleman will profess 
himself an advocate. The writers just mentioned, point out licentious- 
ness as the natural offspring of liberty, and that therefore all free 
Governments should endeavor to suppress it, or else it will ultimately 

| overthrow that liberty of which it is the result. Is this speculation only? 

Alas! reason and experience too fatally prove its truth in all instances. 

| A Republican Government is the nursery of science. It turns the bent _ 

of it to eloquence, as a qualification for the representative character, 

which is, as it ought to be, the road to our public offices. I have 

_ pleasure in beholding these characters already produced in our coun-
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cils—and a rising fund equal to a constant supply—May heaven prosper _ 
their indeavors, and direct their eloquence to the real good of their ae 
country. I am unfortunate enough to differ from the worthy member - 

in another circumstance. He professes himself an advocate for the 
| middling and lower classes of men. I profess to be a friend to the equal 

liberty of all men, from the palace to the cottage, without any other | 
| distinction than between good and bad men. I appeal to my public life © 

and private behaviour, to decide whether I have departed from this | 

rule. Since distinctions have been brought forth and communicated to Mo 
the audience; and will be therefore disseminated, I beg Gentlemen to 

take with them this observation, that distinctions have been produced © 
by the opposition. From the friends of the new Government, they have | 
heard none.—None such are to be found in the organization of the 
paper before you. | | ee : 

| Why bring into debate the whims of writers—introducing the dis- _ nes 
tinction of well born from others?!8—I consider every man well born | 
who comes into the world with an intelligent mind, and with all his 
parts perfect. I am an advocate for fixing our Government on true | 
republican principles, giving to the poor man free liberty in his person Cee 

_ and property. Whether a man be great or small he is equally dear to 7 
me. I wish, Sir, for a regular Government, in order to secure and 

protect those honest citizens who have been distinguished—I mean the — 
industrious farmer and planter. I wish them to be protected in the 
enjoyment of their honestly and industriously acquired property. I wish _ 

: commerce to be fully protected and encouraged, that the people may 
have an opportunity of disposing of their crops at market, and of — | 

__ procuring such supplies as they may be in want of. I presume that =| 
there can be no political happiness, unless industry be cherished and 
protected, and property secured.—Suppose a poor man becomes rich ~ 7 
by honest labour, and increases the public stock of wealth, shall his HE 
reward be the loss of that liberty he set out with? Will you take away 
every stimulus to industry, by declaring that he shall not retain the _ . 

| fruits of it? The idea of the poor becoming rich by assiduity is not _ 
mere fancy. I am old enough, and have had sufficient experience to : 

| know the effects of it. I have often known persons commencing in life o 
| without any other stock but industry and economy; by the mere efforts _ 

of these, rise to opulence and wealth. This could not have been the 
case without a Government to protect their industry.—In my mind the - os 
true principles of republicanism, and the greatest security of liberty, 
is regular Government. Perhaps I may not be a republican, but this | 

| is my idea. In reviewing the history of the world, shall we find an | | 
instance where any society retained its liberty without Government? |
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As I before hinted, the smallest society in extent, to the greatest em- | 

| pire, can only be preserved by a regular Government, to suppress that 

- faction and turbulence so natural to many of our species. What do : 

men do with those passions when they come into society? Do they leave 

them? No—they bring them with them.—These passions which they | 

thus bring into society will produce disturbances which without any 7 

check will overturn it. | | | 

A distinction has been made which surprised me, between the i- 

a lumined mind and the ignorant. I have heard with pleasure in other 

places, that worthy Gentleman expatiate on the advantages of learning, 

among other things as friendly to liberty. I have seen in our code of 

| laws, the public purse applied to cherish private seminaries.'* This is 

: | not strictly just, but with me the end sanctified the means, and I was 

- satisfied. But did we thus encourage learning, to set up those who 

| attained its benefits, as butts of inviduous distinction? Surely the worthy 
member [George Mason], on reflection, will disavow the idea. He 

learns to little purpose indeed, who vainly supposes himself become, 

from that circumstance, of an order of beings superior to the honest 

citizens—peasants if you please to term them so—who in their labour | 

produce great good to the community. But those illumined minds who 

apply their knowledge to promote and cherish liberty—equal liberty 

to all, the peasant as well as others—give to society the real blessings 

of learning. I have seen learning used both ways—but have had pleasure 

| in observing, that lately the latter fruits only have generally appeared, 

which I attribute to the influence of republican principles, and a regard 

for true liberty. Am I still suspected of want of attachment for my 

worthy fellow-citizens, whom the Gentleman calls peasants and cot- 

tagers? Let me add one more observation.—I cannot leave them in the 

| state in which he has placed them—in the parallel between them and 

| those of Switzerland—the United Netherlands and Great-Britain. The 

| peasants of the Swiss Cantons, trade in war—Trained in arms, they 

| become the mercenaries of the best bidder, to carry on the destruction | 

of mankind, as an occupation, where they have not even resentment. _ 

Are these a fit people for a comparison with our worthy planters and 

farmers—in their drawing food and raiment, and even wealth, by hon- 

est labour from the bowels of the earth, where an inexhaustible store | 

| is placed by a bountiful Creator? _ | | 

The citizens of the United Netherlands have no right of suffrage. _ 

There they lose that distinguished badge of freedom. Their represen- 

| tation to their State Assemblies is of towns and cities, and not of the 

people at large. | | | |
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The people of Britain have the right of suffrage, but sell it for a | 
mess of pottage. | | - oe 

The happiness of the people is the object of this Government, and _ 
the people are therefore made the fountain of all power. They cannot 
act personally and must delegate powers. Here the worthy Gentleman 
who spoke last [William Grayson], and I, travelling not together indeed, 
but in sight, are placed at an immeasurable distance—as far as the 
poles asunder. He recommends a Government more energetic and _ 
strong than this—abundantly too strong ever to receive my approba- 
tion. A first Magistrate borrowed from Britain, to whom you are to | 
make a surrender of your liberty, and you give him a seperate interest 

_ from yours. You intrench that interest by powers and prerogatives 
undefined—implant in him self-love, from the influence of which he 
is to do, what—to promote your interest in opposition to his own?— 
An operation of self-love, which is new! Having done this, you accept 
from him a charter of the right you have parted with—present him a 
Bill of Rights—telling him, thus far shall you oppress us and no farther.'® 
It still depends on him whether he will give you that charter, or allow 
the operation of the Bill of Rights. He will do it as long as he cannot — 7 
do otherwise, but no longer. Did ever any free people in the world, 
not dictated to, by the sword of a conquerer, or by circumstances into 

which licentiousness may have plunged them, place themselves in so 
_ degrading a situation, or make so disgraceful a sacrifice of their liberty? _ | 

If they did, sure I am that the example will not be followed by this | 
Convention. This is not all; we are to look some where for the chosen 
few to go into the ten miles square, with extensive powers for life, 
and thereby destroy every degree of true responsibility. Is there no | | 
medium, or shall we recur to extremes? As a republican, Sir, I think 

that the security of the liberty and happiness of the people, from the 
highest to the lowest, being the object of Government, the people are 
consequently the fountain of all power. They must, however, delegate | 
it to agents, because from their number, dispersed situation, and many 

_ other circumstances, they cannot exercise it in person. They must 
_ therefore by frequent, and certain elections, choose Representatives 

to whom they trust it. Is there any distinction in the exercise of this 
| delegation of power? The man who possesses twenty-five acres of land, 

has an equal right of voting for a Representative, with the man who 
| has twenty-five thousand acres. This equality of suffrage, secures the 

people in their property. While we are in pursuit of checks and bal- 
ances, and proper security in the delegation of power, we ought never . 
to loose sight of the representative character. By this we preserve the 
great principle, of the primary right of power in the people, and should
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deviations happen from our interests, the spirit of liberty in future 
elections will correct it.—A security I esteem far superior to Paper- 
Bills of Rights. | 
When the bands of our former society were dissolved, and we were 

under the necessity of forming a new Government, we established a 
Constitution, founded on the principle of representation, preserving 
therein frequency of elections, and guarding against inequality of suf- 
frage. I am one of those who are pleased with that Constitution, be- 
cause it is built on that foundation. I believe that if the Confederation 
had the principles and efficacy of that Constitution, we should have 
found that peace and happiness which we are all in search of. In this 

| State Constitution, to the Executive you commit the sword,—to the 

Legislative you commit the purse, and every thing else without any 
limitation. In both cases the representative character is in full effect, 

and thereby responsibility is secured.—The Judiciary is separate and 
distinct from both the other branches, has nothing to do with either 

| the purse or sword, and for obvious reasons, the judges hold their 
office during good behaviour. — 7 a 

There will be deviations even in our State Legislature thus consti- 
) tuted. I say, (and I hope to give no offence when I do) there have been 

some. I believe every Gentleman will see that it is unconstitutional to 
condemn any man without a fair trial. Such a condemnation is re- 
pugnant to the principles of justice. It is contrary to the Constitution, 
and the spirit of the common law. Look at the Bill of Rights. You find 
there, that no man should be condemned without being confronted 

: with his accusers and witnesses—that every man has a right to call for 
evidence in his favor, and above all, to a speedy trial by an impartial 
jury of the vicinage, without whose unanimous consent he cannot be 
found guilty.—These principles have not been attended to. An instance 
has been mentioned already, where they have been in some degree 
violated.'® (Here Mr. Pendleton spoke so very low that he could not be 

| heard) My brethern in that department (the judicial) felt great uneas- 
iness in their minds, to violate the Constitution by such a law. They 

have prevented the operation of some unconstitutional acts.'’ Not- 
withstanding those violations, I rely upon the principles of the Gov- 
ernment—that it will produce its own reform, by the responsibility 

| resulting from frequent elections.—We are finally safe while we pre- 
serve the representative character. I made these observations as intro- 
ductory to the consideration of the paper on your table. I conceive 
that in those respects where our State Constitution has not been dis- 
approved of, objections will not apply against that on your table: When 

, we were forming our State Constitution we were confined to local
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circumstances. In forming a Government for the Union, we must con- 
sider our situation as connected with our neighbouring States. We ae 
have seen the advantages and blessings of the Union. Every intelligent 
and patriotic mind must be convinced that it is essentially necessary | | 
to our happiness. God grant we may never see the disadvantages of 
disunion. — a a | ae | 

To come to the great subject of direct taxation, more immediately __ 
under consideration—If we find it our interest to be intimately con- | 

nected with the other 12 States, to establish one common Government, 

and bind in one ligament the strength of 13 States, we will find it = 
necessary to delegate powers proportionate to that end; for the del- . 

- egation of adequate powers in this Government is no less necessary 
| than in our State Government. To whom do we delegate these pow- 

_- ers?—To our own Representatives. Why should we fear so much greater » 
dangers from our Representatives there than from those we have | 

_ here?—Why make so great a distinction between our Representatives = 
here, and in the Federal Government, where every branch is formed | 

_ on the same principles—preserving throughout—the Representative re- | 
sponsible character? We have trusted our lives and every thing to our = 
State Representatives. We have particularly committed our purse to 
them with unlimited confidence. I never heard any objection to it-IT 
am sure I make none.—We ought to contribute our share of fixing _ | 

the principles of the Government. Here the Representative character ae 
is still preserved. We are to have an equal share in the representation _ 
of the General Government, should we ratify this Constitution. We 

have hitherto paid more than our share of taxes for the support of | | 

_ the Government, &c. But by this system we are to pay our equal 
rateable share only. Where is the danger of confiding in our Federal 
Representatives? We must choose those in whom we can put the great- 

_ est confidence. They are only to remain two years in office. Will they as 
in that time loose all regard for the principles of honor, and their 

_ character, and become abandoned prostitutes of our rights? I have no | | 

such fear.—When power is in the hands of my Representatives, I care 
not whether they meet here or 100 miles off. a OO ES 

_ A Gentleman (Mr. Monro)'* has said, that the power of direct taxation - 
| was unnecessary, because the impost and back lands would be abun- 

dantly sufficient to answer all federal purposes—If so, what are we a 
_ disputing about? I ask the Gentleman who made the observation, and | 

this Committee, if they believe that Congress will ever lay direct taxes — oe 

if the other funds are sufficient? It will then remain a harmless power | 
upon paper, and do no injury. If it should be necessary, will Gentlemen __ - 
run the risque of the Union by withholding it? I was sorry to hear the |
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subjects of requisitions and taxation misinterpreted. The latter has 
been compared to taxation by Great-Britain without our own consent. _ 
The two cases are by no means similar. The King of Great-Britain has 
not the purse, though he holds the sword. He has no means of using 
the sword but by requisitions on them who hold the purse.—He applied 
to the British Parliament, and they were pleased to trust him with our . 
money. We declared, as we had a right, that we ought to be taxed by | 
our own Representatives, and that therefore their disposing of our 
money without our consent was unjust.—Here requisitions are to be 
made by one body of our Representatives to another. Why should this _ 

_ be the case, when they are both possessed of our equal confidence— 
| _ both chosen in the same manner, and equally responsible to us? But 

we are told, that there will be a war between the two bodies equally 

our Representatives, and that the State Government will be destroyed 

| and consolidated into the General Government. I stated before that 
this could not be so.—The two Governments act in different manners, 
and for different purposes—The General Government in great national 

| concerns, in which we are interested in common with other members 
| of the Union—The State Legislature in our mere local concerns.—Is 

| it true, or merely imaginary, that the State Legislatures will be confined 
| to the care of bridges and roads? I think that they are still possessed 

of the highest powers—Our dearest rights—life, liberty, and property, | 
as Virginians, are still in the hands of our State Legislature. If they 

| prove too feeble to protect us, we resort to the aid of the General — 
Government for security. The true distinction is, that the two Gov- 
ernments are established for different purposes and act on different 
objects.—So that notwithstanding what the worthy Gentleman [William 
Grayson] said, I believe I am still correct, and insist that if each power 

is confined within its proper bounds, and to its proper objects, an 
_ interference can never happen. Being for two different purposes, as _ 

long as they are limited to their different objects, they can no more 
clash, than two parallel lines can meet.—Both lay taxes, but for dif- 

ferent purposes.—The same officers may be used by both Governments, , 
which will prevent a number of inconveniences.—If an invasion or 
insurrection, or other misfortune, should make it necessary for the | 

| General Government to interpose, this will be for the general purposes 
of the Union, and for the manifest interest of the States.—I mentioned 
formerly that it would never be the interest of the General Govern- 
ment, to destroy the State Governments. From these it will derive great 
strength, for if they be possessed of power, they will assist it.—If they 
become feeble, or decay, the General Government must likewise be- 
come weak, or moulder away. | | -
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But we are alarmed on account of Kentucky—We are told, that the — 
Mississippi is taken away.—When Gentlemen say, that seven States are 
now disposed to give it up, and that it will be given up by the operation 
of this Government; are they correct? It must be supposed that on 
occasions of great moment, the Senators from all the States will at- 
tend—If they do, there will be no difference between this Constitution 
and the Confederation in this point.—When they are all present, two- _ 
thirds of them will consist of the Senators from nine States, which is 

the number required by the existing system to form treaties.—The 
consent of the President, who is the Representative of the Union, is 
also necessary. The right to that river must be settled by the sword or | 

_ hegotiation.—I understood that the purpose of that negotiation which 
has been on foot, was, that Spain should have the navigation of that . | 
river for 25 years, after which we were peaceably to retain it forever. 
This, I was told, was all that Spain required. If so, the Gentlemen who 
differed in opinion from others, in wishing to gratify Spain, must have | 
been actuated from a conviction, that it would be better to have the 

_ Tight fixed in that manner, than trust to uncertainty. I think the in- | 
habitants of that country, as well as of every other part of the Union, — 
will be better protected by an efficient firm Government, than by the | 
‘present feeble one. We shall have also a much better chance for a 
favorable negotiation, if our Government be respectable, than we have 
now. It is also suggested, that the citizens of the Western District run 
the risk of loosing their lands, if this Constitution be adopted.!°—I am 
not acquainted with the circumstances of the title set up to those 

- lands.—But this I know, that it is founded, not upon any claim com- , 
menced during the revolution, but on some latent claim that existed 
before that period.—It was brought before our Assembly and rejected, 
I suppose, because they thought it would at this late period, involve the | 
just and unjust, indiscriminately, in distresses. I am bold to say, that 
no assistance can be given by the Constitution to the claimants. The | 

_ Federal Legislature is not authorised to pass any law affecting claims | 
that existed before. If the claim is brought forth, it must be before 

| the Court of the State, on the ground on which it now stands, and 
must depend on the same principles on which it now depends. Whether 
this Constitution be adopted or not, will not affect the parties in this 
case. It will make no difference, as to the principles on which the | 
decision will be made, whether it will come before the State Court or | 
the Federal Court.—They will be both equally independent, and ready 
to decide in strict conformity to justice. I believe the Federal Courts 
will be as independent as the State Courts.—I should no more hesitate _ | 

_ to trust my liberty and property to the one, than the other. Whenever,
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in any country in the world, the Judges are independent, property is 
secure. The existence of Great-Britain depends. on that purity with 
which justice is administered. When Gentlemen will therefore find that 
the Federal Legislature cannot affect pre-existing claims by their leg- 
islation, and the Federal Courts are on the same ground with the State 
Courts, I hope there will be no ground of alarm. 7 

| Permit me to deliver a few sentiments on the great and important 
subject of previous and subsequent amendments. When I sat down to 
read that paper, I did not read it with an expectation that it was 
perfect, and that no man would object to it.—I had learned, Sir, that 
an expectation of such perfection in any institution devised by man, 
was as vain as the search for the philosopher’s stone. I discovered 

_ objections—I thought I saw there sown some seeds of disunion—not 
in the immediate operation of the Government, but which might hap- 
pen in some future time.—I wish amendments to remove these. But 
these remote possible errors may be eradicated by the amendatory 
clause in the Constitution.—I see no danger in making the experiment, 
since the system itself points out an easy mode of removing any errors 
which shall have been experienced. In this view then, I think we may 
safely trust in the Government. With respect to the eight States who 
have already acceded to it, do Gentlemen believe, that, should we 

propose amendments, as the sine qua non of our adoption, they would 
listen to our proposal? I concieve, Sir, that they would not retract.— 
They would tell us—No Gentlemen, we cannot accept of your conditions. 
You put yourselves upon the ground of opposition. Your amendments are 
dictated by local considerations. We, in our adoption have been influenced 
by considerations of general utility to the Union. We cannot abandon prin- 

| ciples like these to gratify you.—Thus, Sir, by previous amendments, we 
present a hostile countenance. If on the contrary we imitate the con- 
duct of those States, our language will be conciliatory and friendly.— 
Gentlemen, we put ourselves on the same ground that you are on. We are 
not actuated by local considerations, but by such as affect the people of America | 
in general.—This conduct will give our amendments full weight. I was 

surprised when I heard introduced, the opinion of a Gentleman (Mr. 
Jefferson) whom I highly respect.?° I know the great abilities of that 

| Gentleman. Providence has, for the good of mankind, accompanied 
those extensive abilities with a disposition to make use of them for the | 
good of his fellow beings; and I wish with all my heart that he was 
here to assist us on this interesting occasion. As to his letter, impressed 
as I am with the force of his authority, I think it was improper to 
introduce it on this occasion. The opinion of a private individual, 
however enlightened, ought not to influence our decision. But admit-_
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ting that this opinion ought to be conclusive with us, it strikes me in | 
a different manner from the honorable Gentleman [Patrick Henry]. I 
have seen the letter in which this Gentleman has written his opinion | 
upon this subject—It appears that he is possessed of that Constitution, _ os 
and has in his mind the idea of amending it—He has in his mind the 
very question of subsequent or previous amendments, which is now oS 
under consideration.—His sentiments on this subject are as follows— | 

_ “IT wish with all my soul that the nine first Conventions may accept | 
the New Constitution, because it will secure to us the good it contains, 
which I think great and important. I wish the four latest which ever _ | 
they be, may refuse to accede to it, till amendments are secured’ — _ | 
He then enumerates the amendments which he wishes to be secured, os 
and adds, ‘“We must take care however, that neither this, nor any other 
objection to the form, produce a schism in our Union. That would be. 
an incurable evil; because friends falling out never cordially re-unite.”” | 
Are these sentiments in favor of those who wish to prevent its adoption © 
by previous amendments? He wishes the first nine States to adopt it— | 
What are his reasons? Because he thinks it will secure to us the good | 
it contains, which he thinks great and important, and he wishes the _ 

_ other four may refuse it, because he thinks it will tend to obtain nec- 
essary amendments. But he would not wish that a schism should take 
place in the Union on any consideration. If then we are to be influ- 
enced by his opinion at all, we will ratify it, and secure thereby the — 

- good it contains.—The Constitution points out a plain and ordinary 
method of reform without any disturbance or convulsions whatever. _ | 
I therefore think that we ought to ratify it in order to secure the | 
Union, and trust to this method for removing those inconveniences | 
which experience shall point out. — | ee 

| Mr. Pendleton added several other observations, but spoke too low | 
to be heard. | a Se | 

Mr. Madison.—Mr. Chairman,—Finding, Sir, that the clause more oe 
immediately under consideration still meets with the disapprobation : | 
of the Honorable Gentleman over the way (Mr. Grayson) and finding “ | 
that the reasons of the opposition as farther developped are not sat- > 

_ isfactory to myself and others who are in favor of the clause; I wish — ee 
that it may meet with the most thorough and complete investigation. — | 
I beg the attention of the Committee, in order to obviate what fell Be 
from the Honorable Gentleman. He set forth that by giving up the 
power of taxation, we should give up every thing, and still insists on | 
requisitions being made on the States, and that then, if they be not a 
complied with, Congress shall lay direct taxes by way of penalty. Let | 
us consider the dilemma which arises from this doctrine. Either req-
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 uisitions will be efficacious or they will not. If they will be efficacious, 

| then I say, Sir, we gave up every thing as much as by direct taxation. 

The same amount will be paid by the people as by direct taxes.—If 

they be not efficatious where is the advantage of this plan? In what : 

respect will it relieve us from the inconveniences which we have ex- 

perienced from requisitions? The power of laying direct taxes by the — 

General Government is supposed by the Honorable Gentleman to be 

chimerical and impracticable. What is the consequence of the alter- 

| native he proposes? We are to rely upon this power to be ultimately | 

used as a penalty to compel the States to comply. If it be chimerical 

| and impracticable in the first instance, it will be equally so when it 

| will be exercised as a penalty. A reference was made to concurrent 

executions as an instance of the possibility of interference between the 

| two Governments. (Here Mr. Madison spoke so low that he could not 

be distinctly heard.) This has been experienced under the State Gov- 

ernments without involving any inconvenience. But it may be answered, 

that under the State Governments, concurrent executions cannot pro- 

duce the inconvenience here dreaded, because they are executed by 

the same officer. Is it not in the power of the General Government _ 

| to employ the State officers? Is nothing to be left to future legislation, 

or must every thing be immutably fixed in the Constitution? Where 

exclusive power is given to the Union, there can be no interference. 

Where the General and State Legislatures have concurrent power, such 

regulations will be made as shall be found necessary to exclude inter- 

ferences and other inconveniences. It will be their interest to make _ 

such regulations. | | 
It has been said, that there is no similarity between petty corpora-_ 

tions and independent States. I admit that in many points of view there 

is a great disimilarity, but in others, there is a striking similarity between 

them, which illustrates what is before us. Have we not seen in our | 

own country (as has been already suggested in the course of the de- | 

bates) concurrent collections of taxes going on at once, without pro- 

| ducing any inconvenience? We have seen three distinct collections of 

taxes, for three distinct purposes. Has it not been possible for collec- | 

tions of taxes, for parochial, county and State purposes, to go on at ~ 

the same time? Every Gentleman must know that this is now the case, 

and though there be a subordination in these cases which will not be 

in the General Government, yet in practice it has been found, that 

7 these different collections have been concurrently carried on, with 

convenience to the people, without clashing with one another, and 

without deriving their harmony from the circumstance of being sub- 

| ordinate to one Legislative body. The taxes will be laid for different —
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purposes. The members of the one Government as well as of the other, 
| are the agents of, and subordinate to the people. I conceive that the 

collections of the taxes of the one will not impede those of the other, __ | 
| and that there can be no interference. This concurrent collection ap- 

pears to me neither chimerical nor impracticable. He compares re- 
sistance of the people to collectors, to refusal of requisitions. This goes | 

_ against all Government. It is as much as to urge, that there should be 
no Legislature. The Gentlemen who favored us with their observations 
on this subject, seemed to have reasoned on a supposition, that the 
General Government was confined by the paper on your table to lay 
general uniform taxes. Is it necessary that there should be a tax on 
any given article throughout the United States? It is represented to — | 

_ be oppressive, that the States who have slaves and make tobacco, 
should pay taxes on these for Federal wants, when other States who 

have them not would escape. But does the Constitution on the table | 
admit of this? On the contrary, there is a proportion to be laid on 
each State according to its population. The most proper articles will | 
be selected in each State. If one article in any State should be deficient, 
it will be laid on another article. Our State is secured on this foun- 

_ dation.—Its proportion will be commensurate to its population. This 
is a constitutional scale, which is an insuperable bar against dispro- 
portion, and ought to satisfy all reasonable minds.—If the taxes be not 
uniform, and the Representatives of some States contribute to lay a | | 

tax of which they bear no proportion, is not this principle reciprocal? 
Does not the same principle hold in our State Government in some 
degree? It has been found inconvenient to fix on uniform objects of. 
taxation in this State, as the back parts are not circumstanced like the - 
lower parts of the country. In both cases the reciprocity of the principle 
will prevent a disposition in one part to oppress the other. My hon- 
orable friend seems to suppose that Congress, by the possession of 
this ultimate power as a penalty, will have as much credit and will be 
as able to procure any sums, on any emergency, as if they were pos- 
sessed of it in the first instance; and that the votes of Congress will | 
be as competent to procure loans, as the votes of the British Commons. | 
Would the votes of the British House of Commons have that credit 
which they now have, if they were liable to be retarded in their op- 
eration, and perhaps rendered ultimately nugatory as those of Con- . | 
gress must be by the proposed alternative? When their vote passes, it 
usually receives the concurrence of the other branch, and it is known 
that there is sufficient energy in the Government, to carry it into effect. 
But here the votes of Congress are in the first place dependent on 
the compliance of 13 different bodies, and after non compliance, are
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liable to be opposed and defeated, by the jealousy of the States against 
the exercise of this power,-and by the opposition of the people which | 

may be expected, if this power be exercised by Congress after partial 

compliances. These circumstances being known, Congress could not > 

command one shilling.—My honorable friend seems to think that we 
ought to spare the present generation, and throw our burthens upon 
posterity. I will not contest the equity of this reasoning, but I must 
say that good policy as well as views of ceconomy, strongly urge us 
even to distress ourselves to comply with our most solemn engage- 
ments. We must make effectual provision for the payment of the in- 

| terest of our public debts. In order to do justice to our creditors, and 
support our credit and reputation; we must lodge power some where _ 

or other for this purpose. As yet the United States have not been able 
by any energy contained in the old system, to accomplish this end. 
Our creditors have a right to demand the principal, but would be _ 

satisfied with a punctual payment of the interest. If we have been 

unable to pay the interest, much less shall we be able to discharge the | 

principal. It appears to me that the whole reasoning used on this 

occasion shews, that we ought to adopt this system to enable us to 

throw our burdens on posterity. The honorable member [William Gray- 

son] spoke of the Decemviri at Rome as having some similitude to the 

ten Representatives who are to be appointed by this State. I can see 

| no point of similitude here, to enable us to draw any conclusion. For 

| what purpose were the Decemviri appointed? They were invested with 

a plenipotentiary commission to make a code of laws. By whom were 

they appointed? By the people at large?—My memory is not infallible, 

but it tells me they were appointed by the Senate. I believe in the 

name of the people. If they were appointed by the Senate and com- 

posed of the most influential characters among the Nobles, can any 

thing be inferred from that against our Federal Representatives? Who 

made a discrimination between the Nobles and the people?—The Sen- 

ate. Those men totally perverted the powers which were given them 

for the purpose above specified, to the subversion of the public liberty. 

Can we suppose that a similar usurpation might be made, by men 

appointed in a totally different manner? As their circumstances were _ 

totally dissimilar I conceive that no arguments drawn from that source, 

can apply to this Government. I do not thoroughly comprehend the 

reasoning of my honorable friend, when he tells us, that the Federal _ 

Government will predominate, and that the State interest will be lost; 

when at the same time he tells us, that it will be a faction of seven 

States.—If seven States will prevail as States, I conceive that state in- 

fluence will prevail. If state influence under the present feeble Gov-
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ernment has prevailed, I think that a remedy ought to be introduced | 
by giving the General Government power to suppress it. | | 

_ He supposed that my argument with respect to a future war between | 
_ Great-Britain and France was fallacious. The other nations of Europe - 

have acceded to that neutrality while Great-Britain opposed it.2! We | 
need not expect in case of such a war, that we should be suffered to _ 

participate of the profitable emoluments of the carrying trade, unless | 
we were in a respectable situation. Recollect the last war—Was there ss 
ever a war in which the British nation stood opposed to so many sis 
nations? All the belligerent nations in Europe, with near one half of | 
the British empire, were united against it. Yet that nation, though - 
defeated, and humbled beyond any previous example, stood out against | 

_ this. From her firmness and spirit in such desperate circumstances, we | 
_ may divine what her future conduct may be. I did not contend that | 

it was necessary for the United States to establish a navy for that sole 
purpose, but instanced it as one reason out of several, for rendering . 

_ ourselves respectable. I am no friend to naval or land armaments in 
time of peace, but if they be necessary, the calamity must be submitted a 
to. Weakness will invite insults. A respectable Government will. not | 
only intitle us to a participation of the advantages which are enjoyed en 
by other nations, but will be a security against attacks and insults. It | 
1s to avoid the calamity of being obliged to have large armaments that | 
we should establish this Government. The best way to avoid danger, 

| is to be in a capacity to withstand it. = | eee 
The impost, we are told, will not diminish, because the emigrations A | 

to the Westward will prevent the increase of population.—He has rea- __ 
soned on this subject justly to a certain degree. I admit that the imposts 
will increase till population becomes so great as to compel us to recur 
to manufactures. The period cannot be very far distant, when the | 
unsettled parts of America will be inhabited. At the expiration of 
twenty-five years hence, I conceive that in every part of the United | | 

| States, there will be as great a population as there is now in the settled | - 
parts. We see already, that in the most populous parts of the Union, — , 
and where there is but a medium, manufactures are beginning to be 
established. Where this is the case the amounts of importations will __ | 

| begin to diminish. Although the impost may even increase during the - 
| term of twenty-five years, yet when we are preparing a Government | 

for perpetuity, we ought to found it on permanent principles and not | 
on those of a temporary nature. | Ue ae ; 

Holland is a favorite quotation with honorable members on the other _ | 
_. Side of the question. Had not their sentiments been discovered by | 

other circumstances, I should have concluded from their reasonings
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on this occasion, that they were friends to the Constitution. I should | 

suppose that they had forgotten which side of the question they were 

on. Holland has been called a Republic, and a Government friendly 

to liberty. Though it may be greatly superior to some other Govern- | 

ments in Europe, still it is not a Republic, or a Democracy. Their 

— Legislature consist in some degree of men who legislate for life. Their 

Councils consists of men who hold their offices for life, who fill up 

offices and appoint their salaries themselves. The people have no 

agency mediate or immediate in the Government. If we look at their ~ 

history we shall find, that every mischief which has befallen them, has 

resulted from the existing Confederacy. If the Stadtholder has been 

productive of mischief—if we ought to guard against such a Magistrate 

more than any evil, let me beseech the Honorable Gentleman to take | 

notice of what produced that, and those troubles which have inter- 

rupted their tranquillity from time to time—The weakness of their 

Confederacy produced both. When the French arms were ready to 

overpower their Republic, and were feeble in the means of defence, | 

| which was principally owing to the violence of parties, they then ap- 

pointed a Stadtholder, who sustained them. If we look at more recent | 

events, we shall have a more pointed demonstration that their political 

infelicity arises from the imbicility of their Government. In the late 

disorders the States were almost equally divided, three Provinces on | 

| one side, three on the other, and the other divided—one party inclined 

to the Prussians, and the other to the French. The situation of France 

did not admit of their interposing immediately in their disputes by an 

| army—That of the Prussians did. A powerful and large army marched 

into Holland and compelled the other party to surrender. We know 

the distressing consequences to the people.?? What produced those 7 

disputes and the necessity of foreign interference, but the debility of . 

| their Confederacy? We may be warned by their example, and shun 

their fate, by removing the causes which produced their misfortunes. 

My honorable friend has referred to the transactions of the Federal 

a Council with respect to the navigation of the Mississippi. I wish it was 

| consistent with delicacy and prudence to lay a complete view of the 

whole matter before this Committee. The history of it is singular and 

| curious, and perhaps its origin ought to be taken into consideration. 

| will touch on some circumstances, and introduce nearly the substance 

| of most of the facts relative to it, that I may not seem to shrink from 

explanation. It was soon perceived, Sir, after the commencement of | 

| the war with Britain, that among the various objects that would affect ) 

the happiness of the people of America, the navigation of the Missis- . 

| sippi was one. Throughout the whole history of foreign negotiation,
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great stress was laid on its preservation. In the time of our greatest 
_ distresses, and particularly when the Southern States were the scene | 

of war, the Southern States cast their eyes around to be relieved from 
their misfortunes. It was supposed that assistance might be obtained 

_ for the relinquishment of that navigation. It was thought that for so 
| substantial a consideration, Spain might be induced to afford decisive | 

succour. It was opposed by the Northern and Eastern States. They 
were sensible that it might be dangerous to surrender this important 
right, particularly to the inhabitants of the Western country. But so it 
was, that the Southern States were for it, and the Eastern States op- 
posed it. Since obtaining that happy peace, which secures to us all our | 
claims, this subject has been taken again into consideration, and de- 
liberated upon in the Federal Government. A temporary relinquish- 
ment has been agitated. Several members from the different States, 

_ but particularly from the Northern, were for a temporary surrender, 
because it would terminate disputes, and at the end of the short period 
for which it was to-be given, the right would revert of course to those | 
who had given it up. And for this temporary surrender some com- | 
mercial advantages were offered. For my part, I considered that this 
measure, though founded on considerations plausible and honorable, 
was yet not justifiable but on grounds of inevitable necessity. I must 
declare in justice to many characters who were in Congress, that they 
declared that they never would enter into the measure unless the sit- 
uation of the United States was such as could not prevent it. | 

I suppose that the adoption of this Government will be favorable | 
to the preservation of the right to that navigation. Emigrations will be 
made from those parts of the United States which are settled, to those 

| parts which are unsettled. If we afford protection to the Western coun- 
try, we will see it rapidly peopled. Emigrations from some of the North- 
ern States have been lately increased. We may conclude, as has been | 

said by a Gentleman on the same side (Mr. Nicholas) that those who 
emigrate to that country, will leave behind them all their friends and _ 
connections as advocates for this right.2 | | 

What was the cause of those States being the champions of this right 
when the Southern States were disposed to surrender it? The pres- 
ervation of this right will be for the general interest of the Union. The 
Western country will be settled from the North as well as from the 

South, and its prosperity will add to the strength and security of the | 
Union. I am not able to recollect all those circumstances which would 

be necessary to give Gentlemen a full view of the subject. I can only | 
add, that I conceive that the establishment of the new Government |. 
will be the best possible means of securing our rights as well in the |
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Western parts as elsewhere. I will not sit down till I make one more 

observation on what fell from my honorable friend [William Grayson]. _ 

He says, that the true difference between the States lies in this cir- 

cumstance—that some are carrying States and others productive, and 

that the operation of the new Government will be, that there will be 

a plurality of the former to combine against the interest of the latter, 

and that consequently it will be dangerous to put it in their power to 

do so. I would join with him in sentiments, if this were the case.— 

Were this within the bounds of probability, I should be equally 

alarmed, but I think that those States which are contradistinguished 

as carrying States, from the non-importing States will be but few. I 

suppose the Southern States will be considered by all, as under the 

latter description. Some other States have been mentioned by an hon- 

orable member [Patrick Henry] on the same side, which are not con- 

sidered as carrying States. New-Jersey and Connecticut can by no 

means be enumerated among the carrying States.?* They receive their 

supplies through New-York. Here then is a plurality of non-importing 

States. I could add another if necessary. Delaware, though situated 

upon the water, is upon the list of non-carrying States. I might say 

that a great part of New-Hampshire is so. I believe a majority of the 

| people of that State receive their supplies from Massachusetts, Rhode- 

Island, and Connecticut. Might I not add all those States which will 

be admitted hereafter into the Union? These will be non-carrying 

States, and will support Virginia in case the carrying States will attempt 

to combine against the rest. This objection must therefore fall to the 

ground. My honorable friend has made several other remarks, but I 

will defer saying any more till we come to those parts to which his 

objections refer. 
Mr. Henry.—Mr. Chairman,—Once more I find it necessary to tres- 

| pass on your patience. An Honorable Gentleman [Edmund Randolph] 

several days ago observed, that the great object of this Government, 

was justice. We were told before, that the greater consideration was 

Union. However, the consideration of justice seems to have been what 

influenced his mind when he made strictures on the proceedings of 

the Virginia(n) Assembly.”* I thought the reasons of that transaction 

had been sufficiently explained. It is exceedingly painful to me to be 

objecting, but I must make a few observations. | shall not again review 

the catalogue of dangers which the Honorable Gentleman entertained 

us with. They appear to me absolutely imaginary. They have in my 

conception proved to be such. But sure I am, that the dangers of this | 

system are real, when those who have no similar interests with the 

people of this country, are to legislate for us—when our dearest in-
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terests are left in the power of those whose advantage it may be to - 
| infringe them. How will the quotas of troops be furnished? Hated as 

requisitions are, your Federal officers cannot collect troops like dollars, | 
._ and carry them in their pockets. You must make those abominable req- 

| uisitions for them, and the scale will be in proportion to the number > 
of your blacks, as well as your whites, unless they violate the consti- | 

_ tutional rule of apportionment. This is not calculated to rouse the 
fears of the people. It is founded in truth. How oppressive and dan- si 

, gerous must this be to the Southern States who alone have slaves? This | 
| will render their proportion infinitely greater than that of the Northern | | 

States. It has been openly avowed that this shall be the rule. I will 
_ appeal to the judgments of the Committee, whether there be danger— | 
The Honorable Gentleman said, that there was no precedent for this | | 
American revolution.” We have precedents in abundance. They have ee 
been drawn from Great-Britain. Tyranny has arisen there in the same | 
manner in which it was introduced among the Dutch. The tyranny of — 
Philadelphia may be like the tyranny of George the IIId. I believe this. a 

_ similitude will be incontestibly proved before we conclude. = - 
_ The Honorable Gentleman has endeavored to explain the opinion 

of Mr. Jefferson our common friend, into an advice to adopt thisnew 
Government.?” What are his sentiments? He wishes nine States to 

| adopt, and that four States may be found somewhere to reject it? Now, 
Sir, I say, if we pursue his advice, what are we to do?—To prefer form os 
to substance? For, give me leave to ask what is the substantial part of 
his counsel? It is, Sir, that four States should reject. They tell us, that 
from the most authentic accounts, New-Hampshire will adopt it. When ae 
I denied this, Gentlemen said they were absolutely certain of it. Where | 

_ then will four States be found to reject, if we adopt it? If we do, the | 
counsel of this enlightened and worthy countryman of ours, will be 
thrown away,—and for what? He wishes to secure amendments anda | 
Bill of Rights, if I am not mistaken. I speak from the best information, _ | 

_ and if wrong, I beg to be put right. His amendments go to that despised 
| thing a Bill of Rights, and all the rights which are dear to human | 

nature—Trial by jury, the liberty of religion, and the press, &c.—Do | 
not Gentlemen see, that if we adopt under the idea of following Mr. | | 
Jefferson’s opinion, we amuse ourselves with the shadow, while the | 

_ substance is given away? If Virginia be for adoption, what States will | 
be left, of sufficient respectability and importance, to secure amend- 
ments by their rejection? As to North Carolina it is a poor despised place. — 
Its dissent will not have influence to introduce any amendments.— __ 
Where is the American spirit of liberty? Where will you find attachment _ 
to the rights of mankind, when Massachusetts the great Northern State, |
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Pennsylvania the great middle State; and Virginia the great Southern 
| State, shall have adopted this Government? Where will you find mag- 

| nanimity enough to reject it? Should the remaining States have this 
magnanimity, they will not have sufficient weight to have the Govern- 
ment altered. This State has weight and importance. Her example will 
have powerful influence—Her rejection will procure amendments— | 

a Shall we by our adoption hazard the loss of amendments?—Shall we 
ae forsake that importance and respectability which our station in America _ 

| commands, in hopes that relief will come from an obscure part of the 
Union? I hope my countrymen will spurn at the idea. The necessity 
of amendments is universally admitted. It is a word which is re-echoed 
from every part of the Continent. A majority of those who hear me, | 

| think amendments are necessary. Policy tells us they are necessary. 
Reason, self-preservation, and every idea of propriety, powerfully urge 

| us to secure the dearest rights of human nature—Shall we in direct 
violation of these principles, rest this security upon the uncertainty of 

7 its being obtained by a few States more weak, and less respectable 
than ourselves—and whose virtue and magnanimity may be overborne 

by the example of so many adopting States?—Poor Rhode-Island and 
- North-Carolina, and even New-York, surrounded with Federal walls 

| on every side, may not be magnanimous enough to reject, and if they 
do reject it, they will have but little influence to obtain amendments. 
I ask, if amendments be necessary, from whence can they be so prop- | 

| erly proposed as from this State? The example of Virginia is a powerful 
thing, particularly with respect to North-Carolina, whose supplies must 
come through Virginia. Every possible opportunity of procuring amend- 
ments is gone—Our power and political salvation is gone, if we ratify _ 

unconditionally. The important right of making treaties is upon the _ 

| most dangerous foundation. The President with a few Senators possess 

it in the most unlimited manner, without any real responsibility, if | 

- from sinister views they should think proper to abuse it. For they may 

keep all their measures in the most profound secrecy as long as they 

please. Were we not told that war was the case wherein secrecy was 

most necessary? But by the paper on your table, their secrecy is not) 

limited to this case only. It is as unlimited and unbounded as their 

_ powers. Under the abominable veil of political secrecy and contrivance, 

| your most valuable rights may be sacrificed by a most corrupt faction, 

without having the satisfaction of knowing who injured you. They are 

| bound by honor and conscience to act with integrity, but they are 

under no constitutional restraint. The navigation of the Mississippi, ==> 

| which is of so much importance to the happiness of the people of this _ 

country, may be lost by the operation of that paper. There are seven
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States now decidedly opposed to this navigation. If it be of the highest 
- consequence to know who they are who shall have voted its relin- | 

quishment, the Federal veil of secrecy will prevent that discovery. We 
may labor under the magnitude of our miseries without knowing or 

| being able to punish those who produced them. I did not wish that 
transactions relative to treaties should when unfinished, be exposed; 
but that it should be known after they were concluded, who had advised 
them to be made, in order to secure some degree of certainty that | 
the public interest shall be consulted in their formation. — 

We are told that all powers not given are reserved. I am sorry to 
bring forth hackneyed observations. But, Sir, important truths lose — 
nothing of their validity or weight, by frequency of repetition. The 
English history is frequently recurred to by Gentlemen. Let us advert 
to the conduct of the people of that country. The people of England 

| lived without a declaration of rights, till the war in the time of Charles © | 

Ist. That King made usurpations upon the rights of the people. Those _ 
rights were in a great measure before that time undefined. Power and 
privilege then depended on implication and logical discussion. Though = 
the declaration of rights was obtained from that King, his usurpations 
cost him his life. The limits between the liberty of the people, and the | 
prerogative of the King, were still not clearly defined. The rights of 

. the people continued to be violated till the Steward family was banished 
in the year 1688. The people of England magnanimously defended 
their rights, banished the tyrant, and prescribed to William Prince of 
Orange, by the Bill of Rights, on what terms he should reign. And this 
Bill of Rights put an end to all construction and implication. Before | 
this, Sir, the situation of the public liberty of England was dreadful. 
For upwards of a century the nation was involved in every kind of 
calamity, till the Bill of Rights put an end to all, by defining the rights 
of the people, and limiting the King’s prerogative. Give me leave to | 
add (if I can add any thing to so splendid an example) the conduct 
of the American people. They Sir, thought a Bill of Rights necessary. __ 
It is alledged that several States, in the formation of their governments, 
omitted a Bill of Rights. To this I answer, that they had the substance 
of a Bill of Rights contained in their Constitutions, which is the same 
thing. I believe that Connecticut has preserved by her Constitution _ 

_ her royal charter, which clearly defines and secures the great rights | 
of mankind—Secure to us the great important rights of humanity, and 

_ I care not in what form it is done. Of what advantage is it to the 
American Congress to take away this great and general security? I ask 
of what advantage is it to the public or to Congress to drag an unhappy 
debtor, not for the sake of justice, but to gratify the malice of the
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plaintiff, with his witnesses to the Federal Court, from a great distance? 

What was the principle that actuated the Convention in proposing to 

put such dangerous powers in the hands of any one? Why is the trial | 

by jury taken away? All the learned arguments that have been used 

on this occasion do not prove that it is secured. Even the advocates 

for the plan do not all concur in the certainty of its security. Wherefore 

is religious liberty not secured? One Honorable Gentleman”® who fa- 

vors adoption, said that he had had his fears on the subject. If I can 

well recollect, he informed us that he was perfectly satisfied by the = 

- powers of reasoning (with which he is so happily endowed) that those 

fears were not well grounded. There is many a religious man who 

knows nothing of argumentative reasoning;—there are many of our 

most worthy citizens, who cannot go through all the labyrinths of 

syllogistic argumentative deductions, when they think that the rights — 

| of conscience are invaded. This sacred right ought not to depend on 

/ constructive logical reasoning. When we see men of such talents and 

learning, compelled to use their utmost abilities to convince themselves 

that there is no danger, is it not sufficient to make us tremble? Is it 

not sufficient to fill the minds of the ignorant part of men with fear? 

If Gentlemen believe that the apprehensions of men will be quieted, 

they are mistaken; since our best informed men are in doubt with 

| respect to the security of our rights. Those who are not so well in- 

formed will spurn at the Government. When our common citizens, 

who are not possessed with such extensive knowledge and abilities, are 

called upon to change their Bill of Rights, (which in plain unequivocal 

terms, secures their most valuable rights and privileges) for construc- 

tion and implication, will they implicitly acquiesce? Our Declaration 

of Rights tells us, “That all men are by nature free and independent, 

&c.”” (Here Mr. Henry read the Declaration of Rights.) Will they ex- 

change these Rights for logical reasons? If you had a thousand acres 

of land, dependent on this, would you be satisfied with logical con- 

struction? Would you depend upon a title of so disputable a nature? 

The present opinions of individuals will be buried in entire oblivion 

when those rights will be thought of. That sacred and lovely thing 

Religion, ought not to rest on the ingenuity of logical deduction. Holy 

Religion, Sir, will be prostituted to the lowest purposes of human 

policy. What has been more productive of mischief among mankind 

| than Religious disputes. Then here, Sir, is a foundation for such dis- 

putes, when it requires learning and logical deduction to perceive that 

religious liberty is secure. The Honorable member [Edmund Ran- — 

dolph] told us that he had doubts with respect to the judiciary de- | 

partment. I hope those doubts will be explained.—He told us that his
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object was Union. I admit that the reality of Union and not the name, | | 
is the object which most merits the attention of every friend to his _ 

- country. He told you that you should hear many great sounding words — 
| on our side of the question. We have heard the word Union from him. 

I have heard no word so often pronounced in this House as he did 
_ this. I admit that the American Union is dear to every man—I admit 

| that every man who has three grains of information, must know and | 
| think that Union is the best of all things. But as I said before, we must 

_ not mistake the end for the means. If he can shew that the rights of 
the Union are secure, we will consent. It has been sufficiently dem- oe 
onstrated that they are not secured. It sounds mighty prettily to Gentle-- | 
men to curse paper money and honestly pay debts. But apply to the | 
situation of America, and you will find there are thousands and thou- 
sands of contracts, whereof equity forbids an exact literal performance. — 

| Pass that government, and you will be bound hand and foot. There | 
7 was an immense quantity of depreciated continental paper money in 

circulation at the conclusion of the war. This money is in the hands oo 
of individuals to this day. The holders of this money may call for the 

- nominal value, if this government be adopted. This State may be com- 
pelled to pay her proportion of that currency pound for pound. Pass 
this government and you will be carried to the Federal Court (if I | pee 
understand that paper right) and you will be compelled to pay shilling 
for shilling. I doubt on the subject, at least as a public man, I ought 
to have doubts. A State may be sued in the Federal Court by the paper 
on your table. It appears to me then, that the holder of the paper | 
money may require shilling for shilling. If there be any latent remedy — 
to prevent this, I hope it will be discovered. ts | 

The precedent, with respect to the Union between England and : 
Scotland, does not hold.”® The Union of Scotland speaks in plain and | 

| direct terms. Their privileges were particularly secured. It was expressly __ 
provided, that they should retain their own particular laws. Their no-| een 
bles have a right to choose Representatives to the number of sixteen.— _ | 
I might thus go on and specify particulars, but it will suffice to observe — : 

_ generally, that their rights and privileges were expressly and unequiv- | 
_ ocally reserved.—The power of direct taxation was not given up by the | | 

Scotch people. There is no trait in that Union which will maintain their 
arguments. In order to do this, they ought to have proved that Scotland | 
‘united without securing their rights, and afterwards got that security 
by subsequent amendments. Did the people of Scotland do this? No, | | 

_ Sir, like a sensible people, they trusted nothing to hazard. If they have - 
but 45 members, and those be often corrupted, these defects will be 
greater here. The number will be smaller, and they will be consequently ae
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the more easily corrupted. Another Honorable Gentleman advises us. 

a to give this power, in order to exclude the necessity of going to war. 
He wishes to establish national credit I presume—and imagines that if 

| a nation has public faith and shews a disposition to comply with her | 
engagements, she is safe among ten thousand dangers. If the Hon- 
orable Gentleman can prove that this paper is calculated to give us 
public faith, I will be satisfied. But if you be in constant preparation 
for war, on such airy and imaginary grounds, as the mere possibility 
of danger, your government must be military, which will be inconsistent 
with the enjoyment of liberty. But, Sir, we must become formidable, 
and have a strong government to protect us from the British nation. 

. Will the paper on the table prevent the attacks of the British navy, or 

enable us to raise a fleet equal to the British fleet? The British have 
the strongest fleet in Europe, and can strike any where. It is the utmost _ 
folly to conceive, that that paper can have such an operation. It will 
be no less so to attempt to raise a powerful fleet. With respect to 
requisitions, I beseech Gentlemen to consider the importance of the 
subject. We who are for amendments propose, (as has been frequently 

| mentioned) that a requisition shall be made for £. 200,000 for instance, 

) ‘instead of direct taxation, and that if it be not complied with, then it 

shall be raised by direct taxes. We do not wish to have strength to 

refuse to pay them, but to possess the power of raising the taxes in 

the most easy mode for the people. But says he, you may delay us by 

| this mode.—Let us see if there be not sufficient to counterbalance this 

| evil. The oppression arising from taxation, is not from the amount 

but, from the mode—a thorough acquaintance with the condition of 

the people, is necessary to a just distribution of taxes. The whole 

wisdom of the science of Government, with respect to taxation, consists 

in selecting that mode of collection which will best accommodate the ~ 

convenience of the people. When you come to tax a great country, 

you will find that ten men are too few to settle the manner of collection. 

| One capital advantage which will result from the proposed alternative 

is this, that there will be necessary communications between your ten 

members in Congress, and your 170 Representatives here. If it goes 

| through the hands of the latter, they will know how much the citizens 

can pay, and by looking at the paper on your table, they will know 

how much they ought to pay. No man is possessed of sufficient infor- _ 

mation to know how much we can or ought to pay. 
7 We might also remonstrate, if by mistake or design, they should call : 

for a greater sum than our proportion. After a remonstrance, and a 

free investigation between our Representatives here, and those in Con- 

gress, the error would be removed.
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_ Another valuable thing which it will produce is, that the people will _ 
pay the taxes chearfully. It is supposed, that this would occasion a ) 
waste of time, and be an injury to public credit. This would only | 
happen if requisitions should not be complied with. In this case the 
delay would be compensated by the payment of interest, which with — 

_ the addition of the credit of the State to that of the General Govern- 

ment, would in a great measure obviate this objection. But if it had 

all the force which it is supposed to have, it would not be adequate 
to the evil of direct taxation. But there is every probability that req- 
uisitions would be then complied with. Would it not then be our in- 
terest, as well as duty, to comply? After non-compliance, there would 
be a general acquiescence in the exercise of this power. We are fond 

| of giving power, at least power which is constitutional. Here is an a 
option to pay according to your own mode, or otherwise. If you give 
probability fair play, you must conclude, that they would be complied 

_ with. Would the Assembly of Virginia by refusal, destroy the country | 
| and plunge the people into miseries and distress? If you give your 

reasoning faculty fair play, you cannot but know, that payment must _ | 
be made when the consequence of a refusal would be an accumulation 
of inconveniences to the people. Then they say, that if requisitions be 

| not complied with, in case of a war, the destruction of the country 

may be the consequence; that therefore, we ought to give the power 
of taxation to the Government to enable it to protect us. Would not 
this be another reason for complying with requisitions, to prevent the 
country from being destroyed? You tell us, that unless requisitions be 
complied with, your commerce is gone. The prevention of this also, _ 
will be an additional reason to comply. 

He tells us, that responsibility is secured by direct taxation. Re- 
sponsibility instead of being increased, will be lost for ever by it. In 

: our State Government, our Representatives may be severally instructed 
by their constituents. There are no persons ‘to counteract their op- 

erations, They can have no excuse for deviating from our instructions. | 
: In the General Government other men have power over the business. 

When oppressions may take place, our Representatives may tell us, We 
7 contended for your interest, but we could not carry our point, because the | 

Representatives from Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Connecticut, &c. were 
against us. Thus, Sir, you may see, that there is no real responsibility. | 
He further said, that there was such a contrariety of interests, as to 

hinder a consolidation. I will only make one remark—There is a variety 
of interests—Some of the States owe a great deal on account of paper 

| money—Others very littlke—Some of the Northern States have collected | 
and barrelled up paper money. Virginia has sent thither her cash long
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ago. There is little or none of the Continental paper money retained 
in this State. Is it not their business to appreciate this money? Yes,— 
and it will be your business to prevent it. But there will be a majority | 
against you, and you will be obliged to pay your share of this money _ 
in its nominal value. It has been said by several Gentlemen, that the 

: freeness of elections would be promoted by throwing the country into 
: large districts. I contend, Sir, that it will have a contrary effect. It will _ 

destroy that connection that ought to subsist between the electors and 
the elected. If your elections be by districts instead of counties, the | 
people will not be acquainted with the candidates. They must therefore 
be directed in the elections by those who know them. So that instead 
of a confidential connection between the electors and the elected, they 
will be absolutely unacquainted with each other. A common man must 
ask a man of influence how he is to proceed, and for whom he must 
vote. The elected, therefore, will be careless of the interest of the 

electors. It will be acommon job to extort the suffrages of the common 
people for the most influential characters. The same men may be re- 
peatedly elected by these means. This, Sir, instead of promoting the | 

freedom of elections, leads us to an Aristocracy. Consider the mode 
of elections in England. Behold the progress of an election in an 
English shire. A man of an enormous fortune will spend 30,000 |. or 
40,000 1. to get himself elected. This is frequently the case. Will the 

| Honorable Gentleman say, that a poor man, as enlightened as any man 

| in the island, has an equal chance with a rich man, to be elected? He 

will stand no chance though he may have the finest understanding of 
- any man in the shire. It will be so here. Where is the chance that a | 

poor man can come forward with the rich? The Honorable Gentleman 

[Edmund Pendleton] will find that instead of supporting Democratical 

principles, it goes absolutely to destroy them. The State Governments, 

says he, will possess greater advantages than the General Government, 
and will consequently prevail. His opinion and mine are diametrically 

| opposite. Bring forth the Federal allurements, and compare them with 

the poor contemptible things that the State Legislatures can bring 

: forth. On the part of the State Legislatures, there are Justices of Peace 

and militia officers—And even these Justices and officers, are bound 

by oath in favour of the Constitution. A constable is the only man 

who is not obliged to swear paramount allegiance to this beloved Con- 

gress. On the other hand, there are rich, fat Federal emoluments— 

your rich, snug, fine, fat Federal offices—The number of collectors of 

taxes and excises will outnumber any thing from the States. Who can 

cope with the excisemen and taxmen? There are none in this country, 

that can cope with this class of men alone. But, Sir, is this the only
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| danger? Would to Heaven that it were. If we are to ask which will last | 
the longest—the State or the General Government, you must take an” 
army and a navy into the account. Lay these things together, and add 
to the enumeration the superior abilities of those who manage the | - 
General Government. Can then the State Governments look it in the 

- face? You dare not look it in the face now, when it is but in embryo. - oe 
_ The influence of this Government will be such, that you never can get | pid 

' amendments; for if you propose alterations, you will affront them. Let = 
the Honorable Gentleman consider all these things and say, whether 

the State Governments will last as long as the Federal Government. | | 

With respect to excises, I can never endure them. They have been 
productive of the most intolerable oppressions every where. Make a _ 
probable calculation of the expence attending the Legislative, Exec- | 

| _ utive, and Judiciary. You will find that there must be an immense 
| increase of taxes. We are the same mass of people we were before.— | 

In the same circumstances—The same pockets are to pay—The ex- | 
_ pences are to be increased—What will enable us to bear this augmen- 

tation of taxes? The mere form of the Government will not do it, A 
| plain understanding cannot conceive how the taxes can be diminished, 

when our expences are augmented, and the means of paying them not ts 
increased. cee - - | | 

With respect to our tax-laws, we have purchased a little knowledge 
by sad experience upon the subject. Reiterated experiments have 
taught us what can alleviate the distresses and suit the convenience of 
the people. But we are now to throw away that system, by which we | 
have acquired this knowledge, and send ten men to legislate for us. — | 

The Honorable Gentleman was pleased to say, that the represen- — S 
tation of the people was the vital principle of this Government. I will ae 

| readily agree that it ought to be so.—But I contend that this principle | 
_ is only nominally, and not substantially to be found there. We con- - 

tended with the British about representation; they offered us such a | 

__- representation as Congress now does. They called it a virtual repre- | 
sentation. If you look at that paper you will find it so there. Is there 
but a virtual representation in the upper House? The States are rep- : 
resented as States, by two Senators each. This is virtual, not actual. | 

They encounter you with Rhode-Island and Delaware. This is not an —™ 
| actual representation. What does the term representation signify? It 

means that a certain district—a certain association of men should be , | 
_ represented in the Government for certain ends. These ends ought not 

to be impeded or obstructed in any manner. Here, Sir, this populous oo 
| State has not an adequate share of legislative influence. The two petty _ | 

_ States of Rhode-Island and Delaware, which together are infinitely _
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: inferior to this State, in extent and population, have double her weight, 
and can counteract her interest. I say, that the representation in the 
Senate, as applicable to States, is not actual. Representation is not 

| : therefore the vital principle of this Government—So far it is wrong. 
Rulers are the servants and agents of the people—The people are 

their masters—Does the new Constitution acknowledge this principle? 
- Trial by jury is the best appendage of freedom—Does it secure this? 

Does it secure the other great rights of mankind? Our own Constitution 
preserves these principles. The Honorable Gentleman contributed to 
form that Constitution: The applauses so justly due to it, should, in ~ 
my opinion, go to the condemnation of that paper. | | 

| With respect to the failures and errors of our Government, they 
: might have happened in any Government.—I do not justify what merits 

censure, but I shall not degrade my country. As to deviations from 
| justice, I hope they will be attributed to the errors of the head, and | 

not to those of the heart. | a 
The Honorable Gentleman did our Judiciary honour in saying, that 

| they had firmness to counteract the Legislature in some cases.*° Yes, - 
Sir, our Judges opposed the acts of the Legislature. We have this land | 

7 mark to guide us.—They had fortitude to declare that they were the _ 

Judiciary and would oppose unconstitutional acts. Are you sure that 
| - your Federal Judiciary will act thus? Is that Judiciary so well con- | 

structed and so independent of the other branches, as our State Ju- | 
diciary? Where are your land-marks in this Government? I will be bold | 

- to say you cannot find any in it. I take it as the highest encomium on 
| _ this country, that the acts of the Legislature, if unconstitutional, are 

liable to be opposed by the Judiciary. a 
: Then the Honorable Gentleman said, that the two Judiciaries and 

Legislatures, would go in a parallel line and never interfere—That as 
long as each was confined to its proper objects, that there would be — 
no danger of interference—That like two parallel lines as long as they 

oe continued in their parallel direction they never would meet. With sub- — 
mission to the Honorable Gentleman’s opinion, I assert, that there is 

danger of interference, because no line is drawn between the powers 
of the two Governments in many instances; and, where there is a line, 
there is no check to prevent the one from encroaching upon the pow- 
ers of the other. I therefore contend that they must interfere, and 
that this interference must subvert the State Government, as being | 

less powerful. Unless your Government have checks, it must inevitably _ 
terminate in the destruction of your privileges. I will be bold to say, 
that the British Government has real checks. I was attacked by Gentle- 

| men, as if I had said that I loved the British Government better than
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our own. I never said so. I said that if I were obliged to relinquish a 
Republican Government, I would chuse the British Monarchy. I never 
gave the preference to the British or any other Government, when 
compared to that which the Honorable Gentleman assisted to form. I 
was constrained to say what I said. When two disagreeable objects 
present themselves to the mind, we choose that which has the least 
deformity. | - 

As to the Western Country, notwithstanding our representation in 
Congress, and notwithstanding any regulation that may be made by | 
Congress, it may be lost. The seven Northern States are determined | 
to give up the Mississippi. We are told that in order to secure the 

- Navigation of that river, it was necessary to give it up twenty-five years _ 
to the Spaniards, and that thereafter we should enjoy it forever without 
any interruption from them. This argument resembles that which rec- - 
ommends adopting first and then amending. I think the reverse of 

, what the Honorable Gentleman [Edmund Pendleton] said on this sub- 

ject. Those seven States are decidedly against it. He tells us, that it is 

the policy of the whole Union to retain it. If men were wise, virtuous, 
and honest, we might depend on an adherence to this policy.—Did we 
not know of the fallibility of human nature, we might rely on the 

: present structure of this Government.—We might depend that the rules © | 
of propriety, and the general interest of the Union would be observed. 
But the depraved nature of man is well known: He has a natural biass 
towards his own interest, which will prevail over every consideration, 

_ unless it be checked. It is the interest and inclination of the seven 
Northern States to relinquish this river. If you enable them to do so, 

| will the mere propriety of consulting the interest of the other six States, 
refrain them from it? Is it imagined, that Spain will, after a peaceable 
possession of it for thirty years, give it up to you again? Can credulity 
itself hope, that the Spaniards who wish to have it for that period, | 
wish to clear the river for you? What is it they wish?—To clear the , 

| river?—For whom? America saw the time when she had the reputation 
of common sense at least. Do you suppose they will restore it to you _ 
after thirty years? If you do, you depart from that rule. Common 
observation tells you, that it must be the policy of Spain to get it first, 

_ and then retain it forever. If you give it up, in my poor estimation, 
they will never voluntarily restore it. Where is the man who will believe 
that after clearing the river, strengthening themselves, and increasing 

| the means of retaining it, the Spaniards will tamely surrender it? 
With respect to the concurrent collections of parochial, county, and _ | 

_ State taxes, which the Honorable Gentleman [James Madison] has | 
instanced as a proof of the practicability of the concurrent collection
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of taxes by the General and State Governments, the comparison will 

| not stand examination. As my honorable friend has said, these con- 
current collections come from one power. They irradiate from the 
same center. They are not co-equal or co-extensive. There is no clash- 
ing of powers between them. Each is limited to its own particular 

objects, and all subordinate to one supreme controuling power—The 

Legislature.—The County Courts have power over the county and par- 
ish collections, and can constantly redress any injuries or oppressions _ 

committed by the collectors. Will this be the case in the Federal Courts? 

I hope they will not have Federal Courts in every county. If they will, 
the State Courts will be debased and stripped of their cognizance, and 
utterly abolished. Yet, if there be no power in the county to call them 

to account, they will more flagrantly trample on your rights. Does the 

Honorable Gentleman mean that the Thirteen States will have thirteen 

| different tax-laws? Is this the expedient which is to be substituted to 

| the unequal and unjust one of uniform taxes? If so, many horrors 

| present themselves to my mind. They may be imaginary, but it appears 

to my mind to be the most abominable system that could be imagined. 

It will destroy every principle of responsibility: It will be destructive 

of that fellow-feeling, and consequent confidence, which ought to sub- 

sist between the Representatives and the represented. We shall then 

be taxed by those who bear no part of the taxes themselves, and who 

consequently will be regardless of our interest in imposing them upon 

us. The efforts of our ten men will avail very little when opposed by | 

the Northern majority. If our ten men be disposed to sacrifice our 

interests, we cannot detect them. Under the colour of being out-num- — 

bered by the Northern Representatives, they can always screen them- 

. selves. When they go to the General Government, they may make a 

| bargain with the Northern Delegates. They may agree to tax our cit- 

izens in any manner which may be proposed by the Northern members, 

in consideration of which the latter may make them some favorite 

concessions. The Northern States will never assent to regulations pro- 

motive of the Southern aggrandisement. Notwithstanding what Gentle-  __ 

men say of the probable virtue of our Representatives, I dread the 

| depravity of human nature. I wish to guard against it by proper checks, 

and trust nothing to accident or chance. I will never depend on so 

slender a protection as the possibility of being represented by virtuous 

men. , | 

Will not thirteen different objects of taxation in the thirteen dif- 

ferent States, involve us in an infinite number of inconveniences and 

absolute confusion? There is a striking difference, and great contrariety 

of interests between the States. They are naturally divided into carrying a
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and productive States. This is an actual existing distinction which can- , 
not be altered. The former are more numerous, and must prevail. oe 

What then will be the consequence of their contending interests, if 
the taxation of America is to go on in thirteen different shapes? This 

_ Government subjects every thing to the Northern majority. Is there 
| not then a settled purpose to check the Southern interest? We thus 

_ put unbounded power over our property in hands not having acom- 
mon interest with us. How can the Southern members prevent the =| 

_ adoption of the most oppressive mode of taxation in the Southern 
States, as there is a majority in favor of the Northern States? Sir, this | 

: is a picture so horrid, so wretched, so dreadful, that I need no longer — 
dwell upon it.—Mr. Henry then concluded by remarking, that he | 
dreaded the most iniquitous speculation and stock-jobbing, from the | 

- Operation of such a system. BS eS | 
a Mr. Madison,—Mr. Chairman.—Pardon me for making a few remarks : 

on what fell from the Honorable Gentleman. last up:—I am sorry to | at, 

| follow the example of Gentlemen in deviating from the rule of the 
House:—But as they have taken the utmost latitude in their objections, =~ 
it is necessary that those who favor the Government should answer __ 
them.—But I wish as soon as possible to take up the subject regularly. a 

| I will therefore take the liberty to answer some observations which | 
_ have been irregularly made, though they might be more properly an- 

swered when we came to discuss those parts of the Constitution to 
which they respectively refer.—I will, however, postpone answering 
some others till then.—If there be that terror in direct taxation, that _ “ 
the States would comply with requisitions to guard against the Federal 
Legislature; and if, as Gentlemen say, this State will always have it in | | 
her power to make her collections speedily and fully, the people will _ | 
be compelled to pay the same amount as quickly and punctually as if 
raised by the General Government. It has been amply proved, that the _ 

_ General Government can lay taxes as conveniently to the people as 
the State Governments, by imitating the State systems of taxation.—_If 
the General Government have not the power of collecting its own a 
revenues, in the first instance, it will be still dependent on the State 

| Governments in some measure; and the exercise of this power after 
_ refusal, will be inevitably productive of injustice and confusion, if par- 

tial compliances be made before it is driven to assume it.—Thus, Sir, — : 
_ without relieving the people in the smallest degree, the alternative | | 

proposed will impair the efficacy of the Government, and will per- 
petually endanger the tranquillity of the Union. | | | 

| The honorable member’s objection with respect to requisitions of 
troops will be fully obviated at another time.—Let it suffice now to 7
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say, that it is altogether unwarrantable, and founded upon a miscon- 

ception of the paper before you. But the honorable member, in order 

| to influence our decision, has mentioned the opinion of a citizen who 

is an ornament to this State.*! When the name of this distinguished — 

character was introduced, I was much surprised.—Is it come to this 

~ then, that we are not to follow our own reason?—Is it proper to in- | 

troduce the opinions of respectable men not within these walls?—If 

the opinion of an important character were to weigh on this occasion, 

could we not adduce a character equally great on our side?—Are we 

who (in the Honorable Gentleman’s opinion) are not to be governed 

oo by an erring world, now to submit to the opinion of a citizen beyond | 

‘the Atlantic? I believe that were that Gentleman now on this floor, he 

a - would be for the adoption of this Constitution. I wish his name had 

never been mentioned.—I wish every thing spoken here relative to his | 

| opinion may be suppressed if our debates should be published. I know 

| that the delicacy of his feelings will be wounded when he will see in | 

print what has, and may be said, concerning him on this occasion. I 

am in some measure acquainted with his sentiments on this subject. 

It is not right for me to unfold what he has informed me. But I will 

venture to assert, that the clause now discussed, is not objected to by 

Mr. Jefferson:—He approves of it, because it enables the Government 

to carry on its operations. He admires several parts of it, which have 

been reprobated with vehemence in this House. He is captivated with © 

| the equality of suffrage in the Senate, which the Honorable Gentleman 

(Mr. Henry) calls the rotten part of this Constitution.*? But whatever 

be the opinion of that illustrious citizen, considerations of personal 

_ delicacy should dissuade us from introducing it here. — 

The honorable member has introduced the subject of religion.— | 

Religion is not guarded—There is no Bill of Rights declaring that re- 

ligion should be secure.—Is a Bill of Rights a security for religion? 

7 Would the Bill of Rights in this State exempt the people from paying 

for the support of one particular sect, if such sect were exclusively 

established by law? If there were a majority of one sect, a Bill of Rights | 

would be a poor protection for (religien) (liberty). Happily for the : 

States, they enjoy the utmost freedom of religion. This freedom arises _ 

from that multiplicity of sects, which pervades America, and which is 

the best and only security for religious liberty in any society. For where 

there is such a variety of sects, there cannot be a majority of any one 

sect to oppress and persecute the rest. Fortunately for this Common- _ 

wealth, a majority of the people are decidedly against any exclusive 

-establishment—I believe it to be so in the other States. There is not 

a shadow of right in the General Government to intermeddle with |
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religion.—Its least interference with it would be a most flagrant usur- 
pation.—I can appeal to my uniform conduct on this subject, that I 
have warmly supported religious freedom.—It is better that this se-. 
curity should be depended upon from the General Legislature, than 
from one particular State. A particular State might concur in one 
religious project.—But the United States abound in such a vast variety | 
of sects, that it is a strong security against religious persecution, and | 
is sufficient to authorise a conclusion, that no one sect will ever be 
able to out number or depress the rest. | 

I will not travel over that extensive tract, which the honorable mem- | | 

ber has traversed.—I shall not now take notice of all his desultory 
objections.—As occasions arise I shall answer them. 

| It is worthy of observation on this occasion, that the Honorable : 
_ Gentleman himself, seldom fails to contradict the arguments of Gentle- 

men on that side of the question.—For example, he strongly complains 
that the Federal Government from the number of its members will | 
make an addition to the public expence, too formidable to be borne; 
and yet he and other Gentlemen on the same side, object that the 
number of Representatives is too small, though ten men are more than . 
we are entitled to under the existing system! How can these contra- __ | 
dictions be reconciled? If we are to adopt any efficient Government 
at all, how can we discover or establish such a system, if it be thus 
attacked?—Will it be possible to form a rational conclusion upon con- 
tradictory principles? If arguments of a contradictory nature were to 
be brought against the wisest and most admirable system, to the for- 
mation of which human intelligence is competent, it never could stand 
them. © | | : 

He has accrimoniously inveighed against the Government, because 
such transactions as Congress think require secrecy, may be con- 

_ cealed—and particularly those which relate to treaties. He admits that | 
when a treaty is forming, secrecy is proper; but urges that when actually 

_ made, the public ought to be made acquainted with every circumstance 
relative to it. The policy of not divulging the most important trans- 
actions, and negotiations of nations, such as those which relate to 
warlike arrangements and treaties, is universally admitted. The | 
Congressional proceedings are to be occasionally published, including 
all receipts and expenditures of public money, of which no part can be 
used, but in consequence of appropriations made by law. This is a 
security which we do not enjoy under the existing system.—That part 
which authorises the Government to with-hold from the public knowl- 
edge what in their judgment may require secrecy, is imitated from the _ 
Confederation—that very system which the Gentleman advocates. a
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No treaty has been formed, and I will undertake to say, that none. 

will be formed under the old system, which will secure to us the actual 
enjoyment of the navigation of the Mississippi. Our weakness precludes 

. us from it. We ave entitled to it. But it is not under an inefficient | 

Government that we shall be able to avail ourselves fully of that right.— 
I most conscientiously believe, that it will be far better secured under ~ | 

the new Government, than the old, as we will be more able to enforce 

| our right. The people of Kentucky will have an additional safe-guard 
from the change of system. The strength and respectability of the — 
Union will secure them in the enjoyment of that right, till that country 
becomes sufficiently populous. When this happens they will be able to 
retain it in spite of every opposition. | 

I never can admit that seven States are disposed to surrender that 

| navigation.—Indeed it never was the case.—Some of their most distin- 

| guished characters are decidedly opposed to its relinquishment. When 

its cession was proposed by the Southern States, the Northern States 

opposed it. They still oppose it. New-Jersey directed her Delegates to 

oppose it, and is strenuously against it.** The same sentiments pervade 

| Pennsylvania:**—At least I am warranted to say so, from the best in- 

formation which I have. Those States, added to the Southern States, 

would be a majority against it. 
The Honorable Gentleman [Patrick Henry], to obviate the force of 

my observations with respect to concurrent collections of taxes under 

different authorities, said, that there was no interference between the 

concurrent collections of parochial, county, and State taxes, because 

they all irradiated from the same centre; but that this was not the case 

with the General Government.—To make use of the Gentleman’s own 

term, the concurrent collections under the authorities of the General 

Government and State Governments, all irradiate from the people at 

large. The people is their common superior. The sense of the people 

at large is to be the predominant spring of their actions. This is a 

sufficient security against interference. , 

Our attention was called to our commercial interest, and at the same 

time the landed interest was said to be in danger. If those ten men 

who are to be chosen, be elected by landed men, and have land them- | 

selves, can the electors have anything to apprehend?—If the commer- 

| cial interest be in danger, why are we alarmed about the carrying 

trade?—Why is it said, that the carrying States will preponderate, if 

commerce be in danger?—With respect to speculation, I will remark 

that stock-jobbing has more or less prevailed in all countries, and ever — 

will in some degree, notwithstanding any exertions to prevent it. If
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you judge from what has happened under the existing system, any _ 
change would render a melioration probable. 7 Se 

The Convention then rose—And on motion, Resolved, That this Con- 

vention will, to-morrow, again resolve itself into a Committee of the © 
| whole Convention, to take into farther consideration, the proposed | 

Constitution of Government. | | es 
And then the Convention adjourned untill to-morrow morning, ten 

o’clock.*® os | , | | 

_ 1. See James Madison’s speech, Convention Debates, 11 June (RCS:Va., 1149). — | 
2. The ninth article of the Act of Union (1707) provided that Scotland pay a land 

tax of £48,000 for approximately every £1,998,000 paid in England, to be raised or | | 
lowered in the same proportion. | a / | | | 

3. The “Belgic Republic’’ (also ‘‘Belgic Confederacy’’) refers to the seven northern | 
provinces of The Netherlands that came together in the Union of Utrecht in 1579. . | 
Madison made a similar point in The Federalist 20 (CC:340. For Madison’s notes on the | 
‘‘Belgic Confederacy” that he used to write The Federalist 20, see Rutland, Madison, TX, 
11-18). : ve : | 

4. See James Madison’s speech, Convention Debates, 11 June (RCS:Va., 1147-48). . 
5. See Madison’s speech, Convention Debates, 11 June (RCS:Va., 1143). . 

_ 6. See Patrick Henry’s speech, Convention Debates, 9 June (RCS:Va., 1052-53). — 
7. For taxation and Shays’s Rebellion, see CC:18. a - : | 
8. See Convention Debates, 6 June, note 13, and 11 June, note 4 (both above). 

_ 9. The Hanseatic League, a federation of north German towns that dominated the Bn 
| Baltic trade, came into being in the thirteenth century, although it was not formally 

organized until the next century. Merchants admitted to membership received almost 7 
monopolistic trading privileges. The Hanse towns negotiated agreements that granted | 
members special trading privileges and political rights in a number of foreign nations, | | 
including England, Flanders, and Russia. | : | | 

From the thirteenth century until the reign of Henry VII (1485-1509), the Cinque : 
Ports, an association of maritime towns in the south of England, received extensive : 
privileges in return for furnishing the Crown with nearly all of the ships and sailors that os 
it needed. Beginning with Henry’s reign, however, the Cinque Ports began a-long period — _ 
of extensive assistance to the permanent fleet. ee 

| 10. See Henry Lee’s speech, Convention Debates, 9 June (RCS:Va., 1077). | a 
11. See Convention Debates, 5 June (above). Bn 

| 12. See Patrick Henry’s speech, Convention Debates, 7 June (RCS:Va., 1044-45). 
13. See George Mason’s speech, Convention Debates, 11 June (RCS:Va., 1158). | 
14. Two laws, for example, applied public lands or funds to support two private : 

_ schools. In June 1784, Hampden-Sydney College petitioned the state legislature for a 
grant of 412 acres of land adjoining the college’s property in Prince Edward County 
because that land would provide firewood and income, both badly needed by the college, 
The sale of part of the land would also help the college to pay the debt brought on by 

| the purchase of a library. In the same month, the legislature granted the land to Hamp- | 
| den-Sydney College in order to prevent ‘“‘a dissolution of that seminary” for lack of | 

money and because “‘the interest and happiness of every people, as well as the duration 
| of every free government, greatly depend on the cultivation of literature” (Hening, XI, , 

392-93), : OE | 
In November 1787, the trustees of Transylvania Seminary petitioned the legislature, 

_ requesting that it grant the seminary ‘‘the one sixth part of all legal Fees received by oe 
. [Kentucky] Surveyors”’ which by law went to the College of William and Mary. Although 
the trustees “‘greatly” respected that college, it was “too remote” from the inhabitants
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of Kentucky for them “to derive any immediate Advantage.” On 13 December, the 

legislature passed an act granting Transylvania Seminary one-sixth of the surveyors’ fees | 

in Kentucky (Hening, XII, 642). | | 

| | 15. An adaptation of Job 38:11, which reads: ‘And [God] said, Hitherto shalt thou | 

come, but no further: and here shall thy proud waves be stayed?” 
16. Pendleton refers to the attainder of Josiah Philips. See the speeches of Edmund 

| Randolph, Patrick Henry, and Benjamin Harrison, Convention Debates, 6, 7, and 10 

June (RCS:Va., 972, 1038, 1127). - 

17. For example, in May 1788 Pendleton himself, as President of the Court of Ap- 

peals, sent Governor Edmund Randolph the court’s remonstrance which asserted that 7 

the act for establishing district courts (passed in January 1788) was unconstitutional. 

| (See Charles Lee to George Washington, 14 May, note 2, RCS:Va., 797-98.) For the 

case of Commonwealth v. Caton (1782), also concerned with the principle of judicial review, 

see Bernard Schwartz, ed., The Roots of the Bill of Rights: An Illustrated Source Book of 

| American Freedom (5 vols., New York, 1980), II, 404, 410-16. a 

18. See Convention Debates, 10 June (RCS:Va., 1109). 

19. See George Mason’s speech, Convention Debates, 11 June (RCS:Va., 1161). 

90. Patrick Henry made the first reference to Thomas Jefferson’s opinion on the | 

Constitution which Jefferson expressed in a 7 February 1788 letter to Alexander Donald. _ 

See Convention Debates, 9 June (RCS:Va., 1051-52). : 

91. Madison is replying to William Grayson’s speech delivered earlier in the day 

| (RCS:Va., 1188). 
92. For Madison’s notes on the government of Holland, see note 3 (above), and for 

the recent disturbances in Holland, see Convention Debates, 9 June, note 8 (above). . 

23. See Convention Debates, 10 June (RCS:Va., 1131). | : 

94. See Convention Debates, 9 June (RCS:Va., 10577). 

95. Henry refers to Edmund Randolph’s assertion that “The security of public justice, 

Sir, is what I most fervently wish—as I consider that object to be the primary step to 

the attainment of public happiness.”” Randolph then criticized the attainder of Josiah 

Philips (Convention Debates, 6 June, RCS:Va., 971-72). In his 10 October 1787 letter 

to the speaker of the House of Delegates giving his reasons for not signing the Con- | 

stitution, Randolph stressed that he favored ratification to preserve the Union (RCS:Va., 

260-75). | : | 

26. See James Madison’s speech, Convention Debates, 6 June (RCS:Va., 995). 

27. Henry refers to Edmund Pendleton’s effort earlier in the day (RCS:Va., 1201-2) 

to explain what Thomas Jefferson wrote in his 7 February 1788 letter to Alexander 

| Donald, upon which Henry himself had commented earlier in the Convention (Con- 

vention Debates, 9 June, RCS:Va., 1051-52). 

98. See Edmund Randolph’s speech, Convention Debates, 10 June (RCS:Va., 1100—- 

1). | 

29, See Randolph’s speech, Convention Debates, 10 June, (RCS:Va., 1093-—94). 

30. See Edmund Pendleton’s speech earlier in the day (RCS:Va., 11977). 

31. See Patrick Henry’s speech, Convention Debates, 9 June (RCS:Va., 1051-52). 

, 32. Thomas Jefferson did not discuss equal representation in the Senate in his 7 

February 1788 letter to Alexander Donald, which Henry brought to the attention of 

the Convention on 9 June. On 20 December 1787, however, Jefferson had written 

Madison that he was “captivated by the compromise of the opposite claims of the great | 

& little states, of the latter to equal, and the former to proportional influence” (RCS:Va., 

250). 
| 33. In August 1786, New Jersey had three delegates in Congress—Lambert Cadwa- _ 

| lader, Josiah Hornblower, and John Cleves Symmes. On 29 August Cadwalader and 

Hornblower voted in the majority with the Northern States to repeal Secretary Jay’s . | 

instructions of August 1785 which insisted upon the free navigation of the Mississippi 

| River. Symmes, who was in Congress at least as late as 23 August, was not present when
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this vote was taken. Because of his growing interest in owning and settling land in the 
western country, he probably would have voted against Cadwalader and Hornblower | 
(JCC, XXXI, 593-96, 696, 697; and LMCC, VIII, 439. In August 1787, Symmes pe- 

_titioned Congress for the purchase of a large parcel of land in Ohio between the Miamis, oe 
and in October Congress authorized a contract with him, although the contract was not 

finalized until the following October. On 19 February 1788 Congress, upon the nom- 
ination of Abraham Clark of New Jersey, elected Symmes a judge of the Northwest | 
Territory.). : | 

In September 1786, Virginia delegate to Congress James Monroe wrote to James 
| Madison (then attending the Annapolis Convention), requesting him to use his influence 

with Abraham Clark (also attending the convention) to alter that state’s position on the 
Mississippi. In particular, Monroe wanted to oust Hornblower. Monroe believed that 
Clark had ‘“‘put Hornblower in Congress & may turn him out agn.” Clark, who was not | 
a member of the legislature in the fall of 1786, apparently used his influence with that : 
body. On 7 November the legislature reappointed Cadwalader and replaced Hornblower 
and Symmes with Clark and James Schureman. More important, on 24 November the oe 
legislature accepted the report of a committee chaired by Jonathan Dayton (a Clark 
ally), in which the state’s congressional delegates were instructed to oppose any attempt 
to surrender the navigation of the Mississippi. (Dayton eventually became involved with 
John Cleves Symmes in the Miami scheme.) The instructions stated that ‘‘We believe 
that the Value of the western Country, on the Sales of which we rely for the Discharge | 
of our numerous Debts, is in some Degree dependant upon the free Navigation of this 
important River. The Cession of a disputed Right, when once made, is not easily re- 

| claimed. And whether the Court of Madrid asks or intends it for the Benefit of its own | 
Subjects, or to barter with Britain, the Step will be equally imprudent, and the Incon- | 
venience equally great’? (Monroe to Madison, 12 September and 7 October, and Clark | 
to Madison, 23 November, Rutland, Madison, IX, 122-23, 142-43, 177-78: and Votes 

| and Proceedings of the Eleventh General Assembly of the State of New-Jersey . . . [24 October- 
24 November 1786, Trenton, 1786], 74—75 [Evans 19841)). | 

34. There was strong sentiment in Pennsylvania for free navigation, but in March — 
1787 the state legislature postponed action on the Mississippi question. | 

35, The manuscript Journal of the Convention indicates that the Convention ad- 
journed to nine o’clock the next day, but the printed Journal gives the time as ten 

| o’clock. | | | 

| The Virginia Convention _ 
| | Friday | | | | 

«13 June 1788 | | 

Debates - | 

The Convention met according to adjournment. . 
Mr. Nicholas urged that the Convention should either proceed ac- 

cording to the original determination, clause by clause, or rescind that 
order and go into the Constitution at large. | oe 

Mr. Henry opposed the motion as to taking up the subject clause by 
clause. He thought it ought to be considered at large. He observed, 
that among a great variety of subjects, the business of the Mississippi | 
had taken up a great deal of time. He wished before they should take
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leave of that subject, that the transactions of Congress relative to the 
navigation of that river should be communicated to the Convention, 
in order that they might draw their conclusion from the best source. — 
For this purpose he hoped that those Gentlemen who had been then 
in Congress, and the present members of Congress who were in Con- 
vention, would communicate what they knew on the subject. He de- 
clared, that he did not wish to hurt the feelings of the Gentlemen who 
had been in Congress, or to reflect on any private character: But that 
for the information of the Convention, he was desirous of having the 

‘ most authentic account, and a faithful statement of facts. 

Mr. Nicholas had no objection to Mr. Henry’s proposal. 
Mr. Madison then declared that if the Honorable Gentleman thought 

that he had given an incorrect account of the transactions relative to 
| the Mississippi, he would, on a thorough and complete investigation, 

_ find himself mistaken. That he had his information from his own knowI- 
edge, and from a perusal of the documents and papers which related _ 
to those transactions. That it had always been his opinion, that the ) 
policy which had for its object the relinquishment of that river, was 

_ unwise, and that the mode of conducting it, was still more exception- 
able.—He added, that he had no objection to have every light on the 
subject that could tend to elucidate it. — | 

: Mr. Nicholas hoped, that after the information should be given re- 
| specting that river, they would confine themselves to the order of the | 

House. | 
The Convention then resolved itself into a Committee of the whole 

Convention, to take into further consideration the proposed Consti- 
tution, and more particularly for the purpose of receiving information 
concerning the transactions of Congress relative to the Mississippi.— 
Mr. Wythe in the chair. | 

| On motion,—The acts and resolutions of Assembly relative to the 
Mississippi were read.!— , | 

Mr. Lee of Westmoreland, then in a short speech related several 

Congressional transactions respecting that river, and strongly asserted, 
that it was the inflexible and determined resolution of Congress never 
to give it up.—That the Secretary of Foreign Affairs [John Jay], who 
was authorised to form a treaty with Gardoqui, the Spanish Ambas- 
sador, had positive directions not to assent to give up that navigation, 
and that it never had been their intention or wish to relinquish it.— 
That on the contrary, they earnestly wished to adopt the best possible 
plan of securing it. 

After some desultory conversation, Mr. Monroe spoke as follows: Mr. 
| Chairman,—My conduct respecting the transactions of Congress, upon
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this interesting subject, since my return to the State, has been well 
known to many worthy Gentlemen here.—I have been often called | 
upon before this, in a public line, and particularly in the last Assembly, 
whilst I was present, for information of these transactions; but have 
heretofore declined it, and for reasons that were held satisfactory. = 
Being amenable upon the principles of the Federal compact, to the | 
Legislature for my conduct in Congress, it cannot be doubted, if ree 
quired, it were my duty to obey their directions; but that honorable 7 
body thought it best to dispense with such demand.—The right in this oe 

_ Assembly is unquestionably more complete, having powers paramount * 
to that;—but even here I could wish it had not been exerted as I 6 

understand it to be, by going into Committee for that purpose.—Be- > 
| fore, however, I enter into this subject, I cannot but observe, it has _ 

| given me pain to hear it treated by Honorable Gentlemen in a manner 
_ that has appeared not altogether free from exception. For they have ne 
not gone into it fully, and given a proper view of the transaction in _ S 
every part, but of those only which preceded and were subsequent to - 
that, which has been the particular object of enquiry; a conduct that 
has seemed too much calculated to make an impression favorable to | 

| their wishes in the present instance. But in making this observation, I 
owe it to those Gentlemen to declare, that it is my opinion such omis- 
sion has proceeded not from intention, but their having forgotten 
facts, or to some cause not obvious to me, and which I make no doubt 
they will readily explain. | : - | 
The policy of this State respecting this river has always been the — 

same. It has contemplated but one object, the opening it for the use 
of the inhabitants, whose interest depended on it—and in this, she has, | 

in my opinion, shewn her wisdom and magnanimity. I may, I believe, 
with propriety say, that all the measures that have at any time been © , 
taken by Congress for that purpose, were adopted at the instance of 
this State.—There was a time, it is true, Sir, when even this State, in 

| some measure abandoned the object, by authorising its cession to the 
Court of Spain. But let us take all circumstances into view, as they 7 

| were at that time, and I am persuaded it will by no means shew a | 
departure from this liberal and enlightened system of policy, although — , 

it may manifest an accommodation to the exigencies which pressed on. 
us at the time.—The Southern States were overrun and in possession 
of the enemy.—The Governments of South-Carolina and Georgia were 
prostrate, and opposition there at an end.—North-Carolina made but | | 
a feeble resistance; and Virginia herself was greatly harrassed by the | | 
enemy in force at that time in the heart of the country, and by im- 

_ pressments for her own and the defence of the Southern States.—In | a
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addition to this, the finances of the United States were ina deplorable __ 
| condition, if not totally exhausted; and France our ally seemed anxious — 

| for peace; and as the means of bringing the war to a more happy and 
speedy conclusion; the object of this cession was the hopes of uniting 

| | Spain in it with all her forces. If I recollect aright too at this moment, 
| the Minister of the United States at the Court of Madrid, informed 

| Congress of the difficulty he found in prevailing upon that Court to 
acknowledge our independence, or take any measure in our favor, 

suggested the jealousy with which it viewed our settlements in the 
Western Country, and the probability of better success, provided we . 

| would cede the navigation of this river, as the consideration. The latter 
circumstances were made known to the Legislature, and they had their 

| weight. All inferior objects must yield to the safety of the society itself. 
A resolution passed to that effect. An act of Congress likewise passed, 
and the Minister of the United States had full authority to relinquish 
this valuable right to that Court, upon the condition above stated. But 

| what was the issue of this proposition? Was any treaty made with Spain | 
that obtained an acknowledgment of our independence, although at 
war with Great-Britain, and such acknowledgment would have cost her 
nothing? Was a loan of money accomplished? In short, does it appear 
that even Spain herself thought it an object of any importance? So 
soon as the war ended, this resolution was rescinded. The power to 
make such a treaty was revoked. So that this system of policy was 

| departed from, only for a short time, for the most important object 
that can be conceived, and resumed again as soon as it possibly could) © 

| be. 
| After the peace, it became the business of Congress to investigate 

the relation of these States to the different powers of the earth, in a 
more extensive view than they had hitherto done, and particularly in 
the commercial] line; and to make arrangements for entering into trea- 

ties with them on such terms as might be mutually beneficial for each 
party. As the result of the deliberations of that day, it was resolved, | 
“That commercial treaties be formed, if possible, with said powers, 

those of Europe in particular, Spain included, upon similar principles, mo 
and three Commissioners, Mr. Adams, Mr. Franklin, and Mr. Jefferson, 

be appointed for that purpose.”?—So that an arrangement for a treaty 
of commerce with Spain had already been taken. Whilst these powers 

_ were in force, a representative from Spain arrived, authorised to treat 

| with the United States on the interfering claims of the two nations, 
respecting the Mississippi, and the boundaries and other concerns 
wherein they were respectively interested.—A similar commission was 
given to the Honorable the Secretary of Foreign Affairs, on the part
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of the United States, with these ultimata, ‘““That he enter into no treaty, 
compact or convention whatever, with the said representative of Spain, — 
which did not stipulate our right to the navigation of the Mississippi, | 

and the boundaries as established in our treaty with Great-Britain.”— a 

And thus the late negotiation commenced, and under auspicies, as | 

supposed, very favorable to the wishes of the United States; for Spain 
had become sensible of the propriety of cultivating the friendship of | 
these States.—Knowing our claim to the navigation of this river, she 
had sent a Minister hither principally to treat on that point—and the 7 

‘time would not be remote when, under the increasing population of 
that country, the inhabitants would be able to open it, without our 

assistance or her consent.—These circumstances being considered, was 
it not presumable she intended to make a merit of her concession to | 

our wishes, and to agree to an accommodation upon that subject, that — 
would not only be satisfactory, but highly pleasing to the United 
States?—But what was the issue of this negotiation?—How was it ter- 
minated?—Has it forwarded the particular object in view, or otherwise | 

| promoted the interests and the harmony of the States, or any of 
_ them?—Eight or ten months elapsed without any communications of 

_ its progress to Congress: At length a letter was received from the =~ 
- Secretary, stating that difficulties had arisen in his negotiation with the 

| representative of Spain, which, in his opinion, should be so managed, 

as that even their existence should remain a secret for the present, 
and proposing that a Committee be appointed with full power to direct 
and instruct him in every case relative to the proposed treaty. As the : 
only ultimata in his instructions respected the Mississippi and the > 
boundaries, it readily occurred that these occasioned the difficulties 
alluded to, and were those he wished to remove. And for many reasons 
this appeared at least to me an extraordinary proposition. By the Ar- 
ticles of Confederation nine States are necessary to enter into trea- 

ties.—The instruction is the foundation of the treaty; for if it is formed 
agreeable thereto, good faith requires that it be ratified.—The practice 
of Congress hath also been always, I believe, in conformity to this 
idea.—The instructions under which our commercial treaties have been 
made were carried by nine States.—Those under which the Secretary 

- now acted were passed by nine States.—The proposition then would — 
be, that the powers which under the Constitution nine States only were — 
competent to, should be transferred to a Committee, and the object 
thereby to disengage himself from the ultimata already mentioned in _ | 
his existing instructions.—In this light the subject was taken up, and 
on these principles discussed.—The Secretary, Mr. Jay, being at length 
called before Congress to explain the difficulties mentioned in his
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letter, presented to their view the project of a treaty of commerce, 
| containing, as he supposed, advantageous stipulations in our favor, in 

that line; in consideration for which we were to contract to forbear 

_the use of the navigation of the river Mississippi for the term of twenty- 
five or thirty years, and earnestly advised our adopting it. The subject 
now took a decided form—there was no further ambiguity in it—and 
we were surprised for reasons that have been already given, that he 
had taken up the subject of commerce at all.—We were greatly sur- 
prised it should form the principal object of the project, and that a 
partial or temporary sacrifice of that interest, for the advancement of 
which the negotiation was set on foot, should be the consideration 

_-_- proposed to be given for it. But the Honorable Secretary urged, that _ 
- it was necessary to stand well with Spain;—that the commercial project 

was a beneficial one, and should not be neglected;—that a stipulation 
to forbear the use contained an acknowledgement, on her part, of the 
right in the United States; that we were in no condition to take the 

river, and therefore gave nothing for it; with other reasons which 
perhaps I have forgotten; for the subject in detail has nearly escaped 

my memory. We differed with the Honorable Secretary, almost in every 
respect. We admitted indeed the propriety of standing well with Spain, | 

| but supposed we might accomplish that end at least on equal terms. 
We considered the stipulation to forbear the use, as a species of barter, 
that should never be countenanced in the councils of the American 
States, since it might tend to the destruction of the society itself; for 

| a forbearance of the use of one river, might lead unto more extensive 
: consequences—to that of the Chesapeake, the Potowmack, or any other 

| of the rivers that emptied into it.—In short, that the councils of the 

confederacy should be conducted with more magnanimity and can- 
| dour, should contemplate the benefit of all parts upon common prin- 

ciples, and not the sacrifice of one part for that of another. There 
appeared to us a material difference between stipulating by treaty to 
forbear the use, and not being able to open the river: The former 
would be considered by the inhabitants of the Western Country as an 
act of hostility; the latter might be justified by our inability—And with 
respect to the commercial part of the project, we really thought it an 
ill advised one, on its own merits solely. 

Thus was this project brought before Congress, and so far as I] 
| recollect, in this form, and upon these principles.—It was the subject 

| of tedious and lengthy discussion in that honorable body.—Every dis- 
tinct measure that was taken I do not now remember, nor do I suppose 
it of consequence. I have shewn the outlines of the transaction, which 

| is, if I apprehend rightly, all that the Committee wish to possess. The
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communications of the Secretary were referred to a Committee of the 
whole House. The Delegates of the seven easternmost States voted that 
the ultimata in the Secretary’s instructions, be repealed; which was 

reported to the House, and entered on the journal by the Secretary 
of Congress, that the question was carried. Upon this entry, a consti- 

tutional question arose to this effect: “‘Nine States being necessary, by 
the Federal Constitution, to give an instruction, and seven having re- 

pealed a part of an instruction so given, for the formation of a treaty 
with a foreign power, so as to alter its import, and authorise, under 

the remaining part thereof, the formation of a treaty, on principles 
altogether different from what the said instruction originally contem- 
plated—can such remaining part be considered as in force and con- 
stitutionally obligatory?” We pressed on Congress for a decision on 
this point often, but without effect. Notwithstanding this, I understood 

it was the intention of the Secretary to proceed and conclude a treaty, 

in conformity to his project, with the Minister of Spain. In this situation 
I left Congress—What I have since heard, belongs not to me to dis- 

cover.—Other Gentlemen have more complete information of this busi- 
ness, in the course it has taken, than I can possibly have been able to 
obtain: For having done my duty whilst there, I left it for others who 

succeeded me to perform theirs, and I have made but little further 
enquiry respecting it. The animated pursuit that was made of this 
object, required, and I believe received, as firm an opposition.—The 
Southern States were on their guard, and warmly opposed it. For my 
part, I thought it my duty to use every effort in Congress for the 
interest of the Southern States. But so far as it depended on me, with 
my official character, it ceased. With many of those Gentlemen, to 
whom I always considered it as my particular misfortune to be opposed, 
I am now in habits of correspondence and friendship; and I am con- 
cerned for the necessity which has given birth to this relation. 
Whether the Delegates of those States spoke the language of their 

constituents; whether it may be considered as the permanent interest 
of such States to depress the growth and increasing population of the 
Western Country, are points which I cannot pretend to determine. I 

must observe, however, that I always supposed it would, for a variety 

of reasons, prove injurious to every part of the Confederacy. These 

are well understood and need not be dilated on here. If, however, 

such should be the interest of seven States, let Gentlemen contemplate 

the consequences in the operation of the Government, as it applies to 

this subject. I have always been of opinion, Sir, that the American 
States to all national objects, had in every respect a common interest. 

Few persons would be willing to bind them together by a stronger or
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more indissoluble bond, or give the national Government more powers 

than myself. I only wish to prevent it from doing harm, either to States 

or individuals; and the rights and interests of both, in a variety of 

instances, in which they are now left unprotected, might, zn my opinion, _ 

be better guarded. If I have mistaken any facts, Honorable Gentlemen 

will correct me. If I omitted any, as it has not been intentional, so | | 

shall be happy with their assistance to supply the defect. a 

Mr. Monroe added several other observations, the purport of which 

was, that the interest of the Western Country would not be as secure 

under the proposed Constitution, as under the Confederation; because 

under the latter system, the Mississippi could not be relinquished with- 

out the consent of nine States, whereas by the former, he said, a 

majority, or seven States, could yield it. His own opinion was, that it | 

) would be given up by a majority of the Senators present in the Senate, _ 

with the President, which would put it in the power of less than seven 

States to surrender it. That the Northern States were inclined to yield 

: it. That it was their interest to prevent an augmentation of the South- 

ern influence and power; and that as mankind in general, and States 

in particular, were governed by interest, the Northern States would | 

not fail of availing themselves of the opportunity given them by the _ 

Constitution, of relinquishing that river, in order to depress the West- _ 

ern Country, and prevent the Southern interest from preponderating. 

Mr. Grayson,—Mr. Chairman.—The Honorable Gentleman [Edmund 

Pendleton] was mistaken when he supposed that I said seven States 

had absolutely voted to surrender the navigation of the Mississippi. I 

only spoke of the general disposition of the States, which I alledged 

to be actuated by interest.—That consequently the carrying States were 

necessarily inclined against the extension of the interest and influence 

| of the productive States, and that therefore they would not favor any 

| measure to extend the settlements to the Westward. 

I wished not to enter into this discussion, for the reasons mentioned | 

, by my honorable friend [James Monroe]. Secrecy was required on this 

subject. I told Congress, that imposing secrecy, on such a great Oc- 

casion, was unwarrantable.? However, as it was not given up, I con- 

| ceived myself under some restraint. But since it has come before the 

Committee, and they desire to develop the subject, | shall stand ex- 

| cused for mentioning what I know of it. My honorable friend gave a 

very just account of it when he said that the Southern States were on 

their guard, and opposed every measure tending to relinquish or _ 

wa[ilve that valuable right. They would not agree to negotiate, but on 

condition, that no proposition whatever should be made to surrender 

that great right—There was a dispute between this country and Spain,
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| who claimed one half of Georgia, and one half of Kentucky, or if not 
that proportion, a very considerable part, as well as the absolute and | 
exclusive navigation of the Mississippi.—The Southern States thought 

_ that the navigation of the Mississippi should not be trusted to any | 
hands, but those in which the Confederation had placed the right of | 
making treaties. That system required the consent of nine States for 
that purpose. The Secretary for Foreign Affairs was empowered to 
adjust the interfering claims of Spain and the United States, with the | 
Spanish Minister, but as my honorable friend said, with an express _ 
prohibition of entering into any negotiation that would lead to the a 
surrender of that river.—Affairs continued in this state for some time. 

_ At length a proposition was made to Congress, not directly, but by a Oo 
side wind. The first proposal was to take off the fetters of the Secretary. . 
When the whole came out, it was found to be a proposal to cede the 

| Mississippi to Spain for 25 or 30 years, (for it was in the disjunctive) 
in consideration of certain commercial stipulations. In support of this | 
proposal, it was urged, that the right was in him who surrendered, 

and that their acceptance of a temporary relinquishment, was an ac- _ 
knowledgment of our right, which would revert to us at the expiration | 

| of that period;—that we could not take it by war;—that the thing was 
_ useless to us, and that it would be wise and politic to give it up, as | 

we were to receive a beneficial compensation for that temporary ces- 
sion. Congress, after a great deal of animosity, came to a resolution, 
which, in my opinion, violated the Confederation. It was resolved by oe 

seven States, that the prohibition in the Secretary’s instructions should | 
be repealed; whereby the unrepealed part of his instructions authorised | 
him to make a treaty, yielding that inestimable navigation, although 
by the Confederation, nine States were necessary to concur in the | 
formation of a treaty! How then could seven States constitutionally 
adopt any measure, to which, by the Constitution, nine States were | 

only competent?—It was entered on the journals, and transmitted to 

the Secretary of Foreign Affairs, for his direction in his negotiation | 
with the Spanish Minister. | | 

If I recollect rightly, by the law of nations, if a negotiator makes a 
treaty, in consequence of a power received from a sovereign authority, 
non-compliance with his stipulations is a just cause of war. The op- . 
position suggested (whether wrong or not let this House determine) 

| that this was the case:—That the proceeding was repugnant to the 
principles and express letter of the Constitution, and that if the com- | 

_ pact which the Secretary might form with the Spanish Minister should 
not be complied with, it would be giving Spain a just cause of quarrel. 
So that we should be reduced to the dilemma of either violating the
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Constitution by a compliance, or involving us in war by a non-com- ~ 
pliance. The opposition remonstrated against these transactions (and 

- their remonstrance was entered on the journal)* and took every step 

| for securing this great national right. In the course of the debates in 
Congress on this subject, which were warm and animated, it was urged. 

that Congress, by the law of nations, had no right, even with the — 
consent of nine States, to dismember the empire, or relinquish any 
part of the territory appertaining to the aggregate society, to any for- | 

| eign power. Territorial dismemberment, or the relinquishment of any 
other privilege, is the highest act of a sovereign power. The right of 
territory has ever been considered as most sacred, and ought to be 

| guarded in the most particular and cautious manner. Whether that | 
navigation be secure on this principle, by the new Constitution, I will 
not pretend to determine. I will, however, say one thing. It is not well | 
guarded under the old system. A majority of seven States are disposed 
to yield it. I speak not of any particular characters. I have the charity 
to suppose that all mankind act on the best motives. Suffice it for me 
to tell direct and plain facts, and leave the conclusion with this Hon- 

orable House. : 
It has been urged by my honorable friend on the other side (Mr. 

Madison) that the Eastern States were averse to surrender it during 

the war, and that the Southern States proposed it themselves, and 

| wished to yield it. My honorable friend last up has well accounted for — 

this disgraceful offer, and I will account for the refusal of the Eastern 

States to surrender it. Mr. Chairman, it is no new thing to you to 

discover these reasons. It is well known, that the Newfoundland fish- 

| - eries and the Mississippi are balances for one another;—that the pos- 

session of one tends to the preservation of the other. This accounts | 

for the Eastern policy.—They thought that if the Mississippi was given 

up, the Southern States would give up the rights of the fishery, on 

which their very existence depends. It is not extraordinary therefore, 

while these great rights of the fishery depend on such a variety of | 

circumstances, the issue of war, the success of negotiations, and nu- 

merous other causes, that they should wish to preserve this great coun- 

| terbalance.—What has been their conduct since the peace? When re- 

| lieved from the apprehensions of losing that great advantage, they 

became solicitous of securing a superiority of influence in the national 

councils. They look at the true interest of nations. Their language has 

been—‘‘Let us prevent any new States from rising in the Western world, or | 

they will out-vote us—We will lose our importance, and become as nothing 

| in the scale of nations. If we do not prevent it, our countrymen will remove 

to those places, instead of going to sea, and we will receive no particular
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tribute or advantage from them.”’—This, Sir, has been the language and . 
spirit of their policy, and I suppose ever will. The Mississippi is not 

- secured under the old Confederation; but it.is better secured by that _ 
- system, than by the new Constitution. By the existing system, nine 

| States are necessary to yield it. A few States can give it away by the | 
paper on your table. But I hope it will never be put in the power of _ | 
a less number than nine States. Jersey, we are told, changed her temper _ | 

| on that great occasion. I believe that that mutability depended on 2 
characters. But we have lost another State—Maryland.—For, from for- | : 

tuitous circumstances, those States deviated from their natural char- 
acter—Jersey in not giving up the right of the Mississippi, and Maryland _ | 
in giving it up.2—Whatever be their object, each departed from her 
natural disposition. It is with great reluctance I have said any thing 
on this subject, and if I have misrepresented facts, I wish to be cor- 
rected. : a | oe ee 

Mr. Henry then arose, and requested that the Honorable Gentleman > 

- (Mr. Monroe) would discover the rest of the project, and what Spain 
was to do on her part, as an equivalent for the cession of the Missis- a 

sippi (gr a ee as | 
| Mr. Monroe,—Mr. Chairman.—I do not thoroughly recollect every | | 

circumstance relative to this project. But there was to be a commercial | 
| intercourse between the United States and Spain. We were to be al- : 

lowed to carry our produce to the ports of Spain, and the Spaniards = | 
to have an equal right of trading hither. It was stipulated, that. there . 
should be a reciprocity. of commercial intercourses and benefits be- — 

tween the subjects of Spain, and the citizens of the United States. The 
manufactures of Spain were to be freely imported and vended in this : 

country, and our manufactures to be carried to Spain, &c. without 
obstruction, and both parties were to have mutual privileges in point 
of commercial intercourse and connection. This, Sir, is the amount of | 

the project of Spain, which was looked upon as advantageous to us. a 
I thought myself, that it was not. I considered Spain as being without © 

| manufactures—as the most slow in the progress of arts, and the most | 
unwise with respect to commerce, of all nations under the sun, (in | 
which respect I thought Great-Britain the wisest). Their Gentlemen — | 
and Nobles look on commerce with contempt. No man of character 

among them will undertake it. They make little discrimination with any __ 7 
nation. Their character is to shut out all nations, and exclude every 

intercourse with them, and this would be the case with respect to us. | 
_ Nothing is given to us by this project, but what is given to all other 

| nations. It is bad policy and unjustifiable on such terms to yield that = 
valuable right. Their merchants have great stocks in trade. It is not so | /
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with our merchants. Our people require encouragement. Mariners 
| must be encouraged. On a review of these circumstances, I thought © 

| the project unwise and impolitic. — , 
Mr. Madison,—Mr. Chairman.—lIt is extremely disagreeable to me to 

enter into this discussion, as it is foreign to the object of our delib- 
erations here, and may, in the opinion of some, lead to sully the _ 
reputation of our public councils.—As far as my memory will enable 
me, I will develop the subject. We will not differ with one another 
with respect to facts; perhaps we may differ with respect to principles. 

_ I will take the liberty to observe, that I was led before to make some 
| observations, which had no relation to the subject under consideration, 

as relative to the Western Country, to obviate suggestions of Gentle- 

~~ men, which seemed to me to be groundiess. I stated that there was a 

period when the Southern States were advocates for the alienation or 
suspension of the right to the Mississippi, (I will not say which) and © 
the Eastern States were against both. I mentioned this to shew, that 
there was no disposition in that part, to surrender that right or dispose 
of that country. I do suppose that the fishery had its influence on | 
those States.—No doubt it was the case. For that, and other reasons, | 

they still continue against the alienation. For it might lessen the security | 
of retaining the fishery. From the best information, it never was the 
sense of the people at large, or the prevailing characters of the Eastern _ | 
States, to approve of the measure. If interest, Sir, should continue to 
operate on them, I humbly conceive, that they will derive more ad- 

vantage from holding the Mississippi, than even the Southern States: 
, For, if the carrying business be their natural province, how can it be 

so much extended and advanced, as by giving encouragement to ag- 
riculture in the Western Country, and having the emolument of car- 
rying their produce to market? The carrying trade must depend on 
agriculture for its support in a great measure. In what place is agri- 
culture so capable of improvement and great extension, as in the West- 
ern Country? But whatever considerations may prevail in that quarter, 
or any other, respecting their interest, I think we may fairly suppose. 
that the consideration which the honorable member mentioned, and 

| which has been repeated, I mean the emigrations which are going on | 
a _ to the Westward, must produce the same effect as to them, which it 

may produce with respect to us.—Emigrations are now going on from 
that quarter as well as from this State. 

_ I readily confess that neither the old Confederation, nor the new | 
Constitution, involves a right to give up the navigation of the Missis- | 
sippi. It is repugnant to the law of nations. I have always thought and _ 

7 said so. Although the right be denied, there may be emergencies which
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will make it necessary to make a sacrifice. But there is a material 
difference between emergencies of safety in time of war, and those 
which may relate to mere commercial regulations.—You might on solid 

_ grounds deny in time of peace, what you give up in time of war. I do 
not conceive, however, that there is that extreme aversion in the minds 

of the people of the Eastern States, to emigrate to the Westward, which 
was insinuated by my honorable friend.® Particular citizens, it cannot 

_ be doubted, may be averse to it. But it is the sense of the people at 
large, which will direct the public measures. We find from late ar- 
rangements made between Massachusetts and New-York, that a very 
considerable country to the Westward of New-York, was disposed of - _ 

| to Massachusetts, and by Massachusetts to some individuals, to conduct 

emigrants to that country.’ | | | 
_ There were seven States who thought it right to give up the navi- 

gation of the Mississippi for 25 years, for several reasons which have _ 
been mentioned. As far as I can recollect, it was nearly as my honorable | 

friend [James Monroe] said. But they had no idea of absolutely al- 
ilenating it. I think one material consideration which governed them 

was, that there were grounds of serious negotiation between Great- 
Britain and Spain, which might bring on a coalition between those _ , 
Nations, which might enable them to bind us on different sides, per- | 

manently withhold that navigation from us, and injure us in other 
respects materially. The temporary cession, it was supposed would fix 
the permanent right in our favor, and prevent that dangerous coalition. | 
It is but justice to myself to say, that however plausible the reasons © 
urged for its temporary cession may have been, they never convinced 
me of its utility. I have uniformly disapproved of it, and do now. 

With respect to the Secretary of Foreign Affairs, I am intimately | 
connected with him. I shall say nothing of his abilities and attachment 
to his country. His character is established in both respects. He has 
given a train of reasoning which governed him in his project. If he | 
was mistaken, his integrity and probity more than compensate for the 
error. . | 

I am led to think there is no settled disposition in seven States to 
give up that object, because New-Jersey on a further consideration of 
the subject, actually gave instructions to her Delegates to oppose it.® 
And what was the ground of this? I do not know the extent and | 
particular reasons of her instructions. But I recollect, that a material 

consideration was, that the cession of that river would diminish the 
_ value of the Western Country, which was a common fund for the 

United States, and would consequently tend to impoverish their public | 
treasury. These, Sir, were rational grounds. |
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Give me leave, Sir, as I am up on this subject, and as the Honorable 

Gentleman [James Monroe] has raised a question, whether it be not 

more secure under the old than the new Constitution—to differ from 

him. I shall enter into the reasoning which, in my mind, renders it 

more secure under the new system—Two-thirds of the Senators pre- 

sent, (which will be nine States, if all attend to their duty) and the 

| President, must concur in every treaty which can be made. Here are 

two distinct and independent branches, which must agree to every | 

treaty. Under the existing system two thirds of the States must concur | 

to form a treaty. But it is but one body. Gentlemen may reason and 

conclude differently on this subject. I own that as far as I have any 

rights, which are but trivial, I would rather trust them to the new than 

—_ the old Government. Besides, let me observe, that the House of Rep- 

resentatives will have a material influence on the Government, and will 

| be an additional security in this respect: But there is one thing which 

he mentioned, which merits attention. If commercial policy be a source 

of great danger, it will have less influence in the new system, than in 

the old. For in the House of Representatives, it will have little or no 

influence. They are drawn from the landed interest; taken from the 

States at large, and many of them from the Western Country. Whereas 

| the present members of Congress have been taken from the Atlantic 

| side of the Continent. When we calculate the dangers that may arise 

in any case, we judge from the rules of proportion, and chances of 

numbers. The people at large choose those who elect the President. 

The weight of population will be to the Southward, if we include the 

Western Country. There will then be a majority of the people in favor 

of this right. As the President must be influenced by the sense and 

interest of his electors, as far as it depends on him (and his agency in 

making treaties is equal to that of the Senate) he will oppose the cession — 

of that navigation. As far as the influence of the Representatives goes, 

it will also operate in favor of this right. The power of treaties is not 

- lodged in the Senators of particular States. Every State has an equal 

weight. If ten Senators can make a treaty, ten Senators can prevent 

one from being made. It is from a supposition, that all the Southern 

Delegates will be absent, that ten Senators, or two-thirds of a majority, 

can give up this river. The possibility of absence operates equally as 

much against the Northern States. If one-fifth of the members present 

think the measure erroneous, the votes of the States are to be taken 

upon it, and entered on the journals. Every Gentleman here ought to 

recollect, that this is some security, as the people will thereby know 

| those who advocate iniquitous measures. If we consider the number 

of changes in the members of the Government, we will find it another
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security. But after all, Sir, what will this policy signify, which tends to 
surrender the navigation of the Mississippi? Resolutions of Congress to | 

_ retain it, may be repeated, and re-echoed from every part of the United : 
States. It is not resolutions of this sort, which the people of this country | 
wish for. They want an actual possession of the right, and protection __ 

| in its enjoyment. Similar resolutions have been taken under the existing» 
_ System, on many occasions. But they have been heretofore, and will © : 

be hereafter, in my opinion, nugatory and fruitless, unless a change | 
| takes place which will give energy to the acts of the Government. 

I will take the liberty to touch once more on the several consider- | 
ations which produced the question, because perhaps the Committee  —s_—© 
may not yet thoroughly comprehend it. In justice to those Gentlemen 

| who concluded in favor of the temporary cession, I mention their 
| reasons, although I think the measure wrong. The reasons for so doing 

under the old system, will be done away by the new system. We could | 
not, without national dishonor, assert our right to the Mississippi, and 
suffer any other nation to deprive us of it. This consideration, with 
others before mentioned, influenced them. I admit it was wrong. But | 
it is sufficient to prove that they acted on principles of integrity. Will | 
they not be bound by honor and conscience, when we are able to enjoy 

_and retain our right, not to give it up, or suffer it to be interrupted? | 
A weak system produced this project. A strong system will remove the | 
inducement. For may we not suppose it will be reversed by a change © 
of system? I was called up to say what was its present situation. There oy 
are some circumstances within my knowledge which I am not at liberty 
to communicate to this House. I will not-go farther than to answer 
the objections of Gentlemen. I wish to conceal no circumstance which 

I can relate consistently with my duty. As to matters of fact, I have - | 
_ advanced nothing which I presume will be contradicted. On matters 

of opinion, we may differ. Were I at liberty, I could develop some hee 
| circumstances, which would convince this House, that this project will | - 

never be revived in Congress, and that therefore no danger is to be oS 
apprehended. oe | ne | os a 

Mr. Grayson,—Mr. Chairman.—The Honorable Gentleman last up ale 
| concluded, by leaving impressions, that there were some circumstances, | 

| which, were he at liberty to communicate, would induce this House 
__ to believe that the matter would never be revived. Were we to conclude 

_ from facts and opinions, or were we to appeal to the resolutions of | | 
Congress, a very different conclusion would result. When I was in | 
Congress last, there was a resolution to apologize to his Catholic Maj- 

| esty for not making the treaty, and intimating that when the situation — | 
of things were altered, it might be done.? Had it not been for one — |
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particular circumstance, it would have been concluded on the terms 
) my honorable friend mentioned. When I was last in Congress, the 

project was not given over. Its friends thought it would be renewed. | 
: With respect to the Mississippi and back-lands, the Eastern States 

are willing to relinquish that great and essential right. For they consider 
the consequences of governing the Union, as of more importance than | 

| those considerations which he mentioned should induce them to favor 

it. , | 

| But says the Honorable Gentleman, there is a great difference be- | 
| tween actually giving it up altogether, and a temporary cession.—If the 

right was given up for 25 years, would this country be able to avail 
herself of her right, and resume it at the expiration of that period? 
If ever the House of Bourbon should be at war with all Europe, then | 

oe would be the golden opportunity of regaining it. Without this, we never _ 
could wrest it from the House of Bourbon, the branches of which 

| always support each other. If things continue as they are now, emi- 
erations will continue to that country. The hope that this great national 
right will be retained, will induce them to go thither. But take away 

, that hope, by giving up the Mississippi for 25 years, and the emigrations 
will cease. As interest actuates mankind, will they go thither when they 
know they cannot enjoy the privilege of navigating that river, or find 

| a ready market for their produce? There is a majority of States which 
look forward with anxiety to the benefits of the commercial project 
with Spain. In the course of the Spanish negotiation, our Delegation | 
thought of a project which would be accommodated to their particular 
interest. It was proposed by way of compromise, as being suitable to 
the interest of all the States,—That the Spanish crown should make 

_ New-Orleans a general depositary, and that the growth of the American 
| States should be sent down for the use of the Spanish troops; Spain 

being obliged to foreign nations for provisions.—This was throwing 
- out a lure to the Eastern States, to carry the produce of that whole | 

country.—But this temptation did not succeed.—It was thought no 
object in their view, when greater objects presented themselves. | 

It was alledged, that the emigrations from the Eastern States will _ 
have the same effect as emigrations from this country. I know every _ 

| step will be taken to prevent emigrations from thence; as it will be 
transferring their population to the Southern States.—They will co- 

- incide in no measure that will tend to increase the weight or influence 

of the Southern States.—There is therefore a wide line of distinction 

between migrations from thence and from hence. _ | 

But we are told, in order to make that paper acceptable to the . 

Kentucky people, that this high act of authority cannot, by the law of
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nations, be warrantable, and that this great right cannot be given up.— 
I think so also.—But how will the doctrine apply to America?—After | 
it is actually given away, can it be reclaimed?—If nine States give it | 

| away, what will the Kentucky people do?—Will Grotius and Puffendorff - 
relieve them?!°—If we reason from what was done—if seven States . 
attempted to do what nine States ought to have done, you may judge 
of the attention which will be paid to the law of nations.—Should 

Congress make a treaty to yield the Mississippi; that people will find 
no redress in the law of nations. | | 

But says he [James Madison], Massachusetts is willing to protect 
emigrations.—When the act of Congress passed, respecting the settle- 
ment of the Western Country, and establishing a State there, it passed | 
in a lucky moment.—I was told that that State was extremely uneasy | 

about it, and that in order to retain her inhabitants, lands, in the — 

province of Maine, were lowered to the price of one dollar per acre. 

| As to the tract of country conveyed by New-York to Massachusetts, 
neither of them had a right to it.!1—Perhaps that great line of policy __ 
of keeping the population on that side of the Continent, in contra- | 
distinction to the emigrations to the Westward of us, actuated Mas- 
sachusetts in that transaction. There is no communication between that _ 

country and the Mississippi. The two great northern communications 
are by the North River,!? and by the River St. Lawrence, to the Mis- 
sissippi. But there is no communication between that country where 
the people of Massachusetts emigrate, and the Mississippi; nor do I | 
believe there ever will be one traveller from it thither. 

I have a great regard for the Secretary of Foreign Affairs.—In my 
opinion, all America is under great obligations to him.—But I differed 
in opinion with him. _ 

But the Mississippi is said to be more secure under the new, than | 
the old Government.—It is infinitely more secure under the latter than 

| the former:—How is the fact?—Seven States wished to pass an affir- 
mative act ceding it.—They repealed part of the instructions given the 
Secretary, to enable him to conclude a compact for its cession, and | 
wished to get nine States to agree to it.—Nine States by the Confed- 

| eration, must concur in the formation of treaties.—This saved it.—Only 
seven States were willing to yield it—But by this Constitution, two- _ . 
thirds of the Senators present, with the President, can make any _ 
treaty.—A quorum is fourteen—two-thirds of which are ten.—We find 
then, that ten members can at any time surrender that great and val- 
uable right.—As seven States are willing to yield it now, how the Gentle- 

. man [James Madison] can reason in the manner he does, I cannot 
conceive. : | | |
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Mr. Henry,—Mr. Chairman.—I hope, Sir, that as the Honorable 

- Gentleman on my left set the example of debating the merits, that 

whatever may result as consequences of that example, may not be 

attributed to me. I hope that I shall be indulged in offering a few 

words in addition to what has been said. Gentlemen may do what they 

will.—Their reflections will have no influence on me.—It is said that 

we are scuffling for Kentucky votes, and attending to local circum- 

stances. But if you consider the interest of this country, you will find 

that the interest of Virginia and-Kentucky are most intimately and 

vitally connected. When I see the great rights of the community in 

real danger, the ideal dangers which Gentlemen speak of, dissipate. _ | 

| An union with our Western brethren, is highly desirable almost on any | 

terms; an union with them alone can lessen or annihilate the dangers 

arising from that species of population, of which we have been re- 

| minded in the catalogue of dangers which were dwelt upon. They are | 

| at present but few in number, but may be very numerous hereafter. 

If that fatal policy shall take place, you throw them into the arms of 

Spain. If Congress should, for a base purpose, give away this dearest 

| right of the people, your Western brethren will be ruined. We ought | 

to secure to them that navigation which is necessary to their very 

existence. If we do not, they will look upon us as betrayers of their 

interest. Shall we appear to care less for their interest than for that 

| of distant people. When Gentlemen tell us that the change of system 

will render our Western brethren more secure, and that this system 

will not betray them, they ought to prove it. When a matter which 

respects the great national interests of America is concerned, we expect 

the most decided proofs. Have they given any? Unless you keep open 

the Mississippi, you never can increase in number. Although your pop- 

| ulation should go on to an infinite degree, you will be in the minority | 

in Congress; and although you should have a right to be the majority, 

| yet so unhappily is this system of politics constituted, that you will ever 

be a contemptible minority. To preserve the balance of American 

power, it is essentially necessary that the right to the Mississippi should 

be secured. | 

But said the Honorable Gentleman [James Madison], the Eastern | 

States will wish to secure their fishery, and will therefore favour this 

right. How does he draw the inference? Is it possible that they can 

7 act on that principle? The principle which led the Southern States to 

admit of the cession, was to avoid the most dreadful perils of the war. 

But their difficulties are now ended by peace. Is there any thing like 

this that can influence the minds of the people of the North? Since 

the peace, those States have discovered a determined resolution to give
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it away. There was no similar danger to compel them to yield it? No, oo 
| Sir, they wished to relinquish it. Without any kind of necessity, they 

_ acted in conformity to their natural disposition, with respect to emi- | 
grations going on in that quarter. This, though improbable, may be 
so. But to say, that because some settlements are going on in New- 
York, Massachusetts, will form a connection with the Mississippi, is to 
my mind most wonderful indeed. The great balance will be in the 
Southern parts of America. There is the most extensive and fertile 
territory.—There is the happiest geographical position, situated con- 
tiguously to that valuable and inestimable river. But the settlement of me 
that country will not be warranted by the New Constitution, if it will | 
not be forbidden by it. No Constitution under Heaven, founded on — | 
the principles of justice, can warrant the relinquishment of the most | 

_ sacred rights of the society, to promote the interest of one part of it. oe 
Do you not see the danger into which you are going to throw one of | 
your dearest and most valuable rights? The people of that country now 
receive great and valuable emoluments from that right being protected _ 
by the existing Government. But they must now abandon them. For - 
is there any actual security? Shew me any clause in that paper which _ 
secures that great right: What was the calculation which told you that 
they would be safer under the New than the Old Government? In my | 

_ mind, it was erroneous. The Honorable Gentleman [James Madison] 
told you that there were two bodies or branches which must concur __ 
to make a treaty. Sir, the President as distinguished from the Senate, __ 
is nothing. They will combine and be as one. My Honorable friend 
[William Grayson] said that ten men, the Senators of five States, could - | 
give it up. The present system requires the consent of nine States. 
Consequently their security will be much diminished. The people of | 
Kentucky, though weak now, will not let the President and Senate take | 
away this right. Look right and see this abominable policy—consider 
seriously its fatal and pernicious tendency. Have we not that right | 
guaranteed to us by the most respectable power in Europe? France — 
has guaranteed to us our sovereignty and all its appendages?!3 What | 
are its appendages? Are not the rivers and waters that wash the shores 

__ of the country appendages, inseparable from our right of sovereignty? _ 
| France has guaranteed this right to us in the most full and extensive © 

manner. What would have been the consequences had this project with ae 
Spain been completed and agreed to? France would have told you, 
“You have given it up yourselves,—you have put it on a different — | 
footing, and if your bad policy has done this, it is your own folly— 

| You have drawn it on your own heads, and as you have bartered away 
this valuable right, neither policy nor justice will call on me to guar-
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| antee what you gave up yourselves.”—This language would satisfy the 

most sanguine American. | 
Is there any opinion, that any future projects will better secure 

your—If this strong Government contended for, be adopted, seven ~ 

States will give it up forever.—For a temporary cession, is, in my opin- 

| ion, perfectly the same thing.—The thing is so obviously big with dan- 

ger, that the blind man himself might see it. | | 
As to the American Secretary [John Jay], the goodness of his private 

character is not doubted.—It is public conduct which we are to inspect. | 

The public conduct of this Secretary goes against the express authority 

of nine States.—Although he may be endowed with the most brilliant 

talents, I have a right to consider his politics as abandoned. Yet his 

private virtues may merit applause.—You see many attempts made, 

which, when brought into actual experiment, are found to result from | 

| abandoned principles.—The States are geographically situated so and 

so.—Their circumstances are well known.—It is suggested this expe- 

dient was only to temporize till a more favorable opportunity. Will any 

Gentleman tell me, that the business was taken up hastily, when that 

vote was taken in Congress?p—When you consider the ability of the 

Gentlemen who voted in Congress on that question, you must be per- 

suaded that they knew what they were about. American interest was | 

| fully understood.—New-Jersey called her Delegates from Congress for 

having voted against this right.’*~—Delegates may be called and in- _ 

| structed under the present system; but not by the new Constitution.— 

The measure of the Jersey Delegates was adverse to the interest of 

that State, and they were recalled for their conduct. - 

The Honorable Gentleman [James Madison] has said, that the - 

| House of Representatives would give some curb to this business of 

| treaties, respecting the Mississippi.—This to me is incomprehensible.— 

He will excuse me, if I tell him, he is exercising his imagination and 

ingenuity.—Will the Honorable Gentleman say, that the House of Rep- 7 

| resentatives will break through their balances and checks, and break | 

| into the business of treaties?>—He is obliged to support this opinion 

of his, by supposing, that the checks and balances of this Constitution 

| are to be an impenetrable wall for some purposes, and a mere cobweb 

for some other purposes. What kind of Constitution then can this be?— | 

| I leave Gentlemen to draw the inference. I may have misunderstood 

the Gentleman, but my notes tell me, that he said the House of Rep- 

| resentatives might interfere and prevent the Mississippi from being | 

| given away. They have no power to do this by the Constitution. There 

| will be a majority against it there also. Can you find on the journals, , 

the names of those who sacrifice your interest? Will they act so im-
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prudently as to discover their own nefarious project? At present you 
may appeal to the voice of the people, and send men to Congress | 

, positively instructed to obey your direction. You can recall them if 
their system of policy be ruinous.—But can you in this Government 
recal your Senators?—Or can you instruct them?—You cannot recal | 
them.—You may instruct them, and offer your opinions;—but if they | 
think them improper, they may disregard them.—If they give away or 
sacrifice your most valuable rights, can you impeach or punish them?>— | 
If you should see the Spanish Ambassador bribing one of your senators 
with gold, can you punish him?—Yes—You can impeach him before 
the Senate—A majority of the Senate may be sharers in the bribe.— 
Will they pronounce him guilty who is in the same predicament with 

_ themselves?—Where then is the security?—I ask not this out of triumph, 
but anxiously to know if there be any real security. The Gentleman 

here observed, what I would not give a single pin for.—The doctrine | 
of chances it seems, will operate in our favor.—This ideal figurative , 
doctrine will satisfy no rational people. I have said enough to answer 
the Gentleman as to retaining the navigation. | | 

Give me leave to tell you that when the great branch of the House 
of Bourbon has guaranteed to us this right, I wish not to lean on 
American strength, which may be employed to sacrifice it. This present 
despised system alone has reserved it. It rests on strong grounds,—on 

the arms of France. The Honorable Member [James Madison] then 
told us, that he thought the project would not be revived. Here again 
the doctrine of chances is introduced. I will admit that the Honorable | 

: Gentleman can calculate as to future events. But it is too much for 

him to say that it will not be taken up again. The same disposition 
| may again revive that nefarious abandoned project. I can inform him 

of this, that the American Ambassador advises, to let zt rest for the present, 

_ which insinuates that it will be resumed at a more favorable oppor- 
| tunity.'® If this be the language or spirit which causes its suspension, 

| this nefarious abominable project will be again introduced the first 
favorable opportunity. We cannot fortify the Atlantic Ocean. The ut- 
most we can do, is to become formidable to the Westward. This will 
be prevented, if this abominable project be adopted. Mr. Henry then | 

| added, that in treating the subject at large he followed the example _ 
of other Gentlemen, and that he trusted he should be permitted to 
consider it generally again. | 

Mr. Madison arose and observed, that the particular ground, on 
which the abandonment of that project was founded, was, that it was 
repugnant to the wishes of a great part of America. This reason says 
he, becomes stronger and stronger every day, and the sense of America
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will be more and more known, and more and more understood. The 

project therefore will, in all probability, never be revived. He added 

some other observations which could not be heard. 
Mr. Nicholas,—Mr. Chairman.—The arguments used to day on this | 

occasion astonish me exceedingly.—The most valuable right of a part 

of the community has been invaded. By whom?—By Congress, under 

the existing system,—the worthy Member’s favorite confederation. Is 

this an argument to continue that confederation? Does it not prove 

that that confederation is not sufficient for the purposes for which it 

was instituted? It was doubtful what proportion had a right on that 

occasion, to repeal the prohibitory part of the Secretary’s instructions. — 

The confederation which makes it a doubt, whether they had a right 

| to sacrifice this right,—whether seven States and not nine, had a right 

to make the temporary cession, is the system which merits censure. 

Yet by an ingenious and subtle deviation, this instance is brought _ 

against this Constitution. We have been alarmed about the loss of the 

Mississippi in and out of doors. What does it all amount to? It amounts 

to an attempt under the present Confederation to yield it up! Why 

have we been told of the great importance of this valuable right? Every 

man knows it. No man has a greater regard for it than I have. But 

what is the question which the Honorable Gentleman ought to ask 

himself? Is this right better secured under the present Confederation, than 

| the New Government?—This is the sole question. I beg leave to draw the 

attention of the Committee to this subject. It is objected by my friend 

to my left [Patrick Henry], that two-thirds of the Senate present may 

advise the President to give up this right by treaty, by which five States 

may relinquish it. It is provided in the first article, That a majority of 

each House shall constitute a quorum to do business; and then in the 

| second article, That the President, by and with the advice and consent 

of the Senate, shall have power to make treaties. What part of the | 

Senate? It adds, ‘‘Provided two thirds of the Senators concur.’”” What 

is the inference? That there must be quorum, and two-thirds of the whole | 

must agree.—I shall be told perhaps, that this construction is not nat- 

ural, nor the positive construction of the clause. If the right construc- 

tion be, that two-thirds of a quorum, or ten Senators, may, with the 

President, make a treaty—to justify the conclusion, that the Mississippi 

may be given away by five States, two most improbable things must 

concur: First, that on the important occasion of treaties, ten Senators 

will neglect to attend; and in the next place, that the Senators whose 

States are most interested in being fully represented, will be those who 

will fail to attend. I mean those from the Southern States. How natural 

this supposition is, I refer to the candour of the Committee. But we
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are told, that we have every thing to fear from the Northern States, | a 
| because they will prevent an accession of States to the South. The | 

policy of States will sometimes change. This is the case with those | 
| States, if indeed they were enemies to the right. And therefore, as I 

am informed, by very good authority, Congress has admitted Kentucky, | 
as a State, into the Union.!® Then the law of nations will secure it to 
them, as the deprivation of territorial rights is obviously repugnant to _ 
that law. | | oe wes | os | 

But we are told, that we may not trust them because self-interest 
will govern them. To that interest I will appeal. You have been told, | 
that there was a difference between the States—that they were naturally 
divided into carrying and non-carrying States. Is it not reasonable to — | 

7 presume, that the advancement of population and agriculture in the : | 
_ Western Country, will mostly operate in favor of those States, who he 

_ from their situation are best calculated to carry the produce of America. 
to foreign markets?—Besides, as members of the Union, they will be we 

_ materially affected by the sale of the back-lands, which will be greatly == 
diminished in case of the relinquishment of that right. The same reason 
which induced them to erect States there, will also actuate them on | 

| every future occasion. But Congress has violated the Confederation. 
Shall we continue then under a Government which warrants, orcannot 
prevent, violations? Shall we hesitate to embrace a Government which 
will check them? But says the Honorable Gentleman over the way (Mr. 

| Grayson) the Eastern States were interested during the war in retaining | . 
the Mississippi.—But now they have nothing to fear. Will war not re- | 
turn? A great part of his argument turns upon that supposition.—We 
will always have peace, and need make no provision against wars. Is not | : 
this deceiving ourselves? Is it not fallacious? Did there ever exist a Ba 

_ Nation which at some period or other was not exposed to war? As oe 
_ there is no security against future wars, the New-England States will 

- be as much interested in the possession of the Mississippi hereafter, 
| as they were during the war. But says he, the Confederation affords 

greater security to the Western Country, than the New Government. —_ | 
Consider it maturely, and you will find the contrary to be a fact. The | 

_ security arising from the Confederation is said to be this, that nine — | 
| States must concur in the formation of a treaty. If then hereafter 30 ; | 
_ States should come into the Union, yet nine States will still be able to cE 

make a treaty. Where then is your boasted security, if nine States can 
| make a treaty, although ever so many States should come into the 

Union? On the other hand, how is this guarded under the New Con- ae 
Stitution?—No certain limitted number of States is required to form a 
treaty. As the number of States will be increasing into the Union, the |
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security will be increased. Every new State will bring an accession of 

security, because two-thirds of the Senators must concur. Let the num- 

ber of States increase ever so much, two-thirds of the Senators must 

concur. According to the present system, nine States may make a 

treaty. It will therefore take five States to prevent a treaty from being 
made. If five States oppose a treaty, it cannot be made. Let us see 

how it is in the New Constitution.—Two-thirds of the Senators must 
agree. Kentucky, added to the other States, will make fourteen States. 

Twenty-eight Senators will be the representation of the States, two- 

thirds of which will be nineteen; and if nine members concur in op- 

position, the Senate can do no act. Five States you are told, have 

concurred in opposing the relinquishment of that right. Kentucky has 

come into the Union. She will oppose it naturally. It may be naturally 

concluded then, that that there will be at least twelve members in the 

Senate against it. So that there will be several persons in the Senate 

more than will be sufficient to prevent the alienation or suspension of 

that river. From this true representation it will at least be as secure 
under the new, as under the old Government. 

But says he [Patrick Henry], the concurrence of the President to 

the formation of treaties will be no security. Why so? Will he not injure 

himself, if he injures the States, by concurring in an injudicious treaty? 
How its he elected? Where will the majority of the people be? He told 

you that the great weight of population will be in the Southern part 

of the United States. Their numbers will weigh in choosing the Pres- 

ident; as he is elected by electors chosen by the people in proportion 

to their numbers. If the Southern States be interested in having the 

Mississippi, and have weight in choosing the President, will he not be 

a great check in favor of this right? Another thing is treated with great 
contempt. The House of Representatives it seems, can have no influ- 

ence in making treaties. What is the House of Representatives? Where, 

says he, are your checks and balances—your rope dancers, &c? How 

is this business done in his favorite Government? The King of Great- 
Britain can make what treaties he pleases. But, Sir, do not the House 

of Commons influence them? Will he make a treaty manifestly repug- 
nant to their interests?—Will they not tell him, he is mistaken in that 

respect as in many others? Will they not bring the Minister, who advises 

a bad treaty, to punishment? This gives them such influence that they 

can dictate in what manner they shall be made. But the worthy member 

says, that this strong Government is such a one, as Kentucky ought to 

dread.—Is this just, Mr. Chairman? Is it just by general assertions, 

without arguments or proofs, to cast aspersions on it?—What is the 

situation of that country? If she has a right, and is in possession of
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the river, I ask the Gentlemen why she does not enjoy the fruits of 
her right? I wish, if she has the river, she would give the people 
passports to navigate it. What do they want? They want a Government | 
which will force from Spain the navigation of that river.—I trust, Sir, 
that let the situation, Government and politics, of America be what 

they may, I shall live to see the time when the inhabitants of that 
country will wrest from that nation, that right which she is so justly | 
entitled to. If we have that Government which we ought to have, they _ 
will have ability to enforce their right. But he treats with ridicule the 
situation of the territory settled by Massachusetts.—They can have no | 
connection with the Mississippi. Sir, they are materially affected by the 
navigation of that river. The facility of disposing of their produce, and 
intercourse with other people, are essential interests. | a 

But, Sir, we have the guarranty of France under the existing system. 
_ What avails this guarranty? If dependence be put upon it, why did 

they not put us in possession, and enable us to derive benefits from 
| it? Our possession of it is such, that we dare not use it. But the opinions 

_. and characters of private men ought to have nothing to do in our 
discussion. I wish the Gentleman had always thought so. If he had, 
these debates would not have been thus lengthened. But we are not 

_ to calculate any thing on New-Jersey. You are told she gave instruction | 
to her Delegates to vote against the cession of that right. Will not the 
same principles continue to operate upon the minds of the people of 
that State? 

We cannot recal our Senators. We can give them instructions, and 
if they manifestly neglect our interest, we have sufficient security 

against them. The dread of being recalled would impair their inde- 
pendence and firmness. | 

I think that Kentucky has nothing to expect from any one State 
alone in America. She can expect support and succour alone from a 
strong efficient Government, which can command the resources of the 
Union when necessary. She can receive no support from the old Con- 
federation. Consider the present state of that country. Declared in- | 
dependent of Virginia, to whom is she to look up for succour? No 
sister State can help her. She may call on the present General Gov- 
ernment, but whatever may be the wish of Congress, they can give 
them no relief. That country contains all my wishes and prospects. | 
There is my property, and there I intend to reside.!” I should be averse 
to the establishment of any system which would be injurious to it. I 
flatter myself that this Government will secure their happiness and _ 
liberty. | Oo |
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Governor Randolph.—Since I have seen so many attempts made, and 
so many wrong inducements offered, to influence the delegation from 
Kentucky, I must, from a regard to justice and truth, give my opinion © 
on the subject. If I have no interest in that country, I hope they will 

| consider what I have to say, as proceeding from an impartial mind. _ 
That the people of Kentucky have an unequivocal right to the navi- 
gation of the Mississippi, by the law of nature and nations, is clear 
and undoubted; though, to my own knowledge, a question has arisen, 

| whether the former connection of America with Great-Britain, has not 
taken it away from them. There was a dispute respecting the right of _ 

| -Great-Britain to that river, and the United States can only have the 
same right which the original possessor had, from whom it was trans- 
ferred. I am willing to declare that the right is complete; but where 
is the danger of loosing it by the operation of the New Government? 
The Honorable Gentleman [Patrick Henry] tells us, that France has 

| guarranteed to us the possession of that river. We need not trouble 
_ ourselves about it,—France, he supposes, will do every thing for us! 

Does this pretended security enable us to make use of it? Is there any 
| reasonable motive to induce the Government to give it up? If it be 

not given up, if the guarrantee of France be any security now, it will — 
be so then. I wish an Honorable Gentleman over the way had known 
certain facts. If he had, they must have operated on his mind to refrain | 
from making such observations.—(Here his Excellency read the treaty 
of peace with Great-Britain, defining the boundaries of the United 
States.)—He then declared, that from the most liberal interpretation, . 

| it would never give the inhabitants a right to pass through the middle 
of New-Orleans.'* I appeal to what the French Ambassador said, in 
1781, in Congress, that America had no right to the Mississippi. If the 
opinion of the Ambassador of his Most Christian Majesty, and the 
treaty, have any influence, why are we told such things? There is not 

a greater or less degree of power, given by this Constitution, than is | 
necessary to be given; but whether the power of treaties be improper 
to be given or not to the General Government, I only now ask, whether 
there be any real danger of loosing this right? How many Senators 
are there? Twenty-six, supposing the United States remain as they are. 
We are told, that there were never more than seven States willing to 
give it up. So that there were six States against it. There can be little 

danger then of the loss of that navigation. Pennsylvania is interested 
to maintain the Mississippi. Her interest will stimulate her to do it. 
She has settlements near Fort Pitt, on the Ohio, which must be affected 
greatly by that cession. If his own arguments be credited, New-Jersey
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is against it. There is no danger of her voting the alienation of that 
right, as she instructed her Delegates to oppose it. The Southern States _ 

| are naturally opposed to it. There will therefore be a majority in favor | 
of the Mississippi; a majority that does not depend on the doctrine of . 
chances. There will be 14 Senators against 12, admitting the States to 

_ remain as they are. It will moreover be contrary to the law of nations, 
to relinquish territorial rights. To make a treaty to alienate any part 
of the United States, will amount to a declaration of war against the 
inhabitants of the alienated part, and general absolution from alle- | 
giance. They will never abandon this great right. Are not the States | 
interested in the back-lands, as has been repeatedly observed? Will not 

_ the connection between the emigrants and those they leave behind a 
them, serve to strengthen opposition to it? The Gentleman [Patrick 
Henry] wishes us to shew him a clause which shall preclude Congress _ 
from giving away this right. It is first incumbent upon him to shew 
where the right is given up. There is a prohibition naturally resulting | 
from the nature of things, it being contradictory and repugnant to es 
reason, and the law of nature and nations, to yield the most valuable | / 

right of a community, for the exclusive benefit of one particular part 
of it. But there is an expression which clearly precludes the General 7 
Government from ceding the navigation of this river. In the 2d clause _ 
of the 3d section, of the 4th article, Congress is empowered “‘to dispose 
of, and make all needful rules and regulations respecting the territory | 
or other property belonging to the United States.” But it goes on and 

_ provides, that “Nothing in this Constitution shall be so construed as to 

prejudice any claims of the United States, or of any particular State.” Is this — eek 
acclaim of the particular State of Virginia? If it be, there isno authority => 
in this Constitution to prejudice it. If it be not, then we need not be oe 

- told of it. This is a sufficient limitation and restraint. But it has been | 
said, that there is no restriction with respect to making treaties. The —s_ 

- various contingencies which may form the object of treaties, are in Oe 
_ the nature of things, incapable of definition. The Government ought 

to have a power to provide for every contingency. The territorial rights == 
| of the States are sufficiently guarded by the provision just recited. If | 

you say, that notwithstanding the most express restriction, they may sits 
sacrifice the rights of the States, then you establish another doctrine, 

| that the creature can destroy the creator, which is the most absurd 

and ridiculous of all doctrines. rN A ae 7 
The Honorable Gentleman has warned us from taking rash measures 

that may endanger the rights of that country. Sir, if this navigation be 
- given up, the country adjacent will also be given up to Spain; for the — amen 

_ possession of the one must be inseperable from that of the other. Will | 
not this be a sufficient check on the General Government? This you
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will admit to be true, unless you carry your suspicion to such an un- _ 

| limitted length, as to imagine that they will, among their iniquitous 

acts, destroy and dismember the Union. As to the objection of my 

friend over the way, (Mr. Monroe) that so few States could by treaty 

| yield that navigation, it has been sufficiently answered, and its futility | 

fully detected by the Gentleman who spoke last [George Nicholas]. 

| Another mistake, which my friend over the way [James Monroe] has 

committed, is, that the temporary forbearance of the use of the Mis- | 

sissippi might lead to the absolute cession of the Chesapeake. The 

Gentleman has a mind to make up his climax of imaginary objections, 

or he never would have suffered such an idea to obtrude on his mind. 

| Were the Mississippi, as he says, in danger of being ceded, which I 

deny, yet it could not be a precedent for the relinquishment of the 

‘Chesapeake. It never can be put in such a jeopardy. All the atlantic 

States will oppose a measure of this sort, lest it should destroy their 

~ commerce. | | | | 

The consanguinity between the Western people and the inhabitants _ 

of the other States, would alone have a powerful operation to prevent _ 

any measure injurious to them, from being adopted. 

Let me, in a few words, endeavor to obviate the strong observations 

| made to the Gentlemen from that country. I contend that there is no 

power given the General Government, to surrender that navigation. 

There is a positive prohibition in the words I have already mentioned, 

against it. I consider that the policy of the States, and disposition of 

the people, make it impossible; and I conclude, that their safety is at 

: least as great under the new as under the old Government. Let me 

intreat those Gentlemen, whose votes will be scuffled for, to consider 

in what character they are here. For what have they come hither? To 

- deliberate on a Constitution, which some have said will secure the 

liberty and happiness of America, and which others represent as not | 

calculated for that purpose. They are to decide on a Constitution for 

the collective society of the United States. Will they, as honest men, 

not disdain all applications made to them from local interests? Have | 

they not far more valuable rights to secure? The present General Gov- 

ernment has much higher powers than that which has been so long 

contested. We allow them to make war, and requisitions without any 

| limitation. That paper contains much higher powers. Let it not be said, 

that we have been actuated from local interests. I wish it may not be 

said, that partial considerations governed any Gentleman here, when 

we are investigating a system for the general utility and happiness of | 

America. I know such narrow views will not influence the Gentlemen 

| from that country, because I know their characters. I hope this subject | 

| is sufficiently discussed, and that we shall proceed regularly.
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Mr. Corbin,—Mr. Chairman.—All attempts made to biass the opinion 
- of any Gentleman on this great occasion, are, in my opinion, very 

reprehensible. No member of this Committee can be a more zealous 
supporter of the right of navigating the Mississippi, and the other 
rights of the aggregate community, than I am. But that right, Sir, is 
in no danger. This has been proven with much ability by my friend to 
the left, and other Gentlemen. We are told, that five States may make 

a treaty. I say, that five States can prevent a treaty from being made. 
Will not my argument be of equal force with theirs? How can five | 
States make a treaty? This presupposes that the members from every 
other State will be absent when the important subject of treaties will | 
be on the carpet. Is this plausible? Or does it not amount to an im- 
ossibilityy He says that the House of Representatives can have no P Y y p 

influence in the formation of treaties.—I say they can. Treaties are 
_ generally of a commercial nature, being a regulation of commercial | 

| intercourse between different nations. In all commercial treaties it will 

_ be necessary to obtain the consent of the Representatives.—(Here a 
storm arose, which was so violent as to compel Mr. Corbin to desist, 
and the Committee to rise.)!9. | oe | 

The Committee then rose—And on motion, Resolved, That this Con- 

vention will, to-morrow, again resolve itself into a Committee of the 

whole Convention, to take into farther consideration, the proposed 
Constitution of Government. | . 

_ And then the Convention adjourned until to-morrow morning, ten | 
o'clock. 

1. The legislature adopted resolutions respecting the Mississippi River in November 
1779, January 1781, November 1784, and December 1786; while in November 1787, 

the House of Delegates considered resolutions instructing the state’s congressional del- 
egates. : 

2. Monroe refers to the instructions for negotiating treaties of amity and commerce 
that were adopted by Congress in October 1783 and supplemented by additional in- | 
structions in May 1784 (Boyd, VII, 265-71; and JCC, XXV, 753-57; XXVI, 357-62; 
XXVII, 367-74.) | | 

, 3. When discussing the Jay-Gardoqui treaty negotiations, Congress sat in secret ses- 
sion, a practice sanctioned by Article IX of the Articles of Confederation (CDR, 92). 

, On 28 September 1786, Congress rejected a motion by Charles Pinckney of South 
| Carolina (seconded by Edward Carrington of Virginia) to have the injunction of secrecy 

lifted to allow the delegates to communicate with their state executives and legislatures 
on the matter of the negotiations with Spain (JCC, XXXI, 697; and LMCC, VIII, 473— oe 
74). Grayson’s comments regarding the injunction have not been found. He was not in : 
Congress on 28 September, having become ill earlier in the month (LMCC, VIII, xcviii, | 
465, 473, 510-11. Grayson returned to Congress on 20 November.). Each of the Virginia — 
delegates present on 28 September—Carrington, Henry Lee, and James Monroe—voted : 
to lift the injunction.
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4. Grayson probably refers to Charles Pinckney’s August and September 1786 res- 

olutions questioning the constitutionality of the action of Congress on 29 August 1786 

repealing a part of Secretary for Foreign Affairs John Jay’s instructions. 

5. For New Jersey and the question of the Mississippi, see Convention Debates, 12 

June, note 33 (above). With respect to Maryland, congressional delegate Grayson had 

| reported on 30 April 1787 “that it is said confidently that So. Carolina and Maryland 

when they get on the floor [of Congress] will be against us” (to Monroe, LMCG, VIII, 

- §92-93). On 11 May, the Maryland delegates voted against two motions (one introduced | 

by Grayson) that would have prevented Secretary Jay from relinquishing the right of 

navigation of the Mississippi in any treaty negotiations with Spain (JCC, XXXII, 288- 

90. South Carolina’s lone delegate voted against Grayson’s motion and in favor of the 

| other motion.). Evidently commenting upon these votes, Grayson wrote James Madison 

on 24 May that “‘Maryl’d has openly declared agt. the Mississippi” (LMCC, VIII, 600). 

6. See William Grayson’s speech, Convention Debates, 12 June (RCS:Va., 1191-92). 

7. When Massachusetts ceded its western lands to Congress in 1784, it retained its 

colonial charter rights to western New York, although New York disputed its right to 

the territory. In December 1786, commissioners from the two states, meeting in Hart- 

ford, Conn., settled the dispute. New York retained jurisdiction over all land within its 

borders, but Massachusetts was given title to more than six million acres in western New 

York. In April 1788, Massachusetts sold the land to a group headed by Oliver Phelps 

and Nathaniel Gorham, both of Massachusetts. 

8. See Convention Debates, 12 June, note 33 (above). 

9. Grayson refers to the report of a five-man committee (of which he was a member), 

which was read in Congress on 4 July 1787, the same day that he was elected chairman 

of Congress in the absence of the President (JCC, XXXII, 299-300). 

10. Hugo Grotius and the Baron Samuel von Pufendorf were the authors of two 

classic works on international law: De Jure Belli et Pacis (1625) and De Jure Naturae et 

Gentium (1672), respectively. 

~ 11. See note 7 (above). 

oo 12. Grayson refers to the Hudson River in New York. | : 

| 13. Article 11 of the Treaty of Alliance with France (1778) guaranteed “‘the United 

States their liberty, Sovereignty, and Independence absolute, and unlimited, as well in 

Matters of Government as commerce and also their Possessions, and the additions or 

conquests that their Confederation may obtain during the war, from any of the Do- 

minions now or heretofore possessed by Great Britain in North America . .. the whole 

as their Possessions shall be fixed and assured to the said States at the moment of the 

cessation of their present War with England.” 

14. See Convention Debates, 12 June, note 33 (above). 

15. The ‘‘American Ambassador’’ probably refers to Thomas Jefferson, who, after 

learning that James Madison had introduced a resolution in Congress (18 April 17877) 

transferring the negotiations with Spain to Madrid, with Jefferson as negotiator, indicated 

that he was unwilling to pursue the negotiations. Congress had turned the resolution 

, over to Secretary Jay who also advised against such an action (Rutland, Madison, IX, 

390, 388-90, 400-1, 402-3; and JCC, XXXII, 210, 216-20). 

On 20 June 1787 Thomas Jefferson wrote Madison: “But this affair of the Missisipa 

by shewing that Congress is capable of hesitating on a question which proposes a clear 

sacrifice of the western to the maritime states will with difficulty be obliterated. The prop- 

osition of my going to Madrid to try to recover there the ground which had been lost at 

New York by the concession of the vote of seven states 1 should think desperate. With 

respect to myself, weighing the pleasure of the journey and bare possibility of success in 

one scale, and the strong probability of failure and the public disappointment directed on 

me in the other, the latter preponderates. Add to this that jealousy might be excited in 

the breast of a person who could find occasions of making me uneasy” (Boyd, XI, 481- 

82. The text in italics was in cipher.). |
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_ In May 1788 Jefferson was still opposed to reopening negotiations with Spain. He 
_ wrote congressman John Brown of Kentucky that “I should think it proper for the _ a 
Western country to defer pushing their right to that navigation to extremity as long as 
they can do without it tolerably; but that the moment it becomes absolutely necessary | 

| for them, it will become the duty of the maritime states to push it to every extremity 
to which they would their own right of navigating the Chesapeak, the Delaware, the 
Hudson or any other water. a time of peace will not be the surest for obtaining this _ : 
object. Those therefore who have influence in the new country would act. wisely to / 
endeavor to keep things quiet till the Western parts of Europe shall be engaged in war’’ 
(28 May, Boyd, XIII, 211-12). : a ae 

| 16. Congress had not yet admitted Kentucky as a state, but Nicholas had probably | 
| learned that on 2 June Congress had resolved that Kentucky should be admitted as a | 

state and that the next day it had appointed a grand committee to draft an act admitting | 
Kentucky as a state. On 5 June congressman John Brown had informed one of the | 
Kentucky delegates in the Convention about the action of Congress and two days later 
he wrote Madison, stating that Cyrus Griffin, the President of Congress, told him that 
he had sent Madison ‘‘a Copy of a Resolution which Congress passed relative to the | 
Seperation of Kentucky” (V below; and Rutland, Madison, XI, 89). : | | 

17. Nicholas moved to Danville, Kentucky, early in 1789. ee 

18. Article 2 of the Treaty of Peace of 1783 defined the western boundary of the _ a 
| United States as “‘a Line to be drawn along the Middle of the said River Mississippi 

until it shall intersect the Northernmost Part of the thirty first Degree of North Lati- 
| tude.” The thirty-first parallel strikes the river about fifty miles south of Natchez, Mis- _ 

sissippi. | : = | | 
19. For more on the storm, see William Heth Diary, 13 June; Edmund Pendleton to . | 

Richard Henry Lee, 14 June; and the Virginia Gazette and Weekly Advertiser, 19 June (all 
in V below). | | 7 | 

The Virginia Convention - - 
Saturday - aoe a | 

a 14 June 1788 © | , | 

_ Debates | | 

A letter from the Honorable the President to the Convention was ae 
read, stating his inability to attend his duty in the House to-day;! 

_ Whereupon the Honorable John Tyler? was unanimously elected Vice- — 
President, to preside during the inability of the President. . - 

The Convention then, according to the order of the day, again re- oe 
_ solved itself into a Committee of the whole Convention, to take into : 

farther consideration the proposed plan of Government.—Mr. Wythe _ 
in the chair. | Oe , | a oe 

Mr. Corbin thought the Mississippi subject had been amply dis- : 
| cussed.—He hoped that the Committee would enter into the discussion a 

of the proposed Constitution regularly—but that if any Gentleman | 
would continue the enquiry relative to that river, he would answer | 
him. He moved, that they should debate it clause by clause. _
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| Mr. Grayson,—Mr. Chairman.—I conceive the investigation of this | 

oe subject, which materially concerns the welfare of this country, ought 

not to wound the feelings of any Gentleman. I look upon this as a 

contest for empire.—Our country is equally affected with Kentucky.— _ 

The Southern States are deeply interested in this subject. If the Mis- | 

sissippi be shut up, emigrations will be stopped entirely. There will be . 

no new States formed on the Western Waters. This will be a Govern- _ 

| ment of seven States. This contest of the Mississippi involves this great 

national contest—That is, whether one part of the Continent shall 

| govern the other. The Northern States have the majority, and will 

endeavor to retain it. This is therefore a contest for dominion—for 

empire. I apprehend that God and nature have intended, from the 

extent of territory and fertility of soil, that the weight of population | 

| should be on this side of the Continent. At present, for various reasons, 

it is on the other side. This dispute concerns every part of Kentucky. | 

A particular investigation ought to offend no Gentleman.—Mr. Grayson 

then declared, he hoped the subject would be further continued. | 

Mr. Alexander White wished the further discussion of that subject to | 

be postponed till they came to that part which enables the Senate to 

make treaties.—He seconded Mr. Corbin’s motion, to proceed clause | 

| by clause. | | 

(The third section of the first article, was then read.) 

Mr. Tyler hoped, that when amendments should be brought forward, 

they should be at liberty to take a general view of the whole Consti- | 

tution. He thought that the power of trying impeachments, added to | 

that of making treaties, was something enormous, and rendered the 

Senate too dangerous. | | | 

Mr. Madison answered, that it was not possible to form any system 

to which objections might not be made; that the junction of these 

powers might be in some degree objectionable, but that it could not 

be amended. He agreed with the Gentleman, that when amendments 

were brought on, a collective view of the whole system might be taken. 

7 Oo (The 4th and 5th sections read.) | | 

Mr. Monroe wished that the Honorable Gentleman, who had been | 

in the Federal Convention, would give information respecting the 

clause concerning elections. He wished to know why Congress had an 

| ultimate controul over the time, place, and manner of elections of 

| Representatives, and the time and manner of that of Senators; and | 

also why there was an exception as to the place of electing Senators. 

| Mr. Madison,—Mr. Chairman.—The reason of the exception was, that 

if Congress could fix the place of choosing the Senators, it might com- 

| pel the State Legislatures to elect them in a different place from that : 

of their usual sessions, which would produce some inconvenience, and
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_ was not necessary for the object of regulating the elections. But it was 
necessary to give the General Government a controul over the time 

_and manner of choosing the Senators, to prevent its own dissolution. | 
With respect to the other point, it was thought that the regulation 

of time, place, and manner of electing the Representatives, should be 

uniform throughout the Continent. Some States might regulate the 
elections on the principles of equality, and others might regulate them | 

_ otherwise. This diversity would be obviously unjust. Elections are reg- 
ulated now unequally in some States; particularly South-Carolina, with 
respect to Charleston, which is represented by 30 Members.? Should 
the people of any State, by any means be deprived of the right of 
suffrage, it was judged proper that it should be remedied by the Gen- 
eral Government. It was found impossible to fix the time, place, and 
manner, of the election of Representatives in the Constitution. It was 
found necessary to leave the regulation of these, in the first place, to 

| the State Governments, as being best acquainted with the situation of — 
the people, subject to the controul of the General Government, in | 
order to enable it to produce uniformity, and prevent its own disso- 

_ Jution. And considering the State Governments and General Govern- 
ment as distinct bodies, acting in different and independent capacities 
for the people, it was thought the particular regulations should be | 
submitted to the former, and the general regulations to the latter. 
Were they exclusively under the controul of the State Governments, 
the General Government might easily be dissolved. But if they be reg- 
ulated properly by the State Legislatures, the Congressional controul 
will very probably never be exercised. The power appears to me sat- ) 
isfactory, and as unlikely to be abused as any part of the Constitution. 

| Mr. Monroe wished to hear an explanation of the clause, which pro- 
hibits either House, during the session of Congress, from adjourning | 

for more than three days without the consent of the other. He asked 
7 if it was proper or right, that the Members of the lower House should __ 

be dependent on the Senate? He considered that it rendered them in 
some respect dependent upon the Senators, as it prevented them from 
returning home, or adjourning, without their consent, and as this 
might increase their influence unduly, he thought it improper. | 

Mr. Madison wondered that this clause should meet with a shadow 
of objection. It was possible, he observed, that the two branches might 
not agree concerning the time of adjourning, and that this possibility 
suggested the power given the President of adjourning both Houses 
to such time as he should think proper, in case of their disagreement.— 
That it would be very exceptionable to allow the Senators, or even the 
Representatives, to adjourn without the consent of the other House,
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at any season whatsoever, without any regard to the situation of public 

exigencies. That it was possible, in the nature of things, that some 
inconvenience might result from it; but that it was as well secured as 

| possible. 
Governor Randolph observed, that the Constitution of Massachusetts 

was produced as an example, in the Grand Convention, in favor of 
this power given to the President.* If, said his Excellency, he be honest, 
he will do what is right. If dishonest, the Representatives of the people 
will have power of impeaching him. 

(The 6th section read.) | 

Mr. Henry,—Mr. Chairman.—Our burden should, if possible, be ren- . 

dered more light. I was in hopes some other Gentleman would have 
objected to this part. The pay of the Members is, by the Constitution, 
to be fixed by themselves, without limitation or restraint. They may 
therefore indulge themselves in the fullest extent. They may make their 
compensations as high as they please. I suppose, if they be good men, 
their own delicacy will lead them to be satisfied with moderate salaries. 
But there is no security for this, should they be otherwise inclined. I | 
really believe that if the State Legislatures were to fix their pay, no 
inconvenience would result from it, and the public mind would be 
better satished. But in the same section there is a defect of a much 
greater consequence. There is no restraint on corruption. They may 

_ be appointed to offices without any material restriction. And the prin- 
cipal source of corruption in Representatives, is the hopes and ex- | 
pectations of offices and emoluments. After the first organization of | 
offices, and the Government is put in motion, they may be appointed 
to any existing offices which become vacant, and they may create a 
multiplicity of offices, in order thereafter to be appointed to them. 

| What says the clause? “‘No Senator or Representative, shall, during 
the time for which he was elected, be appointed to any civil office 
under the authority of the United States, which shall have been created, | 

or the emoluments whereof shall have been increased, during such 

time.” This is an idea strangely expressed. He shall not accept of any 
office created during the time he is elected for, or to any office whereof 
the emoluments have been increased in that time! Does not this plainly 
say, that if an office be not created during the time for which he is 
elected, or if its emoluments be not increased during such time, that 
he may accept of it? I can see it in no other light. If we wish to preclude 

| the inticement to getting offices, there is a clear way of expressing it. 
If it be better that Congress should go out of their representative 

_ Offices, by accepting other offices, then it ought to be so. If not, we 
require an amendment to the clause, that it shall not be so. I may be |
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wrong. Perhaps the Honorable Member may be able to give a satis- 
| factory answer on this subject. - aoe a oes _ 

- Mr. Madison,—Mr. Chairman.—I most sincerely wish to give a proper 
explanation on this subject, in such a manner as may be to the sat- 
isfaction of every one. I shall suggest such considerations as led the 

Convention to approve of this clause. With respect to the right of | 

ascertaining their own pay, I will acknowledge, that their compensa- 
tions, if practicable, should be fixed in the Constitution itself, so as | 

| not to be dependent on Congress itself, or on the State Legislatures. 
The various vicissitudes, or rather the gradual diminution of the value — | 

of all coins and circulating medium, is one reason against ascertaining __ 
- them immutably; as what may be now an adequate compensation, 

might, by the progressive reduction of the value of our circulating _ 
medium, be extremely inadequate at a period not far distant. 

_ It was thought improper to leave it to the State Legislatures, because ce 
it is improper that one Government should be dependent on another: 
And the great inconveniencies experienced under the old Confeder- > 

- ation, shew, that the States would be operated upon by local consid- | 
erations, as contradistinguished from general and national interests.— 
Experience shews us, that they have been governed by such heretofore, 
and reason instructs us, that they would be influenced by them again. — 
This theoretic inconvenience of leaving to Congress the fixing their | 
compensations, is more than counterbalanced by this in the Confed- 
eration; that the State Legislatures had a right to determine the pay - 

_ of the Members of Congress, which enabled the States to destroy the . 
- General Government. There is no instance where this power has been _~ 

| abused. In America, Legislative bodies have reduced their own wages 
| lower rather than augmented them. This is a power which cannot be 

_ abused without rousing universal attention and indignation. What | 
would be the consequence of the Virginian Legislature raising their 

| pay to four or five pounds each per day? The universal indignation of | | 
the people. Should the General Congress annex wages disproportion- | 
ate to their service, or repugnant to the sense of the community, they — 

| would be universally execrated. The certainty of incurring the general sy 
detestation of the people will prevent abuse. It was conceived, that 
the great danger was in creating new offices, which would increase the | 
burdens of the people; and not in an uniform admission of all meri- 

_ torious characters to serve their country in the old offices. There is 
no instance of any State Constitution which goes as far as this. It was 
thought to be a mean between two extremes. It guards against abuse | 
by taking away the inducement to create new offices, or increase the 

| emoluments of old offices. And it gives them an opportunity of en- |
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_. Joying, in common with other citizens, any of the existing offices which | 
they may be capable of executing. To have precluded them from this, 
would have been to exclude them from a common privilege to which 
every citizen is intitled, and to prevent those who had served their 
country with the greatest fidelity and ability from being on a par with 

| their fellow-citizens. I think it as well guarded as reason requires: More 
so than the Constitution of any other nation. 

Mr. Nicholas thought it sufficiently guarded, as it prevented the Mem- 
bers of the General Government from holding offices which they cre- 
ated themselves, or of which they increased the emoluments; and as 

| they could not enjoy any office during their continuance in Congress. 
To admit them to old offices when they left Congress, was giving them 

| no exclusive privilege, but such as every citizen had an equal right to. | 
| Mr. Tyler was afraid, that as their compensations were not fixed in 

the Constitution, Congress might fix them so low, that none but rich 
men could go; by which the Government might terminate in an Ar- | 
istocracy. The States might choose men noted for their wealth and | 

| influence, and that State influence would govern the Senate. This, 

though not the most capital objection, he thought was considerable, 
| when joined to others of greater magnitude. He thought the Gentle- 

| man’s account of it, was by no means satisfactory. A parallel had been 
drawn between this power in Congress, of fixing their compensations, 
and that of our Assembly fixing the quantum of their salaries. He was | 

_ of opinion, the comparison did not apply, as there was less respon- 
sibility in the former than in the latter case. He dreaded that great 

- corruption would take place, and wished to have it amended so as to 
_—-~prevent it. | . a 

Mr. Grayson,—Mr. Chairman.—It strikes me that they may fix their 
wages very low. From what has happened in Great-Britain, I am war- 
ranted to draw this conclusion. I think every Member of the House 
of Commons formerly had a right to receive twenty shillings, or a 

| guinea, a day. But, I believe, that this salary is taken away since the 
days of corruption. The Members of the House of Commons, if I 

recollect rightly, get nothing for their services as such.® But there are - 
some noble emoluments to be derived from the Minister, and some 7 

other advantages to be obtained. Those who go to Parliament form 
| an idea of emoluments. They expect something besides wages. They 

go in with the wishes and expectations of getting offices.—This, Sir, 7 
may be the case in this Government. My fears are increased from the 
inconveniencies experienced under the Confederation. 

Most of the great officers have been taken out of Congress; such as 
| Ambassadors to foreign Courts, &c. A number of offices have been
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| unnecessarily created, and Ambassadors have been unnecessarily sent | 
to foreign countries—to countries with which we have nothing to do. 
If the present Congress exceeded the limits of propriety, though ex- 

- tremely limited with respect to power in the creation of offices; what | 
may not the future Congress do, when they have by this system a full 
scope of creating what offices, and annexing what salaries they please? | 
There are but few Members in the Senate and lower House. They may 
all get offices at different times, as they are not excluded from being 

| appointed to existing offices, for the time for which they shall have 
been elected. Considering the corruption of human nature, and the — 
general tendency of mankind to promote their own interest, I think 

| there is great danger. I am confirmed in my opinion from what I have _ 
seen already in Congress, and among other nations. I wish this part 
therefore to be amended, by prohibiting any Senator, or Represent- 7 
ative, from being appointed to any office during the time for which — 
he was elected, and by fixing their emoluments. Though I would not — 

- object to the Constitution on this account solely, were there no other 
defect. _ | | 

Mr. Madison,—Mr. Chairman.—Let me ask those who oppose this 
part of the system, whether any alteration would not make it equally, 
or more liable to objections? Would it be better to fix their compen- 
sations? Would not this produce inconveniencies? What authorises us 
to conclude, that the value of coins will continue always the same?— 
Would it be prudent to make them dependent on the State Govern- 
ments for their salaries—On those who watch them with jealous eyes, 
and who consider them as encroaching, not on the people, but on 
themselves? But the worthy Member [John Tyler] supposes, that Con- 
gress will fix their wages so low, that only the rich can fill the offices 
of Senators and Representatives. Who are to appoint them? The rich? | 
No, Sir, the people at large are to choose them. If the Members of a 
the General Government were to reduce their compensations to a 
trifle, before the evil suggested could happen, the people could elect 

- other Members in their stead, who would alter that regulation. The 

people do not choose them for their wealth. If the State Legislatures 
| choose such men as Senators, it does not influence the people at large 

in their election of Representatives. They can choose those who have | 
the most merit and least wealth. If Congress reduce their wages toa 
trifle, what shall prevent the States from giving a man of merit, so _ 

| much as will be an adequate compensation? I think the evil very re- 
mote, and if it were now to happen, the remedy is in our own hands, 
and may by ourselves be applied. 

Another Gentleman seems to apprehend infinite mischief from a
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possibility that any Member of Congress may be appointed to an office, 
| although he ceases to be a Member the moment he accepts it! What 

will be the consequence of precluding them from being so appointed? 
If you have in your country one man whom you could in time of 
danger trust above all others, with an office of high importance, he 

| cannot undertake it till the two years expire if he be a Representative; 
or till the six years elapse, if a Senator.—Suppose America was engaged 
in war, and the man of the greatest military talents and approved 
fidelity, was a Member of either House—would it be right that this 

| man who could lead us to conquer, and who could save his country 
a from destruction, could not be made General till the term of his elec- 

| tion expired? Before that time we might be conquered by our enemies. 
This will apply to civil as well as. military offices. It is impolitic to 
exclude from the service of his country, in any office, the man who 

: may be most capable of discharging its duties, when they are most 
wanting. | | 

The Honorable Gentleman [William Grayson] said, that those who 
go to Congress will look forward to offices as a compensation for their 
services, rather than salaries. Does he recollect that they shall not fill 
offices created by themselves? When they go to Congress the old offices 
will be filled. They cannot make any probable calculation that the men | 
in offices will die, or forfeit their offices. As they cannot get any new 
Offices, one of these contingencies must happen before they can get 
any office at all. The chance of getting an office is therefore so very 
remote, and so very distant, that it cannot be considered as a sufficient 

reason to operate on their minds to deviate from their duty. Let any 
man calculate in his own mind, the improbability of a Member of the | 
General Government getting into an office, when he cannot fill any 
office newly created, and when he finds all the old offices filled at the — 
time he enters into Congress. Let him view the danger and impolicy 
of precluding a Member of Congress from holding existing offices, | 
and the danger of making one Government dependent on another, 
and he will find that both clauses deserve applause. _ 
~The observations made by several Honorable Members illustrate my 

opinion, that it is impossible to devise any system agreeable to all. 

| When objections so contradictory are brought against it, how shall we 
decide? Some Gentlemen object because they may make their wages 
too high—Others object to it, because they may make them too low! 
If it is to be perpetually attacked by principles so repugnant, we may 
cease to discuss. For what is the object of our discussion? Truth, Sir. 
To draw a true and just conclusion.—Can this be done without rational 
premises, and syllogistic reasoning. |
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As to the British Parliament, it is nearly as he says. But how does _ | 
it apply to this case? Suppose their compensations had been appointed = 
by the State Governments, or fixed in the Constitution—Would it be 
a safe Government for the Union, if its Members depended on re- | 

| ceiving their salaries from other political bodies at a distance, and fully _ 
competent to withhold them? Its existence would at best be but pre- 

_ carious. If they were fixed in the Constitution, they might become _ | 
extremely inadequate, and produce the very evil which Gentlemen Oo 
seem to fear. For then a man of the highest merit could not act unless 
he were wealthy. This is the most delicate part in the organization of = 
a Republican Government. It is the most difficult to establish on unex- 

-ceptionable grounds. It appears to me most eligible as it is. The Con-_ 
stitution has taken a medium between the two extremes, and perhaps 

| with more wisdom than either the British or the State Governments, | 
with respect to their eligibility to offices. They can fill no new offices. 
created by themselves, nor old ones of which they increased the sal-— | 

| . aries. If they were excluded altogether, it is possible that other dis- 7 
advantages might accrue from it, besides the impolicy and injustice of 
depriving them of a common privilege. They will not relinquish their 

_ Legislative in order to accept other offices. They will more probably 
confer them on their friends and connections. If this be an inconven- 

| ience, it is incident to all Governments. After having heard a variety . 

of principles developed, I thought that on which it is established the 
| least exceptionable, and it appears to me sufficiently well guarded. 

| Mr. Grayson,—Mr.. Chairman.—I acknowledge that the Honorable 
| Gentleman has represented the clause rightly as to their exclusion from 7 

new offices: But is there any clause to hinder them from giving offices | 
to uncles, nephews, brothers, and other relations and friends? I imag- __ | 

ine most of the offices will be created the first year, and then Gentle- 
- men will be tempted to carry on this accommodation. | ee 

_ A worthy Member [James Madison] has said, what had been often 
said before, that suppose a war took place, and the most experienced © 
and able man was unfortunately in either House, he could not be © | 
made General, if the proposed amendment was adopted. Had he read 

_ the clause, he would have discovered that it did not extend to military _ 
offices, and that the restriction extends to civil offices only. No case | oar 

can exist with respect to civil offices, that would occasion aloss to the — 
public if the Members of both Houses were precluded from holding ae 
any office during the time for which they were elected. The old Con- 
federation is so defective, in point of power, that no danger can result 
from creating offices under it; because those who hold them cannot | | 
be paid. The power of making paper money will not be exercised. This _
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country is so thoroughly sensible of the impropriety of it, that no 
, attempt will be made to make any more. So that no danger can arise, | 

- as they have not power to pay, if they appoint, officers. Why not make 
| this system as secure as that, in this respect? A great number of offices. 

| will be created to satisfy the wants of those who shall be elected. The 
| worthy Member says, the electors can alter them. But have the people | 

the power of making honest men be elected? If he be an honest man, 
7 _and his wages so low that he could not pay for his expences, he could 

not serve them if elected. But there are many thirsting after offices, 
more than public good. Political adventurers go up to Congress solely 

| to advance their own particular emoluments. It is so in the British 
House of Commons. There are two sets always in that House. One, 

7 the landed interest, the most patriotic and respectable. The other a 

| set of dependents and fortune-hunters, who are elected for their own 
particular interest, and are willing to sell the interest of their constit- _ 
uents to the Crown. The same division may happen among our Rep- 
resentatives. This clause might as well not be guarded at all, as in this 
flimsy manner. They cannot be elected to offices for the terms for 
which they were elected, and continue to be Members of Congress. 
But as they can create as many offices as they please, for the particular 

: accommodation of their friends, it might as well not be guarded at 
all. Upon the whole I consider it entirely imperfect. 

oe (The 7th section read.) ~ | 7 

Mr. Grayson objected to the power of the Senate to propose or 
concur with amendments to money bills. He looked upon the power 
of proposing amendments to be equal in principle to that of origi- 
nating, and that they were in fact the same. As this was, in his opinion, 
a departure from that great principle which required that the imme- | 
diate Representatives of the people only should interfere with money | 

: bills; he wished to know the reasons on which it was founded. The 

| Lords in England had never been allowed to intermeddle with money 
bills.? He knew not why the Senate should. In the lower House, said 

— he, the people are represented according to their numbers. In the 
upper House, the States are represented in their political capacities. 
Delaware or Rhode-Island has as many Representatives here as Mas- 

_ sachusetts. Why should the Senate have a right to intermeddle with | 
money, when the representation is neither equal or just? 

Mr. Madison,—Mr. Chairman.—The criticism made by the Honorable | 
Member, is, that there is an ambiguity in the words, and that it is not 
clearly ascertained where the origination of money bills may take place. 

| I suppose the first part of the clause is sufficiently expressed to exclude 
oe all doubts. The Gentlemen who composed the Convention divided in
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opinion, concerning the utility of confining this to any particular 

branch. Whatever it be in Great-Britain, there is a sufficient difference | 

- between us and them to render it inapplicable to this country. It always 

appeared to me to be a matter of no great consequence, whether the 

Senate had a right of originating, or proposing amendments to money 

bills or not. To withhold it from them would create disagreeble dis- _ 

_ putes. Some American constitutions make no difference. Virginia and 

South-Carolina, are, I think, the only States where this power is re- 

strained. In Massachusetts, and other States, the power of proposing © | 

amendments is vested unquestionably in their Senates. No inconven- _ 

ience has resulted from it. On the contrary, with respect to South- _ 

Carolina, this clause is continually a source of disputes. When a bill 

comes from the other House, the Senate entirely rejects it, and this 

causes contentions. When you send a bill to the Senate, without the a 

power of making any alteration, you force them to reject the bill al- 

together, when it would be necessary and advantageous that it should | 

pass. The power of proposing alterations removes this inconvenience, 

and does not appear to me at all objectionable. I should have no | 

objection to their having a right of originating such bills. People would 
see what was done, and it would add the intelligence of one House 

to that of the other. It would be still in the power of the other House 
to obstruct any injudicious measure proposed by them. There is no 
land-mark or constitutional provision in Great-Britain, which prohibits _ 

the House of Lords from intermeddling with money bills; but the 

| House of Commons have established this rule.® Yet the Lords insist 

on their having a right to originate them, as they possess great prop- | 
erty, as well as the Commons, and are taxed like them. The House of = 
Commons object to their claim, least they should too lavishly make 
grants to the Crown, and increase the taxes. The Honorable Member 
[William Grayson] says, that there is no difference between the right 

of originating bills, and proposing amendments. There is some differ- 
ence, though not considerable. If any grievances should happen in 
consequence of unwise regulations in revenue matters, the odium | | 
would be divided, which will now be thrown on the House of Rep- | 
resentatives. But you may safely lodge this power of amending with 

| the Senate. When a bill is sent with proposed amendments to the 
_ House of Representatives, if they find the alterations defective, they 

are not conclusive. The House of Representatives are the judges of | 
their propriety, and the recommendation of the Senate is nothing. The | 
experience of this State justifies this clause.—The House of Delegates 

_ has employed weeks in forming a money bill; and because the Senate 
had no power of proposing amendments, the bill was lost altogether;
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and a new bill obliged to be again introduced, when the insertion of | 

one line by the Senate would have done. Those Gentlemen who oppose 

this clause will not object to it, when they recollect that the Senators 

are appointed by the States, as the present Members of Congress are 

appointed. For, as they will guard the political interests of the States 

in other respects, they will attend to them very probably in their 

amendments to money bills. I think this power, for these considera- 

tions, is useful and necessary. | 
Mr. Grayson still considered the power of proposing amendments to 

be the same in effect, as that of originating. The Senate could strike 

| out every word of the bill, except the word Whereas, or any other — 

| introductory word, and might substitute new words of their own. As 

the State of Delaware was not so large as the county of Augusta, and 

Rhode-Island was still less, and yet had an equal suffrage in the Senate, 

he could not see the propriety of giving them this power; but referred 

it to the judgment of the House. | 
(The 8th section read.) | 

Mr. Clay! wished to be informed, why the Congress were to have 

power to provide for calling forth the militia, to put the laws of the 

Union in execution. | | 

Mr. Madison supposed the reasons of this power to be so obvious 

that they would occur to most Gentlemen. If resistance should be made 

| to the execution of the laws, he said, it ought to be overcome. This 

could be done only two ways; either by regular forces, or by the people. 

By one or the other it must unquestionably be done. If insurrections 

should arise, or invasions should take place, the people ought un- 

questionably to be employed to suppress and repel them, rather than 

a standing army. The best way to do these things, was to put the militia 

ona good and sure footing, and enable the Government to make use 

of their services when necessary. | | a 

Mr. George Mason,—Mr. Chairman.—Unless there be some restric- 

tions on the power of calling forth the militia to execute the laws of 

the Union, suppress insurrections, and repel invasions, we may very 

: easily see that it will produce dreadful oppressions. It is extremely 

unsafe, without some alterations. It would be to use the militia to a 

very bad purpose, if any disturbance happened in New-Hampshire, to 

call them from Georgia. This would harrass the people so much that 

they would agree to abolish the use of militia, and establish a standing 

army. I conceive the General Government ought to have power over 

the militia, but it ought to have some bounds. If Gentlemen say, that 

the militia of a neighbouring State is not sufficient, the Government 

ought to have power to call forth those of other States, the most
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- convenient and contiguous. But in this.case the consent of the State 
Legislatures ought to be had. On real emergencies this consent will | 

_ never be denied; each State being concerned in the safety of the rest. 
_ This power may be restricted without any danger. I wish such an 

| amendment as this, that the militia of any State should not be marched | 

beyond the limits of the adjoining State, and if it be necessary to draw 
them from one end of the Continent to the other, I wish such a check 
as the consent of the State Legislature, to be provided. Gentlemen _ | 
Iay say, that this would impede the Government; and that the State — | 

_ Legislatures would counteract it, by refusing their consent. This ar- a 
- gument may be applied to all objections whatsoever.—How is this com- 

pared to the British Constitution?—Though the King may declare war, | 
the Parliament has the means of carrying it on. It is not so here. _ 

_ Congress can do both. Were it not for that check in the British Gov- | 
| ernment, the Monarch would be a despot. When a war is necessary 

for the benefit of the nation, the means of carrying it on are never 

denied. If any unjust requisition be made on Parliament, it will be, as | 
it ought to be, refused. The same principle ought to be observed in a 

| our Government. In times of real danger, the States will have thesame | 

enthusiasm in aiding the General Government, and granting its de- _ 
mands, which is seen in England, when the King is engaged in a war a 
apparently for the interest of the nation.—This power is necessary, but | 
we ought to guard against danger. If ever they attempt to harass and 

_ abuse the militia, they may easily abolish them, and raise a standing | 
army in their stead. There are various ways of destroying the militia. © 
A standing army may be perpetually established in their stead. labom- 
inate and detest the idea of a Government, where there is a standing _ : 

_ army. The militia may be here destroyed by that method which has 
been practised in other parts of the world before. That is, by rendering = 
them useless, by disarming them. Under various pretences, Congress _ - 
may neglect to provide for arming and disciplining the militia, and the 7 

| State Governments cannot do it, for Congress has an exclusive right = 
| to arm them, &c. Here is a line of division drawn between the State | 
_ and General Governments.—The power over the militia is divided be- | 

_ tween them. The national Government has an exclusive right to provide 
for arming, organizing, and disciplining the militia, and for governing - | 

such part of them as may be employed in the service of the United | 
States. The State Governments have the power of appointing the of- 

_ ficers, and of training the militia according to the discipline prescribed 
by Congress, if they should think proper to prescribe any. Should the | 

_ national Government wish to render the militia useless, they may ne-
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glect them, and let them perish, in order to have a pretence of es- 
_ tablishing a standing army. a | 

No man has a greater regard for the military Gentlemen than I have. © | 

I admire their intrepidity, perseverance, and valour. But when once a _ 

standing army is established, in any country, the people lose their 

| liberty. When against a regular and disciplined army, yeomanry are 
the only defence—yeomanry unskilful and unarmed, what chance is 
there for preserving freedom? Give me leave to recur to the page of 
history, to warn you of your present danger.—Recollect the history of 

| most nations of the world. What havock, desolation, and destruction, 

| have been perpetrated by standing armies? An instance within the 

a _memory of some of this House, will shew us how our militia may be 
destroyed. Forty years ago, when the resolution of enslaving America 

| was formed in Great-Britain, the British Parliament was advised by an 

artful man,® who was Governor of Pennsylvania, to disarm the peo- 

ple.—That it was the best and most effectual way to enslave them.— 
But that they should not do it openly; but to weaken them and let , 

them sink gradually, by totally disusing and neglecting the militia.— Oe 

(Here Mr. Mason quoted sundry passages to this effect.)''\—This was a 
most iniquitous project. Why should we not provide against the danger 

of having our militia, our real and natural strength, destroyed? The : 

| General Government ought at the same time to have some such power. 

But we need not give them power to abolish our militia. If they neglect | 

to arm them, and prescribe proper discipline, they will be of no use. | 

I am not acquainted with the military profession. I beg to be excused | 

for any errors I may commit with respect to it. But I stand on the 

general principles of freedom, whereon I dare to meet any one. I wish, 

that in case the General Government should neglect to arm and dis- 

cipline the militia, that there should be an express declaration, that 

the State Governments might arm and discipline them. With this single 

exception I would agree to this part, as I am conscious the Government 

ought to have the power. | 
They may effect the destruction of the militia, by rendering the 

service odious to the people themselves, by harassing them from one | 

end of the Continent to the other, and by keeping them under martial 

| law. | 
The English Parliament never pass a mutiny bill but for one year.” | 

This is necessary, for otherwise the soldiers would be on the same 

footing with the officers, and the army would be dissolved. One mutiny 

bill has been here in force since the revolution. I humbly conceive 

there is extreme danger of establishing cruel martial regulations. If at _ 

any time our rulers should have unjust and iniquitous designs against
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our liberties, and should wish to establish a standing army, the first 

attempt would be to render the service and use of militia odious to 
, the people themselves; subjecting them to unnecessary severity of dis- 

cipline in time of peace, confining them under martial law, and dis- 
gusting them so much, as to make them cry out, Give us a standing 
army.—I would wish to have some check to exclude this danger; as, 

that the militia should never be subject to martial law, but in time of 

_ war. I consider and fear the natural propensity of rulers to oppress 
the people. I wish only to prevent them from doing evil. By these 
amendments, I would give necessary powers, but no unnecessary 

| power. If the clause stands as it is now, it will take from the State 
Legislatures what Divine Providence has given to every individual;— 
the means of self-defence. Unless it be moderated in some degree, it 
will ruin us and introduce a standing army. - | 

Mr. Madison,—Mr. Chairman.—I most cordially agree with the Hon- | 
orable Member last up, that a standing army is one of the greatest — 

'  mischiefs that can possibly happen. It is a great recommendation for 
this system, that it provides against this evil more than any other system 

_ known to us, and particularly more than the old system of Confed- 
eration. The most effectual way to guard against a standing army, is | 
to render it unnecessary. The most effectual way to render it unnec- 
essary, is to give the General Government full power to call forth the 

_ militia, and exert the whole natural strength of the Union when nec- 
essary. Thus you will furnish the people with sure and certain protec- 
tion, without recurring to this evil; and the certainty of this protection 

from the whole, will be a strong inducement to individual exertion. | 

Does the organization of this Government warrant a belief, that this 
power will be abused? Can we believe that a Government of a federal 
nature, consisting of many co-equal sovereignties, and particularly hav-. 
ing one branch chosen from the people, would drag the militia un- 
necessarily to an immense distance? This, Sir, would be unworthy the 
most arbitrary despot. They have no temptation whatever to abuse this | 

_ power; such abuse could only answer the purpose of exciting the uni- 
versal indignation of the people, and drawing on themselves the gen- 
eral hatred and detestation of their country. | | 

I cannot help thinking that the Honorable Gentleman [George Ma- 
son] has not considered in all its consequences, the amendment he 
has proposed. Would this be an equal protection, Sir? Or would it not | | 
be a most partial provision? Some States have three or four States in 
contact. Were this State invaded, as it is bounded by several States, | 

the militia of three or four States would, by this proposition, be obliged : 
to come to our aid; and those from some of the States would come
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a far greater distance than those of others. There are other States, 

which if invaded, could be assisted by the militia of one State only, 

there being several States which border but on one State. Georgia and 
New-Hampshire would be infinitely less safe than most of the other _ 
States. Were we to adopt this amendment, we should set up those | 

| states as butts for invasions, invite foreign enemies to attack them, and : 

expose them to peculiar hardships and dangers. Were the militia con- 
fined to any limitted distance from their respective places of abode, 
it would produce equal, nay more, inconveniencies. The principles of = 
equality and reciprocal aid would be destroyed in either case. 

I cannot conceive that this Constitution, by giving the General Gov- 
ernment the power of arming the militia, takes it away from the State 
Governments. The power is concurrent, and not exclusive. Have we 

, not found from experience, that while the power of arming and gov- 
erning of the militia has been solely vested in the State Legislatures, 
they were neglected and rendered unfit for immediate service? Every 
State neglected too much this most essential object.—But the General 
Government can do it more effectually. Have we not also found, that 

the militia of one State were almost always insufficient to succour its 
harassed neighbour? Did all the States furnish their quotas of militia _ 
with sufficient promptitude? The assistance of one State will be of little 
avail to repel an invasion. But the general head of the whole Union 
can do it with effect, if it be vested with power to use the aggregate 

| strength of the Union. If the regulation of the militia were to be 
committed to the Executive authority alone, there might be reason for 
providing restrictions. But, Sir, it is the Legislative authority that has — 
this power. They must make a law for the purpose. | 

The Honorable Member is under another mistake. He wishes martial 
: law to be exercised only in time of war, under an idea that Congress 

can establish it in time of peace. The States are to have the authority 

of training the militia according to the Congressional discipline; and — 

of governing them at all times, when not in the service of the Union.— 

Congress is to govern such part of them as may be employed in the 
actual service of the United States; and such part only can be subject 
to martial law. The Gentlemen in opposition have drawn a most tre- 

mendous picture of the Constitution in this respect. Without consid- 
ering that the power was absolutely indispensible, they have alarmed 

us with the possible abuse of it; but have shewn no inducement or 

motive to tempt them to such abuse. Would the Legislature of this 

State drag the militia of the Eastern Shore to the Western frontiers, 

or those of the Western frontiers to the Eastern Shore, if the local 

militia were sufficient to effect the intended purpose? There is some-
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thing so preposterous, and so full of mischief in the idea of dragging | 
the militia unnecessarily from one end of the Continent to the other, 7 
that I think there can be no ground of apprehension. If you limit their 

| power over the militia, you give them a pretext for substituting a 
standing army. If you put it in the power of the State Governments _ 
to refuse the militia, by requiring their consent, you destroy the Gen- 
eral Government, and sacrifice particular States. The same principles | 
and motives which produced disobedience to requisitions, will produce 

_ refusal in this case. The restrictions which the Honorable Gentleman | | 

_ [George Mason] mentioned to be in the British Constitution, are all 
provisions against the power of the Executive Magistrate. But the 
House of Commons may, if they be so disposed, sacrifice the interest . 

| of their constituents in all those cases. They may prolong the duration : 
of mutiny-bills, and grant supplies to the King to carry on an impolitic | 
war. But they have no motives to do so. For they have strong motives | 
to do their duty. We have more ample security than the people of 
Great-Britain. The powers of the Government are more limited and 
guarded, and our Representatives are more responsible than the Mem- _ | 
bers of the British House of Commons. ne | 

Mr. Glay apprehended that by this power, our militia might be sent : 
to the Mississippi. He observed that the sheriff might raise the posse 
comitatus to execute the laws.—He feared it would lead to the estab- 
lishment of a military Government, as the militia were to be called 
forth to put the laws in execution. He asked why this mode was pre- 

ferred to the old established custom of executing the laws? 
Mr. Madison answered, that the power existed in all countries, that a 

the militia might be called forth for that purpose, under the laws of | 
this State and every other State in the Union. That public force must | 
be used, when the resistance to the laws required it, otherwise the | 
society itself must be destroyed. That the mode referred to by the 
Gentleman might not be sufficient on every occasion, as the sheriff 
must be necessarily restricted to the posse of his own county. If the __ 
posse of one county were insufficient to overcome the resistance to the 
execution of the laws, this power must be resorted to. He did not by 
any means admit, that the old mode was superceded by the introduc- . 
tion of the new one. And it was obvious to him, that when the civil | 
power was sufficient, this mode would never be put in practice. 

| Mr. Henry,—Mr. Chairman.—In my judgment the friends of the op- | 
- position have to act cautiously. We must make a firm stand before we | 

decide. I was heard to say, a few days ago, that the sword and purse 
__-were the two great instruments of Government,!® and I professed great. 

repugnance at parting with the purse, without any controul to the |
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proposed system of Government. And now when we proceed in this 
formidable compact, and come to the national defence, the sword; I - 

| am persuaded, we ought to be still more cautious and circumspect; 
for I feel still more reluctance to surrender this most valuable of rights. __ 
The Honorable Member [James Madison] who has risen to explain 
several parts of the system, was pleased to say, that the best way of 
avoiding the danger of a standing army, was, to have the militia in 
such a way as to render it unnecessary, and that as the new Government 

| / would have power over the militia, we should have no standing army, 
it being unnecessary. This argument destroys itself. It demands a 

| power, and denies the probability of its exercise. There are suspicions 
of power on the one hand, and absolute and unlimited confidence on 
the other. I hope to be one of those who have a large portion of 
suspicion. T leave it to this House, if there be not too small a portion 
on the other side; by giving up too much to that Government, you | 
can easily see which is the worst of two extremes. Too much suspicion 

_ may be corrected. If you give too little power to-day, you may give 

more to-morrow. But the reverse of the proposition will not hold. If 

you give too much power to-day, you cannot retake it to-morrow: For 

to-morrow will never come for that purpose. If you have the fate of 

other nations, you will never see it. It is easier to supply deficiencies 

of power, than to take back excess of power. This no man can deny.— 

But, says the Honorable Member, Congress will keep the militia armed, 

or in other words, they will do their duty.—Pardon me, if I am too 

jealous and suspicious to confide in this remote possibility. My hon- — 

orable friend went on a supposition that the American rulers, like all | 

others, will depart from their duty without bars and checks. No Gov- | 

ernment can be safe without checks. Then he told us, they had no 

temptation to violate their duty, and that it would be their interest to 

- perform it. Does he think you are to trust men who cannot have | 

separate interests from the people? It is a novelty in the political world 

(as great a novelty as the system itself) to find rulers without private . 

| interests, and views of personal emoluments and ambition. His sup- 

| position, that they will not depart from their duty, as having no interest 
to do so, is no satisfactory answer to my mind. This is no check. The 

| Government may be most intolerable and destructive, if this be our 

| only security. My honorable friend [George Mason] attacked the Hon- 

orable Gentleman [James Madison] with universal principles. That, in 

all nations and ages, rulers have been actuated by motives of individual 

ee interests, and private emoluments, and that in America it would be so 

| also. I hope, before we part with this great bulwark, this noble pal- | 

ladium of safety, we will have such checks interposed as will render
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us secure. The militia, Sir, is our ultimate safety. We can have no | 
security without it. But then, he [James Madison] says, that the power | 
of arming and organizing the militia is concurrent, and to be equally 
exercised by the General and State Governments. I am sure, and I | 
trust in the candour of that Gentleman, that he will recede from that 

opinion, when his recollection will be called to the particular clause 
| which relates to it. As my worthy friend [George Mason] said, there 

| is a positive partition of power between the two Governments. To 
Congress is given the power of “arming, organizing, and disciplining 
the militia, and governing such part of them as may be employed in 
the service of the United States.” To the State Legislatures is given | 
the power of “appointing the officers and training the militia according 
to the discipline prescribed by Congress.” I observed before, that if 
the power be concurrent as to arming them, it is concurrent in other 
respects. If the States have the right of arming them, &c. concurrently, 
Congress has a concurrent power of appointing the officers and train- 

| ing the militia. If Congress have that power, it is absurd. To admit 
_ this mutual concurrence of powers will carry you into endless absurd- 
ity:—That Congress has nothing exclusive on the one hand, nor the | 
States on the other!—The rational explanation is, that Congress shall 
have exclusive power of arming them, &c. and that the State Govern- 
ments shall have exclusive power of appointing the officers, &c. Let 

__ me put it in another light. May we not discipline and arm them as well 
as Congress, if the power be concurrent? So that our militia shall have 
two sets of arms, double sets of regimentals, &c. and thus, at a very | 

| great cost, we shall be doubly armed. The great object is, that every 
man be armed. But can the people afford to pay for double sets of | 
arms, &c? Every one who is able may have a gun. But have we not 

__ learned by experience, that necessary as it is to have arms, and though 
_ our Assembly has, by a succession of laws for many years, endeavoured 

to have the militia completely armed,'* it is still far from being the 
_ case? When this power is given up to Congress without limitation or 

bounds, how will your militia be armed? You trust to chance; for sure 
I am, that that nation which shall trust its liberties in other hands, | 
cannot long exist. If Gentlemen are serious when they suppose a con- 
current power, where can be the impolicy to amend it? Or in other 
words, to say that Congress shall not arm or discipline them, till the 
States shall have refused or neglected to do it? This is my object. I Oo 

a only wish to bring it to what they themselves say is implied. Implication © | 
_ is to be the foundation of our civil liberties, and when you speak of 

arming the militia by a concurrence of power, you use implication. | 
But implication will not save you, when a strong army of veterans _ |
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| comes upon you. You would be laughed at by the whole world, for 

trusting your safety implicitly to implication—The argument of my hon- 

| orable friend [George Mason], was, that rulers might tyrannize. The 

answer he received, was, that they will not. In saying that they would 

not, he [James Madison] admitted they might. In this great, this es- 

| sential part of the Constitution, if you are safe, it is not from the 

Constitution, but from the virtues of the men in Government. If 

| Gentlemen are willing to trust themselves and posterity to so slender 

and improbable a chance, they have greater strength of nerves than 

I have. ) 

The Honorable Gentleman [James Madison] in endeavouring to an- 

swer the question, why the militia were to be called forth to execute 

the laws, said that the civil power would probably do it. He is driven 

oo, to say, that the civil power may do it instead of the militia. Sir, the 

military power ought not to interpose till the civil power refused. If 

| this be the spirit of your new Constitution, that the laws are to be 

inforced by military coercion, we may easily divine the happy conse- 

quences which will result from it. The civil power is not to be employed 

at all. If it be, shew me it. I read it attentively, and could see nothing 

to warrant a belief, that the civil power can be called for. I would be 

glad to see the power that authorises Congress to do so. The sheriff 

will be aided by military force. The most wanton excesses may be 

- committed under colour of this. For every man in office, in the States, 

is to take an oath to support it in all its operations. The Honorable 

Gentleman said, in answer to the objection, that the militia might be 

: | marched from New-Hampshire to Georgia, that the Members of the 

Government would not attempt to excite the indignation of the people. 

Here again we have the general unsatisfactory answer, that they will 

be virtuous, and that there is no danger. Will Gentlemen be satisfied 

with an answer which admits of dangers and abuses, if they be wicked? 

Let us put it out of their power to do mischief: I am convinced there 

is no safety in the paper on the table as it stands now. | am sorry to 

have an occasion to pass an eulogium on the British Government, as 

Gentlemen may object to it. But how natural it is, when comparing 

deformity to beauty, to be struck with the superiority of the British 

Government to that system? In England, self-love—self-interest, pow- 

. erfully stimulates the Executive Magistrate to advance the prosperity 

of the nation. In the most distant part he feels the loss of his subjects. 

| He will see the great advantage of his posterity inseparably from the 

felicity of his people.—Man is a fallen creature, a fallible being, and 

cannot be depended on without self-love. Your President will not have 

the same motives of self-love to impel him to favor your interests. His
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| political character is but transient, and he will promote as much as : 

possible, his own private interests. He will conclude, the constant ob- 
servation has been, that he will abuse his power, and that it is expected. 
The King of England has a more permanent interest. His stock—his — | 
family is to continue in possession of the same emoluments. The more 
flourishing his nation, the more formidable and powerful is he. The _ 

__. Sword and purse are not united in that Government in the same hands, | 
as in this system. Does not infinite security result from their separation? | 

7 But it is said, that our Congress are more responsible than the British 
Parliament. It appears to me there is no real, though there may be 
some specious responsibility. If Congress, in the execution of their un- 
bounded powers, shall have done wrong, how will you come at them — | 
to punish them, if they are at the distance of 500 miles? At sucha _ , 
great distance they will evade responsibility altogether. If you have 

, given up your militia, and Congress shall refuse to arm them, you have | 
lost every thing. Your existence will be precarious, because you depend | 
on others, whose interests are not affected by your infelicity. If Con- | 
gress are to arm us exclusively, the man of New-Hampshire may vote  —s_— 

. for or against it, as well as the Virginian. The great distance and : 
_ difference between the two places, render it impossible that the people 

_ of that country can know, or pursue what will promote our conven- | 
_ lence. I therefore contend, that if Congress do not arm the militia, 

we ought to provide for it ourselves. , | on 
Mr. Nicholas,—Mr. Chairman.—The great object of Government in 

every country, is security and public defence. I suppose therefore that | 
what we ought to attend to here, is, what is the best mode of enabling | 
the General Government to protect us? One of three ways must be — 

| pursued for this purpose. We must either empower them to employ, | 
and rely altogether on a standing army, or depend altogether on militia; | | 
or else we must enable them to use the one or the other of these two | 

| ways, as may be found most expedient. The least reflection will satisfy | 
us, that the Convention has adopted the only proper method. If a 

_ standing army were alone to be employed, such an army must be kept 
up in time of peace, as would be sufficient in war. The dangers of | 

_ such an army are so striking, that every man would oppose the adoption | 
| of this Government, had it been proposed by it, as the only mode of 

defence. Would it be safe to depend on militia alone, without the — 
agency of regular forces even in time of war? Were we to be invaded 
by a powerful disciplined army, would we be safe with militia? Could | 
men unacquainted with the hardships, and unskilled in the discipline | 
of war,—men only inured to the peaceable occupations of domestic | | 
life, encounter with success, the most skilful veterans, inured to the
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| fatigues and toils of campaigns? Although some people are pleased | 

with the theory of reliance on militia as the sole defence of a nation, 

yet I think it will be found in practice to be by no means adequate. 

Its inadequacy is proved by the experience of other nations. But were — 

it fully adequate, it would be unequal. If war be supported by militia, 

| it is by personal service. The poor man does as much as the rich. Is 

this just? What is the consequence when war is carried on by regular | 

:  troops?—They are paid by taxes raised of the people, according to 

| their property; and, then the rich man pays an adequate share. But if 

you confine yourselves to militia alone, the poor man is oppressed. 

The rich man exempts himself by furnishing a substitute. And, al- 

though it be oppressive to the poor, it is not advantageous to the rich: 

For what he gives would pay regular troops. It is therefore neither 

: safe nor just to depend entirely on militia. As these two ways are 

ineligible, let us consider the third method. Does this Constitution put 

a this on a proper footing? It enables Congress to raise an army when 

necessary, or to call forth the militia when necessary. What will be the 

consequence of their having these two powers? Till there be a necessity 

oe for an army to be raised, militia will do. And when an army will be 

raised, the militia will still be employed, which will render a less nu- 

| merous army sufficient. By these means there will be a sufficient de- 

fence for the country, without having a standing army altogether, or 

: oppressing the people. The worthy Member [George Mason] has said, , 

| that it ought to be a part of the Constitution that the militia ought 

| not to go out of the State without the consent of the State Legislature. | 

What would be the consequence of this? The general defence is trusted 

to the General Government. How is it to protect the Union? It must 

| apply to the State Governments before it can do it. Is this right? Is it 

not subjecting the general will to the particular will, and exposing the > 

general defence to the particular caprice of the Members of the State 

Governments? This would entirely defeat the power given to Congress, 

to provide for the general defence; and unless the militia were to aid 

in the execution of the laws, when resisted, the other powers of Con- _ 

| gress would be nugatory. But he has said, that this idea is justified by 

‘the English history—For that the King has the power of the sword, 

but must apply to the Commons for the means of using it—for the 

purse. This is not a similar case. The King and Commons are parts of 

- the same Government. But the General Government is separate and 

perfectly distinct from the individual Governments of the States. 

Should Congress be obliged to apply to the particular States for the 

militia, they may be refused, and the Government overturned. To make | 

the case similar, he ought to shew us, that the King and Parliament
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__were obliged to call on some other power to raise forces, and provide | 
_ for the means of carrying on war; for, otherwise there is no similitude. 

If the General Government be obliged to apply to the States, a part 
will be thereby rendered superior to the whole. What are to be the | 
effects of the amendment proposed? To destroy one of the most ben- 
eficial parts of the Constitution; put an obstacle in the way of the 
General Government, and put it in the power of the State Governments | 
to take away the aid of the militia. Who will be most likely to want | 
the aid of the militia?—The Southern States from their situation. Who 

_ are the most likely to be called for? The Eastern States from their _ 
strength, &c. Should we put it in the power of particular States to 
refuse the militia, it would operate against ourselves. It is the height 
of bad policy to alter this part of the system. But it is said, the militia 
are to be disarmed. Will they be worse armed than they are now? Still, 
as my honorable friend [James Madison] said, the States would have 
power to arm them. The power of arming them is concurrent, between 
the General and State Governments. For the power of arming them | | 
rested in the State Governments before, and although the power be 
given to the General Government, yet it is not given exclusively. For, == 
In every instance, where the Constitution intends that the General | 
Government shall exercise any power exclusively of the State Govern- 

| ments, words of exclusion are particularly inserted. Consequently in 
every case where such words of exclusion are not inserted, the power 
is concurrent to the State Governments and Congress, unless where 
it is impossible that the power should be exercised by both. It is there- | 

_ fore not an absurdity to say, that Virginia may arm the militia should 
Congress neglect to arm them. But it would be absurd to say, that we | 
should arm them after Congress had armed them, when it would be 

_ unnecessary; or that Congress should appoint the officers and train 
the militia when it is expressly excepted from their powers. _ | | 

But his [George Mason] great uneasiness is, that the militia may be 
under martial law when not under duty. A little attention will be suf- 
ficient to remove this apprehension. The Congress is to have power ) 

| “To provide for arming, organizing, and disciplining the militia, and 
for governing such part of them as may be employed in the service of the 
United States.’ Another part tells you, that they are to provide for 
calling them forth, to execute the laws of the Union, suppress insur- 
rections, and repel invasions. These powers only amount to this; that 
they can only call them forth in these three cases; and that they can | 
only govern such part of them as may be in the actual service of the 
United States. This causes a sufficient security, that they will not be | 
under martial law but when in actual service. If, Sir, a mutiny-bill has .
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continued since the revolution, recollect that this is done under the 

present happy Government. Under the new Government, no appropria- 

tion of money, to the use of raising or supporting an army, shall be 

for a longer term than two years. The President is to command. But | 

the regulation of the army and navy is given to Congress. Our Rep- 

resentatives will be a powerful check here. The influence of the Com- 

| mons in England in this case is very predominant. But the worthy 

Member on the other side of the House [Patrick Henry], has said, that | 

the militia are the great bulwark of the nation, and wishes to take no 

step to bring them into disuse. What is the inference? He wishes to 

see the militia employed. The Constitution provides what he wants: 

That is, to bring them frequently into use. If he expects that by de- 

priving the General Government of the power of calling them into 

more frequent use, they will be rendered more useful and expert, he 

is greatly deceived.—We ought to part with the power to use the militia _ 

to some body. To whom? Ought we not to part with it for the general 

defence? If you give it not to Congress, it may be denied by the States. 

If you withhold it, you render a standing army absolutely necessary. 

| For if they have not the militia, they must have such a body of troops 

as will be necessary for the general defence of the Union. 

| It was said by the Gentleman [Patrick Henry], that there was some- 

thing singular in this Government, in saying, that the militia shall be — 

called forth to execute the laws of the Union. There is a great differ- 

ence between having the power in three cases, and in all cases. They 

cannot call them forth for any other purpose than to execute the laws, 

suppress insurrections, and repel invasions. And can any thing be more 

demonstrably obvious, than that the laws ought to be inforced if re- 

sisted, and insurrections quelled, and foreign invasions repelled? But 

it is asked, why has not the Constitution declared, that the civil power | 

| shall be employed to execute the laws? Has it said that the civil power 

shall not be employed? The civil officer is to execute the laws on all | 

occasions; and if he be resisted, this auxil[i]Jary power is given to Con- 

gress, of calling forth the militia to execute them, when it shall be 

| found absolutely necessary. | 

From his [Patrick Henry] argument on this occasion, and his eu- 

logium on the Executive Magistrate of Britain, it might be inferred, | 

that the Executive Magistrate here, was to have the power of calling 

forth the militia. What is the idea of those Gentlemen who heard his 

argument on this occasion? Is it not that the President is to have this 

| _ power,—that President who he tells us, is not to have those high feel- 

ings, and that fine sensibility, which the British Monarch possesses? | 

No, Sir, the President is not to have this power. God forbid we should
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ever see a public man in this country who should have this power. 
Congress only are to have the power of calling forth the militia. And | 
will the worthy Member say, that he would trust this power to a Prince “ 

| governed by the dictates of ambition, or mere motives of personal | 
_ interest, sooner than he would trust it in the hands of Congress? I Be 

will trust Congress, because they will be actuated by motives of fellow- _ | 
_ feeling. They can make no regulations but what will affect themselves, _ 

their friends, and relations. But I would not trust a Prince whose | 
ambition and private views would be the guide of his actions. When | 

_ the Government is carried on by Representatives, and persons of my __ | 
own choice, whom I can follow when far removed, who can be dis- 

placed at stated and short periods, I can safely confide the power to — - 
them. It appears to me that this power is essentially necessary. For, 
as the general defence is trusted to Congress, we ought to intrust fully - 
the means. This cannot be fully done without giving the power of > 

| calling forth the militia; and this power is sufficiently guarded. 
Mr. Madison,—Mr. Chairman.—The Honorable Gentleman [Patrick | 

Henry] has laid much stress on the maxim, that the purse and sword . 

ought not to be put in the same hands; with a view of pointing out | 
, the impropriety of vesting this power in the General Government. But — | 

| it is totally inapplicable to this question. What is the meaning of this | 
maxim? Does it mean that the sword and purse ought not to be trusted 
in the hands of the same Government? This cannot be the meaning. | 

| For there never was, and I can say there never will be, an efficient 

Government, in which both are not vested. The only rational meaning, rea 

is, that the sword and purse are not to be given to the same member. 
_ Apply it to the British Government which has been mentioned. The a 
sword is in the hands of the British King. The purse in the hands of. . 
the Parliament. It is so in America, as far as any analogy can exist. | 
Would the Honorable Member say, that the sword ought to be putin > 
the hands of the Representatives of the people, or in other hands 
independent of the Government altogether? If he says so, it will violate = 
the meaning of that maxim. This would be a novelty hitherto unprec- | 
edented. The purse is in the hands of the Representatives of the peo- | 
ple. They have the appropriation of all monies.—They have the direc- . 7 

| tion and regulation of land and naval forces. They are to provide for 
calling forth the militia—And the President is to have the command; __ 

| and, in conjunction with the Senate, to appoint the officers.—The | | 
_ means ought to be commensurate to the end. The end is general 

protection. This cannot be effected without a general power to use 
the strength of the Union. We are told that both sides are distinguished 
by these great traits, confidence and distrust. Perhaps there may be a
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less or greater tincture of suspicion on one side, than the other. But 

give me leave to say, that where power can be safely lodged, if it be 

necessary, reason commands its cession. In such case it is imprudent 

and unsafe to withhold it. It is universally admitted that it must be 

lodged in some hands or other. The question then is, in what part of 

the Government it ought to be placed; and not whether any other | 

political body independent of the Government should have it or not. — 

I profess myself to, have had an uniform zeal for a Republican Gov- 

| ernment. If the Honorable Member, or any other person, conceives 

that my attachment to this system arises from a different source, he 

is greatly mistaken. From the first moment that my mind was capable 

of contemplating political subjects, I never, till this moment, ceased 

wishing success to a well regulated Republican Government. The es- 

‘tablishment of such in America was my most ardent desire. I have 

considered attentively (and my consideration has been aided by ex- 

perience) the. tendency of a relaxation of laws, and licentiousness of 

manners. | | 
If we review the history of all Republics, we are justified by the 

supposition, that if the bands of the Government be relaxed, confusion | 

will ensue. Anarchy ever has, and I fear ever will, produce despotism. | 

What was the state of things that preceded the wars and revolutions | 

oe in Germany? Faction and confusion. What produced the disorders and 

commotions of Holland? The like causes.'> In this Commonwealth, and | 

every State in the Union, the relaxed operation of the Government 

has been sufficient to alarm the friends of their country. The rapid 

| increase of population in every State is an additional reason to check 

| dissipation and licentiousness. Does it not strongly call for the friends 

of Republican Government to endeavour to establish a Republican 

organization? A change is absolutely necessary. I can see no danger 

| in submitting to practice an experiment which seems to be founded 

on the best theoretic principles. But the Honorable Member [Patrick 

Henry] tells us, there is not an equal responsibility delineated on that 

paper, to that which is in the English Government. Calculations have _ 

been made here, that when you strike off those entirely elected by the 

influence of the Crown, the other part does not bear a greater pro- 

portion to the number of their people, than the number fixed in that 

paper, bears to the number of inhabitants in the United States. If it | 

, were otherwise, there is still more responsibility in this Government. 

Our Representatives are chosen for two years. In Great Britain they 

are chosen for seven years. Any citizen may be elected here. In Great- 

Britain no one can be elected to represent a county, without having _ 

an estate of the value of 6001. sterling, a year; nor to represent a
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corporation without an annual estate of 300 1.16 Yet we are told, there 
is no sympathy or fellow-feeling between the people here, and their | 

_ Representatives; but that in England they have both. A just comparison» 
will shew, that if confidence be due to the Government there, it is due _ 

_ ten-fold here.—(Mr. Madison made many other observations, but spoke 
| so very low that he could not be distinctly heard.) _ ce | 

Mr. Henry,—Mr. Chairman.—It is now confessed that this is a na- | 
tional Government. There is not a single federai feature in it. It has 
been alledged within these walls, during the debates, to be national | 
and federal, as it suited the arguments of Gentlemen. But now when 
we have heard the definition of it, it is purely national. The Honorable | 
Member [ James Madison] was pleased to say, that the sword and purse ) | 
included every thing of consequence. And shall we trust them out of | 
our hands without checks and barriers? The sword and purse are es- 
sentially necessary for the Government. Every essential requisite must | 
be in Congress. Where are the purse and sword of Virginia? They must 
go to Congress. What is become of your country? The Virginian Gov- 
ernment is but a name. It clearly results from his last argument that 
we are to be consolidated. We should be thought unwise indeed to | 
keep 200 Legislators in Virginia, when the Government is in fact gone 
to Philadelphia or New-York. We are as a State to form no part of 
the Government. Where are your checks? The most essential objects : 
of Government are to be administered by Congress. How then can 

_ the State Governments be any check upon them? If we are to be a | 
Republican Government it will be consolidated, not confederated. The 

, means, says the Gentleman, must be commensurate to the end. How 
does this apply?—All things in common are left with this Government. 
There being an infinitude in the Government, there must be an infin- 

| itude of means to carry it on. This is a sort of mathematical Govern- _ 
ment that may appear well on paper, but cannot sustain examination, 
or be safely reduced to practice. The delegation of power to an ad- 
equate number of Representatives; and an unimpeded reversion of it 

_ back to the people at short periods, form the principal traits of a 
Republican Government. The idea of a Republican Government in 
that paper, is something superior to the poor people. The governing 
persons are the servants of the people. There the servants are greater 
than their masters; because it includes infinitude, and infinitude ex- 
cludes every idea of subordination. In this the creature has destroyed, 
and soared above the creator. For if its powers be infinite, what rights 
have the people remaining? By that very argument despotism has made | 
way in all countries, where the people unfortunately have been en- 
slaved by it. We are told the sword and purse are necessary for the
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national defence. The junction of these without limitation in the same 

hands, is, by logical and mathematical conclusions, the description of 

despotism. The reasons adduced here to-day, have long ago been ad- 

vanced in favor of passive obedience and non-resistance. In 1688, the | 

British nation expelled their Monarch for attempting to trample on _ 

their liberties. The doctrine of divine right and passive obedience, as 

said to be commanded by Heaven, was inculcated by his minions and 

adherents. He wanted’ to possess without controul, the sword and | 

purse. The attempt cost him his Crown. This Government demands | 

| the same powers. I see reason to be more and more alarmed. I fear | 

it will terminate in despotism. As to his objection of the abuse of 

liberty, it is denied. The political inquiries and promotions of the peas- 

ants, is a happy circumstance. A foundation of knowledge is a great 

| mark of happiness. When the spirit of inquiry after political discern- 

ment, goes forth among the lowest of the people, it rejoices my heart. 

Why such fearful apprehensions? I defy him to shew that liberty has 

been abused.—There has been no rebellion here, though there was in 

Massachusetts.!7 Tell me of any country which has been so long without 

a rebellion. Distresses have been patiently borne in this country, which 

would have produced revolutions in other countries. We strained every 

7 nerve to make provisions to pay off our soldiers and officers. They, 

a though not paid, and greatly distressed at the conclusion of the war, 

_ magnanimously acquiesced. The depreciation of the circulating cur- 

rency so very much involved many of them, and thousands of other 

- citizens, in absolute ruin; but the same patient fortitude and forbear- 

| ance marked their conduct.—What would the people of England have 

done in such a situation? They would have resisted the Government, 

and murdered the tyrant. But in this country no abuse of power has 

taken place. It is only a general assertion unsupported, which suggests 

the contrary. Individual licentiousness will shew its baneful conse- 

quences in every country, let its Government be what it may. 

But the Honorable Gentleman says, responsibility will exist more in 

this, than in the British Government. It exists here more in name than 

any thing else. I need not speak of the Executive authority. But con- 

sider the two Houses—the American Parliament. Are the Members of 

the Senate responsible? They may try themselves, and if found guilty 7 

| on impeachment, are to be only removed from office. In England the 

greatest characters are brought to the block for their sinister admin- | 

istration. They have a power there, not to dismiss them from office, 

‘but from life, for mal-practices. The King himself cannot pardon in- — 

this case.!8 How does it stand with respect to your lower House? You 

have but ten; whatever number may be there, six is a majority.—Will
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your country afford no temptation, no money to corrupt them? Cannot 
six fat places be found to accommodate them? They may, after the 
first Congress, take any place. There will be a multiplicity of places. 
Suppose they corruptly obtain places. Where will you find them to. | 
punish them? At the farthest parts of the Union. In the ten miles — 
square; or within a State where there is a strong hold. What are you | 
to do when these men return from Philadelphia? Two things are to | - 

_ be done. To detect the offender and bring him to punishment. You 
will find it difficult to do either. In England the proceedings are openly | 

| transacted. They deliver their opinions freely and openly.—They do a 
not fear all Europe. Compare it to this. You cannot detect the guilty. 

| _ The publication from time to time is merely optional in them. They 
_ may prolong the period, or suppress it altogether under pretence of 

its being necessary to be kept secret. The yeas and nays will avail 
| nothing. Is the publication daily? It may be a year, or once ina century. — | 

I know this would be an unfair construction in the common concerns 
of life. But it would satisfy the words of the Constitution. It would be 

, some security were it once a year, or even once in two years. When 
, the new election comes on, unless you detect them, what becomes of 

your responsibility? Will they discover their guilt when they wish to be | 
_ re-elected? This would suppose them to be not only bad, but foolish | 

| men. In pursuit of responsibility, have you a right to scrutinize into | 
the conduct of your Representatives? Can any man who conceives | 
himself injured, go and demand a sight of their journals? But it will . . 

_ be told that I am suspicious. I am answered to every question, that _ | 
they will be good men. In England they see daily what is doing in | | 
Parliament. They will hear from their Parliament in one thirty-ninth _ 

| part of the time, that we will hear from Congress in this scattered _ | 
country. Let it be proposed in England to lay a poll-tax, or enter into os 
any measure that will injure one part, and produce emoluments to 
another; intelligence will fly quickly as the rays of light to the people— | 
They will instruct their Representatives to oppose it, and will petition 
against it, and get it prevented or redressed instantly. Impeachment | 
follows quickly a violation of duty. Will it be so here? You must detect | 
the offence, and punish the defaulter. How will this be done when | 
you know not the offender, even though he had a previous design to | 

| commit the misdemeanor? Your Parliament will consist of sixty-five. ae 
_ Your share will be ten out of the sixty-five. Will they not take shelter, | 
| by saying, they were in the minority—that the men from New-Hamp- _ 

shire and Kentucky out-voted them?—Thus will responsibility, that 
_ great pillar of a free Government, be taken away. oe | 

The Honorable Gentleman [James Madison] wished to try the ex- |
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periment. Loving his country as he does, he would not surely wish to 

trust its happiness to an experiment, from which much harm, but no 

good may result. | _ | 

_ | will speak another time, and will not fatigue the Committee now. 

I think the friends of the opposition ought to make a pause here; for, 

I can see no safety to my country, if you give up this power. — | 

Mr. Madison,—Mr. Chairman.—The Honorable Member [Patrick — 

- Henry] expresses surprise, that I wished to see an experiment made | 

of a Republican Government; or, that I would risk the happiness of 

my country on an experiment. What is the situation of this country at 

this moment? Is it not rapidly approaching to anarchy? Are not the 

bands of the Union so absolutely relaxed as almost to amount toa 

dissolution? What has produced despotism and tyranny in other parts — 

of the world? Is it not agreed upon all hands, that a reform is nec- 

| essary? If any takes place, will it not be an experiment as well as this 

system? He acknowledges the existing system to be defective. He admits | 

| the necessity of some change. Would not the change he would chuse 

himself, be also an experiment? He has repeated objections which have 

a been already clearly refuted, and which I will therefore pass over. | 

With respect to responsibility, still the Honorable Member thinks, 

: that the House of Representatives and Senate will suffer by a com- a 

| | parison with the British Parliament. I will not repeat the contrast made 

before, which he has not mentioned. He tells us what may be done 

by our Representatives with respect to the admission to offices, and 

insinuates that less may be done in Great-Britain by the Members of 

| Parliament. In this country, by this system, no new office can be taken | 

by a Member of the Government, and if he takes an old one, he loses 

his seat. If the emoluments of any existing office be encreased, he 

cannot take it. How is it in Great-Britain? Any Member may have any 

place. For Parliament may create any new offices they please, or in- 

crease the emoluments of existing offices, and yet the Members may 

| accept any such places. Any Member may accept any office whatever, . 

| and go again into Parliament. Does this comparison militate against 

this system? He tells us the affairs of our country are not alarming. I 

wish this assertion was well founded. I concur with him in rejoicing 

to see the people enlightened and vigilant. I should be happy to see 

. the people paying respect to the laws and magistracy. But is respect 

paid to our laws? Every mans experience will tell him more perhaps 

than any thing I could say. Public and private confidence daily and 

rapidly decrease. Experiments must be made, and in that form which 

we must find most to the interest of our country. |
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Governor Randolph,—Mr. Chairman.—Our attention is summoned 
to this clause respecting the militia, and alarms are thrown out to 
persuade us, that it involves a multiplicity of dangers. It is supposed , 

_ by the Honorable Gentleman lately up [Patrick Henry], and another 
Gentleman [Green Clay], that the clause for calling forth the militia 
to suppress insurrections, repel invasions, and execute the laws of the | 
Union, implies, that instead of using civil force in the first instance, 

the militia are to be called forth to resist petty offenders against the — 
laws. Ought not common sense to be the rule of interpreting this 
Constitution? Is there an exclusion of the civil power? Does it provide 

_ that the laws are to be inforced by military coercion in all cases? No, | 
Sir. All that we are to infer, is, that when the civil power is not suf- 

_ ficient, the militia must be drawn out. Who are they? He [Patrick | 
Henry] says (and I chearfully acquiesce in the rectitude of the asser- 
tion) that they are the bulwark of our liberties. Shall we be afraid that 
the people, this bulwark of freedom, shall turn instruments of slavery? 
The officers are to be appointed by the States. Will you admit that , 
they will act so criminally as to turn against their country? The officers 

_ of the General Government are attached to it, because they derive 
their appointment from it. Admitting the militia officers to be corrupt, 
what is to make them be in favor of the General Government? Will 
not the same reason attach them to the State Governments?—But it is | 
feared that the militia are to be subjected to martial law when not in 

_ service. They are only to be called out in three cases; and only to be 
governed by the authority of Congress when in the actual service of | 
the United States.—So that their articles of war can no longer operate 
upon them, than when in the actual service of the Union. 

Can it be presumed that you can vest the supreme power of the | 
United States with the power of defence, and yet take away this natural 
defence from them? You risk the general defence by withholding this 

_ power. - | | 7 
The Honorable Gentleman [Patrick Henry] speaking of responsibility 

has mistaken facts. He says the King cannot pardon offenders found | 
guilty on impeachment. The King can pardon after impeachment, 
though not before.'® He says further, that in America every thing is 
concealed, whereas in England the operations of the Government are 
openly transacted.—In England those subjects which produce impeach- | 
ments are not opinions. No man ever thought of impeaching a man 
for an opinion. It would be impossible to discover whether the error 
in opinion, resulted from a wilful mistake of the heart, or an invol- 
untary fault of the head. What are the occasions of impeachments 
most commonly? Treaties.—Are these previously known? No. Till after 
they are presented to the public eye, they are not known. Those who
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advised a treaty are not known till then. There ought not to be a 
publication on the subject of negotiations till they are concluded. So 
that when he thinks there is a greater notoriety in this case in England 

than here, I say he is mistaken. There will be as much notoriety in 

America as in England. The spirit of the nation occasions the notoriety 

| | of their political operations, and not any constitutional requisition. = 

The spirit of liberty will not be less predominant in America, I hope, 
than there. With respect to a standing army, I believe there was not) | 
a Member in the Federal Convention, who did not feel indignation at 

such an institution. What remedy then could be provided?—Leave the 

| country defenceless? In order to provide for our defence, and exclude 

| the dangers of a standing army, the general defence is left to those 

| who are the objects of defence. It is left to the militia who will suffer 

| if they become the instruments of tyranny. The General Government 

must have power to call them forth when the general defence requires _ 

| _ it. In order to produce greater security, the State Governments are 

| to appoint the officers. The President, who commands them when in | 

the actual service of the Union, is appointed secondarily by the peo- | 

ple.—This is a further security. Is it not incredible, that men who are 

interested in the happiness of their country, whose friends, relations, — 

and connections, must be involved in the fate of their country, should 

turn against their country? I appeal to every man, whether, if any of 

our own officers were called upon to destroy the liberty of their coun- 

try, he believes they would assent to such an act of suicide? The State 

Governments having the power of appointing them, may elect men 

who are the most remarkable for their virtue and attachment to their 

country. | a 

Mr. George Mason after having read the clause which gives Congress 

power to provide for arming, organizing, and disciplining the militia, 

and governing those in the actual service of the Union,—declared it 

| as his firm belief, that it included the power of annexing punishments, 

and establishing necessary discipline; more especially as the construc- 

tion of this, and every other part of the Constitution, was left to those 

who were to govern. If so, he asked, if Congress could not inflict the 

most ignominious punishments on the most worthy citizens of the 

community? Would freemen submit to such indignant treatment? It 

might be thought a strained construction, but it was no more than 

| - Congress might put upon it. He thought such severities might be ex- 

ercised on the militia, as would make them wish the use of militia to 

be utterly abolished; and assent to the establishment of a standing 

army. He then adverted to the representation, and said it was not 

sufficiently full, to take into consideration the feelings and sentiments
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of all the citizens. He admitted that the nature of the country rendered 
a full representation impracticable. But he strongly urged that im- 

_ practicability as a conclusive reason for granting no powers to the > 
Government, but such as were absolutely indispensable, and these to — 

be most cautiously guarded. He then recurred to the power of im- 
_ peachment. On this subject he entertained great suspicions.—He apol- os 
ogized for being suspicious.—He entered into the world with as few ss 

suspicions as any man. Young men, he said, were apt to think well of | 
every one, till time and experience taught them better. After a treaty | 

_ manifestly repugnant to the interests of the country was made, he : 
asked, how they were to be punished? Suppose it had been made by __ 

_ the means of bribery and corruption.—Suppose they had received 
100,000 guineas, or louis d’ors, from a foreign nation, for consenting __ , 

to a treaty; how was the truth to be come at? Corruption and bribery 
of that kind had happened in other Governments, and might in this. 

_ The House of Representatives were to impeach them. The Senators . 
_ were to try themselves. If a majority of them were guilty of the crime, | 
would they pronounce themselves guilty? Yet, says he, this is called | : 
responsibility. —He wished to know in what court the Members of the 
Government were to be tried for the commission of indictable offences, | 
or injuries to individuals? He acknowledged himself to be no lawyer; oe 

_ but he thought he could see, that they could neither be tried in the | 
State or Federal Courts. The only means therefore of bringing them _ oe 
to punishment must be by a court appointed by law: And the law to. | 

_ punish them must also be made by themselves. By whom is it to be 
made, demanded he? By the very men who are interested in not in- 
flicting punishment. Yet, says he, though they make the law, and fix | 
the punishment to be inflicted on themselves, it is called responsibility. | 
If the Senators do not agree to the law, it will not be made, and thus a 

they will escape altogether.—(Mr. Mason then animadverted on the | | 
_ ultimate controul of Congress over the elections; and was proceeding a 

to prove that it was dangerous; when he was called to order by Mr. , 

_ Nicholas, for departing from the clause under consideration.—A des- 
ultory conversation ensued, and Mr. Mason was permitted to proceed. | 

| He was of opinion, that the controul over elections tended to destroy | 
_ responsibility. He declared he had endeavoured to discover whether 

_ this power was really necessary, or what was the necessity of vesting 
it in the Government; but that he could find no good reason for giving 

_. it. That the reasons suggested were, that in case the States should) _ | 
refuse or neglect to make regulations; or in case they should be pre- | 
vented from making regulations by rebellion or invasion, then the 
General Government should interpose.)—Mr. Mason then proceeded its
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thus.—If there be any other cases I would be glad to know them; for 
I know them not. If there be no other, why not confine them to these 

| cases? But the power here, as in a thousand other instances, is without 
| reason.—I have no power, which any other person can take from me. 

I have no right of representation, if they can take it from me. I say 
_ therefore, that Congress may by this claim, take away the right of 

| representation; or render it nugatory, despicable, or oppressive. It is 
at least argumentative, that what may be done will be done, and that 

| a favourite point will be done by those who can. | | 
Suppose the State of Virginia should adopt such regulations as 

| | Gentlemen say (and in which I accord with all my heart) and divide 
the State into ten districts. Suppose then that Congress should order 
instead of this, that the elections should be held in the borough of 
Norfolk. Will any man say, that any man in Frederick or Berkeley 
county, would have any share in this Representation, if the Members 

| were chosen in Norfolk? Nay, I might go further and say, that the 
elections for all the States might be had in New-York, and then we 
should have to go so far that the privilege would be lost altogether; 

for but few Gentlemen could afford to go thither. Some of the best 
friends of the Constitution have advocated that the elections should 
be in one place. This power is not necessary, and is capable of great 

abuse. It ought to be confined to the particular cases in which they 
assert it to be necessary. Whatever Gentlemen may think of the op- 
position, I will never agree to give any power which I conceive to be 

| dangerous. | | 
| I have doubts on another point. The fifth section, of the first article, 

| provides, “That each House shall keep a journal of its proceedings, 

and from time to time publish the same, excepting such parts as may, 
in their judgment, require secrecy.”” This enables them to keep the | 

| negotiations about treaties secret. Under this veil they may conceal any 
| thing and every thing. Why not insert words that would exclude am- 

| biguity and danger? The words of the Confederation, that defective _ 
system, are, in this respect, more eligible. What are they? In the last 

_ clause of the ninth article it provides, ‘“That Congress shall publish 
the journal of their proceedings monthly, except such parts thereof 
relating to treaties, alliances, or military operations, as in their judg- 
ment require secrecy.” The proceedings by that system are to be pub- | 
lished monthly, except certain exceptions. These are proper guards. 

| It is not so here. On the contrary they may conceal what they please. 
Instead of giving information, they will produce suspicion. You cannot 

_. discover the advocates of their iniquitous acts. This is an additional 
defect of responsibility. Neither House can adjourn without the con-
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sent of the other for more than three days. This is no Parliamentary 
rule. It is untrodden ground, and appears to me liable to much ex- 
ception. 

The Senators are chosen for six years. They are not recallable for 
those six years, and are re-eligible at the end of the six years. It stands _ 
on a very different ground from the Confederation. By that system 
they were only elected for one year, might be recalled, and were in- 
capable of re-election.” But in the new Constitution, instead of being 
elected for one, they are chosen for six years. They cannot be recalled 
in all that time for any misconduct, and at the end of that long term 
may again be elected. What will be the operation of this? Is it not 
probable, that those Gentlemen who will be elected Senators will fix 

| themselves in the federal town, and become citizens of that town more > 7 

than of our State? They will purchase a good seat in or near the town, — | 
and become inhabitants of that place.—Will it not be then in the power | 
of the Senate to worry the House of Representatives into any thing? 

They will be a continually existing body. They will exercise those mach- — 
inations and contrivances, which the many have always to fear from 

_ the few. The House of Representatives is the only check on the Senate, 
with their enormous powers. But by that clause you give them the 
power of worrying the House of Representatives into a compliance 
with any measure. The Senators living at the spot will feel no incon- | 
venience from long sessions, as they will vote themselves handsome | 
pay, without incurring any additional expences. Your Representatives 
are on a different ground, from their shorter continuance in office. | 
The Gentlemen from Georgia are six or seven hundred miles from 
home, and wish to go home. The Senate taking advantage of this, by 

_ Stopping the other House from adjourning, may worry them into any |’ 
thing. These are my doubts, and I think the provision not consistent 
with the usual Parliamentary modes. | 

Mr. Lee, of Westmoreland,—Mr. Chairman.—I am anxious to know | 
| the truth on this great occasion. I was in hopes of receiving true 

information, but have been disappointed. I have heard suspicions | 
against possibility, and not against probability. As to the distinction 

_ which lies between the Gentlemen for and against the Constitution: 
In the first place most of the arguments the latter use, pay no regard 
to the necessity of the Union, which is our object. In the next place | 
they use contradictory arguments. It may be remembered, that we were _ 
told there was great danger of an Aristocracy governing this country; | 
for that their wages would be so low, that the rich alone could serve. | 
And what does another Gentleman [George Mason] say? That the price | 

_ will be so high, that they will fix themselves comfortably in office, and
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by their power and extravagant emoluments ruin us.—Ought we to 
adduce arguments like these, which imply a palpable contradiction? 
We ought to use arguments capable of discussion. 

I beg leave to make some reply to what the Honorable Gentleman 
over the way [Patrick Henry] said. He rose with great triumph and 
exultation, saying, that we had conceded, that the Government was 

national. The Honorable Gentleman is so little used to triumph on 

the grounds of reasoning, that he suffers himself to be quite captivated 

by the least appearance of victory. What reason had he to say, that 

we admitted it to be a national Government? We agree that the sword 

and the purse are in the hands of the General Government for different 

designated purposes. What had the Honorable Member [| James Mad- 

- ison] conceded? That the objects of the Government were general, as 

designated in that system, equally affecting the interests of the people 

of every State. This was the sole concession, and which by no means 
warrants his conclusion. Then why did the Honorable Gentleman seize | 
it as a victory? Does he mean to object to the Constitution by putting 

words into our mouths which we never uttered? Did that Gentleman 

| say, that the happiness of the people depended on the private virtues 

: of the Members of the Government, and not on its construction? Did 

any Gentleman admit this, as he insinuated? No, Sir, we never admitted | 

such a conclusion. Why then take up the time of this House in de- 

- claiming on words we never said? We say, that it will secure our liberty 

- and happiness, and that it is so constructed and organized, that we 

need apprehend no danger. 
But says he, the creature destroys the creator. How has he proved 

it? By his bare assertion. By ascribing infinitude to powers clearly lim- 

ited and defined, for certain designated purposes. I shall not repeat 

the arguments which have fully refuted this idea of the Honorable 

Gentleman. | 

But Gentlemen say, that we must apply to the militia to execute the 

constitutional laws, without the interposition of the civil power, and _ 

that a military officer is to be substituted to the Sheriff in all cases. 

This unwarrantable objection is urged, like many others, to produce 

the rejection of this Government, though contrary to reason.—What 

is the meaning of the clause under debate? Does not their explanation 

violate the natural meaning of language? Is it to be inferred, that when 

the laws are not opposed, judgments must be executed by the militia? 

| Is this the right and liberal way of discussing the general national 

objects? I am astonished that Gentlemen should attempt to impose so 

, absurd a construction upon us. 
The Honorable Gentleman last up [George Mason] says, that or-
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ganizing the militia gives Congress power to punish them when not in 
: the actual service of the Government. The Gentleman is mistaken in | 

the meaning of the word organization; to explain which would un- _ 7 
necessarily take up time. Suffice it to say, it does not include the 
infliction of punishments. The militia will be subject to the common | | 
regulations of war when in actual service. But not in time of peace. a | 

But the Honorable Gentleman said, there is danger of an abuse of | | 
the power, and attempted to exemplify. Any delegated power may be 
abused. It would be civil and candid in those Gentlemen who inveigh — | 
against this Constitution with such malignity, to shew in what manner 7 
adequate powers can be given without a possibility of being abused. 
It appears to me to be as well secured as it can be, and that the ms 
alterations he proposes would involve many disadvantages. I cannot 

| then but conclude, that this Government will, in my opinion, secure | 
our liberty and happiness, without any alteration. : | | 

| Mr. Clay made several remarks, but he spoke too low. He admitted 
that he might be mistaken with respect to the exclusion of the civil 

_. power in executing the laws. As it was insinuated that he was not under _ | 
the influence of common sense in making the objection, his error might _ me | 
result from his deficiency in that respect. But he thought that another 

| Gentleman [Henry Lee] was as deficient in common decency, as he a 
was in common sense. He was not, however, convinced that the civil _ i 
power would be employed. If it was meant that the militia should not 

_ be called out to execute the laws in all cases, why were they not satisfied _ | 
with the words, ‘‘repel invasions, suppress insurrections?”’ He thought 
the word insurrection included every opposition to the laws; and if so, 
it would be sufficient to call them forth to suppress insurrections, 
without mentioning that they were to execute the laws of the Union. | . 

, He added, that although the militia officers were appointed by the we 
_ State Governments, yet as they were sworn to obey the superior power : , 

of Congress, no check or security would result from their nomination 
of them. . ce - oie | 

~ Mr. Madison,—Mr. Chairman.—I cannot think that the explanation | 
of the Gentleman last up, is founded in reason. It does not say that | : 
the militia shall be called out in all cases, but in certain cases. There 

_ are cases in which the execution of the laws may require the operation | 
of militia, which cannot be said to be an invasion or insurrection.— __ | 
There may be a resistance to the laws which cannot be termed an 
insurrection. _ | a | ee ws 

_ My honorable friend over the way has opened a new source of — a 
arguments. He has introduced the assertions of Gentlemen out of |
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doors.?! If we thus depart from regularity, we will never be able to_ 

. come to a decision. 7 | 

If there be any Gentleman who is a friend to the Government, and 

says, that the elections may, or ought to be held in one place, he is — 

an enemy to it on that ground.—With respect to the time, place, and 

manner of elections, I cannot think, notwithstanding the apprehensions 

| of the Honorable Gentleman, that there is any danger, or if abuse 

should take place, that there is not sufficient security.—If all the people 

of the United States should be directed to go to elect in one place,. 

the Members of the Government would be execrated for the infamous 

regulation. Many would go to trample them under foot for their con- 

duct—and they would be succeeded by men who would remove it. They 

would not dare to meet the universal hatred and detestation of the 

| people, and run the risk of the certain dreadful consequences. We 

must keep within the compass of human probability. If a possibility | 

be the cause of objection, we must object to every Government in 

America. But the Honorable Gentleman may say, that better guards 

may be provided. Let us consider the objection. The power of regu- 

lating the time, place, and manner of elections, must be vested some 

where. It could not be fixed in the Constitution without involving great _ 

| inconveniences.—They could then have no authority to adjust the reg- 

ulations to the changes of circumstances. The question then is, whether 

| it ought to be fixed unalterably in the State Governments, or subject | 

| to the controul of the General Government. Is it not obvious, that the 

General Government would be destroyed without this controul? It has 

already been demonstrated that it will produce many conveniences. — 

| | Have we not sufficient security against abuse? Consider fully the prin- 

| ciples of the Government. The sum of the powers given up by the 

| people of Virginia is divided into two classes. One to the Federal and — a 

| the other to the State Government. Each is subdivided in three — 

branches. These may be kept independent of each other in the one 

| as well as the other. In this system they are as distinct as is consistent : 

with good policy. This, in my opinion, instead of diminishing, increases 

the security of liberty more than any Government that ever was. For | 

the powers of Government which in every other country are given to | 

| one body, are here given to two; and are favourable to public liberty. 

| With respect to secrecy, if every thing in which it is necessary, could | 

be enumerated, I would have no objection to mention them. All the — 

State Legislatures can keep secret what they think ought to be con- 

cealed. The British House of Commons can do it. They are in this | 

respect under much less restraint than Congress. There never was any | 

Legislative Assembly without a discretionary power of concealing im-
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portant transactions, the publication of which might be detrimental to 
_ the community. There can be no real danger as long as the Government : 
_ 1s constructed on such principles. | : oe 7 

He [George Mason] objects also to the clause respecting adjourn- 
ment, that neither House shall, without the consent of the other, ad- 

journ for more than three days. It was before remarked, that if a | 
difference should take place between the two Houses about the time Oo 
of adjournment, the President could still determine it: From which no 
danger could arise, as he is chosen in a secondary degree by the people, 
and would consequently fix no time which would be repugnant to the 

| sense of the Representatives of the people. Another, and more satis- 
factory answer is this: Suppose the Senate wished to chain down the | 
House of Representatives, what is to hinder them from going home? 
How bring them back again? It would be contrary to the spirit of the 
Constitution to impede the operations of the Government, perhaps at | 
a critical period. I cannot conceive that such difference will often 
happen. Were the Senate to attempt to prevent an adjournment, it 

_ would but serve to irritate the Representatives, without having the | r 
intended effect, as the President could adjourn them. There will not oe 
be occasion for the continual residence of the Senators at the seat of 
Government. What business have they more than the House of Rep- 
resentatives? The appointment of officers and treaties. With respect | 
to the appointment of officers, a law may be made to grant it to the : 
President alone. It must be supposed there will be but few and sub- 
ordinate officers to be appointed, as the principal offices will be filled. 
It is to be observed, that the President, when vacancies happen during 
the recess of the Senate, may fill them up till it meets. With respect 
to treaties, the occasions of forming them will not be many, and will _ 
make but a small proportion of their time of session. _ 
Mr. Clay wished to know the instances where an opposition to the | 

laws did not come within the idea of an insurrection. | 
Mr. Madison replied, that a riot did not come within the legal def- 

inition of an insurrection. There might be riots to oppose the execution | 
of the laws, which the civil power might not be sufficient to quell. This 
was one case, and there might probably be other cases. He referred _ 
to the candour of the Committee, whether the militia could ever be 
used to destroy themselves. | 

The Committee then rose—And on motion, Resolved, That this Con- 
vention will, to-morrow, again resolve itself into a Committee of the | 
whole Convention, to take into farther consideration, the proposed 
Constitution of Government. |
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And then the Convention adjourned until to-morrow morning, nine 

o’clock. | 

(a) Sir William Keith. 

1. For the state of Edmund Pendleton’s health, which caused him to miss this session, . 

- see his 2 June address, note 3 (RCS:Va., 911-12). The manuscript Journal does not | 

mention that he did not attend this day. | | 

2. Tyler (17 47-1813), a Charles City County lawyer, served in the House of Delegates, 

1778-86 (speaker, 1781-85). He was a judge of the Court of Admiralty, 1776, 1786— 

88; the General Court, 1788-1808; and the U.S. District Court for Virginia, 1811-13. 

To accept the federal judgeship, Tyler resigned the governorship which he had held 

since 1808. His son John became U.S. President on the death of William Henry Harrison 

in 1841. 
| 3. In 1788, as provided for in the South Carolina constitution of 1778, the city of 

Charleston (consisting of two parishes) had 30 (or 14.9 percent) of the 202 seats in the 

state House of Representatives. With only 6.1 percent of the non-slave population (based 

on the 1790 federal census), Charleston was overrepresented; other lowcountry parishes 

were also overrepresented. The constitution of 1778, however, provided that reappor- 

: tionment was to take place ‘“‘at the expiration of seven years” (and every fourteen years 

thereafter), “in the most equal and just manner according to the particular and com- a 

parative strength and taxable property of the different parts of the same, regard being 

always had to the number of white inhabitants and such taxable property” (Thorpe, VI, | 

3251, 3252). 
In 1784 the House of Representatives passed a bill calling a constitutional convention, 

which would, among other things, probably consider reapportionment. The Senate, how- 

ever, defeated the bill. In 1785 reapportionment, as provided for by the state consti- 

tution, did not take place, and the Senate struck down a second bill to call a convention. 

. The Senate defeated a third attempt in 1787, but in 1789 a convention was finally called. 

The convention adopted a constitution in 1790 which gave Charleston 15 (or 12.1 

percent) of the 124 seats in the House (#bid., 3258). 

4. Article VI of the Massachusetts constitution (1780) granted the governor the power 

to adjourn the legislature for up to ninety days if the two houses disagreed over “‘the 

necessity, expediency, or time of adjournment” (Thorpe, III, 1901). 

5. Since the early days of Parliament, the knights of the shire and the burgesses were 

entitled to have their expenses paid by their constituents. During the reign of Edward 

II (1307-1327), compensation was fixed by the writs of de levandis expensis (raising 

expenses) at four shillings a day for knights and two for burgesses. The knights and 

burgesses, however, could make private arrangements for more or less expenses. For 

the most part, these writs ceased to be issued after the reign of Henry VIII (1509- 

1547), although at least one member of the House of Commons received payment as 

late as 1681. High property qualifications—£600 a year for the county and £300 a year 

for the borough (1710)—made the payment of expenses unnecessary because the persons 

who met these qualifications were well-to-do and did not need to be reimbursed (Theo- 

dore F. T. Plucknett, Taswell-Langmead’s English Constitutional History from the Teutonic 

| Conquest to the Present Time (11th ed., London, 1960], 204-5, 578-79). 

| 6. See at note 5 (above). | | 

7. In 1661, and later in 1671 and 1678, the House of Commons reasserted a privilege 

that it had held since 1407, namely, that it should originate money bills. The Commons 

also insisted that the House of Lords could neither alter nor amend money bills, but 

the Commons admitted in 1671 and 1689 that the Lords had a right to reject money 

bills. In general, however, the Lords were reluctant to reject money bills because the 

Crown would be deprived of supplies (Plucknett, Taswell-Langmead's English Constitu-
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| tional History, 187-88, 196, 432, 547—48; and W. C. Costin and J. Steven Watson, The oo 
Law and Working of the Constitution: Documents, 1660-1914 [2nd ed., 2 vols., London, 

~ 1961-1964], I, 153-54). | - | | | 
8. The constitutions of seven states specifically mention money bills. In South Carolina, | 

Virginia, Maryland, and New Jersey, the Senate or Legislative Council could neither eg 8S 
alter nor amend money bills, although they could be rejected. In Massachusetts, New 7 : 
Hampshire, and Delaware, the Senate or Legislative Council could alter or amend money 

: bills (Thorpe, I, 563; III, 1692-93, 1694-95, 1899; IV, 2462; V, 2596; VI, 3252; and 
RCS:Va., 534). Both the New Hampshire constitution and the U.S. Constitution bor- — 

| rowed the language of the Massachusetts constitution which stated that ‘‘the senate may 
propose or concur with amendments, as on other bills.” : ae oe 

9. See note 7 (above). | | BS : _ on 
_ 10. There were two delegates named Clay in the Convention, Green Clay of Madison 

_ County, Kentucky, and Charles Clay of Bedford County, both of whom voted against 
ratification of the Constitution. The speaker was probably Green Clay (1757-1826), a 
member of the House of Delegates, 1787-90. As a former Revolutionary officer, Clay’s. 

: interest in the militia, the topic under discussion, was understandable. Moreover, Clay a 
had a keen interest in the militia when he sat in the House of Delegates. Charles Clay 

_ (c. 1744-c. 1824) was an Anglican minister, and it is likely that stenographer David | 
Robertson would have identified him as the Reverend Clay. ee | 

— . » Jl, In “A Short Discourse on the Present State of the Colonies in America, with — . 
- Respect to the Interest of Great Britain,” Sir William Keith (1680-1749), the former _ 

governor of Pennsylvania (1717-26), questioned “how far it would consist with good | 
Policy, to accustom all the able Men in the Colonies to be well exercised in Arms.” : 

_ Instead, it was “more adviseable,” Keith argued, “‘to keep up a small regular Force in 
a each Province, which on Occasion might be readily augmented; so that in Case of a 

War, or Rebellion, the whole of the regular Troops om the Continent, might without 
Loss of Time be united or distributed at Pleasure.” 7 | woe | | 

“A Short Discourse” was presented to George II in 1728, the year that Keith returned 
to England, and it was printed, along with several of Keith’s other reports on colonial | 
matters, in A Collection of Papers and Other Tracts, Written Occasionally on Various Subjects. , 
To Which is Prefixed, by Way of Preface, An Essay on the Nature of a Publick Spirit [London, - 
1740], 180. | 7 | | 

| 12. See ‘Cassius’ III, 23 April, note 3 (RCS:Va., 753). ae nt . . 
13. See Convention Debates, 9 June (RCS:Va., 1066). — . 
14. The most recent laws providing for the arming of the militia were enacted in | 

1782, 1784, and 1786 (Hening, XI, 174, 479-80; XII, 12-13. For a 1787 act amending a 
the 1786 act, see Hening, XII, 432.). _ : | | 

15. See Madison’s “Notes on Ancient and Modern Confederacies” for references to 
Holland and Germany (Rutland, Madison, IX, 11-22). | - 

16. These amounts, which applied to landed estates, were fixed by an act adopted in 
| 1710 (Costin and Watson, The Law and Working of the Constitution, I, 117~—18). See note | 

5, above, for the impact of this act. oe . . 
| 17. Shays’s Rebellion. eS | 

18. Henry. was probably referring two well-known cases during the reign of Charles — | | 
II. In 1667 Edward Hyde, Earl of Clarendon—Lord Chancellor and chief minister to : 
Charles—fled England fearing a charge of impeachment for high treason. Parliament . 
passed an act ordering him to return and surrender himself for trial, within a specified 
time; otherwise, he would be banished for life. If Clarendon returned after the specified 
time, he was subject to the penalties of high treason and could not be pardoned, except 
by an act of Parliament (Plucknett, Taswell-Langmead’s Constitutional Fitstory of England, - 

| 532). | : ae 
In 1679 both houses of Parliament challenged Charles II for using his pardoning 

power to prevent the impeachment of Thomas, Earl of Danby, the Lord High Treasurer. |
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The Act of Settlement (1701) affirmed the position of Parliament. The act, however, 

did not prevent the King from pardoning after conviction. (For a lengthier discussion 

of this case, see James Monroe, Some Observations, c. 25 May, RCS:Va., 876-77, note 7.) | 

19. See the second paragraph of note 18 (immediately above). | : 

20. According to Article V of the Articles of Confederation, delegates to Congress 

| were elected for a term of one year, could serve no more than three years during any 

six-year period, and could be recalled by their state legislatures (CDR, 87). | 

| 21. For George Mason’s references to Robert Morris and John Adams, see Convention 

Debates, 11 June (RCS:Va., 1156-57, 1158). | | 

The Virginia Convention Oo | 

- Monday | 

| 16 June 1788 

| Debates | | | 

| | The Convention according to the order of the day, again resolved 

| itself into a Committee of the whole Convention, to take into farther 

consideration, the proposed plan of Government.—Mr. Wythe in the 

Chair. | | 
(The 8th section still under consideration.) | 

Mr. Henry thought it necessary and proper that they should take a 

collective view of this whole section, and revert again to the first clause. 

He adverted to the clause which gives Congress the power of raising 

armies, and proceeded as follows. To me this appears a very alarming ~ 

power, when unlimitted. They are not only to raise, but to support 

armies; and this support is to go to the utmost abilities of the United 

| States. If Congress shall say, that the general welfare requires it, they 

may keep armies continually on foot. There is no controul on Congress 

in raising or stationing them. They may billet them on the people at 

pleasure. This unlimitted authority is a most dangerous power: Its 

principles are despotic. If it be unbounded, it must lead to despotism. 

For the power of the people in a free Government, is supposed to be 

| paramount to the existing power. | 

We shall be told, that in England, the King, Lords, and Commons, 

have this power—That armies can be raised by the Prince alone, with- 

out the consent of the people. How does this apply here? Is this 

- Government to place us in the situation of the English? Should we - 

suppose this Government to resemble King, Lords, and Commons, we 

of this State, should be like an English county. An English county | 

cannot controul the Government. Virginia cannot controul the Gov- 

ernment of Congress no more than the county of Kent can controul 

that of England. Advert to the power thoroughly. One of our first _
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complaints under the former Government, was the quarterring of | 
troops upon us. This was one of the principal reasons for dissolving 
the connection with Great-Britain. Here we may have troops in time 
of peace. They may be billeted in any manner—to tyrannize, oppress, — 
and crush us. | | | | 

We are told, we are afraid to trust ourselves.—That our own Rep- 
resentatives—Congress, will not exercise their powers oppressively.— 

That we will not enslave ourselves.—That the militia cannot enslave | 
themselves, &c. Who has enslaved France, Spain, Germany, Turkey, : 

and other countries which groan under tyranny? They have been en- — 
slaved by the hands of their own people. If it will be so in America, 

| it will be only as it has been every where else. I am still persuaded 
_ that the power of calling forth the militia to execute the laws of the | 
Union, &c. is dangerous.—We requested the Gentleman [James Mad- 
ison] to shew the cases where the militia would be wanting to execute 
the laws. Have we received a satisfactory answer? When we consider 

this part, and compare it to other parts, which declare that Congress 

may declare war; and that the President shall command the: regular 
troops, militia, and navy, we will find great danger. Under the order 
of Congress, they shall suppress insurrections.—Under the order of 
Congress, they shall be called to execute the laws. It will result of 

course, that this is to be a Government of force. Look at the part | 
which speaks of excises and you will recollect, that those who are to 
collect excises and duties, are to be aided by military force. They have 

power to call them out, and to provide for arming, organizing, and | | 

disciplining them.—Consequently they are to make militia laws for this _ | 
State.—The Honorable Gentleman [James Madison] has said, that the © 
militia should be called forth to quell riots. Have we not seen this | 
business go on very well to this day, without military force? It is a long | 

| established principle of the common law of England, that civil force 
is sufficient to quell riots. To what length may it not be carried? A 
law may be made, that if twelve men assemble, if they do not disperse, 

they may be fired upon. I think it is so in England.! Does not this part 
of the paper bear a strong aspect? The Honorable Gentleman, from 
his knowledge, was called upon to shew the instances, and he told us : 

the militia may be called out to quell riots.—They may make the militia © 
travel, and act under a Colonel, or perhaps under a Constable. Who | 
are to determine whether it be a riot or not? Those who are to execute 

| the laws of the union? If they have power to execute their laws in this | | 
-manner, in what situation are we placed?—Your men who go to Con- 
gress are not restrained by a Bill of Rights. They are not restrained 
from inflicting unusual and severe punishments: Though the Bill of
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| Rights of Virginia forbids it—What will be the consequence? They may 

inflict the most cruel and ignominious punishments on the militia, and 

they will tell you it is necessary for their discipline. | 

Give me leave to ask another thing. Suppose an exciseman will de- 

mand leave to enter your cellar or house, by virtue of his office; per- 

haps he may call on the militia to enable him to go. If Congress be 

informed of it, will they give you redress? They will tell you, that he | 

| is executing the laws under the authority of the continent at large, 

which must be obeyed; for that the Government cannot be carried on | 

without exercising severity. If, without any reservation of rights, or 

controul, you are contented to give up your rights, I am not. There 

is no principle to guide the Legislature to restrain them from inflicting 

the utmost severity of punishment. Will Gentlemen voluntarily give up | 

their liberty? With respect to calling the militia to execute every ex- | 

ecution indiscriminately, it is unprecedented. Have we ever seen it 

done in any free country? Was it ever so in the mother country? It 

never was so in any well regulated country. It is a Government of 

force, and the genius of despotism expressly. It is not proved that this 

| power is necessary; and if it be unnecessary, shall we give it up? 

| Mr. Madison,—Mr. Chairman.—I will endeavor to follow the rule of 

the House; but must pay due attention to the observations which fell 

from the Gentleman. I should conclude, from abstracted reasoning, — 

that they were ill founded. I should think, that if there were any object, 

which the General Government ought to command, it would be the 

direction of the national forces. And as the force which lies in militia 

| is most safe, the direction of that part ought to be submitted to, in 

order to render another force unnecessary. The power objected to is 

necessary, because it is to be employed for national purposes. It is 

| necessary to be given to every Government. This is not opinion, but 

fact. The highest authority may be given;—That the want of such au- 

thority in the Government protracted the late war, and prolonged its 

calamities. | 

He [Patrick Henry] says, that one ground of complaint at the be- 

ginning of the revolution, was, that a standing army was quartered 

upon us. This was not the whole complaint. We complained because 

it was done without the local authority of this country,—without the 

| consent of the people of America. As to the exclusion of standing 

armies in the Bills of Rights of the States, we shall find, that though 

in one or two of them, there is something like a prohibition, yet in 

most of them it is only provided, that no armies shall be kept up 

without the Legislative authority; that is, without the consent of the 

community itself.2 Where is the impropriety of saying we shall have
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| an army if necessary? Does not the notoriety of this constitute security? 
If inimical nations were to fall upon us when defenceless, what would 
be the consequence? Would it be wise to say, that we should have no ) 
defence? Give me leave to say, that the only possible way to provide _ | 
against standing armies, is, to make them unnecessary. The way todo 
this, is to organize and discipline our militia, so as to render them 7 
capable of defending the country against external invasions, and in- 
ternal insurrections. But it is urged, that abuses may happen.—How . 
is it possible to answer objections against possibility of abuses? It must 
strike every logical reasoner, that these cannot be entirely provided | 
against. I really thought that the objection to the militia was at an end. _ | 
Was there ever a Constitution, in which, if authority was vested, it ho | 

| must not have been executed by force, if resisted? Was it not in the | 
contemplation of this State, when contemptuous proceedings were ex- 

_ pected, to recur to something of this kind? How is it possible to have | 
a more proper resource than this? That the laws of every country ought — 

| to be executed, cannot be denied. That force must be used if necessary, __ 
cannot be denied. Can any Government be established, that will answer _ - 
any purpose whatever, unless force be provided for executing its laws? 
The Constitution does not say that a standing army shall be called out : 

_ to execute the laws. Is not this a more proper way? The militia ought vee 
_ to be called forth to suppress smugglers. Will this be denied? The case | | 

actually happened at Alexandria. There were a number of smugglers, _ - 
who were too formidable for the civil power to overcome. The militia 
quelled the sailors, who, otherwise, would have perpetrated their in- | 
tentions.* Should a number of smugglers have a number of ships, the | 
militia ought to be called forth to quell them. We do not know but | 
what there may be combinations of smugglers in Virginia hereafter. 
We all know the use made of the Isle of Man. It was a general de- 

_ positary of contraband goods. The Parliament found the evil so great, = 
as to render it necessary to wrest it out of the hands of its possessor.‘ | 

The Honorable Gentleman says, it is a Government of force. If he _ 
means military force, the clause under consideration proves the con- 
trary. There never was a Government without force. What is the mean- 

| ing of Government? An institution to make people do their duty. A 
Government leaving it to a man to do his duty, or not, as he pleases, | 

_ would be a new species of Government, or rather no Government at | 
all. The ingenuity of the Gentleman is remarkable, in introducing the | 
riot-act of Great-Britain.5—That act has no connection, or analogy, to 
any regulation of the militia: Nor is there any thing in the Constitution — 
to warrant the General Government to make such an act. It never was 
a complaint in Great-Britain, that the militia could be called forth. If. -
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riots should happen, the militia are proper to quell it, to prevent a 

resort to another mode.—As to the infliction of ignominious punish- 

| ments, we have no ground of alarm, if we consider the circumstances | 

of the people at large. There will be no punishments so ignominious 

as have been inflicted already. The militia law of every State to the 

north of Maryland, is less rigorous than the particular law of this State.° 

If a change be necessary to be made by the General Government, it 

will be in our favor. I think that the people of those States would not 

agree to be subjected to a more harsh punishment than their own 

militia laws inflict. An observation fell from a Gentleman, on the same 

side with myself, which deserves to be attended to. If we be dissatisfied _ 

with the national Government—If we should choose to renounce it, 

this is an additional safe-guard to our defence. I conceive that we are 

peculiarly interested in giving the General Government as extensive 

means as possible to protect us. If there be a particular discrimination 

between places in America, the Southern States are, from their situ- — 

ation and circumstances, most interested in giving the national Gov- 

| ernment the power of protecting its members.—(Here Mr. Madison 

made some other observations; but spoke so very low, that his meaning 

| could not be comprehended.)—An act passed a few years ago, in this | 

State, to enable the Government to call forth the militia to enforce 

the laws, when a powerful combination should take place to oppose 

them.’ This is the same power which the Constitution is to have. There 

_ is a great deal of difference between calling forth the militia, when a 

combination is formed to prevent the execution of the laws, and the | 

Sheriff or Constable carrying with him a body of militia to execute 

them in the first instance; which is a construction not warranted by | 

| the clause. There is an act also in this State, empowering the officers 

| of the customs to summon any persons to assist them when they meet 

with obstruction in executing their duty.* This shews the necessity of 

| giving the Government power to call forth the militia when the laws 

are resisted. It is a power vested in every Legislature in the Union, | 

and which is necessary to every Government.—He then moved, that 

the Clerk should read those acts,—which were accordingly read. 

Mr. George Mason asked to what purpose these laws were read? The _ 

objection was, that too much power was given to Congress,—power 

| that would finally destroy the State Governments, more effectually by | 

insidious under handed means, than such as could be openly practised. _ 

This, said he, is the opinion of many worthy men, not only in this 

Convention, but in all parts of America. These laws could only shew, 

| that the Legislature of this State could pass such acts. He thought they _ 

militated against the cession of this power to Congress, because the
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_ State Governments could call forth the militia when necessary, so as 
to compel a submission to the laws; and as they were competent to it, 

_ Congress ought not to have the power. The meeting of three or four 
_ persons might be called an insurrection; and the militia might be called 

out to disperse them. He was not satisfied with the explanation of the | 
word organization, by a Gentleman in the military line (Mr. Lee.) He 
thought they were not confined to the technical explanation. But that | 
Congress could inflict severe and ignominious punishments on the 

_ militia, as a necessary incident to the power of organizing and disci- | 
plining them. The Gentleman [James Madison] had said there was no 

| danger, because the laws respecting the militia were less rigid in the 
other States than this. This was no conclusive argument. His fears, as _ 
he had before expressed, were, that grievous punishments would be 
inflicted in order to render the service disagreeable to the militia them- 

_ selves, and induce them to wish its abolition, which would afford a | 
| pretence for establishing a standing army. He was convinced the State 

Governments ought to have the controul of the militia, except when 
they were absolutely necessary for general purposes. The Gentleman 
had said, that they would be only subject to martial law, when in actual 

_ service. He demanded what was to hinder Congress from inflicting it | 
always, and making a general law for the purpose? If so, said he, it | 
must finally produce, most infallibly, the annihilation of the State Gov- 

_ernments. These were his apprehensions; but he prayed God they 
might be groundless. | | : 

Mr. Madison replied, that the obvious explanation was, that the States 
were to appoint the officers, and govern all the militia except that part => 

_ which was called into the actual service of the United States. He asked, 
if powers were given to the General Government, if we must not give | | 
it executive power to use it? The vice of the old system was, that | 
Congress could not execute the powers nominally vested in them. If | 
the contested clause were expunged, this system would have nearly the 
same defect. 7 | | : | 

. Mr. Henry wished to know what authority the State Governments | 
had over the militia? | | | | | 

Mr. Madison answered, that the State Governments might do what _ | 
they thought proper with the militia, when they were not in the actual 

| service of the United States.—That they might make use of them to 
_ Suppress insurrections, quell riots, &c. and call on the General Gov- 
ernment for the militia of any other State to aid them if necessary. | 

Mr. Henry replied, that as the clause expressly vested the General 
Government with power to call them out to suppress insurrections, . 
&c. it appeared to him most decidedly, that the power of suppressing
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insurrections was exclusively given to Congress. If it remained in the © 

States it was by implication. | 

Mr. Corbin, after a short address to the Chair, in which he expressed 

extreme reluctance to get up, said, that all contentions on this subject 

might be ended, by adverting to the fourth section, of the fourth | 

article, which provides, ““That the United States shall guarantee to 

every State in this Union, a Republican form of Government, and shall 

| protect each of them against invasion; and on application of the Leg- 

islature, or of the Executive, (when the Legislature cannot be con- 

vened) against domestic violence.” He thought this section gave the 

States power to use their own militia, and call on Congress for the 

militia of other States. He observed, that our Representatives were to 

return every second year to mingle with their fellow-citizens. He asked 

then, how in the name of God, they would make laws to destroy them- 

selves? The Gentleman had told us, that nothing could be more hu- 

miliating, than that the State Governments could not controul the 

| General Government.—He thought the Gentleman might as well have 

complained, that one county could not controul the State at large.— 

Mr. Corbin then said, that all Confederate Governments had the care 

of national defence, and that Congress ought to have it. Animadverting 

on Mr. Henry’s observation, that the French had been the instruments 

of their own slavery, that the Germans had enslaved the Germans, and | 

the Spaniards the Spaniards, &c. he asked if those nations knew any 

thing of representation? The want of this knowledge was the principal. 

cause of their bondage.—He concluded by observing, that the General 

Government had no power but such as the State Government had, 

and that arguments against the one, held against the other. | 

Mr. Grayson, in reply to Mr. Corbin, said he was mistaken when he 

produced the fourth section, of the fourth article, to prove that the 

State Governments had a right to intermeddle with the militia. He was 

| of opinion, that a previous application must be made to the federal 

head, by the Legislature when in session, or otherwise by the Executive 

of any State, before they could interfere with the militia.—In his opin- 

ion, no instance could be adduced, where the States could employ the 

. militia. For in all the cases wherein they could be employed, Congress 

had the exclusive direction and controul of them. Disputes, he ob- 

served, had happened in many countries, where this power should be 

lodged. In England there was a dispute between the Parliament and 

King Charles, who should have power over the militia.” Were this 

Government well organized, he would not object to giving it power 

over the inilitia. But as it appeared to him to be without checks, and 

to tend to the formation of an Aristocratic body, he could not agree
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to it. Thus organized, his imagination did not reach so far as to know | 
where this power should be lodged. He conceived the State Govern-. 

_ ments to be at the mercy of the generality. He wished to be open to | 
conviction, but he could see no case where the States could command | 

| the militia—He did not believe that it corresponded with the intentions 
of those who formed it, as it was altogether without an equilibrium. 
He humbly apprehended that the power of providing for organizing 
and disciplining the militia, enabled the Government to make laws for 

_ regulating them, and inflicting punishments for disobedience, neglect, = = 
&ec.—Whether it would be the spirit of the generality to lay unusual | 
punishments, he knew not, but he thought they had the power, if they — oe 

a thought proper to exercise it. He thought that if there was a con- =” 
_ structive implied power left in the States, yet as the line was not clearly 

_ marked between the two Governments, it would create differences. He _ 
| _ complained of the uncertainty of the expression, and wished it to be 

so clearly expressed that the people might see where the States could 
interfere. | me “ i res 

_ As the exclusive power of arming, organizing, &c. was given to Con- 
gress, they might entirely neglect them: Or they might be armed in 
one part of the Union, and totally neglected in another. This he ap- 
prehended to be a probable circumstance. In this he might be thought oe 
suspicious: But he was justified by what had happened in other coun- | | 

_ tries. He wished to know what attention had been paid to the militia 
| of Scotland and Ireland, since the Union: and what laws had been . 

made to regulate them? There is, says Mr. Grayson, an excellent militia | 
_ law in England; and such as I wish to be established by the General | a 

_ Government. They have 30,000 select militia in England. But the militia 
of Scotland and Ireland are neglected. I see the necessity of the con- 
centration of the forces of the Union.!°9—I acknowledge that militia 
are the best means of quelling insurrections, and that we have an Oe 
advantage over the English Government. For their regular forces an- | 
swer the purpose. But I object to the want of checks, and a line of 
discrimination between the State Governments and the generality.!! | | 

_ Mr. John Marshall, asked if Gentlemen were serious, when they as- a 
| serted that if the State Governments had power to interfere with the | 

_ militia, it was by implication? If they were, he asked the Committee, 
whether the least attention would not shew that they were mistaken? 
The State Governments did not derive their powers from the General 

| Government. But each Government derived its powers from the peo- 
ple; and each was to act according to the powers given it. Would any | 
Gentleman deny this? He demanded if powers not given, were retained _ | 
by implication? Could any man say so? Could any man say, that this ae
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power was not retained by the States, as they had not given it away? 

Oo For, says he, does not a power remain till it is given away? The State . 

Legislatures had power to command and govern their militia before, 
and have it still, undeniably, unless there be something in this Con- 

) stitution that takes it away. For Continental purposes Congress may 

call forth the militia; as to suppress insurrections and repel invasions. | 

| But the power given to the States by the people is not taken away: 

For the Constitution does not say so. In the Confederation Congress 

had this power. But the State Legislatures had it also. The power of 

. Legislation given them within the ten miles square is exclusive of the 

States, because it is expressed to be exclusive. The truth is, that when | 

power is given to the General Legislature, if it was in the State Leg- 

islatures before, both shall exercise it; unless there be an incompati- | 

bility in the exercise by one, to that by the other; or negative words 

precluding the State Governments from it. But there are no negative 

- words here. It rests therefore with the States. To me it appears then 

unquestionable, that the State Governments can call forth the militia, 

| in case the Constitution should be adopted, in the same manner as 

| they could have done, before its adoption. Gentlemen have said, that - 

the States cannot defend itself without an application to Congress, = 

because Congress can interpose! Does not every man feel a refutation - 

| of the argument in his own breast? I will shew, that there could not 

be a combination between those who formed the Constitution, to take 

| away this power. All the restraints intended to be laid on the State | 

Governments (besides where an exclusive power is expressly given to 

Congress) are contained in the tenth section, of the first article. This 

| power is not included in the restrictions in that section.—But what 

excludes every possibility of doubt, is the last part of it.—That “no 
State shall engage in war, unless actually invaded, or in such imminent 

danger as will not admit of delay.”” When invaded, they can engage in | 

_ war; as also when in imminent danger. This clearly proves, that the 

States can use the militia when they find it necessary. The worthy 

Member last up [William Grayson], objects to the Continental Gov- 

a ernment possessing the power of disciplining the militia, because, 

| though all its branches be derived from the people, he says, they will — 

form an Aristocratic Government, unsafe and unfit to be trusted. 7 

_ Mr. Grayson answered, that he only said it was so constructed as to 

form a great Aristocratic body. | 

Mr. Marshall replied, that he was not certain whether he understood ) 

him. But he thought he had said so. He conceived that as the Gov- 

ernment was drawn from the people, the feelings and interests of the 

_ people would be attended to, and that we would be safe in granting
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them power to regulate the militia. When the Government is drawn 
from the people, continued Mr. Marshall, and depending on the people 
for its continuance, oppressive measures will not be attempted, as they | 

_ will certainly draw on their authors the resentment of those on whom 
they depend. On this Government, thus depending on ourselves for == 
its existence, I will rest my safety, notwithstanding the danger depicted 

| by the Honorable Gentleman. I cannot help being supprised that the 
worthy Member thought this power so dangerous. What Government | 
is able to protect you in time of war? Will any State depend on its 

| own exertions?—The consequence of such dependance and withhold- 
ing this power from Congress will be, that State will fall after State, 

_ and be a sacrifice to the want of power in the General Government. 
United we are strong, divided we fall.'? Will you prevent the General 
Government from drawing the militia of one State to another, when 

_ the consequence would be, that every State must depend on itself? | 
| enemy possessing the water, can quickly go from one State to another. 

No State will spare to another its militia, which it conceives necessary | 
for itself. It requires a superintending power, in order to call forth | 

| the resources of all to protect all. If this be not done, each State will 
_ fall a sacrifice. This system merits the highest applause in this respect. 

The Honorable Gentleman said, that a general regulation may be made a 
to inflict punishments. Does he imagine that a militia law is to be 
engrafted on the scheme of Government, so as to render it incapable | 
of being changed? The idea of the worthy Member supposes, that men 

| will renounce their own interests. This would produce general incon- 
veniences throughout the Union, and would be equally opposed by all | 
the States. But the worthy Member [William Grayson] fears, that in- 
one part of the Union they will be regulated and disciplined, and in | 

_ another neglected. This danger is enhanced by leaving this power to 
each State; for some States may attend to their militia, and others may 
neglect them. If Congress neglect our militia, we can arm them our- 
selves. Cannot Virginia import arms? Cannot she put them into the | 
hands of her militia men? He then concluded by observing, that the 
power of governing the militia was not vested in the States by impli- 
cation; because being possessed of it antecedent to the adoption of 

_ the Government, and not being divested of it, by any grant or restric- 
tion in the Constitution, they must necessarily be as fully possessed of 
it as ever they had been: And it could not be said, that the States : 
derived any powers from that system, but retained them, though not 
acknowledged in any part of it. | 

Mr. Grayson, acknowledged that all power was drawn from the peo- 
ple. But he could see none of those checks in it which ought to char- —
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acterise a free Government. It had not such checks as even the British 
Government had.—He thought it so organized as to form an Aristo- 
cratic body. If we looked at the Democratic branch, and the great 

extent of country, he said, it must be considered in a great degree to 

be an Aristocratic representation. As they were elected with craving 

appetites, and wishing for emoluments, they might unite with the other 

two branches. They might give reciprocally good offices to one another, 

and mutually protect each other. For he considered them all as united 
in interest, and as but one branch. That there was no check to prevent 

) such a combination; nor in cases of concurrent powers was there a 

| line drawn to prevent interferences between the State Governments 

and the generality. Oo | 

Mr. Henry still retained his opinion, that the States had no right to | 

| call forth the militia to suppress insurrections, &c.—But the right in- 

: terpretation (and such as the nations of the earth had put upon the 

concession of power) was, that when power was given, it was given 

exclusively. He appealed to the Committee, if power was not confined 

in the hands of a few in almost all countries of the world. He referred 

| to their candour, if the construction of conceded power, was not an _ 

exclusive concession in nineteen-twentieth parts of the world. The na- 

tions which retained their liberty, were comparatively few. America 

- would add to the number of the oppressed nations, if she depended 

on constructive rights, and argumentative implication: That the powers 

given to Congress were exclusively given, was very obvious to him. The | 

~ rights which the States had must be founded on the restrictions on 

| Congress.—He asked, if the doctrine which had been so often circu- 

lated, that rights not given were retained, was true, why there were 

negative clauses to restrain Congress? He told Gentlemen, that these 

7 clauses were sufficient to shake all their implication[s]. For, says he, 

if Congress had no power but what was given them, why restrict them 

| by negative words? Is not the clear implication this—that if these re- 

strictions were not inserted, they could have performed what they 

| prohibit? The worthy Member [John Marshall] had said, that Congress 

ought to have power to protect all, and had given this system the 

highest encomium. But still insisted that the power over the militia was 

concurrent.—To obviate the futility of this doctrine, Mr. Henry alledged 

that it was not reducible to practice. Examine it, says he—Reduce it 

to practice. Suppose an insurrection in Virginia, and suppose there 

be danger apprehended of an insurrection in another State, from the 

exercise of the Government; or suppose a national war, and there be 

discontents among the people of this State that produces or threatens 

an insurrection; suppose Congress in either case, demands a number _
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_ of militia; will they not be obliged to go? Where are your reserved 

_ rights, when your militia go to a neighbouring State? Which call is to ; 
_. be obeyed, the Congressional call, or the call of the State Legislature? | 

The call of Congress must be obeyed. I need not remind this Com- | - 

mittee that the sweeping clause will cause their demands to be sub-. 
- mitted to.—This clause enables them “‘to make all laws which shall be ce 

necessary and proper to carry into execution all the powers vested by : 
this Constitution in the Government of the United States, or in any 
department or officer thereof.”—Mr. Chairman, I will turn to another | 
clause, which relates to the same subject, and tends to shew the fallacy | 
of their argument. The tenth section, of the first article, to which 

reference was made by the worthy Member [John Marshall], militates 
- against himself. It says, that “‘no State shall engage in war, unless | 

actually invaded.” If you give this clause a fair construction, what is _ oe 
the true meaning of it? What does this relate to? Not domestic insur- coe 

| rections, but war. If the country be invaded, a State may go to war; 
_ but cannot suppress insurrections. If there should happen an insur- : 

rection of slaves, the country cannot be said to be invaded.—They a 

cannot therefore suppress it, without the interposition of Congress. | 
The fourth section, of the fourth article, expressly directs, that in case 

of domestic violence, Congress shall protect the States on application _ 
| of the Legislature or Executive; and the eighth section, of the first | 

article, gives Congress power, to call forth the militia to quell insur- Oo 
rections: There cannot therefore be a concurrent power. The State | | | 
Legislatures ought to have power to call forth the efforts of militia - : 

_ when necessary. Occasions for calling them out may be urgent, press- - 
ing, and instantaneous. The States cannot now call them, let an in- 

| surrection be ever so perilous, without an application to Congress. So | 
long a delay may be fatal. a Pye | 

_ There are three clauses which prove beyond a possibility of doubt, 
_ that Congress, and Congress only, can call forth the militia. The clause 

_ giving Congress power to call them out to suppress insurrections, &c.— _ 
_ that which restrains a State from engaging in war, except when actually — 

invaded,—and that which requires Congress to protect the States | 
against domestic violence, render it impossible, that a State can have 
power to intermeddle with them. Will not Congress find refuge for | 
their actions in these clauses? With respect to the concurrent juris- __ 
diction, it is a political monster of absurdity. We have passed that clause | 

_ which gives Congress an unlimitted authority over the national wealth; ss 
and here is an unbounded controul over the national strength. Not- , 
withstanding this clear and unequivocal relinquishment of the power — 
of controuling the militia, you say the States retain it for the very |
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purposes given to Congress. Is it fair to say, that you gave the power 

of arming the militia, and at the same time say you reserve it? This | 

great national Government ought not to be left in this condition. If 

it be, it will terminate in the destruction of our liberties. 

Mr. Madison,—Mr. Chairman.—Let me ask this Committee, and the | 

Honorable Member last up [Patrick Henry], what we are to understand 

| from this reasoning? The power must be vested in Congress, or in the 

State Governments; or there must be a division or concurrence.—He 

is against division—It is a political monster. He will not give it to , 

Congress for fear of oppression. Is it to be vested in the State Gov- 

ernments? If so, where is the provision for general defence? If ever 

| ‘America should be attacked, the States would fall successively. It will 

Oo prevent them from giving aid to their sister States.—For, as each State 

| will expect to be attacked, and wish to guard against it, each will retain 

its own militia for its own defence. Where is this power to be deposited 

then, unless in the General Government, if it be dangerous to the 

public safety to give it exclusively to the States? If it must be divided, 

let him shew a better manner of doing it than that which is in the 

Constitution. I cannot agree with the other Honorable Gentleman _ 

[William Grayson], that there is no check. There is a powerful check 

| in that paper. The State Governments are to govern the militia, when 

| not called forth for general national purposes; and Congress is to 

| govern such part only as may be in the actual service of the Union. 

- Nothing can be more certain and positive than this. It expressly em- 

powers Congress to govern them when in the service of the United 

States. It is then clear, that the States govern them when they are not. 

| With respect to suppressing insurrections, I say that those clauses 

which were mentioned by the Honorable Gentleman [Patrick Henry], 

are compatible with a concurrence of the power. By the first, Congress 

is to call them forth to suppress insurrections and repel invasions of 

foreign powers. A concurrence in the former case is necessary, because — 

, a whole State may be in insurrection against the Union. What has 

passed will perhaps justify this apprehension. The safety of the Union, — 

and particular States, requires that the General Government should 

have power to repel foreign invasions. The fourth section, of the fourth 

article, is perfectly consistent with the exercise of the power by the 

States. The words are, ““The United States shall guarantee to every 

State in this Union, a Republican form of Government, and shall pro- 

tect each of them against invasion; and on application of the Legis- 

| | lature, or of the Executive, (when the Legislature cannot be convened) 

| against domestic violence.”’—The word invasion here, after power had 

a been given in the former clause to repel invasions, may be thought
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tautologous, but it has a different meaning from the other. This clause 
speaks of a particular State. It means that it shall be protected from 
invasion by other States. A Republican Government is to be guaranteed 

_ to each State, and they are to be protected from invasion from other 
: States, as well as from foreign powers: And on application by the 

Legislature or Executive, as the case may be, the militia of other States 
_ are to be called to suppress domestic insurrections. Does this bar the 

States from calling forth their own militia? No.—But it gives them a | 
supplementary security to suppress insurrections and domestic vio- 

| lence. The other clause runs in these words, ‘‘No State shall, without 
the consent of Congress, lay any duty on tonnage, keep troops or ships | 
of war in time of peace, enter into any agreement or compact with | 
another State, or with a foreign power, or engage in war, unless ac- 
tually invaded, or in such imminent danger as will not admit of delay.” | 

_ They are restrained from making war, unless invaded, or in imminent | 
danger.—When in such danger, they are not restrained. I can perceive | 
no competition in these clauses. They cannot be said to be repugnant 
to a concurrence of the power. If we object to the Constitution in 
this manner, and consume our time in verbal criticism, we shall never 
put an end to the business. © m 

Mr. George Mason.—Mr. Chairman.—A worthy Member has asked, | 
who are the militia, if they be not the people of this country, and if 
we are not to be protected from the fate of the Germans, Prussians, 
&c. by our representation? I ask who are the militia? They consist now | 
of the whole people, except a few public officers. But I cannot say 
who will be the militia of the future day. If that paper on the table 
gets no alteration, the militia of the future day may not consist of all 
classes, high and low, and rich and poor; but may be confined to the 
lower and middle classes of the people, granting exclusion to the higher 
classes of the people. If we should ever see that day, the most ignomini- 
ous punishments and heavy fines may be expected. Under the present 

_ Government all ranks of people are subject to militia duty. Under such 
a full and equal representation as ours, there can be no ignominious — | 
punishments inflicted. But under this national, or rather consolidated 
Government, the case will be different. The representation being so 
small, and inadequate, they will have no fellow-feeling for the people. 
They may discriminate people in their own predicament, and exempt 
from militia duty all the officers and lowest creatures of the national — 
Government. If there were a more particular definition of their powers, _ 

_ and a clause exempting the militia from martial law, except when in 
actual service, and from fines and punishments of an unusual nature, 
then we might expect that the militia would be what they are. But if |
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this be not the case, we cannot say how long all classes of people will 

be included in the militia. There will not be the same reason to expect 

it, because the Government will be administered by different people. 

We know what they are now, but know not how soon they may be 

altered. . 
Mr. George Nicholas,—Mr. Chairman.—I feel apprehensions lest the — 

subject of our debates should be misunderstood. Every one wishes to 

| know the true meaning of the system:—But I fear those who hear us 

will think we are captiously quibbling on words. We have been told in 

| the course of this business, that the Government will operate like a 

screw. Give me leave to say, that the exertions of the opposition are 

| like that instrument. They catch at every thing, and take it into their 

vortex. The worthy Member [George Mason] says, that this Govern- 

ment is defective because it comes from the people. Its greatest rec- | 

ommendation with me is putting the power in the hands of the people. 

He disapproves of it, because it does not say in what particular in-- 

stances the militia shall be called out to execute the laws. This is a 

power of the Constitution, and particular instances must be defined 

by the Legislature. But, says the worthy Member, those laws which 

| | have been read, are arguments against the Constitution, because they 

| shew that the States are now in possession of the power, and competent 

to-its execution.—Would you leave this power in the States, and by 

that means deprive the General Government of a power which will be 

necessary for its existence? If the State Governments find this power 

necessary, ought not the General Government to have a similar power? 

But, Sir, there is no State check in this business. The Gentleman near 

me [John Marshall] has shewn that there is a very important check. 

Another worthy Member [Patrick Henry] says, there is no power in 

the States to quell an insurrection of slaves. Have they it now? If they | 

have, does the Constitution take it away? If it does, it must be in one 

of the three clauses which have been mentioned by the worthy Member. 

The first clause gives the General Government power to call them out 

when necessary. Does this take it away from the States? No—but it 

gives an additional security: For, besides the power in the State Gov- 

ernments to use their own militia, it will be the duty of the General 

Government to aid them with the strength of the Union when called 

for. No part of this Constitution can shew that this power is taken 

away. | 

But an argument is drawn from that clause, which says, that ‘No 

State shall engage in war unless actually invaded, or in such imminent 

| danger as will not admit of delay.”,—What does this prohibition amount 

to? It must be war with a foreign enemy, that the States are prohibited
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from making: For the exception to the restriction proves it.—The re- | 
striction includes only offensive hostility, as they are at liberty to engage | 
in war when invaded, or in imminent danger. They are therefore not 
restrained from quelling domestic insurrections, which are totally dif- . 
ferent from making war with a foreign power. But the great thing to __ 
be dreaded, is, that during an insurrection, the militia will be called. | 
out from the State. This is his kind of argument. Is it possible that at _ 
such a time the General Government would order the militia to be =” 
called? It is a groundless objection to work on Gentlemen’s appre- - 

-hensions within these walls. As to the fourth article it was introduced 
wholly for the particular aid of the States. A Republican form of Gov- | 

: ernment is guaranteed, and protection is secured against invasion and | 
domestic violence on application. Is not this a guard as strong as | 
possible? Does it not exclude the unnecessary interference of Congress, | 

| in business of this sort? | a a wee | 
The Gentleman over the way [George Mason], cannot tell who will 

be the militia at a future day, and enumerates dangers of select militia. | 
Let me attend to the nature of Gentlemen’s objections. One [George _ | 
Mason] objects because there will be select militia—Another [William 
Grayson] objects because there will be no select militia——And yet both — 
oppose it on these contradictory principles. If you deny the General | : 

| Government the power of calling out the militia, there must be a © . 
recurrence to a standing army.—If you are really jealous of your lib- , 
erties, confide in Congress. _ | vis Bs | 

Mr. Mason arose, and said, that he was totally misunderstood. The 
contrast between his friend’s [William Grayson] objection and his, was _ 
improper. His friend had mentioned the propriety of having select 
militia, like those of Great-Britain, who should be more thoroughly 

_ exercised than the militia at large could possibly be. But he, himself, | 
had not spoken of a selection of militia, but of the exemption of the =” 
highest classes of the people from militia service; which would justify | | 
apprehensions of severe and ignominious punishments. / eels 

Mr. Nicholas wished to know, whether the Representatives of the __ 
_ people would consent to such exemptions, as every man who had 25. 

acres of land, could vote for a Federal Representative? | 
_ Mr. Grayson,—Mr. Chairman.—I conceive that the power of provid- 

ing and maintaining a navy is at present dangerous, however warmly — | 
it may be urged by Gentlemen, that America ought to become amar- 

__ itime power. If we once give such power, we put it in the hands. of 
men whose interest it will be to oppress us. It will also irritate the | 
nations of Europe against us. Let us consider the situation of the ee 
maritime powers of Europe: They are separated from us by the Atlantic | |
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ocean. The riches of all those countries come by sea. Commerce and | 
navigation are the principal sources of their wealth. If we become a 

| maritime power, we shall be able to participate of their most beneficial | 
business. Will they suffer us to put ourselves in a condition to rival 
them? I believe the first step of any consequence, which will be made 
towards it, will bring war upon us. Their ambition and avarice, most 
powerfully impel them to prevent our becoming a naval nation. We 
should on this occasion consult our ability. Is their any Gentleman — 
here who can say, that America can support a navy?—The riches of 

_ America are not sufficient to bear the enormous expence it must cer- | 
| tainly occasion. I may be supposed to exaggerate, but I leave it to the 

- Committee to judge whether my information be right or not. It is said, 

| that shipwrights can be had on better terms in America than in Europe: _ 
But necessary materials are so much dearer in America than in Europe, 
that the aggregate sum would be greater. A seventy-four gun ship will , 

a cost you 98,000 1. including guns, tackle, &c. According to the usual 
| calculation in England, it will cost you the further sum of 48,000 1. to 

man it, furnish provisions, and pay officers and men. You must pay 
men more here than in Europe, because their Governments being | 

| arbitrary, they can command the services of their subjects, without an 
adequate compensation.—So that, in all, the expences of such a vessel 
would be 140,000 1. in one year. Let Gentlemen consider then, the 
extreme difficulty of supporting a navy, and they will concur with me, 

. that America cannot do it. I have no objection to such a navy as will © 
not excite the jealousy of the European countries. But I would have 
the Constitution say, that no greater number of ships should be had, 
than would be sufficient to protect our trade. Such a fleet would not 
probably offend the Europeans. I am not of a jealous disposition: But 

| when I consider that the welfare and happiness of my country are in | 
danger, I beg to be excused for expressing my apprehensions. Let us _ 

| consider how this navy shall be raised. What would be the consequence © 

| under those general words, ‘““To provide and maintain a navy?” All ~ 
the vessels of the intended fleet, would be built and equipped in the | 

_ Northern States, where they have every necessary material and con- 
| venience for the purpose. Will any Gentleman say, that any ship of 

war can be raised to the South of Cape Charles?!® The consequence 
will be, that the Southern States will be in the power of the Northern 
States. We should be called upon for our share of the expences, with- 
out having equal emoluments. Can it be supposed, when this question 
comes to be agitated in Congress, that the Northern States will not 
take such measures as will throw as much circulating money among. 
them as possible, without any consideration to the other States? If I
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know the nature of man, and I believe I do, they will have no con- 
sideration for us. But supposing it were not so, America has nothing 
at all to do with a fleet. Let us remain for some time in obscurity, and | 
rise by degrees. Let us not precipitately provoke the resentment of | 
the maritime powers of Europe. A well regulated militia ought to be 
the defence of this country. In some of our Constitutions it is said so. | 
This Constitution should have inculcated the principle. Congress ought 

_ to be under some restraint in this respect.—Mr. Grayson then added, 
that the Northern States would be principally benefited by having a | 

| fleet. That a majority of the States could vote the raising a great navy, _ 
or enter into any other commercial regulation very detrimental to the 

| other States. In the United Netherlands there was much greater se- _ 
curity, as the commercial interest of no State could be sacrificed with- 
Out its own consent.'* The raising a fleet was the daily and favourite 
subject of conversation in the Northern States. He apprehended, that 
if attempted, it would draw us into a war with Great-Britain or France. — 
As the American fleet would not be competent to the defence of all 
the States, the Southern States would be most exposed. He referred | 
to the experience of the late war, as a proof of what he said. At the 
period the Southern States were most distressed, the Northern States _ 
he said, were most happy. They had privateers in abundance, whereas 
we had but few. Upon the whole, he thought we should depend on | 
our troops on shore, and that it was very impolitic to give this power _ 
to Congress, without any limitation. | | | 

_ Mr. Nicholas remarked, that the Gentleman last up [William Grayson] | 
had made two observations—The one, that we ought not to give Con- 
gress power to raise a navy; and the other, that we had not the means | 
of supporting it. Mr. Nicholas thought it a false doctrine. Congress, 

says he, has a discretionary power to do it when necessary. They are 
not bound to do it in five or ten years, or at any particular time. It 

| is presumeable therefore, they will postpone it till it be proper. 
Mr. Grayson had no objection to giving Congress power of raising 

such a fleet as suited the circumstances of the country. But he could 
not agree to give that unlimitted power which was delineated in that 
paper. oe | 

Adverting to the clause investing Congress with the power of ex- 
clusive Legislation in a district not exceeding ten miles square; he said, 
he had before expressed his doubts, that this district would be the 

| favourite of the generality, and that it would be possible for them to 
give exclusive privileges of commerce to those residing within it.15 He — | 

had illustrated what he said by European examples. It might be said 
to be impracticable to exercise this power, in this manner.—Among
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the various laws and customs which pervaded Europe, there were ex- 
clusive privileges and immunities enjoyed in many places. He thought 

| that this ought to be guarded against: For should such exclusive priv- 
ileges be granted to merchants residing within the ten miles square, 
it would be highly injurious to the inhabitants of the other States. 

Mr. George Mason thought there were few clauses in the Constitution 
so dangerous as that which gave Congress exclusive power of legislation 

| within ten miles square.—Implication, he observed, was capable of any | 
| extension, and would probably be extended to augment the Congres- 

sional powers. But here there was no need of implication. This clause 
gave them an unlimitted authority in every possible case within that 

7 district. This ten miles square, says Mr. Mason, may set at defiance the 

laws of the surrounding States, and may, like the custom of the su- 
perstitious days of our ancestors, become the sanctuary of the blackest 
crimes. Here the Federal Courts are to sit. We have heard a good deal 

said of justice. It has been doubted whether jury trial be secured in 
- civil cases. But I will suppose, that we shall have juries in civil cases. 
What sort of a jury shall we have within the ten miles square? The 
immediate creatures of the Government. What chance will poor men 

| get, where Congress have power of legislating in all cases whatever, 

and where Judges and juries may be under their influence, and bound 

to support their operations? Even with juries the chance of justice may | 

here be very small, as Congress have unlimitted authority, Legislative, 

Executive, and Judicial. Lest this power should not be sufficient, they 

have it in every case. Now, Sir, if an attempt should be made to es- 

, tablish tyranny over the people, here are ten miles square, where the 

greatest offender may meet protection.—If any of their officers, or 

creatures, should attempt to oppress the people, or should actually | 

| perpetrate the blackest deed, he has nothing to do, but get into the 
ten miles square. Why was this dangerous power given?—Felons may 

receive an asylum there, and in their strong holds. Gentlemen have 

said that it was dangerous to argue against possible abuse, because 

there could be no power delegated but might be abused. It is an 

incontrovertible axiom, that when the dangers that may arise from the 

abuse, are greater than the benefits that may result from the use, the 

power ought to be withheld. I do not conceive that this power is at 

| all necessary, though capable of being greatly abused. | 

We are told by the Honorable Gentleman [Edmund Randolph], that 

Holland has its Hague. I confess I am at a loss to know what inference 

he would draw from that observation. This is the place where the 

- deputies of the United Provinces meet to transact the public business. 

But I do not recollect that they have any exclusive jurisdiction whatever
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in that place, but are subject to the laws of the Province in which the 
Hague is. To what purpose the Gentleman mentioned that Holland oo 

| has its Hague, I cannot see.!® | boyd | | _ 
| Mr. Mason then observed, that he would willingly give them exclusive , 

power as far as respected the police and good government of the place, 
_ but he would give them no more, because he thought it unnecessary. oe 

He was very willing to give them in this, as well as in all other cases, | 
those powers which he thought indispensably necessary. | 

| Mr. Madison,—Mr. Chairman.—I did conceive, Sir, that the clause | | 
under consideration, was one of those parts which would speak its own _ | 
praise. It is hardly necessary to say any thing concerning it. Strike it. ee 
out of the system, and let me ask, whether there would not be much a 

larger scope for those dangers? I cannot comprehend that the power | 
of legislating over a small district, which cannot exceed ten miles square, | 

_ and may not be more than one mile, will involve the dangers which he 
___ apprehends. If there be any knowledge in my mind, of the nature of : 

-man, I should think it would be the last thing that would enter into | 
| the mind of any man, to grant exclusive advantages in a very circum- oe 

| scribed district to the prejudice of the community at large. We make | 
suppositions, and afterwards deduce conclusions from them, as if they | 

_ were established axioms. But after all, bring home this question to | 
yourselves. Is it probable that the Members from Georgia, New-Hamp- | 

| Shire, &c. will concur to sacrifice the privileges of their friends? I | | 
believe, that whatever State may become the seat of the General Gov- a 
ernment, it will become the object of the jealousy, and of the envy of | 
the other States. Let me remark, if not already remarked, that there 

must be a particular cession by particular States, of the district to | 
Congress, and that the States may settle the terms of the cession— 

| The States may make what stipulation they please in it, and if they 
apprehend any danger, they may refuse it altogether. How could the | 

| _ General Government be guarded from the undue influence of partic- 3 
ular States, or from insults, without such exclusive power? If it were 

at the pleasure of a particular State to controul the session and de- 
| _ liberations of Congress, would they be secure from insults or the in- 

fluence of such State? If this Commonwealth depended for the free- 
dom of deliberation, on the laws of any State where it might be — os 
necessary to sit, would it not be liable to attacks of that nature (and ws 

| with more indignity) which has been already offered to Congress?!7__ 
With respect to the Government of Holland, I believe the States Gen- 
eral have no jurisdiction over the Hague.!® But I have heard that men- 
tioned as a circumstance which gave undue influence to Holland over 
the rest. We must limit our apprehensions to certain degrees of prob- ae
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ability. The evils which they urge must result from this clause, are _ 

| extremely improbable: Nay, almost impossible. — 
Mr. Grayson,—Mr. Chairman.—One answer which has been given, is. 

the improbability of the evil,—That it will never be attempted; and that | 

| jt is almost impossible. This will not satisfy us, when we consider the 

| great attachment men have to a great and magnificient capital. It would 

be the interest of the citizens of that district, to aggrandize themselves | 

by every possible means in their power, to the great injury of the other 

States. If we travel all over the world, we will find that people have = 

agerandized their own capitals. Look at Russia and Prussia. Every step 

| has been taken to aggrandize their capitals. In what light are we to 

consider the ten miles square? It is not to be a fourteenth State. The 

inhabitants will, in no respect whatever, be amenable to the laws of | 

any State. A clause in the fourth article, highly extolled for its wisdom, — 

: | will be rendered nugatory by this exclusive legislation. ‘This clause runs | 

thus, “No person held to service or labour in one State, under the 

laws thereof, escaping into another, shall, in consequence of any law 

or regulation therein, be discharged from such service or labour, but 

- shall be delivered up on the claim of the party to whom such service 

or labour may be due.”—Unless you consider the ten miles square as 

| a State, persons bound to labour who shall have escaped thither, will 

not be given up. For they are only to be delivered up after they shall - 

have escaped into a State. As my honorable friend [George Mason| 

mentioned, felons who shall have fled from justice to the ten miles 

; square, cannot be apprehended. The Executive of a State is to apply | 

| to that of another, for the delivery of a felon. He cannot apply to the 

ten miles square. It was often in contemplation of Congress to have 

power of regulating the police of the seat of Government, but they | 

never had an idea of an exclusive legislation in all cases.'? The power 

of regulating the police and good government of it, will secure Con- 

- gress against insults. What originated the idea of the exclusive legis- 

lation was, some insurrection in Pennsylvania, whereby Congress was 

insulted, on account of which it is supposed they left the State.*° | 

It is answered, that the consent of the State must be required, or _ 

: else they cannot have such a district, or places for the erecting of forts, 

| &c. But how much is already given them? Look at the great country 

to the North West of the Ohio, extending to and commanding the 

lakes.—Look at the other end of the Ohio, towards South-Carolina, 

| extending to the Mississippi. See what these in process of time may 

amount to. They may grant exclusive privileges to any particular part | 

| of which they have the possession. But it may be observed, that those _ 

extensive countries shall be formed into independent States, and that
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their consent will be necessary. To this I answer, that they may still 
grant such privileges, as that country is already granted to Congress © 
by the States. The grants of Virginia, South-Carolina, and other States, 
will be subservient to Congress in this respect. Of course it results | 
from the whole, that requiring the consent of the States will be no 

- guard against this abuse of power. | | | 
A desultory conversation ensued. | | , | 
Mr. Nicholas insisted that as the State within which the ten miles 

square might be, could prescribe the terms on which Congress should | 
hold. it, no danger could arise, as no State would consent to injure 

itself. There was the same security with respect to the places purchased | 
for the erection of forts, magazines, &c. and as to the territory of the 

United States, the power of Congress only extended to make needful 
rules and regulations concerning it, without prejudicing the claim of | 
any particular State; the right of territory not being given up. That _ 
the grant of those lands to the United States, was for the general 

benefit of all the States, and not to be perverted to their prejudice. 
That consequently whether that country were formed into new States 
or not, the danger apprehended could not take place. That the seat 
of Government was to be still a part of a State, and as to general | 

regulations, was to be considered as such. | | 
Mr. Grayson, on the other hand, contended, that the ten miles square 

could not be viewed as a State; and that the State within which it might 
be, would have no power of legislating over it, and that consequently 
persons bound to labour, and felons, might receive protection there; | 

_ and that exclusive emoluments might be granted to those residing | 
within it. That the territory of the United States, being a part of no — 
State or States, might be appropriated to what use Congress pleased, 
without the consent of any State or States, and that consequently such — 
exclusive privileges and exemptions might be granted, and such pro- | 
tection afforded to fugitives, within such places as Congress should | 
think proper. That after mature consideration, he could not find that - 
the ten miles square was to be looked upon even as a part of a State, | 

| but to be totally independent of all, and subject to the exclusive leg- 
islation of Congress. : | 

- Mr. Lee, of Westmoreland, strongly expatiated on the impossibility of 
securing any human institution from possible abuse. He thought the | 

powers conceded in the paper on the table not so liable to be abused 
_ as the powers of the State Governments. Gentlemen had suggested 

that the seat of Government would become a sanctuary for state vil- 
lains, and that in a short time ten miles square would subjugate a | 
country of 800 miles square. This appeared to him a most improbable _ a
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possibility; nay, he might call it impossibility. Were the place crowded 
with rogues, he asked, if it would be an agreeable place of residence | 

_ to the Members of the General Government, who were freely chosen | 
by the people and the State Governments? Would the people be so 
lost to honour and virtue, as to select men who would willingly associate 7 

: with the most abandoned characters? He thought the Honorable 
Gentleman’s [George Mason] objections against remote possibility of 
abuse went to prove, that Government of no sort was eligible, but that 
a state of nature was preferable to a state of civilization. He appre- 
hended no danger, and thought that persons bound to labour, and 

| felons, could not take refuge in the ten miles square, or other places 
exclusively governed by Congress, because it would be contrary to the © 
Constitution, and a palpable usurpation to protect them. 

Mr. Henry entertained strong suspicions that great dangers must 
result from the clause under consideration. They were not removed, | 
but rather confirmed by the remarks of the Honorable Gentleman 
[James Madison], in saying, that it was extremely improbable that the 
Members from New-Hampshire and Georgia, would go and legislate 

exclusively in the ten miles square. If it was so improbable, why ask 
the power?—Why demand a power which was not to be exercised?— 
Compare this power, says he, to the next clause, which gives them 
power to make all laws which shall be necessary to carry their laws 
into execution. By this they have a right to pass any law that may 
facilitate the execution of their acts. They have a right by this clause 
to make a law that such a district shall be set apart for any purpose 
they please; and that any man who shall act contrary to their com- | 
mands, within certain ten miles square, or any place they may select, 

| and strong holds, shall be hanged without benefit of clergy. If they | 
think any law necessary for their personal safety, after perpetrating 
the most tyrannical and oppressive deeds, cannot they make it by this 
sweeping Clause? If it be necessary to provide, not only for this, but 
for any department or officer of Congress, does not this clause enable 
them to make a law for the purpose? And will not these laws, made 
for those purposes, be paramount to the laws of the States? Will not 
this clause give them a right to keep a powerful army continually on 
foot, if they think it necessary to aid the execution of their laws? Is 
there any act, however attrocious, which they cannot do by virtue of 
this clause? Look at the use which has been made in all parts of the 
world of that human thing, called power. Look at the predominant 
thirst of dominion which has invariably and uniformly prompted rulers 
to abuse their powers. Can you say, that you will be safe when you 
give such unlimited powers, without any real responsibilityPp—Will you
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| be safe when you trust men at Philadelphia with power to make any _ e 
law that will enable them to carry their acts into execution? Will not) 

| the Members of Congress have the same passions which other rulers Oo 
_ have had? They will not be superiour to the frailties of human nature. 

However cautious you may be in the selection of your Representatives, | 
it will be dangerous to trust them with such unbounded powers. Shall | 

we be told, when about to grant such illimitable authority, that it shall = 
_ never be exercised? I conjure you once more to remember the ad- 

| monition of that sage man who told you, that when you give power, es 
you know not what you give. I know the absolute necessity of an > 

energetic Government. But is it consistent with any principle of pru- . 
dence or good policy, to grant unlimited, unbounded authority, which 
is so totally unnecessary, that Gentlemen say it will never be exercised? oe 

~ But Gentlemen say, that we must make experiments. A wonderful and © 

unheard of experiment it will be, to give unlimited power unneces- _ 
sarily! I admit my inferiority in point of historical knowledge: But I 

_ believe no man can produce an instance of an unnecessary and unlim- _ 
ited power, given to a body independent of the Legislature, within a 
particular district.—Let any man in this Convention shew me an in- a 
stance of such separate and different powers of legislation in the same 

- country. Shew me an instance, where a part of a community was in- 
dependent of the whole. The people within that place, and the strong | 
holds, may be excused from all the burdens imposed on the rest of | 
the society; and may enjoy exclusive emoluments, to the great injury | 
of the rest of the people. But Gentlemen say, that the power will not | 

_ be abused. They ought to shew that it is necessary. All their powers 
may be fully carried into execution, without this exclusive authorityin 
the ten miles square. The sweeping clause will fully enable them to do - 
what they please. What could the most extravagant and boundless 
imagination ask, but power to do every thing? I have reason to suspect 

| ambitious grasps at power. The experience of the world teaches me a 
the jeopardy of giving enormous power. Strike this clause out of the 
form of the Government, and how will it stand? Congress will still have | - 
power, by the sweeping clause, to make laws within that place, and | 

the strong holds, independently of the local authority of the State. I. | 
ask you, if this clause be struck out, whether the sweeping clause will oe 
not enable them to protect themselves from insult? If you grant them 
these powers you destroy every degree of responsibility. They will fully = | 

_ screen them from justice, and preclude the possibility of punishing a 
_ them. No instance can be given of such a wanton grasp of power—as oo 

an exclusive legislation in all cases whatever. — : a
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Mr. Madison,—Mr. Chairman.—I am astonished that the Honorable | 

Member should launch out into such strong descriptions without any | 
OC occasion. Was there ever a Legislature in existence that held their 

sessions at a place w[h]ere they had not jurisdiction? I do not mean 
such a Legislature as they have in Holland; for it deserves not the | 

- name. Their powers are such as Congress have now; which we find 
not reducible to practice. If you be satisfied with the shadow and form 
instead of the substance, you will render them dependent on the local 

oe authority. Suppose the Legislature of this country should sit in Rich- | 
mond, while the exclusive jurisdiction of the place was in some par- | 

_ ticular county, would this country think it safe, that the general good > 
should be subject to the paramount authority of a part of the com- | 
munity? | a 

The Honorable Member [Patrick Henry] asks, why ask for this | 

power, and if the subsequent clause be not fully competent for the 
| same purpose? If so, what new terrors can arise from this particular 

clause? It is only a superfluity. If that latitude of construction which | 
| he contends for, were to take place with respect to the sweeping clause, 

there would be room for those horrors. But it gives no supplementary 
power: It only enables them to execute the delegated powers. If the 

| delegation of their powers be safe, no possible inconvenience can arise 
from this clause. It is at most but explanatory: For when any power 
is given, its delegation necessarily involves authority to make laws to 
execute it.—Were it possible to delineate on paper, all those particular —- 

| cases and circumstances in which legislation by the General Legislature _ 

would be necessary, and leave to the States all the other powers, I 

imagine no Gentleman would object to it. But this is not within the 
limits of human capacity.—The particular powers which are found nec- 
essary to be given, are therefore delegated generally, and particular 

| and minute specification is left to the Legislature.—(Here Mr. Madison 
spoke of the distinction between regulation of police and legislation; 

| but so low he could not be heard.)—When the Honorable Member | 
| objects to giving the General Government jurisdiction over the place 

of their session, does he mean that it should be under the controul 

of any particular State, that might at a critical moment seize it? should =| 
have thought that this clause would have met with the most cordial 

approbation. As the consent of the State in which it may be, must be 
obtained, and as it may stipulate the terms of the grant; should they 

| violate the particular stipulations, it would be an usurpation: So that 
| if the Members of Congress were to be guided by the laws of their 

| country, none of those dangers could arise.—(Mr. Madison made several : 
other remarks, which could not be heard.) | ,
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Mr. Henry replied, that if Congress were vested with supreme power | 
of legislation, paramount to the Constitution and laws of the States, 
the dangers he had described might happen; for that Congress would 
not be confined to the enumerated powers. This construction was | 
warranted, in his opinion, by the addition of the word department at 
the end of the clause; and that they could make any laws which they 
might think necessary to execute the powers of any department or officer _ 
of the Government. 

Mr. Pendleton,—Mr. Chairman.—This clause does not give Congress | 
power to impede the operation of any part of the Constitution, or to 
make any regulation that may affect the interests of the citizens of the _ 
Union at large. But it gives them power over the local police of the 
place, so as to be secured from any interruption in their proceedings. | 
Notwithstanding the violent attack upon it, I believe, Sir, this is the | 

fair construction of the clause. It gives them power of exclusive leg- 

islation in any case within that district. What is the meaning of this? 
What is it opposed to? Is it opposed to the general powers of the © 
Federal Legislature, or to those of the State Legislatures? I understand 
it as opposed to the Legislative power of that State where it shall be. | 
What then is the power? It is that Congress shall exclusively legislate 

. there, in order to preserve the police of the place, and their own 
personal independence; that they may not be over-awed or insulted; 
and of course to preserve them in opposition to any attempt by the 
State where it shall be. This is the fair construction. Can we suppose, _ 
that in order to effect these salutary ends, Congress will make it an | 
asylum for villains and the vilest characters from all parts of the world? 

| Will it not degrade their own dignity to make it a sanctuary for villains? — 
I hope that no man that will ever compose that Congress, will associate 
with the most profligate characters. 

Why oppose this power? Suppose they were contrary to the sense — 
of their constituents, to grant exclusive privileges to citizens residing | 
within that place; the effect would be directly in opposition to what 
he says. It could have no operation without the limits of that district. | 
Were Congress to make a law granting them an exclusive privilege of | 
trading to the East-Indies, it could have no effect the moment it would 
go without that place. For their exclusive power is confined to that 
district. Were they to pass such a law, it would be nugatory, and every 
member of the community at large, could trade to the East-Indies as 

well as the citizens of that district. This exclusive power is limited to _ 

that place solely, for their own preservation, which all Gentlemen allow 
to be necessary. Will you pardon me when I observe, that their con- - 
struction of the preceding clause, does not appear to me to be natural, : 
or warranted by the words? They say that the State Governments have
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_ no power at all over the militia. The power of the General Government 
to provide for arming and organizing the militia, is to introduce an ) 
uniform system of discipline to pervade the United States of America. 
But the power of governing the militia, so far as it is in Congress, 

_ extends only to such part of them as may be employed in the service 
of the United States. When not in their service, Congress has no power 
to govern them.—The States then have the sole government of them. 
And though Congress may provide for arming them, and prescribe the 
mode of discipline, yet the States have the authority of training them 

. according to the uniform discipline prescribed by Congress. But there 
is nothing to preclude them from arming and disciplining them should 
Congress neglect to do it. As to calling the militia to execute the laws 
of the Union, I think the fair construction is directly opposite to what 
the Honorable Member [Patrick Henry] says. The fourth section, of 

the fourth article, contains nothing to warrant the supposition, that _ 

: the States cannot call them forth to suppress domestic insurrections.— 

(Here he read the section.)—All the restraint here contained, is, that | 

_ Congress may at their pleasure, on application of the State Legislature, 

| or (in vacation) of the Executive, protect each of the States against 
domestic violence. This is a restraint on the General Government not | 

to interpose. The State is in full possession of the power of using its 
own militia to protect itself against domestic violence; and the power 
in the General Government cannot be exercised, or interposed, without 

| the application of the State itself. This appears to me to be the obvious 
and fair construction. | 

With respect to the necessity of the ten miles square being su- 
perceded by the subsequent clause, which gives them power to make 

all laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into execution 
the foregoing powers, and all other powers vested by this Constitution 

| in the Government of the United States, or in any department or 

officer thereof; I understand that clause as not going a single step 

beyond the delegated powers. What can it act upon? Some power given 

by this Constitution. If they should be about to pass a law in conse- 

quence of this clause, they must pursue some of the delegated powers; 

but can by no means depart from them, or arrogate any new powers. 

For the plain language of the clause is to give them power to pass 

laws in order to give effect to the delegated powers. 
Mr. George Mason,—Mr. Chairman.—Gentlemen say there is no new 

power given by this clause. Is there any thing in this Constitution which 

secures to the States the powers which are said to be retained? Will 

powers remain to the States which are not expressly guarded and 

reserved? I will suppose a case. Gentlemen may call it an impossible
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case, and suppose that Congress will act with wisdom and integrity. | 
_ Among the enumerated powers, Congress are to lay and collect taxes, | 

duties, imposts, and excises; and to pay the debts, and provide for the = | 
general welfare and common defence; and by that clause (so often | 

called the sweeping clause) they are to make all laws necessary to = 
execute those laws. Now suppose oppressions should arise under this _ 

_ Government, and any writer should dare to stand forth and expose to. 
the community at large, the abuses of those powers. Could not Con- 

: gress, under the idea of providing for the general welfare, and under | 
_ their own construction, say, that this was destroying the general peace, 
encouraging sedition, and poisoning the minds of the people? And | ; 

| could they not, in order to provide against this, lay a dangerous re- _ - 
striction on the press? Might they not even bring the trial of this | | 

restriction within the ten miles square, when there is no prohibition | 
against it? Might they not thus destroy the trial by jury? Would they _ 

- not extend their implication? It appears to me that they may and will.— 
And will the support of our rights depend on the bounty of men whose —t™ 
interest it may be to oppress us? That Congress should have power to 

: provide for the general welfare of the Union, I grant. But I wish a oe 
_ clause in the Constitution with respect to all powers which are not a 

granted, that they are retained by the States. Otherwise the power of __ 
providing for the general welfare may be perverted to its destruction. © 
Many Gentlemen whom I respect, take different sides of this question— oe 

We wish this amendment to be introduced to remove our apprehen- me | 
sions. There was a clause in the Confederation reserving to the States - | 

_ respectively, every power, jurisdiction, and right, not expressly dele- 
gated to the United States.?! This clause has never been complained | 
of, but approved of by all. Why not then have a similar clause in this =| 
Constitution, in which it is the more indispensably necessary than in ie 

the Confederation, because of the great augmentation of power vested 
in the former? In my humble apprehension, unless there be some such _ | 
clear and finite expression, this clause now under consideration will 

go to any thing our rulers may think proper. Unless there be some | | 
| express declaration, that every thing not given up is retained, it will 

be carried to any power Congress may please. | ae , 
_ Mr. Henry moved to read from the eighth to the thirteenth article a 

_ of the Declaration of Rights, which was done.22 _ | ; 
Mr. George Nicholas, in reply to the Gentlemen opposed to the clause __ 

under debate, went over the same grounds, and developed the same _ 
principles, which Mr. Pendleton and Mr. Madison had done. The op- | 
posers of the clause which gave the power of providing for the general __ - 
welfare, supposed its dangers to result from its connection with, and
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extension of, the powers granted in the other clauses. He endeavoured 

~ to shew the Committee, that it only empowered Congress to make such | 

| laws as would be necessary to enable them to pay the public debts, 

and provide for the common defence. That this general welfare was 

united, not to the general power of legislation, but to the particular 

power of laying and collecting taxes, imposts, and excises, for the 

| purposes of paying the debts and providing for the common defence. 

| That is, that they could raise as much money as would pay the debts 

and provide for the common defence, in consequence of this power. | 

| The clause which was affectedly called the sweeping clause, contained 

| | no new grant of power. To illustrate this position, he observed, that 

if it had been added at the end of every one of the enumerated powers, 

| instead of being inserted at the end of all, it would be obvious to any 

one, that it was no augmentation of power. As for instance, if at the 

end of the clause granting power to lay and collect taxes, it had been 

| added, that they should have power to make necessary and proper 

laws to lay and collect taxes, who could suspect it to be an addition 

of power? As it would grant no new power if inserted at the end of 

each clause, it could not when subjoined to the whole. | 

He then proceeded thus.—But, says he, who is to determine the 

extent of such powers? I say, the same power which in all well regulated 

communities determines the extent of Legislative powers—If they ex- | 

ceed these powers, the Judiciary will declare it void. If not, the people 

will have a right to declare it void. Is this depending on any man? But, 

says the Gentleman [George Mason], it may go to any thing.—It may 

destroy the trial by jury; and they may say it is necessary for providing 

for the general defence. The power of providing for the general de- 

: fence only extends to raise any sum of money they may think necessary, 

by taxes, imposts, &c. But, says he, our only defence against oppressive 

_ laws, consists in the virtue of our Representatives. This was misrep- 

resented. If I understand it right, no new power can be exercised. As | 

to those which are actually granted, we trust to the fellow-feeling of — 

our Representatives, and if we are deceived, we then trust to altering — 

our Government. It appears to me, however, that we can confide in 

their discharging their powers rightly, from the peculiarity of their | 

situation, and connection with us. If, Sir, the powers of the former 

. Congress were very inconsiderable, that body did not deserve to have 

great powers. It was so constructed that it would be dangerous to 

invest it with such. But why were the articles of the Bill of Rights read? 

| Let him shew us that those rights are given up by the Constitution. 

Let him prove them to be violated. He tells us, that the most worthy 

characters of the country differ as to the necessity of a Bill of Rights. —
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It is a simple and plain proposition. It is agreed upon by all, that the | 
people have all power. If they part with any of it, is it necessary to 
declare that they retain the rest? Liken it to any familiar case. If I | | 
have one thousand acres of land, and I grant five hundred acres of 
it, must I declare that I retain the other five hundred? Do I grant the 
whole thousand acres when I grant five hundred, unless I declare that _ | 
the five hundred I do not give, belongs to me still? It is so in this case. | 

_ After granting some powers, the rest must rest with the people. _ | 
_ Governor Randolph observed, that he had some objections to the | | 

clause. He was persuaded, that the construction put upon it by the 
_ Gentlemen, on both sides, was erroneous;—but he thought any con- 

struction better than to go into anarchy. . 
, Mr. George Mason, still thought that there ought to be some express 

declaration in the Constitution, asserting that rights not given to the 
General Government, were retained by the States. He apprehended 
that unless this was done, many valuable and important rights would. 
be concluded to be given up by implication. All Governments were 
drawn from the people, though many were perverted to their oppres- 
sion. The Government of Virginia, he remarked, was drawn from the | | 
people; yet there were certain great and important rights, which the | 
people by their Bill of Rights declared to be paramount to the power , | 
of the Legislature.—He asked, why should it not be so in this Consti- | 
tution?—Was it because we were more substantially represented in it, | 
than in the State Government? If in the State Government, where the | 
people were substantially and fully represented, it was necessary that | 
the great rights of human nature should be secure from the encroach- | 
ments of the Legislature; he asked, if it was not more necessary in this 
Government, where they were but inadequately represented? He de- 
clared, that artful sophistry and evasions could not satisfy him. He . 
could see no clear distinction between rights relinquished by a positive 
grant, and lost by implication. Unless there were a Bill of Rights, 
implication might swallow up all our rights. — 

Mr. Henry,—Mr. Chairman.—The necessity of a Bill of Rights ap- | 
pear(s) to me to be greater in this Government, than ever it was in | 
any Government before. I observed already, that the sense of the 
European nations, and particularly Great-Britain, is against the con- 
struction of rights being retained, which are not expressly relinquished. 

__ Trepeat, that all nations have adopted this construction—That all rights 
not expressly and unequivocally reserved to the people, are impliedly 
and incidentally relinquished to rulers; as necessarily inseparable from | : 
the delegated powers. It is so in Great-Britain: For every possible right — 
which is not reserved to the people by some express provision or |
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compact, is within the King’s prerogative. It is so in that country which 

is said to be in such full possession of freedom. It is so in Spain, | 

- Germany, and other parts of the world. Let us consider the sentiments 

which have been entertained by the people of America on this subject. 

: At the revolution, it must be admitted, that it was their sense to put 

down those great rights which ought in all countries to be held in- 

violable and sacred. Virginia did so we all remember. She made a 

| compact to reserve, expressly, certain rights. When fortified with full, 

adequate, and abundant representation, was she satisfied with that 

= representation? No.—She most cautiously and guardedly reserved and 

secured those invaluable, inestimable rights and privileges, which no 

| people, inspired with the least glow of the patriotic love of liberty, 

| ever did, or ever can, abandon. She is called upon now to abandon ~ 

them, and dissolve that compact which secured them to her. She is 

called upon to accede to another compact which most infallibly su- 

percedes and annihilates her present one. Will she do it?—This is the | 

question. If you intend to reserve your unalienable rights, you must 

have the most express stipulation. For if implication be allowed, you 

are ousted of those rights. If the people do not think it necessary to 

reserve them, they will be supposed to be given up. How were the 

Congressional rights defined when the people of America united bya 

confederacy to defend their liberties and rights against the tyrannical 

attempts of Great-Britain? The States were not then contented with 

implied reservation. No, Mr. Chairman. It was expressly declared in 

our Confederation that every right was retained by the States respec- 

tively, which was not given up to the Government of the United | 

States.23 But there is no such thing here. You therefore by a natural 

and unavoidable implication, give up your rights to the General Gov- 

ernment. Your own example furnishes an argument against it. If you 

give up these powers, without a Bill of Rights, you will exhibit the 

most absurd thing to mankind that ever the world saw—A Government _ 

that has abandoned all its powers—The powers of (a) direct taxation, 

the sword, and the purse. You have disposed of them to Congress, | 

| without a Bill of Rights—without check, limitation, or controul. And 

still you have checks and guards—still you keep barriers—pointed 

where? Pointed against your weakened, prostrated, enervated State 

Government! You have a Bill of Rights to defend you against the State 

| Government, which is bereaved of all power; and yet you have none 

against Congress, though in full and exclusive possession of all power! 

You arm yourselves against the weak and defenceless, and expose your— | 

selves naked to the armed and powerful. Is not this a conduct of 

unexampled absurdity? What barriers have you to oppose to this most
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strong energetic Government? To that Government you have nothing | 
to oppose. All your defence is given up. This is a real actual defect.— __ 

| It must strike the mind of every Gentleman. When our Government | | 
| was first instituted in Virginia, we declared the common law of England 

_ to be in force.?*—That system of law which has been admired, and has _ oe 
protected us and our ancestors, is excluded by that system.—Added _ | 

_ to this, we adopted a Bill of Rights. By this Constitution, some of the 
best barriers of human rights are thrown away. Is there not an ad- _ oe 
ditional reason to have a Bill of Rights? By the ancient common law, | 
the trial of all facts is decided by a jury of impartial men from the " 

_ immediate vicinage. This paper speaks of different juries from the | 
common law, in criminal cases; and in civil controversies excludes trial _ - 
by jury altogether. There is therefore more occasion for the supple- | | 
mentary check of a Bill of Rights now, than then. Congress from their | | 
general powers may fully go into the business of human legislation. a 
They may legislate in criminal cases from treason to the lowest offence, | 
petty larceny. They may define crimes and prescribe punishments. In _ : 

| _ the definition of crimes, I trust they will be directed by what wise | 
Representatives ought to be governed by. But when we come to pun- | | 
ishments, no latitude ought to be left, nor dependence put on the 

_ virtue of Representatives. What says our Bill of Rights? ‘“That excessive 
bail ought not to be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel | 

_ and unusual punishments inflicted.”’?> Are you not therefore now call- CA 
ing on those Gentlemen who are to compose Congress, to prescribe _ 
trials and define punishments without this controul? Will they find 
sentiments there similar to this Bill of Rights? You let them loose— 

| you do more—you depart from the genius of your country. That paper | 
tells you, that the trial of crimes shall be by jury, and held in the State 
where the crime shall have been committed.—Under this extensive 

| provision, they may proceed in a manner extremely dangerous to lib- 
erty.—Persons accused may be carried from one extremity of the State - 
to another, and be tried not by an impartial jury of the vicinage, | 
acquainted with his character, and the circumstances of the fact; but - oo 
by a jury unacquainted with both, and who may be biassed against 
him.—Is not this sufficient to alarm men?—How different is this from 
the immemor[iJal practice of your British ancestors, and your own? I~ 
need not tell you, that by the common law a number of hundredors | a 
were required to be on a jury,” and that afterwards it was sufficient ee 
if the jurors came from the same county. With less than this the people 

_ of England have never been satisfied. That paper ought to have de- : 
clared the common law in force. | eo | | 

_ In this business of legislation, your Members of Congress will lose 7
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the restriction of not imposing excessive fines, demanding excessive 
bail, and inflicting cruel and unusual punishments.—These are pro- 

| hibited by your Declaration of Rights. What has distinguished our 
| ancestors?—That they would not admit of tortures, or cruel and bar- 

barous punishments. But Congress may introduce the practice of the | 
civil law, in preference to that of the common law.—They may intro- 

| duce the practice of France, Spain, and Germany—Of torturing to | 
extort a confession of the crime. They will say that they might as well 
draw examples from those countries as from Great-Britain; and they 
will tell you, that there is such a necessity of strengthening the arm 
of Government, that they must have a criminal equity, and extort 

. confession by torture, in order to punish with still more relentless 
severity. We are then lost and undone.—And can any man think it — 

| troublesome, when we can by a small interference prevent our rights 

| from being lost?—If you will, like the Virginian Government, give them _ 
knowledge of the extent of the rights retained by the people, and the 
powers themselves, they will, if they be honest men, thank you for it.— 

Will they not wish to go on sure grounds?—But if you leave them 

otherwise, they will not know how to proceed; and being in a state of 

| uncertainty, they will assume rather than give up powers by implication. 
A Bill of Rights may be summed up in a few words. What do they tell | 
us?—That our rights are reserved.—Why not say so? Is it because it 
will consume too much paper? Gentlemen’s reasonings against a Bill 
of Rights, do not satisfy me. Without saying which has the right side, 
it remains doubtful. A Bill of Rights is a favourite thing with the 
Virginians, and the people of the other States likewise. It may be their 
prejudice, but the Government ought to suit their geniuses, otherwise 

its operation will be unhappy. A Bill of Rights, even if its necessity be 
| ~ doubtful, will exclude the possibility of dispute, and with great sub- | 

mission, I think the best way is to have no dispute. In the present 
Constitution, they are restrained from issuing general warrants to | 

| search suspected places, or seize persons not named, without evidence 

of the commission of a fact, &c.?7 There was certainly some celestial 

influence governing those who deliberated on that Constitution:—For 

they have with the most cautious and enlightened circumspection, | 

guarded those indefeasible rights, which ought ever to be held sacred. 

| The officers of Congress may come upon you, fortified with all the 

terrors of paramount federal authority.—Excisemen may come in mul- | 

titudes:—For the limitation of their numbers no man knows.—They 

may, unless the General Government be restrained by a Bill of Rights, — | 

| or some similar restriction, go into your cellars and rooms, and search, 

, ransack and measure, every thing you eat, drink and wear. They ought
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to be restrained within proper bounds. With respect to the freedom — 
_of the press, I need say nothing; for it is hoped that the Gentlemen 
who shall compose Congress, will take care as little as possible, to — 
infringe the rights of human nature.—This will result from their in- — 
tegrity. They should from prudence, abstain from violating the rights 
of their constituents. They are not however expressly restrained.—But 
whether they will intermeddle with that palladium of our liberties or 

not, I leave you to determine. | ae 
Mr. Grayson thought it questionable, whether rights not given up 

were reserved. A majority of the States, he observed, had expressly 
reserved certain important rights by Bills of Rights, and that in the 
Confederation there was a clause, declaring expressly, that every power 
and right not given up, was retained by the States.?8 It was the general 
sense of America, that such a clause was necessary; otherwise why did 

they introduce a clause which was totally unnecessary? It had been - 
insisted, he said, in many parts of America, that a Bill of Rights was 
only necessary between a Prince and people, and not in such a Gov- 
ernment as this, which was a compact between the people themselves. 

_ This did not satisfy his mind: For so extensive was the power of leg- 
islation, in his estimation, that he doubted, whether when it was once 
given up, any thing was retained. He further remarked, that there were 
some negative clauses in the Constitution, which refuted the doctrine 
contended for by the other side: For instance, the second clause, of — 

the ninth section, of the first article, provided, that “The privilege of 
the writ of habeas corpus shall not be suspended, unless when in cases 
of rebellion or invasion, the public safety may require it.’”-—And by 
the last clause, of the same section, ‘‘No title of nobility shall be granted 
by the United States.”—Now if these restrictions had not been here — 
inserted, he asked, whether Congress would not most clearly have had 
a right to suspend that great and valuable right, and to grant titles of | | 
nobility? When, in addition to these considerations, he saw they had 
an indefinite power to provide for the general welfare, he thought 

_ there were great reasons to apprehend great dangers. He thought 
therefore, that there ought to be a Bill of Rights. . 
Mr. George Nicholas, in answer to the two Gentlemen last up, ob- 

served, that though there was a Declaration of Rights in the Govern- 
ment of Virginia, it was no conclusive reason that there should be one 
in this Constitution. For, if it was unnecessary in the former, its omis- 
sion in the latter could be no defect. They ought therefore to prove, — | 
that it was essentially necessary to be inserted in the Constitution of | 
Virginia: That there were five or six States in the Union, which had 
no Bill of Rights, separately and distinctly as such.?° But they annexed
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the substance of a Bill of Rights to their respective Constitutions. These 

- States, he further observed, were as free as this State, and their liberties 

as secure as ours. If so, Gentlemen’s arguments from the precedent 

were not good. In Virginia, all powers were given to the Government 

without any exception. It was different in the General Government, 

to which certain special powers were delegated for certain purposes. 

He asked, which was the more safe?—Was it safer to grant general 
powers, than certain limited powers? This much as to the theory, con- 

tinued he. What is the practice of this invaluable Government? Have 

your citizens been bound by it? They have not, Sir. You have violated | 

| that maxim, ‘‘That no man shall be condemned without a fair trial.”’— a 

| That man who was killed, not secundum artem, was deprived of his life, 

| without the benefit of law, and in express violation of this Declaration 

of Rights, which they confide in so much.®° But, Sir, this Bill of Rights 

was no security.—It is but a paper check.—It has been violated in many 

other instances. Therefore from theory and practice it may be con- 

cluded, that this Government with special powers, without any express 

exceptions, is better than a Government with general powers, and 

special exceptions. But the practice of England is against us.—The 

| rights there reserved to the people, are to limit and check the King’s 

| prerogative. It is easier to enumerate the exceptions to his prerogative, 

| than to mention all the cases to which it extends.—Besides, these res- 

- ervations being only formed in acts of the Legislature, may be altered 

| by the Representatives of the people, when they think proper. No 

comparison can be made of this, with the other Governments he men- | 

tioned.—There is no stipulation between the King and people. The 

former is possessed of absolute unlimited authority. | 

But, Sir, this Constitution is defective, because the common law iS | 

not declared to be in force—What would have been the consequences 

if it had? It would be immutable. But now it can be changed or mod- 

ified as the Legislative body may find necessary for the community. 

But the common law is not excluded. There is nothing in that paper 

to warrant the assertion. As to the exclusion of a jury from the vicinage, 

he has mistaken the fact:—The Legislature may direct a jury to come 

from the vicinage. But the Gentleman says, that by this Constitution, 

they have power to make laws to define crimes, and prescribe punish- 

ments; and that consequently we are not free from torture. Treason 

against the United States is defined in the Constitution, and the for- 

feiture limited to the life of the person attainted.—Congress have 

power to define and punish piracies and felonies committed on the 

high seas; and offences against the law of nations: But they cannot | 

define or prescribe the punishment of any other crime whatever, with-
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| out violating the Constitution. If we had no security against torture, | 
but our Declaration of Rights, we might be tortured to morrow: For: _ 

_ it has been repeatedly infringed and disregarded. A Bill of Rights is 
| only an acknowledgement of the pre-existing claim to rights in the | 

people. They belong to us as much as if they had been inserted in the _ 
| Constitution.—But it is said, that if it be doubtful, the possibility of 

dispute ought to be precluded. Admitting it was proper for the Con- 
vention to have inserted a Bill of Rights, it is not proper here to oe 

| propose it, as the condition of our accession to the Union. Would you wk 
reject this Government for its omission, dissolve the Union, and bring : 

| miseries on yourselves and posterity? I hope the Gentleman [Patrick _ a 
| Henry] does not oppose it on this ground solely. Is there another. 

reason? He said, that it is not only the general wish of this State, but | 
| of all the States to have a Bill of Rights. If it be so, where is the 

difficulty of having this done by way of subsequent amendments? We 
shall find the other States willing to accord with their own favourite 

_ wish. The Gentleman last up [William Grayson], says, that the power | 
of legislation includes every thing. A general power of legislation does. 

_ But this is a special power of legislation: Therefore it does not contain _ 
| that plenitude of power which he imagines. They cannot legislate in 

any case, but those particularly enumerated. No Gentleman who is a_ 
friend to the Government ought to withhold his assent from it for this 
reason. > | Se 7 | _ 

Mr. George Mason replied, that the worthy Gentleman [George Nich- : 
olas] was mistaken in his assertion, that the Bill of Rights did not) | 
prohibit torture. For, that one clause expressly provided, thatno man 
can give evidence against himself;?! and that the worthy Gentleman 
must know, that in those countries where torture is used, evidence was 

extorted from the criminal himself. Another clause of the Bill of Rights, OE 

provided, that no cruel and unusual punishments shall be inflicted;3? __ 
therefore torture was included in the prohibition, = ss : 

Mr. Nicholas acknowledged the Bill of Rights to contain that pro- oe 
hibition, and that the Gentleman was right with respect to the practice __ 

| of extorting confession from the criminal in those countries where ce 
- torture is used; but still he saw no security arising from the Bill of | 

Rights as separate from the Constitution, for that it had been fre- 
quently violated with impunity. Se a | - 

_ After some irregular conversation, = | | 
| _. The Committee then rose—And on motion, Resolved, That this Con- | 

vention will, to-morrow, again resolve itself into a Committee of the 
whole Convention, to take into farther consideration, the proposed | 

_ Constitution of Government. _ ae ee | a
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| And then the Convention adjourned until to morrow morning, nine | 
o’clock. | | 

1. For the Riot Act of 1715, see Convention Debates, 5 June, note 11 (RCS:Va., 

969). | 
2. The state declarations of rights of Virginia, Pennsylvania, and North Carolina 

affirmed that standing armies in time of peace were dangerous to liberty and that they 
Oo ought not to be raised or maintained. The declarations of Delaware, Maryland, Mas- | 

sachusetts, and New Hampshire specified that standing armies were dangerous to liberty 
and that they ought not to be raised or kept without the consent of the legislature 
(Thorpe, ITI, 1688, 1892; IV, 2456; V, 2788, 3083; American Historical Review, III : 

| [1898], 646 [Delaware]; and RCS:Va., 531). | 

3. James Madison possibly refers to an incident that occurred in late June and early » 
| July 1787 at the Port of Alexandria. The captain and crew of the schooner Dart from 

St. Kitts (or St. Christopher), aided by people on shore, escaped from the custody of : 
James M. McCrea, the searcher of the Port of Alexandria, who had seized the vessel 

| for smuggling rum. The Dart went into the Potomac River port of Georgetown, Md., 
and Maryland authorities refused the request of Charles Lee, the naval officer of Vir- | 
ginia’s South Potomac District, to arrest the Dart’s captain. In the meantime, an armed 

state boat, the Patriot, had been dispatched to intercept the Dart. The Patriot, however, 

was forced to return to Hampton for repairs, and the Dart, which had left Georgetown 
| and had sailed down the Potomac, managed to escape. Whereupon, the Council ordered 

the state’s other armed boat, the Liberty, to prevent future smuggling in the area between 
Georgetown and Quantico, Va., especially near the town of Alexandria. (See Joseph 
Jones to Madison, 29 June, Rutland, Madison, X, 84—85n. Jones, who described the 

incident to Madison, was a member of the Council of State.) 

It should be noted, however, that neither Jones, McCrea, Lee, nor the Journal of 
the Council of State refer to the use of militia, although Lee wrote Lieutenant-Governor 
Randolph that, before the Dart escaped, McCrea tried to retake the vessel with the help 

. of ‘‘some armed men.” (For letters by McCrea and Lee, see William P. Palmer et al., 

eds., Calendar of Virginia State Papers..., [11 vols., Richmond, 1875-1893], IV, 301, 

308-9, 311, 314, 335.) | 
4. In 1765 Parliament passed an act that once again brought the Isle of Man, granted | 

to Sir John Stanley and his heirs in 1405, under the sovereignty of the British government _ 
and its customs service, whereby the island ceased to be a smugglers’ haven. Under the 
act, Britain paid Stanley’s heirs £70,000. | | a 

5. See Patrick Henry’s speech earlier in the day, at note I. 
6. In December 1784, the Virginia legislature passed ‘‘An act for amending the several 

laws for regulating and disciplining the militia, and guarding against invasions and in- 
surrections” because the state’s militia laws were “inadequate” for the defense and safety Oo 
of the state. Among other things, the act stated that the militia was to be governed by 
Baron Von Steuben’s plan for the forming and disciplining of Continental troops which : 
Congress had adopted on 29 March 1779. When called into actual service, the militia 
was to “‘be governed by the articles of war which were last in force in the continental 

| army during the last war.”’ In January 1786 the legislature adopted “An act to amend | 
and reduce into one act, the several laws for regulating and disciplining the militia, and 
guarding against invasions and insurrections.” This act retained the disciplinary provi- 
sions of the 1784 law (Hening, XI, 476-94; XII, 9-24; and Rutland, Madison, VIII, 

| _ 478, 482n). 
7. The militia act of January 1786 “authorized and empowered” the governor, with 

the advice of the council, to call up the militia to combat invasions or quell insurrections, 

or the “probable prospect thereof’? (Hening, XII, 16-17). SO 
8. An act passed on 7 January 1788 provided that “If any officer of the customs, or
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officer of the state boats, shall meet with obstruction in the execution of his office, he 

may impress persons or vessels to his assistance, and the person or persons so summoned | 
and assisting shall be allowed one half the sum given by law to the officer making seizure; 
but every person failing to render the assistance required, without reasonable excuse, | oo 
shall forfeit and pay the sum of ten pounds, to be recovered, on motion of the officer, 

in the court of the county where the party resides, to the use of the commonwealth; os 
Provided, ten days previous notice be given of such motion”’ (ibid., 449). | a 

| 9. In March 1629 Charles I dissolved Parliament and did not call another until early 
1640. This new Parliament met for three weeks in April and May 1640 and was also 
dissolved. Later in the year, Charles called another Parliament which convened in early 

a November and was soon at loggerheads with Charles over a variety of constitutional and 
political issues, one of which concerned the control of the militia. — a 

The dispute over the militia came to a head in January 1642, when Charles I, backed 
by several hundred swordsmen, entered the House of Commons in order to arrest five 

members whom he charged with high treason and high misdemeanors. The king’s action 
| and his refusal to sign a militia bill giving Parliament control of the militia led both 

| _ houses of Parliament in March to adopt an ordinance placing the militia under its 
control. In May Charles issued a proclamation condemning the ordinance, but in June 
Parliament sent him ‘“‘Nineteen Propositions,” one of which reaffirmed its position on , 
the militia. It also issued a declaration defending its ordinance. The king reasserted his | 
authority over the militia, and in July Parliament voted to raise an army. This action | , 
helped to precipitate the civil war which eventually led to the execution of Charles in 
1649. In 1660 the monarchy was restored, and two years later Parliament passed an 
act restoring the king’s authority over the militia. a, 

10. In 1757 Parliament passed an act reorganizing the militia so that it would be an | 
_ efficient force during the Seven Years War. The act provided that 31,800 “‘private Men’’. | 
be raised in England, Wales, and the town of Berwick-upon-Tweed. When the militia | - 
was called into actual service, the militiamen were to receive the same pay as soldiers 

in the regular army and the militia was placed under the Mutiny Act and the Articles 
of War. The act did not provide for the payment of the militiamen when not in actual 
service, thus requiring annual acts to pay them. This gave Parliament the same kind of 

_ control that it exercised over the regular army through the Mutiny Act. Although Par- 
liament passed another comprehensive militia act in 1786, the general plan of the force — 
continued much the same as it had been. . | 

11. Before or during the state Convention, William Grayson drafted amendments to : 
the Constitution that he never formally presented to that body. To check the power of , 
Congress over the militia, Grayson proposed that ‘‘The several States shall not be re- | 
strained from providing Arms for their own Militia” (Bryan Family Papers, Vi. For the 
complete text of Grayson’s proposed amendments, see Mfm:Va.; and for his other 
amendments, see Convention Debates, 18 June, note 5; 21 June, note 7; and 24 June, 

note 27.). : 7 | | 
12. Aesop, “The Four Oxen and the Lion.”’ . 

13. Cape Charles is the southernmost point on the Eastern Shore of Virginia. | 
14. The Treaty of Utrecht, adopted in 1579 and in force until 1795, provided that 

all matters pertaining to war and peace and all levies of duties and taxes be approved 
unanimously by the provinces. All other matters could be enacted by majority rule in 

_ the general assembly. | , 
15. See William Grayson’s speech, Convention Debates, 12 June (RCS:Va., 1191). 7 

_ 16. On 9 June Edmund Randolph noted that The Hague, the permanent capital of - 
The Netherlands, was located in the province of Holland. According to Randolph, since 

Holland’s authority to legislate in The Hague “has been injurious to the other Prov- . 
- Inces,” the Constitutional Convention had wisely granted Congress exclusive jurisdiction | 

over the federal capital (RCS:Va., 1084). | :
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17. For an example of an indignity suffered by Congress in 1783, see Convention 
Debates, 6 June, note 24. | 

18. See note 16 (above); and Madison’s ‘“‘Notes on Ancient and Modern Confeder- 

acies,’’ Rutland, Madison, IX, 12. 

_ 19. On 5 September 1783 a committee of Congress, appointed on 8 July to consider 
the jurisdiction of Congress over a permanent residence, reported that Congress “‘ought 
to enjoy an exclusive jurisdiction over the District which may be ceded and accepted 
for their permanent residence.” Congress considered the committee’s report on 25 
September (JCC, XXIV, 428, 428n; XXV, 603, 603n, 616-17). 

Two resolutions on the exclusive jurisdiction of Congress over a federal capital are 
preserved in the Papers of the Continental Congress. Neither resolution appears to have 

| been considered by Congress. The first, in the handwriting of committee member James 
Madison, reads: ‘“That the district which may be ceded to & accepted by Congress for 
their permanent residence, ought to be entirely exempted from the authority of the _ 
State ceding the same; and the organization & administration of the powers of Govt. 
within the sd. district concerted between Congress & the inhabitants thereof.” The | 
second resolution, in the handwriting of Arthur Lee, states: ‘““That the People inhabiting 

| within the said territory, should enjoy the privilege of trial by Jury, and of being governed 
by Laws made by Representatives of their own election.” Again, Congress appears not 
to have discussed the resolution (JCC, XXV, 603-4; and Hutchinson, Madison, VII, 

357-58). 
At different times during the remainder of 1783, Congress considered sites for the 

federal capital, and on each occasion resolutions provided for “‘an exclusive or such 
other jurisdiction as Congress may direct” (JCC, XXV, 656, 697-98, 706-10, 712, 714, 

768-71, 841). 
20. See Convention Debates, 6 June, note 24 (above). 

21. Article II of the Articles of Confederation states: ‘‘Each state retains its sover- 
eignty, freedom and independence, and every Power, Jurisdiction and right, which is 
not by this confederation expressly delegated to the United States, in Congress assem- 
bled.” | 

22. See RCS:Va., 531. 
23. See note 21 (above). 

24. For the adoption by the fifth revolutionary convention (1776) of an ordinance 
declaring the common law of England to be in force, see RCS:Va., 339, note 7. 

25. See Article 9 of the Declaration of Rights (RCS:Va., 531). 

26. In his Commentaries on the Laws of England, William Blackstone states: “by the 
policy of the antient law, the jury was to come de vicineto, from the neighbourhood of 
the vill or place where the cause of action was laid in the declaration; and therefore 7 
some of the jury were obliged to be returned from the hundred in which such vill lay; 
and, if none were returned, the array might be challenged for defect of hundredors” 
(Book IIT, chapter XXIII, 359). A hundred was a subdivision of an English county which 
had its own court, and the hundredor, an inhabitant of a hundred, was liable to serve 

| on a jury. | 
27. See Article 10 of the Virginia Declaration of Rights (RCS:Va., 531). | 
28. See note 21 (above). 
29. Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, South Carolina, and Georgia 

did not have declarations of rights as parts of their constitutions. Both Connecticut and 
New York adopted acts that served as bills of rights (Mfm:Conn. 2; and Laws of the State 
of New-York ... [26 January—21 April 1787, New York, 1787], 5-6 [Evans 20578)). 

30. Nicholas refers to the case of Josiah Philips, who was executed in 1778 (Con- 
vention Debates, 6 June, note 5, RCS:Va., 1004). ‘“‘Secundum artem’” means ‘‘according 

| to rule.” : 
31. See Article 8 of the Declaration of Rights (RCS:Va., 531). | 

32. See Article 9 of the Declaration of Rights (2bid.).
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| The Virginia Convention | . od 
| | Tuesday Se tae - 
CEs a —17june 1788 sis 

| ~ Debates | oe oe : os 

_ The Convention, according to the order of the day, again resolved 2 
itself into a Committee of the whole Convention, to take into farther - 

_ consideration, the proposed plan of Government.—Mr. Wythe in the | 
Chair. Je ee | a ee = ane 

| | (The first clause, of the ninth section, read.) | AS | 

Mr. George Mason,—Mr. Chairman.—This is a fatal section, which has - | 

_ created more dangers than any other.—The first clause, allows the | 

| importation of slaves for twenty years. Under the royal Government, 
this evil was looked upon as a great oppression, and many attempts 

- were made to prevent it; but the interest of the African merchants : 

prevented its prohibition. No sooner did the revolution take place, | 
than it was thought of. It was one of the great causes of our separation 
from Great-Britain. Its exclusion has been a principal object of this 

) State, and most of the States in the Union.! The augmentation of slaves a 
weakens the States; and such a trade is diabolical in itself, and dis- __ 
graceful to mankind. Yet by this Constitution it is continued for twenty ) 
years. As much as I value an union of all the States, I would not admit 
the Southern States into the Union, unless they agreed to the discon- | 
tinuance of this disgraceful trade, because it would bring weakness and 

not strength to the Union. And though this infamous traffic be con-  — 
tinued, we have no security for the property of that kind which we | 
have already. There is no clause in this Constitution to secure it; for 
they may lay such a tax as will amount to manumission. And should — 

| the Government be amended, still this detestable kind of commerce — 

_ cannot be discontinued till after the expiration of twenty years.—For ue 
the fifth article, which provides for amendments, expressly excepts this 
Clause. I have ever looked upon this as a most disgraceful thing to | 

_ America. I cannot express my detestation of it. Yet they have not — 
secured us the property of the slaves we have already. So that ‘‘They 

_ have done what they ought not to have done, and have left undone =—— 
what they ought to have done.” oe cee | 

| Mr. Madison,—Mr. Chairman.—I should conceive this clause to be 
_ impolitic, if it were one of those things which could be excluded with- 

| out encountering greater evils.—The Southern States would not have | | 
entered into the Union of America, without the temporary permission — |
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of that trade.? And if they were excluded from the Union, the con- - 
| sequences might be dreadful to them and to us. We are not in a worse 

situation than before. That traffic is prohibited by our laws, and we 
_ may continue the prohibition. The Union in general is not in a worse 

situation. Under the articles of Confederation, it might be continued 
| forever: But by this clause an end may be put to it after twenty years. 

There is therefore a(n) (a)melioration of our circumstances. A tax may 
be laid.in the mean time; but it is limited, otherwise Congress might _ 
lay such a tax as would amount to a prohibition. From the mode of 
representation and taxation, Congress cannot lay such a tax on slaves 
as will amount to manumission. Another clause secures us that property 
which we now possess. At present, if any slave elopes to any of those | 

_ States where slaves are free, he becomes emancipated by their laws. 
For the laws of the States are uncharitable to one another in this 

| respect. But in this Constitution, ‘“No person held to service, or labor, — 

in one State, under the laws thereof, escaping into another, shall in _ 
consequence of any law or regulation therein, be discharged from such 
service or labor; but shall be delivered up on claim of the party to 

| whom such service or labour may be due.’’—This clause was expressly 
| inserted to enable owners of slaves to reclaim them. This is a better 

_ security than any that now exists. No power is given to the General 
Government to interpose with respect to the property in slaves now 
held by the States. The taxation of this State being equal only to its | 

| representation, such a tax cannot be laid as he supposes. They cannot 
prevent the importation of slaves for twenty years; but after that period 
they can. The Gentlemen from South-Carolina and Georgia argued in 
this manner:—‘‘We have now liberty to import this species of property, | 

- and much of the property now possessed, has been purchased, or 
otherwise acquired, in contemplation of improving it by the assistance __ 
of imported slaves. What would be the consequence of hindering us 
from it? The slaves of Virginia would rise in value, and we would be 

| _ obliged to go to your markets.”’ I need not expatiate on this subject. 

Great as the evil is, a dismemberment of the Union would be worse. 7 

7 If those States should disunite from the other States, for not indulging 
them in the temporary continuance of this traffic, they might solicit | 
and obtain aid from foreign powers. — | | 

| Mr. Tyler warmly enlarged on the impolicy, iniquity, and disgrace- 
fulness of this wicked traffic. He thought the reasons urged by Gentle- | 
men in defence of it, were inconclusive, and ill-founded. It was one ~ 

| cause of the complaints against British tyranny, that this trade was | 
permitted. The revolution had put a period to it; but now it was to 
be revived. He thought nothing could justify it. This temporary re-
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striction on Congress militated, in his opinion, against the arguments 
of Gentlemen on the other side, that what was not given up was re- 

| tained by the States; for that if this restriction had not been inserted, 

Congress could have prohibited the African trade. The power of pro- 
- hibiting it, was not expressly delegated to them; yet they would have | 
had it by implication, if this restraint had not been provided. This _ 
seemed to him to demonstrate most clearly the necessity of restraining | 

| them by a Bill of Rights, from infringing our unalienable rights. It was | 
immaterial whether the Bill of Rights was by itself, or included in the 
Constitution.—But he contended for it one way or the other. It would | 
be justified by our own example, and that of England. His earnest — 
desire was, that it should be handed down to posterity, that he had > 
opposed this wicked clause. He then reverted to the clauses which 
enabled Congress, to legislate exclusively in the ten miles square, and 

_ other places purchased for forts, magazines, &c.—To provide for the 
general welfare—To raise a standing army; and to make any law that 
may be necessary to carry their laws into execution. From the combined : 
operation of these unlimited powers, he dreaded the most fatal con- 
sequences. If any acts of violence should be committed on persons or 
property, the perpetrators of such acts might take refuge in the sanc- 

| tuary of the ten miles square, and the strong holds. They would thus 
escape with impunity, as the States had no power to punish them. He 

called to the recollection of the Committee, the history of the Athe- | 
nian, who from smal] beginnings had enslaved his country. He begged 

| them to remember, that Czsar, who prostrated the liberties of his 

country, did not possess a powerful army at first. Suppose, says he, | 
the time should come, that a King should be proposed by Congress. 
Will they not be able by the sweeping clause to call in foreign assistance 

and raise troops, and do whatever they think proper to carry this 
, proposition into effect? He then concluded, that unless this clause were 

expunged he would vote against the Constitution. 
Mr. Madison was surprised, that any Gentleman should return to the 

| clauses which had already been discussed. He begged the Gentleman 
to read the clause which gave the power of exclusive legislation, and 

he might see that nothing could be done without the consent of the 
States. With respect to the supposed operation of what was denomi- 
nated the sweeping clause, the Gentleman, he said, was mistaken; for | 

it only extended to the enumerated powers. Should Congress attempt | 
to extend it to any power not enumerated, it would not be warranted 
by the clause. As to the restriction in the clause under consideration, 

it was a restraint on the exercise of a power expressly delegated to 

| Congress, namely, that of regulating commerce with foreign nations.
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| Mr. Henry insisted, that the insertion of these restrictions on Con- _ 
| - gress, was a plain demonstration, that Congress could exercise powers 

by implication. The Gentleman had admitted that Congress could have 
interdicted the African trade, were it not for this restriction. If so, the 
power not having been expressly delegated, must be obtained by im- 
plication. He demanded, where then was their doctrine of reserved 
rights? He wished for negative clauses to prevent their assuming any | 

| powers but those expressly given.—He asked, why it was omitted to 
_secure us that property in slaves, which we held now? He feared its 
omission was done with design. They might lay such heavy taxes on 
slaves, as would amount to emancipation; and then the Southern States © 
would be the only sufferers. His opinion was confirmed by the mode 

| of levying money. Congress, he observed, had power to lay and collect 
| taxes, imposts and excises. Imposts (or duties) and excises were to be. 

uniform. But this uniformity did not extend to taxes.—This might com- 
pel the Southern States to liberate their negroes. He wished this prop- 
erty therefore to be guarded. He considered the clause which had 
been adduced by the Gentleman as a security for this property, as no 

security at all. It was no more than this—That a run-away negro could 
| be taken up in Maryland or New-York. This could not prevent Congress | 

| from interfering with that property by laying a grievous and enormous 
tax on it, so as to compel owners to emancipate their slaves rather 

' than pay the tax. He apprehended it would be productive of much 
| stock-jobbing, and that they would play into one another’s hands in 

such a manner as that this property would be lost to this country. 
Mr. George Nicholas, wondered that Gentlemen who were against _ 

slavery, would be opposed to this clause, as after that period the slave 
trade would be done away. He asked, if Gentlemen did not see the 
inconsistency of their arguments? They object, says he, to the Consti- 
tution, because the slave trade is laid open for twenty odd years; and 
yet they tell you, that by some latent operation of it, the slaves who 

| are so now, will be manumitted! At the same moment it is opposed 
for being promotive and destructive of slavery!—He contended that it 
was advantageous to Virginia, that it should be in the power of Con- 
gress to prevent the importation of slaves after twenty years, as it would 
then put a period to the evil complained of. 

, As the Southern States would not confederate without this clause, 

| he asked, if Gentlemen would rather dissolve the Confederacy than to | 
suffer this temporary inconvenience, admitting it to be such? Virginia 
might continue the prohibition of such importation during the inter- 
mediate period; and would be benefited by it, as a tax of ten dollars, 
each slave, might be laid; of which she would receive a share. He
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endeavoured to obviate the objection of Gentlemen, that the restric- | 
tion on Congress was a proof that they would have power not given ~ | 
them, by remarking, that they would only have had a general super- | 
intendency of trade, if the restriction had not been inserted. But the | 

_ Southern States insisted on this exception to that general superinten- | 
dency for twenty years. It could not therefore have been a power by | 

| implication, as the restriction was an exception from a delegated — a 
_ power, The taxes could not, as had been suggested, be laid so high. | 

on negroes as to amount to emancipation; because taxation and rep- 
resentation were fixed according to the census established in the Con-_ 

| stitution. The exception of taxes, from the uniformity annexed to du- — 
ties and excises, could not have the operation contended for by the Sos 

_ Gentleman; because other clauses had clearly and positively fixed the | | 
_ census. Had taxes been uniform it would have been universally ob- 

jected to, for no one object could be selected without involving great 
| inconveniences and oppressions. But, says Mr. Nicholas, is it from the | 

_ General Government we are to fear emancipation? Gentlemen will : 
_ recollect what I said in another house, and what other Gentlemen have 

said that advocated emancipation. Give me leave to say, that that clause | 
_ 1s a great security for our slave tax. I can tell the Committee, that the | 
_ people of our country are reduced to beggary by the taxes on ne- | 

groes.—Had this Constitution been adopted, it would not have been | 
_ the case. The taxes were laid on all our negroes. By this system two- ; 

fifths are exempted. He then added, that he had imagined Gentlemen | 
would not support here what they had opposed in another place. 

| Mr. Henry replied, that though the proportion of each was to be 
_ fixed by the census, and three-fifths of the slaves only were included — 

in the enumeration, yet the proportion of Virginia being once fixed, | | 
might be laid on blacks and blacks only. For the mode of raising the | 

__ proportion of each State being to be directed by Congress, they might _ - 
make slaves the sole object to raise it of. Personalities he wished to . | 
take leave of: They had nothing to do with the question, which was | 
solely whether that paper was wrong or not. | me 

Mr. Nicholas replied, that negroes must be considered as persons or 
property. If as property, the proportion of taxes to be laid on them 
was fixed in the Constitution: If he apprehended a poll tax on negroes, 
the Constitution had prevented it. For, by the census, where a white _ 
man paid ten shillings, a negro paid but six shillings. For the exemption 
of two fifths of them reduced it to that proportion. a 

(The 2d, 3d, and 4th clauses read.) 
Mr. George Mason said, that Gentlemen might think themselves se- 

cured by the restriction in the fourth clause, that no capitation or oo
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~ other direct tax should be laid but in proportion to the census before 

directed to be taken. But that when maturely considered it would be oe 

found to be no security whatsoever. It was nothing but a direct as- 

-sertion, or mere confirmation of the clause which fixed the ratio of 

taxes and representation. It only meant that the quantum to be raised 

of each State, should be in proportion to their numbers in the manner 

therein directed. But the General Government was not precluded from 

_ laying the proportion of any particular State on any one species of 

property they might think proper. For instance, if 500,000 dollars were 

to be raised, they might lay the whole of the proportion of the South- 

ern States on the blacks, or any one species of property: So that by 

laying taxes too heavily on slaves, they might totally annihilate that 

7 kind of property. No real security could arise from the clause which 

a provides, that persons held to labor in one State, escaping into another, 

: shall be delivered up. This only meant, that run-away slaves should not 

| be protected in other States. As to the exclusion of ex post facto laws, 

it could not be said to create any security in this case. For laying a 

_ tax on slaves would not be ex post facto. 

, Mr. Madison replied, that even the Southern States, who were most | 

affected, were perfectly satisfied with this provision, and dreaded no 

| danger to the property they now hold. It appeared to him, that the 

| General Government would not intermeddle with that property for 

twenty years, but to lay a tax, on every slave imported, not exceeding _ 

7 ten dollars; and that after the expiration of that period they might | 

prohibit the traffic altogether. The census in the Constitution was in- 

tended to introduce equality in the burdens to be laid on the com- 

- munity. No Gentleman objected to laying duties, imposts, and excises, 

uniformly. But uniformity of taxes would be subversive of the prin- 

ciples of equality: For that it was not possible to select any article 

which would be easy for one State, but what would be heavy for an- 

other. That the proportion of each State being ascertained, it would 

be raised by the General Government in the most convenient manner 

for the people, and not by the selection of any one particular object. 

That there must be some degree of confidence put in agents, or else 

we must reject a state of civil society altogether. Another great security 

to this property, which he mentioned, was, that five States were greatly 

interested in that species of property, and there were other States 

- which had some slaves, and had made no attempt, or taken any step 

7 to take them from the people. There were a few slaves in New-York, 

New-Jersey and Connecticut: These States would probably oppose any © 

attempts to annihilate this species of property. He concluded, by ob-
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serving, that he would be glad to leave the decision of this to the 
Committee. : - | 

| (The 5th and 6th clauses read.) | 
Mr. George Mason, apprehended the loose expression of ‘‘publica- 

_ tion from time to time,” was applicable to any time. It was equally 
applicable to monthly and septennial periods. It might be extended — 
ever so much, The reasons urged in favor of this ambiguous expres- 
sion, was, that there might be some matters which might require se- __ 

| ~crecy. In matters relative to military operations, and foreign negoti-: 
ations, secrecy was necessary sometimes. But he did not conceive 
that the receipts and expenditures of the public money ought ever to 
be concealed. The people, he affirmed, had a right to know the ex- 
penditures of their money. But that this expression was so loose, it 

_ might be concealed forever from them, and might afford opportun- 
ities of misapplying the public money, and sheltering those who did | 
it. He concluded it to be as exceptionable as any clause in so few words 
could be. | 

Mr. Lee, of Westmoreland, thought such trivial arguments as that just 
used by the Honorable Gentleman, would have no weight with the 
Committee. He conceived the expression to be sufficiently explicit and © 

_ Satisfactory. It must be supposed to mean, in the common acceptation 
of language, short convenient periods. It was as well, as if it had said __ 
one year, or a shorter term. Those who would neglect this provision, 

| would disobey the most pointed directions. As the Assembly was to 
meet next week,* he hoped Gentlemen would confine themselves to 
the investigation of the principal parts of the Constitution. 

| Mr. Mason begged to be permitted to use that mode of arguing to 
| which he had been accustomed. However desirous he was of pleasing — 

_that worthy Gentleman, his duty would give way to that pleasure. 
Mr. George Nicholas, said it was a better direction and security than 

_ was in the State Government. No appropriation shall be made of the 
public money but by law. There could not be any misapplication of | 

_ it. Therefore he thought instead of censure, it merited applause. Being _ 
a cautious provision which few Constitutions, or none, had ever 

| adopted. | | 
Mr. Corbin concurred in the sentiments of Mr. Nicholas on this sub- | | 

ject. | | | 
Mr. Madison thought it much better than if it had mentioned any 

specified period. Because if the accounts of the public receipts and 
_ expenditures were to be published at short stated periods, they would a 
not be so full and connected, as would be necessary for a thorough 
comprehension of them, and detection of any errors. But by giving
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them an opportunity of publishing them from time to time, as might 

be found easy and convenient, they would be more full and satisfactory 

to the public, and would be sufficiently frequent. He thought, after 

all, that this provision went farther than the Constitution of any State 

in the Union, or perhaps in the world. | | 

Mr. Mason replied, that in the Confederation the public proceedings 

were to be published monthly,’ which was infinitely better than de- _ 

pending on men’s virtue to publish them or not, as they might please. 

If there was no such provision in the Constitution of Virginia, Gentle- 

men ought to consider the difference between such a full represen- 

tation, dispersed and mingled with every part of the community, as 

the State representation was, and such an inadequate representation 

as this was. One might be safely trusted, but not the other. 

Mr. Madison replied, that the inconveniences which had been ex- | 

perienced from the Confederation in that respect, had their weight 

with him in recommending this in preference to it; for that it was | 

impossible, in such short intervals, to adjust the public accounts in any © 

satisfactory manner. . 
(The 7th clause read.) | 

Mr. Henry,—Mr. Chairman.—We have now come to the ninth section, 

and I consider myself at liberty to take a short view of the whole. I : 

wish to do it very briefly. Give me leave to remark, that there is a Bill 

of Rights in that Government. There are express restrictions which 

are in the shape of a Bill of Rights: But they bear the name of the 

ninth section. The design of the negative expressions in this section 

is to prescribe limits, beyond which the powers of Congress shall not 

go. These are the sole bounds intended by the American Government. 

Where abouts do we stand with respect to a Bill of Rights? Examine : 

it, and compare it to the idea manifested by the Virginian Bill of Rights, 

or that of the other States. The restraints in this Congressional Bill of 

Rights, are so feeble and few, that it would have been infinitely better 

to have said nothing about it. The fair implication is, that they can do 

| every thing they are not forbidden to do. What will be the result if - 

Congress, in the course of their legislation, should do a thing not 

restrained by this ninth section? It will fall as an incidental power to 

Congress, not being prohibited expressly in the Constitution. The first 

prohibition is, that the privilege of the writ of habeas corpus shall not 

be suspended, but when in cases of rebellion, or invasion, the public 

safety may require it. It results clearly, that if it had not said so, they 

could suspend it in all cases whatsoever. It reverses the position of the 

friends of this Constitution, that every thing is retained which is not) 

given up. For instead of this, every thing is given up, which is not
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expressly reserved.—It does not speak affirmatively, and say that it shall a 
be suspended in those cases. But that it shall not be suspended but vo 
in certain cases; going on a supposition that every thing which is not 

_ negatived, shall remain with Congress. If the power remains with the _ 
| people, how can Congress supply the want of an affirmative grant? | 

They cannot do it but by implication, which destroys their doctrine. — 
The Virginia Bill of Rights interdicts the relinquishment of the sword = 
and purse without controul. That Bill of Rights secures the great and . 

_ principal rights of mankind. But this Bill of Rights extends to but very 7 
few cases, and is destructive of the doctrine advanced by the friends  — 

of that paper. | | a a - 
oe If ex post facto laws had not been interdicted, they might also have 

been extended by implication at pleasure. Let us consider whether this 
restriction be founded in wisdom or good policy. If no ex post facto | 

_ laws be made, what is to become of the old continental paper dollars? | | 
Will not this country be forced to pay it in gold and silver, shilling” 
for shilling? Gentlemen may think that this does not deserve an answer: 
But it is an all important question. Because the property of this country a 
is not commensurate to the enormous demand. Our own Government —s_— 
triumphs with infinite superiority when put in contrast with that pa- | 
per.—The want of a Bill of Rights will render all their laws, however 
oppressive, constitutional. | / os | | 

If the Government of Virginia passes a law in contradiction to our : 
Bill of Rights, it is nugatory. By that paper the national wealth is to 

__ be disposed of under the veil of secrecy: For the publication from : 
_ time to time, will amount to nothing; and they may conceal what they 
may think requires secrecy. How different is it in your own Govern- | 

_ Ment?—Have not the people seen the journals of our Legislature every | 
day during every session? Is not the lobby full of people every day? | 

| Yet, Gentlemen say, that the publication from time to time is a security 
unknown in our State Government! Such a regulation would be nu-_ 

_ gatory and vain, or at least needless, as the people see the journals of 
our Legislature, and hear their debates every day. If this be not more  — 
secure than what is in that paper, I will give up that I have totally 
misconceived the principles of the Government. You are told, that — | 

_- your rights are secured in this new Government. They are guarded in | 
| no other part but this ninth section. The few restrictions in that section oe | 

are your only safeguards. They may controul your actions, and your | | 
very words, without being repugnant to that paper. The existence of _ | 

| your dearest privileges will depend on the consent of Congress: For | 
_ these are not within the restrictions of the ninth section. - | 

| If Gentlemen think that securing the slave trade is a capital object;
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_ that the privilege of the habeas corpus is sufficiently secured; that the | 

| exclusion of ex post facto laws will produce no inconvenience; that the 
publication from time to time will secure their property; in one word, 
that this section alone will sufficiently secure their liberties, I have 

spoken in vain.—Every word of mine, and of my worthy coadjutor 

[George Mason], is lost. I trust that Gentlemen, on this occasion, will 

see the great objects of religion, liberty of the press, trial by jury, 
interdiction of cruel punishments, and every other sacred right se- 
cured, before they agree to that paper. These most important human 

rights are not protected by that section, which is the only safeguard | 

in the Constitution.—My mind will not be quieted till I see something — 

substantial come forth in the shape of a Bill of Rights. 

a - Governor Randolph,—Mr. Chairman.—The general review which the © 

Gentleman [Patrick Henry] has taken of the ninth section, is so in- | 

consistent, that in order to answer him, I must with your permission, 

who are the custos of order here, depart from the rule of the House 

| _ - in some degree. I declared some days ago that I would give my suffrage _ 

for this Constitution, not because I considered it without blemish, but 

because the critical situation of our country demanded it. I invite those 

who think with me to vote for the Constitution.—But where things 
occur in it which I disapprove of, I shall be candid in exposing my 

objections. | | | 

Permit me to return to that clause, which is called by Gentlemen 

the sweeping clause. I observed yesterday, that I conceived the con- | 

struction which had been put on this clause by the advocates of the 

Constitution was too narrow; and that the construction put upon it : 

by the other party, was extravagant. The intermediate explanation ap- _ 

pears to me most rational. The former contend, that it gives no sup- 

| plementary power; but only enables them to make laws to execute the 

_ delegated powers, or in other words, that it only involves the powers 

| incidental to those expressly delegated.—By incidental powers they 

| ‘mean those which are necessary for the principal thing.—That the 

incident is inseparable from the principal, is a maxim in the construc- 

| tion of laws.—A Constitution differs from a law.—For a law only em- 

braces one thing—But a Constitution embraces a number of things, . 

and is to have a more liberal construction. I need not recur to the 

| Constitutions of Europe for a precedent to direct my explication of 

this clause, because in Europe there is no Constitution wholly in writ- 

ing. The European Constitutions sometimes consist in detached stat- 

utes or ordinances:—Sometimes they are on record, and sometimes 

| they depend on immemorial tradition. The American Constitutions are 

singular, and their construction ought to be liberal. On this principle |
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what should be said of the clause under consideration (the sweeping | 
clause.) If incidental powers be those only which are necessary for the | 
principal thing, the clause would be superfluous. 

Let us take an example of a single department: For instance that of 
the President, who has certain things annexed to his office. Does it | 
not reasonably follow, that he must have some incidental powers? The 

_ principle of incidental powers extends to all parts of the system. If | 
. you then say, that the President has incidental powers, you reduce it 

to tautology. I cannot conceive that the fair interpretation of these | 
_ words is as the Honorable Member [James Madison] says. 

Let me say, that, in my opinion, the adversaries of the Constitution 
wander equally from the true meaning. If it would not fatigue the | 
House too far, I would go back to the question of reserved rights. 
The Gentleman [Patrick Henry] supposes, that compleat and unlimited 
legislation is vested in the Congress of the United States. This sup- | , 
position is founded on false reasoning. What is the present situation 
of this State? She has possession of all rights of sovereignty, except 
those given to the Confederation. She must delegate powers to the | 

: Confederate Government. It is necessary for her public happiness. Her 
weakness compels her to confederate with the twelve other Govern- 
ments. She trusts certain powers to the General Government in order 
to support, protect, and defend the Union. Now is there not a de- 
monstrable difference between the principle of the State Government, 
and the General Government? There is not a word said in the State ~ | 

, Government of the powers given to it, be[c]ause they are general. But 
in the general Constitution, its powers are enumerated. Is it not then 

: fairly deducible, that it has no power but what is expressly given it? 
For if its powers were to be general, an enumeration would be needless. 

But the insertion of the negative restrictions has given cause of 
triumph it seems, to Gentlemen. They suppose, that it demonstrates 
that Congress are to have powers by implication. I will meet them on 
that ground. I persuade myself, that every exception here mentioned, | 
is an exception not from general powers, but from the particular pow- 
ers therein vested. To what power in the General Government is the 
exception made, respecting the importation of negroes? Not from a = 
general power, but from a particular power expressly enumerated. This 
is an exception from the power given them of regulating commerce. 
He asks, where is the power to which the prohibition of suspending — 
the habeas corpus is an exception. I contend that by virtue of the power 

| given to Congress to regulate courts, they could suspend the writ of 
habeas corpus.—This is therefore an exception to that power. | 

The third restriction is, that “No bill of attainder, or ex post facto |
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law shall be passed.””—This is a manifest exception to another power. 

We know well that attainders, and ex post facto laws, have always been 

the engines of criminal jurisprudence. This is therefore an exception 

| to the criminal jurisdiction vested in that body. 
The fourth restriction is, that no capitation, or other direct tax shall 

be laid, unless in proportion to the census before directed to be taken. 

Our debates shew from what power this is an exception. | 

- The restrictions in the fifth clause, are an exception to the power 

| of regulating commerce. a 

The restriction of- the sixth clause, that no money shall be drawn 

| from the treasury, but in consequence of appropriations made by law, 

is an exception to the power of paying the debts of the United States; 

for the power of drawing money from the treasury is consequential 

| of that of paying the public debts. 
The next restriction is, that no titles of nobility shall be granted by 

the United States. If we cast our eyes to the manner in which titles 

of nobility first originated, we shall find this restriction founded on 

the same principles. These sprung from military and civil offices: Both 

are put in the hands of the United States, and therefore I presume it 

to be an exception to that power. _ | | 

The last restriction restrains any persons in office from accepting of 

any present or emolument, title or office, from any foreign Prince or 

State. It must have been observed before, that though the Confed- 

eration had restricted Congress from exercising any powers not given 

them, yet they inserted it,° not from any apprehension of usurpation, 

but for greater security. This restriction is provided to prevent cor- 

ruption. All men have a natural inherent right of receiving emoluments 

from any one, unless they be restrained by the regulations of the 

community. An accident which actually happened, operated in pro- 

, ducing the restriction. A box was presented to our Ambassador by the 

King of our allies.” It was thought proper, in order to exclude cor- 

ruption and foreign influence, to prohibit any one in office from re- 

ceiving or holding any emoluments from foreign States. I believe, that 

if at that moment, when we were in harmony with the King of France, 

we had supposed that he was corrupting our Ambassador, it might 

have disturbed that confidence, and diminished that mutual friendship, 

| which contributed to carry us through the war. _ 

The Honorable Gentleman observed, that Congress might define 

punishments, from petty larceny to high treason.® This is an unfor- 

tunate quotation for the Gentleman; because treason is expressly de- 

fined in the third section, of the third article, and they can add no 

feature to it. They have not cognizance over any other crime, except
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piracies, felonies committed on the high seas, and offences against the - 

law of nations. soe coe fe es 
. But the rhetoric of the Gentleman has highly coloured the dangers __ | 

_ of giving the General Government an indefinite power of providing 
_ for the general welfare. I contend that no such power is given. They | 

| have power ‘‘To lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises, to Se. 
_ pay the debts and provide for the common defence and general welfare 

of the United States.” Is this an independent, separate, substantive 

_ power, to provide for the general welfare of the United States?>—No, | 
Sir.—They can lay and collect taxes, &c.—For what?—To pay the debts 
and provide for the general welfare. Were not this the case the fol- 

| lowing part of the clause would be absurd. It would have been treason | 
_ against common language. Take it altogether, and let me ask if the : | 

_ plain interpretation be not this—a power to lay and collect taxes, &c. 
in order to provide for the general welfare, and pay debts. 

On the subject of a Bill of Rights, the want of which has been | 
| complained of, I will observe that it has been sanctified by such rev- 

erend authority, that I feel some difficulty in going against it. I shall 
| not, however, be deterred from giving my opinion on this occasion, | 

let the consequence be what it may. At the beginning of the war we ) 
| had no certain Bill of Rights: For our charter cannot be considered _ 

as a Bill of Rights. It is nothing more than an investiture in the hands st” 
of the Virginian citizens, of those rights which belonged to the British 

_ subjects. When the British thought proper to infringe our rights, was - | 
it not necessary to mention in our Constitution, those rights which _ , 

ought to be paramount to the power of the Legislature? Why are the - 
Bill of Rights distinct from the Constitution? I consider Bills of Rights : . 

| in this view, that the Government should use them when there is a __ 
departure from its fundamental principles, in order to restore them. = : 
This is the true sense of a Bill of Rights. If it be consistent with the 
Constitution, or contains additional rights, why not put it in the Con- © 
stitution? If it be repugnant to the Constitution, there will be a per- 

| petual scene of warfare between them. The Honorable Gentleman has | 
praised the Bill of Rights of Virginia, and called it his guardian angel, | 
and vilified this Constitution for not having it. Give me leave to make 

_ a distinction between the Representatives of the people of a particular _ | 
. country, who are appointed as the ordinary Legislature, having no © | 

limitation to their powers, and another body arising from a compact | 
and certain delineated powers. Were a Bill of Rights necessary in the 

| _ former, it would not in the latter; for the best security that can be in | 
the latter is the express enumeration of its powers. But let me ask the 
Gentleman where his favourite rights are violated? They are not vio- |
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lated by the tenth section, which contains restrictions on the States. 

Are they violated by the enumerated powers? (Here his Excellency 

- read from the eighth to the twelfth article of the Declaration of 

Rights.)®—Is there not provision made in this Constitution for the trial 

by jury in criminal cases? Does not the third article provide, that the 

| trial of all crimes shall be by jury, and held in the State where the | 

| said crimes shall have been committed? Does it not follow, that the 

cause and nature of the accusation must be produced, because other- 

wise they cannot proceed on the cause? Every one knows, that the | 

witnesses must be brought before the jury, or else the prisoner will, 

| be discharged. Calling for evidence in his favor is co-incident to his 

trial. There is no suspicion, that less than twelve jurors will be thought 

sufficient. The only defect is, that there is no speedy trial.—Consider 

| how this could have been amended. We have heard complaints against 

it, because it is supposed the jury is to come from the State at large. 

| It will be in their power to have juries from the vicinage. And would © 

not the complaints have been louder, if they had appointed a Federal | 

Court to be had in every county in the State?—Criminals are brought 

in this State from every part of the country to the General Court, and 

| jurors from the vicinage are summoned to the trials. There can be no 

reason to prevent the General Government from adopting a similar | 

| regulation. | 

| As to the exclusion of excessive bail and fines, and cruel and unusual 

punishments, this would follow of itself without a Bill of Rights. Ob- 

servations have been made about watchfulness over those in power, 

| which deserve our attention. There must be a combination—We must 

presume corruption in the House of Representatives, Senate, and Pres- 

| ident, before we can suppose that excessive fines can be imposed, or © | 

cruel punishments inflicted. Their number is the highest security.— 

Numbers are the highest security in our own Constitution, which has 

attracted so many eculogiums from the Gentleman. Here we have | 

launched into a sea of suspicions. How shall we check power?—By their 

| numbers. Before these cruel punishments can be inflicted, laws must — 

be passed, and Judges must judge contrary to justice. This would excite 

, universal discontent, and detestation of the Members of the Govern- 

ment. They might involve their friends in the calamities resulting from | 

it, and could be removed from office. I never desire a greater security | 

a than this, which I believe to be absolutely sufficient. | 

_- That general warrants are grievous and oppressive, and ought not 

to be granted, I fully admit. I heartily concur in expressing my de- | 

testation of them. But we have sufficient security here also. We do not 

| rely on the integrity of any one particular person or body; but on the
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number and different orders of the Members of the Government: Some 
of them having necessarily the same feelings with ourselves. Can it be 
believed, that the Federal Judiciary would not be independent enough 

_ to prevent such oppressive practices? If they will not do justice to. 
persons injured, may they not go to our own State Judiciaries and 
obtain it? | . | 

| Gentlemen have been misled to a certain degree, by a general dec- 
laration, that the trial by jury was gone. We see that in the most | 
valuable cases, it is reserved. Is it abolished in civil cases? Let him put 
his finger on the part where it is abolished. The Constitution is silent 
on it.—What expression would you wish the Constitution to use, to 
establish it? Remember we were not making a Constitution for Virginia 

| alone, or we might have taken Virginia for our directory. But we were 
forming a Constitution for thirteen States. The trial by jury is different 
in different States. In some States it is excluded in cases in which it 
is admitted in others. In Admiralty causes it is not used. Would you | 
have a jury to determine the case of a capture? The Virginian Leg- 

_ islature thought proper to make an exception of that case. These de- 
pend on the law of nations, and no twelve men that could be picked 

_ up would be equal to the decision of such a matter. | | 
Then, Sir, the freedom of the press is said to be insecure. God forbid 

that I should give my voice against the freedom of the press. But I | 
ask, (and with confidence that it cannot be answered) where is the 
page where it is restrained? If there had been any regulation about 
it, leaving it insecure, then there might have been reason for clamours. 
But this is not the case. If it be, I again ask for the particular clause 
which gives liberty to destroy the freedom of the press. 

He has added religion to the objects endangered in his conception. 
_ Is there any power given over it? Let it be pointed out. Will he not 

_ be contented with the answer which has been frequently given to that | 
objection? That variety of sects which abounds in the United States is 
the best security for the freedom of religion. No part of the Consti- 
tution, even if strictly construed, will justify a conclusion, that the 
General Government can take away, or impair the freedom of religion. 

The Gentleman asks with triumph, shall we be deprived of these | 
valuable rights? Had there been an exception, or express infringement : 
of those rights, he might object.—But I conceive every fair reasoner | 
will agree, that there is no just cause to suspect that they will be 

: violated. . 
But he objects, that the common law is not established by the Con- 

stitution. The wisdom of the Convention is displayed by its omission;  —> 
because the common law ought not to be immutably fixed. Is it es-
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tablished in our own Constitution, or the Bill of Rights which has been 

resounded through the House? It is established only by an act of the | 

Legislature,!° and can therefore be changed as circumstances may re- 

quire it. Let the Honorable Gentleman consider what would be the 

destructive consequences of its establishment in the Constitution. Even 

in England, where the firmest opposition has been made to encroach- 

ments upon it, it has been frequently changed. What would have been 

our dilemma if it had been established?—Virginia has declared, that 

children shall have equal portions of the real estates of their intestate 

parents,!! and it is consistent to the principles of a Republican Gov- 

ernment.—The immutable establishment of the common law, would 

| have been repugnant to that regulation. It would in many respects be 

: destructive to republican principles, and productive of great incon- _ 

| veniencies. I might indulge myself, by shewing many parts of the com- 

mon law which would have this effect. I hope I shall not be thought 

to speak ludicrously, when I say, that the writ of burning heretics," 

| would have been revived by it. It would tend to throw real property 

| in few hands, and prevent the introduction of many salutary regula- 

tions. Thus, were the common law adopted in that system, it would | 

destroy the principles of Republican Government. But it is mot ex- 

cluded. It may be established by an act of the Legislature. Its defective 

- parts may be altered, and it may be changed and modified as the 

convenience of the public may require it. 
I said when I opened my observations, that I thought the friends 

of the Constitution were mistaken, when they supposed the powers 

granted by the last clause of the eighth section, to be merely incidental; 

and that its enemies were equally mistaken when they put such an | 

extravagant construction upon it. | , | 

My objection is, that the clause is ambiguous, and that that ambiguity 

may injure the States. My fear is, that it will by gradual accessions 

gather to a dangerous length. This is my apprehension, and I disdain 

to disown it. I will praise it where it deserves it, and censure it where 

it appears defective. But, Sir, are we to reject it, because it is ambiguous 

in some particular instances? I cast my eyes to the actual situation of 

America; I see the dreadful tempest, to which the present calm is a 

_ prelude, if disunion takes place. I see the anarchy which must happen 

, if no energetic Government be established. In this situation, I would 

take the Constitution were it more objectionable than it is——For if | 

anarchy and confusion follow disunion, an enterprising man may enter 

into the American throne. I conceive there is no danger. The Rep- 

resentatives are chosen by and from among the people. They will have 

a fellow-feeling for the farmers and planters. The twenty-six Senators,
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Representatives of the States, will not be those desperadoes and horrid | 
adventurers which they are represented to be. The State Legislatures, , 
I trust, will not forget the duty they owe to their country so far, as 

~ to choose such men to manage their. federal interests. I trust, that the | | 
Members of Congress themselves, will explain the ambiguous parts: __ | 

_ And if not, the States can combine in order to insist on amending the es 
ambiguities. I would depend on the present actual feelings of the | 
people of America, to introduce any amendment which may be nec- | 
essary. I repeat it again, though I do not reverence the Constitution, 
that its adoption is necessary to avoid the storm which is hanging over | 

_ America, and that no greater curse can befal her, than the dissolution _ os 
of the political connection between the States. Whether we Shall pro-— | 
pose previous or subsequent amendments, is now the only dispute. It | 
is supererogation to repeat again the arguments in support of each.— mo 
But I ask Gentlemen, whether, as eight States have adopted it, it be 
not safer to adopt it, and rely on the probability of obtaining amend- 
ments, than by a rejection to hazard a breach of the Union? I hope | 

_ to be excused for the breach of order which I have committed. 
: Mr. Henry lamented, that he could not see with that perspicuity which | | 

other Gentlemen were blessed with. But the ninth section struck his | 
mind still in an unfavourable light. He hoped, as the Gentleman had 

_ been indulged in speaking of the Constitution in general, that he would 
be allowed to answer him before they adopted or rejected it. | 

(The first clause of the tenth section, read.) © a 
Mr. Henry apologized for repeatedly troubling the Committee with => 

his fears. But he apprehended the most serious consequences from 
_ these restrictions on the States. As they could not emit bills of credit, | 
make any thing but gold and silver coin a tender in payment of debts, 
pass ex post facto laws, or impair the obligation of contracts: though oe 
these restrictions were founded on good principles, yet he feared they 
would have this effect—That this State would be obliged to pay for | | 
her share of the continental money, shilling for shilling. He asked | 

_ Gentlemen who had been in high authority, whether there were not | 
some State speculations on this matter?—He had been informed that 
some States had acquired vast quantities of that money, which they 
would be able to recover in its nominal value of the other States.3 
Mr. Madison admitted there might be some speculations on the sub- : 

ject. He believed the old continental money was settled in a very dis- 
- proportionate manner. It appeared to him, however, that it was un- _ | 

necessary to say any thing on this point, for there was a clause in the’ | 
Constitution which cleared it up. The first clause, of the sixth article, eee 

_ provides, that “All debts contracted, and engagements entered into | os
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before the adoption of this Constitution, shall be as valid against the. 

| United States under this Constitution, as under the Confederation.” | 

He affirmed that it was meant there should be no change with respect 

to claims by this political alteration; and that the public would stand, | 

oe with respect to their creditors, as before. He thought that the validity | 

| of claims ought not to diminish by the adoption of the Constitution. 

But, however, it could not increase the demands on the public. — | 

Mr. George Mason declared, he had been informed that some States 

| had speculated most enormously in this matter. Many individuals had 

| speculated so as to make great fortunes on the ruin of their fellow- 

citizens. The clause which has been read as a sufficient security, seemed 

| to him to be satisfactory as far as it went.—That is, that the continental 

money ought to stand on the same ground as it did previously, or that 

a the claim should not be impaired. Under the Confederation there were 

| means of settling the old paper money, either in Congress or in the 

State Legislatures. The money had at last depreciated to a thousand 

for one. The intention of State speculation, as well as individual spec- 

ulation, was to get as much as possible of that money, in order to 

~ recover its nominal value.—The means, says he, of settling this money 

were in the hands of the old Congress. They could discharge it at its 

depreciated value. Is there that means here? No, Sir, we must pay it | 

. shilling for shilling, or at least at the rate of one for forty. ‘The amount | 

will surpass the value of the property of the United States. Neither 

the State Legislatures nor Congress can make an ex post facto law.— 

_ The nominal value must therefore be paid. Where is the power in the — 

new Government, to settle this money so as to prevent the country © 

from being ruined? When they prohibit the making ex post facto laws, 

they will have no authority to prevent our being ruined by paying that 

money at its nominal value. Without some security against it, we shall 

be compelled to pay it to the last particle of our property. Shall we 

ruin our people by taxation, from generation to generation, to pay | 

that money? Should any ex post facto law be made to relieve us from — 

such payment, it will not be regarded, because ex post facto laws are 

| interdicted in the Constitution. We may be taxed for centuries, to give | 

advantage to a few particular States in the Union, and a number of | 

_rapacious speculators.—If there be any real security against this mis- 

fortune, let Gentlemen shew it.—I can see none. The clause under 

consideration does away [with] the pretended security in the clause 

which was adduced by the Honorable Gentleman [James Madison]. 

This enormous mass of worthless money, which has been offered at a 

| thousand for one, must be paid in actual gold or silver at the nominal 

value. |
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Mr. Madison,—Mr. Chairman.—It appears to me immaterial who . 
holds those great quantities of paper money, which were in circulation | 
before the peace, or at what value they acquired it; for it will not be 
affected by this Constitution. What would satisfy Gentlemen more than 
that the new Constitution would place us in the same situation with | 
the old? In this respect it has done so. The claims against the United - 
States are declared to be as valid as they were, but not more so. Would 
they have a particular specification of these matters? Where can there 
be any danger?—Is there any reason to believe that the new rulers, 

_ one branch of which will be drawn from the mass of the people, will | 
neglect or violate our interests more than the old?—It rests on the 
obligation of public faith only in the articles of Confederation. It will | 
be so in this Constitution should it be adopted. If the new rulers should 
wish to enhance its value, in order to gratify its holders, how can they | 
compel the States to pay it if the letter of the Constitution be observed? _ | 
Do Gentlemen wish the public creditors should be put in a worse 
situation? Would the people at large wish to satisfy creditors in such 
a manner as to ruin them? There cannot be a majority of the people | 
of America that would wish to defraud their public creditors. I consider 

___ this as well guarded as possible. It rests on plain and honest principles. 
I cannot conceive how it could be more honorable or safe.—(Mr. Mad- / 
ison made some other observations, which could not be heard.) 

| Mr. Henry,—Mr. Chairman.—I am convinced, and I see clearly that 
this paper money must be discharged, shilling for shilling. The Hon- | 
orable Gentleman [James Madison] must see better than I can, from 
his particular situation and judgment, but this has certainly escaped © - 
his attention. The question arising on the clause before you, is, whether a 
an act of the Legislature of this State, for scaling money, will be of | 
sufficient validity to exonerate you from paying the nominal value, 
when such a law called ex post facto, and impairing the obligation of 
contracts, are expressly interdicted by it?—Your hands are tied up by | 

| this clause, and you must pay shilling for shilling; and, in the last 
section, there is a clause that prohibits the General Legislature from 
passing any ex post facto law—So that the hands of Congress are tied a 

| up, as well as the hands of the State Legislatures. _ | 
How will this thing operate, when ten or twenty millions are de- 

manded as the quota of this State? You will cry out that speculators 
have got it at one for a thousand, and that they ought to be paid so. 
Will you then have recourse for relief, to Legislative interference? They 

_ cannot relieve you because of that clause. The expression includes 
public contracts, as well as private contracts between individuals.— __ 
Notwithstanding the sagacity of the Gentleman, he cannot prove its
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exclusive relation to private contracts. Here is an enormous demand, 

which your children to the tenth generation will not be able to pay. 

Should we ask, if there be any obligation in justice to pay more than 

the depreciated value, we shall be told that contracts must not be : 

impaired. Justice may make a demand of millions, but the people can- 

not pay them. 
I remember the clamours and public uneasiness concerning the pay- 

ments of British debts, put into the treasury. Was not the alarm great _ 

and general lest these payments should be laid on the people at larger 

Did not the Legislature interfere and pass a law to prevent it?’* Was 

it not re-echoed every where, that the people of this country ought 

| not to pay the debts of their great ones? And though some urged their 

patriotism, and merits in putting money on the faith of the public into 

oo the treasury, yet the outcry was so great, that it required Legislative 

- interference. Should those enormous demands be made upon us, 

would not Legislative interference be more necessary than it was in 

that case? Let us not run the risk of being charged with carelessness, 

and neglect of the interest of our constituents and posterity. I would _ 

ask the number of millions? It is without exaggeration, immense. I ask 

Gentlemen if they can pay one hundred millions, or two hundred 

millions? Where have they the means of paying it? Still they would 

| make us proceed to tie the hands of the States and of Congress. 
A Gentleman [William Grayson] has said with great force, that there 

is a contest for empire: There is also a contest for money. The States 

of the North wish to secure a superiority of interest and influence. In 

one part their deliberation is marked with wisdom, and in the other 

| with the most liberal generosity. When we have paid all the gold and 

silver we could to replenish the Congressional coffers, here they ask 

for confidence. Their hands will be tied up. They cannot merit con- 

fidence. Here is a transfer from the old to the new Government, with- 

out the means of relieving the greatest distresses which can befall the 

people. This money might be scaled, Sir, but the exclusion of ex post 

| facto laws, and laws impairing the obligation of contracts, steps in and 

| prevents it. These were admitted by the old Confederation.—There is 

a contest for money as well as empire, as I have said before. The 

Eastern States have speculated chiefly in this money. As there can be 

no Congressional scale, their speculation will be extremely profitable. 

| Not satisfied with a majority in the Legislative Councils, they must 

have all our property. I wish the Southern genius of America had been 

| more watchful. : 

- This State may be sued in the Federal Court, for those enormous | 

| demands; and judgment may be obtained, unless ex post facto laws be
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_ passed. To benefit whom are we to run this risk? I have heard there | | 
_ were vast quantities of that money packed up in barrels—Those for- a , 

midable millions are deposited in the Northern States, and whether in 

_ public or private hands, makes no odds. They have acquired it for the | 
most inconsiderable trifle. If you accord to this part, you are bound | | 

_ hand and foot. Judgment must be rendered against you for the whole. | 
__ Throw all pride out of the question, this is a most nefarious business. — | 

_ Your property will be taken from you to satisfy this most infamous __ - 
speculation. It will destroy your public peace, and establish the ruin Oo 
of your citizens. Only general resistance will remedy it. You will shut 
the door against every ray of hope, if you allow the holders of this , 
money, by this clause, to recover their formidable demands. I hope 3 
Gentlemen will see the absolute necessity of amending it, by enabling _ | 
the State Legislatures to relieve their people from such nefarious 
oppressions. fale | " | 
Mr. George Nicholas,—Mr. Chairman.—I beg Gentlemen to consider | 

most attentively the clause under consideration, and the objections | 
against it. He says there exists the most dangerous prospect. Has the | 

| ‘Legislature of Virginia any right to make a law or regulation to in- | 
terfere with the continental debts? Have they a right to make ex post | 
facto laws, and laws impairing the obligation of contracts for that pur- 
pose? No, Sir. If his fears proceed from this clause, they are without | 
foundation. This clause does not hinder them from doing it, because | 
the State never could do it—The jurisdiction of such general objects | 
being exclusively vested in Congress. | | 7 | | 

But, says he, this clause will hinder the General Government from ; 
preventing the nominal value of those millions from being paid. On | 

_ what footing does this business stand if the Constitution be adopted? 
By it all contracts will be as valid, and only as valid as under the old | 
Confederation. The new Government will give the holders the same 
power of recovery as the old one. There is no law under the existing | : 

_ system which gives power to any tribunal to enforce the payment of. | 
_ such claims. On the will of Congress alone the payment depends. The | 
Constitution expressly says, that they shall be only as binding as under | 
the present Confederation. Cannot they decide according to real eq-— — 
uity? Those who have this money must make application to Congress . 
for payment. Some positive regulation must be made to redeem it. It __ 
cannot be said, that they have power of passing a law to enhance its __ 
value. They cannot make a law that that money shall no longer be but __ 
one for one.—For though they have power to pay the debts of the | 
United States, they can only pay the real debts, and this is no farther | oa 
a debt than it was before. Application must therefore be made by the | |
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holders of that money, to Congress, who will make the most proper | 

regulation to discharge its real and equitable, and not its nominal value. 

We are told of the act passed to exonerate the public from the 

payments of the British debts put into the treasury.—That has no anal- | 

| ogy to this: Those payments were opposed, because they were unjust. 

But he supposes that Congress may be sued by those speculators. 

: Where is the clause that gives that power? It gives no such power. 

| This, according to my idea, is inconsistent. Can the Supreme Legis- 

| lature be sued in their own subordinate Courts, by their own citizens, 

in cases where they are not a party? They may be plaintiffs, but not — 

| defendants. But the individual States perhaps may be sued? Pennsyl- 

: - -vania or Virginia may be sued—How is this? Do I owe the man in 

New-England any thing? Does Virginia owe any thing to the Pennsyl- 

| ~ yanian holder of such money? Who promised to pay it? Congress, Sir. 

Congress are answerable to the individual holders of this money, and 

individuals are answerable over to Congress. Therefore no individual 

can call on any State. | _ | 

But the Northern States struggle for money as well as for empire. 

Cannot Congress make such a regulation as they please at present? If 

the Northern States wish to injure us, why do they not do it now? 

| What greater dangers are there to be dreaded from the new Govern- 

| ment, since there is no alteration? If they have a majority in the one 

case, they have in the other. The interests of those States would be 

as dangerous for us under the old as under the new Government, 

which leaves this business where it stands, because the conclusion says, 

that all debts contracted, or engagements entered into, shall be only © 

as valid in the one case as the other. | | 

Governor Randolph,—Mr. Chairman.—This clause in spite of the in- 

vective of the Gentleman [Patrick Henry], is a great favourite of mine; 

because it is essential to justice. I shall reserve my answer respecting 

the safety of the people, till the objection be urged: But I must make - 

a few observations. He says, this clause will be injurious, and that no 

scale can be made, because there is a prohibition on Congress of 

passing ex post facto laws. If the Gentleman did not make such strong 

objections to logical reasoning, I could prove by such reasoning, that 

a there is no danger. Ex post facto laws, if taken technically, relate solely 

| to criminal cases; and my honorable colleague tells you it was so in- 

| terpreted in Convention.'® What greater security can we have against 

arbitrary proceedings in criminal jurisprudence than this? In addition 

| to the interpretation of the Convention, let me shew him still greater 

authority. The same clause provides, that no bill of attainder shall be 

passed. It shews that the attention of the Convention was drawn to
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criminal matters alone.—Shall it be complained against this Govern- 
ment, that it prohibits the passing of a law annexing a punishment to 
an act which was lawful at the time of committing it? With regard to . 
retrospective laws there is no restraint. 

, Let us examine the cause of the clamours which are made with 
regard to the continental money. A friend [James Madison] has men- 
tioned a clause which shews there is no danger from the new Congress. 

_ Does it not manifestly appear, that they are precisely in the same 
predicament as under the old Confederation? And do Gentlemen wish | 
that this should be put in a worse condition? If they have equity under 

| the old Confederation, they have equity still. There is no tribunal to | 
recur to by the old Government. There is none in the new for that : 
purpose. If the old Congress can scale that money, they have this power 

still. But he [Patrick Henry] says not, because the States cannot impair 
the obligation of contracts. What is to be done by the States with | 
regard to it? Congress, and not they, have contracted to pay it. It is | 
not affected by this clause at all. I am still a warm friend to the pro- | 
hibition, because it must be promotive of virtue, and justice, and pre- 
ventive of injustice and fraud. If we take a review of the calamities 
which have befallen our reputation as a people, we will find they have 
been produced by frequent interferences of the State Legislatures with 
private contracts. If you inspect the great corner stone of republican- 
ism, you will find it to be justice and honor. 

: I come now to what will be agitated by the Judiciary.—They are to 
inforce the performance of private contracts. The British debts, which 
are withheld contrary to treaty, ought to be paid. Not only the law of 
nations, but justice and honor require that they be punctually dis- 
charged. I fear their payment may press on my country, but we must _ 

| retrench our superfluities, and profuse and idle extravagance, and 
become more ceconomical and industrious. Let me not be suspected 
of being interested in this respect; for without a sad reverse of my | 
fortune, I shall never be in a situation to be benefited by it. I am 

| confident the honest Convention of Virginia will not oppose it. Can 
any society exist without a firm adherence to justice and virtue? The | 
Federal Judiciary cannot intermeddle with those public claims without 
violating the letter of the Constitution. Why then such opposition to 
the clause? His Excellency then concluded, that he would, if necessary, | 
display his feelings more fully on the subject another time. | 

Mr. George Mason.—Mr. Chairman.—The debt is transferred to Con- 
gress, but not the means of paying it. They cannot pay it any other | 
way than according to the nominal value: For they are prohibited from 
making ex post facto laws; and it would be ex post facto to all intents
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and purposes, to pay off creditors with less than the nominal sum, 

which they were originally promised. But the Honorable Gentleman 

[Edmund Randolph] has called to his aid technical definitions. He says, | 

that ex post facto laws relate solely to criminal matters. I beg leave to 

differ from him. Whatever it may be at the bar, or in a professional 

line, I conceive, that according to the common acceptation of the 

words, ex post facto laws, and retrospective laws, are synonimous terms. 

Are we to trust business of this sort to technical definitions? The con- _ 

trary is the plain meaning of the words. Congress has no power to 

scale this money. The States are equally precluded. The debt is trans- 

ferred without the means of discharging it. Implication will not do. 

The means of paying it are expressly withheld. When this matter comes 

before the Federal Judiciary, they must determine according to this 

Constitution. It says expressly, that they shall not make ex post facto 

laws. Whatever may be the professional meaning, yet the general mean- | 

ing of ex post facto law, is, an act having a retrospective operation. This 

construction is agreeable to its primary etymology. Will it not be the 

duty of the Federal Court to say, that such laws are prohibited?—This 

goes to the destruction and annihilation of all the citizens of the United 

| States, to enrich a few. Are we to part with every shilling of our 

property, and be reduced to the lowest insignificance, to agerandize 

a few speculators?—Let me mention a remarkable effect this Consti- 

tution will have. How stood our taxes before this Constitution was 

| introduced? Requisitions were made on the State Legislatures, and if 

they were unjust, they could be refused. If we were called upon to- 

pay twenty millions, shilling for shilling, or at the rate of one for forty, 

a our Legislature could refuse it, and remonstrate against the injustice 

of the demand. But now this could not be done; for direct taxation | 

is brought home to us. The federal officer collects immediately of the 

planters. When it withholds the only possible means of discharging 

those debts, and by direct taxation prevents any opposition to the most 

enormous and unjust demand, where are you?—Is there a ray of | 

a hope?—As the law has never been my profession, if I err, I hope to 

| be excused. I spoke from the general sense of the word. The worthy 

Gentleman [George Nicholas] has told you, that the United States can 

be plaintiffs, but never defendants.—If so, it stands on very unjust 

grounds. The United States cannot be come at for any thing they may | 

owe, but may get what is due to them.—There is therefore no reci- 

, procity. The thing is so incomprehensible, that it cannot be explained. 

As an express power is given to the Federal Court, to take cognizance 

of such controversies, and to declare null all ex post facto laws, 1 think
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Gentlemen must see there is danger, and that it ought to be guarded | 
against. a - . | oe oe | 

| Mr. Madison,—Mr. Chairman.—I did expect from the earnestness he © 
[Patrick Henry] has expressed, that he would cast some light upon | | 
it.—But the ingenuity of the Honorable Member could make nothing 
of this objection. He argues from a supposition that the State Leg- ee 

| islatures individually, might have passed laws to affect the value of the | | 
continental debt. I believe he did not well consider this, before he | | 

_hazarded his observations. He says, that the United States being re- 
strained in this case, will be obliged to pay it at an unjust rate.—It has , 

__ been so clearly explained, by the Honorable Gentleman over the way — | 
[George Nicholas], that there could be no danger, that it is unnecessary | 
to say more on the subject. The validity of these claims will neither 

_ be increased nor diminished by this change.—There must be a law | 
_ made by Congress respecting their redemption,—The States cannot | 

interfere.—Congress will make such a regulation as will be just.—There | 
is, in my opinion, but one way of scaling improperly and unjustly, and | | 
that is, by acceding to the favourite mode of the Honorable Gentleman _ | | 
[George Mason],—by requisitions. Is it to be presumed, any change | 
can be made in the system inconsistent with reason or equity? Strike | 

_ the clause out of the Constitution—what will it be then?—The debt will 
_ be as valid only, as it was before the adoption.—Gentlemen will not _ 

_ Say, that obligations are varied. This is merely a declaratory clause, _ 
that things are to exist in the same manner as before. - | 

But I fear the very extensive assertions of the Gentleman [Patrick | 
Henry], may have misled the Committee. The whole of that continental | 
money amounted to but little more than one hundred millions—A 
considerable quantity of it has been destroyed.—At the time when no ne 
share of it had been destroyed, the quota of this State did not amount 

_ to more than twenty-six millions.—At forty for one, this is but five : | 
hundred thousand dollars at most.!* In every point of view it appears 
to me that it cannot be on a more reasonable, equitable, or honorable. 

_ footing, than it is. Do Gentlemen suppose, that they will agree to any 
system or alteration, that will place them in a worse situation than 
before? Let us suppose this Commonwealth was possessed of the same _ | 

| money that the Northern States have; and suppose that an objection Oo 
| was made by them to its redemption at its real value—what would be | | 

the consequence? We should pronounce them to be unreasonable, and 
on good grounds. This case is so extremely plain, that it was unnec- | 

| essary to say as much as has been said. ae , | 
Mr. Mason was still convinced of the rectitude of his former opinion. — 

_ He thought it might be put on a safer footing, by three words. By |
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continuing the restriction of ex post facto laws to crimes—It would then 
stand under the new Government as it did under the old. | 

Governor Randolph could not coincide with the construction put by 
_ the Honorable Gentleman on ex post facto laws.—The technical meaning 

- which confined such laws solely to criminal cases, was followed in the © 

| interpretation of treaties between nations, and was concurred in by 
| all civilians. The prohibition of bills of attainder, he thought a sufficient 

proof, that ex post facto laws related to criminal cases only, and that 

| such was the idea of the Convention. oO - | 
: , (The next clause read.) oe 
Mr. George Mason,—Mr. Chairman.—If Gentlemen attend to this 

clause, they will see we cannot make any inspection-law but what is | 

: subject to the controul and revision of Congress.—Hence Gentlemen, — 

| | who know nothing of the business, will make rules concerning it, which 

may be detrimental to our interests. For forty years we have laid duties 
on tobacco to defray the expences of the inspection and to raise an 

incidental revenue for the State. Under this clause that incidental rev- 
| enue which is calculated to pay for the inspection, and to defray con- — 

| tingent charges, is to be put into the Federal treasury.—But if any 

tobacco house is burnt, we cannot make up the loss.—I conceive this _ 

~ to be unjust and unreasonable.—When any profit arises from it, it goes 

| - into the Federal treasury:—But when there is any loss or deficiency 

| -. from damage, it cannot be made up. Congress are to make regulations 

: for our tobacco.—Are the men in the States where no tobacco is made, 

| proper judges of this business?—They may perhaps judge as well, but 

surely not better than our own immediate Legislature, who are ac- 

customed and familiar with this business. This is one of the most wan- | 

| ton powers of the General Government. I would concede any power 

| that was essentially necessary for the interests of the Union.—But this 

| instead of being necessary, will be extremely oppressive. - 

| Mr. George Nicholas,—Mr. Chairman.—I consider this clause as a good | 

| regulation. It will be agreed to that they will impose duties in the most 

impartial manner, and not throw the burdens on a part of the com- © 

munity. Every man who is acquainted with our laws, must know that 

| the duties on tobacco were as high as sixteen shillings a hogshead. The _ 

consequence was, that the tobacco-makers have paid upwards of 

: 20,000 pounds, annually, more than the other citizens; because they - 

paid every other kind of tax as well as the rest of the community. We | 

have every reason to believe that this clause will prevent injustice and 

impartiality.—Tobacco-makers will be benefited by it. But the Gentle- 

man says, that our tobacco regulations will be subject to the controul 

of Congress, who will be unacquainted with the subject. The clause
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says, that all such laws shall be subject to the revision and controul of | | 
Congress. What laws are meant by this?—It means laws imposing duties’ 
on the exports of tobacco. But it does not follow, that laws made for 
the regulation of the inspection shall be subject to the revision of | 
Congress. He may say, that the laws for imposing duties on the exports | 

| of tobacco, and laws regulating the inspection, must be blended in the 
same acts. Give me leave to say, that they need not be so: For the 
duties on exports might be in one law, and the regulation of the 
inspection in another. The States may easily make them separately. 
But, he says, we shall loose the profit. We shall then find equity in 
our Legislature, which we have not found heretofore: For as they will 
lay it, not for their own exclusive advantage, but partly for the benefit 
of others, they will not be interested in laying it partially. As to the 
effect of ware-houses being burnt, I differ from him. A tax may be 

__ laid to make up this loss.—Though the amount of the duties go into 
the Federal treasury, yet a tax may be laid for that purpose. Is it not 
necessary and just, if the inspection law obliges the planter to carry 
his tobacco to a certain place, that he should receive a compensation 
for the loss, if it be destroyed? The Legislature must defray the ex- 
pences and contingent charges by laying a tax for that purpose: For | | 
such a tax is not prohibited. The nett amounts only go into the Federal 

| treasury, after paying the expences. Gentlemen must be pleased with 
this part, especially those who are tobacco makers. | | 

Mr. George Mason replied, that the State Legislatures could make no : 
law but what would come within the general controul given to Con- 

_ gress; and that the regulation of the inspection and the imposition of | 
duties, must be inseparably blended together. 
Mr. Madison,—Mr. Chairman.—Let us take a view of the relative , 

situation of the States. Some States export the produce of other States. | 
Virginia exports the produce of North-Carolina; Pennsylvania those of 
Jersey and Delaware; and Rhode-Island those of Connecticut and Mas- | 

| sachusetts. The exporting States wished to retain the power of laying 
duties on exports, to enable them to pay the expences incurred. The _ 
States whose produce is exported by other States, were extremely jeal- | 
ous, lest a contribution should be raised of them by the exporting 
States, by laying heavy duties on their commodities. If this clause be 

_ fully considered, it will be found to be more consistent with justice | 
and equity than any other practicable mode: For if the States had the 
exclusive imposition of duties on exports, they might raise a heavy 
contribution of the other States, for their own exclusive emoluments. , 

_ The Honorable Member [George Nicholas] who spoke in defence of | 
the clause, has fairly represented it. As to the reimbursement of the |
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| loss that may be sustained by individuals, a tax may be laid on tobacco | 
when brought to the ware-houses, for that purpose. The sum arising 
therefrom may be appropriated to it consistently with the clause. For 
it only says, that “The nett produce of all duties and imposts, laid by 
any State on imports or exports, shall be for the use of the treasury 
of the United States,” which necessarily implies that all contingent — 
charges shall have been previously paid. 

(The 1st section, of the 2d article, read.) 

Mr. George Mason,—Mr. Chairman.—There is not a more important 
article in the Constitution than this. The great fundamental principle 

| of responsibility in republicanism is here sap[p]ed. The President is 
elected without rotation.—It may be said that a new election may re- 

-move him, and place another in his stead. If we judge from the ex- _ 
perience of all other countries, and even our own, we may conclude, 
that as the President of the United States may be re-elected, so he 
will. How is it in every Government where rotation is not required? 
Is there a single instance of a great man not being re-elected? Our 
Governor is obliged to return after a given period, to a private station. 
It is so in most of the States.!7 This President will be elected time after 
time—He will be continued in office for life.—If we wish to change 
him, the great powers in Europe will not allow us. 

The Honorable Gentleman my colleague in the late Federal Con- 
vention [Edmund Randolph], mentions with applause those parts of | 
which he had expressed his approbation; but when he comes to those 
parts of which he had expressed his disapprobation, he says not a | 
word. If I am mistaken, let me be put right. I shall not make use of 
his name, but in the course of this investigation, | shall use the ar- 

guments of that Gentleman against it. | 
| Will not the great powers of Europe, as France and Great-Britain, 

be interested in having a friend in the President of the United States, 
and will they not be more interested in his election, than in that of 
the King of Poland? The people of Poland have a right to displace ~ 

their King. But do they ever do it? No. Prussia and Russia, and other | 

European powers, would not suffer it. This clause will open a door to 

| the dangers and misfortunes which the people of Poland undergo. The 

| powers of Europe will interpose, and we shall have a civil war in the 

bowels of our country, and be subject to all the horrors and calamities 

of an elective Monarchy. This very executive officer, may, by consent | 

of Congress, receive a stated pension from European Potentates. This 

is an idea not altogether new in America. It is not many years ago, | 

since the revolution, that a foreign power offered emoluments to per- 

sons holding offices under our Government. It will moreover be dif-
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_ ficult to know, whether he receives emoluments from foreign powers | 
or not. The Electors who are to meet in each State to vote for him, | 

_ may be easily influenced. To prevent the certain evils of attempting eee 
to elect a new President, it will be necessary to continue the old one. a 
The only way to alter this, would be to render him ineligible after a _ ° 

certain number of years, and then no foreign nation would interfere - 
| to keep in a man who was utterly ineligible. Nothing is so essential to 

the preservation of a Republican Government, as a periodical rotation. 
_ Nothing so strongly impels a man to regard the interest of his con- | 

stituents, as the certainty of returning to the general mass of the peo- 
ple, from whence he was taken; where he must participate [in] their 

oe burdens. It is a great defect in the Senate, that they are not ineligible __ 

_-at the end of six years. The biennial exclusion of one third of them, 
__will have no effect, as they can be re-elected. Some stated time ought =| 

_ to be fixed, when the President ought to be reduced to a private i 
station. I should be contented that he might be elected for eight years: : 7 
But I would wish him to be capable of holding the office only eight | | 

- years, out of twelve or sixteen years. But as it now stands, he may 
continue in office for life; or in other words, it will be an elective _ a 

- Monarchy. ; - a : ae 
Governor Randolph,—Mr. Chairman.—The Honorable Gentleman 

_ last up, says that I do not mention the parts to which I object. I have | 
| _ hitherto mentioned my objections with freedom and candour. But, Sir, | 

I considered that our critical situation rendered adoption necessary, = 
were it even more defective than it is. I observed, that if opinions ; 
ought to lead the Committee on one side, they ought on the other. | | 

_ Every Gentleman who has turned his thoughts to the subject of politics, — 
and has considered of the most eligible mode of Republican Govern- 2 
ment, agrees that the greatest difficulty arises from the Executive, as 
to the time of his election, mode of his election, quantum of power, 

&c. I will acknowledge that at one stage of this business, I had em- oe 
_ braced the idea of the Honorable Gentleman, that the re-eligibility of = 
the President was improper.'* But I will acknowledge, that ona further | 
consideration of the subject, and attention to the lights which were oor. 

_ thrown upon it by others, I altered my opinion of the limitation of ey 
his eligibility. When we consider the advantages arising to us from it, 
we cannot object to it. That which has produced my opinion against , 

| the limitation of his eligibility, is this—that it renders him more in- _ 
_ dependent in his place, and more solicitous of promoting the interest | 

of his constituents: For, unless you put it in his power to be re-elected, — 
instead of being attentive to their interests, he will lean to the aug- | 
mentation of his private emoluments. This subject will admit of high |
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coloring and plausible arguments; but on considering it attentively and 
coolly, I believe it will be found less exceptionable than any other | 
mode. The mode of election here, excludes that faction which is pro- — 
ductive of those hostilities and confusion in Poland. It renders it un- 
necessary and impossible for foreign force or aid to interpose. The 
Electors must be elected by the people at large.!? To procure his re- 

| election, his influence must be co-extensive with the Continent. And 

there can be no combination between the Electors, as they elect him 
on the same day in every State. When this is the case, how can foreign 

a influence or intrigues enter? There is no reason to conclude, from the 
experience of these States, that he will be continually re-elected. There 
has been several instances, where officers have been displaced where 

7 they were re-eligible. This has been the case with the Executive of | 
| Massachusetts, and I believe of New-Hampshire. It happens from the 

| mutation of sentiments though the officers be good. 
There is another provision against the danger mentioned by the 

Honorable Member, of the President receiving emoluments from for- | 
eign powers. If discovered he may be impeached. If he be not im- _ 

: peachable he may be displaced at the end of the four years. By the 
ninth section, of the first article, “No person holding an office of profit 
or trust, shall accept of any present or emolument whatever, from any | 

foreign power, without the consent of the Representatives of the peo- 
ple;” and by the first section, of the second article, his compensation 
is neither to be increased or diminished, during the time for which he 
shall have been elected; and he shall not, during that period, receive 

| any [other] emolument from the United States or any of them. I con- 
sider therefore, that he is restrained from receiving any present or 

- emoluments whatever. It is impossible to guard better against corrup- 

tion. The Honorable Member seems to think, that he may hold his 

office without being re-elected. He cannot hold over four years, unless 

he be re-elected, any more than if he were prohibited. As to forwarding 

) and transmitting the certificates of the Electors, I think the regulation 

as good as could be provided. | 7 | 

| Mr. George Mason,—Mr. Chairman.—The Vice-President appears to 

me to be not only an unnecessary but a dangerous officer. He is, 

contrary to the usual course of Parliamentary proceedings, to be Pres- 

ident of the Senate. The State from which he comes may have two © 

votes, when the others will have but one. Besides, the Legislative and | 

Executive are hereby mixed and incorporated together. I cannot at 7 

this distance of time foresee the consequences; but I think, that in the 

| course of human affairs, he will be made a tool of in order to bring © 

about his own interest, and aid in overturning the liberties of his
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country. There is another part which I disapprove of, but which per- 
_ haps I do not understand. ‘In case of removal of the President from 

_ office, or of his death, resignation, or inability to discharge the powers 
and duties of the said office, the same shall devolve on the Vice- 

President, and the Congress may by law provide for the case of re- | 
moval, death, resignation, or inability both of the President and Vice- 
President, declaring what officer shall then act as President, and such 

officer shall act accordingly, until the disability be removed, or a Pres- 
ident shall be elected.”—The power of Congress is right and proper 
so far as it enables them to provide what officer shall act, in case both 

_ the President and Vice-President be dead or disabled. But Gentlemen 
| ought to take notice that the election of this officer is only for four __ 

years. There is no provision for a speedy election of another President, | 
| when the former is dead or removed. The influence of the Vice-Pres- 

ident may prevent the election of the President. But perhaps I may 
be mistaken. _ | | 

Mr. Madison,—Mr. Chairman.—I think there are some peculiar ad- 
vantages incident to this office, which recommend it to us. There is 
in the first place a great probability this officer will be taken from one | 
of the largest States, and if so, the circumstance of his having an 
eventual vote will be so far favorable. The consideration which rec- | 
ommends it to me, is, that he will be the choice of the people at 

| large.?°—There are to be ninety one Electors, each of whom has two 
votes: If he have one-fourth of the whole number of votes, he is elected © | 
Vice-President.?! There is much more propriety in giving this office to _ 
a person chosen by the people at large, than to one of the Senate who | 

_ is only the choice of the Legislature of one State. His eventual vote 
is an advantage too obvious to comment upon. I differ from the Hon- 
orable Member [George Mason] in the case which enables the Congress 
to make a temporary appointment. When the President and Vice-Pres- 
ident die, the election of another President will immediately take place, 
and suppose it would not, all that Congress could do, would be to 
make an appointment between the expiration of the four years and 
the last election, and to continue only till such expiration. This can 
rarely happen. This power continues the Government in motion, and 
is well guarded. > 
The Committee then rose—And on motion, Resolved, That this Con- 

vention will, to-morrow, again resolve itself into a Committee of the 
whole Convention, to take into farther consideration, the proposed | 
Constitution of Government. | 
And then the Convention adjourned until to-morrow morning, nine | 

o’clock.
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1. During the eighteenth century, the Virginia legislature passed several laws placing 
high duties on the importation of slaves, but the Crown disallowed some of them. In 

| 1772 the House of Burgesses petitioned George III, beseeching him to remove all 

restraints on the royal governor that prevented him from assenting to such laws. Since 
the imperial government did not change its policy, the new state constitution (1776) 

accused George III of an “inhuman use of his negative” to prevent the exclusion of 

slaves. In his rough draft of the Declaration of Independence, Thomas Jefferson also 

criticized the king for using his veto power in this matter, but Congress deleted the 

passage “in complaisance to South Carolina & Georgia.’’ Some Northern delegates also 
favored deleting the passage because “they had been pretty considerable carriers.” 

In 1778 and 1785, the Virginia legislature prohibited the importation of slaves, and 

| by 1788 all of the states (except Georgia) had similar prohibitions or had imposed high 

| duties upon importation. Mason himself attacked the slave trade in the Fairfax Resolves 

| (1774), in the Constitutional Convention, and in his published objections to the Con- 

stitution. 
(See W. E. Burghardt Du Bois, The Suppression of the African Slave-Trade to the United 

States of America, 1638-1870 [1896; reprinted, Baton Rouge, La., 1969], 7-38, 204, 

905, 213, 214, 215, 218-19, 220, 221-22, 224; Boyd, I, 314, 426; RCS:Va., 45, 533; 

Hening, IX, 471-72; XII, 182; CC:Vol. 2, pp. 503-4; Rutland, Mason, 1, 207; and 

Farrand, II, 370.) | 

9. In the Constitutional Convention on 22 August, delegates from North Carolina, | 

| South Carolina, and Georgia opposed giving Congress the power to prohibit the foreign 

slave trade and warned that their states would not ratify the Constitution if Congress 

were given such a power (Farrand, II, 369-75). Later in the Convention, a compromise 

was struck between the Northern and Southern states that included the slave trade. 

Congress was denied the power to prohibit the importation of slaves before 1808, while 

acts regulating commerce could be passed by a simple majority in each house of Con- 

gress, instead of a two-thirds vote favored by the Southern States (bid., 414-16, 449- 

53). 
3. According to the federal census of 1790, New York had 21,324 slaves, New Jersey 

11,423, and Connecticut 2,764 (CDR, 300). 

4. The legislature, which included sixty-two Convention delegates, was scheduled ‘to 

convene for a special session on 23 June. 
5. Article IX of the Articles of Confederation stipulates that Congress “‘shall publish 

the Journal of their proceedings monthly, except such parts thereof relating to treaties, 

alliances or military operations, as in their judgment require secresy’’ (CDR, 92). 

- 6. Article VI of the Articles of Confederation reads: “nor shall any person holding 

any office of profit or trust under the united states, or any of them, accept of any 

present, emolument, office or title of any kind whatever from any king, prince or foreign 

state’? (CDR, 88). , 

| 7. It was the practice of Louis XVI of France to give presents to departing ministers | 

who signed treaties with France. Before he left France in mid-1780, Arthur Lee received 

a portrait of Louis set in diamonds atop a gold snuff box. In October 1780 Lee turned 

the gift over to Congress, and on 1 December Congress resolved that he could keep 

: the gift. In September 1785 Benjamin Franklin informed Secretary for Foreign Affairs 

John Jay that, when he left France, Louis XVI presented him with a miniature portrait 

of himself, set with 408 diamonds. In October Jay recommended to Congress that 

Franklin be permitted to keep the miniature in accordance with its December 1780 

7 ruling about a similar miniature given to Lee. In March 1786 Congress ordered that 

Franklin be permitted to keep the gift. At the same time, Congress also allowed Jay 

himself to accept the gift of a horse from the King of Spain even though Jay was then | 

engaged in negotiations with Spain’s representative, Don Diego de Gardoqui. (Jay had 

wanted a Spanish horse for breeding purposes.) 
8. See Patrick Henry’s speech, Convention Debates, 16 June (RCS:Va., 1330).
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9. For the text of these articles, see RCS:Va., 531. | 
| 10. For the adoption by the fifth revolutionary convention (1776) of an ordinance : | 

declaring the common law of England to be in force, see RCS:Va., 339, note 7. 
11. Randolph refers to an act revising the rule of primogeniture, drafted by Thomas 

Jefferson between 1776 and 1779 and adopted by the legislature on 30 November 1785, | | 
_ which stipulated the order of inheritance for owners of real property who died intestate 

~ (Hening, XII, 138-40; Boyd, I, 563n; H, 301-2, 305-35, 391-93; and Rutland, Madison, — | 
, VIII, 391-99). os | | | | errr | 

12. Randolph refers to the writ de heretico comburendo. A statute of 1677 abolished - 
. the writ (see Blackstone, Commentaries, Book IV, chapter IV, 46-49). | . 

13. As the principal means of financing the War for Independence, Congress issued a 
' more than $200,000,000 in Continental paper money from 1775 to 1779. In 1778 the | : 

: money ranged between 4 and 6 to 1 of specie, while in.1779 it went from 8to lin = 
January to 41.5 to 1 in December. In March 1780 the ratio was 62.5 to 1, and Congress 
revalued the money at 40 to 1 and assigned a quota of the paper money for each state - 7 
to collect in taxes and to remit to Congress. oe | - 

In pursuance of the order of Congress, most of the Northern States collected, in the. 
form of taxes, large amounts of Continental paper money in the next few years; while - 
the Southern States collected much less. Massachusetts, which collected its entire quota, a 

and the other Northern States that met substantial portions of their quotas wanted the 
money redeemed at 40 to 1 rather than at its lesser actual value. As of May 1790, 

Virginia had paid into Congress only forty percent of its quota (see note 16, below). 
, The issue of redemption was much debated in the 1780s but never resolved. : 

(See E. James Ferguson, The Power of the Purse: A History of American Public Finance, | 
| 1776-1790 [Chapel Hill, N.C., 1961], 30, 44, 51, 64-67, 205-6; Anne Bezanson, Prices | : 

- and Inflation During the American Revolution: Pennsylvania, 1770-1790 [Philadelphia, | | 
~1951], 65; LMCC, VII, 294~—97, 593-94, 597-98; and American State Papers. Documents, — 

Legislative and Executive, of the Congress of the United States. Class III, Finance, Vol. I - 
[Washington, D.C., 1832], 58-59. See also note 16, below.) | 

14. Henry refers to a law, passed on 3 January 1788, which provided that the state | 
was only liable for the depreciated value (plus six percent interest) of any money that | 
had been deposited in the loan office as payment for debts owed to British creditors — 

| (Hening, XII, 529-30). For the issue of British debts and the legislation concerning | 
these debts, see RCS:Va., xxv—xxvii. | vas . 

15. In the Constitutional Convention on 29 August, John Dickinson stated ‘“‘that on | 
examining Blackstone’s Commentaries [Book I, Introduction, section I], page 46], he — | 
found that the terms ‘ex post facto’ related to criminal cases only; that they would not or 
consequently restrain the States from retrospective laws in civil cases, and that some 
further provision for this purpose would be requisite.” On 14 September, George Mason _ 
moved unsuccessfully to strike out the provision on ex post facto laws in Article I, 
section 9, because ‘‘He thought it not sufficiently clear that the prohibition meant by 

. this phrase was limited to cases of a criminal nature—and no Legislature ever did or 
can altogether avoid them in Civil cases.’’ On the same day, the Convention added a 

| provision to Article I, section 10, clause 1, which prohibited the states from passing any We 
“law impairing the obligation of contracts’ (Farrand, II, 448-49, 617, 619). | | 

| The “honorable colleague” referred to by Randolph was probably James. Madison, oo 
some of whose earlier remarks “could not be heard” by stenographer David Robertson. 7 

16. Virginia’s quota of Continental money was $32,500,000. As of 11 May 1790, the | 
state had paid into the U.S. Treasury $13,040,376 of that sum. At the depreciation scale . 
of 40 to 1, the specie value of the amount outstanding is $486,491. (See note 13, above.) 

17. The Virginia constitution provided that the governor should have a one-year term 
_ and should “not continue in that office longer than three years successively, nor be - ue 

eligible until the expiration of four years after he shall have been out of that office’? _ 
(RCS:Va., 534). Other states that limited the reeligibility of their executives were Penn- oo
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sylvania, Delaware, Maryland, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia (Thorpe, I, | 

563; Il, 781; III, 1696; V, 2791, 3087; VI, 3249). 
18. In his 10 October 1787 letter to the Speaker of the Virginia House of Delegates, 

| Randolph supported an amendment to the Constitution “rendering the President in- 

eligible after a given number of years” (RCS:Va., 273). : | 

: 19. The Constitution provides that each state legislature shall determine the manner _ 

in which presidential electors are to be chosen. Ten states participated in the first election 

of presidential electors. In five (Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, and 

Virginia) the electors were chosen by the people. In the other five (New Hampshire, | 

Connecticut, New Jersey, South Carolina, and Georgia), they were elected by the leg- | 

‘islature. | | | 

20. See note 19, immediately above. | | 

91. Three candidates could each receive more than one-fourth of the total number 

of electoral votes cast; consequently, the candidate with the lowest total, even though 

greater than one-quarter, would not be elected vice president. 

| _ The Virginia Convention | 

| | Wednesday os 

| | | 18 June 1788 oo 

Debates | | 

The Convention, according to the order of the day, again resolved 

itself into a Committee of the whole Convention, to take into farther 

consideration, the proposed plan of Government.—Mr. Wythe in the 

Chair. | | | 

. (The 1st section, of the 2d article, still under consideration.) — 

Mr. Monro, after a brief exordium in which he insisted, that on the 

| _ judicious organization of the executive power, the security of our in- 

terest and happiness greatly depended; that in the construction of this 

part of the Government, we should be cautious in avoiding the defects 

of other Governments, and that our circumspection should be com- 

mensurate to the extent of the powers delegated; proceeded as follows: 

| The President ought to act under the strongest impulses of rewards 

and punishments, which are the strongest incentives to human actions. 

| There are two ways of securing this point. He ought to depend on 

the people of America for his appointment and continuance in office: 

| He ought also to be responsible in an equal degree to all the States; 

. and to be tried by dispassionate Judges: His responsibility ought fur- 

ther to be direct and immediate. Let us consider in the first place 

then, how far he is dependent on the people of America. He is to be 

elected by Electors, in a manner perfectly dissatisfactory to my mind. — 

I believe that he will owe his election, in fact, to the State Governments, 

a and not to the people at large. It is to be observed, that Congress
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have it in their power to appoint the time of choosing the Electors, _ 
and of electing the President. Is it not presumeable they will appoint 

_ the times of choosing the Electors, and electing the President, at a 
_ considerable distance from each other, so as to give an opportunity | 

to the Electors to form a combination? If they know that such a man 
as they wish, for instance the actual President, cannot possibly be 

_ elected by a majority of the whole number of Electors appointed, yet 
if they can prevent the election by such majority, of any one they 
disapprove of, and if they can procure such a number of votes as will 
be sufficient to make their favourite one of the five highest on the list, | 

__ they may ultimately carry the election into the General Congress; where 
the votes in choosing him shall be taken by States, each State having 
one vote. Let us see how far this is compatible with the security of 
republicanism. Although this State is to have ten and Massachusetts 

| eight Representatives, and Delaware and Rhode-Island are to have but | 
one each, yet the votes are to be by States only. The consequence will 

_be, that a majority of the States, and these consisting of the smallest, 
may elect him. This will give an advantage to the small States. He will . 
depend therefore on the States for his re-election and continuance in | 
office, and not on the people. Does it not bear the complection of the 
late Confederation? He will conduct himself in accommodation to | | 
them, since by them he is chosen, and may be again. If he accom- 
modates himself to the interest of particular States, will they not be | 
obliged by State policy to support him afterwards?—Let me inquire 
into his responsibility if he does not depend on the people. To whom 
is he responsible? To the Senate, his own council. If he makes a treaty | 
bartering the interests of his country, by whom is he to be tried?—By 

| the very persons who advised him to perpetrate the act. Is this any 
security? I am persuaded that the Gentleman who will be first elected, 

_ may continue in the office for life.! | | eo 
The situation of the United States, as it applies to the European 

States, demands attention. We may hold the balance among those 
States. Their Western territories are contiguous to us. What wé may 
do without any offensive operations, may have considerable influence. | 

_ Will they not then endeavor to influence his general councils? May we | 
not suppose that they will endeavour to attach him to their interest, | 
and support him, in order to make him serve their purposes? If this 
be the case, does not the mode of election present a favorable Op- 
portunity to continue in office the person that shall be President? I 
am persuaded they may, by their power and intrigues, influence his 
re-election. There being nothing to prevent his corruption, but his 
virtue, which is but precarious, we have not sufficient security. If there
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be a propriety in giving him a right of making leagues, he ought not 
: _ to be connected with the Senate.—If the Senate have a right to make 

leagues, there ought to be a majority of the States. | 
The Vice-President is an unnecessary officer. I can see no reason 

for such an officer. The Senate might of their own body elect a Pres- 
ident, who would have no dangerous influence. He is to succeed the 7 
President in case of removal, disability, &c. and is to have the casting 
vote in the Senate. This gives an undue advantage to the State he | 
comes from, and will render foreign powers desirous of securing his — 
favor, to obtain which they will exert themselves in his behalf. I am 
persuaded that the advantage of his information will not counterbal- 
ance the disadvantages attending his office. 

The President might be elected by the people, dependent upon 
them, and responsible for mal-administration. As this is not the case, 

_ I must disapprove of this clause in its present form. 
Mr. Grayson,—Mr. Chairman.—One great objection with me is this. 

| If we advert to the Democratical, Aristocratical, or Executive branch, 
we will find their powers are perpetually varying and fluctuating 
throughout the whole. Perhaps the Democratic branch would be well 
constructed were it not for this defect. The Executive is still worse in 
this respect than the Democratic branch. He is to be elected by a 
number of Electors in the country; but the principle is changed, when 

| no person has a majority of the whole number of Electors appointed, | 
or when more than one have such a majority, and have an equal 
number of votes, for then the Lower House is to vote by States. It is 
thus changing throughout the whole. It seems rather founded on ac- 
cident, than any principle of Government I ever heard of. We know 
that there scarcely ever was an election of such an officer, without the 
interposition of foreign powers. Two causes prevail to make them in- 
termeddle in such cases: One is to preserve the balance of power; the 
other to preserve their trade. These causes have produced interfer- 
ences of foreign powers in the election of the King of Poland. All the 

| great powers of Europe interfered in an election which took place not 
very long ago, and would not let the people choose for themselves.2 
We know how much the powers of Europe have interfered with 
Sweden.—Since the death of Charles the XIIth, that country has been 

_ a Republican Government. Some powers were willing it should be so: 
Some were willing her imbecility should continue: Others wished the 
contrary: And at length the Court of France brought about a revo- 
lution, which converted it into an absolute Government.? Gan America 
be free from these interferences? France after losing Holland will wish 
to make America entirely her own. Great-Britain will wish to increase
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her influence by a still closer connection. It is the interest of Spain, 
from the contiguity of her possessions in the Western hemisphere to 

- the United States, to be in an intimate connection with them, and | 

influence their deliberations if possible. I think we have every thing 
_ to apprehend from such interferences. It is highly probable the Pres- | 

| ident will be continued in office for life. To gain his favor they will 
support him. Consider the means of importance he will have by cre- 

| ating officers. If he has a good understanding with the Senate, they 
will join to prevent a discovery of his misdeeds. a 

| Whence comes this extreme confidence, that we disregard the ex- 
- ample of ancient and modern nations? We find that Aristocracies never . 

invested their officers with such immense powers. Rome had not only | 
an Aristocratical, but also a Democratical branch; yet the Consuls were oe 

| in office only two years. This quadrennial power cannot be justified | 
by ancient history. There is hardly an instance where a Republic trusted — 
its Executive so long with much power.—Nor is it warranted by modern | 

- Republics. The delegation of power is in most of them only for one Oe 

year. a | | | 
When you have a strong Democratical and a strong Aristocratical | 

| branch, you may have a strong Executive.—But when those are weak, — | 
| the balance will not be preserved if you give the Executive extensive © 

_ powers for so long a time. As this Government is organized, it would 

be dangerous to trust the President with such powers. How will you 
punish him if he abuse his power? Will you call him before the Senate? a 
They are his counsellors and partners in crimes. Where are your 
checks? We ought to be extremely cautious in this country. If ever the | 
-Government be changed, it will probably be into a Despotism.—The 
first object in England was to destroy the Monarchy: But the Aristo- 

, cratic branch restored him, and of course the Government was or- | | 

- ganized on its ancient principles. But were a revolution to happen 
here, there would be no means of restoring the Government to its 
former organization.—This is a caution to us not to trust extensive | 
powers. I have an extreme objection to the mode of his election. I | | 

_ presume the seven Eastern States will always elect him. As he is vested 
_ with the power of making treaties, and as there is a material distinction _ 

_ between the carrying and productive States, the former will be disposed 
~ to have him themselves. He will accommodate himself to their interests. | 

| in forming treaties, and they will continue him perpetually in office— _ 
Thus, mutual interest will lead them reciprocally to support one an- 
other. It will be a Government of a faction, and this observation will oe 

apply to every part of it. For, having a majority, they may do what : 
they please. I have made an estimate which shews, with what facility
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they will be able to re-elect him. (The number of Electors is equal to 
the number of Representatives and Senators, viz: ninety-one. They are 
to vote for two persons. They give therefore one hundred and eighty- | 
two votes. Let there be forty-five votes for four different candidates, 
and two for the President. He is one of the five highest, if he have 
but two votes which he may easily purchase. In this case, by the third 
clause, of the first section, of the second article, the election is to be 
by the Representatives, according to States. - 

a Let New-Hampshire be for him; a majority of its : 
| | 3 Representatives is 2 SO 

Rhode-Island, 1 , | 
Connecticut, 5 3 

New-Jersey, 4 3 | | 
, Delaware, 1 | 

Georgia, | 3 2 
, North-Carolina, 5 3 | 

| | A majority of seven States, is _ 15 | 
Thus the majority of seven States is but 15, while the minority 

amounts to 50. | | - 
| The total number of voices, 91 Electors, and 65 Representatives, is 

156. | | 
- Voices in favor of the President, are two State Electors, and 15 

Representatives, which are in all !7/i39[,] So that the President may be 

re-elected by the voices of 17 against 139.)* It may be said, that this 
is an extravagant case, and will never happen. In my opinion, it will | 
often happen. A person who is a favorite with Congress if he gets but 
two votes of Electors, may, by the subsequent choice of 15 Represen- 
tatives, be elected President. Surely the possibility of such a case, ought | 

: to be excluded. I shall postpone mentioning in what manner he ought 
| to be elected, till we come to offer amendments.® 

Mr. George Mason contended, that this mode of election was a mere 
deception—a mere ignus fatuus® on the people of America, and thrown | 
out to make them believe they were to choose him; whereas it would | 
not be once out of fifty that he would be chosen by them in the first _ 
instance; because a majority of the whole number of votes was re- | 
quired. If the localities of the States were considered, and the probable | 

) diversity of opinions of the people attended to, he thought it would 
be found, that so many persons would be voted for, that there seldom 

or never could be a majority in favor of one, except one great name, _ 
who he believed would be unanimously elected.’ He then continued 
thus:—A majority of the whole number of Electors is necessary to elect | 

the President. It is not the greatest number of votes that is required,
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but a majority of the whole number of Electors. If there be more than 
one having such majority, and an equal number, one of them is to be 
chosen by ballot of the House of Representatives. But if no one have — | 
a majority of the actual number of Electors appointed, how is he to 
be chosen? From the five highest on the list, by ballot of the Lower | 

House, and the votes to be taken by States!—I conceive he ought to 
be chosen from the two highest on the list. This would be simple and 

) easy. Then indeed the people would have some agency in the election. — 
But when it is extended to the five highest, a person having a very 
small number of votes may be elected. This will almost constantly 
happen. The States may choose the man in whom they have most | 
confidence. This is, in my opinion, a very considerable defect. The : 
people will in reality have no hand in his election. 

It has been wittily observed, that the Constitution has married the . 
President and Senate—has made them man and wife. I believe the 
consequence that generally results from marriage, will happen here. 
They will be continually supporting and aiding each other: They will | 
always consider their interests as united. We know the advantage the 
few have over the many. They can with facility act in concert and on 
an uniform system: They may join scheme and plot against the people , 
without any chance of detection. The Senate and President will form — 
a combination that cannot be prevented by the Representatives. The | 
Executive and Legislative powers thus connected, will destroy all bal- 

| ances: This would have been prevented by a Constitutional Council to 
| aid the President in the discharge of his office; vesting the Senate at 

the same time with power of impeaching them. Then we should have 
real responsibility. In its present form, the guilty try themselves. The _ 
President is tried by his counsellors. He is not removed from office 
during his trial. When he is arraigned for treason he has the command 
of the army and navy, and may surround the Senate with 30,000 
troops. It brings to my recollection the remarkable trial of Milo at 
Rome.® We may expect to see similar instances here. But I suppose, 
that the cure for all evils—the virtue and integrity of our Represen- 

, tatives, will be thought a sufficient security. On this great and impor- _ 
tant subject, I am one of those (and ever shall be) who object to it. 

| Mr. Madison,—Mr. Chairman.—I will take the liberty of making a 
few observations which may place this in such a light as may obviate | 
objections. It is observable, that none of the Honorable Members 
objecting to this, have pointed out the right mode of election. It was | 
found difficult in the Convention, and will be found so by any Gentle- 
man who will take the liberty of delineating a mode of electing the 
President, that would exclude those inconveniences which they appre- a
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hend. I would not contend against some of the principles laid down 
by some Gentlemen if the interests of some States only were to be 
consulted. But there is a great diversity of interests. The choice of the 
people ought to be attended to. I have found no better way of selecting 

| the man in whom they place the highest confidence, than that delin- 
eated in the plan of the Convention—nor has the Gentleman told us. | 
Perhaps it will be found impracticable to elect him by the immediate 

_suffrages of the people. Difficulties would arise from the extent and 
population of the States. Instead of this, the people choose the Elec- 
tors.—This can be done with ease and convenience, and will render 

| the choice more judicious. As to the eventual voting by States, it has 
my approbation. The lesser States, and some large States, will be gen- 
erally pleased by that mode. The Deputies from the small States argued, | 
(and there is some force in their reasoning) that when the people voted, 
the large States evidently had the advantage over the rest, and without 
varying the mode, the interests of the little States might be neglected _ 
or sacrificed. Here is a compromise.—For in the eventual election, the | 
small States will have the advantage. In so extensive a country, it is 

probable that many persons will be voted for, and the lowest of the 
five highest on the list may not be so inconsiderable as he supposes. 
With respect to the possibility, that a small number of votes may decide 
his election, I do not know how, nor do I think that a bare calculation 

of possibility ought to govern us. One Honorable Gentleman [William 
Grayson] has said, that the Eastern States may, in the eventual election, 

choose him. But in the extravagant calculation he has made, he has 
been obliged to associate North-Carolina and Georgia, with the five | 
smallest Northern States. There can be no union of interests or sen- 
timents between States so differently situated. | 

The Honorable Member last up [George Mason] has committed a 
mistake in saying, there must be a majority of the whole number of | 
Electors appointed. A majority of votes, equal to a majority of the 
Electors appointed, will be sufficient. Forty-six is a majority of ninety- 
one, and will suffice to elect the President. 

Mr. Mason arose, and insisted that the person having the greatest 
| number of votes would not be elected, unless such majority consisted | 

of the whole number of Electors appointed: That it would rarely hap- 
pen that any one would have such a majority, and as he was then to 
be chosen from the five highest on the list, his election was entirely 
taken from the people. 

Mr. Madison, expressed astonishment at the construction of the Hon- 
orable Member, and insisted, that nothing was necessary but a number 
of votes equal to a majority of the Electors, which was forty-six. For
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the clause expressly said, that ‘“The person having the greatest number 
| of votes shall be President, if such number be a majority of the whole _ ee 

_ number of Electors appointed.”’ Each had two votes, because one vote 
was intended for the Vice President. I am surprised, continued Mr. 

_ Madison, that the Honorable Member has not pointed out a more | 
proper mode, since he objects to this. oe OC 

| But the Honorable Gentleman [George Mason] tells us, that the | 
President and Senate will be in alliance against the Representatives, oo 
and that from the advantage of the few over the many, they may => 
seduce, or over-rule the Representatives. But if this be the case, how / : 

can he contend for the augmentation of the number of the latter? For o 
| - the more you increase their number, the more danger in the dispro- | 

portion. The diversity of circumstances, situation and extent of the | | 
different States, will render a previous combination, with respect to | 
the election of the President, impossible. © Ss - 7 ae 

| | (The 1st clause, of the 2d section, read.) ee oe 

Mr. George Mason, animadverting on the magnitude of the powers _ 
of the President, was alarmed at the additional power of commanding | 
the army in person. He admitted the propriety of his being Com- 

_ mander in Chief, so far as to give orders, and have a general super- 
intendency: But he thought it would be dangerous to let him command 

- in person without any restraint, as he might make a bad use of it. He | : 
was then clearly of opinion, that the consent of a majority of both | 

- Houses of Congress should be required before he could take the com- 
-mand in person. If at any time it should be necessary that he should ae 
take the personal command, either on account of his superior abilities, 

or other cause, then Congress would agree to it: And all dangers would | | 
be obviated by requiring their consent. He called to Gentlemens’ rec- 
ollection, the extent of what the late Commander in Chief might have : 
done, from his great abilities, and the strong attachment of both of- oo 
ficers and soldiers towards him, if, instead of being a disinterested, he 

had been an ambitious man. So disinterested and amiable a character | 
, as General Washington might never command again. The possibility 

of danger ought to be guarded against. Although he did not disapprove | 
of the President’s consultation with the principal executive officers, _ a 

| yet he objected to the want of an Executive Council, which he con- 
ceived to be essentially necessary to any regular free Government. | 
There being none such, he apprehended, a Council would arise out | . 

_ of the Senate, which for want of real responsibility he thought dan- 
gerous. You will please, says he, to recollect that removal from offices, | 
and future disqualification to hold any offices, are the only conse- 
quences of conviction on impeachment. Now I conceive that the Pres- =
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ident ought not to have the power of pardoning, because he may 
| frequently pardon crimes which were advised by himself. It may happen 

at some future day, that he will establish a Monarchy, and destroy the 
Republic. If he has the power of granting pardons before indictment, 
or conviction, may he not stop inquiry and prevent detection? The 
case of treason ought at least to be excepted. This is a weighty objection 

| with me. — : 
Mr. Lee reminded his honorable friend, that it did not follow of 

necessity, that the President should command in person. That he was 
to command as a civil officer, and might only take the command when © 
he was a man of military talents, and the public safety required it. He 

| thought the power of pardoning, as delineated in the Constitution, 

| could be no where so well placed as in the President. It was so in the | 

| Government of New-York,’ and had been found safe and convenient. 

| Mr. Mason replied, that he did not mean that the President was of | 

necessity to command, but he might if he pleased; and if he was an 
ambitious man, he might make a dangerous use of it. 

Mr. George Nicholas, hoped the Committee would advert to this— 

that the army and navy were to be raised by Congress, and not the © 
President. It was on the same footing with our State Government: For 

a the Governor with the Council, were to embody the militia, but when 
actually embodied, they were under the sole command of the Gov- | 

| ernor. The instance adduced was not similar. General Washington was 

not a President. As to possible danger, any commander might attempt 

to pervert what was intended for the common defence of the com- 

munity, to its destruction. The President at the end of four years, was 

to relinquish all his offices.—But if any other person was to have the 
command, the time would not be limited. | 

_ Mr. Mason answered, that it did not resemble the State Constitution, | 

oe because the Governor did not possess such extensive powers as the 

President, and had no influence over the navy. The liberty of the 

people had been destroyed by those who were military commanders | 

only. The danger here was greater by the junction of great civil powers 

to the command of the army and fleet. Although Congress are to raise _ 

the army, says he, no security arises from that:—For in time of war 

they must and ought to raise an army, which will be numerous, or 

) otherwise, according to the nature of the war, and then the President. 

_ is to command without any controul. | | 

Mr. Madison, adverting to Mr. Mason’s objection to the President’s | 

— power of pardoning, said, it would be extremely improper to vest it 

in the House of Representatives, and not much less so to place it in 

the Senate; because numerous bodies were actuated more or less by
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passion, and might in the moment of vengeance forget humanity.—It 
was an established practice in Massachusetts for the Legislature to 
determine in such cases. It was found, says he, that two different 

sessions, before each of which the question came, with respect to par- 
_ doning the delinquents of the rebellion, were governed precisely by — | 

different sentiments—the one would execute with universal vengeance, _ | 
and the other would extend general mercy.?° 

There is one security in this case to which Gentlemen may not have 
adverted:—If the President be connected in any suspicious manner with 
any persons, and there be grounds to believe he will shelter himself; | 

__ the House of Representatives can impeach him:—They can remove him 
if found guilty:—They can suspend him when suspected, and the power 
will devolve on the Vice-President: Should he be suspected also, he 

may likewise be suspended till he be impeached and removed, and the 
Legislature may make a temporary appointment. This is a great se- 
curity. a | | 

Mr. Mason vindicated the conduct of the Assemblies mentioned by 
the Gentleman last up. He insisted, they were both right:—For in the | 
first instance when such ideas of severity prevailed, a rebellion was in 

existence.—In such circumstances, it was right to be rigid. But after | 
it was over, it would be wrong to exercise unnecessary severity. 

Mr. Madison replied, that the Honorable Member had misunder- 
stood the fact:—For the first Assembly was after the rebellion was over. 
The decision must have been improper in one or the other case. It . 
marks this important truth, says he, that numerous bodies of men are 
improper to exercise this power. The universal experience of mankind 
proves it. : . 

(The 2d clause, of the 2d section, read.) 

Mr. George Mason thought this a most dangerous clause, as thereby 
five States might make a treaty; ten Senators, the Representatives of | 
five States, being two-thirds of a quorum. These ten might come from 
the five smallest States, and make a treaty that would ruin the other 

States. By the Confederation nine States were necessary to concur in. 
| a treaty.—This secured justice and moderation. His principal fear, how- , 

ever, was, not that five, but that seven States—a bare majority would 
make treaties to bind the Union. © | | | 

Mr. George Nicholas, in answer to Mr. Mason, insisted that we were 
on a more safe footing in this Constitution than in the Confederation. 
The possibility of five States making treaties, was founded on a sup- 

: position of the non-attendance of the Senators from the other States. 
This non-attendance, he observed, might be reciprocated. It was pre- 
sumeable, that on such important occasions they would attend from
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all the States, and then there must be a concurrence of nine States. | 

The approbation of the President, who had no local views, being 

elected by no particular State, but the people at large, was an additional 

security. | 
Mr. Mason differed widely from the Gentleman. He conceived, that 

the contiguity of some States, and remoteness of others, would prevent 

| - that reciprocity which he had mentioned. Some States were near the 

seat of Government—others far from it:—For instance, Georgia was 

800 or 900 miles from it. Suppose, says he, a partial treaty is made 

by the President, and is to be ratified by the Senate.—They do not 

always sit. Who is to convene them?—The President. Is it presumeable 

that he would call distant States to make the ratification,—or those 

States whose interest he knew to be injured by the treaty he had . 

| proposed? This I conceive will have a contrary effect from what the 

| Gentleman says. | = 
A desultory conversation took place.— | ) 

| Mr. Nicholas asked, if it was presumeable that the President, who 

depended on the people for his political existence, would sacrifice the 

interest of the eight largest States, to accommodate the five smallest?— 

The Gentleman had said once, that the Senate would be always sitting, 

and yet five States were now to effect the business because the rest 

were away. | 

Mr. Lee compared the possibility of non-attendance of the Senators 

to that in our State Legislature.—It consisted of 170 Members:—A 

majority was 86, which were sufficient to make a House:—A majority 

of these was 44, which were competent to pass any law. He demanded 

if all our laws were bad, because 44 might pass them?—The case was 

| similar. Although two-thirds of the Senators present could form a 

treaty, it was not presumeable it could often happen, that there should 

be but a bare quorum present on so important an occasion, when the 

consequence of non-attendance was so well known. 

Mr. Madison thought it astonishing that Gentlemen should think, 

that a treaty could be got with surprise, or that foreign nations should 

be solicitous to get a treaty only ratified by the Senators of a few 

| States—Were the President to commit any thing so attrocious as to 

| summon only a few States, he would be impeached and convicted, as 

a majority of the States would be affected by his misdemeanor. 

_ Mr. Henry begged Gentlemen to consider the condition this country 

| would be in, if two-thirds of a quorum should be empowered to make 

a treaty:—They might relinquish and alienate territorial rights, and our 

most valuable commercial advantages.—In short, if any thing should 

be left us, it would be because the President and Senators were pleased
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to admit it. The power of making treaties by this Constitution, ill- : 
guarded as it is, extended farther than it did in any country in the | 

| _ world. Treaties were to have more force here than in any part of 
Christendom.—For he defied any Gentleman to shew any thing so 
extensive in any strong energetic Government in Europe. Treaties rest, 

_ Says he, on the laws and usages of nations.—To say that they are mu- 
icipal, is to me a doctrine totally novel—_To make them paramount =| 
to the Constitutions and laws of the States is unprecedented. I would 

| give them the same force and obligation they have in Great-Britain, : 
- or any other country in Europe. Gentlemen are going on in a fatal 

career:—But I hope they will stop before they concede this power | 
unguarded and unaltered. 7 ee oe | 

| Mr. Madison, instead of being alarmed, had no doubt but the Con- | 

_ stitution would increase, rather than decrease, the security of territorial _ | 

_ rights and commercial advantages, as it would augment the strength 
and. respectability of the country. The Honorable Gentleman [Patrick 
Henry], says he, has said we are making great innovations in extending oe 
the force of treaties. Are not treaties the law of the land in England? 
I will refer you to a book which is in every man’s hand—Blackstone’s 

| Commentaries. It will inform you that treaties made by the King are : 
| to be the supreme law of the land."! If they are to have any efficacy, | 

they must be the law of the land: They are so in every country. He 
thinks that by the power of making treaties, the empire may be dis-— 
membered in time of peace. The King of Great-Britain has the power _ 
of making peace, but he has no power of dismembering the empire, : 
or alien[at]ing any part of it. Nay, the King of France has no right of | 

_alien[at]ing any part of his dominions, to any power whatsoever. The a8 
power of making treaties does not involve a right of dismembering the | 

, Union. eee | | a Oo | 
Mr. Henry asked, how the power of the King of Great-Britain with | 

respect to dismembering the empire, would stand, if the Constitution © 
_ had declared, that treaties would be effectual notwithstanding any thing 

_ in the Constitution or laws of the country? He would confess his error, _ | 
| if the Gentleman could prove that the power of the King of Great- | 

7 Britain and that of Congress, as to making treaties, were similar. | 
Mr. Madison conceived, that as far as the King of Great-Britain had 

| a constitutional power of making a treaty, such a treaty was binding. 
_ He did not say that his power was unlimited. One exception was, that _ 

he could not dismember the empire. | aan | | 
_ Mr. Grayson, after discriminating the difference of what was called | 

_ the law of nations in different countries and its different operations, = 
said he was exceedingly alarmed about this clause. His apprehensions —s_—
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were increased from what he had seen. He went over the grounds — 

which had been before developed, of the dangers to which the right | 

of navigating the Mississippi would be exposed, if two-thirds of the | 

| Senators present had a right to make a treaty to bind the Union. Seven _ 

‘States had already discovered a determined resolution of yielding it to 

| Spain. There was every reason, in his opinion, to believe they would | 

oe avail themselves of the power as soon as it was given them. The pre- 

vention of emigrations to the Westward, and consequent superiority - 

of the Southern power and influence, would be a powerful motive to 

impel them to relinquish that river. He warmly expatiated on the utility | 

| of that navigation, and the impolicy of surrendering it up. The consent | 

of the President (he) (is) considered as a trivial check, if indeed it was 

| any. For his election would be so managed, that he would always come 

from a particular place, and he would pursue the interest of such 

place. Gentlemen had said, that the Senators would attend from all 

the States. This, says he, is impracticable if they be not nailed to the 

floor. If the Senators of the Southern States be gone but one hour, 

a treaty may be made by the rest, yielding that inestimable right. This 

paper will be called the Jaw of nations in America: It will be the great — 

charter of America: It will be paramount to every thing. After having 

| once consented to it, we cannot recede from it. Such is my repugnance | 

) to the alienation of a right which I esteem so important to the hap- | 

| piness of my country, that I would object to this Constitution, if it 

contained no other defect. , | 

Mr. Nicholas, in answer to the observations of the Gentleman last 

up [William Grayson] on the law of nations, said, he thought it was 

dictated by no particular nation—That there was no such thing as a 

| particular law of nations; but that the law of nations was permanent 

and general—It was superior to any act or law of any nation. It implied 

the consent of all, and was mutually binding on all, being acquiesced | 

in for the common benefit of all. Gentlemen recurred to their favorite | 

business again—their scuffle for Kentucky votes.’? He compared the 

| King of England’s power to make treaties, to that given by this clause. | 

He insisted they resembled each other. If a treaty was to be the su- | 

preme law of the land here, it was so in England. The power was as 

unlimited in England, as it was here. Let Gentlemen, says he, shew 

me that the King can go so far, and no further; and I will shew them 

a like limitation in America. But, say they, the President has no check. 

| The worthy Member says, the weight of power ought to be in this part 

| of the Continent, because the number of inhabitants will be greater 

here. If so, every freeholder having a right to vote for the President,
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by the interposition of the Electors, he will attend to their interests. = 
This is a sufficient check. oe 

Mr. Henry,—Mr. Chairman.—Gentlemen say, that the King of Great- | 

Britain has the same right of making treaties that our President has 
here. I will have no objection to this, if you make your President a 
King. But I will adduce a difference between an American treaty, and 
an English treaty. Recollect the case of the Russian Ambassador: He 
was arrested contrary to the rights of his master. The Russian Emperor 
demanded the man at whose instance his Ambassador was arrested, to | 

be given up to him, to be put to instant death. What did the Queen 
say? She wrote him, that that was something paramount to what she 
could do:—That it exceeded her power to comply with his demand, | 

_ because it was contrary to the Constitution and laws.!3 But how is it | 
here? Treaties are binding, notwithstanding our laws and Constitutions. | 
Let us illustrate this fatal instance:—Suppose the case of the Russian 

| Ambassador to happen here. The President can settle it by a treaty, 
and have the man arrested, and punished according to the Russian 
manner. The Constitutions of these States may be most flagrantly vi- 
olated without remedy. And still will Gentlemen compare the two cases? 

| So great was the anxiety of Queen Anne, that she wrote a letter to 
the Russian Prince with her own hand, apologizing for her inability 
to comply with his demands. The Parliament was consulted, and a law 
made to prevent such arrests for the future. I say again, that if you 
consent to this power, you depend on the justice and equity of those 
in power. We may be told, that we shall find ample refuge in the law 
of nations. When you yourselves have your necks so low that the Pres- 
ident may dispose of your rights as he pleases, the law of nations cannot | 
be applied to relieve you. Sure I am if treaties are made, infringing | 
our liberties, it will be too late to say that our constitutional rights are 
violated. We are in contact with two powers: Great-Britain and Spain. | 

_ They may claim our most valuable territories, and treaties may be made | 
to yield them. It is easy on our part to define our unalienable rights, 

| and expressly secure them, so as to prevent future claims and disputes. | 
Suppose you be arraigned as offenders and violators of a treaty made 
by this Government. Will you have that fair trial which offenders are 
entitled to in your own Government? Will you plead a right to the a 
trial by jury? You will have no right to appeal to your own Constitution. 
You must appeal to your Continental Constitution. A treaty may be | 
made giving away your rights and inflicting unusual punishments on 
its violators. It is contended, that if the King of Great-Britain makes 

_ a treaty within the line of his prerogative, it is the law of the land. I | 
agree that this is proper, and if I could see the same checks in that
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paper which I see in the British Government, I would consent to it. ) 

Can the English Monarch make a treaty which shall subvert the com- 

| mon law of England, and the Constitution? Dare he make a treaty that 

shall violate Magna Charta, or the Bill of Rights? Dare he do any thing 

derogatory to the honor, or subversive of the great privileges of his 

people? No, Sir. If he did it would be nugatory, and the attempt would | 

| endanger his existence. | 
The King of France calls his Parliament to give him power to make : 

what regulations with regard to treaties, they may think conducive to 

the interest of the nation. In the time of Henry the Vth, a treaty with 

Sigismund, King of Poland, was ratified by the Parliament. You have 

| not even as much security as that. You prostrate your rights to the 

/ President and Senate. This power is therefore dangerous and destruc- 

tive. | 

7 Governor Randolph,—Mr. Chairman.—l conceive that neither the 

| life, nor property of any citizen, nor the particular right of any State, 

can be affected by a treaty. The lives and properties of European 

subjects are not affected by treaties; which are binding on the aggregate | 

community in its political social capacity. 

The Honorable Gentleman [Patrick Henry] says, that if you place 

| treaties on the same footing here, as they are in England, he will 

consent to power; because the King is restrained in making treaties. 

Will not the President and Senate be restrained? Being creatures of 

that Constitution, can they destroy it? Can any particular body, insti- 

tuted for a particular purpose, destroy the existence of the society for 

whose benefit it is created? It is said, there is no limitation of treaties. 

- I defy the wisdom of that Gentleman to shew how they ought to be 

limited. When the Constitution marks out the powers to be exercised 

by particular departments, I say no innovation can take place. An 

Honorable Gentleman says, that this is the great charter of America. 

If so, will not the last clause, of the fourth article, of the Constitution, 

| secure against dismemberment? It provides, that “Nothing in this Con- 

| | stitution shall be so construed as to prejudice any claims of the United _ 

States, or of any particular State.” And if this did not constitute se- 

, curity, it follows from the nature of civil association, that no particular 

part shall sacrifice the whole. | , 

| The Committee then rose—And on motion, Resolved, That this Con- 

vention will, to-morrow, again resolve itself into a Committee of the 

| whole Convention, to take into farther consideration, the proposed 

Constitution of Government. 

And then the Convention adjourned until to-morrow morning, nine 

o’clock. |
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| 1. Monroe refers to George Washington. . oe! | | ‘ 
2. When King Augustus III of Poland died in 1763, several candidates for the crown - 

emerged, among them Count Stanislaus Poniatowski, a member of the pro-Russian fac- | 
: _ tion of the Polish nobility and a former lover of Catherine the Great of Russia. Pon- 

_ latowski was favored by Russia and Prussia (Frederick the Great). France and Austria 
_ were opposed to Poniatowski, but neither had an effective candidate of its own. In 1764, 7 

: Catherine and Frederick agreed to obtain Poniatowski’s election. In that year, Russian | | 
troops occupied Poland, the Russian envoy employed bribes and the threat of force, 

: and the Polish Convocation Diet elected Poniatowski. | | : oe | 
3. In 1719 and 1720, the first two years following the death of Charles XII, an 

absolute monarch, the Swedish Parliament (Riksdag) drew up a new constitution, giving _ | 
itself control of the government. Parliament consolidated its power by decrees issued 
in 1723. In 1772 Gustavus III, with the support of the people of Stockholm and the | 
assistance of France (which had been financially supporting the court party), seized i 

: control of the government and restored many of the ancient privileges and rights of : 
the Crown. | ee ee mee . 

| 4. A two-page draft of Grayson’s calculations (contained here within angle brackets) | 
_ is located in the Bryan Family Papers at the Virginia State Library. For a photographic 
copy of the complete document, see Mfm:Va. | Cute, | oe | 

| _ 5. Before or during the state Convention, Grayson drafted amendments to several 
sections of the Constitution, but he did not formally present them. His draft and amend- cis! 
ment to Article II, section 1 reads: | Pe! woos Oo | 

| “The president for the time being, or in Case of a Vacancy, the last preceeding — 
president shall not be re-elected, unless by a Majority of the votes of the State-electors: | 
nor shall any person hold or exercise the office of president more than eight years, in | 

_ any term of sixteen years, but by the ananimeus vote of two thirds of the state electors. _ 
a “Electors shall not be chosen more than twenty days before the day on which they 

| shall give their votes’ (Bryan Family Papers, Vi. For a photographic reproduction of 
the two-page document that has all of Grayson’s proposed amendments, see Mfm:Va.). | 

6. A delusive hope. | ce | - 
7. George Mason refers to George Washington. | | 
8. In 52 B.C. Titus Annius Milo killed his rival Publius Clodius, an ally of Julius ye E 

Caesar. During Milo’s trial, Caesar’s supporters intimidated the judges and the friends 
of Milo. Cicero was afraid to speak in defense of Milo at the trial, even though he had | | 

| prepared a defense oration (Pro Milone). Milo went into exile at Marseilles. | : : 
9. The governor of New York was permitted, “‘at his discretion,” to pardon “persons — | 

convicted of crimes, other than treason or murder, in which he may suspend the exe- Ps 
cution of the sentence, until it shall be reported to the legislature at their subsequent = 
meeting; and they shall either pardon or direct the execution of the criminal, or grant | 
a further reprieve’’ (Thorpe, V, 2633). For the pardoning power in the constitutions of ==” 

_ the other states, see CC:Vol. 4, 326n. a . | | . 
__ 10. Madison refers to the Massachusetts legislature’s response to Shays’s Rebellion | 

: which was crushed by the state militia by the end of January 1787. In February the 
Massachusetts legislature, which was controlled by conservatives, passed a disqualifying | 

| act depriving the Shaysite rebels of the right to vote, to sit on juries, or to serve as | 
town officers until after 1 May 1788. It also offered rewards for the capture of the - 

| Shaysite leaders and authorized the raising of 1,500 militia to serve in the west (the _ 
center of the rebellion) for four months. By the end of April 1787, about a dozen : 
leaders were sentenced to death and hundreds of insurgents were arrested. In the April 
and May elections the voters of Massachusetts, reacting in part to these repressive mea- | 
sures, replaced Governor James Bowdoin with John Hancock and elected a majority to | 

_ both houses of the legislature that was more sympathetic to the rebels: In June the = =———™ 
legislature repealed the disqualifying act and ‘pardoned and indemnified” those insur- : 
gents who had not yet been convicted. The next month the legislature adopted a res- | |
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olution ending all prosecutions for seditious activities that had taken place between 1 
' June 1786 and 15 June 1787. Governor Hancock eventually pardoned everyone who | 

| had been convicted; no condemned leader was ever executed (CC:18; and Van Beck | 

| Hall, Polctics Without Parties: Massachusetts, 1780-1791 [Pittsburgh, 1972], 227-53). 

11. Blackstone, Commentaries, Book I, chapter VII, 257. See George Nicholas’ speech 

on 19 June (RCS:Va., 1388-89) in which he quotes this passage. | 
12. Nicholas refers to the treaty negotiations with Spain over the free navigation of 

| the Mississippi River which was of particular interest to the inhabitants of Kentucky. _ 
The issue of the Mississippi was debated at the end of the day on 12 June, all day on 
the 13th, and concluded on the morning of the 14th. | 

13. According to William Blackstone, Peter the Great’s ambassador to Great Britain _ 

was arrested for a debt of fifty pounds in July 1708. Instead of claiming diplomatic 
privilege, the ambassador posted bail and was released, after which he protested to the 
British Crown. The attorney general then charged the persons involved in the arrest, 

. and a jury convicted them of the facts, but the criminality of the defendants’ actions 
was never determined. In the meantime, Peter demanded that the officials who made 
the arrest be executed. Queen Anne replied “‘that she could inflict no punishment upon 
any, the meanest, of her subjects, unless warranted by the law of the land.” To appease 
Peter and various foreign ministers, Parliament passed a law making it a punishable | 
crime to arrest diplomats who were entitled to the diplomatic immunity under the law 
of nations (Commentaries, Book I, chapter VII, 254-57). See George Nicholas’ response 

| to Henry, Convention Debates, 19 June (RCS:Va., 1389). 

| The Virginia Convention OO 
Thursday _ | | | 

| 19 June 1788 | | | 

Debates | | | ; 

| The Convention, according to the order of the day, again resolved 
itself into a Committee of the whole Convention to take into farther 
consideration, the proposed plan of Government.—Mr. Wythe in the _ 
Chair. © | | — 

(The 2d clause, of the 2d section, still under consideration.) - a 

Mr. Grayson, after recapitulating the dangers of losing the Missis- _ 
, sippi, if the power of making treaties as delineated in the Constitution 

were granted; insisted most strenuously, that the clause which the Hon- — 

orable Gentleman [Edmund Randolph] had cited as a security against 

a dismemberment of the empire, was no real security; because it related 
solely to the back lands claimed by the United States, and different 

| States. This clause was inserted for the purpose of enabling Congress 
to dispose of and make all needful rules and regulations respecting 
the territory, or other property, belonging to the United States, and 

| to ascertain clearly that the claims of particular States respecting ter- 
ritory, should not be prejudiced by the alteration of Government; but 
be on the same footing as before.—That it could not be construed to
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be a limitation of the power of making treaties.—Its sole intention was 
to obviate all the doubts and disputes which existed under the Con- | 
federation concerning the Western territory, and other places in con- 

_ troversy in the United States. He defended his former position with 
respect to a particular law of nations.—I insist, says he, that the law 

of nations is founded on particular laws of different nations.—I have 
mentioned some instances:—I will mention some more. It is a part of 
the laws of several Oriental nations, to receive no Ambassadors, and 

to burn their prisoners.—It is a custom with the Grand Seignior! to , 
receive, but not to send Ambassadors.—It is a particular custom with | 
him in time of a war with Russia, to put the Russian Ambassador in | 
the seven towers. But the worthy Member [George Nicholas] said, that 
it was odd there should be a particular law of nations. I beg leave to 
tell him, that the United States are entering into a particular law of 
nations now. I do not deny the existence of a general law of nations:— | 
But I contend, that in different nations, there are certain laws or 

customs regulating their conduct towards other nations, which are as | 
permanently and immutably observed as the general law of nations. 
Of course there was a law of nations incident to the Confederation. __ 
Any person may renounce a right secured to him by any particular 
law or custom of a nation. If Congress have no right by the law of 
nations to give away a part of the empire, yet by this compact they _ 
may give it up. I look on that compact to be a part of the law of 
nations.—The treaty of Munster,? formed a great part of the law of | 

) nations.—How is the Scheld given up?—By that treaty, though contrary 
to the law of nations. Cannot Congress give up the Mississippi also by 
treaty, though such cession would deprive us of a right to which, by 
the law of nations, we are unalienably and indefeasibly entitled?—I lay | 

_ it down as a principle, that nations can, as well as individuals, renounce 
any particular right. Nations who inhabit on the sources of rivers have = 
a right to navigate them, and go down as well as the waters themselves. 

Mr. George Nicholas again drew a parellel between the power of the 
| King of Great-Britain, and that of Congress with respect to making 

treaties.—He contended, they were on the same foundation, and that 
every possible security which existed in the one instance, was to be 

_ found in the other.—To prove that there was no constitutional limits 
to the King’s power of making treaties, and that treaties when once _ | 
by him made, were the supreme law of the land, he quoted the fol- 
lowing lines in Blackstone’s Commentaries, Vol. I, page 257, “It is | 
also the King’s prerogative to make treaties, leagues, and alliances, 
with foreign States and Princes.—For it is, by the law of nations, es- 
sential to the goodness of a league, that it be made by the sovereign ©
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| - power; and then it is binding upon the whole community:—And in 

| England the sovereign power, quoad hoc, is vested in the person of the 

_ King.—Whatever contracts therefore he engages in, no other power 

in the kingdom can legally delay, resist, or annul.”’ A further proof, 

says Mr. Nicholas, that there is no limitation in this respect, is afforded - 

| by what he adds.—‘‘And yet, lest this plenitude of authority should be 

abused to the detriment of the public, the Constitution has interposed 

a check by the means of Parliamentary impeachment, for the punish- 

ment of such Ministers as from criminal motives advise or conclude 

any treaty, which shall afterwards be judged to derogate from the 

| honor and interest of the nation.”’—How does this apply to this Con- 

| - stitution?—The President and Senate have the same power of making 

treaties; and when made they are to have the same force and validity. 

| They are to be the supreme law of the land here—This book shews us | 

they are so in England. Have we not seen in America that treaties 

were violated, though they are in all countries considered as the su- _ 

preme law of the land?—Was it not therefore necessary to declare in 

explicit terms, that they should be so here?—How then is this Con- 

stitution on a different footing with the Government of Britain? The 

worthy Member [Patrick Henry] says, they can make a treaty relin- 

quishing our rights, and inflicting punishments; because all treaties are 

| declared paramount to the Constitutions and laws of the States.—An 

| attentive consideration of this, will shew the Committee, that they can , 

do no such thing. The provision of the sixth article, is, that this Con- 

stitution and the laws of the United States, which shall be made in 

pursuance thereof, and all treaties made, or which shall be made, under 

the authority of the United States, shall be the supreme law of the land.— 

They can by this make no treaty which shall be repugnant to the spirit 

of the Constitution, or inconsistent with the delegated powers. The 

treaties they make must be under the authority of the United States, 

to be within their province. It is sufficiently secured, because it only 

declares, that in pursuance of the powers given they shall be the su- 

| preme law of the land, notwithstanding any thing in the Constitution 

or laws of particular States. The fact which he has adduced from the 

English history, respecting the Russian Ambassador, does not apply to 

this part of the Constitution.—The arrest of that Ambassador was an 

offence against the law of nations.—There was no tribunal to punish 

it before.—An act was therefore made, to prevent such offences for 

. the future; appointing a court to try offenders against it, and pointing 

out their punishment.—That act acknowledges the arrest to have been 

a violation of the law of nations, and that it was a defect in their laws, 

that no remedy had been provided against such violations before.4—I |
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think it must appear to the satisfaction of the Committee, that this | | 
power is similar to what it is in England. _ | : | 

_ Mr. George Mason,—Mr. Chairman.—It is true that this is one of the 
| greatest acts of sovereignty, and therefore ought to be most strongly : 

_ guarded.—The cession of such a power without such checks and 
| guards, cannot be justified:—Yet I acknowledge such a power must 

rest somewhere.—It is so in all Governments. If in the course of an. vg Es 
_ unsuccessful war we should be compelled to give up part of our ter- _ | 

ritories, or undergo subjugation, if the General Government could not 
make a treaty to give up such a part for the preservation of the residue, 

_ the Government itself, and consequently the rights of the people, must 
_ fall—Such a power must therefore rest somewhere. For my own part | 

I never heard it denied, that such a power must be vested in the — 
_ Government.—Our complaint is, that it is not sufficiently guarded, and / 

_ that it requires much more solemnity and caution than are delineated 
in that system.—It is more guarded in England.—Will any Gentleman — 
undertake to say, that the King, by his prerogative, can dismember the | | 
British empire?—Could the King give Portsmouth to France?—He could 7 

— not do this without an express act of Parliament—without the consent sit” 
| of the Legislature in all its branches. There are other things which the 

King cannot do—which may be done by the President and Senate, in 
| this case. Could the King, by his prerogative, enable foreign subjects 

to purchase lands, and have an hereditary indefeasible title? This would 
_- require an express act of Parliament.—Though the King can make | 

treaties, yet he cannot make a treaty contrary to the Constitution of : 
his country. Where did their Constitution originate?—It is founded on a 
a number of maxims, which by long time are rendered sacred and 

| inviolable.—Where are there such maxims in the American Constitu- 
tion? In that country, which we called formerly our mother country, — one 

_ they have had for many centuries certain fundamental maxims, which 
have secured their persons and properties and prevented a dismem- | 
berment of their country. The common law, Sir, has prevented the | 
power of the crown from destroying the immunities of the people. We 
are placed in a still better condition—in a more favorable situation 
than perhaps any people ever were before. We have it in our power 

_ to secure our liberties and happiness on the most unshaken, firm, and | | 
_ permanent basis.—We can establish what Government we please.—But __ 

by that paper we are consolidating the United States into one great 
Government, and trusting to constructive security:—You will find no | 
such thing in the English Government.—The common law of England © 

. is not the common law of these States. I conceive therefore that there 
| is nothing in that Constitution to hinder a dismemberment of the |
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| empire. Will any Gentleman say, that they may not make a treaty, | 

whereby the subjects of France, England, and other powers may buy 

| what lands they please in this country?—This would violate those prin- 

ciples which we have received from the mother country. The indis- 

| criminate admission of all foreigners to the first rights of citizenship, 

without any permanent security for their attachment to the country, 

is repugnant to every principle of prudence and good policy[.] The 

President and Senate can make any treaty whatsoever.—We wish not 

to refuse, but to guard this power as it is done in England. The empire | 

- there cannot be dismembered, without the consent of the national _ 

: Parliament. We wish an express and explicit declaration in that paper, | 

that the power which can make other treaties, cannot, without the 

| consent of the national Parliament—the national Legislature, dismem- 

| ber the empire.—The Senate alone ought not to have this power:— 

Much less ought a few States to have it.—No treaty, to dismember the 

empire, ought to be made without the consent of three-fourths of the 

, Legislature in all its branches.—Nor ought such a treaty to be made, | 

-_-but in case of the most urgent and unavoidable necessity. When such 

necessity exists, there is no doubt but there will be a general and 

uniform vote of the Continental Parliament. | a | 

| Mr. Corbin largely expatiated on the propriety of vesting this power 

in the General Government, in the manner proposed by the plan of 

the Convention.—He also contended, that the empire could not be 

| dismembered without the consent of the part dismembered. To obviate 

the force of the observations made by an Honorable Gentleman [Wil- 

liam Grayson] respecting the relinquishment of the Scheld, he adduced _ 

~ the late complaints and efforts of the Emperor of Germany, respecting — 

that river.—He insisted that no part of the Constitution was less ex- 

| ceptionable than this. If, says he, there be any sound part in this 

Constitution it is this clause. The Representatives are excluded from 

| interposing in making treaties, because large popular assemblies are 

_very improper to transact such business, from the impossibility of their 

a acting with sufficient secrecy, dispatch and decision, which can only | 

| | be found in small bodies—and because such numerous bodies are ever | 

subject to factions, and party animosities. It would be dangerous to 

give this power to the President alone—as the concession of such a 

power to one individual, is repugnant to Republican principles.—It is — 

| therefore given to the President and the Senate (who represent the — 

States in their individual capacities) conjointly—In this it differs from 

| every Government we know.—It steers with admirable dexterity be- 

, tween the two extremes—neither leaving it to the Executive, aS in most
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other Governments, nor to the Legislative, which would too much _ 
retard such negotiations. 7 

The Honorable Gentleman [Patrick Henry] said, that treaties are _ 
| not the supreme law of the land in England. My honorable friend 

proved the contrary by the commentaries of Blackstone.’ Let me con- 
firm it by a circumstance fresh in the memory of every body.—When a 

__ the treaty was made by us with England, it was disapproved of by the | 
English Parliament, and the Administration was turned out:’—Yet the 
treaty was good.—Does not this prove that it was binding on the nation, 
and that the King has such a power?—What other proof do Gentlemen 
wish? In England it is a maxim, that the King can do no wrong.—Yet 
they have sufficient responsibility, as the Ministry can do wrong:—For 
if they advise him to make a treaty, derogatory to the honor and | 
interest of the nation, they do it at the risk of their heads.—If the 
King were to make such a treaty himself, contrary to the advice of his | 
Ministry, an honest or prudent Minister would resign. The President 
of the United States is responsible in person himself, as well as the | , 
Senators. | a | 

But, say Gentlemen, all treaties made under this Constitution, are» | 
to be the supreme law of nations; that is, in their way of construction, 

_ paramount to the Constitution itself, and the laws of Congress. It is | 
as clear, as that two and two make four, that the treaties made are to 
be binding on the States only.—Is it not necessary that they should be 

__ binding on the States? Fatal experience has proved, that treaties would 
never be complied with, if their observance depended on the will of | 
the States; and the consequences would be constant war.—For, if any 
one State could counteract any treaty, how could the United States 
avoid hostility with foreign nations?—Do not Gentlemen see the infinite - 
dangers that would result from it, if a small part of the community | 
could drag the whole Confederacy into war? - 

The Honorable Gentleman on the other side [George Mason], tells 
_ us, that this doctrine is not sound, because in England it is declared 

_ that the consent of Parliament is necessary. Had the Honorable Gentle- a 
man used his usual discernment and penetration, he would see the 

: difference between a commercial treaty and other treaties. A com- 
mercial treaty must be submitted to the consideration of Parliament; 

| because such treaties will render it necessary to alter some laws, add | 
new clauses to some, and repeal others. If this be not done the treaty | 
is void, quoad hoc. The Mississippi cannot be dismembered but two 
ways—by a common treaty, or a commercial treaty. If the interest of 
Congress will lead them to yield it by the first, the law of nations would 
justify the people of Kentucky to resist, and the cession would be
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nugatory. It cannot then be surrendered by a common treaty. Can it 

| be done by a commercial treaty? If it should, the consent of the House — 

| of Representatives would be requisite; because of the correspondent 

alterations that must be made in the laws.—(Here Mr. Corbin illustrated 

his position by reading the last clause of the treaty with France, which 

gives certain commercial privileges to the subjects of France; to give 

| full effect to which, certain correspondent alterations were necessary 

in the commercial regulations.)’—This, continued he, secures Legis- | 

lative interference. Some of the most extraordinary calculations that 

| ever were made, have been adduced, to prove, that the navigation of 

the Mississippi is on a worse ground than it was before. We are told 

that five States can make a treaty.—This is on a supposition, that the 

Senators from the other States will be absent, which is wild and ex- 

travagant.—On this ground three States can prevent it; and if Kentucky 

become a State, two other States with it can prevent the making such 

a treaty. I wish not to assert, but to prove. Suppose there be fourteen 

Members, and the Members from Kentucky be of the number.—Two- — 

thirds, which are ten, are necessary to make a treaty.—Three Members, 

together with the two Members from Kentucky, will be sufficient to. 

prevent its being made. But suppose all the other States to be present 

(which is the fair conclusion, for it is fair to conclude that men will 

be attentive to their own interest) what would be the consequence?>— 

There would be twenty-eight.—Two-thirds of which are nineteen, which 

is one Member more than the Senators of nine States; so that in such 

a case ten States must concur in the treaty, whereas by the old Con- 

federation only nine States were necessary. I defy any man to confute — 

this doctrine. The argument of Gentlemen is therefore disingenuous.— 

I am more forcibly led to this conclusion, when I hear Gentlemen go 

to barbarous nations to adduce proofs of the requisites of a social 

Government. | | oe 

| Mr. Henry,—Mr. Chairman.—This great national concern is handled 

in a manner quite new to me. When arguments are used, which are 

calculated in their nature to mislead men—when I reflect on the sub- 

ject, I dread that our rights are about to be given away, though I may 

possibly be mistaken. I said yesterday, and not without thinking much | 

on the subject, that my mind would be at ease were we on the same 

grounds in this respect, as the English are. Gentlemen think that Great- 

Britain was produced by me in this instance, unfortunately for myself, 

| because the learned Judge Blackstone says, that treaties are binding © 

on the nation, and the King can make treaties!—That learned Judge 

says, there is one thing which operates as a guard.—That thing we have , 

not in this paper—It is responsibility.—He tells you, that the Minister
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__ who will sacrifice the interest of the nation, is subject to Parliamentary a 
impeachment.*—This has been ever found to be effectual. But I beg | a 
Gentlemen to consider the American impeachment.—What is it?—It is | 
a mere sham—a mere farce. When they do any thing derogatory to 
the honor or interest of their country, they are to try themselves! Is 
it so in England?—The history of that country shews, that they have 
blocks and gibbets. The violators of the public interest have been tried, | 
justly and impartially, and perished by those necessary instruments of _ 
justice. Can there be any security where offenders mutually try one | 

_ another? I hope Gentlemen will consider the necessity of amendment | 
in this clause. ean Sane | Sa i | 

= We are told that the State rights are preserved.—Suppose the State 
_ right to territory be preserved, I ask and demand how do the rights 

of persons stand, when they have power to make any treaty, and that | 
treaty is paramount to Constitutions, laws, and every thingp—When a 

_ person shall be treated in the most horrid manner, and most cruelly | 
and inhumanly tortured, will the security of territorial rights grant him Ley 

__redress?—Suppose an unusual punishment in consequence of an arrest De 
similar to that of the Russian Ambassador®—can it be said to be con- | 

_ trary to the State rights? I might go on in this discrimination, but it 
| is too obvious that the security of territory is no security of individual _ | 

safety. I ask, how are the State rights, individual rights, and national 
rights secured?—Not as in England—For the authority quoted from _ 
Blackstone, would, if stated right, prove in a thousand instances, that | 
if the King of England attempted to take away the rights of individuals, 
the law would stand against him.—The acts of Parliament would stand ee oe: 

_ in his way—The Bill, and Declaration of Rights would be against him. | 
_ The common law is fortified by the Bill of Rights. The rights of the | | 
people cannot be destroyed even by the paramount operation of the 
law of nations, as the case of the Russian Ambassador evinces. If you © 
look for a similar security in the paper on your table, you look in 
vain.—That paper is defective without such a Declaration of Rights.— 
It is unbounded without such restrictions. If the Constitution be par- - 
amount, how are the Constitutions and laws of the States to stand? | | : 
Their operation will be totally controuled by it:—For, it is paramount. | 
to every thing, unless you can shew some guard against it.—The rights 
of persons are exposed as it stands now. - | | 

The calculation of the Honorable Gentleman (Mr. Corbin) was wrong. as 
: I am sure he spoke from the best of his recollection, when he referred _ | 

to our treaty of peace with Great-Britain, and said, that it was binding oo | 
_ on the nation though disapproved of by Parliament. Did not an act — a | 

, of Parliament pass, acknowledging the independence of America?}®—
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If the King of England wished to dismember the empire, would he : 
7 dare to attempt it without the advice of Parliament? The most hardy 

Minister would not dare to advise him to attempt it without a previous . 
consultation of the Parliament. No cession of territory is binding on _ 

the nation unless it be fortified by an act of Parliament. Will it be so 
| in your American Government?—No—They will tell you that they are _ 

omnipotent as to this point. | | | 

| We are so used to speak of enormity of powers, that we are fami- | 

liarised with it—To me this power appears still destructive; for they 
can make any treaty. If Congress forbears to exercise it, you may thank 

| them:—But they may exercise it if they please, and as they please. They | | 
have a right, from the paramount power given them, to do so.—Will > 
the Gentleman [Francis Corbin] say, that this power is only paramount 
to the State laws only?—Is it not paramount to the Constitution, and 
every thing?—Can any thing be paramount to what is paramountr— | 
Will not the laws of Congress be binding on Congress, as well as on 
any particular State?—Will they not be bound by their own acts?—The 

| worthy Gentleman must see the impropriety of his assertion. ‘To render 
| this safe, I conceive we must adopt my honorable friend’s [George __ 

| Mason] amendment. The component parts of this supreme power are 
| the President, Senators, and House of Representatives. The latter is 

the most material part.—They ought to interpose in the formation of 
| treaties. When their consent is necessary, there will be a certainty of 

attending to the public interests. : 

| Mr. Henry then contended, that there was real responsibility in the = 
_ British Government, and sufficient security arising from the common 

law, Declaration of Rights, &c. whereas in this Government, there was : 

no barrier to stop their mad career. He hoped to obtain the amend- 

ments which his honorable friend had proposed. 
Mr. Madison,—Mr. Chairman.—I am persuaded that when this power 

comes to be thoroughly and candidly viewed, it will be found right 
and proper. As to its extent, perhaps it will be satisfactory to the 

Committee, that the power is precisely in the new Constitution, as it | 

is in the Confederation. In the existing Confederacy, Congress are | 

| | authorised indefinitely to make treaties.—Many of the States have rec- 

- ognized the treaties of Congress to be the supreme law of the land. | 

Acts have passed within a year, declaring this to be the case.—I have 

| seen many of them.!! Does it follow, because this power is given to | 

Congress, that it is absolute and unlimited?—I do not conceive that | 

| power is given to the President and Senate to dismember the empire, 

or to alienate any great essential right.—I do not think the whole
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Legislative authority have this power. The exercise of the power must 
be consistent with the object of the delegation. | , 

_ One objection against the amendment proposed, is this—that by | 
implication it would give power to the Legislative authority to dis- | 
member the empire—a power that ought not to be given, but by the 

| necessity that would force assent from every man. I think it rests on 
the safest foundation as it is. The object of treaties is the regulation 
of intercourse with foreign nations, and is external. I do not think it 

possible to enumerate all the cases in which such external regulations 

would be necessary. Would it be right to define all the cases in which 
Congress could exercise this authority? The definition might, and prob- _ 
ably would be defective.—They might be restrained by such a defini- 
tion, from exercising the authority where it would be essential to the 

| interest and safety of the community. It is most safe therefore to leave 
it to be exercised as contingencies may arise. 

It is to be presumed, that in transactions with foreign countries, 

| those who regulate them, will feel the whole force of national attach- 
ment to their country. The contrast being between their own nation | 
and a foreign nation, is it not presumeable they will, as far as possible, | 

advance the interest of their own country? Would it not be considered 
as a dangerous principle in the British Government, were the King to 
have the same power in internal regulations, as he has in the external 

_ business of treaties? Yet, as among other reasons, it is natural to sup- 
pose he will prefer the interest of his own, to that of another country, | 
it is thought proper to give him this external power of making treaties. | 
This distinction is well worthy the consideration of Gentlemen. I think 

_ the argument of the Gentleman [Francis Corbin] who restrained the 

supremacy of these to the laws of particular States, and not to Con- 
gress, is rational. Here the supremacy of a treaty is contrasted with | 

_ the supremacy of the laws of the States.—It cannot be otherwise su- 
_- preme. If it does not supercede their existing laws, as far as they 

contravene its operation, it cannot be of any effect. To counteract it 
| by the supremacy of the State laws, would bring on the Union the just — 

charge of national perfidy, and involve us in war. | | 
Suppose the King of Great-Britain should make a treaty with France, 

where he had a constitutional right; if the treaty should require an | 
internal regulation, and the Parliament should make a law to that 
effect, that law would be binding on the one, though not on the other 

nation. Suppose there should be a violation of right by the exercise 
of this power by the President and Senate; if there was apparent merit . 
in it, it would be binding on the people:—For where there is a power 
for any particular purpose, it must supercede what may oppose it, or |
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else it can be no power.—For instance, where there is a power of 

| declaring war, that power as to declaring war supercedes every thing. | 

This would be an unfortunate case, should it happen:—But should it 

happen there is a remedy, and there being a remedy, they will be 

| restrained against abuses. But let us compare the responsibility in this 

Government to that of the British Government. If there be an abuse 
of this royal prerogative, the Minister who advises him, is liable to 
impeachment.—This is the only restraint on the Sovereign.—Now, Sir, 

is not the Minister of the United States under restraint?p—Who is the 

Minister?—The President himself, who is liable to impeachment. He is 

responsible in person. But for the abuse of the power of the King, 

the responsibility is in his adviser. Suppose the Constitution had said, — 

that this Minister alone could make treaties, and when he violated the 

interest of the nation, he would be impeached by the Senate; then the 

comparison would hold good between the two Governments. But is 

there not an additional security by adding to him the Representatives 

. and guardians of the political interest of the States? If he should seduce 

a part of the Senate to a participation in his crimes, those who were 

oe not seduced would pronounce sentence against him; and there is this | 

supplementary security, that he may be convicted and punished after- 

wards, when other Members come into the Senate, one-third being | 

excluded every second year:—So that there is a two-fold security.—The 

security of impeachment and conviction by those Senators that may 

be innocent, should no more than one-third be engaged with the Pres- 

ident in the plot; and should there be more of them engaged in it, he 

may be tried and convicted by the succeeding Senators, and the upright 

Senators who were in the Senate before. | 

As to the case of the Russian Ambassador! I shall say nothing.—It 

is as inapplicable as many other quotations made by the Gentleman 

[Patrick Henry]. I conceive that as far as the Bill of Rights in the 

| States, do not express any thing foreign to the nature of such things, 

and express fundamental principles essential to liberty, and those priv- 

ileges which are declared necessary to all free people, these rights are 

| not encroached on by this Government.—(Mr. Madison added other 

| remarks which could not be heard.) , 

Mr. Corbin begged leave to explain what he had said.—He acknowl- 

edged that an act of Parliament passed acknowledging the indepen- 

dence of America:'3—But though there was nothing in that act re- 

| specting the Newfoundland fishery, and we were by the treaty to enjoy | 

a right to that fishery unmolested, yet that part of the treaty was | 

binding on the nation.
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| After some desultory conversation concerning the mode of consid- — 
ering the Judiciary, “ | 7 

| (The 1st and 2d sections, of the 3d article, were read.) a 
Mr. Pendleton,—Mr. Chairman.—On a former occasion when I was 

_ considering the Government at large, I mentioned the necessity of 
making a Judiciary an essential part of the Government." It is necessary 
in order to arrest the Executive arm, prevent arbitrary punishments, __ 

_and give a fair trial, that the innocent may be guarded, and the guilty 
_ brought to just punishment, and that honesty and industry be pro- 

tected, and injustice and fraud prevented. Taking it for granted then, | 
that a Judiciary is necessary, the power of that Judiciary must be co- a 
extensive with the Legislative power, and reach to all parts of the 
society intended to be governed.—They must be so arranged, that there 

| must be some Court which shall be the central point of their opera- | 
tions; and because all the business cannot be done in that part, there 

7 must be inferior Courts to carry it on. The first clause contains an | 
| arrangement of the Courts—one supreme, and such inferior as Con- | 

| gress may ordain and establish. This seems to me to be proper.— 
_ Congress must be the judges, and may find reasons to change and vary _ 

them as experience shall dictate. It is therefore not only improper but. | 
| exceedingly inconvenient to fix the arrangement in the Constitution | 

| itself, and not leave it to laws which may be changed according to — 
circumstances. I think it highly probable that their first experiment 
will be, to appoint the State Courts to have the inferior federal juris- 
diction; because it would be best calculated to give general satisfaction, 
and answer ceconomical purposes; since a small additional salary may _ 
in that case suffice, instead of a competent provision for the Judges. | 

_ But even this eligible mode experience may furnish powerful reasons | 
for changing; and a power to make such changes ought to rest with | 

_ Congress. This clause also secures an important point—the indepen- 
dency of the Judges, both as to tenure of office, and fixing of salary. 
I wish the restraint had been applied to increase as well as diminution. 

The second section points out the subjects of their jurisdiction. __ 
1. Cases arising under the Constitution. ees Sey | 

| 2. [Cases arising] under the laws of the Federal Legislature. , 

3. [Cases arising under] treaties made by them. | 
| 4. All cases affecting Ambassadors, Ministers, and Consuls. | | 

5. All cases of maritime or Admiralty jurisdiction. | 
| __ 6. Controversies wherein the United States shall be party. 

7. [Controversies] between two or more States. — , | 
8. [Controversies] between a State and citizens of another State. _ | 

| 9. [Controversies] between citizens of different States. |
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10. [Controversies] between citizens of the same State, claiming 

| lands under grants of different States. 

| 11. [Controversies] between a State, or its citizens, and foreign 
States, citizens or subjects. | 

Without entering into a distinction of all its parts, I believe it will : 

| be found that they are all cases of general and not local concern. The _ 

necessity and propriety of a federal jurisdiction, in all such cases, must 

strike every Gentleman. | | 

| The next clause settles the original jurisdiction of the Supreme | 

| Court, confining it to two cases—that of Ambassadors, Ministers, and 

a Consuls—and those in which a State shall be a party.—It excludes its _ 

| original jurisdiction in all other cases. But it appears to me, that it 

| will not restrain Congress from regulating even these so as to permit 

foreign Ambassadors to sue in the inferior Courts, or even to compel 

7 them to do so, where their causes may be trivial, or they have no 

| reason to expect a partial trial. Notwithstanding this jurisdiction is 

given to the Supreme Court, yet Congress may go farther by their 

laws, so as to exclude its original jurisdiction by limiting the cases 

wherein it shall be exercised.—They may require some satisfactory evi- 

dence, that the party could not expect a fair trial in the inferior Court. 

I am struck with this view from considering, that the Legislature is 

not excluded by the general jurisdiction in the Constitution, from — 

regulating it to accommodate the convenience of the people.—Yet the ) 

Legislature cannot extend its original jurisdiction, which is limited to | 

these cases only. | | i | | 

| The next branch brings me to the appellate jurisdiction. And first, 

| I say it is proper and necessary in all. free Governments, to allow 

| appeals under certain restrictions, in order to prevent injustice by 

| correcting the erroneous decisions of local subordinate tribunals, and 

introduce uniformity in decisions. The appellate jurisdiction is there- 

fore undoubtedly proper, and would not have been objected to, if they 

had not introduced, unfortunately in this clause, the words, “both as 

to law and fact.” Though I dread no danger, I wish these words had 

| : been buried in oblivion.—If they had, it would have silenced the great- | 

| est objections against the section. I will give my free and candid sen- | 

| timents on it. We find them followed by words which remove a great | 

deal of doubt.—‘‘ With such exceptions, and under such regulations as Con- 

gress shall make.”’—So that Congress may make such regulations as they 

| may think conducive to the public convenience. Let us consider the 

: appellate jurisdiction if these words had been left out. The general 

jurisdiction must embrace decrees in Chancery and Admiralty, and 

judgments in Courts of common law, in the ordinary practice of this
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appellate jurisdiction. When there is an appeal from the inferior Court | 
to the Court of Chancery, the appellate jurisdiction goes to law and 
fact; because the whole testimony appears in the record. The Court 
proceeds to consider the circumstances of both law and fact blended 
together, and then decrees according to equity. This must be unex- 
ceptionable to every body. How is it in appeals from the Admiralty?— 
That Court, except in some cases, proceeds as a Court of Chancery.— 
In some cases they have trials by jury.—But in most cases they proceed _ 
as in Chancery.—They consider all the circumstances, and determine 
as well what the fact, as what the law is. When this goes to the Superior 

Court, it is determined the same way. | , 
Appeals from the common law Courts, involve the consideration of | 

facts by the Superior Court, when there is a special verdict. They 
consider the fact and law together, and decide accordingly. But they 
cannot introduce new testimony. When a jury proceeds to try a cause | 
in an inferior Court, a question may arise on the competency of a 
witness, or some other testimony. The inferior Court decides that ques- 

_tion—they either admit or reject that evidence.—The party intending | 
to object, states the matter in a bill of exceptions. The jury then 

_ proceeds to try the cause, according to the judgment of the inferior 
_ Court; and on appeal, the Superior Court determines upon the judg- 

ment of the inferior Court.—They do not touch the testimony. If they 
determine that the evidence was either improperly admitted or re- 
jected, they set aside the judgment, and send back the cause to be 

| tried again by a jury in the same Court. These are the only cases in 
| appeals from inferior Courts of common law, where the Superior 

Court can even consider facts incidentally. I feel the danger as much | 
as any Gentleman in this Committee, of carrying a party to the Federal 
Court, to have a trial there. But it appears to me that it will not be 
the case, if that be the practice which I have now stated, and that that 
is the practice must be admitted. The appeals may be limited to a 
certain sum.—I make no doubt it will be so. You cannot prevent ap- 
peals without great inconveniences: But Congress can prevent that 

| dreadful oppression which would enable many men to have a trial in 
the Federal Court, which is ruinous. There is a power which may be 
considered as a great security—The power of making what regulations 
and exceptions in appeals they may think proper, may be so contrived | 

: as to render appeals as to law and fact proper and perfectly inoffensive. | | 
How will this power be exercised? If I thought there was a possibility 
of danger, I would be alarmed. But when I consider who this Congress | 

_ are—that they are the Representatives of 13 States, (which may become 
| 14 or 15, or a much greater number of States) who cannot be inter-
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| ested in the most remote degree, to subject their citizens to oppressions 
of that dangerous kind, but will feel the same inclination to guard 
their citizens from them, I am not alarmed. I consider them as secured 

from it, by the arrangement of these Courts by Congress. To carry 
the citizens a great distance from their respective States can be of no 
advantage, but a great hardship to every State, except that wherein | 
the seat of Government may be. I conceive it probable, that they will, 
as far as they may consistently with the national good, confine these 
cases. But when I cast my eyes to the Southern and Eastern States, 
every one of which are at a greater distance than we are, I cannot 

: entertain a doubt but what this point will be perfectly secure. Every 
State being concerned almost equally, we have sufficient security that | 
when they come to organize the Supreme Court, they will regulate it 
so as to exclude this danger. 

The fourth branch secures two important points in criminal cases. 
lst.—That the trial shall be by jury. 2d.—That it shall be in the State 
where the offence is committed. It does not point out where it shall 

| be within the State, or the more minute minutiz respecting it:—But 
laws will be made by which it will be regulated fully and minutely. I 

| cannot conceive what motives they can have in forming these trials, 

| to render them oppressive. We have this security—That our citizens 

: shall not be carried out of the State, and that no other trial can be 

| substituted to that by jury.—(Mr. Pendleton made many other remarks; 
but he spoke too low to be comprehended distinctly.) 

Mr. George Mason,—Mr. Chairman.—I had some hopes that the can- 
dour and reason of the warmest friends of this Constitution would 

| have led them to point out objections so important. They must occur, 

a more or less, to the mind of every one. It is with great reluctance I — 

speak of this department, as it lies out of my line. I should not tell 
my sentiments upon it, did I not conceive it to be so constructed as 

to destroy the dearest rights of the community. After having read the 

first section, Mr. Mason asked, what is there left to the State Courts? 

Will Gentlemen be pleased, candidly, fairly, and without sophistry, to 

| shew us what remains? There is no limitation. It goes to every thing. - 

| | The inferior Courts are to be as numerous as Congress may think 

proper. They are to be of whatever nature they please. Read the second 

| section, and contemplate attentively the extent of the jurisdiction of | 

these Courts; and consider if there be any limits to it. I am greatly 

mistaken if there be any limitation whatsoever, with respect to the 

| nature or jurisdiction of these Courts. If there be any limits, they must 

be contained in one of the clauses of this section; and I believe, on a 

dispassionate discussion, it will be found that there is none of any
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| check. All the laws of the United States are paramount to the laws 
_and Constitution of any single State. ‘““The Judicial power shall extend | 
to all cases in law and equity, arising under this Constitution.” What 
objects will not this expression extend to? Such laws may be formed, __ 
as will go to every object of private property.—When we consider the — 
nature of these Courts, we must conclude, that their effect and op- . 

eration will be utterly to destroy the State Governments. For they will 
__ be the judges how far their laws will operate. They are to modify their | 

own Courts, and you can make no State law to counteract them. The | 
discrimination between their Judicial power and that of the States, — 

| exists therefore but in name.—To what disgraceful and dangerous > co 

7 length does the principle of this go? For if your State Judiciaries are | 
not to be trusted with the administration of common justice, and de- | | 

cision of disputes respecting property between man and man, much 
oe less ought the State Governments to be trusted with the power of | | 

legislation. The principle itself goes to the destruction of the legislation 
of the States, whether or not it was intended. As to my own opinion, 

_ I most religiously and conscientiously believe, that it was intended, _ 
though I am not absolutely certain. But I think it will destroy the State 

| Governments, whatever may have been the intention. There are many | 

Gentlemen in the United States who think it right, that we should have 

one great national consolidated Government, and that it was better to _ 
bring it about slowly and imperceptibly, rather than all at once. This wo 

| is no reflection on any man, for I mean none. To those who think | 
| that one national consolidated Government would be best for America, oe 

| this extensive Judicial authority will be agreeable; but I hope there are 7 
- many in this Convention of a different opinion, and who see their | 

political happiness resting on their State Governments. I know, from si 
| my own knowledge, many worthy Gentlemen of the former opinion— = =——— 

(Here Mr. Madison interrupted Mr. Mason, and demanded an une- 7 

7 quivocal explanation. As those insinuations might create a belief, that == 
| every Member of the late Federal Convention was of that opinion, he 

_ "wished him to tell who the Gentlemen were, to whom he alluded.)— | 
Mr. Mason then replied—I shall never refuse to explain myself. It is - 
notorious that this is a prevailing principle.—It was at least the opinion 
of many Gentlemen in Convention, and many in the United States. I _ 7 
do not know what explanation the Honorable Gentleman asks. I can | | | 

| say with great truth, that the Honorable Gentleman, in private con- 
- -versation with me, expressed himself against it: Neither did I ever hear 

| any of the Delegates from this State advocate it. a | | | 
| Mr. Madison declared himself satisfied with this, unless the Com- me 

mittee thought themselves entitled to ask a further explanation. | |
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After some desultory remarks, Mr. Mason continued.—I have heard 

that opinion advocated by Gentlemen, for whose abilities, judgment, 

and knowledge, I have the highest reverence and respect. I say that 

the general description of the Judiciary involves the most extensive — 

. jurisdiction. Its cognizance in all cases arising under the system, and — 

| the laws of Congress, may be said to be unlimited. In the next place 

it extends to treaties made, or which shall be made, under their au- 

a thority. This is one of the powers which ought to be given them. I 

also admit that they ought to have Judicial cognizance in all cases | 

affecting Ambassadors, foreign Ministers and Consuls, as well as in 

| cases of maritime jurisdiction. There is an additional reason now to | 

| give them this last power: Because Congress besides the general pow- 

| ers, are about to get that of regulating commerce with foreign nations. 

| This is a power which existed before, and is a proper subject of federal 

jurisdiction. The next power of the Judiciary is also necessary under 

| some restrictions.—Though the decision of controversies to which the 

| United States shall be a party, may at first view seem proper, it may 

| - without restraint, be extended to a dangerously oppressive length. The 

next, with respect to disputes between two or more States, is right. 1 | 

cannot see the propriety of the next power, in disputes between a 

| State and the citizens of another State. As to controversies between 

citizens of different States, their power is improper and inadmissible. | 

In disputes between citizens of the same State, claiming lands under 

the grants of different States, the power is proper.—It is the only case _ 

| in which the Federal Judiciary ought to have appellate cognizance of 

| | disputes between private citizens. Unless this was the case, the suit 

must be brought and decided in one, or the other State, under whose 

grants the lands are claimed, which would be injurious, as the decision | 

| must be consistent with the grant. | | 

| a The last clause is still more improper. To give them cognizance in- 

a disputes between a State and the citizens thereof, is utterly inconsistent 

oo with reason or good policy. | | 

| Here Mr. Nicholas arose, and informed Mr. Mason, that his inter- 

| pretation of this part was not warranted by the words. | 

Mr. Mason replied, that if he recollected rightly, the propriety of | 

7 the power as explained by him, had been contended for; but that as 

_ his memory had never been good, and was now much impaired from 

—— his age, he would not insist on that interpretation. He then pro- 

| ceeded.—Give me leave to advert to the operation of this Judicial 

| ‘power. Its jurisdiction in the first case will extend to all cases affecting | 

- revenue, excise and custom-house officers. If I am mistaken I will 

retract.—‘‘All cases in law and equity arising under this Constitution,
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and the laws of the United States,”’ take in all the officers of Govern- 
ment. They comprehend all those who act as collectors of taxes, ex- | 
cisemen, &c. It will take in of course what others do to them, and | 
what is done by them to others. In what predicament will our citizens 
then be? We know the difficulty we are put in by our own Courts, and 
how hard it is to bring officers to justice even in. them. If any of the 
Federal officers should be guilty of the greatest oppressions, or behave 
with the most insolent and wanton brutality to a man’s wife or daugh- 
ter, where is this man to get relief? If you suppose in the inferior | 
Courts, they are not appointed by the States. They are not men in 

_ whom the community can place confidence. It will be decided by Fed-- 
eral Judges. Even suppose the poor man should be able to obtain , 
judgment in the inferior Court, for the greatest injury, what justice 

_ can he get on appeal? Can he go 400 or 500 miles? Can he stand the 
expence attending it? On this occasion they are to judge of fact as 
well as law. He must bring his witnesses where he is not known, where a 
a new evidence may be brought against him, of which he never heard | 
before, and which he cannot contradict. | | | 

The Honorable Gentleman who presides here [Edmund Pendleton], 
has told us, that the Supreme Court of Appeals must embrace every 

_ object of maritime, Chancery, and common law controversy. In the | | 
_ two first, the indiscriminate appellate jurisdiction as to fact, must be 
generally granted; because otherwise it could exclude appeals in those 
cases, But why not discriminate as to matters of fact in common law 
controversies?—The Honorable Gentleman has allowed that it was dan- | 
gerous, but hopes regulations will be made to suit the convenience of 
the people.—But mere hope is not a sufficient security. I have said | 

| that it appears to me (though I am no lawyer) to be very dangerous. 
Give me leave to lay before the committee an amendment, which I 
think convenient, easy, and proper.—(Here Mr. Mason proposed an | 
alteration nearly the same as the first part of the fourteenth amend- 
ment recommended by the Convention, which see’at the conclu- 
sion.)!5—Thus, Sir, after limiting the cases in which the Federal Judi- 
clary could interpose, I would confine the appellate jurisdiction to | 
matters of law only, in common law controversies. | | 

It appears to me, that this will remove oppressions, and answer every 
purpose of an appellate power. | | = 
A discrimination arises between common law trials and trials by | 

Courts of Equity and Admiralty.—In these two last, depositions are | 
committed to record, and therefore on an appeal the whole fact goes | 
up; the equity of the whole case, comprehending fact and law, is con- 

_ Sidered, and no new evidence requisite. Is it so in Courts of common
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law? There evidence is only given viva voce. I know not a single case, 

| where there is an appeal of fact as to common law. But I may be 

mistaken. Where there is an appeal from an inferior to a Superior 

Court, with respect to matters of fact, a new witness may be introduced, 

. who is perhaps suborned by the other party, a thousand miles from | 

the place where the first trial was had. These are some of the incon- 

veniencies, and insurmountable objections against this general power 

being given to the Federal Courts. Gentlemen will perhaps say, there 

will be no occasion to carry up the evidence by viva voce testimony, 

because Congress may order it to be admitted to writing, and trans- 

mitted in that manner with the rest of the record. "Tis true they may, | 

but it is as true that they may not. But suppose they do. Little con- 

versant as I am in this subject, I know there is a great difference 

| between viva voce evidence given at the bar, and testimony given in 

writing. I leave it to Gentlemen more conversant in these matters, to 

discuss it. They are also to have cognizance in controversies to which 

the United States shall be a party. This power is superadded, that there 

| might be no doubt, and that all cases arising under the Government 

might be brought before the Federal Court. Gentlemen will not, I 

| presume, deny that all revenue and excise controversies, and all pro- 

| ceedings relative to the duties of the officers of Government, from the 

highest to the lowest, may, and must be brought by these means to 

| the Federal Courts; in the first instance, to the inferior Federal Court, 

_ and afterwards to the Superior Court.—Every fact proved with respect => 

to these, in the Court below, may be revived in the Superior Court.— 

, But this appellate jurisdiction is to be under the regulations of Con- | 

gress.—What these regulations may be, God only knows. 

_ Their jurisdiction further extends to controversies between citizens 

of different States.—Can we not trust our State Courts with the de- 

| cision of these?—If I have a controversy with a man in Maryland—if 

a man in Maryland has my bond for 1001. are not the State Courts | 

| competent to try it?—Is it suspected that they would enforce the pay- 

ment if unjust, or refuse to enforce it if just?p—The very idea is ridic- 

ulous. What carry me a thousand miles from home—from my family, 

and business, where perhaps, it will be impossible for me to prove that — 

| I paid it?—Perhaps I have a respectable witness who saw me pay the 

money:—But I must carry him 1000 miles to prove it, or be compelled | 

| to pay it again. Is there any necessity for this power?—It ought to have 

7 no unnecessary or dangerous power. Why should the Federal Courts 

have this cognizance?—Is it because one lives on one side of the Po- 

towmack, and the other on the other?—Suppose I have your bond for 

| 1000 1.—If I have any wish to harrass you, or if I be of a litigious
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disposition, I have only to assign it to a Gentleman in Maryland. This 
assignment will involve you in trouble and expence. What effect will 
this power have between British creditors and the citizens of this es 

| State?—This is a ground on which I shall speak with confidence. Every : 
_ one who heard me speak on the subject, knows, that I always spoke 

for the payment of the British debts. I wish every honest debt to be 
paid. Though I would wish to pay the British creditor, yet I would 

_ not put it in his power to gratify private malice to our injury. Let me | 
be put right if I be mistaken. But there is not, in my opinion, a single | 
British creditor, but who can bring his debtors to the Federal Court. | | 
There are a thousand instances where debts have been paid, and yet 
must by this appellate cognizance be paid again. Are these imaginary a 
cases?—Are they only possible cases, or are they certain and inevita- an 
ble?-—"To controversies between a State, and the citizens of another __ 

_ State.”—How will their jurisdiction in this case do? Let Gentlemen 
look at the Westward. Claims respecting those lands, every liquidated . 
account, or other claim against this State, will be tried before the 

Federal Court. Is not this disgraceful?—Is this State to be brought to 
the bar of justice like a delinquent individual?—Is the sovereignty of 
the State to be arraigned like a culprit, or private offender?—Will the | , 

_ States undergo this mortification? I think this power perfectly unnec- 
essary. But let us pursue this subject further. What is to be done if a . 
judgment be obtained against a State?—Will you issue a fieri facias?!® noe 

| It would be ludicrous to say, that you could put the State’s body in _ 
jail. How is the judgment then to be inforced? A power which cannot 
be executed, ought not to be granted. Let us consider the operation | 

_ of the last subject of its cognizance.—Controversies between a State, | 
or the citizens thereof, and foreign States, citizens or subjects.—There | 
is a confusion in this case. This much, however, may be raised out of | 
it—that a suit will be brought against Virginia——She may be sued by _ 

| a foreign State.—What reciprocity is there in itp—In a suit between __ a 
Virginia and a foreign State, is the foreign State to be bound by the _ 
decision?—Is there a similar privilege given to us in foreign States?— , 
Where will you find a parallel regulation? How will the decision be 

, enforced?—Only by the ultima ratio regum. A dispute between a foreign | 
_ Citizen or subject, and a Virginian cannot be tried in our own Courts, oo 
but must be decided in the Federal Court. Is this the case in any other , 
countryr—Are not mén obliged to stand: by the laws of the country a 

: where the disputes are?—This is an innovation which is utterly un- | 
precedented and unheard of.—Cannot we trust the State Courts with | 
disputes between a Frenchman, or an Englishman, and a citizen; or |
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_with disputes between two Frenchmen? This is disgraceful: It will an- | 

| nihilate your State Judiciary: It will prostrate your Legislature. | 

Thus, Sir, it appears to me that the greater part of these powers 

are unnecessary, and dangerous, as tending to impair and ultimately 

destroy the State Judiciaries, and by the same principle, the legislation 

| of the State Governments. To render it safe there must be an amend- _ 

ment, such as I have pointed out. After mentioning the original ju- 

| risdiction of the Supreme Court, which extends to but three cases, it 

_ gives it appellate jurisdiction in all the other cases mentioned, both as 

to law and fact, indiscriminately, and without limitation. Why not re-_ 

move the cause of fear and danger? But it is said, that the regulations 

| of Congress will remove these. I say, that, in my opinion, they will 

| have a contrary effect, and will utterly annihilate your State Courts.— 

| _ Who are the Court?—The Judges. It is a familiar distinction. We fre- 

| - quently speak of a Court in contradistinction to a jury. I think the 

Court are to be the Judges of this.—The Judges on the bench, are to 

--_-be Judges of fact and law, with such exceptions, &c. as Congress shall 

make. Now give me leave to ask—is not a jury excluded absolutely?— 

By way of illustration, were Congress to say that a jury, instead of the 

a Court, should judge the fact, will not the Court be still judges of the 

| fact consistently with this Constitution? Congress may make such a 

| regulation, or may not. But suppose they do, what sort of a jury would 

they have in the ten miles square? I would rather a thousand times be 

tried by a Court than by such a jury. This great palladium of national 

safety, which is secured to us by our own Government, will be taken 

from us in those Courts; or if it be reserved, it will be but in name, 

and not in substance. In the Government of Virginia, we have secured 

an impartial jury of the vicinage. We can except to jurors, and | 

| perem[p]torily challenge them in criminal trials.'’ If I be tried in the | 

Federal Court for a crime which may affect my life, have I a right of 

challenging or excepting to the jury? Have not the best men suffered  _ 

| by weak and partial juries? This sacred right ought therefore to be 

secured. I dread the ruin that will be brought on 30,000 of our people 

| with respect to disputed lands. I am personally endangered as an in- 

- habitant of the Northern Neck. The people of that part will be obliged, 

by the operation of this power, to pay the quitrents of their lands. | 

| Whatever other Gentlemen may think, I consider this as a most serious 

alarm. It will little avail a man to make a profession of his candour. | 

| It is to his character and reputation they will appeal. Let Gentlemen to 

consider my public and private character.—To these I wish Gentlemen | 

to appeal for an interpretation of my motives and views. Lord Fairfax’s _ 

title was clear and undisputed.—After the revolution, we taxed his lands
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as private property. After his death an act of Assembly was made, in 
| 1782, to sequester the quitrents due at his death, in the hands of his | 

debtors: Next year an act was made restoring them to the executor 
of the proprietor. Subsequent to this the treaty of peace was made, 
by which it was agreed, that there should be no further confiscations. 
But after this an act of Assembly passed, confiscating this whole prop- 
erty.'* As Lord Fairfax’s title was indisputably good, and as treaties | 
are to be the supreme law of the land, will not his representatives be 
able to recover all in the Federal Court? How will Gentlemen like to 

pay additional tax on the lands in the Northern Neck? This the op- 
eration of this system will compel them to do. They now are subject | 

| to the same taxes that other citizens are, and if the quitrents be re- _ | 
covered in the Federal Court, they are doubly taxed. This may be 
called an assertion, but, were I going to my grave, I would appeal to — 
Heaven that I think it true. How will a poor man, who is injured or | 
dispossessed unjustly, get a remedy? Is he to go to the Federal Court, a 

| 7 or 800 miles? He might as well give his claim up. He may grumble, | 
but finding no relief, he will be contented. | | : 

Again, all that great tract of country between the Blue Ridge and 
the Allegany mountains, will be claimed, and probably recovered in 

_ the Federal Court, from the present possessors, by those companies 
who have a title to them.—These lands have been sold to a great 
number of people.—Many settled on them, on terms which were ad- 
vertised. How will this be with respect to ex post facto laws? We have 
not only confirmed the title of those who made the contracts, but | 

| those who did not, by a law in 1779, on their paying the original 
price.’ Much was paid in a depreciated value, and much was not paid | 
at all.—Again, the great Indiana purchase which was made to the West- | 
ward, will, by this judicial power, be rendered a cause of dispute.” | 
The possessors may be ejected from those lands. That company paid 
a consideration of 10,000 1. to the Crown, before the lands were taken 
up. I have heard Gentlemen of the law say, (and I believe it is right) 
that after the consideration was paid to the Crown, the purchase was 
legally made, and ought to be valid. That company may come in, and , 
shew that they have paid the money, and have a full right to the land. 
Of the Indiana company I need not say much. It is well known that | 
their claims will be brought before these Courts. Three or four coun- 
ties are settled on the lands to which that company claims a title, and _ 
have long enjoyed it peaceably. All these claims before those Courts, 
if they succeed, will introduce a scene of distress and confusion never 
heard of before. Our peasants will be like those mentioned by Virgil, |
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| reduced to ruin and misery, driven from their farms, and obliged to 

leave their country.—. | , 

—Nos patriam fugimus—et dulcia linquimus arva.?'\— 

Having mentioned these things, give me leave to submit an amend- 

ment which I think would be proper and safe, and would render our , 

citizens secure in their possessions justly held. I mean, Sir, “That the 

| Judicial power shall extend to no case where the cause of action shall 

have originated before the ratification of this Constitution, except in 

suits for debts due to the United States, disputes between States about 

their territory, and disputes between persons claiming lands under the 

grants of different States.”’ In these cases there is an obvious necessity 

for giving it a retrospective power. I have laid before you my idea on 

the subject, and expressed my fears, which I most conscientiously be- 

lieve to be well founded. | 
Mr. Madison,—Mr. Chairman.—The Honorable Gentleman having 

persuaded himself that it was calculated to destroy the State Govern- 

ments, and to dispossess of their property, so great a proportion of 

this Commonwealth, I am not surprised at the opposition he has made. 

But being equally persuaded that his fears are groundless, I must 

endeavor to refute his objections where they do not appear to me to 

be well founded. I shall be candid in my remarks. I acknowledge that 

this part does not stand in that form, which would be freest from 

objection. It might be better expressed. But at the same time, truth 

obliges me to put a fair and liberal interpretation upon the words. I 

believe the General Government will do what is for the interest of the 

United States; because they have no substantial reason or inducement _ 

to violate their duty; nor are they warranted by this part of the plan 

to commit the oppressions he dreads. The general policy of that clause, 

is to prevent all occasions of having disputes with foreign powers, to 

prevent disputes between different States, and remedy partial deci- 

sions. I believe this to be wise and salutary. The lateness of the hour 

prevents my entering fully into the subject now. I shall reserve my _ 

answer to some other day. But I cannot sit down without adding a 

few words. He is displeased that there is no provision for peremptory 

challenges to juries. There is no such provision made in our Consti- a 

tution or laws.22 The answer made by an Honorable Member [Edmund 

| Pendleton] lately, is a full answer to this. He said, and with great 

propriety and truth, that where a technical word was used, all the 

incidents belonging to it necessarily attended it. The right of chal-  _ 

lenging is incident to the trial by jury, and therefore as the one is 

secured, so is the other. I hope Gentlemen will see that the dangers 

he has pointed out do not necessarily follow.
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The Committee then rose—And on motion, Resolved, That this Con- _ | 
vention will, to-morrow, again resolve itself into a Committee of the 

_ whole Convention, to take into farther consideration, the proposed 
Constitution of Government. —_| | - ae, wo 
And then the Convention adjourned until to-morrow morning, nine 

o'clock. | oe | | Oo 
| 1. The Grand Signor was the Sultan of Turkey. a oo . 

| 2. In the Treaty of Munster (1648), Spain recognized the independence of the United : 
Provinces (or northern provinces) of The Netherlands. The treaty gave the Dutch the 

__ Tight to close the Scheldt River, thereby denying the Spanish-held southern provinces | 
access to the sea. In the Peace of Utrecht.(1713), the southern provinces were given to 
Charles VI, the Holy Roman Emperor, and they became known as the Austrian Neth- . 
erlands. Soon after, Charles made a treaty with England and Holland in which he | 
recognized the closing of the Scheldt. Sos | - 

| _ After the American Revolution, Holy Roman Emperor Joseph II (Charles’ grandson) | 
wanted to trade with the United States; to accomplish his wish, he sought to open the _ | 

- Scheldt River to free navigation so that the Austrian Netherlands would have an outlet 
| to the sea. In 1783 Joseph refused to recognize the closing of the Scheldt, but told the | | 

Dutch that he would negotiate the matter with them. The Dutch, unwilling to open the 
_ river, were supported by France, while Russia sided with Joseph. In 1784 and 1785, | 

the Dutch blockaded the port of Antwerp in the Austrian Netherlands, fired on an | 
imperial vessel trying to lift the blockade, and flooded parts of the Austrian Netherlands. 
At the request of the Dutch, France mobilized two armies and a French general was | 
given the command of Dutch troops. Joseph was neither ready nor willing to fight, but) 
he refused to withdraw his demands. In 1785 the French and Dutch agreed to give __ | | 

| Joseph an indemnity of 10,000,000 florins, 8,000,000 to be paid by the Dutch. The | 
Scheldt remained closed until 1863. (See Saul K. Padover, The Revolutionary Emperor: 
Joseph II of Austria [1934; rev. ed., n.p., 1967], 206, 232-40. For Thomas Jefferson’s | 

. comments on Joseph’s character and actions, see his letters of 8 and 10 December 17 84, oe 
to James Madison and George Washington, respectively [Boyd, VII, 559-60, 566].) | | 

3. Blackstone, Commentaries, Book I, chapter VII, 257. For James Madison’s citation - 
: of this passage, see Convention Debates, 18 June (RCS:Va., 1382). | | 

, 4. See Convention Debates, 18 June, note 13 (above). te | 
5. See the speech of James Madison on 18 June (RCS:Va., 1382), and the speech of 

_ George Nicholas on 19 June (RCS:Va., 1389). | a | 
6. In June 1782 Parliament passed “‘An act to enable his Majesty to conclude a peace | 

_ or truce with certain colonies in North America therein mentioned.” The act did not | 
mention independence, except by implication (22 George III, c. 46). In late January st 
1783, the ministry of the Earl of Shelburne presented preliminary peace treaties with | | 
the United States, France, and Spain to both houses of Parliament. Shelburne’s oppo- 
nents, led by Charles James Fox and Lord North, attacked the treaty with the United | 
States; and, during its session of 21 February 1783, the House of Commons passed two: | 
resolutions which brought down the ministry. The first resolution, which grudgingly 
accepted American independence, stated ‘‘That His Majesty, in acknowledging the In- — 
dependence of the United States of America, by virtue of the Powers vested in Him by 

| the Act of the last Session of Parliament, to enable His Majesty to conclude a Peace or a 
Truce with certain Colonies in North America, has acted as the Circumstances of Affairs 
indispensably required, and in Conformity to the Sense of Parliament.” The second | 

_ resolution, which censured the ministry, declared “That the Concessions made to the | 
| Adversaries of Great Britain, by the said Provisional Treaty and Preliminary Articles, are _ 

_ greater than they were entitled to, either from the actual Situation of their respective oe
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Possessions, or from their comparative Strength.’’ Shelburne resigned in a few days. 
North and Fox formed a coalition government, but they did not significantly alter the 
Treaty of Peace. : | 

7. The third article (not the last clause) of the Treaty of Amity and Commerce, signed 

in February 1778, gave France a most-favored-nation status and guaranteed its subjects | 
- “all the Rights, Liberties, Privileges, Immunities and Exemptions in Trade, Navigation 

and Commerce, whether in passing from one Port in the said States to another, or in 
going to and from the same, from and to any Part of the World, which the said Nations 

do or shall enjoy.” : 
8. See notes 3 and 5 (above), especially the reference to George Nicholas who quoted 

| Blackstone. | 
. 9. See Convention Debates, 18 June, note 13 (above). | 

| 10. For this act, passed in June 1782, see note 6 (above). | 

. 11. On 21 March 1787, Congress approved three resolutions asserting that treaties 

were “part of the law of the land,” declaring that all state acts or parts of acts that 

| were “repugnant to the treaty of Peace ought to be forthwith repealed,” and recom- 

mending that the state legislatures pass general acts of repeal rather than specifying _ 

each act repealed. Congress sent these resolutions to the states on 13 April, and between 

May 1787 and February 1788, six states (Connecticut, Maryland, Rhode Island, Virginia, © 

| Delaware, and North Carolina) complied. The Virginia act had a proviso that the act 

would not take effect until the British evacuated their Northwest posts and returned 

| the confiscated slaves or made compensation for them (JCC, XXXII, 124-25,.177-84, 

353n; XXXIII, 439n, 528n; XXXIV, 152n, 273n; and RCS:Va., xxvii, 134-35, note 6, 

1137-38, note 10). | | | | 
12. See Convention Debates, 18 June, note 13 (above). | 

13. See note 6 (above). : | 

14. See Pendleton’s 12 June speech (RCS:Va., 1197). | 
: 15. See Convention Debates, 27 June (RCS:Va., 1555). 

| 16. The writ of fieri facias commanded a sheriff to seize and sell “the goods and | 

chattels” of a debtor in execution of a court judgment (Blackstone, Commentaries, Book 

III, chapter XXVI, 417). | 

17. In criminal cases under the common law, each side was entitled to challenge 

jurors for cause, while defendants were permitted “an arbitrary and capricious species 

of challenge to a certain number of jurors, without shewing any cause at all; which is 

called a peremptory challenge.” By statute, the prosecution could only challenge for cause 

(ibid., Book IV, chapter XXVII, 346-47). See also James Madison’s speech at the end 

of this day’s debate (RCS:Va., 1409). 
18. The Northern Neck proprietary, a tract of more than 5,000,000 acres, had been — 

owned by the Fairfax family since the 1690s. In 1781 Thomas, Sixth Lord Fairfax, died a 

in Virginia. He bequeathed five-sixths of the proprietary to his brother Robert, Seventh 

Lord Fairfax, and the rest to his nephew, Denny Martin, both of Kent, England. In 

7 1782 the Virginia legislature declared that “there is reason to suppose that the said 

| proprietorship hath descended upon alien enemies” and ordered proprietary residents 

to sequester “in their hands” the quitrents due at the time of the death of the proprietor 

until the right of descent was determined and to pay future quitrents into the state 

. treasury. The proprietor’s executors prevailed upon the legislature in 1783 to repeal 

: the sequestration provision of the 1782 act. In accord with the Treaty of Peace, the 

legislature in 1784 ended the confiscation of Loyalist estates (Hening, XI, 128, 289, 

446). | | : 

ee In December 1785 the two proprietors petitioned the House of Delegates asserting _ 

that, by the principle of ante natus and the law of nations, they could not be deprived 

| of their income. Later that month, the legislature transferred the land papers of the — 

| Northern Neck to the state land office; “exonerated and discharged” all Northern Neck 

landholders from composition money and quitrents; and provided that all future grants
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of unappropriated lands (about 2,500,000 acres) were to be made by the state’s governor | | 
(zbid., XII, 111-13). | | - | 

In November 1786, Governor Patrick Henry made the first grant of unappropriated 
lands, but Denny Martin Fairfax continued to dispute Virginia’s right to these lands. | 
The Seventh Lord Fairfax died in 1793, and Denny Martin Fairfax inherited the rest 

| of the proprietary. In 1796, the legislature passed an act by which the lands appropriated | 
| by Lord Fairfax for his own use belonged to his heirs; while the unappropriated lands 

| belonged to the state (Samuel Shepherd, ed., The Statutes at Large of Virginia . . . [October 
1792—February 1808, 3 vols., Richmond, 1835-1836], II, 22-23). 

| John Marshall, who replied to Mason on 20 June (RCS:Va., 1436), was attorney for 
Denny Martin Fairfax from 1786 to 1796 and a member of a syndicate that eventually = 
purchased the Fairfax lands in the Northern Neck. a 

19. See “An Act for adjusting and settling the titles of claimers to unpatented lands 
under the present and former government, previous to the establishment of the com- 
monwealth’s land office” (Hening, X, 35-50). | 

20. For the conflict between Virginia and the Indiana Company over western lands, 
in which Mason was involved, see RCS:Va., 490, note 7, and 732, note 4. 

21. In Virgil’s Eclogues, Pastoral I, the entire passage (lines 3-4) reads: | 
“nos patriae finis et dulcia linguimus arua. : | 
nos patriam fugimus”’ 
(“Round the wide world in banishment we roam, 

Forced from our pleasing fields and native home’’). 
22. See note 17 (above). : | | | 

The Virginia Convention | _ 
| Friday | 

| 20 June 1788 

Debates | | | | 

| The Convention, according to the order of the day, again resolved | 
itself into a Committee of the whole Convention to take into farther 
consideration, the proposed plan of Government.—Mr. Wythe in the 
Chair. | . 7 | 

(The 1st & 2d sections, of the 3d article, still under consideration.) 
Mr. Madison,—Mr. Chairman.—Permit me to make a few observa- 

tions which may place this part in a more favourable light than the 
Gentleman [George Mason] placed it in yesterday. It may be proper 
to remark, that the organization of the General Government for the — 
United States, was, in all its parts, very difficult.—There was a peculiar 

| difficulty in that of the Executive.—Every thing incident to it, must _ 
___. have participated of that difficulty —That mode which was judged most 

expedient was adopted, till experience should point out one more 
eligible.—This part was also attended with difficulties. It claims the | 

_ indulgence of a fair and liberal interpretation. I will not deny that, | 
according to my view of the subject, a more accurate attention might
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place it in terms which would exclude some of the objections now 

: made to it. But if we take a liberal construction, I think we shall find 

| nothing dangerous or inadmissible in it. In compositions of this kind, 

it is difficult to avoid technical terms which have the same meaning. | 

| An attention to this may satisfy Gentlemen, that precision was not so 

easily obtained as may be imagined. I will illustrate this by one thing 

in the Constitution.—There is a general power to provide Courts to 

try felonies and piracies committed on the high seas.—Piracy is a word 

which may be considered as a term of the law of nations.—Felony is 

| a word unknown to the law of nations, and is to be found in the British . 

: laws, and from thence adopted in the laws of these States. It was 

thought dishonorable to have recourse to that standard. A technical 

term of the law of nations is therefore used, that we should find 

ourselves authorised to introduce it into the laws of the United States. 

The first question which I shall consider, is, whether the subjects of 

| its cognizance be proper subjects of a federal jurisdiction. The second 

will be, whether the provisions respecting it be consistent with safety 

and propriety, will answer the purposes intended, and suit local cir- 

cumstances. The first class of cases to which its jurisdiction extends, | 

are those which may arise under the Constitution; and this is to extend 

| to equity as well as law. It may be no misfortune that in organizing 

| any Government, the explication of its authority should be left to any 

of its co-ordinate branches. There is no example in any country where 

| it is otherwise.—There is a new policy in submitting it to the Judiciary 

of the United States. That causes of a federal nature will arise, will be 

obvious to every Gentleman, who will recollect that the States are laid 

under restrictions; and that the rights of the Union are secured by 

| these restrictions. They may involve equitable as well as legal contro- 

_ versies. With respect to the laws of the Union, it is so necessary and 

expedient that the Judicial power should correspond with the Legis- 

lative, that it has not been objected to. With respect to treaties, there 

is a peculiar propriety in the Judiciary expounding them.—These may | 

involve us in controversies with foreign nations. It is necessary there- _ 

fore, that they should be determined in the Courts of the General _ 

Government. There are strong reasons why there should be a Supreme 

Court to decide such disputes. If in any case uniformity be necessary, 

it must be in the exposition of treaties. The establishment of one 

revisionary superintending power, can alone secure such uniformity.— . 

The same principles hold with respect to cases affecting Ambassadors, 

and foreign Ministers.—To the same principles may also be referred 

their cognizance in Admiralty and maritime cases. As our intercourse a 

with foreign nations will be affected by decisions of this kind, they |
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ought to be uniform. This can only be done by giving the Federal ce as 
_ Judiciary exclusive jurisdiction. Controversies affecting the interest of = 

_. the United States, ought to be determined by their own Judiciary, and | | 
not be left to partial local tribunals. - oe oe 

| The next case, where two or more States are the parties, is not . 
| objected to. Provision is made for this by the existing articles of Con- oo 

federation;! and there can be no impropriety in referring such disputes a 
tothis tribunal | 

\ Its jurisdiction in controversies between a State and citizens of an- | 
other State, is much objected to, and perhaps without reason. It is 
not in the power of individuals to call any State into Court. The only noo 
operation it can have, is, that if a State should wish to bring suit against _ mo 
a citizen, it must be brought before the Federal Court. This will give 
satisfaction to individuals, as it will prevent citizens on whom a State | 

| may have a claim, being dissatisfied with the State Courts. It is a case 
| which cannot often happen, and if it should be found improper, it 

will be altered. But it may be attended with good effects. This may be 
_ illustrated by other cases. It is provided, that citizens of different States 

| may be carried to the Federal Court.—But this will not go beyond the __ 7 
- cases where they may be parties. A feme covert may be a citizen of | 

_ another State, but cannot be a party in this Court. A subject of a 
_ foreign power having a dispute with a citizen of this State, may carry - 

it to the Federal Court; but an alien enemy cannot bring suit at all. — a 
__ It appears to me, that this can have no operation but this—to give a foo 

citizen a right to be heard in the Federal Court; and if a State should — | 
_ condescend to be a party, this Court may take cognizance of it. | 

| As to its cognizance of disputes between citizens of different States, 
| I will not say it is a matter of such importance. Perhaps it might be | 

left to the State Courts. But I sincerely believe this provision will be — 
_ rather salutary, than otherwise. It may happen that a strong prejudice | 

_ May arise in some States, against the citizens of others, who may have _ | 
claims against them. We know what tardy, and even defective admin- 
istration of justice, has happened in some States. A citizen of another 
State might not chance to get justice in a State Court, and at all events : 
he might think himself injured. | | - 

_ To the next clause there is no objection. Se. | 
| The next case provides for disputes between a foreign State, and _ oo 

one of our States, should such a case ever arise; and between a citizen 
and a foreign citizen or subject. I do not conceive that any controversy > | 
can ever be decided in these Courts, between an American State and | | | 
a foreign State, without the consent of the parties. If they consent, | 
provision is here made. The disputes ought to be tried by the national =
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tribunal. This is consonant to the law of nations. Could there be a 

more favourable or eligible provision to avoid controversies with for- 

eign powers? Ought it to be put in the power of a member of the 

Union to drag the whole community into war? As the national tribunal 

is to decide, justice will be done. It appears to me from this review, | 

| that, though on some of the subjects of this jurisdiction, it may seldom 

: or never operate, and though others be of inferior consideration, yet 

they are mostly of great importance, and indispensably necessary. 

The second question which I proposed to consider, was, whether 

such organization be made as would be safe and convenient for the 

States and the people at large. Let us suppose that the subjects of its — 

| jurisdiction had been only enumerated, and power given to the general 

Legislature to establish such Courts as might be judged necessary and > 

expedient; I do not think that in that case any rational objection could 

be made to it, any more than would be made to a general power of 

legislation in certain enumerated cases.—If that would be safe, this 

_ appears.to me better and more restrictive, so far as it might be abused 

by an extension of power.—The most material part is the discrimination | 

of superior and inferior jurisdiction, and the arrangement of its pow- 

ers: as, where it shall have original, and where appellate cognizance. 

| Where it speaks of appellate jurisdiction, it expressly provides, that 

such regulations will be made as will accommodate every citizen, so 

far as is practicable in any Government. The principal criticism which | 

| has been made, was against the appellate cognizance, as well of fact 

| as law. I am happy that the Honorable Member who presides [Edmund 

Pendleton], and who is familiarly acquainted with the subject, does | 

| not think it involves any thing unnecessarily dangerous. I think that 

the distinction of fact as well as law, may be satisfied by the discrim- 

ination of the civil and common law. But if Gentlemen should contend, | 

7 that appeals as to fact can be extended to jury cases, I contend, that | 

by the word regulations, it is in the power of Congress to prevent it, 

or prescribe such a mode as will secure the privilege of jury trial.— 

They may make a regulation to prevent such appeals entirely:—Or they 

may remand the fact, or send it to an inferior contiguous Court, to | 

| be tried; or otherwise preserve that ancient and important trial. Let 

| me observe, that so far as the Judicial power may extend to contro- | 

| versies between citizens of different States, and so far as it gives them | 

power to correct by another trial, a verdict obtained by local preju- 

| dices, it is favourable to those States who carry on commerce. There 

are a number of commercial States, who carry on trade for other 

| States.—Should the States in debt to them make unjust regulations, 

| the justice that would be obtained by the creditors, might be merely
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_ imaginary and nominal.—It might be either entirely denied, or partially 
| granted.—This is no imaginary evil.—Before the war, New-York was to | 

| a great amount a creditor of Connecticut:—While it depended on the 
laws and regulations of Connecticut, she might with-hold payment. If | 
I be not misinformed, there were reasons to complain. These illiberal 

_. regulations and causes of complaint, obstruct commerce. So far as this 
power may be exercised, Virginia will be benefited by it. It appears to | 
me from the most correct view, that by the word regulations, authority 
is given them to provide against all inconveniences; and so far as it is 

| exceptionable, they can remedy it.—This they will do if they be worthy 
_ of the trust we put in them.—I think them worthy of that confidence 

| which that paper puts in them. Were I to select a power which might 
be given with confidence, it would be Judicial power. This power can- | 
not be abused, without raising the indignation of all the people of the 

| States. I cannot conceive that they would encounter this odium. Leav- 
ing behind them their characters and friends, and carrying with them 
local prejudices, I cannot think they would run such a risk.—That men — 
should be brought from all parts of the Union to the seat of Govern- | 

_ ment, on trivial occasions, cannot reasonably be supposed.—It is a | 
species of possibility; but there is every degree of probability against 
it. I would as soon believe, that by virtue of the power of collecting 
taxes or customs, they would compel every man to go and pay the 
money for his taxes with his own hands to the federal Treasurer, as | 
I would believe this.—If they would not do the one, they would not. 
the other. | | 

| I am of opinion, and my reasoning and conclusions are drawn from 
facts, that as far as the power of Congress can extend, the Judicial , 
power will be accommodated to every part of America.—Under this 
conviction, I conclude, that the Legislature, instead of making the | 
Supreme Federal Court absolutely Stationary, will fix it in different _ 

_ parts of the Continent, to render it more convenient.—I think this idea | 
perfectly warrantable. There is an example within our knowledge which 
illustrates it.—By the Confederation, Congress have an exclusive right an 
of establishing rules for deciding in all cases, what captures should be 
legal, and establishing Courts for determining such cases finally. A 

. Court was established for that purpose, which was at first stationary.— | 
Experience, and the desire of accommodating the decisions of this | 
Court to the convenience of the citizens of the different parts of Amer- | 

ica, had this effect—it soon became a regulation, that this Court should 
be held in different parts of America, and was held so accordingly.? 

| If such a regulation was made, when only the interest of the small 
number of people who are concerned with captures was affected, will 7
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not the public convenience be consulted, when that of a very consid- 

erable proportion of the people of America will be concerned? It will | 

be also in the power of Congress to vest this power in the State Courts, 

both Inferior and Superior. This they will do, when they find the 

| tribunals of the States established on a good footing. Another example 

will illustrate this subject further.—By the Confederation, Congress are 

authorised to establish Courts for trying piracies and felonies com- 

- mitted on the high seas. Did they multiply Courts unnecessarily in this 

case?—No, Sir, they invested the Admiralty Courts of each State with 

this jurisdiction.? Now, Sir, if there will be as much sympathy between | 

| Congress and the people, as now, we may fairly conclude, that the 

Federal cognizance will be vested in the local tribunals. 

I have observed, that Gentlemen suppose, that the General Legis-— 

-_ Jature will do every mischief they possibly can, and that they will omit 

| to do every good which they are authorised to do. If this were a 

reasonable supposition, their objections would be good. I consider it 

| reasonable to conclude, that they will as readily do their duty, as deviate 

from it:—Nor do I go on the grounds mentioned by Gentlemen on 

the other side—that we are to place unlimited confidence in them, and — 

expect nothing but the most exalted integrity and sublime virtue.—But 

I go on this great republican principle, that the people will have virtue 

and intelligence to select men of virtue and wisdom. Is there no virtue 

among us?—If there be not, we are in a wretched situation. No the- 

oretical checks—no form of Government, can render us secure. To 

suppose that any form of Government will secure liberty or happiness 

| without any virtue in the people, is a chimerical idea. If there be 

sufficient virtue and intelligence in the community, it will be exercised 

in the selection of these men. So that we do not depend on their 

virtue, or put confidence in our rulers, but in the people who are to 

| choose them. Having taken this general view of the subject, I will now 

advert to what has fallen from the Honorable Gentleman who presides 

| [Edmund Pendleton]. His criticism is, that the Judiciary has not been 

guarded from an increase of the salary of the Judges. I wished myself, 

| to insert a restraint on the augmentation as well as diminution of their 

compensation; and supported it in the Convention.—But I was over- 

ruled.t I must state the reasons which were urged.—They had great 

_weight.—The business must increase. If there was no power to increase 

their pay, according to the increase of business, during the life of the 

_ Judges, it might happen, that there would be such an accumulation 

of business, as would reduce the pay to a most trivial consideration. 

| This reason does not hold as to the President. For in the short period 

which he presides, this cannot happen. His salary ought not therefore _
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to be increased. It was objected yesterday, that there was no provision | 
_ for a jury from the vicinage. If it could have been done with safety, - | 

it would not have been opposed. It might so happen, that a trial would oe 
be impracticable in the county. Suppose a rebellion in a whole district, | 

_ would it not be impossible to get a jury? The trial by jury is held as | 
| sacred in England as in America. There are deviations of itin England; _ 7 

| yet greater deviations have happened here since we established our | 
independence, than have taken place there for a long time, though it | | | 
be left to the Legislative discretion. It is a misfortune in any case that _ | 

__ this trial should be departed from, yet in some cases it is necessary— 
| It must be therefore left to the discretion of the Legislature to modify , | 

it according to circumstances. This is a complete and satisfactory an- > | 
2 | | | 
It was objected, that this jurisdiction would extend to all cases, and | 

annihilate the State Courts. At this moment of time it might happen, 
_ that there are many disputes between citizens of different States. But | 

in the ordinary state of things I believe that any Gentleman will think, 
that the far greater number of causes—ninety-nine out of an hundred, — 
will remain with the State Judiciaries. All controversies directly between or 

citizen and citizen, will still remain with the local Courts. The number | | 
) of cases within the jurisdiction of these Courts are very small when me 

compared to those in which the local tribunals will have cognizance. 
No accurate calculation can be made, but I think that any Gentleman —— 
who will contemplate the subject at all, must be struck with this truth— | 
(Here Mr. Madison spoke too low to be understood.) oe 
As to vexatious appeals, they can be remedied by Congress. It would | 

seldom happen that mere wantonness would produce such an appeal, | 
or induce a man to sue unjustly.—If the Courts were on a good footing wee 
in the States, what can induce them to take so much trouble? I have es 

_ frequently in the discussion of this subject, been struck with one re- | 
mark. It has been urged, that this would be oppressive to those who 

_ by imprudence, or otherwise, are under the denomination of debtors. oe 
I know not how this can be conceived. I will venture one observation. | | 

| If this system should have the effect of establishing universal justice, 
) and accelerating it throughout America, it will be one of the most 

_ fortunate circumstances that could happen for those men. With respect | 
to that class of citizens, compassion is their due. To those, however, 

| who are involved in such incumbrances, relief cannot be granted. In- | 
dustry and ceconomy are their only resources. It is in vain to wait for _ 
money, or temporise. The great desiderata are public and private con- | 
fidence. No country in the world can do without them. Let the influx _ | 
of money be ever so great, if there be no confidence, property will
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, sink in value, and there will be no inducements or emulation to in- 

| | dustry. The circulation of confidence is better than the circulation of 

| | money. Compare the situation of nations in Europe, where justice is 

administered with celerity, to that of those where it is refused, or 

| administered tardily. Confidence produces the best effects in the 

former. The establishment of confidence will raise the value of prop- - 

| -erty, and relieve those who are so unhappy as to be involved in debts. 

If this be maturely considered, I think it will be found, that as far as 

, it will establish uniformity of justice, it will be of real advantage to 

such persons. I will not enter into those considerations which the 

oe Honorable Gentleman [George Mason] added. I hope some other 

| Gentleman will undertake to answer him. | | 

Mr. Henry,—Mr. Chairman.—I have already expressed painful sen- 

sations at the surrender of our great rights, and I am again driven to 

the mournful recollection. The purse is gone—The sword is gone—and , 

a here is the only thing of any importance which is to remain with us. 

| As I think this is a more fatal defect than any we have yet considered, 

| forgive me, if I attempt to refute the observations made by the Hon- 

orable Member in the Chair [Edmund Pendleton], and him last up 

[James Madison]. It appears to me, that the powers in the section 

OO before you, are either impracticable, or if reducible to practice, dan- | 

gerous in the extreme. a | - 

The Honorable Gentleman [Edmund Pendleton] began in a manner | 

which surprised me. It was observed, that our State Judges might be 

| contented to be Federal Judges and State Judges also.—If we are to 

| be deprived of that class of men, and if they are to combine against 

ys with the General Government, we are gone. I consider the Virginian 

Judiciary as one of the best barriers against strides of power—against 

that power which we are told by the Honorable Gentleman, has threat- | 

ened the destruction of liberty. Pardon me for expressing my extreme 

| regret, that it is in their power to take away that barrier. Gentlemen 

will not say, that any danger can be expected from the State Legis- 

latures. So small are the barriers against the encroachments and usur- 

pations of Congress, that when I see this last barrier, the independency ~ 

of the Judges impaired, I am persuaded I see the prostration of all 

our rights. In what a situation will your Judges be in, when they are 

sworn to preserve the Constitution of the State, and of the General 

Government? If there be a concurrent dispute between them, which 

will prevail? They cannot serve two masters struggling for the same 

oO object. The laws of Congress being paramount to those of the States, 

| and to their Constitutions also, whenever they come in competition, _ 

the Judges must decide in favor of the former. This, instead of relieving
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| or aiding me, deprives me of my only comfort—the independency of 
the Judges.—The Judiciary are the sole protection against a tyrannical 

_ execution of laws. But if by this system we lose our Judiciary, and they 
cannot help us, we must sit down quietly, and be oppressed. | | 

The appellate jurisdiction as to law and fact, notwithstanding the 
ingenuity of Gentlemen, still to me carries those terrors which my 
honorable friend [George Mason] described. This does not include law oO 

| in the common acceptation of it, but goes to equity and admiralty, | 
leaving what we commonly understand by common law, out altogether. 
We are told, of technical terms, and that we must put a liberal con- 
struction on it. We must judge by the common understanding of com- — 
mon men. Do the expressions, “fact and law,’ relate to cases of ad- 
miralty and chancery jurisdiction only?—No, Sir, the least attention 
will convince us, that they extend to common law cases. Three cases 
are contradistinguished from the rest.—‘In all cases affecting Ambas- 
sadors, other public Ministers and Consuls, and those in which a State 

- shall be a party, the Supreme Court shall have original jurisdiction. 
In all the other cases before mentioned, the Supreme Court shall have __ 
appellate jurisdiction, both as to law and fact.”’ Now, Sir, what are we | 
to understand by these words? What are the cases before mentioned? 
Cases of common law, as well as of equity and admiralty. I confess I 
was surprised to hear such an explanation from an understanding more 
penetrating and acute than mine. We are told, that the cognizance of | 
law and fact, is satisfied by cases of admiralty and chancery.—The words 
are expressly against it. Nothing can be more clear and incontestible. | 
This will in its operation destroy the trial by jury. The verdict of an 7 
impartial jury will be reversed by Judges unacquainted with the cir- 

_ cumstances.—But we are told, that Congress are to make regulations 
to remedy this. I may be told that I am bold, but I think myself, and 
I hope to be able to prove to others, that Congress cannot, by any — 
act of theirs, alter this jurisdiction as established. It appears to me, 
that no law of Congress can alter or arrange it. It is subject to be 
regulated, but is it subject to be abolished? If Congress alter this part, 
they will repeal the Constitution. Does it give them power to repeal | 

| itself? What is meant by such words, in common parlance? If you are _ 
obliged to do certain business, you are to do it under such modifi- 
cations as were originally designed. Can Gentlemen support their ar- | 
gument by logical or regular conclusions? When Congress by virtue 
of this sweeping clause, will organize these Courts, they cannot depart 
from the Constitution; and their laws in opposition to the Constitution, | 
would be void. If Congress, under the specious pretence of pursuing 
this clause, altered it, and prohibited appeals as to fact, the Federal
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| Judges, if they spoke the sentiments of independent men, would de- 

| _ clare their prohibition nugatory and void. In every point of view it 

seems to me, that it will continue in full force as it is now, notwith- 

, standing any regulations they may attempt to make. What then, Mr. 

Chairman? We are told, that if this does not satisfy every mind, they | 
will yield. It is not satisfactory to my mind, whatever it may be to 

- others. The Honorable Gentleman [James Madison] has told us, that 
our Representatives will mend every defect. I do not know how often 

- we have recurred to that source, but I can find no consolation in it. 

Who are they?—Ourselves. What is their duty?—To alter the spirit of 

the Constitution—to new model it?—Is that their duty, or ours?—It is 

our duty to rest our rights on a certain foundation, and not to trust 

to future contingencies. We are told of certain difficulties. I acknowl- — 
edge it is difficult to form a Constitution. But I have seen difficulties 

- conquered, which were as unconquerable as this. We are told, that | 

trial by jury is difficult to be had in certain cases. Do we not know 

the meaning of the term? We are also told, it is a technical term. I 

| see one thing in this Constitution—I made the observation before, and 

I am still of the same opinion—that every thing with respect to priv- 

ileges is so involved in darkness, it makes me suspicious—not of those 

- Gentlemen who formed it, but of its operation in its present form. 

Could not precise terms have been used? You find by the observations _ 

of the Gentleman last up [James Madison], that when there is a plen- 

| itude of power, there is no difficulty: But when you come to a plain 

thing, understood by all America, there are contradictions, ambiguities, _ 

difficulties, and what not. Trial by jury is attended, it seems, with 

insuperable difficulties, and therefore omit[t]ed altogether in civil 

cases. But an idea is held out, that it is secured in criminal cases. I 

, had rather it had been left out altogether, than have it so vaguely and 

equivocally provided for. Poor people do not understand technical | 

terms—Their rights ought to be secured in language of which they 

know the meaning. As they do not know the meaning of such terms, 

they may be injured with impunity. If they dare oppose the hands of 

| tyrannical power, you will see what has been practised elsewhere. ‘They 

may be tried by the most partial jurors—by their most implacable ene- 

mies, and be sentenced and put to death, with all the forms of a fair 

. trial. I would rather be left to the Judges. An abandoned juror would 

| not dread the loss of character like a Judge. From these, and a thou- 

sand other considerations, I would rather trial by jury were struck out 

altogether. There is no right of challenging partial jurors. There is no 

; common law of America (as has been said) nor Constitution, but that 

on your table. If there be neither common law, nor Constitution, there —
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can be no right to challenge partial jurors.> Yet this right is as valuable / | 
as trial by jury itself. CO | 7 - 
My honorable friend’s [George Mason] remarks were right, with oe 

respect to incarcerating a State. It would ease my mind, if the Hon- | 
orable Gentleman would tell me the manner in which money should = 
be paid, if in a suit between a State and individuals, the State were _ | 

| cast. The Honorable Gentleman perhaps does not mean to use coer- | 
cion, but some gentle caution. I shall give my voice for the Federal | 
cognizance only where it will be for the public liberty and safety.—Its ee . 
jurisdiction in disputes between citizens of different States, will be | 
productive of the most grievous inconveniencies. The citizens of bor- | 
dering States have frequent intercourse with one another. From the ee 
proximity of the States to each other, a multiplicity of these suits will 
be instituted. I beg Gentlemen to inform me of this—in what Courts 

_ are they to go, and by what law are they to be tried? Is it by alaw of - 
Pennsylvania or Virginia? Those Judges must be acquainted with all © | 
the laws of the different States. I see arising out of that paper, a | 
tribunal, that is to be recurred to in all cases, when the destruction a | 

_ of the State Judiciaries shall happen; and from the extensive jurisdic- _ : 
tion of these paramount Courts, the State Courts must soon be an- oe 
 nihilated. | eee a | oe 

| It may be remarked, that here is presented to us, that which is © | 
execrated in some parts of the States.—I mean a retrospective law. 
This with respect to property, is as odious, as an ex post facto law is ae 

_ with respect to persons.—I look upon them as one and the same thing. ee 
The jurisdiction of controversies between citizens, and foreign subjects ose 
and citizens, will operate retrospectively. Every thing with respect to 

_ the treaty with Great-Britain and other nations will be involved by it. — | 
Every man who owes any thing to a subject of Great-Britain, or any _ 

_ other nation, is subject to a tribunal that he knew not when he made 
the contract. Apply this to our citizens. If ever a suit be instituted by | 
a British creditor for a sum which the defendant does not in fact owe, oe 
he had better pay it than appeal to the Federal Supreme Court. Will | | 

| Gentlemen venture to ruin their own citizens? Foreigners may ruin | 
every man in this State by unjust and vexatious suits and appeals. I _ | 
need only touch it, to remind every Gentleman of the danger. __ 

No objection is made to their cognizance of disputes between citizens _ 
of the same State, claiming lands under grants of different States. | 

| As to controversies between a State and the citizens of another State, | 
his [James Madison] construction of it is to me perfectly incompre- 
hensible. He says it will seldom happen, that a State has such demands 
on individuals. There is nothing to warrant such an assertion. But, he |
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, - says, that the State may be plaintiff only. If Gentlemen pervert the 

most clear expressions, and the usual meaning of the language of the 
_ people, there is an end of all argument. What says the paper? That it 

shall have cognizance of controversies between a State, and citizens of 
another State, without discriminating between plaintiff or defendant. 
What says the Honorable Gentleman?>—The contrary—That the State 

| oo can only be plaintiff. When the State is debtor, there is no reciprocity. | 
: It seems to me that Gentlemen may put what construction they please 

on it. What!—Is justice to be done to one party, and not to the other!— 
If Gentlemen take this liberty now, what will they not do when our _ 
rights and liberties are in their power? He said it was necessary to 
provide a tribunal when the case happened, though it would happen 

| but seldom. The power is necessary, because New-York could not be- 

fore the war collect money from Connecticut! The State Judiciaries 
are so degraded that they cannot be trusted. This is a dangerous power, 

_ which is thus instituted.—For what?—For things which will seldom hap- 

| pen; and yet, because there is a possibility that the strong energetic | 

a Government may want it, it shall be produced and thrown in the gen- | 
| eral scale of power. I confess I think it dangerous. Is it not the first 

time, among civilized mankind, that there was a tribunal to try disputes | 
between the aggregate society, and foreign nations?—Is there any prec- 

| | edent for a tribunal to try disputes between foreign nations, and the 

States of America? The Honorable Gentleman said, that the consent 

of the parties was necessary: I say, that a previous consent might leave 
it to arbitration.—It is but a kind of arbitration at best. 

| To hear Gentlemen of such penetration, make use of such argu- 

ments, to persuade us to part with the trial by jury, is very astonishing. | 

| We are told, that we are to part with that trial by jury which our 
ancestors secured their lives and property with, and we are to build _ 
castles in the air, and substitute visionary modes of decision to that 

a noble palladium. I hope we shall never be induced by such arguments, | 

| to part with that excellent mode of trial. No appeal can now be made | 

- as to fact in common law suits.—The unanimous verdict of twelve 

a impartial men, cannot be reversed. I shall take the liberty of reading _ 

to the Committee the sentiments of the learned Judge Blackstone, so | 

often quoted, on this subject.—(Here Mr. Henry read the eulogium of 

| _ that writer, on this trial.)’—The opinion of this learned writer is more 

forcible and cogent, than any thing I could say. Notwithstanding the 

| transcendent excellency of this trial, its essentiality to the preservation 

| of liberty, and the extreme danger of substituting any other mode, yet 

: we are now about to alienate it. But on this occasion, as on all others, 

| we are admonished to rely on the wisdom and virtue of our rulers. _
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We are told, that the Members from Georgia, and New-Hampshire, 

8c. will not dare to infringe this privilege—That as it would excite the | 
indignation of the people, they would not attempt it—That is, the 

enormity of the offence, is urged as a security against its commission. 
It is so abominable, that Congress will not exercise it. Shall we listen 
to arguments like these, when trial by jury is about to be relinquished? 

_ I beseech you to consider before you decide. I ask you, what is the 

value of that privilege?>—When Congress, in all the plenitude of their. | 
arrogance, magnificence, and power, can take it from you, will you be 

satisfied?—Are we to go so far as to concede every thing to the virtue 
of Congress? Throw yourselves at once on their mercy—Be no longer 

free, then their virtue will predominate—If this will satisfy republican 
minds, there is an end of every thing. I disdain to hold any thing of 
any man. We ought to cherish that disdain. America viewed with in- 

_ dignation the idea of holding her rights of England. The Parliament 
gave you the most solemn assurances, that they would not exercise this 
power.—Were you satisfied with their promises?—No. Did you trust : 
any man on earth?—No—you answered, that you disdained to hold 
your innate indefeasible rights of any one. Now you are called upon | , 
to give an exorbitant and most alarming power.—The genius of my | 
countrymen is the same now, that it was then.—They have the same | 

_ feelings.—They are equally martial and bold.—Will not their answer | 
therefore be the same? I hope that Gentlemen will, on a fair investi- | 
gation, be candid, and not on every occasion recur to the virtue of 

our Representatives. When deliberating on the relinquishment of the 
| sword and purse, we have a right to some other reason, than the 

possible virtue of our rulers. We are informed, that the strength and | 
energy of the Government call for the surrender of this right. Are we 
to make our country strong, by giving up our privileges? I tell you, 
that if you judge from reason, or the experience of other nations, you 
will find that your country will be great and respectable, according as : 

_ you will preserve this great privilege. It is prostrated by that paper. _ 
Juries from the vicinage being not secured, this right is in reality sac- 
rificed.—All is gone—and why?—Because a rebellion may arise—Re- 
sistance will come from certain counties, and juries will come from | 
the same counties. I trust the Honorable Gentleman [James Madison], 
on a better recollection, will be sorry for this observation. Why do we 
love this trial by jury?—Because it prevents the hand of oppression 
from cutting you off. They may call any thing rebellion, and deprive ~ | 

_-you of a fair trial by an impartial jury of your neighbours. Has not 
our mother country magnanimously preserved this noble privilege up- | 

| wards of a thousand years?—Did she relinquish a jury of the vicinage, |
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because there was a possibility of resistance to oppression? She has 

| been magnanimous enough to resist every attempt to take away this 

privilege—She has had magnanimity enough to rebel when her rights 

| were infringed.—That country had juries of hundredors’ for many gen- 

erations. And shall Americans give up that which nothing could induce 

the English people to relinquish? The idea is abhorrent to my mind. 

There was a time, when we would have spurned at it. This gives me 

comfort, that as long as I have existence, my neighbours will protect 

me. Old as I am, it is probable I may yet have the appellation of 

| rebel.—I trust that I shall see Congressional oppressions crushed in 

embryo. As this Government stands, I despise and abhor it. Gentlemen 

demand it, though it takes away the trial by jury in civil cases, and 

| does worse than take it away in criminal cases. It is gone unless you 

preserve it now. I beg pardon for speaking so long. Many more ob- 

; | servations will present themselves to the minds of Gentlemen when 

| they analize this part. We find enough from what has been said to 

come to this conclusion, that it was not intended to have jury trials 

at all. Because difficult as it was, the name was known, and it might | 

have been inserted. Seeing that appeals are given in matters of fact 

to the Supreme Court, we are led to believe, that you must carry your 

witnesses an immense distance to the seat of Government, or decide 

| appeals according to the Roman law. I shall add no more, but that I 

| hope, that Gentlemen will recollect what they are about to do, and | 

consider that they are going to give up this last and best privilege. 

Mr. Pendleton,—Mr. Chairman.—Before I enter upon the objections 

made to this part, I will observe, that I should suppose that if there 

were any person in this audience who had not read this Constitution, 

or who had not heard what has been said, and should have been told, 

that the trial by jury was intended to be taken away, he would be | 

| surprised to find on examination, that there was no exclusion of it in 

| civil cases, and that it was expressly provided for in criminal cases. I 

never could see such intention, or any tendency towards it. I have not | 

| heard any arguments of that kind used in favor of the Constitution. 

If there were any words in it, which said, that trial by jury should not 

be used, it would be dangerous. I find it secured in criminal cases, 

and that the trial is to be had in the State where the crime shall have 

been committed. It is strongly insisted, that the privilege of challenging, — 

or excepting to the jury is not secured. When the Constitution says, 

that the trial shall be by jury, does it not say, that every incident will | 

go along with it?—I think the Honorable Gentleman [George Mason] 

was mistaken yesterday in his reasoning on the propriety of a jury from 

| the vicinage. He supposed that a jury from the neighbourhood is had
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_ from this view,—that they should be acquainted with the personal char- | 
acter of the person accused. I thought it was with another view, that 

_ the jury should have some personal knowledge of the fact, and ac- | 
_ quaintance with the witnesses, who will come from the neighbourhood. | 

_ How is it understood in this State? Suppose a man who lives in Win- | | 
chester, commits a crime at Norfolk, the jury to try him must come, co 
not from Winchester, but from the neighbourhood of Norfolk. Trial — 
by jury is secured by this system in criminal cases, as are all the in- 

| cidental circumstances relative to it. The Honorable Gentleman yes- | 
terday made an objection to that clause which says, that the Judicial — , 

_ power shall be vested in one Supreme Court, and such Inferior Courts, _ | 
_ as Congress may ordain and establish. He objects that there is an ) 

_ unlimited power of appointing Inferior Courts. I refer it to that — Be 
Gentleman, whether it would have been proper to limit this power. 

_ Could those Gentlemen who framed that instrument, have extended _ i 
their ideas to all the necessities of the United States, and see every 
case in which it would be necessary to have an inferior tribunal? By _ 

| the regulations of Congress, they may be accommodated to public — 
_ convenience and utility. We may expect that there will be an Inferior | 

Court in each State—Each State will insist on it—and each for that 
reason will agree to it.—To shew the impropriety of fixing the number 

_ of Inferior Courts, suppose our Constitution had confined the Leg- | 
_ islature to any particular number of inferior jurisdictions, there it | 

would remain, nor could it be increased or diminished as circumstances 
would render it necessary. But as it is, the Legislature can by laws — 
change it from time to time as circumstances will require. What would | | 
have been the consequences to the Western District, if the Legislature | 
had been restrained in this particular? The emigrations to that country | 
rendered it necessary to establish a jurisdiction there, equal in rank a 
to the General Court in this part of the State. This was convenient to | 
them, and could be no inconvenience to us. At the same time the | 
Legislature did not lose sight of making every part of the society subject | 

| to the supreme tribunal. An appeal was allowed to the Court of Appeals __ 
here.’ This was necessary. Has it produced any inconvenience? I have _ | 
not seen any appeal from that Court. Its organization has produced — 
no inconvenience whatever. This proves that it is better to leave them — 
unsettled, than fixed in the Constitution. With respect to the subjects ee 
of its jurisdiction, I consider them as being of a general, and not local oe 
nature, and therefore as proper subjects of a Federal Court. I shall 

_ not enter into an examination of each part, but make some reply to _ 
the observations of the Honorable Gentleman. His next objection was, 7 | 
to the two first clauses.—Cases arising under the Constitution, and laws i
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made in pursuance thereof. Are you to refer these to the State Courts? 7 
| Must not the judicial powers extend to enforce the Federal laws, gov- 

ern its own officers, and confine them to the line of their duty? Must 
_ it not protect them in the proper exercise of duty, against all oppo- 

sition, whether from individuals or State laws?—No, say Gentlemen, 

because the Legislature may make oppressive laws, or partial Judges | 
a may give them a partial interpretation. This is carrying suspicion to 

| ‘an extreme, which tends to prove there should be no Legislature or 
| Judiciary at all. The fair inference is, that oppressive laws will not be 

warranted by the Constitution; nor attempted by our Representatives, | 
who are selected for their ability and integrity; and that honest in- 

dependent Judges will never admit an oppressive construction. | | 

| But then we are alarmed with the idea of its being a consolidated 

a Government. It is so, say Gentlemen, in the Executive and Legislative, 

| and must be so in the Judiciary.—I never conceived it to be a con- 
solidated Government, so as to involve the interests of all America. | 

: Of the two objects of judicial cognizance, one is general and national, 
and the other local. The former is given to the general judiciary, and 
the latter left to the local tribunals. They act in co-operation to secure 
our liberty. For the sake of ceconomy, the appointment of these Courts, 

| might be in the State Courts. I rely on an honest interpretation from 
independent Judges. An honest man would not serve otherwise, be- | 
cause it would be to serve a dishonest purpose. To give execution to » 
proper laws, in a proper manner, is their peculiar province. There is 

no inconsistency, impropriety, or danger in giving the State Judges the 
Federal cognizance. Every Gentleman who beholds my situation—my . 

| infirmity, and various other considerations, will hardly suppose I carry 

my view to an accumulation of power. Ever since I had any power, I 

| was more anxious to discharge my duty, than to increase my power. | 
The impossibility of calling a sovereign State before the jurisdiction 

of another sovereign State, shews the propriety and necessity of vesting 

this tribunal with the decision of controversies to which a State shall 

be a party. | 

But the principal objection of that Honorable Gentleman [George 

_- Mason] was, that jurisdiction was given it in disputes between citizens _ 

| of different States. I think in general those decisions might be left to 

| the State tribunals; especially as citizens of one State, are declared to 

| be citizens of all. I think it will in general be so left by the regulations 

a of Congress. But may no case happen in which it may be proper to 

give the Federal Courts jurisdiction in such a dispute? Suppose a bond 

| given by a citizen of Rhode-Island, to one of our citizens. The regu- 

| lations of that State being unfavourable to the claims of the people
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of the other States, if he is obliged to go to Rhode-Island to recover _ 
it, he will be obliged to accept payment of one-third, or less, of his 
money. He cannot sue in the Supreme Court: But he may sue in the | 
Federal Inferior Court; and on judgment to be paid one for ten, he 
may get justice by appeal. Is it an eligible situation? Is it just that a _ | 

_ man should run the risk of losing nine-tenths of his claim? Ought he | 
_ not to be able to carry it to that Court where unworthy principles do 

| not prevail? Paper money and tender laws may be passed in other 
States, in opposition to the Federal principle, and restriction of this 
Constitution, and will need jurisdiction in the Federal Judiciary to stop | 
its pernicious effects. | | 

Where is the danger in the case put, of malice producing an as- 
signment of a bond to a citizen of a neighbouring State—Maryland? 
I have before supposed, that there would be an Inferior Federal Court 
in every State. Now, this citizen of Maryland, to whom this bond is 

- assigned, cannot sue out a process from the Supreme Federal Court 
to carry his debtor thither. He cannot carry him to Maryland. He must | 
sue him in the Inferior Federal Court in Virginia. It can only go further 
by appeal. The creditor cannot appeal. He gets a judgment. An appeal 
can be had only on application of the defendant, who thus gains a 
privilege instead of an injury; so that the observation of the Honorable | 
Gentleman [George Mason] is not well founded. It was said by the 
Honorable Gentleman [Patrick Henry] to day, that no regulation that 

a Congress could make, could prevent from applying to common law 
cases, matters of law and fact. In the construction of general words 

_ of.this sort, they will apply concurrently to different purposes. We give 
them that distributive interpretation, and liberal explication, which will 

not make them mischievous: And if this can be done by a Court, surely _ 
| it can by a Legislature. When it appears that the interpretation made 

by Legislative bodies in carrying acts into execution, is thus liberal and 

distributive, there is no danger here. The Honorable Gentleman | 
[George Mason] was mistaken when he supposed that I said, in cases | 

. where the competency of evidence is questioned, the fact was to be 
changed in the Superior Court. I said, the fact was not at all to be 
affected. I described how the Superior Court was to proceed, and 

| when it settled that point, if another trial was necessary, they sent the 
cause back, and then it was to be tried again in the Inferior Court. _ , 

The Honorable Gentleman [George Mason] has proposed an amend- a 
ment, which he supposes would remove those inconveniencies. I at- | 
tended to it, and it gave great force to my opinion, that it is better | 
to leave it to be amended by the regulations of Congress. What is to | 
be done in cases where juries have been introduced in the admiralty |
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and chancery? In the admiralty, juries sometimes decide facts. Some- | 

times in chancery, when the Judges are dissatisfied from the want of 

testimony, or other cause, they send it to be tried by a jury. When 

the jury determines they settle it. Let the Gentleman review his amend- 

) ment. It strikes me forcibly, that it would be better to leave it to 

Congress, than introduce amendments which would not answer. I men- 

tioned yesterday, that from the situation of the States, appeals could | 

not be abused. The Honorable Gentleman [Patrick Henry] to-day, said, 

it was putting too much confidence in our agents and rulers. I leave 

it to all mankind, whether it be not a reasonable confidence. Will the 

Representatives of any twelve States sacrifice their own interest, and 

that of their citizens, to answer no purpose? But suppose we should 

| happen to be deceived, have we no security? So great is the spirit of 

America, that it was found sufficient to oppose the greatest power in 

the world. Will not the American spirit protect us against any danger 

from our own Representatives? It being now late I shall add no more. 

Mr. George Mason,—Mr. Chairman.—The objection I made respecting 

the assignment of a bond from a citizen of this State, to a citizen of 

another State, remains still in force. The Honorable Gentleman [Ed- 

mund Pendleton] has said, that there can be no danger, in the first 

instance, because it is not within the original jurisdiction of the 5u- 

preme Court; but that the suit must be brought in the Inferior Federal , 

Court in Virginia. He supposes, there never can be an appeal in this 

case, by the plaintiff, because he gets a judgment on his bond; and 

| that the defendant alone can appeal, who therefore instead of being 

injured, obtains a privilege. Permit me to examine the force of this. 

By means of a suit, on a real or fictitious claim, the citizens of the _ 

| most distant States may be brought to the Supreme Federal Court. 

Suppose a man has my bond for 100.1. and a great part of it has been 

| | paid, and in order fraudulently to oppress me, he assigns it to a Gentle- _ 

man in Carolina or Maryland.—He then carries me to the Inferior _ 

Federal Court:—I produce my witness, and judgment is given in favor 

of the defendant.—The plaintiff appeals and carries me to the Superior 

- Court, a thousand miles, and my expences amount to more than the | 

bond. 
The Honorable Gentleman recommends to me to alter my proposed 

| amendment. I would as soon take the advice of that Gentleman, as 

any other; and though the regard which I have for him be great, I 

cannot assent on this great occasion. 

There are not many instances of decisions by juries in the admiralty 

or chancery, because the facts are generally proved by depositions. 

| When that is done, the fact being ascertained, goes up to the Superior |
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_ Court as part of the record; so that there will be no occasion to revise 
: that part. oe Se, a a es . 

| Mr. John Marshall,—Mr. Chairman.—This part of the plan before us, coe 
is a great improvement on that system from which we are now de- | 

parting. Here are tribunals appointed for the decision of controversies, | 
_which were before, either not at all, or improperly provided for.— 
That many benefits will result from this to the members of the col- 

_ lective society, every one confesses. Unless its organization be defective, | 
| and so constructed as to injure, instead of accommodating the con- 

| venience of the people, it merits our approbation. After such a candid 
and fair discussion by those Gentlemen who support it—after the very 
able manner in which they have investigated and examined it, I con- 
ceived it would be no longer considered as so very defective, and that 
those who opposed it, would be convinced of the impropriety of some Pease 
of their objections.—But I perceive they still continue the same op- | , 

: position. Gentlemen have gone on an idea, that the Federal Courts | 
will not determine the causes which may come before them, with the | 
same fairness and impartiality, with which other Courts decide. What | 
are the reasons of this suppositionP—Do they draw them from the - 
manner in which the Judges are chosen, or the tenure of their office?>— | | 

| What is it that makes us trust our Judges?—Their independence in | 
office, and manner of appointment. Are not the Judges of the Federal , 

- Court chosen with as much wisdom, as the Judges of the State Gov- | 
_ ernments?—Are they not equally, if not more independent?—If so, shall | 

_ we not conclude, that they will decide with equal impartiality and can- | 
_ dour?—If there be as much wisdom and knowledge in the United 

| States, as in a particular State, shall we conclude that that wisdom and no 
knowledge will not be equally exercised in the selection of the Judges? 

: The principle on which they object to the Federal jurisdiction, seems 
_ to me to be founded on a belief, that there will not be a fair trial had 

in those Courts. If this Committee will consider it fully, they will find : 
| it has no foundation, and that we are as secure there as any where | | 

else. What mischief results from some causes being tried there?—Is 
____ there not the utmost reason to conclude, that Judges wisely appointed, | 

_ and independent in their office, will never countenance any unfair | | 
| trialPp—What are the subjects of its jurisdiction? Let us examine them 7 

with an expectation that causes will be as candidly tried there, as else- 
where, and then determine. The objection, which was made by the 

. Honorable member who was first up yesterday (Mr. Mason) has been — ee 
so fully refuted, that it is not worth while to notice it. He objected to | 
Congress having power to create a number of Inferior Courts ac- — 7 | 

| cording to the necessity of public circumstances. I had an apprehension |
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| that those Gentlemen who placed no confidence in Congress, would 
object that there might be no Inferior Courts. I own that I thought, 
that those Gentlemen would think there would be no Inferior Courts, 
as it depended on the will of Congress, but that we should be dragged : 

| | to the centre of the Union. But I did not conceive, that the power of | 
increasing the number of Courts could be objected to by any Gentle- 

| man, as it would remove the inconvenience of being dragged to the 
centre of the United States. I own that the power of creating a number 
of Courts, is, in my estimation, so far from being a defect, that it seems 

necessary to the perfection of this system. After having objected to 
the number and mode, he objected to the subject matter of their 
cognizance.—(Here Mr. Marshall read the 2d section.)—These, Sir, are | 
the points of Federal jurisdiction to which he objects, with a few ex- 
ceptions. Let us examine each of them with a supposition, that the | 

| | same impartiality will be observed there, as in other Courts, and then 

see if any mischief will result from them.—With respect to its cogni- 

zance in all cases arising under the Constitution and the laws of the © 

| United States, he says, that the laws of the United States being par- 

| amount to the laws of particular States, there is no case but what this 

will extend to. Has the Government of the United States power to 

| make laws on every subjectPp—Does he understand it so?—Can they 

oo make laws affecting the mode of transferring property, or contracts, 

or claims between citizens of the same State? Can they go beyond the 

delegated powers? If they were to make a law not warranted by any 

of the powers enumerated, it would be considered by the Judges as 

an infringement of the Constitution which they are to guard:—They _ 

| would not consider such a law as coming under their jurisdiction.— 

| They would declare it void. It will annihilate the State Courts, says the 

| Honorable Gentleman. Does not every Gentleman here know, that the 

causes in our Courts are more numerous than they can decide, ac- : 

cording to their present construction? Look at the dockets.—You will 

| find them crouded with suits, which the life of man will not see de- | 

| termined. If some of these suits be carried to other Courts, will it be 

wrong? They will still have business enough. Then there is no danger, , 

that particular subjects, small in proportion, being taken out of the 

jurisdiction of the State Judiciaries, will render them useless and of 

no effect. Does the Gentleman think that the State Courts will have 7 

no cognizance of cases not mentioned here? Are there any words in 

this Constitution which excludes the Courts of the States from those 

cases which they now possess? Does the Gentleman imagine this to be | 

| the case? Will any Gentleman believe it? Are not controversies re- 

specting lands claimed under the grants of different States, the only
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controversies between citizens of the same State, which the Federal 

Judiciary can take cognizance of? The case is so clear, that to prove | 
it would be an useless waste of time. The State Courts will not lose 
the jurisdiction of the causes they now decide. They have a concurrence 
of jurisdiction with the Federal Courts in those cases, in which the | 
latter have cognizance. . 

| How disgraceful is it that the State Courts cannot be trusted, says 

the Honorable Gentleman! What is the language of the Constitution? 
Does it take away their jurisdiction? Is it not necessary that the Federal 
Courts should have cognizance of cases arising under the Constitution, 
and the laws of the United States? What is the service or purpose of © 
a Judiciary, but to execute the laws in a peaceable orderly manner, 

| without shedding blood, or creating a contest, or availing yourselves 
| of force? If this be the case, where can its jurisdiction be more nec- | | 

essary than here? To what quarter will you look for protection from | 

an infringement on the Constitution, if you will not give the power to 
the Judiciary? There is no other body that can afford such a protection. 
But the Honorable Member [George Mason] objects to it, because, he 

says, that the officers of the Government will be scre[e]ned from mer- 

ited punishment by the Federal Judiciary. The Federal Sheriff, says he, | 
will go into a poor man’s house, and beat him, or abuse his family, 
and the Federal Court will protect him. Does any Gentleman believe 
this? Is it necessary that the officers will commit a trespass on the 
property or persons of those with whom they are to transact business? | 
Will such great insults on the people of this country be allowable? 
Were a law made to authorise them, it would be void. The injured | 
man would trust to a tribunal in his neighbourhood. To such a tribunal 

_ he would apply for redress, and get it. There is no reason to fear that | 
he would not meet that justice there, which his country will be ever 

_ willing to maintain. But on appeal, says the Honorable Gentleman, 
what chance is there to obtain justice? This is founded on an idea, _ 
that they will not be impartial. There is no clause in the Constitution _ | 
which bars the individual member injured, from applying to the State 
Courts to give him redress. He says that there is no instance of appeals 

| as to fact in common law cases. The contrary is well known to you, 
_ Mr. Chairman, to be the case in this Commonwealth. With respect to | 

mills, roads, and other cases, appeals lye from the Inferior to the 
Superior Court, as to fact as well as law.° Is it a clear case, that there 
can be no case in common law, in which an appeal as to fact might 
be proper and necessary? Can you not conceive a case where it would 
be productive of advantages to the people at large, to submit to that 

| tribunal the final determination, involving facts as well as law? Suppose
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| it should be deemed for the convenience of the citizens, that those 

_ things which concerned foreign Ministers, should be tried in the In- 
ferior Courts—If justice would be done, the decision would satisfy all. 
But if an appeal in matters of fact could not be carried to the Superior 

a Court, then it would result, that such cases could not be tried before 

| the Inferior Courts, for fear of injurious and partial decisions. — 
But, Sir, where is the necessity of discriminating between the three 

cases of chancery, admiralty, and common law? Why not leave it to 

| | Congress? Will it enlarge their powers? Is it necessary for them wan- 
tonly to infringe your rights? Have you any thing to apprehend, when 
they can in no case abuse their power without rendering themselves 
hateful to the people at large? When this is the case, something may | 

be left to the Legislature freely chosen by ourselves, from among 

| ourselves, who are to share the burdens imposed upon the community, 
and who can be changed at our pleasure. Where power may be trusted, 
and there is no motive to abuse it, it seems to me to be as well to 

leave it undetermined, as to fix it in the Constitution. 

With respect to disputes between a State, and the citizens of another | 

State, its jurisdiction has been decried with unusual vehemence. I hope 

no Gentleman will think that a State will be called at the bar of the 

Federal Court. Is there no such case at present? Are there not many 

cases in which the Legislature of Virginia is a party, and yet the State 

is not sued? It is not rational to suppose, that the sovereign power 

shall be dragged before a Court. The intent is, to enable States to 

| recover claims of individuals residing in other States. I contend this 

| construction is warranted by the words. But, say they, there will be 

partiality in it if a State cannot be defendant—if an individual cannot 

proceed to obtain judgment against a State, though he may be sued 

by a State. It is necessary to be so, and cannot be avoided. I see a © 

difficulty in making a State defendant, which does not prevent its being 

plaintiff. If this be only what cannot be avoided, why object to the 

system on that account? If an individual has a just claim against any 

particular State, is it to be presumed, that on application to its Leg- 

islature, he will not obtain satisfaction? But how could a State recover 

any claim from a citizen of another State, without the establishment 

of these tribunals: 
The Honorable Member objects to suits being instituted in the Fed- 

- eral Courts by the citizens of one State, against the citizens of another | 

State. Were I to contend, that this was necessary in all cases, and that 

— the Government without it would be defective, I should not use my 

| own judgment. But are not the objections to it carried too far? Though 

it may not in general be absolutely necessary, a case may happen, as —
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_ has been observed, in which a citizen of one State ought to be able a 
to recur to this tribunal, to recover a claim from the citizen of another 

State. What is the evil which this can produce?—Will he get more than 
- justice there?—The independence of the Judges forbids it. What has 

he to get?—Justice. Shall we object to this, because a citizen of another 
State can obtain justice without applying to our State Courts? It may | 
be necessary with respect to the laws and regulations of commerce, os 
which Congress may make. It may be necessary in cases of debt, and | 

_ some other controversies. In claims for land it is not necessary, but it 
is not dangerous. In the Court of which State will it be instituted, said | | 

| the Honorable Gentleman? It will be instituted in the Court of the | 
| State where the defendant resides,—where the law can come at him, — 

, and no where else. By the laws of which State will it be determined, 

: said he? By the laws of the State where the contract was made. Ac- — | 
_ cording to those laws, and those only, can it be decided. Is this a 

| -noveltyPp—No—it is a principle in the jurisprudence of this Common- | . 
_wealth. If a man contracted a debt in the East-Indies, and it was sued __ | 

| for here, the decision must be consonant to the laws of that country.— | 
‘Suppose a contract made in Maryland, where the annual interest is at ) 
six per centum; and a suit instituted for it in Virginia—What interest | 

_ would be given now, without any Federal aid?—The interest of Mary- 
land most certainly; and if the contract had been made in Virginia, cs 

and suit brought in Maryland, the interest of Virginia must be given 
without doubt.—It is now to be governed by the laws of that State 
where the contract was made. The laws which governed the contract a | 
at its formation, govern it in its decision. To preserve the peace of 

_ the Union only, its jurisdiction in this case ought to be recurred to.— | 
Let us consider that when citizens of one State carry on trade in | 

a another State, much must be due to the one from the other, asis the = 
| case between North-Carolina and Virginia. Would not the refusal of — | 

_ justice to our citizens, from the Courts of North-Carolina, produce Oo 
__ disputes between the States? Would the Federal Judiciary swerve from _ 

their duty in order to give partial and unjust decisions? __ ae : 
| The objection respecting the assignment of a bond to a citizen of , 

another State, has been fully answered. But suppose it were to be tried - 
| as he says, what could be given more than was actually due in the case 

| he mentioned? It is possible, in our Courts as they now stand, to obtain 
| a judgment for more than justice. But the Court of Chancery grants | 

_ relief. Would it not be so in the Federal Court? Would not depositions __ 
be taken, to prove the payments, and if proved, would not the decision 

_ Of the Court be accordingly? Bo Fas | 
He objects in the next place to its jurisdiction in controversies be- a
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~ tween a State, and a foreign State. Suppose, says he, in such a suit, a 

foreign State is cast, will she be bound by the decision? If a foreign | 

| State brought a suit against the Commonwealth of Virginia, would she 

not be barred from the claim if the Federal Judiciary thought it unjust? 

The previous consent of the parties is necessary. And, as the Federal 

Judiciary will decide, each party will acquiesce. It will be the means _ 

of preventing disputes with foreign nations. On an attentive consid- | 

eration of these Courts, I trust every part will appear satisfactory to — 

| the Committee. | | | | 

| The exclusion of trial by jury in this case, he urged to prostrate our : 

rights. Does the word Court only mean the Judges? Does not the 

determination of a jury, necessarily lead to the judgment of the Court? 

Is there any thing here which gives the Judges exclusive jurisdiction 

of matters of fact? What is the object of a jury trial? To inform the 

Court of the facts. When a Court has cognizance of facts, does it not 

follow, that they can make enquiry by a jury? It is impossible to be 

| otherwise. I hope that in this country, where impartiality is so much ~ 

7 admired, the laws will direct facts to be ascertained by a jury. But, 

says the Honorable Gentleman [George Mason], the juries in the ten | 

miles square will be mere tools of parties, with which he would not 

trust his person or property; which, he says, he would rather leave to 

the Court. Because the Government may have a district ten miles 

- square, will no man stay there but the tools and officers of the Gov- | 

-ernment?—Will no body else be found there?—Is it so in any other 

part of the world, where a Government has Legislative power?—Are 

| there none but officers and tools of the Government of Virginia in 

Richmond?—Will there not be independent merchants, and respectable 

Gentlemen of fortune, within the ten miles square?—Will there not be | 

worthy farmers and mechanics? Will not a good jury be found there 

as well as any where else?—Will the officers of the Government become _ 

_ improper to be on a jury?—What is it to the Government, whether _ | 

this man or that man succeeds?—It is all one thing. Does the Consti- 

tution say, that juries shall consist of officers, or that the Supreme 

) Court shall be held in the ten miles square? It was acknowledged by 

| the Honorable Member [Patrick Henry], that it was secure in England. — 

| What makes it secure there?—Is it their Constitution?—What part of | 

their Constitution is there, that the Parliament cannot change?—As the 

preservation of this right is in the hands of Parliament, and it has ever — 

| been held sacred by them, will the Government of America be less 

honest than that of Great-Britain? Here a restriction is to be found. 

The jury is not to be brought out of the State. There is no such 

restriction in that Government; for the laws of Parliament decide every _
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| thing respecting it. Yet Gentlemen tell us, that there is safety there, 
and nothing here but danger. It seems to me, that the laws of the | 

_ United States will generally secure trials by a jury of the vicinage, or 
in such manner as will be most safe and convenient for the people. | 

But it seems that the right of challenging the jurors, is not secured | 
in this Constitution. Is this done by our own Constitution, or by any 
provision of the English Government? Is it done by their Magna 
Charta, or Bill of Rights? This privilege is founded on their laws. If 

| so, why should it be objected to the American Constitution, that it is | 
not inserted in it? If we are secure in Virginia, without mentioning it 
in our Constitution, why should not this security be found in the , 

| Federal Court? | | | 
The Honorable Gentleman [George Mason] said much about the 

quitrents in the Northern Neck. I will refer it to the Honorable Gentle- 
man himself. Has he not acknowledged, that there was no complete 
title? Was he not satisfied, that the right of the legal representative of | 
the proprietor did not exist at the time he mentioned? If so, it cannot 
exist now. I will leave it to those Gentlemen who come from that ce 

| quarter. I trust they will not be intimidated on this account, in voting 
on this question. A law passed in 1782, which secures this.!° He says | 
that many poor men may be harrassed and injured by the represent- oe 
ative of Lord Fairfax. If he has no right, this cannot be done. If he | 

| has this right and comes to Virginia, what laws will his claims be de- 
termined by? By those of this State. By what tribunals will they be —— 
determined? By our State Courts. Would not the poor man, who was | 
oppressed by an unjust prosecution, be abundantly protected and sat- 

_ isfied by the temper of his neighbours, and would he not find ample 
justice? What reason has the Honorable Member to apprehend par- 
tiality or injustice? He supposes, that if the Judges be Judges of both 
the Federal and State Courts, they will incline in favour of one Gov- 
ernment. If such contests should arise, who could more properly de- 
cide them, than those who are to swear to do justice? If we can expect . 
a fair decision any where, may we not expect justice to be done by 
the Judges of both the Federal and State Governments? But, says the 
Honorable Member [Patrick Henry], laws may be executed tyranni- 
cally. Where is the independency of your Judges? If a law be executed 

| tyrannically in Virginia, to what can you trust? To your Judiciary. What 
security have you for justice? Their independence. Will it not be so 
in the Federal Court? | 

| Gentlemen ask what is meant by law cases, and if they be not distinct 
from facts. Is there no law arising on cases in equity and admiralty? 
Look at the acts of Assembly.—Have you not many cases, where law
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and fact are blended? Does not the jurisdiction in point of law as well 

as fact, find itself completely satisfied in law and fact? The Honorable 

: - Gentleman says, that no law of Congress can make any exception to 

the Federal appellate jurisdiction of fact as well as law. He has fre- 

quently spoken of technical terms, and the meaning of them. What is 

| the meaning of the term exception? Does it not mean an alteration and 

diminution? Congress is empowered to make exceptions to the ap- 

| pellate jurisdiction, as to law and fact, of the Supreme Court.—These 

| exceptions certainly go as far as the Legislature may think proper, for ) 

the interest and liberty of the people-—Who can understand this word, 

| exception, to extend to one case as well as the other? | am persuaded, 

that a reconsideration of this case will convince the Gentleman, that | 

| he was mistaken. This may go to the cure of the mischief apprehended. 

Gentlemen must be satisfied, that this power will not be so much 

abused as they have said. 
The Honorable Member says, that he derives no consolation from 

the wisdom and integrity of the Legislature, because we call them to | 

| rectify defects which it is our duty to remove. We ought well to weigh 

the good and evil before we determine—We ought to be well con- 

vinced, that the evil will be really produced before we decide against 

it. If we be convinced that the good greatly preponderates, though 

there be small defects in it, shall we give up that which is really good, 

when we can remove the little mischief it may contain, in the plain 

easy method pointed out in the system itself? a 

| I was astonished when I heard the Honorable Gentleman [Patrick 

Henry] say, that he wished the trial by jury to be struck out entirely. 

Is there no justice to be expected by a jury of our fellow citizens? Will 

any man prefer to be tried by a Court, when the jury is to be of his 

countrymen, and probably of his vicinage? We have reason to believe 

the regulations with respect to juries will be such as shall be satisfac- 

tory. Because it does not contain all, does it contain nothing? But | 

conceive that this Committee will see there is safety in the case, and 

| | that there is no mischief to be apprehended. | 

He states a case, that a man may be carried from a federal to an 

antifederal corner, (and vice versa) where men are ready to destroy 

him. Is this probable? Is it presumeable that they will make a law to 

punish men who are of different opinions in politics from themselves? 

Is it presumeable, that they will do it in one single case, unless it be 

such a case as must satisfy the people at large? The good opinion of _ 

the people at large must be consulted by their Representatives; other- 

wise mischiefs would be produced, which would shake the Government 

to its foundation. As it is late, I shall not mention all the Gentleman’s
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| argument: But some parts of it are so glaring, that I cannot pass them | 
over in silence. He says that the establishment of these tribunals, and 

| more particularly in their jurisdiction of controversies between citizens 
of these States, and foreign citizens and subjects, is like a retrospective | 
law. Is there no difference between a tribunal which shall give justice 
and effect to an existing right, and creating a right that did not exist — 
before? The debt or claim is created by the individual. He has bound 
himself to comply with it. Does the creation of a new Court amount a 

_ to a retrospective law? ee BI | | 
/ We are satisfied with the provision made in this country on the 

| subject of trial by jury. Does our Constitution direct trials to be by | 
jury? It is required in our Bill of Rights, which is not a part of the 
Constitution. Does any security arise from hence? Have you a jury _ 
when a judgment is obtained on a replevin bond, or by default? Have 
you a jury when a motion is made for the Commonwealth, against an | 

_ individual; or when a motion is made by one joint obligor against . 
another, to recover sums paid as security? Our Courts decide in all a 

. these cases, without the intervention of a jury; yet they are all civil | 
cases. The Bill of Rights is merely recommendatory. Were it otherwise, _ | | 
the consequence would be, that many laws which are found convenient, —_— 
would be unconstitutional. What does the Government before you say? | 

__ Does it exclude the Legislature from giving a trial by jury in civil cases? — 
If it does not forbid its exclusion, it is on the same footing on which a 
your State Government stands now. The Legislature of Virginia does 
not give a trial by jury where it is not necessary. But gives it wherever : 
it is thought expedient. The Federal Legislature will do so too, as it 
is formed on the same principles. a | | 

The Honorable Gentleman says, that unjust claims will be made, and Coes 
the defendant had better pay them than go to the Supreme Court. | 
Can you suppose such a disposition in one of your citizens, as thatto 8 
oppress another man, he will incur great expences? What will he gain | - 
by an unjust demand? Does a claim establish a right? He must bring | 
his witnesses to prove his claim. If he does not bring his witnesses, — see 
the expences must fall upon him. Will he go on a calculation that the — | 
defendant will not defend it; or cannot produce a witness? Will he RS 

_ incur a great deal of expence, from a dependance on such a chance? | 
| Those who know human nature, black as it is, must know, that mankind | 

are too well attached to their interest to run such a risk. I conceive, | 
_ that this power is absolutely necessary, and not dangerous; that should _ ee 

it be attended by little inconveniences, they will be altered, and that Oo 
they can have no interest in not altering them. Is there any real 
danger?—When I compare it to the exercise of the same power in the ie
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Government of Virginia, I am persuaded there is not. The Federal 
| Government has no other motive, and has every reason of doing right, 

which the Members of our State Legislature have. Will a man on the | 
Eastern Shore, be sent to be tried in Kentuckey; or a man from Ken- | 

| tuckey be brought to the Eastern Shore to have his trial? A Government 
by doing this, would destroy itself. I am convinced, the trial by jury 
will be regulated in the manner most advantageous to the community. 

Governor Randolph declared, that the faults which he once saw in , 

this system, he still perceived. It was his purpose, he said, to inform | 
the Committee, in what his objections to this part consisted. He con- 
fessed some of the objections against the Judiciary were merely chi- 
merical: But some of them were real, which his intention of voting in | 
favor of adoption, would not prevent him from developing. 

The Committee then rose—And on motion, Resolved, That this Con- 

vention will, to-morrow, again resolve itself into a Committee of the 
whole Convention, to take into farther consideration, the proposed 
Constitution of Government. 7 | | | | 

And then the Convention adjourned until to morrow morning, nine 

o’clock. : 
(a) Blackstone’s Com. III. 319 [379]." | 

1. Article IX of the Articles of Confederation provided that Congress was “‘the last 
resort on appeal” in disputes between two or more states and it outlined the procedures __ 

| by which this authority was to be exercised. The primary means of settling differences 
| was the appointment (by the disputing states) of commissioners to a court that would 

hear and determine “‘the matter in question” (CDR, 89-90). 
2. On 15 January 1780, Congress established the Court of Appeals in Cases of. 

Capture, consisting of three judges, to hear appeals from the state admiralty courts. | 
Trials in this court, presumably to determine questions of fact, were to “be according | 
to the usage of nations and not by jury.” The first session of the court was to be held | 

| at Philadelphia, but thereafter the judges, for the convenience of the public, could sit 

| in any town or city from Hartford, Conn., to Williamsburg, Va. 
On 12 April 1781, James Madison presented a motion in Congress, which among 

other things, proposed that the Court of Appeals meet at Williamsburg in November, 

| at Philadelphia in April, at either Hartford, Boston, or Providence in June, and wherever 

Congress was sitting in September. Madison’s motion was referred to a committee, but 
never adopted. Two years later, Congress did not approve a report recommending that 
the court be held in places such as Richmond and Hartford. | - 

Before 1786 the Court of Appeals met at least in Philadelphia and Hartford. In 
November of that year, pursuant to a resolution of Congress, it convened in New York 
City. The court’s last session was held in May 1787 in Philadelphia (Henry J. Bour- 

guignon, The First Federal Court: The Federal Appellate Prize Court of the American Revo- 
lution, 1775-1787 (Philadelphia, 1977], 112-17, 123-25; and Hutchinson, Madison, III, 

66-68). | | | 
3. In April 1781 Congress adopted an ordinance for “establishing courts for the trial | 

of piracies and felonies committed on the high seas,” which provided that “the justices 

— | of the supreme or superior courts of judicature, and judge of the Court of Admiralty 

| of the several and respective states, or any two or more of them, are hereby constituted
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and appointed judges for hearing and trying such offenders.” Trials in these courts were 
to be by jury “according to the course of the common law” and “‘as by the laws of the 
said State is accustomed” (JCC, XIX, 354-56). 

4. The Virginia Resolutions, presented to the Constitutional Convention on 29 May 
1787, provided that judges were to be paid a fixed salary ‘‘in which no increase or 
diminution shall be made” while they continued in office. This provision remained un- 

| changed as the Convention debated and amended the Virginia Resolutions. On 18 July, 
however, the Convention voted 6 to 2 to strike out the words “‘encrease or.’’ Madison 

spoke against this action, and on 27 August, he moved unsuccessfully to reinstate the 
words “‘encrease or’? (CDR, 244, 249; and Farrand, II, 38, 44-45, 423, 429-30). 

| 5. For the relationship between the common law and the challenge of jurors, see | 
Convention Debates, 19 June, note 17 (above). | 

6. William Blackstone’s “eulogium’’ on trial by jury reads: ““Upon these accounts the 
trial by jury ever has been, and I trust ever will be, looked upon as the glory of the 
English law. And, if it has so great an advantage over others in regulating civil property, - 
how much must that advantage be heightened, when it is applied to criminal cases! But 
this we must refer to the ensuing book of these commentaries: only observing for the 
present, that it is the most transcendent privilege which any subject can enjoy, or wish 
for, that he cannot be affected either in his property, his liberty, or his person, but by 
the unanimous consent of twelve of his neighbours and equals. A constitution, that I 
may venture to affirm has, under providence, secured the just liberties of this nation — 

for a long succession of ages. And therefore a celebrated French writer [Montesquieu], 
who concludes, that because Rome, Sparta, and Carthage have lost their liberties, there- 

fore those of England in time must perish, should have recollected that Rome, Sparta, 
: and Carthage, at the time when their liberties were lost, were strangers to the trial by 

jury” (Commentaries, Book III, chapter XXIII, 379). | : 

| 7. See Convention Debates, 16 June, note 26 (above). | 
| 8. Because “‘the mode of administering justice’ had “become. exceedingly inconven- 

ient and burthensome to suitors living westwardly of the Allegany mountains,”’ the state 
| — legislature (in 1782) passed a law establishing ‘‘a district court on the western waters.”’ | 

The law also provided that “‘the judgments and decrees’’ rendered by the District Court | 
of Kentucky “‘shall be final in all cases, except those in which the court of appeals hath 

: a controuling power over the high court of chancery and general court, in which cases 
the court of appeals shall have the like controuling power over the court of the district” 
(Hening, XI, 85-90). 

9. The act establishing the General Court, passed in January 1778, provided for the 
appeal of the ‘‘judgment or sentence of any county court or court of Hustings” in cases 
concerning mills, roads, land titles, probate, debts or damages over £10, and ‘‘certificates 

for administration” (Hening, IX, 412). | | | 
10. See Convention Debates, 19 June, note 18 (above). | a 

11. See note 6 (above). | 

The Virginia Convention | | | 
Saturday | 

21 June 1788 
Before the Convention resolved itself into a Committee of the Whole, 

it considered the report of the Committee of Privileges and Electionson © 
the disputed election for Convention delegates in Louisa County. The — 

| Convention proceedings on the disputed election appear immediately be- | 
low; while related documents are printed following the debates for this 
day. |
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Debates | 

Mr. Harrison reported from the Committee of Privileges and Elec- 

| tions, that the Committee, according to order, had under their farther 

consideration, the petition of Mr. Richard Morris, complaining of an 
undue election and return of Mr. William White, as a Delegate to serve 
in this Convention for the county of Louisa, and had agreed upon a 
report and come to several resolutions thereupon, which he read in 
his place, and afterwards delivered in at the clerk’s table, where the 
same were again read, and are as followeth: 

| It appears to your Committee, from the deposition of Garret Minor, 

that about the 14th of May last, he applied to Heckley Young, who 

voted for the sitting Member, to be informed from him what entitled 

him to vote for Delegates to Convention, who informed the deponent, 

that he voted on one hundred acres of land, but that he never had a 

deed or conveyance for the same; and is on the land roll for the year 

1787. . 
It also appears to your Committee, from the deposition of Thomas 

| Pulliam, who voted for the sitting Member, that his father hath given 

him land, but had never made him a deed for any, and that he has 

had possession of the land nine or ten years, and has paid the taxes 

a for the year 1786, and that it has been laid off several years. 

It also appears to your Committee, from the deposition of Thomas 

Johnson, jun. sheriff, that he heard William Price, say, who voted for 

the sitting Member, that he had in possession a tract of land verbally 

given him by his father William Price, -but never had a deed from him 

for the same, though he has had it in possession several years; and 

has paid the taxes for the years 1786 and 1787. | 

It also appears to your Committee, from the deposition of Waddy 
Thomson, that he has promised to give his son Waddy Thomson, jun. 

who voted for the sitting Member, a tract of land in the said county 

of Louisa, but never made him a deed for it, and that he is not a 

freeholder that he knows of. | | 

It also appears to your Committee, from the deposition of Benjamin 

Clark, who voted for the sitting Member, that he is possessed of a | 

tract of land devised to him by his father at his mother’s death; and 

it appears from the testimony of John Poindexter, that the mother is 

now living; that he is on the land roll, and has paid the taxes out of 

his own and his mother’s property. | ) 

| It also appears to your Committee, from the deposition of Thomas — 

Meriwether, that he heard Bartlott Anderson say, who voted for the 

sitting Member, that he had no deed made him for any land in Louisa,
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and that at the time of his voting he was sensible he had not a right | 
to vote. | ee re nes eeee 

| It also appears to your Committee, from the deposition of Asa Hall, 
| who voted for the sitting Member, that he purchased land about three — 

years ago, but never had a deed for it; and that he has not any other 
land; and has his bond for aright. - ae , 

- It also appears to your Committee, from the deposition of William 
_ _Hughes, that he gave to his son Joshua Hughes, who voted for the __ 
__ sitting Member, a tract of land supposed to contain ninety acres, which 

he has lived on about twelve years, but never made him a deed for 
the same; that he is well acquainted with John Bibb, who voted for | 
the sitting Member, and never knew him to have a lawful right to any | | 

| land in Louisa, although he has been sheriff, commissioner and assessor nee, 
in the said county; and that from the testimony of Thomas Barnett, —_— 

it appears that after the election of Members to the Convention in , 
- Louisa, John Bibb informed him he had no title to any land in the 

county, and that the land on which he lived he rented from year to 
- year; that Joshua Hughes is on the land roll. a 

It also appears to your Committee, from the deposition of John — | 
_ Vest, who voted for the sitting Member, that he purchased a tract of — | 

land of Richard Powlett, which he took possession of in December, | 

1787; and that at December Louisa court last the said Powlett ac 

knowledged.a deed for the said land which was ordered to be recorded; 
and that Powlet was not allowed to vote on the said land. wee 

It also appears to your Committee, from the deposition of Isaac | 
__ Thacker, who voted for the sitting Member, that about sixteen years 

past he sold and conveyed by deed all the land he possessed in Louisa 
to John Richmond, but the deed has never been recorded. Se 

| It also appears to your Committee, from the depositions of Nelson 
Anderson and Thomas Meriwether, that they heard Charles Jackson 

| say, who voted for the sitting Member, that his father had given him | 
a tract of land, which he has had possession of several years, but he a 

never had made him a deed for the same; and that his father is still | 

living; and that he is on the land roll, and has paid the tax for the 
year 1787. ae a oe 
_ It also appears to your Committee, from the deposition of John 
Stringer, who voted for the sitting Member, that his father Edmond — 
Stringer has given him 80 acres of land, which he has been in pos- 
session of about three years, but never had a deed for the same; and | 

that he lives on the land. | , | ess | | 
It also appears to your Committee, from the deposition of Martin 

_ Sharp, who voted for the sitting Member, that his father had promised
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to give him the tract of land on which he then lived, but never had 
made a deed for the same; and that he pays the taxes of the land to) | 

his father. | | | - 

It appears to your Committee, that Charles Jackson, Bartlott An- 
derson, Waddy Thomson, jun. Heckley Young, and John Bibb, were | 

summoned but failed to appear before the commissioners. | 

| | The sitting Member having failed to furnish the petitioner with a | 

list of the voters to which he objected, or to attend in the county the 

7 examination of those objected to by the petitioner, the Committee 

| proceeded to examine the report from the commissioners, and some 
doubts arising as to the evidence furnished respecting the qualification 
of some of the voters, witnesses were called on to give testimony, and 

also the land roll introduced respecting the same, by consent of the = 
parties. | | 

_ The sitting Member afterwards required permission to have viva voce 

testimony, and the said land roll also introduced to prove the dis- | 

qualification of several of the voters for the petitioner, which was 

rejected, because the sitting Member had not furnished the petitioner 
| with a list of objectionable votes, agreeable to the resolution of the | 

Convention,! and it would therefore be out of his power to produce 

evidence in support of such votes, and because the petitioner would 

not consent to it. | a | 

It also appears to your Committee, that the number of votes at the 

close of the poll stood as follows: | 

| | For Mr. William White, ——-199. 

| : For Mr. Richard Morris, 195. - 

Resolved, That it is the opinion of this Committee, That such of the 

voters on the poll of the sitting Member as appeared only to have an 

equitable title to their lands, were not qualified to vote for Delegates | 

to the General Assembly. | 

Resolved, That it is the opinion of this Committee, That Heckley Young, 

: Thomas Pulliam, William Price, Waddy Thomson, jun. Benjamin Clark, 

Asa Hall, Joshua Hughes, John Vest, Charles Jackson, John Stringer, 

| and Martin Sharp, had only an equitable and not a legal title to the 

| lands on which they severally voted. | 

Resolved, That it is the opinion of this Committee, That Barlott Ander- | 

son, John Bibb, and Isaac Thacker, had neither an equitable or legal | 

| title to the lands on which they respectively voted. — oe 

Resolved, That it is the opinion of this Committee, That after taking from 

| Mr. White’s number the votes of the aforesaid persons, the poll will 

stand as followeth: oo
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For Mr. Richard Morris, 195. 

For Mr. William White, 185. | | 
oe Resolved, That it is the opinion of this Committee, That Mr. Richard — 

| Morris has a majority of electors qualified by law to choose Delegates 
- to the General Assembly. ) 

Resolved, That tt is the opinion of this Committee, That the said Richard 
Morris was duly elected a Delegate to represent the said county of — 
Louisa in this Convention. | 

The said report and resolutions were severally again read, and on 
| a motion made, ordered to be re-committed to the same Committee. 

On motion made, Ordered, That the Committee of Privileges and 

Elections, be instructed to receive such viva voce testimony, or such 
other satisfactory evidence as the sitting Member and the petitioner 
shall be able to produce to support their objections to such votes as 
they shall respectively furnish a list of, each to the other, before Mon- | 

| day next.—And that the said petition be finally heard before the said 
| Committee on Thursday next. _ | | | 

Ordered, That Mr. Richard Cary and Mr. Samuel Hopkins be added 
_ to the Committee of Privileges and Elections. 

On motion, Ordered, That the Committee of Privileges and Elections | 

be discharged from further proceeding on the petition of Richard | 
Morris, and that the petitioner have leave to withdraw the same. 

The Convention then, according to the order of the day, again re- : 
solved itself into a Committee of the whole Convention to take into _ 

_ farther consideration, the proposed plan of Government.—Mr. Wythe 
in the Chair. 

(The 1st & 2d sections, of the 3d article, still under consideration.) 

_ Mr. Grayson,—Mr. Chairman.—It seems to have been a rule with the | 

Gentlemen on the other side, to argue from the excellency of human _ 
nature, in order to induce us to grant away (if I may be allowed the 
expression) the rights and liberties of our country. I make no doubt 
the same arguments were used on a variety of occasions. I suppose, 
Sir, that this argument was used when Cromwell was invested with 

_ power. The same argument was used to gain our assent to the stamp 
| act. I have no doubt it has been invariably the argument in all coun- 

tries, when the concession of power has been in agitation. But power 
| ought to have such checks and limitations, as to prevent bad men from | : 

abusing it. It ought to be granted on a supposition that men will be 
bad; for it may be eventually so. With respect to the Judiciary, my 
grand objection is, that it will interfere with the State Judiciaries, in : 

_. the same manner as the exercise of the power of direct taxation, will 
interfere with the same power in the State Governments: There being
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no superintending central power to keep in order these two contending 
jurisdictions. This is an objection which is unanswerable in its nature.— 
In England they have great Courts, which have great and interfering 
powers. But the controuling power of Parliament, which is a central 

| focus, corrects them. But here each party is to shift for itself. There 

| is no arbiter, or power to correct their interference. Recurrence can 

- be only had to the sword. I shall endeavour to demonstrate the per- 

nicious consequences of this interference.—It was mentioned as one 

reason, why these great powers might harmonize, that the Judges of | 

the State Courts might be Federal Judges. The idea was (reprebated) 
(approbated), in my opinion, with a great deal of justice.—They are — 
the best check we have.—They secure us from encroachments on our 

privileges—They are the principal defence of the States. How im- 

proper would it be to deprive the State of its only defensive armour? 

| [hope the States will never part with it. There is something extremely 

| disgraceful in the idea. How will it apply in practice? The independent 

| Judges of Virginia are to be subordinate to the Federal Judiciary. Our 

Judges in chancery are to be Judges in the inferior Federal tribunals.— 

Something has been said of the independency of the Federal Judges. 

I will only observe, that it is on as corrupt a basis as the art of man 

could place it. The salaries of the Judges may be augmented. Aug- 

mentation of salary is the only method that can be taken to corrupt 

a Judge. It has been a thing desired by the people of England for 

many years, that the Judges should be independent. This independency | 

never was obtained till the 2d or 3d year of the reign of George the 

IlId.2 It was omit[t]ed at the revolution by inattention. Their com- 

pensation is now fixed, and they hold their offices during good be- 

havior. But I say, that our Federal Judges are placed in a situation as ) 

liable to corruption as they could possibly be. How are Judges to be 

| operated upon? By the hopes of reward, and not the fear of a dimi- 

nution of compensation. Common decency would prevent lessening the 

salary of a Judge. Throughout the whole page of history, you will find | 

the corruption of Judges to have always arisen from that principle— 

| the hope of reward.—This is left open here. The flimsy argument 

brought by my friend [James Madison], not as his own, but as sup- 

ported by others, will not hold. It would be rather hoped, that the 

| Judges should get too much, than too little, and that they should be 

perfectly independent. What if you give 6001. or 10001. annually, to 

a Judge? It is but a trifling object, when by that little money you 

purchase the most invaluable blessings that any country can enjoy. 

There is to be one Supreme Court—for chancery, admiralty, com- 

/ mon pleas, and exchequer, (which great cases are left in England to
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| four great Courts) to which are added, criminal jurisdiction, and all 

cases depending on the law of nations—a most extensive jurisdiction! | 
This Court has more power than any Court under Heaven. One set | 
of Judges ought not to have this power—and Judges particularly who - 
have temptation always before their eyes. The Court thus organized, | | 
are to execute laws made by thirteen nations, dissimilar in their cus- __ 

_ toms, manners, laws and interests. If we advert to the customs of these | 

different sovereignties, we shall find them repugnant and dissimilar. | 
Yet they are all forced to unite and concur in making these laws. They | 
are to form them on one principle, and on one idea; whether the civil | 
law, common law, or law of nations. The Gentleman was driven the - 
other day to the expedient of acknowledging the necessity of having _ a 
thirteen different tax laws.3 This destroys the principle, that he who 
lays a tax, should feel it and bear his proportion of it. This has not 

| been answered. It will involve consequences so absurd that, I presume, 
they will not attempt to make thirteen different codes. They will be | 
obliged to make one code. How will they make one code without being ) 
contradictory to some of the laws of the different States? It is said - 

_ there is to be a Court of Equity. There is no such thing in Pennsylvania, | 
| or in some other States in the Union. A nation in making a law, ought | 

not to make it repugnant to the spirit of the Constitution, or the genius — rae 
| of the people. This rule cannot be observed in forming a general code. 

I wish to know how the people of Connecticut would agree with the — 
lordly pride of your Virginian nobility. Its operation will be as repug- 
nant and contradictory, in this case, as in the establishment of a Court | 
of Equity. They may inflict punishments where the State Governments | 

___-will give rewards.—This is not probable. But still zt is possible. It would - 
| be a droll sight, to see a man on one side of the street punished for _ 

a breach of the Federal law, and on the other side another man re- | 
_warded by the State Legislature, for the same act.—Or suppose it were — 
the same person, that should be thus rewarded and punished at one _ | 
time, for the same act; it would be a droll sight to see a man laughing : 

_ on one side of his face, and crying on the other. I wish only to put ce 
this matter in a clear point of view; and I think that if thirteen States, _ 
different in every thing, shall have to make laws for the government —— 
of the whole, they cannot harmonize, or suit the genius of the people, oS 
there being no such thing as a spirit of laws, or a pervading principle, — | 
applying to every State individually. The only promise, in this respect, 
is, that there shall be a Republican Government in each State. But it 
does not say whether it is to be Aristocratical or Democratical. : 

| My next objection to the Federal Judiciary, is, that it is not expressed - 
in a definite manner. The jurisdiction of all cases arising under the
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Constitution, and the laws of the Union, is of stupendous magnitude. © 
It is impossible for human nature to trace its extent. It is so vaguely 
and indefinitely expressed, that its latitude cannot be ascertained.— 
Citizens or subjects of foreign States may sue citizens of the different 

| States in the Federal Courts. It is extremely impolitic to place for- 
eigners in a better situation than our own citizens. This was never the 
policy of other nations. It was the policy in England, to put foreigners 
on a secure footing.—The statute, merchant and statute staple, were 
favourable to them.‘ But in no country are the laws more favourable —s_—> 

| to foreigners, than the citizens. If they be equally so, it is surely suf- 
ficient. Our own State merchants would be ruined by it, because they 

- cannot recover debts so soon in the State Courts, as foreign merchants | 

| can recover of them in the Federal Courts. The consequence would 
be, inevitable ruin to commerce. It will induce foreigners to decline 
becoming citizens. There is no reciprocity in it. How will this apply to 
British creditors? I have ever been an advocate for paying the British 
creditors, both in Congress and elsewhere. But here we do injury to 

| our own citizens. It is a maxim in law, that debts should be on the 

same original foundation they were on when contracted. I presume, _ 
when the contracts were made, the creditors had in idea the State | 

Judiciaries only. The procrastination and delays of our Courts were 
probably in contemplation by both parties. They could have no idea 
of the establishment of new tribunals to affect them. Trial by jury must 
have been in the contemplation of both parties, and the venue was in 
favour of the defendant. From these premises it is clearly discernable, 

that it would be wrong to change the nature of the contracts. Whether 

| they will make a law other than the State laws, I cannot determine. ) 
But we are told, that it is wise, politic, and preventive of controversies 

with foreign nations. The treaty of peace with Great-Britain does not 
require that the creditors should be put in a better situation than they 
were, but that there should be no hindrance to the collection of debts.° 

It is therefore unwise and impolitic, to give those creditors such an 
| advantage over the debtors. But, Sir, the citizens of different States 

are to sue each other in these Courts. No reliance is to be put on the - 

| State Judiciaries. The fear of unjust regulations and decisions in the 
States, is urged as the reason of this jurisdiction. Paper money in 
Rhode-Island has been instanced by Gentlemen. There is one clause 

in the Constitution which prevents the issuing of paper money. If this 

clause should pass, (and it is unanimously wished by every one, that 

- it should not be objected to) I apprehend an execution in Rhode Island 

| would be as good and effective as in any State in the Union. 

| A State may sue a foreign State, or a foreign State may sue one of
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| our States. This may form a new American law of nations. Whence 
the idea could have originated, I cannot determine, unless from the 

idea that predominated in the time of Henry the IVth, and Queen | | 
Elizabeth. They took it into their heads to consolidate all the States . 
in the world into one great political body. Many ridiculous projects — 

_ were imagined to reduce that absurd idea into practice. But they were 
_ all given up at last. My honorable friend [James Madison], whom I | 

much respect, said that the consent of the parties must be previously 
obtained. I agree that the consent of foreign States must be had before 
they become parties: But it is not so with our States. It is fixed in the | 
Constitution that they shall become parties. This is not reciprocal. If | | 
the Congress cannot make a law against the Constitution, I apprehend 
they cannot make a law to abridge it. The Judges are to defend it. 
They can neither abridge nor extend it. There is no reciprocity in this, 

that a foreign State should have a right to sue one of our States, 
whereas a foreign State cannot be sued without its own consent. The | | 
idea to me is monstrous and extravagant. It cannot be reduced to 

practice. Suppose one of our States objects to the decision, arms must 
be recurred to. How can a foreign State be compelled to submit to a | 

_ decision? Pennsylvania and Connecticut had like once to have fallen 
| together concerning their contested boundaries.® I was convinced, that 

the mode provided in the Confederation, for the decision of such 
disputes, would not answer. The success which attended it with respect 
to settling bounds, have proved to me in some degree, that it would. 

not answer in any other case whatsoever. The same difficulty must 
attend this mode in the execution. This high Court has not a very 

_ extensive original jurisdiction. It is not material. But its appellate ju- 
risdiction is of immense magnitude—and what has it in view, unless to | 
subvert the State Governments?—The Honorable Gentleman who pre- 
sides [Edmund Pendleton], has introduced the High Court of Appeals. . 
I wish the Federal appellate Court was on the same foundation. If we 
investigate the subject, we shall find this jurisdiction perfectly unnec- 
essary. It is said, that its object is to prevent subordinate tribunals 
from making unjust decisions to defraud creditors. I grant the sus- 
picion is in some degree just. But would not an appeal to the State 
Courts of Appeal, or supreme tribunals, correct the decisions of in- | 

_ ferior Courts? Would not this put every thing right? Then there would 
be no interference of jurisdiction. _ : | 

But a Gentleman (Mr. Marshall) says, we ought certainly to give this | 
| power to Congress, because our State Courts have more business than | 

they can possibly do. A Gentleman was once asked to give up his estate, 
because he had too much, but he did not comply. Have we not es-
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tablished District Courts, which have for their object the full admin- 
istration of Justice? Our Court of Chancery might by our Legislature ) 
be put in a good situation; so that there is nothing in this observation. 

But the same Honorable Gentleman says, that trial by jury is pre- 
served by implication. I think this was the idea. I beg leave to consider 
that, as well as other observations of the Honorable Gentleman. After 

enumerating the subjects of its jurisdiction, and confining its original 
cognizance to cases affecting Ambassadors and other public Ministers, 

| and those in which a State shall be a party, it expressly says, that ‘‘in 
all the other cases before-mentioned, the Supreme Court shall have 
appellate jurisdiction, both as to law and fact.” I would beg the Hon- 
orable Gentleman to turn his attention to the word appeal, which I 
think comprehends chancery, admiralty, common law, and every thing. 
But this is with such exceptions, and under such regulations, as Con- 

gress shall make. This we are told will be an ample security. Congress 

| may please to make these exceptions and regulations, but they may 
not also. I lay it down as a principle, that trial by jury is given up to 
the discretion of Congress. If they take it away, will it be a breach of 

this Constitution? I apprehend not; for as they have an absolute ap- 
pellate jurisdiction of facts, they may alter them as they may think 
proper. It is possible that Congress may regulate it properly: But still 

| it is at their discretion to do it, or not. There has been so much said 

of the excellency of the trial by jury, that I need not enlarge upon it. 
The want of trial by jury in the Roman Republic obliged them to 
establish the regulation of patron and client. I think this must be the 
case in every country where this trial does not exist. The poor people 
were obliged to be defended by their patrons. 

| It may be laid down as a rule, that where the governing power 

possesses an unlimited controul over the venue, no man’s life is in 

safety. How is it in this system? “The trial of all crimes shall be by 

jury, except in cases of impeachment, and such trial shall be held in 

the State where the said crimes shall have been committed.” He [John 
Marshall] has said, that when the power of a Court is given, all its | 

appendages and concomitants are given. Allowing this to be the case 

by implication, how is it? Does it apply by counties?—No, Sir. The idea | 

is, that the States are to the General Government, as counties are to | 

our State Legislatures.—What sort of a vicinage is given by Congress? 

The idea which I call the true vicinage is, that a man shall be tried by 

his neighbours. But the idea here is, that he may be tried in any part 

of the State. Were the venue to be established according to the Federal _ 

districts, it would not come up to the true idea of a vicinage. Delaware _ 

sends but one Member: It would then extend to that whole State. This
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State sends ten Members, and has ten districts: But this is far from - | 

the true idea of vicinage. The allusion another Gentleman [Edmund __ | 
Pendleton] has made to this trial as practised in England, isimproper. 
It does not justify this regulation. The jury may come from any part | 

| of the State. They possess an absolute uncontroulable power over the © | 
venue. The conclusion then is, that they can hang any one they please _ 
by having a jury to suit their purpose. They might on particular ex- 
traordinary occasions suspend the privilege. The Romans did it on | . 

| creating a Dictator. The British Government does it, when the habeas - 
| corpus is to be suspended—when the salus populi is affected. I never 

will consent to it unless it be properly defined. ao 7 
| Another Gentleman [John Marshall] has said, that trial by jury has | 

not been so sacred a thing among our ancestors, and that in England 
it may be destroyed by an act of Parliament. I believe the Gentleman | 
is mistaken. I believe it is secured by Magna Charta, and the Bill of | 
Rights. I believe no act of Parliament can affect it, if this principle be 
true, that a law is not paramount to the Constitution. I believe whatever 

_ may be said of the mutability of the laws, and the defect of a written | io 
fixed Constitution, that it is generally thought by Englishmen that it aoe 

_ is so sacred, that no act of Parliament can affect it. | wee) | 
The interference of the Federal Judiciary and the State Courts will = 

involve the most serious and even ludicrous consequences. Both Courts | 
_. are to act on the same persons and things, and cannot possibly avoid 

interference. As to connection or coalition, it would be incestuous. | See 
How could they avoid it, on an execution from each Court either - 

| against the body or effects? How will it be with respect to mortgaged _ | | 
property? Suppose the same lands or slaves mortgaged to two different = 
persons, and the mortgages foreclosed, one in the Federal and another _ | 
in the State Court. Will there be no interference in this case? It will. - | 

_ be impossible to avoid interference in a million of cases. I would wish | 
to know how it can be avoided; for it is an insuperable objection in — | 

| my mind. I shall no longer fatigue the Committee, but shall beg leave _ | 
to make some observations another time.’ © - - 

Governor Randolph,—Mr. Chairman.—I shall state to the Committee - | 
in what cases the Federal Judiciary appears to me to deserve applause, | 
and where it merits dispraise. It has not yet been denied, thata Federal = 
Judiciary is necessary to a certain extent. Every Government necessarily eo 

_ Involves a Judiciary as a constituent part. If then a Federal Judiciary | 
be necessary, what are the characters of its powers? That it shall be — : 
an auxiliary to the Federal Government, support and maintain har- oe 

_ mony between the United States and foreign powers, and between 
| different States, and prevent a failure of justice in cases to which =
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particular State Courts are incompetent. If this Judiciary be reviewed : 

as relative to these purposes, I think it will be found, that nothing is 

| granted which does not belong to a Federal Judiciary. Self defence 1S 

| its first object. Has not the Constitution said, that the States shall not 

| use such and such powers, and given particular exclusive powers to . 

Congress? If the State Judiciaries could make decisions conformable. 

| to the laws of their States, in derogation to the General Government, 

I humbly apprehend that the Federal Government would soon be en- 

croached upon. If a particular State should be at liberty through its 

| Judiciary, to prevent or impede the operation of the General Govern- 

ment, the latter must soon be undermined. It is then necessary, that 

its jurisdiction should ‘extend to cases in law and equity arising under 

. this Constitution, and the laws of the United States.” | 

Its next object is to perpetuate harmony between us and foreign 

powers. The General Government having the superintendency of the 

| general safety, ought to be the judges, how the United States can be | 

most effectually secured and guarded against controversies with foreign _ 

nations. I presume therefore, that treaties and cases affecting Ambas- 

sadors, other public Ministers and Consuls, and all those concerning 

foreigners, will not be considered as improper subjects for a Federal 

_ Judiciary. Harmony between the States is no less necessary than har- 

mony between foreign States, and the United States. Disputes between 

| them ought therefore to be decided by the Federal Judiciary. Give me 

leave to state some instances which have actually happened, which 

prove to me, the necessity of the power of deciding controversies 

between two or more States. The disputes between Connecticut and 

Pennsylvania,’ and Rhode-Island and Connecticut have been men- 

| tioned.’ I need not particularize these. Instances have happened in 

Virginia. These have been disputes respecting boundaries. Under the 

old Government, as well as this, reprisals have been made by Penn- 

sylvania and Virginia on one another.’° Reprisals have been made by 

_ the very Judiciary of Pennsylvania on the citizens of Virginia. Their 

differences concerning their boundaries are not yet perhaps ultimately 

determined. The Legislature of Virginia, in one instance, thought this 

power right. In the case of Mr. Nathan, they thought the determination 

of the dispute ought to be out of the State for fear of partiality." | 

| | It is with respect to the rights of territory, that the State Judiciaries 

are not competent. If the claimants have a right to the territories 

claimed, it is the duty of a good Government to provide means to put | 

them in possession of them. If there be no remedy, it is the duty of 

| the General Government to furnish one. ) 7 | 

Cases of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction cannot with propriety
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| be vested in particular State Courts. As our national tranquillity, and 
reputation, and intercourse with foreign nations, may be affected by 
admiralty decisions; as they ought therefore to be uniform, and as | 
there can be no uniformity if there be thirteen distinct independent — 
jurisdictions, this jurisdiction ought to be in the Federal Judiciary. On | 

| these principles, I conceive the subjects themselves are proper for the | 
Federal Judiciary. Although I do not concur with the Honorable | 
Gentleman, that the Judiciary is so formidable, yet I candidly admit, | 
that there are defects in its construction, among which may be objected 

_ too great an extension of jurisdiction. I cannot say by any means, that 7 
its jurisdiction is free from fault, though I conceive the subjects to be 
proper. It is ambiguous in some parts, and unnecessarily extensive in 
others. It extends to all cases in law and equity arising under the 
Constitution. What are these cases in law and equity? Do they not 
involve all rights, from an inchoate right to a complete right arising 
from this Constitution? Notwithstanding the contempt Gentlemen ex- | 
press for technical terms, I wish such were mentioned here. I would. 
have thought it more safe, if it had been more clearly expressed. What © 

| do we mean by the words arising under the Constitution? What do they 
relate to? I conceive this to be very ambiguous. If my interpretation | 
be right, the word arising will be carried so far, that it will be made | 
use of to aid and extend the Federal jurisdiction. - 

As to controversies between the citizens of different States, I am > 
sure the General Government will make provision to prevent men | 
being harrassed to the Federal Court. But I do not see any absolute 
necessity for vesting it with jurisdiction in these cases. a 

With respect to that part which gives appellate jurisdiction both as 
to law and fact, I concur with the Honorable Gentleman who presides 

[Edmund Pendleton], that it is unfortunate; and my lamentation over 

it would be incessant, were there no remedy. I can see ‘no reason for | 
giving it jurisdiction with respect to fact as well as law; because we 
find from our own experience, that appeals as to fact are not neces- 

| sary.—My objection would be unanswerable, were I not satisfied that 
it contains its own cure, in the following words, “with such exceptions 
and under such regulations as Congress shall make.” It was insisted on 
by Gentlemen, that these words could not extend to law and fact, and 
that they could not separate the fact from the law.—This construction | 
is irrational; for if they cannot separate the law from the fact, and if 

_ the exceptions are prevented from applying to law and fact, these 
_ words would have no force at all. It would be proper to refer here to 

any thing that could be understood in the Federal Court. They may a 
except generally both as to law and fact, or they may except as to law
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| only, or fact only. Under these impressions, I have no difficulty in 
saying, that I consider it as an unfortunate clause. But when I thus 
impeach it, the same candour which I have hitherto followed, calls 
upon me to declare, that it is not so dangerous as it is represented. 
Congress can regulate it properly, and I have no doubt they will. An 
Honorable Gentleman [George Mason] has asked, will you put the 
body of the State in prison? How is it between independent States? If 

| a Government refuses to do justice to individuals, war is the consequence. | 
Is this the bloody alternative to which we are referred? Suppose justice 
was refused to be done by a particular State to another, I am not of 

| the same opinion with the Honorable Gentleman. I think, whatever 
the law of nations may say, that any doubt respecting the construction 
that a State may be plaintiff, and not defendant, is taken away by the 

_ words, where a State shall be a party. But it is objected, that it is ret- 
| rospective in its nature. If thoroughly considered, this objection will 

vanish. It is only to render valid and effective existing claims, and , 
secure that justice ultimately, which is to be found in every regular 
Government. It is said, to be disgraceful. What would be the disgrace? 

Would it not be, that Virginia, after eight States had adopted the 
Government, none of which opposed the Federal jurisdiction in this 
case, rejected it on this account? I was surprised, after hearing him 
[Patrick Henry] speak so strenuously in praise of the trial by jury, that 

| he would rather give it up, than have it regulated as it is in the Con- 
stitution. Why? Because it is not established in civil cases, and in crim- 

| inal cases the jury will not come from the vicinage. It is not excluded 
in civil cases, nor is a jury from the vicinage in criminal cases excluded. | 
This House has resounded repeatedly with this observation,—that 

| where a term is used, all its concomitants follow from the same phrase. 
Thus, as the trial by jury is established in criminal cases, the incidental 

| right of challenging and excepting is also established; which secures _ 
in the utmost latitude, the benefit of impartiality in the jurors. I beg 
those Gentlemen who deny this doctrine, to inform me, what part of 
the Bill of English Rights, or great charter, provides this right? The 
great charter only provides, that “‘no man shall be deprived of the free 

| enjoyment of his life, hberty, or property, unless declared to be for- 
feited by the judgment of his peers, or the law of the land.’’!? The 
Bill of Rights gives no additional security on the subject of trial by 

| jury.—Where is the provision made in England, that a jury shall be 
had in civil cases? This is secured by no constitutional provision:—It 

_ is left to the temper and genius of the people to preserve and protect 
| it. I beg leave to differ from my honorable friends in answering this — 

objection. They said, that in case of a general rebellion, the jury is to
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be drawn from some other part of the country. I know that this practice a 
is sanctified by the usages in England. But I always thought that this - 

- was one of those instances to which that nation, though alive to liberty, _ a 
had unguardedly submitted. I hope it will never be so here. If the 

| whole country be in arms, the prosecutor for the Commonwealth can : 

get a good jury, by challenging improper jurors. The right of chal- 
_ lenging also, is a sufficient security for the person accused. I can see | | 

no instance where this can be abused.—It will answer every purpose a 
of the Government, and individual security. In this whole business, we ae 

. have had argumenta ad. hominem in abundance. A variety of individuals, = = =~ 

and classes of men have been solicited to opposition. I will pass by 
the glance which was darted at some Gentlemen in this House, and | 
take no notice of it; because the lance shivered as against adamantine. 
Gentlemen then intimidate us on the subject of the lands settled to | 
the Westward, and claimed by different claimants, who, they urge, will De 
recover them in the Federal Court. I will observe, that as to Mr. 
Henderson’s claim, if they look at the laws, they will see a compensation 
made for him: He has acquiesced, and has some of the lands.!2—The 

_ Indiana company has been dissolved.—The claim is dormant, and will — 

probably never be revived. I was once well acquainted with these mat- | 
ters: Perhaps I may have forgotten. I was once thoroughly persuaded | 
of the justice of their claims. I advocated it, not only as a lawyer in- oa 

_ their behalf, but supported it as my own opinion. I will not say how 
_ far the acts of Assembly past, when they had full power, may have | 

Operated respecting it. One thing is certain, that though they may have _ | 
_ the right, yet the remedy will not be sought against the settlers, but = 

the State of Virginia. The Court of Equity will direct a compensation oo 
to be made by the State, the claimants being precluded at law from 

| obtaining their right, and the settlers having now an indefeasible title __ | 
under the State. | ane Be | - 
The next is Lord Fairfax’s quitrents. He died during the war.—In | 

the year 1782, an act passed sequestering all quitrents then due, in | a 
the hands of the persons holding the lands, until the right of descent 
should be known, and the General Assembly should make final pro- 
vision therein. This act directed all quitrents thereafter becoming due, ss” 
to be paid into the public treasury. So that with respect to his as 

_ des[c]endants, this act confiscated the quitrents. In the year 1783, an | - 

act passed, restoring to the legal representative of the proprietor, the a 
7 quitrents due to him at the time of his death. But in the year 1785, | - 

another act passed, by which the inhabitants of the Northern Neck | — 
are exonerated and discharged from paying composition and quitrents ss. 
to the Commonwealth. This last act has completely confiscated this
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property. It is repugnant to no part of the treaty, with respect to the 
_ quitrents confiscated by the act of 1782.4 — | 7 

| I ask the Convention of the free people of Virginia, if there can be 
| honesty in rejecting a Government, because justice is to be done by 

it? I beg the Honorable Gentleman [George Mason] to lay the objec- 
| tion to his heart—let him consider it seriously and attentively. Are we 

7 to say, that we shall discard this Government, because it would make | 
| us all honest? Is this to be the language of the select Representatives : 

_ of the free people of Virginia? a . 
| An Honorable Gentleman [William Grayson] observed to-day, that _ 

| there is no instance where foreigners have this advantage over the | 

citizens. What is the reason of this? Because a Virginian creditor may __ 
| go about for a lamentable number of years before he can get justice, 

7 while foreigners will get justice immediately. What is the remedy?— 
Honesty. Remove the procrastination of justice—make debts speedily | 
payable, and the evil goes away. But you complain of the evil because 
you will not remove it. If a foreigner can recover his debts in six | 
months, why not make a citizen do so? There will then be reciprocity. — 

| This term is not understood. Let America be compared to any nation 
with which she has connection, and see the difference with respect to 

justice. I am sorry to make the comparison; but the truth is, that in 
those nations justice is obtained with much more facility, than in Amer- 
ica. | 

| Gentlemen will perhaps ask me, why, if you know the Constitution 
to be ambiguous, will you vote for it? I answer, that I see a power, | 
which will be probably exercised, to remedy this defect.—The stile of 
the ratification will remove this mischief. I do not ask for this conces- 
sion—that human nature is just and absolutely honest. But I am fair 
when I say, that the nature of man is capable of virtue, where there 

is even a temptation, and that the defects in this system will be re- | 
moved. The appellate jurisdiction might be corrected as to matters of 
fact, by the exceptions and regulations of Congress; but certainly will 
be removed by the amendatory provision in the instrument itself. So 

| that we do not depend on the virtue of our Representatives only, but 
| the sympathy and feelings between the inhabitants of the States. On 

the same grounds the sum on which appeals will be allowed, may be 
limited to a considerable amount in order to prevent vexatious and 
oppressive appeals. The appellate jurisdiction as to fact, and in trivial 
sums, are the two most material defects. If it be not considered too 

| early, as ratification has not yet been spoken of, I beg leave to speak 
of it. If I did believe, with the Honorable Gentleman, that all power | 
not expressly retained was given up by the people,’® I would detest
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this Government. But I never thought so, nor do I now. If in the 
ratification we put words to this purpose,—that all authority not given, | 
is retained by the people, and may be resumed when perverted to their | 

oppression; and that no right can be cancelled, abridged, or restrained, 

by the Congress, or any officer of the United States; I say, if we do 

this, I conceive that, as this stile of ratification would manifest the _ 

principles on which Virginia adopted it, we should be at liberty to _ 

consider as a violation of the Constitution, every exercise of a power | | 
not expressly: delegated therein.—I see no objection to this. It is de- | 
monstrably clear to me, that rights not given are retained, and that 
liberty of religion, and other rights are secure. I hope this Committee ~ 
will not reject it, for faults which can be corrected, when they see the | 
consequent confusion which will follow. = __ : 

. The Committee then rose—And on motion, Resolved, That this Con- 

vention will, on Monday next, again resolve itself into a Committee of — 

the whole Convention, to take into farther consideration, the proposed 
Constitution of Government. | 
And then the Convention adjourned until Monday next, nine 

o'clock. a | | 

1. For this resolution, recommended by the Committee on Privileges and Elections, 7 
see Convention Debates, 7 June (RCS:Va., 1007). . 

| _ 2. In 1760 Parliament passed an act (1 George III, c. 23), the preamble of which 
cited the provision of the Act of Settlement (1701) declaring that judges should serve : 
during good behavior and that their salaries should be established. The act of 1760 also 
provided that the commissions of judges were to be “‘in full Force, during their good 
Behaviour, notwithstanding the Demise of his Majesty ... or of any of his Heirs and 
Successors.’’ Salaries set by Parliament or granted by the King were to be paid so long 
as the commissions remained in force. 

3. See the speech of James Madison on 11 June (RCS:Va., 1148-49). 
_ 4, Grayson refers to the Statute of Merchants (1283), also called the Statute of Acton 

. Burnell, and the Ordinance and Statute of the Staple (1353-54). The Statute of Mer- 

chants helped foreign merchants to collect debts due them; while the Statute of the 
Staple protected them, gave them safe-conduct, and permitted them to sell their goods 
freely at the staple and elsewhere. | ae : 

5. Article 4 of the Treaty of Peace (1783) provided “that Creditors on either Side 
_ Shall meet with no lawful Impediment to the Recovery of the full Value in Sterling 

_ Money of all bona fide Debts heretofore contracted.” : : 
6. Before the Revolution, many Connecticut residents bought land in Pennsylvania’s 

‘Wyoming Valley from a Connecticut land company and moved there. These settlers | 
acknowledged Connecticut’s jurisdiction and engaged in hostilities with settlers who | 
accepted Pennsylvania’s jurisdiction. In 1782 a federal court, appointed by the two states 
under Article IX of the Articles of Confederation (CDR, 89-90), awarded jurisdiction 
to Pennsylvania. The Connecticut settlers resisted and were supported by the State of 
Connecticut. oO 

_ In 1786 the two states struck a bargain. Connecticut ceded all of its western lands 

to Congress, except for a large tract just beyond the western boundary of Pennsylvania | | 
__ that came to be known as the Western Reserve. Pennsylvania agreed not to question 

| Connecticut’s right to this tract, while Connecticut agreed to give up its claims or those
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of its land companies to lands in Pennsylvania. Grayson, then a delegate to Congress, 
said that Connecticut’s cession was “nothing but a state juggle contrived by old Roger 
Sherman [of Connecticut] to get a side wind confirmation to a thing they had no right 

| to” (to James Madison, 28 May 1786, Rutland, Madison, IX, 61). 

In 1786, Pennsylvania established Luzerne County in the Wyoming Valley. Where- 
_ upon, the Connecticut settlers resisted Pennsylvania’s laws and boycotted state and local 

elections. In August 1787 Connecticut settlers met at Tioga Point to establish ‘‘a new 
7 state,” and in November, Pennsylvania sent its militia into the valley to be ready to quell 

any insurrections. (See CC: Vol. 2, p. 135n; and CC:Vol. 3, pp. 63n—64n.) | 
| 7. At some point Grayson drafted (but did not formally present to the Convention) 
- amendments to several parts of the Constitution, including Article III (judiciary). To 

Article III, section 2, clause 2, he proposed to add the following: : 
“The Defendant in all Cases, except appeals or writs of Error, shall be impleaded in 

a court to be established in that State in which he resides, if he hath any fixed place 
of residence therein; unless the Cause of action shall have accrued since his departure | 

from the same, and in the State where he shall be impleaded. 
‘No person shall be impleaded in any of the courts of the united States but by the 

person or party to whom the right of action originally accrued, his heirs, Executors or 
Administrators. | | 

| ‘A Court of appellate Jurisdiction shall be held in every State; and in all Cases arising 
between Citizens of the same, or of different States, or between Citizens of the U.S. 

and foreign Citizens or Subjects, the Appeal shall be heard and determined within that 
State where the Defendant may be lawfully impleaded in the original suit or Action, 
and shall in all such Cases be final. | 

‘Viva voce testimony shall not be admitted in any Case of appeal. 
“Matters of fact put in issue between individuals shall in Courts of Law be tried by , 

a Jury” (Bryan Family Papers, Vi. For a photographic reproduction of the two-page 
| document containing all of Grayson’s amendments, see Mfm:Va.). 

8. See note 6 (above). 
9. Rhode Island and Connecticut, basing their claims upon their colonial charters, 

had disputed the territory west of Narragansett Bay since the 1660s. After several un- 
successful attempts to settle the dispute, the two colonies agreed on a compromise 
boundary in 1703, with Connecticut making a significant concession. In 1714, Con- 
necticut appointed a committee to run the line, but soon suspended further action. 
Rhode Island appointed a committee in 1719, but the line was still not run. In 1723. 

. the Board of Trade recommended that both colonies agree to be annexed to the royal 
colony of New Hampshire. Spurred on by this subtle threat, both colonies renewed their 

| efforts to settle their boundary. In 1726 a committee of the Privy Council approved 
the line agreed upon in 1703 and the King and Council endorsed the committee’s report. 
The colonies accepted the line, and in 1728 the running of the line was completed 
(Robert J. Taylor, Colonial Connecticut: A History [Millwood, N.Y., 1979], 56-59). 

10. Virginia and Pennsylvania both claimed the territory in present-day southwestern 
Pennsylvania. In 1773 Pennsylvania created Westmoreland County in the contested area; 
soon thereafter, Virginia included the disputed territory in the District of West Augusta. 
In January 1774 Arthur St. Clair, the clerk of the Westmoreland County court, arrested 
John Connolly, a West Augusta justice and Virginia militia captain. Connolly appeared 
for trial with over 150 armed men and declared that the court established by Pennsylvania 
had no jurisdiction over him. He soon arrested three of the Westmoreland County court 
justices and sent them to Staunton for trial (Thomas Perkins Abernethy, Western Lands 

| and the American Revolution (1937; reprint ed., New York, 1959], 91-97). Virginia and 
Pennsylvania settled their boundary dispute in 1780. (See RCS:Va., 697, note 27, for 

the agreement between Virginia and Pennsylvania.) , 
11. Randolph refers to a petition of Simon Nathan requesting that Virginia redeem 

bills of exchange, issued by George Rogers Clark and others in 1779, that had been
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purchased by Nathan. In June 1783, the legislature resolved to refer “to any two gentle- : 
| men in the State of Maryland, one of whom shall be appointed by the Governor, with : 

advice of Council, and the other by the said Nathan, who shall have power to arbitrate | 
and finally determine all disputes and controversies arising upon the said claim, according 
to the principles of Law and-equity, and if they differ, to call in a third person, who , 
shall act as umpire therein.’ Nathan’s claim was still outstanding in 1791 (House Journal — | 
[5 May—28 June 1783, Richmond, 1783], 22, 134-39, 152-53, 158; and Boyd, VI, 319- | : 

24n). | | ee ee os 

12. Paraphrased from chapter 39 of the Magna Carta (1215) which reads: ‘‘No free Boe 
man shall be taken or imprisoned or dispossessed, or outlawed, or banished, or in any . 

way destroyed, nor will we go upon him, nor send upon him, except by the legal judgment : 
of his peers or by the law of the land.” : Soa og SET a ; | 

13. In 1775 a group of North Carolina land speculators (Transylvania Company) led | 
by Richard Henderson purchased land in Kentucky from the Cherokees and began | 
settling the area. Virginia settlers and land speculators disputed Henderson’s title to the | - 
land and petitioned the Virginia legislature, requesting that it assume jurisdiction over 
Kentucky. In response, the Virginia legislature created Kentucky County. In 1778, the : 
legislature voided Henderson’s purchase, but compensated him and his associates with - 
land grants in Kentucky as a means of increasing the population of the area (Hening, — 
IX, 571-72; and Boyd, II, 64n—66n). | | | | ee 

14. See Convention Debates, 19 June, note 18 (above). _ a | . 

15. See the 16 June speeches of Patrick Henry, George Mason, and William Grayson 
(RCS:Va., 1328-32). | | - 7 : i | 

Depositions on the Disputed Louisa County Election __ a 

_ On 3 June the Convention received a petition from defeated Federalist | . 
candidate Richard Morris protesting the election of Antifederalist William = | 

White as a Louisa delegate. Four days later, the Convention appointed = | 
four commissioners from Louisa to take depositions on the disputed elec- | : 
tion. The commissioners met on 16 June, took depositions, and submitted | 

| a report to the Convention. William Smith, Jr., one of White’s agents, — 

| objected to the actions of the commissioners and wrote White giving his | 
version of events. On 21 June the Convention considered the report of | oP 
the Committee of Privileges and Elections on the election, the report of = | 

- the Louisa commissioners, and Smith’s letter to White. The Committee : 
| of Privileges and Elections recommended that some of White’s voters be | 

_ disqualified and that Morris be seated, but the Convention requested more _ ks 
_ information and then discharged the Committee from further consider- 

ation. White kept his Convention seat and voted against ratification of : 
the Constitution. | | | Oo | | 

_ Because three of the commissioners (one had withdrawn from the pro- | 
ceedings) objected to ‘‘some aspersions which were thrown out in the late a 

_ Hon. Convention” by Smith’s letter to White, they asked the printer of 
the Virginia Gazette and Weekly Advertiser to publish documents they be- ae 

| _ lieved ‘“‘necessary in order to satisfy the public of the rectitude of our | 
- conduct.” The documents, taking up slightly more than the entire first 

page of the Gazette’s 4 September issue, consist of the Convention’s 7— | 
| June appointment of the Louisa commissioners, the report of the com- | | 

missioners, Smith’s letter to White, and two depositions and an affidavit Oo 
_. describing the 16 June actions of the commissioners. (For a summary of _
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| the disputed election, see RCS:Va., 594—95; and for the Convention pro- _ 

| ceedings of 3 and 7 June on the election, see RCS:Va., 913, and 1006-7.) 

Report of Commissioners Waddy Thomson, Charles Yancey, 
and Thomas Johnson, 16 June! | 

In obedience of a resolution of the Honourable Convention dated June ‘7th, 
in a matter of controversy between Colonel Richard Morris and Colonel Wil- 

| liam White. | 
It appearing to us, that a blank subpoena having been delivered to 

the sheriff, in consequence of which no witnesses appeared in behalf 
of said William White, as none could be summoned, and the said White 

failing to furnish said Morris with a list agreeable to a said resolve, . 
__we then proceeded to examine the witnesses in behalf of said Morris, = 

| | which appeared agreeable to the enclosed affidavits, signed by us , | 
| Capt William Smith appeared as agent for Colonel William White, | 

and objected to the legallity of our proceedings without giving any 
, satisfactory reasons to us for so doing. | 

Given under our hands this 16th day of June 1788 

William Smith, Jr., to William White | 
Louisa, 16 June? | | | 

I attended at Capt. Charles Yancey’s this day, having heard that the | 
Commissioners were to attend there to determine the right of election | 

between you and Colonel Morris in the cause of the present Conven- 
tion, Mr. Poindexter (your other agent)? not being in the county, has 
a good deal embarrassed me, as I was at a loss how to conduct the 

matter; however I attended in order to do you that justice that might 
be in my power, we waited until late in the afternoon, when Colonel 

a Morris wrote to Colonel Minor to proceed to take the depositions in 
| his absence, without appointing any agent on his side, I objected that | 

as Col. Morris did not appear by himself or agent that the business 
| should not go on; in consequence of which a good deal of altercation 

insued, but at length it was agreed to refer it to a majority of the | 
Commissioners whether they should proceed or not, on which they | 

oe were divided, Colonel Nelson Anderson withdrew himself, who was of 
opinion that they ought not to proceed on the business, after which 
it was agreed that Colonel Garret Minor should act for Colonel Morris, _ 

and the other three Commissioners should proceed to do the business. 

I then moved that my objections should be entered and transmitted 

to the Convention, which was refused, and I think I can say with | 

propriety, that every step I undertook on your behalf, was rejected
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unjustly; as I have no weight with the gentlemen, all I can do is to be | 
an idle spectator to what I think the most partial piece of business I | 
ever saw conducted; Colonel Anderson is also an idle spectator to the 
business. Was I to go on to endeavour to give you a right idea of the 

_ days business, I fear I should tire your patience, and perhaps fall a 
good deal short in my account. I think you are treated very unjustly, 
ungenerously and ungenteelly. All I have to add, is, that I should be 

happy had it been in my power to give you justice. I refer you to those 
persons present for the confirmation of what I assert, as also for | 
further information, and remain Your most obedient Humble servant,‘ 

[P.S.] After writing the within, I have again applied to the Com- 
missioners to enter my objection, which they say they will do after | 

| going through the business which effectually stops my taking any fur- 
ther steps, as I do not know in what manner they will enter my 
objections. | Wo. SMITH, Junior © 

P.S. Since writing the above, I have waited on the Commissioners 
as a witness in your behalf, being qualified to swear that several persons 
who. voted for Col. Morris, had no legal vote, which I have been 
informed of by the persons themselves, also to establish Richard Pau- 
let’s vote as good, who voted for you, and was refused, and not set 

down at the election. They refused depositions on your side until they 
had heard every matter in favour of Col: Morris, saying that I had — 

| better wait than others; accordingly about or little before sun-set, they 
did agree to hear witness on your side. When I proceeded to write 
depositions in your favour, after procéeding a considerable length, 
Col. Minor, in favour of Col. Morris, objected to the depositions on 

your side, saying that Col. Morris nor his agent were not present (mark 
_ this) upon which, I was, I may say, amazed. The objection made by 

Col Minor was allowed, and entered accordingly, upon which I went | 
from their presence in confusion. Mr. Thomas Johnson, sheriff, fol- 

lowed me, when I was about to get on my horse, and mentioned 

something about comeing back. But believe me sir, I never wish to 
transact business with gentlemen of their turn. I will say no more only 

I wish you to understand that all the gentlemen did not appear to act 
on the same principle.® | | 

Deposition of Charles Barrett and Aaron Fontaine | — 

Louisa County, 13 August | 

The deposition of Col. Charles Barrett, and Captain Aaron Fontaine, | 
_ ina certain dispute or controversy between Waddy Thomson, Charles 

Yancey, and Thomas Johnson, gentlemen Commissioners (appointed
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| by the late Hon. Convention) and William Smith B. Nelson Anderson | 

and Richard Paulett. These deponents after being solemnly sworn do 

depose and say, that in consequence of our having seen a letter of 

Capt. William Smith’s, to Col. William White, and attested or certified 

a by Nelson Anderson and Richard Paulett, accusing Capt. Waddy Thom- 

son, Charles Yancey and Thomas Johnson, sheriff, late Commissioners, 

in a matter of controversy between Col. Richard Morris and Col. Wil- 

liam White, respecting the election of members to Convention, of 

| partiality in the execution of their office, We do therefore certify that _ 

we were present on the 16th of June last, at the house of Capt. Charles 

Yancey, where the said Commissioners met agreeable to a resolve of 

the Hon. Convention, and that we did not observe any thing in the 

| conduct of either of the gentlemen Commissioners, which savoured 

the least of partiality to either of the parties, and it appeared to us 

from the behaviour of Mr. Smith, who was agent for Col. White, that 

he meant to procrastinate the business as much as possible.° | 

Affidavit of Thomas Merriwether | 

- Louisa County, 21 July’ 

The affidavit of Thomas Meriwether of lawful age, in a matter of 

controversy between Waddy Thomson, Charles Yancey and Thomas 

Johnson jun gentlemen, Commissioners appointed by the late Con- | 

vention, to take the depositions of sundry persons touching the legality 

of their votes in a disputed election between Col. Richard Morris and 

Col. William White and William Smith Ballard, Nelson Anderson, and 

| Richard Paulett. This deponent after being duly sworn, deposeth and 

saith, that he was at the house of Charles Yancey on the 16th of June, 

the day appointed for the meeting of the said Commissioners, the said 

William Smith appeared as agent for Col. White, (who was absent) the 

Commissioners proceeded to take the depositions of the witnesses that 

appeared, and while they were engaged in doing the business, Mr. 

| Smith desired them to enter his objections to their proceedings; they 

told him that they were then very much engaged in taking the dep- 

ositions of sundry persons that were anxious to return to their several 

| homes (it being late in the evening) but when they were ready to make 

up their report, would enter any objections he would offer; he ap- 

peared to be very much offended, and proceeded to write a letter, I 

| suppose, to Col. White, after some considerable time was taken up in 

writing he and Col. Nelson Anderson walked aside, and after being in 

private a while Mr. Anderson came to the Commissioners and asked | 

them if they refused to enter Mr. Smith’s objections, they replied in |
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the negative; and after they had nearly taken all the depositions, Mr. 
Smith told them, that he wished to give his deposition respecting sev- 
eral persons right to vote; they desired him to write his deposition, he ok 
accordingly began to write it, and Col. Garritt Minor (who appeared | 

: in behalf of Col. Morris) objected to his giving his deposition, but the 
objection was over ruled by the Commissioners. Immediately Mr.Smith => 
taking offence tore up the paper he was writing on, and went to his 
horse. One of the Commissioners followed him, and desired him to - 
come back and give his deposition, but he refused to do it. Since the | 
letter from Mr. Smith was read in Convention I happened to be in — | 
company with Col. Nelson Anderson (who attested the letter,) and a 

_ conversation arising respecting the letter, he said that he did not sign 
the letter as containing facts, but to prove that Mr. Smith wrote the | : 
said letter, this deponent further saith that the Commissioners ap- 
peared to act fairly and impartially on the occasion.® | | 

Deposition of Garret Minor | | | | 
| Louisa County, 20 August? : wee 

_ Deposeth that being at the house of Charles Yancey gentleman, on : a 
_ the 16th of June past, this deponent received a letter from Col. Richard — 

Morris, requesting that he would apply to certain gentlemen Com- 
missioners to take depositions in a dispute between the said Morris. | 
and Col William White, respecting the legality of certain votes at a 
late election for the county of Louisa, to represent the county in | 
Convention; with this letter this deponent received also a list of voters | 

_ objected to by the said Morris, and a copy of the resolves of a com- | 
_ mittee of the Hon Convention, which this deponent laid before the | 

gentlemen Commissioners therein appointed, and requested on behalf | 
of the said Morris that they would proceed to take the depositions of 
such persons as were then present. This was objected to by Capt. 
William Smith, who appeared as agent to Col. White. But on this = 
deponent shewing that Col. Morris had done every thing that lay in - 
him to do, agreeable to the resolution of the Hon. Committee. Three _ : 

_ of the gentlemen appointed in the resolve, to wit: Waddy Thomson, oe 
Charles Yancey, and Thomas Johnson, proceeded to take the depo- — | 
sitions that were offered, on the occasion which this deponent thinks 7 
and believes they did fairly and impartially. | Cope 

_ The other gentleman Commissioner, to wit: Col. Nelson Anderson. oe 
refused to assist in the business, on the suggestion of Capt. Smith, 
that Col. Morris was absent and would not give him notice of the votes. | 
that he meant to object to on behalf of Col. White. Although this _
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deponent shewed him plainly that Col Morris had done every thing 
requisite on his part agreeable to the resolve of the Honourable Com- _ 
mittee. | | 

_ This deponent thinks and believes, that Capt. Smith only wished to 
procrastinate the day’s business, as this would have answered every 

purpose for which he was appointed. When Capt. Smith proposed 
giving in his own deposition, this deponent objected to the legallity of 
it, observing that it could not go to the Hon. Committee as legal 
evidence until Col. Morris had been first served, by Col White or his | 

agent, with a copy of the objectionable voters. The gentlemen Com- 

: missioners over ruled this objection, and said they would take his dep- 
osition but the said Smith went off seemingly much offended, reflecting 

in a very indecent and improper manner, on the gentlemen commis- | 
sioners.'° | | 

1. The manuscript of this report is in the Convention records at the Virginia State 
Library. (See Mfm:Va. for a photographic reproduction of it.) Waddy Thomson, a Revo- 
lutionary War militia officer, was county sheriff, 1784-86. Charles Yancey, a merchant, 
miller, and distiller, was variously sheriff, a justice of the peace, and a member of the 

| House of Delegates after 1788. Thomas Johnson was county sheriff in 1787 and 1788. 
Nelson Anderson, the Antifederalist who withdrew as a commissioner, was a Revolu- 

| tionary War militia officer and a Hanover delegate to the House of Delegates, 1782- 
83. He moved to Louisa in 1784. Anderson was defeated for one of Louisa’s Convention 

| seats. (See Ransom B. True, “Louisa County and the Virginia Convention of 1788,” 
Louisa County Historical Magazine, II [1971], 12-13, 19-22.) Colonel White, a planter 

| whose election to the Convention was challenged by defeated Federalist candidate Rich- , 
ard Morris, was Louisa’s county lieutenant during the Revolution. From May 1781 to 
January 1788, he served almost continuously in the House of Delegates, where he usually 
supported views held by Patrick Henry (ibid., 14-17). White voted against ratification 
of the Constitution. For Richard Morris, see Louisa County Election (RCS:Va., 595n). 

2. Smith (c. 1754-1833) was a Revolutionary War militia officer. His middle name ~ 

| was Ballard, which accounts for the fact that one of the documents printed below refers: 

| to him as ‘William Smith Ballard,’’ while another document describes him as “William . 

Smith B.”’ : 
3. For John Poindexter, see note 9 (below). 
4. Following Smith’s signature, Nelson Anderson and Richard Paulett certified: “We 

whose names are signed, look on it that the facts abovementioned are justly stated.” 

. See the deposition of Thomas Merriwether (below) in which he states that Anderson 

Oe told him “‘that he did not sign the letter as containing facts, but to prove that Mr. Smith 

wrote the said letter.” , | | : , 
5. At this point, Richard Paulett attested: “‘I do hereby certify that the above postscript _ 

contains facts.” Paulett’s attestation was followed by this certification by Convention 

Secretary John Beckley: “City of Richmond, to wit: I do hereby certify that the foregoing | 

is a true copy of a letter and postscripts, read in Convention this day. Given under my 

| - hand this 21st June, 1788.” 
6. At this point, Henry Garrett attested: ‘““Loursa, to wit: Sworn to before me Henry 

| Garrett, a Justice of the Peace for said county in due form, this 13th day of August.” 

7. Merriwether was a sub-sheriff of Louisa County in 1787 and 1788. | 

: 8. At this point, Garret Minor attested: “Sworn to before me this 21st day of July | 

1788.” | | :
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9. The following statement appeared above the document: ‘‘The deposition of Garritt 
Minor, of lawful age, taken and sworn to before me John Poindexter, a magistrate for | 

the county of Louisa, this 20th day of August 1788.’ Poindexter was clerk of Louisa | 
from 1772 to 1792. : | 

10. At this point, Poindexter wrote: ‘““Sworn to before me.” : | 

The Virginia Convention | | 

| Monday | 
| 23 June 1788 | — 

Debates! a , 

The Convention, according to the order of the day, again resolved 
itself into a Committee of the whole Convention to take into farther | 

consideration, the proposed plan of Government.—Mr. Harrison in the 
— Chair. | | | 

(The 1st © 2d sections, of the 3d article, still under consideration.) 

Mr. Nicholas informed the Committee, that he had attempted on a 
former occasion, to deliver his sentiments on the subject of the Con- — | 
stitution, he therefore did not mean to trouble the Committee now,— a 

but he hoped that Gentle[men] were satisfied with the arguments that : 
had been urged by those who were last up, and that the Clerk would 
proceed to read the next clause. | - 

Mr. Henry replied, that he did not consider the objections answered 
in such a manner as gave satisfaction. He hoped Gentlemen would 

_ consider and remember, that if they were not heard now, they may 
never be heard again on the subject—It was an important part of the : 
proposed plan of Government, which ought, if possible, to be fairly 
understood—he hoped therefore that Gentlemen would not be im- 
patient. He proceeded to state the cases which might arise under the 

proposed plan of Government, and the probable interference of the | 
Federal Judiciary with that of the State Judiciaries—The dangers and 

| difficulties which would arise to the citizens from the operation of a | 

| Federal revenue law—which would extend to the lands, tenements, and : 

other property coming under the denomination of direct taxes; and 
when intrusted to a Federal collector, might be attended with abuses | 
of a dangerous and alarming tendency—The property of the citizens 
seized and sold for one-tenth part of its value—They ousted from their 
house and home, and would have no other recourse for redress but 

to the Federal Government, which might perhaps be 500 miles from | 

the place of sale. He observed, this may be done, Mr. Chairman, for 

we have instances to prove my assertion, even in some parts of our
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State, where persons have been turned out of house and home by our 

| collectors, and their property sold for a mere trifle,—and if it had not 

been for an act of the last Assembly, this practice would still have 
continued.? | 

| Mr. Chairman, I feel myself particularly interested in this part of 

the Constitution,—I perceive dangers must and will arise, and when 

the laws of that Government come to be enforced here, I have my 

fears for the consequences. It is not on that paper before you we have 

| to rely, should it be received; it is on those that. may be appointed 

| under it. It will be an empire of men and not of laws—Your rights 

and liberties rest upon men—Their wisdom and integrity may preserve 

| you—but on the contrary, should they prove ambitious, and designing, 

may they not flourish and triumph upon the ruins of their country? 

| He then proceeded to state the appellate jurisdiction of the Judicial 

| power, both as to law and fact, with such exceptions and under such reg- 

ulations as Congress shall make. He observed, that as Congress had a 

right to organize the Federal Judiciary, they might or might not have 

recourse to a jury as they pleased. He left it to the candour of the © 

Honorable Gentleman to say, whether those persons who were at the 

expense of taking witnesses to Philadelphia, or wherever the Federal 

Judiciary may sit, could be certain whether they were to be heard 

‘before a jury or not. An Honorable Gentleman, (Mr. Marshall) the 

other day observed, that he conceived the trial by jury better secured 

| under the plan on the table, than in the British Government, or even 

in our Bill of Rights. I have the highest veneration and respect for 

| the Honorable Gentleman, and I have experienced his candour on all 

occasions; but, Mr. Chairman, in this instance, he is so materially mis- 

taken, that I cannot but observe, he is much in an error. I beg the 

Clerk to read that part of the Constitution which relates to trial by | 

jury.—(The Clerk then read the eighth article of the Bill of Rights.)° 

| Mr. Marshall rose to explain what he had before said on this subject: 

He informed the Committee, that the Honorable Gentleman (Mr. 

Henry) must have misunderstood him. He said, that he conceived the 

trial by jury was as well secured, and not better secured, in the pro- 

posed new Constitution, as in our Bill of Rights.—(The Clerk then read 

the eleventh article of the Bill of Rights.)* 

| | Mr. Henry,—Mr. Chairman.—The Gentleman’s candour, Sir, as [ in- 

formed you before, I have the highest opinion of—and am happy to 

find he has so far explained what he meant—but, Sir, has he mended 

the matter? Is not the antient trial by jury preserved in the Virginia 

Bill of Rights,—and is that the case in the new plan? No, Sir,—they 

can do it if they please. Will Gentlemen tell me the trial by a jury of
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_ the vicinage where the party resides, is preserved? True, Sir, there is 
to be a trial by a jury in the State where the fact was committed—but, 

| Sir, this State, for instance, is so large that your juries may be collected _ 
500 miles from where the party resides—no neighbours who are ac- | 

: quainted with their characters, their good or bad conduct in life, to 

_ judge of the unfortunate man who may be thus exposed to the rigour a 
_ of that Government. Compare this security then, Sir, in our Bill of 
Rights to that in the new plan of Government, and in the first you | 

| have it—and in the other, in my opinion, not at all. But, Sir, in what 
_ situation will our citizens be, who have made large contracts under 

| our present Government? They will be called to a Federal Court, and | 
tried under retrospective laws;—for it is evident, to me at least, that oe 
the Federal Court must look back, and give new remedies, to compel | 
individuals to fullfil them. The whole history of human nature cannot | oe 
produce a Government like that before you:—The manner in which | ee a 

_ the Judiciary and other branches of the Government are formed, seem 
| to me, calculated to lay prostrate the States, and the liberties of the 

people:—But, Sir, another circumstance ought totally to reject that oe 
plan, in my opinion—which is, that it cannot be understood—in many | 
parts even by the supporters of it. A Constitution, Sir, ought to be 
like a beacon, held up to the public eye so as to be understood by | 

- every man. Some Gentlemen have observed, that the word jury, implies , 
a jury of the vicinage.—There are so many inconsistencies in this, that, 
for my part, I cannot understand it. By the Bill of Rights of England, = 
a subject has a right to a trial by his peers—what is meant by his 
-peers?—Those who reside near him—his neighbours—and who are well ps 
acquainted with his character and situation in life. Is this secured in 
the proposed plan before you? No, Sir, I think not. But, Sir, as I have a 
observed before, what is to become of the purchases of the Indians-— 
Those unhappy nations who have given up their lands to private pur- 

_chasers—who by being made drunk, have given a thousand—nay, I~ | 
might say 10,000 acres, for the trifling sum of six pence?—It is with 
true concern, with grief I tell you, that I have waited with pain to  —™ 
come to this part of the plan—because, I observed Gentlemen admitted © oe 

_ its being defective—and I had my hopes—would have proposed amend- sit” 
_ ments;—but this part they have defended—and this convinces me of __ | 

_ the necessity of obtaining amendments before it is adopted: They have 
defended it with ingenuity and perseverence,—but by no means sat- - | 

| isfactory. If previous amendments are not obtained, the trial by jury _ | 
is gone: British debtors will be ruined by being dragged to the Federal — 

a Court—and the liberty and happiness of our citizens gone—never again - 
_ to be recovered. ae Be a oe |
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Mr. Stephen,—Mr. Chairman.—The Gentleman, Sir, means to frighten 
us by his bugbears and hobgoblings—his sale of lands to pay taxes— 
Indian purchases, and other horrors, that I think I know as much 

about as he does. I have travelled through the greater part of the | 

Indian countries; I know them well, Sir.—I can mention a variety of 

resources by which the people may be enabled to pay their taxes.— 
(He then went into a description of the Mississippi and its waters, | 

a Cooke’s river,’ the Indian tribes residing in that country, and the va- 

: riety of articles which might be obtained to advantage by trading with __ 

these people.)—I know, Mr. Chairman, of several rich mines of gold 

and silver in the Western country—and will the Gentleman tell me that 

these precious metals will not pay taxes? If the Gentleman does not 

| like this Government, let him go and live among the Indians; I know 

| of several nations that live very happy—and I can furnish him with a 

vocabulary of their language. . 

Mr. George Nicholas observed, that he should only make a few ob- 

servations on the objections that had been stated to the clauses now | 

‘under consideration—and not renew the answer already given. The 

Gentleman says, he would admit some parts of the Constitution—but | 

that he would never agree to that now before us. I beg Gentlemen, 
when they retire from these walls, that they would take the Consti- 

| tution, and strike out such parts as the Honorable Gentleman (Mr. 

Henry) has given his approbation to, and they will find what a curious | 

kind of Government he would make of it. It appears to me, Sir, that 

he has objected to the whole—and that no part, if he had his way, — 

would be agreed to. It has been observed, Sir, that the Judges ap- _ 

‘pointed under the British Constitution, are more independent than 

those to be appointed under the plan on the table. This, Sir, like other 

assertions of Honorable Gentlemen, is equally groundless.—May there 

| not be a variety of pensions granted to the Judges in England, so as 

‘to influence them?—and cannot they be removed by a vote of both 

Houses of Parliament? This is not the case with our Federal Judges— 

they are to be appointed during good behavior, and cannot be re- 

, moved—and at stated times are to receive a compensation for their 

services. We are told, Sir, of fraudulent assignments of bonds—Do 

Gentlemen suppose, that the Federal Judges will not see into such a 

conduct, and prevent it? Western claims are to be revived too—new 

: suits commenced in the Federal Courts for disputes already determined 

| in this State.—This, Sir, cannot be, for they are already determined 

under the laws of this State, and therefore are conclusive. But, Sir, 

we are told, that two executions are to issue—one from the Federal 

Court, and one from the State Court: Do not Gentlemen know, Sir, |
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that the first execution is good and must be satisfied, and that the 
debtor cannot be arrested under the second execution? Quitrents too, | 

Sir, are to be sued for. To satisfy Gentlemen, Sir, I beg leave to refer 

them to an act of Assembly passed in the year 1782, before the peace, 
| which absolutely abolishes the quitrents, and discharges the holders of | 

lands in the Northern Neck from any claim of that kind.6—(He then ~ 
read the act alluded to.)—As to the claims of certain companies who 
purchased lands of the Indians, they were determined prior to the | 

_ opening of the Land-Office by the Virginia Assembly—and it is not to 
be supposed they will again renew their claim. But, Sir, there are | 
Gentlemen who have come by large possessions, that it is not easily | 

| to account for.—(Here Mr. Henry interfered, and hoped the Honorable | 
| Gentleman meant nothing personal.)’—Mr. Nicholas observed, I mean 

| what I say, Sir. But we are told of the Blue Laws of Massachusetts— 
are these to be brought in debate here? Sir, when the Gentleman 
mentioned them the day before yesterday I did not well understand os 
what he meant, but from enquiry find, Sir, they were laws made for 
the purpose of preserving the morals of the people, and took the name 
of Blue Laws from their being written on blue paper: But how does | 

_. this apply to the subject before you? Is this to be compared to the : 
plan now on the table? Sir, this puts me in mind of an observation I~ 
have heard out of doors—which was, that because the New-England- 
men wore black stockings and plush breeches, there can be no union 

with them. We have heard a great deal of the trial by jury—a design 
to destroy the State Judiciaries, and the destruction of the State Gov- 

| ernments. This, Sir, has already been travelled over, and I think suf- 
_ ficiently explained, to render it unnecessary for me to trouble the o 

Committee again on the subject. | 
| Mr. Henry,—Mr. Chairman.—If the Gentleman means personal in- | 

sinuations—or to wound my private reputation—I think this an im- 
proper place to do so. If on the other hand, he means to go on in 
the discussion of the subject, he ought not to apply arguments which 
might tend to obstruct the discussion. As to land matters, I can tell 
how I came by what I have—but I think that Gentleman (Mr. Nicholas) | 
has no right to make that enquiry of me. I mean not to offend any 
one—I have not the most distant idea of injuring any Gentleman—my 
object was to obtain information.—If I have offended in private life, 
or wounded the feelings of any man, I did not intend it:—I hold what | 

I hold in right and in a just manner. I beg pardon, Sir, for having 
intruded thus far. | | : | | - 

Mr. Nicholas,—Mr. Chairman.—I meant no personality in what I said, 
_ nor did I mean any resentment. If such conduct meets the contempt |
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of that Gentleman, I can only assure him, it meets with an equal degree | 

of contempt from me. , 

Mr. President observed, that he hoped Gentlemen would not be 

personal, that they would proceed to investigate the subject calmly, 

and in a peaceable manner. | 
Mr. Nicholas replied, that he did not mean the Honorable Gentleman | 

(Mr. Henry) but he meant those who had taken up large tracts of land 

| in the Western country. The reason he would not explain himself | 

before was, that he thought some observations dropped from the Hon- 

| orable Gentleman, as ought not to have come from one Gentleman 

_ to another. - | 

Mr. Monroe,—Mr. Chairman.—I am satisfied of the propriety of clos- 

ing this subject, Sir, but I must beg leave to trouble the Committee 
| a little farther. We find, Sir, that two different Governments are to _ 

: have concurrent jurisdiction in the same object. May not this bring 

on a conflict in the Judiciary? and if it does, will it not end in the ruin 

of one or the other? There will be two distinct Judiciaries—one acting 

under the Federal authority, the other the State authority. May it not 

also tend to oppress the people by having suits going on against them — 

in both Courts for the same debt? | 

Mr. Madison answered Mr. Monroe, by observing, that the County _ 

Courts were perfectly independent of each other, where the same 

inconvenience might arise: The States are also independent of each 

other. We well know, Sir, that foreigners cannot get justice done them _ 

| in these Courts, and this has prevented many wealthy Gentlemen from 

trading or residing among us. There are also many public debtors who 

have escaped from justice, for want of such a method as is pointed 

out in the plan on the table. To prevent any interference of the Federal 

| and State Judiciaries, the Judges of the States may be deprived of 

holding any office in the General Government. | 

Mr. Grayson observed, that the Federal and State Judiciaries, could 

not on the present plan be kept in perfect harmony. As to the trial 

by jury being safer here than in England, that I deny. Jury trials are 

- secured there, Sir, by Magna Charta, in a clear and decided manner; 

and that here it is not in express and positive terms, is admitted by | 

most Gentlemen who now hear me. He concluded with saying, that 

he did not believe there existed a social compact upon the face of the | 

earth, so vague, and so indefinite, as the one now on the table. 

Mr. Henry went into an explanation of the trial by jury, and the 

difference between the new plan and our Bill of Rights, and observed, , 

| that the latter had been violated by several acts of Assembly, which 

could only be justified by necessity: He begged Gentlemen to consider —
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how necessary it was to have that invaluable blessing secured: Those _ | 
_ feeble implications, relative to juries in the new plan, might create the | 

| unhappy tendency of factions in a Republican Government; which 
nothing but a Monarchy could suppress. As to people escaping with 
public money, the Gentleman must know that bond and security is | 

_ always taken on occasions where men are entrusted with the collection | | 
of it, and these can follow them, and be sued for and recovered in 
another State, or wherever they may escape to. oe es , 

Mr. Madison observed, that the declaration on that paper could not | 
diminish the security of the people, unless a majority of their Rep- 
resentatives should concur in a violation of their rights. | 

_ Mr. George Mason.—Mr. Chairman.—I should not have troubled the — | 
Committee again on this subject, were there not some arguments in _ eo 
support of that plan, Sir, that appear to me totally unsatisfactory. With _ Ala 

| respect to concurrent jurisdiction, Sir, the Honorable Gentleman | | oO 
James Madison] has observed, that County Courts had exercised this : 
right without complaint. Have Hanover and Henrico the same objects? 

| Can an officer in either of those counties, serve a process in the . 
_ other?—The Federal Judiciary has concurrent jurisdiction throughout. 

the States, and therefore must interfere with the State Judiciaries. te 
7 Congress can pass a law constituting the powers of the Federal Judi- 

ciary throughout the States: They may also pass a law vesting the | 
Federal power in the State Judiciaries: These laws are permanent and | | 
cannot be controverted by any law of the State. If we were forming 
a General Government and not States, I think we would perfectly __ 
comply with the genius of the paper before you; but if we mean to 
form one great national Government for thirteen States, the arguments 

_ which I have heard hitherto in support of this part of the plan do not | 
apply at all. We are willing to give up all powers which are necessary oa 
to preserve the peace of the Union, so far as respects foreign nations, 
or our own preservation; but we will not agree to a Federal Judiciary, 
which is not necessary for this purpose, because the powers there | 
granted will tend to oppress the middling and lower class of people.— oa 
A poor man seized by the Federal officers and carried to a Federal 
Court, has he any chance under such a system as this? Justice itself 
may be bought too dear; yet this may be the case. It may cost a man Be 
500 1. to recover 1001. These circumstances are too sacred to leave aie 
undefined, and I wish to see things certain, positive and clear. But, 
however, Sir, these matters have been so fully investigated, that I beg oe 
pardon for having intruded so far, and I hope we shall go on in the | OO 
business. ss | | | ee
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(The 1st section, of the 4th article, read.) | | 

| Mr. George Mason,—Mr. Chairman.—The latter part of this clause, _ 
Sir, I confess I do not understand: Full faith and credit shall be given — 
to all acts; and how far it may be proper that Congress shall declare 

| | the effect, I cannot clearly see into. . | 

Mr. Madison,—Mr. Chairman.—It appears to me, that this is a clause | 
which is absolutely necessary. I never heard any objection to this clause _ 

- before, and have not employed a thought on the subject. a 
| 7 (The 2d section read.) 

| Mr. George Mason,—Mr. Chairman.—On. some former part of the | 
investigation of this subject, Gentlemen were pleased to make some 
observations on the security of property coming within this section. It 

_was then said, and I now say, that there is no security, nor have Gentle- | 

| ‘men convinced me of this. a | 

. | (The 3d section read.) : ) 

Mr. Grayson,—Mr. Chairman.—It appears to me, Sir, under this sec- 

| tion, there never can be a Southern State admitted into the Union. 

There are seven States, who are a majority, and whose interest it is to 
prevent it: The balance being actually in their possession, they will 
have the regulation of commerce, and the Federal ten miles square 

| wherever they please. It is not to be supposed then, that. they will 
admit any Southern State into the Union, so as to lose that majority. 

| Mr. Madison replied, that he thought this part of the plan more 
favourable to the Southern States than the present Confederation, as 

there was a greater chance of new States being admitted. 
Mr. George Mason took a retrospective view of several parts which | 

oo had been before objected to. He endeavoured to demonstrate the 

| dangers that must inevitably arise from the insecurity of our rights_ 

and privileges; as they depended on vague, indefinite, and ambiguous | 

implications. The adoption of a system so replete with defects, he 

apprehended, could not but be productive of the most alarming con- 

7 sequences. He dreaded popular resistance to its operation. He ex- 

| pressed in emphatic terms, the dreadful effects which must ensue, _ 

should the people resist; and concluded by observing, that he trusted 

Gentlemen would pause before they would decide a question which _ 

involved such awful consequences. Oo 
Mr. Lee, of Westmoreland,—Myr. Chairman.—My feelings are so op- 

pressed with the declarations of my honorable friend, that I can no | 

| longer suppress my utterance. I respect the Honorable Gentleman, 

: and never believed I should live, to have heard fall from his lips, 

opinions so injurious to our country, and so opposite to the dignity |
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of this Assembly. If the dreadful picture which he has drawn, be so 
abhorrent to his mind as he has declared, let me ask the Honorable 
Gentleman, if he has not pursued the very means to bring into action, : 
the horrors which he deprecates? Such speeches within these walls, | 
from a character so venerable and estimable, easily progress into overt 
acts, among the less thinking and the vicious. Then, Sir, I pray you to | 
remember, and the Gentlemen in opposition not to forget, that should | 
these impious scenes commence, which my honorable friend might 

_abhor, and which I execrate, whence and how they began. God of 
Heaven avert from my country the dreadful curse; but if the madness | 
of some, and the vice of others, should risk the awful appeal, I trust 

that the friends to the paper on your table, conscious of the justice 7 
of their cause, conscious of the integrity of their views, and recollecting | 
their uniform moderation, will meet the afflicting call with that firmness 

and fortitude, which become men summoned to defend what they | : 

conceive to be the true interest of their country, and will prove to the - 
world, that although they boast not in words of love of country, and 

_ affection for liberty, still they are not less attached to these invaluable | 
_ objects, than their vaunting opponents, and can with alacrity and res- 

ignation encounter every difficulty and danger in defence of them. | 
The remainder of the Constitution was then read, and the several 

objectionable parts noticed by the opposition; particularly that which 
related to the mode pointed out by which amendments were to be 
obtained; and after discussing it fully, | 

The Committee rose—And on motion, Resolved, That this Conven- 
tion will, to-morrow, again resolve itself into a Committee of the whole 

Convention, to take into farther consideration, the proposed Consti- | | 
tution of Government. | : 

And then the Convention adjourned until to-morrow morning, nine 
o'clock. | 

| 1. The debates for the day are preceded by this statement: “The incomplete and 
inaccurate state in which the speeches of this day appear, must be ascribed to the absence 
of the person who took the rest of the speeches in short hand. As he could not possibly 

_ attend on this day, the Printer hereof [William Prentis], earnestly desirous of conveying | 
as much information as possible to the public on so important a subject, has endea- 

| voured, by the assistance of his notes, to give as full and impartial an account of this 
day’s proceedings, as was practicable, without the aid of stenography.” : 

2. For this act, see Hening, XII, 564-66. | 
3. The eighth article of the Declaration of Rights reads: ‘‘That in all capital or criminal | 

prosecutions a man hath a right to demand the cause and nature of his accusation, to 
be confronted with the accusers and witnesses, to call for evidence in his favour, and 
to a speedy trial by an impartial jury of his vicinage, without whose unanimous consent | 
he cannot be found guilty, nor can he be compelled to give evidence against himself: 
that no man be deprived of his liberty except by the law of the land, or the judgment 
of his peers” (RCS:Va., 531).
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| 4. The eleventh article of the Declaration of Rights reads: “That in controversies 

respecting property, and in suits between man and man, the ancient trial by jury is 

preferable to any other, and ought to be held sacred”’ (2bid.). | 

5. A reference to Cook’s River (now Cook Inlet) near Anchorage, Alaska. In 1778 

Captain James Cook discovered “this great river, which promises to vie with the most 

considerable ones already known to be capable of extensive inland navigation.”” Cook 

| believed that ‘There is not the least doubt, that a very beneficial fur trade might be 

carried on with the inhabitants of this vast coast” (James Cook and James King, A Voyage 

to the Pacific Ocean . . ., [3 vols., plus atlas, London, 1784], II, 396, 401). John Ledyard, 

a crew member whose account of the voyage was published a year before Cook’s, made , 

similar observations (A Journal of Captain Cook’s Last Voyage to the Pacific Ocean ... 

[Hartford, Conn., 1783], 81-82 [Evans 17998)}). 

6. For the status of quitrents in the Northern Neck, see Convention Debates, 19 

June, note 18 (above). | : 

7. Since the late 1760s, Henry had been an avid land speculator (Henry Mayer, A 

Son of Thunder: Patrick Henry and the American Republic [New York and Toronto, 1986], 

118-28, 467). | 
8. The Journal states that the Convention adjourned until ten o’clock. : 

| The Virginia Convention 
a Tuesday 

24 June 1788 | 

Debates _ 

The Convention, according to the order of the day, again resolved 

itself into a Committee of the whole Convention to take into farther 

consideration, the proposed plan of Government.—Mr. Mathews in the 

Chair. | 
Mr. Wythe arose and addressed the Chairman, but he spoke so very 

low, that his speech could not be fully comprehended. He took a 

cursory view of the situation of the United States, previous to the late 

war, their resistance to the oppressions of Great-Britain, and the glo- 

rious conclusion and issue of that arduous conflict. To perpetuate the 

blessings of freedom, happiness, and independence, he demonstrated 

the necessity of a firm indissoluble Union of the States. He expatiated 

on the defects and inadequacy of the Confederation, and the conse- — 

quent misfortunes suffered by the people. He pointed out the impos- 

sibility of securing liberty without society; the impracticability of acting 

personally, and the inevitable necessity of delegating power to agents. 

He then recurred to the system under consideration. He admitted its , 

imperfection, and the propriety of some amendments.—But the ex- 

cellency of many parts of it could not be denied by its warmest op- 

ponents. He thought that experience was the best guide, and could 

alone develope its consequences. Most of the improvements that had 

been made in the science of Government, and other sciences, were 

the result of experience. He referred it to the advocates for amend-
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_ ments, whether if they were indulged with any alterations they pleased, 
there might not still be a necessity of alteration?—He then proceeded 

: to the consideration of the question of previous or subsequent amend- 
ments. The critical situation of America,—the extreme danger of dis-— 
solving the Union, rendered it necessary to adopt the latter alternative. | 
He saw no danger from this. It appeared to him most clearly, that any S 

| amendments which might be thought necessary, would be easily ob- | 
_ tained after ratification, in the manner proposed by the Constitution, : | 

as amendments were desired by all the States, and had already been © | 
proposed by several States. He then proposed, that the Committee 

_ should ratify the Constitution, and that whatsoever amendments might —_— 
be deemed necessary, should be recommended to the consideration — 

__ of the Congress which should first assemble under the Constitution, = 
to be acted upon according to the mode prescribed therein. | 

| The resolution of ratification proposed by Mr. Wythe was then read ee 
by the Clerk, which see hereafter in the report of the Committee to 
the Convention.! a ee we 

| Mr. Henry after observing, that the proposal of ratification was pre- | 
mature, and that the importance of the subject required the most ee 

| mature deliberation, proceeded thus:—The Honorable Member must 
forgive me for declaring my dissent from it, because if I understand __ 
it rightly, it admits that the new system is defective, and most capitally: — 

| For immediately after the proposed ratification, there comes a dec- 
laration, that the paper before you is not intended to violate any of | 
these three great rights—the liberty of religion, liberty of the press, 
and the trial by jury. What is the inference, when you enumerate the oo 

| rights which you are to enjoy? That those not enumerated are relin- oe 
quished. There are only three things to be retained. Religion, freedom : 

_ of the press, and jury trial. Will not the ratification carry every thing, __ | 
___ without excepting these three things? Will not all the world pronounce, _ 

that we intended to give up all the rest? Every thing it speaks of by , 
_ way of right is comprised in these three things. Your subsequent | 

| amendments, only go to these three amendments. I feel myself dis- 
tressed, because the necessity of securing our personal rights, seems 

) not to have pervaded the minds of men: For many other valuable things _ 
| are omitted. For instance:—General warrants, by which an officer may 

search suspected places, without evidence of the commission of a fact, 
) or seize any person without evidence of his crime, ought to be pro- oo 

hibited. As these are admitted, any man may be seized; any property =~” 
may be taken, in the most arbitrary manner, without any evidence or - 

_ reason. Every thing the most sacred, may be searched and ransacked 
| by the strong hand of power. We have infinitely more reason to dread |
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| general warrants here, than they have in England; because there, if a 
7 person be confined, liberty may be quickly obtained by the writ of 

habeas corpus. But here a man living many hundred miles from the 
Judges, may rot in prison before he can get that writ.—Another most _ 

| fatal omission is, with respect to standing armies. In your Bill of Rights _ 

| of Virginia, they are said to be dangerous to liberty, and it tells you, 

| _ that the proper defence of a free State consists in militia;? and so [| 

| might go on to ten or eleven things of immense consequence secured 
in your Bill of Rights, concerning which that proposal is silent. Is that 
the language of the Bill of Rights in England?—Is it the language of 

-. the American Bill of Rights, that these three rights, and these only, 
| are valuable? Is it the language of men going into a new Government? 

Is it not necessary to speak of those things before you go into a — 

a compact? How do these three things stand? As one of the parties, we 

declare we do not mean to give them up. This is very dictatorial. Much | 

| more so, than the conduct which proposes alterations as the condition | 

of adoption. In a compact there are two parties,—one accepting, and 

| another proposing. As a party, we propose that we shall secure these 
three things; and before we have the assent of the other contracting _ 

_ party, we go into the compact, and leave these things at their mercy. 

What will be the consequence?—Suppose the other States will call this 
dictatorial? They will say, Virginia has gone into the Government, and 
carried with her certain propositions, which she says, ought to be 
concurred in by the other States. They will declare, that she has no | 

right to dictate to other States, the conditions on which they shall | 

come into the Union. According to the Honorable Member’s [George | 

Wythe] proposal, the ratification will cease to be obligatory unless they 

accede to these amendments. We have ratified it. You have committed 

. a violation, they will say. They have not violated it. We say we will go 

out of it. You are then reduced to a sad dilemma: To give up these 

three rights, or leave the Government. This is worse than our present 

Confederation, to which we have hitherto adhered honestly and faith- 

fully. We shall be told we have violated it, because we have left it for 

the infringement and violation of conditions, which they never agreed 

| to be a part of the ratification. The ratification will be complete. The 

| proposal is made by one party. We, as the other, accede to it, and 

, propose the security of these three great rights; for it is only a proposal. 

In order to secure them, you are left in that state of fatal hostility, | 

which I shall as much deplore as the Honorable Gentleman. I exhort 

Gentlemen to think seriously, before they ratify this Constitution, and 

: persuade themselves that they will succeed in making a feeble effort | 

to get amendments after adoption. With respect to that part of the
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proposal, which says, that every power not granted remains with the — 
people; it must be previous to adoption, or it will involve this country | 
in inevitable destruction—To talk of it, as a thing subsequent, not as 
one of your unalienable rights, is leaving it to the casual opinion of 
the Congress who shall take up the consideration of that matter. They 
will not reason with you about the effect of this Constitution. They | 

| will not take the opinion of this Committee concerning its operation. __ | 
They will construe it as they please. If you place it subsequently, let 
me ask the consequences? Among ten thousand implied powers which _ 
they may assume, they may, if we be engaged in war, liberate every 

| one of your slaves if they please. And this must and will be done by - | 
men, a majority of whom have not a common interest with you. They | 

| will therefore have no feeling for your interests. It has been repeatedly | 
said here, that the great object of a national Government, was national | 

_ defence. That power which is said to be intended for security and | 

safety, may be rendered detestable and oppressive. If you give power 
to the General Government to provide for the general defence, the | 
means must be commensurate to the end. All the means in the pos- 

session of the people must be given to the Government which is in- 
trusted with the public defence. In this State there are 236,000 blacks, 

and there are many in several other States. But there are few or none oo 

in the Northern States, and yet if the Northern States shall be of 
opinion, that our numbers are numberless, they may call forth every 
national resource. May Congress not say, that every black man must 
fight?—Did we not see a little of this last war?-—We were not so hard | 

| pushed, as to make emancipation general. But acts of Assembly passed, 
that every slave who would go to the army should be free.2 Another 

_ thing will contribute to bring this event about—slavery is detested—we 
feel its fatal effects—we deplore it with all the pity of humanity. Let 
all these considerations, at some future period, press with full force 

| on the minds of Congress. Let that urbanity, which I trust will distin- - 7 
guish America, and the necessity of national defence:—Let all these 

_ things operate on their minds. They will search that paper, and see if | 
they have power of manumission.—And have they not, Sir?—Have they 
not power to provide for the general defence and welfare?—May they 
not think that these call for the abolition of slavery?—May they not 

_ pronounce all slaves free, and will they not be warranted by that power? 
There is no ambiguous implication, or logical deduction—The paper 
speaks to the point. They have the power in clear unequivocal terms; 
and will clearly and certainly exercise it. As much as I deplore slavery, — 
I see that prudence forbids its abolition. I deny that the General Gov- 

| ernment ought to set them free, because a decided majority of the |
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States have not the ties of sympathy and fellow-feeling for those whose _ 
interest would be affected by their emancipation. The majority of Con- 
gress is to the North, and the slaves are to the South. In this situation, 

I see a great deal of the property of the people of Virginia in jeopardy, 

and their peace and tranquillity gone away. I repeat it again, that it 

would rejoice my very soul, that every one of my fellow beings was 
emancipated. As we ought with gratitude to admire that decree of 

| Heaven, which has numbered us among the free, we ought to lament 

and deplore the necessity of holding our fellow-men in bondage. But 

is it practicable by any human means, to liberate them, without pro- 
ducing the most dreadful and ruinous consequences? We ought to © 

| possess them in the manner we have inherited them from our ances- 

tors, as their manumission is incompatible with the felicity of the coun- — 

try. But we ought to soften, as much as possible, the rigour of their 

| unhappy fate. I know that in a variety of particular instances, the 

Legislature listening to complaints, have admitted their emancipation.’ 

Let me not dwell on this subject. I will only add, that this, as well as 

every other property of the people of Virginia, is in jeopardy, and put 

in the hands of those who have no similarity of situation with us. This 

is a local matter, and I can see no propriety in subjecting it to Congress. 

With respect to subsequent amendments, proposed by the worthy 

Member [George Wythe], I am distressed when I hear the expression.— 

It is a new one altogether, and such a one as stands against every idea 

| of fortitude, and manliness, in the States, or any one else.—Evils ad- 

mitted, in order to be removed subsequently, and tyranny submitted 

to, in order to be excluded by a subsequent alteration, are things totally 

new to me. But I am sure he meant nothing but to amuse the Com- 

mittee. I know his candour. His proposal is an idea dreadful to me. _ | 

I ask—does experience warrant such a thing from the beginning of 

the world, to this day?—Do you enter into a compact of Government 

first, and afterwards settle the terms of the Government? It is admitted | 

by every one, that this is a compact.—Although the Confederation be 

lost, it is a compact Constitution, or something of that nature. I confess 

I never heard of such an idea before. It is most abhorrent to my mind. 

You endanger the tranquillity of your country—you stab its repose, if 

you accept this Government unaltered. How are you to allay animos- 

ities>—For such there are, great and fatal. He flatters me, and tells 

me, that I could influence the people, and reconcile them to it. Sir, 

their sentiments are as firm and steady, as they are patriotic. Were | 

to ask them to apostatize from their native religion, they would despise 

me. They are not to be shaken in their opinions, with respect to the 

propriety of preserving their rights. You never can persuade them,
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that it is necessary to relinquish them. Were I to attempt to persuade 
_ them to abandon their patriotic sentiments, I should look on myself - 

_ as the most infamous of men. I believe it to be a fact, that the great 
_ body of yeomanry are in decided opposition to it. I may say with | 

confidence, that for nineteen counties adjacent to each other, nine- 
| tenths of the people are conscientiously opposed to it. I may be mis- | 

taken, but I give you it as my opinion, and my opinion is founded on | | 
personal knowledge in some measure, and other good authority’ I 
have not hunted popularity by declaiming to injure this Government. 
Though public fame might say so, it was not owing to me that this 
flame of opposition has been kindled and spread. These men never | 
will part with their political opinions.—If they should see their political. 
happiness secured to the latest posterity, then indeed they might agree 

| to it. Subsequent amendments will not do for men of this cast. Do | 
- you consult the Union in proposing them? You may amuse them as _ | 

| long as you please, but they will never like it. You have not solid reality, ees 
the hearts and hands of the men who are to be governed. Have Gentle- coe, 

_ men no respect to the actual dispositions of the people in the adopting = 
States? Look at Pennsylvania and Massachusetts. These two great States __ 

7 have raised as great objections to that Government as we do. There | 
) was a majority of only nineteen in Massachusetts. We are told, that 

only 10,000 were represented in Pennsylvania, although 70,000 had 
_ aright to be represented.® Is not this a serious thing?—Is it not worth | 

while to turn your eyes for a moment from subsequent amendments, 
to the situation of your country?—Can you have a lasting Union in | 
these circumstances? It will be in vain to expect it. But if you agree 

| to previous amendments, you shall have Union, firm and solid. I cannot a 
conclude without saying, that I shall have nothing to do with it, if 
subsequent amendments be determined upon. Oppressions will be car- 

__ Tied on as radically by the majority when adjustments and accommo- | 
| dations will be held up. I say, I conceive it my duty, if this Government a 

| is adopted before it is amended, to go home.—I shall act as I think © oe 
| my duty requires.—Every other Gentleman will do the same. Previous es 

_ amendments, in my opinion, are necessary to procure peace and tran- | 
quillity. I fear, if they be not agreed to, every movement and operation 
of Government will cease, and how long that baneful thing civil discord, : 
will stay from this country, God only knows. When men are free from 
restraint, how long will you suspend their fury? The interval between 
this and bloodshed, is but a moment. The licentious and wicked of the _ | 
community, will seize with avidity every thing you hold. In this unhappy 
situation, what is to be done? It surpasses my stock of wisdom. If you — 

_ will in the language of freemen, stipulate, that there are rights which a
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-no man under Heaven can take from you, you shall have me going 
| along with you:—Not otherwise.—(Here Mr. Henry informed the Com- - 

_ mittee, that he had a resolution prepared, to refer a declaration of 

7 rights, with certain amendments to the most exceptionable parts of _ 

the Constitution, to the other States in the Confederacy, for their 

consideration, previous to its ratification. The Clerk then read the 

resolution, the declaration of rights, and amendments, which were 

nearly the same as those ultimately proposed by the Convention, which 
see at the conclusion.)’?’ He then resumed the subject. I have thus 7 

| candidly submitted to you Mr. Chairman, and this Committee, what 

- occurred to me as proper amendments to the Constitution, and a | 

declaration of rights containing those fundamental unalienable privi- | 

leges, which I conceive to be essential to liberty and happiness. I be- | 
lieve, that on a review of these amendments it will still be found, that 

| the arm of power will be sufficiently strong for national purposes, 

| when these restrictions shall be a part of the Government. I believe — 
| no Gentleman who opposes me in sentiments, will be able to discover 

that any one feature of a strong Government is altered; and at the 

| same time your unalienable rights are secured by them. The Govern- 

ment unaltered may be terrible to America; but can never be loved, | 

| till it be amended. You find all the resources of the Continent may 

be drawn to a point. In danger, the President may concentre to a point 
every effort of the Continent. If the Government be constructed to 

| satisfy the people, and remove their apprehensions, the wealth and 

strength of the Continent will go where public utility shall direct.—_ 

This Government, with these restrictions, will be a strong Government 

united with the privileges of the people. In my weak judgement, a _ 

| Government is strong when it applies to the most important end of 

| all Governments,—the rights and privileges of the people.—In the Hon- 

a orable Member’s proposal, jury trial, the press, and religion, and other _ 

| essential rights, are not to be given up.—Other essential rights—What 

are they?—The world will say, that you intended to give them up. When — 

| you go into an enumeration of your rights, and stop that enumeration, 

the inevitable conclusion is, that what is omitted is intended to be 

| surrendered. Anxious as I am to be as little troublesome as possible, 

I cannot leave this part of the subject, without adverting to one remark 

of the Honorable Gentleman [George Wythe]. He says, that rather 

than bring the Union into danger, he will adopt it with its imperfec- 

tions. A great deal is said about disunion, and consequent dangers. | 

| have no claim to a greater share of fortitude than others, but I can 

see no kind of danger. I form my judgment on a single fact alone,— 

| that we are at peace with all the world, nor is there any apparent cause |
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of a rupture with any nation in the world. Is it among the American > 
States that the cause of disunion is to be feared?—Are not the States . 

using all their efforts for the promotion of Union? New-England sac- _ 
rifices local prejudices for the purposes of Union. We hear the ne- | 
cessity of the Union, and predeliction for the Union, re-echoed from | 

| all parts of the Continent; and all at once disunion is to follow! If — 
Gentlemen dread disunion, the very thing they advocate will inevitably - 
produce it.—A previous ratification will raise insurmountable obstacles | 
to Union. New-York is an insurmountable obstacle to it, and North- 

| Carolina also. They will never accede to it, till it be amended. A great 
part of Virginia is opposed most decidedly to it, as it stands. This very 
spirit which will govern us in these three States, will find a kindred 

spirit in the adopting States. Give me leave to say, that it is very 
_ problematical, that the adopting States can stand on their own legs. I | 

hear only on one side, but as far as my information goes, there are 
heart-burnings and animosities among them. Will these animosities be 
cured by subsequent amendments? _ 

_ Turn away from America, and consider European politics. The na- | 
tions there which can trouble us, are France, England, and Spain. But | 

at present we know for a certainty, that those nations are engaged in | 
very different pursuits from American conquests. We are told by our 
intelligent Ambassador [Thomas Jefferson], that there is no such dan- 

ger as has been apprehended. Give me leave then to say, that dangers 
from beyond the Atlantic are imaginary. From these premises then, it - | 
may be concluded, that from the creation of the world, to this time, 

there never was a more fair and proper opportunity than we have at 
this day to establish such a Government, as will permanently establish 
the most transcendent political felicity. Since the revolution there has 
not been so much experience.—Since then, the general interests of 
America have not been better understood, nor the Union more ar- _ 

_ dently loved, than at this present moment. I acknowledge the weakness , 
_ of the old Confederation. Every man says, that something must be 

done. Where is the moment more favourable than this? During the 
war when ten thousand dangers surrounded us, America was mag- | 
nanimous. What was the language of the little State of Maryland? “I 
will have time to consider. I will hold out three years. Let what may | 
come, I will have time to reflect.”’® Magnanimity appeared every where. 

| What was the upshot? America triumphed. Is there any thing to forbid | 
us to offer these amendments to the other States?—If this moment | 
goes away unimproved, we shall never see it return. We now act under 
a happy system, which says, that a majority may alter the Government 

_ when necessary. But by the paper proposed, a majority will forever
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endeavor in vain to alter it. Three-fourths may. Is not this the most 

promising time and place for securing the necessary alterations? Will 

you go into that Government, where it is a principle, that a contempt- 

ible minority may prevent an alteration? What will be the language of 

| the majority?—Change the Government.—Nay, seven-eighths of the peo- 

ple of America may wish the change; but the minority may come with 

a Roman Veto,° and object to the alteration. The language of a mag- 

| nanimous country and of freemen is, Till you remove the defects we will 

| not accede. It would be in vain for me to shew, that there is no danger 

| to prevent our obtaining those amendments, if you are not convinced 

already. If the other States will not agree to them, it is not an in- 

ducement to Union. The language of this paper is not dictatorial, but 

merely a proposition for amendments. The proposition of Virginia met 

a with a favourable reception before. We proposed that Convention 

which met at Annapolis.!° It was not called dictatorial. We proposed 

that at Philadelphia.!! Was Virginia thought dictatorial? But Virginia 

is now to lose her pre-eminence. Those rights of equality to which the 

meanest individual in the community is entitled, is to bring us down 

infinitely below the Delaware people. Have we not a right to say, hear 

our propositions? Why, Sir, your slaves have a right to make their humble 

requests. Those who are in the meanest occupations of human life, 

have [a] right to complain. What do we require? Not pre-eminence, | 

but safety: That our citizens may be able to sit down in peace and | 

security under their own fig trees. I am confident that sentiments like 

| these, will meet with unison in every State: For they will wish to banish 

discord from the American soil. I am certain that the warmest friend 

of the Constitution, wishes to have fewer enemies—fewer of those who | 

pester and plague him with opposition. I could not withhold from my 

fellow-citizens any thing so reasonable. I fear you will have no Union, 

unless you remove the cause of opposition. Will you sit down contented 

with the name of Union, without any solid foundation? 

Mr. Henry then concluded, by expressing his hopes, that his reso- 

lution would be adopted, and added, that if the Committee should 

disapprove of any of his amendments, others might be substituted. 

Governor Randolph.—Mr. Chairman.—Once more, Sir, I address you, 

| and perhaps it will be the last time I shall speak concerning this Con- 

stitution, unless I be urged by the observations of some Gentleman. 

| Although this is not the first time that my mind has been brought to 

contemplate this awful period, yet I acknowledge it is not rendered 

less awful by familiarity with it. Did I persuade myself, that those fair 

days were present, which the Honorable Gentleman [Patrick Henry] 

| described; could I bring my mind to believe, that there were peace
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and tranquillity in this land, and that there was no storm gathering — 
which would burst, and that previous amendments could be obtained, ss 

| I would concur with the Honorable Gentleman: For nothing but the. os 

_ fear of inevitable destruction, would lead me to vote for the Consti- | 

tution in spite of the objections I have to it. But, Sir, what have I 
heard to day? I sympathized most warmly with what other Gentlemen _ 
said yesterday, that let the contest be what it may, the minority should wes 
submit to the majority. With satisfaction and joy I heard what he then | 

| said—That he would submit, and that there should be peace, if his power | 
could procure it.—What a sad reverse to-day! Are we not told, by way _ 
of counterpart to language that did him honor, that he would secede? os 

_ IT hope he will pardon, and correct me if I misrecite him; but if not 
_ corrected, my interpretation is, that secession by him will be the con- 

_ sequence of adoption without previous amendments.—(Here Mr. Henry 
explained himself, and denied having said any thing of secession; but 
that he had said he would have no hand in subsequent amendments; — | 
that he would remain and vote, and afterwards he would have no 

business here.)—I see, continued his Excellency, that Iam not mistaken : 

in my thoughts. The Honorable Gentleman says, he will remain and 
vote on the question, but after that he has no business here, and that _ 
he will go home. I beg to make a few remarks on the subject of whe 

| secession. If there be in this House, Members who have in contem- ee 
_ plation to secede from the majority, let me conjure them by all the : 

: ties of honor and duty, to consider what they are about to do. Some 
_ of them have more property than I have, and all of them are equal | 

to me in personal rights. Such an idea as refusing to submit to the oe 
_ decision of the majority, is destructive of every Republican principle. 

It will kindle a civil war, and reduce every thing to anarchy, uncertainty, pe 
and confusion. To avoid a calamity so lamentable, I would submit to bo 
it if it contained greater evils than it does. What are they to say to | 

__ their constituents when they go home.—‘‘We come to tell you that liberty = 
_ ts in danger, and though the majority is in favour of it, you ought not to | 

submit.”” Can any man consider, without shuddering with horror, the 
awful consequences of such a desperate conduct? I entreat men to | | 

. consider and ponder what good citizenship requires of them. I conjure | | 
them to contemplate the consequences as to themselves, as well as 

| others. They themselves will be overwhelmed in the general disorder. _ 
I did not think that the proposition of the Honorable Gentleman near 
me, (Mr. Wythe) could have met with the treatment it has. The Hon- _ 

| orable Gentleman [Patrick Henry] says, there are only three rights 
stipulated in it. I thought this error might have been accounted for 

_at first; but after he read it, the continuance of the mistake has as- _
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tonished me. He has wandered from the point. (Here he read Mr. 

Wythe’s proposition.)—Where in this paper do you discover that the 

people of Virginia are tenacious of three rights only? It declares, that 

all power comes from the people, and that whatever is not granted by them, 

| | remains with them.'!2 That among other things remaining with them, are | 

liberty of the press, right of conscience, and some other essential rights. 

Could you devise any express form of words, by which the rights con- 

tained in the Bill of Rights of Virginia could be better secured, or 

more fully comprehended? What is the paper which he offers in the 

| form of a Bill of Rights? Will that better secure our rights, than a 

| declaration like this? All rights are therein declared to be completely 

_ vested in the people, unless expressly given away. Can there be a more | 

| pointed or positive reservation? | ) | 

That Honorable Gentleman [Patrick Henry], and some others, have 

insisted that the abolition of slavery will result from it, and at the same — 

| time have complained, that it encourages its continuation. The incon- _ 

sistency proves in some degree, the futility of their arguments. But if 

: it be not conclusive, to satisfy the Committee that there is no danger 

| of enfranchisement taking place, I beg leave to refer them to the paper 

itself. I hope that there is none here, who considering the subject in 

the calm light of philosophy, will advance an objection dishonorable _ | 

| to Virginia; that at the moment they are securing the rights of their 

| citizens, an objection is started that there is a spark of hope, that those 

‘unfortunate men now held in bondage, may, by the operation of the | 

General Government, be made free. But if any Gentleman be terrified __ 

by this apprehension, let him read the system. I ask, and I will ask 

again and again, till I be answered (not by declamation) where is the 

part that has a tendency to the abolition of slavery? Is it the clause 

- which says, that ‘the migration or importation of such persons as any _ 

of the States now existing, shall think proper to admit, shall not be _ 

| prohibited by Congress prior to the year 1808?” This is an exception 

from the power of regulating commerce, and the restriction is only to 

continue till 1808. Then Congress can, by the exercise of that power, 

| prevent future importations; but does it affect the existing state of — 

slavery? Were it right here to mention what passed in Convention on _ 

| the occasion, I might tell you that the Southern States, even South- 

Carolina herself, conceived this property to be secure by these words. 

I believe, whatever we may think here, that there was not a Member 

| of the Virginia delegation who had the smallest suspicion of the ab- 

| olition of slavery. Go to their meaning. Point out the clause where | 

this formidable power of emancipation is inserted. But another clause 

of the Constitution proves the absurdity of the supposition. The words
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of the clause are, ‘‘No person held to service or labor in one State, | | 

under the laws thereof, escaping into another, shall in consequence 
of any law or regulation therein, be discharged from such service or | 

_ labor; but shall be delivered up on claim of the party to whom such | 
_ service or labor may be due.” Every one knows that slaves are held 

to service and labor. And when authority is given to owners of slaves 
to vindicate their property, can it be supposed they can be deprived 
of it? If a citizen of this State, in consequence of this clause, can take | | 

his runaway slave in Maryland, can it be seriously thought, that after | 
taking him and bringing him home, he could be made free? | 

I observe that the Honorable Gentleman’s [Patrick Henry] propo- 
sition comes in a truly questionable shape, and is still more extraor- | , 
dinary and unaccountable for another consideration; that although we | 
went article by article through the Constitution, and although we did 
not expect a general review of the subject, (as a most comprehensive | 

| view had been taken of it, before it was regularly debated) yet we are | 
carried back to the clause giving that dreadful power, for the general 
welfare. Pardon me if I remind you of the true state of that business. 
I appeal to the candour of the Honorable Gentleman, and if he thinks | 

| it an improper appeal, I ask the Gentlemen here, whether there bea 
general indefinite power of providing for the general welfare? The __ 
power is, “to lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises; to pay 

. the debts and provide for the common defence and general welfare.” | 
So that they can only raise money by these means, in order to provide _ 
for the general welfare. No man who reads it can say, it is general, as 
the Honorable Gentleman represents it. You must violate every rule 
of construction and common sense, if you sever it from the power of 
raising money and annex it to any thing else, in order to make it that 
formidable power which it is represented to be. | / 

The Honorable Gentleman [Patrick Henry] says, there is no restraint 
on the power of issuing general warrants. If I be tedious in asking 
where is that power, you will ascribe it to him who has put me to the 
necessity of asking. They have no such power given them:—If they 
have, where is it? | | 

Again he recurs to standing armies, and asks if Congress cannot . 
raise such. Look at the Bill of Rights provided by the Honorable 

_ Gentleman himself, and tell me if there be not great security by ad- , 
mitting it when necessary? It says, that standing armies should be oe 

7 avoided in time of peace: It does not absolutely prohibit them.13—Is 
there any clause in it, or in the Confederation, which prevents Congress 

| from raising an army?—No—it is left to the discretion of Congress. It : 
_ ought to be in the power of Congress to raise armies, as the existence |
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| of the society might at some future period depend upon it. But it 

should be recommended to them to use the power only when neces- 

sary. I humbly conceive, that you will have as great security as you 

could desire from that clause in the Constitution, which directs that 

money for supporting armies will be voted for every two years; as by 

this means, the Representatives who will have appropriated money _ 

unnecessarily, or imprudently, to that purpose, may be removed, and 

a new regulation made. Review the practice of the favourite nation of 

that Honorable Gentleman. In their Bill of Rights, there is no pro- 

hibition of a standing army, but only that it ought not to be maintained | 

- without the consent of the Legislature.'* Can it be done here without 

the consent of the Democratic branch? Their consent is necessary to 

every bill, and money bills can originate with them only. Can an army 

: then be raised or supported without their approbation? 

. (His Excellency then went over all the articles of Mr. Henry’s pro- 

posed Declaration of Rights, and endeavoured to prove, that the rights 

intended to be thereby secured, were either provided for in the Con- 

| stitution itself, or could not be infringed by the General Government, 

as being unwarranted by any of the powers which were delegated 

| therein; for that it was in vain to provide against the exercise of a | 

power which did not exist.) He then proceeded to examine the nature 

of some of the amendments proposed by the Honorable Gentleman. _ 

As to the reservation of rights not expressly given away, he repeated 

what he had before observed, of the 2d article of Confederation, that 

| it was interpreted to prohibit Congress from granting passports, al- 

though such a power was necessarily incident to that of making war.!5 

Did not this, says he, shew the vanity of all Federal authority? Gentle- 

- men have displayed great wisdom in the use they make of the expe- 

rience of the defects in the old Confederation. When we see the defect 

of that article, are we to repeat it? Are those Gentlemen zealous friends 

to the Union, who profess to be so here, and yet insist on a repetition 

of measures which have been found destructive to it? I believe their 

professions, but they must pardon me, when I say, their arguments 

| are not true. 
(His Excellency then read the 2d amendment proposed, respecting 

the number of Representatives.)—What better security have you under 

7 these words, than under the clause in the paper before.you? This puts 

it in the power of your Representatives to continue the number as it 

is in that paper. They may always find a pretext to justify their reg- 

ulations concerning it. They may continue the number at two hundred, 

when an augmentation would be necessary. | 

As to the amendment respecting direct taxation, the subject has been
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so fully handled, and is so extensive in its nature, that it is needless = 
| to say any thing of it. | RE ee | 

The 4th amendment goes on the wide field of indiscriminate sus- | 
| picion, that every one grasps after offices, and that Congress will create 

| them unnecessarily. Perhaps it will exclude the most proper from of- 
_ fices of great importance to the community. POE ES Ss Soe 

| (Here he read the 5th amendment.)—I beg the Honorable Gentle- - 
man to tell me on what subject Congress will exercise this power im- _ / 
properly. If there be any treachery in their view, the words in this | , 

_ amendment are broad enough to allow it. It is as good a security in | 
~ this Constitution, as human ingenuity can devise:—For if they intend Sag 

_ any treachery they will not let you see it, a 
_ (Here he read the 7th and 8th amendments.)—I have never hesitated 

to acknowledge, that I wished the regulation of commerce had been | 
put in the hands of a greater body than it is in the sense of the = = }§ — 

| Constitution. But I appeal to my colleagues in the Federal Convention, 
whether this was not a sine qua non of the Union. Of all the amend- | 
ments, this is the most destructive, which requires the consent of three- | 
fourths of both Houses to treaties ceding or restraining territorial — ; 
rights. This is priding in the Virginian sovereignty in opposition to the © ons 
majority. This suspected Congress—these corrupt 65, and corrupt 26, 
are brought so low they cannot be trusted, lest they should have it in 7 

__ their power to lop off part of Virginia, cede it, so as that it should = | 
become a colony to some foreign State. There is no power in the a 
Constitution to cede any part of the territories of the United States. _ | 
The whole number of Congress, being unanimous, have no power to | | 
suspend or cede territorial rights. But this amendment admits in the go 
fullest latitude, that Congress have a right to dismember the empire. | 

His amendment respecting the militia is unnecessary. The same 
power rests in the States by the Constitution. Gentlemen were re- | 
peatedly called upon to shew where the power of the States over the | | 
militia was taken away. But they could not point it out. | oe os 

(He read the 12th amendment.)—Will this be a melioration of the | 
| Constitution? I wish to know what is meant by the words police and 

good government? These words may lead to complete tyranny in Con- | : 
| gress. Perhaps some Gentlemen think that these words relate to par- | 

ticular objects, and that they will diminish and confine their power. 
| They are most extensive in their signification, and will stretch and dilate . 

it, and all the imaginary horrors of the Honorable Gentleman will be __ | 
included in this amendment. © ee | 2) es 

(He read the 13th amendment.)—I was of this opinion myself.—But | 
I informed you before why I changed it. _ 7 | ae |
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(He read the 14th amendment.)—If I were to propose an amendment: 

on this subject, it would be to limit the word arising. I would not 

discard it altogether, but define its extent. The jurisdiction of the 

Judiciary in cases arising under the system, I should wish to be defined, 

| so as to prevent its being extended unnecessarily; I would restrain the 

appellate cognizance as to fact, and prevent oppressive and vexatious 

| appeals. a 

(He read the 15th amendment.)—The right of challengeing and ex- _ 

cepting I hope has clearly appeared to the Committee, to be a nec- | 

essary appendage of the trial by jury itself. Permit me now to make a 

few remarks on the proposal of these amendments, previous to our 

| ratification. The first objection arises from the paper itself. Can you 

conceive, or does any man believe, that there are twelve, or even nine 

= States in the whole Union, that would subscribe to this paper? A paper 

fraught with perhaps, more defects than the Constitution itself. What 

are we about to do? To make this the condition of our coming into 

this Government. I hope Gentlemen will never agree to this. If we . 

declare that these amendments, and a Bill of Rights containing twenty 

| articles, must be incorporated into the. Constitution, before we assent 

to it, I ask you, whether you may not bid a long farewell to the Union? 

It will produce that deplorable thing,—the dissolution of the Union, 

which no man yet has dared openly to advocate? No, says the Gentle- 

man, because Maryland kept off three years from the Confederacy, _ 

| and no injury happened. This very argument carries its own refutation 

with it. The war kept us together, in spite of the discordance of the 

States. There is no war now. All the nations of Europe have their eyes _ 

fixed on America, and some of them perhaps cast wishful looks at you. 

Their gold may be tried to sow disunion among us. The same bandage 

which kept us before together, does not now exist. Let Gentlemen. : 

seriously ponder the calamitous consquences of dissolving the Union 

in our present situation. I appeal to the great searcher of hearts on 

: this occasion, that I behold the greatest danger that ever happened, 

hanging over us. For previous amendments are but another name for 

rejection. They will throw Virginia out of the Union, and cause heart _ 

~ aches to many of those Gentlemen who may vote for them. But let us 

consider things calmly. Reflect on the facility of obtaining amendments 

i if you adopt, and weigh the danger if you do not.—Recollect that many 

| other States have adopted it, who wish for many amendments. I ask 

| you, if it be not better to adopt and run the chance of amending it 

hereafter, than run the risk of endangering the Union? The Confed- 

eration is gone: It has no authority. If in this situation we reject the 

Constitution, the Union will be dissolved; the dogs of war will break
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loose, and anarchy and discord will complete the ruin of this country. 
Previous adoption will prevent these deplorable mischiefs. The unison | 
of sentiments with us in the adopting States, will render subsequent | 

_ amendments easy. I therefore rest my happiness with perfect confi- 
dence on this subject. | 

Mr. George Mason.—Mr. Chairman,—With respect to commerce and 
navigation, he [Edmund Randolph] has given it as his opinion, that | 
their regulation, as it now stands, was a sine qua non of the Union, 
and that without it, the States in Convention would never concur. I | 
differ from him. It never was, nor in my opinion ever will be, a sine | 
qua non of the Union. I will give you, to the best of my recollection, 
the history of that affair. This business was discussed at Philadelphia 
for four months, during which time the subject of commerce and oe 
navigation was often under consideration; and I assert, that eight States _ 
out of twelve, for more than three months, voted for requiring two- _ 
thirds of the members present in each House to pass commercial and 
navigation laws. True it is, that afterwards it was carried by a majority, — | 
as it stands. If I am right, there was a great majority for requiring 
two-thirds of the States in this business, till a compromise took place 
between the Northern and Southern States; the Northern States agree- 
ing to the temporary importation of slaves, and the Southern States 
conceding, in return, that navigation and commercial laws should be | 
on the footing on which they now stand.!° If I am mistaken, let me 
be put right. These are my reasons for saying that this was not a sine 
qua non of their concurrence. The Newfoundland fisheries will require 
that kind of security which we are now in want of: The Eastern States | 
therefore agreed at length, that treaties should require the consent of 
two-thirds of the members present in the Senate. = 

Mr. Dawson.—Mr. Chairman,—When a nation is about to make a 
change in its polfit]ical character, it behoves it to summon the expe- | 
rience of ages which have passed, to collect the wisdom of the present _ 
day, to ascertain clearly those great principles of equal liberty, which | 
secure the rights, the liberties, and properties of the people. Such is. 
the situation of the United States at this moment. We are about to 
make such a change. | | | 

| The Constitution proposed for the government of the United States, 
has been a subject of general discussion; and while many able and — 
honorable gentlemen within these walls, have, in the development of 

| the various parts, delivered their sentiments with that freedom which 
will ever mark the citizens of an independent State, and with that ability | 

| which will prove to the world their eminent talents; I, Sir, although 
urged by my feelings, have forbore to say any thing on my part, from
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a satisfactory impression of the inferiority of my talents, and from a 

wish to acquire every information which might assist my judgment in 

forming a decision on a question of such magnitude. But, Sir, as it 

| involves in its fate the interest of so extensive a country, every sen- 

—— timent which can be offered deserves its proportion of public attention. 

I shall therefore avoid any apology for now rising although uncommon 

propriety might justify it, and rather trust to the candour of those 

who hear me: Indeed I am induced to come forward, not from any 

apprehension that my opinions will have weight, but in order to dis- 

charge that duty which I owe to myself, and to those I have the honor 

to represent. 
The defects of the articles by which we are at present confederated, 

| have been echoed and re-echoed, not only from every quarter of this 

- House, but from every part of the continent. At the framing of those = 

ae articles, a common interest excited us to unite for the common good: 

- But no sooner did this principle cease to operate, than the defects of 

the system were sensibly felt. Since then the seeds of civil dissension 

have been gradually opening, and political confusion has pervaded the 

| States. During the short time of my political life, having been fully 

| impressed with the truth of these observations, when a proposition 

was made by Virginia to invite the sister States to a General Conven- — 

| tion, at Philadelphia, to amend these defects,” 1 readily gave my assent; 

and when I considered the very respectable characters who formed 

that body—when I reflected that they were, most of them, those sages | 

and patriots, under whose banners and by whose councils, it had been 

rescued from impending danger, and placed among the nations of the 

| earth—when I also turned my attention to that illustrious character 

[George Washington], to immortalize whose memory, Fame shall blow her 

trump to the latest ages—I say, when I weighed all these considerations, 

I was almost persuaded to declare in favour of the proposed plan, and 

to exert my slender abilities in its favour. But, when I came to inves- — 

tigate it impartially, on the immutable principles of government, and 

to exercise that reason, with which the God of Nature hath endowed 

me, and which I will ever freely use, I was convinced of this important, _ 

though melancholy truth, “that the greatest men may err,” and that 

their errors are sometimes of the greatest magnitude. I was persuaded _ 

that, although the proposed plan contains many things excellent, yet | 

by the adoption of it, as it now stands, the liberties of America, in 

| general; the property of Virginia in particular; would be endangered. 

These being my sentiments; sentiments which I offer with the dif- 

fidence of a young politician, but with the firmness of a republican; 

which I am ready to change when I am convinced they are founded
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in error; but which I will support until that conviction—I should bea it 
traitor to my country and unworthy that freedom, for which I trust I 

| shall ever remain an advocate, was I to declare my entire approbation a 
to the plan, as it now stands, or assent to its ratification without pre-e 
vious amendments. es be RES eS | | | 

During the deliberations of this Convention, several gentlemen of 
eminent talents, have exerted themselves to prove the necessity of the | 
Union, by presenting to our view the relative situation of Virginia to : 

_ the other States: The melancholy representation made to day, and 
_ frequently before, by an Honorable Gentleman (Governor Randolph) ;: 
of our State, reduced, in his estimation, to the lowest degree of deg- | 
radation, must now haunt the recollection of any gentlemen in this = = 
Committee, how far he has drawn the picture to the life, or where it | 

is too highly coloured, rests with them to determine. To Gentlemen, 
however, Sir, of their abilities, the task was easy, and perhaps | may cos 
add unnecessary. It is a truth admitted on all sides, and I presume | 
there is not a Gentleman, who hears me, who is not a friend to a oo 
Union of the Thirteen States. a * ee | 
But, Sir, an opinion is gone abroad (from whence it originated, or 

_ by whom it is supported, I will not venture to say) that the opponents — 
to the paper on your table, are enemies to the Union; it may not) 
therefore be improper for me to declare, that Jam awarm friend to =” 

_a firm, federal, energetic Government; that I consider a confederation : 
of the States, on republican principles, as a security to their mutual | ae 
interest, and a disunion as injurious to the whole: But I shall lament —_ 
exceedingly, when a confederation of independent States shall be con- 
verted into a consolidated Government; for when that event shall hap- Soy 
pen, I shall consider the history of American liberty as short as it has 
been brilliant, and we shall afford one more proof to the favorite 
maxim of tyrants, ‘‘that mankind cannot govern themselves.” | a 

_ An Honorable Gentleman (Col. H. Lee) came forward some days | | 
_since,’® with all the powers of eloquence, and all the warmth of en- 
thusiasm—after discanting on some military operations to the South, 
of which he was a spectator, and pronouncing sentence of condem- | 

| nation on a Mr. Shays, to the North—as a military character, he boldly _ 7 
_ throws the gauntlet and defies the warmest friend to the opposition  —__ 

to come forth, and say that the friends to the system on your table, a8 
are not also friends to republican liberty. Arguments, Sir, in this | 
House, should ever be addressed to the reason, and should be applied 7 

_ to the system itself, and not to those who either support or oppose _ 7 
, it. J, however, dare come forth, and tell that Honorable Gentleman, | 

not with the military warmth of a young soldier, but with the firmness Go
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of a republican, that in my humble opinion, had the paper now on _ 
your table, and which is so ably supported, been presented to our view | 
ten years ago (when the American spirit shone forth in the meridian of 

| glory, and rendered us the wonder of an admiring world) it would 

| have been considered as containing principles incompatible with re- 

publican liberty, and therefore doomed to infamy. | | 

_ Having, Sir, made these loose observations, and having proved, I 

| flatter myself, to this Honorable Convention, the motives from which 7 

- my opposition to the proposed system originated; may I now be per- 
mitted to turn my attention, for a very few moments, to the system ) 

| itself, and to point out some of the leading parts, most exceptionable __ 
in my estimation, and to which my original objections have not been 
removed, by the debate, but rather confirmed. | | 

7 If we grant to Congress the power of direct taxation; if we yield to 

| them the sword, and if we also invest them with the Judicial authority; 

7 | two questions of the utmost importance, immediately present them- | 

selves to our inquiries—whether these powers will not be oppressive _ 

in their operations, and aided by other parts of the system, convert 

the Thirteen Confederate States into one consolidated government— 

and, whether any country, as extensive as North-America, and where 

climates, dispositions, and interests, are so essentially different, can be 

governed under one consolidated plan, except by the introduction of 

despotic principles—The warmest friends, Sir, to the Government, 

- some of those who formed, signed, and have recommended it; some 

of those who have enthusiastically supported it in every quarter of this 

Continent; have answered my first query in the affirmative: They have | 

admitted that it possesses few federal features and will ultimately end 

in a consolidated Government—a truth which in my opinion they would 

have denied in vain, for every article, every section, every clause, and 

| almost every line, prove that it will have this tendency: And if this 

: position has, during the course of the long and learned debates on 

this head, been established to the satisfaction of the Convention; I , 

| apprehend that the authority of all eminent writers on the subject, 

and the experience of all ages, cannot be controverted, and that it will 

be admitted that no government, formed on the principles of freedom, 

can pervade all North America. | | | | 

This, Sir, is my great objection; an objection general in its nature, 

: because it operates on the whole system; an objection which I early 

formed, which I flattered myself would have been removed, but which | 

hath obliged me to say, has been confirmed by the observations which 

| have been made by many learned Gentlemen, and which it would be 

tedious for me now to recapitulate. |
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_ That the Legislative, Executive, and Judicial powers, should be sep- | 
arate and distinct, in all free governments, is a political fact, so well | 

_ established, that I presume I shall not be thought arrogant, when I 
affirm, that no country ever did, or ever can, long remain free, where _ 

they are blended. All the States have been in this sentiment, when they _ | 
formed their State Constitutions, and therefore have guarded against | 

_ the danger; and every school-boy in politics must be convinced of the 
propriety of the observation—and yet by the proposed plan, the Leg- | 

islative and Executive powers are closely united; the Senate, who com- 
pose one part of the Legislature, are also as council to the President, 

| the Supreme Head, and are concerned in passing laws, which they 
themselves are to execute. | | 

The wisdom, Sir, of many nations, has induced them to enlarge the 
powers of their rulers, but there are very few instances of the relin- 
quishment of power or the abridgement of authority, on the part of 
the governors. The very first clause of the eighth section of the first 
article, which gives to Congress the power ‘‘to lay and collect taxes, 
duties, imposts, excises, &c. &c.’’ appears to me to be big with un- 

_. necessary danger, and to reduce human nature, to which I would 

willingly pay a compliment did not the experience of all ages rise up 
against me, to too great a test. The arguments, Sir, which have been 
urged by some Gentlemen, that the impost will defray all expences, in | 
my estimation, cannot be supported; and common sense will never 

assent to the assertions which have been made, that the government | 

will not be an additional expence to this country. Will not the support 7 
of an army and navy—will not the establishment of a multiplicity of — 
offices in the Legislative, Executive, and particularly the Judiciary de- 

| partments, most of which will be of a national character, and must be 

supported with a superior degree of dignity and credit, be prodigious 

_ additions to the national expence? And, Sir, if the States are to retain, 

even the shadow of sovereignty, the expence thence arising must also 
be defrayed, and will be very considerable. 

I come now, Sir, to speak of a clause, to which our attention has | 
been frequently called, and on which many Gentlemen have already | 
delivered their sentiments; a clause, in the estimation of some, of little | 
consequence, and which rather serves as a pretext for scuffling for 

| votes, but which, in my opinion, is one of the most important contained 
in the system, and to which there are many and weighty objections. I oo 

| refer to the clause, empowering the President, by and with the consent 
| of two thirds of the Senators present, to make treaties.—If, Sir, the | | 

dismemberment of empire—if the privation of the most essential (mat- | 
| ural) (national) rights, and the very existence of a people, depend on a |
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this clause, surely, Sir, it merits the most thorough investigation; and 

| if, on that investigation, it appears that those great rights are endan- 

gered, it highly behoves us to amend it in such manner as will prevent 

the evils which may arise from it as it now stands. My objections to it : 

do not arise from a view of the particular situation of the western part 

of this State, although certainly we are bound, by every principle, to 

attend to the interest of our fellow-citizens in that quarter, but from | 

an apprehension that the principle pervades all America, and that in 

its operation, it will be found highly injurious to the Southern States. 

It will, I presume, be readily admitted, that the dismemberment of 

empire is the highest act of sovereign authority, the exercise of which 

- can be authorized only by absolute authority: Exclusive then, Sir, of 

any consideration which arises from the particular system of American 

| politics, the guard established against the exercise of this power is by 

far too slender. The President with the concurrence of two-thirds of 

| the Senate present, may make a treaty, by which any territory may be 

a ceded or the navigation of any river surrendered; thereby granted to 

| five States the exercise of a right acknowledged to be the highest act 

of sovereignty—to fifteen men, not the representatives of the country 

| to be ceded, but, as has already happened, men whose interest and 

policy it may be to make such surrender. Admitting for a moment, | 

that this point is as well guarded by the proposed plan, as by the old 

Articles of Confederation, to which however common sense can never 

assent, have we not already had cause to tremble, and ought we not 

| to guard against the accomplishment of a scheme, to which nothing 

| but an inattention to the general interest of America, and a selfish 

regard to the interest of particular States, could have given rise: Surely, 

- Sir, we ought; and since we have already seen a diabolical attempt 

made to surrender the navigation of a river,'® the source of which is 

| as yet unknown, and on which depends the importance of the southern 

part of America—since we have every reason to believe that the same 

principle which at first dictated this measure still exists and will forever 

operate—it is our duty; a duty we owe to ourselves; which we owe to 

the southern part of America, and which we owe to the natural rights 

of mankind, to guard against it in such manner as will forever prevent , 

its accomplishment. This, Sir, is not done by the clause, nor will it rest 

on that sure footing which I wish and which the importance of the 

subject demands, until the concurrence of three-fourths of all the Sen- 

ators, shall be requisite to ratify a treaty respecting the cession of | 

territory; the surrender of the navigation of rivers, or the use of the 

| American seas. 

| That sacred palladium of liberty, the freedom of the press, the in-
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| fluence of which is so great that it is the opinion of the ablest writers, 
_ that no country can remain long in slavery where it is restrained, has BO 

not been expressed, nor are the liberties of the people ascertained _ 
and protected by any declaration of rights—that inestimable privilege, : 
the most important which freemen can enjoy, the trial by jury in all a 

| civil cases has not been guarded by the system—and while they have _ 
__ been inattentive to these all important considerations, they have made 

| provision for the introduction of standing armies in time of peace— _ 
These, Sir, ever have been used as the grand machines to suppress the ee 

_ liberties of the people, and will ever awaken the jealousy of republicans, — : 
so long as liberty is dear and tyranny odious to mankind. ph an 7 
Congress, Sir, have the power “‘to declare war,’ and also to raise oo 

and support armies, and if we suppose them to be a representation | 
of the States, the nexus imperu of the British Constitution is here lost— 
there the King has the power of declaring war, and the Parliament — an 

7 that of raising money to support it. Governments ought not to depend 
| on an army for their support, but ought to be so formed as to have 

the confidence, respect and affection of the citizens—Some degree of _ | 
__-virtue, Sir, must exist, or freedom cannot live—A standing army will ; | 

| introduce idleness and extravagance, which will be followed by their 
_ sure concomitant vices—In a country extensive, like ours, the power | | 
of the sword is more sensibly felt, than in a small community—the oe 

| advantages, Sir, of military science and discipline cannot be exerted 
unless a proper number of soldiers are united in one body, and ac- | - 
tuated by one soul. The tyrant of a single town, or a small district, se 

| would soon discover that an hundred armed soldiers were a weak _ 
defence against ten thousand peasants or citizens: but ten thousand _ | 
well disciplined soldiers will command, with despotic sway, millions of | 
subjects, and will strike terror into the most numerous populace. It vos 
was this, Sir, which enabled the Prztorean bands of Rome, whose 
number scarcely amounted to ten thousand, after having violated the 
sanctity of the throne, by the attrocious murder of a most excellent | | 

: Emperor, to dishonor the majesty of it, by proclaiming that the Roman ee 
Empire—the mistress of the world—was to be disposed of to the highest — 
bidder, at public auction;—and to their licentious frenzy may be at- 
tributed the first cause of the decline and fall of that mighty Empire?°—_ | 
We ought therefore strictly to guard against the establishment of an 
army, whose only occupation would be idleness, whose only effort the - 
introduction of vice and dissipation, and who would, at some future 
day deprive us of our liberties, as a reward for past favors, by the 

_ introduction of some military despot. - | . a 
I had it in contemplation, to have made some observations on the ——™
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disposition of the Judicial powers, but as my knowledge in that line 1s 
confined, and as the subject has been so ably handled by other Gentle- 
men, and the defects clearly developed, and as their arguments remain 
unanswered, I shall say nothing on that head;—the want of responsi- — 
bility to the people from their Representatives, would furnish matter 
of ample discussion, but I pass it over in silence, only observing that 
it is a grand, and indeed a daring fault, and one which sanctions with 

security the most tyrannic edicts, of a despotic ruler. The ambiguous | 
| terms in which all rights are secured to the people, and the clear and 7 

- comprehensive language used, when power is granted to Congress, _ 
also affords matter for suspicions and objections, but the able manner 
in which, my very worthy, my very eloquent, and truly patriotic friend | 
and co-adjutor [Patrick Henry], whose name shall ever be hallowed in _ 

| the temple of liberty, has handled this subject, would render any ob- 
| servations from me, tedious and unnecessary. - 

| | Permit me then to conclude by reminding Gentlemen who appeal | 
to history to prove the excellence of the proposed plan, that their 
mode of comparison is unjust—‘‘Wealth and extent of territory, says | 
the great Montesquieu, have a relation to Government, and the man- | 
ners and customs of the people are closely connected with it.” The 

| _ same system of policy which might have been excellent in the Gov- 
ernments of antiquity, would not probably suit us at the present day— 
The question therefore which should be agitated, is not whether the 
proposed Constitution is better or worse than those which have from 
time to time existed, but whether it is calculated to secure our liberties | 

| and happiness at the present stage of the world. 
For my own part, after an impartial investigation of it, and after a 

close attention, and candid consideration of the arguments which have | 
been used, I am impressed with an opinion, that it is not—I am per- 

suaded, that by adopting it, and then proposing amendments, that 
| unfortunate traveller liberty is more endangered than the Union of 

the States will be by first proposing these amendments. I am so far 
an enthusiast in favor of liberty, that I never will trust the sacred 

_ deposit to other hands, nor will I exchange it for any earthly consid- 
eration—and I have such a fixed aversion to the bitter cup of slavery, 
that in my estimation a draught is not sweetened, whether administered / 
by the hand of a Turk, a Briton, or an American. oo 

| Impressed then, Sir, with these sentiments, and governed by these 
principles, I shall decidedly give my vote in favor of previous amend- 
ments;—but, Sir, should the question be decided contrary to my wishes, 

the first wish of my heart is, that that decision may promote the hap- 
piness and prosperity of the country so dear to us all.
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| Mr. Grayson,—Mr. Chairman.—Gentlemen have misrepresented what _ , 
I said on the subject of treaties.?! On this ground let us appeal to the | 
law of nations. How does it stand? Thus—that without the consent of | 

_ the national Legislature dismemberment cannot be made. This is a | 
_ subject in which Virginia is deeply interested, and ought to be well 
understood. It ought to be expressly provided, that no dismemberment 
should take place without the consent of the Legislature. On this oc-. 
casion, I beg leave to introduce an instance mentioned on the floor | 
of Congress. Francis, King of France, was taken by the Spaniards at : 

_ the battle of Pavia. He stipulated to give up certain territories, to be 
liberated. Yet the stipulation was not complied with, because it was 

| _ alledged, that it was not made by the Sovereign power.”? Let us apply 
this. Congress has a right to dismember the Empire. The President 
may do it, and the Legislature may confirm it. Let Gentlemen con- | | 
tradict it, if they can. This is one of the highest acts of sovereignty, - 
and I think it of the utmost importance that it should be on a proper 

footing. There is an absolute necessity for the existence of the power. 
| It may prevent the annihilation of the society, by procuring a peace. __ | 

It must be lodged somewhere. The opposition wish it to be put in the 
hands of three-fourths of the members of both Houses of Congress. 
It would be then secure. It is not so now. | 

The dangers of disunion were painted in strong colours. How is the 
fact? It is this—that if Virginia thinks proper to insist on previous 
amendments, joined by New-York and North-Carolina, she can procure ) 
what amendments she pleases. What is the geographical position of 
these States? New-York commands the ocean. Virginia and North-Car- | 
olina join the Spanish dominions. What would be the situation then 
of the other States? They would be topographically separated, though | 
politically connected with one another. There would be no commu- 
nication between the center and the component parts. While those _ 

| States were thus separated, of what advantage would commercial reg- 7 
| ulations be to them? Yet will Gentlemen pretend to say that we must - 

| adopt first, and then beg for amendments? I see no reason in it. We 
under-value our own importance. Consider the vast consequence and 
importance of Virginia and North-Carolina. What kind of connection | 

_ would the rest of the States form? They would be carrying States, | 
without having any thing to carry. They could have no communication 
with the other southern States. I therefore insist, that if you are not 
satisfied with the paper as it stands, it is as clear to me as that the sun 

| shines, that by joining those two States, you may command such 
amendments as you think necessary for the happiness of the people. 

| The late Convention were not empowered totally to alter the present
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confederation. The idea was to amend. If they have laid before us a 

thing quite different, we are not bound to accept it: There is nothing 

dictatorial in refusing it: We wish to remove the spirit of party. In all 

| parts of the world there is a reciprocity in contracts and compacts. If 

one man make a proposition to another, is he bound to accept it? | 

Six or seven States have agreed to it. As it is not their interest to 

stand by themselves, will they not with open arms recieve us? ‘Tobacco 

will always make our peace with them. I hope then that the honorable 

Gentleman [Edmund Randolph] will find on a reconsideration, that 

| we are not at all in that dangerous situation he represented.—In my 

| opinion, the idea of subsequent amendments is preposterous—They _ 

are words without meaning. The little States will not agree to an al- 

teration. When they find themselves on an equal footing with the other 

- | States in the Senate; and all power vested in them—the Executive mixed 

with the Legislative, they will never assent. Why are such extensive 

powers given to the Senate? Because the little States gained their point. 

In every light I consider subsequent amendments as unwise and im- 

politic. | a 

Considering the situation of the Continent, this is not a time for 

changing our Government. I do not think we stand so secure with 

respect to other nations, as to change our Government. The nations 

of Europe look with watchful eyes on us, and with reason—For their 

West-India Islands depend on our motions. When we have strength, | 

importance and Union, they will have reason to tremble for their I[s- 

lands. Almost all the Governments of the world have been formed by 

accident. We are now in time of peace, without any real cause, chang- 

ing our Government. We ought to be cool and temperate, and not act 

like the people of Denmark, who gave up their liberties, in a transport | 

of passion to the Crown.” Let us therefore be cautious and deliberate 

before we determine. What is the situation of Virginia? She is a rich 

| State—rich when her resources are compared with those of others. Is 

it right for a rich nation to consolidate with a poor one? By no means. 

It was right for Scotland to unite with England, as experience has | 

shewn. Scotland only pays £. 48,000 when England pays four shillings | 

in the pound, which amounts to £. 2,000,000.24 In all Unions where 

a rich State is joined with a poor one, it will be found, that the rich 

one will pay in that disproportion. An Union between such nations 

| ought never to take place, except in peculiar circumstances, and on , 

very particular conditions. How is it with Virginia? It is politic for her 

to unite, but not on any terms. She will pay more than her natural 

proportion, and the present state of the national. debt renders it an
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| object. She will also lose her importance. She is now put in the same | 
situation as a State forty times smaller. ae me | | 

- Does she gain any advantage from her central situation, by acceding 
to that paper? Within ten miles of Alexandria, the centre of the States 

7 is said to be. It has not said, that the ten miles square will be there. _ 
In a Monarchy the seat of Government must be where the Monarch 
pleases. How ought it to be in a Republic like ours? Now in one part | 

and at another time in another, or where it will best suit the conven- —™” 
lence of the people. Then I lay it down as a political right, that the | 

| _ seat of Government ought to be fixed by the Constitution, so as to 
suit public convenience. eS cpl SLE 

= _ Has Virginia any gain from her riches and commerce? What does | 
she get in return? I can see what she gives up, which is immense. The _ | 

_ little States gain in proportion as we lose. Every disproportion is against cok 
us. If the effects of such a contrariety of interests be happy, it must — - | 
be extraordinary and wonderful. From the very nature of the paper, | 

| one part whose interest is different from the other, is to govern it. 
What will be our situation? The northern States are carrying States. Lee 

_ We are considered as productive States. They will consequently carry | a 
for us. Are manufactures favorable to us? If they reciprocate the act “ 

of Charles the second, and say that no produce of America will be | | 
carried in any foreign bottom, what will be the consequence? This— 
that all the produce of the southern States will be carried by the | 

_ horthern States on their own terms; which must be very high. | | 
_ Though this Government has the power of taxation and the most ts” 
important subjects of Legislation, there is no responsibility any where. _ 
The Members of Delaware do not return to Virginia to give an account a 
of their conduct. Yet they Legislate for us. In addition to this, it will 
be productive of great expences. Virginia has assumed an immense | 

| weight of private debt, and her imports and exports are taken away. ts” 
Judge then how such an accumulation of expences will accommodate 

- I think that were it not for one great character in America, so many = 
men would not be for this Government. We have one ray of hope— | 
We do not fear while he lives: But we can only expect his fame to be 
immortal. We wish to know, who besides him, can concentrate the a 

confidence and affections of all America??® : oo 
He then concluded by expressing hopes that the proposition of his 

| honorable friend [Patrick Henry] would be acceded to.2” | 
| Mr. Madison,—Mr. Chairman.—Nothing has excited more admiration 5 

in the world, than the manner in which free Governments have been 
established in America. For it was the first instance from the creation
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| of the World to the American revolution, that free inhabitants have 

been seen deliberating on a form of Government, and selecting such 

| of their citizens as possessed their confidence, to determine upon, and | - 

give effect to it. But why has this excited so much wonder and applause? 

Because it is of so much magnitude, and because it is liable to be 

| frustrated by so many accidents. If it has excited so much wonder, _ 

that the United States have in the middle of war and confusion, formed 

free systems of Government, how much more astonishment and. ad- | 

miration will be excited, should they be able, peaceably, freely and _ 

satisfactorily, to establish one General Government, when there is such 

a diversity of opinions, and interests, when not cemented or stimulated 

by any common danger? How vast must be the difficulty of concen- 

| trating in one Government, the interests, and conciliating the opinions 

of so many different heterogeneous bodies? How have the Confed- , 

eracies of ancient and modern times been formed? As far as ancient 

history describes the former to us, they were brought about by the 

wisdom of some eminent Sage. How was the imperfect Union of the 

Swiss Cantons formed? By danger—How was the Confederacy of the 

United Netherlands formed? By the same. They are surrounded by 

dangers. By these and one influential character, they were stimulated 

to Unite. How was the Germanic system formed? By danger, in some 

) degree, but principally by the over-ruling influence of individuals. 

When we consider this Government, we ought to make great allow- 

ances. We must calculate the impossibility that every State should be 

gratified in its wishes, and much less that every individual should re- 

ceive this gratification. It has never been denied by the friends of the 

| paper on the table, that it has defects. But they do not think that it 

contains any real danger. They conceive that they will in all probability 

be removed when experience will shew it to be necessary. I beg that 

. Gentlemen in deliberating on this subject, would consider the alter- 

| | native.—Either nine States shall have ratified it, or they will not. If 

| nine States will adopt it, can it be reasonably presumed or required, 

| that nine States having freely and fully considered the subject, and 

come to an affirmative decision, will, upon the demand of a single 

State, agree that they acted wrong, and could not see its defects—tread 

back the steps which they have taken, and come forward and reduce 

it to uncertainty, whether a general system shall be adopted or not? 

Virginia has always heretofore spoken the language of respect to the 

| | other States, and she has always been attended to. Will it be that 

~ language, to call on a great majority of the States to acknowledge that . 

they have done wrong? Is it the language of confidence to say, that 

we do not believe that amendments for the preservation of the com-
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_ mon liberty and general interest of the States, will be consented to by 
them?—This is neither the language of confidence nor respect. Vir- 
ginia, when she speaks respectfully, will be as much attended to, as 

| she has hitherto been, when speaking this language. It is a most awful 
thing that depends on our decision—no less than whether the thirteen 
States shall Unite freely, peaceably, and unanimously, for the security 

_ of their common happiness and liberty, or whether every thing is to 
be put in confusion and disorder! Are we to embark in this dangerous 
enterprise, uniting various opinions to contrary interests, with the vain 
hopes of coming to an amicable concurrence? - — 

It is worthy of our consideration, that those who prepared the paper 
on the table, found difficulties not to be described, in its formation— 
‘Mutual deference and concession were absolutely necessary. Had they , | 
been inflexibly tenacious of their individual opinions, they would never __ | 
have concurred. Under what circumstances was it formed? When no | 
party was formed, or particular proposition made, and men’s minds 
were calm and dispassionate. Yet under these circumstances, it was 
difficult, extremely difficult to agree to any general system. | 

Suppose eight States only should ratify it, and Virginia should pro- 
pose certain alterations, as the previous condition of her accession. If 
they should be disposed to accede to her proposition, which is the _ 
most favorable conclusion, the difficulty attending it will be immense. _ 
Every State, which has decided it, must take up the subject again. They 
must not only have the mortification of acknowledging that they had 
done wrong, but the difficulty of having a reconsideration of it among 
the people, and appointing new Conventions to deliberate upon it. | 
They must attend to all the amendments, which may be dictated by 
as great a diversity of political opinions, as there are local attachments. 

, When brought together in one Assembly they must go through, and 
accede to every one of the amendments. The Gentlemen who within 
this House have thought proper to propose previous amendments, — 

| have brought no less than forty amendments—a bill of rights which 
contains twenty amendments, and twenty other alterations, some of 

_ which are improper and inadmissible. Will not every State think herself | 
equally entitled to propose as many amendments? And suppose them 
to be contradictory, I leave it to this Convention, whether it be prob- 
able that they can agree, or agree to any thing but the plan on the 

_ table;—or whether greater difficulties will not be encountered, than 
were experienced in the progress of the formation of this Constitution. | 

_ I have said that there was a great contrariety of opinions among the 
Gentlemen in the opposition. It has been heard in every stage of their 
opposition. I can see from their amendments, that very great sacrifices
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have been made by some of them.—Some Gentlemen think that it. 

| contains too much State influence; others, that it is a complete con- 

solidation, and a variety of other things. Some of them think that the 

| equality in the Senate, is not a defect; others, that it is the bane of 

all good Government. I might, if there were time, shew a variety of 

other cases, where their opinions are contradictory. If there be this 

contrariety of opinions in this House, what contrariety may not be _ 

expected, when we take into view, thirteen Conventions equally or 

more numerous? Besides, it is notorious from the debates which have 

been published, that there is no sort of uniformity in the grounds of — 

the opposition. 
The State of New-York has been adduced. Many in that State are 

opposed to it from local views. The two who opposed it in the General 

) Convention from that State, are in the State Convention.”® Every step | 

of this system was opposed by those two Gentlemen. They were un- 

willing to part with the old Confederation. Can it be presumed then, 

Sir, that Gentlemen in this State, who admit the necessity of changing, 

should ever be able to unite in sentiments with those who are totally 

averse to any change. 
I have revolved this question in my mind, with as much serious 

attention, and called to my aid as much information as I could, yet I 

can see no reason for the apprehensions of Gentlemen; but I think 

that the most happy effects for this Country would result from adop- 

tion, and if Virginia will agree to ratify this system, I shall look upon 

it as one of the most fortunate events that ever happened, for human 

nature. I cannot, therefore, without the most excruciating apprehen- 

sions, see a possibility of losing its blessings—It gives me infinite pain 

to reflect, that all the earnest endeavours of the warmest friends of 

their Country, to introduce a system promotive of our happiness, may | 

| be blasted by a rejection, for which I think with my Honorable friend 

| (Edmund Randolph], that previous amendments are but another name. 

The Gentlemen in opposition seem to insist on those previous amend- 

ments, as if they were all necessary for the liberty and happiness of 

| the people.—Were I to hazard an opinion on the subject, I would 

declare it infinitely more safe in its present form, than it would be 

after introducing into it that long train of alterations which they call 

amendments. | 

With respect to the proposition of the Honorable Gentleman to my 

| left (Mr. Wythe) Gentlemen apprehend, that by enumerating three 

rights, it implied there were no more. The observations made by a 

Gentleman lately up [Edmund Randolph], on that subject, correspond 

precisely with my opinion. That resolution declares, that the powers _
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granted by the proposed Constitution, are the gift of the people, and | | 
may be resumed by them when perverted to their oppression, and a 

_ every power not granted thereby, remains with the people, and at their _ | 
. will. It adds likewise, that no right of any denomination, can be cancelled, 

) abridged, restrained or modified, by the General Government, or any 
of its officers, except in those instances in which power is given by the | 

| _ Constitution for these purposes. There cannot be a more positive and 
unequivocal declaration of the principles of the adoption—that every | 
thing not granted, is reserved. This is obviously and self-evidently the — : 
case, without the declaration.—Can the General Government exercise oe 
any power not delegated? If an enumeration be made of our rights, 
will it not be implied, that every thing omitted, is given to the General _ | 
Government? Has not the Honorable Gentleman [Patrick Henry] him- | 
self, admitted, that an imperfect enumeration is dangerous? Does the _ | 
Constitution say that they shall not alter the law of descents, or do , 

_ these things which would subvert the whole system of the State laws? | 
If it did, what was not excepted, would be granted. Does it follow 
from the omission of such restrictions, that they can exercise powers a 
not delegated? The reverse of the proposition holds. The delegation 
alone warrants the exercise of any power. With respect to the amend- | 
ments, proposed by the Honorable Gentleman [Patrick Henry], it 

_ ought to be considered how far they are good. As far as they are 
palpably and insuperably objectionable, they ought to be opposed. One 

_ amendment he proposes, is, that any army which shall be necessary, | 
shall be raised by the consent of two-thirds of the States. I most de- 
voutly wish, that there may never be an occasion of having a single a 
regiment. There can be no harm in declaring, that standing armies in 
time of peace, are dangerous to liberty, and ought to be avoided, as 
far as it may be consistent with the protection of the community. But 
when we come to say, that the national security shall depend, not on — 

_ a majority of the people of America, but that it may be frustrated by 
__ less than one-third of the people of America; I ask if this be a safe 

| or proper mode? What part of the United States are most likely to _ | 
_ Stand in need of this protection? The weak parts, which are the South- 7 | 

_ ern States. Will it be safe to leave the United States at the mercy of | | 
one-third of the States, a number, which may comprise a very small | 

| proportion of the American people? They may all be in that part of Po 
America which is least exposed to danger. As far as a remote situation 

| from danger, would render exertions for public defence less active,so | 
far the Southern States would be endangered. Be ER 

The regulation of commerce, he further proposes, should depend 
_ on two-thirds of both Houses. I wish I could recollect the history of | |
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this matter, but I cannot call it to mind with sufficient exactness. But 

| I well recollect the reasoning of some Gentlemen on that subject. It 

| was said, and I believe with truth, that every part of America, does 

not stand in equal need of security. It was observed, that the Northern — 

States were most competent to their own safety. Was it reasonable, 

asked they, that they should bind themselves to the defence of the 

southern States; and still be left at the mercy of the minority for 

| commercial advantages? Should it be in the power of the minority to 

deprive them of this and other advantages, when they were bound to 

| defend the whole Union, it might be a disadvantage for them to con- 

federate. These were their arguments. This policy of guarding against 

political inconveniences, by enabling a small part of the community to 

| oppose the Government, and subjecting the majority to a small mi- | 

nority is fallacious. In some cases it may be good; in others it may be | 

fatal. In all cases it puts it in the power of the minority to decide a 

question which concerns the majority. | a 

I was struck with surprise when I heard him [Patrick Henry] express 

himself alarmed with respect to the emancipation of slaves. Let me 

ask, if they should even attempt it, if it will not be an usurpation of 

power? There is no power to warrant it, in that paper. If there be, I | 

know it not. But why should it be done? Says the Honorable Gentlemen 

_ for the general welfare—It will infuse strength into our system. Can 

any Member of this Committee suppose, that it will increase our 

strength? Can any one believe, that the American Councils will come 

into a measure which will strip them of their property, discourage, 

| and alienate the affections of, five-thirteenths of the Union. Why was 

nothing of this sort aimed at before? I believe such an idea never 

entered into any American breast, nor do I believe it ever will, unless 

it will enter into the heads of those Gentlemen who substitute unsup- 

ported suspicions to reasons. | 

| I am persuaded that the Gentlemen who contend for previous _ 

amendments, are not aware of the dangers which must result. Virginia 

after having made opposition, will be obliged to recede from it. Might 

not the nine States say with a great deal of propriety—‘‘It is not proper, 

decent, or right in you, to demand that we should reverse what we _ 

have done.—Do as we have done—Place confidence in us, as we have 

done in one another—and then we shall freely, fairly and dispassion- 

ately consider and investigate your propositions, and endeavour to 

| gratify your wishes:—But if you do not do this, it is more reasonable 

that you should yield to us, than we to you.—You cannot exist without > 

. us—You must be a member of the Union.” _ | 

The case of Maryland, instanced by the Gentleman [Patrick Henry],
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does not hold. She would not agree to Confederate, because the other | 
States would not assent to her claims of the western lands. Was she 
gratified? No—She put herself like the rest. Nor has she since been 
gratified. The lands are in the common stock of the Union. 

_ As far as his amendments are not objectionable, or unsafe, so far 
they may be subsequently recommended. Not because they are nec- 
essary, but because they can produce no possible danger, and may 
gratify some Gentlemen’s wishes. But I never can consent to his pre- 
vious amendments, because they are pregnant with dreadful dangers. 

Mr. Henry,—Mr. Chairman.—The Honorable Gentleman who was up 
some time ago, exhorts us not to fall into a repetition of the defects 
of the Confederation. He said we ought not to declare that each State. | 

| retains every power, jurisdiction and right, which is not expressly del- 
_ egated, because experience has proved the insertion of such a restric- | : 

tion to be destructive, and mentioned an instance to prove it.2° That | 
case, Mr. Chairman, appears to me to militate against himself.—Pass- 
ports would not be given by Congress—and why? Because there was | 
a clause in the Confederation which denied them implied powers. And | 
says he, shall we repeat the error? He asked me where was the power 
of emancipating slaves. I say it will be implied, unless implication be 
prohibited. He admits that the power of granting passports will be in 
the new Congress without the insertion of this restriction—Yet he can 
shew me nothing like such a power granted in that Constitution. Not- 
withstanding he admits their right to this power by implication, he Says 

| that I am unfair and uncandid in my deduction, that they can eman- | 
cipate our slaves, though the word emancipation be not mentioned in 

: it. They can exercise power by implication in one instance, as well as __ 
_ in another. Thus by the Gentleman’s own argument, they can exercise | 

the power though it be not delegated. 
We were then told that the power of treaties and commerce, was 

the stne qua non of the Union.—That the little States would not Con- | 
federate otherwise—There is a thing not present to human view.—We 
have seen great concessions from the large States to the little States. | 
But little concessions from the little States to the great States, will be 
refused. He concedes that great concessions were made in the great 
Convention. Now when we speak of rights, and not of emoluments, 
these little States would not have been affected. What boon did we | 
ask? We demanded only rights, which ought to be unalienable and 
sacred. We have nothing local to ask. We ask rights which concern the 
general happiness. Must not justice bring them into the concession of a 
these? The Honorable Gentleman [Edmund Randolph] was pleased to |
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| say, that the new Government in this police, will be equal to what the 

present is. If so, that amendment will not injure that part. | 

He then mentioned the danger that would arise from foreign gold.— 

We may be bribed by foreign powers if we ask for amendments, to | 

secure our own happiness. Are we to be bribed to forget our own | 

interests? I will ask if foreign gold be likely to operate, where will it 

be? In the seat of Government, or in those little channels in which 

the State authority will flow? It will be at the fountain of power, where 

bribery will not be detected. He speaks of war and bloodshed. Whence _ 

do this war and bloodshed come? I fear it, but not from the source 

he speaks of. I fear it, Sir, from the operation and friends of the 

Federal Government. He speaks with contempt of this amendment. 

But whoever will advert to the use made repeatedly in England, of the | 

prerogative of the King, and the frequent attacks on the privileges of 

| | the people, notwithstanding many Legislative acts to secure them, will = 

| see the necessity of excluding implication. Nations who have trusted 

to logical deduction have lost their liberty. The Honorable Gentleman 

| last up [James Madison], agrees that there are defects, and by and by 

he says there is no defect. Does not this amount to a declaration that 

subsequent amendments are not necessary? His arguments, great as _ 

the Gentleman’s abilities are, tend to prove that amendments cannot 

be obtained after adoption. Speaking of forty amendments, he cal- 

culated that it was something like impracticability to obtain them. I 

appeal therefore to the candour of the Honorable Gentleman, and. 

this Committee, whether amendments be not absolutely unattainable 

if we adopt. For he has told us, that if the other States will do like 

this they cannot be previously obtained. Will the Gentleman bring this 

home to himself? This is a piece of information which I expected. The 

| worthy Member who proposed to ratify [George Wythe], has also pro- 

posed that what amendments may be deemed necessary, should be 

| recommended to Congress, and that a Committee should be appointed — 

to consider what amendments were necessary. But what does it all” 

come to at last?—That it is a vain project, and that it is indecent and 

improper. I will not argue unfairly, but I will ask if amendments are 

not unattainable? Will Gentlemen then lay their hands on their hearts, 

and say that they can adopt it in this shape? When we demand this 

security of our privileges, the language of Virginia is not that of re- 

spect.—Give me leave to deny it. She only asks amendments previous 

to her adoption of the Constitution. 

Was the Honorable Gentleman [James Madison] accurate, when he 

said that they could exist better without us, than we could without 

, them? I will make no comparison. But I will say that the States which
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have adopted will not make a respectable appearance without us. _ 
Would he advise them to refuse us admission when we profess our- | 

_ Selves friends to the Union, and only solicit them to secure our rights? es 
We do not reject a connection with them—We only declare that we 
will adopt it, if they will but consent to the security of rights essential 
to the general happiness. © | | 

He told you to confine yourselves to amendments which were in- | 
disputably true, as applying to several parts of the system proposed. - 
Did you hear any thing like the admission of the want of such amend- 

: ments from any one else? I will not insist on any that does not stand ) 
| on the broad basis of human rights. He says there are forty. I say : 

there is but one half the number, for the bill of rights is but one 

| amendment. - a | ON oo L | 
He tells you of important blessings which he imagines will result to | | 

us and mankind in general, from the adoption of this system—I see _ ) 
the awful immensity of the dangers with which it is pregnant.—I see | 

_ it—I feel it.—I see beings of a higher order, anxious concerning our | 
decision. When I see beyond the horrison that binds human eyes, and _ 
look at the final consummation of all human things, and see those | 
intelligent beings which inhabit the ztherial mansions, reviewing the = 

_ political decisions and revolutions which in the progress of time will | 
happen in America, and the consequent happiness or misery of man- 

_kind—I am led to believe that much of the account on one side or 
the other, will depend on what we now decide. Our own happiness | 

_ alone is not affected by the event—All nations are interested in the 
determination. We have it in our power to secure the happiness of | 
one half of the human race. Its adoption may involve the misery of 
the other hemispheres.—Here a violent storm arose, which put the 
House in such disorder, that Mr. Henry was obliged to conclude. | 

Mr. Nicholas proposed that the question should be put at XI o’clock - 
next day. | | Ee os coe | | | 

He was opposed by Mr. Clay.2° os EP Raa eg 
Mr. Ronald*! also opposed the motion, and wished amendments to —_ 

be prepared by a Committee, before the question should be put. | ns 
| Mr. Nicholas contended that the language of the proposed ratifica-_ oo 

tion, would secure every thing which Gentlemen desired, as it declared _ 
that all the powers vested in the Constitution were derived from the _ | 

| people, and might be resumed by them whensoever they should be _ | 
perverted to their injury and oppression; and that every power not | 
granted thereby, remained at their will, no danger whatever could arise. oe 

_ For says he, these expressions will become a part of the contract. The sits 
_ Constitution cannot be binding on Virginia, but with these conditions. _ |
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If thirteen individuals are about to make a contract, and one agrees 
to it, but at the same time declares that he understands its meaning, 

| signification and intent, to be, what the words of the contract plainly 
7 and obviously denote; that it is not to be construed so as to impose 

| any supplementary condition upon him, and that he is to be exonerated | 
| from it, whensoever any such imposition shall be attempted—I ask 

whether in this case, these conditions on which he assented to it, would 

not be binding on the other twelve? In like manner these conditions | 

| will be binding on Congress. They can exercise no power that is not 
expressly granted them. oo | 

Mr. Ronald,—Mr. Chairman.—I came hither with a determination to 

give my vote so as to secure the liberty and privileges of my constit- 

uents. I thought that a great majority argued that amendments were © 
| “necessary. Such is my opinion, but whether they ought to be previous 

, | or subsequent to our adoption, I leave to the wisdom of this Committee | 

| to determine. I feel an earnest desire to know what amendments shall 
| be proposed, before the question be put. One Honorable Gentleman 

[Patrick Henry] has proposed several amendments. They are objected _ 
to by other Gentlemen. I do not declare myself for or against those 

amendments; but unless I see such amendments, one way or other, 

introduced, as will secure the happiness of the people and prevent 
| their privileges from being endangered, I must, though much against 

- my inclination, vote against this Constitution. | | 

Mr. Madison conceived that what defects might be in the Constitution 
might be removed by the amendatory mode in itself. As to a solemn 

- declaration of our essential rights, he thought it unnecessary and dan- 
gerous—Unnecessary, because it was evident that the General Govern- 

| ment had no power but what was given it, and the delegation alone 
warranted the exercise of power—Dangerous, because an enumeration 

| which is not complete, is not safe. Such an enumeration could not be 

made within any compass of time, as would be equal to a general 

negation, such as his Honorable friend (Mr. Wythe) had proposed. He 

| , declared that such amendments as seemed in his judgment, to be with- 

out danger, he would readily admit, and that he would be the last to 

| oppose any such amendment as would give satisfaction to any Gentle- 
man, unless it were dangerous. | | 

The Committee then rose—And on motion, Resolved, That this Con- 

vention will, to-morrow, again resolve itself into a Committee of the _ 

whole Convention, to take into farther consideration, the proposed 

Constitution of Government. | 
And then the Convention adjourned until to-morrow morning, ten _ 

o’clock. | ,
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1. For the report of the Committee of the Whole to the Convention, see Convention 
Debates, 25 June (RCS:Va., 1537-38). | | 

2. Article 13 of the Declaration of Rights reads: “‘That a well regulated militia, com- 
_ posed of the body of the people, trained to arms, is the proper, natural, and safe defence 

. of a free state; that standing armies, in time of peace, should be avoided, as dangerous | 

to liberty: and that, in all cases, the military should be under strict subordination to, 
and governed by, the civil power” (RCS:Va., 531). | | , 

3. In 1775 the legislature passed an act stipulating that, with certain exceptions, “all _ 
free male persons, hired servants, and apprentices’? between the ages of sixteen and | 
fifty were liable to serve in the militia. Some runaway slaves enlisted as soldiers. In 1777 
the legislature, seeking to end this practice, required that any black or mulatto wishing 
to enlist should produce a certificate from a justice of the peace of his home county — 

: certifying that he was a freeman. During the course of the Revolution, many slaveowners 
“caused their slaves to enlist ... as substitutes for free persons” by informing the | 
recruiting officers that these slaves were freemen. After the term of enlistment, some 
slaveowners tried to force these enlistees back into slavery, ‘‘contrary to the principles 
of justice, and to their own solemn promise.’ Consequently, in 1783 the legislature 
freed these enlistees if they had served faithfully (Hening, IX, 27, 280; XI, 308-9). 

4. In 1779 and 1780 the legislature, acting upon “applications,” passed acts freeing | 
individual slaves (Hening, X, 211, 372). In 1782 the legislature adopted an act which 

allowed owners to emancipate their slaves under certain restrictions without having to | 
petition the legislature for a special act (ébid., XI, 39-40). Despite this act, some slaves 
still had to petition the legislature to make certain that wills were properly executed. a 
(For example, see an act passed in 1784, ibid., 362-63.) The 1782 act contributed to 
an increase in the number of free blacks in Virginia. In 1782 there were fewer than _ 

_ 3,000; while in 1790 there were 12,866 (John H. Russell, The Free Negro in Virginia, | 
1619-1865 [1913; reprint ed., New York, 1969], 61). | 

5. Henry probably meant the counties south of the James River of which his home | 
_ county of Prince Edward was approximately the geographical center. The delegates from 

, these counties voted overwhelmingly against ratification. (See the end-paper maps.) 
_ 6. The minority of the Pennsylvania Convention claimed (in its ‘“‘Dissent”) ‘that of 
upwards of seventy thousand freemen who are intitled to vote in Pennsylvania, the whole 
convention has been elected by about thirteen thousand voters...” (Pennsylvania Packet, 
18 December, CC:Vol. 3, page 17. For the “‘Dissent’’ in Virginia, see RCS:Va., 401— 
2.). - 

7. The resolution presented by Patrick Henry was probably the resolution that, on 
| 25 June, was defeated by a vote of 88 to 80 (Convention Debates, 25 June, RCS:Va., 

1538). The George Mason Papers at the Library of Congress include a one-page man- 
uscript in Mason’s handwriting that contains versions of a resolution that are similar to 
the one defeated on 25 June. For a photographic reproduction of this manuscript, see 
Mfm:Va. The declaration of rights and structural amendments presented by Henry have 
not been located. For the declaration of rights and amendments “ultimately proposed 
by the Convention” on 27 June, see RCS:Va., 1551-56. 

8. In November 1777 Congress sent the Articles of Confederation to the states for | 
ratification. The Maryland legislature ratified them on 2 February 1781 and the state’s. 
congressional delegates signed them on 1 March (CDR, 55-57, 99-100, 135-37). 

_ 9. Roman veto is probably a reference to the power of any one of ten tribunes to | 
_ disallow a law. | . . 

10. For Virginia’s call of and appointment of delegates to the Annapolis Convention 
| in January and February 1786, see RCS:Va., xxxiii-xxxiv, 538-39. | 

_ 11. For Virginia’s authorization and appointment of delegates to the Constitutional 
Convention in November and December 1786, see RCS:Va., XXXV—-xxxvi, 540-42. 

12. Randolph refers to the report of the Committee of the Whole Convention on 
25 June (RCS:Va., 1537-38). a oo
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13. The declaration of rights and structural amendments presented by Patrick Henry 
| have not been located, but, according to stenographer David Robertson, they ‘“‘were 

nearly the same as those ultimately proposed by the Convention.’’ Consequently, Rob- 
ertson did not include them in the debates for 24 June. Nor do they appear in the 
‘manuscript or printed Convention Journal. 

For the amendment.on standing armies (number 17) that the Convention adopted 
as part of its declaration of rights, see Convention Debates, 27 June (RCS:Va., 1553). 
The Convention also adopted a structural amendment (number 9) concerning standing 
armies in time of peace (RCS:Va., 1554). Both amendments are nearly identical to those 

adopted by the committee of Antifederalist Convention delegates chaired by George 
Mason and sent by him to New York Antifederalists on 9 June (RCS:Va., 821, 823). 

14, The English Bill of Rights (1689) provided ‘‘That the raising or keeping a standing 
army within the kingdom in time of peace unless it be with consent of parliament is 
against law.” 

, 15. For Randolph’s earlier references to passports, see Convention Debates, 4 and 
6 June (RCS:Va., 936, 985). 

16. On 6 August 1787, the five-man Committee of Detail, of which Edmund Randolph 

was a member, reported the first draft of the Constitution. The report forbade Congress 
from prohibiting the importation of slaves and it required that navigation acts be passed 

| by two-thirds of the members of each house. Northern delegates generally opposed these 
two provisions. Consequently, on 24 August a committee of eleven (one from each state), 
of which James Madison was a member, reported a compromise. Congress was not _ 
permitted to prohibit the foreign slave trade before 1800, and the section requiring a 
two-thirds majority for enacting navigation acts was deleted. The next day, the Conven- 
tion changed the date concerning the slave trade to 1808, and four days later the two- | 
thirds requirement for navigation acts was deleted (Farrand, II, 183, 400, 414-17, 449- | 

53). | | 
17. See note 11 (above). | | 
18. For Henry Lee’s speech on 9 June, see RCS:Va., 1072-81. 

19. A reference to the Jay-Gardoqui treaty negotiations. See RCS:Va., xxix, 1182- 
83. 

20. Dawson refers to the murder of Emperor Helvius Pertinax in 193 A.D., by the — 

Praetorian Guards. When two candidates presented themselves for the open throne, the 
| Guards auctioned the emperorship to the higher bidder, Didius Julianus, a very wealthy 

but incompetent senator. 
21. See Grayson’s speech and the responses by Francis Corbin and James Madison, 

Convention Debates, 19 June (RCS:Va., 1387-88, 1391, 1396). : 
99. In the early 1520s Francis I, the King of France, and Charles V, the Holy Roman 

Emperor, competed for Italian territory. In February 1525 Charles’ army defeated Fran- 
cis’ army at the Battle of Pavia. Captured and imprisoned (first in Italy and then in | 
Madrid), Francis agreed to the Treaty of Madrid (January 1526), in which he gave up 
his Italian claims and promised to cede the French duchy of Burgundy. He was released 
from prison in March 1526, and it quickly became apparent that Francis, supported by 
his council, had no intention of ratifying the treaty immediately. In May the council 
decided that Burgundy would not be given up. In June the estates of Burgundy de- 
nounced the treaty as “contrary to all reason and equity” and indicated that they wished 
to remain under the rule of the King of France. In July a royal apologia was issued 
emphasizing the “fundamental law” that the king could not alienate any portion of his 
realm and that a province or town could not alter its ownership without its inhabitants’ 
permission (R. J. Knecht, Francis I [Cambridge, Eng., 1982], 165-76, 189-91, 206-8). 

93. Danish king Christian IV, an elective monarch, died in 1648. Before electing © 

Christian’s son Frederick as successor, the noble Council forced Frederick to agree to 

a humiliating handfestning or charter severely restricting his power. In 1660, after many 

years of war, Denmark signed a peace treaty with Sweden. To raise money to support
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the government and army and to pay the national debt, a meeting of the three Estates— 
the nobility, the clergy, and the burghers—was called to meet in Copenhagen. The two ~ : 

| commoner estates favored more uniform tax levies and the elimination of other privileges rae 
for noblemen. The nobles, long exempt from many taxes, objected. The clergy and | 
burghers met with Frederick’s representative, who led them to believe that Frederick 

| supported their position. They presented a resolution to the Council calling for the | 
establishment of an hereditary monarchy, an idea to which Frederick was sympathetic. , | 

_ Since an hereditary monarch would not be required.to agree to a handfestning, the — | 
Council rejected the resolution. Whereupon, the two estates went to Frederick who 
accepted. The nobles and the Council, intimidated by the summoning of Copenhagen’s | 
citizen militia and the blocking of the city’s gates, reluctantly agreed to reforms, and ose | 

_. Frederick was freed from his oath to abide by the handfestning of 1648. Leaders of the Oo 
two commoner estates were given high positions in the new government, and those | 

_ members of the Council whom Frederick wished to retain swore an oath of allegiance | 
to him. a as | | | | 

In 1661 the leaders of Danish society signed the ‘‘Instrument or Pragmatic Sanction 
Regarding the King’s Hereditary Rights to the Kingdoms of Norway and Denmark,” a _ | _ 
document that gave the hereditary monarchy absolute power. Although both the clergy 
and the burghers benefitted considerably from reforms and the power and privileges of | | 

| the nobles were reduced, a national legislative body did not meet again for about two : | 

hundred years. In 1665 the Royal Law (Kongelov) confirmed the king’s absolute power | 
(Stewart Oakley, The Story of Denmark [London, 1972], 120-29). me | | 

24. See also Convention Debates, 12 June, note 2 (above). | a . ae a 

25. Grayson refers to the English Navigation Act of 1660 which prohibited foreign ee 
vessels from trading with the American colonies and stipulated that vessels bringing | 
goods into England or its colonies have an English captain and that the crew be three- 
quarters English. Moreover, certain enumerated articles of colonial produce could be | 
exported only to England or other English colonies. | | | 

26. Grayson refers to George Washington. . woh as =. 
27. Before or during the Convention, Grayson drafted amendments to the Consti- 

tution, but perhaps because of his endorsement of Henry’s amendments, he never for- . 

mally presented them. (For these amendments, see Convention Debates, 16 June, note Pe 

11; 18 June, note 5; and 21 June, note 8, all above.) In addition to the proposed 
- amendments, the two-page document includes a draft of a form of ratification which 
reads: “We the people of the Commonwealth of Virginia do adopt and recieve the 
foregoing Constitution and every part and article thereof subject nevertheless. to the | | 
following provisions, which we do for ourselves and our posterity declare to be indis- : 

_. . pensably necessary to be observed in order to the preservation of the Liberties of the 
good people of the united States of America, and that the same shall, and of right ought | 
forever to constitute a part thereof. | Oe eas | | | 

“1, The Bill of rights, Constitutions and Municipal Laws of the several States in this pos 
: union, in all Cases not expressly comprehended by the Constitution shall be sacred and 

inviolate”’ (Bryan Family Papers, Vi). — - on. | 5 
For a photographic reproduction of the complete document, see Mfm:Va. | 
28. Madison refers to Robert Yates and John Lansing, Jr., who opposed creation of — ! 

a powerful national government in the Constitutional Convention and who left that body 
on 10 July 1787, more than two months before it adjourned. (For their official report | | 
on the Convention which was first printed in mid-January 1788, see CC:447.) Both men : 
voted against the ratification of the Constitution in the New York Convention in July - 
1788. : oo be fe res | ees | 

29. See Edmund Randolph’s speech earlier in the day (RCS:Va., 1485). | 

30. Probably Green Clay. See Convention Debates, 14 June, note 10 (above). | ee 
31. William Ronald, a native of Scotland, a wealthy planter, and a former merchant, | | 

_ represented Powhatan County almost continuously in the House of Delegates from 1781 | .
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to 1793. Although Ronald was appointed a delegate to the Annapolis Convention in 
| 1786, he did not attend. Ronald voted to ratify the Constitution. | 

, Reminiscences of Patrick Henry’s Thunderstorm Speech, 24 June 

| William Wirt, 1817! 

Towards the close of the session, an incident occurred of a character 

so extraordinary as to deserve particular notice. The question of adop- 
tion or rejection was now approaching. The decision was still uncertain, 
and every mind and every heart was filled with anxiety. Mr. Henry | 

a partook most deeply of this feeling; and while engaged, as it were, in 
his last effort, availed himself of the strong sensation which he knew | 
to pervade the house, and made an appeal to it which, in point of 
sublimity, has never been surpassed in any age or country of the world. 

| After describing, in accents which spoke to the soul, and to which 
every other bosom deeply responded, the awful immensity of the ques- 
tion to the present and future generations, and the throbbing appre- 
hensions with which he looked to the issue, he passed from the house | 
and from the earth, and looking, as he said, “beyond that horizon , 

| - which binds mortal eyes,’ he pointed—with a countenance and action 
_ that made the blood run back upon the aching heart—to those celestial 

beings, who where hovering over the scene, and waiting with anxiety, 
for a decision which involved the happiness or misery of more than 
half the human race. To. those beings—with the same thrilling look | 

| and action—he had just addressed an invocation, that made every nerve 
shudder with supernatural horror—when lo! a storm, at that instant 

| arose, which shook the whole building, and the spirits whom he had 
| called, seemed to have come at his bidding. Nor did his eloquence, or 

the storm, immediately cease—but, availing himself of the incident, 
with a master’s art, he seemed to mix in the fight of his etherial 
auxiliaries, and ‘‘rising on the wings of the tempest, to seize upon the 

| artillery of Heaven, and direct its fiercest thunders against the heads 
of his adversaries.”” The scene became insupportable; and the house 
rose, without the formality of adjournment, the members rushing from 

their seats with precipitation and confusion.® 

— (a) The words above quoted are those of judge Archibald 
_ Stuart; a gentleman who was present, a member of the con- 

| | vention, and one of those who voted against the side of the 

: question, supported by Mr. Henry. The incident as given 
in the text, is wholly founded on the statements of those 

who were witnesses of the scene; and by comparing it with 
the corresponding passage in the printed debates, the
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, reader may decide how far these are to be relied on, as | 

| specimens of Mr. Henry’s eloquence. | | 

Spencer Roane, post-1817? | | 

It is to be also observed that although his language was plain, and 
free from unusual or high-flown words, his ideas were remarkably bold, 

strong, and striking. By the joint effect of these two faculties, I mean 
of the power of his tone or voice and the grandness of his conceptions, 
he had a wonderful effect upon the feelings of his audience. Both of 

_ these concurred in the famous speech in the Convention which was | 
interrupted by a storm, and of which I see Mr. Wirt has a note. The | 
question of adoption was approaching, and from that cause every one 
had an awful and anxious feeling. This was, as it were, the parting 

speech of Mr. Henry, and he was depicting the awful immensity of | 
_ the question and its consequences as it respected the present and | 

future generations. He stated that the ethereal beings were awaiting 
with anxiety the decision of a question which involved the happiness | 
or misery of more than half the human race. He had presented such 

_ an awful picture, and in such feeling colors, as to interest the feelings 
of the audience to the highest pitch—when lo! a storm at that moment | | 
arose, which shook the building in which the Convention were sitting, | 

and broke it up in confusion. So remarkable a coincidence was never | 
before witnessed, and it seemed as if he had indeed the faculty of 
calling up spirits from the vasty deep. - 

1. Printed: William Wirt, Sketches of the Life and Character of Patrick Henry (Philadelphia, _ 
1817), 295-97. | mo, | 

_ 2. Printed: Appendix B, “Judge Spencer Roane’s Memorandum,” n.d., George Mor- 
gan, The True Patrick Henry (Philadelphia, 1907), 447. 

Editors’ Note | oe 
| The Ratification of the Constitution 

and the Recommendation of Amendments 
25-277 June 1788 | 

On 23 June the Convention completed its clause-by-clause consid- 
eration of the Constitution, and on the 24th George Wythe proposed 
that the Committee of the Whole should ratify the Constitution and 

_ recommend amendments to be considered by the new Congress, ac- 
| cording to the manner prescribed by the Constitution. To this effect, | 

Wythe presented two resolutions prefaced by a preamble expressing _ 
the belief that all powers not granted to the government by the Con- | 
stitution were retained by the people and that the government could |
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neither cancel, abridge, restrain, nor modify any of the people’s rights, 
except where the Constitution gave it such power. Such “essential 

| rights” as “‘liberty of conscience and of the press” could not be can- 
celled, abridged, restrained, or modified. 

Patrick Henry thought that ratification was premature, and, after 
some lengthy remarks, he proposed a resolution “‘to refer a declaration 
of rights, with certain amendments to the most exceptionable parts of 
the Constitution, to the other states in the Confederacy, for their 

| consideration, previous to ratification.” Along with the resolution, 
Henry presented a declaration of rights and structural amendments, 

| which stenographer David Robertson described as being “nearly the 
same as those ultimately proposed by the Convention.” The clerk then 

| read the resolution, the declaration of rights, and the structural amend- 

| ments. | 
On 25 June the Convention sitting as a Committee of the Whole 

continued its consideration of the Constitution. George Nicholas asked 
that George Wythe’s 24 June proposal to ratify the Constitution be | 

| read so that “the question might be put upon it.’’ After Wythe’s pro- 
posal was read, John Tyler moved that the structural amendments and 
declaration of rights, offered by Patrick Henry on the 24th, be read 

“for the same purpose.” After a lengthy debate, President Edmund 
Pendleton resumed the chair and Thomas Mathews, chairman of the 

Committee of the Whole, reported that the Committee had completed | 
its consideration of the Constitution and had resolved that the Con- 
stitution be ratified. The Committee had also resolved that amend- 
ments be recommended to the new Congress under the Constitution 
to be acted upon in the manner stipulated in the fifth article of the | 

Constitution. | Oe 
As a substitute to the Committee of the Whole’s resolution on rat- 

ification, Antifederalists proposed that a declaration of rights and _ 

| amendments be submitted to other states for their consideration, “‘pre- 

vious to the ratification of the new Constitution.”” The delegates de- 

feated this proposal by a vote of 88 to 80. Sometime between 2:00 

and 3:00 p.m. (Convention Debates, 25 June, note 19, below), the _ 

delegates voted 89 to 79 to ratify the Constitution. Notley Conn of 

Bourbon and Thomas Pierce of Isle of Wight were absent when the 

voting took place. The difference in the two votes was caused by David 

Patteson of Chesterfield, who voted with Antifederalists on amend- 

ments but who sided with Federalists on ratification. 

| The Convention then appointed a committee of five Federalists— 

Edmund Randolph, George Nicholas, James Madison, John Marshall, 

and Francis Corbin—to prepare a form of ratification. The committee
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soon reported a form which the Convention read, accepted, and or- 
dered to be engrossed. A committee of eleven Federalists and nine - | 
Antifederalists, chaired by George Wythe, was appointed to prepare _ 

| recommendatory amendments. oho Pe aaa 
, On 26 June, the engrossed Form of Ratification was read. It was 

7 signed by President Edmund Pendleton, who was ordered to transmit | 

_ the document to the Confederation Congress. After providing for the 
payment of its officers, the Convention adjourned to 10:00 the fol- | 

_ lowing morning. | | : | | 
On 27 June, a second engrossed copy of the Form of Ratification | 

7 was read, signed by President Pendleton, and ordered deposited by 
the secretary of the Convention in the ‘‘archives of the General As-  _ | 

| sembly.’’ George Wythe, the chairman of the committee on amend- 2 
ments appointed on the 25th, reported twenty structural amendments, | 

| preceded by a declaration of rights of twenty amendments (RCS:Va, 
7 1551-56). | | Tk 

| _. The Wythe committee’s declaration of rights is based upon the dec- - 

laration drafted on or before 9 June by an Antifederalist committee | 
_ chaired by George Mason and sent by Mason to New York Antifed- | 

- eralists on 9 June. Numbers 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 12-17, and 19 were | 
taken, virtually unchanged, from the Mason committee’s draft. Sig- 

- mnificant deletions were made in numbers 3, 6, 8, 11, 18, and 20. The © oe 
wording, but not the meaning, of number 1 was altered. (For the text | | 

of the Mason committee’s draft declaration, see RCS:Va., 819-21.) | 

As with the declaration of rights, the Wythe committee’s structural 8 
amendments owe much to the work of the Mason committee. Numbers 
4, 8, 9, and 10 were virtually unchanged. Numbers 1, 2, 3, 7, and 16 a 
were reworded or significantly modified. The Wythe committee’s re- 
port omitted the proposals for a council, the limitation on the presi- | : 
dential command of the armed forces, the two-year duration for a me 

_-- mutiny act, the suspension of an impeached president facing trial, and — 
the prohibition of outside compensation for federal judges. The com- | 
mittee reported eleven amendments that were not included in the draft _ 

_ sent to New York. Four of the amendments, numbers 11, 12, 14, and Oo 
20, involved subjects which Mason said were still being considered by | 
Virginia Antifederalists when he forwarded his committee’s amend- 
ments to New York on 9 June. The other seven amendments, numbers 
5-6, 13, 15, and 17-19, addressed concerns raised by Virginia Anti- 

| federalists during the Convention debates. (For the text of the Mason — 
. committee’s draft of structural amendments, see RCS:Va., 821-23. For | | 

| a comparison of the Wythe committee’s structural amendments to an- 
other set of structural amendments, most likely drafted between 9 and |
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27 June, see the headnote to ‘Draft Structural Amendments to the 

| Constitution,” ante-27 June, below.) 

| Appended to the amendments reported by the Wythe committee was | 

a statement in which the Convention, speaking for the people of Vir- 

ginia, enjoined their representatives and senators in the new Congress 

under the Constitution to seek the ratification of the report’s forty 

amendments according to the method prescribed in the fifth article 

of the Constitution. Until the amendments were adopted, the statement 

continued, congressmen were “to conform to the spirit of these 

| | amendments as far as the said Constitution will admit.” The Conven- 

| tion adopted the Wythe committee’s declaration of rights, structural 

amendments, and the concluding statement. 
| The Convention ordered the amendments engrossed, signed by the : 

president, and forwarded to the Confederation Congress, along with = 

the Form of Ratification. It further ordered that each state executive 

| or legislature be sent an engrossed copy of the Form and amendments 

signed by the president and attested by the secretary. ‘The secretary 

| was instructed to have the journal ‘“‘fairly entered in a well bound 

book” and deposited in the “archives of the Privy Council or Council 

| of State.” The printer to the Convention was told to print fifty copies 

of the Form and proposed amendments for each county. After thank- 

ing Edmund Pendleton for the “able, upright, and impartial discharge” _ 

of his duties as president and receiving “his acknowledgment,” the 

- Convention adjourned sine die. | | 
On 28 June President Pendleton, pursuant to the Convention’s in- | 

| structions, sent the President of Congress and each state executive the 

| engrossed ratification documents. Convention printer Augustine Davis 

printed 4,300 copies of a four-page broadside containing the Form of | | 

Ratification, the proposed amendments, and most of the minutes of 

27 June (Evans 21553). (For photographic copies of the broadside and 

the engrossed document sent to the governor of Massachusetts, see 

| Mfm:Va.) | 

| | The Virginia Convention | | 

Wednesday 
25 June 1788 — oe 

| | Debates! 

The Convention according to the order of the day, resolved itself 

into a Committee of the whole Convention, to take into further con- 

| sideration, the proposed Constitution of Government.—Mr. Mathews 

in the Chair. : |
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Mr. Nicholas,—Mr. Chairman.—I do not mean to enter into any fur- 
ther debate.—The friends of the Constitution wish to take up no more 
time, the matter being now fully discussed.—They are convinced that 
further time will answer no end but to serve the cause of those who 

wish to destroy the Constitution. We wish it to be ratified, and such 
amendments as may be thought necessary, to be subsequently consid- | 
ered by a Committee, in order to be recommended to Congress, to | 
be acted upon according to the amendatory mode presented in itself. 

_ Gentlemen in the opposition have said that the friends of the Con- 
stitution would depart after the adoption, without entering into any 
consideration of subsequent amendments. I wish to know their au- | 
thority. I wish for subsequent amendments as a friend to the Consti- | 
tution—I trust its other friends wish so too—and I believe no Gentle- 

| man has any intention of departing. The amendments contained in 
this paper, are those we wish. But we shall agree to any others which 
will not destroy the spirit of the Constitution, or that will better secure 
liberty. | oe 

He then moved that the Clerk should read the resolution proposed 
by Mr. Wythe, in order that the question might be put upon it. Which | 

_ being done,—Mr. Tyler moved to read the amendments and bill of 
rights proposed by Mr. Henry, for the same purpose. 

Mr. Harrison,—Mr. Chairman.—The little States refused to come into | 
the Union without extravagant concessions. It will be the same case | 
on every other occasion. Can it be supposed that the little States whose : 
interest and importance are greatly advanced by the Constitution as 
it stands, will ever agree to any alteration, which must infallibly di- 
minish their political influence? On this occasion let us behave with 
that fortitude which animated us in our resistance to Great-Britain. 

_ The situation and disposition of the States render subsequent 
amendments dangerous and impolitic, and previous amendments eli- | 
gible. , 

New-Hampshire does not approve of the Constitution as it stands. 
They have refused it so.—In Massachusetts we are told that there was | 
a decided majority in their Convention who opposed the Constitution 
as it stood, and were in favor of previous amendments, but were af- oe 
terwards, by the address and artifice of the Federalists, prevailed upon | 
to ratify it.? / | | 

_ Rhode-Island is not worthy of the attention of this House—She is 
of no weight or importance to influence any general subject of con- | 
sequence. , | | 

Connecticut adopted it without proposing amendments. __ 
New-York we have every reason to believe, will reject the Consti-
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an tution, unless amendments be obtained. Hence it clearly appears that 
there are three States which wish for amendments. . | 

Jersey, Pennsylvania and Delaware, have adopted it unconditionally. 
In Maryland there is a considerable number who wish amendments 

| to be had. | 

Virginia is divided, let this question be determined which way it will. 
One half of the people at least, wish amendments to be obtained. 

North-Carolina is decidedly against it. South-Carolina has proposed 
amendments. 

| Under this representation, it appears that there are seven States who | 
wish to get amendments.—Can it be doubted, if these seven States 
insert amendments as the condition of their accession, that they would 
not be agreed to? Let us not then be persuaded into an opinion, that : 

| the Union will be dissolved if we should reject it. I have no such idea. 
As far as I am acquainted with history, there never existed a Con- 

stitution where the liberty of the people was established this way; States 
have risen by gradual steps—Let us follow their example. The line _ 

which we ought to pursue, is equally bounded. How comes that paper 

on your table, to be now here discussed? The State of Virginia finding 
the power of the Confederation insufficient for the happiness of the 
people, invited the other States to call a Convention, in order that the _ 
powers of Congress might be enlarged. I was not in the Assembly then, 

and if I had, I have no vanity to suppose I could have decided more 

cautiously. They were bound to do, what we ought to do now. I have 

| | no idea of danger to the Union. A vast majority from every calculation 

are invincibly attached to it. I see an earnest desire in Gentlemen to 

_ bring this country to be great and powerful. Considering the very late 

period when this country was first settled, and the present state of 

| population and wealth, this is impossible now. The attempt will bring 

ruin and destruction upon us. These things must not be forced. They 

must come of course like the course of rivers gently going on. As to 

the inconveniences to me from adoption, they are none at all. I am 

not prejudiced against New-England or any part. They are held up to 

us as a people from whom protection will come. Will any protection | 

come from thence for many years? When we were invaded, did any 

| Gentlemen from the Northern States come to relieve us? No Sir, we 

were left to be buffetted. General Washington in the greatness of his 

soul, came with the French Auxiliaries and relieved us opportunely. 

Were it not for this, we should have been ruined. I call Heaven to : 

witness that I am a friend to the Union. But I conceive the measure | 

of adoption to be unwarrantably precipitate, and dangerously impolitic. 

Should we rush into certain perdition, I should resist with the fortitude
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of a man. As to the amendments proposed by Gentlemen, I do not 
object to them—They are inherently good. But they are put in the , 
wrong place—subsequent instead of previous. Mr. Harrison added other - | 
observations which could not be heard. | : a | 
Mr. Madison,—Mr. Chairman.—I should not have risen at all, were 

| it not for what the Honorable Member said. If there be any suspicions, : 
that if the ratification be made, the friends of the system will withdraw | 
their concurrence and much more their persons, it shall never be with | 
my approbation. Permit me to remark, that if he has given us a true | 
state of the disposition and of the several Members of the Union, there — | 
is no doubt they will agree to the same amendments after adoption. es 
If we propose the conditional amendments, I entreat Gentlemen to | 

_ consider the distance to which they throw the ultimate settlement, and 
the extreme risk of perpetual disunion.—They cannot but see how easy _— 
it will be to obtain subsequent amendments. They can be proposed —s—~™ 
when the Legislatures of two-thirds of the States shall make application | | 
for that purpose, and the Legislatures of three fourths of the States,  _ 
or Conventions in the same, can fix the amendments so proposed. If | 
there be an equal zeal in every State, can there be a doubt that they 
will concur in reasonable amendments? If on the other hand, we call — 2 
on the States to rescind what they have done, and confess that they | 
have done wrong, and to consider the subject again, it will produce —__ | 
such unnecessary delays and is pregnant with such infinite dangers, __ 
that I cannot contemplate it without horror. There are uncertainty . 
and confusion on the one hand, and order, tranquility and certainty _ | 
on the other. Let us not hesitate to elect the latter alternative. Let us | | : 
join with cordiality in those alterations we think proper. There is no 

, friend to the Constitution, but who will concur in that mode. — | 
Mr. Monro, after an exordium which could not be heard, remarking . 

that the question now before the Committee was, whether previous or __ | 
subsequent amendments were the most prudent.—Strongly supported | 
the former. He could not conceive that a conditional ratification would _ 
in the most remote degree endanger the Union, for that it was as - 
clearly the interest of the adopting States to be United with Virginia, 7 
as it could be her interest to be in Union with them.—He demanded 
if they would arm the States against one another, and make themselves - a 

_ enemies of those who were respectable and powerful from their sit- | 
uation and numbers? He had no doubt that they would in preference | 
to such a desperate and violent measure, come forward and make a _ | 
proposition to the other States, so far as it would be consistent with | 
the general interest. Adopt it now unconditionally, says he, and it will a 

_ never be amended, not even when experience shall have proved its — |
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defects. An alteration will be a diminution of their power, and there 

a will be great exertions made to prevent it. I have no dread that they 
| will immediately infringe the dearest rights of the people, but that the 

| operation of the Government will be oppressive in process of time. 

| | Shall we not pursue the dictates of common sense and the example 

| of all free and wise nations, and insist on amendments with manly 

fortitude. | _ 

| It is urged that there is an impossibility of getting previous amend- 

| ments, and that a variety of circumstances concur to render it im-_ 
_ practicable. This argument appears to me fallacious, and as a specious a 

evasion. The same cause which has hitherto produced a spirit of un- 
animity, and a predilection for the Union, will hereafter produce the 

| same effects. 
= How did the Federal Constitution meet? From the beginning of time 

| | in any age or country, did ever men meet under so loose, uncurbed _ 
a commission? There was nothing to restrain them, but their characters 
and reputation. They could not organise a system without defects. This 

| | cannot then be perfect. Is it not presumeable that by subsequent at- 
| tempts we shall make it more complete and perfect? What are the 

great objections now made? Are they local? What are the amendments 
brought forth by my friends? Do they not contemplate the great in- 

a terests of the people, and of the Union at large? I am satisfied from 

Oo what we have seen of the disposition of the other States, that instead 

of disunion and national confusion, there will be harmony and perfect | 

| concord. Disunion is more to be apprehended from the adoption of | 

a system reprobated by some, and allowed by all to be defective. The 

arguments of Gentlemen have no weight on my mind. It is unnecessary 

to enter into a refutation of them. My Honorable friends have done 

| it highly to my satisfaction. Permit me only to observe with respect to 

these amendments, that they are harmless. Do they change a feature 

. of the Constitution? They secure our rights without altering a single 

feature, I trust therefore that Gentlemen will concur with them. . 

Mr. Innes,3—Mr. Chairman.—I have hitherto been silent on this great 

and interesting question. But my silence has not proceeded from a 

neutrality of sentiments, or a supineness of disposition. The session of 

the Court of Oyer and Terminer, at this time, has indispensably called 

my attention to the prosecutions for the Commonwealth. Had I taken ' 

an earlier part in the discussion, my observations would have been 

desultory and perhaps not satisfactory, being not apprised of all the 

arguments which had been used by Gentlemen. We are now brought 

to that great part of the system where it is necessary for me to take 

a decided part. This is one of the most important questions, that ever
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agitated the councils of America. When I see in this House divided in 
opinion, several of those brave officers whom I have seen so gallantly 
fighting and bleeding for their country, the question is doubly inter- 
esting to me. I thought it would be the last of human events, that I 
should be on a different side from them, on so awful an occasion. oe 
However painful and distressing to me, the recollection of this diversity 
of sentiments may be, I am consoled by this reflection—that difference 7 
in opinion has a happy consequence. It aids discussion, and is a friend — 
to truth. We ought (and I hope we have the temper) to be regulated 
by candour and moderation, without which in a deliberative body, | 
every thing with respect to the public good, evaporates into nothing. 
I came hither under a persuasion that the felicity of our country re- 
quired that we should accede to this system; but I am free to declare, _ | 
that I came in with a mind open to conviction, and a predetermination | 
to recede from my opinion, if I should find it to be erroneous.—I have _ | 
heard nothing hitherto that would warrant a change of one idea. The | 
objections urged by the advocates of the opposition have been ably | 
and in my conception, satisfactorily answered by the friends of the 
Constitution. I wish instead of reasoning from possible abuses, that 
the Government had been considered as an abstract position, drawn 
from the history of all nations, and such theoretic opinions as expe- 
rience has demonstrated to be right. I have waited to hear this mode 
of reasoning, but in vain. Instead of this, Sir, horrors have been called 
up, chimeras suggested, and every terrific and melancholy idea ad- | 
duced, to prevent, what I think indispensably necessary for our national 
honor, happiness and safety—I mean the adoption of the system under 
consideration. mS | , 
How are we to decide this question? Shall we take the system by 

way of subsequent amendments, or propose amendments as the pre- 
vious condition of our adoption? Let us consider this question coolly. 
In my humble opinion, it transcends the power of this Convention to 

| take it with previous amendments.—If you take it so, I say, that you | 
| transcend and violate the commission of the people. For if it be taken __ | 

with amendments, the opinions of the people at large ought to be | 
consulted on them. Have they an opportunity of considering previous 
amendments? They have seen the Constitution, and sent us hither to 
adopt or reject it. Have we more latitude on this subject? If you pro- 
pose previous amendments as the condition of your adoption, they | 
may radically change the paper on the table, and the people will be 
bound by what they know not. Subsequent amendments would not. 

have that effect. They would not operate till the people had an Op- 
portunity of considering and altering them, if they thought proper. |
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| They could have it in their power to give contrary directions to their 
Members of Congress. But I observe with regret, that there is a general 

| spirit of jealousy with respect to our Northern brethren. Had we this 
political jealousy in 1775? If we had, it would have damped our ardor 
and intrepidity; and prevented that unanimous resistance which en- 
abled us to triumph over our enemies. It was not a Virginian, Carolinian 
or Pennsylvanian, but the glorious name of an American that extended 
from one end of the continent to the other, that was then beloved | 
and confided in. Did we then expect, that in case of success, we should | 

be armed against one another? I would have submitted to British tyr- 
anny rather than to Northern tyranny, had what we have been told, 
been true, that they had no part of that philanthropic spirit, which 
cherishes fraternal affection, unites friends, enables them to achieve 

the most gallant exploits, and renders them formidable to other na- 
7 tions. Gentlemen say that the States have not similar interests, that 

what will accommodate their interests will be incompatible with ours; 
and that the Northern oppression will fetter, and manacle the hands 
of the Southern people. Wherein does this dissimilarity consist? Does 
not our existence as a nation depend on our Union? Is it to be sup- 

posed that their principles will be so constuprated, and that they will | 
be so blind to their own true interests, as to alienate the affections of 

| the Southern States, and adopt measures which will produce discon- 
tents and terminate in a dissolution of an Union as necessary to their 
happiness as to ours? Will not brotherly affection rather be cultivated? 
Will not the great principles of reciprocal friendship, and mutual amity 
be constantly inculcated, so as to conciliate all parts of the Unionr 
This will be inevitably necessary from the unity of their interests with 
ours. To suppose that they would act contrary to these principles, 

would be to suppose them to be not only destitute of honor and 
probity, but void of reason—not only bad, but mad men. | 

The Honorable Gentleman has warned us to guard against European 

politics. Shall we not be more able to set their machinations at de- 

fiance, by uniting our councils and strength, than by splitting into 

| factions and divisions? Our divisions and consequent debility are the 

objects most ardently wished for by the nations of Europe. What cause 

induced Great-Britain and other European nations which had settle- _ 

ments in America, to keep their colonies in an infantine condition? 

| What cause leads them to exclude our vessels from the West-Indies? 

| | The fear of our becoming important and powerful. Will they not be | 

| perpetually stimulated by this fear? Will they not incessantly endeavour 

to depress us by force or stratagems? Is there no danger to be ap- 

prehended from Spain, whose extensive and invaluable possessions are
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in our vicinity? Will that nation rejoice at an augmentation of our 
strength or wealth? — . . | S 

_ But we are told that we need not be afraid of Great Britain.*—Will 
that great, that warlike, that vindictive nation, lose the desire of re- _ | 

| venging her losses and disgraces? Will she passively overlook flagrant | 
violations of the treaty? Will she lose the desire of retrieving those 
laurels which are buried in America? Should I transfuse into the breast 

_ of a Briton, that amor patrie which so strongly predominates in my — 
| own, he would say, While I have a guinea, I shall give it to recover lost — | 

America. oe . | eos ee eS 
| _ But says another Gentleman, the maritime powers of Europe look a 

with anxious and jealous eyes on you®’—While you are helpless, they coe 
will let you alone, but if you attempt to become respectable, they will — | 
crush you!—Is this the language or consolation of an American? Must 
we acquiesce to continue in this situation? We should by this way of | : 
reasoning sacrifice our own honor, and interests, to please those su- 
percilious nations, and promote their interests; and with every means 

| of acquiring a powerful fleet, would never have a ship of the line— _ 
To promote their glory we should become wretched and contemptible. Oo 

_ Our national glory, our honor, our interests forbid this disgraceful 
| conduct. It may be said that the ancients who deserved and acquired | 

glory, have lost their liberty. Call to mind the many nations of Indians a 
and Cannibals that have lost it likewise. And who would not rather be | | 

_ a Roman, than one of those who hardly deserve to be enumerated 
among the human species? ee ee Be | 

This question is as important as the revolution which severed us_ 
_ from the British empire. It rests now to be determined whether Amer- | - 

ica has in reality gained by that change which has been thought so | 
glorious—and whether those hecatombs of American heroes, whose | 
blood so freely shed at the shrine of liberty, fell in vain; or whether 
we shall establish such a Government as shall render America respect- | 
able and happy. I wish her not only to be internally possessed of _ | 
political and civil liberty, but to be formidable, terrible, and dignified — ve 
in war, and not depend on the ambitious Princes of Europe for tran- 

_ quillity, security or safety. I ask if the most petty of those Princes, 
even the Dey of Algiers, were to make war upon us, if the other States 
of Europe should keep a neutrality, whether we should not be reduced 
to the greatest distress? Is it not in the power of any maritime power 
to seize our vessels, and destroy our commerce with impunity? — . 

But we are told that the New-Englanders mean to take our trade 
from us, and make us hewers of wood and carriers of water;> and the mee 
next moment that they will emancipate our slaves! But how inconsistent :
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| is this? They tell you that the admission of the importation of slaves 
for twenty years, shews that their policy is to keep us weak, and yet | 

| the next moment they tell you, that they intend to set them free! If 
| _ it be their object to corrupt and enervate us, will they emancipate our 

slaves? Thus they complain and argue against it on contradictory prin- _ 
| ciples—The Constitution is to turn the world topsy turvy to make it 

answer their various purposes. | | 
_ Can it be said that liberty of conscience is in danger? I observed on 
the side of the Constitution, those who have been champions for re- 
ligious liberty, an attack on which I would as soon resist as one on 
civil liberty. Do they employ consistent arguments to shew that it is in 

a danger? They inform you that Turks, Jews, Infidels, Christians, and all 
| other sects may be President, and command the fleet and army, there | 

| being no test to be required. And yet the tyrannical and inquisitorial 
Congress, will ask me as a private citizen what is my opinion on religion, - 
and punish me if it does not conform to theirs! I cannot think the — 
Gentleman could be serious when he made these repugnant and in- 

| compatible objections.’ | 
| With respect to previous amendments what will be the consequence? 

Virginia first discovered the defects of the existing confederacy. When 
the Legislature was sitting, a few years ago, they sent an invitation to 
the other States to make amendments to it. After some preparatory 

| steps, the late Federal Convention was called. To this were sent select 
Deputies from all the States except Rhode-Island. After five months 

| spent in tedious and painful investigation, they with great difficulty 
devised the paper on the table, and it has been adopted by every State ) 
which has considered and discussed it.—Virginia is about dictating 

again to the other States. Eight States have exercised their sovereignty 
in ratifying it. Yet with a great deal of humility we ask them to rescind, 
and make such alterations as the ancient dominion shall think proper. | 

| States are but an aggregate of individuals. Would not an individual 
spurn at such a requisition? They will say, Ji has been laid before you, 
and if you do not like it, consider the consequences. We are as free, sister 
Virginia, and as independent, as you are; we do not like to be dictated to by 

you. But say Gentlemen, we can afterwards come into the Union—We _ 
| may come in at another time,—that is, if they do not accede to our 

dictatorial mandate. They are not of such a yielding, pliant stuff, as 
to revoke a decision founded on their most solemn deliberations, to 

| gratify our capricious wishes. : 
After hearing the arguments on this subject, and finding such a 

variety of contradictory objections, I am the more averse to solicit 
another Convention, from which I should expect great discord, and
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no good effect at all. Not doubting the sincerity of Gentlemen’s pro- oo 
testations, I say the mode pointed out in the Constitution is much _ 
better. For, according to their mode, the Union would never be com- 

plete, till the thirteen States had acceded to it, and eight States must | 

rescind and revoke what they have done. By the paper before you, if 
two-thirds of the States think amendments necessary, Congress are | 
obliged to call a Convention to propose amendments, which are to be 
submitted to the Legislatures, or Conventions in three-fourths of the 
States, the acquiescence of which, will render them binding. Now is 
there not a greater probability of obtaining the one than the other? 
Will not nine States more probably agree to any amendments than 
thirteen? The doctrine of chances is in favor of it. 

_ Unless we in vain look for a perfect Constitution, we ought to take 
it. In vain you will seek from India to the Pole, for a perfect Consti- 
tution. Though it may have certain defects, yet I doubt whether any 
system more perfect, can be obtained at this time. Let us no longer _ 

pursue chimerical and ridiculous systems. Let us try it—Experience is | 
the best test. It will bear equally on all the States from New-Hampshire : | 
to Georgia; and as it will operate equally on all, they will all call for 
amendments; and whatever the spirit of America calls for, must doubt- 
less take place immediately. | | 

I consider Congress as ourselves, as our fellow-citizens, and no more 

different from us than our Delegates in the State Legislature. I con- 
sider them as having all a fellow-feeling for us, and that they will never 
forget that this Government is that of the people. Under this impres- 

_ sion, I conclude that they will never dare to go beyond the bounds _ 
prescribed in the Constitution; and that as they are eligible and re- 
moveable by ourselves, there is sufficient responsibility—For where the - 
power of election frequently reverts to the people, and that reversion | 
is unimpeded, there can be no danger.—Upon the whole this is the | 

- question—Shall it be adopted or rejected? With respect to previous 
amendments they are equal to rejection. They are abhorrent to my | 
mind.—I consider them as the greatest of evils—I think myself bound 

_ to vote against every measure which I conceive to be a total rejection, 
than which nothing in my conception, can be more imprudent, de- 

structive and calamitous. a | 

Mr. Tyler,—Mr. Chairman.—I should have been satisfied with giving 
my vote on the question to-day, but as I wish to hand down to posterity 
my opposition to this system, I conceive it to be my duty to declare 

the principles on which I disapprove of it, and the cause of my op- _ oo 
position. I have seriously considered the subject in my mind, and when ~ 

| I consider the effects which may happen to this country from its adop- |
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tion, I tremble at it. My opposition to it arose first from general prin- 
ciples, independent of any local consideration. But when I find that | 
the Constitution is expressed in indefinite terms,—in terms, which the | 
Gentlemen who composed it, do not all concur in the meaning of;— 

| I say that when it is thus liable to objections and different construc- 
| tions, I find no rest in my mind. Those clauses which answer different 

constructions, will be used to serve particular purposes. If the able 
Members who composed it, cannot agree on the construction of it, 
shall I be thought rash or wrong to pass censure on its ambiguity? 

The worthy Member last up [James Innes] has brought us to a de- 
grading situation,—that we have no right to propose amendments. | 
should have expected such language had we already adopted a Con- 
stitution, which will preclude us from this advantage. If we propose | 
to them to reconsider what they have done, and not rescind it, will it 

be dictating to them? I do not undertake to say that our amendments 
| will bind other States; I hope no Gentleman will be so weak as to say 

so. But no Gentleman on the other side will deny our right of pro- 
posing amendments. Wherefore is it called dictatorial? It is not my 

| wish that they should rescind, but so much as will secure our peace 
and liberty. We wish to propose such amendments to the sister States, 

| as will reconcile all the States. Will Gentlemen think this will dissolve 
the Union? | 
Among all the chimeras adduced on this occasion, we are intimidated 

_ with the fear of being attacked by the petty Princes of Europe. The 
little predatory nations of Europe, are to cross the Atlantic and fall 
upon us, and to avoid this, we must adopt this Government with all 
its defects. Are we to be frightened into its adoption? 

The Gentleman has objected to previous amendments because the 
people did not know them. Have they seen their subsequent amend- 
ments?>—(Here Mr. Innes rose and explained the difference—That pre- 
vious amendments would be binding on the people, though they had 
never seen them, and should have no opportunity of considering them 
before they should operate: But that subsequent amendments being | 

only recommendatory in their nature, could be reviewed by the people 
| before they would become a part of the system; and if they disapproved 

of them, they might direct their Delegates in Congress to alter and 
modify them.)—Mr. Tyler then proceeded—I have seen their subse-_ 
quent amendments, and although they hold out something like the 
thing we wish for, yet they have not entered pointedly and substantially 

into it. What have they said about direct taxation? They have said 
nothing on this subject. Is there any limitation of, or restriction on 

the Federal Judicial power? I think not. So that Gentlemen hold out
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the idea of amendments which will not alter one dangerous part of it. — 
| It contains many dangerous articles. No Gentleman here can give such 

a construction of it, as will give general satisfaction. Shall we be told | 

that we shall be attacked by the Algerines, and that disunion will take | 
place unless we adopt it? Such language as this I did not expect here. 
Little did I think that matters would come to this, when we separated 

_ from the mother country—There, Sir, every man is amenable to pun- | 
ishment. There is far less responsibility in this Government. British — | 

_ tyranny would have been more tolerable. By our present Government _ | 
every man is secure in his person, and the enjoyment of his property. | 
There is no man who is not liable to be punished for misdeeds. I ask - 
what is it that disturbs men when liberty is in the highest zenith? | 
Human nature will ever be the same. Men never were, nor ever wil 

be satisfied with their happiness) sees oes | 
| _ They tell you, that one letter’s alteration will destroy it. I say that _ 

it is very far from being perfect. I ask if it were put in immediate 
_ operation, whether the people could bear it;—whether two bodies can — | 

tax the same species of property? The idea of two omnipotent powers 
7 is inconsistent. The natural tendency must be, either a revolt, or the © 

destruction of the State Governments, and a consolidation of them all 7 

into one general system. If we are to be consolidated, let it be on - 
_ better grounds. So long as climate will have effect on men, so long | 

will the different climates of the United States, render us different. 

_ Therefore a consolidation is contrary to our nature, and can only be 
supported by an arbitrary Government. Lo ps - 

Previous and subsequent amendments are now the only dispute, and a 
when Gentlemen say, that there is a greater probability of obtaining __ 
the one, than the other, they accompany their assertions with no kind oe 
of argument. What is the reason that amendments cannot be got after 
ratification? Because we have granted power.—Because the amend- _ 

-. ments you propose will diminish their power, and undo some clauses | 
in that paper. This argument proves to me, that they cannot be serious. 
It has been plainly proved to you, that it is impracticable. Local ad- | 

| vantages are given up as well as the regulation of trade. When this is | 
the case, will the little States agree to an alteration? When Gentlemens 

insist on this without producing any argument, they will find no cre- 
dulity in me. Another Convention ought to be had, whether the amend- | 

ments be previous or subsequent. They say another Convention is 
_ dangerous. How is this proved? It is only their assertion. Gentlemen __ 

tell us we shall be ruined without adoption. Is this reasonable? It does | 7 
not appear so to me. | oe - | | 

| Much has been said on the subject of war by foreigners, and the
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Indians. But a great deal has been said in refutation of it. Give me © 
leave to say, that from the situation of the powers of Europe at this _ 
time, no danger is to be apprehended from thence. Will the French 

a go to war with you, if you do not pay them what you owe them? Will | 
they thereby destroy that balance, to preserve which, they have taken 

- such immense trouble? But Great-Britain will go to war with you, unless | 
you comply with the treaty. Great-Britain, which to my sorrow, has 
monopolized our trade, is to go to war with us unless the law of treaties 
be binding. Is this reasonable? It is not the interest of Britain to quarrel 
with us. She will not hazard any measure which may tend to take our 
trade out of her hands. It is not the interest of Holland to see us 
destroyed, or oppressed. It is the interest of every nation in Europe | 
to keep up the balance of power, and therefore they will not suffer 
any nation to attack us, without immediately interfering. 

But much is said of the propriety of our becoming a great, and | 
| powerful nation. There is a great difference between offensive and 

defensive war. If we can defend ourselves, it is sufficient. Shall we 

sacrifice the peace and happiness of this country, to enable us to make 
wanton war? | a 

| My conduct through the revolution will justify me.—I have invariably _ | 
wished to oppose oppressions. It is true, that I have now a paltry | 

| office.8 I am willing to give it up—away with it.—It has no influence 
| on my present conduct. I wished Congress to have the regulation of | 

| trade. I was of opinion that a partial regulation alone would not suffice. 
I was among those Members who a few years ago proposed that reg- 

ulation.? I have lamented that I have put my hand to it, since this 
measure may have grown out of it. It was the hopes of our people to | 

have their trade on a respectable footing. But it never entered into 
my head that we should quit liberty, and throw ourselves into the hands 
of an energetic Government. Do you want men to be freer, or less 
free than they are? Gentlemen have been called upon to shew the 
causes of this measure.—None have been shewn. Gentlemen say we 

| shall be ruined unless we adopt it. We must give up our opinions. We 
| cannot judge for ourselves.—I hope Gentlemen before this, have been 

satisfied that such language is improper. All States which have here- 
| tofore been lavish in the concession of power, and relinquishment of | 

privileges, have lost their liberty. It has been often observed (and it 
cannot be too often observed) that liberty ought not to be given up 
without knowing the terms. The Gentlemen themselves cannot agree 

in the construction of various clauses of it. And so long as this is the 

- case, so long shall liberty be in danger. ) 
Gentlemen say we are jealous.—I am not jealous of this House. I |
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could trust my life with them. If this Constitution were safer I should | 
| not be afraid. But its defects warrant my suspicions and fears.—We a 

are not passing laws now, but laying the foundation on which laws are 
to be made. We ought therefore to be cautious how we decide. When 

| I consider the Constitution in all its parts, I cannot but dread its 
Operation. It contains a variety of powers too dangerous to be vested __ 
in any set of men whatsoever. Its power of direct taxation, the su- 

premacy of the laws of the Union, and of treaties, are exceedingly — 
dangerous.—I have never heard any manner of calling the President 
to account for his conduct, nor even the Members of the democratic 

branch of the Government. We may turn out our ten Members, but 

what can we do with the other fifty-five. The wisdom of Great-Britain | 
| gave each State its own Legislative Assembly, and Judiciary, and a right 

to tax themselves. When they attempted to infringe that right, we | 
declared war. This system violates that right. In the year 1781 the 
Assembly were obliged to pass a law that forty Members could pass 
laws.'° I have heard many Members say that it was a great departure 

from the Constitution, and that it would lead to aristocracy. If we — 
could not trust forty, can we trust ten? Those who lay a tax ought to 
be amenable to the payment of a proportionate share of it. I see 
nothing in their subsequent amendments going to this point—that we | 
shall have a right to tax ourselves. But Gentlemen say, that this would 
destroy the Constitution. Of what avail then will their subsequent 

| - amendments be? Will Gentlemen satisfy themselves that when they 
adopt this Constitution, their country will be happy? Is not the country 

| divided? Is it a happy Government which divides the people, and sets 
brother in opposition to brother? This measure has produced anarchy 
and confusion. We ought to have been unanimous, and gone side by 

side, as we went through the revolution. Instead of unanimity, it has | 
produced a general diversity of opinions, which may terminate in the 
most unhappy consequences.—We only wish to do away ambiguities, | 
and establish our rights on clear and explicit terms. If this be done, | 

__ we shall be all like one man—we shall unite and be happy. But if we 
adopt it in its present form, unanimity or concord can never take | 

| place.—After adoption, we can never expect to see it amended; because 
they will consider requests and solicitations for amendments as in a 
high degree dictatorial.—They will say, You have signed and sealed, and 
you cannot now retract.—When I review all these considerations, my heart | 
is full, and can never be at peace, till I see these defects removed. _ 
Our only consolation is the virtue of the present age. It is possible 

| that when they see the country divided, these politicians will reconcile 
the minds of their countrymen, by introducing such alterations as shall
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be deemed necessary. Were it not for this hope, I should be in dispair. 
I shall say no more, but that I wish my name to be seen in the yeas 

| and nays, that it may be known that my opposition arose from a full 
| persuasion and conviction, of its being dangerous to the liberties of 

my country. | | | 
Mr. Stephen addressed the Chairman, but in so low a voice that he 

could not be distinctly heard.—He described in a feeling manner the _ 
| unhappy situation of the country, and the absolute necessity of pre- 

venting a dismemberment of the confederacy. I was, says he, sent hither 

to adopt the Constitution as it is, but such is my regard for my fellow- 
citizens, that I would concur in amendments. The Gentlemen on the 

other side have adduced no reasons or proofs to convince us, that the 

amendments should become a part of the system, before ratification. 
What reason have we to suspect, that persons who are chosen from 
among ourselves, will not agree to the introduction of such amend- 

- ments as will be desired by the people at large?—In all safe and free 
Governments, there ought to be a judicious mixture of the three dif- 
ferent kinds of Government. This Government is a compound of those 

different kinds. But the democratic kind preponderates as it ought to 
do. The Members of one branch are immediately chosen by the people; 
and the people also elect in a secondary degree the Members of the 

| other two.—At present we have no Confederate Government. It exists 
but in name.—The Honorable Gentleman asked where is the genius 
of America? What else but that genius has stimulated the people to 

reform that Government, which woeful experience has proved to be | 

totally inefficient. What has produced the unison of sentiments in the 

States on this subject? I expected that filial duty and affection would | 

have impelled him to enquire for the genius of Virginia—that genius 

which formerly resisted British tyranny, and in the language of manly 

| intrepidity and fortitude said to that nation—thus far and no farther — 

shall you proceed.!! What has become of that genius which spoke that _ 

magnanimous language—that genius which produced the Federal Con- 

vention? Yonder she is in a mournful attire, her hair disheveled— | 

distressed with grief and sorrow—supplicating our assistance, against 

gorgons, fiends and hydras, which are ready to devour her, and carry 

desolation throughout her country. She bewails the decay of trade and 

| neglect of agriculture—her farmers discouraged—her ship-carpenters, 

| blacksmiths and all other tradesmen unemployed. She casts her eyes 

on these, and deplores her inability to relieve them. She sees and | 

laments that the profit of her commerce goes to foreign States. She 

further bewails that all she can raise by taxation is inadequate to her 

| necessities.—She sees religion die by her side—public faith prostituted,
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and private confidence lost between man and man. Are the hearts of | : 
her citizens so deaf to compassion that they will not go to her relief? _ 
If they are so infatuated, the dire consequences may be easily forseen.— - 
Expostulations must be made for the defection of Virginia, when Con- 
gress meets. They will enquire where she has lately discovered so much | | 

_ political wisdom—she that gave an immense tract of country to relieve _ . 
the general distresses?!2—Wherein consists her superiority to her oe 

friends of South-Carolina, and the respectable State of Massachusetts, 
| who to prevent a dissolution of the Union, adopted the Constitution, 
- and proposed such amendments as they thought necessary, placing 7 

_ confidence in the other States, that they would accede to them?—After | 
making several other remarks, he concluded by declaring that in his a 
opinion, they were about to determine whether we should be one of | 

the United States or not. | | us | 
Mr. Zachariah Johnson,3—Mr. Chairman.—I am now called upon to | 

decide the greatest of all questions,—a question which may involve the _ 
felicity or misery of myself and posterity. I have hitherto listened at- 
tentively to the arguments adduced by both sides, and attended to hear 

_ the discussion of the most complicated parts of the system by Gentle- — 
men of great abilities. Having now come to the ultimate stage of the | 

_ investigation, I think it my duty to declare my sentiments on the sub- | | 
"ject. When I view the necessity of Government among mankind, and 

_ its happy operation when judiciously constructed, and when I view the | | 
principles of this Constitution, and the satisfactory and liberal manner : 

: in which they have been developed by the Gentleman [Edmund Pen- 
dleton] in the Chair, and several other Gentlemen; and when I view | | 

on the other hand, the strained construction which has been put, by © | 
the Gentlemen on the other side, on every word and syllable, in en- - 
_deavouring to prove oppressions which can never possibly happen, my 

_ Judgment is convinced of the safety and propriety of this system. This on 
conviction has not arisen from a blind acquiescence or dependence 

| on the assertions and opinions of others, but from a full persuasion | 
| of its rectitude, after an attentive and mature consideration of the __ 

subject; the arguments of other Gentlemen having only confirmed the 
_ opinion which IT had previously formed, and which I was determined | 

to abandon, should I find it to be ill founded. — Be coe 
As to the principle of representation, I find it attended to in this | 

Government in the fullest manner.—It is founded on absolute equality. _ : 
_ When I see the power of electing the Representatives—the principal _ 

_ branch—in the people at large—in those very persons who are the © | 
_ constituents of the State Legislatures; when I find that the other | 

| branch is chosen by the State Legislatures; that the Executive is eligible :
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in a secondary degree by the people likewise, and that the terms of 
elections are short, and proportionate to the difficulty, and magnitude 

of the objects which they are to act upon; and when in addition to 

this, I find that no person holding any office under the United States 

: shall be a Member of either branch—I say, when I review all these 

| things, that I plainly see a security of the liberties of this country, to 
which we may safely trust. Were this Government defective in this : 

| fundamental principle of representation, it would be so radical, that 

it would admit of no remedy. | , 

| I shall consider ‘several other parts which are much objected to. As 

| to the regulation of the militia, I feel myself doubly interested. Having 

, a numerous offspring,'* I am careful to prevent the establishment of 

| any regulation, that might entail oppression on them. When Gentlemen | 

| of high abilities in this House, and whom I respect, tell us that the 

militia may be subjected to martial law in time of peace, and when- 

soever Congress may please, I am much astonished. My judgment is 

| astray and exceedingly undiscerning, if it can bear such a construction. 

| Congress has only the power of arming, and disciplining them. The _ 

7 States have the appointment of the officers, and the authority of train- 

_ ing the militia according to the discipline prescribed by Congress. 

When called into the actual service of the United States, they shall be 

subject to the marching orders of the United States.—Then, and then 

only it ought to be so.—When we advert to the plain and obvious 

meaning of the words, without twisting and torturing their natural 

| signification, we must be satisfied that this objection is groundless. | 

Had we adverted to the true meaning, and not gone further, we should 

| not be here to-day, but would have come to a decision long ago. We 

are also told, that religion is not secured—that religious tests are not 

| required.—You will find that the exclusion of tests, will strongly tend 

to establish religious freedom. If tests were required—and if the church 

| of England or any other were established, I might be excluded from 

a any office under the Government, because my conscience might not 

| permit me to take the test required.'’® The diversity of opinions and 

a variety of sects in the United States, have justly been reckoned a great 

security with respect to religious liberty. The difficulty of establishing 

| an uniformity of religion in this country is immense.—The extent of 

the country is very great. The multiplicity of sects is very great like- 

wise.—The people are not to be disarmed of their weapons—They are — 

left in full possession of them. The Government is administered by 

the Representatives of the people voluntarily and freely chosen. Under 

- these circumstances, should any one attempt to establish their own 

a system, in prejudice of the rest, they would be universally detested and
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opposed, and easily frustrated. This is a principle which secures reli- | 
gious liberty most firmly.—The Government will depend on the as- 
sistance of the people in the day of distress. This is the case in all 

_ Governments. It never was otherwise. They object to this Government, 
because it is strong and energetic; and with respect to the rich and - 

| poor, that it will be favorable to the one and oppressive to the other. 
It is right it should be energetic. This does not shew that the poor 
shall be more oppressed than the rich. Let us examine it. If it admits 

_ that private and public justice should be done, it admits what is just. 
As to the indolent and fraudulent, nothing will reclaim these, but the 
hand of force and compulsion. Is there any thing in this Government 
which will shew that it will bear hardly and unequally on the honest 

_ and industrious part of the community? I think not. As to the mode | os 
| of taxation, the proportion of each State being known, cannot be | 

_ exceeded. And such proportion will be raised in the most equitable 
manner of the people, according to their ability. There is nothing to | 
warrant a supposition that the poor will be equally taxed with the | 
wealthy and opulent. | | 

I shall make a comparison, to illustrate my observations, between 
the State and the General Governments. In our State Government so 

| much admired by the worthy Gentleman over the way, though there | 
— are 1700 militia in some counties, and but 150 in others, yet every 

county sends two Members to assist in Legislating for the whole com- 
munity.—There is this disproportion between the respectable county | 
of Augusta, which I have the honor to represent, and the circumscribed 

narrow county of Warwick; yet Augusta has no more Legislative influ- | 
ence than Warwick! Will any Gentleman tell us, that this is a more | 
equal representation than is fixed in the Constitution, whereby 30,000 
are to send one Representative in whatever place they may reside?— 
By the same State system the poor in many instances pay as much as | 
the rich. Many laws occur to my mind, where I could shew you, that 

the representation and taxation bears hard on those who live in large 
remote back counties. The mode of taxation is more oppressive to us 
than to the rest of the community. Last fall when the principle of 

_ taxation was debated, it was determined that tobacco should be re- 
_ ceived in discharge of taxes;!® but this did not relieve us, for it would | | 

not fetch what it cost us, as the distance is so great, and the carriage | 
_ so difficult.—Other specific articles were not received in payment of 

taxes, so that we had no other alternative than to pay specie, which | 
was a peculiar hardship.—I could point out many other disadvantages 
which we labour under, but I shall not now fatigue the House. 

It is my lot to be among the poor people. The most that I can claim,
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or flatter myself with, is to be of the middle rank—I wish no more, 

for I am contented. But I shall give my opinion unbiassed, and un- | 
influenced—without erudition or eloquence, but with firmness and can- 

| dour. And in so doing, I will satisfy my conscience.—If this Constitution 
be bad, it will bear equally as hard on me, as on any Member of the 
society—It will bear hard on my children, who are as dear to me, as 

any man’s children can be to him. Having their felicity and happiness 
at heart, the vote I shall give in its favor, can only be imputed to a 
conviction of its utility and propriety. . 
When I look for responsibility, I fully find it in that paper. When 

the Members of the Government depend on ourselves for their ap- 

pointment, and will bear an equal share of the burthens imposed on | 

| the people—when their duty is inseparably connected with their in- 

| terest, I conceive there can be no danger. Will they forfeit the friend- 

_ ship and confidence of their countrymen, and counteract their own 

interests? As they will probably have families, they cannot forget them— 

When one of them sees that providence has given him a numerous | 

family, he will be averse to lay taxes on his own posterity. They cannot 

escape them. They will be as liable to be taxed as any other persons _ 

in the community.—Neither is he sure, that he shall enjoy the place 

again, if he breaks his faith. When I take these things into consider- 
ation, I think there is sufficient responsibility. — 

As to the amendments now on your table, besides the impropriety 

of proposing them to be obtained previous to ratification, they appear 

to me, to be evidently and clearly objectionable.—Look at the bill of 

rights; it is totally mutilated and destroyed, in that paper.—The 15th 

article of the bill of rights of Virginia is omitted entirely in his proposed ; 

bill of rights. That article says, ‘““That no free Government, or the 

blessing of liberty, can be preserved to any people, but by a firm 

adherence to justice, moderation, temperance, frugality and virtue, and 

by frequent recurrence to fundamental principles.” —This article is the 

best of the whole—Take away this, and all is gone. Look at the first 

article of our bill of rights. It says that all men are by nature equally , 

free and independent. Does that paper acknowledge this? No,—It de- 

nies it. | 
They tell us that they see a progressive danger of bringing about 

emancipation. The principle has begun since the revolution. Let us do | 

| what we will, it will come round. Slavery has been the foundation of | 

| that impiety and dissipation which have been so much disseminated 

| among our countrymen. If it were totally abolished, it would do much 

ood. 
° Gentlemen say that we destroy our own principles by subsequent
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amendments. They say that it is acting inconsistent with our reasons— __ | 
Let us examine this position. Here is a principle of united wisdom | 
founded on mutual benefits; and as experience may shew defects, we 
stipulate, that when they will happen, they shall be amended—That 7 oo 

_ when a majority finds defects, we will search a remedy and apply it. 
There are two ways of amending it, pointed out in the system itself— | 
When introduced either way, they are to be binding. _ . | 

I am happy to see that happy day approaching, when we lose sight __ : 
of dissentions and discord, which are one of the greatest sources of 7 

, political misfortunes: Division is a dreadful thing. This Constitution oe 
, may have defects. There can be no human institution without defects. | | 

| We must go out of this world to find it otherwise. The annals of 
_ mankind do not shew us one example of a perfect Constitution. oe 

When I see such a diversity of opinions among Gentlemen on this 
7 occasion, it brings to my recollection, a portion of history which | | 

strongly warns us to be moderate and cautious. The historical facts to | | 
which I allude, happened in a situation similar to our own. When the 

_ Parliament of England beheaded King Charles the first, conquered their 
enemies, obtained liberty and established a kind of a republic, one , 

would think that they would have had sufficient wisdom and policy to 
preserve that freedom and independence, which they had with such 

| difficulty acquired. What was the consequence?—That they would not ) 
bend to the sanction of laws, or legal authority.—For the want of an 

| efficient and judicious system of republican Government, confusion 
and anarchy took place. Men became so lawless, so destitute of prin- | 
ciples, and so utterly ungovernable, that to avoid greater calamities, | 

| they were driven to the expedient of sending for the son of that Mon- ss” 
arch whom they had beheaded, that he might become their master. | 
This is like our situation in some degree. It will completely resemble — a 
it, should we lose our liberty as they did. It warns and cautions us to | 
shun their fate, by avoiding the causes which produced it: Shall we | 
lose our blood and treasure which we lost in the revolution and permit. oo 

_ anarchy and misery to complete the ruin of this country? Under these | 
| impressions, and for these reasons, I am for adopting the Constitution — 

without previous amendments. I will go any length afterwards to rec- _ | 
oncile it to Gentlemen by proposing subsequent amendments. The — 
great and wise State of Massachusetts has taken this step. The great 

_ and wise State of Virginia might safely do the same. I am contented — 
to rest my happiness on that footing. SARE oe a | 

_ Mr. Henry,—Mr. Chairman.—When we were told of the difficulty of — | 
obtaining previous amendments, I contended that they might be as 
easily obtained as subsequent amendments. We are told that nine States woe
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have adopted it. If so, when the Government gets in motion, have they _ 
not a right to consider our amendments as well as if we adopted first? | 

_ If we remonstrate, may they not consider and admit our amendments? 

But now, Sir, when we have been favored with a view of their sub- 

sequent amendments, I am confirmed in what I apprehended; and that 

; is, that subsequent amendments will make our condition worse. For — 

they are placed in such a point of view, as will make this Convention — 

ridiculous. I speak in plain direct language—It is extorted from me.— 

If this Convention will say, that the very right by which amendments 

are desired, is not secured, then I say our rights are not secured. As 

we have the right of desiring amendments, why not exercise it? But 

| Gentlemen deny this right. It follows of course, that if this right be 

not secured, our other rights are not. The proposition of subsequent 

| - amendments is only to lull our apprehensions. We speak the language 

of contradiction and inconsistency, to say that rights are secured, and | 

then say that they are not. Is not this placing this Convention in a : 

contemptible light? Will not this produce contempt of us in Congress — 

- and every other part of the world? Will Gentlemen tell me that they 

7 are in earnest about these amendments? 
I am convinced they mean nothing serious. What are the rights which 

| they do not propose to secure,—which they reject? For I contend there 

| | are many essential and vital rights which are omitted. One is the power | 

of direct taxation. Gentlemen will not even give this invaluable right | 

a place among their subsequent amendments. And do Gentlemen mean 

seriously, that they will oppose us on this ground on the floor of 

Congress? If Virginia thinks it one of her dearest rights, she need not) 

— expect to have it amended.—No Sir, it will be opposed. Taxes and 

excises are to be laid on us.—The people are to be op[p]ressed, and | 

oo the State Legislature prostrated. Very material amendments are omit- 

- ted.—With respect to your militia, we only request, that, if Congress 

; should refuse to find arms for them, this country may lay out their _ 

| own money to purchase them. But what do the Gentlemen on the | 

a other side say? As much as that they will oppose you in this point also; 

| for if my recollection has not failed me, they have discarded this also. 

And shall we be deprived of this privilege? We propose to have it, in 

case there should be (a) necessity to claim it——And is this claim in- 

| compatible with the safety of this country,—with the grandeur and 

strength of the United States? If Gentlemen find peace and rest on 

| their minds, when the relinquishment of our rights is declared to be 

necessary for the aggrandisement of the Government, they are more 

| contented than I am. | 

| Another thing which they have not mentioned, is the power of trea-
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ties. Two-thirds of the Senators present can make treaties, and they | 
are when made, to be the supreme law of the land, and are to be a 

paramount to the State Constitutions. We wish to guard against the 
temporary suspension of our great national rights. We wish some qual- | 
ification of this dangerous power. We wish to modify it. One amend- — 
ment which has been wished for in this respect, is, that no treaty should 
be made without the consent of a considerable majority of both _ | 
Houses. I might go on and enumerate many other great rights entirely | 

| neglected by their subsequent amendments, but I shall pass over them 
in silence. I am astonished at what my worthy friend (Mr. Innes) said— 
that we had no right of proposing previous amendments. That Hon- 
orable Gentleman is endowed with great eloquence,—eloquence splen- | 
did, magnificent and sufficient to shake the human mind! He has a 

| brought the whole force of America against this State. He has also 
strongly represented our comparative weakness with respect to the 
powers of Europe. But when I review the actual state of things, I see 
that dangers from thence are merely ideal. His reasoning has no effect 

| on me. He cannot shake my political faith. He admits our power over 
subsequent amendments, though not over previous amendments. 
Where is the distinction between them? If we have a right to depart 

_ from the letter of our commission in one instance, we have in the 

other. For subsequent amendments have no higher authority than pre- 
vious. We will be absolutely certain of escaping danger in the one case, 
but not in the other. I think the apprehension expressed by another | 

| Honorable Gentleman has no good foundation.—He apprehended civil | 
discord, if we did not adopt.—I am willing to concede that he loves 

| his country. I will for the sake of argument allow that I am one of | 
the meanest of those who love their country. But what does this amount 
to? The great and direct end of Government is liberty.—Secure our : 
liberty and privileges, and the end of Government is answered. If this _ 
be not effectually done, Government is an evil—What amendments 
does he propose which secure our liberty? I ask pardon if I make a 
mistake, but it seems to me that his proposed subsequent amendments __ | 
do not secure one single right.—They say that your rights are secured | 
in the paper on the table, so that these subsequent amendments are | 

| a mere supererogation. They are not necessary, because the objects 7 
intended to be secured by them, are secured already. What is to be- 

, come of the trial by jury? Had its security been made a part of the 
Constitution it would have been sufficiently guarded. But as it is, in 
that proposition, it is by no means explicitly secured. Is it not trifling 
to admit the necessity of securing it and not do it in a positive, une- 
quivocal manner? I wish I could place it in any other view than a |
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trifling one. It is only intended to attack every project of introducing 

amendments.—If they are serious, why do they not join us, and ask in 

a manly, firm and resolute manner, for these amendments. Their view 

is to defeat every attempt to amend. When they speak of their sub- 

sequent recommendations they tell you that amendments must be got, 

and the next moment they say they are unnecessary! 
I beg pardon of this House for having taken up more time than 

| came to my share, and I thank them for the patience and polite at- 

tention with which I have been heard. If I shall be in the minority, I 
shall have those painful sensations, which arise from a conviction of 

being overpowered in a good cause. Yet I will be a peaceable citizen!— 

My head, my hand, and my heart shall be at liberty to retrieve the loss 

of liberty, and remove the defects of that system—in a constitutional 

way.—I wish not to go to violence, but will wait with hopes that the | 

| spirit which predominated in the revolution, is not yet gone, nor the 

cause of those who are attached to the revolution yet lost—I shall 

| therefore patiently wait in expectation of seeing that Government 

changed so as to be compatible with the safety, liberty and happiness 

| of the people.!” 
Governor Randolph,—Mr. Chairman.—One parting word I humbly 

supplicate. | 
The suffrage which I shall give in favor of the Constitution, will be 

ascribed by malice to motives unknown to my breast. But although for 

every other act of my life, I shall seek refuge in the mercy of God— 

for this I request his justice only. Lest however some future annalist 

should in the spirit of party vengeance, deign to mention my name, 

let him recite these truths,—that I went to the Federal Convention, 

-_-with the strongest affection for the Union; that I acted there in full 

- conformity with this affection; that I refused to subscribe; because I 

had, as I still have, objections to the Constitution, and wished a free 

inquiry into its merits; and that the accession of eight States reduced 

our deliberations to the single question of Union or no Union. 

Mr. President now resumed the Chair and Mr. Mathews reported, 

| that the Committee had according to order, again had the proposed 

| Constitution under their consideration, and had, gone through the 

same and come to several resolutions thereupon, which he read in his 

place, and afterwards delivered in at the Clerk’s table, where the same 

were again read, and are as followeth: | 

WHEREAS the powers granted under the proposed Constitution 

are the gift of the people, and every power not granted thereby, re- 

mains with them, and at their will: No right therefore of any denom- 

ination, can be cancelled, abridged, restrained or modified by the Con- —
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| gress, by the Senate or House of Representatives, acting in any | | 
capacity, by the President, or any department or officer of the United 
States, except in those instances in which power is given by the Con- 
stitution for those purposes: And among other essential rights, liberty — oy 
of conscience and of the press cannot be cancelled, abridged, re-— 

_ Strained or modified by any authority of the United States; =” . 
AND WHEREAS any imperfections which may exist in the said Con- 

stitution ought rather to be examined in the mode prescribed therein Bee 
__ for obtaining amendments, than by a delay with a hope of obtaining _ | 

previous amendments, to bring the Union into danger: 
Resolved, That it is the opinion of this Committee, That the said Con- 

_ $titution be ratified. = — a ae 

But in order to relieve the apprehensions of those, who may be | , 
| solicitous for amendments, Resolved, That it is the opinion of this Com- Bo 

mittee, That whatsoever amendments may be deemed necessary be rec- - 
ommended to the consideration of the Congress, which shall first as- 

semble under the said Constitution, to be acted upon according to 
the mode prescribed in the fifth article thereof. : . 

| The first resolution being read a second time, a motion was made 
and the question being put to amend the same by substituting in lieu a 
of the said resolution and its preamble, the following resolution;  =—s_ 

‘Resolved, That previous to the ratification of the new Constitution oe 
_ of Government recommended by the late Federal Convention, a dec- 7 

__ laration of rights asserting and securing from encroachment the great > | 
_ principles of civil and religious liberty, and the unalienable rights of | 

| the people, together with amendments to the most exceptionable parts | | 
of the said Constitution of Government, ought to be referred by this 
Convention to the other States in the American confederacy for their - 

| consideration.”’ | Be a | . 7 

It passed in the negative—Ayes 80—Noes 88. ——wt 
On motion of Mr. Patrick Henry, seconded by Mr. Theodorick Bland, = 

the ayes and noes on the said question were taken as followeth:!8 _ a 
_AYES—Mr. Edmund Custis, Mr. John Pride, Mr. Edmund Booker, 

_ Mr. William Cabell, Mr. Samuel Jordan Cabell, Mr. John Trigg, Mr. — 
Charles Clay, Mr. Henry Lee (of Bourbon), The Hon. John Jones, Mr. 
Binns Jones, Mr. Charles Patteson, Mr. David Bell, Mr. Robert Alex- | 
ander, Mr. Edmund Winston, Mr. Thomas Read, Mr. Benjamin Har- i | 

_ rison, The Hon. John Tyler, Mr. David Patteson,!® Mr. Stephen Pankey, | 
jun., Mr. Joseph Michaux, Mr. Thomas H. Drew, Mr. French Strother, = 

_ Mr. Joel Early, Mr. Joseph Jones, Mr. William Watkins, Mr. Meriwether 7 
Smith, Mr. James Upshaw, Mr. John Fowler, Mr. Samuel Richardson, — | 

| Mr. Joseph Haden, Mr. John Early, Mr. Thomas Arthurs, Mr. John |
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| Guerrant, Mr. William Sampson, Mr. Isaac Coles, Mr. George Car- 

: ' rington, Mr. Parke Goodall, Mr. John Carter Littlepage, Mr. ‘Thomas 
Cooper, Mr. John Marr, Mr. Thomas Roane, Mr. Holt Richeson, Mr. 

a Benjamin Temple, Mr. Stephens Thompson Mason, Mr. William White, 

Mr. Jonathan Patteson, Mr. Christopher Robertson, Mr. John Logan, 
‘Mr. Henry Pawling, Mr. John Miller, Mr. Green Clay, Mr. Samuel — 

| Hopkins, Mr. Richard Kennon, Mr. Thomas Allen, Mr. Alexander Rob- 

| | ertson, Mr. John Evans, Mr. Walter Crocket, Mr. Abraham Trigg, Mr. | 

Matthew Walton, Mr. John Steele, Mr. Robert Williams, Mr. John 

~ Wilson (of Pittsylvania), Mr. Thomas Turpin, Mr. Patrick Henry, Mr. — 

Robert Lawson, Mr. Edmund Ruffin, Mr. Theodorick Bland, Mr. Wil- | 

liam Grayson, Mr. Cuthbert Bullitt, Mr. Thomas Carter, Mr. Henry 

| Dickenson, Mr. James Monroe, Mr. John Dawson, Mr. George Mason, 

Mr. Andrew Buchanan, Mr. John Howel Briggs, Mr. Thomas Edmunds, | 

- The Hon. Richard Carey, Mr. Samuel Edmi(n)son, and Mr. James 
Montgomery. , | | 

NOES—The Hon. Edmund Pendleton, Esq; President, Mr. George | 

Parker, Mr. George Nicholas, Mr. Wilson Nicholas, Mr. Zachariah | 

| Johnson, Mr. Archibald Stuart, Mr. William Dark, Mr. Adam Stephen, | , 

Mr. Martin M‘Ferran, Mr. William Fleming, Mr. James Taylor (of Car- 

oline), The Hon. Paul Carrington, Mr. Miles King, Mr. Worlich West- | 

wood, Mr. David Stuart, Mr. Charles Simms, Mr. Humphrey Marshall, | 

an Mr. Martin Pickett, Mr. Humphrey Brooke, Mr. John Shearman Wood- 

cock, Mr. Alexander White, Mr. Warner Lewis, Mr. Thomas Smith, 

Mr. George Clendinen, Mr. John Stewart, Mr. William Mason, Mr. | 

a Daniel Fisher, Mr. Andrew Woodrow, Mr. Ralph Humphreys, Mr. 

| George Jackson, Mr. John Prunty, Mr. Isaac Vanmeter, Mr. Abel Sey- 

| mour, His Excellency Governor Randolph, Mr. John Marshall, Mr. 

a Nathaniel Burwell, Mr. Robert Andrews, Mr. James Johnson, Mr. Rob- — 

ert Breckenridge, Mr. Rice Bullock, Mr. William Fleet, Mr. Burdit - 

| _ Ashton, Mr. William Thornton, Mr. James Gordon (of Lancaster), Mr. 

| Henry Towles, Mr. Levin Powell, Mr. William Overton Callis, Mr. 

Ralph Wormley, jun., Mr. Francis Corbin, Mr. William M’Clerry, Mr. 

Willis Riddick, Mr. Solomon Shepherd, Mr. William Clayton, Mr. Bur- 

well Bassett, Mr. James Webb, Mr. James Taylor (of Norfolk), Mr. John 

Stringer, Mr. Littleton Eyre, Mr. Walter Jones, Mr. Thomas Gaskins, 

a Mr. Archibald Woods, Mr. Ebenezer Zane, Mr. James Madison, Mr. 

James Gordon (of Orange), Mr. William Ronald, Mr. Anthony Walke, | 

Mr. Thomas Walke,2° Mr. Benjamin Wilson, Mr. John Wilson (of Ran- 

| _ dolph), Mr. Walker Tomlin, Mr. William Peachey, Mr. William M‘Kee, 

| Mr. Andrew Moore, Mr. Thomas Lewis, Mr. Gabriel Jones, Mr. Jacob 

Rinker, Mr. John Williams, Mr. Benjamin Blunt, Mr. Samuel Kello,
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Mr. John Hartwell Cocke, Mr. John Allen, Mr. Cole Digges, Mr. Henry | 
Lee (of Westmoreland), Mr. Bushrod Washington, The Hon. John 
Blair, The Hon. George Wythe, Mr. James Innes, and Mr. Thomas | 
Mathews. _ : | : 

And then the main question being put that the Convention do agree 
- with the Committee in the said first resolution; | 

| It was resolved in the affirmative—Ayes 89—Noes 79. 
On motion of Mr. George Mason, seconded by Mr. Patrick Henry, the 

ayes and noes on the said main question were taken as followeth: | 
AYES—The Hon. Edmund Pendleton, Esq; President, Mr. George 

Parker, Mr. George Nicholas, Mr. Wilson Nicholas, Mr. Zachariah 

Johnson, Mr. Archibald Stuart, Mr. William Dark, Mr. Adam Stephen, 

Mr. Martin M’Ferran, Mr. William Fleming, Mr. James Taylor (of Car- 
oline), The Hon. Paul Carrington, Mr. David Patteson, Mr. Miles King, 

Mr. Worlich Westwood, Mr. David Stuart, Mr. Charles Simms, Mr. | 

Humphrey Marshall, Mr. Martin Pickett, Mr. Humphrey Brooke, Mr. 
: John Shearman Woodcock, Mr. Alexander White, Mr. Warner Lewis, 

Mr. Thomas Smith, Mr. George Clendinen, Mr. John Stewart, Mr. 

William Mason, Mr. Daniel Fisher, Mr. Andrew Woodrow, Mr. Ralph 

Humphreys, Mr. George Jackson, Mr. John Prunty, Mr. Isaac Van- 
meter, Mr. Abel Seymour, His Excellency Governor Randolph, Mr. 

John Marshall, Mr. Nathaniel Burwell, Mr. Robert Andrews, Mr. James 

Johnson, Mr. Robert Breckenridge, Mr. Rice Bullock, Mr. William 

Fleet, Mr. Burdet Ashton, Mr. William Thornton, Mr. James Gordon 

(of Lancaster), Mr. Henry Towles, Mr. Levin Powell, Mr. William Over- 

_ ton Callis, Mr. Ralph Wormely, jun., Mr. Francis Corbin, Mr. William — 
_M’Clerry, Mr. Willis Riddick, Mr. Solomon Shepherd, Mr. William _ 

Clayton, Mr. Burwell Bassett, Mr. James Webb, Mr. James Taylor (of 
Norfolk), Mr. John Stringer, Mr. Littleton Eyre, Mr. Walter Jones, Mr. 

: Thomas Gaskins, Mr. Archibald Woods, Mr. Ebenezer Zane, Mr. James 

Madison, Mr. James Gordon (of Orange), Mr. William Ronald, Mr. 

Anthony Walke, Mr. Thomas Walke,?! Mr. Benjamin Wilson, Mr. John | 
Wilson (of Randolph), Mr. Walker Tomlin, Mr. William Peachey, Mr. 

William M’Kee, Mr. Andrew Moore, Mr. Thomas Lewis, Mr. Gabriel 
Jones, Mr. Jacob Rinker, Mr. John Williams, Mr. Benjamin Blunt, Mr. 
Samuel Kello, Mr. John Hartwell Cocke, Mr. John Allen, Mr. Cole 

| Digges, Mr. Henry Lee (of Westmoreland), Mr. Bushrod Washington, 
The Hon. John Blair, The Hon. George Wythe, Mr. James Innes, and 
Mr. Thomas Mathews. | . , 

NOES—Mr. Edmund Custis, Mr. John Pride, Mr. Edmund Booker, 

Mr. William Cabell, Mr. Samuel Jordan Cabell, Mr. John Trigg, Mr. | 
Charles Clay, Mr. Henry Lee (of Bourbon), The Hon. John Jones, Mr.
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7 Binns Jones, Mr. Charles Patteson, Mr. David Bell, Mr. Robert Alex- 

ander, Mr. Edmund Winston, Mr. Thomas Read, Mr. Benjamin Har- | 

rison, The Hon. John Tyler, Mr. Stephen Pankey, jun., Mr. Joseph 
Michaux, Mr. Thomas H. Drew, Mr. French Strother, Mr. Joel Early, 

| Mr. Joseph Jones, Mr. William Watkins, Mr. Meriwether Smith, Mr. | 

James Upshaw, Mr. John Fowler, Mr. Samuel Richardson, Mr. Joseph 

Haden, Mr. John Early, Mr. Thomas Arthurs, Mr. John Guerrant, Mr. | 
William Sampson, Mr. Isaac Coles, Mr. George Carrington, Mr. Parke 

| Goodall, Mr. John Carter Littlepage, Mr. Thomas Cooper, Mr. John 

| Marr, Mr. Thomas Roane, Mr. Holt Richeson, Mr. Benjamin Temple, : 

Mr. Stevens Thompson Mason, Mr. William White, Mr. Jonathan Patte- 

son, Mr. Christopher Robertson, Mr. John Logan, Mr. Henry Pawling, 

Mr. John Miller, Mr. Green Clay, Mr. Samuel Hopkins, Mr. Richard 

| Kennon, Mr. Thomas Allen, Mr. Alexander Robertson, Mr. John Ev- 

ans, Mr. Walter Crocket, Mr. Abraham Trigg, Mr. Matthew Walton, 

| Mr. John Steele, Mr. Robert Williams, Mr. John Wilson (of Pittsyl- 

vania), Mr. Thomas Turpin, Mr. Patrick Henry, Mr. Robert Lawson, 

Mr. Edmund Ruffin, Mr. Theodorick Bland, Mr. William Grayson, Mr. 

Cuthbert Bullitt, Mr. Thomas Carter, Mr. Henry Dickenson, Mr. James | 

Monroe, Mr. John Dawson, Mr. George Mason, Mr. Andrew Buchan- oe 

an, Mr. John Howell Briggs, Mr. Thomas Edmunds, The Hon. Richard 

Cary, Mr. Samuel Edmi(n)son, and Mr. James Montgomery.” 
The second resolution being then read a second time, a motion was 

| made and the question being put to amend the same by striking out 

| the preamble thereto; | 

It was resolved in the affirmative. | 

And then the main question being put that the Convention do agree 

with the Committee in the second resolution so amended; | 

It was resolved in the affirmative. | | 

On motion, Ordered, That a Committee be appointed to prepare and 

report a form of ratification, pursuant to the first resolution; and that 

| his Excellency Governor Randolph, Mr. Nicholas, Mr. Madison, Mr. 

Marshall, and Mr. Corbin, compose the said Committee. 

On motion, Ordered, That a Committee be appointed to prepare and 

report such amendments as shall by them be deemed necessary to be | 

recommended, pursuant to the second resolution; and that the Hon. 

George Wythe, Mr. Harrison, Mr. Mathews, Mr. Henry, His Excellency 

Governor Randolph, Mr. George Mason, Mr. Nicholas, Mr. Grayson, 

Mr. Madison, Mr. Tyler, Mr. John Marshall, Mr. Monroe, Mr. Ronald, 

| Mr. Bland, Mr. Meriwether Smith, The Hon. Paul Carrington, Mr. 

- Innes, Mr. Hopkins, The Hon. John Blair, and Mr. Simms, compose 

the said Committee. |
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a His Excellency Governor Randolph reported, from the Committee | | 
| appointed, according to order, a form of ratification, which was read | 

and agreed to by the Convention, in the words following: = a 
VIRGINIA, to wit: | Be | oo 

_WE the Delegates of the people of Virginia, duly elected in pur- | 
| suance of a recommendation from the General Assembly, and now met a 

in Convention, having fully and freely investigated and discussed the “eS 
| proceedings of the Federal Convention, and being prepared as well a 

as the most mature deliberation hath enabled us, to decide thereon, 
DO, in the name and in behalf of the people of Virginia, declare and | 
make known that the powers granted under the Constitution, being _ | 
derived from the people of the United States may be resumed by them : 

| whensoever the same shall be perverted to their injury or oppression, 
and that every power not granted thereby remains with them and at _ | 

| their will: That therefore no right of any denomination, can be can- 
celled, abridged, restrained or modified, by the Congress, by the Senate —«_—y 

| or House of Representatives acting in any capacity, by the President 
- or any department or officer of the United States, except in those 

| instances in which power is given by the Constitution for those pur- | 
| poses: and that among other essential rights, the liberty of conscience 

and of the press cannot be cancelled, abridged, restrained or modified | 
by any authority of the United States. - ogee | 

With these impressions; with a solemn appeal to the searcher of — 
hearts for the purity of our intentions, and under the conviction, that, 

whatsoever imperfections may exist in the Constitution, ought rather © a 
to be examined in the mode prescribed therein, than to bring the a 

| Union into danger by a delay, with a hope of obtaining amendments, | 
previous to the ratification: ae | . mg 

We the said Delegates, in the name and in behalf of the People of = 
_ Virginia, do by these presents assent to, and ratify the Constitution 

recommended on the seventeenth day of September, one thousand seven a 
hundred and eighty seven, by the Federal Convention, for the Gov- 
ernment of the United States; hereby announcing to all those whom] 
it may concern, that the said Constitution is binding upon the said 

_ People, according to an authentic copy hereto annexed, in the words’ 

following: | - ee me a ee 
(See the Constitution of the United States, in the first volume.) | 

On motion, Ordered, That the Secretary of this Convention cause to | 
be engrossed, forthwith, two fair copies of the form of ratification, 

and of the proposed Constitution of Government, as recommended _ | 
by the Federal Convention on the seventeenth day of September, one 
thousand seven hundred and eighty-seven. __ 7 | oo
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And then the Convention adjourned until to-morrow morning, 

twelve o'clock. a 

1. Convention printer Augustine Davis printed the minutes for 25 June as a three- 

page broadside which included the resolution calling for ratification, the roll-call votes 

on previous amendments and ratification, and the Form of Ratification with the text of 

the Constitution (Evans 21552. For a photographic copy of this broadside, see Mfm:Va. | 

For another broadside printing by Davis of the minutes of 25 June, see Convention 

Debates, 27 June, note 1, below.). Seven Virginia newspapers printed various parts of 

_ the minutes (none of which included the text of the Constitution): Virginia Gazette and _ 

Independent Chronicle, 28 June; Virginia Independent Chronicle, 2 July; Norfolk and Ports- 

| mouth Journal, 2 July; Virginia Gazette and Weekly Advertiser, 3 July; Virginia Herald, 3 

, July; Virginia Centinel, 9 July; and Kentucky Gazette, 26 July and 2 August. Six out-of- 

| state newspapers printed significant portions of the minutes. The ratification resolution, 

the roll calls (with the names of the delegates), and the Form of Ratification (without 

the text of the Constitution) appeared in the Pennsylvania Packet, 1, 7 July; Philadelphia | 

| Independent Gazetteer, 2, 8 July; and New York Journal, 3, 9 July. Briefer excerpts of the 

| | minutes were reprinted in the Massachusetts Centinel, 12 July, Providence United States 

. Chronicle, 17 July; and Massachusetts Gazette, 18 July. . = | 

The Form of Ratification was printed widely: as a broadside twice in Richmond, and = 

once each in Baltimore, New York City, and Poughkeepsie; in the July issue of the New 

| York American Magazine; in the August issue of the Philadelphia American Museum; and 

| in fifty-seven newspapers by 24 July: Vt. (2), N.H. (3), Mass. (10), R.I. (4), Conn. (8), 

| N.Y. (9), N.J. (2), Pa. (8), Md. (3), Va. (7), S.C. (1). | | 

| 9. For Massachusetts’ adoption of the Constitution with recommendatory amend- 

- - ments, see CC:508. 

3. James Innes (1754-1798), a graduate of the College of William and Mary and a 

lawyer, was an officer in the Continental Army from 1776 to 1778 and judge advocate 

of the Continental Army in 1782. Innes represented James City County in the House 

| of Delegates, 1780-81, and Williamsburg, 1781-82, 1785-86, and from 1786 to 1796 

he was state attorney general. As Williamsburg’s lone Convention delegate, he voted to | 

ratify the Constitution. : 

| 4, See Patrick Henry’s speech, Convention Debates, 24 June (RCS:Va., 1480). 

5. See William Grayson’s speech, Convention Debates, 24 June (RCS:Va., 1497). 

: 6. For “hewers of wood and drawers of water,”’ see Joshua 9:21. 

7. Article VI, clause 3, which states that “‘no religious Test shall ever be required as 

a Qualification to any Office or public Trust under the United States,’ was read on 23 

June, the day on which the Convention completed its clause-by-clause consideration of 

the Constitution. Unfortunately, stenographer David Robertson was not present that 

day so that the recorded debates are not as full as usual. Therefore, it is uncertain to | 

| whom Innes refers. | | 

| 8. Tyler was a judge in the Court of Admiralty, the judges of which apparently did 

not have much to do even though they also served on the appeals bench. Benjamin 

Waller, Tyler’s predecessor as judge, explained to James Madison that “During the War, 

| the Admiralty Court did much Business, and decided more Property than any Court in 

the State; the Commonwealth’s Share of the Condemnations, I am persuaded, did then 

fully defray the Judges Salaries. Since the Peace Matters are changed” (28 November oe 

| 1785, Rutland, Madison, VIII, 427-28). : 

9. For Tyler’s role in the adoption of the resolution calling the Annapolis Convention 

to consider the regulation of commerce, see RCS:Va., XXXiv. 

10. On 4 June 1781, as the British under Lord Cornwallis invaded Virginia, the 

House of Delegates met in Charlottesville and decided that the presence of 40 of 146 

delegates was sufficient to constitute a quorum.
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11. Job 38:11. 
12. Virginia ceded its territory northwest of the Ohio River on 20 December 1783, 

and Congress accepted the cession on 1 March 1784. | oo 
13. In 1855 Alexander H. H. Stuart (the son of Archibald Stuart, Johnston’s fellow 

Augusta County delegate) said that “Johnston was a farmer, of imperfect education, but 
of uncommon sagacity & strength of mind—He possessed great influence in the county 

_ of Augusta, & made a speech in the Convention which attracted a good deal of attention 
for its strong common sense views of the subjects under discussion” (to Hugh Blair 
Grigsby, 27 September 1855, Miscellaneous Manuscripts, Hugh Blair Grigsby Folder, 
DLC). | 

14. Johnston was the father of at least eleven children, all of whom still lived at home 
in 1787. | 

15. As chairman of the committee on religion in the 1785-86 session of the House 
of Delegates, Johnston was instrumental in obtaining the passage (in January 1786) of 
the “Act for establishing religious freedom” (Hening, XII, 84-86). In 1870 Hugh Blair | 

_ Grigsby noted that at the time this act was being considered Johnston addressed the | 
House of Delegates in this manner: “‘Mr. Chairman, I am a Presbyterian, a rigid Pres- 
byterian as we are called; my parents before me were of the same profession; I was | 
educated in that line. Since I became a man, I have examined for myself, and I have 

| seen no cause to dissent. But, sir, the very day that the Presbyterians shall be established | 
by law, and become a body politic, the same Zachariah Johnston will be a dissenter. 
Dissent from that religion I cannot in honesty, but from that establishment I will” 

| (Howard McKnight Wilson, The Tinkling Spring: Headwater of Freedom, A Study of the 
Church and Her People, 1732-1952 [Fisherville, Va., 1954], 226-27). 

_ 16. On 1 December 1787, the legislature passed “‘An act declaring tobacco receivable 
in payment of certain taxes for the year one thousand seven hundred and eighty seven’’ 
(Hening, XII, 455-57). | 

17. For commentaries on the conciliatory nature of Henry’s speech, see James Mad- 
ison to Alexander Hamilton, and to George Washington, 27 June; Philadelphia Inde- 
pendent Gazetteer, 2 July; and William Nelson, Jr., to William Short, 12 July (all in V 
below); and Washington to Tobias Lear, 29 June (VI below). | | 
__18. The printer omitted commas after those names followed by “jun.” or the name 

of a county in parentheses. In these cases, the editors have supplied commas. 
19. Patteson was the only delegate to change sides. On the second roll-call vote, he 

voted to ratify the Constitution. | : 
_ 20. Augustine Davis omitted Walke’s name in his three-page broadside version of the 
minutes (Evans 21552). | 

| 21. See note 20 (immediately above). | | 

22. William Heth placed the time of this vote at about 2:00 p.m., Stephen Austin at 
2:30, and an anonymous Convention delegate and the Petersburg Virginia Gazette at 
about 3:00 (William Heth, Diary, 25 June; Stephen Austin to Jeremiah Wadsworth, | 
25 June; the Petersburg Virginia Gazette, 26 June; and the New York Daily Advertiser, 
3 July; all in V below). | 

23. Preceding his report of the Convention’s first-day proceedings, David Robertson a 
printed the text of the Constitution (including added sub-headings describing the con- 
tents of various articles or sections), the resolutions of the Constitutional Convention, | 
and the letter of the President of the Convention to the President of Congress. (See 
Mfm:Va.) - |
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| | The Virginia Convention | 
Thursday 

| 26 June 1788 

Debates | | 

An engrossed form of the ratification agreed to yesterday, containing 
the proposed Constitution of Government, as recommended by the 
Federal Convention on the seventeenth day of September, one thousand 
seven hundred and eighty-seven, being prepared by the Secretary, was 
read and signed by the President in behalf of the Convention. 

| On motion, Ordered, That the said ratification be transmitted by the 
President, in the name of this Convention, to the United States in 

| Congress assembled.! | 
On motion, Ordered, That there be allowed to the President of this 

Convention for his services, the sum of forty shillings, per day, in- 

cluding his daily pay as a Member; to the Secretary, the sum of forty 
pounds; to the Chaplain, the sum of thirty-two pounds; to the Serjeant, 
the sum of twenty-four pounds; to the Clerk of the Committee of 

Privileges, the sum of twenty pounds; and to each of the Door-Keepers, 
| the sum of fifteen pounds, for their respective Services. 

And then the Convention adjourned until to-morrow morning, ten 

o'clock. 

| 1. The engrossed copy of the Form of Ratification is printed immediately below. 

9. This motion was adopted in accordance with the act of 12 December 1787 which — 

empowered the state Convention “to make such reasonable allowances to the officers 
of the said Convention for their services” as it thought necessary. The same act reserved 

in the treasury up to £8,000 to defray the Convention’s expenses and any expenses that 

the Convention deemed necessary to communicate with the other states respecting the 

proposed Constitution (RCS:Va., 190-91). | | 

On 30 June the legislature, acting upon a letter received from the state treasurer 

(Jaquelin Ambler) on the funds available for defraying the Convention’s expenses, 

adopted “An act to make good the appropriations of money for the maintenance of 

- scouts and rangers; the pay of the members of the convention, and of the general | 

assembly.” The act empowered the state treasurer to draw £6,000 “from the funds 

appropriated to the payment of the interest on the military debt” in order to pay the 

scouts and rangers ‘“‘on the western frontier’ and the expenses of the Convention. If _ 

any money was left over, it was to be applied toward the payment of the expenses of 

the legislature. (For the text and passage of this act, see Mfm:Va.) On 30 June the 

legislature also prohibited any Convention member who had already drawn his per diem 

and travel expenses for his Convention service from also drawing the same allowances 

as a member of the legislature then meeting (Mfm:Va.). In October 1788 Treasurer 

Ambler reported that £5,509 10d had been applied to the expenses of the Convention 

and the June session of the legislature, and to some of the expenses for scouts and 

rangers (Mfm:Va.). Among the delegates, the largest single payment went to President 

| Edmund Pendleton who received £53 12s.
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For a compilation of the payments made to the Convention delegates, officers, printer, 
and others who performed services for the Convention, see below. For the Convention’s —_ 
Attendance Book, which contains per diem and travel expenses, and for excerpts from | 

| the Auditor’s Journal, which contain a listing of the payments, see Mfm:Va. For individual _ ge 
accounts of expenses incurred by Convention delegates William Cabell, Sr., Paul Car- . 

| rington, William Fleming, and Archibald Stuart, see Mfm:Va. a 

The Virginia Form of Ratification, 26 June! es | 

Virginia towit | Ma MEE Se ) oe 
) We the Delegates of the People of Virginia duly elected in pursuance 

| of a recommendation from the General Assembly and now met in 
Convention having fully and freely investigated and discussed the pro- 
ceedings of the Foederal Convention and being prepared as well as 

the most mature deliberation hath enabled us to decide thereon Do _ | 
in the name and in behalf of the people of Virginia declare and make : 

_ known that the powers granted under the Constitution being derived | 
from the people of the United States may be resumed by them when- 
soever the same shall be perverted to their injury or oppression and’ | | 

_ that every power not granted thereby remains with them and at their | 
_ will: that therefore no right of any denomination can be cancelled a 

_ abridged restrained or modified by the Congress by the Senate or . 
House of Representatives acting in any Capacity by the President or 
any Department or Officer of the United States except in those in- 

_ stances in which power is given by the Constitution for those purposes: | | 
& that among other essential rights the liberty of Conscience and of | 
the Press cannot be cancelled abridged restrained or modified by any | 
authority of the United States. With these impressions with a solemn | 

| appeal to the Searcher of hearts for the purity of our intentions and _ Boe 
| under the conviction that whatsoever imperfections may exist in the 

Constitution ought rather to be examined in the mode prescribed | 
_ therein than to bring the Union into danger by a delay with a hope 

| of obtaining Amendments previous to the Ratification. We the said | 
Delegates in the name and in behalf of the People of Virginia do by | 

| these presents assent to and ratify the Constitution recommended on 

the seventeenth day of September one thousand seven hundred and - 
eighty seven by the Foederal Convention for the Government of the © 
United States hereby announcing to all those whom it may concern 
that the said Constitution is binding upon the said People according _ | | 
to an authentic Copy hereto annexed in the Words following: © | 

_ [At this point the text of the Constitution appears.] : 
Done in Convention this twenty Sixth day of June one thousand 

seven hundred and eighty eight = — | oy! | | 
_ By Order of the Convention ~~ | 

| _ Edmd Pendleton President
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1. Engrossed MS, RG 11, Certificates of Ratification of the Constitution and the Bill 

| of Rights ..., 1787-92, DNA. President Edmund Pendleton transmitted the engrossed | 

Form and the Convention’s recommendatory amendments to Congress on 28 June. (See 
below for Pendleton’s letter.) For photographic copies of the Form of Ratification sent 
to Congress and retained by Virginia, see Mfm:Va. For the Virginia printings of the 
Form of Ratification, see Convention Debates, 25 June, note | (above). 

Draft Structural Amendments to the Constitution, ante-27 June 

| | The structural amendments printed below are from a four-page doc-. 
| ument found in the George Mason Papers at the Library of Congress. 

The document is undated and is in an unidentified handwriting. The 
| | amendments were drafted before the Wythe committee presented its re- | 

: | port on amendments to the Convention on 27 June, and most likely after 
: 9 June, the day that an Antifederalist committee chaired by George Mason 

a sent a copy of amendments to New York Antifederalists. Another copy 
of the “Draft Structural Amendments,” possibly in the handwriting of 
Botetourt Convention delegate William Fleming, is in the William Fleming =— 
Papers at Washington and Lee University, Lexington, Va. For the most — 

Oo part, this mutilated copy differs only in capitalization and punctuation. | 
| The Mason committee’s amendments, sent to New York on 9 June, 

probably served as the basis for the “Draft Structural Amendments.” Not _ 

| all of the Mason committee’s amendments, however, are included among 
those in the ‘‘Draft.’”’ The omitted amendments deal with (1) the estab- 

| _ lishment and powers of an executive council, (2) the appointment power , 
of the President, (3) the ratification of treaties, (4) the executive control : 

oe of the army and navy, (5) the passage of a mutiny act, (6) the impeachment 
of the President and other executive officers, and (7) the restrictions 
placed upon federal judges. 

| - | Amendments found in the ‘‘Draft Structural Amendments” that do not. 
, appear in the Mason committee amendments deal with (1) the publication 

, of the journals of both houses of Congress, (2) the publication of the | 
financial statements and accounts of the United States, (3) the establish- 

a ment, regulation, and employment of the militia, (4) the governing of the 
federal capital, (5) the term of the president, (6) the judicial power of © 

the United States, and (7) the challenge of prospective jurors in criminal 
prosecutions. : | | | | 

| The provision on representation in Congress in the ‘‘Draft Structural 
Amendments’ includes a substantial addition to the Mason committee’s 

| amendment (see note 2, below); while the amendment on the power of 
Congress to levy taxes in the ‘“‘Draft’’ lacks a significant passage found in 
the Mason committee’s amendment (see note 3, below). (For the text of 

the Mason committee’s amendments, see RCS:Va., 821-23.) , 
| The report of the Wythe committee, presented to the Convention on 

27 June, includes five structural amendments (numbers 16—20) that are : 

‘not among “Draft Structural Amendments” and the amendment on direct 
taxes in the Wythe report is significantly different from the “Draft.”’ The oe 

oe Wythe report does not include the “Draft’s” third proposed amendment 
on the regulation of elections by Congress and it includes significant | 
phrases in two amendments not found in the “Draft” (see notes 4 and
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5, below). (For the text of the Wythe committee’s structural amendments, . 

see RCS:Va., 1551-56.) 

Amendments proposed to the new Constitution of Government in” 
| Addition to the Declaration of Rights 

_ That each State in the Union shall respectively retain every Power, 
Jurisdiction and Right which is not by this Constitution expressly! del- 
egated to the Congress of the United States, or to the Departments 
of the federal Government | 

That there shall be one Representative for every thirty thousand, 
according to the Enumeration or Census mentioned in the Constitu- 
tion, until the whole number of Representatives amounts to two 

- hundred; (after which that Number shall be continued or encreased, 
| as the Congress shall direct, upon the Principles fixed in the Consti- 

tution, by apportioning the Representatives of each State to some | 
greater number of People from time to time as Population en- | 

, creases.—}? | | | 
That Congress shall not exercise the Powers, respecting the Regu- a 

lation of Elections, vested in them by the fourth Section of the first 
Article of the Constitution, but in Cases where a State neglects or 
refuses to make the Regulations therein mentioned, or shall make 

_ Regulations subversive of the Rights of the People to a free and equal 
Representation in Congress, agreeably to the Constitution, or shall be 
prevented from making Elections by Invasion, Rebellion or Insurrec- | 

_ tion; and in any of these Cases, such Powers shall be exercised by the 
Congress only until the Cause be removed.— 

_ That the Congress do not lay direct Taxes,? but when the Revenue 
arising from the Duties on Imports is insufficient for the public Exi- 
gencies, nor then until Congress shall have first made a Requisition | 
upon the States, to assess, levy and pay their respective Proportions 
of such Requisitions, according to the Enumeration or Census fixed 
in the Constitution in such way and manner as the Legislature of the 

| State shall judge best; and if any State shall neglect or refuse to pay 
its Proportion pursuant to such Requisition, then Congress may assess | 
and levy such States Proportion together with interest thereon at the 

_ rate of six per Centum per annum from the time of payment prescribed 
in such Requisition.— , - | 

That the Members of the Senate and House of Representatives shall 
be ineligible to and incapable of holding any civil office under the 
authority of the United States, during the time for which they shall | 
respectively be elected. | , 

| That the Journals of the Proceedings of the Senate and House of
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Representatives shall be published at least once in every Year except 
such parts thereof relating to Treaties Alliances or Military Operations 
as in their Judgment require Secrecy.— 

_ That a regular Statement and account of the Receipts and Expend- 
itures of all public money shall be published at least once in every 
Year. | 

| That no commercial Treaty shall be ratified, without the concurrence 
of two thirds of the whole Number of the Members of. the Senate, 

and no Treaty ceding, contracting, restraining or suspending the ter- 7 
ritorial Rights or Claims of the United States, or any of them, or their 

: or any of their Rights or Claims to fishing in the American Seas, or 
navigating the American Rivers shall* be ratified without the Concur- 
rence of three fourths of the whole number of the Members of both 
Houses respectively.— | | 

That no navigation Law or Law regulating Commerce shall be passed 
without the Consent of two thirds of the Members present in both 
Houses 

That no standing Army or regular Troops shall be raised or kept 
up in time of Peace without the Consent of two thirds of the Members 

| present in both Houses.— 
That no Soldier shall be enlisted for a longer Term than four Years; 

except in time of War, and then for no longer Term than the contin- 
uance of the War.— 

That each State respectively shall have the Power to provide for 
| organizing, arming and disciplin[in]g its own Militia, whensoever the 

| Congress shall omit or neglect to provide for the Same.— 
That the Militia shall not be Subject to martial Law, except when 

in actual Service, in time of War, Invasion or Rebellion; and when not 

| in the actual Service of the United States, shall be Subject only to such 
: Fines, Penalties and Punishments as shall be directed or inflicted by 

the Laws of its own State.— | | 
That the exclusive Power of Legislation given to the Congress over 

| the federal Town and its adjacent District,> shall extend only to such 
| Regulations as respect the Police and good Government thereof 

- That no Person shall be capable of being President of the United 
States, for more than eight years in any Term of sixteen Years.— 

| That the Judicial Power of the United States shall be vested in one 
supreme Court, and in such Courts of Admiralty as the Congress may | 
from time to time ordain and establish in any of the different States.— 

The Judicial Power shall extend to all Cases in Law and Equity arising 
under Treaties made or which shall be made under the Authority of 

a the United States; to all Cases affecting Ambassadors, other foreign
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_ Ministers and Consuls; to all Cases of Admiralty and maritime Juris- pes 
diction; to Controvercies to which the United States shall be a Party; 
to Controvercies between two or more States and between Persons | | 

_ claiming Lands under the Grants of different States—In all Cases 
_ affecting Ambassadors other foreign Ministers and Consuls, and those | 

in which a State shall be a Party, the supreme Court shall have original 
Jurisdiction; in all the other Cases before mentioned the supreme eo 
Court shall have appellate Jurisdiction, as to matters of Law only; 
except in Cases of Equity, and of Admiralty and maritime Jurisdiction | 

_ in which the Supreme Court shall have appellate Jurisdiction, both as | 
to Law and Fact, with such Exceptions, and under such Regulations | 
as the Congress shall make. But the judicial Power of the United States 7 | 
shall extend to no Case where the Cause of Action shall have originated | 
before the Ratification of this Constitution, except in Disputes between ee 
States about their Territory, Disputes between Persons claiming Lands | 
under the Grants of different States, and Suits for Debts due to the 
United States.— os - ee 

That in criminal Prosecutions, no man shall be restrained in the | 

Exercise of the usual and accustomed Right of challenging or excepting 
to the Jury — I ; | 

_ 1, The Wythe committee’s report does not include the word “expressly.” o 
_ 2, The text in angle brackets is not in the Mason committee’s draft. _ | oe 

3. The following statement appears in the Mason committee’s draft at this point: — | 
‘nor Excises upon any Articles of the Growth, or manufactured from the Growth of oe, 
any of the American States.” | ao oy ee 

: 4. At this point the Wythe committee’s report reads: “‘be made, but in cases of the | 
most urgent and extreme necessity, nor shall any such treaty.” | | : | 

5. At this point the Wythe committee’s report reads: ‘‘and other places, purchased 
or to be purchased by Congress of any of the States.” me | 7 

- _ The Virginia Convention os | 
a | Friday | ees 8 

| | 27 June 1788 | Soe 

Debates) | io | | eee _ | 

(Another engrossed form of the ratification agreed to on Wednesday 
last, containing the proposed Constitution of Government, as rec- - 

_ ommended by the Federal Convention on the seventeenth day of Sep- . e 
tember, one thousand seven hundred and eighty seven, being prepared | 
by the Secretary, was read, and signed by the President in behalf of 

| the Con[ven]tion.)? , eR A ees ca | 
_ On motion, Ordered, That the said ratification be deposited by the |
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Secretary of this Convention in the archives of the General Assembly 

of this State. | | 

Mr. Wythe reported, from the Committee appointed, such amend- | 

ments to the proposed Constitution of Government for the United 

| States, as were by them deemed necessary to be recommended to the 

consideration of the Congress which shall first assemble under the said 

| Constitution, to be acted upon according to the mode prescribed in — 

the fifth article thereof; and he read the same in his place, and after- 

wards delivered them in at the Clerk’s table, where the same were 

| again read, and are as followeth: | ) 

| That there be a Declaration or Bill of Rights asserting and securing 

- from encroachment the essential and unalienable rights of the people 

in some such manner as the following:? © 
Ist. That there are certain natural rights of which men when they 

form a social compact cannot deprive or divest their posterity, among 

-._-which are the enjoyment of life, and liberty, with the means of ac- 

| quiring, possessing and protecting property, and pursuing and ob- 

| taining happiness and safety. a | 

9d. That all power is naturally vested in, and consequently derived 

| from, the people; that magistrates therefore are their trustees, and 

| agents, and at all times amenable to them. 

7 3d. That Government ought to be instituted for the common benefit, 

_ protection and security of the people; and that the doctrine of non- 

resistance against arbitrary power and oppression, is absurd, slavish, 

and destructive to the good and happiness of mankind. 

: - 4th. That no man or set of men are entitled to exclusive or separate 

public emoluments or privileges from the community, but in consid- | 

| eration of public services; which not being descendible, neither ought 

the offices of magistrate, legislator or judge,* or any other public office - 

to be hereditary. | | 

5th. That the Legislative, Executive and Judiciary powers of Gov- 

| ernment should be separate and distinct, and that the members of the 

| two first may be restrained from oppression by feeling and partici- 

| pating the public burthens, they should at fixed periods be reduced 

to a private station, return into the mass of the people, and the va- 

| cancies be supplied by certain and regular elections; in which all or 

any part of the former members to be eligible or ineligible, as the 

rules of the Constitution of Government, and the laws shall direct. 

6th. That elections of Representatives in the Legislature ought to 

be free and frequent, and all men having sufficient evidence of per- 

| manent common interest with, and attachment to the community, 

| 7 ought to have the right of suffrage: and no aid, charge, tax or fee can
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be set, rated, or levied upon the people without their own consent, | 
or that of their Representatives, so elected, nor can they be bound by 

any law, to which they have not in like manner assented for the public — 
good. | | 

| 7th. That all power of suspending laws, or the execution of laws by 
any authority without the consent of the Representatives of the people 

- in the Legislature, is injurious to their rights, and ought not to be 
exercised. — | , _ | 

_ 8th. That in all criminal and capital prosecutions, a man hath a right 
to demand the cause and nature of his accusation, to be confronted | 
with the accusers and witnesses, to call for evidence and be allowed | 
counsel in his favor, and to a fair and speedy trial by an impartial jury 
of his vicinage, without whose unanimous consent he cannot be found 

guilty (except in the government of the land and naval forces) nor can | 
_ he be compelled to give evidence against himself. © 

9th. That no freeman ought to be taken, imprisoned, or disseized _ | 
of his freehold, liberties, privileges or franchises, or outlawed, or ex- 
iled, or in any manner destroyed or deprived of his life, liberty, or 
property, but by the law of the land. | | 

10th. That every freeman restrained of his liberty is entitled to a | 
remedy to enquire into the lawfulness thereof, and to remove the same, _ 
if unlawful, and that such remedy ought not to be denied nor delayed. 

11th. That in controversies respecting property, and in suits between | 
man and man, the ancient trial by jury, is one of the greatest securities 
to the rights of the people, and ought to remain sacred and inviolable. 

12th. That every freeman ought to find a certain remedy by recourse 
to the laws for all injuries and wrongs he may receive in his person, | 
property, or character. He ought to obtain right and justice freely 
without sale, completely and without denial, promptly and without 

| delay, and that all establishments or regulations, contravening these | 
rights, are oppressive and unjust. | | 

_ 18th. That excessive bail ought not to be required, nor excessive 
fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted. | 

14th. That every freeman has a right to be secure from all unrea- 
sonable searches and seizures of his person, his papers, and property: | 

_ all warrants therefore to search suspected places, or seize any freeman, 
his papers or property, without information upon oath (or affirmation 
of a person religiously scrupulous of taking an oath) of legal and © = 
sufficient cause, are grievous and oppressive, and all general warrants 
to search suspected places, or to apprehend any suspected person 
without specially naming or describing the place or person, are dan- 
gerous and ought not to be granted. os |
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15th. That the people have a right peaceably to assemble together 

| to consult for the common good, or to instruct their Representatives; _ 

and that every freeman has a right to petition or® apply to the Leg- 

islature for redress of grievances. | | 

16th. That the people have a right to freedom of speech, and of 

writing and publishing their sentiments; that the freedom of the press 

is one of the greatest bulwarks of liberty, and ought not to be violated. 

17th. That the people have a right to keep and bear arms: that a 

| well regulated militia composed of the body of the people trained to 

arms, is the proper, natural and safe defence of a free State. That | 

| standing armies in time of peace are dangerous to liberty, and there- 

fore ought to be avoided, as far as the circumstances and protection _ 

of the community will admit; and that in all cases, the military should 

be under strict subordination to and governed by the civil power. 

18th. That no soldier in time of peace ought to be quartered in any _ 

house without the consent of the owner, and in time of war in such 

| manner only as the laws direct. 

: 19th. That any person religiously scrupulous of bearing arms ought 

to be exempted upon payment of an equivalent to employ another to 

bear arms in his stead. | 
20th. That religion, or the duty which we owe to our Creator, and 

the manner of discharging it, can be directed only by reason and © 

conviction, not by force or violence, and therefore all men have an 

equal, natural and unalienable right to the free exercise of religion 

according to the dictates of conscience, and that no particular religious 

sect or society ought to favored or established by law in preference 

to others. 
AMENDMENTS To THE CONSTITUTION.® 

a Ist. That each State in the Union shall respectively retain every 

power, jurisdiction and right, which is not by this Constitution dele- 

gated to the Congress of the United States, or to the departments of 

the Federal Government. 
- 9d. That there shall be one Representative for every thirty thousand, 

according to the enumeration or census mentioned in the Constitution, 

until the whole number of Representatives amounts to two hundred; 

after which that number shall be continued or encreased as Congress 

shall direct, upon the principles fixed in the Constitution, by appor- 

a tioning the Representatives of each State to some greater number of 

people from time to time as population encreases. | 

3d. When the Congress shall lay direct taxes or excises, they shall | 

immediately inform the Executive power of each State, of the quota 

of such State according to the census herein directed, which is pro-
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_ posed to be thereby raised; and if the Legislature of any State shall _ | 
pass a law which shall be effectual for raising such quota at the time a 
required by Congress, the taxes and excises laid by Congress, shall not 
be collected in such State. | . a ee | 

_ 4th. That the Members of the Senate and House of Representatives | 
shall be ineligible to, and incapable of holding any civil office under 
the authority of the United States, during the time for which they shall 
respectively be elected. Pe | | 

oth. That the journals of the proceedings of the Senate and House 
| of Representatives shall be published at least once in every year, except _ 

| such parts thereof relating to treaties, alliances, or military operations, _ 
as in their judgment require secrecy. | | 

_ 6th. That a regular statement and account of the receipts and ex- - 
penditures of all public money, shall be published at least? once in 
every year. oo | ee EE | 

7th. That no commercial treaty shall be ratified without the con- 
currence of two-thirds of the whole number of the Members of the | 
Senate; and no treaty, ceding, contracting, restraining or suspending 
the territorial rights or claims of the United States, or any of them, | 
or their, or any of their rights or claims to fishing in the American . 
seas, or navigating the American rivers, shall be made, but in cases of | ee 

the most urgent and extreme necessity, nor shall any such treaty be : 
. ratified without the concurrence of three fourths of the whole number 

of the Members of both Houses respectively. - | 
8th. That no navigation law or law regulating commerce shall be si 

| passed without the consent of two-thirds of the Members present, in 
both Houses. | | wa Be | 

7 9th. That no standing army or regular troops shall be raised, or 
kept up in time of peace, without the consent of two-thirds of the _ 
Members present, in both Houses. oe | Me | | 

_ 10th. That no soldier shall be inlisted for any longer term than four 
years, except in time of war, and then for no longer term than the | 
continuance of the war. | , ae wee : | 

__ 11th. That each State respectively shall have the power to provide | 
for organizing, arming, and disciplining its own militia, whensoever Loe 
Congress shall omit or neglect to provide for the same. That the militia 

| shall not be subject to martial law, except when in actual service in | 
time of war, invasion or rebellion, and when not in the actual service e hoe 
of the United States, shall be subject only to such fines, penalties and 

| punishments, as shall be directed or inflicted by the laws of its own | 
State. oe | | bone | cag 

_ 12th. That the exclusive power of Legislation given to Congress over -
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the Federal Town and its adjacent district, and other places, purchased 

or to be purchased by Congress of any of the States, shall extend only 

| to such regulations as respect the police and good government thereof. 

| 13th. That no person shall be capable of being President of the 

. United States for more than eight years in any term of sixteen years. 

14th. That the Judicial power of the United States shall be vested ) 

‘in one Supreme Court, and in such Courts of Admiralty as Congress | 

may from time to time ordain and establish in any of the different — 

States: The Judicial power shall extend to all cases in law and equity 

arising under treaties made, or which shall be made under the authority 

of the United States; to all cases affecting Ambassadors, other foreign. | 

Ministers and Consuls; to all cases of Admiralty and Maritime juris- 

diction; to controversies to which the United States shall be a party; 

| to controversies between two or more States, and between parties | 

) claiming lands under the grants of different States. In all cases affecting | 

: Ambassadors, other foreign Ministers and Consuls, and those in which 

a State shall be a party, the Supreme Court shall have original juris- | 

diction; in all other cases before mentioned, the Supreme Court shall — 

| have appellate jurisdiction, as to matters of law only; except in cases 

of equity, and of Admiralty and Maritime jurisdiction, in which the 

Supreme Court shall have appellate jurisdiction both as to law and » 

fact, with such exceptions and under such regulations as the Congress 

shall make: But the Judicial power of the United States shall extend | 

to no case where the cause of action shall have originated before the 

ratification of this Constitution; except in disputes between States _ 

about their territory; disputes between persons claiming lands under 

the grants of different States, and suits for debts due to the United 

_- States.8 | 
15th. That in criminal prosecutions, no man shall be restrained in 

the exercise of the usual and accustomed right of challenging or ex- | 

| cepting to the jury. | 

16th. That Congress shall not alter, modify, or interfere in the times, | 

places, or manner of holding elections for Senators and Representa- 

oe tives, or either of them, except when the Legislature of any State shall 

| neglect, refuse, or be disabled by invasion or rebellion to prescribe 

the same. | | 

17th. That those clauses which declare that Congress shall not ex- — 

ercise certain powers, be not interpreted in any manner whatsoever, 

to extend the powers of Congress; but that they be construed either 

as making exceptions to the specified powers where this shall be the 

| case, or otherwise, as inserted merely for greater caution. | 

18th. That the laws ascertaining the compensation of Senators and
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| Representatives for their services, be postponed in their operation, | 
until after the election of Representatives immediately succeeding the 
passing thereof; that excepted, which shall first be passed on the sub- 
ject. | | | | oe 

19th. That some tribunal other than the Senate be provided for 
| trying impeachments of Senators. | 

20th. That the salary of a Judge shall not be encreased or diminished 
during his continuance in office otherwise than by general regulations | 
of salary, which may take place on a revision of the subject at stated | 
periods of not less than seven years, to commence from the time such | 
salaries shall be first ascertained by Congress. | | 

_ AND the Convention do, in the name and behalf of the people of 
| this Commonwealth, enjoin it upon their Representatives in Congress : 

to exert all their influence and use all reasonable and legal methods 

to obtain a RATIFICATION of the foregoing alterations and provi- | 
_ sions in the manner provided by the fifth article of the said Consti- 

tution; and in all Congressional laws to be passed in the mean time, | 
to conform to the spirit of these amendments as far as the said Con- | 
stitution will admit. | | 

| And so much of the said amendments as is contained in the first _ 
| twenty articles, constituting the Bill of Rights, being again read; 

Resolved, That this Convention doth concur therein. 

The other amendments to the said proposed Constitution, contained 
| in twenty one articles, being then again read, a motion was made, and 

the question being put, to amend the same by striking out the third | 
article, containing these words; | | | | 
‘When Congress shall lay direct taxes or excises, they shall imme- 

diately inform the Executive power of each State, of the quota of such 
State according to the census herein directed, which is proposed to 
be thereby raised; and if the Legislature of any State shall pass a law | 
which shall be effectual for raising such quota at the time required by | 
Congress, the taxes and excises laid by Congress shall not be collected 
in such State.” | | : 

It passed in the negative,—Ayes 65—Noes 85. | | 
On motion of Mr. George Nicholas, seconded by Mr. Benjamin Har- — | 

rison, the ayes and noes on the said question were taken as followeth;? 

AYES—Mr. George Parker, Mr. George Nicholas, Mr. Wilson Nicho- | 
las, Mr. Zachariah Johnson, Mr. Archibald Stuart, Mr. William Dark, | 

Mr. Adam Stephen, Mr. Martin M‘Ferran, Mr. James Taylor (of Car- _ 
oline), Mr. David Stuart, Mr. Charles Simms, Mr. Humphrey Marshall, 

Mr. Martin Pickett, Mr. Humphrey Brooke, Mr. John Shearman Wood- 
cock, Mr. Alexander White, Mr. Warner Lewis, Mr. Thomas Smith, |
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Mr. John Stewart, Mr. Daniel Fisher, Mr. Alexander Woodrow, Mr. 

George Jackson, Mr. John Prunty, Mr. Abel Seymour, His Excellency 

Governor Randolph, Mr. John Marshall, Mr. Nathaniel Burwell, Mr. 

Robert Andrews, Mr. James Johnson, Mr. Rice Bullock, Mr. Burdet 

Ashton, Mr. William Thornton, Mr. Henry Towles, Mr. Levin Powell, 

Mr. William Overton Callis, Mr. Ralph Wormeley, jun., Mr. Francis 

Corbin, Mr. William M’Clerry, Mr. James Webb, Mr. James Taylor (of _ 

Norfolk), Mr. John Stringer, Mr. Littleton Eyre, Mr. Walter Jones, Mr. 

Thomas Gaskins, Mr. Archibald Woods, Mr. James Madison, Mr. James 

Gordon (of Orange), Mr. William Ronald, Mr. Thomas Walke, Mr. | 

Anthony Walke, Mr. Benjamin Wilson, Mr. John Wilson, Mr. William 

Peachey, Mr. Andrew Moore, Mr. Thomas Lewis, Mr. Gabriel Jones, 

| Mr. Jacob Rinker, Mr. John Williams, Mr. Benjamin Blunt, Mr. Samuel 

Kello, Mr. John Allen, Mr. Cole Digges, Mr. Bushrod Washington, The 

a Hon. George Wythe, and Mr. Thomas Mathews. 

| NOES—The Honorable Edmund Pendleton, Esq; President, Mr. Ed- 

~mund Custis, Mr. John Pride, Mr. William Cabell, Mr. Samuel Jordan 

Cabell, Mr. John Trigg, Mr. Charles Clay, Mr. William Fleming, Mr. 

Henry Lee (of Bourbon), Mr. John Jones, Mr. Binns Jones, Mr. Charles 

Patteson, Mr. David Bell, Mr. Robert Alexander, Mr. Edmund Win- 

ston, Mr. Thomas Read, the Honorable Paul Carrington, Mr. Benjamin 

~ Harrison, the Honorable John Tyler, Mr. David Patteson, Mr. Stephen | 

Pankey, jun., Mr. Joseph Michaux, Mr. French Strother, Mr. Joseph 

Jones, Mr. Miles King, Mr. Joseph Haden, Mr. John Early, Mr. Thomas 

Arthurs, Mr. John Guerrant, Mr. William Sampson, Mr. Isaac Coles, 

Mr. George Carrington, Mr. Parke Goodall, Mr. John Carter Little- 

page, Mr. Thomas Cooper, Mr. William Fleete, Mr. Thomas Roane, 

Mr. Holt Richeson, Mr. Benjamin Temple, Mr. James Gordon, (of | 

| Lancaster), Mr. Stephens Thompson Mason, Mr. William White, Mr. 

Jonathan Patteson, Mr. John Logan, Mr. Henry Pawling, Mr. John 

Miller, Mr. Green Clay, Mr. Samuel Hopkins, Mr. Richard Kennon, | 

Mr. Thomas Allen, Mr. Alexander Robertson, Mr. Walter Crocket, Mr. 

Abraham Trigg, Mr. Solomon Shepherd, Mr. William Clayton, Mr. 

Burwell Bassett, Mr. Matthew Walton, Mr. John Steele, Mr. Robert 

Williams, Mr. John Wilson, Mr. Thomas Turpin, Mr. Patrick Henry, | 

Mr. Edmund Ruffin, Mr. Theodorick Bland, Mr. William Grayson, Mr. 

Cuthbert Bullit, Mr. Walker Tomlin, Mr. William M’Kee, Mr. Thomas 

Carter, Mr. Henry Dickenson, Mr. James Monroe, Mr. John Dawson, 

Mr. George Mason, Mr. Andrew Buchanan, Mr. John Hartwell Cocke, 

) Mr. John Howell Briggs, Mr. Thomas Edmonds, the Honorable Rich- 

ard Cary, Mr. Samuel Edmison, and Mr. James Montgomery.
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And then the main question being put that this Convention doth | 
- concur with the Committee in the said amendments; _ | 

It was resolved in the affirmative. = | eho ce 
On motion, Ordered, That the foregoing amendments be fairly en- oe 

grossed upon parchment, signed by the President of this Convention, | a 
and by him transmitted, together with the ratification of the Foederal 

_ Constitution, to the United States in Congress assembled.!° ee 
_ (On motion, Ordered, That a fair engrossed copy of the Ratification 

of the Federal Constitution, with the subsequent amendments this day  —s—™ | 
| _ agreed to, signed by the President, and attested by the Secretary of | 

this Convention, be transmitted by the President, in the name of the — 
Convention, to the Executive or Legislature of each State in the : 
Union." | | | oe | 

Ordered, ‘That the Secretary do cause the Journal of the proceedings 

of this Convention to be fairly entered in a well bound book, and after 

being signed by the President, and attested by the Secretary, that he , | 
deposit the same in the archives of the Privy Council or Council of | 
State.1!2 cos | ; - 

_ On motion, Ordered, That the Printer to this Convention do strike = 

forthwith fifty copies of the Ratification and subsequent amendments cs 
of the Foederal Constitution, for the use of each County in the Com- oe 

- monwealth. _ - | | a ee : 
On motion, Ordered, That the Public Auditor be requested to adjust 

the accounts of the Printer to the Convention for his services, and of = 
the workman who made some temporary repairs and alterations in the | 

| New-Academy, for the accommodation of the Convention, and to grant 

his warrant on the Treasurer for the sum due the respective claim- - 
| ants.13 : | | | | . : 

On motion, Resolved, unanimously, That the thanks of the Conven- 
_ tion be presented to the President, for his able, upright, and impartial —_ 

discharge of the duties of that office. eel . oe 
_ Whereupon the President made his acknowledgment to the Con- 
vention for so distinguished a mark of its approbation. oe — 

And then the Convention adjourned “‘sine die.”’ Ce | 
| | Signed, a wy Eee | , 

| EDMUND PENDLETON, PresipENT. | ee 
Attest. , , | u | | 

JOHN BECKLEY, Secretary.) | woe ere 
1. The minutes of 27 June (minus the text in angle brackets) were reprinted in | oe 

| _ Augustine Davis’s Virginia Independent Chronicle on 2 July, and in the New York Journal 
on 10 July. These reprintings were based upon Davis’s four-page broadside of the Con- _ - | 
vention’s actions on 25 and 27 June (Evans 21553). (For a photographic reproduction :
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of this broadside, see Mfm:Va.) The minutes of 27 June, minus the text in angle brackets 

and the roll-call vote on the third structural amendment, were reprinted in the Virginia 

Gazette and Weekly Advertiser, 3 July; Virginia Centinel, 9 July; Kentucky Gazette, 9, 16 

August; and, in whole or in part, in thirteen newspapers and one magazine outside 

Virginia by the first week of August: Conn. (1), N.Y. (2), N.J. (2), Pa. (6), Md. (3). | 

| 9. This engrossed copy of the Form of Ratification is in the Virginia State Library 
and is photographically reproduced in Mfm:Va. | 

. 3. For a comparison of this declaration of rights and the declaration drafted on or 

before 9 June by an Antifederalist committee chaired by George Mason and sent by 

Mason to New York Antifederalists on 9 June, see ‘‘Editors’ Note: The Ratification of 

| the Constitution and the Recommendation of Amendments,” 25-27 June (above). a 

4. The words “or judge” do not appear in the manuscript Journal of the Convention, 

although they are found in the printed Journal. 
5. The words “petition or” do not appear in the manuscript Journal of the Conven- 

| tion, although they are found in the printed Journal. 
| 6. For a comparison between these amendments and those drafted on or before 9 

| June by an Antifederalist committee chaired by George Mason and sent by Mason to 

New York Antifederalists on 9 June, see “‘Editors’ Note: The Ratification of the Con- 

stitution and the Recommendation of Amendments,” 25-27 June (above). For a com- 

parison between these amendments and another set of amendments, probably drafted | 

between 9 and 27 June, see the editorial note to “Draft Structural Amendments to the 

7 Constitution,’ ante-27 June (above). | | 

7. The words ‘‘at least”? do not appear in the manuscript Journal of the Convention, — 

| although they are in the printed Journal. 7 

8. A draft of this amendment, in the handwriting of an unidentified person, is in the 

_ Virginia Historical Society and is cataloged as Mss 13:1788, June 27:2. Although the 

draft amendment differs somewhat from the amendment printed here, the meaning is 

essentially the same. On the draft, a second person commented on the proviso which 
begins with the words “But the Judicial power.”’ This second person noted: “this proviso | 

is too general, & will preclude in every Instance, the following Cases, in which the 

: federal Court ought to have Jurisdiction. viz. disputes between States about their Ter- | 

ritory, & Disputes between Individuals claiming Lands under the Grants of different 

States.” (For a transcription and a photographic reproduction of this draft amendment, 

see Mfm:Va.) , 

9, The printer omitted commas after those names followed by “‘jun.,” or the name 

of a county in parentheses. In those cases, the editors have supplied commas. 

, | 10. Dated 28 June, President Edmund Pendleton’s letter forwarding the Form of 

Ratification and the recommendatory amendments is printed below under that date. 

11. On 30 June the state legislature resolved that the secretary of the Convention | 

be allowed £15 for preparing fifteen engrossed copies of the Form of Ratification and 

the recommendatory amendments (Mfm:Va.). For a discussion of Pendleton’s letter to 

the state executives and its enclosure, see Pendleton to the President of Congress, 28 

, June, note 1 (below). | 
12. A smooth manuscript Journal of the Convention, located in the Virginia State 

Library, is neither signed by the president nor attested by the secretary. For a photo- 

graphic reproduction of the Journal, see Mfm:Va. 
13. On 2 July Augustine Davis was paid £110 10s “for Printing [the] Journals of the 

late Convention & 4300 Copies of the Ratification together with the declaration of — 

Rights and Amendments proposed by the Convention.”’ The next day, the firm of Ingham 

‘& Bentzes received £4 10s ‘‘for a Necess’yhouse built for the use of the late Convention” 

(Virginia Auditor’s Journal, 8 May-30 August 1788, pp. 568, 570, Vi). 

Copies of the printed Convention Journal were ready for distribution by | July be- 

| cause on that day John Smith of Botetourt County, writing from Richmond, sent a copy 

of the Journal to John Brown in Congress (Brown to Smith, 9 July, Mfm:Va.).
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eS Meeting of Antifederalist Convention Delegates 7 
Friday Evening, 27 June 

_ On the evening of 27 June some Antifederalists, on the recommen- 
dation of George Mason, met in the chamber of the Virginia Senate to a 
consider the adoption of an address to their constituents. Mason drafted 

| an address, but withdrew it when he discovered that most of the delegates 
were opposed to an inflammatory address. “‘A Spectator of the Meeting,”’ | | 
whose account was published on 9 July (below), reveals that opposition | | 

: to Mason was voiced by Benjamin Harrison, John Tyler, and Robert Law- __ 
son; while David Meade Randolph, writing after 1791 (see note 4, below), 
says that Patrick Henry spoke against any further opposition to the Con- 
stitution. James Madison thought that Henry and Mason were of a similar 
mind and that the attempt to get Antifederalists to sign an address ‘“‘was 
made under ... auspices” of those two men (to Thomas Jefferson, 24 | 
July, V below). oo | | : 

| Despite the announced intention of Antifederalists that their address 
would be “an exhortation to acquiescence,’ Madison voiced a suspicion 
(on the day of the meeting) “that the ill-will to the Constitution will 
produce [— — —] every peaceable effort to disgrace & destroy it.”” Two days | 
later, on 29 June, Madison wrote that ‘The intended address of the | 

| Minority proved to be of a nature apprehended by me. It was rejected 
by the party themselves when proposed to them, and produced an aus- 

| picious conclusion to the business.”’ If the address had been adopted, 
stated Madison on 24 July, it “would probably have done mischief” (to 

: Alexander Hamilton, 27 June, and to Jefferson, 24 July, both in V below; _ 
and to Hamilton, 29 June, VI below). , | 

A Spectator of the Meeting | | | 
Virginia Independent Chronicle, 9 July! | | 

Previous to the adjournment of the late Convention, a proposition : 
‘was made by Mr. Mason, that the minority should meet at the public _ 
buildings and prepare an address to reconcile the minds of their con- 
stituents to the new plan of government. | | 

Accordingly a very full meeting was had, when to their surprise an 
_ address was offered for their signatures, tending to irritate, rather than 

to quiet the public mind. | coe , 
A number of that respectable body immediately withdrew, others 

for some time either remained in silence, or, in general terms rec- _ 
ommended temper and moderation,—till at length, Benjamin Harrison, 
Esq; of Charles City, rose, and in a firm and manly stile opposed not 
only the address which had been read, but earnestly recommended an 

| adjournment without taking any farther steps in the business.—He 
| observed they had done their duty as free and independent men, in 

_ opposing the constitution, but as it had been adopted by a majority 
of their countrymen it became their duty to submit as good citizens, 

_ until those destructive consequences to their liberty should appear, |
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| which the minority apprehended, in which however he hoped they 
would be mistaken. He reminded them of their promises in Convention | 
to unite the people in the opinion of the majority, and by their precept 
and example endeavor to secure harmony and order among their 
fel[I]ow citizens. The opinion was supported by the Honorable John 
Tyler and General Lawson so successfully, that Mr. Mason discovering 
their sentiments to prevail generally, prudently and with temper with- 

_ drew his address.2—An adjournment sine die took place—It is to be 
| hoped that the laudable example of those patriots will be followed by 

their constituents, and that the fears of those who have opposed the 
_ new government will shortly be removed. — 

Massachusetts Centinel, 26 July? | | 

What principles actuate some of the flaming opposers of the Federal 
_ System, may be discovered in the late conduct of the Hon. Mr. Mason, 

of Virginia. This gentleman, after the Constitution was. ratified, re- 
quested the minority to meet at a publick place, for the ostensible pur- 
pose of addressing their constituents—recommending to them a cheer- 

| _ ful acquiescence in the adoption that had taken place: But when thus | 
assembled, he introduced a fiery, irritating manifesto—which he would _ 

have sent out to divide the State, had it not been for the patriotism 
of a majority of the persons assembled—who seeing the serpent in the 
grass, exposed it, and prevented any thing of the sort taking place.* 

Carlisle Gazette, 24 September 

Extract of a letter from a gentleman in Charllotevillia, (Virginia) | 
dated 23d July 1788. 

“I congratulate you on the adoption of the new government by ten 
states, I am impatient to see it put in motion, and anticipate with heart 
felt joy the numerous advantages which it will produce to our too long 

, afflicted country. The good people of this state appear to be perfectly 
reconciled to the determination of its convention—Mr. MASON wished | 

to excite some confusion by a publication addressed to those who were 
averse to the new government, but he was warmly opposed by the 
antifederalists, and compelled to relinquish his design. As soon as the 
debates of the Virginia convention are published [I] shall send you a 
copy.” 7 

David Meade Randolph’s ‘‘Anecdote of Patrick Henry’” 

The birth of party spirit has been variously conjectured: the result 
of the Richmond Convention for the adoption of the Federal Consti- 

, tution, was one of its imputed parents. In the evening of the day of
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the final vote, General Meade and Mr. Cabell assembled the discontents - oe 

in the old Senate Chamber; and after a partial organization of the , 

party, a deputation was sent to Patrick Henry inviting him to take the 
Chair. The venerated patriot accepted. Understanding that it was their 

__ purpose to concert a plan of resistance to the operations of the Federal | 
_ Government, he addressed the meeting with his accustomed animation 

upon important occasions; observing, “he had done his duty stren- 7 
| uously, in opposing the Constitution, in the proper place,—and with all we 

the powers he possessed. The question had been fully discussed and _ 
settled, and, that as true and faithful republicans, they had all better | 

go home! They should cherish it, and give it fair play—support it too, | | 
in order that the federal administration might be left to the untram-_ | 
melled and free exercise of its functions:” reproving, moreover, the 
half suppressed factious spirit which he perceived had well nigh broken 7 = 
out. The impressive arguments of Mr. Henry produced the gratifying | 

| effect he had hoped for. > Pe oo 

| 1. This account was reprinted in the Virginia Herald, 17 July, and in nine out-of-state | 
newspapers by the end of July: N.H. (1), Mass. (2), Conn. (1), N.Y. (4), N.C. (1). | | 

2. This address has not been located. | | | a 
3. This item was reprinted in the Springfield Hampshire Chronicle, 6 August. It was 

possibly based upon “A Spectator of the Meeting” (immediately above). — | - 
4. “Decius” XVII, Virginia Independent Chronicle, 1 April 1789, also criticized George 

Mason, stating that “it was him who first started the idea of keeping up an opposition — 
to the constitution after it had been fairly decided on by the people; to which, effect, 

: a remonstrance was introduced, which wore so much of the native bitterness and austerity 
of the father on its countenance, as to make the hearts of the most daring revolt at the | | 

_ sight;—whence he became as solitary and contemptible with his own party in remon- | 
strance then, as he had been publicly infamous in his attacks on the other before.’ (For : 
the complete article, see Mfm:Va.; and for the identification of John Nicholas, Jr., of . 

Albemarle County, as the author of the “‘Decius’’ letters, see Boyd, XVI, 139n—41n.) . 

_-_§. Printed: “Anecdotes of Patrick Henry. From the Manuscripts of the late David 
| Meade Randolph,” Southern Literary Messenger, I (1834-1835), 332. This undated account. | 

was apparently written after 1791 because in that year Everard Meade, referred to by | 
David Meade Randolph as “General Meade,”’ was still a colonel. Everard Meade rep- . 

resented Amelia in the House of Delegates, 1780-81, 1782-84, but he was not a delegate. 
to the state Convention. (By 1794, he had become a brigadier general in the state militia.) | | 
Mr. Cabell was probably either William Cabell, Sr., or his son Samuel Jordan Cabell, a 

both of whom represented Amherst County and voted against ratification of the Con- : 
stitution. David Meade Randolph was Everard Meade’s nephew. | | | : 

. Editors’ Note - oe 

_ George Mason: Draft Legislative Resolutions Reprimanding  —_— | 
| _ Governor Edmund Randolph, c. 28 June . eS 

_ At the same time that George Mason was involved with the meeting = 
_ of Antifederalist Convention delegates on the evening of 27 June (im- | 

mediately above), he also drafted resolutions that challenged the failure | |
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of Governor Edmund Randolph to lay before the Virginia Convention | 

a letter written on 8 May by New York Governor George Clinton. In 

this letter, Clinton complained about the long delay in receiving Ran- 

dolph’s circular letter of 27 December 1787 to the state executives, 

which included copies of the 12 December Virginia act providing for 

the payment of the state convention delegates and ‘‘such reasonable | 

expences as may be incurred,” if the convention “should deem it nec- 

essary to hold any communications with any of the sister states or the 

| Conventions thereof which may be then met.’’ Mason was not a mem- 

ber of the special June 1788 session of the legislature and his draft | 

_ resolutions reprimanding Randolph do not appear on the Journals of 

either house. (For a full discussion of this matter and the texts of some 

of the accompanying documents, see RCS:Va., 788-93.) 

a President Edmund Pendleton to the President of Congress | 

| _ Richmond, 28 June’ | | 

A General Convention of the people of this Commonwealth having 

| ratified on their part the Constitution proposed for the Government 

of the United States, by their direction I have the honor of transmitting 

to Congress, through your Excellency, the Instrument of Ratification, 

together with sundry amendments which they wish to take place 

therein, after being considered in the mode prescribed in the Con- 

| stitution | | 

| 1. RC, PCC, Item 71, Virginia State Papers, 1775-1788, II, folio 611, DNA. Congress | 

received Pendleton’s letter and its enclosures on 14 July (PCC, Item 185, Despatch 

Books, 1779-1789, IV, folio 36, DNA). The engrossed parchment copy of the amend- = 

ments has not been located, but Benjamin Bankson, a clerk of Congress, made a copy 

of the amendments in what is known as “Bankson’s Journal.” (For this journal, see RG 

11, United States Government Documents Having General Legal Effect, ‘‘Ratifications 

of the Constitution,” With Copies of Credentials of Delegates to the Constitutional 

Convention, DNA.) For the Form of Ratification received by Congress, see “The Virginia 

Form of Ratification,” 26 June (above). On 28 June Pendleton, as instructed by the 

Convention, also wrote a similar letter to each state executive enclosing an engrossed a 

, manuscript copy which included the Form of Ratification and the amendments.
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Convention Expenses, 2 June 1788-6 February 1789 __ 
This compilation of Convention expenses for each of the 170 delegates 

and nine others who performed some service for the Convention has 
been obtained from the “Convention Attendance Book” and two volumes 
of the journal of the Auditor of Public Accounts (8 May-30 August 1788 | 
and 1 September 1788-19 March 1789), all of which are in the Virginia 
State Library. | | 

The “Convention Attendance Book’’ contains one page for each 
county, city, or borough in Virginia that sent delegates to the Convention. 
Whenever a delegate asked for payment, a clerk usually recorded the 
current date, the first day on which the delegate attended, the number 

of days for which the delegate was seeking a ten-shilling per diem allow- | 
ance, the compensation based on the mileage to and from Richmond, | 
and the cost of ferriages. Some delegates asked for payment early in the | 

| Convention and then requested the balance in a second and even a third 
payment. Some entries are incomplete, consisting only of the first requests 
for compensation. No information is given for forty delegates. (For a 
photographic reproduction of the attendance book, see Mfm:Va.) , 

Under the accounting category “Officers of Civil Government,” the _ 
journal of the Auditor of Public Accounts lists warrants issued to delegates 
and those who performed services for the convention. The first entry for | 
a Convention expense is 7 June 1788; the last 6 February 1789. Each 
entry consists of two columns. The first column gives the name of the 

| delegate and the county he represented, while the second column lists 
| the amount authorized by the warrant, in pounds, shillings, and pence. 

A typical entry reads: ‘“‘Warrant to Wm. Fleet—a Delegate in Convention 
from King & Queen. 4.17.71/.” | | 

| One hundred and sixteen delegates received one payment; forty-six 
obtained payment in two installments; and three were paid three times. 
Five delegates are not included in the journal. Ten delegates—Humphrey 
Brooke, Edmund Custis, James Gordon of Orange, William Grayson, 

Miles King, George Mason, Stephen Pankey, Jr., Meriwether Smith, John 
Stringer, and James Webb—are incorrectly listed as being paid for leg- 
islative service instead of Convention service. Payments to several mem- | 

| bers combined their service in the Convention and the June 1788 session | 
of the legislature. Four legislators in the June session—Hezekiah Davisson, 
John Elliot, William Lowther, and Jonathan Parsons—are incorrectly listed | 
as receiving payments for Convention attendance and are not included 

| _ in this compilation. (For photographic reproductions of the relevant pages | 
of the auditor’s journal, see Mfm:Va.) 

In compiling the following listing, the attendance book has been com- 
pared with the auditor’s journal. In both sources, the amount of pay is | 

| identical for ninety-three delegates, while it differs for thirty-four mem-. 
bers. The journal provides the only payment information for thirty-eight 

| delegates and payments to three members appear only in the attendance | 
book. Two delegates are not listed in either source. When the two sources __ 
differ, payment has been determined by subtracting payments for legis- 
lative service, by adjusting payment totals to reflect each day that the 
delegate was in attendance, and by correcting clerical errors.
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Payments to Convention Delegates 

DELEGATE COUNTY PAYMENTS DATE ARRIVED 

(VOTE ON CONSTITUTION) (DAYS PAID) 

Robert Alexander (N) Campbell 146 7 3 4 June (23) 

John Allen (Y) Surry 15 1 0 —_——— 

Thomas Allen (N) Mercer 33 8 6 2 June (17) 

Robert Andrews (Y) James City 15 8 O —_————_ 

Thomas Arthur (N) Franklin 16 15 3 9 June (19) 

Burdet Ashton (Y) King George 146 2 6 2 June (26) 

Burwell Bassett (Y) New Kent 14 13 4 ——__—— 

David Bell (N) Buckingham 15 14 6 2 June (26) 

John Blair (Y) York 15 8 O ——————_— 

Theodorick Bland (N) Prince George 14 #12 ~ «6 2 June (26) 

Benjamin Blunt (Y) | Southampton 16 19 3 2 June (26) 

Edmund Booker (N) Amelia 14 7 3 2 June (25) 

Robert Breckinridge (Y) Jefferson 39 18 6 2 June (26) 

John Howell Briggs (N) Sussex 15 1 3 2 June (26) 

Humphrey Brooke (Y) Fauquier 15 5 3 = —-— 

Andrew Buchanan (N) Stafford 14 6 0 5 June (23) | . 

| Cuthbert Bullitt (N) Prince William 17 4 #20 ——_—_—__—— 

Rice Bullock (Y) Jefferson 400 2 O 2 June (26) 

Nathaniel Burwell (Y) James City 15 13 5 2 June (26) 

Samuel Jordan Cabell (N) Amherst 17 7 O 2 June (26) | 

William Cabell, Sr. (N) Amherst 17 7 0 2 June (26) 

| William Overton Callis (Y) Louisa 15 O 90 2 June (26) 

| George Carrington (N) Halifax 17 10 6 2 June (26) 

Paul Carrington (Y) Charlotte 17 10 5 2 June (26) 

Thomas Carter (N) Russell 28 6 6 2 June (26) 

Richard Cary (N) Warwick 146 7 9 2 June (26) 

Charles Clay (N) Bedford 16 15 3 2 June (23) | 

Green Clay (N) Madison 37 2 6 2 June (26) | 

William Clayton (Y) New Kent 14 #2 90 —_—__——— 

George Clendinen (Y) Greenbrier 17 6 O 2 June (17) 

John Hartwell Cocke (Y) Surry 15 13 O 2 June (26) | 

Isaac Coles (N) - Halifax 17 13 6 2 June (26) 

Notley Conn (not voting) Bourbon —- -—- =— TT 

Thomas Cooper (N) Henry 21 2 6 2 June (26) 

Francis Corbin (Y) Middlesex 16 1 0 2 June (26) 

Walter Crockett (N) Montgomery 23 2 3 TT 

| Edmund Custis (N) Accomack 96 18 0 —_—— 

William Darke (Y) Berkeley 19 19 0 —————_——- 

John Dawson (N) Spotsylvania 15 6 0O 2 June (25) 

Henry Dickenson (N) Russell 97 2 6 2 June (26) 

Cole Digges (Y) Warwick 16 4 0O 2 June (26) 

Thomas H. Drew (N) Cumberland 7 16 6 —_—_—_——- 

| Joel Early (N) Culpeper 16 10 O 2 June (25) 

John Early (N) Franklin 20 5 3 2 June (26) .
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Samuel Edmiston (N) - Washington 25 0 6 2 June (26) 

Thomas Edmunds (N)_ Sussex a 15 1 3 2 June (26) © EE 

John Evans (N) Monongalia = 26 18 0 — 2 June (26) , 
Littleton Eyre (Y) _ Northampton 20 4 0 2 June (26) | 
Daniel Fisher (Y) | Greensville 16 11 0 ~~ 2 June (26) 

~ William Fleet (Y) © King and Queen. 15 4 4% 2 June (26) : 

William Fleming (Y) | Botetourt | 19 17 3 2 June (26) 
John Fowler (N)) Fayette 37 2 6 2 June (26) | 
Thomas Gaskins (Y) _ -_ Northumberland 18 9 6 ———— 

Parke Goodall (N) Hanover | 13 14 += 5 oe | 
James Gordon (Y) | Lancaster 17 6 6 2 June (26) | | 
James Gordon, Jr. (Y) Orange 16 6 O 2 June (26) 
William Grayson (N) Prince William 16 18 0O a 

| John Guerrant (N) | Goochland 14 2 4 2 June (26) : | 

Joseph Haden (N) Fluvanna 11 18 0 ——— : 
Benjamin Harrison (N) Charles City © il oO 0 2 June (20) _ 
Patrick Henry (N) Prince Edward =—ssisd16——i“teé8 —_————__ oo, 

Samuel Hopkins, Jr. (N) Mecklenburg W756 0 o—_—— : 
Ralph Humphreys (Y) — | Hampshire 21 #13 =«0 2 June (26) 

James Innes (Y) | Williamsburg 13 0 0 2 June (26) | 
George Jackson (Y) | . Harrison 96 18 O 2 June (26) 
James Johnson (Y) Isle of Wight 17. 1 5% = 2 June (26) , | 

Zachariah Johnston (Y) Augusta 17 16 «0 2 June (26) | 
Binns Jones (N) , Brunswick 15 5 8 ——— (24) | 
Gabriel Jones (Y) Rockingham 17° 16 +O — 2 June (26) | 
John Jones (N) | Brunswick 144 6 6 — (2) | 

| Joseph Jones (N) Dinwiddie 14 1 8 2 June (26) 
Walter Jones (Y) | Northumberland. 15-19 3 3 June (25). | | 

| Samuel Kello (Y) Southampton 16 1 0. ST | 

7 Richard Kennon (N) Mecklenburg 17, 11 10 .———— 

| Miles King (Y) Elizabeth City 16 16 9% 2 June (26) — 
, Robert Lawson (N) | Prince Edward 16 1 O Sa ae ENCE | 

Henry Lee (N) Bourbon 39 4 6 6 June (22) | 
Henry Lee (Y) | Westmoreland 15 19 0 = ———— | 
Thomas Lewis (Y) oo Rockingham 17° «16 0. 2 June (26) | | 

Warner Lewis (Y) . Gloucester — | 16 12 9 2 June (26) : - 

John Carter Littlepage (N) = ~~ Hanover | 13 18 0 = 2 June (26) | 
John. Logan (N) Lincoln 37 2 6 2 June (26) 

| William McClerry (Y) | Monongalia 26 18 O 2 June (26) : 
7 Martin McFerran (Y) - Botetourt | 21 7 38 —_——_- | 

William McKee (Y) Rockbridge = 19 O O 2 June (26) | oo 
James Madison (Y) : Orange 14 +0 0 3 June (25). | 
John Marr (N) Henry po 21 2 6 ~~ 2 June (26) | 
Humphrey Marshall (Y) Fayette 36 6 6 2 June (26) | 
John Marshall (Y) | Henrico | 13 0 0 2 June (26) | a 
George Mason (N) | Stafford | 17. 19 0 ———— | 
Stevens Thomson Mason (N) — Loudoun | — 18 12 0 8 June (25) 

William Mason (Y) Greensville | 13 9 8 2 June (22) — hal
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Thomas Mathews (Y) Norfolk Borough 16 0 9. 2June (22) | 

Joseph Michaux (N) Cumberland 16 1 4 2 June (26) | 

John Miller (N) Madison 37 2 6 2 June (26) 

James Monroe (N) Spotsylvania 1 16 0. —-—— | 

James Montgomery (N) _ Washington 26 1 QO —_—_—— 

Andrew Moore (Y) | Rockbridge 19 0 0 2 June (26) 

George Nicholas (Y) Albemarle 16 4 0 2 June (26) 

| Wilson Cary Nicholas (Y) - Albemarle 16 4 9 2 June (26) 

| Stephen Pankey, Jr. (N) Chesterfield - 12 16 10 2 June (25) 

: _ George Parker (Y) Accomack 22 13 8 —-_——— 

| Charles Patteson (N) Buckingham 15 7 4 ———— (23) 

David Patteson (Y) | Chesterfield 13 5 3 2 June (26) 

Jonathan Patteson (N) Lunenberg 16 #5 8 2 June (26) 

Henry Pawling (N) Lincoln 37 2 6 2 June (26) 

William Peachy (Y) Richmond 16 10 6 2 June (26) 

_ Edmund Pendleton (Y) 
as president Caroline 53 12 0 —__—— 

Martin Pickett (Y) Fauquier 17 9 8 2 June (26) | 

Thomas Pierce (not voting) Isle of Wight - - = _ 

Levin Powell (Y) Loudoun 19 5 3 oo 

John Pride (N) Amelia 14 14 #6 2 June (26) 

John Prunty (Y) | Harrison 26 18 O 2 June (26) 

| Edmund Randolph (Y) Henrico 13 O 9 -_ 

Thomas Read (N) | Charlotte 17 2 .6 2 June (26) 

Samuel Richardson (N) Fluvanna 15 12 O —_———— 

| Holt Richeson (N) King William 14 17 0 2 June (26) 

Willis Riddick (Y) Nansemond 17 6 O 2 June (26) | 

oe _. Jacob Rinker (Y) Shenandoah | 19 8 QO 2 June (26) 

Thomas Roane (N) King and Queen 15 2 0 2 June (26) 

Alexander Robertson (N) Mercer 37 18 6 2 June (26) 

Christopher Robertson (N) Lunenburg | 16 4 6 2 June (25) 

William Ronald (Y) | Powhatan 13 5 8 —_--——— 

| _ Edmund Ruffin (N) Prince George 14 2 0 ——— (25) 

William Sampson (N) Goochland 15 0 0 2 June (26) 

Abel Seymour (Y) Hardy 20 14 O 2 June (25) | 

Solomon Shepherd (Y) Nansemond 17 6 O 2 June (26) 

Charles Simms (Y) Fairfax 18 6 O 2 June (26) 

Meriwether Smith (N) Essex 13 2 6 5 June (22) 

Thomas Smith (Y) Gloucester 17 6. O 2 June (26) 

: John Steele (N). Nelson 38 6 6 4 June (24) 

Adam Stephen (Y) Berkeley 20 5 0 —_—_—— 

John Stringer (Y) Northampton 20 4 «0 2 June (26) | 

French Strother (N) Culpeper 16 12 O 2 June (26) 

Archibald Stuart (Y) - Augusta 17 6 O OT 

David Stuart (Y) Fairfax 18 10 9 2 June (26) 

a John Stuart (Y) Greenbrier _ 17 6 =O 2 June (17) | 

James Taylor (Y) | . Caroline | 15 4 0O 2 June (26) | 

: James Taylor (Y) Norfolk 18 8 90 2 June (26)
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- Benjamin Temple (N) : King William © 14 6 6 = =——— 
William Thornton (Y) King George 15 8 0 5 June (24) | 

Walker Tomlin (Y) Richmond 16 2 90 2 June (26) | 

Henry Towles (Y) Lancaster | 17 6 6 2 June (26) 

Abraham Trigg (N) Montgomery 21 17° 3 TT 
| John Trigg (N) : Bedford 18 #9 38 2 June (26) 

Thomas Turpin, Jr. (N) Powhatan 14 2 10 2 June (26) : 
John Tyler (N) Charles City 14 4 #0 — 2 June (26) 
James Upshaw (N) Essex 15 1 0 2 June (26) 

Isaac Vanmeter (Y) Hardy 20 14 QO 2 June (25) 

Anthony Walke (Y) Princess Anne 18 8 O 2 June (26) | 

Thomas Walke (Y) Princess Anne 19 0O 0O 2 June (26) | 
Matthew Walton (N) Nelson 38 16. 11 2 June (26) 

Bushrod Washington (Y) Westmoreland 14 19 O 4 June (23) 

William Watkins (N) Dinwiddie 13. «13 9 -_ 

James Webb (Y) | Norfolk 18 13 6 2 June (26) : 
Worlich Westwood (Y) Elizabeth City 16 17 #40 2 June (26) 

Alexander White (Y) Frederick 19 17 8 2 June (26) | 
William White (N) Louisa 13 8 O 2 June (26) 

John Williams (Y) Shenandoah 19 8 QO 2 June (26) 

Robert Williams (N) Pittsylvania 19 14 4 2 June (26) : 
Benjamin Wilson (Y) Randolph 25 1 0 2 June (26) 

John Wilson (N) Pittsylvania 19 15 3 2 June (26) | 
John Wilson (Y) Randolph 94 +41 0 4 June (24) | 
Edmund Winston (N) Campbell 16 2 0O 4 June (23) | 
Jokn Shearman Woodcock (Y) _ Frederick 19 12 6 ——— | 
Andrew Woodrow (Y) Hampshire 21 13 #O 2 June (26) 
Archibald Woods (Y) Ohio 27 13 #0 2 June (26) : | 

| Ralph Wormeley, Jr. (Y) Middlesex 17 4 0O 2 June (26) 
George Wythe (Y) | | York 1 8 0  ——— 
Ebenezer Zane (Y) Ohio 27 3 4  — 2 June (25) 

Other Payments 

John Beckley, Secretary 40 O 0 | 
Augustine Davis, Printer 110 10 0 

William Drinkard, Sr., Doorkeeper 15 0 0 . 
- William Drinkard, Jr., Doorkeeper 15 0 O | | 
Daniel Hicks, Doorkeeper | 15 0 0 
Ingham & Bentzes, for ‘‘a Necessary House”’ 4 10 0O | 
Edmund Pendleton, Jr., Clerk Comte. on Priv. 20 0 0 

William Pierce, Sergeant at Arms 24 0 0 oo 
The Reverend Abner Waugh, Chaplain . 32 0 0 | |
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| THE DEBATE OVER THE CONSTITUTION AND 
COMMENTARIES ON THE VIRGINIA CONVENTION 

June-July 1788 

Introduction 

Public Commentaries on the Constitution and the Convention | 

Important gaps exist for some of Virginia’s ten newspapers, all week- 
lies that each printed four regular issues in June. Only twenty-seven 
of the forty regular issues are extant. Complete runs exist for six 

| newspapers: Fredericksburg Virginia Herald, Norfolk and Portsmouth 

Journal, Richmond Virginia Gazette and Weekly Advertiser, Richmond 
Virginia Independent Chronicle, Winchester Virginia Centinel, and Ken- 

_ tucky Gazette. The Virginia Independent Chronicle also printed at least | 
two extraordinary issues. The Winchester Virginia Gazette has only two 
extant issues, and the Richmond Virginia Gazette and Independent Chron- 

icle has one regular issue and one supplement extant. No issues have 
been found for either the Alexandria Virginia Journal or the Petersburg 

Virginia Gazette. Several items from the Petersburg Virginia Gazette, 

however, were reprinted in other newspapers, and some appear below. 

(For a full discussion of Virginia’s newspapers, see RCS:Va., xliii—xliv.) 

Virginia’s newspapers devoted little space to the coverage of the 

state Convention. On 4 and 11 June, the Virginia Independent Chronicle 

| published the Convention proceedings for 2—7 and 9 June; and on 25 

June, it described the two plans for ratification before the Convention 

on 24 and 25 June. Excerpts from the Chronicle’s reports were re- 

printed in several Virginia newspapers. Augustine Davis of the Chronicle | 

struck a three-page broadside containing the proceedings of 25 June 

(including the two roll-call votes and the Form of Ratification) and a 

four-page broadside containing the proceedings of the 25th and the 

27th (including all forty recommendatory amendments). (See Conven- 

tion Debates, 25 June, note 1, and Convention Debates, 27 June, note 

1, both in IV above.) In early July several newspapers published the 

Convention proceedings for 25 and 27 June. The Kentucky Gazette did 

) not report Virginia ratification until 26 July and it did not complete 

its reprinting of the Convention proceedings of 25 and 27 June until 

16 August. Virginia newspapers also published brief summaries of the 

Convention’s proceedings and a few extracts of letters from Richmond 

| 1569 |
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describing these proceedings. Some newspapers ran advertisements 
_. proposing a subscription edition of the Convention debates (RCS:Va., | 

903). oe | oe oo oe 
| The majority of the principal essays (both original and out-of-state | 

_ articles) printed in June in Virginia’s newspapers criticized the Con- - 
stitution, a significant departure from the material published through 

_ May 1788. Almost all of the original Antifederalist essays were printed 
in the Virginia Independent Chronicle. (See below for these essays.) Other | | 
original Antifederalist articles possibly appeared in no longer extant — | 

— newspapers. No major out-of-state Antifederalist items have been lo- | | 
— cated in Virginia newspapers, although the Virginia Gazette and Inde- 

_ pendent Chronicle advertised the sale of the pamphlet edition of Luther 
_ Martin’s Genuine Information, first offered for sale in Philadelphia on | 

12 April (CC:389, 678). oe ; yeas 
Only one major original Federalist item has been found in a Virginia | 

newspaper in June—the Virginia Independent Chronicle’s two-part “‘A : | 
Delegate Who Has Catched Cold’”’ (printed below). On 4 June the 

Virginia Independent Chronicle reprinted George Washington’s June 
, 1783 circular letter to the state executives (CC:4). The Federalist ar- : 

| ticles reprinted from other states were: ““An American’’ (Tench Coxe), _ 

Pennsylvania Gazette, 21 May (RCS:Va., 832-43); the “Spurious Cen- | 

tinel”” XV, Pennsylvania Mercury, 16 February (CC:534); and an un- 
: signed piece from the Pennsylvania Packet, 3 June, explaining why no | , 

country was “better calculated for commerce” than the United States 
(CC:Vol. 5). The Norfolk and Portsmouth Journal and the Virginia In- 
dependent Chronicle announced the availability of the second volume of 
The Federalist which had been advertised for sale first in New York we 

City on 28 May. Upon the request of James Madison, copies of Volume 7 
I had been sent in mid-May from New York City to Virginia by Alex- _ | 
ander Hamilton for the use of the Virginia Convention delegates, and 
in early June Hamilton forwarded copies of Volume II. (For the cir- | 
culation of the book edition of The Federalist in Virginia, see RCS:Va., 7 

| 652-55.) Baek Eo aot | oer - 
News items from other states continued to appear in Virginia news- | 

papers in June. These included: (1) speculations about the prospects  —ss 
for ratification in South Carolina, New Hampshire, and, most partic- . 
ularly, New York; (2) an account of the violence between Federalists : 
and Antifederalists in Dobbs County, N.C.; (3) reports of the South 

Carolina Convention, including the texts of some speeches, the vote _ : 
on ratification, the Form of Ratification, and the acquiescence of some | | 

_ Antifederalists in ratification; (4) a description of Charleston’s federal. 
procession celebrating South Carolina’s ratification; (5) an announce- 
ment of the Georgia act ceding 30,000,000 acres to the United States |
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which was to go into effect when nine states ratified the Constitution; =| 
(6) an assertion that the new government under the Constitution would 
help Georgia resolve its Indian problems; (7) a statement of the ad- 
miration for the Constitution in England; (8) a criticism of the notion 

| of a “federal city”; (9) an account of the celebration of Maryland 
| | ratification in Portsmouth, N.H.; and (10) a report of the dispatching 

| by Baltimore merchants of the Federalist, a miniature ship, as a gift to 
oo George Washington at Mount Vernon. Washington’s letter of 8 June, 

| thanking the merchants appeared in Virginia’s newspapers early in July. | | 
(For this letter, see Fitzpatrick, XXIX, 516-17.) 

Of these news items, those pertaining to South Carolina ratification 

were particularly popular; South Carolina was the eighth state to ratify | 
- and that news arrived shortly after the Virginia Convention convened. 

In fact, the Virginia Independent Chronicle devoted almost a page and | 
a half of its 18 June issue to the South Carolina Convention. The news — 

| of ratification by New Hampshire (the ninth state) reached Richmond 
| on 29 June, and it was not reported in Virginia’s newspapers until the 

first and second weeks of July. | 
The publication of extracts of letters was a favorite device of eight- 

eenth-century newspapers for the dissemination of information and — 
propaganda. Printers usually gave the date and place of writing and _ 
only rarely the name of the letter writer or recipient. Anonymous letter 
writers were occasionally identified by profession, public office, or so- 

| cial standing. Sometimes, these ‘“‘letters’’ were fictitious; more often 
than not, however, they were genuine, even if often edited for pub- 

| lication. Since Virginia ratification was so critical, Virginians (especially 
those in Richmond) kept their correspondents in other states informed | 
about the course of the Virginia Convention, often predicting whether 
or not the Convention would ratify the Constitution and by what ma- 
jority. Consequently, more than thirty extracts of letters from Virginia | 

| concerned with the Convention have been located in out-of-state news- 
papers, especially those in Philadelphia, New York City, and Boston. 
About twenty extracts of Richmond letters, dated between 4 and 26 
June, are printed below or in part VI; five of the letter writers were 

| identified as Virginia Convention delegates. Other letters printed below _ 
originated in Petersburg, Norfolk, or just simply Virginia. The Con- 
vention delegates whose letters have been identified are Francis Cor- 
bin, Patrick Henry, and Edmund Randolph. Occasionally, newspapers 

| contained summaries of letters. | | 

_ Private Commentaries on the Constitution and the Convention | 

The volume of extant Virginia letters on the Constitution, substantial 

since mid-September 1787, mushroomed in June and July 1788. Close 
| to one hundred private letters, most of them written by Virginians,
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are printed below and in Part VI. The most active correspondent was | 
Convention delegate James Madison, who wrote at least twenty-eight | 
letters (primarily on the Convention) between 4 and 29 June. Madison 
wrote Alexander Hamilton at least eight times, and George Washington _ 
and Rufus King six times each. The letters of thirteen other Convention _ 
delegates appear below and in Part VI. 

| Letter writers (both Virginians and non-Virginians), in addition to 7 
discussing most aspects of the Virginia Convention, speculated on the | 
prospects of ratification in New Hampshire, North Carolina, and New | 
York, and the disastrous impact that the failure of Virginia and New 

York to ratify would have on the American Union. Virginia and New 
York Antifederalists corresponded on proposed amendments to the 
Constitution; and Federalists in the New Hampshire, New York, and 
Virginia conventions agreed by letter to establish an express system to 7 
carry the news of their ratifications to each other (RCS:Va., 811-29, 

1672-75). Perhaps, at no other time in the ratification debate were | 
both Federalists and Antifederalists so intent upon disseminating in- 
formation. | , 

Hugh Williamson to John Gray Blount — , 
New York, 3 June (excerpt)! | | 

... All Eyes here are looking with Hope or fear towards Virga. The : 
opposition have great Confidence in the mulish obstinacy of P Henry, 
Mason & R H Lee. We all admire the beautiful Trope of Col: Mason 
at the Court House in the County where he was elected.? You may | 
have been taught said he to respect the Characters of the Members 
of the late Convention. You may have supposed that they were an_ 
assemblage of great Men—There is nothing less true. From the Eastern 
States there were Knaves and Fools from the states southward of Virga. 
They were a parcel of Coxcombs and from the middle States Office 
Hunters not a few.... | | 

1. RG, Blount Papers, Duke University. Printed: LMCC, VIII, 747. For another 

excerpt from this letter, see Prince William County Election (RCS:Va., 608-9). | 
2. For the election of Mason in Stafford, see RCS:Va., 613-14. . 

William Grayson to Nathan Dane oo 
| Richmond, 4 June! | 

[ recieved your kind letter for which I am extremely thankful: At 
_ present I have only time to let you know that the Convention has met — 

& Edmund Pendlleton the Chancelor & who is for the Constitution 
_. Was unanimously elected Presidt.—The debates began to day, but no
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question has been taken indicative of superiority on either side:—We 
have agreed to go through the Constitution by paragrap[h]s,—this 1s 
in our favor 

The Numbers Yesterday, were as nearly equal as possible, but two 
unlucky circumstances happened to day.—Govr. Randolph declared in _ 
favor of adopting the Constitution & news has come to town that So. 
Carolina has ratified—I have just come from a meeting & though We 
are alarmed we do not despond.—the district of Kentucki is with us, 

| & if we can get over the four Counties, which lye on the Ohio between 
the Pensylvy. line & Big Sandy Creek, the day is our own,— 

Please to communicate this to Mr. Gerry, & let him know I have 
| not time to write requesting him at the same time to prevent my being 

quoted in a public newspaper—I shall write you from time to time 
when this business laps & give you the best information in my power.’ 
from yr. Affect. Frd. & Most Obe Ser _ 

_ [P.S.] Give my complimts. to Mr. Smith? & let him see this— 

1. RC, Dane Papers, DLC. The letter was postmarked at Fredericksburg on 5 June. 

Dane (1752-1835), a Beverly, Mass., lawyer, represented that state in Congress from 

1785 to 1788. Like Grayson, Dane opposed the Constitution in Congress in September 
1787. After Virginia ratified, however, Dane hoped that the three remaining states would 
adopt the Constitution and help to ensure that amendments would be proposed in the 
first federal Congress (to Melancton Smith, 3 July, John Wingate Thornton Collection, 
New England Historic Genealogical Society). , 

2. Congressman Dane received Grayson’s letter in New York City on 12 June, at 
which time he wrote to Elbridge Gerry, a Massachusetts Antifederalist leader. (Dane’s 

- 12 June letter to Gerry, paraphrasing Grayson’s letter, is in the Lilly Library, Indiana 
University, Bloomington.) Grayson’s letter was among the first of many that was received 
in New York City about the proceedings of the Virginia Convention. On 12 June the | 
New York Journal lamented that definitive news about the prospects of Virginia ratification 
had not yet arrived. The Journal noted that “There are several private letters received, - 

| in this city, of a conjectural nature, respecting the present political sentiments of several 
of the members in that assembly; but, since ‘the proof of the pudding is in the eating,’ _ 
a suspension of judgment is presumed adviseable.”’ | 

3. Grayson refers to Antifederalist leader Melancton Smith, a delegate to the New 
York Convention which was scheduled to convene on 17 June. Both men had opposed 
the Constitution in Congress in September 1787 (CC:95). : 

a James Madison to Rufus King | 
Richmond, 4 June! _ | 

| I thank you sincerely for your favor previous to your leaving N. 

York. The information in it is agree[a]ble and useful.” 

| Our Convention met on Monday. I did not arrive till the evening 

of that day. Mr. Pendleton had been unanimously put into the chair. 

| The debates commenced to day. The Govr. has declared the day of 

previous amendments past, and thrown himself fully into our scale.
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_ M-s-n & H-y appeared to take different & awkward ground, & the | / 
federal party are apparently in the best spirits. There is reason to 

_ believe nevertheless that the majority will be but small, & may possibly - ae 
_be yet defeated. There are several perplexing circumstances with which | 
we have to contend, and of which the utmost advantage will be taken. . 

, A little time will enable me to speak a more explicit language. adieu __ | 
Yrs. affecly > | , nes | | | 

1. RC, King Papers, NHi. | : - Le | | | 
2. On 25 May, King wrote Madison that Federalists had won the spring elections in | 

Massachusetts and Connecticut and that the New Hampshire Convention would ratify | 
the Constitution by ‘‘a handsome majority.”’ King, who left New York City for Boston | 
soon after he wrote Madison, requested that Madison keep him informed about the 

_ Virginia Convention because of the “real anxiety’ in Massachusetts over Virginia’s rat- | - 

| ification (Rutland, Madison, XI, 57-58). Madison wrote King on 9, 13, 18, 22, and 25 | 
June (below; and Rutland, Madison, XI, 167). pee | oye . 

James Madison to George Washington wesw ES Sl | | 
Richmond, 4 June’ | | a wee | 

Your favor of the 2d. ulto.2 was not recd. till my arrival here on ~ | 
monday evening. I found, contrary to my expectation that not only a | 
very full house had been made on the first day, but that it had pro- | 
ceeded to the appointment of the President & other officers. Mr. Pen- | 
dleton was put into the chair without opposition. Yesterday little more 

| was done than settling some forms and Resolving that no question 7 
_ general or particular should be propounded till the whole plan should | 

be considered & debated clause by clause. This was moved by Col. . 
Mason,? and contrary to his expectations, concurred in by the other - 

side. To ‘day the discussions commenced in Committee of the whole. _ 
~The Governor has declared the day of previous amendments passed, © ao 

and thrown himself fully into the federal scale. Henry & Mason made 
a lame figure & appeared to take different and awkward ground. The  ——~™ 
federalists are a good deal elated by the existing prospect. I dare not | | 
however speak with certainty as to the decision. Kentucke has been 
extremely tainted, is supposed to be generally adverse, and every piece 
of address is going on privately to work on the local interests & prej- 

, udices of that & other quarters. In haste I am Dr Sir Yrs. Affecly. 

_ 1. RC, Washington Papers, DLC. ee a | : 7 | 
2. On 2 May Washington had written Madison, informing him that the Maryland , 

oe Convention had overwhelmingly ratified the Constitution (Rutland, Madison, XI, 33). 
3. Mason was possibly following the advice of Richard Henry Lee, who on 7 May 

had recommended a similar procedure to Mason (RCS:Va., 785). . | , o
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Collin McGregor to Neil Jamieson | 
New York, 4 June (excerpt)! | 

... With respect to the Securities I see you leave me entirely to do 
wt. them as may appear most advantageous.—this is now the Critical 

, period; for should Virga. reject the N. Constitution final Settlements 
& other Continental debt will fall for a time; if she accedes they will 
appreciate immediately.2—Mr. Hart writes me that it is still doubtful 

| how it will go; but his opinion is that there is a small Majority in favor, 
| and so Convinced is he of this Circumstance that he has made a pretty 

Considerable purchase of F. Settlements, on his own Account, and I 

have made a further purchase for him here to the amount of £800 
this Curr[enc]y Same Certificates, & taken one third of it on myself.— | 
As Mr. Hart is on the Spot, he will be able soon to discover how it 
is likely to go and he keeps me regularly advised of prospects, so that 
if things should not look well, that I may Sell. 

The State of So. Carolina has adopted the Constitution by a great 
Majority; and this makes the Eight[h] State which have Ratified it.— 

_ this may have great influence on the Virga. Convention which are now | 
, sitting.— | 

I am sorry to Say that the Country Interest have greatly outnumber’d 
| this part of the State, and there is a great Majority of the Members 

for our Convention which meets the 20th inst. Stren[uJously opposed 
to the New Government;? however, we are in hopes that if Virga. 
adopts our Convention will not reject; but adjourn for a time; te-get 
ether instructions for they must at length come into the measure;Virga- 

1. FC, Collin McGregor Letterbook, 1788-1789, NN. The name of the addressee 

does not appear on the letter, but internal evidence reveals that the letter was written 

_ to Neil Jamieson. 
| 2. The Philadelphia mercantile firm of Coxe and Frazier predicted that ‘‘certi[ficate]s : 

| will be up to 4/3 the moment Virginia adopts, as there are not two of the Brokers who 
_ will sell now” (to Walter Livingston, 12 June, Coxe Papers, Series I, Volumes and Printed 

Material, American Letterbook of Coxe and Frazier, PHi). From New York, Peter Collin 

wrote Nicholas Low that ‘This morning I delivered Mr Bingham the Certificate I got 

at the Treasury for those you had deposited there, and I informed him also that no : 

| more of the kind could be got at present, as the Holders were unwilling to part with 

any before they hear from Virginia, in hopes that if the new Constitution is adopted 

there they would be considerably higher” (18 June, Low Papers, NHi). | 

3. Reports that the Antifederalists had a large majority in the New York Convention, 
scheduled to meet on 17 June, circulated widely. One such report, published in the New 
York Journal, 12 June, stated that 46 of the 65 Convention delegates were “decidedly 

| opposed” to the Constitution. :
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| The Impartial Examiner ITI | | 
Virginia Independent Chronicle, 4 June! | - | | | 

Besides those inherent rights, which should be established as fun- | 
damental principles, independent of the constitution, there are certain _ 
other maxims essential to every free government. These should pervade 
the whole plan. They should be interwoven with its very texture. And, 

| as it is necessary that the first should be preserved sacred and inviolate; | | 
so ought the last to be regarded as indispensible. These should be the | 
leading properties, the head—the soul of the system; whilst those exist | | 

entire, supreme and uncontrouled. , 
_ It will not be denied, that all power is originally vested in the people, — 

and that it should be exercised either immediately by themselves, or me- 
diately by their representatives. These are maxims, without the observance 
of which the liberty of every nation must expire. When the power is 
exercised by their representatives, it is expedient that the represen- 
tation be whole and complete. It should be ample, that amongst the 

members there may be a competent knowledge of the constituents, their . 

sentiments, connections, views and habits; and that amongst the con- 

__ stituents there may generally be a due degree of knowledge respecting 
the virtues and abilities of the members. | 

| In extensive territories, where the people are widely dispersed, and 
individuals can have very little communication beyond the circle of — 

their own neighbourhood, the representation should also be extensive. oo 
In countries thus situated, unless the legislature be numerous, there | 

cannot be expected amongst the members thereof a general knowledge | 
of their constituents: and when the member to be elected bears a very 
small proportion to the number of electors, it is utterly improbable that | 
the majority should have an adequate knowledge of those, who will be | 
elected. So that a great part of the community must in a manner be 
obliged to submit their most important concerns into the hands of a | 

few persons unknown to themselves, and of whose wisdom, integrity | 
and patriotism they can form no competent judgment. a 

Again, the representation should be complete, that is, it should be 

| such as to comprehend every species of interest within the society. All 

orders of men, who have any permanent interest in the government, 

as far as practicable, ought to be represented. Regarding, then, the — 
great diversity, which pervades most communities, from the highest | 
funded concerns through the various stages of mercantile and me- | 
chanic interests, we must discover the necessity of an extensive dele- 
gation. When, therefore, the number of representatives in a legislature | | 
is very small, this affords objections, not only because they are not
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numerous enough to contain a competent knowledge of their con- 
stituents: they are inadequate to, and cannot sufficiently respect, all 
the complicated, variant and opposite interests, which must necessarily 
subsist in a commonwealth, whose inhabitants are spread over a wide- 

| extended country. The smallness of their number enhances the dignity 
| of their seats; and none can expect to obtain a seat, except men of the , 

most elevated station. Thus in the beginning of a government so con- | 
stituted there will be laid a foundation for the exercise of undue in- 
fluence, whereby every branch of supreme power will be in a manner 
monopolized by one set of men: and thus the delegation will become 
partial. For, besides the effect of this undue influence in elections, the 

| dispersed situation of the electors, together with that of the candidates, 
: will ever produce much division amongst the suffrages;—and so the 

select party, who will be distinguished by their superior wealth, being 
the leading junto in this business, will easily procure a competent num- 
ber to decide for themselves or their favorites. 

Thus it will generally happen, that elections will be determined, not 
| by the majority of the people, but perhaps by an inconsiderable part 

of them; and the persons chosen will be such, whose situation and — 
rank in life had removed them far from a knowledge of the great body 
of the people. They will consequently be unacquainted with the cus- 

| toms, feelings, opinions and wishes of most of their constituents; and 
: as the constituents will be unacquainted with their representatives,— 

these will not possess the confidence of those. Doubt and distrust will 
prevail.—That course of congenial sentiment—that reciprocity of com- 
mon interest between legislature and bulk of the nation, which should 

be the soul of republicanism, and are the chief objects of a free, un- | 

biassed and general representation, will not exist in this kind of gov- 
ernment. How, then, can it be expected that a strict regard to the 

good of all will mark the public proceedings? Who can really imagine 
that a body, thus constituted and thus invested with sovereign authority, 
will regularly devote their labors to promote the happiness, prosperity 

and freedom of a community, over whom they bear the rule—when 

they view themselves advanced to this state of exaltation—when this 

high degree of dignity will tempt them to look down with indifference, | 

perhaps contempt, on the inhabitants of a spacious territory, as the 
| subjects of their government—and when they contemplate these, as 

generally unconnected with themselves in all their most important con- 

cerns?—The uniform experience of ages operates against the idea. It 

7 may be dangerous to indulge in such a scheme of policy—lest its fairest 

prospects should prove visionary indeed!—lest in its exercise the di- 

rectly contrary effects should be produced. |
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For the foregoing reasons, the legislative powers proposed to be | 
granted according to the new system appear liable to material objec- _ | 
tions. For herein the number of representatives being too small to | 
encourage the idea of a full or complete deputation, there is no prospect | 
of securing a due regard to all the different interests necessarily arising oe 

- amongst the numerous inhabitants of America, spread over a territory | 

sO extensive—so vast—so various in climate, products, habits and con- | 

nections. | es UE gs - | a 
That part of the legislature, which is particularly denominated the — ns 

house of representatives, is indeed the only popular branch; and although 
_ these officers are to be chosen by the immediate suffrages of the peo- | 
ple, yet their dignity, being necessarily great in proportion as their —| 
number is small, fair and unbiassed elections are scarcely probable, if 3 
not impracticable. | ae So 

In the appointment and constitution of the other branch, the senaie, 
we have but the shade of a deputation from the people. The state- __ 
legislatures, it seems, are to elect this body. The objections, which apply 
to the house of representatives, hold more strongly with regard to this, a 
in as much as longer continuance in office will be productive of more > 
danger; and the mode of appointment, by rendering them more in- ne 

| _ dependent of the people, will preclude these from having any decisive | 
influence on their conduct. . ; | - 

It is no argument in favor of the manner proposed, that it is the | 
same, by which the members of the present Congress are chosen. The _ 

| nature and end of the one being totally different from those of the | 
other, if they be duly considered, it may, perhaps, be thought not. | 

_ inexpedient to vary the proceedings respecting them. The Congress | 
__ under the present confederation are the deputies of sovereign states 

in the full exercise of independent government. These deputies are 
appointed by the legislatures thereof, not for the purpose of regulating 

_ the internal police of the states, but to superintend their general and _ a 
foreign affairs so far as all the states are concerned in common. When, ok 
therefore, the legislature of any state is actually existing and in the | 
exercise of their office, it seems not improper that such deputies should 
be appointed by them: for in strictness they appear to be the deputies | 
of the legislature; and are to them immediately amenable. The pro- _ 
posed senate are to exercise a share of legislation in the general gov- 
ernment, and to participate in the sovereignty of America. Thus cir- | 
cumstanced, they will know not any authority superior to that, whereof oe 
they themselves possess a part. They are intended, as such, to be a | 

_ branch of the representation of the people. To the people they ought _ . 
to be amenable: and by the people they ought to be chosen. |
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1. For “The Impartial Examiner’ I and I, printed in the Chronicle on 20, 27 February, 

and 5 March, and 28 May, see RCS:Va., 387-94, 420-24, 459-66, 885-89. 

George Washington: To the Executives of the States (1783) | 

Virginia Independent Chronicle, 4 June | 

To encourage ratification of the Constitution, Virginia Federalists often 

reminded their fellow Virginians that George Washington was a firm sup- | 

porter of the Constitution and a longtime advocate of a strong central 

government. This Federalist technique began soon after the adjournment 

of the Constitutional Convention in September 1787 and continued 

| through the meeting of the Virginia Convention of June 1788. On 29 

May 1788 “C. D.,” on behalf of others but especially himself, asked 

| Augustine Davis of the Richmond Virginia Independent Chronicle to print : 

Washington’s circular letter of June 1783 to the state executives. This 

letter, a plea for a strong central government, was one of Washington’s 

| last public acts as commander in chief of the Continental Army and one 

of the most praised and widely circulated public documents during the 

Confederation Period. On 4 June 1788, two days after the Virginia Con- | 

vention convened, Augustine Davis published the letter. | 

George Washington’s retained copy is dated 8 June 1783. The letter 

: sent to Virginia’s governor is dated the 12th and that printed in the : 

| Chronicle the 18th. Washington declared: (1) the powers of Congress had 

to be increased; (2) the public debt had to be paid; (3) the militia had to 

be made uniform; and (4) the states had to abandon “local prejudices | 

a and policies.” | | 

For the text of the circular letter and a discussion of its publication, 

circulation, and impact, see CC:4. 

From John Brown 
| New York, 5 June (excerpt)’ | | 

... We are all waiting with the utmost anxiety & impatience to hear _ 

the fate of the new Constitution in Virginia. The final adoption or 

| rejection of it in a great measure depends upon the determination of 

her Convention of which I have heard with pleasure that you are a 

ae Member I have heard that the Delegates from Kentucky are all in the 

Opposition.? I am at a loss to account for the general disaffection of 

that District to a System of Government upon which in my opinion 

the peace & Glory of the United States depend. I have carefully ex- 

amined the proposed plan as it may affect the District in particular & 

must candidly assure that I have not been able to discover that it 

contains Principles partially injurious to the Interest of Kentucky. We 

have nothing to fear respecting the Navigation of the Mississip[p]i a 

total change of Policy with respect to that Subject had taken place not 

| only in Congress but throughout the Eastern States—Our political Sys- 

tem is in a wretched situation wholely inadequate to the purposes of
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Government. A change must take place & in my opinion we cannot | 
under our present Circumstances obtain a better than the plan pro- 

_ posed— | 
Congress have determind that Kentucky ought to be admitted in to 

the Union & have referrd it to a Committee consisting of a Member 
from each State to examine whether by the Articles of Confederation 

| power is delegated to Congress for that purpose, if not to frame an 
_ Additional Article vesting in them the necessary power—to be sub- 

mitted to the different States for their ratification—I expect this will . | 
be the result & that we shall not be admitted at the present time—I 
shall be able to inform you with more certainty in a few days as the : 
Committee are to meet tomorrow>— | | 

Pray write to me by every post & inform me fully the News of | 
| Kentucky—I shall set out for that Country in July by the rout[e] of | | 

| _ Fort Pitt My best Complts to my friends from that Country in Con- 
vention— | | | 

1, RC, Miscellaneous Manuscripts, Filson Club, Louisville, Ky. The letter has no os 
addressee, but in his 21 June letter to James Breckinridge (below) Brown said that he 
had written to Thomas Allin, Matthew Walton, and John Fowler—state Convention del- 
egates from the Kentucky counties of Mercer, Nelson, and Fayette. Brown’s 5 June letter | 
was probably written at the behest of James Madison, who was concerned about the 
lack of support for the Constitution in Kentucky. (See Brown to Madison, 12 May, 
RCS:Va., 793-95; and Brown to Madison, 7 June, Rutland, Madison, XI, 88-90.) 

| 2. For the opposition to the Constitution in Kentucky, see Madison to Brown, 9 April | 
(RCS:Va., 711-12). Madison also wrote to Brown on 21 April, but that letter has not 

| been located. : | 
_ 3. Acting on an address from “the representatives of the people of Kentucky in 
convention”’ received on 29 February, Congress in the Committee of the Whole rec- | 
ommended on 2 June “That in their opinion it is expedient that the district of Kentucky | 
be erected into an independent state and therefore they submit the following resolution, 

: That the address and resolutions from the district of Kentucky with the acts of the | 
legislature of Virginia therein specified be referred to a committee consisting of a mem- , 
ber from each state, to prepare and report an act for acceding to the independence of 
the said district of Kentucky and for receiving the same into the Union as a member 
thereof, in a mode conformable to the Articles of Confederation.” 

, On 3 June Congress appointed a grand committee of one delegate from each state 
to report an act granting statehood to Kentucky. On 2 July the grand committee asked 
to be discharged. Brown made a motion, seconded by Edward Carrington, that Congress 

| ratify the compact between Virginia and Kentucky calling for separate statehood for | 
Kentucky. The next day Brown’s motion was postponed and another motion was adopted 

, to defer the statehood question to the new Congress under the Constitution (JCC, 
XXXIV, 72-73, 194, 198, 287, 287-94). , 

Bushrod Washington to George Washington | 
Richmond, 7 June! | | | 

The convention has hitherto made a very slow progress towards | 
finishing the business before them, and leads me to apprehend, that 
we shall be detained here much longer than I at first expected. We
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have determined to go through the constitution clause by clause, be- 
fore any question shall be put. This regulation, if attended to, would 
expedite the business, by confining us to the particular parts objected 
to. But the debates have hitherto been general and desultory, although 
we have proceeded no farther than the third section of the first clause. — 
The defects of the old confederation, and the necessity of framing an 
entirely new one, seem to have claimed the principal share of our 
attention. 

Mr. Henry on Thursday called upon the friends to the proposed 

| plan to point out the objections to the present federal constitution. 
This challenge, which was given with an appearance of great confi- 
dence, drew from the governor yesterday a very able and elegant ha- 

rangue for two hours and a half;? for I suppose you have been in- 
formed of Mr. Randolph’s determination to vote for the proposed 
government without previous amendments. He pointed out those de- 

| fects, and painted in a masterly and affecting manner the necessity of — 
a more solid union of the States. Mr. Henry’s confidence in the power 
and greatness of Virginia, which he said she might rest upon though 
dismembered from her sister States, was very well exposed by the above 

| speaker. Mr. Madison followed, and with such force of reasoning, and 
a display of such irresistible truths, that opposition seemed to have 
quitted the field. However, I am not so sanguine as to trust appear- 

| ances, or even to flatter myself that he made many converts. A few I 
have been confidently informed he did influence, who were decidedly 

a in the opposition. Mr. Nicholas concluded the day with a very powerful 

| speech, inferior to none that had been made before as to close and 
connected argument.’ Were I to attempt to predict the fate of the 

) constitution, it must be founded on conjecture. | 

1. Printed: Jared Sparks, ed., The Writings of George Washington... (12 vols., Boston 

and Charleston, 1838-1839), IX, 378n. Either Bushrod Washington or editor Jared 

Sparks misdated this letter 6 June. Internal evidence clearly indicates that it was written 

| on 7 June. Henry issued his “challenge” to the proponents of the Constitution on 

Thursday, 5 June, and he was answered on the 6th by Edmund Randolph, James Mad- 

- ison, and George Nicholas. Since Bushrod Washington refers to Randolph's speech of 
“yesterday,” it becomes clear that he wrote this letter on the 7th. For the speeches by 

Henry, Randolph, Madison, and Nicholas, see RCS:Va., 951-68, 971-1003. 

9. An extract of a 6 June Richmond letter, printed in the Pennsylvania Packet, 13 

June, stated that Governor Randolph “spoke for three hours to-day before he sat down.” 

See also James Duncanson to James Maury, 7, 13 June, at note 7 (immediately below). 

3. On 6 June William Heth noted in his diary that “Debates run high, & the opposition 

warm. the question, I fancy will be very doubtful” (Mfm:Va.). |
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James Duncanson to James Maury (TS face Ee 
Fredericksburg, 7, 13 June (excerpts)! ok he oe 

_ My dear Friend oa a , 
. .. Our Convention has been sitting a Week this day, & all the Town 

are at this moment, looking out for Intelligence by the Stage this , | 
_ Evening, being Saturday, many of your acquaintances here are at Rich- Ce 

mond, waiting the result of this important business, our accounts thurs- 
day were rather favorable, as it was then generally supposed, there was | 
a Majority in favor of the Constitution. we shall probably know more | 
of the matter this Evening, but admitting it is as we wish, I am SOITy . 

_ to tell you, that the Minority will be too respectable, however two | 
fortunate events have taken place since their meeting, as we have re- = 
ceived accounts this Week, of South Carolina having adopted the mea- , 

sure by a large Majority of no less than 76, which makes the eight[h] 
State, another favorable circumstance for us, is the Governor (who is . : 

_a Member of our Convention,) having declared himself avowedly in 
favor of it, & his conduct will we hope influence others, you cannot _ | 
conceive how the Anti party, reprobate, curse, & abuse, this Man, but | 
notwithstanding all that is advanced to his prejudice, I think it will be | 
found, that he has acted as a friend to his Country in this instance?— | 
at the last meeting of the Assembly, he published a piece of some 
length,? explaining his reasons, for refusing his Signature, to the Con- | 
stitution in the grand Convention at Philadelphia, he stated many ob- 
 jections & wished for amendments, but reflecting upon the matter | 
since, & finding so many of the States had already adopted it, & that oon 
the leading Knaves against it, in our Convention were determined to _ - 

| reject it [at] all events, even at the risk of dissolving the Union, which _ 
it plainly appears now, Henry, Mason, & their party, would not hesitate | 
to sacrifice to their wicked & Ambitious Views, he thought it best to 
declare for the new form, with all it’s supposed imperfections, than _ - 
hazard so destructive, fatal & ruinous a measure, which must plunge ——™ 
us into Anarchy & confusion, & be attended with the most horrid | 
consequences; true it is, that several of the proposed amendments, 

| would be of great Service to Virginia could they be obtained, but this 
& every State, must give up something for the good of the whole— 
There has been a great deal wrote, & still more said upon this subject 
for nine Months past, but all the Objections may be reduced to two, | 

_ these are, as one of the Writers‘ happily expresses himself, debt & _ | 
| dignity, the dread of paying old debts, & the fear of many losing their 

influence & consequence; these operate more in this State, than all | 
| the other objections put together—I sincerely wish the business was
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| well over & amicably settled, for you never saw your Country Men so 
much agitated, not even at the time of Cornwallis’s Invasion, every 

Man warm for or against the measure, & nothing but debate and 
altercation in all companies—I wish the Convention may conduct them- 
selves with temper & moderation for very little of either is observed 
out of Doors. | | | 

| Our Assembly are to meet the 23d inst., to reconsider the Circuit 

| Bill, the Judges pretend to have found some flaw or defect in it, con- 
trary to the Bill of rights &c, but it is supposed by some, that the true 
cause of their Complaint, & which indeed they hint at in their Re-- 

| monstrance is, that the Assembly have added to their duty, & forgot 

| - to increase their Salary, be this as it may, they refuse to act under the 
Law in it’s present form, so that in all probability the Bill will be 

| lost.>... | . 

| The Stage is at last arrived, & the Streets full of People going to & 

from the Post Office, the Anti party are again in high Spirits, as the | 

accounts this Evening, are more in their favor than those on Thursday, | 

| they suppose they have a Majority of two, & the Federalists think they 

have one, however I have seen Mr. Fitzhugh® who left Richmd yes- 

terday, & he assures me, it is impossible at this time to say, how the | 
matter may be determined, they have yet done nothing, all has been — 

Skirmishing at long shot, but he supposes the Members will begin to 
be impatient in the course of ensuing Week, & that they will come to 
close quarters, several of the Speakers for the new Government have 

not yet opened their Mouths, the others have hardly any but Mason 

& Henry, the former plans, & the latter executes, Mr. Fitzhugh says 

there was a good deal of debate on Friday, the Governor opened, 

Henry replyed, the latter was again answered by Mr. Maddison & Geo. 

Nicholas, all in Speeches of considerable length, as some of them were 

on their feet upwards of two hours, & not one of them so short a_ 

time as one,’ Mr. Fitzhugh tells me that he took a great deal of pains, 

, to ascertain the sence of the Convention upon the subject before them, — 

& he is of opinion that there is a Majority of 12 or 14 for the adoption, 

but he is afraid Henry & Mason if they find this, that they will fall 

| upon some means to prevent the question being put, by inflaming the 

minds of the People, & prevailing upon them to put a stop to their 
proceedings by force, but this he mentioned to me in confidence, 

Richmond is exceedingly crowded, & many of no principle & desperate 

| Fortunes are attending there, so that they would find little difficulty 

| in accomplishing the business, if this should take place, you will say it 

is high time, we should have some kind of Government, better than 

| | the one we live under at present—They were obliged to adjourn from
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the Assembly House to the play House,’ on account of the prodigious — | 
number of People from all parts of the Country, a great proportion | 
of them Anti Federalists, & clamorous in their opposition out of Doors, - 
ready to pursue any desperate step countenanced by their party within 

: the House, so that I am very much alarmed that Mr. Fitzhug[h’]s 

apprehensions are too well founded—Old Pendleton is President. . . . 
P: S: Fuesday_102}th Friday 13th | : 

... your Brother Thompson Mason got [——-—] to the Convention 
for Loudon,’ & I am told is as Violent & noisy a Man as any there 
opposed to every good measure, his Colle[a]gue?® is a better man & | 
for the adoption.... | : 

Neither Tuesday’s Stage or yesterdays brought us any thing conclu- . 
. sive from Richmond, Mr. Patton!! & several of the other Gentlemen | 

returned last night, they seem to have no doubt of the new Government 
being adopted, but as they are all friends to the measure some allow- 
ances are to be made, the letters I have seen from Dawson & the anti 

| party, the two last Stages, speak 

1. RC (incomplete), Maury Papers, ViU. 
2. Commenting upon similar news, President of Congress Cyrus Griffin said that he 

was “‘not a little happy that the important business of the proposed Constitution is going 
on so well in Virginia—Governor Randolph’s recantation, ’tho embarrassing enough with | 
respect to himself, may produce some pleasing consequences” (to Thomas FitzSimons, | 
16 June, Gratz Collection, Old Congress, PHi). | 

3. Edmund Randolph’s 10 October 1787 letter to the Speaker of the House of | 
| Delegates was published around 27 December, about two weeks before the October : 

1787 session of the legislature adjourned (RCS:Va., 260-75). | | 
4. See “The State Soldier” III, Virginia Independent Chronicle, 12 March (RCS:Va., 

488-89). See also Charles Mortimer to John Mortimer, 8 June (immediately below). 
5. For the district court bill, see RCS:Va., 797n—98n. | 
6. Probably William Fitzhugh whose plantation, ‘Chatham,’ was across the Rappa- 

hannock River from Fredericksburg. = | 
7. For more on the length of Governor Edmund Randolph’s speech, see Bushrod 

Washington to George Washington, 7 June, at note 2 (immediately above). . 

8. On 3 June the delegates began to meet in the quarters of the Academy of Sciences 
and Fine Arts in the New Theatre (RCS:Va., 910, note 6, 913). | 

_ 9. Stevens Thomson Mason, George Mason’s nephew, voted against ratification of 
the Constitution. James Maury and Stevens Thomson Mason were married to sisters, | 
Mary Elizabeth and Catherine Armistead of Louisa County. __ : 

10. Levin Powell voted to ratify the Constitution. | | J 

_ 11. Possibly Robert Patton, a Scotch immigrant and a member of the Fredericksburg | 
mercantile firm of Patton and Dalrymple. | 

Charles Mortimer to John Mortimer _ | | | 
Fredericksburg, 8 June (excerpt)! | 

... Inform Mr. Barclay I sent you a bill to pay off my balance, and 
present my respects to him and family—We are in great hopes, tell 
him that our Convention will adopt the Constitution ’tho its violently |
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opposed by designing knaves, & their adherentz, who dread the pay-. 
ment of debts and losing their power and influence, in Assemblies to 

| make laws derogatory to Justice?— | | 

1. FC, Minor Family Papers, Commonplace Book of Mary Anne Fauntleroy (Mortimer) 
Randolph of “‘The Grove,” ViHi. Charles Mortimer, a wealthy physician and merchant, 
was Fredericksburg’s first mayor after it was incorporated as a town in 1782. His son 
John ‘“‘was bound and bred to Mercantile Buisiness under Messrs. Barclay Merchts in © 
Phila. ... He has a knowledge of Accounts and something of the French language”’ 
(Charles Mortimer to Thomas Jefferson, 27 November 1790, Boyd, XVIII, 219n). 

2. Mortimer probably took this idea from ““The State Soldier’ III, Virginia Independent 
Chronicle, 12 March (RCS:Va., 488-89). See also James Duncanson to James Maury, 7, 
13 June, at note 4 (immediately above). | 

| Nancy Simms to Charles Simms 
8 June (excerpts)! | 

: I Recd a letter from you my dear Charles—yesterday dated the 4th of 
June—I am happy to hear you are well, and must beg you will use 
every precaution to keep your self so—I have always heard Richmond 
was an unhealthy situation and as you are subject to Bilious com- 

plaints—I have my fears—for you.... I am no Politician—But am 
| pleased to hear the new constitution is likely to be adopted, as I pay | 

great deference to your opinion and Judgment in weighty matters and 
as you think it will Conduce to the happiness and Prosperity of Amer- 

| ica—I have not a doubt but it will.... 

1. RC, The Papers of Charles Simms (Peter Force Collection), DLC. The place of 
writing is not given, but the letter was probably written from the Simms home in Al- 

| exandria. Charles Simms (1755-1819), a lawyer, and Nancy Douglass of New Jersey were 
, married in 1778. Simms represented West Augusta in the fifth revolutionary convention 

(1776) and the House of Delegates, 1776-77; he represented Fairfax in the House, 
1785-86, 1792-93, 1796-97, and the state Convention, voting to ratify the Constitution. 

From George Washington 
, Mount Vernon, 8 June (excerpt)' | 

I have received your favor of the 4th, and am happy to find that 
matters so far as you had proceeded, had assumed an auspicious aspect. 
I hope the good sense of the Country will be superior to, and overcome 

| the local views of some, and the arrogant and malignant pride of 
others.—The decided majority by which the proposed Constitution was 
ratified in South Carolina, and the almost absolute certainty of its 
adoption in New Hampshire, will contribute, more than a little, to 

dispel the mist which may, have blinded the eyes of the wavering (if 
| they have minds open to conviction—and capable of foreseeing the
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consequences of rejection & seperation) & must one would think, turn. : 

them into the right road. ... ees | ! bokeh : 

os 1. Copy, Jared Sparks Papers, Harvard University. The name of recipient does not | 
_ appear. Since a part of the letter (not printed here) discusses the affairs of the Potowmack a 
Navigation Company, the letter was possibly written to one of the two Fairfax Convention | 

_ delegates, David Stuart or Charles Simms, both of whom were associated with Wash- 
ington in that company. © | a oe | 7 

George Washington to James Madison Be, : | 
| Mount Vernon, 8 June! me a a 

I am much obliged by the few lines you wrote to me on the 4th.? : 
and though it is yet too soon to rejoice one cannot avoid being pleased ae 
at the auspicious opening of the business of your Convention.—Though 
an ulterior opinion of the decision of this State on the Constitution | 
would at any time previous to the discussion of it in the Convention | 

_ have been premature yet I have never dispaired of its adoption here.— es 
What I have mostly apprehended is that the insiduous arts of its op- : 
posers to alarm the fears and to inflame the passions of the Multitude 
may have produced instructions to the Delegates that would shut the 

_ door against argument and be a bar to the exercise of the judgment— | 
If this is not the case I have no doubt but that the good sense of this | 

Country will prevail against the local views of designing characters and 
the arragent opinions of chagreened and disappointed Men—The de- | | 
cision of Maryland & South Carolina by such large Majorities and the ee 
moral certainty of the adoption By New-Hampshire will make all except | 
desperate Men look before they leap into the dark consequences of | 

| Rejection | — Le | - | 
-* The Ratification by eight States without a negative—By three of them 2 

unanimously—By Six against one in another—By three to one in an- : 
| other—By two for one in two more—and by all the weight of abilities _ oh 

_ & property in the other is enough one would think to produce a ces- | 
sation of opposition—I do not mean that numbers alone is sufficient | 

- to produce conviction in the Mind, but I think it is enough to produce 
some change in the conduct of any Man who entertains a doubt of - 
his infalibility | | oO 

Altho’ I have little doubt of your having received a copy of the | 
enclosed pamphlet, yet I send it.—It is written with much good sense _ oe 
& moderation—I conjecture, but upon no certain ground, that Mr. | 
Jay is the Author of it.—He sent it to me sometime ago, since which _ . 
I have received two or three more copies.3—_ ot Oo 

: 1. RC, Princeton University. | ee | | 
2.. Printed above. | | | | Se | oe 

3. For John Jay’s pamphlet, see RCS:Va., 804, note 3. - | |
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George Washington to John Jay 
Mount Vernon, 8 June’ : 

By the last Mail, I had the pleasure to receive your letter of the 
29th. of May2—and have now the satisfaction to congratulate you on — 
the adoption of the Constitution by the Convention of South Caro-  _ 

| lina.— | 
I am sorry to learn there is a probability that the majority of mem- 

bers in the New York Convention will be Antifederalists.—Still I hope 
that some event will turn up before they assemble, which may give a : 
new complexion to the business.—If this State should, in the inter- 

mediate time, make the ninth that shall have ratified the proposed 
Government, it will, I flatter myself, have its due weight.—To shew 
that this event is now more to be expected than heretofore, I will give 

| you a few particulars which I have from good authority & which you 
| might not, perhaps, immediately obtain through any public channel of 

conveyance.— | 
| On the day appointed for the meeting of the Convention, a large 

proportion of the members assembled & unanimously placed Mr Pen- 

dleton in the Chair.—Having on that & the subsequent day chosen the 
rest of their Officers & fixed upon the mode of conducting the busi- 
ness, it was moved by someone of those opposed to the Constitution 
to debate the whole by paragraphs, without taking any question until © 

| the investigation should be completed.2—This was as unexpected as 
acceptable to the Federalists; and their ready acquiescence seems to 
have somewhat startled the opposition for fear they had committed | 
themselves.— | | 

Mr Nicholas opened the business by very ably advocating the system _ 

of Representation.—Mr Henry in answer went more vaguely into the 
discussion of the Constitution, intimating that the Foederal Convention 
had exceeded their powers & that we had been, and might be happy 
under the old Confederation—with a few alterations.—This called up 
Governor Randolph, who is reported to have spoken with great pathos 
in reply: and who declared, that, since so many of the States had 

adopted the proposed Constitution, he considered the sense of Amer- | 
ica to be already taken & that he should give his vote in favor of it 
without insisting previously upon amendments.—Mr Mason rose in op- 

| position & Mr Madison reserved himself to obviate the objections of 
Mr Henry and Colo. Mason the next day.4—Thus the matter rested 
when the last accounts came away. __ | | 

| _ Upon the whole, the following inferences seem to have been drawn— | 
| that Mr Randolphs declaration will have considerable effect with those
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who had hitherto been wavering.—That Mr Henry & Colonel Mason | 
took different & awkward ground—& by no means equalled the public 
expectation in their speeches—That the former has, probably, receded a 
somewhat from his violent measures to coalesce with the latter—and | 

that the leaders of the opposition appear rather chagreened & hardly | 
to be decided as to their mode of opposition.— _ | | | 

| The sanguine friends to the Constitution counted upon a majority | 
of twenty at their first meeting, which number they imagine will be 7 

_ greatly encreased: while those equally strong in their wishes, but more 
_ temperate in their habits of thinking speak less confidently of the 

greatness of the majority and express apprehensions of the arts that . 
may yet be practised to excite alarms particularly with the members | 

| from the Western District (Kentucke).—All, however, agree that the 
| beginning has been as auspicious as could possibly have been ex- 

pected.—A few days will now ascertain us of the result. 

1. RC, John Jay Papers, Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Columbia University. | 
2. Jay’s 29 May letter is in the Washington Papers at the Library of Congress. 
3. For this motion, made by George Mason, see Convention Debates, 3 June (RCS:Va., 

914). | 
‘ George Nicholas, Patrick Henry, Edmund Randolph, George Mason, and James 

| Madison delivered these speeches on 4 June (RCS:Va., 917-41). | 

George Washington to Jonathan Trumbull 
Mount Vernon, 8 June (excerpt)! 

... IT have at length found a moments leizure to take up my pen & 
to tell you in [a] few words the state of politics in this part of the 
Union.— | : | | 

Our Convention has been assembled about a week, & so far as I | | 
am advised of their proceedings seem to have made as auspicious a | 
beginning as could have been expected.—Mr. Mason & Mr. Henry are | 
at the head of the opposition.—In favor of the Constitution are many 
very able men—among these we count Messrs. Pendleton, Madison, 
Wythe, Blair, Nicholas, Innis, Marshall & a long train of other wor- | 

thies—Governor Randolph (in answer to a speech in which Mr. Henry | | 
insinuated that the Foederal Convention had exceeded their powers, 
and that nothing forbade us to live happy under the old Confederation 
with some alterations) described pathetically our perilous situation as 
a full justification of the proceedings of the Foederal Convention; and 
declared, since so many of the States had adopted the Constitution | 

without alterations that he should vote for it in its present form;? Upon 
the whole (tho’ great and unwearied artifices have been practiced to
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prejudice the people in many parts of the State against the New Gov- 
ernment) I cannot avoid hoping, and believing, to use the fashionable 
phraze that Virginia will make the ninth column in the foederal 
Temple.—May all things turn out for the best in respect to this highly 

| favoured Continent, is the constant & unfeigned prayer of My dear 
Trumbull Your most Affecte. friend | 

1. RC, Hampton L. Carson Collection, Rare Book Department, Free Library of  _ 
Philadelphia. Printed: Fitzpatrick, XXIX, 511-12. On 20 June Trumbull replied that 

| “The Support which the new Constitution will receive from the State of Virginia must 
fill every Well Wisher to its Adoption, with heart felt pleasure & satisfaction.—Under 

, the Influence of these feelings, I anticipate the Joy of soon hearing the compleat rat- 7 
ification of your State”? (Washington Papers, DLC). On 20 July Washington commented 

i to Trumbull on Virginia’s ratification: ‘““The Majority, it is true, was small, and the 
| minority respectable in many points of view. But the great part of the minority here, 

as in most other States, have conducted themselves with great prudence and political 
moderation; insomuch that we may anticipate a pretty general and harmonious ac- | 

| quiescence”’ (Fitzpatrick, XXX, 20-22). 
2. Edmund Randolph delivered this speech on 4 June (RCS:Va., 931-36). 

| James Madison to Alexander Hamilton 
| Richmond, 9 June! | 

The Heat of the weather? &c. has laid me up with a bilious attack: 
| I am not able therefore to say more than a few words. 

No material indications have taken place since my last.? The chance | 
at present seems to be in our favor. But it is possible things may take 

| another turn.—Oswald of Phila. came here on Saturday; and has closet 
| interviews with the leaders of the Opposition.* Yours affely. 

1. RC, Hamilton Papers, DLC. Nathan Dane, a Massachusetts delegate to Congress, 

probably referred to this letter when he wrote Theodore Sedgwick on 17 June that he 
. had “‘Just seen a letter from a member of the Virginia Convention—(Madison) dated . 

the 9th. instant but nothing new—the friends of the Constitution calculate on a majority— 
but do not Speak with certainty” (Sedgwick Papers, MHi). | 

2. The hot weather had begun several days earlier. On 8 June William Heth noted: 
“The weather extremely warm, as it has been for some days.’’ Heavy showers probably 
brought some relief on the 8th and 9th, but on the 10th Heth recorded “Very warm 
weather”’ (Mfm:Va.). 

3. Probably the Madison letter that is quoted in Nicholas Gilman to John Sullivan, 
12 June (below). 

4, Eleazer Oswald, the publisher of the Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, traveled to 
Richmond to deliver letters that New York Antifederalist John Lamb had written to 
Virginia Antifederalists, seeking their cooperation in obtaining amendments to the Con- 
stitution. On 9 June Convention delegates William Grayson, Patrick Henry, and George 
Mason replied to Lamb, and Oswald carried their letters to New York. See RCS:Va., 

811-29.
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James Madison to Rufus King . | - 
Richmond, 9 June! © - | ar 

_ I have been for two days & still am laid up with a bilious attack. . 
Writing is scarcely practicable & very injurious to me. I can only say : 
to you therefore appearances have not changed sensibly since my last.? | 
I think we have a majority as yet; but the other party are ingenious _ 
& indefatigable. — on ee rte - - 

1. RC, King Papers, NHi. | | | ee | aa 
: Qe Madison to King, 4 June (above). _ | Bs . | | 

| Virginia Antifederalist Convention Delegates to John Lamb | 
Richmond, 9 June | oe | : 

| William Grayson, Patrick Henry, and George Mason each responded 
favorably to letters from the New York Federal Republican Committee 

| that suggested cooperation between the Virginia and New York conven- | | 
tions for the purpose of proposing amendments to the Constitution. Ma- _ 
son enclosed in his letter a declaration of rights and structural amend- | 

: - ments proposed by a committee of Antifederalist Convention delegates, 

of which Mason was chairman. For these letters, the declaration of rights, a 
and the structural amendments, see RCS:Va., 816-23. a 

Edward Carrington to Thomas Jefferson ae 
New York, 9 June ts” - : | 

| I had the honor to write you by the last packet by Mr. Barlow and . 

_ Master G. W. Greene,? since which south Carolina has acceded to the 

| new Constitution by a great Majority. the inclosed papers contain the 
act, and some of the debates of the Convention. __ Se | 

Virginia is now sitting, having met last Monday, but we have not yet _ | 
_ received any intelligence as to the probable turn the business will take _ : 

there. I am inclined to think the critical Stage in which this convention 
_ meets the affair, will have much influence upon the opinions of many | | 

who Set out in the opposition. In adopting they will certainly avoid _ 
Commotion, and, at worst, accept a constitution upon which eight _ | 
States have already agreed to hazard their happiness, and which may 
be amended, should it be found to operate badly; in rejecting, they | 
may produce commotion, with but little prospect of preventing the — 
adoption. the five States who have not yet acceded, would never agree - 
in their objects, and could even this be brought about, they must at | | 

| last rather yield to the 8, than these to the five; and it appears that 

- the submission on either side must be intire, for should the 8 think 

of a compromise with the 5, there would be difficulty in agreing what
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points to yield. these considerations will, I apprehend, have their effect 
in the Convention of Virginia, & produce an issue different from that 
which might have taken place under other circumstances. I am happy 
to find that the five are so separated that there cannot be a possible 
effort, to Unite in an attempt to dismember the union. had the south- 
ern States joined in opinion as to the constitution, I verily believe such 
a desperate step would have been tried, but it would have ended in 

_ their destruction, and perhaps that of all the others. a 
| Mr. Madison & myself have sent you sundry Pamphlets and pieces 

which have been written by the Friends of the constitution;? I have 
endeavoured to select from those which have been written on the other 
side, that which is reputed the best, to send you now, that you may | 

| fairly judge of the arguments brought forward amongst us pro & Con. | 
the two Books enclosed contain a number of letters under the signature 
of the Federal Farmer, but the Author is not known—these letters are 
reputed the best of any thing that has been written in the opposition.* | | 

I hope by the next opportunity to be able to send you the second 
Volume of the Federalist.° | 

1. RC, Jefferson Papers, DLC. | | 
2. Connecticut poet Joel Barlow and his ward George Washington Greene, son of 

the late General Nathanael Greene, were traveling to France, where Barlow was to serve 

as European agent of the Scioto Company and where Greene was to be educated (Boyd, 
XIII, 157n). 

_ 3, For example, see James Madison to Jefferson, 22 April, note 4; and Carrington 

| to Jefferson, 14 May, note 3 (RCS:Va., 746, 796). | | 
4. “Federal Farmer” published two volumes of letters addressed to the “Republican”: __ 

Observations Leading to a Fair Examination of the System of Government Proposed by the Late 
Convention... and An Additional Number of Letters... . The volumes were advertised for 
sale in New York City in early November 1787 and in early May 1788, respectively. For 

| their importance, see CC:242. | | 
7 5. The second volume of The Federalist had just appeared, being first advertised for 

| sale in New York City on 28 May. : . 

Alexander White to Mary Wood 
| Richmond, 10-11 June! : | oO 

OO When Matters of such importance are transacting—you will naturally 
think it in my power to make important communications—but it really 

| is not because nothing conclusive is yet done—We met according to 
| the recommendation of Assembly in the House of Delegates, chose 

Mr Edmund Pendleton President appointed the necessary Officers and 
adjourned to a new House on Shockoe Hill this is a Spacious and Airy 

| Building sufficiently large to accommodate all the Members—and all | 
those who desire to be Spectators—It is quite uncertain when the 
Convention will rise—Mr Henry and Col: Mason only have yet spoke
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against the Gover[n]ment—the President, Madison, Randolph Nicho- 
las—C. H. Lee*—and Corbin for it—We who wish the adoption of the 

Constitution conceive we have a Majority for it—those who are opposed 
to it, flatter themselves with similar expectations— | | 

| I see Jemmy every day, and have several times seen his wife, they 
are both well? I have myself enjoyed good health and Spirits and am | 

| well accommodated.—We have every day a gay circle of Ladies—to 

hear the debates—and have the pleasure of believing them all Feder- 
| alists—I can form no opinion of the time the Convention will rise— _ 

for my own part I am certain of being detained till after the rising of 
the Assembly What the Event of their Proceedings may be I know 
not—Please to remember me affectionately to the girls— | | 

[P. S.] 10th June afternoon—_ | 
Mr Monroe an old Friend of mine spoke 3 Hours against the Con- 

stitution—June 11th. Col: Mason Spoke again—also Col: Grayson on 
the same side—If Col: Mason is really the great man I expected, his | 
cause must be bad indeed—or my Senses gone—if I ever had any | 

1. RC, Miscellaneous Manuscripts, DLC. This letter is addressed to ‘Mrs. Wood/ 
near/Winchester.”’ White represented Frederick in the state Convention and voted to 

. ratify the Constitution. Mary Rutherford Wood, the widow of Colonel James Wood 

(founder of Winchester), was White’s mother-in-law. 

2. Colonel Henry Lee of Westmoreland. | 
3. Probably General James Wood, Mary Wood’s son, who was in Richmond serving 

on the Council of State. | 

St. Jean de Crevecoeur to William Short 
_ New York, 10 June (excerpt)! oe 

... Good news from Charles Town are Just now arrived by Mr. | 
Keane a Member of the Convention & a delegate in Congress;? spite 
of the most Extraordinary efforts made in S: Carolina by the partisance | 
of your nefarious & highly Criminal P. Henry, to Form a Confederation | | 
of the Southern States, the Constitution has Triumphed over its Nu- | 
merouse Ennemys, Inclosed I send you the Charles town Papers the 
Perusal of which will please you & Mr. Jefferson I am persuaded; you’ll | 

| see that the Processional Idea of Boston has been adopted & Followd 
in Maryland as well as in South Carolina;? there are Eight States; Now 

| for Virginia the Convention of which is now Setting; & from its decision 
depends the Success of or the destruction of this Great Improvement 
in the union of These States—the most powerfull opposition will be 
made, & all the Talents of Mr. Henry made use of To breake & split 
the union; if Virginia accepts it, you may Look on the adoption To 
be Genral. Neither New York Nor New Hampshire will dare refuse it;
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but if on the other hand, shd. Henry Triumph be assured that this 
highly anti-federal State, will refuse it also; our Govr. has declared 
himself,* & we Know that 7/3 of the chosen delegates are obstinate anti- 
federalists on whom No arguments No Conviction can make the Least 

_ Impression; Now is the Critical hour & which in Virg remarkable from 
the opinion of Mr. Henry the fate of America seems now to depend, 
the First post will bring us some Letters from Richmond which will 
Enable us to form some Jugement, of the Temper of that assembly : 
which Sat last Monday [-— — —] Eight days; if it MisCarries, The Flames 
of Civil War I am persuaded will be first Kindled in your Country, for 
both Pa[r]ties are & will be still more Encensed agt. Each other— 
Emigration to ye West Ward are Still going on: & God know how far 

' the Maritime States will be depopulated by it,—they begin already to 
quit Kentucky to go more Westerly, for never Satisfyed with what they 

| have Your countrymen are allways pursuing the desire of being bet- _ 
ter.... | | | 

1. RC, Short Papers, DLC. This letter was docketed: “‘Crevecoeur June. 10/July. 10.” 
2. John Kean, a Charleston merchant, was a delegate to Congress from 1785 to 1787. 
3. Shortly after their state conventions ratified the Constitution, the inhabitants of 

Boston (8 February), Baltimore (1 May), and Charleston (27 May) celebrated by holding 
“grand” or “federal”? processions. For widely circulated descriptions of these proces- 
sions, see the Massachusetts Centinel, 9 February; Baltimore Maryland Gazette, 2 May; 
Charleston City Gazette, 28 May; and Charleston Columbian Herald, 29 May. 

4. New York Governor George Clinton was slow to announce his position on the 
Constitution. | 

Alexander Quarrier to John Henderson | | 
| Richmond, 10 June (excerpts)! 

dear friend | _ 
| I Just take the pen to tell you we are in health in my last I told you 

I Expected money when the Convention would sit I have not rece[i]ved 
any as yet but am Confident I shall by the [time] they break up.... 

... disputes run high here for and against the fd.Constitution I 
Expect it will be adopted... 

1. RC, Hollingsworth Papers, PHi. The letter was addressed to ““Mr John Henderson/ 

nineth-street/Philadelphia.”’ Since 1785, Quarrier (1746-1827) had lived in Richmond, 
having settled there after his Philadelphia coachmaking business was destroyed by fire. 
Henderson was assisting in the sale of some of Quarrier’s Philadelphia property. _- 

Peter Singleton to Charles Pettigrew 
, Kempsville, 10 June (excerpt)! 

| ... The new federal Governmt. is now under the Consideration of 
the Convention of this State, and I am inform’d by Letters from some 
of my Friends members of the Convention, that they are deliberating
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on, and discussing every Paragraph; but no Question is to be offered, : | 
until they have gone through the whole. The Governor has expressed 
himself in Favour of the general Union, wch. hath occasioned a Pen- 

- siveness, not to say gloominess, in a part of the House, whose senti- 
ments do not accord with his; and has explained his Conduct with : 
considerable address “‘If, says he, I had signed the proposed Consti- 
tution, I feared, judging from very recent Circumstances, that it would) 

have wanted that best Sanction, the Hearts of the People: If I had | 
absolutely rejected it, the Union would have been endangered.—But » ae 
now when seven States have agreed to it, I act under very different =~ 
Impressions. I mean not to apologize to any Individual, to the House, | 
or to the People.—I am to answer for my Conduct only to my own 

| Conscience & my God.”’?—South Carolina I have a few Days ago heard, 
makes the 8th. State in the Union & I expect that Virginia will soon | 
be added to the number. But I cannot speak with Certainty as there | 
are many adversaries to it & not inconsiderable ones.*... | : 

_ 1. RC, Pettigrew Papers, North Carolina Division of Archives and History. Printed: > | 
~ Sarah McCulloh Lemmon, ed., The Pettigrew Papers (2 vols. to date, Raleigh, N.C., | , 

1971-), I, 57-58. Singleton, a former justice of the peace and sheriff of Princess Anne | 
County, was a wealthy Kempsville planter. A 1789 poll list has this notation next to his | 

-name—‘“‘ali[a]s Czar.” Singleton, a vestryman of Lynnhaven (Episcopal) Parish, had cor- _ | 
responded with the Reverend Pettigrew a few years earlier concerning a pastorate. The — | 
Lynnhaven vestry offered Pettigrew the position, but later withdrew its offer and ap- 
pointed someone else. Pettigrew (c. 1744-1807) lived at “Belgrade,” Harvey’s Neck, wo 
Perquimans County, N.C. (Singleton had resided in Perquimans for a time after the 
Revolution.) In 1794 Pettigrew was elected the first Episcopal bishop of North Carolina, 
but he was never consecrated. | | | a oo | 

2. For Governor Edmund Randolph’s 4 June speech supporting the Constitution, see 
RCS:Va., 931-36. | ee , 

3. In his reply on 14 July Pettigrew commented on Virginia’s ratification. “In respect 
to the new federal Constit[ut]ion I have had the pleasure to see that your Convention | 
have adopted & ratified it, but with a caution which does them honor, for I still think, 

though a friend to it upon the whole, that the people might have been better guarded | 
from the future encroachments of ambition when stimulated by the infatuating influence | 

: of power.” Pettigrew thought that, although North Carolina would ratify, there would | 
be opposition to the Constitution (Lemmon, ed., Pettigrew Papers, 1, 58-60). | : 

Massachusetts Gazette, 10 June) 7 oe 

i. Extract of a letter from a gentleman in Virginia, _ ae ee 

to his friend in this town [Boston]. a | 

| ‘I received your obliging letter, and a volume of the debates of your 
Convention, of both which testimonies of your regard I have the justest : 

‘sense, and return you, dear sir, my sincere acknowledgments. (The | 
_ Federal Constitution will be adopted by us.) I wish the Federal Con- | 

_ vention had provided that none but wise and understanding men _ |
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should read and give their opinion of it. The Constitution had at first | 
some powerful opposers in this state, but the opposition at present is 
feeble; they have had time to deliberate, and their tempers are now 

come to. (The reception and discussion it met with from your state, 
| has removed the film of prejudice from the eyes of many well-meaning | 

men of our state. They have agreed to speak well of it. A few hypocrites 
| and old tories, whose approbation we do not value a straw, remain - 

unconverted.) It is not in the power of every one to understand its | 
excellence; it is the gift of God; so while such declaim against it, and 

strip off the garb of tyranny, as they call it, they only discover their own | | 
nakedness. : | | 

| (‘‘North-Carolina generally follows this state, and it is probable she 
| will join us in the decision of this great national and all-important . 

| question.’’) | ue 

| 1. Reprinted: New Hampshire Gazette, 12 June (minus the second paragraph); Hartford | 
American Mercury, 16 June; Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 18 June; Pennsylvania 
Packet, 19 June; Philadelphische Correspondenz, 24 June. On 11 June the Massachusetts | 
Centinel reprinted the text enclosed in angle brackets. Within ten days, this version was 
reprinted in whole or in part eight times: Mass. (3), R.I. (2), Conn. (1), N.Y. (2). 

_ -James Madison to Tench Coxe 
Richmond, 11 June’ 

On my arrival which was the second day of the Convention, I found 
| yours of the ult: the papers contained in which I have disposed 

_ of in the manner most likely to be of service.? I should have acknowl- 
edged the favor sooner; but have not been well since I recd it; and 

for several days preceeding yesterday was confined to my room with 
, a bilious attack. I am now able to resume my seat in the Convention: | 

| though am extremely feeble. We make but slow progress. The parties 
are pretty nicely balanced; and pretend each to be sanguine of victory. 
I think the majority has been as yet in favor of the Consti[tu]tion. 
Great exertions & ingenuity are however employed to turn the un- 
decided few against it, by appealing to their local and particular in- | 

| - terests and prejudices. Should this party be wrought on effectually of 
which there is some danger, the event will probably be unfavorable, 
or at least extremely doubtful. It is still more to be apprehended that 
the enemies to the Constitution will contrive to procrastinate the de- | 
bates, till the weariness of the members will yield to a postponement 
of the final decision to a future day; and to an intermediate adjourn- 
ment. The extreme heat of the weather,® the approach of harvest, the 

meeting of the Assembly the latter end of the month, and the nice 
division of parties will favour such a project. |
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_ 1. RC, Madison Papers, DLC. This letter was mentioned by William Jackson of Phil- | 

adelphia in a letter which he wrote to John Langdon on 20 June (Mfm:Va.). 
2. On 19 May Coxe sent Madison “An American,” an essay which he had written on 

the Constitution. Printed in the Pennsylvania Gazette on 21 May, ‘“‘An American’’ was 
reprinted in three Virginia newspapers between 28 May and 12 June (RCS:Va., 832- 
43). | | | 

’s For more on the hot weather, see Madison to Alexander Hamilton, 9 June, note 

2 (above). 

Tench Coxe to James Madison | | 
Philadelphia, 11 June (excerpt)! | | | 

We have been made very happy by the accots from Richmond by 
yesterday’s post which were to the 5th. of June. From them we learn 
that Governor R. has acquiesced in the evident sense of the Majority 
of the States and of the people & that all Questions were to be defer’d : 

till the whole should be considered in parts—and a letter from the 
head of the Convention expresses the fullest belief, that the Consti- | 
tution will be ratified. This latter information is carefully kept from 
print on accot. of the delicate Situation of the writer.2 Our opposition 
has been done for some days. The Adoption by so large & such a 

_ Majority in Maryland made a great impression on them. South Carolina 
completed the matter, & before the accots. from your Convention two 
very active and very able opponents in the City had openly treated the © 

| Business as the future Government of America. Our people seem dis- 
posed to be kind & unmindful of all that has past, for which I am | | 

happy in giving them a considerable Degree of Credit, as indeed the 
| mode of opposing here was very unbecoming. | | 

The course of things at New York has proved very unfavorable unless 
the Virtue, Knowlege and Abilities of the friends of the Constitution 
in that Convention, work such Conversions as were effected in Mas- 
sachussetts. The accots. from your State will also have a great effect, 
& have gone forward by this morning’s stage. They will reach New 
York at furthest on the Morning of the 12th, and New Hampshire on a 
the 19th, by post, or earlier by a short passage by Water, or by a 
private hand. In the enclosed paper you will find an address to the | 
New York Convention, which being just put to the press when the 
accots. from Virginia arrived I had time to add a line in the last 7 
paragraph afhrming that Virginia would adopt. If you think it may | 
serve any useful purpose in your State or North Carolina you will be 
pleased to have it introduced into your Newspapers?— | | 

The opinion of men of knowlege and judgment in New York, before 
the complexion of yr. house was known, was that their Convention 

_might be induced to adjourn, & such was the plan proposed by the 
friends of the Constitution. | |
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I submit to you the propriety of striking out the words ‘“‘and North 
Carolina’, and changing the word “‘three’ for two in the 3d. Column 
of the Pennsylvanian. I fear one of the impediments to Adoption in 
N. Carolina is paper Money—and that they may fear the honest pay- | 
ment of debts that would be produced by disuse of a paper Medium. | 

| There can be no impropriety in your marking the Alteration thus 
authorized. ... | | 

1. RC, Madison Papers, DLC. Printed: Rutland, Madison, XI, 103-5. In a letter to” 

Coxe on 18 June, Madison added this postscript: ““This instant your favr. of 11. is 
handed to me’”’ (ibid., 151). | 7 

2. On 11 and 12 June, the Pennsylvania Gazette and Pennsylvania Packet, respectively, 
reprinted extracts of Virginia letters, dated 4 June, declaring that the Virginia Conven- 
tion would probably ratify the Constitution (both below). Neither newspaper identified 

7 the letter writer as “‘the head of the Convention.” Governor Edmund Randolph spoke 
, in support of the Constitution on 4 June (RCS:Va., 931-36). 

3. Coxe’s essay, signed ‘A Pennsylvanian,” appeared in the Pennsylvania Gazette on 
| 11 June (CC:Vol. 5). It has not been found in any extant Virginia or North Carolina 

newspaper. In the last paragraph, ““A Pennsylvanian” noted that “nearly two thirds of 
the states have already adopted’ the Constitution. He then added: “Virginia too will 
certainly ratify it.” | 

4. Near the top of the third column, “‘A Pennsylvanian” stated: “Ask your merchants 
and other citizens, who have monies due in New-Jersey, the three southern states, and 

Rhode-Island. In Jersey and North-Carolina they can compel payment of their debts, 
but must recieve a paper money, depreciated 25 per cent.” 

John Vaughan to John Dickinson 
Philadelphia, 11 June (excerpt)' | 

I have the pleasure of informing you that letters of the 5 from 

Richmond, just received by me & others mark, “that they met in full 

Convention the day appointed[,] Chose officers, Pendleton for president 

& the next day it was resolved “That no question should be taken upon 
the parts or untill the whole was discussed Clause by Clause & that a 
Comittee of the Whole house should be formed to make the discussion 

more full & Complete[’] | 
[“‘]The first & Second Section were debated, the Speeches lengthy, 

but the Antifoederals were disappointed by Govr. Randolph who de- 
clared in favor of the Adoption without insisting upon previous amend- 
ments— 

‘‘My sentiments upon the propriety of previous amendments are 
much altered since the period of my Sitting in Convention at Pha.— 
8 States have now adopted & are not likely to rescind their opinion— 
& a Contrary line of Conduct in the present Exigency of Public affairs | 
would throw us into the greatest confusion, perhaps involve the ruin 
of our Country—I would rather lose my hand than not sign that act
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upon which In the present State of affairs our political Salvation de- | 

 pends—”2 | UPR Se | | 
_ A majority was reckon’d upon previous to this declaration—that Ma- 

jority of course we suppose encrease—Mason, Henry & others offer | 
great Concessions if Certain Amendments are secured—It rests with — 

| them to bring them forward, but I believe they will not retard the | 
| business.— a ms | ) BE ge 

- The above is chiefly extracted from a letter of a member of Con- | 
vention. ... | re Og ee SES — 

1, RC, Dickinson Papers, Library Company of Philadelphia. - _ nes | | 
2. On 4 June Governor Edmund Randolph spoke in support of the Constitution 

~— (RCS:Va., 931-36). | oe Oo | 

_ John Vaughan to John Langdon : | poe 
Philadelphia, 11 June) | | , | | 

I enclose you an account of what has passed in Virginia; I have seen 

- & recd letters from thence—Randolph declared that “Circumstances © , 
were much altered since he had proposed amendments & was Setting | 
in Grand Convention that Eight States have now adopted it; that there 

was no probability they would rescind there opinion, that for Virginia | 
to take a contrary line of Conduct would not tend to the accomplish- oa 
ment of the object of previous amendment but merely to throw the =| 
Country into Confusion & probably Cause its ruin; that under this - 
impression he would rather lose his hand than not employ it in signing | 
his approbation of the Adoption of it[’’]?—my letter 5 June® previous | 
to Randolphs declaration a majority supposed for it—Successive to it, Be 
an addition to this Majority—indeed the previous resolutions fix me 
in the belief of its Speedy Adoption— we ghee , 

Mason Henry &c now propose great Concessions if Joind in bringing 
Amendments forward, but as a member of Convention observes They ; 
may bring forward, but will not carry thro’*—I think I am not too - a 

| sanguine—however reserve is most becoming unless the knowledge of ma 
these Sentiments should be of use—I shall communicate what May > 
further occur— Ci es, : | | 
[P.S.] New York looks black—but hope the Storm will be Dissipated, oe 
men of Sense do not doubt it | = cos | | 

1. RC, Langdon/Elwyn Papers, New Hampshire Historical Society. One of Vaughan’s : o 
enclosures in this letter probably included what he later called “‘the first Resolves of a 
the Convention of Virginia.”’ (See Vaughan to Langdon, 16 June, below.) On 11 June — | 

- three Philadelphia newspapers, the Independent Gazetteer, Pennsylvania Packet, and Penn-  _ | | 
| sylvania Journal, published the Convention minutes for 2 June, while the last two also , , 

printed the minutes for the 3rd. os ae |
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| 2. On 4 June Governor Edmund Randolph spoke in support of the Constitution 
(RCS:Va., 931-36). 

3. Possibly Vaughan’s 6 June letter to Langdon in which he predicted Virginia would 
‘ratify the Constitution (Langdon/Elwyn Papers, New Hampshire Historical Society). 

4. George Mason and Patrick Henry were members of a committee of opposition 
that had already drafted a declaration of rights and structural amendments which were | 

| sent to New York Antifederalists. See RCS:Va., 819-23. | | 

Denatus | 
Virginia Independent Chronicle, 11 June | 

To the MEMBERS of the VIRGINIA FEDERAL CONVENTION, collectively, 
7 and individually. | | | | | 

GENTLEMEN, Happy in the enjoyment of my own reflections, the a 
tranquility of my neighbours, and the peace and prosperity of every 
good man, I pass a great part of my time in solitude. At these periods, _ 
the foederal constitution, with the criticisms of the wise upon it, made 

their appearance. Considering the work itself, I could not bring it 
within my view. To me, the commentators have bewildered the subject, 

and hid it from my mind, in impenetrable obscurity. After reading it 
three times carefully, I formed an opinion, which I still retain, and 

- which, daily, sinks deeper into my belief. That opinion I now lay before 
you, in hopes that some thought of mine, may be worthy of observation 
and contribute to the general good. | — 

Men of learning and experience, judge of others with humanity. You 
a have too much liberality, and too great a desire for the improvement 

| of every useful degree of human study, to blame me for this address. 
Those who determine without reason, may think otherwise: to them I 
reply, | 

| | That all men have as great a right, either together, or in opposition __ 
to each other, to reason upon suppositions, as upon facts, and to | 

censure the conduct of men, as to approve it; that evil may be pre- 
vented, by the fear of blame and punishment: for all men, in the same 

| society, have a right to enquire into all opinions, to examine all sub- 
jects, to represent all grievances, to shew what laws are pernicious or | 
defective, and to lay before the public their sentiments, agreeable to | 
truth. Where this reciprocation is not allowed, social liberty is in a 

great measure destroyed.—The press is the vehicle of this intelligence— 
I will enjoy the privilege, and return to the matter in hand. | 

I object to the said constitution, generally, and specially—but, wish 
that it may be adopted, and if possible, with amendments.—This ap- 
pears strange. Be pleased to suspend your opinions, until you hear my - 

| | reasons. | | - | 

I renounce it entirely, because, in my opinion, it was composed
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without ‘any legal authority. As far as I can learn, the express purpose | 
of the convention was, to revise and amend, the articles of the union. 

Instead of this, which they had law to do, they followed their own 

__ imaginations, contrary to law. Instead of repairing the old and ven- 
erable fabrick, which sheltered the United States, from the dreadful 

- and cruel storms of a tyrannical British ministry, they built a stately | 
palace after their own fancies, and in every convenient part of the 
floor, and of the foundation, securely planted the seeds of monarchy. 
In the equity of things, it avails nothing, to say, if the people do not - 
like it, they may let it alone. The innovation, and the injury to public | 
justice, is still the same. Had they preserved only one article of the | 
union, and built the present constitution to it, the objection of in- 
novation would be unreasonable: But they have done what you know. 
A more fatal innovation may be made at a future day, for as Junius 
says, “one precedent creates another, they soon accumulate and con- 
stitute law—What yesterday was fact, to-day is doctrine—Examples are 
supposed to justify the most dangerous measures, and where they do 

- not suit exactly, the defect is supplied by analogy.’”' | 
Supposing the above objection had never existed. I remonstrate | 

| against the constitution, because, to me it appears incomprehensible | 

and indefinite. For these divine attributes, its pious friends, say, by 
way of encomium, that it is a gift from heaven—Such observers know | 
very little of gifts from heaven: but enthusiasts must rave. I will venture | 
to make a bold observation here I think the sun never shone upon a 

man that could take it within his view—No being, that we have any | 

knowledge of, but the Deity, can see through it—God, the first cause _ 

| of all things, sees through the whole down to the final effect.—Con- 
tracted man, takes the effect, and struggles up to the cause; then, 

along the steps he has ascended, looks down to the effect again—This 

is the way that mechanics regulate their ideas.—A millwright stands at _ 
the water-wheel, and mentally sees the cause and effect of every move- 
ment in a complicated flour-mill, regularly on to the meal-trough—he _ 
then understands the machinery—If he cannot see, regularly along to 
the meal-trough, he does not understand it.—The water, is the cause 

| of every movement—The mechanic knows how every thing will hap- 
pen—The constitution, if adopted, will be the cause acting upon the | 
conduct of men and nations.—And where is the man who can see | 
through the constitution to its effects? The constitution of a wise and | 

_ free people, ought to be as evident to simple reason, as the letters of 

our alphabet—This constitution I think is calculated for men of high 
monarchical principles, and to swallow up the constitutions of the 
different states. -
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| Human nature ever hath, is, and will be the same, while this world 

continues under the same divine law.—History in all ages, affords in- 
stances of this truth too shocking to be mentioned. Let any man ex- 
amine his own mind, and he will discover a mixture of democratical, 

aristocratical, and monarchical principles; and perhaps I would not be 
far wrong, to add, despotic and tyrannical.—Let whoever doubts of 
this, turn his attention sharply, to any man he is acquainted with.— 

_ Suppose then, the simile is directly in point.—That an uncommonly 
strong man possessed of every implement of war, and thirteen weak 
men, but denied the use of any weapon of defence, were to receive 

a grant of lands, in some uninhabited part of the world, and by mutual | 
— agreement, proposed by this same strong man to be governed by him, | 

| in such a manner, that no matter what any of them did, or might _ 
_ desire to do, for the happiness of all,—it could be of no effect, unless 

it agreed at that time with his peculiar cast of mind, because, not their 

os voices, but hzs, must be the supreme law of the land.—Would not these | 

thirteen men be very simple.—And if this mighty strong man would 
twist their heads off, some day in his wrath—Is it not what might be 

| naturally expected? I'll tell you how he would act. Common decency, 
and the shame which naturally attends the outset of an unjustifiable 
course of life, would induce him to exercise in conju[n]ction, those 

attributes of his soul, which were the purer parts of democracy, ar- 
istocracy, and monarchy. This time would be the happiest of their 
days.—By and by the latent qualities of power, and hatred of restraint, 
having gathered strength, from time, and conscious superiority, would 
bury democracy, and incline him to move the land mark a little. The 

_. people remonstrate against the encroachment—The aristocrat, makes 
a parade of bombastical wisdom, says the land-mark was not evidently | 
fixed upon the face of the ground, but only ideal—The people seem 
satisfied.—He studies their imbecility, and moveth the land-mark a little 
farther.—The people exclaim against this violation of plighted faith— 

| By this time he has become a monarch in his own intentions, claps his 
hand on his sword to unarmed men, gives a stamp, and moveth the 
land mark farther still—The people exclaim to heaven against him for 
redress, and say, that to each man he promised to guarantee the full 
possession of his property—Guarantee! says the tyrant, true I did, but 
you see now, I do not choose to do it, and where is the power to 

compel me? Heaven is neuter in this second dispute.—The genius of | 
real liberty, who had waded through seas of blood to crush oppression 
and licentiousness, whispers these to unhappy men. The tyrant per- 
ceives the conference, draws his sword, and pronounces the following 
words—You see I have the command of every weapon of war. I am a
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man mighty in battle: You are destitute of any thing to defend your- © oe 
selves. I have every necessary for two years; you can command nothing; 
and if you do not quietly relinquish the whole of your possessions, | | 

_ into my management, before the end of twelve months I will sacrifice = 
. you as a striking example to succeeding ages, that those people who x 

inconsiderately resign their natural rights into the hands of others may | 
expect the same fate. a mo | 

I object to it also, because, it appears to be a huddled piece of work: 
and (that in the general bustle) they forgot to put a bill of rights to - 
it. A bill of rights! say Mr. Wilson and others, to confederated powers, ss 
is unnecessary2—Very truly, to powers properly confederated, but this 
is no confederation. It is a national government, i. e. through a little | 
time, the incroachment will so prevail, that the foederal constitution 7 | 

will expunge entirely the state constitutions—It appears to be a con- _ 

federation now, but the monarch who is asleep in its bosom, at a : 

| convenient time, will awaken with a vengeance!—There would be no - 
| need of a bill of rights, were the states properly confederated. The ee 

land-mark clearly drawn between the powers that give, and the power a 
-given:—And where the remaining parts of the powers that give, are | 
ever to be held sacred by the power given. The remaining parts of the oo 

| powers that give, or the residue, of our state constitutions, would be | 

a bill of rights, to the power given, or the foederal constitution. Had 
this distinction been clearly fixed, so as to prevent any future contro- | | 
versy, the constitution in question, would have been a glorious, and : 

| an immortal example of human wisdom. But alas! this is not the case—_ | 
_ There is no barrier to the power of the foederal constitution. It will — 

easily overleap our state constitutions with impunity. When this comes me EE 
to be the case, and the foederal constitution sovereign in all things, 
we ought to have a bill of rights, to save us from oppression. The want | 
of this, is of an alarming nature, and I hope will be one of your | 
amendments.  ~ | a | . 

| Had the creator of the universe thought proper to form mankind = 
without selfish and dissocial passions, I think I can maintain, that we 
would be happy, and in little need of human government. Reason, or 
the internal voice of infinite wisdom, would be the sole conductor of — 

- man.—But for purposes best known to this almighty sovereign of pure 
goodness and order, we are subject to many jarring propensities. 
Among these, vanity, ambition, and the love of riches, are not the 

least.—While reason and conscience can confine the passions, their cee 
action and re-action on each other, constitute human happiness. But, ts 

| when they overcome reason and conscience, they produce our misery. — | 
| To guard against this misfortune, as much as human foresight could
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discover, ought to have been the chief business of the late foederal 
| convention. This necessary and heavy part of the work is not mentioned 

in the constitution, and for this reason I object to it—Some will say 
this is no objection—It would have been simple in the convention to 

_ debate on preventing those things which have no being, and which, if - 
| necessary, may be done by Congress at a future period. I may be 

wrong, but in my way of thinking, it is an objection, for the source 

| 7 of all the revolutions and calamities that ever will befal the United 
States of America, lie dormant in the human mind this very day. The 
prevention of these misfortunes, which will flow from the passions, 
instead of being utterly neglected, ought to have employed the most _ 
solemn moments of the convention, and ought to have been the point, 

| ~ to which all their views should have tended. | 
| Here it may be asked ‘“‘and pray, Sir, what do you wish should have _ 

been done?” Far be it from me, so contracted in my views and ex-— 
perience, to say absolutely, that any thing should have been done. | 

| As I have, I will continue to give my opinion as the constitution of 
| a free people ought to be formed in the best possible manner for the 

happiness of them, and their posterity, it ought to contain some mode, | 

rivited through its very essence, for the present and succeeding ages, 
- to be educated in the principles of morality, religion, jurisprudence, 

and the art of war. This is a duty which the framers of a constitution 
| owe to posterity.—For the neglect of which, by men so famed for 

wisdom, very few excuses indeed, can be admissable—The first, or | 

second article of the said constitution, ought to contain something to 
this effect—That as soon as possible, academies shall be established at 
every proper place throughout the United States for the education of | 
youth in morality; the principles of the christian religion without regard 

| to any sect, but pure and unadulterated as left by its divine author 
and his apostles: The principles of natural, civil, and common law, and 

_ of our constitution: And the art of defending and conquering nations | 
in battle, either by land or sea—These academies to be regulated from 
time to time by Congress, and their establishment to be perpetual. 

As man is an accountable being, to his creator and to his fellow- 
| creatures, the study of morality would enable him to act consistent 

with his duty to society, and the study of religion, with his duty to 
| God. I will venture to affirm, that was this mode established we would 

| have fewer law suits, less backbiting, slander, and mean observations, | 

more industry, justice and real happiness, than at present. Says a pious 
writer, “be careful not to neglect religion in the education of your 

children, in vain will you endeavour to conduct them by any other | 
path: If they are dear to you, if from them you expect to receive credit
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or comfort from religion must be derived their happiness and your | 
own.”’ Another elegant writer observes nearly in the same manner, a | 
speaking to a father of his son. ‘““Teach him science, and his life will | 
be useful. Teach him religion and his death will be happy.” | 
The study of jurisprudence would prepare our young men, and our | 

old men, for every department of public business. They would be 
qualified, in point of education, for every office at home, and as their | | 

_ virtues and genius merited, would be appointed consuls or ambassadors | 
abroad. Far other is the case now. How absurd it is, to send men to 

do the business of which they, are ignorant. To make laws, and un- 
acquainted with the principal ties of social union. If this remark is 
thought hard, I appeal to our late acts of Assembly, and to the suf- | 
ferings of the nineteen-twentieths of our people. The multiplicity of 
our jarring laws—Their inconsistency in some instances, with common 

sense—The honest man being pointed at by the Assembly, ever since _ | 
the revolution—The struggle for instalments’—The execution law*— 
The perspicuity of the district law,> and to crown all the tenacious 
continuance of the holy six months law—I think ought to cool the en- 
thusiasm of every anti foederalist. oe | 

Were these academies established, the study of the art-military, and 
the militia exercise, would qualify us for crushing at once, every enemy 
to our government, foreign or domestic. Like the Roman generals we 
would have the statesman and the warrior united in the same man— — 
Our people educated in this manner, at stated times, would put the 

theory of fortification, gunnery, and manouvering of armies into prac- 
tice. We would march, encamp, have mock battles and sieges, go | 

_ through every part of the military duty as if in real war, then return © 
home, prepare our arms for a moments warning, and each man fall — | 
to his occupation as before. This would guard against effeminacy: It 
is the natural way to enjoy the sweets of society, and to prevent any 
nation, or people from disturbing our quiet. We see in private life, 
that the man who wishes to hector over another, is more sound than > 
substance, and when he meets with manly opposition, fights at a dis- | 
tance. He does not turn out hand to hand, alone, and on equal terms, 

as a brave man ought to do, but fights most valiantly, throughout the 
regions of fancy: So it is in nations. Would Portugal choose to declare 
war against France or England? Would any of the powers contiguous 
to Russia, choose to declare war against that empire? I think they would 

| not, because they would be conscious of having to contend with a 
superior power, and according to my way of thinking, if the United 
‘States of America were wisely cemented together, as one people and 
properly educated in the sciences of morality, theology, jurisprudence, |
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and war, the greatest of the forementioned powers would not dare to 
insult either our citizens or our ships. The great art in this business 
would be, to regulate the militia in such a manner that neither agri- 
culture, industry, commerce, nor the military spirit should suffer. I 

| think Congress could soon complete this organization. What occasion _ 
then, would we have for a standing army? That dead weight upon the 
heart of nations! That disgraceful and wicked instrument in the hands | 

| of conscious worthlessness and guilt! High or low—rich or poor—cit- 
- izen or governor, subject, king or president, the good man’s character 

will ever be his guard—The wicked ought to suffer. | 
| How fluctuating are the dissocial passions of men! These are the 

cause of the rise and fall of nations and the changes of government. 
Some time ago, the regal power was sovereign in America—Since, dem- 
ocratical republicanism now nearly anarchy, and without great care, it 
is not unlikely but we may soon experience a change worse than either. 

_ These revolutions are a lesson, to be cautious, of what powers, and 

for what time, the president of Congress should be appointed—He | 
ought by no means to command the forces of the United States, with- 
out leave from Congress—nor to be eligible successively—and never 

| after being twice in office—none of his brothers, uncles, sons, first 

cousins—nor father ought to fill the same post during his natural life— 

after governing he ought to be governed, to prevent his despotic prin- | 
ciples from making head. The conduct of Dejoces [Deioces], Julius 
Cesar, Oliver Cromwell, and what Hannibal might have done, had he 

returned victorious from Italy to Carthage, and also, how the present 
empress of Russia ascended the throne,® ought ever to be held in view 
when the powers of this president are in contemplation. | 

The above in part, are my objections to the foederal constitution, 
| each of which, is a genus. As I am a warm friend to the union, and 

to justice among its individuals—I will object no more—My sincere 
prayer is, that it may be amended, and then adopted—lIt certainly has 
a great many excellent qualities, and as many bad ones. The ambiguity 
of the whole, is its greatest fault. I remember, in a public court yard, 

| to have heard a baptist preacher make three score and sixteen objec- 
tions to it, and grunt and condemn it from end to end’—and within 
five minutes a practitioner of the law, to defend it most vociferously 

from end to end.—A blacksmith at my elbow, pitied them both—I really 
thought then, what I still think, that we all knew very little about it. 

If we adopt it without amendments, the seeds of our ruin are sown. _ 

If we reject it, disunion, the highest injustice, perhaps anarchy, and 
thousands of calamities will be the consequence—The people are im- 

| patient and will not consider things cooly—In my opinion, the safest
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way would be, to adopt it with amendments. When the whole, or nine | 
states have come into the measure—to lay the ratifications and amend- | ne 
ments from all the states, before General Washington, and from the ae - 

whole, for him to select and make what alterations shall appear best— | 
He certainly knows the natural rights of mankind, the general interests Be 

: of this country; its natural and artificial productions, and upon the 
scale of nature with other nations to what they may become, and also, _ 
this genius of the people, better than any other man. And whether his _ 
amendment would agree with speculative reasoning, or not, his name _ 
to sanctify the whole, ss as ene : 

_ Well knowing I address men whose souls are expanded, by education, es 
humanity and experience, I am at ease, with respect to the imperfece 
tions of this composition, either on account of its sentiments, or its LOE 

_ language—I am subject to human frailty; but mean well. As I am not a hy 
| known to some, and but very little indeed to any of you, it is no matter | | 

who or what I am—If this address can have the smallest good effect : 
I will be happy. This much however I will observe, that I am a for- 
eigner, and with yourselves may say, of the same ancestors, the same — | 
language, the same government, the same religion, and the same spirit _ 
we are all branches of the same tree. You towards the trunk, I towards a 

the top: and if the branches towards the top are longer in making a | 
_ their appearance, than those towards the trunk, is their any essential | 
difference in their qualities? Are they not homogeneous? Do they not . 

| collectively unite to the utility and beauty of the whole: And do we es 
| not conjointly, contribute to the glory of that power who gave us 

existence, to dwell in peace, harmony, and brotherly affection upon | 
| the same land? 7 Ses ) oe 

_ There is one thing, particularly, which I beg leave to observe—I _ 
hope it will be of more benefit than all I have written. You are now _ | 
on business of the most awful nature. Upon your wisdom, Virginia. | 
rests her future happiness. Let not then, any degree of party-work, 
nor any kind of fallacious arguments, destroy the patriotic emanations | | 
of the soul. It is noble, it is great and glorious to acknowledge mistakes. we 
Be like brothers, and we will be happy. All cannot be right, perhaps 
not one, throughout the system he may have in view. Gather the best a 

_ parts of all, together, and throw the rest away. Consider the imper- . 
_ fections of human knowledge, and how often the greatest men have moe tee 

erred. Aristotle and Des Cartes themselves have gone astray in some | 
things. Let social affection shine through all your conduct. Advise like — | 
brothers, but do not debate like foes. With reverential awe view your | - 

| chairman as your father, studying the happiness of his children, and -
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may he who presides over the councils of good men give you wisdom 
and unanimity. | : | 

| Buckingham, May 27th, 1788. | 

| 1. See C. W. Everett, ed., The Letters of Junius (London, 1927), page 3 (“Dedication 
: to the English Nation’). The dedication was first published in 1772. 

2. See James Wilson’s 6 October 1787 speech before a Philadelphia public meeting | 
(CC:134). | co 

| _ §. Several times between 1783 and 1787, supporters of debtor-relief measures un- 
| successfully attempted to obtain passage of installment laws (RCS:Va., xxvi-xxvii). © | 

4. In January 1788 the legislature enacted an execution bill, to be in force for three 
years, which stated that, if the property taken to pay a debt did not yield at auction at 
least three-fourths of its appraised value, the debtor could enter a bond with securities 
for the debt and not be liable to pay the debt for twelve months, instead of the three | 
months stipulated in an earlier act (Hening, XII, 457-62). - oe : 

| 5. In January 1788 the legislature enacted a district court bill designed to reform 
| the court system. For the bill’s fate, see RCS:Va., 797-98, note 2. | | 

. 6. Catherine the Great came to power in 1762, when her lover deposed her husband, 
: Peter III. Soon after, Peter was murdered. 

| 7. The Baptist preacher and the occasion have not been identified, but for a list of 
| objections to the Constitution held by the Reverend John Leland, one of the most 

prominent Baptist ministers in Virginia, see RCS:Va., 425-26. a a 

A New-Light _ | | | | 
Virginia Independent Chronicle, 11 June’ OS 

Mr. DAVIS, By inserting the following dream, or vision, (I do not know 
which to call it) you will give your readers an opportunity to ruminate on 
the great vivacity of our minds, when our bodies are in a measure dead, or 
the extraordinary method the All-wise creator takes at sometimes to warn us 
of some impending important event; for tt is said in scripture that “he speaks 
to young men by visions in the night.’” | | 

| I was a few evenings past thinking seriously on what might, or might 
not be the consequence of the thirteen states of America’s ratifying, 

: or refusing to ratify, the new constitution; which led me naturally to 

consider of the general disposition of the citizens of those states, I at 
first adverted to the year, seventy five, and did not hesitate one moment 

| to determine that such a government proposed to people of the dis- 
| position we then possessed would meet with general approbation. But | 

_when I revolved through the different changes from that time to this, 
and took a view of the reigning corruption of the present times, I was | 
at a loss how to determine; whether a good government in motion, 
or no government at all, would be attended with the most alarming 

- consequences! and was most inclined to suppose that nothing would 
bring us back to virtue but a severe chastising rod! I felt melancholy 

| under the consideration that the innocent must suffer with the guilty, 
and in this situation fell insensibly into a slumber, and into the fol-
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lowing dream.—I thought I was walking the streets of Richmond about | 
the dusk of evening, when I came to a house where I had frequently 
been, I walked up the steps and into the outer room, upon entering 
of which I heard a voice pronounce “We have all full confidence in 
each other, and therefore may be free in communicating our minds.” | 

I at first was at a loss how to act, whether to turn out of the room a 

or satisfy my curiosity with the approaching conversation. I was well 
aware they had not discovered me, and also knew the voices of some 
of them; and finding they were a select company of sworn friends, and — | 
conceiving that I might gather something to my advantage (though I | 

| felt somewhat ashamed of the determination) concluded that I would 

seat myself and hear the conference—Upon which I heard one of an 
insinuating tone of voice say—““There never was nor (perhaps) never | 
will be, so favorable a time to lay a sure foundation for our future | 

glory.” You see, my friends! that I at this day have Virginia in my 
hand, as it were, if we can baffle the designs of those canting foederalists 
who wish to establish the proposed constitution, anarchy will be the 
natural consequence; and that we may do so, I conceive very easy. You 

| observe that the greatest advocates for it agree that it has its defects; 
this is the ground on which we must attack most freely—our friend 
Gerry has prudently observed that no enlightened people ought ever 
to receive a government, which they are conscious wants amend- 

ments?—this we must urge, at the same time profess ourselves anxious 

for a good foederal government, and declare nothing would give us 
equal pleasure—by this means we infatuate the minds of the weak and 
make them believe we oppose the present form from a consciousness 

_ that we shall thereby obtain a better; this at once determines them to | 
oppose it, and we thereby obtain our ends, and as I said before anarchy 

| will be the certain consequence, and when the community gets into 

complete disorder, who so fit to take rule over them, or so likely to 

obtain it, as those whom they conceive to be their best guardians?>—I 
will then publish a pompous proclamation as full of dissimulation as 
my capacious heart can devise, inviting the inhabitants of Virginia to 
take sanctuary from oppression under the banner of freedom! asserting 
that no judiciary shall have power to compel them to pay their former 
debts, especially those of a public nature, or due to British merchants; | 

by these and other infatuating measures we shall secure to ourselves 

a majority of Virginians, and almost all North-Carolina—By which | 
means we shall establish an independent empire to ourselves. I will be 7 | 

their supreme ruler, and you shall be my counsellors—Your indefatig- 

| able industry in poisoning the minds of the ignorant since our last 
conference on this important business, gives me the highest confidence
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in your attachment and fidility. Art and industry never fails of success— 
Here it was that I was seized with a tremour which I thought would 
bring on my dissolution, from which I was in some measure relieved | 

by the great extasy into which the minds of the company were elated— 
| they announced their joy, by three huzzas! which awoke me—And 

though I am inclined to believe it was a dream, I really think it portends 
something of consequence, which occasions me to desire you will insert 

| | it for the public’s perusal. | 
June 8, 1788. 

1. Reprinted: Pennsylvania Packet, 18 June; Maryland Journal, 20 June; Virginia Herald, 
26 June; Massachusetts Gazette, 4 July. 

2. Genesis 46:2. | 
3. In his 18 October 1787 letter to the Massachusetts legislature, Elbridge Gerry oo 

asked: “And should a free people adopt a form of Government, under conviction that 
. ijt wants amendment?” The letter was printed in the Massachusetts Centinel, 3 November, 

and was reprinted forty-four times by 4 January 1788 (CC:227—A). In Virginia, it ap- 
peared in the Virginia Independent Chronicle, 5 December; Winchester Virginia Gazette, 
7 December (excerpt); Virginia Journal, 13 December; and in two Richmond pamphlet 

| anthologies (RCS:Va., 241-43). | | 

The Impartial Examiner IV | | 
Virginia Independent Chronicle, 11 June (Extraordinary) 

Although the senate and house of representatives are to be established, 
and it seems to be the spirit of the proposed plan of government, that 
they should be considered as the grand deputation of America—the 

| great aggregate body, to whom shall be delegated the important trust 
of representing the whole nation—the august, puissant assembly, in whom 
shall reside the full majesty of the people: yet, it seems too, these alone 

| shall not be sufficient to exercise the powers of legislation. It is or- 
| dained, as a necessary expedient in the foederal government, that a | 

president of the United States (who is to hold the supreme executive 
| power) should also concur in passing every law. 

In monarchy, where the established maxim is, that the king should — 
be respected as a great and transcendent personage, who knows no 
equal—who in his royal political capacity can commit no wrong—to 
whom no evil can be ascribed—in whom exists the height of perfec- 
tion—who is supreme above all, and accountable to no earthly being, 
it is consistent with such a maxim, that the prince should form a con- © 

_ stituent branch of the legislature, and that his power of rejecting what- 
| ever has been passed by the other branches should be distinct, and 

co-extensive with that of either of those branches in rejecting what 
has been proposed and consented to by the other. It is necessary that 

the fundamental laws of the realm should ascribe to the king those
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high and eminent attributes—that he should possess in himself the _ 
sovereignty of the nation; and that the regal dignity should distinguish == 
him, as superior to all his subjects, and in his political character en- oe | 
dowed with certain inherent qualities, which cannot be supposed to _ 
reside in any other individual within the kingdom: otherwise, that con- | 
stitutional independence, which the laws meant peculiarly to establish 
in his person, would not be preserved. To this end the king of England 
is invested with the sole executive authority, and a branch of legislative | | 
jurisdiction so far as to pass his negative on all proceedings of the i 

_ other two branches, or to confirm them by his assent. | | Lo 

This secures to him the intended superiority in the constitution, and 
_ gives him the ascendant in government; else his sovereignty would | | 

| become a shadow—whilst that doctrine, whereby he is declared to be | 

the head, the beginning and end of the great body politic, would prove oe 
| to be nothing more than mere sound. This two-fold jurisdiction es- 
_ tablished in the British monarch being founded on maxims extremely = =——> 

different from those, which prevail in the American States, the writer ae 

hereof is inclined to hope that he will not be thought singular, if he | 
- conceives an impropriety in assimilating the component parts of the © | : 

American government to those of the British: and as the reasons, which Caen ae 
to the founders of the British constitution were motives superior to 

| all others to induce them thus to give the executive a controul over 
the legislative, are so far from existing in this country, that every prin- — | 
ciple of that kind is generally, if not universally, exploded; so it should | 
appear that the same public spirit, which pervades the nation, would | 
proclaim the doctrine of prerogative and other peculiar properties of - 
the royal character, as incompatible with the view of these states when. 
they are settling the form of a republican government. Is it not therefore 
sufficient that every branch in the proposed system be distinct and | 
independent of each other—that no one branch might receive any | 

- accession of power (by taking part of another) which would tend to — 
overturn the balance and thereby endanger the very being of the con- 
stitution? Whilst the king of England enjoys all the regalia, which are 

| annexed to his crown—whilst he exercises a transcendent dominion | a 

over his subjects, the existence whereof is coeval with the first rudi- — be BS 
ments of their constitution—let the free citizens of America, consulting = 
their true national happiness, wish for no innovation, but what is reg- 
ulated according to the scale of equal liberty, or which may not destroy 
that liberty by too great a share of power being lodged in any particular oe 
hands;—let this collateral jurisdiction, which constitutes the royal neg- | 
ative, be held by kings alone, since with kings it first originated:—Let
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this remain in its native soil, as most congenial to it; there it will cumber 

less, and be more productive,—here it will be an exotick, and may 

poison the stock, in which it may be engrafted. 

It will be said, perhaps, that the power, granted the president, of 

approving or disapproving the proceedings, which have passed the sen- | 

a ate and house of representatives, will not be so decisive in its nature | 

as the king’s negative. True it is, this power of rejecting does not extend | 

so far as primarily to produce an entire overthrow of any law, which _ 

has passed those two houses: but it may be expected that in many | 

instances this negative will amount to a final and conclusive rejection. 

: For as a law, which has been once disapproved by the president, cannot 

a be re-passed without the agreement of two-thirds of both houses, there 
can be no doubt, it will frequently happen that this concurrence of | 

two thirds cannot be obtained. The law must then fall: and thus the 
president, although he has not the power of resolving originally and a 

enacting any laws, independent of those two houses, hath nevertheless — 

in the legislative scale of government a weight almost equal to that of 

, two thirds of the whole Congress. If the system proposed had been © 

| calculated to extend his authority a little farther, he would prepon- 
derate against all—he alone would possess the sovereignty of America. 

For if the whole executive authority and an absolute, entire negative 
on the legislature should become united in one person, these must, 

with regard to that person, destroy every idea of a subject. Thus cir- | | 

cumstanced he cannot be the object of any laws; he will be above all 

law: as none can be enacted without his consent—he will be elevated 

to the height of supremacy.— oe 

: How near will the president approach to this consummate degree of 

power! The portion allotted him may, however, be amply sufficient to 

give him the ascendant in the constitution. He must continually acquire 

| great accessions of weight in every scale of government, as chief mag- 

istrate and generalissimo of the United States—at the same time pos- 

sessing so great a share in the legislature, as a revision of all bills and | 

other proceedings which shall have passed the senate and house of 

representatives with a discretionary right of rejecting them—united 

with the senate in making treaties, appointing all public ministers, 

judges, and a train of other officers, who will be necessary for carrying 

| on the business of government; thus dispensing honor and profit _ 

throughout America—whilst copious streams of influence must flow | 

from him, as from a source. Can the different departments be duly 

| balanced when all these high powers concenter in one branch? Is it | 

| not rather probable that this branch will destroy the balance, and 

eventually rise to the fulness of dominion? | 7
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When the spirit of America becomes such, as to ascribe to their 
- president all those extraordinary qualities, which the subjects of kingly 

| _ governments ascribe to their princes: then, it is presumed, and not till 
then, he may consistently be invested with a power similar to theirs. 

It is remarkable how the president and senate mutually participate 
in the exercise of a two-fold jurisdiction. How, then, can it be sur- 
prising to any one, if some citizens, truly jealous of their liberties, are 

_ alarmed with the apprehensions of aristocracy? Those, who seriously 
reflect on the properties of human nature, and who possess republican 

_ principles, will suppose they conceive grounds for such apprehensions: 7 
those, who have different sentiments, will not care whether there are 

grounds for such apprehensions, or not. | | 

Pennsylvania Gazette, 11 June’ | oe 

Extract of a letter from Virginia, dated June 4. | | 
‘‘T have just time to inform you, that the convention proceeded this 

day to business, and Governor Randolph declared himself decidedly in 

favor of the adoption of the proposed constitution under the present | 

| situation of the United States, which was essentially different from what | 
it was at the time he represented the state in the foederal Convention. 
The astonishment of the opposition was greatly excited at the warmth 
with which he concluded his speech, declaring, that before he would 

consent to the rejection of the proposed plan (which would necessarily | 
involve in it THE RUIN OF THE UNION,) he would chearfully agree to 
lose that hand which he then presented.? The prospect is really pleasing, 
and the above circumstance is almost a certain prelude of the adop- 
tion.”’ | | | | 

1. This extract of a letter was reprinted in the Winchester Virginia Gazette, 25 June, 
in the June issue of the nationally circulated Philadelphia American Museum, and in 
twenty-eight newspapers by 10 July: Vt. (1), N.H. (1), Mass. (2), R.I. (2), Conn. (6), N.Y. oo 

: (7), N.J. (1), Pa. (4), Md. (1), S.C. (2), Ga. (1). On 21 and 24 June, respectively, the 

Providence Gazette and Salem Mercury (Mfm:Va.) also published accounts based (in whole 
or in part) upon this item printed by the Pennsylvania Gazette. Nathan Dane, a Massa-_ 
chusetts delegate to Congress in New York City, probably referred to this extract when | 

_ he wrote that: “by the inclosed paper you will see how affairs stood in Virginia relative | | 
to the Constitution on the 4 instant—I need only add that the extracts of letters men- | 
tioned in this paper, are genuine, and from originals which I saw—and them from men : 
whose information, I suppose, may be relied on” (to Caleb Strong, 15 June, Strong 
Papers, Forbes Library, Northampton, Mass. Five New York City newspapers reprinted 
this extract on 13 and 14 June.). | | | 

2. See also Massachusetts Centinel, 18 June (below).
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John Dawson to Larkin Stanard. 
Richmond, 12 June (excerpt)! | 

dear Stanard | 
| ... It is impossible to say what will be the decision of the Conven- 

tion—both sides very sanguine—Mr M is here and very active—let me — 
_ hear from you—Yr. real friend | 

1. RC, File D, ViHi. Dawson represented Spotsylvania in the state Convention, voting | 
against ratification of the Constitution. Stanard, a Spotsylvania planter, was representing 
Dawson on a matter of a debt that Dawson owed to James Duncanson. “Mr M”’ was 
probably Spotsylvania delegate James Monroe, who delivered a major speech on 10 June 
(RCS:Va., 1103-15). | 

a Robert Morris to Horatio Gates | 
| Richmond, 12 June (excerpts)! | 

... Altho I did not Answer Your letter of the 12th of August which 
| came to hand just before I left Philadelphia in November, yet I brought 

it hither with an intention to reply if I [should?] not see you, for a 
considerable time I was indulged with the pleasing expectation of meet- 
ing you at this place as it was reported that you were Elected to the 
Convention now sitting & I was much disapointed when this report 
was Contradicted.?... . 

The Convention here are hard at Work day by day the debates are 
Supported with Ability & pursued with Ardour on both Sides & the 
Knowing ones pronounce that the Event is doubtfull, each Side pre- 
tend to count a Majority in their own Favour & following the example 
I am inclined to think that the Constitution will be adopted by Vir- 

| ginia— | 

1. RC, Emmet Collection, NN. The letter was addressed to Gates at his home ‘““Trav- 
ellers Rest” in Berkeley County. | | | 

9, Several newspapers had reported incorrectly that Gates had been elected a Con- 
| vention delegate from Berkeley. (See the Virginia Independent Chronicle, 26 March, and 

Virginia Gazette and Weekly Advertiser, 27 March, Mfm:Va.) For the Berkeley election, 
see RCS:Va., 571-73. | : | 

_ John Blair Smith to James Madison | 
Hampden Sydney, 12 June (excerpt) 

For this letter, see RCS:Va., 607-8. | 

William Bingham to Tench Coxe | | | 

| New York, 12 June (excerpt)’ 

... The Ratification of Virginia will be an essential Accession of 

foederal Force—Without her Cooperation & Assistance the Union 
would not possess So robust a Constitution, nor be endued with —
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strength Sufficient to resist the Difficulties it will probably have to 2 
encounter. ... | Le | PONS a! | 

1. RC, Coxe Papers, Series II, Correspondence and General Papers, PHi. Bingham | 
(1752-1804), a wealthy Philadelphia merchant, was a delegate to Congress, 1786-88. | 

Nicholas Gilman to John Sullivan oe a 
| New York, 12 June (excerpt)! oe cas - : 

_ Having this day received the first accounts from Virginia since the _ 
_ meeting of their Convention I do myself the honor to inform your 
_ Excellency that from all accounts there is the greatest probability of 

their acceding to the new System of Government.—A letter from Mr. : 
_ Madison dated ‘Richmond Jully [i-e., June] 4th” contains the following | 

observations—vizt: ‘Mr Pendleton was put into the Chair without op- _ 
position.—yesterday it was unanimously agreed that no general or par- 
ticular Question should be taken untill the whole had been debated __ | 
clause by Clause and the debate commenced to day. The Governor | 
has renounced the Idea of previous amendments and will vote with | 
us—He did it in a very handsom speech which has made a very fa 

_ vorable impression” other letters mention that a considerable majority — 
__ was expected in favor of the question previous to the Governors dec-_ | . 

laration; which by that occurrence must be enlarged.... | 

| 1. RG, State Papers Relating to the Revolution, II (1785-89), 167-68, New Hamp- | : 
Shire State Archives. Printed: Otis G. Hammond, ed., Letters and Papers of Major-General | | 
John Sullivan, Continental Army (3 vols., Concord, 1930-1939, Volumes 13-15 of the — : | 
Collections of the New Hampshire Historical Society), III, 587-88. The letter quoted by : 
Gilman was possibly written to Alexander Hamilton since Gilman and Madison were not 
correspondents. Hamilton, a resident of New York City, was in the city until mid-June | 
when he went to Poughkeepsie to attend the New York Convention, : | 

Virginia Gazette and Weekly Advertiser, 12 June! . oe 

, ‘The Convention called by the Legislature to decide on the Consti- 
tution submitted from Philadelphia for the United States of America, _ 
met at the public buildings and adjourned to the Academy, where they cs 
have since had that important subject under daily discussion. We are 
happy to inform the publick that the utmost moderation and temper | | 
has been hitherto preserved among the members, and the best dis- | | 

position shewn to acquiesce with the opinion of the majority on which 
side soever it may preponderate, as yet it is impossible to ascertain | 
what will be the decision, but from the great talents, disinterestedness 
and respectability of the characters that compose it, we have the highest ee 
confidence it will be for the benefit of our country. | /
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1. This item was reprinted in the Norfolk and Portsmouth Journal and Virginia Centinel 

| on 18 June and in eleven other newspapers by 14 July: Mass. (1), N.Y. (3), Pa. (5), S.C. | 

Virginia Herald, 12 June’ 

Extract of a letter from Richmond, dated June 9. 
‘From the present appearance, the constitution will not be discussed 

for some time. It was agreed to debate it by paragraphs. They have | 

| only got, as yet, to the third paragraph of the second section of the 
| first article. Mr. Henry’s objections are numerous.—They have been 

ably answered, and I should think refuted. The governor has, in my | 

oe opinion, done himself infinite honor,—he has acted with the most per- 
Se _ fect consistency by his speech and explanation to-day, and must stand = 

- well in the minds of every person. Mr. Henry was on the floor three 
| hours to-day, making on the whole seven hours upon the same topic.? _ 

Great manoeuvreing on his side the question without doors, he and 

Mr. Mason are the only two in the opposition that have spoke yet. 
7 Col. Nicholas opened the debate in favor of the plan; he has been 

supported by Mr. Madison, H. Lee and Corbin. The governor, in a 
- most able and superior stile, advocates our adoption without previous 

amendments, tho’ his objections are the same as ever—eight states _ 
having ratified; it is consistent with his public declarations on former 
occasions. Some think there is a decided majority for this measure; | 

7 but it is out of my power to decide. Many able speakers on both sides . 
the question are still in reserve.” | 

1. This item was reprinted in the Virginia Centinel on 18 June and in fourteen other 
newspapers by 10 July: Mass. (1), R.I. (1), Conn. (2), N.Y. (2), N.J. (1), Pa. (5), Md. (1), 

| Ga. (1). | | 
9. The Maryland Journal, 13 June, and the Pennsylvania Mercury, 17 June, printed 

reports that there had been ‘“‘warm debating’? between Patrick Henry and Governor 

: Edmund Randolph on 9 June. The Mercury also stated that a Virginia gentleman had 

informed it that “Mr. Henry has opened his objections to the plan of Government : 
proposed, and has been answered by Mr. Randolph most fully.” | 

The Pennsylvania Mercury’s account illustrated the delight that Federalists took in 
seeing Patrick Henry’s arguments refuted. As late as January 1789, “‘A Federalist” could 

not resist challenging a statement that Henry made in the state Convention on 5 June 

(RCS:Va., 967). “A Federalist” said: ‘“Mr. Henry asserted, in the late convention, that 

| the State of Pennsylvania was tricked into ratifying the constitution. J am happy to inform 

you, they have been since tricked into electing two Federal Senators, and eight Federal 

Members to the new Congress; and that six other States have been tricked into electing : 

Federal Senators. Strange as it may appear, / am a British Debtor and A FEDERALIST” oe 
(Virginia Herald, 15 January). : | | 

| Pennsylvania Packet, 12 June’ 

Extract of a letter from Richmond, dated June 4. , 

“In compliance with your request, I do now, so soon as I could 

discover in any degree the sentiments of our convention on the pro-
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posed plan of government for the United States, forward you my opin- 
| ion of their sentiments on that subject. We met in very full convention 

on Monday, the day appointed, when we did little else than appoint 
necessary officers to the convention. Mr. Pendleton is our President. 
Yesterday, being the second of our session, brought about little more 
than a resolution of the convention to this effect, ‘That no general _ 
question on the proposed federal government should be propounded, | 
until the proposed form of government should be discussed, clause by 
clause;’ and also another resolution, ‘That the convention will to-mor- 

row resolve itself into a committee of the whole, to investigate the 

subject of the constitution proposed for the government of the United | 
States.’ (This day being appointed for the bringing on the proposed | 
constitution, agreeable to the resolve of yesterday, the two first sections — | 
were read, and some lengthy argumentations followed: among the rest | 
of the speakers our Governor rose, and in the course of his speech 

_ declared himself entirely in favor of the constitution under present _ 
circumstances—I mean in favor of the adoption of it; for he observed, 

_ whatever might have been his wishes heretofore for amendments, he | 

_ believed it now impracticable by the sitting convention, as he had 
reason to believe eight states had already adopted the constitution, 

- and would not easily be brought to rescind their opinion. | 
‘I conceive we had reason to expect a decided majority before this _ 

declaration of his Excellency’s; and now I think, indeed it seems almost | 

| the general opinion, there is scarce a doubt but the constitution, as 
at present proposed, will meet a very considerable majority of friends 

in the convention, notwithstanding the opposition of Mr. Mason, Mr. 
Henry, and some other important characters in the state. They seem | 

_ extremely anxious for amendments—indeed Mr. Mason observes, he 
would make great concessions, for the sake of some essential amend- 
ments, if any gentleman would propose a mode for obtaining them; | 
this, however, I should suppose, must rest with him to find out and 
propose: but I believe, let the mode proposed be what it may, it will 
not meet general approbation.’’) , , 

1. This item was reprinted in the Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 13 June; Penn- 
sylvania Journal, 14 June; and Charleston Columbian Herald, 30 June. On 12 June, the 

| Pennsylvania Mercury printed the text in angle brackets. The Mercury’s version was re- 
printed in the Providence Gazette, 21 June, and Charleston City Gazette, 28 June. On 13 
June, the New York Daily Advertiser printed an account similar to that in the Pennsylvania 
Packet under the heading: “Extract of a letter from a Member of the Virginia Convention, 7 
now in session, dated the 4th inst. at Richmond’? (Mfm:Va.). By 26 June, the Advertiser’s 
report was reprinted (in whole or in part) six times: R.I. (1), Conn. (2), N.Y. (3). ——
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Theodorick Bland to Arthur Lee : | | 

| Richmond, 13 June’ 

Dear Arthur, : | 

I was yesterday favored with yours and assure you I am in doubt 

whether the Pleasure or the pain on the subject of your congratulation 

affects me at this time most sensibly—On the one hand I see my Coun- 

try on the point of embarking and launching into a troubled Ocean 

without Chart or Compass to direct them, one half the Crew hoisting — 

sail for the land of Energy—and the other looking with a longing aspect 

on the Shore of Liberty—I have but one Ray of hope and that arises 

from an observation that they are yet in perfect good humour with — 

: each other—I have as yet sat as a speechless spectator—nor shall I be 

induced to alter that character but as a mediator—and with the view, 

a of concentrating the two parties now (after 12 days Session) almost | 

| equally divided, each side boasting by turns of a majority of (from 

three to eight,) on the General question of adoption or rejection, altho. 

| I really at this time think there is a decided majority for anterior 

amendments that is, who do not think it prudent to mount a fiery 

high-blooded Steed without a bridle—the amendments which will be 

proposed, will contain simple propositions, guarding the rights of 

States and of individuals from the encroachments of Tyrants, and State 

factions in the General government, and almost literally corresponding 

with those suggested by Massachusetts, Carolina, and the main points | 

of the committee of Maryland?—Strong, nay the strongest efforts are 

made here to inculcate the absolute necessity of posterior amendments 

or unconditional Submission for fear of loosing as tis called the gov- 

| ernment, and strong dispositions are shewn to precipitate the conven- 

tion into that measure—but hitherto the fear of miscarrying altogether 

has restrained the Gent. on the side of the new Constitution—I have : 

| no doubt of their bringing forward the division whenever they shall 

| think they are strong enough—on the other hand we have declared 

| pretty openly our advances to them which has had considerable weight 

with the wavering—and have drawn many doubtfull minds to our side — 

of the Question—we object not against any powers, which shall not be 

| hurtfull—that the government shall want no aids for its own support 

or execution provided that such restraints shall be imposed upon it, 

as shall support and ensure the state priviledges, and the liberty of 

| the Individual against oppression— 

We have yet proceeded no further in the discussion than the article 

, of direct Taxation, on which point they have collected all their force, — 

and I think have left hitherto the advantage considerably on our Side—
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_ the General and, I may say diffuse discussion may go on probably 
| another week—perhaps not so long—& then it is proposed to argue it _ 

| paragraph by paragraph—the issue will depend greatlyon management —ss— 
on both sides and some fortuitous events—as in all cases where forces | | 
are nearly equal—there has been a duel here between (Fountain?) & | 
Macon—on the score of an Election Macon is dangerously Wounded? 
they are neither of them in the Convention—I mention this to shew you | 
that heats have not yet entered that body, and that they are not yet | ; 
Ignited altho. Thunders Roll and lightenings flash every day both in | 
the Natural and Political Atmosphere—Our chief Magistrate‘ has at 
length taken his partie, and appears to be reprobated by the honest | 
on both sides—but is too precious a morsel to be spued out, altho. | 

lukewarm, he has openly declared for anterior amendment or in other ; 
words unconditional submission— a oo eee 

_.. Thave got a cold am sick—and am obliged to declare to you sooner 

than I would have done that I am Yr. Friend &c &c &c | Poe 
[P.S.] Send such usefull intelligence as you can collect with regard to oe 
New York—Hampshire &c &c. oe | ES ee 

| 1. Copy, Lee Family Papers, ViHi. This letter was sent to Lee in New York City, 
where he was serving on the three-man Confederation Board of Treasury. Bland (1742- 
90), a Prince George County planter who practiced medicine before the Revolution, 
was a Continental Army officer, 1776-79; and a member of Congress, 1780-83, the 
state House of Delegates, 1786-89, and the U.S. House of Representatives, 1789-90. 
He voted against ratification in the state Convention. | te 

2. For the action of the Maryland Convention on amendments, see RCS:Va., 1089, 
: note 12. — | | : | | 

| _ 3, William Fontaine and Thomas Macon were Hanover County planters. Macon was | 
to represent Hanover in the special June session of the state legislature. On 15 June a 

_ Patrick Henry wrote his daughter that “Poor Tom Macon has a Ball lodged in his Head 
in a Duel with Wm. Fontaine, who will retire on the Death of Macon if that happens; 
but the Doctors here say he may probably live some considerable Time (12 or 18 months) 
but will not recover Health” (to Anne Roane, photograph of autograph letter signed, : 
in Maggs Brothers, Rare and Interesting Autograph Letters ... [Catalogue No. 401, Spring | 

— 1921, Item 204, Plate VI]). On 19 June, the Virginia Herald noted: ‘“We learn from 
Richmond, that on the 12th inst. a duel was fought between Col. Wm. Fontain and a 
Mr. Macon; the latter gentleman received a ball in the eye, and is thought to be dan- | 

_. gerous. The dispute was with respect to the election in Hanover.” (The Virginia Herald 
probably refers to the April election for the House of Delegates, at which time Macon | 

_ won reelection.) For two other accounts of the duel, one of which says that the duel | 
was fought over the state Convention debates, see the Baltimore Maryland Gazette, 20. . 
June, and the Charleston City Gazette, 9 July (both below). — ees, _ 

_4. Governor Edmund Randolph. | | | | | 

James Madison to Rufus King © Pe | | | 
_ Richmond, 13 June! oe . coe 

I am tolerably well over the bilious indisposition which confined me 
at the date of my last.? The progress of the Convention is extremely 
slow; though from the impatience of the members, I think the Session
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| will not be long. The issue of it is more doubtful than was apprehended 
when I last wrote. The ostensible points of opposition are direct tax- 

7 ation, the imperfect representation in the H. of Reps.; the equality in 
the Senate, regulation of Trade by majority—& the Judiciary departmt. 
The first & last are dwelt on most. Besides these, the MisSippi, the 

Indiana claim? with some other local matters are made a great handle 

| of, particularly out of doors where the chief mischief is effected. My 
present idea is that the vote of Kentucky will turn the scale, and there 
is perhaps more to fear than to hope from that quarter. The members — 
arrived generally under an adverse bias produced by a combination of 

| efforts to mislead them. The majority on either side will be small & 

| at present the event is as ticklish as can be conceived. The leaders of 

| the opposition are in correspondence with New York & probably with 

. the Minority of Pensylva. Oswald was here a day or two on confidential 

business with them and is returned.* Adieu Yrs.. Affely. | 

| 1. RC, King Papers, NHi. | 

2. See 9 June (above). 

| 3. The issue of the navigation of the Mississippi River was debated on 12, 13, and 

| 14 June, while the claims of the Indiana Company were considered on the 11th. 

4. For Eleazer Oswald’s mission to deliver letters from New York Antifederalists, see 

| _ RCS:Va., 811-29. 7 

James Madison to George Washington 
Richmond, 13 June! ) oe 

| Your favour? of came to hand by the mail of Wednesday. I did 

not write by several late returns for two reasons; one the improbability | 

of having got back to Mount Vernon; the other a bilious indisposition 

which confined me for some days. I am again tolerably well recovered. 

Appearances at present are less favorable than at the date of my 

last.s Our progress is slow and every advantage is taken of the delay, _ 

to work on the local prejudices of particular setts of members. British 

debts, the Indiana claim, and the Missippi are the principal topics of 

private discussion & intrigue; as well as of public declamation. The _ 

| members who have served in Congress have been dragged into com- 

: ‘munications on the first [i.e., last] which would not be justifiable on 

any other occasion if on the present. There is reason to believe that 

the event may depend on the Kentucky members, who seem to lean 

| more agst. than in favor of the Constitution. The business is in the 

| most ticklish state that can be imagined. The majority will certainly be 

| very small on whatever side it may finally lie, and I dare not encourage | 

much expectation that it will be on the favorable side. 

| Oswald of Philada. has been here with letters for the antifederal |
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_ leaders from N. York and probably Philada. He staid a very short time 
here during which he was occasionally closeted with H-y Ma-s—n &c. 

_ I learn from N. York that the elections have proved adverse to the 7 
_ Constitution. Yours affectly | | 

1. RC, Washington Papers, DLC. In his 23 June reply, Washington counseled Madison 
on his illness: “I hear with real concern of your indisposition.—At Fredericksburg (on 
a visit to my aged and infirm mother) I understood that you intended to proceed 
immediately from Richmond to New York, when the Convention shall have arisen.— 
Relaxation must have become indispensably necessary for your health, and for that 
reason I presume to advise you to take a little respite from business and to express a | 
wish that part of the time might be spent under this roof on your journey thither— __ 

. Moderate exercise, and books occasionally, with the mind unbent, will be your best 

_ restoratives.—With much truth I can assure you that no one will be happier in your 
company than your sincere & affecte. Servt’’ (Fitzpatrick, XXX, 6). Madison arrived at | 
Mount Vernon on Friday afternoon, 4 July, and left on Monday, the 7th. Washington _ | | 
was “‘at home all day with Mr. Madison” on the 5th (Washington Diaries, V, 357). 

, 2. See 8 June (above). oe | 

3, See 4 June (above). 

4. On 12 and 13 June, Madison, William Grayson, James Monroe, and Henry Lee 
of Westmoreland—members of Congress in either 1786 or 1787—spoke in the state | 
Convention on the Mississippi question. 

James Breckinridge to John Breckinridge a 
Richmond, 13 June! | 

Dear Johnny | , 

Your Silence latterly had almost induced me to overlook the present 
oppy. by Mr. Molloy? But expecting your anxiety to hear something | 
of the proceedings of the present Convention I could not reconcile 
so great a piece of neglect, tho it would be Justifiable. 2 | 

I came to this Place, a few days ago for the purpose of attending 
to the debates of the Convention; which I have found to exceed, if 
possible my expectations; they have been elaborate, elegant, eloquent, 
& consequently entertaining and instructive. 
When the convention first met, they entered into a resolve that the a 

proposed plan of government should be argued clause by clause; that | 
being thought the most expeditious & proper method of giving it a 
thorough investigation; But before one or two clauses were di[s]cussed 
in that way the Antifce[de]ralist[s] were convinced that their greund 
was not tenable on that ground, they had recourse to that method 

| which can only render the fate of the constitution doubtful & uncer- | 
| tain. This I fear will greatly procrastinate the business & most certainly _ 

is not So fair & candid a mode of investigation as the other; But there 
_ is no way to avoid it; attempts have been frequently made but without 

SUCCESS.
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The only and grand point on which the parties split appears to be 

whether the amendments which are necessary should be prior or sub- 

sequent to adoption; I believe it is given up by all that amendment[s] 

| are wanting or however such might be made as would answer the local 

interest of Virginia alone; But the grand object is to Convince the 

Anti’s that those amendments can as readily be procured after adoption 

as before—It appears to be a prevailing notion among the ignorant 

(who compose the majority) that were we to reject the Constitution & 

propose at Some subsequent period such amendments as we want that 

the union would be glad to take us in after granting those amend- 

ments—an Idea which ought to be exploded as preposterous and ab- 

| - surd; but it appears to me that the reasoning of a Tacitus or the 

- eloquence of a Demosthenes or a Cicero could not eradicate the no- | 

| tion. | | 
The Kentucky members (upon whom the fate of the constitution 

| seems greatly to depend) are obstinately determined to continue the 

opinion with which the[y] were impressed before they left their coun- 

try: they think the adoption of the constitution would have a direct 

tendency to produce their eternal ruin and destruction; the powers of 

the federal court in calling them to a distant part of the world for the 

trial of their land claims: the obtaining the navigation of the river 

Missis[s]ippi they suppose would be rendered entirely impracticable by 

the constitution; which they think would occasion a combination of 

the northern states whose interest it would ever be to deny them the 

acquisition of that desirable an object; & many other imaginary dangers 

which are painted to them in the most alarming and terrifying colours 

by Mr. Henry; whose eloquence and oratory far exceeded my concep- 

tion: In such an Assembly he must to be sure be better adapted to | 

carry his point & lead the ignorant people astray than any other person 

upon earth; Madisons plain, ingenious, & elegant reasoning is entirely 

| thrown away and lost among such men. | 

I would write you more fully but Mr. Molloy whom has heard more 

of the Debates than I have & is better able to inform you, has promised | 

| to call on you and give you every particular—I am also in a great 

hurry—have not time to revise what [I] have already written which I 

am sure wants correction 
My Compliments to Sister Polly 

[P.S.] I wish you would endeavour to find time to write to me 

som|[e]times— | 

| I leave this Sunday next for Wmsburg— 

1. RC, Breckinridge Family Papers, DLC. | 
2. Probably Thomas Molloy, an Albemarle County storekeeper. |
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William Heth Diary | | woe ae 

Curles, Henrico County, 13 June (excerpt)! Bene 

- Went to town early—attended the Convention, which was obligd to _ 
| adjourn between 1 & 2. OC. on Acct. of a very Heavy storm of Hail, | 

wind & rain, which blew open the Windows, & renderd the House too | 
wet & uncomfortable to proceed. ... : oe | 

«1. MS, DLC. Colonel Heth (1750-1807), a Henrico County planter, was treasurer 
of the Virginia Society of the Cincinnati, 1786-1807, and a member of the Council of | 

| State, 1787-89. He had recently served as Virginia’s commissioner to Congress to settle 
the state’s accounts for its defense of the Northwest during the Revolution. Heth at- | 

_ tended the state Convention debates for twenty of the twenty-three days that it was in — | 
session. Another diary entry is printed under 25 June (below). See Mfm:Va. for other — | 
entries. : a | - a | . 

Gouverneur Morris to Alexander Hamilton oa 
| Richmond, 13 June (excerpt)! bs | | | 

Dear Hamilton on , | | So 
I am to acknowlege yours of the 19th. of May? which reached me 

. _ a few Days since. Matters are not going so well in this State as the , 
Friends of America could wish. If indeed the Debates in Convention 
were alone attended to a contrary Inference would be drawn for altho 

_ Mr, Henry is most warm and powerful in Declamation being perfectly | 
Master of “‘Action Utterrance and the Power of Speech to stir Men’s | 
Blood[”’]® yet the Weight of Argument is so strong on the Side of © | 

| Truth as wholly to destroy even on weak Minds the Effects of his oy 
Eloquence But there are as you well know certain dark Modes of a 
operating on the Minds of Members which like contagious Diseases | 

_ are only known by their Effects on the Frame and unfortunately our 
| moral like our phisical Doctors are often mistaken in their Judgment | 

_ from Diagnostics Be of good Chear. My Religion steps in where my | 
Understanding falters and I feel Faith as I loose Confidence. Things : 

| will yet go right but when and how I dare not predicate. So much for 
_ this dull Subject.... eo - or oa Be 

1. RC, Hamilton Papers, DLC. Printed: Syrett, V, 7-8. The signature was clipped, 
| but the letter is in the handwriting of Gouverneur Morris. Furthermore, Hamilton 

docketed the letter: ‘13 June 1788/Govr. Morris.”’. : | | 

2. In this letter, Hamilton told Morris that the election of New York Convention : 

_ delegates went in favor of the Antifederalists. He also said: ““Your account of the situation _ oe 
7 of Virginia was interesting, and the present appearances as represented here justify your : 

conjectures—It does not however appear that the adoption of the constitution can be - 
: considered as out of doubt in that state—Its conduct upon the occasion will certainly 

be of critical importance” (Syrett, IV, 650-51. The Morris letter, to which Hamilton _ - 
| replies, has not been located.). | aan : oe 7
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oe 3. William Shakespeare, Julius Caesar, act III, scene 2, lines 994-95: “Action, nor | 

utterance, nor the power of speech/To stir men’s blood; I only speak right on.” 

a Charles Yates to James Maury a | | 
Fredericksburg, 13 June (excerpt)! 

... Concerning the Convention of this State now sitting I can only 
say that it is my hope they will adopt the proposed Government— tis - 
yet uncertain although the Opposition is supported by few of any 

weight—amongst these Mr Patrick Henry takes the lead & from his 

influence amongst the desperate & ignorant is very formidable—Eight : 

| States have adopted— | : 

—— : 1. RC, Maury Papers, ViU. This letter was sent to Maury, a Liverpool tobacco mer- 

| chant, via the ship Venus. Yates (1728-1809), a native of England, was a Fredericksburg 

| | merchant-planter. 

Edmund Pendleton to Richard Henry Lee | 
Richmond, 14 June! a 

| I have to beg yr. Pardon For having so long neglected to acknowl- 

edge the Obligations I am under For yr. esteemed Favr. of the 26th. 

past; to revive a correspondence I always had pleasure in, was not | 

among the smallest of it’s benefits, but the Assistance of yr. Sage 
| Counsels in Forming my Judgment on the great Question which has 

| called us together, was the greatest; especially at a time when the wishes 
of my old constituents & not my own had called me to the decision, 

in the decline of mental Powers never very strong, grown rusty in 
Politics From a Supposition that I had long since taken a final leave 

of that line,? and retaining little more than a conscious Integrity, & 
unshaken Attachment to the Peace & happiness of my Countrey. You’ 
have been truly informed of my Sentiments being in favr. of Amend- 
ments, but against the insisting on their Incorporation previous to, 

| and as a Sine qua Non of Adoption, or of a Convention being pre- 

| viously called to consider them, before the Government was brought 

into Action to give it a fair Experiment, & secure the great good it 

| contains. The Amendments I wished, rather tended to eradicate the 

seeds of Future mischief, than to remove dangers immediately emminent 

- in Operation—And considering as I do, that certain ruin must attend 

| on a dissolution of the Union—That Union is only to be preserved by | 

a Fedral Energetic Government, and that the Articles of Confederation 

Possess not an Atom of such a Government,—I confess the evils I wish 

| to remove Vanish, even if they remain in the Plan upon this Com- 

parison on wch. side danger lies; and the rather when I consider that
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perfection would have been a Vain expectation, & that I esteem the 
great Barriers of liberty not violated in the Plan, tho’ I may not think 

_ them sufficiently Secured. Prevs. Amendments either as a Sine qua Non, 
or to be the Subject of Consideration in a Future Convention of the | 
States, impress on my mind a Fatal tendency to rejection, & it’s con- 
sequent evils, & therefore I feel unconquerable repugnance to that | 
risque—But viewing the Prospect of Success in Our hopes of Amend- | | 
ment, I think they are strongly Fortified by the mode of making them 

| accompany Ratification, rather than to precede it. 8 states have already 
| Ratified, some with, & some without Amendments proposed;? to those | 

at least, & others who may so adopt, we shall appear wth. Hostile Coun- | 
_ tenances, unfavorable to a cordial reception—they will cons[ide]Jr Our 

Proposals as coming From Men, refusing to make a Common Stock | 
with them of Interests, under the direction of the General Govern- | 

| ment, And therefore as dictating the admission of local Interests; Cir- 
cumstances all unfavorable to Patient hearing & candid investigation. | 
but say Gentn. Virga. is too important in the Union, to risque her 

) Separation by refusing her reasonable propositions. Alas Sir, with Irritated 
minds, reason has small force, and if those 8 states should make the 
Supposition of that ground’s having produced our Conduct, it will add 
that of Insult to the other causes of Resentment, And will any Gentn. 

_ Say that Virginia, Respectable as she is, is able to sustain the Conflict? | 
does any wish to see the experiment even put in risque? No Sir, that 
circumstance of Importance it appears to me, will have it’s due weight, — 
when those states shall behold Virginia coming Forth as a United 
friend, with proposed Alterations For Common good, & will secure at 
least a Candid & Full examination, if not in some degree an influential 
decision. And thus, Sir, you have the grounds of my Judgmt. upon | 
this All-important question of Previous or Subseqt. Amendments. 

As to the Amendments themselves, I feel the Fullest Conviction of 
| the Importance of those great rights, so favourable to Liberty, the 

trial by Jury, the Liberty of the Press—the FrefeJdom & Frequency of 
Elections, & that responsibility of the Representative to his Constituents, 
by residing amongst, & sharing with them in all benefits & Injuries. I am 
unfortunate enough to differ From you in Opinion as to the best means 
of Securing them, being that of a Bill of Rights. my Objection to that 
is founded not on it’s strength, but my Fear of it’s weakness & Danger, 
and the ¢mpropriety of it’s Principle. The Magna Charta of England wch. 
our Ancestors so much valued themselves upon, had it’s merits; it 
unfettered them From some of those shackles which the dictated Will 
of a Conq[uero]r had in the Formation of their Government imposed | 

_ upon them:* It was all they could do, the struggle was noble & the
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Acquisition valuable; but supposing it Recur’d to as a model For a free 
people in Forming a Governmt. For themselves, it appears in Principle, 
humiliating & unsafe. the former in accepting From any Agent of their 
Power a Charter of their rights, which they Possess, & derive From a 

higher Source. Unsafe because it admits a Power in the Donor to take 
away; a mischief which produced the Subsequent Struggles about the | 
Great Charter, to be found in it’s numerous Ratifications.> The Petztzon 

of Rights there, was a further Progress in wch. the humiliating Part 
of the principle was kept up; the Bill of Rights indeed, was a further 

| step in wch. that principle was dropt, and a Protest made agt. Violations | 
| of Right, still opposed to a Ruler in Possessn. of Dangerous Powers. 

Whether that has produced the Apparent Repose of that nation, and 
the Safety, as some Gentn. Suppose, of their liberty; or whether the 

| first of those effects, if it exists at all, has not been produced bya 
- cause by Far more dangerous to, and annihilating the other, the change 

_ of the Instrument For Power From vain Coertion, to effectual Bribery & — 
corruption, is at least Problematical: I fear that a review there would 

Find the Power of the Crown in it’s greatest Altitude. However if they | 
are happy ’tis well, & I wish not to disturb their repose. 

But after this view is it not Safer to trust the two first rights to the 
Broad & Sure ground of this Principle—that the people being Estab- 
lished in the Grant itself as the Fountain of Power, retain every thing | 
which is not granted? Is not the Principle true & Sound? does the 
Landlord in a grant For a term, reserve his own right? does the donor 
in grants For life or intail, reserve his Inheritance? no—when what is 
granted is at an end, his Original right Occurs—the Case of Escheat 
is still stronger—when ever an Absolute Fee Simple Estate ceases to 
Operate, by there being no legal, or Appointed Successor, the Original 
Source of the Grant comes Forth with it’s Indisputable claim. In all 

_ these the Principle [retains?] it’s Force, & will, I believe be Found to 

have in every investigation of Grants, or Delegations of Power. Again 
is there not danger in the Enumeration of Rights? may we not in the 
progress of things, discover some great & important, which we don’t 
now think of? there the principle may be turned upon Us, & what is 
not reserved, said to be granted: If therefore Gentn. think something 
should be done, it would seem to me more proper to do as Massa- 
chussets proposes—Declare the Principle—as more Safe than the Enu- 
meration.® or after all if Gentn. think a Bill of Rights best, I am satished; 

| approving the End, I will not divide with them about the means, unless 
I saw more danger than in this. | 

| In Delegation of Powers we must be Explicit & guarded; and tho’ 

all efficient Powers, may be abused, we must not From thence draw a
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conclusion that none such are to be granted. it will & ought to Suggest 
Caution in Us, to grant no unnecessary Power, & to guard those wch. | 
are so, as far as we can, wth.out rendring it useless. Here then I take | - 

my ground upon the Support of two great Principles ‘“That the Object — 
of Government is the Safety & happiness of the People” And that ‘“‘the 
‘People are the Fountain of Power’. To effect the first a strong & firm 
Govt. of wholsome laws, well executed, to protect the honest Peaceable 

Citizen From Oppression, Licentiousness, Rapine 8& violence, appear to | 
me indispensibly necessy., and impress’d with the latter, In all Dele- 
gations of Power we ought to preserve in the Agent the Representative oo 
Character in it’s purity of Free Election, short term, & Responsibility, - 

| where I see these Agents, I behold the People and Find safety, as far : 

as human guards can extend: Deviations of design, will be corrected by | | 

_ change, those of mistake or Inattention, by review & better reflection. | 

It will be Obvious that I mean these guards to extend only to those | 
Agents who are intrusted with the sword & purse—The Judiciary having 
nothing to do wth. either, are not dangs.; & From the Nature of their | 
Office, must be Independent, if you expect Impartial decisions. = = = 

Impress’d with these Principles I view the proposed Plan. & Ist. the 
great Deposit of all, the House of Representatives—the Electors put — | 
on the best ground—that of the states whose reg[ulatio]ns as to the. 
right of Suffrage, are unalterable by any other power, but may be a 
changed by themselves as convenience may Suggest. — ne oe 

The term of Election short—The number thought to be too small, . 

but considering that the Subjects of Legislation are our great National 
Concerns as Connected with other States & Foreigners, I think 12 | 

Gentn. may be found in the State at all times, able to give the Fullest : | 
_ _ Information of those, tho’ not equal to that of all our small local 

Affairs’—the number is fix’d by relation to Numbers of Inhabts.—it 
_ gives Us our full share in the Collective body, and being Founded on 

the same Ratio as that of taxation, there will be no danger of an _ 
Inclination to change it. a few are indeed, more easily bribed; but if | 
our Suspicions are so keen, that we can’t trust our Representatives, _ | 
going in conseq[uenc]e of our confidence, & to return amongst us, & 
Account For their Conduct, at the end of two years, what are we to | 

_ do? must we have no Govt. Til Angels From Heavn. shall supply Us 
_ wth. Agents? Tho’ we trust. them wth. the Purse, ’tis For purposes 

_ defined as far as such things can be, & without it, all purposes of | 
Government may be defeated. I see no propriety in making requisitions 

_ necessary From one body of our Rep[resentativjes to another, & we 
have seen the Fatal effects of such a measure. The wisdom of 2 a 
branches in the Legislature, is proven from reason & Sanctified by our
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: own State System—as the term of duration of the Senate is, tho’ it is 

| shorter than ours by Comparison wth. that of the other, by the difft. 

proportions between 1 & 4, & 2 & 6.8—The whole time is not dan- | 

gerously long, & that diminished by the Bienial Rotations to & From 

| it. Our unequal representn. there, seems to me a reasonable guard to | 

the small States—It was the effect of Accomodation there, & answers 

another in being the representation of States, as chosen by the Leg- 

|  islature, & will give the State Governmts. their proper weight. Here 

again perceiving the Representative Character preserved, I think this 

| body properly Organized as such: Other Powers are aft[erwar|ds im- 

properly thrown on them, in which I see great confusion derangement, 

impropriety & the Seeds of a dangerous Aristocracy; I mean their being 

made, as a body, the standing Executive Council. To these, one of my 

Amendmts. would apply, but I have said before that I do not considr. 

| them as of such quick or Inveterate growth, as to justify putting the 

Union in Risque, or that they may not be trusted to the Success of 

Future Amendments. The President is produced still in the Repre-  _ 

| senta[tive] Character, since what the man I elect For the purpose does, 

is done by me; his term is Short, & going into Office wth. the Con- 

fidence of America in his Integrity, can’t be reasonably supposed in 

the course of 4 years to loose that Character, & Form dangerous 

Systems. his Eligibility, or perpetual Ineligibility, are what I am not — 

| well Satisfied in determining either way, I discover Argts. on both sides, | 

- perhaps Safety may lie in the latter. His powers are defined, & not 

left to latent Prerogatives—they none of them appear too large unless 

it be those of Pardoning Treason before Conviction, & the Final power 

of giving Force to Treaties—which I think should be confined to truces, 

Prov[isiona]l Articles, and the making the terms of lasting Treaties, 

| but wch. should receive their ratification From the Legislature, as | 

| believe is done in all or most Republics. | : | 

. In the Judiciary, I perceive a Plan wch. may in the Legal Organi- 

zation of the Courts, produce Oppression & great Inconveniency to 

the distant Citizens; but wch. may also be so Arranged, consistent wth. 

the Constitution, as to produce the necessary good & none of the Evil. 

| On this view I feel a Security that the good part will be chosen, in _ 

the Circumstance of the situation of a Majority of the States, being - 

equally or more remote From the Seat of Governmt. than we are, & 

whose Representatives will join with ours, in Securing their Citizens 

From this Injury. whether it be best to state the amendmts. necessary 

to give that turn to the laws, or wait to see if they don't take it, I have 

| ~ some doubt. Those of Massachussets are proper as Far as they go, but © 

: are greatly short of what I wish on the Subject.° I am inclined to think
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however that the restraints had better be in the laws than in the Con- | 
stitution, thereby admitting of being varied more easily as experience 
shall require, Secured as we are by the Circumstance abovementioned. 

This Subject is not exhausted, but my Crampt Fingers are tired, and 
I fear yr. patience wearied out—you have my naked undisguised Sen- | 

: timents on the Principles or great ground of the Plan, to your Judg- an 
ment I commit them, & cordially join with you in imploring a diffusion 

_ of divine Wisdom in our Counsels, that decision may produce Peace, 
Safety & happiness to all concern’d, and that you may enjoy every 
Felicity. I thought I had in the beginning made My Appology For not | 
having sooner paid you my respects—It is to be Found in a close 
Attention to the Presidial duty I am hond. with,!° From wch. I begd | 
excuse on this day From it’s extream dampness, & that of the House , 
we sit in made thoroughly wet by a Hail Storm yesterday. 

1. RC, Emmet Collection, NN. The name of the addressee does not appear, but © 
Pendleton answers Richard Henry Lee’s 26 May letter (RCS:Va., 878-82). 

2. Since he became President of the High Court of Chancery in 1778, Pendleton 
had not held elective office. | | 

3. Of the eight conventions that had ratified the Constitution, only those of Massa- 
chusetts and South Carolina had recommended amendments. 

4. Pendleton refers to William the Conqueror, the first Norman king of England | 
(1066 to 1087). William introduced the legal theory that all land in the last resort was 

_ held of the king. He confiscated the lands of Anglo-Saxon rebels and gave the lands to | 
his followers. He also restored lands to the great Anglo-Saxon landowners, so that they _ 
now held the lands from him. Since all public and political rights were intimately related 
to rights in land, all such rights were also derived from him. William established this 
feudal structure without the passage of any laws. | oe 

5. The Magna Carta (1215), which reaffirmed the feudal rights and privileges of the 
barons, was reissued with changes in 1216, 1217, and 1225, and it was confirmed more | - 
than forty times by 1422, the end of the reign of Henry V. | 

6. The first proposed Massachusetts amendment provided ‘‘That it be explicitly de- 
clared, that all powers, not expressly delegated by the aforesaid constitution, are reserved 
to the several states, to be by them exercised” (CC:508). 

7. In the first federal Congress, Virginia was allotted ten representatives and two 
senators. Oo | 

8. Members of the Virginia House of Delegates served one year, senators four years. 
, U.S. representatives served two years, senators six. — | | | 

9. For the text of the Massachusetts amendments, see CC:508. 
10. Pendleton was president of the state Convention. | 

Gouverneur Morris: Extempore at the Convention in Virginia — | 
Richmond, c. 14 June! | | | 

Extempore at the Convention in Virga | 

_ The State’s determined Resolution | . 
Was to discuss the Constitution  —_ 
For this the Members come together |
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Melting with Zeal and sultry Weather | 
And here to their eternal Praise 
To find it’s Hist’ry spend three Days | | 
The next three Days they nobly roam 
Thro ev’ry Region far from Home | 
Call in the Grecian Swiss Italian 
The Roman [Russian?] Dutch Rapscallion | 

Fellows who Freedom never knew 

To tell us what we ought todo | | 
The next three Days they kindly dip yee | 
Deep in the River Mississippi 

so Nine Days thus spent eer they begin 
| Let us suppose them fairly in 

And then resolve me gentle Friend 
How many Months before they End | | 

1. MS, John Marshall Papers, ViW. This undated poem, in Gouverneur Morris’ hand- | 

writing, appears on the verso of a dinner invitation that Morris received from John ’ 

Marshall. The poem has been dated circa 14 June because Morris referred to nine days 
of debate, three each on the “‘Hist’ry” of the Constitution, the history of confederations, 

and the Mississippi River. If the Convention’s first two days (2 and 3 June), concerned 
largely with procedural matters, are eliminated, nine days of debate take the Convention 
through Friday, the 13th of June. However, the Mississippi debate, which began on 12 
June, did not end until the 14th. 

| Samuel A. Otis to Theodore Sedgwick | 

New York, 15 June’ | 

Mr Maddison who you know with the endowments of a great States- | 

| man & a fine Scholar, in the Study of men & books, possesses a cool, 

deliberate, cautious judgment, writes his friends in Congress in terms 

very encouraging & amongst other Letters printed the following 

7 extract? is more recent than the papers | 

[(‘‘JRichmond Friday June 6th | 

symptomatic vote this day in favor of the question was taken; Noth- 

ing decisive however has taken place. Mr H made a great effort yes- 

terday & having spun his harangue until a late hour, an answer was 

prevented;’ His party were much revived—, but I think they are less 

| so this morning. The Governour is become active in favor of the adop- 

tion’”’. | | 

Refering you to the papers for other news I have the honor to be 

your most Huml. Sert ae
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‘1. RC, Sedgwick Papers, MHi. Sedgwick (1746-1813), a lawyer and speaker of the _ Mes 

| Massachusetts House of Representatives, voted to ratify the Constitution in the Mas- | | 

| sachusetts Convention in February 1788. | | - 
2. This letter, the original of which has not been located, is possibly James Madison’s | 

6 June letter to Virginia congressman Edward Carrington, to which Carrington refers | 
in his 17 June letter to Madison (below). Carrington told Madison that he had com- | 

| municated the contents of Madison’s 6 June letter to ‘‘the Friends of Federalism.” | 
_ Nathan Dane, Otis’ fellow Massachusetts delegate to Congress, wrote this about Madi- 

son’s letter: “I yesterday saw a letter from a member of that Convention dated the 6th. 
instant in which he States that the prospect of adopting the Constitution increases—but 
adds that nothing can be said with certainty” (to Caleb Strong, 15 June, Strong Papers, | 
Forbes Library, Northampton, Mass.). oe : | | 

3. For Edmund Randolph’s comment that it was ‘‘too late” in the day to answer , 
Patrick Henry, see RCS:Va., 968. According to William Heth, the usual hour for ad- a 

journment was 4:00 p.m. (Diary, 19 June, Mfm:Va.). — ao . 

James Madison to Alexander Hamilton | eo ais OE 
Richmond, 16 June! | - | a a : 

Yours of the 8th.? is just come to hand. I mentioned in my last that. 
Oswald had been here in consultation with the Antifedl. leaders.2 The == 

_ contents of your letter confirm the idea that a negociation for delay — 
is [on] foot between the opposition here & with you. We have con- | 
jectured for some days that the policy is to spin out the Session in _ 

_ order to receive overtures from your Convention; or if that cannot be 

to weary the members into a[n] adjournment without taking any de- | | | 
| cision. It presumed at the same time that they do not despair of car- | 

| rying the point of previous amendments which is preferable game. The | a 
parties continue to be nicely balanced. If we have a majority at all it | 

: does not exceed three or four. If we lose it Kentucke will be the cause; — : 
___ they are generally if not unanimously against us. PO | 

I have been partially recovered since my last but to day have a [bit?] 
_ of relapse. My health is not good, and the business is wearisome beyond - 

_ expression. I wish you every happiness & . — | : a , 

| 1. RC, Hamilton Papers, DLC. Madison’s letter appears on the first page ofa folded - 
__ sheet; at the bottom of this page he wrote ‘‘turn over.” On the second and third pages, | 

Henry Lee of Westmoreland also wrote Hamilton an undated letter (probably 16 June) 
: (immediately below); the fourth page is the address page which contains the postmark, | | 

Richmond, 17 June. Dee ca | 
| 2. In this letter, Hamilton told Madison that Antifederalists had won a two-thirds 7 7 

majority in the New York Convention, and he expressed the hope that Virginia would _ 7 | 
ratify the Constitution because such an action would “‘have a vast influence” on New 
York. Hamilton reminded Madison of his earlier request that Madison send an express mo, 
to New York as soon as Virginia ratified (Syrett, V, 2-4). eo | | | 

3. Madison’s last letter to Hamilton, dated 13 June, has not been located. For Eleazer | 
Oswald’s trip to Virginia to deliver letters from New York Antifederalists, see RCS:Va., | 

| 811-29; and Madison to Hamilton, 9 June, and Madison to Rufus King, 13 June (both. - 
| -- above), a .
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_ _ Henry Lee to Alexander Hamilton = 
a Richmond, 16 June (excerpt)' | 

... Our Convention is in full debate on the Great business of Federal 

a  constitution—We possess as yet in defiance of great exertions a ma- 

jority, but very small indeed . 
a A correspondence has certainly been opened thro a Mr. O. of Phil- 

ada. from the Malcontents of P. & N.Y. to us?—it has its operation, 

but I beleive we are still safe, unless the question of adjournment 

| - should be introduced, & love of home may induce some of our friends 

- to abandon their principles— 

1. RC, Hamilton Papers, DLC. Printed: Syrett, V, 9-10. This undated letter begins 

: 7 on the verso of Madison’s 16 June letter to Hamilton (immediately above). — | 

2. For Eleazer Oswald’s trip to Virginia to deliver letters from New York Antifed- 

eralists, see RCS:Va., 811-29. | | 7 

Oo John Vaughan to John Langdon _ 
| Philadelphia, 16 June’ | | 

_ (Mr Mason has written to a friend of his of 7. June from whom I 

: have it that he thinks it will be carried against him in Convention, by . , 

‘Means of arts the most despicable, from persons worthy the highest 

Contempt’? You will not wonder that disappointment should draw 
from him such expressions)—What he alluded to was, a handbill which | 
was sent from Baltimore advising the Charleston ratification [- —-] 

[- --]® Henry (& I think Mr Mason) treated [it] as a forgery made 

for the occasion—(Henry spoke against the Constitution) & brought | 

| forward his objections, (he was ably answered by Mr. Randolph—Mr. 

Zef. Jackson a man of great influence in the back-Counties & esteemed _ 

Antifcederal, has warmly joined the foederal partys—The Sanguine 

promise a handSome Majority, the prudent are Satisfied it will be | 

| carried The Antifcederals confess their hopes desert them)—The Mo- 

| ment anything Certain is know[n] you will hear from me, Mean time , 

I hope you will be So active & your State So determind as to have 

decided in favor of the Constitution [without?] waiting another ex- - 

ample—You will oblige me if you will not neglect advising me every 

| post of the State of the Business with you, or as you will be more | 

usefully occupied than to gratify impatience however laudable, please _ | 

| to request some friend of yours to indulge me & add a line when 

leisure permits | 

| [P.S.] my last enclosed the first Resolves of the Convention of 

Oo Virginia’— : 

_ 1. RC, Langdon/Elwyn Papers, New Hampshire Historical Society. The text in angle 

brackets appeared in the New York Daily Advertiser, 19 June, under the heading, “Extract
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of a letter from a Gentleman at Philadelphia, dated 16th June, 1788” (Mfm:Va.). It was | 
reprinted six times by 3 July: Mass. (1), R.I. (1), N.Y. (3), Pa. (1). It was possibly inserted 
in the Advertiser by a New Hampshire delegate to Congress, who opened Vaughan’s 

_ letter (addressed to Langdon) and then sent it to Langdon in New Hampshire. For a 
criticism of this extract, see New York Journal, 20 June (below). oO 

2. George Mason’s 7 June letter has not been located. 7 
3. At this point, the manuscript is torn. Vaughan probably refers to a broadside 

headed ‘‘Ratification. /Charleston,/May 26, 1788” that contains the South Carolina Form 

of Ratification, but does not include the convention’s proposed amendments to the 

Constitution (Evans 45364). | _ 

4. On 17 June the Pennsylvania Mercury reported: ‘“‘Mr. Zeph. Jackson, a gentleman | 
: of great influence in the western part of the state [Virginia], has declared himself as 

the decided advocate of the Constitution. From this person, a different conduct had _ | 
been expected by the enemies of a Federal Union.” This was reprinted in the New York 

| Daily Advertiser, 19 June; Virginia Herald, 26 June; Massachusetts Centinel, 28 June; and 

New Hampshire Spy, 1 July. For another report about ‘“‘a Mr. Jackson,” see Massachusetts 
Centinel, 28 June (Appendix I, below). . 

There was no delegate in the state Convention named Zephaniah Jackson. The above 7 
| reports probably refer to Zachariah Johnston of Augusta who voted to ratify the Con- 

stitution. | , 
_ 5. For these enclosures, see Vaughan to Langdon, 11 June, note 1 (above). 

John Campbell to Levi Hollingsworth | | | | 
Yorktown, 17 June (excerpt)! a 

... Our State Convention is now Deliberating on the New Plan of | 
Goverment as offered by the Grand Convention held in Philadelpha. | 
the Debates on both Side Seam obstinate.—I hope a few days will 
Determin in its favour though I think there will not be a Majority in 
its favour of more Then Ten or Twelve, as I have been informed by 
a Gentleman, who is Considered a Judge If we can gain it, I will be 
Happy, for I think we cannot long exist under the old Government 

| as a Nation Perhaps I am speaking of an unpleasent matter to you. 
How[evjer you wont think the worse off me; for not Disguising my | 
sentaments wish withall my Hart Our State may follow the Laudable 
Step of your & other States who have Recd it with Open Arms nothing | 
else can save us from Destruction in my weak opinion. .. . 

1. RC, Hollingsworth Papers, PHi. Campbell was the collector for. the District of 
Yorktown and apparently a flour merchant. : 

George Washington to Henry Knox 
Mount Vernon, 17 June! en 

I received your letter of the 25th. of May, just when I was on the | 
eve of departure for Fredericksburgh to pay a visit to my mother from 

_ whence I returned only last evening.2— | , |
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The information of the accession of South Carolina to the New 

| Government, since your letter, gives us a new subject for mutual fel- 
icitations.—It was to be hoped this auspicious event would have had 

considerable influence upon the proceedings of the Convention of 

Virginia; but I do not find that to have been the case.—Affairs in the 
Convention, for some time past, have not worn so good an aspect as 

we could have wished: and, indeed, the acceptance of the Constitution 

has become more doubtful than it was thought to be at their first 
meeting | | 

The purport of the intelligence, I received from my private letters 

_ by the last nights mail, is, that every species of address & artifice has" 

been put in practice by the Antifederalists to create Jealousies & excite 

alarms.—Much appears to depend upon the final part which the Ken- 

| tucke members will take; into many of whose minds apprehensions of 

unreal danger, respecting the navigation of the Mississip[p]i & their 

| organization into a separate state, have been industriously infused.— 

Each side seems to think, at present, that it has a small majority, from 
whence it may be augered that the majority, however it shall turn, will 
be very inconsiderable.—Though, for my own part, I cannot but imag- 

ine, if any decision is had, it will be in favor of the adoption.—My 

Se apprehension is rather that a strenuous—possibly—successful effort 

may be made for an adjournment; under an idea of opening a cor- 

rispondence with those who are opposed to the Constitution in other 

States.—Colo. Oswald has been at Richmond, it is said with letters. 

from Antifcederalists in New-York & Pensylvania to their Co-adjutors 

in this State.°— . | | 

The Resolution, which came from the Antefederalists (much to the 

astonishment of the other party) that no question should be taken until 

the whole Plan should have been discussed paragraph by paragraph; 

| and the remarkable tardiness in their proceedings (for the Convention _ 

have been able as yet only to get through the 2d. or 3d Section), are 

| thought by some to have been designed to protract the business until 

the time when the Assembly is to convene, that is the 23d. instant, in 

| order to have a mere colorable pretext for an adjournment.—But not- 

withstanding the Resolution, there has been much desultory debating 

& the opposers of the Constitution are reported to have gone generally 7 

into the merits of the question.—I know not how the matter may be, 

| but a few days will now determine | 

I am sorry to find not only from your intimations, but also from 

many of the returns in the late Papers, that there should be so great 

a majority against the Constitution in the Convention of New York.— 

And yet I can hardly conceive, from motives of policy & prudence,
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they will reject it absolutely, if either this State or New-Hampshire — 
should make the 9th. in adopting it—as that measure which gives ef- | 
ficacy to the system, must place any State that shall actually have re- 

| fused its assent to the New-Union in a very awkward & disagreeable - 
, predicament ae 7 | 

By a letter which I have just recd. from a young Gentleman who 
| lives with me, but who is now at home in New-Hampshire, I am advised | 

that there is every prospect that the Convention of that State will adopt 
| the Constitution almost immediately upon the meeting of it.*—Icannot 

but hope then, that the States which may be disposed to make a seces- 

sion will think often and seriously on the consequence.— —s_ | 
| Colo. Humphreys® who is still here, occupied with literary pursuits, . 

desires to be remembered in terms of the sincerest friendship to you | 
& yours.—Mrs. Washington & the family offer, with me, their best _ , 
Compliments to Mrs. Knox & the little ones— Soe 

1. RG, Knox Papers, MHi. : a ge oo | 
2. In his 25 May letter, Knox predicted South Carolina’s ratification and he said that - 

| ‘Much will depend on Virginia—Her conduct will have a powerful influence”’ on New —— 
_ York and North Carolina (Washington Papers, DLC). Washington left for Fredericksburg | | 

on Tuesday, 10 June, and returned to Mount Vernon on Monday, the 16th (Washington 
| — Diaries, V, 339-40, 343). | | oes 

3. For Eleazer Oswald’s activities, see RCS:Va., 811-29. ae . 
4. Washington refers to a 2 June letter that he had received from his secretary Tobias - le 

| Lear (Washington Papers, DLC). 7 - | rn : | 
5. David Humphreys of Connecticut, one of Washington’s former aides-de-camp, had | 

been living at Mount Vernon since November 1787. | . | | 

James McHenry to James Madison | a Os 
- Baltimore, 17 June! | | | | | 

_ To-nights post has brought me intelligence from your convention | 
which induces me to send you the inclosed authentic information re- 

| specting the present state of the opposition to the constitution in 
Pennsylvania.* I find the same misrepresentations have been played 
upon the uninformed with you which was practised with us. You are _ 
at liberty to make them as public as you please. The letter is from the 
chief Justice and the certificate from the clerk of the General As- | 
sembly.? You will return them, and I hope, (tho’ I am full of fears) | 

__ With them the desirable news of your State having adopted the con- _ | 
stitution. God be with you. Adieu | a oe 

1. RC, Madison Papers, DLC.. . | | . | 
: _ 2. McHenry was trying to counteract rumors that the Opposition in Pennsylvania to — | 

the Constitution was still strong. Eleazer Oswald, the Antifederalist printer of the Phil- : 
adelphia Independent Gazetteer who had just been in Richmond, was possibly one ‘of the 

| sources of such rumors. (For Oswald’s mission to deliver letters from New York Anti-
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| federalists, see RCS:Va., 811-29.) Tench Coxe had written Madison on 11 June that 
| the opposition in Pennsylvania was finished (above). 

3. The enclosures have neither been identified nor located. 

Edward Carrington to James Madison | | 
New York, 17 June! a 

I had the pleasure to receive your favor of the 6th of June?—it gives 
great satisfaction not only to myself, but all the Friends of Federalism 

| to whom I have had an opportunity to communicate its contents. you 
| very prudently hazard no decided opinions as to the event, but it 

appears to me that we may calculate with certainty upon a considerable 
Majority from the facts you communicate.—it is impossible that the 

OO present critical state of the business, & the consequent responsibility 
of Virginia to humanity, for her conduct under such circumstances, 

ae should not have enclined most of the opposition, who can descern the 
| hazards of persevering, to follow Governor Randolph in taking the 

| other side. oo | oo 

- | The President has just shewn me your letter to him mentioning your 
indisposition—I regret it much, but hope you have before this perfectly 
recovered, so as to resume your Station in the House.® | 

The Convention of New York is now assembling at Poughkepsi—the 
a Antifederalists, who are indeed the Majority, have received a Shock 

from the Accounts from Virga.* but it seems they are so fixed in their 
principles that they will probably at least adjourn without adopting the | 
Constitution. 

: Present to our Friends Innes & Marshall and believe me to be my © 
dear Sir | | | | | 

1. RC, Madison Papers, DLC. | | 
2. This was probably the letter that Samuel A. Otis quoted in his 15 June letter to 

Theodore Sedgwick (above). 
. 3. Madison’s letter to Cyrus Griffin, President of Congress, has not been located. On 

| 18 June Griffin replied to Madison, stating that “we are all extremely uneasy at your 
Indisposition—how much to be regretted indeed! and particularly when such important 
matters are under deliberation—but I hope that kind Heaven has restored you before 
this day, to be a farther blessing and honor to your Country! | 

‘we are not very sanguine upon the event of the proposed constitution in Virginia— — 
’tho your kind letters give us some degree of spirits. above all things take charge of 

| your health” (Rutland, Madison, XI, 153. For Madison’s illness, see his 9 June letters 
| to Alexander Hamilton and Rufus King and his 13 June letter to Washington, all above.). 

4. For such an account, see the Pennsylvania Gazette, 11 June (above), which was 
_ reprinted in five New York City newspapers on the 13th and 14th. | 

7 Hudson Weekly Gazette, 17 June’ | | 

We have received information from a person of undoubted veracity, 
that governor Randolph, immediately after the choice of a president, — 

rose and addressed the convention of Virginia in a very eloquent
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. speech of four hours, in which he strongly inculcated the necessity of 
adopting the proposed constitution for the United-States, and candidly . 
acknowledged that altho at first he had opposed it, from mistaken 

| principles, he was now convinced that its adoption was necessary, if | 
| we wished to be a great and a happy people. This speech of the gov- a 

ernor’s was received with just applause. Our informant further adds, 
that at least two thirds of the house are decidedly federal. | | 

1. This item was reprinted in the Lansingburgh, N.Y., Federal Herald, 23 June. It 
cannot be determined which Edmund Randolph speech the Hudson Weekly Gazette is 
describing. The Convention elected a president on 2 June, and Randolph made major 
speeches on the 4th and 6th. Based upon David Robertson’s report of the debates and 
other sources, only the 6 June speech could have run as long as four hours. (For 
Randolph’s speeches, see RCS:Va., 931-36, 971-89; and for the length of his 6 June 

speech, see Bushrod Washington to George Washington, 7 June, and note 2 thereto, 
above.) . 

William Grayson to Nathan Dane | | 
Richmond, 18 June’ | | 

I refer you to my letter to Mr. Huger of this date for general infor- 
| mation:? our affairs in this quarter are in the most ticklish situation: © 

We have got ten out of 13. of the Kentucki members, but we wanted | 

7 the whole: & I dont know that we have got one yet of the four upper 
| counties:? this is an important point, & which both sides are contending 

for by every means in their power:—I believe it is absolutely certain | 
that we have got 80 Votes on our side which are inflexible, and that — 
eight persons are still fluctuating & undecided.—The news today from 
New York is a little reviving & perhaps may be productive of conse- __ | 
quences:*—Tomorrow the Judiciary comes on when we shall exert our 
whole force.—It is expected we shall get two Votes if the point is — 
conducted in an able & masterly manner.—I think we got a Vote today 

| by debating the powers of the President.—This you will observe is 
~ confidential:—When the question, is taken, which I expect will be about | 

Wednesday next I will write: or indeed if any thing material should 
happen before that time I will give you information From yr. Affet. 
frd & hbble servt. | | 

_ [P.S.] It is suspected here that the affairs of Kentucki, were not brought 
on at this time for nothing.® 

1. RC, Dane Papers, DLC. | | | 
2. Grayson’s letter to Daniel Huger, a South Carolina delegate to Congress, has not 

been located. | 
3. Grayson possibly refers to Ohio, Monongalia, Harrison, and Randolph counties, 

seven of whose eight Convention delegates voted to ratify the Constitution. | 
4. “The news ... from New York” was probably the report that the Antifederalists 

had won an overwhelming majority of seats in the New York Convention. |
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5. Probably a reference to Congress’ consideration of Kentucky statehood. See John 
_Brown’s 5 June letter to an unknown recipient, note 3 (above). 

_ James Madison to Rufus King | . 
Richmond, 18 June! | 

No question has yet been taken by which real strength of parties in 
our Convention can be measured. There is not a majority of more 
than three or four on either side. Both sides claim it. I think however | 

it rather lies as yet in favor of the Constitution. But it is so small as 
to justify apprehensions from accidents as well as change of opinion. — 
An unwillingness to risk a positive decision on so small a superiority 

| of numbers may also operate on some of the cautious & moderate 
| friends of the Constitution. The other party evidently wish to pro- 

crastinate. They may hear from the Convention of N. York, they may 
work on some of the least decided friends of the Constitution; they 
may weary out the patience of the House, and prepare it for an ad- 

| journment rather than remain longer at this season from home and 
at a place extremely disagreeable for sundry reasons at this time; these 

reasons enforced by a distrust of their number, will account for the 
policy of delay. Previous amendments will either be tried or give place 
to an effort to adjourn, as circumstances may point out to the leaders 
in opposition.—I have been much indisposed & continue so in a degree 

- which barlely [i.e., barely] allows me to co-operate in the business. This 
will be an apology for not being more full in my communications; and — 
will account for any unpunctuality in those already made, or which 
may follow. Adieu Yrs. Affecly. oe 

1. RC, King Papers, NHi. According to an endorsement, this letter was opened by 
Christopher Gore at Boston and then forwarded by him on 1 July to Rufus King in 
Newburyport. On 18 June Madison also wrote Tench Coxe that “No question has been 
yet taken by which the strength of parties can be ascertained. Each hopes for victory. 
There will not probably be half a dozen for a majority on either side. I hope & think 
that if no accident happens the Constitution will carry the point. But when the balance 

| is so extremely nice, it is improper not to mingle doubts with our expectations. A few | 
days will probably decide the matter” (Rutland, Madison, XI, 151). 

- James Madison to George Washington | 
Richmond, 18 June! - , | 

No question direct or indirect has yet been taken, by which the state 
of parties could be determined. Of course each is left to enjoy the 
hopes resulting from its own partial calculations. It is probable the 
majority on either side will not exceed more than 3, 4, 5 or 6. I indulge 
a belief that at this time the friends of the Constitution have the
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_ advantage in point of number. Great moderation as yet marks our Soe he 
proceedings. Whether it be the effect of temper, or of the equality of ey 

_ forces & the uncertainty of victory, will be seen by the event. We are : 
at present on the Executive Department. Mr. H—y has not made a 
very” opposition to it though it was looked for. He may however still | 
mean to make one; or he may lay by for an exertion agst. the Judiciary. . 
I find myself not yet restored & extremely feeble. With my affet. 
regards I remain Yrs. a - ae 

1. RC, Washington Papers, DLC. wlan | | 7 
2. Madison omitted a word at this point, probably “strong” or a similar adjective. = 

| 3. For Madison’s illness, see his 9 June letters to Alexander Hamilton and Rufus 
King, and his 13 June letter to Washington (all above). | - re 

Many  — oP ee aes | - 
_.. Virginia Independent Chronicle, 18 June! | 

Mr. Davis, The public is under great obligations to you, for the . 
fund of entertainment and instruction, your paper has afforded since | 

the publication of the proposed foederal constitution: the most illiterate — 
may now discern the usefulness of the press in a free state. It gives | 

: all the people an opportunity to learn and be wise, to choose or refuse, | 
in an important affair: indeed it is the noblest exhibition, the new 

world has yet witnessed. Let us therefore seek after truth, no matter | 
where, or from whom. | Parca ae aes | 

We see our way now more clearly than at first outset; several of our | - 
| objections have been ably answered. But so attached are we to old | 

forms, or from some other cause, we are not yet satisfied, with the — - 

want of what is called a BILL of RIGHTS.—What, if the expression ae 

was varied, and it should be termed incontrovertable truths, or funda-— | 
mental laws—Why might not the new constitution be prefaced by such 
an instrument of writing? The use we would wish to see made of it, | | 
is a resort, or recurrence, a test, to try all the acts of the national | 
legislature by.—It is known that the bulk of the people do not un- 
derstand abstruse, or lengthy political disquisitions. The fundamental | 

: laws of a nation, might be expressed in a few articles, and those in a ; 

few words, yet plain, and pithy, to which the people would pay a similar — 
deference, as to the decalogue. 7 — | ok | 

| The explanations we have seen respecting the trial by jury, the freee 
_ dom of the press, election of representatives, rotation in office, and | 

responsibility to constituents are plausible, but not altogether satis- a 
factory. - oe pas 

| But how will the FREEHOLDER,? or any other candid writer, take — 

to convince us, that it is right that treaties should be made the supreme | |
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a law of the land. We have hitherto been taught that all laws binding 
on the community, ought to be made with the consent of the people, 

| or by that of their representatives, in their legislative capacity. But 
| under the new constitution, Congress is to enact some laws, others to — 

| be enacted by a part of Congress, or one branch of the legislature, — 
| and these to be made supreme.? We apprehend the Freeholder, or even 

Cassius,* will see some impropriety in this. PUBLIUS, the oracle of | 
| the foederalists, in his paper no 15—says that treaties even among 

civilized nations, “‘scarcely are formed, before they are broken, giving _ 

an instructive, but afflicting lesson to mankind, how little dependance 
is to be placed on treaties, which have no other sanctions, but the 

| obligations of good faith; and which oppose general considerations of 
- peace, and justice, to the impulse of any immediate interest or pas- 

sion.’’> The whole of the paper is worth the reader’s attentive perusal. 
| _ Would a sensible and free people, covet to have the supreme laws of 

| their land, impressed with such “lovely features.” | 
| Since the year 1776, the United States, by commissioners acting 

under their authority, have made a variety of treaties, with different 
nations of Savages; some of them if considered as law, will destroy the 
private rights of individuals without an hearing; infringe the sover- 
eignty of States, are contradictory one with another; and in not a few 
instances manifestly unjust. Can the Indians give us constitutional se- 
curity for the observation of stipulations on their part? What embar- 

: rasments must the Judges of the foederal courts be under, when they _ 
| come to pronounce, what is the supreme law of the land.® They are either 

to be accessaries to a multiplicity of wrongs, or endure the imputation 
of trifling with the obligations of a solemn oath. Such generally are 
the consequences of expost facto regulations. | | 

Treaties, no doubt, are engagements of a solemn nature, and it is - 

| interesting to humanity that they be faithfully observed, provided the 
sanctions to oblige the parties to do so, are reciprocal, At all events, 
if PUBLIUS’s account of them are true, they are improper matter, to _ 

_ make part of a code of laws, for the local administration of the national _ 
affairs. | | | 

| In a serious hour, and in the presence of the Governor of the _ 

| Universe, what reasonable excuse can then be made, for permitting, 

| and that constitutionally, depredations on a distant and inoffensive , 

, ‘people, for the term of twenty-one years.’—Seemingly in the same 
| spirit, and with the same narrow policy, is the clause expressed am- 

biguously for the admission of NEW STATES into the Union. Art. 1] 
of the confederation is expressed in a different style.® | 

There are many good things, excellent regulations, set forth in the
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_ new plan, that will long be respected by a grateful, and enlightened 
people. But when we turn our eyes to the dark side of the picture, a _ | 
sigh, a tear, a lamentation, may be excited, for the imperfections that 

_ beset the best of men, and that attends the wisest institutions, whilst 

we are destined to act on the present theatre of human affairs. _ 
_ Such are the sentiments of MANY. | 

May 13, 1788. , | : | 
| 1. This essay was reprinted in the Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer on 2 October. 

“Many” was Arthur Campbell, who sent a draft of the essay to Augustine Davis, the 
printer of the Virginia Independent Chronicle, with this postscript: ““My friend Mr. Davis 
will be so good as critically to examine and correct the above. Time will not permit to 
revise and copy it.” Either Davis or someone else drastically revised Campbell’s draft, 
although the essence of Campbell’s objections to the Constitution was retained. For the | 
draft, see Mfm:Va. . a , 

~ 2. See “A Freeholder,’ Virginia Independent Chronicle, 9 April (Extraordinary) 
(RCS:Va., 720-21). | | 

3. In the draft, ““Many”’ argued that treaties should be ratified by nine of the thirteen | 
states, “‘like all other important acts made under the Confederation.” __ | | 

4, See “Cassius” I, Virginia Independent Chronicle, 2 April (RCS:Va., 644-45). 
5.. The Federalist.15 was printed in the New York Independent Journal on 1 December 

(CC:312). ee - 
6. Both the Confederation Congress and the U.S. Congress considered treaties with 

Indians to have the force of law, but it was not until 1832, in the case of Worcester v. 

Georgia, that the U.S. Supreme Court accepted Indian treaties as the law of the land. 
In the 1780s, the Confederation Congress and several of the states, especially Georgia, | 
North Carolina, and New York, disputed the control of Indian affairs. The U.S. Congress 
took control of Indian relations and exercised its authority through the provisions of 
the Constitution that allowed it to declare war and to regulate commerce with the Indian 
tribes, and the provision that allowed the Senate to make treaties. 

7. “Many” refers to Article I, section 9, clause 1, of the Constitution which states 
that Congress could not prohibit the foreign slave trade before 1808. | 

8. Article IV, section 3, clause 1, of the Constitution states: ““New States may be 

admitted by the Congress into this Union; but no new State shall be formed or erected 
within the Jurisdiction of any other State; nor any State be formed by the Junction of 
two or more States, or Parts of States, without the Consent of the Legislatures of the 

States concerned as well as of the Congress.”’ Article XI of the Articles of Confederation 
states: ‘Canada acceding to this confederation, and joining in the measures of the united 
states, shall be admitted into, and entitled to all the advantages of this union: but no 

| _ other colony shall be admitted into the same, unless such admission be agreed to by 
nine states.”” In 1784-85 Campbell, a resident of Washington County, was a leader of | 
the movement to transfer southwestern Virginia to the State of Franklin. 

A Delegate Who Has Catched Cold / 
Virginia Independent Chronicle, 18 June) Do 

To the HONORABLE the CHAIRMAN of the COMMITTEE in Con- | 
VENTION at RICHMOND. a : | : | 

| In resuming at this interessant period all that has been written and _ 

__ Said on the new constitution, and removing what passion and particular 
interest has suggested, it is naturally to be concluded, |
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Ist. That our actual confederation is defective from a want of energy, 
which excludes unanimity, regularity, and celerity in its interior and 

| exterior regulations, and consequently cannot preserve, either our 
| tranquility, or our liberty, and exposes us to the invasions, or to the 

contempt of foreign nations, which foresaw, with reason, our divisions 

and our next annihilation. | 
Oo 2d. That a new government is indispensable for remedying the de- 

fects of this, which if it be well organized, will encourage agriculture, 

and consequently raise the value of our lands, encrease our trade, and 
consequently augment our riches and our credit; re-establish the order 

| and the exactness, and consequently, the confidence and reputation, 
: and will people this continent with foreign emigrants, who to enjoy 

the advantages of our government, will bring in with them, arts, man- 

ufactures and industry. _ 
3d. That the proposed constitution which has already been accepted 

| by several states, has many of the qualities essential to our prosperity; 
but in remedying the weakness and defects of the old, it is not itself 
entirely free from them; those defects are of a very alarming nature, 

| since they expose the sovereignty of the state and the liberty of the 
| individual, and may reduce us to the debased situation of European 

republics. | | 
4th. In any human performance imperfections are inevitable, and | 

more essentially in the difficult task of forming a plan for to govern 
a people without endangering their liberties; and we must confess, my 
dear countrymen, that we planters who form the body of the people, 
though so essentially interested in this plan, we cannot be competent 
judges of its theory, when we find the learned and well skilled in this 
business differ so widely from one another; we must not set out in 

_ pursuit of ideal perfection, for we would find that we had been in 
search of an imaginary or an unattainable object; we can only in our 

capacity, judge of the effects and results of it by experience; but in 
making it, we should solely and essentially bend all our attention to 
the preservation of the inestimable right of having in our power at all | 
times to new model our government according to circumstances, and 
to vary its course at certain periods; since it is really in this power that 
the sovereignty of the people consists. | 

Upon the above principles, which prove the necessity of the adoption 
of this plan, the impossibility in which we are, of discovering its 1m- 
perfections, otherwise than by experience, and in fine the dangers to 
which our rights and liberties will be exposed by its adoption; our 
situation is plainly a very critical one. | | 
Amendments are proposed; but if we were to make any, the other
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_ states have certainly the same right, and we are not to suppose that 
these amendments would be totally devoid of all partial views towards 
local interests, which have been conciliated as much as possible, in the | | 

_ general convention, in the presence of all the parties concerned. _ | 
_ Those amendments should be prematured, contradictory, they 
should carry discussions and slowness dangerous in this circumstance, 
and even being unanimously agreed, they could not preserve us, from | 
the imperceptible usurpations of power and of the unexpected defects, | 

- forgetfulness and mistakes, than the experience alone can demonstrate; | 
those palliative should prove only, the weakness and defects of our 
government, who since the moment of its formation, is subject to | | 
particular amendments, and of a model who ought to be short and | | 

intelligible at every body, it should be a difficult and complicated work, 
subject to commentaries and interpretations in all senses; in fine, a | 
true labyrinth whom the lawyers alone should know the way. But let | 
me ask any one of these proposers of amendments, if he were to make | 

- what alterations and corrections he thought proper in this plan, _ 
whether it would then be free from all the defects and inconveniencies | 
it is now reproached with, or if after such alterations, he could guar- | | 
antee to the people of America, a government by which their liberty, | 

| and happiness, would be secured to them. Let them for a moment lay 
aside their vanity and consult only their honor and conscience, and _ 7 
then answer in the afhrmative.—I will put the same question, in the 
name of the people, to those who recommend the adoption of this 
plan without amendment! can any of them under this plan guarantee 

_ to us our privileges and liberties—if either of these parties were alone | 
to be answerable for the event they engaged for, they would hesitate _ 
without doubt, in entering into such a guarantee. | 

_ In that painful situation, and obliged to take a resolution, I put - 
myself above all apprehensions of being accused of presumption in | 
giving you my opinion; I deliver it with zeal and confidence, because | 
it appears to conciliate the interests of these two opposite parties. I : | 

| propose the adoption of the new constitution without amendment for | 
a limited term, at the end of that period, let it be revised and corrected, | , 
and this without affecting the 5th art. of the constitution, which pro- - 

__ vides reforms whenever found necessary. me . - 
‘That mode appears such as would be agreed to by Congress, since _ | 

it maintains the union for a term of 5, 8, or 10 years, and it would | 

_ probably be approved of by the other states, since the minority in their | 
convention required amendments and the majority wished for them, 
and all they accepted it in its present form, only from an apprehension _ | 

| of the mischiefs, which a disunion would necessarily occasion; they will a
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—_ be with pleasure a period fixed and convenient for correcting the faults 
it is now reproached with, as well as those which may hereafter be 

| discovered. | | 
This precaution for revision will awake our attention and oblige us — 

to invigorate our government at that stated period; it not only enables 
us to operate the corrections wished now; but all the other foreseen , 

| and unexpected, before they be rooted and naturalized with our gOv- | 
ernment; that enables us to enjoy directly the benefits of that new 

| constitution, without apprehending the inconveniency of the actual 
particular and partial amendments; for to leave that reform undecided 

_ and for an unlimited time, as it is indicated by the 5th art. of the 
a constitution, it may be delayed, or drawn back by the very powers 

ee _ granted by the people, or will take place only, when abuses kept up 
oS by leaders, will be too much rooted and cause a revolution! besides a 

reform becoming indispensable by the defects and vices of the con- : 
stitution, should not subject to more dangers, if it were suddenly to 
take place, than if it were to be generally expected and supposed to 
be nothing more, than a customary revision; such an institution would 
resemble that of the censors of Pennsylvania, who take place every 
seven years,? which distinguishes the constitution of this state and can- 

| not be too much commended: and farther the time being fixed for 
that revision it would make our rulers more careful and circumspect, 

| than an uncertain epoch. | 
If our present confederation which is visibly defective, has found so 

many defenders, and give such trouble for exchanging it against one 
certainly better, what difficulty and dangers shall we meet with, in- 

| amending the new, if a term for such reform is not pointed out. | 
If all the nations of Europe the more civilized, were in possession 

_ of such a regulation, they should not lament certainly under ridiculous | 
and barbarous laws, institutions and customs, which are in contradic- 

| tion with their actual morals and their learning. 
: _ [To be concluded in our next] 

_ 1, The remainder of this essay was printed in the Chronicle on 25 June (below). | 
2. Under the Pennsylvania constitution of 1776, the voters elected a Council of 

Censors every seven years. The Council, which was to sit for a year, could propose 
amendments to the constitution. The amendments had to be published six months before 
the election of a constitutional convention which could be called by a two-thirds majority 
vote of the Council (Thorpe, V, 3091-92). 

_ Virginia Independent Chronicle, 18 June! | | 

| Extract of a letter from a gentleman in Philadelphia to his friend in this 
city, dated June 9, 1788. 

“A few days since a gentleman arrived here from Spain, who is on
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_ his way to Kentucky at this time for the purpose of procuring 13 or 
| 14,000 hogsheads of tobacco, which he has contracted with the Spanish 

government to supply, and to be delivered at New Orleans. He brings _ 
information that Spain is willing to cede to us the navigation of the 
Mississippi so soon as we shall have established a permanent govern- | 
ment to form a treaty with them.” - a | | 

l. This item was reprinted in the Winchester Virginia Gazette and Virginia Centinel, 

2 July, the June issue of the nationally circulated Philadelphia American Museum, and | 
_ six other newspapers between 24 June and 30 August: N.H. (1), Mass. (1), Md. (3), Ga. | | 

(1). | , | a : | 

- A Well-Wisher to Good Government _ | 
Virginia Independent Chronicle, 18 June | | | 

| A well-wisher to good Government, with all due deference to the Honorable : 
and very respectable Assembly now convened at Richmond, begs leave to submit 
the following amendment to the new Constitution as worthy of their attention. 

For maintaining and preserving this Constitution inviolate—there 
shall be established one Supreme Censorial Court, which shall be called | 
the Court of Ariopagus,! which Court shall be composed of the Chief 
Justice or other Senior Judge of the Supreme Fcederal Court to be 

: appointed by the Congress, and the Senior Judge of each State Court 
| that now is or hereafter may be—all of whom shall be the Senior Judges 

for the time being, and ex officio be Judges of the said Court of 

Ariopagus at the time when the same shall be convened. 
_ And in any time hereafter if any state party to this Constitution, — | 
shall be of opinion that the Congress shall have enacted any law con- 

_ trary to this Constitution, or that the Judiciary of Congress shall have 
exercised Jurisdiction in Cases not authorised by: this Constitution— 
and the said state shall by vote of the Legislature thereof declare any 
such Law or Judiciary proceeding to be contrary to this Constitution, 
the said Legislature shall enter such upon their journals with their 
reasons for the same—and transmit the same to the President of Con- 

gress for the time being, who shall lay the same before the Legislature | 
of the said Congress at their then next meeting, in order that the said | 
Legislature may by law remove the grounds of the complaint of the 

| said state. But if the Legislature of the Congress shall refuse or neglect 
so to do at their next session—and the State Legislature shall persevere 
in their opinion—In all such cases the said President of Congress shall, _ 

_ upon the address of such State Legislature, convene as soon as may 
be the said Court of Ariopagus, to be composed of the Senior Judges 
as aforementioned, if their health will admit of their attendance, but
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if not, then of the next Senior Judge who can attend, to be nominated 
by the President and the Executives of the several States respectively— 

| which Court shall meet at the residence of Congress, and at such time 
as the President shall appoint—and after having taken an oath, or made 
affirmation, that they will faithfully and impartially decide upon the 
several points to them to be submitted as aforesaid, which oath shall 
be administered by the President or Vice President of Congress, and _ 

a by him certified and entered upon the register of the said Court of | 
Ariopagus—the said Court, or three fourths of the members thereof, — 
who shall attend, shall have full power and authority to decide upon 

: all such Acts of Congress and proceedings of the Judiciary of the 
United States, as shall have been submitted to their consideration in 

. manner afore described, and confirm or annul the same as in their | 

judgment shall seem right; and in all such cases where the same shall 
be annulled, full restitution shall forthwith be made to the State or 

States, party or parties, who have been aggrieved by the said Act of 
| Congress, or Judiciary thereof.—Provided always, that a majority of 

the whole number of the Judges of the said Court of Ariopagus, shall 
concur in opinion before any such Law or Judiciary proceeding shall | 
be annulled or reversed.—And the Judges of the said Court of Ario- , 
pagus shall receive for their services in attendance at the said Court, 

| pounds per diem, and also the further sum of shill- 
ings per mile, for travelling to the said Court, with the like sum for 

: returning, and no more.—And the said Court shall be dissolved so 
| soon as the business before them, and to them submitted, as afore 

mentioned, shall be determined. : . 

1. The ancient Greek Council or Court of Areopagus could declare as null any laws 
in violation of the constitution. | 

The Impartial Examiner V | 
Virginia Independent Chronicle, 18 June (Extraordinary)! . 

When a change, so momentous in it’s nature, as that of new model- 
ling a plan of government, becomes the object of any people’s med- 

_ itation, every citizen, whose mind is duly impressed with a regard for 
the welfare of his country, will consider himself under an indispensible 
obligation to make some such enquiries, as the following.—Whence 

| flows the necessity of a change?—Does it proceed from certain vicious 
properties, which reside in the old system and form the essential parts 
of it?—Or will such a measure become eligible, because evils have arisen 

_ from the feeble texture of the plan, or a loose exercise of government,
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which could not well be avoided?—What are the evils complained of? — 
and what will be their correspondent remedies?—Are the evils radical, - 
and not to be removed but by a general reform throughout the con- | 
stitution?—Or do they result from a defect in some particular branch _ - 
only? and may an adequate remedy be effected by introducing anew 
regulation merely as to that branch? me | | 

If investigations like these are seriously and dispassionately pursued, 
_ and it should be found that the present confederation of the American 

states contains vicious properties, which are inherent, fundamental, and 
tending to produce a general corruption, the necessity of a change must 
then be manifest. This discovery will lead to another enquiry; and that | 
is—Do such properties pervade the whole system and contaminate all = 

the parts of it? If so—then a thorough change will appear to be expe- | 
_ dient, and it may be necessary to new model the system. st” 

If, on the other hand, evils are found existing, which proceed, not 
so much from any internal corrupt qualities, as from the feeble texture 
of any parts of the system, or a laxity in the exercise of it’s powers, | | | 

_ it should seem adviseable to make alterations so far as to add a due 

degree of strength to the weak parts, and thereby insure efficacy in the 
government. | | eat Ate - | 

Should it appear, after a proper enquiry into the nature of the evils, | 
__ that they are radical, and strike at the vital principles of the constitu- 

tion—then to apply a correspondent remedy, an institution, which would — - 
produce a general reform, might with great propriety be deemed req- | 
uisite. | a | | 

If the defects are of a trivial nature, and subsist merely in some 
_ particular department or branch of the system—then amendments in. __ | 

| the defective branch, tending to give energy where it had hitherto been 
wanting, would be amply sufficient for removing the evils and forming — | 

-acompetent remedy. _ / | OB ge 
In order to discover how far the present system is vicious, or in- | 

adequate to the purposes of this great confederated society, for which 
it was established, a retrospect of the original design of the confederacy —_ 

| itself may afford no small degree of assistance.—Let it be recollected, _ 
then, that the primary object was to form a perfect union. This is man- oe 
ifested by the very “‘stile of the confederacy.”—That it was intended | 

_ to promote justice equally between all the states cannot be doubted; | 
because it is an institution, calculated to unite a number of independent | 
republics under a firm league of amity, and to provide that contributions | 
of every kind, which had been, or might be, necessary towards sup- 

porting their general government, should be furnished in due pro-. |
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|  portions—whilst it was stipulated that a mutual intercourse and reciprocal — 
- privileges and immunities should subsist between the citizens of all the 

several states. Again, to ensure domestic tranquility must have been an- _ 
co! other important object with the framers of this confederation: for 

- union, harmony and justice cannot fail to promote tranquility; and 
whenever a contract is formed for the purpose of procuring the three 
first, it follows, as a regular consequence, that the other should partake 

| of the intention.—This great association is expressly declared to be 
PS entered into between the states “for their common defence, the se- 

| curity of their liberties, and their mutual and general welfare, binding — 
| themselves to assist each other against all force offered to, or attacks 

made upon, them, or any of them, on account of religion, sovereignty, __ 
| trade, or any other pretence whatever.’”? | | 

The objects herein recited do certainly form the chief design of the 
a present confederation; and the same are declared to be the great ends | 

| | of the proposed plan of government. So far then do they agree. A 
| subject of much contention, however, and with which the minds of 

different citizens are variously agitated, has arose. 

) It has been said that some of these advantages, and of high import | 
OO too, cannot be obtained under the present system. It is the opinion 

| of some citizens that the constitution proposed to us will secure all 
these objects and form a complete remedy for every evil now subsisting; 
whilst it is asserted by others that amendments might be introduced 
in the former, which would be competent to every good purpose, and 
promote some of very great consequence, that might be endangered > 
by an adoption of the latter. Thus it is inferred that this system extends 
too far—and, like many human institutions, flits by a rapid progress 
from one extreme to another. | | | | 

| Those, who cannot approve of this plan, have very strong objections 
| to it, because they apprehend that no security for their liberties will 

remain after it’s adoption: and although some of the ends proposed | 
a might be obtained thereby; yet they think the sacrifice will be too great 

for the benefit to be received. To enjoy a competent degree of liberty 
they consider as the greatest of human blessings—for the loss of which 
no acquisitions whatsoever can compensate. They esteem this (and 

_. deservedly too) as the soul of all political happiness. oo 
It seems to be agreed on all sides that in the present system of union 

the Congress are not invested with sufficient powers for regulating _ 
commerce, and procuring the requisite contributions for all expences, that 
may be incurred for the common defence or general welfare. Hence arise 

7 the principal defects;—and it is presumed that the evils resulting from
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these weak branches in the foederal government might be adequately 
| remedied by making due amendments merely therein. 

It is thought by some that the powers of making and enforcing the _ 
observance of treaties are not ample enough at present. If so—cannot 

| these be enlarged so as to answer every desirable purpose of that branch 
in the foederal institution? Thus, while many citizens cannot think that . 
the confederation is fundamentally vicious, but that all the evils now | 
complained of do rather proceed from a weakness in some of its parts, | 
they apprehend no necessity for an innovation further than strength- 
ening those parts. If such measures were effectually established, they 
conceive that all the great ends of the general government might be | 
promoted.—No contention, therefore, subsists about supporting a © 
union, but only concerning the mode; and as well those, who disapprove _ 
of the proposed plan, as those, who approve of it, consider the ex- 
istence of a union as essential to their happiness. So | 

May 31, 1788. | | | P. P.8 

1. This item was reprinted in the Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer on.7 July. | 
2. This paragraph is an amalgam of phrases from the Preamble to the U.S. Consti- | 

tution and Articles HII and IV of the Articles of Confederation. : 
3. The third installment of “The Impartial Examiner’’ I, 5 March, also concluded 

: with these initials (RCS:Va., 466). ‘““The Impartial Examiner,” II, 28 May (RCS:Va., 885— 
89); and “The Impartial Examiner” ITI-IV, 4, 11 June (both above) were not so con- | 
cluded. 

Massachusetts Centinel, 18 June! | 

| : | _ AUTHENTICK INFORMATION. | | 
Extract of a letter, dated New York, Thursday evening, June 12, 1788. 
‘Letters have been received this day from several gentlemen of dis- 

tinction at Richmond, dated the 4th inst. stating, that about 140 of 
the Convention, out of 170, had assembled and elected Judge Pendleton 
President—That they had agreed, without a division to debate the Con- 

- stitution by paragraphs, and not to take any question until the final 
one. . | a , 

‘That Gov. Randolph had in a very handsome speech declared his | 
conviction of the propriety of adopting the Constitution previously to” 
proposing amendments.—That a contrary conduct would dissever the | 
Union, and rather than consent to any thing that would have such a 
tendency, he would suffer his right hand to be cut off: That the ma- 

_ jority was considerable in favour of the Constitution, and that Mr. | 
Henry and Mr. Mason disagreed as to the objections awkwardly 
enough.” ae | | | 

1. This item was reprinted in the Boston American Herald, 19 June, and New Hampshire 
Gazette, 26 June. On 24 June the Salem Mercury (Mfm:Va.) published an item that was 
partially based upon this one. | | | .
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Massachusetts Centinel, 18 June! a 

| | | FEDERAL CONSTITUTION. 
- Extract from a letter received last night, dated 

Richmond, June 4th, 1788. 

‘Qur State Convention met on Monday, and proceeded to the choice 
of the Hon. EDMUND PENDELTON, Esq. as President by a great 
majority. Mr. Pendelton is a decided federalist, and a very worthy 
man.—Gov. Randolph has expressed his intention of voting for the 

| ratification—and Mr. Mason has declared that as so many States have | 
adopted, and are likely to adopt the Constitution, opposition to it, will | 

| be opposition to the general sentument—he should therefore cease a line 
of conduct which must be inconsistent with republican sentiments. In 

| short, although the Convention is just begun, I am confident I shall 
| have it in my power in a few days to announce to you that the ancient 

dominion of Virginia has had the pleasing satisfaction of forming the 
CORNER STONE of the great Federal Edifice.”’ | 

1. This item was reprinted on 19 and 21 June in the Boston American Herald and 
| New Hampshire Spy (excerpt), respectively; and on 26 June in the New Hampshire Gazette, 

| Providence United States Chronicle, and Portland, Me., Cumberland Gazette. On 24 June, 

the Salem Mercury printed a report which combined parts of this item, the item printed 
| immediately above, and parts of another printed in the Pennsylvania Gazette on 11 June 

| (above). For the Mercury’s report, see Mfm:Va. | 

New York Daily Advertiser, 18 June! | 

Extract of a letter from Richmond, dated June 9. | 
“Our Convention have been sitting these eight days, and we flatter 

ourselves that the New Constitution will be adopted by a considerable 
| majority. Mr. Patrick Henry is the principal speaker against the system, 

and makes use of every effort to move the passions of the ignorant. 
On the contrary, our Governor, Mr. Maddison, George Nicolas and 

Col. Henry Lee, use every argument to clear up all doubts, and to 
_ support the credit and honor of the state.” , 

| | 1. This item was reprinted in the Lansingburgh, N.Y., Federal Herald and Albany. 
Journal on 23 June; and in the Poughkeepsie Country Journal, 24 June, Massachusetts 

| Gazette, 27 June, and Vermont Gazette, 7 July. 

Pennsylvania Gazette, 18 June’ | | 

Extract of a letter from Richmond, dated June 9. 
. ‘‘T have taken the liberty to trouble you with a few lines, not doubting 

but you will be willing to pay postage for the information I am about
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to give you, as it must be pleasing to every friend to his country, and 
every good man. rae oO — - - 

“Our Convention has been sitting seven days, and from the best | 

authority I am warranted in saying, that the Constitution for the United 
_ States will be adopted by this state. It has many powerful enemies, - | 

_ and much has and will be said against it. Mr. ——, who is the most 
__ violent against it of any man in this state (and I may say in the United 

States) is endeavouring to make it appear, that this state can stand by 

itself, and should the United States attempt at any time to lay them a 
_ under restrictions, that, with the unexhausted produce of this country, | 

they could bring a sufficient number into the field to over-power all | 
the force that could be brought against them. Another observation of 

, Mr. ——’s is, that Virginia, under the many advantages she has over 
the other states, can do much better without the Union than with it. 

: Mr. —— also objects to the Constitution for this reason, the state of — | 

Virginia, said he, is as large as England, which has for its safeguard © 
_ five hundred members in the House of Commons, while Virginia, the __ | 

all-important state of Virginia, has but ten.2—Such are the objections — _ 
_._ of one of the Greatest Men in our state, so called by many. This day’s 

debate has fully convinced me that I may with the utmost safety declare | 
the constitution out of danger. COIS ee 

“The observation made by Mr. —-, respecting the members in the 
House of Commons in England, and the propriety of Virginia’s de- 
manding the same number, because the extent of her dominions are a 
aS great, notwithstanding England contains eight million of souls, and © | 
Virginia about two hundred and fifty thousand,® will shew you that i 
Mr. —-, who on many occasions has shewn powerful reasons to support | 
his opinion, is in the present case weak. But he is not the only man 
that wishes to destroy the government, &c.” | a ny —— 

| 1. This item also appeared in the Pennsylvania Packet on 18 June. It was reprinted, — 
in whole or in part, twelve times by 3 July: Mass. (3); R.I. (1), Conn. (2), N.Y. (4), Pa. : 

2). | | | | | 
2 Patrick Henry made these comments about the British House of Commons on 5 | - 

June (RCS:Va., 967-68). | (Ss | 
3. The Constitutional Convention of 1787 estimated that the non-slave population _ 

of Virginia was 252,000; while the federal census of 1790 counted close to 455,000 | 
(CDR, 300; and RCS:Va., 555-57). | a a | | 

Pennsylvania Gazette, 18 June’ ges : oe 
Extract of a letter from Richmond, June 11. | | : 

“The Convention have been sitting near ten days, and from the 
_ irregularity of debate which has hitherto been pursued, it is probable
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| they may continue ten weeks longer. Patrick Henry, on whom the bur- 
| then of the opposition chiefly rests, seems anxious to reserve his strong 

| hold till he can decoy Maddison and Randolph to declare all they have 
to say. As yet there has been no argument made use of by the opposers 

| to the system;—it has been altogether declamation and invective. They 
| are losing ground every day.” — | 

| 1. This item also appeared in the Pennsylvania Packet on 18 June. It was reprinted | 

fourteen times by 3 July: N.H. (1), Mass. (3), R.I. (1), Conn. (3), N.Y. (3), Pa. (2), | 

= Md. (1). | : | 

Archibald Stuart to John Breckinridge | 
: Richmond, 19 June’ | | a 

aoe My Dr. friend Breckinridge a 

| Why have you not attended ye Convention During their Delibera- 

| tions? you have lost what is not in my Power to supply & cannot 

otherwise be supplied unless ye Shorthand writer shall be able with — 
accuracy to retail the Debates—Madison came boldly forward & sup- | 
ported the constitution with the soundest reason & most manly Elo- — 

: quence I ever heard from—Man, he understands his subject well & his | 

whole soul is engaged in its success & it appeared to me he would | 

| have flas[h]ed co[n]viction into every Mind—Henry has Clamoured 

eloquently in favor of Republicanism & against slavery & he & his _ 

party have left no stone unturned to defeat the Constitution—We have 

82 members immoveably fixed for it 12 Doubtfull & ye ballance against 

- us as immoveable, in ye Doubtfull list a P Carrington W Ronald Flem- 

ing of Bott. Robt. Breckinridge H Marshall Rice Bullock &ce? Any 

| three of Whom will give us a Majority Ye fate of Virga. is thus sus- 

pended upon a Single Hare—if we loose the question I fear the fate | 

of the Constitution notwithstanding eight States have adopted it— 

The whole core of opponents to ye Paymt. of British Debts are | 

against us— | 

I do not wish to speak as freely on paper as I intend to speak to 

| yourself on my Way home for Rely upon it I will Call & retail to you 

freely my Opinion of Men and measures— oe 

N.B. Yr Brother Jas has been here from College® is well and a 

7 Flaming foederalist. | | 

1. RC, Breckinridge Family Papers, DLC. This letter was delivered to Breckinridge 

by a Captain Harris. Stuart represented Augusta in the state Convention and voted to 

ratify the Constitution. 7 

| 2. Paul Carrington, William Ronald, William Fleming, Robert Breckinridge, Hum- 

phrey Marshall, and Rice Bullock all voted to ratify the Constitution. In 1806 Humphrey 

Marshall was accused of voting to ratify the Constitution contrary to the instructions of
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his Fayette County constituents. (Marshall’s fellow delegate had cast his ballot against 
ratification.) In a published reply, Marshall denied the charge and explained that by 
supporting ratification he had voted “the United States from anarchy to order, from 

_ despair to hope, from bankruptcy to credit, from poverty to afluence, from impotence | 
to power, to public security, and to private happiness.’’ Marshall said that he had favored 
amendments to the Constitution, but he “became perfectly convinced that previous 
amendments” were unattainable. Therefore, he voted for ratification and recommendatory 

_ amendments, (See ‘Humphrey Marshall Defends His Vote to Ratify the Constitution,” 
4 September—13 October 1806, Mfm:Va.) | a 

3. James Breckinridge, a student at the College of William and Mary, wrote his brother 
from Richmond on 13 June, stating that he planned to return to college on the 15th | 

| (above). | | | 

Henry Knox to Rufus King | 
New York, 19 June! 

Yes anxious enough I dare say—But I cannot releive it The post of © | 
to day brings letters from Virginia to the 11th nothing decisive then. 
Maddison was sick on the 9th whether he was out on the 11th I do 
not know—I fear that overwhelming torrent Patrick Henry. I would it 

_ were well over and the parchment lodged in the secretarys office 
_ The majority of the Antis is so great at PougKepsie, that I ask no 
questions—some person compelled me to hear that Gov Clinton was 

_ chosen President on tuesday 57 members present— | 
My apprehensions about Virginia are that they will adjotirn and the 

_ legislature being to meet on the 23d will be the pretext—The best hint | 
| at present from that quarter is that Mason is angry? 

1. RC, King Papers, NHi. ; | - | 
a 2. For Mason’s anger, see John Vaughan to John Langdon, 16 June (above), an 

extract of which appeared in the New York Daily Advertiser on 19 June (Mfm:Va.). — 

Petersburg Virginia Gazette, 19 June! | - : | 

Since the 5th instant, nothing decisive has transpired in the Con- | 
_ vention. The debates have been principally on those parts of the Con- 

stitution which relates to representatives—direct taxes—the powers of | 
the senate—the manner of holding elections for senators and repre- 
sentatives—the several powers contained in the eighth, ninth, and tenth 
sections of the first article, and the first section of the second article:2— 

though in the course of the debates, other parts of the Constitution 
have been commented on, but not so fully as they may probably be, 
when they come regularly before the Convention. The arguments ) 
which have been urged for and against the proposed plan of Govern- 

__- ment, are exceedingly lengthy, but such as do honour to the gentlemen 
who have spoken on the occasion.—The members, feeling themselves :
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in duty bound to investigate the subject in a clear and comprehensive 
point of view, so as to form a decided opinion,—every matter relating 
to our embarrassed situation, the nature of the present confederation, 

and the probable benefit to be derived from a change of that system, 
have been attended to in the most cool and deliberate manner. The 
principal speakers in support of the new plan of Government, are Mr. 
Pendleton, President of the Convention; Governor Randolph, Mr. - 

Maddison, Mr. George Nicholas, Mr. Lee, Mr. Marshall, Mr. Innes,° 

7 Mr. Corbin, &c.—Those against it, are, Mr. Henry, Mr. George Mason, 

| Mr. Monroe, Mr. Grayson, &c. 
| The Governor appears decidedly of opinion, that the proposed plan 

of government ought to be adopted, because eight states having come 
into the measure, he wishes to cling to the union, and has therefore 

| . declared himself in favour of it; however, acknowledging he has ex- 
| ceptions to the Constitution, such as are pointed out in his letter to 

the Legislature of this state; but these he is willing to rest on the a 
| probability of their being attended to in the manner pointed out in 

the Constitution, by adding amendments after adopting; rather than 

risk the refusing to accept the Constitution as it now stands. | 
Mr. Henry’s arguments are applied against the Constitution alto- 

gether, as he conceives it dangerous to the preservation of those rights _ 
which, he says, are secured to us under the present confederation:— 
He declares himself a firm friend to the union, as being necessary to 

our political existence; and urges the propriety of granting to Congress 
a sufficient power for that purpose—but conceives the proposed plan of 

Government by no means calculated to preserve the tranquility of the 
states. He observed, that the powers given to the general Government 
by that Constitution were more than could be necessary for that pur- | 
pose, and that no instance could be adduced, where power was given, 

which from experience was found to be oppressive, that could ever 
be taken from the rulers, but by a revolution. | 

| Amendments are preparing by the opposers of the Constitution— 
and the question now appears to be, whether the Constitution shall 
be accepted on certain amendments being previously concluded on— | 

Or whether the Constitution shall be first adopted, and then subse- 7: 

quent amendments to be proposed and urged in a similar manner to 

the plans entered into by some of the other states. 

1. This report was first reprinted under a Petersburg, 19 June, dateline in the Penn- | 
syluania Mercury, 1 July, from which it has been transcribed. It was probably first pub- 
lished in the no longer extant Petersburg Virginia Gazette, 19 June. The report was also] 

reprinted (in whole or in part) in the Pennsylvania Journal and Philadelphia Freeman's | 

Journal, 2 July; Massachusetts Centinel, 9 July; and New Hampshire Spy, 12 July. The Centinel
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and Spy prefaced their reprintings: ‘‘The following information from Virginia, though pos- | | 
teriour to the happy event of ratification by that State, we deem well worth insertion.” 

2. The Convention debated the first section of Article II late in the afternoon of | 
: Tuesday, 17 June, and concluded on the morning of the 18th—the day before this report | 

was published (RCS:Va., 1365-78), — 
3. The record of debates published by David Robertson reveals that James Innes, the = 

Williamsburg delegate and the state attorney general, did not speak on the Constitution © | 
until 25 June. Innes explained that he had not spoken earlier because he was concerned , 
with state prosecutions before the Court of Oyer and Terminer (Convention Debates, | 

— 25 June, 1519). oe | - | oe, | 

Petersburg Virginia Gazette, 19 June! cote : | | 

On Thursday last, the navigation of the Mississippi was agitated in 
Convention. The gentlemen, who are members of Congress, and now 
in the Convention, were called upon to give such information as might 

7 be satisfactory on that subject: It appeared from those gentlemen’s 
_ observations to the Convention, that Congress had empowered their : 

_ Minister in Europe to conclude a treaty with the Court of Spain; that 

the Court of Spain, instead of proceeding on that business in Europe, 

thought proper to send a Minister to negociate a treaty in America; 
| that propositions were made to Congress to relinquish their claim to | 

the navigation of the Mississippi for 25 years, on condition of the 
Court of Spain granting certain indulgences to American vessels in > 

| their European ports—However, this proposition was never acceded 
to by Congress; nor have Congress ever shewn the least disposition to | 

| relinquish their right to the navigation of the Mississippi. The Span- / 
_ iards still keep possession of the navigation of that river, and Congress, - 

from not having sufficient power to enforce their just claim, have | 
thought proper to let it rest, for the present, as the growing wealth 

_ of the western country will, in time, render it necessary that the Court 
of Spain should be more reasonable in their negociations on that sub- 

jets [oe 
It is generally expected, that the grand question respecting the Con- 

_ stitution, will come on in Convention on Friday or Saturday next; and 

that on one of those days that honorable body will be dissolved. | 

1. Like the report printed immediately above, this item was reprinted under a Pe- | | | 

_ tersburg, 19 June, dateline in the Pennsylvania Mercury, 1 July, from which it has been : 
_ transcribed. By 26 July the first paragraph was also reprinted in fifteen other newspapers: | 

Vt. (1), Mass. (3), R.I. (3), Conn. (3), N.Y. (3), Pa. (1), S.C. (1). | | | 
| _ 2. The debate over the Mississippi River began on Thursday, 12 June, consumed the © oo 

entire day on the 13th, and concluded on the morning of the 14th. William Grayson, 
oe Henry Lee of Westmoreland, James Madison, and James Monroe were the Convention oe 

_ delegates who had been members of Congress when the question of the Mississippi was | 
| considered in 1786 and 1787. Each spoke on the question in the Convention. _ : |
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| Independent | | 
| _ Petersburg Virginia Gazette, 19 June’ | a 

| To the HONORABLE CONVENTION, at RICHMOND. | 

GENTLEMEN, You are now assembled on the most important occasion, , 

oe and vested with the greatest power that perhaps any body of men have 

ever been from the foundation of the world to the present hour.—On 

your decision of the federal question, the glorious situation, or direful 

fate, of the present generation, and millions of millions yet unborn, 

| 7 both of the United States of America, and other inhabitants of the 

| globe, will depend.—But in commisseration to your own descendants 

, _ in particular, let me entreat you to make a pause.—l find that you are 

| nearly divided upon the great point—Should you adopt the proposed 

| Constitution, there will be about an equal proportion of joy and sorrow 

| among your own members. But what does this avail, when a more | 

alarming truth appears? namely—that a great majority of this Com- © 

| - monwealth is in the opposition, and must from portending causes be | 

consigned to those bitter reflections which are the certain harbingers 

of misery and despair. What can you promise to yourselves from pre- 

cipitating your country into a step that at present can answer no val- 

uable purposes, but may, on the other hand, be attended with the 

deprivation of that darling liberty, in support of which such a host of 

heroes have bled and died? O! could they discover that the assignees 

_ of so great a blessing are at this moment stretching forth their hands 

in order at one throw to gambol away such a privilege, they would 

instantly break through the mansions of felicity, and resent the ingra- 

| titude! oo 

Is it the grand conventional prophecy, “that we could not exist six 

months longer without adopting the new Constitution” that has made ~ 

you sore afraid? Happy for us, the period has some time ago elapsed, 

and previous to any transatlantic commotions; this at one view dem- | 

onstrates, that amidst all their wisdom, the spirit of prophecy was not 

| there;—-And I will venture to predict, that six months longer, and six 

to that, will pass on before we shall be undone, agreeably to the proph- 

ecy aforesaid;—so that I presume our safety (if there were no other 

| cause) will be guaranteed by those implements of death, that are dread- 

| fully wielded by the Emperor of Germany and Empress of Russia, 

against the Turks, which, in all probability, will be productive ofa 

general war throughout Europe. - 

I shall now conclude by asking a plain question, viz. Can that mode 

SO of government be good, which so much divides the free and indepen- 

dent citizens of this Republic?—that sets at varience those who were
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bound by the closest ties of consanguinity—as brother against brother, 
and father against the son, &c—in consideration therefore, that this is —_ Oo 

the awful crisis of danger, 1 conjure you to withhold your hand from | 
signing this horrible act, and let those nine states which, in the madness | 

_ of their folly shall have executed the inglorious deed, have opportunity © 
of repentance—Let them accede to, and admit such amendments as _ 
are generally agreed to, even by moderate federalists themselves, and 

then we will unite in one consolidated cause, and like friends and 

brothers strive to promote the happiness of all.—I have the happiness | | 
to be, what I hope ever to continue—INDEPENDENT. . 

| June 18, 1788. | | | 

1. This essay was reprinted under the dateline, “From the Virginia Gazette, &c.,” in 
the Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 30 June, from which it has been transcribed. It 
was probably first printed in the Petersburg Virginia Gazette, 19 June, which has not 
been located. - 

Virginia Gazette and Weekly Advertiser, 19 June! | 

| The hail which fell on Friday last injured the corn and wheat very | 
considerably in many parts of Henrico county; it was so large as to 

_ break a great number of pains of glass in several houses contiguous 
| to this city. A gentleman from Fluvannah informs, that it was so large _ | 

in that county as to kill a number of cattle, beat off the bark of large 
trees, and totally destroyed the wheat and most parts of the corn, in 
the direction which it went. | | | 

The Honourable the Convention are yet engaged in the discussion 
_ of the important subject submitted to their consideration; the accurate 

investigation they have been under the necessity of giving every, the 
| minutest part, has perhaps employed them longer than was expected, 

but their constituents and posterity will applaud the assiduity and at- 
tention they have shewn to this interesting subject. They have now _ 
arrived to the article respecting the Executive.? It is yet impossible to 
determine on which side the majority will be. | | 

1. The second paragraph was reprinted 12 times between 24 June and 10 July: R.I. 
(2), Conn. (1), N.Y. (4), Pa. (4), Md. (1). For the effect of the hailstorm on the Con- : 
vention, see Convention Debates, 13 June (RCS:Va., 1256). 

_2. The Convention began its consideration of Article II on the afternoon of 17 June 
(RCS:Va., 1365). / 

| James Madison to Alexander Hamilton > 
Richmond, 20 June! oy : | | . | 

_ Our debates have advanced as far as the Judiciary Department 
| _ against which a great effort is making.? The appellate connuzance [i.e., | | 

conusance] of fact, and an extension of the power to causes between __
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| Citizens of different States, with some lesser objections are the topics 
| chiefly dwelt on. The retrospection to cases antecedent to the Con- 

| stitution, such as British debts, and an apprehended revival of the 
Fairfax-Indiana Vandalia &c. claims are also brought into view in all 
the terrific colours which imagination can give them.? A few days more 
will probably produce a decision; though it is surmised that something 

, is expected from your Convention in consequence of the Mission for- 
| merly suggested to you.* Delay & an adjournment will be tried if the | 

adverse party find their numbers inferior, and can prevail on them- 
selves to remain here till the other side can be wearied into that mode 
of relieving themselves. At present It is calculated that we still retain 

| a majority of 3 or 4; and if we can weather the storm agst. the part 
| under consideration I shall hold the danger to be pretty well over. 

There is nevertheless a very disagreeable uncertainty in the case; and 
, the more so as there is a possibility that our present strength may be 

- miscalculated. Yrs. affectly. | 

1. RC, Hamilton Papers, DLC. This letter was addressed to Hamilton in New York 

City. For his reply, written from Poughkeepsie around 2 July, see Syrett, V, 140-41. | 
2. The debate on the judiciary, Article III of the Constitution, began on 19 June 

(RCS:Va., 1398). 
3. For the Fairfax and Indiana Company claims, see Convention Debates, 19 June 

(RCS:Va., 1407-8, 1408). 
4. Madison refers to Eleazer Oswald’s mission to deliver letters from New York 

. Antifederalists to Virginia Antifederalists (RCS:Va., 811-29). He had first informed 

Hamilton of the mission in his letter of 9 June (above). 

| James Madison to James Madison, Sr. 
Richmond, 20 June’ 

No question has been yet taken by which the strength of parties can 

| be determined. The calculations on different sides do not accord; each 

making them under the bias of their particular wishes. I think however 

| the friends of the Constitution are most confident of superiority; and 
am inclined myself to think they have at this time the advantage of 3 
or 4 or possibly more in point of number. The final question will | 

| probably decide the contest in a few days more. We are now on the 

Judiciary Department, against which the last efforts of the Adversaries 

seem to be made. How far they will be able to make an impression, 

I can not say. It is not probable that many proselytes will be made on 

either side. As this will be handed to you at Court you can make its 

| contents known to Majr. Moore,? and other friends to whom I have 

not time separately to write. | 

| 1. RC, Madison Papers, DLC. 

9. William Moore was sheriff of Orange County and a close friend of the Madisons.
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New York Journal, 20 June! eae eae ae ) . 

| The consols or anti-republicans, who have assumed to themselves the | 
appellation of federalists, observes a correspondent, still continue to si 
display their mean weapons of falsehood, deception and detraction, in _ | 
order farther to cajole and betray the honest yeomanry of our country 
into the horrid fangs of the new leviathan of power. For this purpose, . 

_ paragraphs and extracts of letters, having no foundation on facts, are 
| constantly formed, fabricated, and published in the various newspa- | 

pers, stiled federal. Of this description we shall consider the extract in | | 
_ the Daily Advertiser of yesterday, from a gentleman in Philadelphia to 
his friend in this city, dated the 16th inst.? It is there asserted, that : a 

Mr. Mason wrote to a friend of his in Philadelphia on the 7th of June, | . 
declaring, “‘that he thinks it will be carried against him in convention, , 

&c.’’ But as our correspondent has great reason to doubt the truth 

of his declaration, it behoves the Philadelphia letter writer to procure _ 
| and publish a full, fair, and candid extract from Mr. Mason’s letter, — : 

if he has written any on that day, otherwise it will be deemed as his | 
| own, not Mr. Mason’s declaration. a pO | 

- Among other things, it is also asserted by the Philadelphia letter __ | 
writer, that ‘‘the sanguine, promise a handsome majority,’ and plumes | 
himself much on the acquisition of “Mr. Zeph. Jackson, an esteemed 

_anti-federalist from the back counties, to the federal party.’ The cause : | 
_ of despotism must be desperate indeed in that quarter, if it rests on - | 
no better support than that of traitors and turn-coats. | | 

The state of public affairs at Richmond, will be found, continues | 
our correspondent, to be nearly as follows: _ | oO 

Mr. Mason and Mr. Henry take the lead of the anti-federalists—Mr. | 
_ Maddison and Mr. Nicholas appear in the same point of view among ~ 

_the federalists—Both parties, even the most sanguine, declare it ex- | | 

ceedingly difficult to determine which side the balance will incline. mA, 
Some of the anti-federalists say, they have made a list of those on | : 

_ whom they can depend, and, after throwing six or eight doubtful char- - 
acters into the other scale, have a majority of two in their favor—while __ 
some of their opponents report, that they have a majority of five or 

| six. At any rate, neither party can boast of a “handsome majority.”* But : 
all parties seem to allow, that amendments to the new constitution are | 

_ necessary and ought to be made. The great question or point in dispute | | 
will therefore be, in the convention of Virginia, whether those amend- ca 

ments shall be ingrafted into the constitution previous or subsequent to 
adoption? we BO | | 

| Nothing decidedly, our correspondent assures us, has hitherto been. __ -
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done in the convention, at Richmond, except agreeing to dissect the 
new monster, section by section; and the speakers have not yet de- 
parted from the generals either in the defence or the attack. The 
heroes, Maddison and Nicholas, on the part of the federalists, being | 
indisposed, on the 9th of June, were unable to attend the house. On 

oS that day, Mr. Patrick Henry, in a most masterly and eloquent manner, 
pointed out the defects and snares of the new scheme, obviated the 

, mighty bugbears raised to frighten and intimidate the weak and wavering 
| _ into a speedy and implicit adoption, called in question the threats of 

| the house of Bourbon, and the United Netherlands, now actually 

| groaning under the tyranny and thraldom of a Stadtholder or Dutch 
| president general, to make reprisals, and enforce the payment of their 

| respective demands; and declared he would withhold his assent until 
| | all the poison and pollution were fully and satisfactorily extracted and 

| cleansed from the proposed constitution, which he considered as a 
Oc slavish system of arbitrary power, calculated to crush the spirit of 

| freedom and destroy those inestimable privileges acquired by our glo- | 
_ rious struggle with Great-Britain. To sign, seal and deliver that instru- | 

ment (pointing to the new constitution) he observed, was in fact to 

| surrender, in toto, the liberties of the people and the dearest rights of 
humanity, into the hands of a few designing, aristocratical despots; 

| and to subscribe to it without previous amendments, would be like a 
man’s voluntarily suffering himself to be bound in fetters and chains 
and thrown into a dreary, offensive dungeon, and then seeking for 
relief and redress from the lordly and elective tyrants who would have 

7 the entire command and controul of the federal locks, keys and bolts. | 
He arrested the serious attention of the house the greatest part of the 

| day, having been upwards of three hours on the floor.® | 
| Col. Henry Lee replied, but did not follow him through so extensive 

and general a view of the subject.6 Governor Randolph, whose treach- 
me ery and dissimulation, on this occasion, is pretty generally reprobated | 

by the people at large, next rose to answer some collateral reflections 
| which he supposed was cast on him by Mr. Henry. But exhibiting in | 

the face of that truly respectable assembly, strong and evident marks 
of embarrassment and perturbation of mind, he could only entreat 
that the next morning (Tuesday) might be assigned to him for his | 
exculpation. In the course of his short, and incoherent reply, he said 

| he was perfectly satisfied “‘to let their former friendships fall, like Luct- | 
FER’s, never to rise again,” and should be content hereafter, “‘to move : 

. | in the humble sphere of a representative.” | 
a As the general court is to convene at Richmond on the 23d instant, | 

— and many of its members being also in convention, an adjournment
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_ in all probability will take place, at least until the rising of the legis- | 
lature; so that from this view, there is every reason to believe, the 

important and interesting question relative to the constitution will not | 
immediately be brought on in that convention. | a 

Let the wretched office-hunters, and friends to tyranny, in some of 
our cities and towns along the sea coast, therefore, suspend their prep- 
arations for another parade and procession of Federal-ships,® con- | 
structed on refugee and foreign bottoms. They may rest assured, the ——- 
free and independent farmers of this great continent, are not to be | 

influenced or led away by such idle, giddy puppet-shews and pantomine | 
entertainments. | | | 

1. This item was reprinted in the Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 24 June, and 

Philadelphia Freeman’s Journal, 25 June (excerpt). oo 
2. For this extract, written by John Vaughan of Philadelphia and printed in the New 

York Daily Advertiser on 19 June, see the text in angle brackets in Vaughan to John 
Langdon, 16 June (above). | | | 

3. John Vaughan, the letter writer, probably meant Zachariah Johnston of Augusta. 
(See Vaughan to Langdon, 16 June, note 4, above.) 

4. Quoted from Vaughan to Langdon, 16 June (above). | 
. _ 5. For Patrick Henry’s speech, see RCS:Va., 1050-72, and note 2, page 1088. 

| 6. For Henry Lee of Westmoreland’s speech, see RCS:Va., 1072-81. | 
7. For Governor Edmund Randolph’s speech, see RCS:Va., 1081-87. The reference 

to Lucifer is found at the top of page 1082. It was probably taken from William Shake- _ 

speare, King Henry VIII, act III, scene 2: “And when he falls, he falls like Lucifer,/ 

Never to hope again.” | | 
8. Several ratification processions included a federal ship, the most celebrated of | 

which was Baltimore’s Ship Federalist. A few weeks after the 1 May procession, this vessel 
was presented to George Washington by Baltimore’s merchants. | | ; 

Pennsylvania Packet, 20 June! ) 

_ Extract of a letter from a member of the convention of Virginia, 

| dated June 13 — | | 

“This day has been wholly occupied in endeavouring to gain over | 
the members from the Kentuckey district, who are alarmed with an 

| idea, that the power of making treaties, which shall be the supreme 
law of the land, vested as it is in the president and senate, will be 
exercised, in some fatal moment, to the prejudice of their right to the | 
navigation of the Missisippi. Both parties have been exerting their 
utmost efforts. Under the ill-founded apprehension that these men | 
hold the scale between them—I say ill founded, because my calculations, 

| leaving them in opposition to us, give us a majority of nine or ten. — : 
However, I believe they are divided—and, after all, we have more to 

hope than to fear from their change of sentiment.” .
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| 1. By 25 June this item was reprinted five times: N.Y. (2), N.J. (1), Pa. (2). According 
to William Jackson of Philadelphia, a letter from Francis Corbin dated 13 June was 
received in Philadelphia, in which Corbin stated that “‘supposing the Deputies from 
Kentucky to be in opposition (though he thinks otherwise himself) there will, neverthe- 
less, be a clear majority of nine or ten in favor of the system’’ (to John Langdon, 20 
June, Mfm:Va.). Corbin’s letter was possibly addressed to Benjamin Rush of Philadelphia. 
(See Thomas Willing to William Bingham, 24 June, below.) 

Baltimore Maryland Gazette, 20 June! | | 

: _ Extract of a letter from Richmond, dated the 16th inst. 
“The Convention upon the new Government is now sitting here; 

many judicious observations have been made upon both sides [of] the 
question—what the result, however, will be, is not yet known; but if I 
may be allowed any judgment upon the occasion, it is, that it cannot _ 

| | be adopted by this State in its present form. | 
| ‘‘A couple of gentlemen in this place differing amongst other matters 

| in their politics, concluded two or three days ago to settle the business 
_ in a genteel way, when one of them received a ball in his head, which 

brought him to the ground, but who, however, it is thought, will re- 
cover.” 

1. This item was reprinted in the Pennsylvania Packet, 26 June. For more on the duel 
between Thomas Macon and William Fontaine, see Theodorick Bland to Arthur Lee, 
13 June (above). | 

_ Robert Yates to George Mason 
_ Poughkeepsie, 21 June (excerpts) 

| Robert Yates, the chairman of the Antifederalist committee of corre- | 

spondence of the New York Convention, responds to the amendments 
to the Constitution proposed by Virginia Antifederalists that had been 
forwarded by George Mason to John Lamb on 9 June. For Yates’s letter, 

| see RCS:Va., 825. 

| John Brown to James Breckinridge 
New York, 21 June’ — 

I this day recd your favor of the 13th. Instant & am not a little 

alarmed to hear that the New Constitution still rests upon uncertain 

| & precarious ground.’ Untill this Post we were flatterd with accounts 

that there was a decided Majority on the federal Side but the Accounts 
_ this day recd leave the Event in a very doubtful situation in our es- | 

| timation as I find it is in yours—I have written some time since to Mr. 
Allen & Mr Walton also to Mr Fowler to whom I pointedly gave it as 
my Opinion that it ought to be adopted without hesitation as the only 
Means left to prevent Anarchy & Confusion & to ensure Safety &
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importance to the United States.* I also inclosed a Pamphlet written 
in this place in which the Banefull Consequences of a rejection were _ | 
painted in Just & lively Colours‘—after this & the letters which Thad 
written to the District I did [not] suppose that the Delegates from that 
Country could be at any loss with respect to my Sen[timents which?] — coe 
have been uniform upon that Subject since my arrival here. Before I . | 
left Richmond I view’d the Plan as they do but my appointment? has | 
placed me in a Situation from whence I have been enabled to take a | 
more extended view of American Politics & as I have frequently men- a | 
tiond to you I have discover’d a total change so far as respects the | 
Western Country especially with regard to the Mississipi-The Advo- : 

_ cates for the proposed Treaty with Spain now plainly discover that the 
Cession of the Navigation of that River would not answer the end _ 

| which formerly they had in View & many of them who were most. | 
disposed to sacrifice the Western Country are now by purchase of | 
Lands & appointments to Offices become personally interested in sup- | | 
porting its natural Rights against Arbitrary incroachments. I am well —s_| | 
assured that a similar attempt will never be made even by the eastern 
States whose Interest will be most affected by the prosperity of that | 
Country & most sincerely hope that the impression thereby made upon 
the Minds of our Western Members in Convention will not induce _ 

them to reject the proposed Plan of Govt. upon the Adoption of which _ 
it is candidly my Opinion that the Happiness Dignity & Glory of the : 
United States depend | | | | | | 

_ T have very little prospect of obtaining the Assent of Congress to 
the present application of Kentucky to be admitted a [State in?] the | 

Union. I expect you have seen the Resolution of Congress appointing 
_ a Commtee. to draw up an Ordinance for that purpose.® The Comtee. - | 

| have determined that there is no power for that purpose given by 
Articles of Confederation I presume Kentucky will proceed to establish 

__ her independence as tho she had been admitted & will apply or not | 
to the new Govt. as her Igterest may dictate—If unanimity prevails in os 
the District perhaps the present disappointment may be productive of 
good Consequences to that Country. But be this as it will I flatter oy 
myself that they would wish to see a good Govt. established in the | 
United States even though they should be thrown out of the Union oe 

_ & therefore conclude that their Delegates will not decide against the | 
proposed plan a measure which I fear would involve the Atlantic States 

- in Confusion... . | Se as - 
P.S. In Convention of this State there are two thirds Antifederal but | 

| will be govd. by decision of Virga— _ oe Ae : | |
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1. RC, Breckinridge Family Papers, ViU. : | 
. 2. Breckinridge’s 13 June letter has not. been located, but he wrote a letter to his 

brother John on the same day (above). | 
| 3. For the letter that Brown wrote to one of these three Convention delegates from 

| Kentucky, see From John Brown, 5 June (above). 

4. Brown probably refers to An Address to the People of the State of New-York... , by 
“A Citizen of New-York” (John Jay) which was first offered for sale in New York City | 
on 15 April (CC:683). | 

: 5. Brown was appointed a delegate to Congress on 23 October 1787. 
6. See From John Brown, 5 June, note 3 (above). : - 

New York Daily Advertiser, 21 June’ _ - 

| Extract of a letter, by last post, from a Gentleman in Virginia to a re- 
| spectable character in this city, dated June 13. . 

co ‘The Convention of our State being now sitting, and as on their | 

_ determination the ultimate fate of the proposed Constitution may be 
said, in a great measure, to depend; to judge of the feelings of the | 

_ friends to it in the distant parts of the Union by our own, when the 
, same question was under a discussion in two other States, we may 

conclude they are at this time under the greatest anxiety which sus- 
| pense can give rise to. Desirous of removing all doubts and appre- . 

| hensions, and at the same time of guarding against the machinations 
of the faction opposed to the measure, which is over active, and no 

: way scrupulous about the means to attain their end, the principal 
nh characters of this place have requested me to forward a genuine state 

| | of the business, as it stands by the latest intelligence handed to us, 
| and which comes from gentlemen of the most distinguished probity, | 

and may be fully relied on. 7 oe 
| ‘“‘At an early period after the meeting, Governor Randolph, altho’ 

he refused to subscribe to the Constitution as a member of the Grand 
Convention, did, in the most explicit terms, declare himself for the © 

- adoption of it without any condition or amendment. The Delegates | 
| from the district of Kentucky, consisting of seven counties, appeared 

| at the first of the meeting to be generally averse to the Constitution; 
| they are now greatly divided, and it is expected that a great majority _ 

from that quarter will be in favor of it; however, be that as it may, by 
the latest accounts there appears to be a majority in favor of the 

| - Constitution, of at least twenty members. Could there be any doubt 
of the truth of this fact, which we have from gentlemen of acknowl- 

| edged honor, and who would not condescend to propagate an untruth, — 
| tho’ certain thereby to attain the end at which they aim, the conduct | 

of the opposition itself gives a degree of credit to the information, — | 
ue which must remove every suspicion of the truth of it—Upon the mo- | 

a tion of the members in the opposition, the Constitution is to be de-
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bated by paragraphs before any question is put upon any part; and 
as the rejection is what the opposition aims at, if the majority had - 
been on their side, it is hardly to be presumed that the small number 
of men of abilities they have to support them, would have subjected - 
themselves to such a share of fatigue and trouble, as a full investigation 
of the business must bring upon them; when they might have avoided 
it by making general observations upon it, and then calling for the 

| question. Another fact which proves that the opposition consider them- 
selves as weakest in point of members is, that some on that side have 
already dropped hints of proposing an adjournment, until the result 
of the other Conventions, which are shortly to meet, can be known; 

if the majority lay with the opposition, would they neglect the oppor- — | 
tunity of deciding the question immediately—when by so doing they | 
have so fair a prospect of procuring determinations in the other Con- 
ventions favorable to their wishes? They also regret much that the 

weight of abilities and fair character lay on the side of the Constitu- | 
tion.” | | | | 

. 1. By 30 June this item was reprinted (in whole or in part) six times: Mass. (2), Conn. | | 

(2), N.Y. (1), Pa. (1). a 

| Pennsylvania Packet, 21 June! | 

Extract of a letter from a member of the Convention of Virginia, a : 
| dated June 13 - | a / 

‘The federal constitution now absorbs the whole attention of all 
ranks and degrees of people. The minds of men seem to be universally 
agitated; but the issue of it will be, without a doubt, favorable to our 
wishes, and those of the discerning patriots of America. _ . 

“The opposition here seem to be afraid to meet the question upon 
its merits; from whence we infer their doubts and fears, and even | 
despair of success. | a 

‘The first resolution we passed in the convention was, that the con- 
stitution should be debated clause by clause, for the better information _ | 

| of such as might be supposed to want it. In consequence of this we 
have now spent nine days in debating, and the first clause is not gone 
through. Speeches of two and three hours long are supported every | 
day, for no other purpose, I believe, than to delay and procrastinate 

the business, till the determination of some other state be known, or 

until the members are tired out—in hopes that an adjournment may 
take place.” | | | - 

1. This item was reprinted in the Pennsylvania Mercury, 24 June; New York Daily 
Advertiser, 26 June; New York Packet, 27 June; and New York Impartial Gazetteer, 28 June.
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James Madison to Alexander Hamilton 
| Richmond, 22 June’ 

| The Judiciary Department has been on the anvil for several days; 
and I presume will still be a further subject of disquisition. The attacks 

| on it have apparently made less impression than was feared. But they 
| may be secretly felt by particular interests that would not make the 

acknowledgment, and wd. chuse to ground their vote agst. the Con- | 
stitution on other motives. In the course of this week we hope for a 
close of the business in some form or other. The opponents will prob- 

| ably bring forward a bill of rights with sundry other amendments as 
conditions of ratification. Should these fail or be despaired of, an 
adjournment will I think be attempted. And in case of disappointment | 
here also, some predict a secession. I do not myself concur in the last — 

- apprehension;? though I have thought it prudent to withold, by a 
studied fairness in every step on the side of the Constitution, every 

| pretext for rash experiments.* The plan meditated by the friends [of] 
_ the Constitution is to preface the ratification with some plain & general 

truths that can not affect the validity of the Act: & to subjoin a rec- 
ommendation which may hold up amendments as objects to be pursued 
in the constitutional mode. These expedients are rendered prudent by 
the nice balance of numbers, and the scruples entertained by some 
who are in general well affected.* Whether they will secure us a ma- 

| jority, I dare not positively to declare. Our calculations promise us 

success by 3 or 4: or possibly 5 or 6 votes. But were there no possibility 
of mistaking the opinions of some, in reviewing those of so many, the © 

smallness of the majority suggests the danger from ordinary casualties 
which may vary the result. It unluckily happens that our legislature 
which meets at this place tomorrow, consists of a considerable majority 
of antifederal members. This is another circumstance that ought to 

| check our confidence. As individuals they may have some influence, . 

| and as coming immediately from the people at large they can give any 
colour they please to the popular sentiments at this moment, and may 

in that mode throw a bias on the representatives of the people in 

| Convention. Yrs. affecly 

| 1. RC, Hamilton Papers, DLC. For a similar letter that Madison wrote to Rufus King 

on the same day, see Rutland, Madison, XI, 167. See also notes 2—4 (below) for significant 

differences between the two letters. | 
2. In his 22 June letter to Rufus King, Madison said that “there are too many 

moderate and respectable characters” among the Antifederalists ‘‘to admit such a sup- 
position’’ (zbid.). | 

3. At this point in his 22 June letter to King, Madison added: “(and even in some 

points to give way to unreasonable pretensions)’ (zbid.). 
| 4. In his 22 June letter to King, Madison referred to those delegates who “have
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certain scruples drawn from their own reflexions, or from the temper of their Constit- _ 7 

uents” (ibid.). | | 

George Washington to John Lathrop ours a 
Mount Vernon, 22 June (excerpt)) ts | | 

Reverend & respected Sir, | 7 pe oe 
| _... Tam happy to find that the proposed general government meets = 

| with your approbation?—as indeed it does with that of most disinter- _ 
ested and discerning men.—(The Convention of this State is now in | 

| Session, and I cannot but hope that the Constitution will be adopted | 
__ by it—though not without considerable opposition.)’—I trust, however, 

_ that the commendable example exhibited by the minority in your State* | 
will not be without its salutary influence in this.—In truth it appears | 
to me that (should the proposed government be generally & harmo- — | 
niously adopted) it will be a new phenomenon in the political & moral 
world; and an astonishing victory gained by enlightened reason over | 

~ brutal force.— | coe ae aan | - 

1. RC, Sol Feinstone Collection of the American Revolution, American Philosophical | 

_ Society Library. Printed: Fitzpatrick, XXX, 4-5. Earlier in the year Lathrop (1740- an 
1816), pastor of the Second (Congregational) Church of Boston, 1768-1816, sent Wash- ee 
ington three of his pamphlets. (See Washington to Lathrop, 22 February, zbid., XXIX, | 
422.) LEER Sa 

2. On 16 May, Lathrop wrote Washington that the Constitution, “‘with all its imper- 
| fections, has more to recommend it, than any Consti[tution] formed heretofore, by the 

wisdom of man’’ (Washington Papers, DLC). | : 
3. The text in angle brackets was printed in the Massachuseits Gazette, 4 July, as an 

“Extract of a letter from His Excellency GEORGE WASHINGTON, received last night, dated 
Mount Vernon, June 22.” | ce | 

| 4, For a Washington letter praising the Massachusetts minority that appeared (in : 
excerpted form) in the Massachusetts Centinel on 22 March, see RCS:Va., 427-28. 

Samuel Smith to Tench Coxe a fs . | ce a 
Baltimore, 22 June! | | | | 

A Letter of the 18th from Govr. Randolph to me states the situation 
of the Virg. Convention thus?— Ess ae: | | 

_ —‘The Voting Members will Consist of 168. The determin’d Adver- 
| saries 76, the determin’d friends 82. as far as we have Grounds for 7 

Calculation. before any Question has been taken; the remaining Ten | 7 
have not spoken Explicitly; but we have the best Assurances of one | . 
half being with us: Since the scruples of some have been quieted by | | 
a peculiar form of Ratification which will be offer’d)—But after all, It | 

| _ will be unfortunate to decide such a question by So Small a majority: 
And I am restrain’d from pressing previous Amendments by the Con-
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| viction that It will hazard the Union, and are unattainable—The Num- _ 

bers on each side Are So respectable that they Command equal respect 
& deference|’’] | 

| from this statement as well as other Letters I have from Richmond 
I am Inclin’d to think Virga. will give your City an oppy. to display a | 
Grand Procession. | 

es Pray Can you give me any Information on which to found an Opin- 
ion respectg. Ginseng a 

| 1. RC, Coxe Papers, Series II, Correspondence and General Papers, PHi. Smith | 
| -. (1752-1839), a former lieutenant colonel in the Continental Army, was a Baltimore 

| merchant. | . | | 

- | 2. Smith’s extract of Randolph’s 18 June letter was also quoted imprecisely in Thomas 
| Willing to William Bingham, 24 June (below). The text of Randolph’s letter in angle 

-_ brackets was printed in the Pennsylvania Gazette and Pennsylvania Journal on 25 June. . 
| By 5 July this excerpt was reprinted ten times: R.I. (2), Conn. (3), N.Y. (4), Pa. (1). A 

| | summary of Randolph’s letter was printed in the Pennsylvania Mercury, 26 June, and 
then was reprinted in the New Hampshire Spy, 5 July. The New York Packet, 27 June, 
published a summary of a 19 June letter from Virginia which was similar to Randolph’s | 
letter. It is possible that Randolph wrote someone in New York, or perhaps Bingham | 
turned Willing’s letter over to the Packet’s printer. By 4 July the Packet’s summary was 

| _ reprinted six times: Mass. (1), Conn. (1), N.Y. (3), N.J. (1). 

| John Brown to John Steele | 
New York, 22 June (excerpt)' | . 

... We wait with great impatience to hear the determination of © 

| Virga. upon the new Constitution. It is supposed that its fate depends 

upon her Vote. We are told that the Kentucky Members are opposed— 
| I flatter myself not generally. Those objections which respect the nav- 

| igation of the Mississippi are not well founded. Nothing is to be ap- 
prehended in that quarter. I hope it will be adopted, as in my opinion 
the Safety & peace of the United States depend upon it. | 

a The Separation of Kentucky will not be granted under the present 

oe application—Congress have determined that it is reasonable, and ap- 
pointed a Committee to bring in an act for their admission into the 
Union—But the Committee are of opinion that there is no power 

| delegated to Congress for-that purpose by the present Confeder- 
ation2—In short it is I fear impracticable to remove the objections 

a suggested by the contracted policy of the Eastern States, who had 
rather risque the Union than lose what the[y] call the Ballce. of 

7 Power—We must act for ourselves—Assume our independance—frame 
| our Constitution, & apply to the new Govt. for admission into the 

Union as our interest & Circumstances may dictate. If we are | 

una{ni]mous and prudent, we have nothing to fear—Perhaps a rejec- . 

| tion of our present application may be advantageous to the District.
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Her importance will in a short time enable her to prescribe her own 
terms of admission.°.. . | 

1. Copy, Orlando Brown Papers, Filson Club, Louisville, Ky. Steele (c. 1755-1817) 
represented the Kentucky county of Nelson in the Convention and voted against rati- 
fication of the Constitution. He was a member of the Virginia Council of State, 1790- 
97, secretary of the Mississippi Territory, 1798-1802, and acting governor of that ter- — | 

_ ritory, 1801. | | | 
This copy of John Brown’s letter to Steele was made for Brown in 1808 by J. Speed, 

_ Jr. (perhaps James Speed, a Natchez, Miss., physician). Speed prefaced the copy with | 
this note to Brown on 31 December 1808: ‘Shortly after my arrival here I called on 
Col. Steele, & presented your Respects. Speaking of the Burr business he took occasion 
to shew me a letter you had written to him from N. York, whilst a Member of Congress 
there—Said he had often designed sending you a Copy, but from what causes, I do not | 
now remember, had omitted... .” (The ‘‘Burr business” was the 1807 treason trial of 

~ Aaron Burr.) | | | | 

2. See From John Brown, 5 June, note 3 (above). | a 
| 3. At the end of the copy of Brown’s letter, Speed noted: “Col. Steele & myself both Ho 

recollect perfectly well that such were, at that time, the universal sentiments of the Whigs 
of Kentucky—and that the avowal of contrary sentiments would have damned any political 
character in. the District.” . | | 

_ Francis Corbin to Benjamin Rush | | 
: Richmond, 23 June! | - 

Tomorrow is the Day fixed on for the final question—and I am still | 
happy to have it in my power to inform you that no change to the 
prejudice of the Constitution has taken place since I wrote to you | | 
last—The first question will be put upon previous amendments—this _ 

_ will be rejected by a Majority of four or five—then the question will 
be put upon the Ratification & this will be carried by a Majority of 
20 or 30. Such are the opinions at present—As soon as it is decided | | 
you shall hear again from Dr. Sir your Mo: Obt. & Mo: Hbl. Svt. | | 

1. RC, Coxe Papers, Series II, Correspondence and General Papers, PHi. According 
_to Thomas Willing of Philadelphia, Rush received this letter on 28 June (to William 
Bingham, 29 June, below). oe . 

| James Madison to George Washington : 
Richmond, 23 June! _ , | 

We got through the Constitution by paragraphs today. Tomorrow _ 
some proposition for closing the business will be made. On our side = 
a ratification involving a few declaratory truths not affecting its validity 
will be tendered. The opposition will urge previous amendments. Their | 
conversation to day seemed to betray despair. Col. Mason in particular 
talked in a style which no other sentiment could have produced. He 
held out the idea of civil convulsions as the effects of obtruding the | 
Government on the people.? He was answered by several and con-
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cluded with declaring his determination for himself to acquiesce in the 
event whatever it might be. Mr H—y endeavoured to gloss what had 
fallen from his friend, declared his aversion to the Constitution to be 
such that he could not take the oath; but that he would remain in 
peaceable submission to the result.? We calculate on a majority, but a 
bare one. It is possible nevertheless that some adverse circumstance _ 
may happen. I am Dr Sir in haste Yrs. entirely | 

1. RC, Washington Papers, DLC. This letter was dated ‘‘June Tuesday 25.’’ Tuesday 
was the 24th, but the contents of the letter reveal that it was written on the 23rd. The 

. state Convention concluded the clause-by-clause discussion of the Constitution on 23 
June. (See also note 2, below.) ~ | 

2. On 23 June George Mason noted that “The adoption of a system so replete with 
| defects... could not but be productive of the most alarming consequences. He dreaded 

popular resistance to its operation.”’ He feared “dreadful effects’ and “awful conse- 
quences,” if the people resisted (RCS:Va., 1471). 

3. Patrick Henry’s speech defending Mason was not recorded in the public debates 
for 23 June. Stenographer David Robertson was absent on the 23rd so that the printer 
of the debates (William Prentis of Petersburg) was forced to take notes of the debates 
in longhand. The printer admitted that the speeches for the 23rd were in an “incomplete 
and inaccurate state.’ (See Convention Debates, 23 June, note 1, above.) 

Thomas Tudor Tucker to St. George Tucker 
New York, 23 June (excerpt)! 

... We have a Report this Day that your Convention had taken the 
Question for Adjournment, which had pass’d in the Negative by a 
Majority of Eight, & that the final Question on the Constitution was | 
to have been put on the 21st. Inst.—that the Question for Adjourn- 

| ment had been moved by the Opposers of the Constitution. If this _ 
Account is true,? I presume that there is no Doubt of the Decision in 
favour of the new System.... | 

1. RC, Tucker-Coleman Papers, ViW. This letter was dated “June 23d. 1788.—/In | 
Congress.’’ Thomas Tudor Tucker (1745-1828), a physician and brother of St. George 
Tucker, was a South Carolina delegate to Congress, 1787-88, and a member of the 

U.S. House of Representatives, 1789-93. 
2. This account probably came from Philadelphia, where such rumors were circulating. 

: For example, on 21 June Antifederalist Edward Pole of Philadelphia wrote John Lamb 
of New York City that the vote on ratification was to take place on that day. Pole also 
said that two votes had already been taken in the Virginia Convention: ‘One for an 
adjournment, carried by the Federalist[s] by a Majority of 10. The other for the taking 

of the Grand Question this day [21 June] carried by a Majority of 9°’ (Lamb Papers, 
~ NHi). See also New York Daily Advertiser, 24 June (below). 

James Madison to Ambrose Madison | 
a Richmond, 24 June! 

Yesterday carried us through the discussion of the Constitution by | 

paragraphs. To day will probably carry forward some proposition and 

debates relative to the final step to be taken. The opposing party will
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contend for previous amendments. On the other side a conciliatory — 

declaration of certain fundamental principles in favor of liberty, in a | 
_ form not affecting the validity & plenitude of the ratification, will be— ae 

_ proposed. The final question is likely to be decided by a very small | | 
_ majority. I do not know that either party despairs absolutely. The | 

friends of the Government seem to be in the best Spirits; and I hope | 
have the best reason to be so. At the same time it is not impossible 
they may miscalculate their number; and that accidents may reduce it — 
below the requisite amount. Two members on that side, who went 

away with a purpose of returning are still absent, it is said: and a third oean 
| is so ill as to render his vote somewhat precarious.? It may well be 

questioned whether on every estimate this loss if it shd. continue may __ | 
not endanger the result. | ee eee a 

1. RC, Madison Collection, NN. This letter was carried to Ambrose Madison in Orange | 

“By Majr. Burnley’s Anthony.” Anthony was probably a slave belonging to Hardin Burn- 
ley, a member of the House of Delegates from Orange who was in Richmond to attend 
the special session of the legislature. 7 | 

| 2. It is uncertain who the three absent Federalist delegates were. Notley Conn of 
Bourbon, probably an Antifederalist, and Thomas Pierce of Isle of Wight, probably a_ 

| Federalist, were the only delegates who didnot vote on ratification (see From James 
Madison, 25 June, note 2, below). fot : 

Thomas Willing to William Bingham Oe EE , 
| Philadelphia, 24 June (excerpt)! Ce eee 

| _ Altho: I am not fond of writing on political Subjects, yet when I | | 
| see the Spirits of my friend flag & despond, & as I think, without any © 
_. substantial Cause; I can’t help administering a little Comfort, now it — 

is in my power—Other members of the Virginia Convention whose | a 
_ letter’s you have seen, may be less sanguine than yr. frd. Corbin; but 

it don’t follow, that he has judg’d amiss in expressing his belief & | 
hope’s—I hate your luke warm patriots—he wrote as he thot. & what 

| is more, as he wished too—I honor him for it, & for the trouble he a 
give’s himself to comfort the friends of the New Constitution here by OO 
his frequent letters to you & to Dr. Rush on the Subject?— a 

I believe you’l find yt. he has not been greatly wrong with respect - 
to the final Issue of the business—I have just seen a letter from Mr. __ 
Madison wh. give’s me hopes, & warm well founded One’s too, yt. all 
will go right. it’s dated on the 18th'—another from Mr. S. Smith of OO 

| Baltimore* with an extract from Govr. Randolph’s letter of the 18th 
to him—in this the Govr. say’s—‘‘the number of the voting members _ 
is 168—of wh. 76 are decided Antifederalists—82 as firm for the | 

| adoption®’—Ten who have never yet declared themselves, but yt. he
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had the best assurances that One half were with Us; since the Scruples 
of some have been quieted by a peculiar form of Ratification, which : 
will be offer’d—but after all, it will be unfortunate to decide sucha 
question by so small a Majority—And I am restrained from pressing 
previous Amendments, by the Conviction that it will hazard the Union 

| & are unattainable; the Number’s on each side are so respectable, yt. | 
- . they Command equal respect & deference”’ oe 

Since writg. the above from Memory, I have got a Copy of the above 
letter, & send it you herewith. I dare say you’! sleep the better for it— 
I have some reason to believe yt. the Kentucky Member’s will not Vote 
on the Question—they expect to become a seperate State, & therefore | 

| by standg. aloof may hereafter make better Terms—at least they believe 
oan so—I had wrote thus far when I got an Extract of Mr. Madison’s letter 

. wh. you have No. 2—Adieu! I have been interrupted 40 times since I 
began this Scrawl. ... | | 

- 1. RC, Miscellaneous Manuscripts, DLC. Willing (1731-1821), a partner in the Phil- 
: adelphia mercantile firm of Willing, [Robert] Morris, & [John] Swanwick, was a member 

. of Congress, 1775-76, and president of the Bank of North America, 1781-91. He voted 
ms, against independence in Congress in 1776. This letter is undated, but it is probably the 

| letter that Willing described in his 25 June letter to Bingham: “I wrote you last Night, 
& my letter was deliver’d to a Mr. Herman of N York, who went in the Stage at 3 this — 

| Morng. & promised to deliver the letter to you this Eveng. but least he shou’d not, I 
. now inclose you again the Extract of Govr. Randolphs & of Mr. Madison’s letters the 

: first address’d to Mr. S. Smith of Baltimore the latter to T. Coxe of this City— | 
“These letters have raised our Spirits here; 8& as you seem to want a Cordial drop 

to heighthen your’s It is with pleasure I send these Accounts.” In the margin, Willing 
| wrote: ‘don’t put either of these letters in the papers’ (L. W. Smith Collection, Mor- 

. ristown National Historical Park, Morristown, N.J.). For James Madison’s and Edmund 
Randolph’s letters, see notes 3 and 4 below. | | | 

| , 2. See, for example, Francis Corbin to Benjamin Rush, 23 June (above), and Corbin 
| | to Rush, 2 July (below). For another letter, possibly written by Corbin, see Pennsylvania | 

Packet, 20 June (above). So . 
, 3. On 18 June James Madison wrote Tench Coxe that “No question has been yet | 

| taken by which the strength of parties can be ascertained. Each hopes for victory. There 
| , will not probably be half a dozen fora majority on either side. I hope & think that if 

: | no accident happens the Constitution will carry the point. But when the balance is so | 
extremely nice, it is improper not to mingle doubts with our expectations. A few days 

| will probably decide the matter’? (Rutland, Madison, XI, 151). 
| 4, See Samuel Smith to Tench Coxe, 22 June (above) which quotes from Edmund 

CO Randolph’s 18 June letter to Smith. 
| 5. On the facing page, immediately opposite this statement, Willing wrote: “this is : 

| the state as far as we have grounds for Calculation before any Question has been taken.” 
The vote is taken from Edmund Randolph’s 18 June letter to Samuel Smith. (See note 
4, above.) | | | 

7 New York Daily Advertiser, 24 June’ | 

By a gentleman who arrived from Philadelphia on Saturday evening, 

| “we are informed, that the Antifederal party in the Convention of Vir- 

| ginia had moved for an adjournment, suggesting as a reason, that it
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would be impracticable to discuss the Constitution sufficiently, previous 
to the time appointed for the meeting of the Legislature. This was 
opposed by the Federalists, who moved, as an amendment, that the 
final question should be taken on Saturday the 21st inst. which was 
carried. | an 

1. By 7 July this account was reprinted six times: Vt. (1), N.H. (2), Mass. (2), N.Y. (1). 

Pennsylvania Packet, 24 June! | - 

Extract. of a Letter from Richmond, June 13. | 
“Our convention began the 2d instant, and after three days debating ~ 

on different points, they resolved to go through the articles of the 
federal convention, clause by clause, in rotation, until the whole was | | 
properly examined, after which the great question was put—However 

the Antis soon departed from this rule, and skipped from the first 
article to the middle and last, &c. &c. and so they have been going | 
on ever since, without finishing a single article; though, from the re- 

peated requests of the federal members, the house have agreed that 
to morrow they will agree to a certain day, in some time next week, | 
when the grand question shall be laid before the house, for the vote 
of the house to be taken upon. In accomplishing this decision they 
had to call for the yeas and nays; when it was found there was a majority 
of 8 only, all of whom are federal?—This shews the division in favor | 

is but small. | | 
‘Indeed we are apprehensive that if the Antis find they cannot gain 

their point, they will keep the house disputing until the 23d when they | 
will be obliged to break up to go into the assembly, who are ordered _ | 
to meet on that day. The speakers in favor are, Madison, Randolph, 

Nicholas, Marshall, Pendleton (the judge of the high court of chancery) | 
Corbin—Against it, Henry, Mason, Grayson.” a 

1. This item was reprinted in the Pennsylvania Journal, 25 June; Connecticut Courant, 
30 June; Norwich Packet, 3 July; and Newport Herald, 10 July. | 

2. There is no record in the Journal or the published debates that such a vote was 
ever taken. | : - 

_ The Federalist Express System between the New Hampshire, 

New York, and Virginia Conventions, 24-26 June | 

Seven states adopted the Constitution by the end of April 1788. The 
South Carolina Convention was scheduled to meet on 12 May and the 
Virginia, New York, and New Hampshire conventions on 2, 17, and 18 : 
June, respectively. South Carolina and New Hampshire were expected to 
ratify and bring the total to nine, the number of states required for | 

| ratification. Federalists held a slight edge in the Virginia Convention,
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although enough delegates were uncommitted to make the outcome un- 
certain. On the other hand, Antifederalists had a substantial majority of 
46 to 19 in the New York Convention. | | 

| | Federalists and Antifederalists in both Virginia and New York followed 

the proceedings of one another’s convention. Because New York Fed- 
eralists were badly outnumbered, they hoped for favorable news from 
other states that might encourage Antifederalists to alter their position. 
Ratification by South Carolina, New Hampshire, and Virginia might force 

New York to adopt the Constitution lest it be isolated from the other | 

states that had ratified. Consequently, Federalist leaders in the New York 
| Convention developed a strategy of delay so that they could determine 

| what courses the other conventions were taking. To ensure the rapid an 

spread of news, Federalists in New York, Virginia, and New Hampshire 
| hired express riders to carry favorable news from one convention in these 

states to another. | 
The idea for establishing an express system apparently originated with 

Alexander Hamilton, a New York Convention delegate. On 19 May, Ham- 

| ilton wrote Madison that “We think here that the situation of your state 

| is critical—Let me know what you now think of it—I believe you meet 

nearly at the time we do—It will be of vast importance that an exact 

| communication should be kept up between us at that period; and the 

moment any decisive question is taken, if favourable, I request you to 

: dispatch an express to me with pointed orders to make all possible dili- 

gence, by changing horses &c. All expences shall be thankfully and lib- : 

, erally paid” (Syrett, IV, 649-50. See also Hamilton to Madison, 8 June, 

Syrett, V, 2—4.). On 4 and 10 June, Rufus King, then in Boston, made 

provision with New Hampshire Convention delegate John Langdon to 

forward the news of his state’s ratification from Concord to Hamilton in 

Poughkeepsie, the site of the New York Convention. Langdon was asked 

: to dispatch an express rider to William Smith, a merchant from Spring- 

field, Mass., who would send another rider to Poughkeepsie (King Papers, 

NHi). | 

The New Hampshire Convention ratified the Constitution at 1:00 P.M. 

on 21 June, at which time Langdon wrote Hamilton. The letter, sent via 

Springfield, arrived in Poughkeepsie 71 hours later at noon on 24 June. 

(See John Sullivan to Henry Knox, 21 June, Knox Papers, MHi, Tobias 

| Lear to George Washington, 22 June, Washington Papers, DLC; and 

Philip Schuyler to Stephen Van Rensselaer, 24 June, Stan V. Henkels, 

Auction Sale Catalog No. 1125 [23 January 1915], p. 16, item no. 108. 

| For the text of Langdon’s letter, see note 1, below.) 

| On 25 June, at 2:00 a.m., fourteen hours after the news of New Hamp- 

shire’s ratification had been received, an express rider left Poughkeepsie 

for New York City. He carried a letter from Philip Schuyler to James 

Madison, dated 24 June (below), on the verso of which was a copy of — 

Langdon’s 21 June letter. (Schuyler, Hamilton’s father-in-law, was at- 

| tending the New York Convention as a spectator.) The rider arrived in 

, New York City around noon. At 12:30 p.m., Langdon’s letter was read 

in Congress and, at the same time, Virginia’s three delegates (Edward 

: Carrington, John Brown, and Cyrus Griffin) sent the Schuyler and Lang- 

don letters to Madison. Because of “the critical State of the subject” in 

- Virginia, the delegates “thought it best to dispatch it by express, rather
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than depend on the progress of the post’? (New York Journal, 26 June, | 
below; and Rutland, Madison, XI, 180). Griffin turned the Schuyler and | | 

Langdon letters over to Colonel David Henley. ite Se | | 
_ Colonel Henley left New York City for Virginia at 1:00.p.m. on Wednes- 

day, 25 June. He reached Philadelphia the next day. On Friday morning, _ | 
27 June, he was in Baltimore. (See New York Journal, 26 June, below; and | 

| Pennsylvania Packet and Maryland Journal, 27 June.) Before dawn on 28 | 
June, Henley arrived in Alexandria, where he met an express rider from ey 

Richmond bound for New York. Instead of riding to Richmond himself, - a 

7 _ Henley sent the news of New Hampshire’s ratification to Madison, who OE 

received it on 29 June, two days after the Virginia Convention adjourned. 7 
It had taken eight days to get the news from Concord to Richmond. (See | 
‘David Stuart to Harry Innes, 29 June, below; and George Washington to — | | 

- Charles Cotesworth Pinckney, 28 June; James Madison to Alexander Ham- - 
| ilton, 29 June; New York Journal, 3 July; and Massachusetts Centinel, 5 July, | | 

all in VI, below.) nd | | | | 

| On 29 June Colonel Henley started back for New York. He reached — | woe! 
| Philadelphia on 30 June, between 6:00 and 7:00 p.m., and arrived in New | | 

7 York City on 2 July, between 2:00 and 3:00 a.m. Soon after Henley’s — - | 

arrival, Colonel William Smith Livingston left for Poughkeepsie which he st 

| reached on the same day between 12:30 and 1:00 p.m. He went directly | - 
‘to the New York Convention chamber and informed the delegates that | | 
Virginia had ratified. (See George Washington to Tobias Lear, 29 June; | | 
Philip Schuyler to Stephen Van Rensselaer, 2 July; New York Independent | 
Journal, 2 July; New York Journal, 3 July; and Poughkeepsie Country Jour- 7 
nal, 8 July, all in VI, below. See also Henry Knox to Jeremiah Wadsworth, 
2 July; and Samuel Blachley Webb to Catherine Hogeboom, 2 July, both | 

| in Mfm:Va.) . . | a - 

Philip Schuyler to James Madison _ | sot | Oo 
Poughkeepsie, 24 June! — ey | 

This moment an express is arrived from New Hampshire, conveying | 
the happy intelligence contained in a letter, of which you have a copy — © 
at bottom of this. Colonel Hamilton is in convention, and has requested mo 
me to forward this advice to you— ——— | | 

_ Unless the adoption by New Hampshire should alarm the fears of _ 
those in opposition in the convention here, they will I apprehend | | 
persevere in the intention which they have decide[d]ly evinced of adop- | 

| tion eenditioned predicated on previous Amendments, and those such 

as would render the new Government very little, If any more energetic => 
| than the present.— a | | 

If the convention should rise, before the Stage, which is now here, 

leaves this, Colo. Hamilton will probably write you by that Conveyance; 
_ Your letter of the 13th Arrived last Evening?— =| Ce
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New York Journal, 26 June 

| | By EXPRESS. | 
Yesterday, at 12 h. noon, Mr. Kelsey‘ arrived in this city in ten hours — 

| from Poughkeepsie, with the important intelligence of the RATIFI- 
| CATION of the ConstiTuTIon, by the state of NEW-HAMPSHIRE. 

| This entelligence was received at Poughkeepsie, by express, under 
the signature of his excellency John Langdon, president of the state of 
New-Hampshire, and purports, that the convention, of that state RAT- _ | 
IFIED the CONSTITUTION on the 21st instant, by a majority of ELEVEN, 
yeas 57, nays 46. : | | | | 

At half after twelve this letter was read in Congress. At one o’clock 
Col. Henley sat off, express, for Virginia, with the joyful tidings. 

/ At 2 h. the bells in this city were sat a ringing, which incessantly 
rang until 7 in the evening. | | oe 

mo _ Many citizens were rejoiced on this occasion; to testify which bottles 
of choice nectar were quaffed—and, at that hour, the guns fired. | 

1. RC, Madison Papers, DLC. Schuyler (1733-1804), an Albany merchant and land- 

. owner and a former Continental Army major general, served in Congress, 1775, 1777, 

1779-80, and the New York Senate, 1780-84, 1786-90. On the verso of his letter is 

| a copy of John Langdon’s 21 June letter to Alexander Hamilton which reads: “By the 
7 Desire of our Mutual Friend Rufus King Esqr. I have the great pleasure and satisfaction 

| of informing you, that this State, has this day Adopted the federal Constitution this _ 
alimportant Question, was Carried by a Majority of Eleven 57 Yeas 46 Nays Excuse 
hast[e] and Believe me, with the greatest Respect. | 

“P: S: this letter goes to Springfield by an express which Ive sent for this purpose 
| to the Care of William Smith Esqr. of that place who is to forward it to you.” 

2. Madison’s 13 June letter has not been located. Evidently, he was not optimistic 
because on 25 June Hamilton replied: ‘I am very sorry to find by your letter of the 

| 13th that your prospects are so critical’ (Syrett, V, 80). oe 
| 3. This item was reprinted, in whole or in part, thirteen times by 8 July: N.H. (3), 

Mass. (5), Conn. (3), N.Y. (1), N.J. (1). A similar account, also widely circulated, appeared | 

| in the New York Packet on 27 June. | 
4. Possibly Jonas Kelsey of Poughkeepsie, who seems to have been a horse trader. 

7 From James Madison | | 
Richmond, 25 June’ | 

| On the final question the Constitution was this day ratified by 89 
| ays agst. 79 noes. The majority is small but the proceeding has been 

free from every flaw & pretext of it; and the Convention as full as 

~ could be demanded, two members only being absent and those known 

to be divided on the subject.2 Recommendatory amendments will ac- 

| company the act of ratification.—They are still [to] be settled and will 

a employ us a few days longer. Yrs. respectfully
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1. RC, Paul Mellon Collection, Upperville, Va. The address page has been detached 
from the rest of the letter so that the addressee is unknown. The editors of The Papers 
of James Madison believe that this letter was written to Alexander Hamilton, whom Mad- | 
ison wrote regularly during the state Convention. Furthermore, Madison would have 
notified Hamilton as soon as the Constitution was ratified because on two occasions 
Hamilton had asked that the news of Virginia ratification be sent to him (Rutland, 
Madison, XI, 177-78). | 

2. Notley Conn of Bourbon County and Thomas Pierce of Isle of Wight County did _ | 
not vote. Conn, who represented a Kentucky county, probably was the delegate who 

| opposed ratification; most of his fellow Kentucky delegates (including Henry Lee of 
Bourbon) voted against ratification. Isle of Wight County, which Thomas Pierce rep- | 
resented, was in the heavily Federalist southeastern corner of state. 

_ James Madison to Rufus King 
Richmond, 25 June! | 

The final question in our Convention has just been decided in the 
affirmative by 89 ays 79 noes. Recommendatory amendments will at- | 
tend the act of ratification; but are yet to be settled. The business was 
closed with due decorum & solemnity; and an acquiescence of the 

_ minority can not be in the least doubted. Some of the leaders as might 
be imagined have however a keen feeling of their disappointment. In | 
haste Yrs. affely. mo , 

1. RC, King Papers, NHi. . 

James Madison to George Washington | | 
| Richmond, 25 June! — | 

On the question today for previous amendments, the votes stood 80 
_ ays—88 noes—On the final question the ratification passed 89 ays—79 

| noes. Subsequent amendments will attend the act; but are yet to be 
settled. The temper of the minority will be better known tomorrow. | 
The proceedings have been without flaw or pretext for it; and there 
is no doubt that acquiescence if not cordiality will be manifested by — 
the unsuccessful party. Two of the leaders however betray the effect 

_. Of the disappointment, so far as it is marked in their countenances?— 
In haste Yours | | 

1. RC, Manuscripts Department, Lilly Library, Indiana University. 
2. Francis Preston, a member of the House of Delegates from Montgomery, referred 

to “the poor Conquered Anti’s whose Countenances are Gloomy & dejected as if Louring | 
beneath the terrors of Death & Despair’ (to James Breckinridge, 26 June, Mfm:Va.). - 

Stephen Austin to Jeremiah Wadsworth 
Richmond, 25 June (excerpt)! | 

It is with the highest pleasure that I announce to you the Ratification | 
_ of the new Constitution by this State, which was at half past two oClock 
this day carried by a Majority of Ten, there was 79 of the Minority &
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89 of the Majority. The opposition has been for three weeks very 

powerfull & Violent, the Leaders of which was Colo. Maison Patrick 

Henry Govr. Harrison Colo. Bland Colo. Grason Colo. Tyler, & Mr. 

Munroe | | 

| The Minority have not as yet Manifested any Sentiments Similar to 

those of Massachusets and South Carolina.? it is very much to be 

| wished: that before they depart, they will shew some disposition to 

acquiess in what they have so fairly lost; | | 

| Govenr. Randolph has given the friends to Government the highest _ 

Satisfaction in the part he has taken on this ocation as he has been 

one amongst the principal advocates for the adoption of it. 

| A Long list of previous amendments was handed in & powerfully 

urged which was the Question put for (& Lost) preeceeding the Rat- 

ification. | 7 

| A Committee is appointed to bring in some subsequent amendments 

which will close this important Business . . . | 

1. RC, Wadsworth Papers, Connecticut Historical Society. Stephen Austin (b. 1747) 
was a Philadelphia merchant who, according to the last paragraph of this letter, had 

been in North Carolina collecting debts due his firm. He was probably visiting his brother 

Moses who operated the Richmond branch of Stephen’s Philadelphia firm. | 

9. Austin refers to statements by the minorities of the Massachusetts and South 

Carolina conventions, acquiescing in the decisions of their conventions and promising 

to support the Constitution. | 

William Heth Diary | 
Curles, Henrico County, 25 June (excerpt)! 

Wednesday, 25th June. The Doctor conceiving that the final question, 

would be put off some days, & growing impatient to get home, took 

| his leave this morning, soon after I went to Richmond; attended Coun- 

cil, an hour & then repaird to the convention—where about 2. OC. 

: the question for adopting the constitution with subsequent amend- 

ments was put, & carryd in the affirmative 89. agt. 79—. It was a most 

important question, and the scene was truly awful & solemn.... 

| 1. MS, DLC. © 

| John Brown to Archibald Stuart 
| New York, 25 June’ 

We wait with fear & trembling to hear the determination of Virginia 

respecting the new Constitution. Both Federalists & Antifederalists 

agree in Opinion that its fate depends upon her decision—Accounts 

recd. by last Post leave us in great uncertainty with respect to the
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| event. In Convention in this State there are at least two thirds Anti- “ 
federal or such as will insist upon previous Amendments should Vir- 

_ ginia do the same—We have no certain information from N Hampshire —s_— 
but the general Opinion is that she will adopt it without previous | 
amendments. If it should not be adopted I fear the Consequences will 

prove ruinous to the Union— | mets . ce ee 
| I do not expect that Congress will assent to the Independence of _ 

Kentucky agreeably to the Acts of Seperation passed by Virginia A | | 
Resolution has passed appointing a Committee to bring in an Ordi- oe 

_ nance for the Admission of Kentucky into the Union in a Mode con- 
_ formable to the Articles of Confederation—The Committee are of 

| Opinion that there is no power vested in Congress for that purpose | 
_ & that nothing further can be done under the present application than — ae 

_ to report an Additional Article granting such powers to be refered to 
the different States for their ratification—This will not answer our | 

_ purpose as the Compact between the District & Virga. will cease on _ 
the 4th. of July if not ratifyed by Congress—The Eastern States are 

| opposed to the measure least another Vote should be added to the 
_ Southern States—Others are opposed least it shd. embarrass the New 

Govt.—Kentucky must & wILL be independent— 7 ‘ Oe | 
I have not heard from my relations in Rockbridge since I left Rich- a 

mond Pray Write to me fully : oS ee ane | 
. PS. We this moment are informd that N Hampshire has adopted _ a 

the N. Con[s]titution - | ao ee | 
Good News | ee oe | | | 

| 1. RC, Stuart Collection, ViHi. — | he Ue mo 

Comte de Moustier to Comte de Montmorin , a 
New York, 25 June (excerpt)! =| CRA - 

My Lord, i : ee ee 
_ The grand object that holds the attention of the United States.today _ 

| acquired a new degree of interest from the difficulty that accompanies : | 
_ the formation of the new Government, at the moment when its par- | 

tisans believe its success to be most assured. Today three States are “ | 
_ assembled in convention to make a decision on the new Constitution; | 

New Hampshire is hardly noticed; her vote would in truth be sufficient : 
to complete the nine that are needed to bring about the alteration of 

_ the federal Government, but it is not probable that it would have any | 
influence on the decision of the State of Virginia nor on that of New- | | 
york. The Antifederalists seemed to win some ground in the former | 
and they have a recognized majority in the latter. The Leaders of this |
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party come out in the open there [New York]. There is animosity on 
both sides in Virginia. I limit myself to mentioning by name only one | 
leader of the party in that State, Mr. Patrick Henri, because he deserves | 

to be distinguished from all the others by his talents, his ambition and 

| his influence on the people. His plan would be to detach his State 

from the confederation. If he carries the votes of the people from the | 

| interior and if he joins them with those of North Carolina, which is 

the last state to meet in Convention, he would be able to form a body 

| strong enough to sustain itself against the efforts of the party opposed 

| to his plan. : | | 

| In this State [New York] the opinion of the Antifederalists is pos- — 

| itively in favor of separation. They are claiming that it is advisable for | 

| | them to form a separate Government and not involve themselves for 

| a long time to come in the affairs of Europe, with whom they ought 

- to have even fewer commercial ties, which only furnish them with | | 

a luxuries that they must do without to live in the simplicity that befits _ 

: a newborn State. ... | | | 

| | P.S. It is learned at this moment Newhampshire has agreed to the new | 
Constitution. Congress can now discuss if it also wants to adopt it. It | 

| is probable that it will agree to it, but without Virginia and Newyork _ 

| the new Government will exist more in name than in fact. The great 

issue remains which course those two will take. The implementation 

, [of the new government] will come afterwards.—Another difficulty.— 

| | 1. RC (Tr), Correspondance Politique, Etats-Unis, Vol. 33, ff. 214-18, Archives du 

Ministére des Affaires Etrangéres, Paris. Printed: American Historical Review, VIII (1903), 

730-33. This letter, number 15, was endorsed as received on 26 September. 

Virginia Centinel, 25 June’ | 

| Extract of a letter from Richmond, dated June 16. © 

“The Convention is still sitting, and as yet no question has been put, 

| so as to lead to a discovery which side is the strongest; my opinion is, 

that there is, AT PRESENT, a majority of six, perhaps ten, in favor of 

the proposed Constitution; but it is utterly impossible to say what 

changes may take place during the investigation of a subject so ex- _ | 

tremely important. The Governor has acted (as I always expected he 

would) the part of a warm advocate for supporting the Union; his first 

| wish was to get previous amendments, but finding that eight states had | 

adopted the Constitution without attempting it, he considered the time 

for procuring them as past, and has joined most heartily the friends 

to the adoption without amendments. His speeches and public dec- 

| larations do him the highest honor, and has fully confirmed me in the 

| opinion that he is both a great and a good man.” |
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1. On this day, the Norfolk and Portsmouth Journal reported that “The latest accounts | 
from Richmond say, that the Union will be adopted by Virginia, but by a very small | 
majority.” See also the Winchester Virginia Gazette, 25 June (immediately below). 

_ 2. The phrase, ‘‘a great and a good man,” was most often used to describe George 

_ Washington. (See John P. Kaminski and Jill Adair McCaughan, eds., A Great and Good 
Man: George Washington in the Eyes of His Contemporaries [Madison, Wis., 1989].) , 

Winchester Virginia Gazette, 25 June : | 

By the latest accounts from Richmond, it was supposed that the | 
| Convention would not get through the consideration of the Consti- | | 

tution, until the last of this week. All the speeches are taken down in 
short hand by a master of that art, and are to be published. So much 
eloquence, it is thought, has never been displayed in any one assembly 
in America, and will do great honor to the federal cause, whatever 

| may be the event. Oo | | 
_ The friends to the federal government are well convinced, that there 

is a very respectable majority in favour of the Constitution in the 
| Convention at Richmond. Those in the opposition are said to be mak- 

| ing every exertion to prevail on a majority for bringing in a set of 
_ amendments, to be submitted to the people, and to adjourn the final 

_ question to a future day. This appears to be their last hope. oe 
Great preparations are said to be making in Philadelphia, in order 

to form a most elegant Procession, in honor to the ninth State which | 
_ shall adopt the federal Constitution.! May Virginia, by the deliberations 

and decision of her present Convention, be honored with this merited laurel, 
| by the adoption of that plan of government which they have now under 

consideration, and which must establish us a free, happy, and respectable | 
people. — : | : . 

1. The Gazette refers to the preparations being made for the huge Fourth of July | : 
| celebration that took place in Philadelphia. - | 

Virginia Independent Chronicle, 25 June! , 

The Committee of the whole Convention got through the new plan 
of government on Monday last, and the debates have been since on 
the mode on which they should conclude this important business. Two 
plans are now before the Committee, one for ratifying the proposed | 
plan of government, and annexing to the ratification certain reser- 
vations and declarations which ought not to be exercised by the 
Foederal Government, the other in the form of a conditional ratifi- | 
cation, which is, that previous to receiving the plan, amendments be 
recommended to the eight states who have already adopted the gov- 
ernment, for their further consideration: These are principally a Bill
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of Rights and certain amendments relative to the proposed plan—(The 
calm, cool, and deliberate manner in which this important subject has 
been investigated, will be a lasting monument of national gratitude to 
those venerable statesmen, who have so eminently distinguished them- 

_ Selves in forming this new plan of government—Posterity will, with 
gratitude view the services of this Convention—and with extacy and — | 

. admiration they will contemplate, in the records of time, the magnan- 
_ imity and disinterested patriotism which has been so eminently distin- 
guished on this occasion.—A crowded audience have viewed with an 
awful reverence the distinguished order which has been observed dur- 

_ Ing the debate—and whatever may be the ultimate decision of this - 
Grand Assembly, we have no doubt but the minority will accede to it, 
with their usual love for their country—that harmony and good-will, 
will pervade the state—and the virtues of the majority will be echoed 

_ with applause throughout succeeding generations.) | 

: 1. This item was reprinted eight times by 14 July: Mass. (1), N.Y. (3), Pa. (4). The 
text in angle brackets was also reprinted in the Virginia Centinel and Winchester Virginia 

| | Gazette, 2 July, and Boston Independent Chronicle, 10 July. | 

A Delegate Who Has Catched Cold 
Virginia Independent Chronicle, 25 June! 

To the Honorable the CHAIRMAN of the ComMITTEE of the CONVEN- 
| TION at RICHMOND. | 

: (Concluded from our last.) 
SIR, As republican governments admits of few abuses in their state | 

of original purity! but when they do exist, they are more striking, and 
visible by their contrasts, and the government then possesses more 

| energy to effect a correction; as societies encrease, grow old, and ac- 
quire perfection in appearance by their population, commerce, arts, 
riches and luxury, then abuses and vices multiply, subdivide and are 
insensibly confounded with one another, each of them in detail be- 

| comes less striking but by their union, their pernicious effects, are 
discovered and removed with more difficulty, because, the government 
at best has only retained its first situation, and has not held the same 
progressive tenor with the society; hence springs the shocks and rev-_ - 

: olutions by which, either the people overturn the government, or the 
government oppresses the people: it is then necessary to vary its re- 
gim[e] at periodical epochs: all things in nature is subdued by peri- 
odical order, heavens and earth have their precise revolutions, and 

ourselves are subdued for our wants at that general law, we follow it 
in all our actions and business to maintain the good order, thus, we 

ought to observe it in that great and important transaction.
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It is an incontestible fact that all governments, how perfect soever 

their organization, have been at last destroyed; even that of the Jews, | | 
_ which they boast to have held immediately from God himself, have | 

obeyed this general law and has not preserved that people from dis- 
persion, &c. ke. ORs | a oe ae 

Some authors after having rapidly glanced over all the governments 
| which have existed to this day, have imagined that the political bodies 

resembled the human body in these circumstances, of infancy, growth, | 
| _ decline, and dissolution; there are others who have considered this. | 

comparison as rather ingenious than pertinent, because the political | 
bodies being composed of individuals continually succeeding each — | 

| others, in the same order, may be always youthful and last as long as 
the world, were it not deranged by great and untoward events! but 
without examining the truth or falsehood of these reasonings, we may 
be easily convinced, that though it be out of the reach of human | 
prudence to guard a government against these untoward events, itmay 

/ at last by renewing and giving it a fresh spring at stated periods,  —s_| 
prevent or retard these interior causes, which may prey upon its vitals, = 

| and cause its natural death: Probably this mean of reforming them- 
_ selves and of recovering their pristine vigor, might have brought down 

to our days, those nations that have now disappeared; we have now 
- in our hands this happy remedy, we apply it at this crisis, and our = 

principal endeavors should tend to preserve to us the use of it. . 
- It is very lamentable to view the inconstancy and contradiction of 

our several legislatures, not only against one another, but with Con- 7 
_ gress, not only in the forms, but in the principles of their regulations, 
every year brings on reforms and amendments which require the same __ 
thing the following year; this continual change of system in adminis- — 

_. tration, destroys that very confidence, which it ought to promote, and 
_ far from improving them, it augments the disorder of public affairs, 

as well in commerce as in finances. Another inconveniency not less — 
considerable attends those legislatures which cannot, or will not, either | 
through prejudices and systems, or by haughtiness and presumption,  =—s—_ 

be reformed, but with difficulty, at very distant periods, and as it were : 
by a shock; both these extremes are dangerous, we shew the example __ 
of the one, the Europeans of the other: the resolution that we shall — : 
take by our new constitution, in investing the. Congress with powers | 
necessary for the great object of general administration, is a great step _ 
towards perfection, for to have good and uniform laws, and the clause _ 

_ that we shall add for its duration, for to revise it to a fixed period, is 

a prudent precaution, for to have those laws always suitable to our
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| circumstances, and will prevent us from falling into either of those 
extremes, ) a | a 

_ AS we may propose and recommend amendments to Congress, and 
to avoid the reproach of making them either partial, or numerous and 
contradictory, let us be satisfied with presenting a bill of rights of the _ 
people of America, in such general terms; so expressive, so clear, and 

a at the same time so short, as never to require either comment or | 
: | interpretations. Nothing that has been yet laid before the public is 

| satisfactory; may it be written by men conscious of its necessity and 
oe of the dignity of their subject, that it may be an honorable introduction | 

to the constitution of the United States of America. | 
| Our rights as a free people, were fixed and fully expressed at the 

| | head of our different constitutions. Why then should they not be placed «= | 
| also at the head of this general foederation, which may supercede these? 

Some states, it is true, have no bill of rights, but it is an additional 

| _ reason for inserting one in the foederal; since as Americans their rights 
= are the same, and making a greater concession of those rights to the 

| foederal body, that precaution is at present indispensible: it is not 
_ possible now to be ignorant of our rights, and to contest them, being 

| so near of the glorious epoch of their acquisition; but it will be at- 
a tempted in the future time and the history of all ages announce that 

they will no more be spared, than those of all the people who have 
preceded us, if we have no more care for their preservation. | 

In considering all peoples existing on the earth and the nations who | 

. have preceded them, it is not possible to sustain, that they have been 
. reduced in that state of servitude with their full consent and by the 

_ free concession of their rights! but in contrary it is certain, that they | 
| have lost them imperceptibly and have been subjugated by gradation, , 

| or by a violent revolution occasioned by anarchy; if they had well 
known, established and maintained their prerogatives and their gov- 
ernment, they should have prevented those two extremes, who have _ 

constrained them to creep under a chief, and becoming conqueror, 
or conquered people. | | 

| . Those rights characterise the man, essentially the true republican, _ 

| the citizen of this continent; their enumeration, in head of the new 

constitution, can inspire and conserve the affection for the native coun- 
try, they will be the first lesson of the young citizens becoming men, | 
to sustain the dignity of their being; in fine the publication of those 
prerogatives has drawn us the envy and the admiration of all Europe, | 

- and being the preamble of our foederal constitution, they may be the 
means of a considerable emigration to this continent. | 

We shall consider the new modelled Congress, as the general arsenal
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_ in which we deposit our arms and our ammunitions, our bill of rights, 
if accepted, will be the authenticated act of deposit, and the limited , 

time for revision, will serve to verify, whether they have been kept in 
good order and whether the trust has not been abused. 

Under a firm persuasion and conviction of the necessity of an en- 
ergetic, uniform and regular government, to which we must necessarily 
yield up a part of our states sovereignties, I cannot discover, with my _ 
feeble understanding, any other means, that [i.e., than] this sacred _ | 
palladium that can effectually secure us and our posterity from the 
odious tyranny of an aristocratic government, nor any thing less, than 
the adopting this new constitution to save us from anarchy and an- | 
nihilation. | | | 

1. The first part of this essay appeared in the Virginia Independent Chronicle on 18 

June (above). | 

Massachusetts Centinel, 25 June! | , | | 

Of VIRGINIA CONVENTION. | | . 
Extract of a letter from a gentleman of the first information, dated Pe- 

tersburg, June 9, 1788, received per a vessel in 5 days from Norfolk. 
_ “T have been attending the debates of our Convention these seven 
days. Much eloquence has hitherto been displayed on both sides on 
the important question—But I may venture to assure you, there will 

| be a MAjoRITY—a small one—in favour of the Constitution.” — 

By this vessel we further learn—That the Convention, on the 9th 
inst. were debating the Constitution by paragraphs—That Mr. Mad- | 
dison, Col. Lee, and Gov. Randolph, in favour of the Constitution, 

spoke the three first days, and that on the fourth Mr. Mason began 
on the opposition, and spoke a short time, after which Mr. Patrick 

| Henry rose, and spoke all that day (Thursday) all Friday, Saturday, | 
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, and was still speaking on Thursday, 
the date of our information—That there are many shining characters 
in the Convention—Rutledge,? Blair, Jones, Lee, Henry, Wythe, and | 

“Maddison among the rest, oe | : 
- Pouring from his narrow chest, oy , 
More than Greek or Roman sense, — | 

Boundless tides of eloquence.” &c. &c. oe . 

and that the Convention would set about three weeks. | | 

1. By 4 July this item was reprinted in whole or in part eight times: N.H. (3), Mass. 
, (2), R.I. (2), Conn. (1). | | 

| 2. The Centinel and the four reprintings that included this passage mistakenly printed 
| Rutledge instead of Randolph. No one named Rutledge sat in the Virginia Convention.
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Pennsylvania Packet, 25 June’ _ 

| Extract of a letter from Richmond, dated June 18. 
“Our Convention is yet sitting, nor is it expected they will get 

through the whole of the articles this week, although the Assembly are 
to meet on Monday next. It is thought the Assembly will have to | 

| adjourn a few days, till the convention gets through the whole of the 
articles. There has been a deal of manceuvreing to know who is strong- 
est, and as yet it cannot be found out. Bets are offered there will not 
be more than 5 to 8 of a majority on either side. We think it will be 
in favor of the Constitution.” _ | 

1. This item was reprinted in the New York Daily Advertiser, 27 June, and Providence 
Gazette, 5 July. 

Charles Mortimer to John Mortimer 
| Fredericksburg, 26 June (excerpt)! | 

... Give my respects to Mr. Barclay, tell him our convention has 
been violent in Argument on both sides, owing to the designing de- 

clamatory Scoundrals, who have debts, foreign and domestic to pay, 
a vanity to gratify, which they never could accomplish in the Govt.— 

| But rejoice, this moment I had a letter by post, the grand question 
was put yesterday and carried by a majority of ten, that satisfies me— 

I trust in god we shall have more Justice, when the principles of | 
good Government are taken out of the power of ignorant wicked men— 

: 1. FC, Minor Family Papers, Commonplace Book of Mary Anne Fauntleroy (Mortimer) 
Randolph of “The Grove,” ViHi. 

Henry Knox to Jeremiah Wadsworth 
New York, 26 June (excerpt)! | 

... The constitution in Virginia is still critical—The last intelligence 
of the 17th. Govr Randolph states the parties 82 decidedly for it—76 
as decidedly opposed, and 10 neutrals—he supposes the last to be 
divided which will give the federals a majority of 62—Grayson says each _ 
side has 80 certain—and that there [are] 8 neutrals—On the whole I 

beleive it will be adopted by a very small majority, which however may 
be encreased if the news from New Hampshire should reach [them?] 

| before they rise—which is probable as an express was off from this 
yesterday at 1 oClock? | | 

I sincerely congratulate you on the adoption by New Hampshire. 

1. RC, Wadsworth Papers, Connecticut Historical Society. Wadsworth received this 
letter on the morning of 29 June and responded the same day: “Virginia must adopt
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the Constitution[.] I cant bear to think they will not[.] pray write me in Your next that 
they have done so”’ (Knox Papers, MHi). ey Ha Oe so : 

| 2. This information was possibly obtained from congressman William Bingham who | oe 
obtained it from Thomas Willing’s 24 June letter to him (above). — oe eee 

| _. 3. David Henley was the express rider who left New York City on 25 June, at 1:00 — | , 
__P.M., bound for Richmond. See “The Federalist Express System between the New Hamp- — 

_ shire, New York, and Virginia Conventions,” 24-26 June (above). | | | : 

| Jeremiah Wadsworth to Henry Knox ee - | 
| ~ Hartford, 26 June (excerpt)! | | | | - - 

_... I congratulate You on the New Hampshire adoption. is it pos- oS 
sible the Antient Dominion can reject it. if they do who can think of a 

__ a Curse that is equal to their Crime—Grayson and Monroe—how un- 
| accountable their conduct—are you not convinced their is a Hell—is ” 

any other punishment but everlasting, unquenchable fire equal to the ae 
Crime of destroying the fairest Hopes of a World—Adam & Eve did © 
nothing when they fell—Grayson & Monroe—have a claim to the first oe 
place in the regions of Perdition—but it can not be Virginia must & eo 
-will—I am persuaded they have adopted the Constin. — Pe, | | 
- Your last letter reached me too late for an Answer by that Post—_ | 

besides I was Sick with a Soar throat—Which is yet bad enough & the a 

_ worse for the Curses I constantly utter against—the Antifedl Virgin- — | 
| ians.7... 0 | | Be ae, oo | 

1. RC, Knox Papers, MHi. In his reply of 29 June, Knox told Wadsworth that he ae 
received his letter on the evening of the 28th (Wadsworth Papers, Connecticut Historical a 
Society), | oe a | re | 

| 2. On 29 June Knox replied: “I admire your curses—but you have no occasion to a 
use them—The Antis will have the occasion.” Earlier in his letter, Knox referred to | 

information he had received in a letter written by James Madison on 19 June: ‘‘Virginia 
will accept without doubt with a small majority” (¢bid.). : are | 

Petersburg Virginia Gazette, 26 June! o BEES ga es 

Yesterday about three o’clock, in Committee of the whole House of | | 
the Honourable Convention of this state, came on the question, _ | 

| whether amendments previous to the ratification of the proposed plan . 

of government should take place, when the Committee divided, and | 

the motion was lost by a majority of seven. And then the all important | 
question was put, Will this Convention ratify the new plan of govern- — 

“ment? when it was carried by a majority of ten. For the ratification, = 
89; against it, 79. After which a Committee was appointed to draw up | 
amendments, to be taken into consideration to-day, which are to be 

_ recommended to the first Congress under the new government. | 

: 1. Because the Petersburg Virginia Gazette, 26 June, has not been located, this item . 
has been transcribed from the North Carolina Wilmington Centinel, 9 July. The Centinel. |
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prefaced the item with this statement: “We have the pleasure to communicate to our 

readers, the following IMPORTANT INTELLIGENCE, which we have extracted from 

| the Virginia Gazette, of the 26th ult.” The item was also reprinted in the Gazette of the 

| State of Georgia, 24 July, and Georgia State Gazette, 2 August. For a similar item, see | 

a Charleston City Gazette, 13 July (VI below). | 

- Virginia Gazette and Weekly Advertiser, 26 June’ | | 

ae Yesterday the grand question came on before the Honourable the 

a Convention of this State for the ratification of the Foederal Consti- 

a tution, when the ayes and noes being taken, there appeared for the _ 

| 3 ratification 89 votes, and against it 79. The form of the ratification 

| with a list of the names of the voters on both sides, will be published 

| - in our next.2 After the vote of ratification a committee of 17 or 18— 

| members was appointed to prepare such subsequent amendments as | 

ye it may be thought necessary to recommend for future adoption.° | 

1. This item was reprinted, in whole or in part, in the Philadelphia Independent Gaz- 

| | etteer, 2 July; Pennsylvania Mercury, 3 July; Annapolis Maryland Gazette, 3 July; and New 

on York Journal, 8 July. oe 

2. On 3 July the Virginia Gazette and Weekly Advertiser printed virtually the entire 

minutes for 25 June, which included the roll-call vote on ratification and the Form of 

: Ratification. 
3. The Convention appointed a committee of twenty (eleven Federalists and nine 

Antifederalists) to prepare recommendatory amendments. 

, Virginia Herald, 26 June 

| We learn from Richmond, that the discussion of the constitution, oe 

| | clause by clause, had at length been effected on Monday last, and that 

it was expected the question would be called for on Tuesday. The first, | 

7 - it is supposed, would respect previous or subsequent amendments;— 

if that should be lost, the second would be for an adjournment for ee 

| further deliberation. This is a measure, we are told, that is pleasing 

even to the Federalists, from the doubts they entertain whether they 

have a majority, and the importance of the subject. | 

: Pennsylvania Mercury, 26 June’ | | 

| Extract of a letter from Richmond, June 18. 

oo “Our Convention have nearly gone through the Constitution by 

7 clauses.—The important question, we expect, will come on some time 

—_ this week, when the well-wishers to federal measures may flatter them- 

| selves, that the ninth pillar will be entered in the Temple of American ~ 

| Liberty. Politics run very high—the division very nice—the utmost we 

| expect is a majority of six or eight, and of this we are pretty certain,
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notwithstanding Mr. Henry’s declamatory powers—they being vastly 
overpowered by the deep reasoning of our glorious littke Madison. The _ | 
Governor, on the first day of the debate, declared himself explicitly 
for the adoption and subsequent amendments; the remainder of the 
opposition are for making previous amendments a condition of the 
adoption. The Governor’s declaration we here consider as the clinching 

nail—He has since spoken largely on the subject many times, and is a 
powerful champion for adoption.” | | | 

1. This item was reprinted in the New York Daily Advertiser, 30 June, and New 
Hampshire Spy, 5 July. | 

James Madison to Alexander Hamilton 7 - 
Richmond, 27 June! | | 

| This day put an end to the existence of our Convention. The inclosed 
is a copy of the Act of Ratification. It has been followed by a number — 
of recomendatory alterations; many of them highly objectionable. One 
of the most so is an article prohibiting direct taxes where effectual 

: laws shall be passed by the States for the purpose. It was impossible _ 
_ to prevent this error. The minority will sign an address to the people. | 

The genesis of it is unknown to me. It is announced as an exhortation 
to acquiescence in the result of the Convention.? Notwithstanding the 
fair professions made by some, I am so uncharitable as to suspect that 
the ill-will to the Constitution will produce [in them?] every peaceable 
effort to disgrace & destroy it. Mr. H—y declared previous to the final 

_ question that although he should submit as a quiet citizen, he should 
wait with impatience for the favorable moment of regaining in a con- 
stitutional way, the lost liberties of his country. My conjecture is that | 
exertions will be made to engage */sds of the Legistures in the task of 
regularly undermining the government. This hint may not be unworthy | | 

_ of your attention. Yrs. affecly. | 

| 1. RC, Hamilton Papers, DLC. | | 
2. See ‘Meeting of Antifederalist Convention Delegates,” 27 June (RCS:Va., 1560- 

62). The minority of the state Convention never signed any address. 
3. See Patrick Henry’s speech on 25 June (RCS:Va., 1537). | 

James Madison to George Washington 
Richmond, 27 June! os | | 

The Convention came to a final adjournment to day. The inclosed 
is a copy of their act of ratification with the yeas & nays. A variety of . 
amendments have been since recommended; several of them highly 

__ objectionable; but which could not be parried. The Minority are to |
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sign an address this evening which is announced to be of a peace- 

making complexion. Having not seen it I can give no opinion of my 

own. I wish it may not have a further object. Mr. H—y declared pre- 

vious to the final question that altho’ he should submit as a quiet 

| citizen, he should seize the first moment that offered for shaking off 

the yoke in a Constitutional way. I suspect the plan will be to engage 

*/s of the Legislatures in the task of undoing the work; or to get a 

Congress appointed in the first instance that will commit suicide on 

| their own Authority. Yrs. most Affetly. & respectfy 

1. RC, Washington Papers, DLC. 

—_ Richard Henry Lee to John Lamb — | 
Chantilly, 27 June 

In this letter, Antifederalist Richard Henry Lee replied to an 18 May 

, letter that he had received from New York Antifederalist John Lamb, 

writing on behalf of the New York Federal Republican Committee. New 

York Antifederalists wanted to cooperate with Antifederalists in Virginia 

and other states in proposing amendments before the Constitution was 

ratified. At the time that Lee wrote this letter from his Potomac River 

estate, he was unaware that the Virginia Convention had ratified the | 

Constitution with recommendatory amendments. For Lamb’s and Lee’s 

letters, see RCS:Va., 814-15, 825-26. | 

| Martin Oster to Comte de la Luzerne 
Richmond, 28 June’ 

My Lord, | 

I have the honor to inform you that on the 25th of this month, the 

new federal Government was adopted by Virginia, by a majority of 89 

- votes to 79, on the condition that the next day it would be hampered 

by amendments to be recommended to Congress. You will find at- — 

tached a Copy of the agreed-upon Amendments. 

After long debates the issue came down to this: The Antifederalists 

| demanded that amendments be agreed upon before the Ratification 

of the Constitution, which was in effect a refusal, given that the im- 

posed condition was to accept or reject the plan in its Entirety; and 

the Federalists consented to amendments, but following Ratification. 

No doubt you will be surprised, My Lord, to find such a small 

: Majority of 89 to 79, in a State such as Virginia, where, education is 

. quite widespread: but as most of the Virginians are in debt, and as 

they fear all that tends to good order, many counties have chosen to 

a be passive with their Delegates, and have given them as Instruction, 

only the positive order to refuse. | |
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| Mr. Patrick Henry, Leader of the Opposition Party, has displayed 
a popular Eloquence and an astonishing resource of Genius and abil- 
ities. He was always attacked, but never conquered. Those who did 

. their best to support Mr. Henry are Messrs. Mason, Grayson, and _ 
Monroe. - Jie a | Boo | 
~ Governor Randolph has surprised as much as amazed everyone, with Mee 

| the warmth and lively interest that he has applied to proving the ne- 
_ cessity of adopting the proposed System. Eight states, he said, having : 

| accepted it, Virginia should agree to it.2 He spoke often and with Elo ss” 
| quence, and his Arguments contributed in no small way to the favor- | 

able outcome. Ts , a a | 
Mr. Maddisson is the one who, among all the delegates, carried the | 

votes of the two parties. He was always clear, precise and consistent 
| in his reasoning, and always methodical and pure in his Language. He | 

_ certainly would have convinced his Antagonists if they had not already : 
had a predetermined plan. | See a 

Mr. Innes[,] Attorney General, closed the debates with a very force- _ 
ful Speech. | - | Re oe ose . 

Mr. Pendleton, first Judge of the [High Court] of Chancery[,] so 
7 well known in all the States, was President of the Convention and 

Leader of the Adopting party. The weakness of his voice deprived 
three-quarters of the Assembly of his solid and persuasive Arguments. | 

The Debates being taken down by the Flying pen, or short-hand[,])I 
_ will have the honor of transmitting them to you as soon as they are | 

printed. | oes ee NE ds a 
| We hope here, My Lord, that this Event will give a new appearance — 

to the Affairs of the Continent, and that it will induce the Commercial | 
Nations to enter into competition with the English. As we have the 
right to furnish the United States with a number of essential articles, — oe 
I think that our Good Merchants will again turn their sights and spec- 
ulations in this Direction, and that before undertaking anything, they | 

| will take the necessary counsel, for it is upon this counsel that their | 
Success will depend. | ee rae 

| [P.S.] Governor Randolph will resign at next October’s assembly, and _ 
his resignation has been predicted. a ek 7 

: 1. RC (Tr), Correspondance Politique, Etats-Unis, Supplement, Vol. IV, ff. 359-60, 
Archives du Ministére des Affaires Etrangéres, Paris. This letter, dispatch number 57, | 
was docketed as received on 5 October 1788. On 25 May Oster, who was stationed in | 

_ Norfolk, had written Luzerne that he planned to leave for Richmond in a few days to 
attend the Virginia Convention and to receive some money for two Frenchmen (Affaires | 
Etrangeéres, Correspondance Consulaires, BI 927, Norfolk, ff. 169-70, Archives Na- | 

a _ tionales, Paris). — = ao oy .
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| _ 2. Edmund Randolph first made this point in the Convention on 4 June (RCS:Va., 
936) and repeated it several times thereafter. For other references to Randolph’s point, : 
see John Vaughan’s 11 June letters to John Dickinson and John Langdon (both above). 

3. For Innes’s speech, see Convention Debates, 25 June (RCS:Va., 1519-24). 

4. On 12 November 1788 Governor Randolph’s letter of resignation was laid before 
| the House of Delegates. Three days later Randolph reentered the House as a delegate 

| from Williamsburg, replacing Samuel Griffin who had accepted the office of high sheriff 
| of James City County. | / 

Elbridge Gerry to James Warren — | 
; Cambridge, 28 June (excerpt)! | | | 

... The convention of New-York will, I am well informed, annex a 

pill of rights to a conditional ratification, which will remove all our 
objections, and it is believed Virginia will do the same. Patrick Henry 

| has been brilliant in that convention, and very severe on ——? who is _ 

_ reprobated for his duplicity and versatility. I know not what judgment 
to form with respect to the final event, but trust in Providence for 

protection from the thraldom, which may be apprehended, unless the _ | 
new constitution shall be modified and amended. ... oe 

1. Printed: James T. Austin, The Life of Elbridge Gerry (2 vols., Boston, 1828-1829), 
II, 84-85. Warren (1726-1808), a Milton merchant-farmer, was speaker of the Mas- 

sachusetts House of Representatives and an opponent of the Constitution. 
| 2. Edmund Randolph. | 

An Obituary for Constitutional Liberty | 
Virginia Gazette and Independent Chronicle, 28 June’ — , 

Just departed this life in the bloom of Youth, our much admired and dearly 

| beloved Friend CONSTITUTIONAL LIBERTY. 

He was a youth of uncommon vigor during his services ina military 
| capacity, where his zeal for the United States was not surpassed by 

any of his brother officers—he sustained during a bloody conflict of a 
desperate siege (for eight years,) his post of honor with a firmness that 

| 7 was never equaled by the oldest veteran so far from shutting himself | 
up in a small (compass or) garrison, he encreased and enlarged the 

-.._- boundaries of the camp, where the soldiers might enjoy all the plea- 

sures of domestic society, without weakening or losing one atom of 

| his authority; the innocent recreations and friendly gambols of his. | 

| faithful followers, were not restrained, even when he was on a line of 

| march; and his orders were executed and obeyed with reverence and 

, esteem, his aid[e]s were wise and discreet, and never executed any 

| authority without engaging the accompanyment of two favorite sub-  _ 

| alterns, love and affection—In fine, all his marches, counter marches, | 

| and mancevers, delighted the whole camp; his discipline dazzled and
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-~ confounded his enemies, and his sorties have been so dreadful as to | 

| make the British Lion tremble at his feet:—His whole army were de- 
fended by redoubts, fortresses, bastions, counterscarps, batteries, 

fosses, ravellins, pickets, &c. &c.—All the neighbouring powers re- _ - 7 
» spected and loved him courted his friendship and alliance;—thus sit- 

uated the reciprocation of good offices were the first thought of his 7 
soul, but, communicating his plan of defence to some of the adjoining | 

_confederacies, where he necessarily shew’d the plat of his whole en- 
_ campment, they found a weak part therein; they like apparent friends, — 

sent him a message to the following purport.—‘‘We your brethren in 
one common cause, embarked have been sensible of the hardships of — 
the war, in which you have sustained so great a part, we in sympathy | 
to your distress, and by the ties of our federal articles, now propose 
to send as auxilliaries, some of our choicest disciplined officers and 
soldiers, to command your out posts,[’’] which were defended with 

| some of the most valuable brass ordinance, he gladly opened the gates 
and received this supposed additional strength, having been on double © 
duty for some time; no sooner had the auxilliaries the management 
of his out posts and some batteries, within his lines, but they began | 

_ to assume an equal command, and the disorderly behavior of a few 
of both soldiers and officers, plainly shew’d him their bad designs; in 
vain did he remonstrate against their licentious behavior, in vain did 
he wish to get rid of them;—a skirmish ensued in which he received 
several wounds, though none of them were thought to be mortal, the 
engagement at last became general and one of the principal batteries = 
revolted and declared against him:—The battle now became more ter- 
rible than ever, the enemy (already dreadful with their musquetry) now | 
turned their cannon on him, no less than 89 heavy brass pieces? in- 

| cessantly playing upon his flanks and center, nor day nor night was 
_ the horrid din of arms less incessant; twenty two days in the list of ) 

time’ did he defend his rights with that fortitude and becoming dignity 

that marked his exalted soul; all the cannon in his whole park of | 
_ artillery was dismounted or rendered useless, his ammunition on the 

point of giving out, forced him to surrender himself upon these sad | 
terms, not prisoner of war but prisoner at discretion! | | 

| Such a reverse of fortune, brought about by his professed friends 
and allies, drove him into despair. In vain did the state physicians, _ 
prescribe a strict regimen; in vain did they prohibit patent medicines, 
and G. W’s. circular prescription; in vain did they exhort him not to 
listen to a great quack, who wore a white coat; in vain I say was every 
anodyne administered, for fell despair had opened the bleeding 
wounds he had received afresh, and gave the grave the fairest portion _
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of independent excellence, that ever tread the theatre of this capacious 
stage. 

Reader whoever thou art, drop a tear of pity on his ashes; let his 
remembrance be sacred in your grateful lays, let his dead corpse be 
placed before your eyes: let recollection tear his manes from the de- 

| voted tomb! and fix your steady purpose to revenge his cause! the 
| cause of Heaven committed to your charge! 

He was inter[r]ed in a manner suitable to his rank, but without the 

discharge of artillery that being forbid by his will, which is recorded | 
in the large volume of Fame, and witnessed by 79 of his brother 

| __ Officers.° . 
| Despondent anguish, pity, rage, terror, fury, working in the fettered 

| soul, but faintly showed the affecting zra, and but faintly told that all _ 

| | was lost. | 
EPITAPH, | 

Here lies the blessed body of our CONSTITUTIONAL LIBERTY 
in hopes of a glorious resurrection. 

FUNERAL PROCESSION, 
The corps[e] preceded by all the patriots in the city—Public integrity, 

Virtue, Friendship, and every domestic smile. 

PALL BEARERS, 
| The four great Pillars of the state, viz: 

Liberty of the Press—Liberty of Conscience. 
Taxation with representation—Trial by jury. 

The solemn scene was closed by the Goddess Liberty sheading tears 
for the loss of her departed Hero. | 

1. This item was reprinted in the Baltimore Maryland Gazette, 22 July; State Gazette of — 

South Carolina, 28 July; and Kentucky Gazette, 2 August. 
7 2. The final vote for ratification in the state Convention was 89 to 79. 

3. The Virginia Convention was in session twenty-three days. 
4. A reference to George Washington’s circular letter of June 1783 to the state 

executives that was printed in the Virginia Independent Chronicle on 4 June (above). 

5. See note 2 (above). 

David Stuart to Harry Innes | 

Richmond, 29 June (excerpt)! | 

| ... Having dedicated so much of my letter to business, I must now 

| try to season it with a little politics—Altho’ most of your members on 

| the Convention,? were opposed to the Constitution, I hope on more 

mature consideration your Country will not only be reconciled to it’s 

adoption, but consider it as a benefit conferred on them in spite of 

themselves—Most of your alarms seemed to arise from apprehensions
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of the navigation of the Mississipi being surrendered—The leaders of _ 
the opposition endeavoured to strengthen them, but the investigation 
of the subject, must I think have removed all fears on that head—On 

_ the contrary, it was proved I think well, to be the best means of cere 
securing that important right—From Maddison’s account, it appeared Se 
never to have been so much endangered in Congress, as common fame 

| had represented, and the best reasons given, for its not being at- mae 

tempted in future—Nor could Mr. Monroe and Grayson, tho’ opposed 
to the government, and desirous of exciting alarms on every subject, eS | 

_ which might gain them a fiew votes, contradict the representation®—— 7 
The other great cause of dislike to the government, with your members, 

_ was the judiciary—Mr. Pendleton with other good judges of that par-_ 7 
ticular subject, were of opinion, that from a fair construction of the _ 
clause, Congress were empowered to remedy every inconvenience, | 
which was apprehended, being enabled to establish Courts with such | 
restrictions and exceptions as they should deem necessary—The evils | | 

_ which every part of the Union, would suffer from improper arrange- me 
ments on this head, will be the best security of the general governments 

| consulting the interests of all, in the erection of Courts—I think a 
candid view of the arguments used in Convention, which have been : 
well taken in short hand, will satisfy you, on every part, that the gov- 
ernment is wisely constructed— _ oe a a 
We have just recieved news that New Hampshire has adopted the | 

government; so that Virginia makes the tenth State, which has acceded . 
to this measure—You will soon I expect be occupied with forming a | 
government for yourselves—Let me recommend the plan of the Mary- | 

oo, land Senate to you as a model for yours—But, whatever be your form | 
of government, I think it would be good policy in a people who : 

| [would?] wish to encourage emigrations among them, to fix on some | 
pretty short term, at which it should be reconsidered, and amended | 
if necessary. Indeed I am of opinion such a clause would be proper 
in every government, that it might at all times be rendered conformable | 

a to the manners, and circumstances of the people in an easy and quiet | 
manner. ..._ | | | a oo 

1, RC, Innes Papers, DLC. , | OSES a 
2. The Kentucky delegates voted 10 to 3 (with one not voting) against. a 
3. The issue of the navigation of the Mississippi River was debated on 12, 13, and | | 

14 June. oo . _ ey 

Caleb Wallace to William Fleming —_ a | | “eo 
29 June (excerpt)! oe | | | ae 

... I am impatient to hear from our Convention at Richmond. I | 
am not better pleased with the New Federal Constitution than when | | 
I wrote to you on the subject;? but I am much better reconciled to |
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its adoption on account of the dangers the Union is exposed to from __ 
the greater imperfections of the old one. Of two evils I woud choose 

| the least If neither can be avoided.... | - 

| | _ 1. RC, Hugh Blair Grigsby Papers, ViHi. Wallace, a resident of Fayette County, Ky., 

gave the place of writing as ‘Mrs. Bowman’s,” which was probably at Colonel Abraham _ 
Bowman’s Station in Mercer County. Wallace referred to Colonel Bowman in a part of 

| his letter that is not printed here, and on the address page, he wrote: “Honoured by | 
Col. Bowman.”’ | | | 

. 2. For Wallace’s letter of 3 May to Fleming, see RCS:Va., 781-84. | 

| Thomas Willing to William Bingham | a 

Philadelphia, Sunday Evening, 29 June (excerpts)! 

I thank you for the good News from N Hampshire, wh. had reached 
_. Us by Colo. Henly abt. two hours before the Post got in; yet yr. letter 

gave me an agreeable confirmation of it. I hope by this time he has | 
got to the end of his journey, & by his Intelligence given fresh courage | 
to our friends at Richmond. by Post yesterday, Dr Rush rec’d a line 
of the 23d from Mr. Corbin. he say’s, ‘“‘no material change has taken 

_ place since my last; to morrow a Question will be put for the adoption 
with previous amendments. this will be rejected by a Majority of four 
or five. the Question for ratification generally will then be put, & will 
be carried by a Majority of twenty or thirty”—thus far Mr. Corbin*— , 
Dr. Hutchinson? say’s yt. Mr. C— is mistaken, that he, Hutchinson, 

has got the intended amendments sent him; that they were to be of- | 
| ferr’d on Tuesday, wou’d take a long debate, & that no determination 

| - wou’d be had on them before Wednesday*—which Account is most to 
be depended on, you may guess—we can do no more, at present—for 

- my part I wish the whole may be postponed till Colo. Henly reaches | 
| them; for his New’s must I think change the Question very materially; 

the question then need not be whether the Constitution is a good One, 

a or the best possible? it will be, in short, will Virginia form a part of 

| the Union, or not? God grant they may join hands with Us, & try to 

do the best with it. As Number One, I am quite content to take it as | 

a it is, with all its supposed Imperfections, for real or essential One’s, I 

have not sense or Skill enough to discover yet. ... 
[P.S.] I give this a chance by the Stage as being earlier than the Post— 

did the letter I wrote by the Stage last Wednesday Morng. get to you’ 

. - that Eveng. or not?>... | - 7 

1. RC, Gratz Collection, PHi. | | 

. | 9. See Francis Corbin to Benjamin Rush, 23 June (above). 

3. Dr. James Hutchinson, a member of the staff of the Pennsylvania Hospital, was a . 

leading Philadelphia Antifederalist and possibly a co-author of the essays of “An Old 

| Whig”? (CC:157). | | 
4. On Tuesday, 24 June, Patrick Henry presented a declaration of rights and a set
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of structural amendments to the state Convention (RCS:Va., 1479). Hutchinson had _ 7 

received either these amendments or earlier drafts of amendments that were also carried — 
to New York Antifederalists by Eleazer Oswald, the printer of the Philadelphia Indepen- 7 
dent Gazetteer. For Oswald’s mid-June mission, see RCS:Va., 811-29. . 

| 5. Willing’s 25 June letter is quoted in Willing to Bingham, 24 June, note | (above). 

Archibald Stuart to John Breckinridge | 
_ Charlottesville, 30 June (excerpt)! | 

, Dr. friend oO | 
| ... The Convention broke up in friendship & Amity altho our Ma- | 

jority was a Very small one—ye Minority with a few exceptions have 
promised their aid to ye New Government | | 

1. RC, Breckinridge Family Papers, DLC. This letter given “To ye Care of Colo. G | | 
Nicholas,’ who like Breckinridge, resided in Albemarle County. 

New York Morning Post, c. 30 June! | 

By a letter from Virginia dated the 23d inst. we learn, that the © 
debates in the convention of that state were carried on with great 
warmth, and no small degree of acrimony by both parties; that it does 7 
not appear that the final question was taken up on the 21st, as agreed 
to by the federalists, rather than risque an adjournment. It is supposed 
that the Governor will prorogue the assembly, which was to meet the _ 
23d, to a future day, in order to give the convention time to go fairly 
through with their deliberations; there is no doubt but the new con- 
stitution will be adopted there, though but by a small majority. Gov- 
ernor Randolph’s retrogade motion in the political hemisphere has 
rendered the federal cause no service in that state; the Virginians are | | 

, a shrewd, sensible, and discerning people, and are not ignorant of the 

ancient Hebrew Adage, ‘““To beware of a Proselyte, even unto the tenth __ 
generation.” | | | | 

| 1. This item is transcribed from the New York Journal of 2 July which indicated that | 
it had been taken from the New York Morning Post. Since the item does not appear in 
the extant issues of 26 and 28 June, and 1| July of the daily Morning Post, it probably 
appeared in the no longer extant issue of Monday, 30 June. | 

New York Packet, 1 July! oe 

Extract of a letter dated at Norfolk, 22d instant. 
| “I availed myself of the opportunity of hearing the debates of the 

Convention in Richmond, two days.—The debates run high: it is hardly 
possible to tell how it will be determined—tis supposed that the fin- | 
ishing question will be put the 24th or 25th instant.—it is expected to | 
be carried only by a majority of four. The speakers, both for and
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against the Constitution, have shewn great abilities, particularly those 
, for it—the other side have made use of much declamation:—But yet, | 

| | I think, not a proselyte has been gained to either side, so determined 

| and firm are both parties. However, upon the whole, it is the general 
opinion, that it will be carried but by a small majority.” 

1. This letter possibly was carried on the Endeavour, a sloop from Norfolk, whose 
arrival was reported in the New York Morning Post on 1 July. 

| Pennsylvania Mercury, 1 July | 

) Extract of a letter from Richmond, June 23. | 

| ‘‘We have every prospect of an adoption of the Federal Constitution, 
_ tho’ perhaps agreeable to the Governor’s proposition, which is to adopt 
and ratify, and at the same time explain the construction which we | 

place on it in the ratification. The construction, we believe, will not 
run counter to the wishes of the warmest Federalist.”’ 

Francis Corbin to Benjamin Rush 
Richmond, 2 July’ , 

| I inclose you a printed form of our Ratification.—It contains nothing 
of any consequence that you have not been already informed of. Ex- - 
cept indeed the Committee appointed to bring in Amendments—. This 
whole business was ludicrous and is absurd in the Extreme 

I myself scouted Every Idea of proposing any amendments—trusting 
alone to those which Experience might Suggest. I wish our friend 
Madison had not been of the Committee—I am sure he blushes when 

| it is talked of. We have nothing new that can be entertaining or in- 

teresting to you to hear—if there ever should be it will give me pleasure 
to communicate it to you—Let our correspondence then be founded 
on the basis of Reciprocity—Tho’ I am rather apprehensive from the 

| Dearth of intelligence in this part of the Continent that the Reciprocity _ 

| (to use the jocular phrase of Lord North) will all be on one Side. 

1. RC, Alexander Biddle Collection, PHi. This letter was postmarked Richmond, 

1 July. 

Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 2 July’ 

Extract of a letter from a gentleman in Richmond to his friend 
in this city, dated 25th June, 1788. | 

| “I inform you that this day the new constitution was adopted by a 

| majority of eight, the whole number being 168. The opposition appear 

content, at least they say so. The inhabitants of the town are either
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_ wise enough, or polite enough, to make no procession or other parade. 
_ The convention are to meet again to-morrow, when the last final fiat 

will be given to the business. In all the stages of the business I have | . 
been an opponent, but being out voted, or defeated, I submit cheer- - 
fully, and will give every support to the system which I can, until I - 
find errors like to take place. Mr. Henry has been powerful, but now — 

_.. appears to be content. I suppose you will have some pompous eulo- | 
gium from some person or other, whose mind is elevated on this 
occasion.” | | | Hoe | 

| 1. Reprinted in the New York Journal, 8 July. | | a 

Pennsylvania Packet, 2 July) ts a | | | 

7 : Extract of a letter from Richmond, June 25. — aan | | 
“Permit me to congratulate you on the happy termination of the _ - 

elaborate and ingenious deliberations of the convention of this state, _ | 
who have this day agreed to ratify the proposed constitution, without | 
the insertion of previous amendments, which were long advocated and — ne 

_ strenuously urged by the opposition; but determined against them by 
a majority of ten, say 89 for, 79 against the ratification. The subsequent 

_ amendments which are proposed for the consideration of the first a 
Congress, which may be elected under the new plan, it is supposed _ 

_ will take up two or three days discussion. The majority of the minority Sey 
_ have declared themselves firmly attached to the Union, and generously 
offered their influence in support of the new system—indeed many | 
who voted against the Constitution were compelled to it, in violation 
of their own judgments though in conformity to the positive instruc- a 

~ tions of their constituents—notwithstanding which there are a few in- : 
dividuals who are evidently influenced by prejudice or interest, that | 
continue obdurate and inflexible, and who have boldly asserted, they co Le 
are not without hopes of obtaining a better government at some fa- wd 

| vourable juncture, when the liberties of the people are endangered by 
that supineness which the operation of the government will naturally | | 
introduce among its rulers. The 28th of the month is proposed as a 

| day of rejoicing.” | ope a : 
| 1. This item was also printed in the Pennsylvania Gazette on 2 July. It was reprinted | | 

in the Pennsylvania Mercury, 3 July; New York Journal, 4 July; Connecticut Journal, QjJuly; 
Providence Gazette, 12 July (excerpt); and Massachusetts. Centinel, 12 July. . . 

_ New York Daily Advertiser, 3 July! a : | 
_ Extract of a letter from a Gentleman in Convention at Richmond, to his 
friend in New-York, dated 25th June, 1788. a | 

“DEAR Sir, I have now to congratulate you on the accession of | |
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Virginia to the New Government; the final vote in Convention was 
, taken this day, about three o’clock, p. M.—for the ratification 89— : 

against it 79;—a motion for previous amendment was negatived by 88 
| to 80. The form of ratification is prefaced by a declaration that all 

power, &c. (but I enclose you a copy). Our country’s character never | 
- shone more conspicuous than upon this great and interesting event; 

a awful and solemn was the pause which preceded the question; a dis- | 

cussion of 24 days, in which every clause of the plan had been weighed | 
and debated, and its merits and demerits fully exposed, terminated at | 

_ a period when decision was to involve the happiness or misery of 
present and future generations; whilst the event of the question too | 

7 was yet doubtful, on the one hand a powerful, numerous and respect- 
able body of advocates for the system, on the other a decided, re- 

- spectable and little less numerous body in opposition—could the mind 
be otherwise than tremulously anxious?—to describe my feelings ex- _ 

| ceeds my powers of description. But if I felt before, how can I convey 
to you those sensations which filled my mind after the decision; in 

| presence of upwards of a thousand spectators, with minds agitated by 

contending and opposite opinions—the dignified humility of the ma- : 
jority—the tempered patience, manly firmness and virtuous demeanor 

a of the minority, accompanied with the most unanimous and honorable 
| professions of acquiescence and support to the Government, finished 

| a scene, which thus stood completed the most grand and solemn I 7 
ever beheld.”’ | 

| 1. By 18 July, this item was reprinted eleven times: N.H. (1), Mass. (1), R.I. (2), Conn. 

| (4), N.Y. (1), Pa. (2). 

Pennsylvania Packet, 3 July’ | 

Extract of a letter from Richmond, dated June 26. 
‘‘The amendments proposed in our convention for the consideration 

of the first Congress under the new adopted government are, chiefly, 
| that the state shall have power to collect its own taxes, and pay Con- 

gress by requisitions; and it is expected they will pass the convention 
| without opposition. Many of the Federal party being equally interested 

with the Anti’s in the objects of them—though many fears are enter- 

7 tained of the new Congress not acceeding to these amendments—and 
such are the apprehensions of the holders of military certificates, find- | 
ing the certain resource, in their own revenue, for the payment of the 

| annual interest, likely to be superceded by a national establishment, 

that is uncertain in its operations and remote in its effects, that they 
are already selling out at a lower price than when the constitution was
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agitating. The convention, we think will break up tomorrow—and on 
_ the next day we shall have a general rejoicing.’ | | 

1. By 25 July, this item was reprinted seven times: N.H. (1), Mass. (2) R.I. (1), N.Y. | 
(2), Pa. (1). : | | 

Charleston City Gazette, 9 July! | | | 

Paragraph of a letter from a gentleman in Petersburg, Virginia, to his 
friend in this city, dated June 15th. | oe : | 

‘“‘Qur convention has been sitting eight days already—hard debates 
in the house, and it is not yet known how it will go, but it is to be 
hoped that the federalists will carry the day. There has been a duel 
fought about it by two country members last Saturday, at Richmond; | 

_ one fell, and the other took to his horse. The great question will be 
put next Saturday, the event of which you shall hear.” 

1. Reprinted in the Charleston Columbian Herald, 10 July, and Gazette of the State of 
Georgia, 17 July. a | | 

William Short to Thomas Lee Shippen | 
_ Paris, 11 July (excerpt)! | 

_,,. Letters from America mention that the convention of Virga. was 
sitting—they are dated from the Ist. to the 10th. of June.?—As they 
[were?] written from N. York they were not able to give any news later 
than the meeting of that convention—they mention only the disposition 
of the leading members—Mason & Randolph who headed the middle 
party have separated—the first has thrown himself with unexpected | 
violence into the antifederal scale—the second had passed over to the 
federal one.—none of the Mr Lees are in the convention—they are all | 
said to be extremely antifederal except Francis Lightfoot who is 
federal’—in short the question still remains as dubious as can possibly 
be concieved—although decided certainly long before this it will be - 
probably some time before we hear the result—we are all exceedingly 
anxious on the subject.... oe | | : 

1. RC, Shippen Family Papers, DLC. - 
2. Two of these letters were probably Edward Carrington to Thomas Jefferson, 

9 June, and St. Jean de Crevecoeur to Short, 10 June (both above). : 
3. Some of this information was probably obtained by Short from James Madison’s 

22 April letter to Jefferson (RCS:Va., 744). 

William Nelson, Jr., to William Short 
York, 12 July (excerpts)! | | | 

My dear Short a | : | 
... As to politics, you say a few frigates wd. answer the purpose of 

_ coercion better than a standing army—Should N. Carolina be punished
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| for the delinquence of Virginia?—The non-importing states, by this 
system, wd. be involved in the fate of the importing states, if the latter 
deserve, or are supposed to deserve, chastisement—If any dispute of 
this kind shd. arise between a state & the united body, the effieaey 
preference of these schemes will probably be tried, as ten states have 
ratified the new government. New Hampshire was the ninth in succes- 

| sion & this state the tenth—When the convention of this state acceded 
| to it, the members thought she was the ninth, the account from New 

Hampshire having arrived since. I inclose you the form of the ratifi- 
~ cation.—You will observe prefixed to it, a preamble which, the op- ) 

, - ponents of the government consider as a previous declaration of 

_ rights—exclusive of this, there is recommended a bill of rights, with , 

| seperate amendments. If these, or the most important of them, shd. 
be engrafted, I think the mode of trying the president may be esteemed 

almost the only defect remaining in it. Yet there are many of them 
which, I am persuaded will be lost.—My darling amendment “that no 

- person shall be eleeted capable of serving as president more than eight 

years in any term of sixteen,’’? I feel great anxiety for. On this subject, 

| in my last, I was guilty of an historical error. I mentioned the doge 

of Venice as in fact hereditary’—On examination, I find myself mis- 

| taken—The history of that government, however, furnishes a proof of 

| the dangerous influence of an aristocracy over the people—The people 
once elected the doge—the senate now elect him, & present him to 
the people for the shew of their approbation. Thus did the military 

of Rome act towards the senate—Our circumstances are somewhat 

unlike, & we have not that aristocracy, nor this army. but I am not 

sure that some have not the disposition to it, & that power will not 

| create the one, whilst the numerous & open defenders of a-standing 

army the other, even in time of peace, by no means give cause to 

banish suspicion apprehension upon that subject.—Mr. Henry, with 

great talents & address, &, I verily believe, with views really friendly | 

- to liberty, stood forth, the opponent of the constitution—He was in- 

defatigable, & more & more able day by day, for near three wecks, 

the convention continuing within one day of that term, & at last, when 

he discovered that there wd. be a majority agt him (tho’ a small one) 

declared that ‘‘as far as he had influence there shd be good order.”’*— 

Mr. Mason is said not to have behaved with so much temper. The 

other speakers in the opposition were Mr. Tyler, Monroe, Grayson & 

| Mr. Dawson.—Those in favor of the government, Mr. Madison, the 

Governour (who was very strenuous) Mr. G Nicholas, Innes, Z. John- 

| son, Marshall[,] Corbin, Colo H Lee, & Mr. Pendleton, who you will 

observe was the president. Mr. Wythe was silent except, when he brt. 

, in the amendments.5—I have mentioned the names as I recollected
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them. They had certainly the weight of talents. What must the indi- | | 
vidual be who cd. thus oppose them united? I did not hear him, not aa 
being at all at the convention—I confess I am not fond of his oratory | 

_in general; but on this occasion I shd. have been much gratified by a 
hearing him—I wished extremely also to have heard Madison & Innes— | 
By the unanimous voice of all whom I have heard speak on the subject, | 

| except one coxcomb, who did not like Madison,—they were astonish- 
ingly great in their respective ways—Innes spoke but once, & that was | 
almost at the close of the business—Nicholas shewed himself to be very. | 
able, & was thought more equal to answering Henry, than any other | 
-person—Z Johnson surprized every body, altho’ every body knew him ne 
to be very sensible & clear-headed. Indeed, I heard a man of judgement 

_ declare, that Johnson’s speech was the best which was delivered in the _ oF 
convention—Marshall’s perspicuity & force were greater than ever— oe 

_ These accounts I have universally heard from those, whom I have seen 
from the convention—I have heard various opinions as to the Gov- | | 
ernor, Corbin, & H Lee.... | | 

| I lament the opportunity, which Ternant® lost of distinguishing him-— 
_ Self, & weep over the corpse of dying republicanism. Yet, if seme-or _ | 

_ all of the amendments, which this state has proposed to the new con- 

| stitution, or some of the most important, be adopted, she may be | 
recovered.—This, however, scarcely can be hoped. That, which limits 

the continuance of the president is recommended only by this state— a 
| In some others of consequence Massachusets & S Carolina unite with | 

_us.—You say “‘when the patient will not take desperate remedies, he 
is in extreme danger.[’’] Now I think, if he fancies himself in extreme _ | 
danger, he will take desperate remedies. The adoption of the new 
government is a case in point. The votes were 85 for & 75 against, 

_ the measure. Notwithstanding this small majority, the minority declare | 
_ their determination to acquiesce, & use their influence with the people 
_ to promote it.—No commotions are apprehended, unless any abuses | 

should take place. If such a disposition would otherwise have prevailed, _ 
the respectableness of the minority will curb it, as there was a majority 
of only 9 in Massachusetts, of 10 in this state & 10 in New hampshire. | 

... As to the state of our courts, the judges of the court of appeals - 
at their last session drew up a very bold & sensible remonstrance to 

: the legislature on the subject of the district court-law7—They declare 
_ that it is unconstitutional in calling on the judges of the Chancery & a 
Admiralty to do the duty of common-law judges, & in directing the = 
Judges of the genl. court to perform additional duties without adding _ | 
to their salaries. That the judiciary are independent of the legislature, _ | 
that to increase duties without increasing the compensation is so far Be
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a diminution of salary, & tends to destroy their independence—That 
all laws which have been made on this subject, since the first, are 

unconstitutional.—That, however, from the particular circumstances of 

the country they have acquiesced in them hitherto, this they consider 
| as a direct attack on their independence—As to the mixed jurisdiction a 

of the court of appeals, which they have exercised, this they justify 
| from the necessity of the thing, as it must be the case, wherever there 

| | exists one dernier resort from all the courts.—They conclude by refusing 
to execute the law, & respectfully remonstrating to the assembly, de- | 

-.. claring, if it shd. be necessary, that they will appeal to the People. As 
| the operation of the law was to have begun on the 1st. of this month, 

it became necessary to call the assembly—The 23d. was the day ap- 
pointed for their meeting. They did not proceed on business untill the 

| - convention rose, as many were members of both bodies. They ap- 
| | pointed Colo. Matthews their speaker. Grayson was within five or six 

votes. They defer’d the operation of the district-law, the members | 
being anxious to return to Harvest—The subject will be taken up in 
the fall.—I thought it necessary to give you this information, least my 
last letter shd. bring you over in expectation of a new field opening 

| ; by the operation [of] this act.—The genl. court-business declines. 
Whether from the state of uncertainty as to our system, I know not. . 

| Altho’ this prospect is shut for a time, a much brighter one unfolds | 
itself to our profession at the dawn of the new-constitution—As a 
lawyer, I always, liked it; tho’ as a citizen I was averse to it— 

| The resources of future delight, which you are now drawing from 
the Lycee, will no doubt hereafter afford you the most refined & deep 

7 satisfaction. But when you come to America; with less disposition than 
| you seem to have for domestick life, you wd. find a matrimonial con- 

nection necessary:—unless indeed the splendid government, wch. we 
are to have, shd. furnish fresh objects of attention, more captivating 
& productive of real happiness in their pursuit, than have been known 
to us hitherto—But enough of this. ... | ) | 

| : 1. RC, Short Papers, DLC. : 
2. In March, Nelson wrote Short that ‘After having served four years, he [the Pres- 

| ident] shd. return to the body of the people, & be incapable of serving for a certain | 

term at least’? (RCS:Va., 477). 

_ 3. In March, Nelson wrote Short that ‘““The Doge of Venice was originally for life, 

he is now hereditary” (RCS:Va., 477). | 

4, On 25 June Patrick Henry said: ‘“‘If I shall be in the minority, I shall have those 

| painful sensations, which arise from a conviction of being overpowered in a good cause. 

Yet I will be a peaceable citizen!’ (See RCS:Va., 1537.) , 
5. Between 4 and 21 June, George Wythe chaired the Committee of the Whole. On 

24 June he introduced a motion in the Committee of the Whole to ratify the Constitution 

: (RCS:Va., 1474). After the vote to ratify on the 25th, he was appointed chairman of
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| the committee on amendments; he presented the committee’s report on the 27th _ 
(RCS:Va., 1541, 1551). | . 

-. 6. Nelson refers to Jean Baptiste, Chevalier de Ternant, about whom Short had 
apparently written him. Several months earlier, Ternant was in England and was point- | 
edly introduced to the King and Queen by the French ambassador, Anne-César, Marquis 
de la Luzerne, but the King and Queen “passed him with a glaring and apparently 

_ premeditated insult.” Ternant had fought with the Americans during the American | , 
Revolution (William Stephens Smith to Short, 22 February 1788, Boyd, XII, 621n). 
Shortly after, Ternant returned to France, ‘“‘much displeased with London” (Short to | 
Thomas Jefferson, 17 March, ibid., 676). In 1791 Ternant was appointed French minister 
to the United States. 

7. For the disposition of the district court bill, passed in early January, see Charles 
Lee to George Washington, 14 May, note 2 (RCS:Va., 797-98). 

James Monroe to Thomas Jefferson _ | | 
Fredericksburg, 12 July! a | | 

_ Altho’ I am persuaded you will have received the proceedings of oo 
our convention upon the plan of government submitted from Phila. 
yet as it is possible this may reach you sooner than other communi- 
cations I herewith inclose a copy to you. They terminated as you will | 
find in a ratification which must be consider’d, so far as a reservation | 

of certain rights go, as conditional, with the recommendation of sub- 
sequent amendments. The copy will designate to you the part which 
different gentn. took upon this very interesting & important subject. | 
The detail in the managment of the business, from your intimate knowl- 
edge of characters, you perhaps possess, with great accuracy, without 
a formal narration of it. (Pendleton tho much impaired in health and in | 
every respect in the decline of life shewed as much zeal to carry it, as 
if he had been a young man. Perhaps more than he discover’d in the | 
commencment of the late revolution in his opposition to G. Britain.? | 
Wythe acted as chairman to the committee of the whole and of course took | 
but little part in the debate, but was for the adoption relying on sub- . 

. sequent amendments. Blair said nothing, but was for it. the Governor 
exhibited a curious spectacle to view: having refused to sign the paper every 

body supposed him against it. But he afterwards had writen a letter? & a 
| having taken a part which might be called rather vehement than active he - 

was constantly labouring to shew that his present conduct [was] consistent | | 
with that letter & the letter with his refusal to sign: Madison took the | 
principal share in the debate for it. In which together with the aid I have 
already mention’d he was somewhat assisted by Innes, H. Lee Marshal | 
Corbin & G. Nicholas as Mason Henry & Grayson were the principal Sup- | 
porters of the opposition. The discussion as might have been expected 

| _ where the parties were so nearly on a balance, was conducted generally 
with great order, propriety & respect of either party to the other)— |
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_and its event was accompanied with no circumstance on the part of 

| the victorious that mark extra[ordinar]y exultation, nor of depression 

on the part of the unfortunate. There was no bonfire illumination &ca 
and had there been I am inclin’d to believe, the opposition would have 
not only express’d no dissatisfaction, but have scarcely felt any at it, 
for they seemed to be govd. by principles elevated highly above cir- 

| cumstances so trivial & transitory in their nature. : 
The conduct of Genl. Washington upon this occasion has no doubt been 

right and meritorious all parties had acknowledged defects in the federal | 
system, and been sensible of the propriety of some material change. 
To forsake the honourable retreat to which he had retired & risque the rep- 
utation he had so deservedly acquir’d, manifested a zeal for the publick _ 

| | interest, that could after so many and illustrious services, & at this 
stage of his life, scarcely have been expected from him. Having however 
commenc’d again on the public theatre the course which he takes becomes 
not only highly interesting to him but like wise so to us: The human character 
is not perfect; and if he partakes of those qualities—which we have too much 
reason to believe are almost inseparable from the frail nature of our being 

| the people of America will perhaps be lost: be assured his influence carried 
this government; for my own part I have a boundless confidence in him nor 
have I any reason to beleive he will ever furnish occasion for withdrawing 
it. More is to be apprehended if he takes a part in the public councils — 
again as he advances in age from the designs of those around him than 
from any dispositions of his own. 

| In the discussion of the subject an allusion was made I believe in 
the first instance, by Mr. Henry to an opinion you had given on this 
subject, in a letter to Mr. Donald.* This afterwards became the subject 
of much inquiry & debate in the house, as to the construction of the 
contents of such letter & I was happy to find the great attention & 

| universal respect with which the opinion was treated; as well as the 

great regard and high estimation in which the author of it was [held?]. 

It must be painful to have been thus made a party in this transaction 

but this must have been alleviated by a consideration of the circum- 

| stances I have mention’d. | | 

From the fi[rst?] view I had of the report from Phila. I had some 

strong obje[ctions to it—but as I had no?] inclination to inlist myself 

| on either side made no communication or positive declaration of my sen- 

timents untill after the Convention met—being however desirous to 

communicate them to my constituents J address’d the enclos’d letter 

to them, with intention of giving them a view thereof eight or ten days 

before it met; but the impression was delayed so long, & so incorrectly 

| made, and the whole performance upon reexamination so loosely
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drawn that J thought it best to suppress it. There appear’d likewise to ac 
be an impropriety in interfering with the subject in that manner in _ 
that late stage of the business. I enclose it you for your perusal & en 
comment on it. ees . | | 

| You have no doubt been apprized of the remonstrance of the Judges 
to the proceedings of the Legislature in the passage particularly of 

| the district court law, as likewise of its contents—The subject will be 
taken up in the fall—The legislature altho assembled for the purpose. | | 
declin’d entering into it, because of the season of the year being anx- | | 
ious to get home about their harvest. For this purpose they passd an 

_ act suspending the operation of the district court law untill sometime a 
_ in Decr. or Jany next. Altho different modifications may be made of a 

_ it yet I think the bill will be retained in its principal features.° — Oe 
I still reside here and perhaps shall continue to do so whilst I remain - 

_ at the bar, especially if the district court law holds its ground. I hold | 
a seat in the legislature & believe I shall do it for some time. The — ) 

_ absence from my family is painful but I must endeavor to have them 
with me as much as possible. I hope you enjoy your health well. I have 
heard nothing to the contrary. I hope also that Miss Patsy & Molly’ | 
are well. Short I likewise hope is in health. Remember me to them & 
believe me most affectionately your friend & servant— _ | | 

| 1. RC, Jefferson Papers, DLC. The text in italic type was written in cipher and was | 
_ translated interlinearly by Jefferson, all of whose translations were verified and corrected , 

by the editors of The Papers of Thomas Jefferson (Boyd, XIII, 351-55). Jefferson quoted : 
_ the text in angle brackets in a letter to William Short on 20 September (ibid., 620). 

2. In his autobiography, Pendleton explained the position he had taken early in the 
Revolution: “When the dispute with Britain began, a redress of grievances, and not a | | 
revolution of Government was my wish ... I opposed and endeavored to moderate the 

| violent and fiery, who were plunging us into rash measures...” (David John Mays, __ | 
Edmund Pendleton, 1721-1803: A Biography [2 vols., Cambridge, Mass., 1952], I, 357). | 

__ 3. For Edmund Randolph’s 10 October 1787 letter to the Speaker of the Virginia : | 
_ House of Delegates which was published around 27 December, see RCS:Va., 260-75. 

4. For Jefferson’s 7 February 1788 letter to Alexander Donald which Patrick Henry - 
referred to in the Virginia Convention, see Convention Debates, 9 June, note 7 (RCS:Va., - a | 
1088). oe Sg te Tg oe | 

5. See ‘‘James Monroe: Some Observations on the Constitution,” c. 25 May (RCS:Va., 
844-77). | ~ : aye 

6. For the disposition of the district court bill, passed in early January, see Charles | 
| Lee to George Washington, 14 May, note 2 (RCS:Va., 797-98). oo 

7. Monroe refers to Jefferson’s daughters. ne | - a 

John Brown Cutting to Thomas Jefferson __ Ce oes 
| _ London, c. 24 July (excerpts)! , | | | 

... One hundred and forty of the Convention of Virginia met on - 
the 2d of June and after having appointed Mr. Pendleton their Pres- _ | 

- ident, resolved that no general, or particular question shou’d be taken |
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| on the foederal constitution until the same had been considered par- 

| agraph by paragraph. There was a rumour in New York on the 12th | 

that Virginia had adopted it. But from the briefness of the interval 

| from the meeting of the Convention & that date I doubt its authen- | 

ticity. ... | | | | | 

oe There is a gentleman just arrived from Virginia who left the Con- 

| vention debating on the 11th of June. He says he attended several 

, days—and that nothing can exceed the teeming violence with which _ 

| _ Mr Henry and Col Grayson combat the constitution—except the ability _ 

| with which Mr Maddison and Governor Randolph advocate it. Mr — 

Henry used such harsh language in reprobating the fickle conduct of | 

| the latter—that the house compel’d him to ask that gentleman’s par- 

a don.? No doubt was entertain’d in Virginia respecting the ratification _ 

7 by that State. _ | 

| 1. RC, Jefferson Papers, DLC. Printed: Boyd, XIII, 401-3. For the dating of this | 

letter, see ibid., 403n. . 

| 2. An especially heated exchange took place between Edmund Randolph and Patrick 

| Henry on 9 June; it had begun on the 7th and it ended on the 10th. (See Convention 

Debates, IV above, especially pages 1082-83.) 

James Madison to Thomas Jefferson _ | | | | 

New York, 24 July (excerpt)’ 7 

Your two last unacknowledged favors were of Decr. 20. and Feby. 

6.2 They were received in Virginia, and no opportunity till the present 

| precarious one by the way of Holland, has enabled me to thank you 

for them. | 
I returned here about ten days ago from Richmond which I left a 

day or two after the dissolution of the Convention. The final question 

on the new plan of Government was put on the 25th. of June. It was 

twofold 1. whether previous amendments should be made a condition — 

of ratification. 2. directly on the Constitution in the form it bore. On 

| the first the decision was in the negative, 88 being no, 80 only ay. On 

the second & definitive question, the ratification was affirmed by 89 | 

ays agst. 79. noes. A number of alterations were then recommended 

to be considered in the mode pointed out in the Constitution itself. — 

The meeting was remarkably full; Two members only being absent and — 

| those known to be on the opposite sides of the question.’ The debates _ 

| also were conducted on the whole with a very laudable moderation 

and decorum, and continued untill both sides declared themselves | 

_ ready for the question. And it may be safely concluded that no irregular 

opposition to the System will follow in that State, at least with the — 

| countenance of the leaders on that side. What local eruptions may be
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occasioned by ill-timed or rigorous executions of the Treaty of peace 
against British debtors, I will not pretend to say. But altho’ the leaders, 
particularly H——y—& M-s-n, will give no countenance to popular © 

_ diseentents violences it is not to be inferred that they are reconciled __ : 
to the event, or will give it a positive support. On the contrary both 
of them declared they could not go that length, and an attempt was | 
made under their auspices to induce the minority to sign an address 

_ to the people which if it had not been defeated by the general mod- 
eration of the party, would probably have done mischief. _ 
Among a variety of expedients employed by the opponents to gain 

proselytes, Mr. Henry first and after him Col. Mason introduced the opin- 
ions, expressed in a letter from a correspondent (Mister Donald or Skipwith 

_ 1 believe,) and endeavored to turn the influence of your name even ° 
against parts, of which I knew you approved.* In this situation I thought it 
due to truth as well as that it would be most agreeable to yourself and 
accordingly took the liberty to state some of your opinions on the favorable | 
side. 1 am informed that copies or extracts of a letter from you were | 
handed about at the Maryld Convention with a like view of impeding the — 
ratification.® .. . oe | 

1. RC, Madison Papers, DLC. For the balance of Madison’s letter, some of which . 

was written on 26 July, see Rutland, Madison, XI, 196—98. The text in italic type was 

in cipher which was decoded interlinearly by Jefferson. | 
2. See RCS:Va., 249-53; and Rutland, Madison, X, 473-75. 
3. See From James Madison, 25 June, note 2 (above). 

_ 4. For Jefferson’s 7 February 1788 letter to Alexander Donald which Patrick Henry _ 
referred to in the Virginia Convention, see Convention Debates, 9 June, note 7 (RCS:Va., | 
1088). 

5. Madison refers to the 20 December, 1787 letter that Jefferson wrote to him. On 
31 December 1787, Jefferson sent an extract of this letter to Uriah Forrest, a Marylander 

in London who had requested his views on the Constitution. Forrest, who left for 
America in January 1788, was told that he could use the extract, but not to reveal the : 
author. On 28 May 1788 Daniel Carroll, a former member of the Maryland Convention, 

| wrote Madison that Jefferson’s letter “was shown at Annapolis.” (See Jefferson to Mad- 
~ ison, 20 December, RCS:Va., 249-53; Forrest to Jefferson, 11 December, and Jefferson 

to Forrest, 31 December, Boyd, XII, 416-17, 475-79; and Carroll to Madison, 28 May, 
| Rutland, Madison, XI, 64-65.) |
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THE AFTERMATH OF RATIFICATION 

June-November 1788 

| Introduction | | 

Reports and Celebrations of Virginia Ratification | | 

The Virginia Convention ratified the Constitution on 25 June. Nor- 
folk celebrated the adoption on the 27th, Alexandria on the 28th, and 

Winchester on the 30th. Most Virginia towns, however, probably com- 
| bined their ratification festivities with their Fourth of July commem- 

orations. Great Bridge, Hampton, Kempsville, Martinsburg, Ports- 
mouth, Richmond, Shepherdstown, and Staunton are towns for which 

documents exist describing these combined celebrations. Norfolk and 
Winchester feted ratification again on the Fourth. The celebrants in 
the Kentucky town of Lexington did not know that the Constitution 
had been ratified, but that possibility was on their minds. , 

| The news of Virginia ratification spread rapidly. In about three 
weeks, it went from one end of America to the other and to the new 
settlements in the West. It reached Bennington, Vermont, on 7 July; 

Fort Harmar in the Northwest Territory on the 9th; Portland, Maine, | 
| by the 10th; Charleston, South Carolina, on the 13th; and Augusta, 

Georgia, by 19 July. (See ‘Boston Celebrates the News of Virginia 
Ratification,” 4 July, note 3, below; Vermont Gazette, '7 July, Appendix __ 
I, below; and John Doughty to Henry Knox, 5 July, note 1, Charleston 

a Columbian Herald, 14 July, and Georgia State Gazette, 19 July, all in 
| Mfm:Va.) . , 

Expresses were especially important in spreading the news of Vir- 
ginia ratification. An express went from Alexandria to Baltimore in a | 

few hours. Three riders divided up the route from Richmond to Pough- 
keepsie, the site of the New York Convention, taking about one week 

a to complete the route. One rider went from Richmond to Alexandria; 
a second from Alexandria to Baltimore, Philadelphia, Trenton, and 
New York City; and a third from New York City to Poughkeepsie. 

| Another rider galloped from New York to Boston in less two and a-half 
days. (Some documents printed below describe the arrival and cele- 
bration of the news in Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, Pough- 
keepsie, and Boston. For documents related to other non-Virginia 
towns, see Mfm:Va.) | | 

Public Commentaries on the Constitution | 

The public debate over the Constitution continued throughout 1788, 
reintensifying when the legislature convened in Richmond in October. 
Among other things, the legislature provided for the election of Sen- 
ators and Representatives to the first federal Congress and requested 

a | 1709 : |
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- that Congress call a convention to consider amendments to the Con- 
stitution. From July through October, more than half of the essays | 
appearing in Virginia’s extant newspapers supported the Constitution. | | 

| These newspapers also included many out-of-state reports demonstrat- — 
ing that opposition to the Constitution remained strong in many parts 
of America. ve | OEE se 

_ _ The most significant Virginia writings on the Constitution were two | 
essays by the ‘“‘Republican”’ printed in the Virginia Independent Chron-— . 
icle. The ‘“‘Republican,” an advocate of a second convention to consider | S 

amendments, stopped writing upon learning that the 26 July Circular _ | 
Letter of the New York Convention had recommended such a con- 7 
vention. In September Augustine Davis of the Virginia Independent _ 
Chronicle published a thirty-two-page pamphlet, The Ratifications of the | 

| New Federal Constitution, Together With the Amendments, Proposed by the | 
| Several States (Evans 21529), which included the amendments of those | 

7 state conventions that had officially recommended amendments and | 
the amendments proposed by a committee of the Maryland Convention | | 
and the North Carolina Convention, which had refused to ratify. 

Virginia Federalists contributed only two pieces on the Constitu- | | 
tion—an ode on Virginia’s ratification by ““W.A.R.” and a brief item oe 

_ by “P.R.”—both of which appeared in the Virginia Independent Chron- co 
icle. On 29 October the Chronicle published ‘‘Honestus,”’ which briefly " | 

_ praised Virginia’s ratification of the Constitution and warned against , 
-Antifederalist efforts to overturn it. The remainder of ‘‘Honestus’’ 
recommended reforming the state government (Mfm:Va.). - | 

| Virginia newspapers, however, reprinted many out-of-state Federalist 
7 items, all of which will eventually be printed in the fifth volume of | 

Commentaries on the Constitution. These items are: “Peter Prejudice”’ 
(John Mifflin), Philadelphia Federal Gazette, 15 April; David Ramsay’s 

27 May oration in honor of South Carolina’s ratification, Charleston 

Columbian Herald, 5 June (and a pamphlet edition); New Jersey Journal, Ae 
18 June; Pennsylvania Mercury, 28 June; James Wilson’s Fourth of July 

| oration in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania Gazette, 9 July (supplement); Dr. 
, [William Pitt?] Smith, ““An Ode, on the Adoption of the Federal Con- _ 

stitution,” New York Journal and New York Daily Advertiser, 24 July; | 
“A Federal Song: To the Tune of ‘Rule Britannia’,” Albany Journal,4 
August; Eli Lewis (words) and Edward Tyler (music), ““A New Federal 
Song,”’ Pennsylvania Packet, 5 August; “Solon, Jr.,’’ Providence Gazette, ee 
23 August; “Female Federalism,” Lansingburgh Federal Herald, 25 Au- 

_ gust; and two North Carolina pamphlets, one by ‘“‘A Citizen of North = 
| Carolina” (James Iredell) and the other by “A Citizen and Soldier,” | 

apparently printed in August and September, respectively. Lastly, the |
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Virginia Independent Chronicle and Norfolk and Portsmouth Journal ad- 
| - -vertised the sale of the book edition of The Federalist (RCS:Va., 654). 

| Because the contested Convention elections in Louisa and Warwick 
| counties remained an issue, collections of relevant documents appeared 

in the Virginia Gazette and Weekly Advertiser, 4 September, and Virginia 
: Gazette and Independent Chronicle, 1 November, respectively (RCS:Va., 

) 615-17, 1458-64). A few items related to the first federal elections 
were also printed. | , | | | 

| All of the above publications paled next to the numerous news re- 
ports, most of them from out-of-state, that were published. These 
reports include: (1) the announcement of Virginia ratification; (2) the 

| _ Virginia Form of Ratification and the Convention’s recommendatory 
amendments; (3) the celebrations of Virginia ratification; (4) the com- 
memorations of the Fourth of July, especially the great Philadelphia 

| procession; (5) the report of the Fourth of July ‘‘fracas’’ between 
Federalists and Antifederalists in Albany, N.Y.; (6) the acquiescence 
of backcountry South Carolina Antifederalists to their state’s ratifi- 

| cation; (7) the news of New Hampshire ratification; (8) the New Hamp- 
| shire Convention’s recommendatory amendments; (9) the prospects for 

| ratification in New York, North Carolina, and Rhode Island; (10) the 
a proceedings of the New York Convention, including a declaration of 

| rights proposed on 7 July; (11) the huge New York City procession of | 
| 23 July; (12) the reports of New York ratification; (13) the New York _ 

_ Convention’s Form of Ratification, recommendatory amendments, and | 
— Circular Letter; (14) the “purport” of the conciliatory address to that 

Convention by its president, Governor George Clinton; and (15) the 
ransacking of the office of the Antifederalist New York Journal following | 

| a celebration of New York’s ratification. | | 
| Later news reports include: (1) the proceedings and failure of the 

North Carolina Convention to ratify the Constitution; (2) the North | 
Carolina amendments; (3) the resolution of the North Carolina Con-_ | 

vention stating that these amendments should be submitted to the 
: Confederation Congress or a convention called for amending the Con- 

stitution; (4) the prospects of ratification by the next North Carolina — 
convention; (5) the debate over and adoption by Congress of the or- 

_ dinance calling the first federal elections; (6) the election ordinance 

of 13 September; (7) the public and private debate on the location of | 
; the federal capital; (8) the Pennsylvania county meetings seeking to — 

procure amendments; (9) the proceedings of the Harrisburg (Pa.) Con- 
| vention, including a petition for calling a second convention to con- 

sider amendments; (10) the Harrisburg Convention’s proposed amend- 
ments; (11) the Pennsylvania legislature’s rejection of the New York | 

| Circular Letter; (12) the willingness of Spain to surrender the navi-
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gation of the Mississippi; (13) the belief that George Washington would 
| be the first president; and (14) the report that Vermont was about to — 

call a convention to consider the Constitution. 

Private Commentaries on the Constitution | 

The private letters printed in this section consider the attitudes of 
the majority and minority of the state Convention; the lingering op- 
position to the Constitution; and the significance of Virginia’s ratifi- 
cation. Private letters concerned with the issues of amending the Con- _ 
stitution and the calling of a second constitutional convention are not 
printed in this volume, but will appear in the Bill of Rights volumes | 
in The Documentary History of the Ratification of the Constitution and the 

| Bill of Rights. 

_ Virginia Calls a Second Constitutional Convention | 

On 27 June 1788 the Virginia Convention enjoined the state’s rep- | 
resentatives to the new Congress under the Constitution ‘‘to exert all | 
their influence” to have Congress propose to the states for their con- 
sideration, the forty amendments recommended by the Convention. 
This is one of the two methods that Article V of the Constitution 
provides for proposing amendments. The second procedure specifies 
that on the application of two-thirds of the states, Congress shall call 
a convention to propose amendments. Since many Virginia Antifed- 
eralists believed that Congress would either delay or refuse to propose _ 
amendments, they preferred the second method. Encouraged by the 
New York Convention’s Circular Letter of 26 July 1788 calling upon 
the states to join it in asking Congress to summon a constitutional — 
convention to propose amendments, the Virginia legislature under the 

| leadership of Patrick Henry approved an application to Congress re- 
questing that it summon such a convention. The legislature also ap- , 
proved letters to New York Governor George Clinton and the other 
state executives asking that their states concur in the call of a second 
convention. On 2 December Governor Beverley Randolph forwarded 
copies of Virginia’s application to Congress to the state executives, 
and on 15 February 1789 he sent a copy of it to Virginia’s newly — 
elected federal representatives. The application was presented to the 
U.S. House of Representatives on 5 May. The Virginia legislature’s 
application to Congress and the letters to Governor Clinton and to 
the other state executives are printed below. | | | 

Convention Expenses | 

A compilation of the expenses of the Virginia Convention is printed | 
at the end of section IV above. | |
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Spencer Roane to Philip Aylett | , 

Richmond, 26 June’ | 

Yesterday the convention voted to ratify the constitution by a ma- 

jority of ten. The Decision has been distressing & awful to great Num- 

| bers of very respectable Members; & it is generally beleived will be so 

received by the people. The minority is a very respectable one indeed, | 

& made a most noble stand in Defence of the Liberties of the People— 

Mr. H. has given exemplary proofs of his Greatness, & in the opinion 

of many, of his Virtue. I have myself heard some Touches of Eloquence 

from him wch. wd. almost disgrace Cicero or Demosthenes. 

Matthews is chosen Speaker of the House of Delegates; & John 

Jones, of the senate. | 

There is no rejoicing on Acct. of the Vote of ratification—it wd. not 

be prudent to do so; & the federalists behave with moderation and 

| do not exult in their Success*— a 

I have not Time to say more— 

| 1. RC, Unbound Emmet Collection, NN. Aylett (1767-1831) was a King William 

County planter, although the letter was addressed to him in King and Queen County. 

| Both Aylett and Roane were married to daughters of Patrick Henry. | 

Oo 9. In an extract of a Richmond letter dated 25 June, a “gentleman” said: “Ihe 

| inhabitants of the town are either wise enough, or polite enough, to make no procession 

| or other parade” (Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 2 July, V above. On 8 July the New 

: York Journal reprinted this extract, italicizing the last five words of the sentence.). Writing 

on 26 June, another Richmond correspondent noted that “‘we shall have a general 

| rejoicing” after the Convention adjourned (Pennsylvania Packet, 3 July, V above). No 

| such celebration took place. : 

Possibly referring to more than just the town of Richmond, an Alexandria “gentle- 

man” wrote on 30 June that “Since passing the new Constitution by this State, both 

parties have conducted themselves with great moderation and candour; and no rejoicings 

were permitted to aggravate the feelings of so respectable a minority”’ (Connecticut Gazette, 

11 July. This item was reprinted once in Connecticut and twice in Massachusetts.). 

Norfolk Celebrates the News of Virginia Ratification, 27 June’ 

On Friday last the joyful intelligence of this State having adopted 

and ratified the Foederal Union, was announced to the Public by a 

discharge of nine pieces of ordnance, (accompanied by an equal num- 

ber from the shipping in the harbour.) The same ceremony was ob- 

served about eight o’clock in the evening which gave the signal for a 

general illumination throughout the Borough, where each person 

seemed to vie in emulation to excel. About 9 o’clock a Balloon (con- 

structed by Mr. Balfour) ascended, amidst the acclamation of a nu- 

merous groupe of spectators; finally, the evening closed with every 

demonstration of joy.
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— 1. This item was printed in the Norfolk and Portsmouth Journal, 2 July, and reprinted | 
in the Pennsylvania Packet, 21 July. On 9 July the Norfolk and Portsmouth Journal printed 
an erratum, indicating that the phrase in angle brackets should read: ‘‘Responded by | 

_ an equal number from the Town-Point and shipping at Portsmouth.” “‘This error,’ con- 
tinued the Journal, ‘was occasioned entirely from misinformation.”’ See also Norfolk’s Fourth : 
of July celebration (below). oe - - | 

_ Alexandria Celebrates the News of Virginia Ratification, 28 June — | | 

According to George Washington, the news that Virginia had ratified een 
_ the Constitution on 25 June arrived by mail in Alexandria on the evening =” 

of the 27th and that “two hours before day’ on the 28th an express — | 
_ rider from New York City (Colonel David Henley) brought word that the aes 

New Hampshire Convention had adopted the Constitution on the 21st. | | | 
_ On the 28th, Washington and others celebrated the news of both rati- 

fications at John Wise’s Fountain Tavern in Alexandria. Colonel Henley, | - 
one of the celebrants, headed back north with the news of Virginia’s | 
ratification on the 29th. : | | | So 

George Washington to Charles Cotesworth Pinckney oe a | 
| _ Mount Vernon, 28 June (excerpt)! | 7 | | 

I had the pleasure to receive, a day or two ago, your obliging letter | 
of the 24th of last month, in which you advise me of the ratification . 

_ of the foederal Constitution by South Carolina. By a more rapid water __ , 
conveyance, that good news had some few days before arrived at Bal- 
timore, so as to have been very opportunily communicated to the 
Convention of this State, in session at Richmond.? It is with great - | 
satisfaction, I have it now in my power to inform you that, on the oO 
25th instant, the Delegates of Virginia adopted the Constitution, in , 
toto, by a division of 89 in favour of it to 79 against it: and that, = 
notwithstanding the majority is so small, yet, in consequence of some | 

_ conciliatory conduct and recommendatory amendments, a happy ac- 
quiescence it is said is likely to terminate the business here—in as - 

_ favorable a manner as could possibly have been expected. , | 
No sooner had the Citizens of Alexandria (who are foederal to a : 

man) received the intelligence by the Mail last night, than they deter- 
_ mined to devote this day to festivity. But their exhiliration was greatly 

encreased and a much keener zest given to their enjoyment; by the te 
arrival of an Express (two hours before day) with the News that the = 
Convention of New Hampshire had, on the 21st instant, acceded to_ 
the new Confeederacy by a majority of 11 voices, that is to say, 57 to | 

Thus the Citizens of Alexandria, when convened, constituted the _ | 
first public company in America, which had the pleasure of pouring 

7 libation to the prosperity of the ten States that had actually adopted - |
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| the general government.? The day itself is memorable for more reasons 
than one. It was recollected that this day is the Anneversary of the 
battles of Sullivan’s Island and monmouth*—I have just returned from | 
assisting at the entertainment; and mention these details, unimportant 

as they are in themselves, the rather because I think we may rationally 
indulge the pleasing hope that the Union will now be established upon 

| a durable basis, and that Providence seems still disposed to favour the 
| members of it, with unequalled opportunities for political happi- 

ness.... 

George Washington to Tobias Lear 
| Mount Vernon, 29 June? , 

Your letter of the 2d: instant® came duly to hand, and obliged me _ 
| by its communications.— | 

| On friday last, (by the Stage), advice of the decision of the long, and 

a warmly (with temper) contested question, in the Convention of this | 

State, was received.—89 ayes—79 Noes, without previous amend-- : 

| ments;—and in the course of that Night, Colo. Henley, Express from 

| | New York on his way to Richmond, arrived in Alexandria with the 

, news of the ratification by the State of New Hampshire.—This flood 

of good news, almost at the same moment, gave, as you will readily 

conceive, abundant cause for rejoicing in a place, the Inhabitants of 
| - which are all foederal.—The Cannon roared, and the Town was. illu- 

- minated yesterday, as magnificent a dinner as Mr. Wise could provide | 

(to which this family were invited and went), was displayed before the 

principal Male Inhabitants of the Town; whose Ears were saluted at 

every quaff with the melody of foederal Guns.—And on Monday, the 

| business it seems is to recommense and finish, with fiddling & Dancing, 

| for the amusement, & benefit of the Ladies.— ~ | 

The final question was taken on the 25th.; and some recommen- 

| datory, or declaratory rights, it was supposed (by my corrispondents 

a in Richmond), would follow the ratification of the Constitution the | 

| next, or following day.—As these two adoptions make ten affirmatives | 

without a negative, and little or no question is made of North Carolinas — 

treading in the steps of Virginia, it is hardly to be conceived that New 

York will reject it—Rhode Island, hitherto, has so far baffled all cal- 

= culation, that he must be a hardy man, indeed, who will undertake to 

declare what will be the choice of the Majority of that State, lest he | 

| should be suspected of having participated of thezr phrensy. oe 

The Accts. from Richmond are, that the Minority will acquiesce with 

ae a good grace—Mr. Henry it seems having declared that, though he can
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not be reconciled to the Government in its present form, and will give | 

it every constitutional opposition in his power; yet, that he will submit 
to it peaceably; as every good citizen he thinks ought; and by precept 
and example will endeavour, within the sphere of his action, to in- 
culcate the like principles into others.— a 

You have the best wishes of every one in this family, but of none 
in a higher degree than those of, Your Affect. friend and Obedient | 
Servt. | 

[P.S.] Pray offer my complimts. to Mr. Langdon— | 

Virginia Journal, 3 July’ 7 | 

— On Wednesday the 25th ult. the Convention of this State ratified 
the Constitution proposed to the United States of America by the late | 

_ General Convention. The news of this important event arrived here 
on Friday evening—As a testimony of the joy which the inhabitants 
felt, the town was immediately illuminated in an elegant manner; and | 

the agreeable intelligence was communicated to our neighbours, up 
| and down the river, by a well-timed discharge of cannon.—On Saturday 

_ Many of the gentlemen of the town and some from the country, who | 
_ had heard the glad tidings, dined together at Mr. Wise’s tavern on a. / 

_ sumptuous dinner prepared for the occasion, to which General Wash- / 
ington, Col. Humphreys, and many genteel strangers were invited.— oe 

| The General was met some miles out of town by a party of gentlemen | 
_ on horseback, and escorted to the tavern, having been saluted on his 

way by the light infantry company in a respectful manner.—His arrival 
was announced by a discharge of ten cannon under the direction of | | 
Captain Greenway. After dinner the following toasts, each followed by _ 
a discharge of cannon, were drank, expressive of the high satisfaction | 
of the assembly, the happiness of which was rendered complete by 
that admirable harmony of sentiment which universally prevailed: 

_ Ist. The Convention of Virginia: May the Constitution of the United 
States of America be executed with the wisdom and integrity with which 

| it was framed. | | — | 
2d. The States which have ratified the Constitution: May their ex- 

ample be followed by those who are yet to decide. 
3d. His Most Christian Majesty: As the effects of his friendship will | 

be immortal, so may the gratitude of America never cease. | 
4th. The memory of those heroes who, in the late war, laid down | 

| their lives on the altar of freedom. / | 
Sth. The Marquis La Fayette: May the services he has rendered | 

America be engraven on the hearts of her citizens. |
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| 6th. Our worthy Representatives in the present Convention, Dr. 
David Stuart, and Col. Charles Simms. 

7th. The Potomack: May its navigation be improved to its sources, 
and its trade flourish to the degree bountiful nature intended. _ 

8th. The learning, agriculture, manufactures, and commerce of 
America. 

| 9th. The majesty of the people of America: Let the nations of the 
world look to them as an example, where, on mature deliberation, and 

with one accord, they have laid down one form of Government and 
| accepted another. 

, 10th. Union and harmony among the members of the federal em- 
pire: May its various natural resources be improved to make the people 
happy and the nation glorious. | 

| On Monday the rejoicings were concluded by a ball in the evening, 
adorned by a large collection of elegant ladies, and the discharge of 
cannon. 

1. FC, Washington Papers, DLC. Printed: Fitzpatrick, XXX, 9-11. In the remaining | 
| portion of his letter, Washington wrote about the prospects for ratification by North 

Carolina, New York, and Rhode Island. Pinckney (1746-1825), a Charleston lawyer- 

planter and a member of the South Carolina House of Representatives, was an aide- 
de-camp to Washington during the Revolution, and in 1783 he was brevetted a brigadier 

- general. He signed the Constitution in September 1787 and voted for ratification in the | 
South Carolina Convention in May 1788. | 

2. On Saturday, 31 May, the news of South Carolina’s ratification arrived in Baltimore 
by sloop, and on 3 June both Baltimore newspapers, the Maryland Gazette and the 
Maryland Journal, printed this news. For a “handbill’”’ announcing South Carolina’s rat- 
ification that was sent from Baltimore to Richmond, see John Vaughan to John Langdon, = 
16 June, note 3 (V above). Some members of the Virginia Convention knew about South 

. Carolina’s ratification at least as early as 4 June. (See William Grayson to Nathan Dane, 

4 June, V above.) . 

3. In his diary for this day, Washington wrote: ““The Inhabitants of Alexandria having 
| received the News of the ratification of the proposed Constitution by this State, and 

that of New Hampshire—and having determined on public rejoicings, part of which to 
be in a dinner, to which this family was envited Colo. Humphreys my Nephew G.A 
Washington & myself went up to it and returned in the afternoon” (Washington Diaries, 
V, 351). 

| 4. On 28 June 1776 Americans stationed on Sullivan’s Island (guarding the harbor 
of Charleston, S.C.) successfully repulsed an attack by the British forces under General 
Henry Clinton. This defeat ended the British army’s “Southern expedition’? which had 
been planned to subdue the four southernmost colonies. At the Battle of Monmouth | 

| in New Jersey on 28 June 1778, a Washington-led American army fought to a draw 
against a Clinton-led British army, which had evacuated Philadelphia and was enroute 
to New York City. This battle was the last major Revolutionary battle in the North. 

5. RC, owned by Helen Marie Taylor, Orange, Va. For another account by Washington _ 
of the arrival of the news of ratification in Alexandria, see his 29 June letter to Benjamin : 
Lincoln (Fitzpatrick, XXX, 11-12). | | 

6. See Washington to Henry Knox, 17 June, at note 4 (V above). 
7. This item has been transcribed from the Baltimore Maryland Gazette, 8 July, which
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__ reprinted it from the no longer extant Virginia Journal of 3 July. It was also reprinted : 
in the Pennsylvania Packet, 11 July. Ses, On a a, 

Baltimore Celebrates the News of Virginia Ratification, 28 June 7 

| _ On the evening of 27 June, the mail arrived in Alexandria with the — 7 

news of Virginia’s ratification. On the 28th, stagecoach operator Colonel | ; 
Gabriel Van Horne of Alexandria sent the news by express to William | 
Goddard of the Baltimore Maryland Journal who received it that ‘“‘Eve- a 

| ning.”’ Goddard quickly struck a handbill. Although this handbill has not - 
been located, its contents have been reconstructed by comparing the | oa | 

| _ Maryland Journal’s account of 1 July (printed below) with reports pub- — | 
| lished in several out-of-state newspapers. It is likely that the handbill was ss 

headed ‘Baltimore, June 28, 1788. The TENTH PILLAR”; and that it | | 

included the vote total on ratification (incorrectly given as 88 to 78), the — | 
oo text of the Form of Ratification, a summary of a Richmond letter stating : 

_ that the Virginia Convention rejected prior amendments by eight votes, 
| and a notice that Baltimore would celebrate with ‘‘a discharge of artillery, 

from Federal-Hill, at 7 o’clock, and a display of fire-works, from the | 

Court-House Hill, at 9.”’ | a 

| William Goddard reprinted the text of the handbill (minus the notice) | | | 

| in the Maryland Journal on 1 July, together with a description of the — 
Baltimore celebration. The handbill’s report was reprinted, in whole or a 
almost so, in the Carlisle Gazette, 2 July; Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, | 
2 July; Pennsylvania Mercury, 3 July; and Pitisburgh Gazette, 12 July. (See 
also note 1, below.) | Be | 

On 1 July Baltimore’s other newspaper, the Maryland Gazette, also pub- | 
lished the Form of Ratification, stating that it had been sent by express | 
from Richmond to the merchants of Baltimore. Following the Form, the _ 

| Gazette noted: ‘“The important question was decided in Virginia by 89 ays 
against 79 noes. Previous amendments were rejected by 88 against 80. | 

_ The information adds, that subsequent amendments would be recom- | | 
| mended; but were still to be settled.”” The Gazette also described Balti- - 

| more’s celebration (note 2, below). — co | | | | 

| Maryland Journal, I July | Soe 

ee The TENTH PILLAR. EE es | 
IMPORTANT INTELLIGENCE (received last Saturday Evening) from Vir- 

—-GINIA; communicated by Col. VAN Horng, to the Printer hereof, (by _ 

Express from Alexandria) for the Gratification of this Federal Com- 

RATIFICATION of the New Constitution, by the Convention of  —— _ 

| Virginia, on Wednesday last, by a Majority of 10; 88 agreeing, and 78 
dissenting to its Adoption. | | oe ae a 

_ | {Virginia Form of Ratification] Oo BR 
A Letter from Richmond advises, that a Motion for previous Amend- | 

ments was rejected by a Majority of Eight; but that some Days would
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be passed in considering subsequent Amendments, and these, it ap- 
peared, from the Temper of the Convention, would be recommended.' | 

The above Intelligence having been announced to the Public in 
Handbills, it was received with the strongest Demonstrations of pa- 
triotic Joy. An immediate Discharge of Artillery took Place on Federal- | 

| Hill, and on board several Vessels® in the Harbour, with a Display of 
| Fire-Works from the Court-House:—After which a Number of Citizens, 

| partook of an elegant Entertainment at the Fountain-Inn.—Social © 

Mirth and Hilarity pervaded each Federal Heart, and crowned the © 

| festive Board.2—The following Toasts were drank on the happy Oc- 

casion. | SC 

; | 1. The New Constitution. © | 

2. Our Sisters Virginia and New-Hampshire, and the other States , 

| which have adopted the Constitution. 
3. The illustrious GEORGE WASHINGTON. | | 
4. May the Virtue of the People remain unshaken, and none but 

| decided Friends to the Constitution be chosen to put it in Motion. ~ 

| 5. A speedy Revival of Public and Private Credit. 

6. Wise Federal Laws, and well executed. | 

7. The Learning, Agriculture, Manufactures and Commerce of 

7 America. 

| 8. The Flag of the United States of America. | | 

oe 9. The Prince who assisted America in establishing INDEPENDENCE. _ 
| 10. May the Liberty of America be perpetual. 

(a) On this Occasion, the Brig William, of Waterford, was par- 

| ticularly distinguished. | 

| 1. This summary of a Richmond letter was reprinted in the Kentucky Gazette, 26 July, 

in New York City and Poughkeepsie broadsides, 2 July (Evans 21559, 45393; and : 

Mfm:Va.), and in fourteen newspapers outside Virginia by 17 July: N.H. (1), Mass. (4), | 

Conn. (2), N.Y. (1), Pa. (5), Md. (1). After the Virginia Convention adopted recom- : 

| mendatory amendments, some Maryland Federalists apparently became alarmed. On 6 | 

July a Maryland “gentleman” wrote that ‘It was for a long time doubtful whether the | 

convention of Virginia would embrace the new federal faith or not, and it was carried 

at last but by a very small majority. They have however clogged it with a bill of rights 

and some considerable amendments, which have damped the spirits of many of our 

- furious and zealous federalists” (Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 11 July). 

| 9. In describing this celebration, the Baltimore Maryland Gazette, 1 July, stated: “The 

account of these interesting events [Virginia’s and New Hampshire’s ratification] was : 

| received by the inhabitants of this place with every demonstration of heart-felt satisfac- | 

tion, and we dare say will give equal pleasure in almost every part of the State. On | 

Saturday evening the artillery was fired from Federal-Hill, and some very beautiful fire- 

, works displayed from the Court-house hill, after which a number of citizens partook of — 

an elegant supper at Mr. Grant’s.” (A list of the ten toasts followed.) This description 

was reprinted in the Pennsylvania Mercury, 5 July, and the New York Journal, 9 July.
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7 James Madison to Alexander Hamilton | 7 
| Richmond, 29 June! | a 

Inclosed is the final result of our conventional deliberations. The _ 
intended address of the Minority proved to be of a nature apprehended 

by me. It was rejected by the party themselves when proposed to them, | 

and produced an auspicious conclusion to the business. As I shall set _ | 

out in a few days for N. York, I postpone further explanations. I have 

_ this instant the communications from N. Hampshire, via Poughkepsy; | 

also your two favors of the 19 & 20.? Yrs. affecly. 

1. RC, Hamilton Papers, DLC. This undated letter was postmarked, Richmond, 30 : 
June. Since Madison states that he had just received the news of New Hampshire’s 

| ratification, the letter was probably written on 29 June, the day on which this news — 
arrived. (For the arrival of the news, see David Stuart to Harry Innes, 29 June, V above.) 

2. For letters that Madison received from New York concerning New Hampshire’s 
ratification, see RCS:Va., 1673-74, and for Hamilton’s letters of 19 and 21 (not 20) | 
June respecting the New York Convention, see Syrett, V, 10-11, 35. : 

_ St. George Tucker to Theodorick Bland Randolph 
and John Randolph, Richmond, 29 June (excerpt)! | 

... You will have heard that the Constitution has been adopted in 
7 this State; that Event, my dear Children, affects your interest more 

nearly than that of most others. the recovery of British debts can no 
longer be postponed, & there now seems to be a moral certainty that 
your patrimony will all go to satisfy the unjust debt from your Papa a 
to the Hanbury’s. The consequence, my dear boys, must be obvious 
to you—your sole dependence must be on your own personal Abilities 

_. & Exertions: it is happy for you, my sons, that the Event has been so 
long postponed as to give an opportunity of laying the foundation of 
a good Education for you both. But it is barely the foundation: the 

_ superstructure must depend upon your assiduity. The present moment | 
is the most precious of your lives; I trust my dear Fellows you will not 
suffer it to pass off without availing yourself of every opportunity of 

| Improvement... . | | 

1. RC, Bryan Family Manuscripts, ViU. This letter was addressed to “Masters Theod- | 
orick & John Randolph” in New York. Theodorick Bland Randolph (1771-92) and John | 

| Randolph (1773-1833), stepsons of St. George Tucker, had recently left their Virginia , 
home to go to New York City to study at Columbia College. The brothers had been at 

: Princeton College in 1787. | | 

Winchester Celebrates the News of Virginia Ratification, 30 June | 

On 25 June Alexander White, who had published an essay in support 
of the Constitution in February (RCS:Va., 401~8, 438-45), and his fellow 

Frederick County delegate John Shearman Woodcock voted to ratify the
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Constitution. The next day White wrote a letter to John Hatley Norton, 
the mayor of Winchester, reporting Virginia’s ratification, and on 2 July 

| the town’s two newspapers, the Virginia Centinel (immediately below) and 
the Virginia Gazette, printed his letter. The Gazette’s publisher noted that 
White’s letter was brought to town by Ralph Humphreys and Ebenezer 
Zane on Sunday evening, the 29th of June. (Humphreys and Zane rep- 
resented the western counties of Hampshire and Ohio, respectively, in | 
the Virginia Convention, where both had voted to ratify.) On both 30 — 

| June and 4 July the people of Winchester celebrated ratification. 

| Virginia Centinel, 2 July | | 

| Ninth Pillar. 
The very agreeable intelligence of the ratification of the FEDERAL 

~ ConstiruTIon by this State, which completes the NintH PILLar of the | 

| GRAND NATIONAL FABRIC, was received in this town on Sunday evening 

| last, in a letter from ALEXANDER WHITE, Esq. one of the Delegates to 

| the Convention, from the county of Frederick, of which the following 

is a COpy: 

| | RICHMOND, June 26, 1788. so 

| SIR, - | 7 

“I have the pleasure to inform you, that yesterday the Convention 

came to a final decision respecting the new Constitution.—A resolution 

- for the admission of previous amendments was first proposed,—this 

was rejected by a majority of 8. The question for adoption was then 

put, and agreed to by a majority of 10, to wit, 
_ For the adoption, 89, 

Against it, 79, 

“A Committee of thirteen is appointed to prepare amendments to 

| be recommended to Congress—they will make their report to-day, 

when it is hoped the business of the Convention will end. I am sorry 

there was not a greater majority, but if I may judge from the cool © 

dispassionate manner in which the great subject was discussed, and 

oS the conduct of gentlemen in opposition since the determination, I 

cannot entertain a doubt of the peaceable reception of the govern- 

ment; I have as little doubt of Congress agreeing to incorporate in 

| the Constitution such articles as the States shall suppose necessary to 

secure their liberties—when this is done, discontent must subside. 

“T congratulate you, Sir, and all my worthy constituents on this 

auspicious event—which you will please to publish in the most effectual 

manner for their information. | a | 

“T am, with great respect, Sir, your most obedient Servant, . 

ALEXANDER WHITE.” 

To The Mayor of WINCHESTER.
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Winchester Virginia Gazette, 2 July! rr | 

| On receipt of the above pleasing and important information, the _ 
extreme joy of the inhabitants of this town was fully evinced by the | 
sparkling eyes and the elated spirits which shone conspicuous through 

- all ranks of people. Being desirous publicly to demonstrate their ap- - 
probation of the happy decision of a subject for which they had been 
several days waiting with the most anxious expectation, on Monday 
afternoon the Infantry company, commanded by Capt. Hieskell, and 

_ under the immediate orders of Major McGuire, appeared on the pa- 
_ rade, when, after discharging nine volleys in honor of the nine pillars 

which now support the glorious American Fabric, they marched through 
| the town, performing a number of evolutions, street-firings, &c. as | 

they passed. Towards evening a large quantity of combustibles were 
_ collected and conveyed to Federal Hill, by the Federal Waggon, drawn 

by nine horses, decorated. As soon as night came on, fire was set to _ | 
the materials collected, which exhibited a large and beautiful bonfire, — 
and which was seen for many miles in the vicinity. The Court-House, 

| and several other buildings were elegantly illuminated on this joyful | 
occasion. At nine o’clock, a select number of pure Federals retired to | 
Mr. McGuire’s, and spent the remainder of the evening in the greatest 
conviviality, mirth, and good humour. After supper the following toasts | 
were announced, and drank with the most heartfelt satisfaction. | 

| 1. His Excellency General Washington. me ne | 
| 2. His most Christian Majesty. - a | 

3. The Marquis de la Fayette. es | | | 
_ 4, The Hon. Benjamin Franklin, Esq. | | | : 

3. The memory of the American Worthies who fell in the late rev- 
olution. | | oe | a ws 

6. The United States. | - | | | | 
| 7. The memorable 4th of July. | , | Be 

8. The Patrons of Freedom. | | a | 
9. The friends of the Federal Constitution. , 
10. May the manufacturing spirit increase as the Federal Union | 

becomes permanent and respectable. | Be 
| 11. The Majority of the Virginia Convention. a 
- _ 12. May the Federal Pillars be raised to the highest pitch of great- 

ness. | | Oo Oe 
13. May the sword never be drawn but in the cause of justice. 
The company then departed, solacing themselves with the pleasing 

expectation, that the consequences which will result from the estab- 
_ lishment of that government they had been celebrating, would render 

us a respectable, happy, and wealthy people. _ |
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1. This account was reprinted in the Pennsylvania Packet, 15 July. A similar but briefer 
| description of the Winchester celebration of Virginia’s ratification appeared in the Vir- 

ginia Centinel on 2 July (Mfm:Va.). | 

| Philadelphia, New York City, and Poughkeepsie Celebrate the 
News of Virginia Ratification, 30 June-2 July | 

On 25 June, at 1:00 p.m., express rider David Henley left New York | 
| City for Richmond with the news of New Hampshire’s ratification. Early 

| in the morning of 28 June, Colonel Henley reached Alexandria, where | 
he met an express from Richmond carrying the news of Virginia’s rati- | 

: fication. Henley remained in Alexandria for the festivities honoring rat- 
| ification and departed the next day, the 29th, for New York City. He 

, reached Philadelphia on 30 June, between 6:00 and 7:00 p.m., and the 
bells of Christ Church rang in celebration. On 2 July, between 2:00 and 

| 3:00 a.M., Henley arrived in New York City. | 

| Some time between 3:30 a.m. and dawn, ten cannons were discharged 
and the bells of New York City were “‘set a ringing’’ for several hours. 
Shortly after Henley’s arrival, William Smith Livingston left the city for 

| the New York Convention in Poughkeepsie with the news of Virginia’s 
ratification. Colonel Livingston dismounted in Poughkeepsie between 

| 12:30 and 1:00 p.m., after a ride of between nine and ten hours. He went 

immediately to the Convention chamber, arriving while Governor George 
Clinton was speaking. His news “occasioned such a buz through the 
House, that little of his Excellency’s Speech was heard” (New York Daily | 

| Advertiser, 8 July). That evening, ten cannons were fired in Poughkeepsie. | | 
In both New York City and Poughkeepsie, printers struck off similar | 

| broadsides announcing Virginia ratification (Evans 21559 and 45393). See 

Mfm:Va. for photographic reproductions of these two broadsides. 
| | In addition to the documents printed immediately below, see the fol- 

lowing on Mfm:Va.: Samuel Blachley Webb to Joseph Barrell and to Cath- — 
erine Hogeboom, 2 July; Henry Knox to Jeremiah Wadsworth, 2 July; | 
New York Journal, 2 July; Thomas Goadsby to Kirkman, Holmes, and 
Company, 3 July; and Charleston City Gazette, 22 July. 

New York Independent Journal, 2 July , 

By a person who arrived in town last night from Philadelphia,’ just | 
as this Paper was going to press, we were informed, ‘‘that an express 
had arrived at Philadelphia, betwixt six and seven o’clock on Monday 
evening [30 June], with the important intelligence that Virginia had | 

| ADOPTED the New Constitution; in consequence of which, all the 

| bells in the city were rung, and continued till twelve o’clock that night.” 
These are all the particulars we could learn, but we hope this day’s 

post will bring a confirmation of the above very important information. 

7 Pennsylvania Gazette, 2 July | 

| | TENTH PILLAR. - 

RATIFICATION of the New Constitution by the Convention of 

Virginia, on Wednesday last, by a majority of Ten; 88 Agreeing, and a 

| 78 Dissenting to its Adoption. | |
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_ [Virginia Form of Ratification, with a notation at the end of the 
Form that the Constitution followed.] 7 

On the receipt of the foregoing intelligence on Monday evening last, | 
a general joy pervaded this city, and the bells of Christ-Church were | 
rung, which was repeated yesterday morning, accompanied with a sa- 
lute of cannon. | 

The accession of the commonwealth of Vircinia, to the form of 

government for THE NEW UNION fixes the fate and ensures the hap- | 
_ piness of America. The three states which have not yet ratified the 

Foederal Constitution, will find irresistible inducements to join the | 
confederacy. The merits of the Constitution itself, the scattered situ- | 
ation of the undecided states, the powerful and respectable body in | 
each of them attached to the Constitution, and to the Union, the mis- | 
erable condition of one of the undecided states, all afford us a com- 

fortable and certain prospect of our being, once more, united in the | 

bonds of dearest interest and affection. Our present situation is, in- | 
deed, like that of the glorious sun, when his powerful beams first dispel 

_ the darkness and terror of a tempestuous, awful night. The ceconomy, 
the industry, the virtue, and the steady perseverance of THE PEOPLE in 
the principles which have led to this great reformation in our govern- 

ment, can alone raise OuR SUN to its meridian height.? 
Extract of a letter from Richmond, dated June 25. | 

[For the text of this letter, see Pennsylvania Packet, 2 July, V above.] 
Mr. Maddison made the first motion in the United States, in the 

_ Assembly of Virginia, for appointing a Convention to frame a new 
government. How great must be the pleasure and triumph of that 

| amiable young man, to see his patriotism and good sense thus crowned | 
_ with success!® | | 

Philip Schuyler to Stephen Van Rensselaer 
Poughkeepsie, 1:30 p.m., 2 July 

Less than half an hour ago Colonel William Smith Livingston arrived 
here in 9°4 hours from New York the dispatches he brought announced | | 
the adoption of the new Constitution by Virginia on Saturday Wednes- | 
day the 25 [ult:?] by a Majority of ten in Its favor.—I congratulate you | 
on this very Important Occasion with all that satisfaction which arises 
in the heart, impressed with the danger to which the country would a 

| probably have been exposed had the determination of Virginia been _ 
adverse.— 

I trust this event will have a proper influence on the minds of those 
in the Convention here who have not tetaHy resolved to shut their
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heirs [i.e., ears] and to steel their hearts against all conviction.—I do 

) believe, nay I percieve that many several of those in opposition who 
came with prejudices created by influence will not sacrifice their Coun- 

a try to the Obstinacy of certain desperados—I do not apply this term 
to those who have taken a lead in debate in opposition to the consti- 
tution, but to others who—but prudence dictates that I should not too 

| strongly mark the men I alluded to.— | | 
Colo: Hamilton is well, so am I, and both of us Join in love to you 

| and all our friends— | | 
[P.S.] pray Let our friends be prudent in rejoicing on this Occasion.— 
It will tend more to Accomplish our public & private interests than a 

a Contrary conduct | | 

| New York Journal, 3 July? | | 

Convention of Virginia. 
Yesterday morning Col. Henley returned from Virginia, to which 

place he was expedited on Wednesday last with the intelligence of the 
ratification of the new constitution by New-Hampshire. 

Immediately on the arrival of Col. Henley, William Livingston, Esq. sat 
off for Poughkeepsie with the intelligence. 

Colonel Henley, having arrived at Alexandria, met an express bound 

to New-York, with the intelligence of the RATIFICATION of the new | 

constitution by the state of VIRGINIA. This interesting circumstance 
~ rendered Colonel Henley’s further pursuit fruitless; he therefore re- 

| turned, with the same zealous expedition he went, to bring the tidings | 

to the anxious expectants in New-York, and arrived here, at THREE © 
o’CLOCK yesterday morning. 

On this occasion the bells of the city were set a ringing immediately, 

oe and at FIVE o’clock TEN guns were fired in honor of the ten states 

| which have adopted the constitution. | | 

The purport of the Virginia intelligence, is, that after a session of 

| eighteen days, in which the merits of the constitution were fully in- 

vestigated, clause by clause, both parties being equally zealous in the 

cause, speaking freely, and discussing (sometimes) dispassionately, on 

the TWENTY-FOURTH instant, viz. Tuesday sen’night, the decisive 

question was put, whether the convention would RATIFY the consti- 

a tution, when there appeared—YEAS, 88, and NAYS, 78, giving a MA- 

JORITY of TEN.—Thus have TEN STATES RATIFIED the CONSTI- 

TUTION proposed by the GENERAL CONVENTION, who sat at 

Philadelphia in September last. 
| | RATIFICATION of the NEW CONSTITUTION, by the Vircrinia 

CONVENTION, on Tuesday, the 24th instant.
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[Virginia Form of Ratification, with a notation at the end of the _ | 
Form that the Constitution followed.] _. ae a os , 

Our readers will readily perceive that the preceding ratification is more 
pointed, and differs in many instances, very materially from any one yet 

_ produced. . a fe ae ae - | 

‘We are further informed, from Virginia, that the CONVENTION 

are still sitting; and that their business is to prepare such AMEND- | 

MENTS to the general system as they, on mature deliberation, may | 
Judge proper. | oe | ae | | | 

Poughkeepsie Country Journal, 8 July or 

~ On Wednesday last at half after 12 o’clock P.M. Col. Wm. S. Liv- | | 
| ingston arrived at this place with the news of the Ratification of the - | 

new Constitution by the State of Virginia—It arrived at New-York at | 
_ 37 minutes after two in the morning of the same day.—The distance 

| between New-York and this place is 82 miles, and from the stoppages | 
on the road, the journey was performed in 7 hours and one quarter.— | 
The ruffness of the road and the change of horses being but twice, | | 
rendered the expedition an act of contemplation; and it appears from 
information to have been performed on this occasion with more ex- | 
pedition than has hitherto been known on that road. Col. Livingston 

__ was received with great joy by the federal party, and in the evening 
Ten guns were fired in honor of the Ten states which have adopted | | 
the Constitution. sy | | | | Oo 

1. On 2 July the New York Daily Advertiser reported: “By a passenger of veracity, 
who came in the stage from Philadelphia, and arrived here last evening, we are informed, | 
That the State of Virginia has ADOPTED the Federal Constitution.” | | 

2. This paragraph was reprinted in the Virginia Centinel, 16 July, and in seven news- — 
papers outside Virginia by 24 July: N.H. (1), Mass. (2), R.I. (2), Pa. (1), Md. (1). | 

3. This paragraph was reprinted in the Virginia Centinel, 16 July, and in seven news- | 
. papers outside Virginia by 26 July: N.H. (1), Mass. (3), Pa. (1), Md. (1), S.C. (1). | 

4. RC, Henry Ford Museum Bicentennial Collection, Edison Institute, Greenfield — | 

Village and Henry Ford Museum, Dearborn, Mich. Schuyler dated his letter: “Pough- __ 
kepsie Wednesday July 2d 1788/half after One P M.” Van Rensselaer (1764-1839), 
Schuyler’s son-in-law, was the patroon of a vast manor in Albany County. Schuyler put | 

| the time of Colonel William Smith Livingston’s arrival in Poughkeepsie at about 1:00 | 
p.M.; while the Poughkeepsie Country Journal and New York Convention delegate Cor- 
nelius C. Schoonmaker said it was 12:30 p.m. (See Country Journal, 8 July, below; and | 
Schoonmaker to Peter Van Gaasbeck, 2 July, Roosevelt Collection, Franklin D. Roosevelt | | 
Library, Hyde Park, N.Y.) S ae - pe : 

| 5. This report was reprinted in whole or in part nine times by 21 July: Vt. (2), N.H. , 
(1), Mass. (1), Conn. (3), N.Y. (2). On 2 July, at ‘4 o'clock, A.M.,” the printer of the , 

_ New York Journal, inserted this item in his newspaper: “NEWS from VIRGINIA! What 
this news is, could not be ascertained last evening, but we shall doubtless hear THis DAY - oe
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by express. It is pretty well authenticated, that the bells rang at Philadelphia Monday 
evening—and it is supposed, that the cause was, the RATIFICATION of the constitution, 

by Virginia! The express above referred to, arrived, of which particularly to-morrow.” 

Virginia Centinel, 2 July’ | | | 

: This happy event will form an epocha more peculiar in its nature, 
more felicitating in its consequences, and more interesting to the phil- 

| | osophic mind, than ever the political history of man has displayed. 
- Where is the country in which the principles of civil liberty and ju- 
a risprudence are so well understood as in this; and where has ever such 
oe an assembly of men as formed the late General Convention been de- 

puted for such a purpose? To see an assemblage of characters, most | 
of them illustrious for their integrity, patriotism, and abilities, repre- _ 
senting many sovereign states; framing a system of government for the 

| whole, in the midst of profound peace; unembarrassed by any unfa- 
vourable circumstances abroad, uninfluenced by any selfish motive at 
home; but making the most generous concession to each other, for 

the common welfare, and directing their deliberation with the most 
perfect unanimity, to see a constitution of government thus formed, 

and fraught with wisdom, economy and foresight, adapted to the po- 
) litical habits of their constituents, to the state of society and civilization, 

to the peculiar circumstances of their country, and to those enlightened __ 
sentiments of freedom and toleration so dear to all good men: and 
finally, to see this constitution ratified and adopted by several millions | 

_of people, inhabiting an extensive country, not from any coercion, but | 
- from mere principles of propriety, wisdom and policy—these are ob- 

jects too great and too glorious to be viewed with common admiration 
| and delight: the idea alone is animating to every bosom susceptible of | 

the emotion of patriotism or philanthropy. The attempt alone reflects | 
a dignity upon hu[man?] [- —-]* [se?]cures freedom and public hap- 
piness to remote posterity. | 

1. This item followed Alexander White’s letter to the mayor of Winchester announcing 
Virginia’s ratification (see above) and a description of Winchester’s celebration honoring | 

that ratification (see Mfm:Va.). , 

2. At least one line is missing at this point. : | 

| Virginia Centinel, 2 July’ 

| From a CORRESPONDENT. 
The calm, cool and deliberate manner in which the important subject 

of the Federal Constitution has been investigated, will be a lasting 

monument of national gratitude to those venerable statesmen, who 

| have so eminently distinguished themselves in forming this new plan
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_ of government. Posterity will, with gratitude, view the services of this / 
~ Convention; and with extacy and admiration they will contemplate, in | 

the records of time, the magnanimity and disinterested patriotism 
which has been so eminently distinguished on this occasion. No doubt 
can be entertained but that the minority will reconcile themselves to 
it with their usual love for their country—and the virtuous majority 

will be ecchoed with applause throughout succeeding generations. | 

1. On 2 July the Winchester Virginia Gazette and the Norfolk and Portsmouth Journal 
(minus the last sentence) also printed this item, indicating that either the ““CORRESPOND- 

ENT’ sent the manuscript version to several printers simultaneously or that it had been 
published earlier in another newspaper. The best possibility for an earlier printing is 
the non-extant Petersburg Virginia Gazette, 26 June, which published another report of 

_ Virginia’s ratification. (See V above for this report.) The paragraph by ‘‘a CORRESPOND- | 
ENT’ was reprinted in the Pennsylvania Packet, 15 July. | 

W.A.R. | 
_ Virginia Independent Chronicle, 2 July! | | 

| On the adoption of the FEDERAL CONSTITUTION 
a ‘by the State of Virginia. 

Struck with a theme, so new!—so unconfin’d! | 

As new, Ideas, rush into my mind: | , 

_ ‘Wrapt by Apollo, in Poetic fire; | | | 
Soft numbers, melt, melodious, on my Lyre: | oe 
I rise, to Hail Columbia, Great, and Free! | 

| Ten States (at least) in Harmony agree: 

The Foederal Dome, supported thus, will rise, a 
And bend its Arches thro’ the Azure Skies: — 

| The Sons of Freedom, now their rank may Claim, 

And greatly rival, Greek, and Roman Fame! 
The Clouds, and Darkness, late o’erspread the Land: | | 

(Our Wealth, and Commerce, wholly at a stand) 

The prospect brightens:—UNION now appears, | 
To Crown the blessings of revolving Years! os, Oo 7 
Receive the Cherub,—never to depart; | 

_ But sit enthron’d, in ev’ry Freeman’s heart: 
No bold invaders, then shall brave our shore; — | 

_ Nor dire disputes, distract our Councils more: 
A lib’ral spirit, shall pervade the whole; | 

And all be animated by one Soul! | 
What Power shall crush?—What Influence shall divide? 
A chosen band of Brothers thus allied
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1. This verse was reprinted in the Virginia Centinel, 16 July, the Virginia Gazette and 
Weekly Advertiser, 24 July, and in six newspapers outside of Virginia by 13 August: Mass. 
(1), N.Y. (1), Pa. (2), Md. (1), S.C. (1). | 

Virginia Independent Chronicle, 2 July’ | 

As the great and important question relative to the new Foederal 
Government, is decided upon, a correspondent, begs leave to suggest _ 

- the propriety of the Legislature of this state making an offer of that 
elegant new building intended for the capitol, and this respectable city, 
to the Congress of America.—The advantage to be derived from having | 
the seat of the government of the United States fixed in Virginia, 
cannot but be evident to every one—and the agreeable manner in which 
that honorable body could be accommodated by having a building 
superior in every point of view to any in America, might be an in- 

ducement to fix their residence here.—It is well known that Virginia 

is the most centrical state—and her staple commodity is an object, 
material in supporting the credit of the United States.—But should 
Congress decline this offer from a wish of being more retired, this 
state can with equal advantages accommodate the new government, by 
offering the public buildings in Williamsburg, and that city,—a situation 
that is possessed of all the advantages of communication—remarkably 
healthy—and furnished with every necessary in an ample manner. 

1. This item was reprinted in the Norfolk and Portsmouth Journal, 9 July, the Virginia 

Centinel, 16 July, and in four newspapers outside of Virginia by 28 July: N.Y. (1), Pa. | 

(1), Md. (1), S.C. (1). 

| Fourth of July Celebrations in Virginia 

Newspapers printed reports of the Fourth of July commemorations in 

Great Bridge, Hampton, Kempsville, Lexington, Martinsburg, Norfolk, 

Portsmouth, Richmond, Shepherdstown, Staunton, and Winchester. With 

the exception of Lexington, which had not yet heard about Virginia’s 

| ratification, these towns combined their Fourth of July and ratification 

celebrations. The toasts at Lexington, however, demonstrated that the 

Constitution and the Virginia Convention were in the thoughts of the _ 

| celebrants. Norfolk and Winchester, which had already feted ratification, 

celebrated it a second time. 

These Fourth of July commemorations were characterized by flags and 

banners, processions of craftsmen and public officials, militia parades, | 

cannon firings, illuminated and decorated private houses and public build- 

ings, elaborate dinners and barbecues at which ten, thirteen, or fourteen 

toasts were drunk, elegant balls, bonfires, orations, and fireworks. |
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Lexington Celebrates the Fourth of July | ed pe | 

Kentucky Gazette, 5 July) | 7 

Yesterday being the Aniversary of the declaration of the Indepen- | 
dence of America, it was celebrated in this town with the greatest _ | 
festivity. | Bs | | | | 

A numerous and respectable company of Ladies and Gentlemen | 
_ assembled at capt. Thomas Youngs tavern, where an elegant enter- | | 

_tainment was prepared for the occasion; dinner served, the following 
ode composed by a gentleman of this place, was sung to the tune of | 

— ‘Rule Britania’ the company joining in cheerful chorus. | | 

_ AN ODE, written at Lexington in Kentucke, for = 
: _ the Ath of July, 1788. ae oe | 

When the Almighty Fiat gave “ee pe | 
_ “Creation’s boundless range” a birth; as ee 

| The choir of Angels hail’d our Land, | 
The Land most favour’d of the Faith | | - 

| _ ‘Hail, Kentucke! Kentucke, thou shalt be : 
| ‘For ever great, most blest and free. | | | / 

| ‘High as thy streams, whose swelling pride _ _ we | 
. ‘Increasing torrents quickly raise; ; 
‘So high, the trump of Fame shall swell | ) 

| _ “Thy name with tributary Praise. | , oS 
| ‘Hail, Kentucke! for ever be thy name - 

“The theme of never dying Fame. | a | | 

| “Till latest times, thy teeming fields, oe | oe | 
‘By lib’ral Heav’n’s great commands, er | 

‘Shall on thy torrents unconfin’d | Oo 
a ‘Send plenty to far distant lands. | | | : 

‘Hail, Kentucke! Kentucke thou shalt be 

‘For ever great, most blest and free’ | | 

_ The following Toasts and Sentiments, the effusions of the hearts of | 
freemen were then drank, accompanied with a discharge of fourteen | 
rifles at each interval, and in the evening an elegant Ball with suitable 
refreshments concluded the social entertainment. BC 

The elegance, order and decorum with which every part of the en-—
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| tertainment was conducted contributed greatly to the harmony of the 
day, and did honor to the Gentlemen who had the management of it. = 

/ Toasts & Sentiments, for the day. — | 

| | lst. The United States of America. | | 
| 2nd. The Western world, perpetual Union, on principles of equality, 

or amicable Separation. oe 
3rd. The Illustrious GEORGE WASHINGTON Esq. may his services be | 

remembered. 7 | | oe 

_ 4th. The Navigation of the Missis[s]ippi, at any price but that of 
Liberty. | | 

5th. Harmony with Spain, and a reciprocity of good offices. | 
| 6th. Our Brethren at Muskingum, and prosperity to their Establish- 

| ments. 
7th. May the Savage enemies of America, be chastised by Arms, and _ 

| the jobbing system of Treaties be exploded. 
- 8th. The Convention of Virginia; may Wisdom, Firmness, and a sa- 

cred regard to the fundamental principles of the Revolution, guide 
: her Councils. | | 

: 9th. Energetic Government, on Foederal principles. 
10th. Tryal by Jury, liberty of the Press, and no standing Army. | 
11th. May the Atlantic States be just, the Western States be Free, 

and both be happy. | a 
12th. The memory of departed Heroes and Patriots. 

7 13th. No paper Money: no Tender Laws, and no Legislative inter- — 
| ference in private Contracts. : | 

14th. The Commonwealth of Kentucke, the fourteenth luminary in | 
the American Constellation, may she reflect upon the original States, 

the wisdom she has borrowed from them. — | 
Lexington, July 4, 1788. 

Virginia Independent Chronicle, 3 September (excerpt)? | 

Extract of a letter from Kentucke, dated Fayette, August 4, 1788, to a 
| gentleman in this city. | 

‘The regard for you which I have ever possessed, and the apparent 

return of your affection, prompts me at present to write, in order to 

| | pay a tribute to which your merits seem so justly to entitle you. Since 
| | your departure from our country, nothing extraordinary has taken 

place, except a circumstance, which although not of the utmost im- 
portance, may serve to amuse you in some solitary hours. 

) “July 4th, being the Anniversary of American Independence, for the 
celebration of that memorable day, a large concourse of ladies and
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gentlemen assembled at Lexington, where a most elegant dinner was 
| prepared, the sumptuousness of which will appear more conspicuous | 

upon descending to particulars, and at the same time exhibit a striking 
example of the genuine liberality of the inhabitants of the Western 
World. a - 

, “The booth in which the dinner was prepared, was constructed in 
_ the form of a cross. In the centre was a side board twelve feet square; 

in each wing was a table thirty feet long; the roof was an arch twenty | 
_ four feet high; in the centre over the side board was erected a platform 

fourteen feet high, on which was placed a band of music consisting 
| of fourteen instruments; there were arched windows amounting to 

fourteen, and four large arched doors; on each table were forty nine 
dishes, in all an hundred and ninety six—We were at different periods | 

| saluted by fourteen riflemen’s firing to the number of fourteen rounds. 
We danced on the green till six o’clock in the evening, when we retired _ 
to Capt. Young’s tavern, where after drinking tea, we danced a suf- | | 
ficient time; when an elegant supper was provided by that gentleman; 
after partaking of the delicacies of which, and spending our time till 
three o’clock in the morning, as between tea and supper, we finished a 

_ the rejoicings consecrated to that auspicious day. During the whole 
time the greatest sobriety and ceconomy reigned triumphant (to the 
honour of the company be it said) and the greatest marks of appro- | 
bation and satisfaction were visible in every countenance.’ . . .” 

1. On 4 July the inhabitants of Lexington were still unaware that the Virginia Con- 
vention ratified the Constitution. The Kentucky Gazette finally reported this news on 26 | 
July, when it reprinted the Form of Ratification. | | | 

| 2. This item was reprinted in whole or in part eleven times by 15 October: Mass. | 
| (1), N.Y. (2), N.J. (1), Pa. (4), Md. (1), N.C. (1), S.C. (1). | 

3. At this point, the Chronicle printed the fourteen toasts and sentiments that appeared 
in the Kentucky Gazette on 5 July (immediately above). , 

Martinsburgh and Shepherdstown Celebrations! a | 

We hear from Martinsburgh and Shepherd’s-Town, that great re- 
_ Joicings were held in those towns on Friday last, in commemoration 

of American Independency and the adoption of the Federal Consti- — 
| tution by this state. | | 

1. This item was printed in the Virginia Centinel on 9 July. | | 

Norfolk Celebration | | | 

Norfolk and Portsmouth Journal, 9 July! | | 

| TENTH PILLAR. | | 
| Friday last being the Anniversary of American Independence, as also | 

the day appointed by a respectable Committee of Gentlemen to man- |
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| ifest our joy on the happy occasion of Virginia having ratified the 
Foederal Union, the morning was ushered in by a salute of ten guns 
(emblematical of the Ten States which have united in the New Gov- 

ernment). | 
| About ten o’clock, the different ranks of citizens began to assemble 

on the Federal Commons, and at eleven the procession commenced as 

| follows: | 

| | Martial Music. 
Ten Gentlemen Volunteers. | 

| | Paul Loyal, Esq. Senator for this _ | 
District, on horseback.? 

| | A Plough drawn by two horses, guided 
by Mr. William Foster. a 

| Farmers and Gardiners sowing Seed. 

| Butchers. | 

| Fishermen. 

_ Bakers. 
Brewers and Distillers. 

| Inspectors. , 

Printer. 

Merchants and Factors. 

Grocers. | 

| Vendue-Masters. | 7 | 
Ship Carpenters and Caulkers. | 

Ship Joiners. 
| | Riggers. | 

Boat Builders. 

| Sail Makers. | 

| Pilots. 
, | Block Makers. | 

| Harbour and Ballast Masters. | 

Rope Makers. 
Carvers. 7 

| Blacksmiths. 
Ship 

New Constitution, 

| drawn by ten horses, dressed and decorated, oe 

commanded by Captain Maxwell. 
Ship Masters. 

Mates and Seamen. 

Commissioners of Marine Hospital. | 

7 Architects.
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: | House Carpenters. | | Og 
| _ Masons, Bricklayers and Plaisterers. | 

| | | - Painters and Glaziers. © | | 

oe _ Cabinet Makers and Upholsterers. ohne 
St Sag | - Wheel Wrights and Turners. Be 

oe . Coopers. a — | o . 

| | ls -.-- Hatters. | ee ee 
Taylors and Habit Makers. | os 

, Boot and Shoe Makers. : , ae | 
| Tanners, Curriers and Leather Dressers. _ | 

- Saddlers and Harness Makers... i | 
- Peruke Makers and Hair Dressers. | : 

| Gold and Silver Smiths. | | 
7 Watch and Clock Makers. 7 

| Copper Smiths, Brass Founders and : a 
Tinmen. | | | 

| . Gun Smiths and Lock Smiths. 
oan Tallow Chandlers and Soap Boilers. os | 

| _ Draymen and Carters. _ | 
) | Naval-Officers. 

| | | Searchers and Clerks. — | : | 
oo | Physicians and Surgeons. Ss | 

, Lawyers. — | ae | 
| Schoolmasters and their Scholars with | 

oe books. | | | 
7 os Serjeant with the Mace3 | — | | 

oe _ Town. Clerk. | | | 
| | Mayor, Aldermen, and Common _ 

oe | | | Councilmen. — | a | 
| Constables with their Staves. _ | | 

| Ten Gentlemen Volunteers 7 | | 
On their arrival at the Town Point, they were received by a well | 

directed fire of ten field pieces, when the procession marched into a | 
beautiful green square, enclosed around, wherein were tables and seats | 

_to accommodate 700 people. Here Mr. O’Connor mounted the ros- | 
- trum, and displayed his oratorical powers in favour of the New Con- . 

, stitution; proving, by the clearest demonstration, that the Foederal 
System was calculated to promote the happiness, interest and welfare | 
of this extensive empire, and might be justly stiled the best government | 
thro’ the world existing. The company then sat down to a plentiful | 
collation provided by Mr. Smith, of the Borough Tavern, who, to add — |
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to the general harmony of the day, appeared in the character of old | 
Will. Bonniface,> and paid every possible attention to his numerous and 

| respectable assemblage.—Dinner ended, the following toasts were 
drank, each accompanied by a discharge of ten guns under the su- 
perintendance of Mr. Lemuel Carter, and Captain Ritter, whose active 
management throughout the day very well deserves the plaudits of the | 
public. 

| a | TOASTS. | | 
1. Success to the New Constitution of the United States, and may 

the wheels of government be soon put in motion. 

| 9. The late Federal Constitution of the United States, may their 
| wisdom be every day more and more conspicuous by the increase of 

| agriculture, manufactures and commerce. | | | 

| 3. May the public good be the predominant principles in American 

7 councils. 
4. May the arts and sciences ever be encouraged and protected under 

the New Constitution. | | a 
5. Our Sister States that have adopted the New Constitution; may — 

| the remaining three be soon added to the number. _ 
6. The State of Virginia and the late Convention. — | 
7. Our illustrious brother Citizen FARMER WASHINGTON. 

| 8. Our good and great Ally, Lewis the XVIth. and the friendly Pow- 

ers in every part of the world. | - 

9. Marquis La Fayette, Count Rochambeau, and the French army | 

and navy that served in America in the late war. | 
10. To the memory of the brave Officers and Soldiers that fell and 

bled in defence of American liberty. | 

_ Between every toast, “The Song with festive glee went round.”’—At half 

past eight, a large bonfire was kindled, composed of ten barrels of 

| pitch (pyramidically formed), but we have to regret that the violence — 

of the wind prevented, in a great measure, a successful progress of 

the fire-works, and other zrial experiments, prepared by Mr. Balfour 

on this occasion, who had taken uncommon pains to amuse the spec- 

tators with a grand variety. | | | 

The chiefest ornament to the day must, with propriety be placed to 

| the respectable assemblage of the Fair Sex, whose animating form, and 

most bewitching charms, caused the hearts of many batchelors to sigh — 

| and lament their weyward fate. | Se 

| With respect to the procession it must be observed, that all strove | 

, with an emulation to excell, by their flags and mottos, but those who 

a appeared more strikingly conspicuous to the impartial spectator, were
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the Taylors, Bakers, Hatters and Coopers. As to the first, two beautiful 
| boys represented Adam and Eve, whose uncommon garb of fig leaves, | 

and simple innocent aspects, truly delineated the characters they | 
walked, and displayed, as well as their motto, a happy thought. 

| The Baker’s flag made a superb appearance, as did also the regular | 
assortment and rich selection composing their sashes and cockades. | 

The Ship New Constitution, notwithstanding its dangerous passage 
(tho’ clear of shoals and quicksands), reached safe at her moorings by | 

_ the vigilance and expert abilities of her commander and crew; these 
sons of Neptune presented every vein of humour which their respective | 
situations could characteristically display. | -_ 

The Hatters formed a truly grand appearance, as well from the _ 
emblems they introduced, as by their well chosen motto. | a 

From the good decorum, order and regularly observed through the 

whole of the procession, the public are much indebted to the un- 
wearied exertions of Colonel Newton, who conducted the same, as- 

sisted by Adjutant Henley. Not a single accident (the general concom- | 
_ itant of crowds and bustle) happened through the proceedings of the | 

day. | 
We, hear also that HAMPTON observed nearly the same public 

_ manifestations of joy. Kempsville and the Great-Bridge illuminated, 
and gave a ball to the ladies. In short the whole country around, as 
far as we have learned, seemed to observe the general Jubilee. oo 

Norfolk and Portsmouth Journal, 16 July (excerpt)® 

| Substance of a SPEECH | 
| DELIVERED BY 

Mr. John O’Connor, 
On the Anniversary of American Independence, and the celebration _ 

| of the Union of America, by Ten Sister States adopting the New Gov- | 
ernment. | | | | 

| Spoken by particular Request. | | 
_ Mr. President, and Gentlemen of the Committee,...— 

This well founded apprehension served to stimulate the adherents 
to freedom. They were politically in a state of nature, and with arms 
in their hands, they formed a plan of confederation. It was a measure 

of great prudence, and considering all circumstances, abounded with _ 
_ such numerous principles of Republican wisdom, as commanded the 

| praise of every free and dispassionate mind. It was however defective; 
but this inadequacy was supplied by the talents and character of one 

_ man, who possessed the address to collect, cement and impel with |
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electric power, while in station, all the virtue and energy in America. 
His admonition and example were engraved on the soul, and his coun- 
trymen enthusiastically obeyed without suspicion. But when his res- 
ignation convinced all Europe, how incompetent impurity is to decide 
on a perfect character, then, and not before, we view the confederation | 

operating.’ Minds long practised in the affairs of men, and perfectly 
: conversant in laws and jurisprudence, contemplating in the calm hour 

of peace, the several parts of the system, found it beautiful in theory, 
but inadequate to supply the necessary energy of government. These 
apprehensions and defects were pointed out in vain, until experience 
‘justified their rectitude. The decline of agriculture soon followed the. | 
decay, or rather annihilation of commerce. Every expedient was tried; 

| foreign Powers were resorted to; this application produced no remedy; | 
the source of calamity was explored, and it was found rooted in nar- 
rowness of policy, and a reluctance through jealousy or envy, to del- 
egate a larger portion of scattered authority to enable our rulers to 

| | support justice, enforce law, and defend us from foreign invasions, as 
well as intestine broils.—This crisis was delicate and awful. The wisdom 
of America submitted her case to the College of State Physicians.* The 
great and good were called from all parts to this august assembly, and 
Virginia distinguished herself particularly, by compelling, in some de- 
gree, her Son, whom the recording page may call the Father of his 
Country, into this great council. In this instance she impressed the 

Union with gratitude, for confidence would result, as a necessary con- 

sequence, from any system receiving his sanction. Difference of opinion 
produced different codes, but one only could be selected on the true 

- Republican principles, to submit to the people as a government to be 
adopted, or rejected, by themselves for themselves, by a majority.° 

| The adoption, Sir, of this government by Ten States, but particularly 

by Virginia is one of the causes which called this numerous meeting 

together to day to rejoice and be happy. A day which, we trust, pos- 

terity will recollect and celebrate for ever in several latitudes and re- _ 

gions of America, where the prowling wolf, the angry panther, or 

unsubdued savage, are at present the possessors.—A day on which we 

perceive a prospect of collecting all our resources in one focus to 

secure us against ravages similar to, and infinitely more numerous, 

than those which I have recited. Even the opposers of this Code, among 

| whom were many great and good men distinguished for learning and 

integrity, will rejoice in the appearance of harmony and order.—They 

| wanted amendments to the system, and no doubt they will be consti- 

| tutionally indulged. A certain degree of political jealousy is a very | 

powerful security to the reign of liberty and reason, in exclusion of
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the Tyrant’s fiat, whose bloody sword was never sheathed but in the ee 
_ human breast, until the monster was tied and decollated. The virtue | 
_ which prompted the exertions of the opposers, will induce them to | 

support and guard, as a sacred deposit, this system, flowing from the | 
science and skill of men so elevated in character as to distinguish them __ 
very particularly and this zra and country from those unhappy periods | 
and climes, where massacre and desolation superceded every principle | 
of religion, reason and justice. A ee BE ee 7 

Let us, Sir, embrace this and every future opportunity to entwine fo 
the wreath of praise around the venerable brow of the framers of this 
government, which, if well administered, can only be depreciated by / 
comparing it with the dreams of Plato or Lycurgus. It possesses the 
benefits and is destitute of the oppression of British governments, 
where five millions of subjects are unrepresented or disfranchised, 

| probably for adhering to the mode they conceive, in their conscience, 
the purest and the best to discharge their humble homage, as in duty 
bound, to the Creator of the Universe! _ | oe os | 

| Let us, Sir, embrace this, the brightest prospect of erecting an em- | 
pire of justice and morality, which has ever been exhibited on the _ 
political theatre of the world—in receiving the fairest of human fabrics, | 
pregnant with principles to expand as well as perpetuate liberty. Let — 
us embrace this Code, pouring forth effusions of gratitude, in humble 
adoration, to unerring wisdom and inexhaustible mercy, who inspired 
so much of his purity and intelligence as produced this scheme of rules | 
for the promotion of human happiness! Such language and conclusion | 

_ 1s very suitable to the infirmity of man, his slow progress in legislation, | 
or conceiving means to substitute law for arms, and liberal arts for 

the brutal artifice to rob and massacre his species! ‘ 
| This new government has one striking recommendation, paramount 

_to all others;—it has emerged from the fiery ordeal of discussion by | 
the Legislatures of Ten States, with additional purity and lustre; and 

| if it contained radically and intrinsically, materials and principles of 
| general reprobation, it must have been rejected in this State, where 

it was inspected and scrutinized by the penetrating, intuitive eye of a _ 
H—."° When I bear honourable testimony to his eloquence, I only 
unite with Virginia, whose gratitude for his long services has been and os 
ever will be discharged as a public duty. While the public admired the | | 

_ variety of his genius and creative fancy, the sons of Virginia were visibly | 
affected by the pure streams of energetic elocution flowing with pro- 
priety, grace and attitude, from a R—,," vindicating an honest heart, | 

_ the consistency of his whole life, and the most cautious conduct from | 
suspicion and misrepresentation. Strangers viewing this scene thro’ __ |
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different mediums, united with natives in lavishing every encomium on 
a M—, a M—., a N—, nor were a L—, or C——, D——-, M—-, or 

co M—,!2 forgotten, all rising hopes of Virginia. 7 | 
But what future hope may not be conceived from the avidity with 

which the youth pressed foremost to imbibe the periods of the rapid, 
lucid, nervous eloquence of an I-n-s.!® Education and art found in him 
the statue nearly compleated by a superior hand; and genius, for the | 
courts expansion, found a soil congenial to her nature. The melody 
of his voice is calculated to produce elevated impressions. What but 
conviction of the rectitude and excellence of this Constitution, could : 

: be expected from such talents, vindicating the rights of man in the 

| sweetest tones that ever conveyed the suggestions of the human mind, — 

| and the first character of ancient and modern days from the inuendo 
of unfounded suspicion!—Demosthenes was eminently great in his and 
our days, but I-n-s has no obligation to pebbles to correct defect, or , 
to extend his voice by contention with the ocean, in order to habituate 
himself to the tumult of popular assemblies. _ 

| Future generations emulous to extol the names of the framers of 
this Code, will rehearse the eulogium of the historian’s descriptive pen 
who may have genius to animate his page, rendering justice to their 

| eminence, while future poets, whose inspiration, the immediate gift of 

Heaven, enriching our language, will diffuse their fame, accompanied | 

| by their heroes, round the world, singing of aims and of arts, and 
eloquence on this great Continent. | ) 

I have trespassed too long Sir, on your attention, and the patience 
of this numerous and respectable audience, and I beg leave to assure 
you that I am as highly sensible of the honour you have conferred, as 

| _ the candour with which you have received, the eulogium of a Stranger. 

_ If I were in Europe, the subject would merit my praise, and the air 

of America will ever continue friendly to the panegyrics of her visitors. | 

- 1. On 2 July the Journal printed this notice: ‘‘For the arrangement of the procession 

intended for Friday next, our Readers are referred to a lengthy Hand-Bill dispersed 

o yesterday morning throughout this town and neighbourhood.” The description of the | 

celebration printed here was preceded by a report of New Hampshire’s ratification of 

the Constitution. - | 
2. Loyall, sometime mayor and alderman of Norfolk, was senator of the district | 

comprising the counties of Princess Anne, Norfolk, and Nansemond from 1779 to 1789. 

3. The Norfolk Mace was presented to the Borough of Norfolk in 1754 by Lieutenant 

| Governor Robert Dinwiddie who followed a royal practice dating back to the reign of 

Edward II of England. | 
7 4. An excerpt from John O’Connor’s oration is printed immediately below. 

| 5. “Old Will. Boniface” was the merry innkeeper in George Farquhar’s play, The | 

Beaux’ Stratagem (1707). | | : 

6. John O’Connor, a graduate of Trinity College, Dublin, and an Irish barrister, was 

an unusual choice to deliver the Fourth of July oration in Norfolk because, as O’Connor
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himself admitted, he was “‘a Stranger” in town. In the pamphlet edition (see below), 
O’Connor said that “The committee, conducting the office of celebrating the 4th of | 
July, and the adoption of the constitution by Virginia, requested a traveller, to prepare 
and deliver an oration, suitable to the two great causes of their rejoicing.”” O’Connor 
had come to America after the Revolution, and for a short time in early 1787 he was 
possibly the editor of the Philadelphia Columbian Magazine. 

For several months before he delivered his Norfolk oration, O’Connor traveled 
through Maryland and Virginia seeking subscribers to a multivolume geographical and 
topographical history that he planned to have published by Prichard and Hall of Phil- 

_ adelphia. Between September 1787 and August 1788, advertisements for his projected | 
| history appeared in the Pennsylvania Packet, Annapolis Maryland Gazette, Virginia Centinel, 

Winchester Virginia Gazette, Virginia Gazette and Weekly Advertiser, and Norfolk and Ports- | 
mouth Journal. . | 

In the spring of 1788, Prichard and Hall denied that their firm had any agreement . 
with O’Connor, and on 29 September the Edenton State Gazette of North Carolina pub- 

| lished their letter, stating that one of O’Connor’s advertisements was ‘the dark pro- 
duction of some scribbling adventurer.”’ They hoped that all American newspapers would 
publish their letter so that the public could be warned about ‘“‘the artifices of a pretender 
to literature’? and not subscribe to the non-existent history. Immediately below the letter, . 

the State Gazette printed a reply by O’Connor, who had gone to Edenton, N.C., where, 
according to his wife, he had been appointed to a public office and the superintendency 
of an academy. O’Connor insisted that his work would be published. Its publication, he : 
declared, had been delayed by Prichard’s ‘“‘unprovoked persecution.” | 

Early in the fall of 1789 O’Connor, now in Georgetown, Md., and writing as “A 
Citizen of America,” published a pamphlet entitled Political Opinions, Particularly re- 
specting the Seat of Federal Empire ... (Evans 22072). This pamphlet included the oration 
which he had delivered in Norfolk on 4 July 1788. On 5 October 1789 O’Connor sent 
a copy of the pamphlet to George Washington, to whom it was inscribed, stating that 
he still intended to publish his history. It never appeared. 

7. O’Connor refers to George Washington, whom he had visited at Mount Vernon 
_ in early February 1788. In June O’Connor’s wife, who had opened a female academy 

in Alexandria, tried but failed to convince Washington to act as one of the school’s 
_ official visitors. For a discussion of Washington’s June 1783 letter to the state executives, 

reprinted in the Virginia Independent Chronicle, 4 June 1788, see V above. | 
8. The pamphlet edition changed “the College of State Physicians” to ‘“‘her States- | 

men.” . | 
9. At this point, the pamphlet edition changed the period to a semicolon and added | 

- “and which we anxiously expected soon to see in operation from the centre of our 
Union.” 7 _ | 

10. The pamphlet edition has ‘‘Henry.” a : 
11. The pamphlet edition has “‘Randolph.”’ 
12. Probably James Madison, George Mason, George Nicholas, Henry Lee of West- 

moreland, Francis Corbin, John Dawson, John Marshall, and James Monroe. The pam- : 
phlet edition has “‘. . . every encomium on a Madison, collating and comparing his various 

| _ talents with those of the first rank in the British Senate.”’ . | 
13. The pamphlet edition has “‘Jnnes.”’ | | | | 

Portsmouth Celebration! 

July 4, 1788. 
On the arrival of the intelligence that the New Constitution was | 

adopted by this Commonwealth, the inhabitants of this Town con-
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vened, and agreed to celebrate that event, and the Anniversary of 

Independence on this day; accordingly the morning was ushered in by 

a discharge of ten cannon from a battery under the direction of Cap- 

tain Thomas Timson; at ten o’clock, the inhabitants? assembled them- 

selves at the Market-Hall, and formed the following procession: 

Marshal of the Procession on horseback. 
Band of Music. — 

| - Colonels of the County on horseback. 

| Farmers and Gardiners sowing seeds. 

Two Ploughs with horses. | | 

Butchers leading an Ox with his horns richly ornamented. 
Fishermen. | | 

Bakers. | 
Brewers and Distillers. 

Inspectors of Tobacco and Lumber. 
Merchants and Factors. 

Vendue Masters. | 

Ship Carpenters and Caulkers. 
Ship Joiners. | 

Rope Makers.  _ 

| Boat Builders. 
| Block Makers. 

Riggers. 
Pilots. 

| Harbour and Ballast Masters. 

Ship Federalist, 

drawn by ten horses, decorated with flags, | 

| commanded by Capt. Ralph Pigot, | 
manned by Officers and Seamen 

belonging to the Port. | | 

Ship Masters. 

Masters and Seamen. 
Commissioners of the Marine Hospital. 

Nailers at work on a car drawn by horses, ~ 

| with this motto, May the Nail of 

| the Union be driven by the | 

| Hammer of Virtue.° | | 
House Carpenters. | | 

| Masons, Bricklayers and Plaisterers. 
Painters and Glaziers. 

Cabinet Makers and Upholsterers. |
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| - _Wheelwrights and Turners. | 
| | Coopers at work on a car ornamented ——— 

with curious devices of the Craft.+ - oe re 
oe Pe Hatters. SPS te ES | 

-. 'Ta[y]lors and Habit Makers on a car highly : 
| 7 ornamented, with this motto, : a | 7 

| May these Shears cut the = | | 
os Thread of Discord. | me | 

| a Boot and Shoe Makers. 
Tanners, Curriers, and Leather Dressers. 

| oy -Saddlers and Harness Makers. — , 
a | Peruke Makers and Hair Dressers. | | 

| a Gold and Silver Smiths. | 
| | . Watch and Clock Makers. . - 

_. Copper Smiths and Tinmen. ee aaa 
, _ Blacksmiths. | a ihe 

| | Gun and Lock Smiths. | | - | 
a Tallow Chandlers and Soap Boilers. | | | | 

| _ Draymen and Carters. oa | — | 
| - . Searchers. : | | | 

| Post-Masters. a mo 
_ | Physicians and Surgeons. OE | 

| : | Clergy and Lawyers. | | 
Schoolmasters with their Scholars, books | os 

| and globes. | ne | 
vee | | Town Clerk. | | - | | 

| | Trustees of the Town. | eM ae | | 
oo Magistrates and Strangers. _ a os oe 

| | 7 Constables with Staves. Pe | 
, The Portsmouth Volunteers under command | See 

- | of Captain James Harper. | | | 

In the above order the Procession advanced until its arrival at Town- | 
- Point, when a salute of ten guns was given from the Ship Federalist, = 

and returned by a like number from the battery, followed by a dis- | 
charge of ten rounds from the Volunteers. a ee ee : 

After which the company retired to a repast provided for the oc- we 
casion. The joyful spirit of Republicanism pervaded every breast; the | 

_ utmost harmony and good order was preserved through the day, which 
was closed by a discharge of thirteen cannon from the battery. In the _ | 
evening bonfires were displayed, with a general illumination of the 
Town, which exhibited a most beautiful spectacle: During the day the —
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| shipping in the harbour were decorated with the flags of different 
nations, and in the evening the Ship Clementina, commanded by Cap- 
tain Edmund Nowland, was richly illuminated.’ 

: 1. This item was printed in the Norfolk and Portsmouth Journal, 9 July. A similar 

: description of the Portsmouth celebration appeared in the Petersburg Virginia Gazette, 

_ a - 10 July (not extant), which was reprinted in the Pennsylvania Packet, 21 July (Mfm:Va.). 

| The Norfolk and Portsmouth Journal and the Petersburg Virginia Gazette disagreed about | 

the order of the procession; while the Gazette printed details not found in the Journal. 

| See notes 2—5, below. 

| 2. The Petersburg Virginia Gazette noted that the inhabitants were “assisted by a number | 

| of their friends from the country.”’ | | | | 

3. In the Petersburg Virginia Gazette, this entry reads: “‘Nailors, with the implements | 

of their occupation, and at work upon a machine constructed for the purpose, inscribed 

with this motto, ‘May the Nail of Union be driven by the Hammer of Virtue.’ ”’ | 

| 4. In the Petersburg Virginia Gazette, this entry reads: ‘Coopers at work upon a carr, 
with a flag inscribed with this motto, ‘Prosperity to all True Federalists.’ ” 

5. The description in the Petersburg Virginia Gazette ends with this sentence: “The 

thanks of the inhabitants of Portsmouth are justly due to Samuel Davis, Esquire, chair- 

man, and the gentlemen of the federal committee; also to John Kearnes, Esq. marshal, 

| for their management on this occasion.” | | | 

| Richmond Celebration | | oe 

William Heth Diary | | 
| Curles, Henrico County, 4 July} | 

| Friday 4th July 1788—Skinner & self Went to town immediately after 

| breakfast, caught in a shower of rain—attended in Council til 12. OC— 

- The anniversary of Independence Celebrated at Andersons,? and an 

entertainment on the late adoption of the New Constitution, all in — 

one—A numerous Company expected, declind going, on account of the _ 

| great croud, and an apprehension of being pressd to drink more than 

I wd. wish—Dind at Beverley Randolphs retd. in the evening 

Virginia Independent Chronicle, 9 July? | : 

/ On Friday last, being the 4th of July, a respectable body of gentle- 

men of this city convened at the Eagle Tavern (where an elegant en- 

tertainment had been previously provided) to celebrate the anniversary 

of that glorious day which spoke America into Empire, as well as to 

7 | testify that genuine joy which the adoption of the Foederal Constitution 

by Virginia has infused through all ranks of citizens. At sun-rise the 

Union Flag of America was displayed to the discharge of 13 cannon.— — 

At noon the discharge was repeated.—After dinner, the following toasts 

were drank to the discharge of ten cannon. : 

Ist. The Foederal Constitution—may it form a perpetual bond of 

union for the thirteen States. |
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2d. George Washington. | a 
| 3d. Louis XVIth and the French nation. | | | 

4th. The memory of those who fell in the cause of liberty. 
5th. Unanimity—may discordant opinions cease, and the friends and 

opponents of the new Government meet on the firm basis of American | 
union and public liberty. | 

_ 6th. Agriculture—may industry till the land, and Ceres reward with 
plenteous store the labouring husbandman. | | 

7th. Commerce—may her range be co-extensive with the world, and | 
under the happy auspices of the American flag, produce wealth and 
honor to our country. | 

| _ 8th. Arts and manufactures—may American genius, rivalling ancient , 
or modern improvement, extend their benefits to the whole human 

race. | | 
9th. The year 1788—may its civil revolution form the great epoch 

of American honor, happiness and glory. | | 
10th. Universal peace, liberty and happiness. 

_ At sun-set the Union Flag was struck to the discharge of 13 cannon, 
accompanied with three cheers from the numerous and respectable 
body of citizens then assembled; the day was spent with that hilarity | 
and social mirth which pervades every foederal mind; affording a happy | 
presage of the future prosperity and glory of our country. | 

1. MS, DLC. | - | | 
2. Robert Anderson’s Eagle Tavern. | 

3. This item was reprinted in the Norfolk and Portsmouth Journal, 16 July; Philadelphia 
Independent Gazetteer, 16 July; and Pennsylvania Packet, 17 July. A brief account of the 
celebration at Robert Anderson’s Eagle Tavern was printed in the Virginia Gazette and 
Weekly Advertiser, 10 July (Mfm:Va.), and reprinted in the Pennsylvania Packet, 16 July, 
and the New York Journal, 18 July. | - 

Staunton Celebration! . . 

Yesterday being the anniversary of American Independence, as also 
the pleasing information obtained that this state and New-Hampshire 
had adopted the constitution—the inhabitants of the town, and as many 
of the neighbourhood as could with convenience attend,—desirous, | 

_ publicly to demonstrate their approbation—met and collected a large - 
quantity of combustibles on a hill adjoining. In the evening Captain 
Gibson’s company of Infantry, in uniform, appeared on the parade © 
and performed a number of evolutions. They were then joined by | 

Captains Perry’s and Douthat’s companies of militia, under the orders 
of Col. Gamble; and after discharging ten volleys in honor of the states 
that had ratified the constitution, the firings continued to the amount
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of 13, in the pleasing expectation the remaining three states will follow | 

| the example, and complete the grand fabric. Between the discharges, 

toasts suitable to the occasion were drank, with satisfaction, &c. Joyful 

spirit of republicanism seemed to pervade every breast without dis- 

tinction. At night fire was set to the materials collected. The Mason 

Hall and the houses in the town were elegantly illuminated—The ut- 

most order, good humour, and harmony was preserved, and the day 

closed with a ball at Mrs. Burns’s. | 

1. This item was printed in the Virginia Independent Chronicle, 16 July, under the 

dateline ‘Staunton, July 5,” and was reprinted in the Virginia Gazette and Weekly Ad- | 

: vertiser, 17 July; Pennsylvania Mercury, 24 July; and Pennsylvania Packet, 25 July. 

Winchester Celebration! 

Friday last being the glorious ANNIVERSARY Of AMERICAN INDEPEN- 

DENCY, the same was observed here with every token of heart-felt sat- 

isfaction and joy.—The Federal Constitution having been so recently 

adopted by this state, and although great rejoicings were held in town 

on Monday the 30th ult. in consequence thereof,? it was determined 

by the inhabitants to celebrate these two important events (which will 

shine conspicuous in the annals of our country till time shall be no 

| more) at one and the same time, with a GRAND PROCESSION, &c. 

At twelve o’clock the different crafts, consisting of upwards of two 

hundred, with Captain HiEskKiLL’s company of Light Infantry, com- 

manded by Major M’GuIrRE, assembled at the Court-House, from 

whence they marched in procession through the principal streets to 

| the FEDERAL SPRING, at General Wood’s Plantation,® where an elegant 

BaRBAQUI was prepared for their reception. Having arrived at this | | 

delightful spot, where zephyrs gently fan the air, and stately trees 

| afford a pleasing shade, the Light Infantry fired ten volleys in honor 

of those states which have adopted the constitution, (New-Hampshire 

having ratified it before Virginia, though the account had not come 

to hand previous to our last publication) after which the whole partook 

of the regalia. The jovial bowl and glass went briskly round after the 

repast, and the good humour and conviviality which prevailed among 

all ranks, would have done honor to an assemblage of the first char- 

acters in the world. A large concourse of the FEDERAL Fair honored 

the sons of freedom with their presence, which added greatly to the 

brilliancy and harmony of this auspicious scene. At five o’clock the 

| whole returned to town, and the day concluded with military evolu- 

tions, &c. In the evening bonfires and illuminations were exhibited, 

and a splendid ball given at Mr. T. Edminson’s, on Federal Hill. —
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_ The following is the OrpER of the PROCESSION, each craft bearing 
implements suitable to their several occupations. __ we | | 

The Light Infantry company. — oe oe | 
| Farmers with sheefs of wheat. oe } a 

| a _ Bakers and Brewers. - | 
| Butchers. © pe | | 

a - Coppersmiths. _ oa ve | 
| White and Blacksmiths. | ped : 

, | a Tanners. ms 
| a | | _ Sadlers. _ Ds, | | 

oe - Shoemakers. | he eA 
; | | | - Masons. —_ | 

a : Hatters. a | | 
| | _ Taylors. | | - 

oe _ Watchmakers and silversmiths. | 
| Wheelwrights. | oo | 

CO | Carpenters and Joiners. ee 
oe Painters. | rane 

a | Potters. | | ce | 
os -. Weavers. oe can 

| Barbers. - | | | 
~~ Combmakers. . | a 

- | | Printers. el Ps | | ; 
| Merchants. | 7 | 

| | | _ Doctors. | | . | 
| : _ Clergy and bar. Cnet | 

1. This item was printed in the Virginia Centinel, 9 July, and reprinted in the Penn- | 
sylvania Packet, 22 July. mn , | | . 

2. See Winchester Virginia Gazette, 2 July (RCS:Va., 1722-23). . 
3. General James Wood’s plantation was called ‘“Hawthorn.”’ Wood himself was not 

| present at this celebration because he was in Richmond as a member of the Council of | | | 
- State. | - | | 

Boston Celebrates the News of Virginia Ratification, 4 July | wo 

At 7:00 a.m., on 2 July, Levi Pease (see note 4 below) left New York | a 
City with letters announcing that Virginia had ratified the Constitution. 
He hoped to reach Boston at 2:00 p.m., on 4 July. Pease arrived in New | 
Haven a little after midnight on the 3rd and departed for Hartford at. 
4:15 a.m. (Ezra Stiles Diary, 3 July, Mfm:Va.). He got to Hartford at 
about 12:00 p.m. and delivered Henry Knox’s letters to Jeremiah Wads- | 

| worth (Wadsworth to Knox, 3 July, Mfm:Va. One of Knox’s letters was __ 
dated 2 July, Mfm:Va.). Wadsworth immediately announced the news of | | oe 

| Virginia’s ratification to the meeting of the Connecticut Society of the | | 
Cincinnati whose proceedings Pease had interrupted. _ es
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| Pease left Hartford and, probably following the route his stage would 

take, rode north to Springfield, and then east passing through Wilbraham 

and Worcester (see Springfield Hampshire Chronicle, 9 July, Mfm:Va., and 

note 4 below). He reached Boston on 4 July, at 5:00 p.m., a ride of fifty- | 

| , eight hours. The letters that he carried were delivered to Massachusetts . 

Governor John Hancock who read them “‘to a large number of gentlemen — 

assembled at his house.” Three of the letters, all dated 2 July, that Pease | 

- brought to Boston were printed in the Massachusetts Centinel on 5 July 

(see below). The first letter was written by Henry Knox to Henry Jackson, | , 

the second by Richard Platt to Elnathan Haskell, and the third by an | 

unidentified writer in New York to a Boston “gentleman.” 

Oo By the time that Pease had gotten to Boston, the public celebration of 

the Fourth of July was nearing its end, but, when the inhabitants learned 

of Virginia’s ratification, the bells of Boston and the surrounding towns : 

“were set to ringing, and the guns to firing again, without any mercy.” 

“A number of citizens paraded the streets with lighted candles, amidst 

| - the firing of rockets, loud huzzas, and other demonstrations of joy” (John 

| Quincy Adams Diary, 4 July; William Heath Diary, 4 July; and Boston | 

Gazette, '7 July, all in Mfm:Va.). 
| In its 5 July report of Virginia’s ratification, the Massachusetts Centinel 

included an illustration showing ‘‘The Tenth PILLAR erected.”’ In previous | 

| illustrations on 11 and 25 June, the Centinel had predicted that Virginia 

| would ratify. All three illustrations are printed immediately below. 

Massachusetts Centinel, 11 June’ OO 
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Massachusetts Centinel, 25 June? | | 

. the Conventions of nine States, fhall be fufficient for the eftabiithment of this 
o - | ACTU M EST, . A 

: & g Bee ot a © 
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Massachusetts Centinel, 5 July® 7 | | 

7 The CEN TINE L 

The Tenth P I L L A R eretted. nt . 

| LEVESON YORE a 

> AL BLA Ry ei 
von ae oe ae & sl je | | 

oN A H SEMEMESE CES Jal Fa 
_ Pe v2 § an ent Roy” fee eee Prien: Mere Pe ses, 

| BY EXPRESS. | 
| Yesterday at 5 o’clock, Mr. Pease* arrived here, in 58 hours from 

New-York, with the glorious intelligence of the RATIFICATION of 
the FEDERAL CONSTITUTION by the Ancient Dominion of VIR- 
GINIA. The letters containing these agreeable tidings, were read by 
his Excellency the Governour,® to a large number of gentlemen as- 
sembled at his house, which crowned the joy of the day. The following 
are extracts from some of the abovementioned letters. | 

| “New-York, July 2d, 5 o’clock, A.M. 
““MY DEAR SIR, It is with the most sincere pleasure I congratulate 

you and all my friends on the adoption of the Constitution by Vir- 
ginia—This great event took place on the 25th of June—the majority 
ten.—The amendments are stated, as by Massachusetts, in the manner . 

_ pointed out by the Constitution. The express arrived here with this 
glorious intelligence about three hours ago. The sensibility and joy of | 
this city are extreme—The news is one third of the way to Pough- | 
keepsie. | | | 

‘Mr. Pease who is here, will take charge of this letter and forward 
| it—I want my Boston friends to participate of our joy. _ 

Your affectionate H. KNOX.” 
Gen. HENRY JACKSON.® | : 

‘New-York, July 2, five o’clock, A.M. | | 
“DEAR sIR, I give you great joy on the adoption of the Constitution 

by Virginia—Yeas 88, nays 78, majority 10. This comes by Col. Henley, 
who went from hence this day week to Virginia, express, with an ac-
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. count of New-Hampshire’s adoption, and met the express coming from | 

Richmond, at Alexandria, with this important news, upon which after 

rejoicing with Gen. Washington, and the Alexandrians, he turned 

| about, and brought the first accounts. In haste, your’s cordially, 

| RICHARD PLATT.’ 

Major E. HASKELL.® - 

Extract of a letter from New-York, dated July 2d, 1788, 

. to a gentleman in this town. | 

. “T congratulate you, my dear Sir, on the adoption of the New Con- 

stitution by the State of Virginia. Col. Henley, who rode express from 

this city to that State, had the pleasure of communicating this ac- 

ceptable intelligence on his arrival this morning, at one o’clock.—At 

day light all the Bells of the city were ringing, and at sunrise a discharge 

of ten cannon from the Battery. 

| “The city of New-York, which may be pronounced truly federal, is | 

at this moment made happy at this event. Col. Henley, who left this 

place on Wednesday last, at 12 o’clock, reached Alexandria on Friday 

night, about one o’clock.—On Saturday he dined with General Wash- 

ington, and rejoiced with the good people of that place on the occasion 

of the adoption of the Constitution with them. _ 

“The majority was 10, and Amendments were recommended similar | 

| to those proposed by other States which have adopted. Col. William | 

Livingston, left town at two o’clock this morning, express for Pough- 

keepsie, where he will probably arrive by two o’clock, P.M. 

| “Col. Henley is just writing by my side at a friend’s house, from 

whose mouth I have the information herein contained.” | 

1. Redeunt Saturnia Regna: The golden age returns. — | 

2. Actum Est: It is all over. 
3, This account was reprinted by the Massachusetts Gazette, 8 July; Salem Mercury, 8 

July; New Hampshire Spy, 8 July; New Hampshire Gazette, 10 July; and Exeter, N.H., 

Freeman’s Oracle, 11 July. The first paragraph was reprinted or summarized thirteen 

times by 14 July: N.H. (3), Mass. (7), R.I. (2), N.Y., (1). The Knox and Platt letters were 

reprinted eleven times by 11 July: N.H. (3), Mass. (6), R.I. (2); and the extract of a 

, letter was reprinted in whole or in part nine times by 11 July: N.H. (3), Mass. (5), R.I. (1). 

The weekly Portland Cumberland Gazette, reprinted the three letters on 10 July, in- 

dicating that it had taken only about two weeks for the news of Virginia ratification to 

reach one of the two northernmost American towns that had a newspaper. In Windsor, 

the other town, the Vermont Journal reprinted the Virginia Form of Ratification on 21 

July. | 

| 4. Levi Pease, a native of Enfield, Conn., operated a stagecoach line with Boston as 

its eastern terminus. After an interruption of seven or eight months, Pease advertised 

that on 21 July 1788 the service to New York City would be reestablished. Three stages | 

per week would leave New York City for Boston, reaching that place in forty hours. 

The stages would pass through Fairfield, New Haven, and Hartford, Conn., and Spring- — 

field, Wilbraham, and Worcester, Mass. (See Oliver W. Holmes, ‘“‘Levi Pease, The Father
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of New England Stage-Coaching,” Journal of Economic and Business History, TI [1931], — 
949-50.) | | | | : 7 

5. John Hancock. | : : Moe : Pee | | 
| 6. General Henry Jackson (1747-1809), treasurer of the Massachusetts Society of the | 

-. Cincinnati, 1783-1809, was Knox’s business agent and friend. _ " | 

| 7. Colonel Richard Platt (1754-1830), a graduate of the College of New Jersey 
_ (Princeton), a broker, and a land speculator, served as chairman of the committee of . 
arrangements to plan a Fourth-of-July federal procession which organizers delayed until 
23 July, hoping for New York’s ratification. | aa | 

8. Elnathan Haskell (1755-1825) served in the Continental Army from 1775 to 1784, 
rising from the rank of sergeant to major. o | 

William Nivison to Thomas Ruston ——_—™ ha es | 
Suffolk, 9 July (excerpt)! | | | | 

-... Now I must congratulate you on the adoption of the federal oe 
_ Governmt. in this State—It is a subject of great joy in the lower parts oo 

of Virginia, and I doubt not but it will ensure us happiness & pros- | | 
perity—notwithstanding the dangers & horrors Mr. Henry exhibited 

_ to our view we hear of nothing at present but processions, federal | 
ships, & balloons, The Towns vie with each other in Sshewing their _ 
demonstrations of joy—I suppose Philidelphia will now exhibit a mag- 
nificent scene as you are all so violently federal, and expect your City — 

_ to be shortly crowned with metropolitan honors—You will soon I dare 
say be a resident within the ten miles square— a os - | 

1. RC, Tench Coxe Papers, Thomas Ruston Section, PHi. A part of the letter not 
_ printed here reveals that William Nivison of Suffolk, Nansemond County, was probably 

a lawyer hired by Thomas Ruston (c. 1740-1804), a Philadelphia land speculator who 
had formerly practiced medicine. pee | 

North Carolina Wilmington Centinel, 9 July! | : 
| | TIS —— | | . 

| | | WILMINGTON, Jury g.| | | | 

| AEE ORAL . | . a 

, _— Neeru ete Oe:s_, | | ,
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| [At this point the Wilmington Centinel reprinted a letter (or an extract 
| of one) from the Petersburg Virginia Gazette, 26 June, announcing that 

| Virginia had ratified the Constitution (V above).] | | 

On Saturday the 5th instant, in consequence of the important and | 
| interesting intelligence being received from our respectable sister state, 

the commonwealth of Virginia, that the Convention of Delegates ap- 
| pointed to take into consideration the proposed confederated Con- 

stitution, had unequivocally adopted the same, the inhabitants of this | 
town, with a virtuous and patriotic warmth, testified their satisfaction 

_ with illuminations, bonfires, and other demonstrations of joy.? : 
| - It would be difficult to convey an adequate idea of the general 

enthusiastic happiness this fortunate event diffused. The acquisition of 

_ Virginia to the new confederated system, would of itself, have been 
| highly important; but, at this crisis, when it was considered, that her 

accession, by being the ninth approving state, has established the liberty, 
independence, and public credit of this rising Western Union, their 
joy was not to be described. A general sympathy united all—Hope, 
rational hope, animated every rank and profession. The prospect of 
justice, parent of liberty and support of virtue, being speedily and 
impartially administered—public faith and dignity supported—a con- | 

a sistent productive commerce, disseminating its happy consequences 
through every rank of citizens, arrested the attention and feelings of 
every lover of liberty and mankind. , | 

Shortly shall we begin to reap the blessings of the glorious revolution, 
purchased with difficulties and anxieties which none but a sufferer can 
truly comprehend. No longer shall the useful artizan be paid with 

_procrastinated promises, but, being worthy, shall receive his hire—no 

longer shall the planter sweat for a hard-earned, narrow, uncertain © 
competence, but receive the just reward of his labours—no longer shall | 
we be insulted with the tantalizing name of wealth, depreciation to a oo 
shadow, even while we contemplate its nominal amount—specie (that 
valuable quid pro quo) attendant on all well regulated efficient govern- 
ments, will again circulate—the price of imports and exports will be 

, regulated—in short, it is to be expected, as a natural consequence, 

that industry and ingenuity will be rewarded with peace, plenty, and 
‘content, under this well-digested, approved confederation, framed by 
some of the wisest and most virtuous men now existing, and by the 
most strenuous supporters of liberty, through the mazes of the late © 
war. | | 

| 1. The text printed here was reprinted in the Petersburg Virginia Gazette, 31 July; 
Pennsylvania Packet, 9 August; and Pennsylvania Mercury, 9 August (first paragraph only). 

| On 2 July the printers of the Wilmington Centinel told their readers that “it was generally
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thought” the vote would take place on 20 or 21 June and that they hoped to publish | 
| the decision of the Virginia Convention in their next issue. Towns in the northeastern 

part of North Carolina, such as Edenton, Tarboro, and Washington, had learned about 

Virginia ratification by 30 June. (See James Iredell to John Gray Blount, 29 June; | 
Petersburg Virginia Gazette, 10 July; and Norfolk and Portsmouth Journal, 30 July, all in 
Mfm:Va.) The North Carolina Convention, which many believed would be influenced | | 

by Virginia’s ratification, was scheduled to convene on 21 July. | | 
| Viewing the illustration from left to right (south to north), the missing pillars represent 

the states of North Carolina, New York, Rhode Island, and New Hampshire. The idea 

for this domed structure was probably taken from the Charleston City Gazette, 28 May, 
which first used it to announce South Carolina’s ratification. (See Charleston City Gazette, 

16 July, immediately below, for the domed structure which it published after Virginia 
ratified.) — | | 

2. On 16 July the Wilmington Centinel printed the following letter from “An Inhabitant 
- of Wilmington’’: “‘As you have published in your last paper, a very fine account about : 

public marks of joy, shewn in this town on account of the adoption of the constitution 
by Virginia, I wish you would tell who it was that illuminated, &c. because I believe | 
there were only three houses so decorated, and I do not understand that three or four 
people should be called the town.” _ | 

Charleston City Gazette, 16 July’ — | | 
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[At this point the City Gazette printed a letter (or an extract of one) 
from the Petersburg Virginia Gazette, 26 June, announcing that Vir- 
ginia had ratified the Constitution (V above).] 

So that the proposed form of government has now been ratified by — | 
NINE states, to wit— _ | |
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Massachusetts, Delaware, | 7 
| Connecticut, Maryland, | 

New Jersey, Virginia, 
Pennsylvania, S. Carolina 

| and Georgia. | 
The state conventions of New-Hampshire and New-York are now 

sitting, if not already adjourned. | 

1. On 17 July this item, without the illustration, was reprinted in the Charleston 
Columbian Herald and the State Gazette of South Carolina. The latter newspaper printed | 
it under the heading: “‘The Ninth Pillar.” A similar illustration with eight pillars was first 
printed in the City Gazette on 28 May, when it reported South Carolina’s ratification. 

| For an explanation of the order of the pillars, see North Carolina Wilmington Centinel, 
9 July, note 1 (above). 

“P.R.” | | 
Virginia Independent Chronicle, 16 July | 

Mr. DAVIS. 
Sir, Many persons having lamented that the majority in favor of the _ 

new constitution was not much greater than it was, I have thought it 
not amiss to remind them, that if there be any weight in the objections 

| of the minority, their numbers tend ultimately to secure that which 
both parties were aiming at, that is, a free and happy government; and 
directly, to keep the government within the strictest limits of the con- 

| stitution: besides, a minority so great and respectable must support 

amongst their constituents the illustrious character they supported in 
, - convention; that is of virtuous citizens acquiescing in the determination 

of the majority, and by this means, whilst the constituents of the ma- 
jority approve of the constitution without exultation at the adoption 

of it, those of the minority will acquiesce in it, without repining; and 

resolve like their patriotic representatives, to give the government a 

| fair trial, and their support; so long as it shall answer the purposes 

for which government amongst freemen was intended—Had the ma- 

jority been much greater, it would have been no proof of their infal- | 

libility—great majorities are as often obtained by the influence of mere 

eloquence, as of sound reasoning—and the truth of a proposition does 

not depend so much on the numbers of those who assent to it, as on | 

. their knowledge of the axiom and data on which its demonstration 

depends. 
I will observe farther that a small and weak minority might give a 

, - loose to their resentment at the exultations of the majority, and might 

, excite by their activity a discontent and confusion, which a great and 

respectable minority must have every possible motive to avoid and
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- prevent.—It might be asked indeed in reply to this, what possible con- | 
_ fusion could be excited upon the present occasion amongst a people | 

so enlightened as the Virginians? For do they not see that the oppo- 
sition to the constitution, was grounded on certain speculative points 
of a nice and intricate nature, which had better be left to the discussion __ 
of a convention, or Congress of able statesmen, than to be hastily 
determined on, by a mob? Do they not know, that a majority of the © | 

| wisest and most virtuous citizens in ten States, have approved of the 
constitution? And do they not see, that it directly tends to encrease - 
their importance; to revive commerce; to introduce money amongst _ 
them; to restore confidence between man and man, state and state, oe 

| and between these states and their allies? Do they not see, that by the | os 

constitution they have a peaceable and regular mode of amendment | 
| pointed out? What possible grounds then can there be for clamour | 

and confusion? To this I can only reply that, for my part I see no — | 
grounds for either, and do believe that the people will be delighted — | 
with the constitution, when impartially explained. = | 

Republican I | | Se ce cals 
Virginia Independent Chronicle, 16 July _ oo — 

| Ong July this announcement appeared in the Chronicle: ‘“‘The Printer | 
is authorised to inform the public, that a SERIES of LETTERS, addressed _ 

| to the citizens of Virginia, on the subject of the new Constitution, will 

be hereafter published in this paper weekly, until the plan upon which | 
they are written shall be fully executed. As the Author abhors, so will he : 
avoid personalities. His sole object is to view with candour the objections, 
which were urged in the late Convention of this state, and to answer such | 

others, as may from time to time appear. His only wish is to undeceive Bo 
| his fellow-citizens; not by an indiscriminate defence of parts, which he | 

_ himself censures, but by opposing plain reasoning to any misconstruction, | —_ 
which may take place.” eee | | | ee . 

_ A second number possibly appeared in the no longer extant issues of , 
the Virginia Independent Chronicle on 23 July and 13 August, because on 

_ the latter day Governor Edmund Randolph sent the first two numbers | 
: to James Madison who had requested them after reading the above an- 

-houncement. (See Madison to Randolph, 22 July, and Randolph to Mad- | 
ison, 13 August, Rutland, Madison, XI, 191-92, 231. Rutland speculates Oo 

_ that Randolph might have written the “Republican” essays.) On 27 August | 
the “Republican” published this statement in the Chronicle: ‘‘Since the 

| publication of my last number, a proposition has been received from the | 
| convention of New-York, for a new convention of the states. Thus a new | . 

| scene is presented; and a mode suggested, which will, I trust, be effectual : 

| in satisfying scrupulous minds. As therefore my only object in writing was a 
to. answer this purpose, I expect the accomplishment of it rather from _ | 

_ the expedient proposed, than any reasoning, which I can use. With a — - 
| hope, that a second convention will produce harmony, and a general |
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| _ support of the constitution, I shall not trouble you further.”’ (The prop- : 

osition from the New York Convention was the New York Circular Letter 
of 26 July. See “Virginia Calls a Second Constitutional Convention,” 30 

| October—20 November, below.) | | 

| LETTER, No. 1. | 
/ To the PEOPLE of VIRGINIA. OO | 

| It is a fact, not less honorable to our country, than demonstrative 

of the respectful attention, with which her propositions are received, 
that she laid the ground-work of the new government. She invited the 

| other States to the convention at Annapolis, and was the first, which 

- appointed deputies to that of Philadelphia. By them and their asso- | 

| ciates, all of whom possessed the public confidence, the constitution _ 

was recommended for adoption. This recommendation was embraced 

| by eight States, and by some of them unanimously, before Virginia 
| | met in convention. It is at least allowable to say of those who composed | 

it, that their situation in life was so interwoven with the fate of their 

oo fellow citizens, that a government, bad in its original form, or its sub- 

a sequent operation, would oppress the whole alike. What passed after 
they had assembled, corresponded with the hopes which had been 
previously entertained. A plan of debate was fixed, to the satisfaction 
of the friends and foes to the constitution; and was conducted with | 

civility, temper, and patience, and with every allowance of time, which 

any of the speakers desired. Nay the final question was postponed, 

oo until the minutest parts had been severely examined, and until the 
opposition itself had declared, that they were ready to decide.—It was _ 

at length adopted. | | 

After these auspicious events, the constitution would now seem to 

require no farther patronage. But there are among you some, who © 

7 have conceived honest, though ill founded objections, to it; who may | 

perhaps have been misled by constructions, which were formidable 

only, while they lurked in secret, and who, not being present at the 

| late convention, know not the answers which were given, nor the little 

| stress, which was placed on many of the most popular terrors. | 

The design therefore of these letters is to convince and undeceive 

you—to inlist your hearts and hands into a fair experiment of the 

constitution. They will differ from former publications, in being con- 

fined to the proceedings of our convention. No past arguments will 

be repeated which are not directly subservient to this particular end; 

| and personalities will be banished, as being injurious to every cause, . | 

| and disgraceful to their author. . a 

Hence you perceive, that you are addressed by a friend of the con- 

| stitution. But whosoever he may be, he claims the character of a re-
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publican, and pledges himself to labor for the destruction of the gov- 
ernment, if at any time it shall cease to yield the blessings of liberty. 

I freely confess that Virginia would be unwise, were she to entangle 
herself, even by a treaty, in the fortunes of the other States, without 
a clear necessity or the prospect of advantage. But when the advocates 

| of the constitution were shewing the necessity of a general union to 
Virginia, from the exposure of her territory, the thinness of her pop- 

| ulation, her inability to raise a fleet or army of defence, the danger 
from foreign enemies and foreign politics—When they were exhibiting 
the advantages which such an union would create to her commerce, 
to her revenue, and to republicanism itself,—They were informed, that | 
this was a wasteful display of truths, which none but an enemy to the | 
honor and happiness of his country would deny. _ 

| The point then, next in order for consideration was, whether the | 
confederation had betrayed no radical defect, fatal to the welfare of 
America. Here too the unanimity was compleat. From every corner of 
the house was its inefficacy resounded; and from those, who were the 
least partial to the constitution or most splendid in their encomiums 
on the confederation, the most ample acknowledgments of this inef- 
ficacy were extorted. | 

By this train of enquiry, the convention were led to seek a remedy 
for our national distress. From one of the following expedients only 
could relief be drawn; to form an confederacy with a number of the 
States, less than the whole, and to treat the rest as aliens; to incorporate 
more extensive powers into the confederation; to adopt the consti- 
tution without amendments; to adopt it on certain specified conditions; 
or to adopt it, and recommend subsequent amendments. The first 
expedient was reprobated by all, as infinite in mischief, and almost | 
treasonable in idea; and, if it was even remotely meditated, no man | | 

| had the hardiness to avow it. | 
The other expedients will be discussed, by arranging the debates of 

the convention under these heads. 1. What new powers are necessary 
| for the general government? 2. Whether they could be introduced into | 

; the confederation without an alteration of its essence? 3. Whether they | 
be not duly organized by the constitution? 4. And whether it was not 
better, under the existing circumstances of America, and especially of 
Virginia, to rely for amendments on some future, more favorable op- 
portunity. According to this order, the subject will be handled; with 
no other deviation, than that which may be occasioned by the matter 
flowing from adversary pens. | |
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George Washington to John Langdon 
Mount Vernon, 20 July’ 

| I had the satisfaction to receive regularly your favour of the 21st. _ 

Ulto. announcing the adoption of the foederal government by the Con- 

vention of New Hampshire. you will already have been informed, 

through the ordinary channels of communication, that the same event _ 

took effect in this State a few days afterwards.? And I am happy to 

_ say, that, so far as I have been able to learn, a spirit of harmony and | 

acquiescence obtained among the large and respectable minority in 

a[s] great a degree as could possibly have been expected. 

If we may calculate upon rectitude in the views and prudence in 

the conduct of the leading characters throughout the States, accom- 

panied by industry and honesty in the Mass of the people, we may 

assuredly anticipate, a new era; and, perhaps, we shall not deceive 

ourselves by expecting a more happy one than hath before appeared 

on this checquered scene of existence. But we ought not to be too 

sanguine or to expect that we shall be entirely exempted from the ills 

which fall to the lot of humanity. | | 

With congratulations to your Excellency on your elevation to the 

Chief Magistracy of your State, and With sentiments of consideration 

And respect I remain, Sir Your Excelly’s &c. 

| 1. FC, Washington Papers, DLC. 
2. According to the Portsmouth New Hampshire Spy, 8 July, the news of Virginia’s 

ratification arrived in Portsmouth in the evening mail on 7 July. (See also Pierse Long 

to Paine Wingate, 7 July, Mfm:Va.) : 

George Mason to John Mason 
7 Gunston Hall, 21 July (excerpt)! 

I have been so ill for these two Days past, that I have been unable 

to sit up, & now write in great pain; You must therefore excuse the 

| Shortness of this Letter.— | 

I enclose You the two or three last Day’s Proceedings of the Virginia 

Convention; by which You will see the small Majority which has ratified 

the new Project.?— | 
The Minority are as respectable for their weight & Influence, as 

their Number, & it will require their most prudent Exertions to keep 

the People quiet in some Parts of the Country. The Debates are not 

Yet published; nor is there any Cause to expect that they will be 

authentic; the Short-Hand Man,° who took them down, being a federal | 

Partizan, they will probably be garbled, in some such Partial Manner 

as the Debates of the Pensylvania Convention have been by Lloyd.*...
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1. RC, Mason Papers, DLC. Printed: Rutland, Mason, III, 1126-27. John Mason , | 

(1766-1849), the seventh child of George Mason, was a merchant in Bordeaux, France, — 
representing the mercantile firm that he had recently formed with James and Joseph : 
Fenwick of Maryland—Fenwick, Mason, and Company. 7 | | 

_ 2. This enclosure was probably Augustine Davis’s four-page broadside of the Con- | 
vention proceedings of 25 and 27 June. (See Convention Debates, 27 June, note 1, | 

_ RCS:Va., 1558n-59n.) On 21 July, Mason also sent Thomas Jefferson a copy of this 
| broadside, stating that “I intended to have given You the fullest Information in my | 

Power upon the present .gloomy State of American Politics, but the Ship, this Letter - 
goes by, sails to-morrow; and I have had so severe an Attack of the Gout in my Stomach, | 

_ for two or three Days past, that I have not been able to sit up, & now write inso much 
Pain, that I must defer it, to another Opportunity. I enclose You however the last two 
or three Days proceedings of the Virginia Convention; which will shew You by how 
small a Majority, the new plan of Government has been ratified here” (Rutland, Mason, 

III, 1124-25), | | a oo ee | 
3. The first volume of stenographer David Robertson’s notes of the Convention 

debates appeared in October 1788. In December Mason again complained to his son 

| about Robertson’s version of the debates (RCS:Va., 903-5). On 29 May 1789 James 
Duncanson informed James Maury that the second volume of the debates had been 
received in Fredericksburg the previous night; he also noted that “this Performance was _ | 
suppressed for some time, I don’t know for what Reason, but it was supposed it would 
not appear at all’ (Maury Papers, ViU). | 

The second volume was in press since late October 1788, when a newspaper an- 
_ nouncement stated that the volume “will be published with all possible expedition” 

(RCS:Va., 903). The exact date that the volume was available has not been determined, : 

but it appears to have been in circulation for at least two or three weeks before Dun- | 
canson wrote Maury. On 13 May “‘Junius-Brutus” declared in the Virginia Independent | 

_ Chronicle that “‘the second volume of the debates are now making their appearance’”’; 
while on 21 May James Madison, writing from New York City, said that the volume had 
“‘yust come to hand’’ (RCS:Va., 1175, note 31). The third volume was possibly available 
by July because “‘Decius’’ cited page 27 of that volume in a letter that he dated “July, | | 
1789.” This letter was published in Decius’s Letters on the Opposition to the New Constitution 
in Virginia, 1789 (Evans 21971), a pamphlet which was first advertised for sale on | | 
2 September. | | | 

4. While taking shorthand notes of the debates in the Pennsylvania Convention, oo 
Thomas Lloyd promised to present a full and accurate account of the speeches. Two 
months after the Convention adjourned, Lloyd published one volume consisting only 
of the speeches of Federalists James Wilson and Thomas McKean. A promised second | 
volume never appeared. (See RCS:Pa., 41-42; and CC:511.) a oO 

George Washington to Nathaniel Gorham | | | 
._ Mount Vernon, 21 July! | | | | : 

| _ I received your congratulatory letter of the 5th. inst by the last oe 
Mail.?—It gives me reciprocal satisfaction to find that the adoption of 
the Constitution by Virginia has diffused so general a joy through the 
other States.—The good disposition manifested by the Citizens of your _, 
Commonwealth, excites also a flattering & consolatory reflection in all 
who wish well to the foederal interest & the glory of the American | | 
Nation.—Much happiness may rationally be anticipated from the en- |
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creasing prevalence of industry & frugality, invigorated and encour- 
- aged by the operation of a free, yet efficient general government.— 

Although I am passing rapidly into the Vale of Years, where the genial 
warmth of youth that fires its votary with a generous enthusiasm be- _ 
comes extinct, & where the cheerfulness’ of the prospect often infects _ 

| the animal spirits with a similar contageon; yet I trust there are few 
| who rejoice more fervently in the expectation that the beams of pros- 

perity will break in upon a Country, which has ever engaged my most 
disinterested wishes & fondest hopes.—And although I shall not live | 

- to see but a small portion of the happy effects, which I am confident | 
| this system will produce for my Country; yet the precious idea of its 

prosperity will not only be a consolation amidst the encreasing infirm- 
ities of Nature, and the growing love of retirement, but it will tend 
to sooth the mind in the inevitable hour of seperation from terrestrial 
objects.— SO 

: With earnest prayers that you and all the worthy patriots of America 

. may long enjoy uninterrupted felicity under the New Government— 

| 1. RC, James S. Copley Library, La Jolla, Calif. Gorham (1738-1796), a Charlestown, — 
Mass., merchant, was a member of Congress, 1782-83, 1786-87 (president, 1786), 1789. 
He signed the Constitution in September 1787 and voted to ratify it in the Massachusetts 

~ Convention in February 1788. | | 
2. On 4 July the news of Virginia’s ratification reached the Boston area, and the next = 

day Gorham wrote Washington that it gave “the most sincere and heart-felt pleasure to 
all ranks of People here—The importance of that State is fully understood and our 
anxiety was in proportion—the business I now look upon to be compleat & that every 
thing will go on harmoniously & with good will’ (Washington Papers, DLC). | 

| 3. The letterbook version reads ‘‘cheerlessness’’ (ibzd.) | | | 

Edmund Randolph to James Madison a 
Richmond, 27 July (excerpt)! —_- | 

My dear friend | . | | 

... We hear nothing of the constitution on this side of the river. 

On the other indeed the discontents are said to be loud, but it does 

not appear that any of the opponents, who were of the convention, 

are active by word or deed in fomenting them. Nay it has been re- , 

ported, (but I cannot answer for the authority) that the members from 
Amherst have recommended a patient trial... . | 

1. RC, Madison Papers, DLC. Printed: Rutland, Madison, XI, 208-9. . 

_ John Page to James Madison | | 

| Williamsburg, 6 August’ 

Yours of the 27th. Ulto. inclosing the New York Papers, with the | 

joyfull News of the Ratification of the Plan of the foederal Constitution 

has just come to Hand. I return you many Thanks for communicating
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to me so early, an Authentic Account of that important & glorious 
Event. I heartily congratulate you on the brightening Prospect of our — 

| Affairs, & the Success of your Wishes & patriotic Labours—they are | 
crowned with Success, & to your immortal Honor; for it is to you, we 
are indebted for the Part Virginia took in this great Affair & we see 
her Influence in the other States. I confess I have always attributed 
to you the Glory of laying the Foundation of this great Fabric of 
government; of supporting the Plan of it in Convention & of animating 
all the States to cooperate in the great Work. I write in such Haste 
that I can only add that I am my dear Sr. with the highest Respect & 
Esteem your Friend & most obedt. Servt. 

1. RC, Accession 7960, ViU. | | | 

George Washington to Thomas Jefferson | | 
| Mount Vernon, 31 August (excerpt)! | 

... The merits and defects of the proposed Constitution have been 
largely & ably discussed.—For myself, I was ready to have embraced | 
any tolerable compromise that was competent to save us from im- 

pending ruin; and I can say, there are scarcely any of the amendments 

which have been suggested, to which I have much objection, except _ 
that which goes to the prevention of direct taxation—and that, I pre- 

- sume, will be more strenuously advocated and insisted upon hereafter | 

than any other.—I had indulged the expectation, that the New Gov- 
ernment would enable those entrusted with its administration to do | 
justice to the public creditors and retrieve the National character.— 

_ But if no means are to be employed but requisitions, that expectation 
was vain and we may as well recur to the old Confcederation.—If the 
system can be put in operation with out touching much the Pockets 
of the People, perhaps, it may be done; but, in my judgment, infinite 
circumspection & prudence are yet necessary in the experiment.—It 
is nearly impossible for any body who has not been on the Spot to 
conceive (from any description) what the delicacy and danger of our | 
situation have been.—Though the peril is not passed entirely; thank 
God! the prospect is somewhat brightening.—You will probably have 
heard before the receipt of this letter, that the general government 
has been adopted by eleven States; and that the actual Congress have | 

| been prevented from issuing their Ordinance for carrying it into ex- 
ecution, in consequence of a dispute about the place at which the 
future Congress shall meet.—It is probable that Philadelphia or New 
York will soon be agreed upon.... 

1. RC, Jefferson Papers, DLC. Printed: Boyd, XIII, 554-57. |
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James Madison to Philip Mazzei | | 
New York, 8 October (excerpt)! | 

I have been favored with several letters from you since the date of 
my last; but some of them having been recd. in Virginia I am not able 
now to acknowledge all of them by their respective dates. The date of 
the last was in May. 

| You ask me why I agreed to the Constitution proposed by the Con- 
| vention at Philada.? I answer, because I thought it safe to the liberties _ 

of the people, and the best that could be obtained from the jarring oO 
interests of States, and the miscellaneous opinions of Politicians; and 

because experience has proved that the real danger to America & to 

liberty lies in the defect of energy & stability in the present establish- 
ments of the United States. Had you been a member of that assembly, 
and been impressed with the truths which our situation discloses, you 
would have concurred in the necessity which was felt by the other 

, members. In your closet at Paris and with the evils resulting from too 

much Government all over Europe fully in your view, it is natural for 
you to run into criticisms dictated by an extreme on that side. Perhaps 
in your situation I should think & feel as you do. In mine I am sure 

you would think & feel as I do.... | 

1. RC, Sol Feinstone Collection of the American Revolution, American Philosophical 

Society Library. Printed: Rutland, Madison, XI, 278-79. In 1773 Mazzei (1730-1816), 
a former resident of Tuscany, emigrated from London to Virginia, where he bought an 
estate for the culture of grapes, olives, and other fruits. In 17779 Mazzei went to Tuscany 
as Virginia’s agent to borrow money from the Grand Duke. Mazzei returned to America 
in 1783, but he left two years later, never to return. Writing from Paris in February 
1788, Mazzei sent Madison sixty-four copies of his Recherches Historiques et Politiques sur 

les Etats-Unis de l’Amérique Septentrionale . .., which he wanted sold in America. 

Virginia Calls a Second Constitutional Convention | 

30 October-20 November | 

On 27 June 1788, two days after it ratified the Constitution, the Vir- 
ginia Convention recommended that the first federal Congress consider 
forty constitutional amendments—twenty in the form of a declaration of 
rights and twenty designed to change the structure of government created 

| by the Constitution. Speaking for the people, the Convention enjoined 
the state’s future senators and representatives to seek the adoption of 
these amendments in one of the two methods provided by Article V of 
the Constitution—the proposal of amendments to the states by a vote of 
two-thirds of both houses of Congress. This method was advocated by | 
Federalists, most of whom did not want amendments, especially amend- | 

ments altering the structure of government. | 
Antifederalists, who had wanted to ratify the Constitution with con- . 

ditional amendments, refused to trust the state’s recommended amend-
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ments exclusively to Congress, which might delay acting on amendments 
or not act at all. Consequently, they decided to use the second procedure : 

| in Article V for proposing amendments, that is, having the state legisla- | 
tures apply to Congress to call a constitutional convention, which in turn 

_ would propose amendments to the states. Once two-thirds of the state = 
legislatures requested such a convention, Congress was required to sum- | | | 
mon it. | | | a 

On. 20 October the Virginia legislature convened in Richmond and ee 
Governor Edmund Randolph turned over to that body the New York 
Convention’s Circular Letter of 26 July, which called upon the states to : 

. join New York in requesting that Congress summon a second constitu- | 
tional convention ‘‘at a Period not far remote.” This measure was sup- | 
ported by Randolph, who had long advocated such a convention, and it | 
was even considered by some of ‘‘the staunchest friends to ye new Con- | 
stitution,” one of whom saw “prima facie ... no impropriety in it” oe | 
(George Lee Turberville to James Madison, 20 and 24 October, Rutland, | | 

Madison, XI, 309, 316). Many Federalists in the legislature, however, : 

strongly opposed a second convention. oye ea | 
| On 29 October Patrick Henry, the most powerful member of the House oe 

of Delegates, declared that he would ‘‘oppose every measure”’ for putting 
the Constitution into motion unless the legislature called for a second 
convention. To the Committee of the Whole, Henry submitted several | 

| resolutions, one of which requested that the legislature apply to Congress 
_ for a second convention. Henry charged that ‘‘the most precious rights 

of the people if not cancelled are rendered insecure”’ by the Constitution. — 
Such language, one Federalist asserted, was ‘‘a direct and indecent cen- 

_ sure on all those who have befriended the new constitution holding them 
forth as the betrayers of the dearest rights of the people’? (Charles Lee 

: to George Washington, 29 October, Washington Papers, DLC). Henry’s 
resolutions did not surprise Federalists who had been concerned that 
Virginia and New York would lead ‘“‘an effort for early amendments’ | | , 

: (George Washington to Benjamin Lincoln, 26 October, Fitzpatrick, XXX, | 

118). : : | oe | 
According to Federalist delegate Richard Bland Lee, Federalists hoped | 

: to modify Henry’s resolution “‘so as to divest it of it’s inflammatory dress— | 
_ or to postpone it’s operation to such a distant period as to give the poeple oe 

of America a fair experiment of the government.” This stratagem, how- | 
ever, would be difficult to achieve because Henry, the most effective | 
orator in the House, “‘is old in parliamentory science and is supported | 
by the prejudice and apprehensions of many members of the assembly.” 

_ Moreover, Federalists in the House were “all young & inexperienced,” : 
forming “‘but a feeble band against him’’ (to James Madison, 29 October, 

| Rutland, Madison, XI, 322-23). : | : oe 
, In line with the state Convention’s 27 June resolutions, Federalists on 

| 30 October proposed counter-resolutions, calling on Congress to propose 
_ a bill of rights and other amendments and stating that until these amend- | 

ments were ratified, Congress should conform ‘‘their Ordinances to the | 
| true spirit of the said Bill of Rights and articles of amendment.’’ The 

House defeated this Federalist substitute 85 to 39, approved Henry’s 

resolutions by a voice vote, and appointed a committee of thirteen Anti- 
| _ federalists—ten of whom as delegates in the state Convention had voted
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against ratification—to draft the application to Congress and letters to 
| New York and the other states asking them to join Virginia in applying 

for a second convention. Federalist delegate George Lee Turberville an- 
nounced that “The triumph of Antifcederalism is compleat’’ (to James 
Madison, 10 November, Rutland, Madison, XI, 340). 

| The committee of thirteen reported on 11 November. Three days later, , 

| Federalists submitted a substitute application and substitute letters drafted 
by Francis Corbin, John Page, and Edward Carrington that conformed 

| | to the resolutions of the state Convention, “insisting that the people in 
that Convention had pointed out the mode in which amendments should 
be sought, and that the Assembly ought not to divert the course of their 

| pursuit” (Corbin to James Madison, 12 November, and Carrington to | 

. Madison, 14 November, zbid., 342, 345; and Merrill Jensen, Robert A. 

Becker, and Gordon DenBoer, et al., The Documentary History of the First — : 

| | Federal Elections, 1788-1790 [4 vols., Madison, Wis., 1976-1989], II, 273- 

| | 79). The House defeated these substitutes. Whereupon, the House ap-_ 

proved the committee of thirteen’s application to Congress and its two 
| | letters. A jubilant but wary Patrick Henry wrote: ‘‘The universal cry is | , 

| for amendments, & the federals are obliged to join in it; but whether to 

amuse, or conceal other Views seems dubious” (to Richard Henry Lee, 

oe 15 November, Henry Papers, DLC). . 
: The Senate considered the application and the two letters in the Com- 

mittee of the Whole on 18 November and the next day the Senate adopted a 

them with minor changes. The House of Delegates agreed to the Senate's 

alterations on 20 November. George Lee Turberville hoped that the res- | 

- glutions would “‘be received as the Child of temporaryly triumphant fac- 
tion—& Ultimately that they will rather be ridiculous & [i.e., than] Dan- 
gerous’’ (to James Madison, 16 November, Rutland, Madison, XI, 347). 

Edward Carrington felt that “the palpable untruths contained in the [Anti- 
federalist] drafts ought to fix the condemnation of the people upon them” 
(to Madison, 18 November, ibid., 352). : | 

On 25 November the House of Delegates ordered that the application 
to Congress be engrossed and sent by the governor “‘to the new Congress, 

~ as soon as they shall assemble,” and that the letters to New York Governor | 

George Clinton and the other state executives be prepared, signed, and 

oo transmitted ‘‘without delay.” The Senate concurred on the 27th. On 2 
December newly elected Governor Beverley Randolph, agreeable to an | 

order of the Executive Council, forwarded printed copies of the letters 

| by post, enclosing printed copies of the application to Congress. Randolph | 

asked Clinton and the other state executives to lay this information before 

their legislatures ‘“‘as early as possible.” On 15 February 1789, Randolph 

transmitted the application to Congress to the state’s newly elected federal 

representatives, who presented it to the U.S. House of Representatives 

on 5 May. The next day, the House received New York’s call for a second 

convention. Both applications were entered on the Journal and ordered : 

| to be filed. | 

. Most of the state executives received Randolph’s letter in December 

1788. Governor Clinton, who had expressed “apprehensions that mea- 

| sures may be taken to retard the delivery of it so as to defeat its utility,” 

sent the letter and its enclosures to the New York legislature on 26 De- 7 

| cember, ‘“‘with the greater pleasure from the persuasion that it will give
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you satisfaction to finda State, so respectable for wisdom and patriotism, 

concurring in sentiment with our Convention, respecting the necessity of 
- amendments to the new system of General Government, and the means 

of obtaining them’’ (Clinton to John Dawson, 12 December, Mfm:Va.; 

and Journal of the Assembly of the State of New-York . . . [11 December 1788- 
2 March 1789, Albany, 1788 (1789)], 24). | 

Federalists decried the appeal for a second convention. James Madison | 
complained that ‘““The measures pursued at Richmond are as impolitic as 
they are otherwise exceptionable—if alterations of a reasonable sort are 
really in view, they are much more attainable from Congress than from 
attempts to bring about another Convention—It is already decided that 
the latter mode is a hopeless pursuit” (to Henry Lee, 30 November, 
Rutland, Madison, XI, 372). An anonymous newspaper correspondent 
(traveling from South Carolina back home to Rhode Island) suggested, 
in a widely reprinted extract of a letter, that the entire state of Virginia _ | 
outside of Richmond was “‘all Federal, and firmly attached to the Con- 
stitution.”” The debate in the House of Delegates, however, had been 
filled with “virulent Invective ... and a great Quantity of whining Cant, — 
addressed to the Passions of the weaker Members, holding forth that they 
must enter into certain Resolves to quiet the Minds of the good People 
of Virginia.’”’ He asserted that Virginians were ‘‘at ease and quiet’’; it was 
the Antifederalists in the House who “were using their utmost Endeavours 
to disturb and disquiet the Minds of the People, by asserting, without 
advancing one Reason or Argument, that their dearest and most valuable _ 
Rights were in danger” (Maryland Journal, 12 December). 

House of Delegates Resolutions on a Second Convention, Thursday, — 
| 30 October 7 

Whereas the Convention of Delegates of the people of this Com- 
monwealth, did ratify a Constitution or Form of Government for the 
United States, referred to them for their consideration, and did also 

declare, that sundry amendments to exceptionable parts of the same 
ought to be adopted; And whereas the subject matter of the amend- | 
ments agreed to by the said Convention, involves all the great essential 
and unalienable rights, liberties, and privileges of freemen; many of 
which if not cancelled are rendered insecure under the said Consti- 
tution, until the same shall be altered and amended. 

Resolved, That it is the opinion of this committee, That for quieting the 
minds of the good citizens of this Commonwealth, and securing their _ 

dearest rights and liberties, and preventing those disorders, which must | 
arise under a government not founded in the confidence of the people, 
application be made to the Congress of the United States, so soon as 

| they shall assemble under the said Constitution, to call a Convention 
_ for proposing amendments to the same, according to the mode therein 

directed. | | oe 
Resolved, That it is the opinion of this committee, That a committee
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ought to be appointed to draw up and report to this House a proper 
instrument of writing, expressing the sense of the General Assembly, 
and pointing out the reasons which induce them to urge their appli- 
cation thus early for the calling the aforesaid Convention of the States. 

Resolved, That it is the opinion of this committee, That the said com- 
mittee ought to be instructed to prepare the draft of a letter in answer 
to one received from his Excellency GEORGE CLINTON, Esquire, Pres- | 
ident of the Convention of New-York, and a circular letter on the 

aforesaid subject, to the other States in the Union, expressive of the 

wish of the General Assembly of this Commonwealth, that they may 
join in an application to the New Concress, to appoint a Convention 

| of the States so soon as the Congress shall assemble under the New 
Constitution. | 

Virginia Legislature Application to Congress, 20 November® 

VIRGINIA, to wit: | | 

IN GENERAL ASSEMBLY, | | 
| FRIDAY, the 20th NOVEMBER, 1788. 

RESOLVED, That an application be made, in the name and on behalf 
of the Legislature of this Commonwealth, to the CONGRESS of the 

UNITED STATES, in the words following, to wit: 
“The GOOD PEOPLE of this COMMONWEALTH in CONVEN- 

| TION ASSEMBLED, having ratified the Constitution submitted to 
their consideration, this Legislature has, in conformity to that act, and 
the resolutions of the UNITED STATES in Congress assembled, to 
them transmitted, thought proper to make the arrangements that were 
necessary, for carrying it into effect—Having thus shewn themselves 
obedient to the voice of their constituents, all America will find, that 

so far as it depended on them, that PLAN of GOVERNMENT will be 
carried into immediate operation. But the sense of the PEOPLE of 
VIRGINIA would be but in part complied with, and but little regarded, | 
if we went no farther. In the very moment of adoption, and coeval 

with the ratification of the new plan of government, the general voice | 
of the Convention of this state, pointed to objects, no less interesting 
to the people we represent, and equally intitled to our attention. At 
the same time that from motives of affection to our sister states, the 

Convention yielded their assent to the ratification, they gave the most 
unequivocal proofs, that they dreaded its operation under the present | 
form. In acceding to the government under this impression, painful 
must have been the prospect, had they not derived consolation from 
a full expectation, of its imperfections being speedily amended. In this
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resource therefore, they placed their confidence—a confidence, that | 
will continue to support them, whilst they have reason to believe, they 

_ have not calculated upon it in vain. In making known to you, the 7 
_ objections of the people of this Commonwealth, to the new plan of - 
government, we deem it unnecessary to enter into a particular detail — . 
of its defects, which they consider as involving all the great and un- 
alienable rights of Freemen: For their sense on this subject, we refer | 
you to the proceedings of their late Convention, and the sense of the | 
House of Delegates, as expressed in their resolutions of the 30th day | 
of October, 1788. We think proper however to declare, that in our 
opinion, as those objections were not founded in speculative theory, a 
but deduced from principles, which have been established, by the mel- _ 
ancholy example of other nations in different ages—So they will never _ 

be removed, until the cause itself shall cease to exist. The sooner 
therefore the public apprehensions are quieted, and the government — . 

| is possessed of the confidence of the people, the more salutary will be / 
its Operations, and the longer its duration. The cause of amendments, | 
we consider as a common cause, and since concessions have been made _ 
from political motives, which we conceive may endanger the republic; 

_ we trust that a commendable zeal will be shewn for obtaining those 
provisions, which experience has taught us, are necessary to secure * 
from danger, the unalienable rights of Human Nature. The anxiety 

| with which our Countrymen press for the accomplishment of this im- 
portant end, will ill admit of delay. The slow forms of Congressional | 

_ discussion and recommendation, if indeed they should ever agree to is 
any change, would we fear be less certain of success. Happily for their. 
wishes, the Constitution hath presented an alternative, by admitting 
the submission to a Convention of the states. To this therefore we 

_ resort, as the source from whence they are to derive relief from their 
present apprehensions. We do therefore, in behalf of our Constituents, __ 
in the most earnest and solemn manner, make this application to Con- : 

_ gress, that a Convention be immediately called, of deputies from the 
- several States, with full power to take into their consideration, the _ | 

_ defects of this Constitution that have been suggested by the state Con- __ 
ventions, and report such amendments thereto, as they shall find best. | 

| suited to promote our common interests, and secure to ourselves, and 
our latest posterity, the great and unalienable rights of Mankind.” 

_ Signed by Order and on Behalf of the General Assembly. 
| | oe John Jones SS 
| | | | | | _ Thos Mathews S.H.D |
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: Virginia Legislature to Governor George Clinton, 20 November* 

Virginia, to wit: | | 

In GENERAL ASSEMBLY, Friday, the 20th November, 1788. 

| SIR, The letter from the Convention of the State of New-York hath 

been laid before us, since our present session. The subject which it 

contemplated was taken up, and we have the pleasure to inform you 

of the entire concurrence in sentiment between that Honorable Body, — 

) and the Representatives, in Senate and Assembly, of the freemen of this 

| Commonwealth. The propriety of immediately calling a Convention of 

| _ the States, to take into consideration the defects of the Constitution, 

was admitted, and, in consequence thereof, an application agreed to, 

to be presented to the Congress, so soon as it shall be convened, for 

- the accomplishment of that important end. We herewith transmit to 

your Excellency a copy of this application, which we request may be 

laid before your Assembly at their next meeting. We take occasion to 
express our most earnest wishes, that it may obtain the approbation | 

of New-York, and of all our sister States. 
Signed by order and in behalf of the General Assembly, — oo 

a JOHN JONES, S. S. | 
| THO’s. MATHEWS, S. H. D. | 

| Virginia Legislature to the State Executives, 20 November® : 

VIRGINIA, to wit: | | 

IN GENERAL ASSEMBLY, | 
| FRIDAY, the 20th NovEMBER, 1788. 

| [‘‘]SIR, The FREEMEN of this COMMONWEALTH in CONVEN- 

TION ASSEMBLED, having, at the same time that they ratified the 

. FEDERAL CONSTITUTION, expressed a desire that many parts _ 

which they considered as exceptionable should be amended, the Gen- 

eral Assembly, as well from a sense of their duty, as a Conviction of 

| its defects, have thought proper to take the earliest measures in their 

power, for the accomplishment of this important object. They have 

a accordingly agreed upon an application, to be presented to the Con- 

gress, so soon as it shall be assembled, requesting that Honorable Body, 

to call a Convention of deputies from the several States, to take the 

| same into their consideration, and report such amendments, as they 

| shall find best calculated to answer the purpose. As we conceive that 

all the good people of the United States, are equally interested in | 

obtaining those amendments, that have been proposed, we trust that 

there will be an harmony in their sentiments and measures, upon this
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| very interesting subject. We herewith transmit to you a copy of this 
application, and take the liberty to subjoin our earnest wishes that it 

' may have your concurrence.” 
Signed by Order and on Behalf of the General Assembly. 

, | | | John Jones SS 
Thos Mathews S.H.D 

1. House Journal [20 October-30 December 1788] (Richmond, 1789), 12. The House 

proceedings for 30 October on calling a second convention (except for the appointment 
| of the committee of thirteen) were printed in the Virginia Independent Chronicle, 12 

November. They were reprinted in whole or in part (including the resolutions) in eight 
out-of-state newspapers by 11 December: Mass. (1), Conn. (1), N.Y. (3), Pa. (1), Md. 

(1), N.C. (1). (See Mfm:Va. for the House proceedings respecting these resolutions.) 

The resolutions alone were printed in the Virginia Journal, 6 November (not extant); - 
Virginia Herald, 13 November; and Winchester Virginia Gazette, 26 November. They 
were also reprinted in the November issue of the Philadelphia Columbian Magazine, and 

| in twenty-six out-of-state newspapers by 20 December: N.H. (1), Mass. (4), R.I. (3), 

Conn. (1), N.Y. (1), N.J. (2), Pa. (9), Del. (1), Md. (2), Ga. (2). Brief reports or summaries 

of the resolutions appeared in the Virginia Gazette and Weekly Advertiser, 6 November; 
Norfolk and Portsmouth Journal, 12 November; and in seventeen out-of-state newspapers: 
N.H. (2), Mass. (5), R.I. (1), Conn. (6), N.Y. (1), N.J. (1), N.C. (1). 

2. See Mfm:Va. for a photographic reproduction of a draft of the first two paragraphs | 
that is in the Papers of the House of Delegates at the Virginia State Library. 

3. The application to Congress has been transcribed from one of the signed printed 
copies that was enclosed in Governor Beverley Randolph’s 2 December letter to the 
state executives, now in the Broadside Collection of the Massachusetts Historical Society | 
(Evans 45395). The engrossed parchment copy sent to the state’s newly elected repre- 
sentatives to the first federal Congress has not been located. The application can also 
be found in the Journal of the U.S. House of Representatives, 5 May 1789, and in the 
proceedings of the Virginia House of Delegates, 14 November 1788. The latter pro- 
ceedings were reprinted in whole or in part in the Virginia Independent Chronicle, 26 - , 

| November; Virginia Journal, 4 December; Virginia Herald, 4 December; Winchester Vir- 
ginia Gazette, 10 December; and Virginia Centinel, 10 December; and in twenty-two out- 
of-state newspapers by 15 January 1789: Vt. (1), Mass. (1), R.I. (1), Conn. (5), N.Y. (5), 
Pa. (7), Md. (2). 

__ 4. The letter to Governor George Clinton has been transcribed from the Journal of 
the Assembly of the State of New-York ... [11 December 1788-2 March 1789] (Albany, 
1788 [1789]), 25. | | 

5. This letter has been transcribed from one of the signed printed copies which was 
_ sent to the state executives and which is now in the Library of Congress (Evans 45396).
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| Edmund Pendleton Letters _ 

_ The three letters printed below that Edmund Pendleton wrote from 
his estate in Caroline County to James Madison on 12 August 1787, 
8 October 1787, and 29 January 1788 have been transcribed from 
photocopies of the originals in the Edmund Pendleton-James Madison 
Papers, Gilder Lehrman Library, New York, N.Y., which has kindly 
permitted the letters to be printed here. These letters would have been 
printed in RCS:Va., Volume 1, but their location was unknown to the 
editors at the time that volume was published. However, two para- 
graphs of the 8 October letter, obtained from an auction catalog, 
appear in RCS:Va., 46—47, and CC:Vol. 1, pp. 354-55; and a summary 

| of the 29 January letter, probably made by or for historian Peter Force, 
appears in RCS:Va., 399, note 2. Madison replied to the 8 October 
letter on 28 October and to the 29 January letter on 21 February 
(RCS:Va., 125-26, 398-99). 

Edmund Pendleton to James Madison 
Edmundsbury, 12 August 1787! | 

I have hitherto delayed to pay you my respects, lest I should For a 
moment withdraw your Attention From the great & important work 
you was engaged in; but the papers having announced that the Con- | 
vention had settled the Principles of their System, and appointed a 
Committee to reduce it to Form,? I could no longer delay letting you 
know I am yet in the living Class, I think my health considerably better, 
8 Possess strong hopes of being able to Attend the Courts this fall. 

We are all in anxious expectation of some great work, the produce 
of such Collective wisdom and prudence, and I have the pleasure to 

| Observe amongst the Serious, best Citizens, a general disposition to 
approve and adopt whatever is recommended; tho’ on the other hand, 
some few, & of them, Members of the Assembly, declare themselves 
against it Ante Mainum, (as the Dicers say). I am sorry there are not 
more Members of the Assembly in Our Delegation to explain and 
inforce what is done. I hope Colo. Mason will make a truce with the 
Gout For that Season at least, as his Attendance will be useful in that, 

| as well as other Instances. — | | 
The Secrecy injoined & observed by the Convention, was not only 

beneficial in that it occasioned the Ebulitions of Fire, Fancy & Party 
amongst the Members to evaporate in the room of their Session, and 
their work to be submitted to the Public in it’s perfect State, but it 

| 1769 |
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_ also prevented these pre-determined Gentlemen, From making man- —~™ 
gled details of the work, and by misrepresentations to Forma prejudice 
against it amongst the Citizens. _ - od | | 

Ihave heard much of threaten’d Riots, In Opposition to the payment | 
of debts and taxes, but no particular Instance of mischief of the sort, | 
except the burning of the Court House in King William, the Prison | 
in New Kent, and the Clerk’s Offices of both. That the famous Mr. 
Posey was author of the latter, nobody seems to doubt, tho’ they have me 
not yet evidence sufficient to convict him.? Money is indeed very scarce, — | 
wch. is generally Attributed, & I beleive very justly, to our late Reg- | 

_ ulations of trade, which has driven many Foreign Vessels to Baltimore. 
The Season has been remarkably dry, and the prospect of Crops gen- | | 
erally melancholly—particularly on the Southside of James River. My 
best respects to all yr. worthy Colleagues. I am, Dr. Sir, wth. Sentiments | 
of perfect Esteem & respect, For them & you Yr. Affe. Friend | 

1. RC, Edmund Pendleton-James Madison Papers, Gilder Lehrman Library, New. . : 
York, N.Y. | a 7 

2. On 28 July the Pennsylvania Herald reported that the Constitutional Convention | 
_ had adjourned until 6 August “‘in order to give a committee, appointed for the purpose, 

time to arrange and systamize the materials which that honorable body have collected” | 
- (CC:30-I). This item was reprinted in the Virginia Independent Chronicle and the Virginia 

Gazette and Weekly Advertiser on 8 and 9 August, respectively. nn 
3. See RCS:Va., xxviii, | : 

Edmund Pendleton to James Madison | a - 
Edmundsbury, 8 October 1787! : oe oo 

The Governor in his return drop’d at the Bowling Green, yr. very 
kind Favr. of the 20th. past covering the result of your long labours ss 

_ at Philadelphia, For both of which I thank you.? I had heard of and | 
__ lamented the withholding the Names of the two respectable Gentn. of | 
_ our delegation, tho’ am yet Ignorant of the ground of their dissention; | 

what ever it was, I cannot approve their Conduct. To expect individual 
_ or even State unanimity in Points of so great Magnitude and difficulty, 

was contrary to all experience; and to maintain ones Opinion by all | 
the Arguments which reason and mental powers afford, is manly & _ - 
becoming whilst the Subject is in agitation & Suspense; but to yield a 

_ to the decision of a Majority, when Further Opposition can have no 
good, & may produce many bad effects, is not only commendable, but — | 

_ in my opinion an Individual duty. I was afraid that if they Publish the - 
___ reasons of their Conduct, as they would probably think necessary, it _ 

might create much dissentions in the State. I am told that what they 
have done & any thing they may do to justify it, is more likely to injure
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their own popularity, than prevent the adoption of the Plan, but of 
| this I can form no Judgment of my own, except in the narrow circle . 

| I am confined to, wherein high & low run into approbation of the 
measure. I can’t help submitting it to your consideration, whether a 

: speedy dispatch of it in Congress may not be Useful. 
[have read the paper with great Attention, but without the Aid of 

any Judicious friend to confer with; however I mean to trouble you 
with my thoughts upon it, as they Occur, which, tho’ I do not Flatter 

my self with a thought that they will be useful to you, will be doing — 
| on my part what you seem to have expected, when you did me the 

| honour of sending it, = | a 
oe I began to read it with two Impressions on my mind, with which I 

_ think every reader of it should set out. 1st. That something was nec- 
| essary to be done, and that a Plan, very Far short of perfection, was | 

greatly preferable to our present Condition, and which would probably 
have been considered as desperate, if the Convention had risen without . 

doing any thing. 2d. that in Governments as well as other things,  — 
| perfection is unattainable, and indeed Attempts to approach it, by too 

much refinement, generally produce more mischief than good. I rec- 
| ollected the very sensible observations of Sr. Wm. Temple? ‘“‘That none 

| was ever perfect, or free From very many & just exceptions. The Re- 
publics of Athens, Carthage & Rome, so renowned in the world, & 
which have furnished Story with the greatest Actions and persons upon | 
the Records of time, were but long courses of disorder & vicissitude, 

| perpetually rolling between the Oppressions of Nobles, the Seditions __ 
_ of the people, the Insolence of Soldiers, or Tyranny of Commanders. 
The very Ideas of Government have been liable to exceptions as well 
as their Actual Frames & Constitutions. The Republic of Plato, the 

| Principality of Hobbes, the Rotation of Oceana‘ have all been Indicted 

& Found guilty of many Faults or great Infirmities. Nay the very kinds | 
| of Government have never yet been out of dispute, but equal Faults | 

| imputed to them all. An Absolute Monarchy ruins the people; One 
Limited endangers the Prince; an Aristocracy is Subject to Emulations | 
of the great, and Oppressions of the poor; and a Democracy to Popular 

7 tumults & Convulsions.’’ His conclusion is ““A perfect scheme of Gov- 
ernment seems as endless and as useless a search as that of the Uni- 
versal medicine or the Philosopher’s Stone.” And mine is that all which 
human wisdom is capable of on this great Occasion is to adopt the | 
Form most likely to co-incide with the genius of the People to be 
governed; to Preserve the great outlines and Fundamentals of that 

| _ Form, and avoid, as far as may be, the natural infirmities, which ex- 
perience has proved to be annexed to it. | |
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| A Republic was inevitably the American Form, and it’s natural dan- 

ger Popular Tumults & Convulsions, with these in view I read over 
the Constitution accurately & do not find a Trait of any Violation of 

| the great Principles of the Form, all Power being derived mediately 
or immediately From the People: No titles or Powers that are either 
heriditary or of long duration so as to become Inveterate; and the 
Laws & not the arbitrary Will of any Man, or body of men made the 
Rule of Government. The People, the Origin of Power, cannot Act 
personally, & can only exercise their Power by representation—the i 
great bodies of both Foederal & State Legislatures, are to consist of 

- their immediate choice, and From that choice all other Powers are 

derived: the secretions required in the choice of the Foedral Senate | 
_ and President, seem admirably contrived to prevent Popular Tumults, 

as well as to preserve that Equilibrium to be expected From the Bal- 
lancing Power of the three branches. In The Presidents Power of Ne- 
gation to the laws, the modification strikes out a happy medium be- 
tween an Absolute Negative in a Single person, & having no stop, or 
Cheque upon laws too hastily passed, or the Offspring of Party or 
Faction such as upon a re-consideration, are approved by 2/sds. of Each 
House, ought to Pass independant of any other Power. 

The President is indeed to be a great man, but ’tis only in shew to ) 
represent the Foedral dignity & Power, having no latent Prerogatives, 
nor any Powers but such as are defined & given him by law. He is to 

- be Commander in Chief of the Army & Navy, but Congress are to 
raise & provide For them, & that not For above two years at a time. | 
He is to Nominate all Officers, but Congress must first Create the 
Offices & Fix the Emoluments, and may discontinue them at pleasure, 

| & he must have the consent of %sds. of the Senate to his nomination.® 
Above all his tenure of Office is Short, & the Danger of Impeachment, | 
a powerful restraint agt. abuse of Office. A Political Head and that 
adorned wth. a-fullbettem’d powderd wig hair, seems as necessary & 
useful in Governmt., as that member so adorned in the natural body; 
and I have observed in the history of the united Netherlands, that a 
their affairs always succeeded best, when they allowed their Stadtholder 
to exercise his Constitutional powers. | 

I was struck with an Objection to the Senate having been made the | 
Executive Council; since having a Participation in two branches, they 
might Influence laws For creating unnecessary Offices, or giving ex- | 
travagant Salaries to those necessary, & then fill them up with them- 
selves, their Families or dependts.—& thought it best to have the three 
branches kept wholly distinct From each other, and as an Execut[ivJe 
Council was necessary, I cast about For their Formation, & thought
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| they might be found in the numbers voted For President, but when I 

considered that the Objection has no force, but in the case of a General 

Corruption pervading the whole Legislative & Executive bodys, and 

that on such a Supposition it would admit of no remedy, but what was 

afforded by new Elections or by recurring to Revolution Principles; 

| That in the House of Representatives, as well as the Incapacity of 

| members of either House to be appointed to Offices created whilst 

| they are members, there are considerable cheques on the Senate; and 

| above all as the considerable expence of this Seperate Council is saved 

(and I am more afraid of expence then Fraud) I became reconciled 

to the mode, as an evil which did not admit of a Remedy, that did 

would not introduce a greater evil. | | 

The like objection occurs to the Senates being made the Tiers upon 

Impeachmts, as they therein Participate in the Judicial Powers, and it 

may be Added that in case of Impeachment Of the President For Mal 

Conduct by their advice, they will be a strange Tribunal to Judge of 

it; at the same time it will be objected to, as borrowed From the British | 

Form and approximating too nearly to the obnoxious power of the 

| Lords. Tho’ I do not see any material reason For having taken this 

- trial out of the Judiciary course, yet it is really not so exceptionable — 

as it at first appears. the mode of Prosecution, as generally practiced, — 

is not a favorite with me, being generally the Engine of Party conten- 

tions For Offices, and no matter how Seldom practiced. It is in the 

hands of the House of Representatives, who will not use it in the case 

| Supposed, or if they do, and meet the obstruction, may yet resort to 

the Courts of Justice, as an Acquital would not bar that remedy—the 

assimilation to the Power of the Lords, is too futile to merit notice. 

The line between the Foedral & State Powers, the most difficult part 

of the work, appears to me most happily drawn, and I much applaud 

that Spirit of Amity and concession which produced, and which I hope _ 

may continue to perfect it. In the Regulations of Commerce however, 

| I shall hope not to see projects introduced For discouraging Foreign 

Trade, or driving Us too soon into Manufactures, in favr. of wch. our 

Presses have groaned under labour’d nonsense in the course of this 

Summer. Trade & manufactures should both be Free, and will make 

their way in proper time. | 

The restrictions of Paper emissions & unjust tender Laws are alone 

of value Sufficient to outweigh all Objections to the System—In the 

exclusive right of Coining, I foresee great risque & expence in con- 

veying Bullion & money between the Seat of Congress & the remote 

— States, overballancing the Foedral Revenue, wch. seems the only reason 

For confining it. when Congress had fixed the Proportion of Alloy,
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the value of the coin, and other regulations to prevent Counterfeits, . | 
_ might not the States have been trusted wth. Coining Subject to those | 

Rules? | | | oe 
In Art. 1. S. 9. Clause 5th. are these words ‘Nor shall Vessels bound | 

_ to, or from one State, be obliged to enter, clear or pay duties in another,” | 
which do not appear sufficiently explicit. If it was intended to allow 
a Free trade between the States without entry, clearance or duty, (wch. 
does not seem to be meant, tho’ the words, may bear that construction) | | 
will it not tend to defeat all Regulations of Commerce & Revenue? If, — | 
as I suppose, It was intended to reach the cases only of casually touch- 
ing at a State Port they were not bound to, or passing through one ; 
State to get to their Ports in another, (as the Vessels of Maryland do 
thro’ ours in Navigating Chesapeake) there appears to want words of | 
Restriction From trading, added to the exemption | - | 

My last Criticism you will probably laugh at, tho’ it is really a Serious 
_ one wth. me. why require an Oath From Public Officers, and yet 

interdict all Religious Tests, their only Sanction? Those hitherto 
adopted have been narrow & illiberal, because designed to preserve 7 
Established modes of Worship; But since a belief of a Future State of | 
Rewards & Punishments, can alone give consciensious Obligation to | 

| Observe an Oath, It would seem that Test should be required or Oaths | 
_ Abolished. _ | oo | | Oe | 

| It is time I had done with my triffling observations, wth. which & a | 
_ thousand others more material, you had been sufficiently tired at 

Phila., I will only add my warmest thanks as an Individual, to the | 
Authors of the work For their labours, & declare my unequivocal 
acceptance of it, with all it’s imperfections. —_ cee age BEE 
_ The Viset you mention of my two old friends From Orange,’ gave 
me infinite pleasure. We discussed the Politics of the day and the 
history of Former times; We retraced the Familiar Annecdotes of our — 
lives, and in short spent the most agreable week I ever experienced; 
which I beleive increased the train they Found me in of gaining 
strength & ease from my Complaints, wch. Flatter me with hopes of , | 
being able to Attend the approaching Courts. oo. | 

You mention your right of Franking having ceased; I suppose you~ 
meant it only as a Member of Convention, & that yr. Congressional 
Privilege in that way subsists—otherwise yr. bargain in this Letter, will 

' be still worse then I intended. we | a 
We understand a general Eligibility in Members to Our Convention, | 

_ & expect you will come From Congress (where important business will  __ 
no doubt be Suspended) to make one of them. I wish you every Felicity, ee
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| being Dr Sir with unreserved Esteem & regard Your very Affe. & obt. 
/ servt. | | | 

oe 1, RC, Edmund Pendleton-James Madison Papers, Gilder Lehrman Library, New 

| York, N.Y. 
| 2. For Madison’s 20 September letter, in which he enclosed a copy of the six-page 

| Dunlap and Claypoole printing of the Constitution, see RCS:Va., 12-13, and for that 
copy, which Pendleton annotated, see Mfm:Va. - 

3. The quoted text that follows in this paragraph is from Sir William Temple, “Of 
Popular Discontents,” The Works of Sir William Temple, Bart. (4 vols., London, 1770), 

. III, 38-39. Pendleton also quoted some of the same passages in a 10 October letter to . 
, his nephew, Nathaniel Pendleton, Jr. (RCS:Va., 47-48). | : 

7 _ 4, Temple refers to James Harrington’s book, The Commonwealth of Oceana (1656). | 

: , 5. Pendleton confused the two-thirds vote needed in the Senate to ratify treaties with _ 
mn _ the simple majority needed to confirm appointments. Os 

6. Pendleton quotes part of clause 6, not clause 5. The italics are Pendleton’s. 
7. Madison’s father and uncle, Erasmus Taylor, had recently visited ““Edmundsbury.” 

In his 20 September letter to Pendleton, Madison said that his father told him about 

- the visit without commenting on Pendleton’s health. Madison told Pendleton that he 

inferred from this silence “that no unfavorable change had happened in it’? (RCS:Va., 
12-18). | | 

Edmund Pendleton to James Madison | 
Edmundsbury, 29 January 1788! a | : , 

This date makes me blush when I acknowledge to have rected in due | 
time yr. kind Favr. of October 22d.,? which Found me at Richmond, 

| engaged incessantly in the business of the Courts until December. Fond 

| of ease after my return home, and occupied by the conviviality of the 
late Season, it wholly escaped my recollection until now that I am left | 
alone. | i . 

| You’l have long since been informed that Mr. Dawson was rather 

mistaken in Supposing the Foedral Constitution met the prompt or 

| _ General Approbation of the Assembly in their late Session:’ whether 

a Majority were For or against it, was a Speculation which the members 

| themselves were divided about, but this is certain, that For the First 

three Weeks, many attempts were made to Cast some unfavourable | 

, shades upon it, in the recommendation For a Convention, and it was . 

not agreed to be left at large ’til the appearance of Colo. Mason, who 

| properly reprobated the Idea of sending it to the people under any 

prejudice For or against it, and being Supposed an Enemy, prevailed — 

to have the Resolutions as they stand.* However Subsequent Resolu- 

tions impowering the Convention to defray the expence of Messengers 

to other States, & of Members to another Genl. Convention, were 

. Supposed to be intended as a test, and to have proved that a Majority | 

were at least For amending.°® , | | 

I am told that a considerable Revolution has happened in the minds
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of the middle & lower Class’s of people on the Subject, at which I am 
not at all Surprised. At First they were warmly For it, From a confi- 
dence in the wisdom & Integrity of their representatives. In the various | 
publications & conversations on the Occasion, it is exceedingly difficult, 

_ indeed impossible, to make the good people at large well Acquainted 
with the different Forms & combinations of Power necessary to con- 
stitute Government For the protection of liberty and property: and 
hence they are exposed to impositions From designing men, and par- _ | 
ticularly Of those in Opposition to Government, who have the popular 
side, and by decrying powers as dangerous to liberty, will include in- 
discriminately, such as are unavoidable to good Government, with | 
those which are really hurtful, and to this cause I attribute the change 
in those Sentiments, in which the people were right at first, as I believe 

they always are when left to their own Judgment. The Fountain of 
Power which the Constitution has properly made them, they cannot —s_—> 
defuse personally, but must distribute the various Streams by repre- 

sentatives—in the choice of those therefore they should use all their | 
circumspection and Judgment, preferring abilities and Integrity in 

_ whomsoever they Find them and in them place their confidence, as | 
they submit their lives, liberty & Property to their disposal. This is the 
advice I have given in the choice of Representatives to the Convention, 

as a measure more Safe than Judging of the Constitution From Partial _ 
or prejudiced States of it, & voting For those who make them. The | 
people of Caroline at first pretty generally For the Constitution, had 

| pitched on their old Servants Colo. James Taylor and my self to rep- 
resent them, on a Supposition of our being so. so it stands at present, 

no other Candidate being yet announced, tho’ I am told that some 
people, having changed their minds on the Subject, are wishing to . 

_ start an Opposing one, wch. may probably be the case by the day.® I 

do not conceal my Opinion being at present in favor of the Consti- 
tution, but can truly say that if I am honor’d with the Appointment, a 

| I shall go to that, as I have ever done to other deliberative Assemblies, 
with a mind open to Conviction, resolved to hear all that can be said, 
& to decide as my Judgment shall direct me to the general Good. but 
too much of my self: it is much more important that you should be 

_ there, and wish For that reason that you could be in your County 
some time before the day, lest some designing men may endeavour to 
avail themselves of yr. Absence. | 

| In a late letter From Georgia, I am informed that the new Govern- 
ment will be unanimously adopted there, & nearly so in South Car- 
olina.’” N. Carolina have put off their Convention ’til August, it is said 
with a view to know & Follow the Resolutions of ours—As I believe | |
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| all others will precede Ours, we shall probably have the Subject to | 

consider upon ground, not hitherto reconoitred, with nine approving 

States, to be joined, or wholly Separated from. 
You’! have heard that the Assembly have lessen’d our taxes consid- 

erably, a measure very popular, and would be pleasing to all, could 

we be convinced of it’s consistence with good faith and the Payment 

of our debts; but if it is to produce only temporary ease, at the expence 

| of Public default, & future accumulations of Arrears, it is delusive & 

unwise. 

The District Court Bill has also pass’d, tho’ I am told it is suspended 

| as to civil suits until Jany. next, but to commence in June as to Crim- 

- inals. I have not seen the Law, but am told there are 18 districts—4 

of wch. Richmond, Wms.burg, Petersburg & King & Queen Court 

House are Assigned to the Chancery Judges; some on the Sea Coast — 

(I know not which) to those of the Admiralty, & to the rest the Judges 

Oo of the General Court with the four new Judges are to allot themselves 

at pleasure. there is no Addition of Salary but 5d. a Mile For travelling, 

& 20/ a day during the Sessions in the district Courts. All licenced 

lawyers are admissible in these Courts, & the Fee reduced to the 

County Court Standard, at which the Gentn. who now attend the 

_ Superior Courts are very Clamourous.* 
My health has continued to mend ever since Midsummer, & I was 

Surprized to find that my Fatigue at Richmond did not at all impede 

the progress—If I can rub through this Winter without a relapse, I 

| shall hope to get Stout again. That you may long continue to enjoy 

health & every other Felicity, is the cordial wish of Yr. very Affe. Friend 

1. RC, Edmund Pendleton-James Madison Papers, Gilder Lehrman Library, New 

York, N.Y. | 

9. Pendleton probably means Madison’s letter of 28 October, not 22 October. Pen- 

dleton docketed Madison’s 28 October letter: “Answd. Jan. 29-88.” 

3. In his 28 October letter, Madison reported to Pendleton that, according to John 

Dawson, “‘the proposed Constitution is received by the Assembly with a more prompt 

& general approbation than could well have been expected” (RCS:Va., 126). 

4. For the adoption of these resolutions, see RCS:Va., 110-20. | 

5. For the passage of this act, see RCS:Va., 183-93. 

6. For the election of state Convention delegates from Caroline County, see RCS:Va., 

576-77. 
7. Pendleton probably refers to his nephew Nathaniel Pendleton, Jr.’s letter of 

9 December 1787 (not found) which was a reply to Pendleton’s letter of 10 October 

(RCS:Va., 47-48, and note 1 thereto). On 14 January 1788 Madison himself noted that 

“A letter from Georgia, of the 25. of Decr. says that the Convention was getting together 

| at Augusta and that every thing wore a foederal complexion” (to George Washington, 

CC:446). 

, 8. For the district court bill, see RCS:Va., 797n—98n; and William Nelson, Jr., to 

: William Short, 12 July, and James Monroe to Thomas Jefferson, 12 July, both in Ve 

above. 
|
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Speculation About the Prospects for 
the Ratification of the Constitution in Virginia 

- 23 October 1787-7 July 1788 | | - 

Soon after the Constitutional Convention adjourned in September - 
1787, Americans privately and publicly speculated on the prospects : 

| for ratification in every one of the states. For several reasons, Virginia / 
was among those receiving the most attention. Virginia was the largest, _ 

_ wealthiest, and most populous state; it was home to some of America’s | 
- most influential politicians, including George Washington, Patrick | 

_ Henry, James Madison, and George Mason; its ratifying convention, __ 
| slated to meet in early June 1788, was among the last conventions | 

scheduled; most people believed that its ratification would have a fa- | 
_ vorable impact upon the New York and North Carolina conventions _ 

| which would convene even later; and, when the ratifying convention 
| finally met, eight states had ratified the Constitution giving that body | 

the opportunity to make Virginia number nine—the necessary number 
for ratification. | : | woe a a 

Most public and private commentators expected Virginia to ratify 
the Constitution despite a strong opposition that advocated prior | 
amendments. Their estimates of the size of the expected majority in | 

| favor of ratification varied widely, ranging from a narrow to an over- | 
whelming one. They also commented upon the views of many of the | 

| state’s prominent politicians, some of whom were also national political a 
leaders. As the documents printed below attest, speculation about rat- 
ification was greatest just before and during the meeting of the Virginia 
Convention, when that body’s actions were being closely scrutinized 
by out-of-state newspapers and many persons representing a diversity = 
of economic and political interests. For other documents commenting — 

on the prospects for ratification in Virginia, see Mfm:Va. ae | 

Nicholas Gilman to John Langdon a 
New York, 23 October (excerpt)! _ | | re 

... From all accounts there is the greatest probability that the New , 

Constitution will be generally adopted—Accounts from General Wash- | 
ington and other Eminent Characters in Virginia are much in favor | 

of it—and all reports agree that the conduct of Mason & Randolph oe 
has made them very unpopular in their State.?... a | 

7 1778 | | |
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| 1. RC, Langdon/Elwyn Papers, New Hampshire Historical Society. | | 
2. For other attacks on George Mason and Edmund Randolph as non-signers of the 

| Constitution, see RCS:Va., 69—70. The Pennsylvania Herald, 3 November, reported “‘that, 

notwithstanding what has been said respecting the conduct of Gov. Randolph and Mr. 
| | Mason, there is great reason to expect Virginia will be one of the dissenting states on 

| that important question” (CC: Vol. 1, p. 587). | : 

ee Philadelphia Freeman’s Journal, 21 November (excerpt)! 

| | Extract of a letter from Queen Anne’s county, 
| ) | (Maryland) November 12. | | 
a “... Every body I see from Virginia, informs me, that all is going 

| against us all over that state, and they tell me, that there has been a 
_ trial of the proposed plan in a court-house there; when the business 

of the court was over, the lawyers divided themselves for and against, : 

| _ Judges and jury were appointed, when, after several hours debating 
| on both sides, before hundreds of people, the jury, without going out 

| of court, gave their verdict against it unanimously.”’ 

7 1. Printed: CC:278. Reprinted: New York Packet, 27 November; Salem Mercury, 4 | 
December; Baltimore Maryland Gazette, '7 December; Boston American Herald, 10 De- 

cember; Poughkeepsie Country Journal, 12 December. 7 

| Boston American Herald, 17 December! : 

, We are sorry to find, by a Gentleman of information in Virginia, 

that there is but little prospect of the Constitution being adopted in 
| that State, without amendments. 

1. Reprinted: Providence Gazette, 5 January. On 21 November 1787 Henry Knox wrote 
Nathan Dane that “Virginia will be strenuously for amendments and _ alterations’’ | 

| (CC:275). 

: Pennsylvania Herald, 19 December' | | ) 

A respectable character from Virginia, has assured us, that there is 

but a mere chance of obtaining the assent of that state to the proposed 
constitution. | 

. 1. Reprinted: New York Morning Post, 25 December; Salem Mercury, 1 January; State 

Gazeite of South Carolina, 10 January. | 

| Roger Alden to Samuel William Johnson | | 
New York, 31 December (excerpt)! 

| ... Parties are very high in Virginia, headed by the first Characters 
of sense and property—they are very much divided and it is not prob- 

| able that they will subscribe to the measure. ...
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1. RC, William Samuel Johnson Papers, DLC. Printed: CC:396. Alden (1754-1836), 

| from Stratford, Conn., was deputy secretary of Congress. His brother-in-law, Samuel 

William Johnson. (1761-1846) of Connecticut, was at this time living in St. George’s, 

Bermuda. | a | : 

Unitas , 
Trenton Mercury, 1 January 1788 (excerpt)! | 

... In the ancient dominion of Virginia, there is the appearance of | 

_ very considerable opposition to the new constitution; but it is expected, | 

that our illustrious WASHINGTON, will condescend to labour still for 

the public good, by appearing in the convention of that state.... a 

| 1. Printed: RCS:N.J., 194-95. This excerpt was transcribed from the Pennsylvania 
Mercury, 5 January, which indicated that ‘‘Unitas’”’ was first printed in the Trenton Mercury, 
1 January (not extant). 

From Thomas Hutchins | 
New York, 10 January (excerpt)! —_ | 

... The Lees in Virginia lead a very powerful party in opposition 
to the New constitution.—But General Washington and his party who 
are both pewerful respectable and numerous and friends to it will it 
is thought prevail but many Months will very probably first elapse.— 
which will no doubt be the case with such of the other states that now 

- evidence every disposition to prevent its adoption. ... 

1. FC, Hutchins Papers, PHi. Printed: Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography, : 
XXXI (1907), 116-18. For a longer excerpt, see CC:431. The addressee is unknown, 
but the contents of the complete letter indicate that it was probably written to someone 

in England. Hutchins (1730-1789) was geographer to the United States, 1781-89. 

Thomas Hartley to Tench Coxe | | 
York, Pa., 11 January (excerpt)! | | 

... I have seen some Gentlemen from Virginia The People are _ 
generally with us there: but the Nabobs and some intire Counties there 
are against us: I received this last Knowledge from a Distance it must 
not be so perfect.... | | 

1. RC, Coxe Papers, Series II, Correspondence and General Papers, PHi. 

Charles Carroll of Carrollton to Wallace, Johnson, and Muir , 

Annapolis, 8 February (excerpt)' | | 

... I fear we shall experience Much Confusion & distress in this 

Country Unless the New federal Govt. is adopted by Nine States; if 
| some of the principal States, should Reject it, Altho it should be
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adopted by 9 States; I shall Not expect Much good from such An 
adoption—It is said to be very doubtful whether Virga. & Massachusets 

. will Ratify the New federal Govt... . 

1. FC, Carroll Letterbook, 1771-1833, Arents Tobacco Collection, NN. Wallace, 

| Johnson, and Muir was a London mercantile firm. 

Pierpont Edwards to Philip Burr Bradley 
Danbury, Conn., 12 February (excerpt)! | 

... In Virginia the opposition is Dying fast.... | 

1. RC, Miscellany, Beinecke Library, Yale University. Edwards (1750-1826), a New 
Haven lawyer, and Bradley (1738-1821), a Ridgefield merchant, voted to ratify the 

| Constitution in the Connecticut Convention in January 1788. 

: New Hampshire Spy, 21 March | 

We continue to receive very favourable accounts from Virginia—the 
new Constitution gains ground there—Governour Randolph speaks in 
favour of it, and as he has much influence, it is pretty certain that it 
will not only be adopted, but by a very respectable majority. North- 
Carolina follows of course.! The amiable conduct of the minority of 
the Massachusetts Convention has had a very pleasing effect upon the 
minds of many people opposed to the new constitution in these states, 
and there is little doubt but the Grand Federal Edifice will be happily 
completed. | 7 

1. The sentences on Randolph and North Carolina are similar to those in an extract 
of a 24 February Richmond letter that was printed in the Massachusetts Centinel, 19 
March (CC:627). 

Rufus King to John Sullivan | 
New York, 16 April (excerpt)! 

... South Carolina will adopt the constitution—North Carolina will 
be governed by Virginia, and the struggle in the last mentioned state 
will be between parties nearly equal, and both respectable—the prob- 
ability seems to be that Virginia will acceed to the System. ... - 

1. RC, King Family Papers, Cincinnati Historical Society. 

| Nathan Dane to George Thatcher 
New York, 20 April (excerpt)! | 

| ... We have now collected the accounts of the elections for the 
Virginia Convention—it is impossible to say, with certainty, whether 
the Constitution in that State will be adopted or not—however, I think, 

| appearances are rather in favor of its being adopted....
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1. RC, Foster Autograph Collection, MHi. Thatcher (1754-1824), a Biddeford, Maine, — - 
| lawyer, represented Massachusetts in Congress from 1787 to 1789. 

| New York Daily Advertiser, 21 April! A a | 

a Extract of a letter from Philadelphia, dated April 16. OC 
_ “Qur advices from Maryland and Virginia, are very favorable, with 
respect to the adoption of the Federal Government. In the Convention 
of Maryland, 5-6ths of the members will concur, and in Virginia, a 
considerable majority is already attained, and will be encreased, by the 7 
influence which the ratification of Maryland will naturally be attended 
with. I hope your State will not be so unwise, as to continue to oppose sy 
the general sentiment of the Union.”’ as 

1. Reprinted: Connecticut Journal, 30 April; New Hampshire Spy. and Massachusetts Ga- 
zelte, 2 May; Massachusetts Spy and Providence United States Chronicle, 8 May. The Mas- | 
sachusetts Spy omitted the last sentence. _ | | | | og 

| John Montgomery to William Irvine _ cee | | , 
Carlisle, Pa., 27 April (excerpt)’ _ | :: | 

_... thire is no Doubt of verginia we are well assure that thire will = 
be a prety Large Majorty in that State in favr of the Constution as 
also in South Carolinia oes | - 

1. RC, Irvine Papers, PHi. For the entire letter, see Mfm:Pa. 662. Montgomery (1722— | 

1808) was a Pennsylvania delegate to Congress, 1782-84. : | | 

Massachusetts Spy, 1 May! : | ) | | 

Accounts from the southward assure, that there is the greatest prob- — 
- ability of Maryland and Virginia adopting the Federal Constitution. 

Virginia it is supposed will recommend in the ratification similar _ 
amendments to those adopted by this Commonwealth. _ | 

| 1. Reprinted: Portsmouth New Hampshire Spy, 6 May. | 

New York Daily Advertiser, 1 May! | a 

Extract of a letter from a gentleman of information, on the Frontiers of 
Virginia, to his friend in this city, dated 19th March, 1788. - | 

_ “T have lately been informed, that favorable proposals have been _ 
made to the Kentuckians, by Great-Britain, in order to induce them 
to quit our Confederacy.—With respect to the new Constitution, it will 

_ be adopted by Virginia, fully, in the first instance; and some amend- 

ments may probably afterwards be proposed.” Oo eae 

1. This item was reprinted in the Virginia Centinel, 21 May; Winchester Virginia
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Gazette, 21 May (excerpt); Kentucky Gazette, 2 August; and in twenty-one out-of-state 
— newspapers by 7 June: N.H. (1), Mass. (5), R.I. (2), N.Y. (4), Pa. (5), Md. (2), N.C. (1), | 

| S.C. (1). | | mo 

| New York Daily Advertiser, 3 May (excerpt)! | = 

Oo Extract of a letter from Baltimore, April 28. 7 
| , _ ... “There is no longer a doubt but Virginia will adopt it by a_ 

_ considerable majority.”’ | 

1. Reprinted eight times by 22 May: Mass. (2), R.I. (1), Conn. (4), N.Y. (1). | 

| Samuel A. Otis to Benjamin Lincoln | 
New York, 8 May (excerpt)! | | 

| | ... I presume from what intelligence is stiring that No Carolina will 
follow the lead of Virginia where the opposition has gained no ground sy 

| of late, & will be weakened by the unanimity of Maryland. Virginia 
remains doubtful however—Yet I can hardly suppose She will refuse 

_ to adopt, as, I am informed, upon the plan of Massachusetts. . . . 

1G, J. S. H. Fogg Autograph Collection, Maine Historical Society. 

a Henry Knox to George Washington | 
New York, 25 May (excerpt)! | 

. .» Much will depend on Virginia—Her conduct will have a powerful | 
| influence on this state and North Carolina. . . | | 

| 1. RC, Washington Papers, DLC. | 

From William Duer | Oo 
New York, June (excerpt)! | | | | 

_... Our News from Virginia is highly favorable—an Intelligent 
Friend of mine, at Richmond (who is more Conversant with the Mem- 
bers of the Convention than most men) assures me that, there is “‘no | 
Doubt the Constitution will pass; and perhaps without any proposed 
Amendments’’—This is Confirmed by Similar Opinions from Mr. Mad- 
ison; and other Gentlemen in that Quarter.... | | 

1. RC, Andrew Craigie Papers, American Antiquarian Society, Worcester, Mass. Duer 
_ (1747-1799), a speculator in land and securities, was secretary of the Confederation 

| Board of Treasury. | | | 

_ Baltimore Maryland Gazette, 3 June! | 

As to Virginia, the ancient dominion is so conscious of her dignity, 
| and of the importance of the measure, that her disposition for the | 

| _ Yatification becomes hourly more conspicuous, and we have no doubt
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a few days will inform us of the ninth pillar being added to the new 
federal temple. - : 
North-Carolina will doubtless follow the example. 

a 1. Reprinted: Carlisle Gazette, 11 June. | : 

Abraham Baldwin to Seaborn Jones 
New York, 5 June (excerpt)! 

_... Virginia is now is session, we feel very doubtful about them. .. . 

1. RC, Stokes Autograph Collection, Yale University. Baldwin (1754-1807), a lawyer 
and a Connecticut native who had moved to Georgia in 1784, was a member of Congress, 
1785, 1787-88. He attended the Constitutional Convention, where he signed the Con- 

| stitution. Jones (c. 1758-1815), a lawyer, was a member of the Georgia Assembly, 1787, 

1789-90 (speaker, 1789-90). | 

| Nathaniel Hazard to Mathew Carey , 
| New York, 5 June (excerpt)! | 

-,.. Of the Members of our State Convention, two to one are 

[Anti?],? however, if Virginia adopts it, it will go here, I have no Doubt, 

as matter of Expedience. | | | 

1. RC, Lea and Febiger Collection, PHi. Hazard, a New York City merchant, was an 
agent for Carey (1760-1839), the Philadelphia printer and bookseller who published | 
the American Museum. . , 

2. The manuscript is torn here. : 

Rufus King to John Langdon | 
Boston, 10 June (excerpt)! 

| __... Virginia undoubtedly will accede—the Opposition is greatly weak- | 
ened, their session will be lengthy, but the constitution will be ratified | 

probably in the manner of Massachusetts. . . . | | 

1. RC, King Papers, NHi. . 

Hugh Williamson to James Iredell __ | | 
New York, 11 June (excerpt)! 

The public Papers have not for many days afforded us any News, | 
all Expectation is turned towards Virginia, We take for granted, I do 
at least, that N Carolina will follow Virginia in adopting or rejecting. | 
I confess that my Hopes are not sanguine, but of this I do not consider __ 
myself bound to say all that I think. ... 

1. RC, Iredell Papers, Duke University. A longer excerpt is printed in Griffith J. 
, McRee, Life and Correspondence of James Iredell... (2 vols., New York, 1857-1858), II,
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226. On 22 January William R. Davie had informed Iredell that “‘The great deferrence 
this State [North Carolina] has been accustom’d to pay to the political opinions of the 
Old Dominion will I believe have a very bad effect on the Determination of this great 
question, this circumstance added to the opposition already formed, in my opinion 
renders its adoption in this State extremely doubtful’’ (2bid., 217-18). 

| Virginia Journal, 12 June! | | 

Extract of a letier from a member of Convention now sitting at Richmond, 
to his friend in this town, dated the 4th instant. 

‘IT sincerely congratulate you on the fair prospect we have of the 
proposed plan of government being ratified by this state.” 

| 1. Because the Virginia Journal for 12 June is not extant, this item is transcribed 
from the Maryland Journal of 17 June, which reprinted it under the dateline: ‘“‘Alexandria, 

_ June 12.” The extract was reprinted five more times by 3 July: N.J. (1), Pa. (3), 
S.C. (1). 

| Rufus King to Henry Knox | 
Boston, 16 June (excerpt)! 

... We yet hear nothing from Virginia; my hopes overbalance my 
fears,—and I sincerely wish that I may not be disappointed. . . . 

1. RC, Knox Papers, MHi. 7 

Philip Richard Fendall to Christopher Richmond 
| Alexandria, 19 June (excerpt)! 

... It is expected that the grand question will be put in our Con- 
vention tomorrow, it is generally thought that it will be carried in | 
favour of the proposed Government by a Small majority. | 

1. RC, McGregor Collection, ViU. This letter was postmarked at Alexandria on 23 
June and addressed to Christopher Richmond in Annapolis, who docketed this letter as 
answered on 15 July. Fendall (b. 1734), a native of Maryland, had moved by 1784 to 
Alexandria, where he was apparently a merchant. Richmond, a former Continental Army 

| officer, was auditor general of Maryland. 

Robert Gilmor and Company to Nicholas Low 
) Baltimore, 20 June (excerpt)! | 

... Our Accounts from Virginia are Very Unfavorable. It is difficult 
, to say on which Side the Majority Will be each Claims it. Yet if we 

might hazard an Opinion founded on the best information We can | 
| collect. It will be on the Side for Adopting—Should it be Otherwise 

We apprehend the Worst of Consequences will follow. ...
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1. RC, Low Papers, DLC. Gilmor (1 748-1822) was a Baltimore merchant. Low (1739— | 

| 1826), a New York City merchant and a director of the Bank of New York, voted to 

| ratify the Constitution in the New York Convention in July 1788. | 

James Cogswell Diary _ ee a Cee as | 
_ Scotland Parish, Windham, Conn., 21 June (excerpt)! at 

... Govr Randolph has declared strongly for adopting the Consti- : 
tution, it will probably be acceptd in Virginia. if so it will be anim- 
portant Period to our Nation.... | sa : | 

1. MS, Connecticut Historical Society. Cogswell (1720-1807) was pastor of the Con- : 
gregational church in Scotland Parish, Windham, Conn. 

Mark Pringle to John Holker | | os | | 
| Baltimore, 21 June (excerpt)! | | | an 

... The Convention of Virginia was sitting, but the Event is very | 
doubtful—I hope however they will adopt the new Governmt. as I | 
foresee nothing but Anarchy if they do not— oy | 

| 1. RC, Franklin Collection, Holker Papers, Yale University. Pringle (Baltimore) and | 

_ Holker (Philadelphia) were both merchants. | - | | 

Massachusetts Centinel, 21 June (excerpt)! . an 

Extract of a letter from a gentleman of the first distinction, at New-York, — | 
received in the last mail, dated June 15, 1788. be 

“The accession of Virginia to confederation ceases to be a matter 
of doubt, and we are in daily expectation of hearing that the ninth | 

_ pillar is raised... .”. | . | | 

1. Reprinted: Providence United States Chronicle, 26 June; New Hampshire Gazette, — 

3 July. | 7 : | | | 

Royal Flint to Andrew Craigie Aon | Shas 
New York, 22 June (excerpt)) oo - . | 

_... There seems to be a variety of opinions respecting the adoption — 
of the new constitution in Virginia. The parties in their convention — | 
carry on their debates with great abuse & animosity; and neither side | 
calculates upon a strong majority. Colo. Henry Lee writes Platt,? that . 
he considers the event as a matter of doubt, and that both parties | 
seem afraid to try each others strength. Mr. Madison writes by the last 

_ post to a friend in this city, ‘Be of good cheer all will go well’’.5 Other 
gentlemen write & give different opinions. Some say without reserve 
the constitution will be adopted; while others with as little hesitation = |
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: say it will either be suspended or rejected. From this diversity of in- 
formation, you will form your own opinion on the subject. 

At any rate, the doubtful appearance of things has checked the rise | 
of securities. There are not at this moment many buyers who will give | 
more than 3/6 for final settlements. ... | : 

1. RC, Craigie Papers, American Antiquarian Society, Worcester, Mass. Flint (1754-. 
, 1797), Continental Assistant Commissary of Purchases during the Revolution, was U.S. 

. Commissioner to Settle Continental Accounts with the Eastern States. Craigie (1743— 
_ 1819) was a wealthy New York City apothecary. Both men speculated in land and public | 

. securities. : / 

2. Colonel Richard Platt of New York City. 
| 3. This quotation is not in any extant James Madison letter. 7 

- Henry Knox to Jeremiah Wadsworth | | | 
: New York, 22 June (excerpt)! | 

Oo ... The business in Virginia is critical indeed! so nearly balanced 
_ that neither side can determine which has the majority—but this is 

| independent of the Kentucky members amounting to 14—These | 
| Gentlemen will determine the fate of America—Grayson and Monroe 

| _who have been in Congress are said to have alarmed their fears re- 
_ specting the Mississippi Navigation—To counteract this poison Mr 

_. Brown the delegate in Congress on whom the Kentucky members rely 
much has written to them and they have received the letter,? in the | 

oa strongest terms pressing them to adopt the constitution and gives his 
| opinion that the Mississippi business will more probably be ensured 

| by the new constitution than by any other means—A letter from Rich- 
mond of the 13th (the last date) states that Mr Browns letter to the | 
Kentucky members was to have been considered by them on the eve- 

| | ning of the 12th and that if he advises the constitution it will be well— | 
_ if not all will be lost—Thus you see my dear friend on what a slender _ | 

| therad [thread] depends the future happiness of America... 

ms 1. RC, Wadsworth Papers, Connecticut Historical Society. 

7 2, See From John Brown, 5 June (V above). | 

Peter Van Schaack to Henry Van Schaack | 
| Kinderhook, N.Y., 22 June (excerpt)! . 

| ... Virginia, Virginia! if She adopts, all will be well, and I believe — 
. She will.... | | 

1. RC, Henry Van Schaack Scrapbook, Newberry Library, Chicago. A longer excerpt oe 
_ is printed in Henry C. Van Schaack, The Life of Peter Van Schaack .. . (New York, 1842), | 

- 159. Peter Van Schaack (1747-1832) left New York during the Revolution after refusing : 
| to take the loyalty oath. He returned in 1785 and soon after resumed his law practice.
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His brother Henry (1733-1823), a gentleman farmer, remained neutral during the Rev- oe 
olution and after the war settled in Pittsfield, Mass. . 

| William Duer to James Madison | | | 
New York, 23 June (excerpt)’ 

... The Conduct of your Convention will influence in a very great 

Degree ours; if you adjourn without doing any thing, we shall do the 
same—but if you do not, there is still some Prospect that we may adopt: 
with proposed Amendments.?. . ._ | | 

1. RC, Madison Papers, DLC. Printed: Rutland, Madison, XI, 168-69. | 
| 2. Writing from the New York Convention in Poughkeepsie on 25 June, Hamilton © 

informed Madison that “Our chance of success here is infinitely slender, and none at : 
all if you go wrong.” On about 2 July, Hamilton added: “There is more and more | 
reason to believe that our conduct will be influenced by yours” (zbid., XI, 179, 185). 

Pennsylvania Packet, 23 June | 

_ Extract of a letter from Petersburg, Virginia, June 12. 
_ “A few days will determine the fate of the new constitution. We | 

| have no doubt but our state will adopt it in spite of all the declamation 
and reasoning of a Henry and a Mason. It meets with powerful support 

~ in the Governor, Maddison and Innes.””! | . 

Extract of a letter from Richmond, dated June 15. | 

“Our convention is still sitting, and I fear for the constitution, as 
the division will be a very nice one when the question is put.’”? 

1. This extract from a Petersburg letter was reprinted ten times by 4 July: Mass. (1), 
Conn. (2), N.Y. (6), Pa. (1).. 

2. This extract from a Richmond letter was reprinted in the June issue of the Phil- 
adelphia Columbian Magazine and in eight newspapers by 5 July: R.I. (1), Conn. (2), N.Y. 
(2), N.J. (1), Pa. (2). 

Ebenezer Hazard to George Washington | 
New York, 24 June (excerpt)! | 

... in my Opinion much depends upon the Conduct of Virginia, 
for whose Decision we wait with anxious Impatience:—should that be 
favorable, New York will have no Supporter, in Case of a Rejection, 
but Rhode Island, and the Union will have but little to apprehend | 

| from either the Politics or Power of both.— ) | 7 

1. RC, Washington Papers, DLC. Hazard (1744~1817) was postmaster general of the 

_ United States from 1782 to 1789. |
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Tench Coxe to Timothy Pickering . 
| Philadelphia, 25 June (excerpt)! 

... The prospect on the Constitution in Virga. is critical tho I hope 
we shall have it adopted there—The Majority will be within six as Mr. 

- Maddison writes me.2 Governor Randolph is of the same Opinion. The | 
people of Kentucke 10 in number® hold the balance, it is expected 
they will divide, in which case we shall have a Majority of six. A dreadful 
situation for the enlightened, populous & wealthy countries on the 

- Atlantic coast—New Hampshire tis confidently said will adopt. North 
Carolina will do the same if Virginia does not reject—The last five are | 
much more uncertain than the first eight, so that we have reason to 
be thankful for the order in which Providence has disposed the Con- 

| ventions.* | 

1. RC, Pickering Papers, MHi. Pickering (1745-1829) was adjutant general of the 
Continental Army, 1777—78, and quartermaster general, 1780-85. He voted to ratify 
the Constitution in the Pennsylvania Convention in December 1787. , 

2. See James Madison to Rufus King, 18 June, note 1 (V above). 

3. Kentucky had fourteen delegates. 
4. A correspondent of the New Hampshire Gazette, 12 June, came to a similar con- 

clusion: ‘It appears providential .. . that the Conventions of those states which appear 

the most opposed to the Federal Constitution, are not to meet until all the other states 
have discussed the subject; which will be a means of preventing any of them being 

guided by their decisions.” | 

Ebenezer Hazard to Jeremy Belknap 
New York, 26 June (excerpt)! | 

... Our Accounts from Virginia are not very flattering: I suspect 

there will be but a bare Majority, & some seem doubtful even of that: | 

however, I cannot but hope their Vote will be favorable, especially as 

nine States have agreed & the new political Machine will be set in 

Motion: should they join the nine, it is of littlke Importance to the | 

Union how N.Y. votes. ... 

| 1. RC, Belknap Papers, MHi. Printed: ‘“‘Correspondence between Jeremy Belknap and 
Ebenezer Hazard: Part II,’’ Massachusetts Historical Society Collections, 5th series, III 

(Boston, 1877), 48-49. On 10 May Hazard informed Belknap that “The Maryland Ma- 
jority has staggered them [i.e., the Antifederalists] very much:—So. Carolina will repeat 

the Blow, & I think Virginia will give them the coup de Grace” (CC:Vol. 4, p. 592). 
Belknap (1744-1798) was a Congregational minister in Boston. 

New Haven Gazette, 26 June 

It is reported that Mr. Mason of Virginia, has written to his friends 

in New-York, that he believes the ancient dominion will adopt the 

| Federal constitution. |
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‘New York Journal, 26 June! | Dn Bes ore 

It is not possible to form an adequate idea of the political situation a 
of the state of Virginia, as it respects the new proposed constitution, = 
and this arises from the great variety of accounts which are in circu- a 

| lation; their purports are as various as their numbers. The latest, viz. 
the 15th, say, that if the constitution be carried in the convention, it | | 

will be but by a very small majority. This is said both by federals and 
' _anti-federals. ee | | 

1. Reprinted: Connecticut Courant, Hartford American Mercury, and Middletown, Conn., — 
Middlesex Gazette, 30 June; Newport Herald, 3 July. | 

Pennsylvania Packet, 27 June! - a we 

| Extract of a letter from Richmond, dated June 20. — 
| “It is supposed there will be a majority of two or three only, for a 

the adoption of the proposed federal constitution—both parties are 
_ very violent.” : - | 

1. Reprinted in the June issue of the Philadelphia Columbian Magazine and in five 
newspapers by 4 July: Mass. (1), Pa. (4). pe Oh - 

_ Maryland Journal, 27 June — OO | 

| Extract of a Letter from a Gentleman at Richmond, to his oe 
: | Friend in this Town, dated the 20th Instant. | 

“Our Convention has been sitting three Weeks. The Numbers on 
each Side are so nearly divided, that both Parties count on a small 

_ Majority pro and con. It is, however, supposed the Federalists will carry 

their Point next Week, or an Adjournment may take place.”’ 

Abraham Bancker to Evert Bancker — oe oe 
| Poughkeepsie, N.Y., 28 June (excerpt)! | 

| ... From Virginia, in all probability in about 4 days, Accots. will be 

_ received of the Convention of that State deciding in it’s favor How 
much a Measure of that kind will influence the proceedings of this 

Convention, I will not undertake to determine, but am of Opinion, it | 

will rather lead to an Adjournment than to an Adoption of the Con- | 
stitution... | | | a | | 

| 1, RC, Bancker Papers, NHi. The letter was docketed as received on 1 July. Abraham 
Bancker (1760-1832) represented Richmond County in the New York Convention, 

where he voted to ratify the Constitution in July. His uncle, Evert (1721-1803), was a 
retired New York City merchant. | | |
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Massachusetts Centinel, 28 June ) 

| [New York,] JUNE 21. | 

| Of VIRGINIA. | | 
The letters from Virginia, dated as late as the 11th are numerous— 

and agree in the following articles:—That the discussion of the Con- — 
stitution was carried on with uncommon spirit:—That Mr. Patrick | 

| Henry, Mr. Mason (who thinks Virginia a match for the whole union, 

oe and capable of supporting its own independence) are the principal speak- 
| ers, opposed to the Constitution:—That their declamations are an- 

swered by Gov. Randolph, Mr. Maddison, Col. Lee, &c. and the Con- 

| stitution most ably and argumentatively defended:—That it is the 
- general opinion, that the Constitution WILL BE RATIFIED:—That | 

this opinion was formed, from the following, among other circum- 
| stances, the laborious and indefatigable exertions of the leaders of the op- 

position—the temper which they discover—and from the hints and whispers 
| for an adjournment:—That a Mr. Jackson,’ a Kentucky delegate, and 

several others, men of influence, in the back counties, who were _ 
| thought to be opposed to the Constitution, had warmly joined the 

| _ federal party:—That twenty majority, is the least spoken of, in favour 
of the Constitution—but that it will be discussed a long time before 

__. the question is taken:—And this is the substance of all the letters we 
| have seen, and we believe may be depended on.? 

| a BOSTON, Saturday, June 28. | 
Late news from VIRGINIA. | 

oe Yesterday Capt. Hendrick, in a Schooner, arrived here, in 9 days 
| from Richmond, Virginia. | 

) | By this vessel we have received the following intelligence, which is 
| seven days later than by mail, | 

Co Extract of a letier, dated York-Town, Virginia, June 17, 1788. oo 
“Our Convention are still sitting—they appear to be very much di- 

) vided.—The grand question, whether they will receive the plan of gov- 
| ernment, or not, is to be put this day, or tomorrow. From the best 
| information I can get, there will not be more than ten majority in its 

favour. You may see how averse our leaders are to sacrifice a little — 
self-interest to the general good. I am persuaded that at least three 
fourths of the people are in favour of the Constitution.” 

| By the above vessel we learn that it was the general sentiment at 
oe Richmond that the Constitution would be ratified by a handsome ma- 

| jority. . 
| _ We also learn that the question was urged to a decision by the federal
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members—and that the persons opposed to the Constitution, with 
much anger and acrimony endeavoured to procrastinate it.3 

Extract of a letter from New-York, June 22. | 
“The last advices from Virginia mention, that the adoption of the 

Constitution there will take place without the smallest doubt, but with 
many dissenting voices. The antifeds acknowledge themselves fairly | 
beaten, and many have turned warm federalists. I fear much from the 
obstinacy of this State, but hope New-Hampshire will come to a de- 

cision early enough to influence it.’’4 | 

1. The Virginia Convention did not have a delegate named Jackson. The reference 
is to Zachariah Johnston. (See John Vaughan to John Langdon, 16 June, note 4, V | 
above.) - 

2. This material under the New York, 21 June, dateline was reprinted in the New 
Hampshire Spy, 1 July; Portland Cumberland Gazetie, 3 July; and Providence United States 
Chronicle, 3 July. | 

3. This material under the Boston, 28 June, dateline was reprinted in whole or in 

part eleven times within a week: N.H. (1), Mass. (6), R.I. (4). 

4. This extract of a New York letter was reprinted in the New Hampshire Spy, 1 July; | 
Salem Mercury, 1 July; and Portland Cumberland Gazette, 3 July. — : 

New York Journal, 30 June | | os | 

Accounts from Richmond of the 20th in letters to different persons, 

) seem to agree in the uncertainty that exists with respect to the majority | 
, in convention, whether on the federal or antifederal side; it was ex- | 

pected, that the final question would be taken on the 25th viz. last | 

Wednesday; if it was then taken we shall have accounts by to-morrow 
evening at farthest. . 

Pennsylvania Packet, 30 June! , | 

Extract of a letter from Richmond, June 23, 10 o’clock, P.M. 
The convention finished the last clause of the constitution this day. 

_ To-morrow or next day the final question will be put. It is expected 
there will be a majority of two or three for its adoption. The next 
mail will bring you something decisive I hope.” __ 

1. Reprinted: Pennsylvania Mercury, 1 July; and New York Daily Advertiser, New York 
Independent Journal, and New York Journal, 2 July. | 

New York American Magazine, June! 

The Convention of Virginia is now sitting, and a favorable decision 
_ of the Great Question of ratifying the Constitution is hourly expected. | 

1. This sentence appears under the dateline ‘New-York, June 30.” |
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_ William Hooper to James Iredell 
| Hillsborough, N.C., 2 July (excerpt)! 

We are kept in a state of anxious ignorance and suspence as to what 
_ may be the final result of the Virginia deliberations upon the New 

Constitution. To day we are flattered with a report of its being em- | 
braced by a large majority, to morrow we may possibly be mortified 
with accounts of its fate being in doubt or that it is utterly rejected. ... | 

1. RC, Charles E. Johnson Collection, North Carolina Division of Archives and His- 

tory. Printed: Griffith J. McRee, Life and Correspondence of James Iredell .. . (2 vols., New 
York, 1857-58), II, 229-30. Hooper (1742-1790), a lawyer, was a member of Congress, 
1774-77, and signed the Declaration of Independence. He supported ratification of the 
Constitution but failed in his attempt to be elected a delegate to the Hillsborough 
Convention of July-August 1788. 

| Vermont Gazette, 7 July! | i | | | 

| In all probability, next week, at farthest, we shall be enabled to 
present our readers with the important news of the ratification of the , 
Federal Constitution, by the state of Virginia; an event many are wish- 

ing for—expecting it will add Majestic Honor to the Federal Cause. 
We are informed that the important State of Virginia have adopted 

| the Federal Constitution. We have not yet received the account by the 
papers but from the directness of our information we have no doubt 
of its authenticity. 

1. These two paragraphs were the first and last of the five items under the Bennington, 
7 July, dateline. |
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| ) | Explanatory Note ene ed 

. _ This cumulative index covers Volumes VIII—X of The Documentary His- | | 
| tory of the Ratification of the Constitution. Because these three Virginia vol- 

| umes are paginated continuously, volume numbers do not appear in this 
| - index. Volume VIII consists of pages i-lviii, 1-558; Volume IX, 559—_ : | 

| 1176; and Volume X, 1177-1794. | | mae 
The names of Virginians in this index are followed by the county of 

7 residence placed in parentheses. Occasionally, two counties are listed for 
those individuals who lived in one county, but represented another in the | | 

oe Virginia Convention. In addition to the place of residence, delegates to | 
oe the Virginia Convention are identified as voting in favor of ratification | 

(Y) or as opposing ratification (N) on the vote that took place on 25 June | 
1788. The two delegates who were absent on that date are indicated by | 

an “A.” Nonresidents of Virginia are identified by either their state or 
country of residence. | aes | | 

To aid the reader, compilations of similar items have been grouped 
| under a common main entry. Such compilations are included below. In 

addition to the grouping under Pseudonyms, pseudonymous items printed : 
in these three volumes are indexed individually. The author’s nameé is — 

_ placed in parentheses after the pseudonym. Some entries in this index. 
: are so unusual that they deserve to be highlighted. The reader should be 2 

particularly aware of these entries which are listed below. 

COMPILATIONS | UNusUAL ENTRIES | | : 

_ Biblical References © Economic Conditions under. the 
Broadsides, Pamphlets, and Books _~ Confederation 

~ Celebrations | Expenses of Government 
_.. Classical Antiquity: | | Foreign Opinion of the U.S. 

| Governments, Ancient and Modern | God | | 

_Newspapers | | Government, Debate over Nature of | | 
Political and Legal Writers and | Great Men and the Constitution , | : 

oe Writings | Happiness | i | 
Petitions | | | History 
Printers and Booksellers | Human Nature : : 

| Pseudonyms | _ Interest Groups | , 
Public Opinion on Constitution Large States vs. Small States 
Ratification, Prospects for — Metaphors | : 
Virginia, Regions of | Party Spirit 
Virginia Towns and Cities Political Conditions under Articles of 

| Confederation 
| : Rich vs. Poor oe 

| | | Union 

| | | Virtue | 

| : 1794 |
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“A.B.,” 199 tions for paper money and tender laws, 
ABERT, JOHN (Berkeley) | 566, 567, 569n : 

—letter to: quoted, 736n ALDEN, RoGER (Conn.): id., 1780n 

ACADEMY OF SCIENCES AND FINE Arts (New  —letter from, 1779-80 | | 

| | Theatre), 1584, 1591, 1615 ‘‘ALEXANDER MCSarcasM,” 459n | 

ACCOMACK County, 907; election of Con- ALEXANDER, Rosert (Campbell-N), 630n 

| vention delegates, 564, 916-17; danger —in Convention, 907; votes in, 1538, 
_ of separation if Va. does not ratify, 889 1541, 1557; payment for, 1565 | 
ACCUSATION, CAUSE AND NATURE OF: pro- ALEXANDRIA, 756, 1674n; public meeting 

posed amendments concerning, 773, in, 3, 23; support for Constitution in, 
1552 25, 49n, 168; and George Mason, 69- 

| Apams, ABIGAIL (Mass.), 35, 38 70, 106, 169; election of Convention a 

ADAMS, JOHN (Mass.): id., 9n; Constitution delegates, 585; smuggling in, 1302, _ 

| sent to, 34; and Dutch loan, 877, 1047n, 1335n; celebrates Va. ratification, 
1138n, 1165-66; as minister to Great 1714-18, 1749 | 

| Britain, 1049n, 1138n, 1175n; as min- ALLAsoN, Davin (Stafford): id., 589n 

| ister for negotiating commercial treaties, —letter to, 589 | | 
1181-82, 1231 ALLASON, WILLIAM (Fauquier): id., 588n : 

oo —letters from: quoted, 1049n; cited, 9, 9n —letter from, 587-88 | 

—letters to, 9-10, 34-35; cited, 9 ALLEN, JOHN (Surry-Y) 
: —Defence of the Constitutions, 5, 9, 138, —in Convention, 908; votes in, 1540, 

1158, 1163, 1173n; criticism of, 476, 1557; payment for, 1565 | 
477n—78n ALLEN, THOMAS (Mercer-N): id., 434n,; 

ADAMS, JOHN QuINcy (Mass.) | — 434-35 
—diary of, 1747 | —letters to: cited, 1580n, 1661 | 

ADAMS, SAMUEL (Mass.): id., 39n; 290, —in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, 
| | -368n, 730 1541, 1557; payment for, 1565. | 

oo —letters from: cited, 39n, 765 ALLEN, WILLIAM (Cumberland), 580n 

| —letters to, 36-39, 765-66; cited, 30n, ALLIN, THomas. See Allen, Thomas 
39n, 59n, 66n, 124 AMBASSADORS, 682; under Confederation, 

ADMIRALTY Law: should be no jury trials — 848, 849, 1107, 1264; and law of na- | 

, in, 1100; and federal judiciary, 1398, HORS nee eee arrest oe evn 
1399-1400, 1404-5, 1445-46, 1449; in under jurisdiction OF Tecera’ juciciary> 

| Virginia, 1436; and law of nations, 1398, 1399, 1403, 1413-14, 1449, 1451 
 -1439n AMBLER, JAQUELIN (Henrico), 1545n. 

- AGRICULTURE, 159-62, 222, 264, 326 AMENDMENTS TO ARTICLES OF CONFEDER- 
1189: in Vir inia, 21 56 89 107 745, ATION, 271, 1082; Impost of 1781, xxxi, 

7 gag gina, 20s 20) Oa WN 19> 403, 408n, 467n, 942n-43n, 980; Im- 
(839, 890, 1656, 1770; under Confed- ° >. ? , 

| post of 1783, xxxii, 162, 264, 361n, 
eration, 159, 934, 950, 1008, 1737; con- 943n, 1165, 1173n-74n; population 

flict with commerce, 162, 240, 835; de- amendment (1 783), XXxiili, 264, 274n, 

| bate over whether it should be ——-876n, 1047n; amendment to give Con- 
encouraged, 170n; Constitution will gress power to regulate commerce 

benefit, 218, 282, 725, 754, 839, 1014— (1785), xxxiii, 698n, 943n, 1175n; need 
15, 1074, 1641; and virtue, 252; im- for, 72, 388, 463, 814, 845, 875, 1167, 

| | portance of, 282, 981; toasted, 1717, 1168; preferable to new Constitution, 

1719, 1735, 1744. See also Farmers 910, 289, 766, 1647-48; unanimity of | 

AuBANy, N.Y., 1711 states needed to obtain, 264, 751, 752, 
7 ALBANY PLAN OF UNION, 1032, 1048n, 947, 991, 1125, 1167; Constitutional | 

1069, 1090n, 1095 Convention was only to propose, 365; : 

ALBEMARLE County, 907; election of Con- not sufficient to remedy defects, 657; 

—- vention delegates, 375n, 564-69; peti- proposed three-fifths clause, 876n; to | 

1795
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give Congress coercive power to collect 1761-68; opposition to, 133, 209, 226, , 
requisitions, 1017, 1047n; Va.’s leading 237-38, 254~-55, 277-78, 286, 289-90, 

role in seeking, 1034. See also Articles 297, 308, 309, 310-13, 315, 483, 509, 

of Confederation; Constitutional Con- 565, 641-47, 718, 719, 727-28, 741, 

vention; Impost of 1781; Impost of 751-52, 817, 994-95, 1259, 1480, | 
1783; Ratification, procedure for 1520, 1523-24, 1525, 1529, 1533-34, 

| AMENDMENTS TO CONSTITUTION, 933, 973, 1538-40, 1573, 1574, 1581, 1587, 

1002, 1621; demanded in Constitutional 1597, 1598, 1614, 1616, 1648, 1652n, 

Convention, xxxviii, 10n-11; proposed 1666-67, 1671, 1677, 1680, 1688, 

by R.H. Lee, 14, 20, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 1707, 1718n, 1718-19; compared to 

36, 38, 59n—61n, 65-66, 107, 124, 487;. proposed amendments to Articles of 
debate over in Confederation Congress, Confederation, 271; doubtful that 

21, 64, 107; need for, 25, 27, 32-33, ‘amendments will be adopted after rati- 

34, 35, 37, 38, 51-52, 61, 64, 80, 86, fication, 272, 1210-11, 1218; Consti- 

| 88, 94, 113, 115, 123, 127, 133, 137, tution should be ratified even if amend- 
156-57, 171, 210, 225, 227, 234, 249, ments are not obtained, 274; used as— . 

~ 251, 252, 286, 308-9, 324, 324n, 342, excuse to oppose Constitution, 289; Va. 

358, 360, 364-66, 383, 418-20, 454, Antifederalists prepared to ratify Con- 

| 473,491, 515, 573, 577, 601, 606, 611- stitution without, 308-9; should be in- 

12, 615-17, 701-2, 703, 741, 745, 765— troduced if less than nine states ratify 

_ 66, 785-86, 796n, 814, 815, 844—45, before Va., 309; proposed by Political 

845, 878-79, 880-81, 883, 898, 899, Club of Danville, Ky., 408-17; Congress 

932, 940, 965-66, 967, 1036-37, 1040, under Constitution should be prohibited 

1042, 1046-47, 1050, 1052, 1056, from adopting, 411; proposed by Soci- 

1056-57, 1070-71, 1072, 1088n, 1162, ety of Western Gentlemen, 472-73, 

1162-63, 1201-2, 1210, 1210-11, 474, 769-70; Federalists support, 491, 

1409, 1466, 1474-81, 1490, 1495, 755; and Washington, 584, 1606; ad- 
| 1496-98, 1504-6, 1507, 1516-17, vocates of support disunion, 703, 731, 

1525-29, 1530, 1582, 1599, 1605-6, 745; adoption of Eleventh Amendment, | 
1608, 1609n, 1616, 1618, 1637, 1644— 732n; proposal that amendments be 

45, 1653, 1655-56, 1658, 1659, 1669- adopted by two-thirds of states, 771, _ 

| 70, 1674, 1678, 1680, 1682-83, 1688, 778; will be obtained under new gov- 

1701, 1711, 1760, 1764n, 1775; — ernment, 788n, 826, 1688-89, 1721, 

method for previous amendments pro- 1737; prior amendments endanger | 
posed, 25, 272-73, 1137n; advocates Union, 933, 973, 1487-88; ability to 

for differ with one other, 27, 238, 253- change government as condition of de- 
54, 444, 489, 584, 590, 726, 745, 892; mocracy, 956; to be forwarded to Con- | 

| Constitution will probably be ratified gress, 1558; proposed method of ob- | 
without, 34; state conventions should taining after limited-term ratification, 
propose, 38, 40n, 146, 271, 272-73, 1641-43 | 

752; should be adopted after establish- | —by states: in Md., 710n, 733n, 764n, 785, 
ment of new government, 95, 113, 130, 1053, 1056, 1089n; in Mass., 437, 453n, . 
134, 137, 150, 153~54, 166-67, 175, 455, 504, 601, 703-4, 705n, 708, 712- 
193, 219-20, 234, 296-97, 299, 345~— 13, 730, 731n, 765-66, 767, 786, 818, : 
53, 353-54, 374, 489, 504, 505, 590, 881, 883, 895, 895—96, 932, 973, 1015, 
612, 689-90, 708, 726, 731, 752, 759— 1036-37, 1056, 1088n, 1091n, 1128, © 
60, 767, 830-31, 841, 880, 892-93, 1530, 1534, 1625; N.Y. cooperates with 
894, 895, 895-96, 898, 899, 900, 933, other states, 635, 788-93, 811-29, 
973, 1015, 1081, 1084, 1085-86, 882n, 1509n, 1547n, 1589n, 1599n; in 
1088n, 1092-93, 1096-97, 1117, 1125, Pa., 6, 401n, 440-41, 785 
1128, 1131-32, 1334, 1354, 1437, —Constitution’s provision for, 32, 1641— . 
1473-74, 1481-88, 1499-1504, 1507; 43; praise of, 15, 48, 56-57, 255, 278, 
and second constitutional convention, 296-97, 328, 356, 374, 444, 577, 688— 
106, 134, 260n, 272-73, 321, 1712, 89, 726, 752, 760, 786, 841, 880, 893,
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945, 990-91, 996, 1002, 1081, 1093, and Congress, 91-92, 268, 403, 458, 
1125, 1202, 1455, 1518, 1523-24, 1140-41; patriotism of, 92; Constitution 

1754; criticism of, 259, 271-72, 324, will destroy benefits or principles of, 
325, 955-58, 960, 1190, 1338, 1472, 145, 156, 459, 508, 639-40, 738, 784, 

, 1480-81 | | | 826, 988, 1655-56, 1659, 1691-93; 
—and Virginia Convention, 1621; has goals of have not yet been achieved, 

power to propose, 40, 89, llin, 113, 159-64; rejection of Constitution would 
115, 123, 226, 368; proposed by, 741, mean it was fought in vain, 175, 1522; 
1050, 1259, 1395, 1396, 1404, 1407, and consequences of changing govern- 
1409, 1428-29, 1479, 1508n, 1509n, ment, 210; intrigues during against 
1513-20, 1533-38, 1542, 1543n, 1546, = Washington, 229, 231n; unity of states 
1547-50, 1551-56, 1556, 1556-57, during not continued thereafter, 263- 
1594n, 1598, 1616, 1617, 1623-28, 64, 1040, 1093, 1487; called glorious, 
1653, 1665, 1668, 1670, 1675-76, 286; Mass. Antifederalists said to want 
1676, 1680-81, 1686, 1688, 1689, reversal of, 289; denial of comparison 
1695, 1695n—96n, 1698, 1699, 1701, with current rebellions, 307; ended 

| 1702, 1707, 1714, 1715, 1719n, 1748, power of British Crown, 311; quartering 
1749, 1756, 1761n, 1779, 1779n, 1783, of soldiers, 311; total dissolution of gov- 
1784, 1788; and Patrick Henry, 787n, ernment resulted, 311; praise of draft- 
899, 1479, 1508n, 1509n, 1513, 1541, ing state constitutions during, 311, 

and George Mason, 811-23, 1428-30, 1498-99; and France, 340, 403, 408n, | 
1508n, 1509n, 1547n, 1599n, 1616, 993, 1019, 1086, 1143-44, 1172n, 

1620; adopts recommendatory amend- 1257n, 1393, 1411n, 1517, 1716, 1722, 
ments, 826, 900, 1550-58; drafted by 1735; and Spain, 340, 930, 993, 1006, 
William Grayson, 1336n, 1386n, 1457n, 1369n; contestants in, 340-41; spirit of 
1510n, 1541; appoints committee to is in danger of being lost, 465-66, 1033, 
prepare, 1514, 1541, 1677, 1686, 1687, 1537; cost in blood and treasure, 472, 
1687n, 1697, 1721; and committee of 1109; freedom of press during, 485; 

opposition on amendments, 1547n, Charles Lee’s court martial, 490n; de- 
| 1599n; Antifederalist draft of structural bate over compared with debate over 

amendments, 1547-40; considering sub- Constitution, 622, 624, 951; distresses 

i 1665, 1670, 1718n, 1718-19, caused by, 933; and Articles of Confed- 

See also Antifederalists; Bill of rights; Civil eration, 934, 946, 9 52-53, 984, 1032- | 
liberties; Convention, second constitu- 33; Patrick Henry i speech on Stamp 
tional , ? | Act, 952, 969n; militia during, 981, 

_ “An AMERICAN” (Tench Coxe), 88n, 633; ! 073 7* 1020n5 proposal fo 8} ve More 
text of, 746-48, 832-43n, 889-94; pub- Ooo se nen eon on: prave of sok 
lication and circulation of, 796-97, di 58, 20, 1141, an; praise Of Sor 
797n, 832-33, 842n, 1595, 1596n iers’ respect for law, 1060; financing 

| _ “An AMERICAN” (Gouverneur Morris), 633, of, 1064, 1120, 1172n—73n, 1370n; em- 
746-48 powers common people, 1104; com- 

‘An AMERICAN CITIZEN’? (Tench Coxe), merce during, 1172n; commandeering 
88n, 148n; circulation of, 5, 7, 52-54, farm produce during, 1190; difficult 
88n, 129, 174, 174n, 241, 242, 833 times pressure Va. to agree to abandon 

AMERICAN REVOLUTION, Xxxi, 492, 1109; right to navigate Mississippi, 1230-31; 
reasons for fighting, 37, 145, 201, 209, Northern States prosper while Southern 
999, 230, 268, 304, 311, 323, 352-53, States suffer, 1316; confiscation of Loy- 

| 375, 387, 461, 472, 507, 508, 728, 739, alist estates in Va. during, 1411n—-12n; 
784, 814, 815, 826, 887, 1046, 1060, some slaves fought for freedom during, 
1064, 1199, 1218, 1299-1300, 1301-3, 1476; during war Md. was not pressured 

1329, 1338, 1339, 1369n, 1424, 1473, into ratifying Articles, 1480; reasons for 

1528, 1600, 1655-56, 1659, 1744; Va. winning, 1521; praise for role of Amer- 

during, 54-55, 348, 441, 954-55, 1060; icans in, 1691-~92
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7 —battles of: Bunker Hill, 747; Concord 1481, 1755; calls Constitutional Con- a 

(Mass.), 747, 748n; Guilford Court- vention, xxxiv—xxxv, 72—73, 842n; Va. 

house, 1090n; Lexington (Mass.), 747; delegates to, lv | 

| Monmouth, 490n, 1715, 1717n; Sara- ANTIFEDERALISTS, 781n; exist in most 
toga, 408n, 692; Sullivan’s Island, 1715, states, 33; meet with R.H. Lee in Phil- . 

ria Yorktown, Oe see os be aceip has Boni: acrused os worming for | 

| —veterans of: pose no danger, 308; brave ritish, , , 179, —37; many oo 

patriots who fought during, 461; roleof —_s think Constitution dangerous, 127; 
| _ supporters of Constitution in, 639-40, strength and composition of, 133, 135, | 

747; patriots of will sit in House of Rep- 1678-79; in judiciary, 134; disagree- | | 
| resentatives, 646; criticism of Va. policy ment among, 135, 225, 238, 253-54, | 

toward, 727—28; criticism of Confeder- - 285, 289, 356, 360, 398, 444, 489, 590, 
ation Congress’ attitude toward, 728- 726, 841, 843n, 892, 1292-94, 1500- 
29, 1075, 1175n, 1285; commutation of _ 1501; criticism of, 136, 140, 152-53, 

: officers’ pensions, 1167, 1175n; toasted, 177, 180, 224, 235~37, 244, 254,257, | 

(1522, 1716, 1722, 1731, 1735, 1744 958 301, 345, 385n, 400, 433, 452, 
See also Declaration of Independence; 479, 480, 492, 499-503, 523, 674, 698, 

Great Britain, relations with United 719-20, 731, 739, 742~—43, 757, 760, | 

States; Treaty of Peace (1783) —-- 994, 1584-85, 1586, 1609, 1663, 1686; 
“AMERICANUS, ” 200-204, 244-48 | accused of being self-interested, 139, 

AMHERST County, 228, 907, 1759; elec- 343-44; accused of being self-interested | 

tion of Convention delegates, 569-70 state officeholders, 143-44, 153, 154-0 
ANARCHY, 1090n—91n; as a sure road to 55, 163, 504, 1582; said to favor disu- 

despotism, 144; Antifederalists said to nion, 153, 181, 227, 235-37, 249, 258, 

encourage, 224; debate over adopting 289, 344, 382, 479, 491, 505, 731, | 

| bad government for fear of, 298; direct 1582; are not stating their true objec- | 
taxation as cause of, 1109; in Great Brit- _ tions to Constitution, 154, 163, 301: ac- | - 

ain, 1534; defense of rights needed to cused of being debtors, 163, 206, 504, 
| Prevent, 1683. See also Political condi- 5 g4n, 1582, 1651; and legislative pro- - 

tions under Articles of Confederation posal for a second constitutional con- | | 
| rr BaRTLOTT (Louisa), 1441-42, vention, 184n—85n, 195-96; praise of, | 

ANDERSON, GEORGE (Cumberland): id., 218, 358, 427, 747-48, 888; urged to 
| 580n , coms compromise on Constitution, 220; re- 

_letter from. 579 action of to Randolph’s letter to Va. 

ANDERSON, MATTHEW (Gloucester), 190 House of Delegates, 261n, 289; see ne- 
_ ANDERSON, NELSON (Louisa): id., 1463n;  C°SSIYY ot cha BS 285; would control 

| 1007, 1442, 1459, 1460, 1461, 1469, second constitutional convention, 289— 

1463n | 90; said to prefer foreigners to Ameri- — 

ANDERSON, RicHARD CLoucH (Cumber- cans, 432-33; challenged to prove as- 
land): id., 580n | } rae ee ee of ere ratification 

on, , n, ; use of as a name, 

Feeece ke (Henrico), 1743 504, 622, 888, 894; threatened with vi- a 
ANDERSON, SAMUEL (Cumberland): id., lence, 505; charge that newspapers of 

580n; defeated for Convention, 579-80, . are being suppressed, 517-20; said to 
917, 943 | : spread rumor that navigation of Missis- : 

ANDREWS, ROBERT (James City-Y): id., sippi will be eine doen seek oe 
516n journment o . Convention, 763, 

—in Convention, 908; elected to, 515; de- 764n, 804; should coordinate efforts to 

scribed as Federalist, 744, 895-96; votes . achieve amendments, 785-86; fear 
in, 1539, 1540, 1557; payment for, power in government even when exer- 

| 1565 cised with consent of people, 928-29; 
_ ANNAPOLIS CONVENTION, 1093; called. by denial that they favor disunion, 1069, 

Va., xxxiv, 20n, 538-39, 842n, 917, 1490 oe |
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| —literature of, 5-7, 143, 147, 208-11, quiesce, 1560-62, 1589n, 1676, 1677, 

| 993, 296, 229, 261n, 302, 345, 362-63, 1681, 1696, 1698, 1699, 1702, 1705, | 

401n, 467n, 474, 634, 694-95, 699n, 1707-8, 1715-16, 1721, 1728, 1737, 

733n, 1570, 1591; criticism of, 193, 1753-54, 1757, 1759; in Fredericks- 

196-97, 197, 202, 212-16, 229-31, burg, 1583; in Richmond, 1584; strategy 

| 935-37, 253, 254, 275n, 277, 285, 310- of in Convention, 1595, 1617, 1620-21, 

13, 313-20, 325, 325-29, 363-67, 1630, 1633, 1637, 1657, 1663-64, 

7 385n, 395, 397, 398, 401-8, 428-30, 1664, 1665, 1671-72, 1672, 1680; meet | 

430, 438-45, 445, 467-68, 483-91, with Eleazer Oswald, 1619, 1619-20, | 

| 499-503, 638, 673-74, 693-95, 695, 1630, 1631, 1633, 1657, 1657n; minor- 

704, 713-19, 739, 760; praise of, 285, ity in Convention dejected, 1631, 1676, , 

989, 322, 344, 383, 385n, 446, 895-96; 1676n 

suppression of, 634, 699-701 _ See also Federalists; Officeholders, state; 

_—by state: in Conn., 289; in Md., 707, 763, Pseudonyms | 

764n; in Mass., 289, 385n, 398, 427, APPELLATE JURISDICTION. See Judiciary, _ 

, 437, 454, 572, 780, 781n, 894-95, USS. | 

1006n; in N.H., 385n, 454; in N.C., APPOINTMENT Power: criticism of Consti- 

360-61, 385n, 1211; in Northern tution’s provisions concerning, 43, 44, 

| States, 159n; in Pa., 50, 50n, 289, 325, 61, 66, 273, 448, 449, 1115; praise of 

385, 401n, 467, 475n, 760, 770n, 795-— Constitution’s provisions concerning, 

: 96, 812, 1054; in R.L, 1211; in S.C, 47, 681-82, 682, 1296, 1772; proposed 

385n; in Southern States, 159n, 474 amendment concerning, 154’7n. See also 

—in New York, 385n, 635, 1211, 1662; Impeachment; Officeholders, U.S.; Pres- 

cooperation between in Va. and N.Y., ident, U.S.; Privy council; Senate, U-S. 

788-93, 811-29, 845-46, 1514-15, APPORTIONMENT: in Confederation Con- 

1547n, 1572, 1589, 1589n, 1630, 1631, gress unreasonable, 267; equality of as 

1633, 1637; in state Convention, 1592, basis of free government, 377-78. See 

1622n, 1630n, 1635, 1636n, 1652, also Representation 

1673n, 1678-79, 1784; favor separate APPROPRIATIONS, 925-26, 1224; praise of 

confederacies, 1679; impact of other Constitution’s provision for military, 47, 

state ratifications on, 1789n 995-96, 306, 311, 370, 438-39, 500, 

—in Virginia, 56, 83-84, 88, 112n, 120- 640, 673, 726, 749-50, 922-23, 924, | 

91, 132, 149, 165, 244, 292, 313, 322, 992-93, 1016, 1073-74, 1136, 1278- 

331n, 354, 359, 382, 384, 398, 424, 82, 1379, 1772; criticism of Constitu- 

| 426n, 430, 433n-34n, 454, 479, 491, tion’s provision for military, 287-88, 

| 504, 521-22, 522, 522n, 576-77, 585, 393, 413, 414, 458, 471, 771, 776, | 

634-35, 635, 636, 711, 731, 736, 745, 1066, 1494, 1602; must be made pur- 

> 755, 763, 764n, 769, 780, 781, 788-93, suant to law, 295, 499, 676, 1098, 1224, 

802, 811-29, 845-46, 895, 898, 1583, 1344, 1349; under Articles of Confed- 

. 1595, 1678-79; criticism of, 143-44, eration, 306, 848-49; to be excluded 

452, 578n, 606, 618n, 698, 736, 756- from veto power of President, 413; and — 

57, 760, 769, 781, 787, 804, 1686; are House of Representatives, 645-46, 673, 

substantial men, 149, 150, 152, 175, 924, 926. See also Money bills; Requisi- 

183, 197, 205, 238, 241, 259, 282, 343- tions; Taxation | 

44, 382, 428n, 456, 457, 478, 585, 597,  AReELL, Davip (Fairfax), 23, 24 

635, 698, 756, 760, 787; in Kentucky, ARISTOCRACY, 1037, 1083-84, 1374; Con- 6 

433n—34n, 603; in Albemarle County, stitution creates danger of, xxxix, 11, 

_ 565; in Southside, 583, 636-37, 694— 32, 34, 37, 44, 45-46, 62, 67n, 75, 130, 

| . 95; cooperation between in Va. and 131, 138, 157, 260n, 287, 318, 364-65, 

N.Y., 788-93, 811-29, 845-46, 1514— 366-67n, 383, 451, 465, 784, 874, 

| 15, 1547n, 1572, 1589, 1589n, 1630, 877n, 1155, 1158, 1169-70, 1217, 

| 1631, 1633, 1637; meeting of Conven- 1305, 1307, 1309, 1373, 1374, 1601, 

| | tion minority after ratification, 1560— 1611, 1627, 1659, 1684, 1701; Feder- 

62; minority in Convention will ac- alists attacked as aristocrats, 28, 1054; .
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criticism of as form of government, 47, of Pa. line, 1006n; taxation needed to | 
590, 1105, 1106, 1771; Constitution will support, 1041, 1119-20, 1143; in AI- 
not. create, 53, 95, 216, 245-47, 356, ‘bany Plan of Union, 1048n; Va. is un- , 
439, 488, 495, 498, 500, 501-2, 676,. able to raise, 1093; praise of Va. con- 

722-23, 893, 1026, 1106, 1163, 1292; stitution provision for, 1197; opposition 

should be represented, 131; does not ex- to requisition in raising under Consti- | 
ist in America, 247, 1104; charge that | tution, 1210, 1222; debate over com- 

John Adams favors, 477n; and free bining with power to tax, 1274-78, 
press, 484-85; proposed amendment to 1282-84, 1293; proposal for colonies to 
prohibit hereditary titles or offices, 773, have instead of militia, 1298n; expense 

| 819; in Switzerland, 966, 994; can serve of, 1492; trained militia as substitute 

useful function in protecting liberty, for, 1604-5 
1062; in Rome, 1112; in The Nether- —proposed amendments concerning, 
lands, 1160; attack on hereditary aris- 1502-3, 1514, 1547n, 1549, 1553, | 

tocracy, 1169; role of in government, 1554; to subordinate military to civilian 
1173n; idea of well born rejected, 1194; control, 774, 821; to restrict length of 
debate over danger of from Congress service in, 823; to restrict mutiny acts to 

setting salaries too low, 1263, 1264; in -— two years, 823 | | 

ancient and modern nations, 1374; and See also American Revolution; Appropria- 
guarantee clause, 1446. See also Democ- tions; Army, standing; Invasion, foreign; | 
racy; Despotism; Government, debate Militia; Navy; President, U.S.; War | 
over nature of; Republican form of gov- power on 
ernment; Senate, U.S. . ARMY, STANDING: danger of under Consti- 

ARMED NEUTRALITY, LEAGUE oF, 1143-44, tution, 45, 65, 89, 138, 250, 287, 354, 
1172n 422-23, 463, 465, 467n, 471, 495, 508- 

Arms, RIGHT TO BEAR, 1531; debate over 9, 859, 883, 957, 1003, 1056, 1269-71, 

Constitution’s failure to protect, 404; 1274-75, 1299-1300, 1304, 1321, 

proposed amendments concerning, 1340, 1494, 1701; denial of danger un- 
773-74, 821, 1553; in Pa., 1298n der Constitution, 47, 311, 338, 369~70, 

ARMSTRONG, JOHN, Sr. (Pa.): id., 385n 405, 406, 498, 512-13, 640, 749, 1014- 
—letter from, 385; quoted, 759; cited, 758 15, 1272, 1301-2, 1484-85; need for, 
—letter to, 758-61; cited, 758-59 98, 180, 980, 1314, 1731; denial of 
Army: Federalists attacked as military men, need for, 178, 441; possibility of under 

28; defense of Constitution’s provisions. Articles of Confederation, 306; in Great 
for, 47, 295-96, 306, 311, 370, 438— Britain, 311, 1299-1300, 1509n; objec- 
39, 500, 640, 673, 726, 749-50, 992- tion to, 463, 471, 1269~71, 1271-72, 
23, 924, 992-93, 1016, 1073-74, 1136, 1278-79, 1700; proposed amendments 
1278-82, 1379, 1772; Congress needs concerning, 774, 821, 823, 1475, 1549, | 
power over, 95n; President as com- 1553, 1554; costs of will increase taxes, 
mander in chief of, 128, 287, 448, 449, 829; members of Constitutional Con- | 
964, 1300, 1376, 1378, 1379, 1605, vention abhorred, 1289; quartering of 
1611, 1772; criticism of Constitution’s troops, 1299-1300, 1301-3; state bills 
provisions for, 145, 287-88, 323, 413, of rights safeguard against, 1301-3, 
414, 458, 471, 771, 776, 1066, 1494, 1335n, 1508n. See also Army; Militia 
1602; and power of Confederation Con- ARTHUR, THomas (Franklin-N) 

7 gress to raise, 263-64, 457, 848, 849; —in Convention, 907; elected to, 588, 
debate over use of to collect requisi- 916-17; votes in, 1538, 1541, 1557; 
tions, 266, 489, 490n—91n, 1018-19, payment for, 1565 
1021-22; danger of, 266, 954; and New- ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION: defects of, | 
burgh Conspiracy, 445n; defense of XXxi-xxxiii, 9, 10n, 38, 51, 71, 102, 175, 
Constitution’s restriction on power of — 201, 219-20, 262-65, 267-68, 271, . 
States to maintain, 677-78; assertion 274n, 293, 300, 305, 321, 322, 325, 

| that young men will be pressed into, 347, 394-95, 481, 577, 611, 650, 656- 
757; need for questioned, 959; mutiny 57, 695, 751, 752, 787, 787n—88n, 805,
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806, 807-8, 835-36, 847-52, 866, 868, 1090n, 1299n; Article VI, 848, 849, _ 
887, 933-34, 936, 938, 943n, 946, 946- 1349, 1369n; Article VII, 849; Article 
47, 948-49, 983-87, 991, 1008, 1017, VIII, 749, 849; Article IX, 39n, 719n, 
1031, 1032-35, 1081, 1108, 1184, 749, 848, 1039, 1369n, 1414, 1439n- 
1249, 1251, 1287, 1339, 1388, 1430, 40n, 1456n—57n, 1493; Article X, 849; 
1480, 1485, 1489, 1504, 1517, 1623, Article XI, 849, 1639, 1640n; Article 
1641, 1736-37, 1756, 1761; debate XII, 849; Article XIII, 264, 849, 991, 
over violation of by Constitutional Con- 1167 

| vention, 20-21, 26, 28-29, 259, 401n; —in metaphors: government hangs by a 
. Constitution viewed as an improvement thread, 727, 730n, 984; state-vessel, 

on, 92; drafting of, 92, 304, 606n; Anti- 1010; shipwrecked vessel, 1016; politi- 
federalists support principles of, 227; cal-vessel, 1061 

ratification of, 267, 408n, 876n, 1047n, See also Amendments to Articles of Con- 
1048n, 1093, 1172n—73n, 1480, 1487, federation; Congress under Articles; 
1503-4, 1508n; amendments to would Economic conditions under the Confed- 
have been sufficient, 289, 1587, 1588, eration; Political conditions under Ar- 
1600; contains no bill of rights, 306; no ticles of Confederation 

limit on power of Congress to raise an Arts: Constitution will encourage, 725, 
- army, 306; representation under une- 799 

qual, 306, 1197; war power, 306, 1255; = Asuron, BurpDET (King George-Y) 

praise of, 387-88, 933-34, 952-53, _in Convention, 594, 908; votes in, 1539, 
1290-91, 1735, 1736; role of in win- 1540, 1557; payment for, 1565 

ning, 403, 952-53, 984, 1600; must be Assemary, RicHT OF: proposed amend- 
| abandoned, 657, 975, 983-87, 1016, ments to guarantee, 65, 821, 1553 

1081, 1082; apportioning expenses Aggessment BILL, 608, 608n | 
among states, 663, 1017, 1021-22,  ajuerron Josxua (N.H.) 
1047n; no provision for fugitive slaves,  __jetter from: cited, 812° 

| 697n; no provision for admission of new __jetter to: cited, 39°71 

states, 709, 710n, 1471, 1580; courts  AyparnperR, BILL oF, 641; praise of Con- 
under, 866; people had no direct role stitution’s prohibition of, 369, 675, 687, 
in, 936; should not be abandoned with- 1348-49. 1359-60, 1363: in Great Brit- 
out considering defects of Constitution, . eo . ys 

: ain, 697n; in Josiah Philips case, 972, 
968; general welfare clause in, 1134-35; 1004n. 1038. 1086-87, 1116, 1127 

makes Union perpetual, 1167; treaty- 1909 199", 1333: ol t 5 m 4 

making provision of, 1183, 1192, 1224, lew and ic repuonan: vi liber T1907. 
. 1232; taxation under, 1186; secrecy in A aw and is repugnant to liberty, 

| Congress under, 1224, 1256n: weak- UGUSTA CouNTy, 907; election of Con- 
BFESS | , , ; tion delegates, 562, 571, 610; un- 

nesses of in foreign affairs, 1225; and des 8 qj , H , ED 1 ? 

navigation of Mississippi, 1236, 1244, B30, in House of Delegates, 
1249, 1250, 1255; officeholding under, 
1266; more likely than Constitution to Aucusta, Ga., 1709 
have a standing army, 1272; publication AusTIN, STEPHEN (Pa.): id., 1677n 
of journals of Congress under, 1290- —letter from, 1676-77; cited, 1544n 
91; and term of office of delegates to AYLETT, Puitip (King. William): id., 1713n 

7 Congress (Article V), 1299n; public faith —letter to, 1713, 
in and payment of U.S. debt, 1356; gov- oe 

ernment under is ended, 1487; aban- BAIL, RIGHT OF: proposed amendments 

~ doned by Constitutional Convention, concerning, 65, 774, 820; protection for 
1496-97 needed, 462, 1330-31, 1552; bill of 

—by article: Article I, 849; Article II, rights not needed to protect, 1351 | 

253n, 263, 264, 821, 849, 849-50, 936, BAalILey, Francis (Pa.): id., 474n; 284n, 

1326, 1329, 1332, 1337n, 1485, 1504; 474, 769-70 | 

| Article III, 849, 1646-47; Article IV, —letters to, 472-73; quoted, 769-70 

| 849, 1646-47; Article V, 849, 850, Barty, JERE (Westmoreland), 621
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BAKER, JERMAN (Chesterfield), 360, 361n, Gazette, xliv, 467n, 468—69; criticizes 

577 : post office policy on newspaper delivery, : 
BALANCED GOVERNMENT: support for, 9, 518, 518n, 519, 520. See also Newspa- 

131, 138; difficult to achieve, 13; Con- y pers, in Virginia, Winchester Virginia — | 

stitution does not create, 138, 1373-74,  —- Gazette | oo 2 | 

1601; in ancient times and in Great Brit- Basserr, BURWELL (New Kent-Y) | 
ain, 1112-13; Constitution embraces, —in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, _ 

1529. See also Checks and balances; Gov- 1540, 1557; payment for, 1565 | | 

ernment, debate over nature of; Sepa- | Bayty, THomas H. (Accomack), 905 . 

ration of powers _ BEALE, Mr., 516 a re | 
BALDWIN, ABRAHAM (Ga.): id., 1784n BECKLEY, JOHN (Henrico): id., 910n; 118. 

—letter from, 1784 | oo | —in Convention: defeated for election to, . 

BaLrour, Mr. (Norfolk Borough), 1713, 562; as secretary of, 897, 907, 909, 

1735 - 1463n; payment for, 1545, 1568 | 

Battimor_, Mp., 1674n, 1770; merchants | BEDFORD County, 907 - 
of send ship Federalist to Washington, BELKNAP, JEREMY (Mass.): id., 1789n 
1570-71, 1660n; celebrates Va. ratifi- —letters to, 1789: quoted, 517n, 1789n 

cation, 1592, 1593n, 1718-19 BELL, Davip (Buckingham-N): id., 576 | 

BANCKER, ABRAHAM (N.Y.): id., 1790n —in Convention, 576, 907; votes in, 1538, | 
—letter from, 1790 . 1541, 1557; payment for, 1565 
BANCKER, Evert (N.Y.): id., 1790n BELLI, JOHN (Mercer), 408n: | oo | 
—letter to, 1790 : BENNINGTON, VrT., 1709 | | | 
BANISTER, JOHN, JR. (Dinwiddie): id., 22n | BERKELEY County, 572, 907, 1613n; pub- 

—letter from, 21—22 . lic meeting in, 3, 22; election of Con- 

BANISTER, JOHN, SR. (Dinwiddie): id., 9’7n; vention delegates, 244, 516, 562, 571-— 
xxiv, 96 | a | 73, 1613, 1613n | | 

BAnkKRuPTCY, 613, 672—73. See also Debts, | BERTIER AND Co. (Pa.) . a 
private | | - —letter to: quoted, 216n | 

BANKS, RICHARD, JR. (Essex), 580 BiBB, JOHN (Louisa), 1442, 1443 . 

Baptists, 654n; oppose Constitution, 424, BrpLicaL REFERENCES, 244, 448; Aaron’s . 
426n, 566-69, 569n, 596n, 599, 604n, rod, 683; Aaron’s serpent, 73, 177; 

1605; oppose Patrick Henry, 436. See | Adam and Eve, 1686, 1736; Beersheba, | 
also Clergy; Religion; Religion, freedom 969n; Canaan, 451n; cherub, 1728; | 

of | - - Dan, 969n; Daniel, 151n; Decalogue, 

_ Barsour, THomas (Orange): id., 249n;  —- 1638; Devil, 320, 472, 565; Esau, 1180; 

241; said to oppose Constitution, 249, Galatians (circumcision), 134, 135n; | 

424, 598, 599, 600, 601; as candidate Genesis, 448, 1607; Ham, 448, 451n; , 
for Convention, 420, 424, 479, 599, . Hell, 299-300, 301, 472, 1686; Israel, | 
600, 601, 602, 604, 604n; and Baptists, 969n; Jacob, 1180; Job, 1227n, 1529; 
424, 599; said to favor disunion, 479, Joshua, 1522; Judah, 969n; 1 Kings, | 
578n . ~ 959, 969n; Lucifer, 1082, 1659, 1660n; | 

letters to: cited, 424, 427n Moses, 61; Nebuchadnezzar, 151; Noah, . 
BARCLAY, THOMAS (Pa.), 1584 448, 451n; Proverbs, 229; Samson’s 
BARLOw, JOEL (Conn.): id., 796n, 1591n; heifer, 425; 2 Samuel, 450; Satan, 299— 

796, 1590 300, 509; Solomon, 969n, 1170. See also 
| BARNET, MOoLty (Westmoreland), 618 God; Religion | | | 

BARNETT, ALEXANDER (Russell) BICAMERALISM: support for, 10n, 417n, 
—letter from: cited, 564n 476, 868, 1626-28; of Congress praised, 
BARNETT, THOMAS (Louisa), 1442 - 294; opposition to, 379-80, 411, 425, 
BARRELL, JOSEPH (Mass.) 446-47. See also Checks and balances; © 
—letter to: cited, 1723n | Unicameralism | 
BARRETT, CHARLES (Louisa), 1460-61 BILL OF ATTAINDER. See Attainder, bill of 

: - Bartois, Matruias (Frederick): id., 467n; BitL or Ricuts: debate over in Constitu- | | 
903; as publisher of Winchester Virginia tional Convention, xxxviii-xxxix, 10n,_
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20, 40n, 767; need for, 10n, 28n, 37, 1388-89, 1392, 1393-94, 1411n, 1423, 
62, 128, 418-20, 462, 1046-47, 1683- 1440n | 

84, 1701; proposed by R.H. Lee, 21,27, Biatne, EpHraim (Pa.), 758 , | 
65; criticism of Constitution’s lack of, | BLarr, ARCHIBALD (Henrico), 790n 

34, 43, 45, 65, 106, 130, 131, 139,150- = Biarr, Joun (York-Y): id., 626n; xxiv, 31, 

51, 220, 227, 233-34, 234n-35n 250- 32n, 55, 230, 584; in Constitutional 

~ 451, 353-54, 393-94, 425, 462, 738, Convention, XXXV, XXXVi, XXxix, 12n, 

782, 796n, 802, 859, 878-79, 1111-12, 14n, 78n, 108n, 542, 695-96; supports 

1213, 1300-1301, 1328, 1328-32, Constitution, 165, 226, 515 - 

| | 1332, 1340, 1345-47, 1394, 1494, ~—in Convention, 908, 909, 1541, 1684; - 

| 1602, 1638; defense of Constitution’s elected to, 561, 579, 622-26; votes in, 

lack of, 212-13, 232, 306, 310-13, 577n, 1540; as Federalist in, 711, 744, 

| 334-35, 352-53, 404-7, 438, 509-15, 758, 767, 895, 1588, 1684, 1704; pay- 

656n, 658-61, 714-15, 723-24, 738, ment for, 1565 | 

739, 1080-81, 1085, 1135-36, 1136, BLAND, James (Westmoreland): id., 621n - 

1196, 1197, 1223-24, 1327-28, 1332- W—letter to, 618 © 

. 34, 1350-52, 1485, 1502; lack of under BLAND, THEODORICK (Prince George-N): 

Articles of Confederation, 305, 306; _ id., 89n, 1618n; 630n, 1180-81; said to 

| state protections become national under oppose Constitution, 88, 227; and call- - 
guarantee clause, 306; in state consti- ing a state convention in House of Del- 

| tutions, 340n, 715, 1085, 1212, 1213; egates, 110n, 114, 123, 133 | 

Jefferson proposes that four states not. —letters from, 1617-18; quoted, 1180-81 
ratify until a bill.of rights is adopted, —letter to: cited, 1617 | 
353-54, 1088n, 1210; proposed by Po- ~—in Convention, 908, 909, 1538, 1541, 

litical Club of Danville, Ky., 410, 411; 1677; as Antifederalist in, 744; sub- 
proposed by Society of Western Gentle- scribes to Debates of, 904; votes in, 1539, 

| men, 474, 771, 772-74, 779; definition 1541, 1557; payment for, 1565 
of, 658, 1334; proposed by Va. Con- BLEDSOE, AARON (Orange): id., 426n; 424, 
vention, 817, 819-21, 899, 900, 1479, 42’7n, 600, 654n 7 : : 

1508n, 1509n, 1513, 1514-15, 1533,  BLENHEIM, BATTLE oF, 1058-59, 1089n 

1551-53, 1665, 1680-81, 1719n; Va. Butck, BENJAMIN (Brunswick), 970 - 
: charter invests Virginians with rights of | BLOUNT, JOHN Gray (N.C.): id., 609n 

: Englishmen, 1350; argument that in- —letters to, 608-9, 1572; cited, 1752n 
complete listing of rights implies that BLUNT, BENjAMIN (Southampton-Y) : 
others are relinquished, 1479, 1507, —in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, 

1624-25; N.Y. will annex to its ratifi- 1540, 1557; payment for, 1565 
cation, 1691; proposed by N.Y. Conven- Booker, EpmMuND (Amelia-N) ae 

tion, 1711; and calling a second con- —in Convention, 907; votes in, 1538, 

vention in Va., 1762n. See also 1540; payment for, 1565 : 

| Amendments to Constitution; Civil lib- BooTru, WILLIAM (Westmoreland), 706n 

erties; Convention, second constitu- BooTH, WILLIAM AYLETT (Westmoreland), 

tional; Great Britain, acts and charters 706n | 

| of; Virginia Declaration of Rights BOROUGH TAVERN (Norfolk), 1734 
co BILLs OF Crepit, 849, 860. See also Paper BORROWING PowErR. See Money . 

| money Boston, Mass., 291n, 1157, 1747; cele- 

BINGHAM, WILLIAM (Pa.): id., 1614n ~~ brates Mass. ratification, 6, 1592, 
—letters from, 1613-14; quoted, 1671n; 1593n; celebrates Va. ratification, 

: cited, 1695 oe 1746-50; news of Va. ratification | | 

| —letters to, 1670-71, 1695-96; quoted, reaches, 1747, 1748-49, 1759n | 

— 1671n; cited, 1670, 1686n | BorTEetourT County, 383, 573, 907; elec- 
BLACKSTONE, WILLIAM (Great Britain), 62, tion of Convention delegates, 321, 360, 

| 63, 171, 320, 366, 367n, 403, 408n, 361n, 383, 384n, 573-74, 617n, 781 
499, 499, 493, 643, 647n, 690-91, 714, BouNpbaries: and interstate conflict, 979- 
800, 1337n, 1370n, 1382, 1387n, 80; in Treaty of Peace, 1253, 1258n
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Bourson County, 907 Citizen of New-York’ (John Jay), An Ad- 
Bowpo!n, James (Mass.), 87n, 238 dress to the People of the State of New- , 

BoweN, RIcHARD (Frederick), xliv, 467n York, 633, 803, 804n, 1586, 1662, 

BOWLING GREEN, Va., 134n | 1663n; “A Citizen of .North Carolina’’ | 

BOwMaAN’s STATION, Ky., 1695n (James Iredell), 1710; Decius (John | 

BRADFORD, FIELDING (Fayette), xliv _ Nicholas, Jr.), Decius’s Letters. on the | 

BRADFORD, JOHN (Fayette), xliv Opposition to the New Gonstitution in | 

BRADLEY, PHILIP BurR (Conn.): id., 1781n Virginia, 1562n, 1758n; A Defence of 
—letter to, 1781 , the Constitutions (John Adams), 5, 9, 

BRAXTON, CarRTER (King William), 516 138, 476, 477n—78n, 1158, 1163, | 

BRECKINRIDGE, JAMES (Botetourt): id., 1173n; Dissent of the Minority of the | 
136n, 172n; 564, 1651 Pa. Convention (Samuel Bryan), 6, 344, 

—letters from, 136-37, 171-72, 1620-21; 401n, 1508n; ‘‘Federal Farmer,” Let- : 

quoted, 569n; cited, 320, 329, 1661, ters, 827n, 1591, 1591n; ‘‘Federal 

1663n Farmer,’’ Additional Letters, 814, 817, | 
—letters to, 170-71, 320-21, 329-31, 826n-—27n; The Federalist (Alexander 

1661-63, 1676n; quoted, 243n, 795n; Hamilton, John Jay, and James Madi- 
7 cited, 320 ' son), 181-83, 280, 633, 652—55, 828n, 

BRECKINRIDGE, JOHN (Albemarle): id., 90n, 1570, 1591n; Benjamin Franklin, Polit- 

136n; 564-65 ical, Miscellaneous, and Philosophical 

—letters from, 320-21; cited, 320 . Pieces, 1048n; R.H. Lee to Gov. Ran- | 

—letters to, 89-90, 136-37, 171~72, 564— dolph (16 Oct.), 4, 60n, 314, 486; Lu-| 

| 65, 569-70, 609-10, 610, 1620-21, ‘ther Martin, Genuine Information, 713, 

1651-52, 1696; quoted, xxviii, 569n, 1570; Md. Convention amendments, 
571n;- cited, 320 | 1089n; George Mason’s Objections, 4, 

BRECKINRIDGE, ROBERT (Jefferson-Y) 41n-42n; Mass. Convention. Debates, 

—in Convention, 908, 1651; subscribes to 428n, 633; James Monroe, Some Ob- 

Debates of, 904; votes in, 1539, 1540; servations on the Constitution, 634, 
payment for, 1565 823, 844-77, 1705-6; ‘‘A Native of Vir- 

BREHAN, MADAME DE (France): id., 878n; ginia,’’ Observations upon the Proposed 

877 Plan of Federal Government, 42n, 60n, 

-Brisery, 465, 767-68, 773. See also Cor- 633, 655-98; Norfolk handbill for 
ruption; Foreign affairs; President, U.S. Fourth of July celebration, 1739n; ‘‘An 

Briccs, JOHN Howe Lu (Sussex-N): id., Officer of the Late Continental Army,” 

195n; 189 | | 303n; Address of the Seceding Members a 
| —letters from, 194-95, 261-62; cited, of the Pa. Assembly, 6; Debates in the 

260n Pa. Convention (Thomas Lloyd), 6, 633, 

—letter to, 229 904; “‘A Plebeian’”’ (Melancton Smith?), 

—in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, An Address to the People of the State 

| 1541, 1557; payment for, 1565 of New-York, 804n; Society of Western 

~ British ConstiruTion. See Great Britain Gentlemen, Revised Constitution, 474; 

BROADSIDES, PAMPHLETS, AND Books, xliv— David Ramsay’s Oration, 1710; Edmund 
| xlv, 143; “An American Citizen” (Tench = Randolph to Va. House of Delegates (10 

Coxe), 53; ‘‘Aristides’’ (Alexander Con- — Oct.), 4, 195n, 229, 229n, 260-75, 

tee Hanson), Remarks on the Proposed 276n, 344; The Ratifications of the New 

Plan of a Federal Government, 5—6, Foederal Constitution, Together With 
521n, 633, 712, 736, 736n; ‘“‘A Citizen the Amendments, Proposed by the Sev- 

and Soldier,” 1710; ‘“‘A Citizen of Amer- eral States, 1710; S.C. Ratification, 

_ ica” (john O’Connor), Political Opin- 1631, 1632n; “A True Friend,”’ 216-21 

ions, Particularly respecting the Seat of | —printings of Constitution, 4; Committee 
Federal Empire, 1740n; ‘A Citizen of of Style report, 40n; Dixon version (or- 

_ America’”’ (Noah Webster), An Exami- © dered by Va. legislature), 4, 18-19, 57n~ 

nation into the Leading Principles of the 59n, 143; Davis version, 18, 19; Dunlap 

Federal Constitution, 5, 137, 138n; ‘“‘A and Claypoole version, 12n, 17, 1775n;
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M’Lean version (privately done in Nor- —letters to, 221-23, 361-62, 385-87, 
folk), 18, 85n; M’Lean version (ordered 711-12, 884-85; quoted, 845, 1258n, 

by Confederation Congress), 57n, 58, 1668n; cited, 243, 329, 705n, 793, 

59n, 78, 97, 108n, 109; Richards ver- 1661, 1663n 

sion, 18, 410n, 417n : Brown, WILLIAM (Fairfax), 23, 24 

| —anthologies: Davis 24-page pamphlet, Browne, Jesse (Mecklenburg), 192 
. 401n; Dixon pamphlet, 181; N.Y. Anti- BRUNSwIck COUNTY, 907; election of Con- 

federalist pamphlet, 261n, 275n; Rich- vention delegates, 562, 574-76, 910, 

7 mond pamphlets, 148, 241-43, 456n, 970-71 | 
| 503n, 1609n; Various Extracts on the “Brutus” (Tobias Lear), 4, 174-75; au- 

Federal Government, Proposed by the thorship of, 197; criticism of, 209-11; 
Convention Held at Philadelphia, 41n— text of, 212-16, 798-803; response of 

| 42n, 54, 60n, 199, 241-42 to ‘‘Cassius,’’ 634 

—Virginia legislature: resolutions calling BRyAn, GEORGE (Pa.), 634, 770n 

os Convention, 111n; act for Convention BUCHANAN, ANDREW (Stafford-N): id., 

delegates, 185n, 191-92, 193n; actions © 480n 
on calling a second constitutional con- —in Convention, 908; elected to, 478-80, 

vention, 1768n 613, 614n; votes in, 1539, 1541, 1557; 

—Virginia Convention debates and pro- payment for, 1565 - 
ceedings: Journal of the Convention of Vir- | BUCKINGHAM County, 562, 576, 907 
ginia, 901; Debates and Other Proceedings Burorb, Mr., 741 

of the Convention of Virginia, 902-6; BULLITT, CUTHBERT (Prince William-N): 

four-page broadside, 1515, 1558n—59n, id., 310n; xxiv, 186, 309, 577 
1569, 1758n; three-page broadside, —in Convention, 608-9, 908, 909; elected 

1543n, 1569, 1697 to, 479; votes in, 1539, 1541, 1557; pay- 

—Virginia ratification: Baltimore handbill, ment for, 1565 | 

1718n, 1719; New York City broadside, | BuLLock, RIcE (Jefferson-Y) 
1719n, 1723n; Poughkeepsie, N.Y., —in Convention, 908, 1651; votes in, 

broadside, 1719n, 1723n 1539, 1540, 1557; payment for, 1565 

See also Political and legal writers and writ- BUNKER HILL, BATTLE oF, 747 | 

ings; Pseudonyms BuRNLEY, Harbin (Orange): id., 249n, 

BROADWATER, CHARLES (Fairfax): id., 605n, 1670n; 599, 709, 710n; said to 

| 586n; 24, 584 oppose Constitution, 249, 598, 599 

BROCKENBROUGH, NEWMAN (Essex): id., —letters from: quoted, 241, 242 | 

581; 580 BURNLEY, ZACHARIAH (Orange): id., 605n; 

BROOKE, HUMPHREY (Fauquier-Y): id., 600, 706 : 

588n; 118 Burns, Mrs. (Augusta), 1745n 

~ —in Convention, 907; elected to, 561, BuRwex, Mr. (Gloucester), 591 

587-88; votes in, 1539, 1540, 1556; Burwe.t, NATHANIEL (James City-Y): id., 

payment for, 1564, 1565 516n; 896 

- Brown, JOHN (Mercer): id., 223n, 525; —in Convention, 908; elected to, 515; 

943n—44n, 302, 361, 408n, 436n, 738, votes in, 1539, 1540, 1557; payment for, 

758, 1049n; elected to Congress, 122, 1565 | 

124, 206, 362n; as delegate to Congress, Burier, RICHARD (Pa.) 
934, 235n, 330n, 361, 361n, 1580n, —letter to: cited, 522n 

. 1663n; influence of on Ky. delegates in 
Va. Convention, 704, 705n, 709, 732, ‘“C.D.,’’ 259 

764, 810, 1787; supports Constitution, CABELL, JosEpH (Buckingham): id., 576; 

| 810, 884 569n, 576 

—letters from, 243-44, 329-31, 793-95, CABELL, SAMUEL JORDAN (Amherst-N): id., 

1579-80, 1661-63, 1667-68, 1677-78; 91n, 570n; said to oppose Constitution, : 

quoted, 243n, 795n, 1258n, 1673n—- 90-91, 108, 234 | | 

74n; cited, 221, 710n, 884-85, 885, —in Convention, 569—70, 907; votes in, 

1559n, 1580n, 1661, 1787 1538, 1540, 1557; at meeting of Anti-
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| federalist delegates, 1562n, 1562; pay- Caprrures, 672~73; under Confederation, | 
ment for, 1565 | | 848, 1416-17, 1439n 

| CABELL, WILLIAM, JR. (Amherst), xxiv, 234 Carey, MATHEW (Pa.): id., 1784n ee 
CaBELL, WiLiiaM, Sr. (Amherst-N): id., —letter to, 1784 | es : 

68n, 91n, 570n; 133, 172n; said to op- CARMICHAEL, WILLIAM (Md.): id., 241n 

pose Constitution, 67, 90-91, 108, 234 —letter from: quoted, 842n-43n 
—diary of, 570 ee | —letter to, 241; quoted, 1088n — } | 

_ -in Convention, 569-70, 744, 907, 909; CaroLine County, 907; election of Con- 
votes in, 1538, 1540, 1557; payment for, vention delegates, 381, 381n, 479, 576—. _ | 
1546n, 1565; at meeting of Antifeder- - 77, 1776 | | 
alist delegates, 1562n, 1562 Carr, Mrs., 741 a | 

-CasineT, 866. See also Executive depart- CARRINGTON, Epwarp (Powhatan): id., | | 
7 ments; Privy council . . 14n, 492n, 525, 586n; 122, 181, 456n, 

CADWALADER, LAMBERT (N.J.): id., 56n;  —- 733, 746n, 762, 885; in Confederation 
1227n—28n | Congress, 21, 122, 124, 234, 235n, 

—letters from, 581; quoted, 24n-25n 330n, 1183, 1256n, 1580n; efforts of in 
—letters to, 56; quoted, 844 Convention. election, 606, 697n—98n; 
CALLIS, WILLIAM OVERTON (Louisa-Y) candidate for Convention, 607, 607n, | 
—in Convention, 908; elected to, 594; 764; possible author of ‘‘A Native of Vir- 

votes in, 1539, 1540, 1557; payment for, ginia,’’ 656n; incorrectly described as 
1565 | Convention delegate, 762; sent copy of | 

_ CAMPBELL, ARTHUR (Washington): id., Monroe’s objections to Constitution, | a 
| | 143n, 474n, 1640n; 143 846; opposes calling a second constitu- - 
| —letters from, 284n, 472-73, 473-75; tional convention, 1763n | 

- quoted, 769-70, 779n | —letters from, 14-15, 93-96, 149, 308- : 
CAMPBELL, JOHN (York): id., 1632n | | 10, 359-61, 491-92, 577-78, 583, 606, 
—letter from, 1632 - , 606-7, 706-7, 754-56, 757-58, 795- | 

~ Canats, 837, 1179 96, 1590-91, 1635; quoted, 20, 95n, 
Cape CHARLES, VA., 1315, 1336n | 605n, 607n, 697n—98n, 795n, 796n, | 
Care Henry, Va., 419 : — 1630n, 1673n—74n, 1763n; cited, 95n, 

| Capita, U.S., 691-92, 1084, 1196; criti- 149, 149n, 283n, 302, 359, 361n, 607n, | 
cism of concept of a federal city, 413, 758, 795, 796n, 846, 1049n, 1138n,. 
414, 1570-71; debate over whether ex- 1175n, 1590, 1700, 1700n | : 

| clusive legislation over is a danger, 674— —letters to: quoted, 95n, 253n, 758n, | 
75, 818, 991-92, 1024, 1191, 1307, 1088n; cited, 93, 95n, 309, 359, 491, 

| 1316-22, 1323, 1324, 1325, 1326, 492n, 706, 754, 757, 758n, 796n, | | 
1340, 1435, 1486; Congress must obtain 1630n, 1635_ . | 
permission of state where located, 695—  CarRRINGTON, GEORGE (Halifax-N). | 

_ 96; Pa. as possible site for, 696n, 1750; —in Convention, 907; votes in, 1539, 
limit on size of, 771, 776; criticism of 1541, 1557; payment for, 1565 : | 
Constitution’s provisions for, 782, 782~ CARRINGTON, Mayo (Cumberland): id., | 
83, 957, 961, 1038, 1043, 1056-57, 580n; 562, 579 : 
1407, 1471; desire to locate in South, CARRINGTON, PAUL (Charlotte-Y): id., 91n, 
1192; senators will live there perma- 707n, 910n; 762; said to support Con- _ 

: nently, 1292; and Constitutional Con- ___ stitution, 91, 108, 577n, 761; position 
vention, 1336n; Confederation Con- of on Constitution uncertain, 948-49, 

_ gress considers, 1337n; proposed 628, 630n, 706, 1651 | 
amendments concerning, 1486, 1547n, —in Convention, 907, 909, 910, 1541, 

~ 1549, 1554-55; Constitution should fix 1546n; elected to, 561; votes in, 1539, — 
site, 1498; danger of foreign bribery and  —1540, 1557; payment for, 1565 | 

_ subversion in, 1505; debate over loca- CARROLL, CHARLES OF CARROLLTON (Md.): 
- tion of, 1711, 1760; Va. should offer site id., 147n; 146, 199, 741, 742n 

for, 1729 , | —letter from, 1780-81 | |
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. CARROLL, DANIEL (Md.), 68n, 126n, 199, 1570, 1592, 1593n; New York City, 

741, 742n 1675, 1711, 1723n, 1725-26, 1726n- : 

—letters from: quoted, 46n, 68n, 199, — 27n, 1748-49; Portsmouth (N.H.), 

733n, 1708n; cited, 199, 733n, 1089n 1570-71; Richmond, 475 | 

| —letters to: cited, 705n, 732 —Fourth of July: Boston, 1747; Great 

CARROLL, JaMEs (Md.), 741, 742n Bridge (Va.), 1736; Hampton, 1736; 

CARROLL, JOHN (Md.), 199 Kempsville (Va.), 1736; Lexington (Ky.), 

: CARROLL, Nicno.as (Md.), 741, 742n - 1729n, 1730-32; Martinsburgh (Va.), 

CARTER, CHARLES (Stafford): id., 276n, 1732; Norfolk Borough, 1732-40; Phil- 

| 614n; Washington’s letter to published, adelphia, 1680, 1711; Portsmouth (Va.), 

2976-81; as candidate for Convention, 1740-43; Richmond, 1743; Sheperds- | 

| 479, 601, 613 | town (Va.), 1732; Staunton, 1744—45; in 

—letters from: quoted, 277n; cited, 278, Virginia, 1709, 1729-46; Winchester, 

- 279 1745-46 | | 

| —letters to, 278, 278-79, 279; quoted, —of Virginia ratification: Alexandria, 

| 277n; cited, 237, 276n, 374 1714-18, 1749; Baltimore, 1718-19; 

| CARTER, LEMUEL (Norfolk Borough), 1735 Boston, 1746-50; New York City, | 

CaRTER, RALPH WoORMELEY (Richmond 1723n, 1725-26, 1748-49; Norfolk | 

County), 562 Borough, 1713-14; Philadelphia, 1667, 

CARTER, RoBERT (Westmoreland): id., 1723n, 1723-24, 1726n—27n; Pough- 

— 144n, 618n; 617-21 | keepsie (N.Y.), 1723n, 1726; will not be 

—letters from, 618, 619, 620-21 held in Richmond, 1697-98, 1698, 

—letter to, 143-44 — 1700, 1705, 1713, 1713n; will take place 

Carter, THomasS (Russell-N) in Richmond, 1698, 1700; in Virginia, | 

—in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, 1709, 1750; Wilmington (N.C.), 1751, 

| 1541, 1557; payment for, 1565 1752n; Winchester, 1720-23 

Cartoons (pillars), 1747, 1748, 1750,  Crnsus, 822, 921, 1343. See also Popula- 

1752 tion - | | 

Cary, RICHARD, JR. (Warwick-N): id., CHARLESTON, S.C., 1260, 1297n, 1709; 

617n; 577n celebrates S.C. ratification, 1570, 1592, 

—in Convention, 908, 1444; elected to, 1593n . 

516-17; votes in, 1539, 1541, 1557; CHasE, SAMUEL (Md.), 147, 150, 741, 742n 

payment for, 1565 CHASTELLUX, MARQUIS DE (France): letter . 

Cary, WILSON Mixes (Warwick): id., 617n; to, cited, 768n | 

562, 615, 615-16 CHECKS AND BALANCES, 477n, 886; need 

“Cassius,” 60n, 381, 633, 634, 942n; text for, 154, 356, 378, 411, 417n, 514; 

| , of, 641-47, 713-19, 749-53; responses harmful effects from, 154, 380; defense 

to, 798-803, 1639 of in Constitution, 294, 727, 739, 1132, 

CASTRIES, CHARLES EUGENE GABRIEL DE LA 1311, 1313; criticism of Constitution’s 

Crorx, MARECHAL DE (France): id., 85n; lack of, 393, 874, 959, 1061-63, 1064, 

240n — 1070, 1098, 1113, 1124, 1169, 1305, 

—letters to, 83-85; cited, 85n, 239 - 1306, 1308-9, 1374, 1390. See also Bal- 

CASWELL, RicHARD (N.C.), 59n anced government; Bicameralism; Divi- 

_ CATHERINE THE GREAT (Russia), 679, 697n, sion of powers; Separation of powers | 

| 1188, 1386n, 1605, 1607n, 1655 CHEROKEES, 1458n. See also Indians 

“Cato Uricensis” (George Mason?), 5, 70-— CHESAPEAKE Bay, xxxiii, 977, 1255. See also 

76, 79 : | Mount Vernon Conference 

CATo’s LETTERS, 801, 803n CHESTER, Pa., 59n | | 

| CAUSE AND NATURE OF ACCUSATION: pro- CHESTERFIELD COUNTY, 606, 607n, 907; 

posed amendments concerning, 773, election of Convention delegates, 360, 

1552 | 361n, 577—78; opposition to Constitu- 

| CELEBRATIONS, 1660, 1660n; Baltimore, tion in, 521, 697n | | 

| 1592, 1593n, 1718-19; Boston, 6, CHICHESTER, RicHARD (Fairfax): id., 586n; 

| 1592, 1593n, 1746-50; Charleston, 583-84
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CINCINNATI, SOCIETY OF THE (Conn.), 1482-83, 1501-2, 1512-13, 1537-38, 
1746n | | 1542, 1546 | | 

Cities, 252. See also Entries for individual _—in metaphor: a plant of rapid growth, | 
cities | _ 452; fair goddess, 466; heaven-born dar- 

CITIZENSHIP, 1391 ling, 508 : , 
Civit Law, 403, 1331, 1415, 1425 —endangered by, 366, 422-23, 497, 517-— 
Civi_ LIBERTIES: Constitution endangers, 20; majority tyranny over minority, 103- —- 

— 10n, 28n, 30, 32, 32-33, 37-38, 41n, 4; weakness under Confederation, 148, 
44, 45, 51, 62-63, 89, 124, 131, 139, 1033, 1641; government, 217, 288; bills 
143, 144-45, 156-57, 183n, 210, 212— of rights, 232, 739, 1085; ex post facto 
13, 260n, 323, 324n, 383, 389-91, 418, laws, 338, 493, 494; standing army, 

423, 425, 446-52, 459, 460, 462, 465, 422-23, 859; gradual encroachment, 
467, 469-72, 507, 507-8, 573, 616, 497; suppression of newspaper circula- 
639, 701-2, 735-36, 738, 766, 773, tion, 517-20; rejection of Constitution, 
785, 814, 815, 816, 817, 820, 875, 879, 567, 841, 890-91; tyranny of rulers, i 
880, 881, 883, 885-89, 930, 937, 940, 954; licentiousness, 973, 1193; oppres- 
951, 951-68, 1003, 1035, 1042, 1044, sion of minorities, 990; domestic insur- 
1046, 1055, 1066-67, 1069, 1072, rections, 992; factions, 992; small re- 
1088n, 1109, 1111, 1113, 1127, 1157—- publics, 1010; by requisition system, _ 
58, 1162, 1169, 1211,. 1219, 1276-77, 1018, 1019, 1021; weak government, 
1301, 1309, 1311, 1326, 1328, 1345- 1283 . 

| 47, 1367-68, 1384, 1390, 1394, 1465, —protected by, 37; constitutional negative 
1466, 1471, 1474-81, 1489, 1490, on state laws, 102; consolidated union, 
1490-91, 1494, 1495, 1505-6, 1507, 102, 298; large republics, 104; bills of | 
1526, 1528-29, 1536, 1537, 1551, rights, 128, 150-51, 212, 220, 233-34, 
1617, 1624, 1641, 1647, 1655-56, 250-51, 418~-20; elections, 148, 512— 
1659, 1683~84, 1688, 1691-93, 1698, 13, 923-24, 942n; relationship between 
1713, 1762n, 1764, 1766; Constitution taxation and representation, 248; edu- 
does not endanger, 10n, 55, 92, 164, cation of common people, 252, 1195; 
178, 215-16, 307, 308, 311, 335, 373, state constitutions, 306, 311; method of 
400, 404-7, 499, 509-15, 518, 599- ratification, 328; government, 339, 377, 
600, 643-44, 664, 673-74, 674-75, 876, 945, 951-52, 967, 1196, 1479: Ar- 
693, 747, 829-32, 973, 989-90, 1003, ticles of Confederation, 388, 393; lim- 
1012, 1012-14, 1080, 1115-16, 1124- iting government, 393, 1350; state ju- 
25, 1127, 1128, 1149-50, 1176, 1194, diciaries, 442; freedom of press, 468, 
1289, 1293, 1294, 1350-53, 1385, 699-700; separation of powers, 611, 
1456, 1531, 1738, 1750, 1761; Ameri- 799-800, 986, 1070, 1097, 1295; state 

| can Revolution fought for, 208-11, 323, governments, 739-40; representative | 
375, 459, 472, 507, 747, 826, 1060, government, 929, 992, 1012-14, 1079, | 
1329; some must be surrendered to gov- 1081, 1096; House of Representatives, 
ernment, 304, 425, 473, 724, 831, 999, 950-51; suspicion of government 
1193-95, 1283; in America, 466, 723, power, 975; independent judiciary, 

- 761, 871, 959, 1124; in Great Britain, 1352; virtue of people, 1417; union, 
| 659, 1044, 1169, 1328-29, 1333; in Eu- 1500; exchange of ideas, 1599 | 

_ rope, 728; debate over rights of man in See also Amendments to Constitution; Bill 
struggle over ratification, 760; as an un- of rights; Convention, second constitu- | 

_ alienable right, 772, 819; opponents of tional; Government, debate over nature 
Constitution are friends to rights of of : 
mankind, 824; more important than = Crvit List oF Virornia, lv—lviii, 89 
Union, 962, 1160-61; based on British Crvit War, 211, 629, 814-15, 1106-7; no 

_ antecedents, 1063; Federalists support, danger of from previous amendments, 
— 1073, 1076, 1081, 1115-16, 1119; not 1162-63, 1536 | . 

abused under Confederation, 1285; and —danger of from: Constitution, 29, 35-36, 
Va. resolutions of ratification, 1474, 87, 210, 211, 829, 1471-72, 1478,
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1505, 1668, 1669n; confederacies, 98; Ciay, CHARLES (Bedford-N): id., 1298n 

rejection of Constitution, 153, 300, 383, —in Convention, 907; votes in, 1538, 

. 400, 693, 890-91, 1487-88, 1534, 1540, 1557; payment for, 1565 

1592; rejection of Constitution by Va., Cray, GREEN (Madison-N): id., 1298n 

637-38, 728, 831, 977-79; Antifeder- —in Convention, 908, 1506; subscribes to 

alists, 704; disunion, 975, 988, 1016; Debates of, 904; votes in, 1539, 1541, 

Confederation Congress with coercive 1557; payment for, 1565 

power,’ 1009; requisition system, 1009, —speeches of in Convention, 1269, 1274, 

| | 1018, 1020, 1076, 1121, 1133; contro- 1294, 1296; reference to, 1288 | 

versies over reelection of President, CLAYTON, WILLIAM (New Kent-Y) 
1365; secession of minority from Va. —in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, 
Convention, 1482 1540, 1557; payment for, 1565 

See also Insurrections, domestic; Shays’s | CLENDINEN, GEorGE (Greenbrier-Y) 
Rebellion; Violence | —in Convention, 907; votes in, 1539, 

“Crvis Rusticus,” 4, 42n, 368n; text of, 1540; payment for, 1565 | 

331-40 CLercy, 411, 608; support Constitution, 

Ciark, ABRAHAM (N,J.), 1228n 99, 227, 238, 398; divided on Consti- 
CLARK, BENJAMIN (Louisa), 1441, 1443 - tution, 398; Baptist ministers oppose 

CLARK, GEORGE ROGERS, xxix, 613n, Constitution, 424, 566-69, 569n, 596n. 

1457n—58n See also Religion; Religion, freedom of 

CLARK, JONATHAN (Spotsylvania): id., 613n CLINTON GEORGE ns ie t on 54, 
| —diary, 611 —46; criticism of, 14, 15n, n; op- 

| CLassicaL ANTIQUITY, 486; Aesop, 582, poses Constitution, 34, 205, 207n, 

768, 1160, 1173n, 1308, 1336n; Apollo, 827n, 1592, 1593n; said to oppose 
1728; Areopagus (court of), 1644—45, Union, 827n; in N.Y. Convention, 828n, 

- 1645n; Aristotle, 1606; Augustus, 501; 1652, 1711, 1723n 
Brutus, 969n; Julius Caesar, 81, 83n, —letters from, 790-91, 824-25; quoted, 
911n, 470, 969n, 1170, 1340, 1386n, 789, 811, 813, 1763n-64n; cited, 790n, 

1605; Caesar’s wife (Calpurnia), 366; 792, 792-93, 792n-93n, 1563, 1765 
Cato, 210, 211n, 452, 470; Charybdis, —letters to, 823-24, 1767; quoted, 845-— 

25, 789: Cicero, 428, 493, 502, 503n, 46; cited, 361n, 399n, 789, 790, 790n, 

1386n, 1621, 1713: Cincinnatus, 1060; __, “22793. 813, 1563, 1763n 
Publius Clodius, 1386n; Croesus, 1025; Coatter, JouN (Chesterfield): id., 521n 

Deioces, 1605; Delphic Oracle, 874; De- —letter from, 521; quoted, 521n 

| mosthenes, 428, 1621, 1713, 1739: Dio COALTER, Micae: (Augusta): id., 521n 
dorus Siculus 498; Gracchus 98n; Han- —letter to, 521; quoted, 521n 

nibal, 1605: Hercules, 245; COC8® Jonn Harrwett (Surry-¥) | 
. , , , > _in Convention, 908; votes in, 1540, 

Hippocrates, 33; Horace, 592, 593n; 1557; payment for, 1565 

Janus (temple of), 855; Jove, 300; Leth- ~— Cogrcive Power, 1406, 1700; defense of 

ean slumbers (River Lethe), 209; Lycur- Constitution’s provision for, 31, 499, 

gus, 486, 1086, 1738; Titus Annius 1017-18; governments need, 174, 263, 

| Milo, 1376, 1386n; Neptune, 1736; 755, 1009, 1169, 1184, 1302-3; should 
Nero, 801; Pandora’s box, 1074; Philip be directed against individuals rather 

of Macedon, 1029; Plato, 33, 1738, than states, 266, 1029; ruling principle 

1771; Polybius, 100, 406-7, 855, 1105; of Constitution, 287; Confederation 

| Pompey, 211n; Proteus, 245; Rubicon, Congress lacks, 393, 868, 934, 935,946, 
452, 472; Scylla, 25, 782; Seneca, 428; 985, 986, 1009, 1095, 1135, 1169, 
Socrates, 1038, 1086, 1087, 1087n, 1173n, 1187, 1304; proposed amend- 

1116; Solon, 486; Stoics, 852-53; Tac- ments to give Confederation Congress 

itus, 801, 1169, 1621; Tarquin, 887, power to collect requisitions, 489, 

| 969n; Tiberius, 801; Virgil, 1408-9, 490n-9in, 1009, 1017, 1034, 1047, 

1411n—-12n. See also Biblical references; 1047n, 1133. See also Government, de- 

Governments, ancient and modern bate over nature of; Militia; Requisitions
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-CocsweELL, JamMEs (Conn.): id., 1786n_ 1153, 1225; debate over in Constitu- — - 
—diary of, 1786 oo | tional Convention, 105, 125, 126n, 

COLDEN, HENRIETTA MarRiA BETHUNE 884n, 1167, 1369n, 1509n; debate over 

(N.Y.): id., 310n; 309 power of Congress under Constitution | 

' Coxes, Isaac (Halifax-N) _ ss | to grant exclusive privileges, 125, 126n, | | 
—in Convention, 907; votes in, 1539, 354, 431, 437; attempts by Va., Md., | | 

1541, 1557; payment for, 1565 — . and Pa. to solve their problems, 142n; | | 
CoLuin, PETER (N.Y.) | effects of Revolution on, 159-62, — 
—letter from: quoted, 1575n_ . ~ 1172n; with France and French West In- 

_ Couns, Minton (Henrico) dies, 160, 343, 719n, 733n, 836, 842n, | 
—letters from, 503-4; quoted, 141n, ~— 1019, 1051-52, 1088n, 1165, 1393, | 

— 142n, 504n 1411n, 1521-22; and possible conflict — 

Couns, STEPHEN (Pa.): id., 140n with agriculture, 162, 240; debate in Va. | 
—letter from: cited, 141 over importation of foreign liquors, | | 

: —letters to, 141, 141-42, 503-4: quoted, 169, 171, 172n—73n, 176; with foreign 
141n, 142n, 504n . | nations, 201, 230, 695, 719n, 1094, 

Comiry, 687, 1471 1679; importance of, 265, 512; and a . 
COMMERCE, 159-62, 170n, 201, 467n, navy, 651, 982, 1126, 1188-89, 1315; | 
695, 1048n; with Great Britain, XXxXil, - commerce compared to avarice, 698n; 
84, 159-62, 163, 230, 240, 650-51, criticism of Va. regulations, 727, 1770; 

| 671, 717, 719n, 877, 982, 985, 1008, and western agriculture, 809-10, 1239, | 
1019, 1049n, 1104, 1108, 1510n, | 1250; importance of interstate canals to, 
1521-22; amendment to give Confed- — 837; treaties for, 848, 1042, 1107-8, 
eration Congress power to regulate, 1231, 1238, 1256, 1392-93: regulation 
XXXli-xxxili, 698n, 943n, 1167, 1175n; ‘of as legislative power, 862; danger to | 
rapacious traders will plunder South un- Va.’s commerce if it is out of Union, 
der Constitution, 28; criticism of Con- 890, 890-91, 978, 980; regulation of | 
stitution’s power to regulate, 36, 323, will not provide all benefits predicted, 
386, 1526; problems with under Con- 951-52, 1170; of Va., 982; with The 
federation, 38, 72, 159, 161-62, 163, Netherlands, 1019; doing well under 

| 201, 205, 262, 265, 269, 282, 329, 458, Confederation, 1037, 1166; competition | 
584-85, 587, 656, 693, 725, 726-27, between Va. and Md., 1086; U.S. should | 

| 859, 934, 944, 950, 972, 985, 985-86, advocate free trade, 1108; endangered | 
1008, 1034-35, 1057, 1108, 1147, by European war, 1144; will be harmed 
1153, 1168, 1527, 1647, 1728, 1737; by increased duties if requisitions are 

_ debate over Constitution’s provisions .___ not fully complied with, 1146; imports 
providing for regulation of by a simple will decrease as population increases, | 
Majority of Congress, 42, 45, 50, 63— 1147; and smuggling, 1153, 1302, | 
64, 66, 69, 81-82, 94-95, 106, 151, . 1335n; among states as inducement to - 
(157, 169, 176, 230, 231n, 235n, 239— ~~ Union, 1168; government should pro- | 
40, 254, 254n, 273, 275n, 325, 325-26, | tect and encourage, 1194; and neutrality 
337, 386, 431-33, 435, 650-51, 711, rights during war, 1206; distinction be- | ' 
716-18, 752, 786, 822, 823, 833, 835, tween carrying and non-importing 
880, 1051, 1316, 1369n, 1471, 1486, states, 1209, 1222; distinction between 
1488, 1498, 1502-3, 1549, 1554, 1619; carrying and producing states, 1235; will 
will improve under Constitution, 84, 97, have less influence under Constitution 

: 161, 163, 218, 329, 348, 349, 512, 685, than under Confederation, 1241; and 
692, 726, 727, 729, 754, 756, 837, 838— federal judiciary, 1415—16, 1447, 1469; 

| 39, 973, 1641, 1690, 1735, 1750, 1754; importance of to Va. and N.C., 1496; 
Constitution prohibits interstate com- _ toasted, 1717, 1719, 1744; regulation of 
mercial restrictions, 84, 676, 1148, by Congress and encouragement of 
1774; defense of power of Congress to manufactures, 1773. See also Duties; | 7 
regulate under Constitution, 95n, 173- Economic conditions under the Confed- 

| 74, 266-67, 670-72, 725, 1109, 1130, _ eration; Exports; Merchants; Mississippi |
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River, free navigation of; Slave trade; CONFEDERACIES. See Separate confedera- 
. Spain; Treaties | cies , 

_ COMMON DEFENSE: proposed amendment CONFRONTATION OF WITNESSES, 773, 1552 
stating responsibility of individuals to Concress, First CONTINENTAL, 91-92, 

| contribute to, 774; a great object of gov- 1179, 1180, 1181-82. See also American — 
ernment, 1278-82; should be in power Revolution 
of national government, 1301, 1305, CoNGReEss, SECOND CONTINENTAL: recom- 

| 1306, 1308, 1311, 1313, 1476; provi- mends that Va. form new government, 
sion of as function of general welfare xxili; Va. laws to elect delegates to, xxv; 
clause, 1327; clause concerning may be __ states supported during Revolution, 91- 

_ used to free slaves, 1476—77 92; and American Revolution, 268, 403; 
Common Law, 801, 802, 1004n, 1173n, allows states to submit expenses relating 

1415, 1454; Constitution threatens, 43, to western lands, 605n; adopts motion 
. 65, 66, 213; not threatened by Consti- _— calling for American independence,  __ 

| tution, 76-77, 335, 1333, 1352-53; in 842n; framers of Articles of Confeder- _ 
: | Virginia, 77, 335, 339n, 1330, 1333, ation praised, 933-34; rejects proposal 

1353; provisions for in state constitu- to give dictatorial power to Washington, | 
| | tions, 213; and jury trials, 419, 422, 983, 1005n, 1120, 1141, 1142n, paper 

437, 442-43, 1330; no appeals to fed- © money policy of, 1005n, 1172n-73n, 
7 eral court in cases of, 481; in Great Brit- | 1370n; oo nei abuse mere against 

ain, 647n, 1385, 1390-91, 1394, 1395, __ States, » €liminates reference to 
| crimes punishable at, 1130-31; bills of slave trade from Declaration of Inde- 

attainder violate, 1 197; riot suppression pendence, 1369n; submits Articles. of 
7 under, 1300; criticism that it is not pro- Confederation to states, 1508n. See also 

vided for in Constitution, 1330; may be C American Revolution C | 
| supplanted by civil law, 1331; neither ONGRESS UNDER ARTICLES OF CONFEDER- 

Va. Constitution nor Declaration of ATION, 709; Va. delegates elected to, | 
Rights establishes, 1352-53; republican —-¥*¥» Iv, 122, 124, 134; and navigation | form of government is contrary to, of Mississippi, xxix—xxxi, 1006n, 1051, 

ae ; 1077, 1088n, 1090n, 1091n, 1181, : 1353; writ de heretico comburendo, 1353, 
1370n: appellate iurisdict; . 1182, 1182-83, 1200, 1207-8, 1225, : ; appellate jurisdiction of fact vi- 

1227n—-28n, 1235, 1247, 1250, 1256n, olates, 1399-1400, 1404-5, 1420, eo ; 1423, 1439-33. 1433. 1457n: 1579, 1654, 1694; deficiencies of, xxxi- | , —33, , n; and fed- eee | eral judiciary, 1404, 1445-46, 1449. xxxiii, 38, 52, 72, 89, 92, 96, 106, 164n, 

right to challenge jurors in criminal 201, 255, 262-65, 267-68, 347, 438- 141 Ite the J ‘Armerican con 39, 457, 463, 467, 491n, 494, 518-19, cases, toy 9: . _ eed an Ce. - 640, 656-57, 695, 725, 726-27, 728- 
rederatic Tis empowered to hear 29 806, 807-8, 809, 835-36, 850, 859, 
coeration courts empowered to hear 61, 868, 933-34, 936, 943n, 946-47, _ 

piracy cases, 1440n; principles of, 985, 986, 986-87, 997, 1041, 1063, 

1458n. See also Judiciary, U.S.. 1087, 1095, 1111, 1116-17, 1119, 
COMMONWEALTH Vv. CATON (1782), 1227n 1120, 1123, 1128, 1134-35, 1140-41, 

| Commutation, 1167, 1175n 1152-53, 1163, 1164-65, 1168-69, Compact THEORY. See Social compact 1173n, 1200, 1304, 1323, 1345, 1579n, | 
| _ Concorp, Mass.: battle of, 747, 748n 1647-48; extra-legal actions of, 26; 

CONCURRENT Powers: criticism of concept members of also in Constitutional Con- 
TB leo Mee Molo. erOnT 1 vention, 64; rejects commercial confer- 

, , , > —fl, ence by Md., Va., and Pa., 142n; and 
| 1309-11, 1419-20, 1450, 1444-45, Kentucky statehood, 330, 330n—31n, 

: 1469, 1470, 1526; defense of concept 705, 709, 732, 738, 794, 884-85, | 
of, 948, 999-1000, 1011, 1026-27, |  1005n, 1258n, 1580, 1580n, 1636, , 

| 1125, 1133-34, 1149, 1175, 1203-4, 1662, 1667-68, 1678; and Impost of | 
1273, 1307, 1311, 1312, 1432, 1469; 1783, 361n, 1173n—74n, 1174n; and In- 

| and militia, 1276, 1280 dians, 387, 1640n; delegates to not aris-
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tocrats, 439; and Newburgh Conspiracy, | makes it no danger to liberty, 393; now | 

445n; Va. requests expenses in North- in Constitution, 438-39, 511, 640, 672- 
west Territory, 605n, 738, 738n; inac- 73, 673, 677-78, 749, 806, 859, 1134- . 

tivity of, 794, 795n, 877; recommends 35, 1152-53, 1157, 1175, 1395, 1403; 

three-fifths clause, 876n; has never rec- war, 457; foreign affairs, 457, 835-36; 

ommended separate confederacies, 891; to create new states, 710n; Article IX, 

intimidation of by Pa. militia, 992, 719n; and issuance of passports, 936, 
1006n, 1318, 1319; moves to Princeton, 943n, 985, 1485, 1504; attempts to in- 

1006n; and Dutch loans, 1047n, 1138n; crease, 942n—43n; derived from ‘states, 

and dispute over Vermont, 1049n, 996, 1157; proposed amendment to give 
1093, 1137n; debate over secrecy in de- it coercive power, 1009, 1017, 1034, 

bate over treaty with Spain, 1067, 1077, 1047; raises troops to suppress Shays’s 
1090n; cession of western land claims to, Rebellion, 1165, 1173n; never sought 

1107; and settlement of accounts with total legislative power in federal capital, 
the states, 1166, 1175n; commutation of 1319, 1337n; creates court for captures, 

Revolutionary officers’ pensions, 1167, 1416-17, 1439n 
1175n; and raising of supplementary —and Constitution: and transmittal of 

funds, 1173n-74n; refuses to allow Constitution to states, 9, 14, 15n, 20-— 

transfer of foreign debt, 1174n; Land 21, 26-27, 28-29, 33, 34, 36, 49, 57n, 

Ordinance (1785), 1175n; allows office- 58, 58n—-59n, 64, 67, 78, 93-94, 107, 

holders to keep gifts from foreign na- 113, 123, 124n, 318-19, 408n, 657, 

tions, 1369n; Va. members of in state 843n, 897, 913; R.H. Lee proposes 

| Convention, 1619, 1620n amendments to in, 25n, 36, 59n, 107, 
—organization of: attendance in, 108, 243, 124; calls Constitutional Convention, 

291, 330, 709, 794, 877n; appointment 26, 443, 842n, 917, 1165, 1173n; op- 
of delegates, 206, 267, 808-9, 850; crit- position to in, 26-27, 29; importance of 

icism of lack of separation of legislative in creating new government, 709; Va. _ 
and executive powers, 267; debate over Form of Ratification sent to, 1545, 

equal representation of states in, 267, 1546, 1563; and Va. amendments to 

365, 396, 516, 517n, 834, 859, 868, sent to, 1558; receives news of N.H. rat- . 

948-49; recall of delegates of, 267, 365, ification, 1673n, 1675; debate in over | 
850; secrecy of, 268; size of delegations, first federal elections, 1711, 1760 

335, 340n, 811n, 1090n; vote of nine —letters to president of: from president of 
states needed on important issues, 806, Constitutional Convention quoted, 199, 

849, 986-87, 1380-81, 1393; reeligi- 201-2, 459n, 473, 475n, 657, 894n, 
bility of delegates, 807, 811n; method 902; transmits Va. ratification, 900, 

of voting in, 807-8; terms of delegates, 1515, 1563 | 

| 8lin, 1299n; delegates often attached See also American Revolution; Articles of 

to state interests, 998 Confederation; Requisitions; Treaty of 
—powers of, 848-50, 986; treaties, 39n, Peace (1783) 

222, 457, 807-8, 809, 811n, 946, 1039; CoNGRESS UNDER CONSTITUTION: as pro- | 
regulation of commerce, 161-62, 859, posed in Va. Resolutions, xxxvi-xxxvii; 

934, 1167, 1168, 1175n, 1231, 1256n; relationship with executive, 98; criticism . 
western lands, 52n, 331n, 684, 866, of as aristocratic, 130; as representative 

1174n-—75n; requisitions states, 162, of people, 179, 311; qualifications for 
168, 283n, 489, 1009, 1034, 1047; members of, 247~—48; elections of, 311; 

needs few additional powers, 210, 457, size of Va. delegation to, 335; adjourn- 

463-64, 859, 1168-69, 1527; has no ment of, 413, 448, 1260-61, 1291-92, 

power to protect foreign creditors, 263; 1296; salaries of, 440, 1261, 1262; and 
should not be given additional powers, Va. Convention’s amendments, 900, 

305, 365, 933, 947, 986-87, 1009; rais- 1515, 1538, 1556, 1698, 1699; publi- 

ing armies, 306, 370, 457, 749; calling cation of journal of, 965, 1066-67, | 

| out militia, 370; taxation, 372, 457-58, 1099, 1224, 1290-91, 1345, 1369n, 

— 458, 859, 1120, 1152-53; limited power 1486, 1547n, 1548-49, 1554; derived
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from people, 996; must meet annually, legislate over federal district, forts, etc., 

1136; size of, 1187; lacks public credit, 413, 414; praise that Congress may act 

1205; secrecy in, 1235, 1241-42; will be directly.on people, 438-39; of receipts 
| . controlled by Northern States, 1471; and expenditures, 498, 499, 500, 965, 

representatives insufficiently responsible 1547n, 1549; to organize judiciary, | 
to people, 1495, 1498; elections to, | 686-87; and amendments to Constitu- 

1615n; Va. applies to for a second con- tion, 786, 826, 893, 1721; tendency of 

stitutional convention, 1761-68. See also legislatures is to aggrandize power, 862- 
House of Representatives, U.S.; Senate, 63; proponents of Constitution want all 

USS. : power given to, 888; to make treaties, 

CONGRESS UNDER CONSTITUTION, DEBATE 965, 1380-81, 1393, 1395; war power, 

OVER PowERS oF, 296; criticism of, 11, 985; to apportion direct taxes, 1022-23, 

36, 45, 130, 137, 138-39, 173, 210, 1024-25; criticism for having power of 

| 233, 248, 257, 273, 323-24, 367, 386- purse and sword, 1066; has many pow- 
87, 392-94, 425, 426, 435, 438-39, ers that Confederation Congress had in 

: 444, 449, 458, 462, 463, 465, 470-71, _ principle, 1175; to call up militias, 1307; 

495, 661, 740, 802, 845, 957, 964-65, should not be given all powers in Con- 

1051, 1063-65, 1066, 1068-69, 1071-— stitution, 1327; to limit Supreme Court’s 

— 72, 1259, 1299-1301, 1303-4, 1306, original jurisdiction, 1399; will provide 

1316-17, 1317-18, 1319-20, 1321-22, reasonable regulation of location of 

1325-26, 1329, 1330, 1332, 1336n, criminal trials, 1401; and maritime law, 

1340, 1345-47, 1388, 1395, 1401, 1403; to raise an army, 1484; to estab- 
1404, 1405, 1407, 1419, 1426, 1470, lish schools to promote morality, 1603- 

1494, 1495, 1653; defense or praise of, 4; and Indian affairs, 1640n 
32, 163, 178-79, 257, 296, 325-26,  —restraints on, 510-11, 859; President 

327-28, 338, 355, 369, 370, 373, 395, and Vice President will dominate, 34; 

| 404-7, 431, 437, 438-39, 444, 480, should be checked by bill of rights, 37; 

489, 495-500, 510-11, 513, 513-14, amendments needed to curb, 60n; pro- 

a 661-78, 680-81, 686-87, 687, 694, posed amendment to require extraor- 

7 714, 716-18, 724, 726-27, 749-50, dinary majority to pass laws, 67n, 316- 

781-82, 835, 843, 919-21, 922-23, 17; President as check on, 295, 432, 

974, 985-86, 991-92, 992-93, 1002, 863, 1609; state legislatures will act as 

1022-23, 1024-25, 1076, 1118-23, © check on, 327-28, 439, 926-27, 1102; 
| 1124, 1126-27, 1259-60, 1307, 1307- proposed amendment providing two- 

8, 1316, 1320, 1333-34, 1348-49, year period before laws become perpet- 

1349-50, 1358-59, 1362, 1368, 1379, ual, 881; obliged to call constitutional 

1380, 1388-90, 1395-96, 1398, 1399~- convention on application of two-thirds 
1401, 1401, 1417, 1430-31, 1484-85, of legislatures, 893; are subject to laws 

1502-3, 1523, 1524, 1682-83, 1683- that they pass, 1282; subject to judicial 
84; vested with sufficient powers to han- review, 1327; judiciary as a check on, 
dle general administration, 84; as check 1431; may not pass law violating Con- 

on President, 99, 295, 413; as check on stitution, 1448 

state legislation, 100; to regulate judi- See also Bicameralism; Checks and bal- 
ciary’s appellate jurisdiction, 130, 312, ances; Civil liberties; Enumerated pow- 

336, 687, 716, 1399, 1399-1401, 1404, ers; House of Representatives, U.S.; Re- 
1405, 1407, 1415, 1416, 1420, 1423- served powers; Senate, U.S.; Separation 

24, 1428-29, 1437, 1449, 1452-53, of powers; Veto power; Entries for in- 

1455, 1465; and navigation of Missis- dividual topics | 
sippi, 222, 1200, 1235, 1250; to estab- Conn, NotLey (Bourbon-A), 907; absent 

lish inferior courts, 296, 413, 414, 416, from Convention, 899-900, 1513, 

871-72, 1430, 1439n—-40n, 1448, 1670n, 1676n . | 
1456n—57n; has only those powers ex- CONNECTICUT, 34; not a carrying state, 94, 
pressly granted to it, 311, 660, 691, 1209; and western lands, 159n, 1137n, 
1080; proposal to eliminate power to 1456n-57n; Antifederalists in, 289,
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1057; will ratify Constitution, 290; ra- concessions, 143-44; the Christian Re- | 
tifies Constitution, 322, 330, 343, 345n, ligion, 244; dazzling sun, 177; deep and» 

754, 883, 1516; bill of rights of, 340n, wicked conspiracy, 183n; dwelling house : 
1337n; and manufactures, 432, 671; in a plain style, 310; engine of destruc- | 

| - payment of its requisitions, 652n; tion, 127; fairest of human fabrics, 

| boundary dispute with N.Y.,. 692-93, 1738; federal edifice, 737, 885; federal - 

a 1093; commercial domination of by New fabric, 287; federal temple, 1589, 1784; 

- York, 810, 840, 1057, 1079; debates in a fiery high-blooded steed, 1617; as foe. 

Convention of, 839-40, 840; and dis- _ of discord’s peace, 300; gilded trap, 183; : 

putes with R.I., 985, 1005n—6n, 1451, - glorious American fabric, 1721; as a glo- . 

1457n; as a member of the United Col- rious revolution, 1750; grand fabric, : 

onies of New England, 1032, 1048n; 301; grand federal edifice, 1781; great : 

sends delegates to Albany Congress, fabric of government, 1760; heavy | 
1048n; opposes congressional call. of manna, 831; home-bred monster, 145; | 

_ Constitutional Convention, 1165, | immaculate Constitution, 170; legs of 
1173n; retains royal charter which pre- = + Nebuchadnezzar’s image, 151; new ma- 
serves rights, 1212; and slavery, 1343, chine, 358; noble fabrick, 453n; noble 

— -- 1369n; RT. exports produce of, 1364; monument of American production, - 

presidential electors chosen by legisla- 830; orphan, 319; our holy religion, | | 
ture, 1371n; and compliance with Treaty 247; as patient sick of prejudice and mis- 
of Peace, 1411n; as colonial debtor to representation. but getting better, 397; | | 
N.Y., 1416, 1422-23; dispute with Pa. _ rising sun, 652; rock of our political sal- 

- over Wyoming Valley, 1448, 1451, vation, 456; rock of salvation, 148; sa- | 

| 1456n—57n; Federalists win elections in, cred palladium, 1684; stately palace, 
1574n. See also Eastern States; Hartford, | 1600; superstructure of all fabrics, 514; 
Conn.; New England States; New Ha- temple, 287; tree of life, 19; truth, 481; 7 
ven, Conn.; Newspapers; Northern violent dose, 342; violent dose pre- oe 
States Se _ scribed, 256; as violent remedy to des- 

CONNOLLY, JOHN (Va.), 1457n perate disease, 304; Va. as a pillar to — 
CONSCIENTIOUS OpjECTORS, 367, 821. See‘ federal arch, 756; worn threadbare, 613 

also Religion, freedom of - —printings of, 4; Davis version, 18, 19; 

ConstITuTION, U.S.: as only hope for U.S.,__—- Davis version (ordered by Va. Conven- 
89; as deistical, 145; not perfect, but tion), 897, 910; Dixon version (ordered sit” 
best for circumstances, 163; ambiguity by. Va. legislature), 4, 18-19, 57n—59n, a . 
of criticized, 273, 1213, 1466, 1469, 68, 143, 143n; Dunlap and Claypoole | 

1470, 1471; text of, 543-54; seen as version, 12n, 17; M’Lean version (or- 

part of law of nations, 1388; included dered by Gonfederation Congress), 57n, . | 
in Va. Form of Ratification, 1542, 1546; 58, 59n, 78, 97, 108n, 109; M’Lean ver- | 

Article VI, clause 3 (text of), 1543n; ad- sion (privately done in Norfolk), 18, | 

mired in England, 1570-71; Article V, 85n; Richards version, 18, 410n, 417n; | 
1712, 1761n; adoption of viewed as a Robertson’s. Debates of Virginia Conven- | 
civil revolution, 1744 tion, 902, 1544n; in Va. newspapers, 1’7— , 

—distribution of, 12, 32n, 34, 83, 143, - 18 | | 

260n, 505; sent to states, 9,14, 15n,20—- —read in: Alexandria, 23; Convention, 

, 21, 27, 33, 34, 36, 49, 57n, 58, 58n— 897, 913; Fredericksburg, 85; House of — 

59n, 64, 67, 78, 93-94, 107, 113, 123, Delegates, 58; Petersburg, 96; Price’s 
124n, 319, 408n; sent to Lt. Gov. Ran- Old Field, Fairfax County, 23 . 
dolph, 11; by Constitutional Convention | CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION, 9, 9n—10n, 
delegates, 11, 12, 12n, 15, 55n, 79, 97, 355, 930-31, 1093; Va. leads call for, 

109,137, 281-82; turned over to Va. xxxv, 55, 71, 1165, 1481, 1517, 1523; — 
legislature, 57n, 58, 67, 78, 366n; sent —_. Va. appoints delegates to, xxxv—xxxvi, 
to Jefferson, 93, 109, 281-82 } —20n, 487, 540-42, 1755; Virginia Res- — 

—in metaphor: able advocate, 303; child olutions, xxxvi—xxxvii, 274n, 1440n; Va. . 
| of fortune, 12, 80, 83n; child of mutual delegates in, xxxvi-xxxix, 13, 14, 14n,. | |
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105-6; New Jersey Amendments, xxxvil, ton’s role in, 456; charge of monarchical — : 
| Iv; secrecy in, 9n-10n, 253n, 401n, sentiment in, 502, 503n; delegates to 

1067, 1769-70; non-signers of Consti- elected to state conventions, 586n, 

tution, 13, 69-70, 77, 202, 395, 398, 595n, 597; nearly breaks up, 708; pop- 
695-96, 1057-58; unanimity of, 13, 79- ulation figures used by, 842n, 894n; re- 

80, 360, 395, 1727; praise of members fuses to consider Mason’s objections, 
and actions of, 15, 19, 22, 31, 32, 52, 882-83; as respectable representation of 

1, 79, 92, 95, 96, 139, 163, 201, 202, nation, 891; reason for proposing Con- 
| 218, 236, 256, 270, 272, 290, 296, 300, stitution, 944; calling of as acknowledg- 

| 315, 344, 355, 360, 387, 395, 443-44, ment of debility of Confederation, 984, 
460, 480, 481, 487, 494, 501-2, 502, 990, 1008; R.I. did not send delegates 
504, 622, 639-40, 656n, 657, 688, 688- to, 1008; intended Constitution to cre- 
89, 693, 695-96, 719, 729, 746, 751, ate democratic government, 1115-16; 

_ - 752-53, 787n-88n, 830, 876, 892, opposition to calling of, 1165, 1173n, 
930-31, 999, 1007, 1023, 1058, 1164— 1769; celestial influence upon, 1331; de- 
72, 1489, 1523, 1681, 1727, 1737, bate over whether it was intended to de- 
1739, 1774; compromise in, 15, 80, 96, stroy state governments, 1402, 1403; 
98, 105, 139, 218, 456, 458, 459n, 675, Robert Yates and John Lansing in, 
751, 767, 894n; resolution of submitting 1501, 1510n; Committee of Detail, 

Constitution to state conventions, 20, 1509n | 

| 622, 897-98, 902, 913; abandons Arti- debates in over: need for amendments 
| cles of Confederation, 20-21, 26, 28- before adopting, 10n—11; appointment 

29, 73, 93, 401n, 458, 935, 958, 1041, power of President, 99; apportionment 

1496-97, 1519, 1587, ‘1588, 1599- of House of Representatives, 646; army, | 
1600; debate over assertion that it ex- 1289, 1502-3; bill of rights, 40n, 213, 

ceeded its powers, 20-21, 150, 259, 767; capital, 1336n; commerce, xxxi 
365, 401n, 458, 783-84, 917, 931, 934-195, 195, 126n, 230, 231n, 235n, 275n, 

. 35, 946, 958, 1117-18, 1167, 1692; sec- 1369n 1486 , 1488 1509-3 1504. 

tional divisions in, 21; called by Con- - oblicat; 

© res, 2649, Bid, S17, 1165, 173m; 150985 obligation of contracts dause 
opposition to Constitution originated in, of power, 100; election and term of — 

33-34; members of in Congress, 34, 04; president, 98-99, 1376, 1377; election 
criticism of, 35-36, 40n, 43, 151, 194, OO: acmnssticn. ’ 
983-84, 336, 448, 451, 458, 501, 502, of Senate, 99; executive branch, 1412; 

. 508, 614, 634, 698-99, 760, 765, 781n, executive council, 232-33; ex post facto 
782, 783-84, 882, 1055, 1067, 15792. aws, 1359-60, 1363, 1370n; size of | 

: 1609-3: Committee of Style. 40. 1769 House of Representatives, 646, 941n; 
> vom) NS SN , judiciary, 1412, 1417, 1440n; jury trial 

1770n; diversity of opinion in, 48, 98, Juciciary; , i » Jury ¢ 
109, 218, 1761; wished to preserve in. civil cases, 974; plural executive, 

: union, 97—98; reason for calling, 102, 108n, 254n; powers of President, 99; 
201, 270, 458, 657, 751, 752, 944, ratification procedure, 271, 932; reeli- 

| 1489; S.C. delegates, 107; did not con- gibility of President, 99, 768; represen- | 

sider God in its deliberations, 145; Ben- tation in Congress, 753n; representation : 
jamin Franklin’s concluding speech in, in House of Representatives, 105, 921; 

Oo 198-200, 254, 254n; letter from presi- representation in Senate, 105; revision- 

dent of to president of Congress, ary power of judiciary, 99; second con- 
quoted, 199, 201-2, 459n, 473, 475n, stitutional convention, 40n, 258, 260n, 

657, 894n, 897-98, 902, 913; delegates 271, 285; slave trade, 105, 232-33, | 

to represent states not people, 209, 958; 235n, 482, 675, 882-83, 884n, 1339, | 
considers Randolph’s proposal for 1369n, 1483, 1488, 1509n; term of 

CO amendments, 271, 272; as last chance House of Representatives, 99; term of 

for reform, 274n; attendance in, 275n; Senate, 99; three-fifths clause, 662-63; 
said to have modeled Constitution on treaty-making, xxxi, 1488, 1504; veto 

government of Rome, 312; Washing- power, 99, 100 |
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CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS: and ability journ before considering Va. amend- 
to change governments, 1190 ments, 166-67; criticism of proposal 7 

CONSTITUTIONS, STATE, 697n; proposal to that amendments should be proposed 
revise in Va., 91; common law provisions by, 258; ratifications by demonstrate 

of, 213; bills of rights, 340n, 1212, popular support for Constitution, 503; 
1337n; as evidence of the social com- impropriety of members of Constitu- 
pact, 660-61; money bills in, 1298n tional Convention sitting in, 586n; elec- 

CONTEE, BENJAMIN (Md.): id., 313n; 313 tion of Constitutional Convention dele- 

CONTRACTS, OBLIGATION OF, 1370n; praise gates to, 595n, 597; Congress asks states 

of Constitution’s guarantee of, 30, 102, to call to consider Constitution, 843n; 

266-67, 652, 676-77, 725, 1102-3, represent people, 847, 917, 975; small 
1360; need to uphold notion of, 40n, majorities in, 1702 | | 
176, 204, 1354, 1731; in Virginia, 194; Cook Iniet (Alaska), 1467, 1473n 
debate over Constitution’s lack of reg- Cooper, THomas (Henry-N) _ | 

ulation of, 404; violated under Confed- -_jn Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, - 

eration, 838; claim that state legislature 1541, 1557; payment for, 1565 
can be trusted with, 1055; states de- CopyvRiICcHTS AND PATENTS, 6729~—73 , 

prived of power over, 1068; and debate — Cogsin, Francis (Middlesex-Y): id., 525; 
over redemption of Continental cur- 997, 541, 898; in House of Delegates, 

rency, 1354, 1356-57, 1357, 1358, —-110n, 113, 114, 115, 123, 133, 1763 
_ 1360. See also Tender laws _ letters from, 397-98, 1668, 1697; 
CONVENTION, SECOND CONSTITUTIONAL: fa- quoted, 1763n; cited, 898, 1661n, 1670, : 

vored, xxxviii, xxxix, 29, 38, 40n, 51, 1695; publication of extracts from, | 
61, 64, 80, 86, 106, 196, 219-20, 234, 1570-71 : oe 

. 251, 260n, 271, 272-73, 783-84, 802, —in Convention, 908, 909; described as 

875, 878-79, 1526, 1538, 1710, 1711, Federalist in, 711, 744, 895-96, 898, 
1755-56, 1761n—64n; considered in —_— 1 599, 1615, 1653, 1672, 1701-2, 1704; 
Constitutional Convention, 10n~11, on committee to draft Form of Ratifi- 
OBe One ea On, Sos ay. oon in, Cation, 900, 1513, 1541; motion in, 910, 

| 356, 565, 689-90, 708, 726, 731, 745, Mees for 1 565 1539, 1540, 1557; pay- 
751-52, 830-31, 878-79, 880, 892, —speeches of in Convention, 1007-15, 

895, 1525-24, 1624, 1762n-64n; tong 1958, 1305, 1344, 1391-93 
House of Delegates discusses, 183-93, 1397: res onses to y 045 1061 1193. 
195-96, 207-8, 234; Antifederalists 1355” 6 1319 1394-95 1496. 1739: el, 
would control, 289-90; debate over pos- oauen . of 1709 , , oa 
sibility of achieving amendments in, 321; C que} 38 S, Iso Acri eo F 
Va. legislature may propose, 368; state ORN, 228. See also Agriculture; armen, 
Convention may recommend, 620; pos- Planters _ | 
sibility of, 635; pessimism about pros- Corprew, Grorce D. (P FINCESS Anne), 609 
pects of, 703-4; proposal that Congress Corruption, 773, 1607; likelihood of un- 

should call on request of majority of der Constitution, 411, 465, 782, 862, 
states, 771, 778; called by Va. legisla- 968, 1042, 1114, 1155-56, 1162, 1170, 
ture, 1563, 1712, 1761-68, 1775; pre. «11. 70-71, 1214-15, 1261-62, 1263, 
diction that states will call, 1688, 1688- 1263-64, 1266, 1290, 1365-66, 1372- 
89; will end opposition to Constitution, 73, 1373, 1445, 1505; unlikelihood of 
1754n—55n; proposed agenda for, 1756. under Constitution, 439-40, 669, 
See also Amendments to Constitution. 1025-26, 1042, 1150, 1248, 1349, 

CONVENTIONS, STATE: should be able to 1367, 1773; embezzlement of funds in 
propose amendments, 10n—11, 38, 106, Va., 566-67; in Great Britain, 1044, 
llIn, 260n, 324; should be called to 1070-71, 1150, 1155, 1170, 1171, 

consider Constitution, 21, 49; will be 1175n, 1263. See also Bribery; Foreign 
called, 34; all should adopt a few nec- affairs 

essary amendments, 86; many would ad- _Cotron, 890. See also Agriculture; Planters
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COUNCIL OF REVISION, 412-13. See also Ju- ©CusHinc, THoMas (Mass.) 

dicial review —letters to: quoted, 428n; cited, 428n, 

CounsEL, Ricut To, 773, 820, 1552 478n _ 
COUNTERFEITING, 672-73 Custis, EDMUND (Accomack-N) 

Cox, FLEET, Jr. (Westmoreland), 621 —in Convention, 907; elected to, 564, | 

Cox, FLEET, Sr. (Westmoreland) 916-17; votes in, 1538, 1540, 1557; 

—letter to, 620-21 payment for, 1564, 1565 © 

COXxE AND FRAZIER (Pa.) CUTLER, MANASSEH (Mass.), 1166, 1174n 
—letter from: quoted, 1575n CuTtTinc, JoHN Brown (Mass.): id., 631n, 
Coxe, TENCH (Pa.): id., 88n, 148; as “‘Phi- 896n; 895-96 

lanthropos,” 42n, 843n; as “An Amer- —letters from, 629, 1706-7; cited, 896n 
ican Citizen,’ 52-54, 129, 130n, 148n, —letter to: cited, 896n 

833, 842n; as ‘‘An American,’’ 633, | 

796-97, 797n, 832-43, 889-94 DANE, NATHAN (Mass.): id., 28n, 1573; 26, , 
| —letters from, 87-88, 172, 313, 796-97, 28n, 107 

833, 1596-97, 1789; quoted, 53, 832n; — _letters from, 1781-82: quoted, 1589n, 
cited, 520, 1595 1612n, 1630n; cited, 1573 | 

—-letters to, 454, 520-21, 1595-96, 1613——__letters to, 1572-73, 1636-37; quoted, 
14, 1666-67, 1780; quoted, 53, 241, 898, 1779n 

| 313n, 797n, 812, 841n-42n, 842n,  Hanvitrz, Ky.: Political Club of debates 
. 1637, 1671n; cited, 1597n, 1671n, 1789 and amends Constitution, 3, 408-17: 

CRADDOCK, ROBERT (Mercer), 408n members of Political Club in, 434n; con- 
. Craic, Roserr (Pa.): id., 475n,; 473 ventions of, 793-94, 795n, 1005n 

, CRAIGIE, ANDREW (N.Y.): id., 638n, 1787n Darsy, NATHANIEL (Northampton), 564 
—letter from: quoted, 638n 916 
—letter to, 1786-87 | ““DaAREs,”’ 401n, 402n 

Crepit, Private, 161, 500, 849. See also DvpKe, WitLiAM (Berkeley-Y): id., 573n 
Debts, private —in Convention, 571, 907; votes in, 1539 | 

CreEpDIT, Pusuic. See Public credit 1540. 1556: , , t fo 1565 , , 
CREDITORS, PRIVATE: foreigners protected 7 » payment tor, 

° gners P Dart (ship), 1335n 
by Treaty of Peace, 134n; problems con- DAVIE WILLIAM R. (N.C), 361 

cerning collection of debts, 140-42, i ° j "ase 
162; before the Revolution, 161; Con. —/¢tter from: quoted, 1785n 
Le, aye , 7 903, 904 

stitution will give confidence to foreign ot WOUSTINE (Henrico), ‘ ’ 
creditors, 511; hurt by state courts and » as printer of Vargunia Indep endent 

legislatures, 972; will use federal judi- Chronicle, xliii, 89, 182; publishes pam- 
ciary to collect from their debtors, 1212. phlet anthologies, xliv, 41n—42n, 54, 
See also Debts, private; Property, private 60n, 199, 241-42, 261n, 401n, 503n; 

Crevecozur, St. JOHN vE (N.Y.): id., prints Constitution, 18, 19, 897, 910; as 

257n, 587n; 255 postmaster of Richmond, 18, 654n, 

—letters from, 585, 635-36, 1592-93: 790n; prints ‘“‘A True Friend,” 216n; as 

| quoted, 385n; cited, 1700, 1700n printer to the Va. Convention, 897, 901, | 

CrimEs: and power of Congress to define, 907, 910, 1515, 1543n, 1569; payment | 
1330, 1333 | for Convention expenses, 1559n, 1568; 

CROCKETT, WALTER (Montgomery-N) “Many” sent to, 1640n | 
—in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, Davis, SAMUEL eaten (Ela, aye 904 

1541, 1557; payment for, 1565 DAVISSON, HEZEKIAH arrison), , 

| CULPEPER County, 907; election of Con- 1564 | , 
vention delegates, 479, 578-80 Dawson, JOHN (Spotsylvania-N): id., 17n, 

. CUMBERLAND County, 606, 697n, 907; 355n, 1613n; Fredericksburg’s instruc- 

election of Convention delegates, 562, tions. to, 85-86; in House of Delegates 
579-80, 917, 943 187, 188, 189, 1775, 1777n; said to op- 

CUMBERLAND SETTLEMENTS, N.C., 362, pose Constitution, 354; sued for debt, 

362n 478—80
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—letters from, 16-17, 78-79, 121-22, Dersts, Private: owed to British citizens, oe 

| 150, 592, 601, 611, 613, 1613; quoted, xxv—xxviil, 123, 133, 134n, 146, 147, 

~110n, 111n-12n, 363n, 594; cited, 161, 168; 173, 226, 358, 488-89, 588, : 

llin, 112n, 126, 1584 | 644, 711, 935, 1084-85, 1138n, 1357, 

—letters to: quoted, 1763n—64n; cited, 78 1359, 1360, 1370n, 1406, 1422, 1447, 

—in Convention, 908; as candidate for, - 1455, 1456n, 1466, 1608, 1619, 1651, —_ 

121, 601, 736, 845; elected to, 478-80, - 1657, 1708, 1720; danger to those owed : 
611-13, 736; described as Antifederalist © to foreigners if Constitution is not 

| in, 612, 613n, 744, 1701-2; votes in, adopted, 84; Antifederalists accused of | | 

1539, 1541, 1557; payment for, 1565; being debtors, 84, 163, 206, 504, 504n; ae 

_ praised for service in, 1739 position of Va. Senate on unclear, 130; | 

| —speech in Convention, 1488-95 _ difficulty of paying, 140-42, 228, 478- | 
| DayTON, JONATHAN (N.J.), 1228n | 79, 504n, 843; will not. be collectible if 

Dest, U.S., 222, 269, 1075, 1699-1700; Constitution is not adopted, 141; before 

| and public defaulters, 163, 566-67; the Revolution, 161; repudiation of will 

| Constitution raises value of public se- lead to ruin, 163; and western lands, 

| curities, 195, 637-38, 638n, 734-35; 206; cession of the navigation of Missis- 
foreign debt, 418, 728, 978, 1008-9, sippi will mean Western states unable to 

1012, 1020, 1021, 1035, 1047n, 1049n, pay, 222; Constitution will help reduce, 

1051-52, 1069-70, 1094, 1108, 1138n, 349; bankruptcy law, 613; debtors op- 
1165-66, 1166, 1168, 1174n; and re- pose Constitution, 636, 844n, 1582, , 

demption of Continental currency, 437, | 1585, 1651, 1685; under Confedera- | 7 

730, 1217, 1354-63; effect of Va. rati- —_— tion, 656; states will extinguish if Con- 
fication upon, 637-38, 638n, 1575, stitution is not adopted, 734; debate = 

1575n, 1787; private creditors impor-  - over effect of Constitution on debtors, | 
tant to support of Confederation, 934; 753—54, 1212, 1214, 1418-19, 1428, 

Dutch loans, 1108, 1138n, 1165-66, 1429-30, 1466, 1608; Constitution will | 

_1174n; settling accounts with states, benefit creditors, 753-54, 1608, 1719; 
- 1166, 1175n; entered into under Con- first government under Constitution | 

federation is valid under Constitution, must restore private faith, 759; domestic | 

| 1354-55, 1356, 1358, 1360, 1362, and foreign should be paid, 935; private 
1608; and federal judiciary, 1409 credit under Confederation, 944; and 

—payment of: and sale of western lands, state courts, 972; judgments by federal | 
52n, 806, 1166, 1168, 1174n—-75n, judiciary have supremacy over, 1467- | 

: 1184, 1228n; Confederation Congress 68; Constitution will help in collecting 
| unable to pay, 72, 162, 201,218, 656, from public debtors, 1469, 1608; in | 

735n, 806, 1008-9; Va. may assume, — North Carolina, 1597, 1597n; in New 

168, 195, 196n, 1061, 1497-98; must Jersey, 1597n; in Rhode Island, 1597n | 

be paid, 305, 1041-42, 1205, 1579n, —in Virginia, 1689; paper money and | 

1760; general impost will provide for, debtor relief legislation in, xxvii-xxviii, - | 
_ 349; purpose of Constitution is to help 176, 228, 1604, 1607n; law interferes 

. pay, 650, 935; Constitution will not pro- | with attempts of creditors to collect, 

vide means for, 1055-56, 1161-62; ap- 130,161, 479-80; assumed by Va., 1498 

portionment of among states done See also Bankruptcy; Contracts, obligation 
oe poorly, 1167; taxes needed to pay, 1175; of; Installment laws; Paper money; - 

funding of, 1184; should be delayed un- Tender laws ~ : 
til population grows, 1187; and debate Dests, State, 1216-17; Va. pays, xxvii, 

| over speculation in and repayment of 90n, 176, 195, 196n, 1061, 1777; pe- 
_ Confederation debt under Constitution, tition to use interest on to pay taxes, | 

| 1217, 1222, 1354-59; U.S. strives to 40n; states will be unable to pay under oe 
pay, 1285; payment of as function of Constitution, 137; inaccurate statements | 
general welfare clause, 1327; defense of | of under Confederation, 399; states will Le 
tax powers of Constitution to pay, 1350 extinguish if Constitution is not 

See also Public credit; Requisitions - adopted, 734; Va.’s debt to Confedera-
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tion, 981; oppressive in N.C., 983; op- principles of should not be violated, 

pressive in Va., 983; foreign debt creates 590; dissenters not silenced in govern- 
danger of war, 1016; Constitution will ments of, 850-51; established in history, 

require payment of, 1102-3; Va. mili- 854-56, 966, 1112, 1160, 1374; un- 

tary certificates losing value after ratifi- checked in some state constitutions, 
cation, 1699 892; state conventions as representatives 

DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE, 54-55, of people, 917; government power 
| | 507, 1369n _ should be invested only in representa- 

7 DEFENCE OF THE CONSTITUTIONS. See Ad- tives of people, 927; in government of _ 
ams, John; Constitutions, state Va. before Revolution, 932-33; right to 

: DeLawareE, 34, 1011, 1088n, 1371n; sup- alter government as condition of, 956; 
ports Constitution, 150; letter to presi- appeal to people gives Constitution le- 

, dent of, 192; Convention of, 224, 835; gitimacy, 975; states under Confedera- 
_ adopts Constitution, 243, 244, 330, 343, tion are democracies, 1106; direct taxes 

: 754, 883, 842n, 889, 1078, 1517; con- not needed in, 1109, 1110; people hold 
stitution and government of, 340n, all power not delegated, 1124; people 

— 1298n, 1335n, 1371n; equally repre- will control abuse of power, 1125; dem- 

sented in U.S. Senate with Va., 425-26, ocratic states do not make war, 1167. | 

| 1013, 1218-19; economy of, 432, 652n, See also Aristocracy; Despotism; Govern- 
671, 810, 837, 840, 1209, 1364; should ment, debate over nature of; Monarchy; 

_ not be example for Va., 603-4; payment Oligarchy; Republican form of govern- | 
of its requisitions, 652n; Pa. may seek ment; Tyranny , — | 
control over, 693; as part of possible “Dgnarus,” 1599-1607 | 

| middle confederacy, 836-37; and Im- Dgengar, WritiaM (Fairfax), 24 _ 

post of 1783, 1174n; complies with  Desporism, 824; Constitution creates dan- 
-congressional request to repeal acts vi- ger of, 29, 30, 32, 36, 37, 125, 157, 210, - 

| olating Treaty of Peace, 1411n. See also 911, 287, 342, 426, 471, 473, 474, 475— 
Middle States; Newspapers; Northern 76, 826, 878-79, 881, 885-89, 930, 

__. States; Wilmington, Del. , 964, 1059, 1072, 1284-85, 1299-1300, 
“A DELEGATE WHO Has CaTCHED COLD, 1301, 1374, 1491, 1595, 1601, 1658, 

1570; text of, 1640-43, 1681-84 1691: t £ maiority less likelv i . ; , ; tyranny of majority less likely in 
DemacocuEs: Antifederalists accused of large republics, 104: denial of danger 

Democracy, 1083-84; criticism of as form 487. 499. 793. 899 39: ° aoe 
f rnment, 10n, 13, 47, 103, 215- we ! annual appro- of government, , 13, 47, , ; 16. 440. 1105. 1771: Constitution en- priations will prevent rise of, 288; free 

i der, 338, 506; rul- | dangers, 30, 131, 383, 951, 1071, 1446, Press Cannot exist under, 9098, Sos 
1601; Constitution should have checks _ ers In not accountable to people, 389; | 

| on, 95; Constitution secures, 95, 164, Europe struggling under, 502; support- 

335, 722~-23, 727, 753-54, 893, 995, ers of Constitution are advocates of, 

a 1061-62, 1081, 1115-16, 1117-18, 824; defined, 885—86; suitable for large | 

1307, 1307-8, 1308, 1313; House of __ ‘erritory, 937; proposal during Revolu- 
Representatives embodies, 318, 425, tion to give Washington dictatorial 

447, 449, 645-46, 861-62, 869, 99]- power, 983, 1005n, 1120, 1141, 1142n, 

99, 924, 965, 1080, 1113, 1170-71, results from inadequate separation of — 

1309, 1374, 1485; government by peo- powers, 986; danger of in small as well | | 

| ple protects liberty, 406; direct election as large territory, 988; oppression of mi- 
of representatives does not result in best nority by majority as cause of, 990; Fed- 
people, 417n; President is twice re- eralists oppose, 1073; and cyclical na- 

, moved from people, 425, 448; and par- ture of governments, 1103-15; occurs 

| doning power (can exist in), 429; people when government authority is weak- 

| are source of government, 451; and free ened, 1283, 1287; inevitability of, 1681. 

| press, 484-85; depends on election and See also Democracy; Government, debate - 
rotation of representatives, 512-13; over nature of; Monarchy; Oligarchy;
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Republican form of government; Tyr- ernment, debate over nature of; Sover- 
anny | - eignty; States, impact of Constitution 

Dick, EutisuHa C. (Fairfax), 24 upon; States under the Articles of Con- 

-DICKENSON, HENrRy (Russell-N) federation 

—in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, Dixon, JoHN (Henrico): as state printer, 

1541, 1557; payment for, 1565 120n | 

DICKINSON COLLEGE, 760, 761n _ —prints: Virginia Gazette and Independent 
DICKINSON, JOHN (Del.): id., 606n; 633, Chronicle, xliii; pamphlet anthology, xliv, — 

| 693, 1370n 241, 242-43, 261n; resolutions calling — 
| —letters to, 603-4, 1597-98 Va. Convention, 18-19, 59n, 111n, 143; 

DicceEs, Cote (Warwick-Y): id., 617n Mason’s objections as a pamphlet, 42n; 

—in Convention, 908; elected to, 615~17; The Federalist, 181, 302, 303n 

_ votes in, 1540, 1557; payment for, 1565 Dosss County, N.C., 632, 1570 
DINWIDDIE County, 97, 907 DOMESTIC TRANQUILITY, 1646, 1647. See 

DINWIDDIE, ROBERT, 1739n also Insurrections, domestic; Violence 

“Dion,” 401n—2n , DONALD, ALEXANDER (Henrico): id., 155n; | 
: DrpLomatic Immunity, 647n. See also. For- 155 

eign affairs; Great Britain —letter from, 154-55; cited, 354n, 1705, 
**DISSENT OF THE MINORITY OF THE PENN- 1708 

SYLVANIA CONVENTION” (Samuel Bryan), —letters to, 353-54, 589-90; from Jeffer- . 

475n, 659n; circulation of, 6, 401n, son referred to in Va. Convention, 

503n; praise of, 344, 599; criticism of, 155n, 354n, 1052, 1088n, 1096-97, 

401-8, 438-45, 494, 494-95, 495-96, 1201-2, 1210, 1227n, 1705, 1708 

_ 500-501, 599, 639, 669, 673-74, 695, DoucHeERTy, ROBERT (Mercer), 415 
: 704 | Doucuty, JOHN (Pa.), 1709 

District Court BILi. See Judiciary, Vir- Drew, THomas H. (Cumberland-N): id., | 
—- ginia , 580n 7 
Diversity oF CirizEnNsHip, 1447; defense —in Convention, 907; elected to, 579-80, 

of, 1414, 1415-16, 1427-28, 1433-34, 917, 943; votes in, 1538, 1541; payment 

1438; criticism of, 1422, 1429-30, for, 1565 | 

1452; proposed amendment concerning, DRINKARD, WILiaM, JR., 907, 909, 1545, 
1457n 1568 

DIVISION OF Powers: difficult to achieve, DRrINKARD, WILLIAM, Sr., 907, 909, 1545, 
_ 13; debated in Constitutional Conven- 1568 © 

tion, 98, 100; Constitution praised for, DUAL OFFICEHOLDING. See Officeholders, . 
101-2, 250, 720, 923, 1152, 1295, USS. : 

1773; distinction of powers to be given Dug Process or Law: Constitution endan- 
| to federal and state governments, 102, gers, 65, 462, 802; proposed amend- 

— 296, 940, 1074, 1076-77, 1108-9; ar- ments to provide for, 773, 820, 1552; . 
gument that federal government should and Josiah Philips case, 972, 1004n, | 
have veto power over state laws, 151; 1038, 1116, 1333; Constitution pro- 

need exists for small states to protect tects, 1351, 1398; as provided in Magna 

themselves, 151; debate over whether Carta, 1453, 1458n. See also Bill of 
Constitution creates a federal govern- rights 
ment, 296, 438, 590-91, 611-12, 720, Duer, Witiiam (N.Y.): id., 1783 

748, 923, 995-98, 1010-11, 1067-68; —letter from, 1783, 1788 

States retain sovereignty over internal Dumas, C. W. F. (The Netherlands): id., - 
matters, 393, 438, 442, 692, 694, 725, 896n | 
947-48, 1151, 1152, 1164-65; criticism —letter to: cited, 354n 
of in Constitution, 470; as proposed al- | DuncANson, JAMES (Spotsylvania): id., 
ternative to Constitution, 857-67; 480n | 
greater degree of needed to prevent -—letters from, 478-80, 576, 578, 604, 
clashing of interests, 940, 1445; is not 1582-84; quoted, 578n, 594, 613n, 
absolute, 1159. See also Federalism; Gov- 614n, 1004n, 1758n; cited, 596n
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DUNMORE, JOHN Murray, EARL OF, XXiii 889, 1001. See also Accomack County; 
Duties, 793, 1087; Confederation Con- Northampton County 

| gress only needs added power to levy Eastern States: will benefit commercially 
: impost, 38, 72; Constitution’s ban on ex- from Constitution, 45, 50; oppose Ky. 

port duties, 45, 76, 78n, 233, 338, 372— statehood, 794; federal tax on slaves 
73, 397, 435, 676, 754, 783, 1349; prin- — would not affect, 1185-86; debate over » 
cipal source of revenue under Consti- navigation of Mississippi, 1191-92, 
tution will come from, 73, 139, 253n, 1207-9. See also New England States; 
349, 499, 663, 755, 822, 859-60, 948, Northern States : 

— 997, 1012, 1021, 1101, 1109, 1131, Economic CONDITIONS UNDER THE CON- 
1188, 1548; debate over in Constitu- FEDERATION: Constitution will alleviate, 
tional Convention, 105, 1343;.interstate 24, 139, 140, 140-42, 164, 194, 205, 
duties will be abolished under Consti- 218, 349, 588, 607, 736, 761, 833, 

7 tution, 125, 126n, 161-62, 165n, 255, 1123, 1750, 1754, 1758-59; distress, . 
329, 676, 754, 1153, 1774; criticism of 88, 107, 159, 162, 205, 218, 228, 244, 

| power of Congress to levy, 139, 233, 955, 262, 265, 269, 478-79, 587, 656, 
420, 433n—34n, 435, 859, 1112; in Vir- 725, 734, 837-38, 843, 944, 950, 971- 
ginia, 176, 584-85, 982; defense of pro- 73, 1008, 1055-56; 1059, 1061, 1074— 

ene oe Oe ood Toe eine 75, 1123, 1529-30, 1728, 1756, 1770; 
» (49, , ’ - ’ - commercial jealousy, 163; duties that 

65; will encourage manufactures, 433n— fetter trade will make business dull, 

34n, 435, 717, 1206, 1773; argument — 584-85; credit is plentiful, 587; eco- 
that import duties should be only source nomic policy intended to discourage in- 

of federal _Tevenue, 755; proposal to ternational trade, 587; denial that there 
eliminate limit on duties on imported is distress, 1037-38; Constitution will 

slaves, 771, 776; state imposts benefit not alleviate, 1055-56; importing states 
_ some states at expense of others, 809- vs. non-importing states, 1057; praise 

10, 1057; estimate of revenues from OT ; , | 
oe , for fiscal responsibility of Va., 1061. See 

810; will be imposed on states not rat- also Agriculture; Commerce; Debt, U.S.; ifying Constitution, 839, 889, 889-90; Bt 
ying f oo! hy id , , Debts, private; Farmers; Manufactures; 

revenues from impos should go (0 §&n- Merchants; Paper money; Poltcal com 
, , ditions under Articles of Confederation; 

oppressive, 859, 1044, 1112, 1300; role Public credit; Requisitions; Shipbuilding 
of House of Representatives praised, 

- EpENTON, N.C., 1752n 
924; insufficient as source of revenue, Epminson, T. (Frederick), 1745 

1044, 1176, 1492; dependence upon 7 ’ 
will increase if requisitions are not fully EDMISTON, SAMUEL (Washingt on-N) 
complied with, 1146; revenues from will ee gmvention » 617, 908; eG in, 1539, 

decrease during wartime, 1146-47; im- 1541, 1557; payment, 15 6 4 
portance of to U.S., 1189. See also Com- EDMISTON, Witiiam (Washington): id., 
merce; Impost of 1781; Impost of 1783; 617n; 617 | 
Taxation | EpMONDs, JOHN F. (Brunswick), 970 

EDMONDS, STERLING (Brunswick), 970 

EAGLE TAVERN (Richmond City), 1743 Epmonps, THomas (Brunswick), 970 
EaRLy, JOEL (Culpeper-N): id., 579n EDMONDSON, JOHN (Essex): id., 581; 561, 

—in Convention, 907; elected to, 578; 980 

votes in, 1538, 1541; payment for, 1565 | EDMuNDs, THOMAS (Sussex-N) _ 
_ Ear y, Joun (Franklin-N) —in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, 

—in Convention, 907; elected to, 588, 1541, 1557; payment for, 1566 
7 916-17; votes in, 1538, 1541, 1557; Epucarion, 1603-4; necessary for liberty, 

payment for, 1565 252, 1195; support of in Va., 1195, 
| Fast InpiEs, 1108, 1166, 1324 1226n—27n 

EASTERN SHORE OF VIRGINIA, 1336n; dan- Epwarps, PreErPont (Conn.): id., 1781n 

ger of separation if Va. does not ratify, —letter from, 1781
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ELECTIONS, U.S.: criticism of power of limit powers to those expressly dele-- 
Congress over, 65, 137, 210, 233, 251, gated, 821, 1504, 1505, 1555; every new 

- 412, 419, 425, 440, 448, 449, 467n, power given to Congress is taken from 

470, 495, 740, 770, 773, 774, 802, 819, . state legislatures, 926-27; when granted | 

883, 964-65, 1071-72, 1259, 1284, to general govenment are absolute, 

1290-91; praise of provisions of Con- —- 1135-36; rejection of argument that _ 
| stitution for, 215-16, 317, 356, 405, federal government has only those pow- | 

| 440-41, 496-97, 663, 667, 680-81, ers expressly delegated, 1309, 1325-26, - 

| — 893, 919-21, 923-24, 1012-14, 1025, 1328, 1328-29, 1332, 1339-40, 1345— _ 
| — 1079-80, 1080, 1099, 1125, 1196, 46, 1504, 1625-26; when power is given 

—-: 1260, 1295; party spirit in, 496; should there must be authority to make laws to 
be frequent, 862, 878-79, 1196, 1197, - execute it, 1323; criticism of concept 
1524, eeN 1624; first federal, 1709- that all powers not granted are retained . : 
10, 1711, 1760 : by people, 1475-76; opposition to lim- 

—proposed amendments concerning: for iting general government to powers ex- 

| free and frequent elections, 65, 773, pressly granted, 1485. See also Implied - 
ws Oa pone * ae mo a aon. powers; Reserved powers; Wilson, James 

: ulate, », 44, 821-22, » 604N, Enys, JoHN (Great Britain): id., 363n | 
_1547n, 1548, 1555; for frequent elec- Sahel of, 362-63.» | Ss 

| | tions with broad suffrage, 773, 819-20; Equity Law, 1404-5, 1428-29, 1436, | 

for wide suffrage, 773, 819-20 | 1446, 1454, 1458n; lack of jury trials in, : | 
See also House of. Representatives, US; 1100, 1136, 1429-30; Congress may 

5 President, U.S.; Senate, U.S.; Vice Pres- adopt criminal equity, 1331; under ju- | 

| Er gertyne Vanqinta: election laws in soo lbs 1408 dade acy’. a : | 

119n—20n; to Convention, 561-631; list . 1433, 1434. 1445-46, 1449, See also Ju- | i 

| of dates of elections for Convention, — diciary, US. - | 

7 speeches in 614 of election-day Essex County, 907; election of Conven- 
| ‘ , : ae tion delegates, 561, 562, 580-81 : | BLBCTORS, Tees See President,  EuRopg, 959 635, 766, 892, 1096, 1316- 

E Os VICE YY Cour 569 907 . 17; prospects for war in, 282, 292, 330, 
: PLZABETH wn ountys besa 877, 1143-44; state of liberty in, 295, 

ELLIOT, Joun (Randolph), 343, 502, 508, 723, 1070-71, 1094, | 
ELIOT, JONATHAN 06 1104, 1328-29; treaty making in, 1382, 

:q , | | . 1385 | | | | - 

ELLSWORTH, OLIVER (Conn.): as “Land- : . . oe, 
a —relations with United States: opinion in 

holder,” 5, 42n, 397 - dc a f 

-letter from; cid gn soremmpn’ ane Constinion off = ; .Y.), 5, 795n, ee m9 Oe ee o | RiswoRTH, DorotHy (N.¥.), 795, 795n, 439, 672, 695, 1679; U.S involvement 
| EsworTH, VANDINE (N.Y), 795n in affairs of is dangerous, 757-58, 1679; 

EMINENT Domaln, 40n, 1006n; proposed as a threat to US., 955, 1052, 1053, 

amendments concerning, 773, 828n. See 1094, 1119-20, 1126, 1189, 13 14-15, 
also Property, private 1480, 1487, 1497, 1521-22, 1525, | 

ENGLAND. See Great Britain | 1526-27, 1536; sale of western lands in, | | 
-Entait, 1079-80, 1091n. See also Primo- _—:!174n-75n; U.S. navy a threat to, 1189, 

 geniture 7 . 1314-16; possible interference of in.do- 

ENUMERATED Powers: Constitution limits mestic affairs of U.S., 1365-66, 1372- : 
general government to, 212-13, 369, ae 1487; corrupting influence of, Oo 
404-7, 660, 691, 714, 715, 996, 1012, 1679 | | 
1080-81, 1099, 1100, 1323, 1325, See also Foreign affairs; Foreign opinion of | 

1327, 1333, 1334, 1340, 1348, 1389, the U.S.; Governments, ancient and 

1431, 1456, 1482-83, 1485, 1501-2, modern; Great Britain; Immigration; 

1506, 1507; proposed amendments to War . | |
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Evans, JOHN (Monongalia-N) tioning of among states under Confed- 
| —in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, eration has failed, 1021-22; will not in- 

1541; payment for, 1566 crease under Constitution, 1101, 1109, 
EVIDENCE: proposed amendments con- - 1224; proposed amendment for publi- 

| cerning rights of accused, 773, 820 cation of, 1547n, 1549, 1554. See also 
EWING, JOHN (Pa.): id., 475n; 474, 770n Appropriations; Debt, U.S.; Duties; Ju- 

| Ex Post Facto Laws, 431, 1408; criticism - diciary, U.S.; Officeholders, U.S.; Pres- 
| of Constitution’s restriction on states, ident, U.S.; Requisitions; Taxation 

45, 106; praise of Constitution’s prohi- Exports, 386, 695, 982. See also Com- 
_ bition of, 327, 338, 369, 492-94, 511, merce; Duties; Salaries | 

675, 1348-49, 1360; Constitution’s pro- Express RipERs: carry news of Va. and 
' hibition of and slaveholder’s property, N.H. ratifications, 1673-75, 1709 

371, 1343; danger of, 399, 493, 1438; Exrraprrion: praise of Constitution’s pro- 
criticism of Mason’s support for, 488; vision concerning, 687; debate over con- 
and cruel and unusual punishment, 493; cerning federal capital, 1319, 1320, 

_ states already have power to impose, 1320-21, 1324, 1340 | 

- 511; Constitution’s prohibition of does Fyrr, LitrLETON (Northampton-Y) | 
not require redemption of Continental —jn Convention, 908; reports on Acco- — 

| currency. eee gee bt eu ee mack election, 564, 916; votes in, 1539, 
. 90, , ~—ov, Ol, 1540, 1557; ment for, 1 oe . 
proposed amendment prohibiting, 773; ° ‘5 pay | 700 

and Josiah Philips Case, 1038; criicism Factions: Constitution protects against, 
of Constitution’s provision concerning, 992, 1010-11, 1025, 1125; danger of. 

apply to criminal cases only. 1369 tey under Constitution, 1171, 1391; in Hol-- 
>i? land, 1189~91; as an enemy of govern- 

. 1361, 136 2-63, 1370n; prohibition of ment, 1193; is natural to human nature, 
Constitution harms debtors of British 1195. See also Party spirit 

creditors, 1422 FairRFAX County, 907; public meeting in, 
Excises. See Taxation 3, 23-24; distribution of Mason’s objec- | 
EXxcLUusIVE Powers: definition of, 1280. See . _ . Jee 

also Concurrent powers tions in, 42n; instructs members of 
EXECUTIVE: laries of lar House of Delegates, 49, 79, 80, 106, 

On ed ae SaTanes of unpopwarin 109; supports Constitution, 57, 80 
Va., 89; and debate over plural execu- 58189: Mason u ular j 106. 169. | 
tive, 108n, 245, 254n; strong executive lect; , Ce nPop i en 168 ’ 
power needed, 204 69. 561 * 81 87. Te ciegates, - 

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS: will dominate ; , ae 

President, 44; subject to control by U.S. Farrrax, Denny Martin (England), 
Senate, 157; secrecy in; 268; criticsm of 1411n—-l2n , 

power of President over, 449; consul- Farrrax Resotves, 1369n . 
tations with President, 1378; Va. reso- FAIRFAX, RoBert SevenTH Lorp (En- 
lutions of ratification restrict powers of gland), 1411n-12n, 1436, 1454-55, 
over civil liberties, 1538, 1542, 1546. See 1468 . 
also Cabinet; President, U.S.; Privy FAIRFAX, THOMAS SIxTH LorpD (England), | 

council; Separation of powers 1407-8, 1411n, 1657 | - 
EXPENSES OF GOVERNMENT, 1109; publi- ““A FARMER,” 92n-93n 

cation of receipts and expenditures, rare sulier under Constitution: 
295, 1063, 1079; size of House of Rep- => 495 ; lack education to Judge Con- - 
resentatives limits, 335, 1013; increased | roe eey 394; Constitution will benefit, 
by a two-house legislature, 425; govern- 725, 727, 729, 753-54, 1154; distress 
ment under Contitution will be eco- of under Confederation, 1008; govern- | 

. nomical, 649, 1151; will be increased by ment should protect their property and 

separate confederacies, 649—50; will in- persons, 1194; represented in House of 

crease under Constitution, 829, 961, Representatives, 1353-54. See also Ag- 

1044, 1056, 1218, 1492, 1498; appor- riculture; Planters
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FARMERS-GENERAL, 842n civil liberties, 1073, 1076, 1081; estab- 

FAUQUIER County, 907; Mason as possible lish express system among N.H., N.Y., 
Convention candidate, 280, 614n; elec- | and Va., 1572, 1672-75; use Washing- | 

tion of Convention delegates, 561, 587— ton’s name, 1579n | 

88; R.H. Lee as possible Convention —literature of, 362-63; criticism of, 70n, | 
candidate, 617-18, 620 393-94, 445, 505-7, 779-80, 888; cir- 

_ FAYETTE COUNTY, xxx, 433-36, 907; ad- culation of, 302, 633, 736, 1570, 1710— 
dress of Humphrey Marshall to, 1651n-— 11; praise of, 760, 1582 

52n —by states: in Conn., 1574n; in Md., 635, | 

‘A FEDERAL REPUBLICAN’’: text of, 457~59; 1719n; in Mass., 398, 437, 1006n, 1516, 

criticism of, 459n, 480; response to, 1574n; in N.H., 454; in N.C., 902; in 

| 638-39 : Pa., 38, 87, 401n, 1615n; in S.C., 635 | 

FEDERAL REPUBLICAN COMMITTEE (N.Y.), —in Virginia, 331n, 359, 424, 491, 635, 

789, 811-13, 814-15, 815-16, 818, = 711, 735, 737, 744, 762, 895; and call 

825, 828n, 882n, 1089n of Convention, 57n—59n, 112n; leaders 

“A FEDERAL Sone,” 1710 of, 165; oppose calling second consti- 
FEDERALISM. See Division of powers; Gov- tutional convention, 184n, 195-96, 

ernment, debate over nature of; Sover- 1762n-64n; aided by Washington, 382; 

eignty; States, impact of Constitution angered at newspapers printing Antifed- 
upon; States under Articles of Confed- eralist material, 467n; in Fredericks- 

eration burg, 1583; do not celebrate ratification 

“A FEDERALIST,” 518-19 | in Richmond, 1713 

FEDERALIST (ship), 1570-71 —in Virginia Convention, 634, 636-37, 

THE FEDERALIST (Alexander Hamilton, 735, 737, 744, 762, 767, 895, 898; sup- 

John Jay, and James Madison), 288n, port subsequent amendments, 1516, 

824, 1047n; authorship of, xxxvii- 1518, 1670, 1689, 1699; optimism of, 

xxxvili, 167, 168n, 180, 181, 182, 194, 1574, 1588; agree to debate Constitu- 

357, 455n, 598, 654n, 796; circulation tion by paragraphs, 1587; strategy in, 
and publication of, 5, 7, 148, 152, 152n, 1665 

167, 168n, 180-83, 194, 224, 226n, See also Antifederalists; Despotism | 

239n, 242, 280, 302, 303n, 427n, 601, FENDALL, Puitie Ricuarp (Fairfax): id., 
633, 652-55, 704, 709-10, 737, 738n, 1785n _ 

764, 764n—65n, 796, 796n, 828n, 1570, —letter from, 1785 : 
1591, 1591n, 1712; praise or defense FEUDALISM, 1628n 

of, 148, 167, 181, 302, 357, 598, 654n, FinpLEy, WILLIAM (Pa.): id., 475n; 408n, 
, 655, 704, 760; responses to, 302, 357, 474, 770n 

1639 Fines, Excessive, 462, 1330-31, 1351; 
FEDERALISTS: criticism of, 28, 70n, 467, proposed amendments prohibiting, 65, 

468, 483, 520, 582, 698, 779-80, 1160, 773, 820 

1658, 1660; acknowledge imperfections FINNiz, WILLIAM (Williamsburg): id., 516n 
| in Constitution, 127, 153, 491; declining —letter from, 515-16 

strength of, 130; weak advocates, 152; —letter to: cited, 515 | 
praise of, 218, 345, 358, 504-5, 1073, Fister, BENJAMIN (Essex), 580 
1115-16, 1119; urged to compromise FisHer, DANIEL (Greensville-Y), 655n 
on Constitution, 220; called friends to —in Convention, 907, 909; votes in, 1539, | 
Union, 249, 504-5; praise Randolph’s. 1540, 1557; payment for, 1566 . 
letter to Va. House of Delegates, 261n; FisHERIES, NEWFOUNDLAND, 670, 692, 
coalition of necessary for ratification, 822-23, 980, 1397; importance of to 
437; use of as name, 622, 779, 888; New England, 838-39, 1168, 1488; dis- 
Mass. amendments as ultimate conces- pute over, 1168, 1175n; as counterbal- 
sion of, 708; should support recommen- ance to navigation of Mississippi, 1237, 
datory amendments, 731; support for 1239, 1245 : 

- amendments among, 755, 1655-56; said FirzGERALp, JOHN (Fairfax): id., 586n; 23, 
to be true republicans, 1073; support 24, 363n, 584
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FirzHuGH, WILLIAM (Stafford): id., 480n, of bribery and subversion under Con- 

586n, 1584n; 614n, 1583-84; as can- federation, 268; and importance of 

didate for Convention, 478-80, 582, strong central government, 282; and 

601, 613 power of Confederation Congress con- 
FirzSimons, THomas (Pa.): id., 382n cerning, 418, 457, 835-36, 851, 1264; 

—letters to, 382, 453-54; quoted, 878n, as national rather than state matter, 442, 

1584n 692, 694; danger from if Constitution is 

FLEET, WILLIAM (King and Queen-Y) rejected, 481, 894, 1487; debate over 

—in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, jurisdiction of federal courts in suits by 
1540, 1557; payment for, 1564, 1566 foreign states and foreign citizens, 512, 

FLEMING, GEORGE (Henrico), 813, 818-19, 685, 766, 872, 1399, 1406-7, 1409, 

824 1413-14, 1414-15, 1422-23, 1434-35, | 

FLEMING, WILLIAM (Botetourt-Y): id., 1438, 1447, 1447-48, 1450, 1451, . 

255n, 324n; 60n 1455, 1457n, 1469; foreign enemies 
—letters from, 383-84; quoted, 573, 610n; may encourage Indian attacks, 977; 

cited, 60n, 254, 515 debts owed to European nations, 978, 

—letters to, 254-55, 323-25, 515, 617, 1016; danger of foreign alliances, 981, 

781-84, 1694-95; quoted, 573; cited, 1019; possibility of foreign ‘alliance if 

60n, 383, 384, 617n Va. is out of Union, 983; necessity of 
—in Convention, 907; as candidate for, secrecy in, 1026, 1344. See also Ambas- 

360, 361n, 383, 384n, 573, 781; votes sadors; Commerce; Foreign opinion of 

. in, 577n, 1539, 1540, 1557; expenses of the U.S.; Invasion, foreign; Treaties 
for attending, 1546n; and Antifederalist forriGn Invasion, 1199; danger of, 383; 

draft of structural amendments, 1547n; no danger of, 955, 1107, 1108, 1165- 

payment for, 1566; listed as doubtful, 66, 1479-80, 1480, 1526-27 

1651 FOREIGN OPINION OF THE U.S.: is low un- | 

FLEMING, WILLIAM (Powhatan), 360 der the Confederation, 52, 109, 159, 
FLEMING, Mrs. WILLIAM (Botetourt), 323, 162, 164n, 201, 255, 656, 829, 835-36, 

781 | _ 837-38, 857, 877, 878n, 934-35, 946- 
FLeTcuer, JaMes (Brunswick), 970 47, 984, 985, 1081, 1641; Constitution 
Fuint, Royat (N.Y.): id., 1787n; 1166, will raise, 97, 139, 218, 236-37, 282, 

| at om. 1786-87 346, 383, 400, 465, 511, 692, 726, 729, 
, 748, 759, 787, 835-36; America should 

FLoriwa, 108, 221-23, 1179-83 b del £ th 5 990): Ff. 

FLORIDABLANCA, CONDE DE (Spain): id., € a mode? tor other nations, , a 
206n: 1180 | vors strengthening Congress, 256-57; | 

—letters to, 204-7; quoted, 207n; cited, will not fall upon failure to ratify Con- 
904 stitution, 418; will be lowered if Con- 

FLUVANNA County, 907, 1656 stitution is not ratified, 481 841; Eu- 

FONTAINE, AARON (Louisa), 1460-61 ropeans said to believe Constitution will 

FONTAINE, WILLIAM (Hanover), 1618, worsen conditions in America, 829; 
1618n, 1661, 1700 should not be a factor in decision to rat- | 

FoRDE, STANDISH (Pa.), 171 ify Constitution, 959; European powers 

ForEIGN AFFAIRS: Constitution will change = 27© Suspicious of U.S., 1052, 1119-20, 

relationship of U.S. with other coun- will not be raised by Constitution, 11 59- 

tries, 205, 383, 431-33, 465, 692, 729, 60; governments of America admired 

809, 835-36, 842n—43n, 891-92, 1200, and envied by Europeans, 1683; was 
1225, 1497, 1521-22, 1525; enemies high during Revolution, 1692 | 

will take advantage of political turmoil FOREST, ANTOINE DE LA (France): id., 240n 

| | in U.S., 210-11, 788, 788n; debate over —letter from, 239-41; cited, 239 

potential of foreign bribery and subver- Forrest, Urtan (Md.) | 

sion under Constitution, 251, 269, 321, —letter from: cited, 1708n | 

354, 849n—43n, 991-92, 1114, 1365- —letters to: cited, 252n, 1708n 

66, 1367, 1372-73, 1373, 1505; danger ForT HARMAR, 1709
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| Forts, MAGAZINES, ETC., 1319, 1320; crit- igation of Mississippi, xxix, 1180, 1229, | | 

icism of power of Congress over, 44, 1232; meets with Washington, 204—5, 
287, 323, 413, 957, 961, 1065-66, 1340 206n-—7n; makes loan to Henry Lee, . 

. Foster, WILLIAM (Norfolk Borough), 1733 207n, 1091n; arrives in U.S., 1182 . 
| FOUNTAIN Tavern (Alexandria), 1714n, —letters from, 204—7; quoted, 207n; cited, | : 

1716. | | 204, 207n . | | 
FOUSHEE, WILLIAM (Henrico): id., 437n, —letter to: cited, 207n } 

593n; candidate for Convention, 436- Garrett, HENRY (Louisa), 1463n 
| 37, 592 — | Gaskins, THomas (Northumberland-Y) 

FOWLER, JOHN (Fayette-N) —in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, . | 
—in Convention, 907; votes in, 1538, 1540, 1557; payment for, 1566 

1541; payment for, 1566 Gates, Horatio (Berkeley): id., 169n, | 
_ letters to: cited, 1580n, 1661 . 516n; receives “Aristides,” 521n; incor, 

_. France. See Governments, ancient and rectly reported as elected to Conven- | 
modern . | tion, 562, 573n, 744, 746n, 1613, 

FRANKLIN, BENIAMIN Fay Bry oom 1613n; .as candidate for Convention, | 
1048n, 1369n; praise of, -, 693, — 571-73 ee 

_ 1722; defended from “Centinel’s” crit- — __letters from, 175; quoted, 736, 736n;- 
icism, 481, 502, 638; ‘“‘Centinel”’ criti- cited, 515, 1613 ee 
cizes, 481n—82n, 483; recommends Pa. —letters to, 168~70, 244, 515-16, 571, 
as site of federal capital, 674, 696n; as 572, 581-82, 1613; quoted, 41n; cited, 

. minister to negotiate commercial trea- 521n, 736n | | 
Hes, 1181-82, S99 tea. 199° GENERAL WELFARE. CLAUSE: criticism of, 

—ietters to: quoted, » Cited, Co 37, 62, 1046, 1299, 1326, 1332, 1340: 
—speech in Constitutional Convention, defense of, 669-70, 714, 1102-3, 1119, 

652n, 689, 694, 830, 832n; reprinted in 1134-35, 1326-27, 1350, 1484, 1503; on 

Va., 5 , 198-200, 242; mutilated version derived from Articles of Confederation, | 
| published, 254, 254n oo 1134-35; may be used to free slaves, 

vee also orca men ane Gh ota 1476-77. See also Enumerated powers; | 
Fuanerin Stare c 47 3 , ~e Implied powers; Necessary and proper PRANELIN, ATE OF, 907. publi cos clause; Reserved powers 

: REDERICK OUNTY, > public meeung “GENUINE INFORMATION” (Luther Martin), 
in, 3, 91-93; instructs members of | 

- | 502, 503n, 840, 843n | | 
House of Delegates, 91-92, 164-65; | wos . _ | . . a GEORGE III. See Great Britain, monarchs election of Convention delegates, 401n, 402n, 588-89 | and monarchy S 7 

| FREDERICKSBURG (Spotsylvania): public Gzorcia, 34, 500, 750, 788, 1235-36, ae mani 1371n; and slave trade, 105, 338, 482, meeting in, 3, 85-86; instructs members 675. 889-83. 1389. 1369n: publ . . 
| of House of Delegates, 85-86; letter to 5, 882-83, > seems Pu ne Opie 

_ freeholders of, 121-22; support for fon mM favors Constitution, 107; and In- | 
Constitution in, 354; and stagecoaches dian conflict, 108, 225, 1570-71; influ- 
to Convention, 897; Federalists and ence of Va. on, 183, 291; prospects for . Antifederalists in, 1583 | ratification in, 240, 291, 1776, 1777n; 

“A FREEHOLDER,” 633, 1638-39; text of, influence of N.C. on, 291; ratifies Con- | 
719-30, 753-54 | stitution, 354, 754, 842n, 883, 1776; 

“A FREEHOLDER OF WaRWICK,” 615-17) non-payment of requisitions, 652n; com- a 
“A FREEMAN” (Tench Coxe), 88n | merce of, 835, 838-39; cession of west- 
FUGITIVE SLAVE CLAUSE. See Slaves _ ern lands by, 1137n, 1570-71; has no | Fur Trae, 1008 | bill of rights, 133’7n; denial of union of 

| ee - | with Northern States, 1377: See also Au- ce 
GALLATIN, ALBERT (Pa.), 132n 7 | gusta, Ga.; Newspapers; Savannah, Ga.; 
GAMBLE, COL., 1744 Southern States 7 
~GaARDOQUI, Don DIEGO DE (Spain): id., GERMANY. See Governments, ancient and 

206n; and negotiations concerning nav- modern oo
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GERRY, ELBRIDGE (Mass.): id., 14n, 382n; | GORDON, JAMES, JR. (Orange-Y): id., 420n; 

, 357, 368n, 1006n, 1573; supports bill supports Constitution, 599, 709; elected 

of rights, xxxix, 40n; attends Mass. Con- to House of Delegates, 709, 710n | 

vention, 7, 456n; as non-signer of Con- —letters from, 600; cited, 417 | 
stitution, 10n, 13, 40n, 105, 202, 270, —letters to, 417-20; quoted, 604n 

_ 437, 753n; and Mason’s objections, 87, —in Convention, 908; election to, 595-— 

87n; said to differ from Mason and Ran- 606; vores in 15. 1540, 1557; pay- 
: dolph, 843n | ment for, 1564, 1566 . 

: _tetters from, 1691; cited, 7, 87n Gorpon, JAMEs B. (Lancaster-Y) 
—letters to, 25, 86-87, 283; cited, 59n, —in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, 

1573 1540, 1557; payment for, 1566 | 

—objections to Constitution (18 Oct. let- | -Gorpon, WILLIAM (England) — . 

ter), 6, 229, 242, 395, 456, 656n, 689,  —Tetter to: quoted, 285n 
694, 695, 782; quoted, 1608, 1609n GORE, CurisTorner (Mass.), 1637 

Gress, CALEB (Mass.): id., 427n | GoRHAM, NATHANIEL (Mass.): id., 1759n; 

—letter from: cited, 427n, 427-28 — ee o4en, re zn ved. 1759n: cited 
—letters to, 427-28; quoted, 522n, 638n; 175859 * quoted, m, cited, | 

cited, 281n, 633, 637n, 748, 748n 1 
,; etter to, 1758-59 | | 

GILBERT, Mrs. (Henrico), 284n G 
7 OVERNMENT, DEBATE OVER NATURE OF, 

Gitman, Nicuotas (N.H.): id., 743n — 200; loose confederations have failed, 

—letters from, 742-43, 1614, 1778-79; 92; majority and minority interests in, 
quoted, 454n | 103-4, 1502-3; no perfect government 

GILMER, GEORGE (Albemarle): id., 257n— in history, 135, 366, 374, 388, 480, 

58n 1534, 1771; all men are by nature free, 
—letter from, 257-58 200; rights of freemen, 200, 215-16; 
Gitmor, Rosert (Md.): id., 1786n time and experience best guides for gov- 
—letter from, 1785-86 ernment, 220; need for national rather : 
GiLpIn, GEORGE (Fairfax), 24 _ than federal government, 268-70, 976- 

| GLOUCESTER CounTy, 589-91, 895-96, 89, 1016-28; opposition to a national 
907 government, 289; impossible to create a 

GoapsBy, THomas (N.Y.) . government that safeguards against all 

—letter from: cited, 1723n_ corruption, 328; pure republic is un- 
Gop, 753, 796, 829, 831, 1128, 1304, realistic and visionary idea, 343; social 

1472, 1478, 1489; navigation of Missis- compact results in civil government, | 
sippi a God-given right, xxxi; role of in 376-77; attributes of an arbitrary gov- — 
writing Constitution, 22, 747; called ernment, 389, 391; can exist over large 

| upon for adoption of Constitution, 140; territory, 438, 891-92, 976, 987-88; 
not considered by Constitutional Con- Hoe te dads cannot exist over lance | 

| vention, 145; belief in as proposed re- territory, 765, 852-57, 879-80, 937, | 

igious test, 771, 779; voice of people is 939-40. 1110: cyclical nat f 374 
voice of, 838; role of as Creator, 847; * 1 03 15: q » cyclical nature Ot, , 

. ;. —15; definition of federalism, 1040; . 

called on to bless Va. Convention, 881; no danger of war with democratic neigh- 

life is dearest gift of, 972; Union de- boring states, 1167; consolidated gov- — 
pends on, 988; favors South, 1258-59; ernment opposed, 1167, 1184-85; ar- | 

| favors US., 1715. See also Biblical ref- gument that government must be 

| erences; Religion; Religion, freedom of maintained by force versus argument 
Gopparpb, Mary KaTHERINE (Md.), 490n that people can govern in. freedom, 

Gopparpb, WILLIAM (Md.), 485, 490n, 1168; type of government to be insti- 
1718n : tuted if man is incapable of governing , 

, _ GOODALL, PARKE (Hanover-N), 541 himself, 1184; federal government fa- 

| —in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, vored, 1184-85; better to have too 

~ 1541, 1557; payment for, 1566 much suspicion of government than not
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enough, 1274-75; a constitution must rights, 1152-53, 1157; will not provide 

be interpreted more broadly than a law, freedom or happiness, 1159-60; forms. 
1347; praise for formation of free gov- a representative government that will 
ernments in U.S., 1498-99 protect liberties of people, 1194, 1353-— 

—U.S. Constitution: creates a consolidated 54; justice as end of, 1209; federal gov- 

| government, 73, 135, 507, 611-12, 711, ernment has no power not held by state 

| 748, 765, 824, 824n, 852-60, 888-89, governments, 1305; creates a very | 

894, 930, 936-37, 939-40, 951, 958— strong, energetic government, 1330, 

59, 960-63, 966, 1043, 1044, 1045-46, 1532, 1617, 1623; creates government 

1055, 1059, 1067-68, 1069, 1070, of men not laws, 1465; not understand- 

| 1106, 1284-87, 1300-1303, 1311, able, 1466, 1469; drafters should have 

1312, 1390, 1402, 1403, 1490, 1491, provided for education in morality, re- 

1526, 1602; establishes government de- ligion, jurisprudence, and art of war, 
rived from people, 98, 154, 975, 1772; 1602-3 | 

denial that union can be called a cor- —attributes of good government: mixed 
poration, 139; will create a purely dem- government favored, 9, 9n—10n; debate 
ocratic government, 164; will create a over theory that government should be 

strong central government that is simple in structure, 9, 501; analysis of 
needed, 198, 213-14, 235-36, 257, confederacies, 92, 98, 100-101, 464, 

265-68, 282, 312, 322, 325, 355, 383, 951, 974-75, 1028, 1028-32, 1043-44, 
400, 636, 669-70, 748, 976-89, 1016- 1047n, 1069, 1104-5, 1126, 1164-66, 
28; has created an excellent system of 1499; need for a strong energetic gov- | 
confederate government, 294, 420, ernment, 92, 142n, 204, 274, 565, 692, 
1010-11, 1646-47, 1724; said to be 1283, 1322, 1684, 1731, 1761; free gov- 
good in nature and moderate in present = ernment demands separation of powers, 
form, 328; government under will be 99; debate over nature of representa- 

_ good as long as people retain their vir- tion, 101; good administration requires : 
tue, 328; all laws contrary to are void, delegation of power to representatives, 

. 411, 438; denial that consolidated gov- 154; government must have the power 
ernment is created, 438, 494-95, 590- to accomplish its ends, 154, 311, 395, 
91, 720, 923, 941, 947-48, 995-98, 431, 878-79, 928-29, 975-76, 999, 
1010, 1075-76, 1293, 1427; acts di- . 1118-23, 1126, 1304, 1396-97; attri- 
rectly on people, 640, 1009, 1028, butes of a free government, 200, 294, 
1029, 1111-12, 1152; creates govern- 315, 337-38, 338-39, 363, 389, 389— a 
ment with no comparison in history, 91, 469, 493-94, 508-9, 510, 512-13, 
720; importance of first government un- 1625-26; need for strong executive, 
der, 759; creates government partly con- 204; capacity to adopt amendments nec- 
solidated and partly confederated, 873; essary, 219, 297; bill of rights needed to 
argument that federal government will preserve liberty, 250-51; will of the ma- 
have power to act only on general sub- jority should always prevail, 252, 379, 
jects, 948, 1010, 1151, 1152; no re- 835; coercive power is necessary, 263, 
sponsibility of officeholders under for 1305; coercive power should be directed 
maladministration or abuse of power, against individuals rather than states, 
965; creates intricate and complicated 266; free government commands in- 
government, 967; will provide stability quiry, 287; balance between freedom 
and security, 985; is binding on the peo- and authority, 304; opposition to hin- 
ple, 999; best security for liberty is that dering government when it consists of , 
members of Congress are responsible to elected legislature, 311; must conform 
people, 1081; members of U.S. govern- to genius of people or be supported by 
ment not subject to punishment for high force, 358; caution and secrecy neces- 
crimes, 1113-14; was intended to create sary, 366; originates in people, 377, 438, 
democracy, 1115-16; gives efiicacy to 451, 464, 507, 1125, 1219, 1625, 1626; 
powers already in Confederation, but must defend rights, liberties, and prop- 
people reserved rights in state bills of erty, 377, 510, 514-15, 876, 945, 952,
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967, 1193-95, 1196, 1479, 1536, 1626; | —in metaphors: as a great machine, 379; 

should be derived from reason, 381; dif- as a diseased body, 856, 857; follows 

ficult to amend without destroying, 388; laws of physics, 858 
every perpetual sovereign state must —purposes and ends of government: nec- 
have power to maintain itself, 496; essary to curb human nature, 23, 376; 
should be independent of people, 510; is happiness of people, 200, 293, 294, 

representatives must be elected and ro- 346, 388, 418, 472, 945, 956, 1018; jus- 
tated, 512-13; prevents greatest sum of tice as sole end of, 396; is to secure free- 

evil, 658; needs restraints on power, dom, 462, 510, 514-15, 1196; is pro- | 
878—79, 1162; officials should as sub- tection and security, 690, 1119, 1278- 

ject to laws, 927, 1000, 1024, 1062-63, 82; is to produce greatest common 

1064, 1123, 1305, 1446; folly to depend good, 772-73; must restrain licentious- 
on goodness of officeholders, 963-64; ness, 1080, 1104; is to promote general 

must have power of taxation, 1016; de- welfare, 1119 
pends on affection of people, 1050-51, See also Aristocracy; Balanced government, 

| 1123; only immediate representatives of Checks ane balances; vw bere De- 
eople should approve money bills, mocracy; Despotism, Division Of powers, 

YO6r: need check. 1275; constitutions Enumerated powers; Federalism, Mon- 

| should be understandable, 1466, 1469; archy; Republican form of government, 

support for confederation of indepen- Reserved powers; Revolution, right of; 
_ dent states, 1490; soul of republicanism Separation of powers; Social compact, 

consists of spirit of reciprocity between Sovereignty; States, impact of Consti- 
legislature and bulk of nation, 1577 tution upon; States under the Articles 

—dangers from government: anarchy leads of Confederation | | 
to despotism, 144; liberties of people GOVERNMENTS, ANCIENT AND MODERN, 
have always been destroyed by those en- i ood 308 BEG. savoraby co 

trusted to govern, 217; energetic gov- O, 294, I40, JOD; “AChaean Leagle, 
ernment is always oppressive, 252; de- 858, 1029, 1104, 1105-6; Hetolia, 
bate over adopting a bad government 1105-6; Africa, 508; Algeria, 450, i 26, 
for fear of anarchy, 298; men in power 1166, 1167, 1522, 1526; Amphyctionic 

may usurp authority under any consti- raed eaerae ” ton, ae 53D Ay , 

tution, 208: experience only will show 508; Athens, 442, 855-56, 1105, 1340, 
efects in governments, 315; debate: ; : 

over supposition officeholders are gen- 1771; Austria, 477, 1089n, 1172n, 
at j 1410n; Bavaria, 1089n; Belgic Confed- 

_ erally inclined to do wrong, 327; debate Republic), 858, 1187, 1226; C 

| over argument that governments never eracy (Repu ic): ° ‘ ; ane 

relinquish power once they have it, 383 ad a, wrens ene HR ae 
, , thage, ; ; , ; n, 

1070-71, 1093-94, 1159, 1275-76; 1771; ‘Corinth, 885-56, Denmark, 131. 
most governments are dictated by a con- 449, 839, 1497, 1509n-10n; Goths, 

queror, 944—45; weak governments pro- 1167; Greece, 248, 440, 953, 1132, 

duce anarchy, 1031; government as a 1629, 1728; Hanseatic League, 1191, 
choice among evils, 1035; criticism of 1226n; Helvetian League, 858; Holy Ro- 

government by small elite, 1055, 1056; man Empire, 1410n, 1509n; Ireland, 

domination of by tyrants, 1191-92; ef —=——160, 1071, 1090n, 1170, 1171, 1175n, 
fect of relaxing laws in, 1283; impossible 1306; Israel, 1682; Italy, 407, 1629; La- 

: to secure any human institution from cedemonia, 855, 1105-6; Lycian 

abuse, 1294, 1320; when dangers from League, 100, 296; Macedonia, 502, 

abused power are greater than benefits, 1105-6, 1132; Mexico, 1052, 1094; Mo- 

the power should not be granted, 1317; rocco, 1166, 1174n; Papal States, 251, 
enormous power should never be 315; Peru, 1052, 1094; Poland, 89, 217, , 
granted, 1322; power that cannot be ex- 951, 354, 679, 695, 697n, 1365, 1367, 

ecuted ought not to be granted, 1406; 1373, 1385, 1386n; Portugal, 839, 

decay comes with age, 1681-82 1166, 1172n, 1174n; Prussia, 929-30, :
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1108, 1172n, 1207, 1312, 1319, 1365, 251, 477, 1009, 1106, 1329, 1655; re-- | | 

1386n; San Marino, 977; Scotland, 74- lations of with other nations, 337, 966, | 

75, 766, 802, 980, 1023, 1093-94, 1391, 1655-56; vastness of empire of, 

| 1094, 1132-33, 1149, 1162, 1171-72 852, 879; Prussia, 929-30 P1108 9 - » + ’ } hn y = ’ ’ : ruSSia, - ’ ’ 

| 1173n, 1176, 1214, 1226, 1306, 1497; 1172n, 1207, 1312, 1319, 1365, 1386n; . 

: Sicily, 1172n; Sparta, 442, 1105, 1440n; wars in, 1040, 1283; Bavaria, 1089n; 

7 ~ Sweden, 131, 217, 442, 498, 839, | Vandals and Goths, 1167; Hanseatic - 
| 1172n, 1373, 1386n; Thebes, 855-56, League, 1191, 1226n; state of liberty in, 

| — 1105; Tunis, 1166; Turkey, 251, 252, 1300, 1305, 1312, 1329, 1331. > . 

282, 509, 966-67, 1300, 1388, 1655- —Greece, 248, 440, 953, 1132, 1629, a 

- 56; Vandals, 1167; Venice, 132, 477, 1728; Achazan League, 100, 858, 1029, 
1701, 1703n; Wales, 1336n | 1104, 1105-6; Aetolia, 1105-6; Am- © 

—France, 635, 837, 879, 1003, 1048n, phyctionic Confederacy, 100, 440, 858, | 
| - 1089n; and Great Britain, 282, 309, 1009, 1029, 1076, 1104, 1105, 1132; 

— 839, 976-77, 1090n, 1132, 1144, 1166, — Athens, 442, 855-56, 1105, 1340, 1771; 
| . 1206; autocratic government of and de- Corinth, 855-56; Lacedemonia, 855, : 

| sire for reform in, 342-43, 399, 452, 1105-6; Lycian League, 100, 296; Ma- | | 
506, 856, 928, 942n, 966, 1008, 1096, —— cedonia, 502, 1105-6, 1132; Sparta, | 
1159, 1300, 1305, 1331; monarchs and 442, 1105, 1440n; Thebes, 855-56, | 

monarchy in, 892, 928, 942n, 1020, 1105. See also Classical antiquity 2 
1040, 1051, 1096, 1166, 1349, 1369n, _-The Netherlands, 839, 1629; powers of 
1382, 1385, 1496, 1509n, 1716, 1719, Stadtholder in, 47, 100, 983, 1009, 
1722, 1735, 1744; finances of, 997, 999; | 1043-44, 1052-53, 1058-59, 1084, . 

and The Netherlands, 1088n—89n, 1088n-89n, 1097, 1207, 1659, 1772; 

1166, 1190, 1207, 1373, 1410n, cedes debate over nature of confederacy and 
Louisiana to Spain, 1179; and Poland government in, 100, 294, 399, 664, 682, oe 

| and Sweden, 1373, 1385, 1386n; treaty 951, 958, 1030-31, 1043-44, 1084, . 

making in, 1382, 1385, 1496, 1509n 1097, 1104, 1106, 1118, 1133, 1160, 
—France and relations with United States: 1171, 1207, 1316, 1323, 1336n, 1499: 

| Claims of citizens of in Va. S45 and com. state of liberty in, 217, 1043-44, 1052- | 
merce of with France and French West — 53° 1958-59, 1195, 1207, 1210, 1659: | 

—— 842n, 1019, 1051-52, 1088n, 1165 eto Cd aes aia | 
° wee , ? ~1089n, 1166, 1172n, 1174n; Patriot | 

1393, 141 1n; opinion in on government | ie taf . 
., } Movement and civil disorder in, 399, | 

| , and Constitution of, 256, 419,959,979, . 2 | 
; : : 452, 1052-53, 1088n—89n, 1097, 1118, 

983, 1070; ambassador of arrives in ’ eee , } 
“ 1160, 1174, 1189-90, 1207, 1283, | 

U.S., 330; American Revolution, 340, | ° | ; 
° : 1388, 1410n; Union of Utrecht (1579), 403, 408n, 993, 1019, 1086, 1143-44, 660. 696n, 1296n. 1336n: sf 

——-«-1172n, 1257n, 1343, 1411n, 1517, ad Or 5 188Gb o Conted’ oe 
| 1716, 1722, 1735; possible interference 664, 810, 113 > ns a1 Con cd= : 

by in domestic affairs of U.S., 354,419, ¢acy (Republic), 858, 1187, 1226; and 
864, 1114; treaties with, 403, 929-30, 1dlOu oligarchie 1166, ae B28, 
935, 958, 1069-70, 1086, 1143, 1172n, stn, oligarchic government in “m= 
1393, 1411n; debt owed to by U.S., 728, stercam spice aaek ee rae athe 
978, 1035, 1051, 1069, 1108, 1165, rague as Capital city, —~41O, - ~ 

1166, 1174n, 1527; payments and gifts 19, 1336n oa ee 
| to ambassadors of, 1590, 1349, 1369n: ~The Netherlands and relations with 

as a threat to U.S., 1094, 1130, 1165, United States: opinion in on government 

1316, 1480, 1527; protects sovereignty ane vonstitution of Ve 419, 959, 
and territory of U.S., 1246, 1248, 1252, 1527; loans of to U.S., 728, 877, 978, 

| 1253, 1257 1047n, 1108, 1138n, 1165—66, 1174n; | 

—— —Germany: debate over nature of confed- treaty with, 930, 958, 1108; commerce 
_ eracy of, 100, 1009, 1029-30, 1104, with, 1019; stadtholder as threat to U.S., 

_ 1106, 1499; monarchs and monarchy in, 1043—44 | |
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—Rome, 1086, 1728; tyranny in, 36, 470, © —Switzerland, 217, 1629; debate over na- 

887, 927-28, 928, 1106, 1171; consti- ture of confederacy in, 100, 858, 966, 

tution and government of, 248, 362, 974-75, 1009, 1030, 1104, 1106, 1499; 

406-7, 501, 1071-72, 1112, 1205, __ state of liberty in, 470, 994, 1040-41, 

1374, 1481, 1771; kings and emperors 1083, 1195; foreign influence on poli- 

in, 251, 501, 509, 801 7380 987.1494 ics in, 1106 1196 P 
Mm, <2 ’ ? ’ ’ ’ ? ’ tics In, ? . 

: 1509n; consuls and senate in, 312, 406-— See also Classical antiquity; Europe; Great | 
7, 442, 501, 855, 880, 927-28, 1374, Britain | 

_ 1701; state of liberty in, 406-7, 472, GRAHAM, WILLIAM (Rockbridge): id., 143n, 

953, 1170-71, 1340, 1440n, 1522; army 609-10 | , 

in, 423, 1340, 1494, 1509n, 1701; dic- -—letter from, 143 

tator in, 1058, 1169, 1450, 1604; justice GRAND JURIES, 437. See also Bill of rights; | 

in, 1376, 1386n, 1449. See also Classical Judiciary, U.S. - 
antiquity | Grayson, WILLIAM (Prince William-N): id., 

—Russia, 766n, 852, 1319, 1410n, 1629; 525, 1173n; 898, 1235-38, 108s oP 
| and Turkey, 282, 1388, 1655; and poses Constitution, 14, 20, 94, 577; as 

American Revolution, 340, 1172n, member of Congress, 20, 94, 1174n, 

1188; and election of King of Poland, 1175n, 1191, 1256n, 1257n 

679, 697n, 1365, 1386n; Catherine the —letters from, 150-51, 816-17, 1572-73, 

| Great, 679, 697n, 1188, 1386n, 1605, 1636-37; quoted, xxx, 159n, 898, 
a 1607n, 1655; state of liberty in, 765, 1175n, 1183, 1257n, 1457n; cited, 

1159-60; Peter the Great, 1384, 1387n; _:149n, 313, 342, 813, 1174n, 1636, 1685 | 
British treatment of ambassador from, ~—letters to, 342-43; cited, 150, 811-12, 

1384, 1387n, 1388, 1389, 1394, 1397 816 | : 
_ —Spain, 419, 837; and Great Britain, 221-  —"? Convention, 908, 909, 1172, 1787; 

99, 337, 788, 1240; and The Nether- _ lected to, 478-80, 603-4, 608-9, 738; 
lands, 696n, 1030, 1089n, 1097, 1160, as Antifederalist leader in, 711, 744, ; 

1174n, 1410n; constitution and govern- 898, 1592, 1677, (1686, 1690, 1701-2, 

| ment of, 1096, 1329; state of liberty in 1704, 1707; criticism of, 737; influence 
1300, 1305, 1331; and France (Francis or 762; attends meeting o1 supporters 

I), 1496, 1509n ; Pd apn 
_—Spain and relations with United States: printed Debates of, 905-4; opposes 

. ee tts , shorthand note-taking of debates in, 
and navigation of Mississippi, xxix, 
156n, 205, 206n—7n, 221-22, 240 912; comments on printed Debates of, 

°76n, 330 , 436n 608 707-8 onl On. 1175n; drafts amendments to Constitu- 

not , , cae , tion, 1336n, 1386n, 1457n, 1510n, 

P30, ete ee abr nOee Lie. 1541; drafts Form of Ratification, 

, n, ? , , , 1510n; votes in, 1539, 1541, 1557; pay- 

1228n, 1240, 1643-44, 1654, 1662 ae oe ; 
. , , ? -? » —speeches in Convention, 905, 912, 

1711-12, 1731; and Georgia, 108, = 1164-72, 1184-92, 1242-44, 1259 
1235-36; and Kentucky, 206, 276n, 1263-64, 1266-67, 1269, 1305-6, 

434n, 707-8, 728, 730n, 1182, 1235- 1307, 1308-9, 1314-16, 1316-17, 

36, 1643-44; and American Revolution, 1319-20, 1320, 1332, 1373-75, 1382- 

340, 930, 993, 1006n, 1172n, 1179, 83, 1387-88, 1444-50, 1469, 1471, : 
oe 1231; Constitution best defense against, 1496-98, 1653, 1672, 1694; references 

707-8, 805, 836, 842n-43n, 891-92, — to, 1196, 1199, 1205, 1209, 1246, 
| 1130, 1200; loans to U.S., 728, 978, 1250, 1265, 1268, 1357 

1180; U.S. diplomats in, 842n-43n, Great Brince, VaA., 1736 

993, 1006, 1369n; as a threat to U.S., Great Britain, 837, 951; Privy Council, — 

~ 979, 1052, 1070, 1094, 1107, 1168, 680, 800, 1457n; corruption in political 

| 1374, 1384, 1480, 1521-22, 1659; and system of, 1044, 1070-71, 1150, 1155, | | 

U.S.-Morocco treaty, 1166, 1174n; and 1170, 1171, 1175n, 1263; secrecy in 

U.S. trade with Cuba, 1181 government of, 1067, 1124; landholding :
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in, 1080; and science of politics in, compared with U.S. under Constitution, 

1096; Board of Trade, 1457n 1277-78, 1283-84 

—acts and charters of, 715,1175n;'77 Anne —constitution of, 10n, 177, 257, 295, 352, 

12, 647n; Act of Settlement (1701), 430, 441, 476, 477n, 642-44, 644, 

877n, 1299n, 1456n; Act of Union 647n, 656n, 660, 752, 800, 801, 964, 

(1707), 1162, 1173n, 1214, 1226: 1062-63, 1098, 1105, 1112-13, 1125- | 
_ American Independence (1782), 1394, 26, 1173n, 1274, 1384, 1385, 1453, 

1397, 1410n—11n; Bill of Rights (1689), 1494, 1610; repeal of laws, 37; common 
310-11, 438, 660, 882n, 942n, 1046, law, 7 ao oon, oem. Bees ee 
1084, 1085, 1135, 1136, 1212, 1333, power, , : , , , ’ 

1340, 1385, 1394, 1436, 1450, 1453, rar 6G eat en Bra 8 don 
1466, 1475, 1485, 1509n, 1625; ; , , , , ; n—- 

Charter of Liberties (1100), 659, 696n; 77n, 925, 926, 965, 1285-86, 1288-89, 
Confirmation of the Charters (1265), 1298n-99n, 1389, 1392, 1393-94, 
659, 696n; Declaration of Rights (1688), se od aa sy oP oan oe powers, 

| 882n, 928, 928-29, 1136, 1394, 1395; —il, » O82, —46, - n, 
| law respecting diplomats (1708), 1389; 1199; treaty-making power in, 337, 

East India Act (1783), 950-51, 969n; 1984-85 1388-89 Pago 308" 
_ Habeas Corpus Act (1679), 928, 942n, —9, —59, “91, Loge, 

1099, 1450, 1475; writ de heretico com- 1393-95, 1396; pardons and reprieves, | 
burendo, 1353, 1370n; and Isle of Man, jon aoe oa OLF eas eke ry | 

308 Ook ee Oke ee ee ieee” balances, 477m, 803, 1069-63, 1098 | 
1436, 1450, 1453, 1458n, 1469, 1624 1169, 1309; law of nations, 646n, 647n; — | . 

25, 1628n; Militia Act (1757), 1306; Mi- palanced government of, 1112-13; and - 

litia Act (1786), 1336n; Mutiny Act “finances of 1186. and money bills, 131 
UO89), TAS hy 13m, 922-28; mutiny "396, 668, 1267, 1268, 1297-98, taxa. | 
acs eT tae obo eon ISloq. tion in, 326, 335, 997, 999, 1149, 1176 . tion acts, , /iyn, ; ; nN; oe ye? 4 a , 
Nineteen Propositions (1642), 1336n; — 16S Cxcise taxes in, fone, TES: cus: 
Ordinance on Militia (1642), 1336n; 1188: and cower of swe and turse 
Parliament’s property qualifications 1989-84 P P , | 

(1710), 1298n; Petition of Right (1628), —foreign affairs of, 1088n—89n; treaties 
$9n, 659, 1212, 1625; Poyning’s Law of, 221-22, 1389, 1410n; relations with 
(1495), 1170; Printing Act (1662), 1139n: Riot A 1715), 957. 969 France, 282, 309, 1143-44, 1206; 

n; Riot Act ( 5), “a n, treaty-making power in, 337, 690-91, 
1300, 1302; Scotch Militia Bill (1707), 

800, 801, 1251, 1382, 1383, 1384-85, , 942n; Septennial Act (1716), 942n; _ _ 1388-89, 1390-91, 1392, 1393-95, 
Stamp Act (1765), 486, 952, 969n, 1396; opposes League of Armed Neu- 
1170, 1444; Statute of Acton Burnell trality, 1188; interferes in Dutch poli- 

(1283), 1456n; Statute of Merchants tics, 1189-91; danger of coalition with : 
(1283), 1447, 1456n; Statute of the Sta- Spain over Mississippi River, 1240; dip- | 
ple (1353-54), 1447, 1456n; Triennial lomatic immunity in (incident of Russian 
Acts (1641 and 1694), 942n ambassador), 1384, 1387n, 1389, 1394, 

—comparison of U.S. and British govern- 1397 : 

ments: tyranny of better than domestic” _historical events, references to, 640-41, 
| tyrants under Constitution, 283-84; 932, 1212; Glorious Revolution in, 38, 

| U.S. will have energy of British govern- 660, 785, 880, 882n, 1285; Civil War, 
ment without defects of, 722; English 641, 659-60, 1336n, 1534; Restoration, 
history as a source for those debating 641, 1374; Protectorate, 1534 
Constitution, 1212; Patrick Henry fa- —legal and judicial system of, 38, 39n, 44, | 
vors monarchical government of, next to 77, 336, 408n, 423, 441, 445n, 643, 
a republic, 1219-20; government, of 646, 647, 766, 801, 802, 1101, 1185,
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1201, 1353, 1384, 1387n, 1389, 1390—  —Parliament, 100, 378, 641, 642, 800, 

| 91, 1413, 1418, 1424-25, 1435-36, 801, 836, 869, 924, 925, 942n, 1090n, 

1440n, 1445, 1445-46, 1450, 1453-54, 1118, 1136, 1142n, 1175n, 1204, 1270, 

1456n, 1465, 1466, 1467, 1469, 1475; 1278, 1279-80, 1282, 1286, 1287, 

and Edward Coke, 37, 39n, 144; and 1297n, 1302, 1305, 1336n, 1384, 
- William Blackstone, 62, 63, 171, 320, 1387n, 1390-91, 1392, 1394-95, 1396, 

366, 367n, 403, 408n, 422, 429, 493, 1424, 1435-36, 1445, 1450, 1485, 

. 643, 647n, 690-91, 714, 800, 1337n, 1494, 1505, 1509n; House of Com- 
1370n, 1382, 1387n, 1388-89, 1392, mons, 131, 310—11, 326, 335, 337, 440, 

1393-94, 141lln, 1423, 1440n; and 645-46, 659, 666, 668, 749-50, 753n, 

common law, 77, 335, 339n, 647n, 803, 862, 876n—77n, 902, 912, 912n, 
1385; and Lord Mansfield (William Mur- 922, 929-23, 924-26, 928, 950-51, 

ray), 646, 647; writ of habeas corpus, 957, 968, 969n, 1003, 1014, 1062-63, 
928, 942n, 1099, 1450, 1475; suffrage 1069, 1112, 1139n, 1150, 1154-56, 

. and voting qualifications in, 1196, 1199, 1169, 1169-70, 1171, 1172, 1217, 

1283-84, 1738; jury trials in, 1330, 1263, 1267, 1268, 1274, 1281, 1295, 
1337n, 1440n, 1450, 1469 1297n, 1297-98, 1336n, 1410n—11n, 

-—liberty and freedom in: and freedom of 1650; House of Lords, 214-15, 295, 

press in, 337-38, 485, 1136, 1139n; cir- 310-11, 326, 327, 335, 441, 448, 642- | 

culation of newspapers in, 519; civil lib- 43, 666, 802, 877n, 925, 1062-63, 

erties in, 659, 1044, 1328-29, 1333; bill 1112, 1169, 1172, 1267, 1297-98, 

of rights, 659-60; bills of attainder used 1374, 1773; Witanagemot, 336, 340n; 

in, 675, 697n; liberty as basis of gov- Convention Parliament (1688), 880, 

ernment of, 959; liberty and property 882n; rotten boroughs, 1014, 1090n, 
well secured in, 1169; example of tyran- 1170, 1171, 1175n, 1217 - 

| nic government, 1210 oe —places in and parts of the empire: Ber- 
—military affairs of: insurrections in, 252; wick-upon-Tweed, 1336n; British Em- 

| standing army in, 311, 509, 1299-1300, pire prior to American Revolution, 891; 
1485, 1509n; war power, 337, 866, = Canada, 341, 891-92, 1008, 1175n; 

| 1125, 1270; army, 641, 1136; wars of, Cinque Ports, 1191, 1226; India and the 
696n, 1032, 1089n; called one of most East India Company, 950-51, 969n; Ire- 

powerful nations, 976-77; navy, 1215; Jang, 160, 1071, 1090n, 1170, 1171, 
| _ and use of military in, 1279-80; and 4475) 1306; Isle of Man, 1135n, 1302, 

power of sword and purse, 1282-84; mi- 1335n. Scotland, 7475. 766, 802, 980 

litia in, 1305, 1306, 1314, 1336n | 1093 109394 1094 1139-33 1149. 

—monarchs and monarchy of, 28n, 38, 1162 1171-79 1173n 1176. 1185. 

39n, 287, 310-11, 312, 326, 327, 335, , , , , , 
337, 339n, 340n, 352, 430, 438, 441, 1214, 1226, 1306, 1497; Wales, 1336n; 

449, 476, 509, 640-41, 642, 644, 645- west vot Peace of, 1521. See also 
: 46, 659, 660, 680, 691, 696n, 697n, a . 

71, 748-80, 758m, 00,601, 868,856, — Pa ade oo 
999 er 5 on O88. O19N OBO Bt, OBL Charles Cornwallis, 1074, 1090n; Oliver 

969n, 1046, 1062-63, 1069, 1084, Cromwell, 509, 641, 717, 969n, 1444, 

1085, 1098, 1112, 1124, 1135, 1136, 1605; Thomas, Earl of Danby, 876n— 
1142n, 1150, 1166, 1169, 1174n, 77n, 1298n-99n; Charles James Fox, 

1175n, 1210, 1212, 1226, 1270, 1274,  969n; 1410n—11n; Edward Hyde (Earl 
1277-78, 1279-80, 1281, 1282, 1285, of Clarendon), 1298n-99n; Duke of 

1288-89, 1298n-99n, 1299, 1305, Marlborough, 1089n; George Monck, 

1328-29, 1333, 1336n, 1369n, 1374, 641; Lord North, 1410n—11n; William 
1382, 1383, 1384, 1384-85, 1387n, Pitt, 1090n; William Pitt the Younger, 

1388-89, 1390-91, 1392, 1393-95, 969n, 1071, 1090n; Earl of Shelburne, 

1395, 1396, 1448, 1494, 1505, 1534, 1410n—11n; Robert Walpole, 337, 508, 

1610, 1624, 1628n, 1704n 640, 647
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_ —political, philosophical, and literary writ- 1608, 1619, 1651, 1657, 1708, 1720; i 

ers of: Joseph Addison, 210, 211n, 450, commerce with, xxxii, 84, 159-~62, 163, ; 

470, 831, 832n, 966; William Black- 169, 230, 240, 650-51, 671, 717, 719n, 

stone, 62, 63, 171, 320, 366, 367n, 403, 877, 982, 985, 1008, 1019, 1049n, | | 

408n, 422, 429, 493, 643, 647n, 690- 1108, 1510n; assertion that Antifeder- | 

91, 714, 800, 1337n, 1370n, 1382, alists are working for British interests, 

~ 1387n, 1388-89, 1392, 1393-94, 84, 163, 179, 236-37; government of 

-1411n, 1423, 1440n; James Burrow, preferable to Constitution, 123-24; | 

336; Edward, Earl of Clarendon, 800,. American Revolution, 145, 156, 340— 
803n; Alicia Rutherford Cockburn, 319, 41, 352-53, 387, 444, 508, 747, 848, 

oe 320n; Edward Coke, 37, 39n, 144; An- 887, 1069, 1137n-38n, 1171-72, 
| thony. Ashley Cooper, Earl of Shaftes- 1172n, 1206, 1218, 1299-1300, 1301- 

| bury, 75, 76n; William Cowper, 375; 3, 1329, 1338, 1339, 1369n, 1397, — 

George Farquhar, 1735, 1739n; Thomas 1410n-l1n, 1424, 1429, 1473, 1516, 

Gordon (Cato’s Letters), 801, 803n; = 1528, 1600, 1659, 1692; accused of — 

James Harrington, 47-48, 1193, 1771; _ bribing Antifederalists, 179; Treaty of | 
Thomas Hobbes, 47—48, 1771; David Peace (1783), 221-22, 358, 935, 946, 

Hume, 338; Letters of Junius (Philip 978-79, 1107, 1129, 1137n-38n, © 

Francis), 1600; William Keith, 1298n; 1175n, 1360, 1392, 1394-95, 1397, | | 

- John Locke, 288, 380, 861, 876n, 1140, 1408, 1410n—1l1n, 1411n, 1411n—12n, | 

~~ 1193; Lord Mansfield (William Murray), | 1422, 1447, 1455, 1456n; possible in- . 

646, 647; John Milton, 446, 472; Wil- trigues in American politics, 321, 354, | | 
liam Paley, 338; William Pitt (the 864, 1114, 1373-74; as threat to U.S., - 

Younger), 969n, 1090n; Alexander 340-41, 354, 839, 891-92, 983, 1070, | | 
, — Pope, 125, 831, 832n; Richard Price, 1086, 1168, 1316, 1384, 1480, 1522, | 

287, 288n, 450, 451n, 929, 942n, 1527; and Kentucky, 632-33, 1782-83; 
1154-56; William Shakespeare, 139, retains Northwest posts, 712, 809, 843, 

288, 336, 831, 832n, 1622, 1623n, 1008, 1107, 1129, 1138n, 1411n; | | 

1659, 1660n; Lord Sheffield (John B. charge that British are seeking disunion ho 

| Holroyd), 985, 1005n; Algernon Sidney, of western lands, 788, 788n; and con- | 

288, 380, 1193; Adam Smith, 338; Jona- fiscation of American slaves, 843, 1107, 
than Swift, 151, 151n; Lord Talbot, 1137n-38n, 1138n; support for U.S. 

646n; William Temple, 47-48, 1084, Constitution in, 1049n; immigration by 

1091n, 1771; John Trenchard (Cato’s | commoners, 1104; dispute over fisher- 

Letters), 801, 803n 7 ies, 1168, 1175n; and navigation of Mis- 
—relations with American colonies, 1118; sissippi, 1179, 1240, 1253; slave trade, 

, dominates economic life of its American —- 1369n; and act authorizing American in- 
| colonies, 159-60; navigation acts, 717, _dependence, 1394, 1397, 1410n-1l1n; | 

719n; veto of colonial acts, 942n; Albany confiscation of Loyalist estates, 1411n- 
Plan of Union, 1048n, 1095; violated’ © 12n. See also Treaty of Peace 7 

civil liberties of colonial Americans, GREAT MEN AND THE CONSTITUTION: | 
1060, 1521, 1529; monopoly of colonial should be in Va. Convention, 121; as , 
trade, 1104; rejects agreements made by authors of posterity’s political happi- | 
United Colonies of New England, ness, 202; support of should not be a 

~ 1048n; colonial border disputes, 1457n; reason for ratifying Constitution, 212, 
|  pre-revolution government of praised, 307, 460-61, 481n—82n, 506-7, 509, 

1526. . 1058, 1489; support of as a reason for 

—relations with United States, 943, 1034- ratifying Constitution, 290, 296, 331, 
35; American debts owed to British cit- 374, 443-44, 481, 657-58, 693, 719; 
izens of, xxv—xxvii, 123, 130, 133, 134n, use of great names by Antifederalists 

| - 146, 147, 168, 173, 226, 350, 488-89, criticized, 315-20, 483-91; charge that | 
711, 728, 843, 946, 978-79, 981, 1084- great men conspired to destroy liberties, 
85, 1138n, 1357, 1359, 1360, 1370n, 523: Randolph refused to sign Consti- 
1406, 1422, 1447, 1455, 1456n, 1466, tution despite support of, 1058; criti-
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| cism of members of Constitutional Convention, 824, 828n; and Federalist 

| Convention, 1572; invocation of Wash- express system, 1673n, 1674 

| ington’s name, 1579n | —letters from: quoted, 653n—54n, 654n, 

GREEN, Timotuy (Spotsylvania), xliv 827n, 1622n, 1630n, 1673n, 1675n, 

GREENBRIER COUNTY, xxviii, 562, 907 1788n; cited, 152, 152n, 181, 654n, 

GREENE, GEORGE WASHINGTON (R.I.): id., 742, 1622, 1630, 1657n, 1720 

1591n; 1590 —letters to, 152, 1589, 1622-23, 1630, 

GREENE, NATHANAEL (R.I.; Ga.), 1090n 1631, 1656-57, 1665-66, 1688, 1720; 

GREENUP, CHRISTOPHER (Mercer): id., quoted, 49n, 181, 654n, 812, 1560n, 

434n; 434-35; and Danville Political 1675n; ana OT 1572, 1614n, | 

Club, 408n, 409n, 411, 414, 415 7 1630n, 1673n, 1676n | 

GREENWAY, CAPTAIN (Fairfax), 1716 —The Federalist: as author of, 168n, 182, 

GRIFFIN, Cyrus (Lancaster): id., 382n; 598, 633, 796; distribution of, 181, 

361, 733n, 746, 810; delegate to Con- 182-83, 633, 652-54, 1570 oe 

| gress, 122, 124, 183, 234, 235n, 361n, ~ HaAMPDEN-SYDNEY COLLEGE, 1226 oo 

| 1258n; elected president of Congress, | HAMPTON, Va., 1736 

| 368, 368n; and circulation of The Fed- Hancocs, Jorn wass.) and ue amen 

eralist, 710, 710n, 738n ments, 4, , n; speech of to Mass. 

—letters from, 382, 453-54, 737-38, 764— legislature, 6, 780, 781n; supports Con- 
65, 877-78; quoted, 453n, 605n, 878n, stitution, 238; and Mass. Convention, 

1049n, 1584n, 1635n, 1673n—74n; 620; as governor, 1006n, 1386n-87n; 

cited, 705n, 710n, 744, 746n, 810, and news of Va. ratification, 1747, 1748 

81lln, 1138n HANOVER County, 479, 908, 1618, 1618N 

| _Jetters to: cited, 746n, 764, 1635, 1635n HANSON, ALEXANDER ConTEE (Md.): id., 

GRIFFIN, SAMUEL (James City), 1691n ee 1360 8 yet, br Aristides, 

. | n, , , , n 

Sa an 24 —letter from, 520-21 

—letters to: quoted, 573-74, 1544n —letter to: cited, 520 | 

cma, Jon tannou Orage) aro 07, 41,787 88 
—letter to: quoted, 787n—88n ? ad , , , , 

| GUERRANT, ane (Goochland-N) 1727; Constitution endangers, 32-33, 

—jn Convention, 907; votes in, 1538-39 460, 508, 639, 748, 959, 1081, 1159- 

1541. 1557: payment for 1566 ° 60, 1287, 1390, 1466, 1511, 1512; Con- 

Guttrorp CouRTHOUSE BATTLE or, 1073- stitution will promote, 86, 139, 140, — 
74. 1090n , , 164, 177, 194, 201, 218, 294, 362, 374, | 

, 400, 457, 504, 607, 674-75, 692, 693, 

| . o 729, 736, 746, 748, 754, 761, 764, 791, — 

HABEAS Corpus, WRIT OF: criticism of 831, 892-93, 931, 947, 971, 976, 988, 

Constitution 's provision for, 250, 354, 989-98, 1034, 1081, 1083, 1116, 1128, | 

| 1345-46, 1347; and state courts, 442; 1129, 1294, 1606, 1636, 1652n, 1662, 
defense of Constitution’s provision for, 1680, 1715, 1724, 1734, 1738, 1744, 

| 675, 691, 1002, 1099, 1136, 1332, 1750, 1757, 1758-59, 1787; Articles of | 

1348; in England, 928, 942n, 1099, Confederation have not provided for, 

1450, 1475; proposed amendment con- 159, 160, 293, 1081; dependent on a 

: cerning, 1552 | free discussion of Constitution, 174; | 

HabeEn, JoserH (Fluvanna-N) Antifederalists said to oppose political 

—in Convention, 630n, 907; votes in, happiness, 177, 180, 235; as purpose of 

, - 1538, 1541, 1557; payment for, 1566 government, 200, 339, 346, 461, 472, 

| Hatt, Asa (Louisa), 1442, 1443 772, 1018, 1109, 1196; depends on gov- 

HAMILTON, ALEXANDER (N.Y.): id., 152n, ernment, 346, 388, 418, 466, 772, 945; 

1614n; 1725; attacks George Clinton in as an unalienable right, 376, 772, 819; 

press, 14, 15n; and republication of “An Articles of Confederation conducive to, 

| American Citizen,” 53; in Constitutional 388; depends on Union, 419, 523, 636, | 

Convention, 275n, 695-96; in N.Y. 891, 973, 1015, 1057, 1104, 1198,
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1500, 1648; liberty as source of, 446, 55, 109, 150, 227, 234, 241; in House 
510, 1479, 1504, 1505-6; depends on of Delegates, 78, 114, 123, 145-46; as 

| ratification of Constitution, 565, 567, Va. governor, 943n 
735, 973; amendments to Constitution —letter from, 35-36 | 
needed to secure, 825, 1052, 1162, —letters to, 15—16n; cited, 12n, 21, 35, 
1496, 1501, 1507, 1537, 1655-56; U.S. 36n : 
has means of private happiness, 838; re- —in Convention, 907; as Antifederalist 
publican governments secure, 858, leader in, 711, 744, 797n, 895-96, 
1036, 1044; compromise on slave trade 1677; as chairman of Committee of the 
in Constitutional Convention more im- Whole, 898, 907, 1464; as subscriber to 
portant than happiness of people, 883; Debates of, 904; as chairman of Com- | 
formation of state constitutions to pro- mittee of Privileges and Elections, 907, 
mote, 887; protection of is purpose of 909, 915-17, 943, 944, 970-71, 1441- 
state Convention delegates, 911, 949; 44; motion in, 913; votes in, 1538, 1541, | 
representation in House of Represen- 1557; on committee to draft amend- 
tatives is sufficient to secure, 950-51; ments, 1541; demands roll-call vote in, ‘ 
not possible in Va. because of slavery 1556; at meeting of Antifederalist del- 
and oppressive state debt, 983; people egates, 1560n, 1560-61; agrees to sup- 
can change government if it does not port Constitution, 1560-61; payment 
promote their happiness, 999; under for, 1566 
Confederation, 1028-29, 1033, 1059, —speeches in Convention, 915, 1127, _ 
1106; confederacies fail to promote, 1516-18 . 
1029; people are happier in confeder- HARRISON, BENJAMIN, JR. (Henrico): id., : 
acies than in monarchies, 1040, 1104— 797n; 796 | 
9; of Swiss in confederacy, 1041; moti- . —letter to: cited, 797n 
vates Randolph, 1082; Albany Plan of | HARRISON County, 908, 1636 
Union would have destroyed, 1095; ex- Hart, Mr., 1575 
ecutive branch important for security of, | HARTFORD, Conn., 1746n 
1097; strong government will promote, HartT.ey, THomas (Pa.): id., 454n 
1119; dependent on economy and in- —letters from, 454, 1780 
dustry, 1123; more important than HarTSHORNE, WILLIAM (Fairfax): id., 
Union, 1160-61; not possible politically 329n; 23, 24 : 

_ _ umless property is secure, 1194; knowl- —letter from, 329 | 
edge necessary for, 1285; large navy will Harvie, JOHN (Henrico): id., 135n, 172n:; 
endanger in America, 1315; depends on 93n; supports Constitution, 134, 136, 
virtue of people, 1417; Constitution may 165, 170, 170n, 227 
or may not promote, 1495; based on in- Harwoop, EDWARD (Warwick): id., 61'7n; 
teraction of reason and conscience, 615, 615-16 

| 1602; based on principles of morality, HASKELL, ELNATHAN (Mass.): id., 1750n 
religion, jurisprudence, and art of war, —letter to, 1748-49 
1602-3; both sides wanted a free and HAZARD, EBENEZER (N.Y.): id., 1788n; and 
happy government, 1753. See also Civil post office’s newspaper delivery policies, 
liberties; Government, debate over na- 517~20, 633, 701, 701n : 
ture of; Human nature; Property, pri- —letters from, 1788, 1789; quoted, 517n, 
vate; Virtue , | 1789n | | 

Harpy County, 630n, 908 Hazarp, NATHANIEL (N.Y.): id., 1'784n | : 
HARMAN, Mrs. (N.Y.), 795, 795n, 885 —letter from, 1784 | 

_ Harper, JAmss (Norfolk), 1742 HEATH, WILLIAM (Mass.) 
HARPER, JOHN (Fairfax), 24 —diary of, 1747 
Harris, Eprraim (N.J.) HENDERSON, ARCHIBALD, Xxxiii | | —letter to: quoted, 120n HENDERSON, JOHN (Pa.): id., 1593n 
HARRISBURG CONVENTION (Pa.), 1711 —letter to, 1593 
HARRISON, BENJAMIN (Charles City-N): id., HENDERSON, RICHARD (N.C.), 1454, 1458n 

16n, 36n; said to oppose Constitution, » HENDRICK, Capt., 1791
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. HENLEY, ADJUTANT (Norfolk Borough), 145-46; speech of, 113, 114, 115; in- 

1736 troduces resolutions on navigation of 

| HENLEY, Davin (Fairfax): id., 630n, 762n; Mississippi, 155; introduces bill on spir- | 

list of Va. Convention delegates, 627n, ituous liquors, 172n, 176; and paying 

629, 630n, 762n; as express rider, convention delegates, 184n, 185n, 186, | 

1674n, 1675, 1686n, 1695, 1714, 192n, 195-96, 207, 223, 258; advocates 

| 1714n, 1715, 1723n, 1725, 1748-49, calling second constitutional conven- 

1749 tion, 234, 1712, 1762n; supports As- 

—letter from, 629 sessment Bill, 608, 608n; opposes re- 

HENLEY, SAMUEL (Mass.): id., 630n form. of, 705; praised as a debater and 

_ —letter to, 629 parliamentarian, 1762n; supports 

HENRICO County, 908, 1656; public meet- amendments, 1763n 

ing in, 3, 93; election of Convention del- —influence of, 606, 60’7n, 697n—98n, 699, 

| egates, 363n, 436-37, 475, 592-93, 706, 737, 758, 895; in Convention, 

593n, 601, 622, 736, 738, 757, 1083 1652; in N.C., 290; in Va., 16, 80, 84, 

: Henry, Patrick (Prince Edward-N): id., 126, 168, 359, 384, 436, 456, 488-89, 

xxiv, 16n, 526; and payment of British 492 
debts, xxvii, 146, 168, 488, 490n; and —position on Constitution: said to oppose, 

navigation of Mississippi, Xxix—xxx, 155; 16, 34, 55, 67, 68n, 88, 89, 90, 108, 

| and Mount Vernon Conference, xxxiii; 109, 126, 134n-35n, 149, 150, 165, 

declines appointment to Constitutional 168, 170n, 172, 197, 226, 227, 234, 

| Convention, xxxv, 80, 542, 542n; Ran- 941, 249, 257, 275, 282, 322, 343, 360, 

dolph said to fear, 13; position on paper 368, 436, 515, 607n, 731; unknown, 25, 

money, 16, 17n, 50, 84, 1089n; calls for 50, 77, 80, 106-7; said to support, 70; 

state convention, 57n, 57n—59n, 67-68, support would be helpful, 290 

68n; said to support amendments, 88, —letters from, 79, 88, 539, 817; quoted, 

309; said to advocate disunion and sep- 813, 1618n, 1763n; cited, xxxiv, xxxv, 

arate confederacies, 175-76, 197, 257, 436, 813; extracts from published, 

289, 349, 353n, 359, 382, 384, 478-80, 1570-71 

7 578n, 606, 608, 636, 703, 728, 745, —letters to, 15—16n; quoted, 1089n; cited, 

755, 1582, 1592, 1650, 1679; supports 79, 88, 811-12, 817 | 

second constitutional convention, 234, —in Convention, 155n, 908, 909, 917, | 

| 989, 1712, 1762n; criticism of, 349, 1172; refers to Jefferson’s letter in, 

385n, 607-8, 618n, 737, 1592; effec- 354n, 1708; as Antifederalist leader in, 

| tiveness of rhetoric of, 360; speaks 576-77, 579, 711, 744, 755, 758, 767, 

against Constitution in southern coun- 894, 895, 898, 1658, 1679, 1690; 

ties, 381; aids John Dawson, 480; ad- elected to, 607-8, 736, 738; attends 

vocates strong central government meeting of supporters of amendments, 

(1784), 490n—-91n; and collecting req- 787n; breaks clause-by-clause rule in, 

uisitions, 490n—91n, 1133; exaggerates 898; proposes amendments to Consti- 

Va.’s importance, 577-78; seeks to sway tution in, 899, 1479, 1508n, 1509n, 

Ky. against Constitution, 608; favors co- 1513; opposes shorthand note-taker of 

operation with N.Y. Antifederalists, 823; debates, 912; verbal altercation with 

as governor requests other states to ap- Randolph in, 1082, 1087n; argument 

point commissioners to Annapolis Con- with George Nicholas in, 1468-69; im- 

: vention, 842n; speech on Stamp Act, plies continuing opposition to Consti- 

. 952, 969n; and Josiah Philips case, tution, 1478; threatens to secede from, 

1004n; as governor makes land grants, 1482; acquiesces in ratification, 1482, 

. 1411n-12n; as land speculator, 1468, | 1537, 1562, 1669, 1698, 1701-2, 

1468-69, 1473n; inflames minds of peo- 1703n, 1715—16; moves for roll-call vote 

ple, 1582; meets with Eleazer Oswald, in, 1538, 1540; votes in, 1539, 1541, 

1620 1557; on committee to draft amend- 

—in House of Delegates, 89; and call of ments, 1541; at meeting of Antifeder- 

convention, 110n, 123, 132, 133, 136, alist delegates, 1560n, 1561-62, 1599n;
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payment for, 1566; opposes Constitu- 871, 927-28, 937, 954, 957, 958,979, 
tion in, 1572, 1574, 1588, 1591-92, 986, 990, 992, 994, 1009, 1028, 1029, 
1616, 1623, 1631, 1638, 1648, 1651, 1047n, 1083-84, 1086, 1094, 1104-6, | 
1653, 1672, 1677, 1684, 1701-2, 1704, 1119-20, 1132, 1171, 1271, 1322, 
1707, 1750, 1788, 1791; willing to com- 1374, 1495, 1520, 1534, 1601, 1683; : 
promise in, 1598; attacks slavery in, failures of democracy in, 854-56, 856; | 
1651; supports republicanism in, 1651; universal testimony of called upon, 931; 
fear that he will not acquiesce, 1688, reference to Va. history, 932; reference 

| 1688-89; does not support violence, to could be fatal in political reasons, 
1708 | ——- 974—75; not necessarily a good teacher, 

| —speeches in Convention, 902-3, 912, 976; of confederacies, 1499. See also | 
929-31, 951-68, 1016, 1035-47, . Biblical references; Classical antiquity; 
1050-72, 1082, 1087n, 1154, 1209-22, | Governments, ancient and modern; 
1228-29, 1238, 1245-48, 1261-62, Great Britain; Political and legal writers 

| 1274-78, 1284-87, 1299-1301, 1304, and writings | 
| 1304-5, 1309-11, 1321-22, 1324, Hoce, Mr. 571 | : | | 

1326, 1328-32, 1341, 1342, 1345-47, | HocEBoom, CATHERINE (N.Y.) | 
1354, 1356-58, 1381-82, 1382, 1384-  —letters to: cited, 1674n, 1723n | | 
85, 1393-95, 1419-25, 1464-65, Hoxker, Joun (Pa.): id., 1786n | : 
1465-66, 1468, 1469-70, 1474-81, —letter to, 1786 | . | 
1482, 1504-6, 1534-37; inaccurately | Hoxtincswortn, Levr (Pa.): id., 172n_ 
reported, 905; responses to, 933-36, —letters to, 171, 1632; quoted, 844n 
944-47, 949-51, 971-76, 984-85, 987, HOLLINGSWORTH, STEPHEN (Henrico): id., 

| 989, 998-1003, 1007-15, 1034, 1072- 172n : | | eo 
81, 1081-87, 1092-1103, 1116-18, —letter from, 171 | 
1123-26, 1128-36, 1159, 1193-94, Ho.megs, Josreru (Frederick), 91-92 
1229, 1282-84, 1287, 1288-89, 1301- Hoxren, SAMUEL (Mass.), 38 | 
3, 1304, 1305, 1311, 1313-14, 1323, Hoo, Ropert TOWNSHEND (Fairfax): id., 
1325, 1332-34, 1342, 1347-54, 1348, 742n; 23, 24, 741 | 7 | 
1349-50, 1359-60, 1360, 1362, 1382, Hooper, WituiaM (N.C.): id., 1793n 
1385, 1389, 1392, 1397, 1428, 1429, —letter from, 1793 
1435, 1436-37, 1453, 1467, 1467-68, Hopkins, SAMUEL, Jr. (Mecklenburg-N): | 
1468-69, 1469, 1481-82, 1482-83, id., 208n; and payment of convention | 
1483-88, 1502-4; described, 970n, delegates, 184n,-186, 207 — an 
1004n, 1088n, 1511-12, 1581, 1583, —in Convention, 908, 1444, 1566; votes 
1587, 1588, 1615, 1615n, 1629, 1649, in, 1539, 1541, 1557; payment for, — . : 
1650, 1651, 1653, 1659, 1669; refer- 1566 oe | 
ences to, 1202, 1209, 1222-25, 1249, HORNBLOWER, JosIAH (N.J.), 1227n—28n 
1251, 1253, 1253-54, 1281-82, 1293, Housg, Mary (Pa.): id., 605n 

| 1295-96, 1495; eloquence of, 1621, House or DELEGATES. See Virginia House _ 
. 1622, 1688, 1691, 1702, 1713, 1738 of Delegates wot | 

- HERBERT, WILLIAM (Fairfax), 23, 24 House OF REPRESENTATIVES, U.S.: Senate : | 
- HETH, WILLIAM (Henrico): id., 1622n: will not corrupt, 246; self-interest of will 

602, 605n, 611 : | prevent corruption, 248; reelection of 
—letter from: quoted, 832n _ _._- representatives are inducement to good | 
—diary of, 1622, 1677, 1743; quoted, _ behavior, 327; corruption of, 411, 645- 

— 1581n, 1589n; cited, 897, 1544n, 1630n 46, 1170-71; represents country’s only . | 
Hicks, DANIEL, 907, 913, 1545, 1568 liberty, 449; will consist of patriots of 

: HIESKELL, CAPTAIN (Frederick), 1722 American Revolution, 646; compared to 
HIESTER, JOSEPH (Pa.), 408n British House of Commons, 924-26, | 

| History, 866, 868, 874, 973, 1477, 1488; 928, 950-51, 967-68, 1014, 1169, | 
proves necessity of a supreme power, 1171; will not consist only of virtuous 
92; as a teacher, 132, 180, 217, 251, men, 939; unaccountability of criticized, 
264, 296, 312, 366, 429, 443, 464, 471, 1216, 1528; danger of faction in, 1391;
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receives calls for a second convention, 15, 216, 246-47, 294, 335, 750, 771, | 

1763n . 775, 926, 1061-63, 1131, 1292, 1376, 

—organization of: size of, 37, 43, 46, 62, 1377-78, 1773; Senate as a check on, 

66, 106, 213, 318, 335, 501, 645-46, 914-15, 216, 294, 305, 411, 771, 775, 

694, 774, 821, 921-23, 937, 939, 941, 875, 928, 1024-25, 1061-63, 1376; | 

949, 953-54, 967-68, 998, 1000-1001, money bills to originate in, 214-15, 248, 

| 1013-14, 1025-26, 1154-56, 1158, 316-17, 668, 868, 869, 924, 1485; rec- 

| 1170-71, 1176, 1214-15, 1218, 1224, ommendation that it elect senators, — | 

1284, 1289-90, 1485, 1528, 1548, 417n; appropriations power of, 645-46, 

1553, 1578, 1619, 1626, 1650; election 673, 924, 926; power over officers and 

of, 46, 137, 178, 210, 248, 335, 370, members of defended, 663; powers of : 

— 412, 425, 440, 495, 496-97, 645-46, | make it substantial force in government, 

928, 940, 948, 968, 997-98, 1001, 924-26; checks on powers of, 926-29, 

| | 1025, 1067, 1071, 1122-23, 1149-50, 940, 1024-25, 1061-63; President as 

1150-51, 1217, 1529, 1530, 1578, check on, 928; will protect people from 

| 1626, 1772; term of, 99, 101, 370, 440, undue taxation, 1122-23; no reason for | 

oo 495, 496, 497, 646, 661-62, 749, 770, Virginians to fear, 1198; Northern ma- | 

774, 862, 868, 919, 921, 923-24, 926, jority in will oppress South, 1221; only 

928, 1071, 1098, 1169, 1305, 1531, it should make money bills, 1267; im- 

: 1626; qualifications of, 128, 210, 497, proper to vest pardoning power in, 

501-2, 918-21; qualifications of elec- 1379-80; Va. resolutions of ratification 

| tors of, 178, 918, 1013, 1025, 1099, restrict powers of over civil liberties, 

1122-23, 1163, 1314; salaries of, 210, 1538, 1542, 1546 , 

973, 335, 667-68, 669-70, 770, 775, —proposed amendments concerning: that 

a 869, 1044; voting in, 250, 425, 425-26; all bills originate in, 771, 775; increasing 

| | prayer for representatives, 400; conven- representation (1:20,000), 774; to give 

ing of by President, 448; members may treaty-making power to, 822; on office- _ 

; receive no emolument from foreign holding by, 882, 1486, 1548, 1554; on 

state, 497; members may hold no other publication of journals of, 1486, 1547n, 

office, 497, 666, 668, 771, 862, 927, 1548-49, 1554; limiting power of over 

1155, 1531; roll-call votes on journals navigation acts, 1549, 1554; limiting 

as check on, 500; decried as an expen- — power of over standing armies, 1549, 

sive institution, 961; not subject to pun- 1554; on compensation for members of, 

ishment for high crimes, 1113; criticism 1555-56 | 

oe of as democratic branch, 1170-71; —representation in, 105, 131, 447, 663- 

praise of proportional representation in, 64, 694, 750, 774, 808-9, 809, 920-21, 

1227n; and adjournment of, 1260-61, 996, 1170-71, 1176; as representatives | 

1296 | / of the people, 95, 101, 131, 250, 318, 

—powers of: should appoint privy council, 419, 425, 447, 499-500, 645-46, 723, . 

44; treaty-making power of, 45, 129, 727, 809, 868, 869, 924, 927, 965, 996, 

2934, 337, 425, 682, 771, 777, 808-9, 1061-62, 1080, 1113, 1170—71, 1309, 

899-93 1131, 1241, 1247, 1251, 1256, 1353-54, 1356, 1373, 1374, 1485, 

1391, 1393, 1395, 1486, 1496, 1536, 1528, 1578; apportionment of, 213, 

. 1549, 1554; role in election of Presi- 994, 433n, 437, 516, 517n, 646, 662- 

7 dent, 128, 137, 317, 506, 771, 776, 63, 663-64, 688, 713, 713n, 730, 731n, 

| | 1372, 1373, 1375, 1375~—76, 1377; fears 750, 770, 774, 821-22, 834-35, 840- | 

that combination of Senate and Presi- 41, 862, 868, 948-49, 953-54, 1000, 

| dent will override, 129; will be feeble, 1003, 1012-14, 1021-22, 1024, 1025— 

131; impeachment power of, 131, 157, 26, 1046, 1064, 1080, 1125-26, 1147- 

946-47, 288, 294-95, 316-17, 429, 48, 1159, 1184, 1626; inequality of state 

 - 863, 868, 924, 926, 1286, 1773; as representation in, 214, 250, 351, 425- 

: check on President, 203, 870, 926, 927, 96, 516, 517n, 663-64, 750; later 

1061-63, 1098, 1131, 1376, 1377-78, should be increased (1:20,000), 410-11, 

| 1380, 1773; as a check on Senate, 214— 774; Va. representation in, 425-26,
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447, 840-41, 842n, 843n; western lands 446; cannot exist without assistance of 

we pe wet representec ” ena oO. government, seh ott ete? se 

rol by wealthy, , , , , mocracy is a disease of, ; cannot be 

| 1309; will represent states more than moderate in politics and succeed, 932; . | 
Senate, 1176 | excessive political jealousy is degrading 

See also Congress under Constitution; Con- to, 975; people do not contribute money 

gress under Constitution, debate over voluntarily, 1017, 1018; self-preserva- 

powers of; Elections, U.S.; Impeach- tion is primary maxim of, 1078; man is 

ment; Large States vs. small states; capable of governing himself, 1184; man 
Money bills; President, U.S.; Recall; Sen- is unable to govern himself, 1184; always 

ate, U.S.; Slavery; Three-fifths clause some people disturbing peace of others, _ 
Houstoun, WILLIAM (Ga.), 456n 1193; faction and turbulence is natural 
Hupson River (NorTH River), 1244, to, 1195; institutions of man are flawed, 

7 1257n | 1201; bill of rights is dear to, 1210; all , 
HUGER, DANIEL (S.C.) mankind act on best motives, 1237; cor- 

—letter to: cited, 1636 ibility of, 1264; too much suspicion Hucnes, Huen (N.Y): id., 54n PUptwty Ob 120% usp! 
is better than none, 1274—75; office- 

—letter to, 54 hold t be checked, 1275; virt Hucues, James (Fairfax): id., 169n; 41n pees Bast be checkee’s > vimue 
letters from, 168-70, 581—82: quoted, of man is not a secure foundation for 

4in | , liberty, 1277; man would not try to hurt 

Hucues, JosHua (Louisa), 1442, 1443 community at large, 1318; honesty of, . 
Hucues, Wri1aM (Louisa), 1442 1455; men will never be satisfied with 

Human Nature, 286, 693, 826, 1092; their happiness, 1526; never changes, 

| 1119-20; framers of Constitution give 1601; even greatest men err, 1606; man 
dignity to, 19; indispensable rights of, | Tobs and massacres other men, 1738. See : 

_ 28; laws necessary for general public, also Corruption; Happiness; Virtue 

33; restraint necessary for those in HumpuHreys, Davip (Conn.): id., 48n—49n, 
power, 33; power corrupts, 33, 37, 132, 1634n; 584; at Mount Vernon, 48, 49n, 
411, 449, 464, 471, 471-72, 878-79, 362, 523, 1634; attends Alexandria cel- 

1602-3; age makes people cautious, 36; ebration, 1716, 1717n 

mankind abuses system under guise of | —letter from: cited, 48, 49n 
helping, 37; perversity of, 38; weakness —letter to, 48-49 
of threatens all governments, 47; rights Humpureys, Ratpu (Hampshire-Y) 

need to be protected against, 51; few  —ijn Convention, 907, 1721n; votes in, | 

will not protect many, 63; fallibility of, 1539, 1540; payment for, 1566 

72, 92, 135, 219, 297, 388, 389, 460, tuner, James, JR. (Spotsylvania): id., 
1220, 1277-78; diversity of opinion of, 613n | 
98, 109; governed by interest, 103, 236, __ ¥ , 
421, 1220, 1235, 1243, 1264, 1438; re Se ae 612, 613; quoted, 594; 
igion as an ineffective constraint upon, , | , 104; tyranny of majority, 104; doet no. eae Marianna (Mrs. James) (Spotsyl- 

-necessarily become corrupted when in . 
| power, LB4, not sufficiently wary of —letters to, 612, 613; quoted, 594; cited, 

small problems, 157; levity and fickle- 845n oa oe : 
ness are foibles of, 210; love of power, Hunter, Mixes (Dinwiddie), xliii, xlv, 699, 

217, 358, 366, 765, 922, 958, 1062, 902 
1070-71; passions, 285, 376; imbecility sae WILLiaM, JR. (Fairfax), 23, 24, 

of, 295, 492-94; frailty of, 297, 389, n | 

1322; whether it is suited to liberty, 343; | HUNTING, FisHING, AND Fow ine, 404 
inconstant is mind of man, 382; deprav- HuTcuHins, THomas (N.Y.): id., 882n, 

: ‘ity of, 389, 1220, 1221; prone to dom- 1780n; 879 | , 
ination, 411; men are not by nature tye —letter from, 1780 

rants, 443; slave owners a disgrace to, HUTCHINSON, JAMES (Pa.): id., 1695n; 1695
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IMMIGRATION, 672—73, 981; Constitution Enumerated powers; General welfare 

will discourage, 158; Constitution will clause; Necessary and proper clause; Re- 
encourage, 282, 761, 809, 982, 1641; served powers 
under Confederation, 837-38; rejection ImposT oF 1781, XXXi-XXXii, xxxii, 403, 

of Constitution by Va. will reduce, 890-— 408n, 467n, 942n-43n, 980. See also 

91; in colonial period, 1104; and settle- Amendments to Articles of Confedera- 
ment of western lands, 1168; Constitu- tion; Commerce; Duties . 

tion will not increase, 1190; amending Impost oF 1783, xxxii, 162, 264, 361n, 
Fonstitution will increase, 1683. Seealso 943n, 1165, 1173n—-74n. See also 

Opulation . Amendments to Articles of Confedera- 
*“AN IMPARTIAL CITIZEN,” 60n; text of, 293-— tion; Commerce; Duties 

99, 428-33, 492-503 Imposts, 1087; criticism of power of Con- 
‘““THE IMPARTIAL EXAMINER,” 634; text of, gress to levy, 420; opposed by Rhode 

387-94, 420-24, 459-66, 885-89, Island, 935, 942n—43n; national impost 
1576-79, 1609-12, 1645-48 important to non-importing states, 

“IMpaRTIALITY,” 614 0 — oo , 1057, 1079; national impost was goal be- 
IMPEACHMENT, 681; criticism of judiciary’s fore Constitutional Convention, 1167; 

role in, 34; criticism of Constitution’s will be primary federal revenue, 1198. 
: provisions for, 34, 43, 131, 156-57, See also Commerce; Duties 

| 273, 288, 412, 448, 862, 871, 1114, INCRIMINATION, SELF, 773 

1259, 1285, 1286, 1290, 1372, 1372—- “INDEPENDENT,” 1655—56 
73, 1374, 1376, 1378, 1394; Senate sub- “An INDEPENDENT FREEHOLDER” (Alex- 

ject only to itself, 61-62, 365, 425, 694, ander White?), 4, 42n, 60n:; text of, 

695, 801, 1248, 1285; role of House of 310-13, 325-29 

Representatives in, 131, 157, 246-47, —Inprana Company, 437, 488, 490n, 730, 
| 288, 294-95, 316-17, 429, 863, 868, —-739n, 741, 1161, 1173n, 1200, 1408- 

924, 926, 1286, 1773; in Great Britain, — 9, 1454, 1619, 1657 | 

131, 441, 666, 691, 718, 800, 870, Inpians, 1737; as threat to Georgia, 108, 

876n—77n, 925, 926, 965, 1285-86, 995, 1570-71; frontier hostilities with 
1288-89, 1298n-99, 1389, 1392 , ° . . ? 

, , ’ a 138, 180, 225, 450; conflict with shows 
1393-94, 1397, 1467, 1773; no jury necessity of Uni 995: hostili . 

vas ; y of Union, ; hostility of in 
trial in, 179; as check on President, 203, Ky.. 955. 387. 435. 1731: militi der 

690, 691, 718, 864, 926, 1098, 1367, ay I onteol will "ol atts ke be 
1381,.1397, 1772; defense of Consti- MAL. control will contro’ attacks by, 

oy . ; aS nations within states, 663; and 
tution’s provisions for, 246-47, 294-95, . 
429-30, 441, 663, 665-66, 721-22, apportionment of House of Represen- 

863, 1380, 1773; power of in Va., 429; tatives, 770, 774; foreign governments 
no presidential pardons for, 429, 681; aid, 809; under Confederation, 848; 
of U.S. officeholders praised, 683; pro- commerce of Va. with, 890; debate over 
posed amendments concerning, 770, whether they are a threat, 977, 1054, 

IMPLIED Powers: charge that they exist in Union, 1032, 1048n; Iroquois, 1048n; 
Constitution, 250, 273, 766, 1046-47, and suppression of Shays’s Rebellion, 

1064, 1066, 1213, 1276-77, 1317, 1173n; rumors of danger from in west- 

1328, 1328-29, 1331, 1339-40, 1341, ern Va., 1182; western settlements pro- 

1345-46, 1476, 1504; debate over pro- tect older states, 1245; Cherokees, 

hibition of religious test as implied 1458n; land purchased from, 1458n, 
power over religion, 437, 731; proposed 1466; trade with, 1467; treaty-making 
amendment to limit powers to those ex- with, 1639, 1640n, 1731 | 
pressly delegated, 821; government INDUSTRY (HARD WORK ETHIC): government 
must have means to implement power, should protect and encourage, 1194 

859; and power of states over militia, INFERIOR Courts. See Judiciary, U.S. 

1304—5; denial that they exist in Con- InGHam & Bentzes (Henrico), 1559n, 

- stitution, 1342, 1348-49, 1507. See also 1568 .
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INNES, Harry (Mercer): id., 223n, 434n, _ sistance, 771, 778; have lowered foreign - 

795n; and Danville Political Club, 408n, opinion of U.S., 838; under Confeder- | 

411, 413, 414, 415; and circular letter ation, 838, 931, 985-85, 1001, 1641, 

_ to Fayette County Court, 434-35; cir. ——-1737; dangers of if requisition system is | 

cular letter on navigation of Mississippi, used, 948, 1018; need for power tode- © 
436n : fend against, 985-86; Union needed to 

—letters from, 221-23, 385-87; cited, protect against, 1016; tax power needed 
| 793-94 | : to suppress, 1027-28; denial that they 

| —letters to, 1693—94; cited, 221 serve any good purpose, 1128; danger : | 
INNES, JAMES (Williamsburg-Y): id., 359n, of if Constitution is adopted, 1161; as | | 

| 622n, 1543n; 608, 1635; said to support an enemy of government, 1193; is nat- 

| Constitution, 35, 106, 110, 225, 227, ural to human nature, 1195; defense of 

_ 582; as attorney general, 1519 - Constitution for authority to counteract, 
_ —in Convention, 358, 608n, 908, 909, 1199, 1269, 1281, 1311; defined by 

1541; elected to, 515, 579, 561, 622, Madison as not to include riots, 1296; 
| 623; as Federalist leader in, 628-29, debate over whether trial by jury of the om 

711, 744, 758, 767, 895, 1588, 1653, vicinage may be prevented by, 1418, 
| 1701—2,.1704, 1788; votes in, 1540; 1424-25, 1453-54; and Wyoming Val- 

payment for, 1566 OS ley dispute, 1457n. See also Civil war; . 

—speech in Convention, 1519-24, 1525; Habeas corpus, writ of; Invasion, for- _ 

response to, 1525; eloquence of, 1536, eign; Shays’s Rebellion; Violence | 

1702, 1739; described, 1654n, 1690, InTEREST GROUPS: society broken into. 

a 1690 : me many interests and parts, 103, 104; trou- ee! 

_. InNspEcTION Laws, 1363-65 | bles and divisions among may crush na- _ 
: INSTALLMENT Acts, 1604, 1607n; consid- tion, 159; minority should never govern 

ered by House of Delegates, 162, 173, the majority, 379; lower and upper. : | 
| 176. See also Contracts, obligation of; classes equally guilty of destroying de- | 

: Debts, private; Paper money; Property, mocracy, 854-56; poor and middling oa. 
private; Tender laws are contented under Confederation, — 

INSTRUCTIONS TO REPRESENTATIVES, 1216, 959-60, 1038-39; poor and middling : 
1248 © | : will suffer under Constitution, 960; 

INSURRECTIONS, DOoMEsTIc: Constitution House of Representatives will be large 
protects against, 46, 47, 52, 97, 754, enough to be acquainted with interests | 
1300-14, 1325, 1641, 1772; no danger of people, 1025-26; provisions for U.S. 
from under Confederation, 61; coop- elections do not favor the rich, 1099; 

eration among state ratifying conven- both poor and rich will benefit from | | 
tions will prevent, 86; danger of under Constitution, 1532; all should be rep- | 
Confederation, 162, 201, 228, 262, 264: resented in legislature, 1576. See also — 

in Va., 162, 1004n, 1335n; in New En- Baptists; Clergy; Creditors, private; 
— gland, 164; Constitution will not protect Debts, private; Factions; Farmers; Fish- 

_ US. from, 228; no country should go _eries; Human nature; Indiana Company; 
long without one, 252; no degree of gov- ‘Landed interest; Lawyers; Manufac- | 
ernment power will prevent, 252; cen- tures; Mechanics and tradesmen; Mer- 

. tral government ought to protect states chants; Officeholders, state; Officehold- 
| against, 267, 305; danger of if Consti- _ ers, U.S.; Ohio Company; Party spirit; — | 

tution is rejected, 300, 374; denial that Planters; Potowmack Company; Presby- : 
| they are comparable to American Rev- terians; Printers and booksellers; Prop- 

olution, 307; as only way to resist power erty, private; Public interest; Quakers; | 
of Congress under Constitution, 324; Rich vs. poor; Scioto Company; Ship- 
debate over militia’s role in suppressing, building; Transylvania Company; Van- . 
414, 441, 499, 499-500, 992, 1269-70, dalia Company; Virtue; Widows, or- _ 

| 1294, 1296; army will be used to sup-. _ phans, and aged a - 
press, 458, 459, 498, 749; proposal that INTERSTATE RELATIONS, 163; commercial a 
only legislatures may request military as- jealousy, 158; Constitution prohibits — ae
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commercial duties between states, 165n, JAMESON, JOHN (Culpeper): id., 638n; 637 

. 435, 1774; strained under Articles of | JAMIESON, NEIL (England): id., 382n 

Confederation, 263, 265; central gov- —letters to, 382, 637-38, 1575; cited, 

| ernment must have power to resolve dis- 382n 

: putes among states, 266-67; will im- Jay, JoHN (N.Y.): id., 455n; and violations 

| prove under Constitution, 512, 692-93. of Treaty of Peace, xxvi-xxvii, 1048n; 
See also Commerce; Large states vs. small and navigation of Mississippi, xxix, 
states; Northern States; Separate con- 156n, 206n, 221, 223n, 898, 1006n, | 

federacies; Southern States; Union 1182-83, 1229, 1232-34, 1240, 1247; 
INTERNAL Po ice. See Police powers; Sov- position of on Constitution, 183, 183n, 

ereignty 254; as “‘A Citizen of New-York,”’ 633, 

a INVASIONS, ForeEIGN, 1310; no danger 803, 804n, 1586, 1663n; as Secretary | 
| from under Confederation, 61, 1039, for Foreign Affairs, 1088n, 1138n; as 7 

7 1525; Constitution protects against, 92, minister to Spain, 1179, 1181, 1231; 
- 97, 180, 729, 754, 788, 993, 1120, opinion of, 1244, 1247; receives gift 

1125; danger from under Confedera- from Spain, 1369n 
tion, 262, 268, 374, 726-27, 728-29, —letters from: quoted, 804n, 1180; cited, 

| 1086, 1120, 1145, 1641, 1737; central 254, 803, 804n, 1587 | | 
government ought to protect states —letters to, 455, 803-4, 1587-88; quoted, | 
against, 267; need for power to prevent, 1049n; cited, 633-34, 1138n | 

| 498, 749, 986, 1027-28: and debate —The Federalist, 633, 652-55; authorship 

over militia as protection against, 499, of, 168n, 182, 598, 796. : | 
992, 1269, 1269-70, 1272-73, 1281, See also Mississippi River, free navigation. 

1307, 1311, 1314; Union necessary to of 
protect against, 788, 977-79, 1016, JEFFERSON, THOMas (Albemarle). id., 526; 
1086, 1094, 1095; danger of under req- 758; and Va. constitution, xxiv; and re- 

uisition system, 1018, 1021; different vision of Va. laws, 78n, 1370n; sent copy 
from invasion of one state by another, _ of Constitution, 97, 109, 281-82; cited 
1311-12; and Va. militia act, 1335n. See —«#"_-Va. Convention, 155n, 354n, 1052, — 

. also Habeas corpus, writ of; War power 1088n, 1096-97, 1201-2, 1210, 1223, 
IREDELL, JAMEs (N.C.): as “Marcus,” 5, 1227n, 1480, 1705, 1708; as ambassa- 

: 42n, 397: as “A Citizen of North Car- dor to France, 562, 1020, 1051-52, 
- 8 | | 1088n, 1094, 1174n; friendship with 

olina,”’ 1710 | | aa: 
| —letter from: cited, 1752n John Page at William and Mary, 591n; | 

letters to, 1784-85, 1793; quoted proposal for ratification by nine states, 
1785n , m ? , 767, 1052, 1088n, 1096-97; opposes a 

I See Britai | . reeligibility of President, 768; sent copy 
RELAND. oéé Great britain . of Monroe’s pamphlet, 846; and Dutch 

TRoquois, 1048n. See also Indians | loans, 877, 1138n, 1174n; and Josiah 
IRVINE, WILLIAM (Pa.): id., 361n; 361, 712 Philips case, 1004n; supports Mass. _ 

—letter to, 1782 | amendments, 1088n; as governor of Va., 
IsLE OF WIGHT County, 562, 908 1180-81; as minister to negotiate com- 

mercial treaties, 1181-82, 1231; nego- 

Oo JACKSON, CHARLES (Louisa), 1442, 1443 tiates with Spain, 1248, 1256n—57n; on 

_. Jackson, GzorcE (Harrison-Y) | slave trade in Declaration of Indepen- 
—in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, dence, 1369n 

1540, 1557; payment for, 1566 —letters from, 241, 249-53, 353-54; 
Jackson, Henry (Mass.): id., 1750n quoted, 95n, 253n, 1088n, 1227n, 

—letter to, 1748 | 1256n-57n, 1258n; cited, 55, 55n, 93, 
Jackson, WILLIAM (Pa.), 20 95n, 155n, 249, 252n, 354n, 491n, 754, 

: —letters from: quoted, 1661n; cited, 755, 796n, 1088n, 1138n, 1705, 1707, — 

1596n 1708, 1708n 

| James City County, 515, 894, 895-96, -—letters to, 21-22, 93-96, 97-109, 149, 

908 154-55, 226-28, 257-58, 281-83, |
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384-85, 590-91, 629, 733-34, 744-46, Jones, JoHN (Brunswick-N): id., 574n; as 

754-56, 795-96, 882-84, 1590-91, speaker of Va. Senate, 78, 117, 1713, 

1704-6, 1706-7, 1707-8, 1760; 1766, 1767, 1768 

quoted, xxxix, 40n, 95n, llln, 477n, |—in Convention, 907, 909, 913; elected to, 

491n, 842n-43n, 844, 845, 883n, 574-76; votes in, 1538, 1540, 1557; | 

1004n-5n, 1180-81, 1560n, 1758n;  — payment for, 1566 
cited, xxxvi, 9n, 10n, 12n, 94, 108n, JONES, JOHN PAUL: is sailing to Europe, 

149, 149n, 253n, 254n, 256, 282, 283n, 107, 149, 149n, 151n; carries letters, 

354n, 591n, 758, 795, 796n, 845, 256, 257n, 282, 283n, 342 / 
~1091n, 1175n, 1590, 1700, 1700n, Jones, JosEPpH (Dinwiddie-N) 

1704n, 1708n —in Convention, 907; votes in, 1538, 

—Notes on the State of Virginia, 39n | 1541, 1557; payment for, 1566 

Jencxes, MR. (Fairfax): id., 524n; 523 Jones, JosepH (King George): id., 526; 

| JENNINGS, Mr. (Fauquier), 587 xxiv, 741; proposes convention to in- | 
JERDONE, FRANCIS, JR. (Louisa): id., 595n crease powers of Congress, xxxiv; com- 
—letter to, 594 ‘ments on Patrick Henry’s position on 
JOHNSON, JAMES (Isle of Wight-Y) Constitution, 50; and republication of 
—in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, *‘An American Citizen,’’ 53; defeated for 

1540, 1557; payment for, 1566 Convention, 479, 594, 601; and 

JOHNSON, SAMUEL WILLIAM (West Indies; strengthening of central government, 
Conn.): id., 1780n 491n; and navigation of Mississippi, 

—letter to, 1779-80 1182 | 

JOHNSON, THomas (Md.): id., 147n, 744n, —letters from, 129-31, 173-74, 368, 381, 
1463n; 1007; supports Constitution, 598; quoted, xxviii, 53-54, 182, 363n, 

146; and Benjamin Franklin’s speech, 642n; cited, 54, 1335n 

199 . —letters to: cited, 53, 129 | 

—letter from: cited, 743 JONES, SEABORN (Ga.): id., 1784n 7 

—letter to, 743-44; cited, 705n —letter to, 1784 : 
_ Jounson, Tuomas, JR. (Louisa), 1441, Jonrs, THomas, 156n 

1459, 1460, 1461, 1462 . Jones, WALTER (Northumberland-Y): id., 

JOHNSON, WILLIAM SAMUEL (Conn.), 696 228n; delegate to Annapolis Conven- 
JOHNSTON, SAMUEL (N.C.), 361, 361n tion, xxxiv, 538-39, 539; said to support 
JOHNSTON, ZACHARIAH (Augusta-Y): id., Constitution, 227 

| 143n, 1544n; 1792n; said to support —in Convention, 711, 744, 908; votes in, 
Constitution, 165, 227; speech of on re- 1539, 1540, 1557; payment for, 1566 
ligion in House of Delegates, 1544n Jones, Wiuuie (N.C.): id., 135n; 1088n; 

—letter to, 143 opposes Constitution, 134, 360-61, 

—in Convention, 571, 610, 711, 744, 907; 361n 

votes in, 1539, 1540, 1556; payment for, JupiciAL Review, 250,411, 438, 514, 

1566; supports Constitution, 1631, 647n, 1070, 1080, 1141, 1219-20, 

1632n, 1658, 1701-2, 1791 1327, 1361, 1361-62, 1420-21, 1427, 
—speech in Convention, 1530-34, 1544n, 1431, 1432, 1448, 1644-45; in Va., 

1702 , 797, 797n—98n, 1197, 1219-20, 1227n, | 
Jones, ALLAN (N.C.), 361, 361n © 1346. See also Council of Revision; Ju- 

: Jones, Binns (Brunswick-N): id., 574n diciary, U.S. 

—in Convention, 907; elected to, 574-76, | Jupictarres, STATE: judges of said to op- 
910, 970-71; votes in, 1538, 1541, — pose Constitution, 91, 227, 238; judges _ 

1557; payment for, 1566 of said to support Constitution, 398; po- 
. JONES, GABRIEL (Rockingham-Y): id., tential conflict with federal judiciaries, 

228n, 384n; 383, 630n; said to support 940, 1068, 1111, 1170, 1185, 1221, 

Constitution, 165, 227, 384, 610, 767 1450; will be independent under Con- 
—in Convention, 711, 744, 908, 909; stitution, 1200; may be authorized to try 

elected to, 610, 767; votes in, 1539, federal cases, 1398, 1417, 1427, 1436, 

1540, 1557; payment for, 1566 1445, 1470; victims of U.S. officeholders
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may seek redress in, 1432; importance 49, 1452, 1464-65, 1466, 1470, 1487, 

of, 1445; jurisdictions inappropriate to, 1525; debate over appellate, 63, 296, 

1451-52. See also States, impact of Con- 312, 371, 419, 423, 435, 481, 684-85, 

| stitution upon; Virginia judiciary 695-96, 715-16, 787n, 1101, 1399- 

Jupiciary, U.S., 1491, 1494-95; in Vir- 1401, 1403, 1404, 1415, 1415-16, 

ginia Resolutions, xXxxvii; inferior courts, 1416, 1418, 1422, 1429-30, 1432, 

63, 151, 296, 323, 371, 413, 414, 416, 1438-39, 1448, 1455, 1457n, 1487, 

672-73, 687, 715-16, 867, 871-72, 1627; defense of, 76, 179, 233, 326, 

1351, 1398, 1401, 1426, 1430-31, 336, 437, 512, 683-85, 686-87, 866- 

| 1457n, 1627, 1694; too distant and in- 67, 1360, 1398-99, 1409, 1413-19, 

accessible, 74, 756-57, 963, 974, 1213; 1426-29, 1430-36, 1438, 1450-56; de- 

Constitution will provide uniform ad- bate over appellate as to law and fact, | 

| ministration of justice, 97; as part of a 123-24, 129-30, 157, 251, 403, 423, 

revisionary process of law-making, 99; 612, 786, 802, 867, 872-73, 880-81, 

may provide check on state laws, 102; 1101, 1399-1400, 1404, 1404-5, 1407, 

criticism of, 174, 321, 712, 782, 962- 1415, 1420-21, 1423, 1425, 1428-29, 

63; proposal for participation of in veto, 1432-33, 1435, 1436-37, 1449, 1452- 

250, 412-13; appointment of, 273, 53, 1455, 1465, 1487, 1656; Supreme 

| 681-82, 867, 1430; tenure of, 312, 771, Court, 296,.305, 312, 371, 419, 423, 

777, 1398, 1430, 1467; and connection 481, 512, 695-96, 715-16, 770, 774, 

| with other branches of government, 787n, 867, 872, 880-81, 1398, 1399, 

312, 1348; salaries of, 312, 1398, 1417- 1404, 1407, 1416-17, 1425, 1429-30, 

18, 1440n, 1445, 1467; will protect lib- 1437, 1445-46, 1448; original, 684, 

erty, 511; will protect property, 511, un- 867, 1399; potential conflict with state 

der Confederation, 684, 848, 866, judiciaries, 940, 1068, 1111, 1170, 

1416-17, 1439n-40n, 1448, 1456n- 1185, 1221, 1450; admiralty cases, 

57n; independence of praised, 866, 1349-50, 1398, 1399-1400, 1404-5, 

878-99, 1101, 1200, 1352, 1626; and 1413-14, 1417, 1420, 1433, 1445-46, 

administration of justice, 1096; praise 1449, 1451-52; ambassadors and for- 

of, 1200; U.S. cannot be sued in, 1359; eign affairs, 1398, 1399, 1403, 1406-7, 

as check on President, 1398; power must 1409; maritime law, 1398, 1403, 1404; 

be co-extensive with legislative power, treaties and, 1398, 1403, 1413-14, 

1398; will provide due process of law, 1451; Congress may authorize state 

1398; and diversity of citizenship, 1414, courts to try federal cases, 1398, 1417, 

1415-16, 1422, 1427-28, 1429-30, 1427, 1436, 1445, 1470; and cases in- 

1433-34, 1438, 1447, 1452, 1457n; and volving states and their citizens, 1398~ 

supremacy clause, 1467-68, 1639; ex- 99: and western lands, 1399, 1406; eq- 

pense of will oppress poor and middling, uity law, 1399-1400, 1402, 1404, 1404— 

1470; debated in Va. Convention, 1619, 5, 1413, 1420, 1433; common law, 

1636, 1638, 1665; proposal for a coun- 1399-1400, 1404, 1404-5; tax and rev- 

cil to review decisions of, 1644—45; pro- enue cases, 1403-4, 1405; and USS. 

posal to create additional court to de- debt, 1409; in land claims, 1621; in cases 

cide on constitutionality of federal laws between citizens of different states, 

or judicial decisions objected to by a 1656-57; in cases arising before Con- 

state, 1644-45 stitution ratified, 1657 | 

_ —jurisdiction of: criticism of access to fed- | —proposed amendments concerning, 818; 

eral courts by foreigners, xxvii, 123-24, to secure independence of judges, 65; 

133, 157-58; criticism of, 34, 44, 63, to provide for lawful remedy for inju- 

66, 106, 133, 134-35n, 168, 173-74, ries, 820; restricting dual officeholding 

933, 273, 371, 386, 417, 423, 433n— for judges, 823; on jurisdiction of, 1409, 

34n, 435, 459, 462-63, 611, 611-12, 1549-50, 1555, 1559n; that suits shall 

741, 766, 771, 777, 786, 787n, 802, be in state where defendant resides, 

845, 872, 875, 881, 1065, 1212-13, 1457n; on compensation for federal 

1214, 1221, 1401-9, 1419-25, 1446- judges, 1514, 1556; on power of,
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1547n; to restrict federal judges, 1547n; 1425-26, 1435-36, 1437; in equity, | 
on admiralty courts, 1549, 1555; on Su- 1428-29, 1429-30; support for, 1440n, — oo 
preme Court, 1549, 1555 | 1638, 1731. | 

See also Admiralty law; Common law; Eq- —under Articles of Confederation: states | 
| uity law; Great Britain, legal and judicial did not always provide for, 250; in civil 

| system of; Judicial review; Judiciaries, cases in Pa., 445n; in Va., 697n, 1197, 
state; Jury trials; Law of nations; Mari- 1407, 1409, 1438, 1465, 1466, 1469: 

_ time law; Separation of powers; States, and Josiah Philips case, 1116, 1127; res- 
____ impact of Constitution upon _ olution to guarantee in federal capital, 

JURISPRUDENCE: importance of to good 1337n; not used in Court of Appeals in 
government, 1604 | , cases of capture, 1439n; in pirac 

| Jury Triats, 1447; criticism of Constitu- courts, 14404 P ” 
tion’s failure to provide for in civil cases, —proposed amendments concerning, — 

_ 27, 34, 37-38, 45, 62-63, 65, 66, 138, 1054, 1112, 1210, 1466, 1474, 15592, | 
| 151, 156-57, 157, 233, 250, 354, 419, 1624; to guarantee jury of vicinage in 

422, 423-24, 612, 771, 777, 951, 952, criminal cases, 773, 820; that criminal 
954, 962-63, 1213, 1330, 1421, 1425, and civil jury trials be held according to | 
1465, 1494; Constitution’s provision for rules of state where trial is occurring, 
in criminal cases may be evaded, 62-63, 786, 880-81; to provide for in civil 
65, 66, 802, 954, 1407, 1421-22, 1425; cases, 820; all matters of fact tried in 
criticism of Constitution’s failure to pro- ___ law courts shall be determined by a jury, 

| vide for in vicinage, 74, 75, 123-24, ~1457n; challenging of jurors, 1547n, 
—  :128, 312, 1330, 1424-25, 1449-50, 1550, 1555; guaranteeing existence of, | 1465-66, 1466; defense of Constitu- 1552 oe : | 

_ tion’s failure to provide in civil cases, See also Bill of rights; Speedy and public 
179, 312-13, 437, 442-43, 685-87, trials ! | , 
715, 723-24, 767, 974, 1100, 1136, , ‘atic 1352, 1425-26, 1438, 1439, 1453. JUSTICE: as object of Constitution, 1209) | 

1465; denial that Constitution endan- - y\o _ gers, 250, 405, 721, 859, 878-79, 1397, KEAN: JOHN (S.C.): id., 1593n; 1174n, 

1435-36, 1437, 1468; Constitution pro- ian: 36 aii) . nce 319. 4 49° 43, KEARNES, Joun (Norfolk County), 1743n _ | 

685-87, 723-24, 974, 1100, 1136, MEARSLEY, JOHN (Berkeley), 571 | 
1351, 1401, 1425-26; not best system ~letter from, 572 
for trying civil cases, 724; Constitution KEEN, Major, 734 oa . 
endangers, 802, 859, 872-73, 1003, KEITH, James (Fairfax), 23, 24 oe 1046, 1084, 1112, 1219, ‘1317, 1326, KEITH, SIR WILLIAM (Pa.): id., 1298n; 

1347, 1384, 1398, 1407, 1420, 1493, 1271, 1297 ea 
1423-25, 1449, 1466, 1469, 1469-70,  KeLLO, SaMueL (Southampton-Y) | 
1536, 1693; in common law, 1330; in iD Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, 
Great Britain, 1330, 1337n, 1440n, __ 1540, 1557; payment for, 1566 | 

7 1450, 1469; Congress may provide for KELSEY, Jonas (N.Y.),. 1675 | 7 | 
in vicinage in criminal trials, 1333,1351; | KEMPE, THomas (Princess Anne), 609 
appeals from in common law courts, KEMPSVILLE, Va., 1736 | | 
1400; in admiralty cases, 1400, 1428— | KENNON, RicHarp (Mecklenburg-N) 

| 29, 1429-30; in criminal cases must be —in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, 
| _ in state where offense is committed, | 1541, 1557; payment for, 1566 

. 1401; debate over right to challenge ju- KENTUCKY: and navigation of Mississippi, 
| rors, 1407, 1409, 1411n, 1421-22, xxx, 608, 704, 707-8, 709, 710n, 793, | 
a 1436, 1453-54, 1487, 1547n, 1550, 1129-30, 1131, 1200, 1225, 1243-44, | 

1555; Congress may protect from ap- 1246, 1258-59, 1383, 1392-93, 1731; 
pellate reconsideration of facts, 1415; opposition to Constitution in, 48, 49, | 
defense of Constitution’s failure to pro- 57, 147, 206, 433-34n, 515, 603, 706, 

_ vide for juries of the vicinage, 1418, 712, 732, 793-94, 1579-80, 1580n; :
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support for Constitution in, 156, 172; | Kinc Gzorcr County, 479, 594, 601, 908 

separate statehood for, 243, 330, 330n— Kino, Mrzes (Elizabeth City-Y): id., 176n | 

31n, 362, 409n, 433n—34n, 435, 522, —in Convention, 907; votes in, 1539, 

_ 705, 709, 732, 738, 794, 834, 841, 856, 1540, 1557; payment for, 1564, 1566 

884-85, 1005n, 1131, 1244, 1250, —letter from, 175-76 

1258n, 1393, 1580, 1633, 1636, 1662, Kinc, Rurus (Mass.): id., 258n; 168n, 313, 

1667-68, 1668n, 1671, 1678, 1731; will 1048n, 1174; and Mass. Convention, 

| | not benefit from Constitution, 243, 313n, 620; in Constitutional Conven- 

385-86, 386; Madison as potential can- tion, 695—96; and Federalist express sys- — 

didate for Convention in, 249, 598; In- tem, 1673n, 1675n : | 

| dians in, 255, 387, 435, 1731; harsh —letters from, 258, 1781, 1784, 1785n; : 

winter in, 387; Political Club of Danville quoted, 1006n, 1574n; cited, 323n, 

and Constitution, 408-17; ‘‘court’”’ party 1048n, 1573, 1673n 

in, 433n—34n, 436n; and Spanish claims —letters to, 1573-74, 1590, 1618-19, 

to, 433n—34n, 1235-36; population of, 1637, 1652, 1676; quoted, 293n, 428n, 

557; reports of British intrigues in, 632— 1665n—66n; cited, 313n, 428n, 453n, | 

33, 788, 788n; hostility in toward Spain, | 1572, 1618, 1665n 

728, 730n; divided over Constitution, KinG WILLIAM COUNTY, xxviii, 908, 1770 

735, 745; Madison asked to write con- KINLOCH, Francis (S.C.): id., 707n; 706 . 

stitution for, 794—95; danger of violence KIRKMAN, HOLMES, AND Company, 1723n 

in if Va. is not in Union, 980; western KNox, HENry (Mass.): id., 34n, 586n 

counties will not be lost if Constitution —letters from, 33-34, 710-11, 761-62, | 

| is adopted, 1128, 1129; will benefit from 762-63, 1652, 1685-86, 1748, 1783, 

Constitution, 1130, 1131; and educa- 1787; quoted, 1634n, 1686n, 1779n; 

— | tion, 1226n—27n; district court created cited, 56, 491, 492n, 521, 711n, 1632, a 

in, 1426, 1440n; conflicting land claims 1674n, 1686, 1686n, 1723n, 1746n 

in, 1458n; county created in, 1458n; los- —letters to, 56-57, 88-89, 123-24, 155- 

ing population to West, 1592; purchase 56, 168, 491-92, 521-22, 583, 606, 

of tobacco in, 1644; form. of state con- 1632-34, 1686, 1785n; quoted, xxxv, 

stitution for suggested, 1694; praise of, 41n, 112n, 134n-35n, 607n, 1685n-— 

a 1730; disunionist sentiment in, 1782-83 86n; cited, 155, 293n, 361n, 455n, | | 

—delegates to Virginia Convention, 522, 637n, 1673n, 1686n, 1709, 1746n | 

804, 1661n, 1663, 1667, 1671; election : a 

of, 249, 435, 705-6, 761-62, 763; pro- LACASSAGNE, MICHAEL (Jefferson): id., 

posed convention of to consider Con- 387n; 385, 387 

stitution and instruct delegates, 386, LAFAYETTE, MARQUIS DE (France): id., 12n; 

434-36, 436n, 884; will oppose Consti- 767, 804n; toasted, 1716, 1722, 1735 

tution, 515, 702, 797; 810, 824, 1573, —letters from: quoted, 769n; cited, 767 

1574, 1588, 1636, 1667, 1693-94, -—letters to, 12, 355-57, 766-69; quoted, 

1694n; efforts to persuade in favor of 83n; cited, 12n, 283n, 293n, 767 

Constitution, 634, 704, 705n, 707, 709, © Lams, ANTHONY (N.Y.): id., 828n; 825 

711-12, 732, 764, 793, 804-11, 884, Lams, Joun (N.Y.): id., 54n, 826n; 54, 

1245, 1253, 1255, 1579-80, 1660, 845-46, 882n; and N.Y. Federal Re- 

1661-62, 1787; hold balance in, 740, publican Committee, 811, 825, 845, 

742-43, 1619, 1621, 1630, 1633, 1787, 1089n, 1589n | 

, 1789; position on Constitution not —letters from, 814-15, 823-24; quoted, 

: known, 743, 744, 898; will probably fa- 845-46, 1089n; cited, 811, 813, 816, 

vor Constitution, 762; fear of instruc- 817, 818, 825, 826, 827n, 829n 

| tions to oppose Constitution, 810 —letters to, 816-17, 817, 818-23, 824- 

| See also Brown, John; Newspapers, in Vir- 25, 825-26; quoted, 621n, 813, -1669n; 

ginia; Southern States; Western lands | cited, 618n, 813, 825, 828n—29n, 829n, 

KENTUCKY SOCIETY FOR THE PROMOTION OF 882n 

UseruL KNOWLEDGE, 409n LANDED INTEREST: will benefit from Con- 

KERCHEVALL, JOHN (Frederick), 589 stitution, 753-54; will hold majority in
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state and federal legislatures, 835; ma- Law or Nations, 250, 672-73, 691; not 
| jority of electors for House of Repre- protected by state constitutions and | | 

_ sentatives will be from, 919; in Great laws, 263; respecting Treaty of Peace 
- Britain, 1080; and debate over effect of (1783), 358; treaties and, 442, 1236, : 

direct taxation on, 1110, 1126-27, 1382, 1383, 1384, 1388, 1388-89, 

1148; not endangered by Constitution, 1496; in Great Britain, 646n, 801; and 
1225. See also Agriculture; Entail; Farm- granting of passports, 936, 1485; and 
ers; Planters; Primogeniture; Property, payment or Of | among pations, O78: 
private and attainder of Josiah Philips, 1004n, 

‘““LANDHOLDER”’ (Oliver Ellsworth), 229-31 1038, 3 ane ota 1950. Hoey nd 
LANE, JOEL (N.C.): id., 829n 1236-37, 1239, 1244, ; —54; 
wietten to, 829 gives Kentucky a right to navigate Mis- 
LANGDON, JOHN (N.H.): id., 82n—83n; 82, Sissippi, 1253; power of Congress over 

1673n, 1716, 1757 offenses against, 1349-50; and admi- 
—letters from: quoted, 198n, 1675n; cited, ralty cases, ea, 1439n; jet nee re | 

79, 196, 198, 698, 699n, 1673n, 1675, payment of British debts, 1360; has dif- . 
1757 | ferent meanings to different nations, 

—letters to, 79-83, 196-98, 198, 321-22, 1382; is permanent and general, 1383; 
698-99, 1598-99, 1631-32, 1757, Constitution is part of, 1388; is founded 
1778-79, 1784; quoted, 41n, 454n, on laws of different nations, 1388; and 
522n, 1661n; cited, 112n, 321-22, ambassadors, 1389; cannot destroy 
522n, 637n, 699n, 1596n, 1598, 1599n rights of people, 1394; felony is un- 

LANSING, JOHN, JR. (N.Y.), 1501, 1510n known to, 1413; national tribunal ought 
—letter from (with Robert Yates) to Gov. ing ty 415: judiciay foreigners respect. 

Clinton: cited, 6, 360, 361n, 398, 399n, , , - 
l 510n me s ing, 1445-46; impact of Constitution 

LARGE STATES vs. SMALL STATES: Consti- on, 1448. See also Foreign affairs 
tution accommodates both, 98, 250; and LAW OF NATURE: §IVes Tonge, a right to 

| preratontn Senay 108,281,200, aires eee 
and representation in House of Repre- compact Revolution, right of, Social 

m3. TL 3 105, 250, 351, 426, 6 63-64, Laws: Constitution will bring obedience , n, 840-41; in Constitutional . . ; . . to, 31; government under Constitution Convention, 109, 232; Constitution will is under rule of, 46: will be subject to 
equalize, 120n; representation in Con- | we eee federal restraint, 163; instability of is a federation Congress, 214; possible in- i] 959. £ should | 

i f with foreign nations if Consti- Breat evil, Y*> Passage of should re- trigu © 0 ‘Hed 3O1- due infl quire two-thirds of both houses, 252; 
of ag not raed, , all ue m0 sdes suspension of prohibited by Constitu- 
Consteutien s dG. arall ctaren viche LL _ tion, 820, 1136; danger that militia will Constitution, 346; small states might be | be used to enforce, 1269-70, 1274, 
injured if House of Representatives has 1294, 1300: defense of Constitution’s 

role in treaties, 682; and election of provision for use of militia to enforce, — 
President by House of Representatives, 1974, 1313; denial that militia will be 750, 1372, 1377; small states will be at- used to enforce, 1293, 1294, 1296, 
tentive to danger of relinquishing ter- 1324-25; Constitution does not say that 

| ritory, 1131; and cession of western standing army shall execute, 1302; pro- 
lands, 1168; importance of Union to posed amendment concerning, 1552 _ small states, 1168; Constitution benefits Lawson, Rosert (Prince Edward-N): id., 
small states more than large states, 1498, 166n, 516n; 186; said to oppose Con- 

| 1504-5, 1516-18 stitution, 165, 515 : 
LATHROP, JOHN (Mass.): id., 1666n —in Convention, 908, 917; elected to, 
—letter from: quoted, 1666n | 607-8; described as Antifederalist in, 
—letter to, 1666 744; votes in, 1539, 1541; attends meet-
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ing of Antifederalists of, 1560n, 1561; Ler, Henry (Westmoreland-Y): id., 143n, 

payment for, 1566 231n, 527; 124, 143, 147n, 594; sup- 

LAWYERS: oppose Constitution, 134, 165n, ports Constitution, 14, 291; as delegate 

| 997, 479; criticism of, 141; support to Congress, 21, 94, 122, 224n, 109In, 

Constitution, 227, 238, 398; seem to be 1183, 1256n; Spanish give loans to, 206, 

only ones who understand Constitution, 207n, 1091n; and navigation of Missis- 

233; divided on Constitution in Va., sippi, 207n, 275, 291, 1091n, 1183, 

398; will benefit from Constitution, 1191; visits Mount Vernon, 224n, 456n; 

1703 praise of, 230; at Battle of Guilford 

| LEAGUE OF ARMED NEUTRALITY, 1188 Courthouse, 1090n; and development of 

Lear, Tosias (Fairfax): id., 82n, 216n, canals, 1179 

456n; as “Brutus” answers Mason’s ob- —letters from, 223-24, 248-49, 598, 619, 

jections, 41n, 42n, 83n, 174, 197, 198n, 1631; quoted, 591n, 595n, 812, 1090n- 

208-11, 212-16; as Washington’s sec- 91n; cited, 1630n, 1786 

retary, 781n, 885n —tenes to: quoted, 1764n; cited, 208n, 

—letters from, 79-83, 196-98, 321-22, | n 
455-56, 698-99; quoted, 41n; cited, —in Convention, 908, 909, 913; candidate 

321-22, 780, 781n, 1634, 1634n, for, 224; elected to, 561, 617-21; as 

1673n, 1715 Federalist leader in, 744, 898, 1592, 

—letters to, 1715-16; cited, 79, 196, 456n, 1615, 1649, 1653, 1684, 1701-2, 1704, 
698, 699n 1791; subscribes to Debates of, 904; votes 

Lee, ArTHUR (Prince William): id., 35n, in, (1540, 1557; payment for, 1566; 

526, 1337n, 1618n; supports amend- praised for service in, 1702, 1739 

ments to Constitution, 34; opposes Con- Speer "8 er O 3 " 399. od, 

stitution, 106, 109, 224n, 241, 702, , Ol; —OF, , IS, | 

895-96, 1700; as candidate for Conven- 1320-21, 1344, 1379, 1381, 1471-72, 

tion, 122, 122n, 128, 129n 983. 561 1659; references to, 951, 1294; re- 

614n, 620: as “Cincinnatus,” 129n, sponses to, 952, 1191, 1304, 1344, 

895—96; visits Mount Vernon, 456n; 1490-91 . mae. a 

newspaper reports of remarks of on Va. Ler, LupweE.w (Prince William): id., 30n; 

Antifederalism, 466-67, 827n; gift to 30, 119n 
from France, 1349, 1369n LEE, RicHarp (Westmoreland), 119n, 191, 

_tetters from, 34-35, 131, 522, 619-20; , >4! | 
a , , > Ler, R1icHARD BLAND (Loudoun), 147n 

quoted, 614n; cited, 127, 283n, 617-18, i f qd. 17 
1617 oe rom: quote , Wenn land): id 

-—-_Jetters to, 122, 127-29, 1617-18 "BO “W18n ENRY ( nae and): id., 
Lee, CHaRuEs (Fairfax): id., 147n; 147 527, 718n; opposes amencment grant- 

1 335n co , , ing Confederation Congress power to 

] t 9 ili, ; - 

—letters om , 705-6, eo 797-98;. poses convention to suse power of | 

quoted, | 62n; cited, 1335n Confederation Congress, xxxiv; declines 

| —letters to, 522; quoted, 735n to serve in Constitutional Convention, 
LEE, CHARLES (GENERAL): conflict with xxxv, 9, 138n, 487, 542n; opposes Con- 

Washington, 229, 231n, 485, 490n stitution in Confederation Congress, 14, 

Lee Famiy, 1780 . 90, 21, 25, 26, 27, 28n, 29, 36, 59n- 
Lez, Francis Licutroot (Richmond 66, 94, 107; meets with Philadelphia 

County): id., 224n; as candidate for Antifederalists, 33n; in New York City, 
Convention, 224; described as Federal- - 34, 38; opposes Constitution, 34, 106, 
ist, 224, 292, 744, 1700; described as 109, 150, 165, 183, 197, 224n, 229, 

influential Antifederalist, 895—96 941, 282, 292, 343-44, 515, 583, 702, | 

—letter to: quoted, 9n—10n 744, 1572, 1700; influence of, 49, 456; 

Ler, Henry (Bourbon-N) visits Mount Vernon, 52n, 456n; said to | 

—in Convention, 907; votes in, 1538, dislike Washington, 229, 231n, 486; 

1540; payment for, 1566 proposes privy council, 253; support for
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Constitution would be helpful, 290; po- | Lewis, WARNER (Gloucester-Y): id., 591n 
‘sition on Constitution is said to change, —in Convention, 907; elected to, 589-91; _ | 
292, 313, 313n, 322, 331n, 382, 457, votes in, 1539, 1540, 1556; payment for, oa 
618n, 620, 621n; favors a second con- 1566 | 
vention, 297; said to be losing support, —letter from, 589-90 
357; newspaper report on fabricated, LExinGTON, Mass.: battle of, 747 
357n; moves for independence (1776), | Lexincton, Ky., 1729n, 1730-32 

_ 507, 507n, 842n; as possible candidate  LipeL, 773 | 7 
for Convention, 561, 562, 617-18, Liserry (ship), 1335n | 
618n, 620; differs with other Antifed- LIKELY, Joun (Scotland): id., 588n ae 
eralists on amendments, 590; health as -—_letter to, 587-88 | | 
reason for not standing for Va. Conven-  Lincoin, BENJAMIN (Mass.): id., 281n; 280, | 
tion, 618n, 620; said to favor separate ~-993n | | 
confederacies, 716; criticism of, 753, —letter from: quoted, 637n, 781n; cited, 

_ 881; assumed to be member of Conven- 780 oo | we 
tion, 895 | | —letters to, 279, 478, 636-37, 780-81, 

| eae ne Aer ae 0 Ten 1783; quoted, 1762n; cited, 428n, 780, 
—9I, —I94, IIN—-OS, —2U, — 78iln | 

66, 784-87, 825-26, 878-82; quoted, Lincoitn County, 630n, 908 

_ xxxill, In-10n, 60n, 364, 366n-67n, Err, CHARLES (Fairfax): id., 586n; 24, 
604n, 621n, 698n; cited, 9, 30n, 39n, 584 oo 

59n, 66n, 124, 618n, 706n, 826, 829n, LITTLEPAGE, “JOHN CARTER (Hanover-N) 
882n, 1574n, 1623 —in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, 

—letters to, 619-20, 705-6, 814-15, 1541, 1557; payment for, 1566 
| 1623-28; quoted, 614n, 912n, 1763n; Livincston, WALTER (N.Y.) | | | 

cited, 9, 12n, 20, 28, 39n,. 40n, 61, letter from: cited, 983n 

260n, 284, 366n-—67n, 417, 617-18, —letter to: quoted, 1575n 

765, 784, 812, 825, 826, 829n- LIVINGSTON, WILLIAM (N.J.) 
—objections to Constitution (16 Oct. let- —letter from: quoted, 120n oo 

ter), 226, 260n, 297, 298, 490n, 521, LIVINGSTON WILLIAM SMITH (N.Y.): as ex- 
599, 695, 697n, 698n, 833; text of, 61— eee 74, 1793 1794, 179% 
66; publication of, 4, 242, 620; distri. Press Tider, 1674n, ” 2s > pu On Ol: Bs ake, O2U; 1726, 1749 | 
bution of, 30, 33, 59n—61n, 124, 253; LLoyp THOMAS (Pa.): publishes debates of criticism of, 60n, 297, 298, 310, 319, eee on 8 004 1787 ee 
313-20, 368, 381, 385n, 430, oe 485— 1758n a , | yO 

_ 89; defense of, 60n, 506, 798-803; : - 
praise of, 324, 383, 446; responses to, Locke, Joun (England), (288, 380, 861, . 
633, 641-47, 656n, 693-94, 713-19, _ 876n, 1140, 1193 | | oe | 749-53, 842n : Locan, BENJAMIN (Fayette): id., 434n; 

Ler, Tuomas (Stafford), 284 434-35 — oe oe 
Leg, THomas LupweELu (Stafford), 78n | -~ LOGAN, JOHN (Lincoln-N) | LELAND, JOHN (Orange): id., 426n-27n; —in Convention, 630n, 908; votes in, — 

| Opposes Constitution, 424, 425-26, 1539, 1541, 1557; payment for, 1566 
600, 1607n; meets with Madison, 427n, | LOGAN & Story (Dinwiddie): id., 140n 

_ 596n; copies of The Federalist sent to, —letter from, 141 | a | 
654n. See also Baptists Lone, Prerse (N.H.) 

Lewis, CHARLES (York), 623-24 | —letter from: cited, 1757n oa 
| - Lewis, Ext, 1710 | _ Loutsa County, 908; election of Conven- 

Lewis, THomas (Rockingham-yY): id., 384n; tion delegates, 594-95, 913, 915n,. 
said to support Constitution, 384, 610, 1006-7, 1441-44, 1458-64, 1711 | 

| 610n, 744 oe Louisiana. See Mississippi River, free nav- 
—in Convention, 908; elected to, 384, 610: igation of 

| votes in, 1539, 1540, 1557; payment for, Love Lt, JAMES (Mass.), 38 
| 1566 | | ‘A Lover OF TRUTH,” 70n :
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oe Low, Nicuotas (N.Y.): id., 1786n M’LEaN, ARCHIBALD (N.Y.), 180-81 
—letter to, 1785-86; quoted, 1575n M’LEan, JOHN (Princess Anne; N.Y.), xliii, 

LOWTHER, WILLIAM (N.C.), 904, 1564 18, 108n, 180-81, 182, 397, 653n 
LoyALIsTs: confiscation of estates of in McLENE, JAMEs (Pa.): id., 475n, 770n; 474 

Va., 1411n—12n; some Va. Antifederal- . Macon, THomas (Hanover): in duel, 1618, 
ists accused of being, 1595 1618n, 1661, 1700 | | 

Loyatt, Paut (Norfolk Borough): id., MCPHEETERS, WILLIAM (Augusta), 571 
1739n; 1733 : McRea, Jags M. (Fairfax), 1335n 

Luxuries, 638, 1360 | MapIson, AMBROSE (Orange): id., 604n © 

LuzeRNE, CHEVALIER DE LA (France), 1180 wee to, 596-97, 1669-70; quoted, 
LuzERNE, COMTE DE LA (France): id., 345n n | | 

| letters to, 343-45, 585, 1689-91; cited, MADISON, James (Orange-Y): id., 527; xxiv, _ 
1690n 122, 454n; commissioner to Mount Ver- | 

Lyons, Perer (Hanover): id., 586n; 582 FO Oe av 598-39, 539, 
, | , oo encourages Washington to attend Con- 

a M’Carty, DANIEL (Fairfax), 24 . | stitutional Convention, xxxvi; and Ma- 
MacaUuLay, ALEXANDER (York): id., 595n son’s objections, 41n, 50; and reprinting 

_ —letter from, 594 of ‘“‘An American Citizen,’’ 53-54, 
McCterry, WILLIAM (Monongalia-Y) 130n; compared to Washington, 55; crit- : 

_ in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, icizes R.H. Lee’s amendments, 60n; ad- © 
1540, 1557; payment for, 1566 vocates congressional veto of state laws, 

McC.unc, WILLIAM (Nelson), 434n 108n; said to support Constitution, 226, 
McCvurG, James (Henrico): id., 137n- 241; praise of, 230, 400, 1629, 1760; is 

| 38n; 227, 561-62; in Constitutional — sent Various Extracts on the Federal Gov- 
Convention, xxxvi, xxxix, l4n, 105, ernment, 241; and publication of Wash- 

108n, 109n, 542n ington’s letters, 277n; informed about — 
_ letter from, 137-38 progress of Mass. Convention, 313n, 

McCraw, SAMUEL (Richmond): id., 172n meets with John Leland, 427n, 596n; 

—letter from, 170-71 . visits Mount Vernon, 455n, 456n, 521, 

McDowELL, SAMUEL (Mercer): id., 255n, 699n, 1620n; said to oppose Constitu- 

| 434n; and Danville Political Club, 408n, tion, 597; sent copy of Mass. Convention — 
411, 414; and circular letter to Fayette debates, 633, 877; owns copy of ‘‘A Na- : 
County Court, 434-35 tive of Virginia,” 655n; encouraged to 

| | —letter from, 254-55 . issue address supporting Constitution, 

| —letter to: cited, 254 704; urged to be member of Va. legis- 

McDowett, Wituiam (Mercer): id., 434n; _—‘ature, 705; urges John Brown to write 
A15 | to Kentuckians, 705n; asked to write 

7 Constitution for Kentucky, 794-95, | McFERRAN, MartTIN (Botetourt-Y) 884.85: ; M Yo & 
—in Convention, 573, 907; votes in, 1539, 7093 Sent Copy of Monroe’ pane 

j phiet, 845; and Albany Plan of Union, 
1540, 1556; payment for, 1566 . , 

2. 1048n; and United Colonies of New En- 
McGrecor, COoLtin (N.Y.): id., 382n gland, 1048n; sent statement of U.S 

ston i 382, 637-38, 1575; cited, debt, 1049n; informs Jefferson that his 

G n, M Frederick), 1729. 1745 letter was cited in Convention, 1088n; 

McGurre, Major (Fre ene ), ~ sends pamphlets to Jefferson, 1591; re- 
McHenry, James (Md.): id., 764n; 46n ceives news of N.H. ratification, 1674n 
eee rom, quoted, 710n, _in Confederation Congress, 382n; notes 

n, cited, of debates, xxx; and navigation of Mis- 
'  —IJetters to, 763-64; cited, 705n, 732 sissippi, xxx, xxxi, 1180-81; supports 

: McIntosu, WILLIAM, 283n Constitution, 21; attends, 28n; elected 
| McKean, Tuomas (Pa.), 1758n to, 122, 124, 134; and New York City 

McKeeg, WILLIAM (Rockbridge-Y) boardinghouse, 795n; and proposed | 
—in Convention, 609-10, 908; votes in, amendment to give Congress power to | 

1539, 1540, 1557; payment for, 1566 collect requisitions, 1047n; resolution
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for congressional jurisdiction over fed- 578, 592, 596, 597, 598, 599, 599-600, | 

| eral capital, 1337n; motion on locations 600, 601, 606-7, 607-8, 611, 613, 619, 

for Court of Appeals, 1439n 702-5, 706-7, 737-38, 738-40, 741- 

| —in Constitutional Convention, xxxv, 42, 764-65, 793, 793-95, 833, 877-78, 

XXXVi, xxxvii, 14n, 40n, 78n, 108n, 542, 1586, 1596-97, 1634-35, 1635, 1674, 

| 695-96, 1417, 1440n, 1509n | 1759, 1759-60, 1769-70, 1770-75, | 

—in House of Delegates: favors repeal of 1775-77, 1788; quoted, xxvii, xxviii, 

| laws restricting payment of British debts, XXX, XXXilil, xxxv, 20, 25n, 46n, 53, 59n, 

| XXV1; Opposes paper money, xxviii; and 60n, 68n, 110n, 111n-12n, 156n, 
resolution for strengthening of central 172n—73n, 181, 182, 183n—84n, 185n, 

government, 491n; opposes Assessment $$ 234n—35n, 241, 242, 260n, 277n, 363n, 

Bill, 608n; and navigation of Mississippi, 453n, 585n, 591n, 593n, 594, 605n, 

1182, 1183; motion of to call constitu- 607n, 621n, 642n, 653n, 653n—54n, 

tional convention, 1724 697n-98n, 698n, 733n, 804n, 827n, 
—letters from, 12—13, 26—28, 76-78, 97- 832n, 844, 1006n, 1049n, 1090n—-91n, | : 

109, 109-10, 125-26, 126-27, 135-36, 1183, 1227n, 1228n, 1256n—57n, 
166-67, 167-68, 226-28, 237-38, 239, 1257n, 1258n, 1457n, 1543n, 1574n, 

253-54, 280-81, 288-91, 323, 384-85, 1620n, 1630n, 1635n, 1673n, 1673n— : 

398-99, 454-55, 596-97, 601-2, 602, 74n, 1675n, 1708n, 1762n, 1763n, 

603, 707-10, 711-12, 730-32, 732-33, 1788n; cited, 41n, 54, 76, 106, 108, 

744-46, 804-11, 884-85, 1573-74, lliIn, 112n, 125, 126, 135, 166, 167, 

1574, 1589, 1590, 1595-96, 1618-19, 183n, 237, 242, 249, 253, 260n, 281n, 

1619-20, 1630, 1637, 1637-38, 1656— 289, 293n, 313n, 323, 323n, 354n, 359, 

57, 1657, 1665-66, 1668-69, 1669-70, 398, 399n, 453n, 477n, 491n, 595n, 

1675-76, 1676, 1688, 1688-89, 1707— 596n, 607n, 654n, 707, 710n, 730, 

8, 1720, 1761; quoted, xxix—xxx, xxxiv, 733n, 741, 742, 746n, 755, 804, 810, | | 
xxxix, 53, 60n, 110n, 111n, 181-82, 8lln, 884-85, 885, 1048n, 1088n, 

182, 183n, 241, 277n, 281n, 293n, 1089n, 1138n, 1174n, 1335n, 1573, 

313n, 427n, 453n, 477n, 595n, 596n, 1574, 1574n, 1580n, 1595, 1619-20, 

653n, 654n, 812, 841n—42n, 842n, 845, 1630, 1657n, 1673n, 1707, 1708n, 

899, 906, 970n, 1004n—5n, 1175n, . 1720, 1754n, 1761 | | 
1180-81, 1560n, 1637, 1665n—66n, —writings of: The Federalist: author of, 

1671n, 1758n, 1764n, 1775n, 1777n, XXXV1I-XXxVill, 168n, 181, 182-83, 
1786; cited, xxxvi, 32n, 41n, 49, 55, 78, 194n, 239n, 302, 598, 633, 652-54, 

94, 108n, 129, 145, 148, 149, 149n, 796, 1047n, 1570; “Notes on Ancient | 

181, 224, 234n, 253n, 254n, 255, 256, and Modern Confederacies,’’ xxxvi, | 
283n, 291, 292n, 309, 313n, 354n, 357, 1047n; “Vices of the Political System of 

| 359, 359n, 453n, 455n, 591n, 600, the United States,” xxxvi 

- 653n, 705n, 706, 707n, 732, 733n, 738, —in Convention, 908, 917; as advocate of 

740n, 741, 746n, 762, 764, 765n, 793, Constitution, xxxvii—xxxviii; as potential 

~ 898-99, 109I1n, 1572, 1586, 1597n, candidate from Norfolk Borough, 196; 

1614, 1614n, 1618, 1629, 1630n, 1635, returns to Va. to be candidate for, 196, 

1635n, 1665n, 1670, 1671, 1671n, 249, 284, 302, 358, 452, 453, 454n, 
1686n, 1759-60, 1770, 1775, 1783, 455, 755; as potential candidate from 
1789 7 Ky., 249, 598; elected to, 478-80, 561, | 

—letters to, 14-15, 16-17, 25-26, 31-32, 5579, 595-606, 619, 635, 636, 699, 706, 

46, 49-51, 55, 78-79, 87-88, 90-91, 742, 1774, 1776; as Federalist leader, 

129-31, 132-35, 137-38, 145-47, 628-29, 699, 737, 758, 767, 895, 898, 
: 148-49, 150, 156, 172, 173-74, 175, 1658; estimates party balance in, 898— 

195-96, 207-8, 223-94, 994-96 931- 99; on committee to draft Form of Rat- . 
35, 248-49, 249-53, 255-57, 275-76, ification, 900, 1513, 1541; annotated 

, 279-80, 284, 285, 291-93, 302-3, 308— copy of Journal of the Convention, 901; | 
10, 313, 354-55, 357-59, 359-61, 368, criticizes accuracy of printed Debates, 

381, 424-27, 436-37, 452-53, 577-78, 906; absent because of illness, 1075-76,
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1091In, 1172n, 1589, 1590, 1595, 1618, Mat. See Hazard, Ebenezer; Post office 

. 1619, 1620n, 1630, 1635, 1635n, 1638, Maine, 1244; disputes with N.H. over, 

1652, 1659; votes in, 1539, 1540, 1557; 692; movement for separate statehood, 

on committee to draft amendments, 856; dispute with Canada over, 1175n. 

| 1541, 1697; payment for, 1566; arrival See also Massachusetts; Newspapers, in 
of, 1573, 1574, 1595; supports Consti- Massachusetts; Portland . 

tution in, 1588, 1592, 1615, 1649, Manuracrures: effects of Revolution on, 

1651, 1653, 1672, 1684, 1701-2, 1704, 159-62; debate over whether or not it | 

1707, 1788, 1791; eloquence of in, should be encouraged, 170n; loss of nav- 

| 1621, 1684, 1688, 1690, 1702, 1739, igation of Mississippi will discourage, 
1740n | | 222; should be promoted in Ky., 255; 

—speeches in Convention, 914, 940-41, Constitution will stifle in West, 386; in 

989-98, 1028-35, 1142-54, 1154, Northern States, 432; debate over use 
- 1172, 1202-9, 1222-26, 1229, 1239- of duties to encourage, 433n—34n, 435, 

| 42, 1248-49, 1259, 1259-60, 1260-61, 717, 783, 1773; Constitution will not 
1262-63, 1264-66, 1267-69, 1269, lead to Northern monopoly over, 671- 
1272-74, 1274, 1282-84, 1287, 1294- 72; Constitution will promote, 725, 973, 

96, 1296, 1301-3, 1304, 1311-12, 1641, 1722; under Confederation, 837- . 

1318-19, 1323, 1338-39, 1340, 1343- 38, 950; in Va., 889-92, 982; as military 

~—- 44, 1344-45, 1345, 1354-55, 1356, asset not had by Va., 978; need supply 

1362, 1364-65, 1368, 1376-77, 1377- of workers, 981; Constitution will not 

78, 1379-80, 1381, 1382, 1395-97, promote, 1055-56; excise taxes on, 
1402, 1409, 1412-19, 1469, 1470, 1133; will increase as population grows, 

1471, 1498-1504, 1507, 1518; de- 1189, 1206; and proposed commercial 

scribed, xxxvii-xxxvill, 1004n, 1581, treaty with Spain, 1238; hope for in- 

1583, 1587, 1621, 1651, 1684, 1688, crease of, 1735; toasted, 1717, 1719, 

1690, 1702, 1739, 1740n; reported in- 1744 | 

accurately, 905; references to, 1010, ‘‘Many” (Arthur Campbell), 475n; text of, 

1075-76, 1081, 1210, 1220-21, 1237, 1638-40 | 
1244, 1245, 1246, 1247, 1248, 1266, Maritime Law, 1398, 1403, 1404. See also 

1275-76, 1277, 1280, 1293, 1326, Judiciary, U.S. 

1359, 1360, 1370n, 1392, 1419-25, Mark, Joun (Berkeley): id., 572n 

1694; based on prior research, 1047n; —letter from, 571 | 

responses to, 1104-6, 1110, 1186, MARQuE AND REpRISAL, LETTERS OF, 672— 
1187, 1189, 1284-87, 1300-1301, 73, 676-77, 848, 849 

| 1303-4, 1304, 1304-5, 1319-20, 1321, Marr, JouHn (Henry-N) 

1341, 1345, 1348, 1355, 1356, 1380, —in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, — 

1382, 1445, 1446, 1448, 1470, 1496, 1541; payment for, 1566 
1505-6; notes for, 1175-76 MARSHALL, HumMpuHrRey (Fayette-Y), 630n 

MADISON, JAMES, SR. (Orange): id., 604n; —in Convention, 907; votes in, 1539, 
156n, 1774, 1775n 1540, 1556; payment for, 1566; listed as 

—letters from, 599; quoted, 60n, 156n; doubtful, 1651; defends votes in, 

cited, 596n 1651n—-52n 
—letters to, 1657; quoted, 427n, 654n; MarsHALL, JoHn (Henrico-Y): id., 109n, 

cited, 32n | 527, 1635; said to support Constitution, | 

MapIson, REVEREND JAMES (Williamsburg): 106, 110, 226; in House of Delegates, 
— id., 31n 110n, 114, 123; estimates support for 
—letters from, 30-31, 31-32, 357-59; Constitution in Va., 436; buys The Fed- 

cited, 32n, 357, 359n, 477n eralist, 653n; and Fairfax lands, 141 1n—- 

Mapison, THomas (Botetourt): id., 31ln;  12n 
324, 325n —in Convention, 908, 909; elected to, 

—letters from: cited, 88, 383 . 436-37, 475, 592-93, 622; as Federalist 

—letters to, 30-31, 88, 383-84; quoted, leader, 628-29, 711, 744, 758, 895, 
573, 610n; cited, 60n, 617n 898; on committee to draft Form of Rat-
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ification, 900, 1513, 1541; criticizes ac- congressional request to repeal acts vi- - 

— curacy of Debates, 905; votes in, 1539, olating Treaty of Peace, 1411n; news of 
1540, 1557; on committee to draft. ratification by reaches Va., 1574n . 

amendments, 1541; payment for, 1566; —Convention of, 889; ratifies Constitu- 

supports Constitution, 1588, 1653, tion, 588, 733n, 768, 780, 781, 793, 
1672, 1701-2, 1704; service in praised, 795, 838, 842n, 844, 883, 1089n; pos- 

1702, 1739 Ae | sible adjournment of, 635, 702, 763; at- 

—speeches in Convention, 1115-27, tempts to prevent adjournment of, 635, “ 

1306-8, 1430-39, 1465; reported in- 703, 705n, 707, 710n, 712, 732-33, . 

accurately, 905; references to, 1148, 743, 763-64, 764n, 804; does not rec- 

1313; responses to, 1309-10, 1448-49, ommend amendments, 733n; address of | 2 

— 1450, 1465 | minority of, 733n; results of election to, . 

MarTIAL Law, 1271-72, 1273, 1277-78. 741; majority in supports Constitution, : 

See also Army; Army, standing; Militia | 762; criticism of effort to prevent pro- ws 
: MarTIN, LUTHER (Md.), 199, 741, 742n; in | posal of amendments, 785; no objection | 

Constitutional Convention, 126n _ _in to constitutional provision on regu- 
—Genuine Information, 699, 699n, 713, lation of commerce, 835; news of de- 

840, 843n; circulation of, 6; authorship —_ sired in Va., 894; support for amend- 
of, 399n; criticism of, 494, 502; quoted, | ments in, 1053; amendments proposed - | 

503n; advertised, 1570 uy in, 1056, 1089n, 1617, 1710; Jefferson oo 

| MARTINSBURGH, VA., 1732 | wy letter quoted in, 1708, 1708n : 
: MARYLAND, 27, 479, 494, 711n, 977, 980, | —prospects for ratification in, 385n, 1782; | 

1088n, 1335n; dispute with Va. over Po- uncertain, 239, 240; unfavorable, 256; 7 

tomac, xxxiii, 693, 697n, 979, 1004n— favorable, 258-59, 436, 603, 703, 755, 

~ 5n, 1053, 1089n, 1094, 1107, 1161; . 762, 764n, 766, 895 | | 

support for prior amendments sought —public opinion on Constitution: support : | 
in, 29; Benjamin Franklin’s last speech for, 146, 147, 150; opposition to, 239- 

a read in House of Delegates, 199; wheat 40, 1057; sentiment for amendments, 
is staple commodity of, 326; has bill of 1517 | | | | ° 
rights, 340n; Va. newspaper reports See also Baltimore; Newspapers; Southern 
about, 632; payment of its requisitions, States | a eo 
652n; as a staple state, 702; represen- | Mason-Drxon Linz, 837. | 7 

_ tation in House of Representatives, 750; = Mason, GEorGE (Fairfax; Stafford-N): id., | 

influence of ratification by, 741, 769, © 527-28; 16, 27, 134, 35’7n; drafts Va. 

780, 781, 796, 1586, 1596-97, 1782, Declaration of Rights and constitution, | 
7 1783, 1789n; Antifederalists of coop- xxiv, 77; attends Mount Vernon Con-— - 

_ erate with N.Y. Antifederalists, 811-13; ference, xxxiii; delegate to Annapolis 

as part of a potential middle confeder- Convention, xxxiv, 539; opposes Con- 
acy, 836-37; attendance in Confedera- __ stitution, 34, 54, 150, 165, 197, 226, 

| tion Congress, 877; parts of Va. may 227, 234, 282, 322, 343-44, 515, 703, 
join if Va. does not ratify Constitution, 708-9, 731, 745; in accident, 43, 46n; 

889, 1001, 1094; ratifies Articles of influence .of, 49-50, 54, 57, 80, 109, oe 
Confederation, 934, 1017, 1039-40, = 126, 226, 282, 290, 384, 456; praise of, 

1047n, 1048n, 1059, 1093, 1480, 1487, 54, 125, 1739; said to be “‘Cato Uticen- | 

| 1503-4, 1508n; commercial relations sis,’ 75n, 79, 79n; on committee to re-— - 
with Va., 985, 1086; colonial charter of, vise the laws, 77; said to favor Consti- 

1004n; not a danger to Va., 1042, 1167; tution over disunion, 123, 249; said to 

sends delegates to Albany Congress, support amendments to Constitution, _ 
_ 1048n; and free navigation of Missis- 227; said to be losing support, 357; said 

| sippi, 1238, 1257n; and money bills, to favor Southern confederacy, 382, 
1298n; constitution of prohibits stand- 1582; said to differ with other Antifed- - 
ing army, 1335n; presidential electors eralists, 590, 843n; wishes R.H. Lee to 

| chosen by people, 1371n; reeligibility of stand for Convention, 620; criticism of, | 
governor in, 1371n; complies with 737, 1592; and draft resolutions repri- |
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manding Randolph, 1562-63; inflames 43-46, 332-34; allows Elbridge Gerry 
| people, 1582; meets with Eleazer Os- to copy, 87n; defense of, 209-11, 490n; | 

wald, 1620; health of, 1757—58, 1758n, publication of, 254, 254n, 883, 884n; 

1769; said to believe Va. will ratify, 1789 misrepresentation of, 490n; cited, 646, 

—in Constitutional Convention, xxxv, 695; responses to, 656n, 679-80, 782 

xxxvi, xxxvii, 10n—11, 20, 40n, 76, 77, —in Convention, 908, 909, 1598, 1631, _ 

78n, 108n, 125n, 230, 231n, 235n, 542, 1649, 1652, 1653, 1658, 1672, 1708; 

750, 753n, 882; as non-signer of Con- elected to, 169n, 275, 276n, 280, 281n, 

stitution, xxxvili-xxxix, 4, 10n—11, 11, 479, 561, 579, 581-83, 585, 601, 613- | 

13, 14n, 40n, 47, 55, 57, 69-70, 70n, 14, 698-99, 736, 738, 756, 1572; as 

90, 94, 105, 109, 113-14, 115, 125, Antifederalist leader, 585, 711, 744, 

| 132, 133; 135n, 202, 241, 260n, 270, 758, 767, 895, 898, 1658; as chair of | 

| 395, 437, 695-96, 753n, 882, 1770-71, Antifederalist committee preparing 

1778, 1779n; criticizes, 20, 1572; influ- prior amendments, 811-23, 1428-30, 

ence of, 699, 703, 762n; opposes slave -1508n, 1509n, 1547n, 1599n, 1616, 
| trade, 1369n 1620; opposes note-taker, 902-3, 912; 

—in House of Delegates, 125, 133; and criticizes published debates, 904—5; mo- 

_ payment of British debts, xxvi, xxvii; op- tions in, 910, 914, 1540, 1574; opposes 

poses paper money, xxviii, 17n, 883n, Indiana Company, 1161; proposes 
1089n; instructed by Fairfax County to amendments to Constitution, 1395, 

vote for call of convention, 24, 24n— 1404, 1407, 1409, 1616; votes in, 1539, 

25n, 25, 46n, 79, 80, 109, 581; and call 1541, 1557; on committee to draft | 
of convention, 25n, 49, 110n, 123, 126, amendments, 1541; calls meeting of 

| 132, 136, 146, 209, 225, 258, 1775; —- Antifederalist delegates, 1560-62, 1708; 

| speech of, 41n, 113-14, 114, 115, 125n; payment for 1564, 1566; opposes Con- | 

arrives in Richmond, 119n, 126, 127n, stitution, 1572, 1574, 1588, 1591-92, oS 

| 146, 147n; and payment of convention 1592, 1615, 1648, 1677, 1690, 1700, 
delegates, 184n, 186, 195-96, 207, 225, 1701-2, 1704, 1788, 1791 a 

258; opposes Indiana Company, 488, —as Convention candidate: in Fairfax, 49, 

490n, 1173n; criticized for behavior in, 69-70, 70, 80, 87, 106, 169, 581n, 581, 

593n; and repeal of port bill, 593n; res- 582, 584; in Fauquier, 614n; in Prince 

~ olutions concerning Gov. Randolph’s William, 614n 
failure to transmit Gov. Clinton’s letter, _—speeches in Convention, 913-14, 914, 

790n, 792-93 936-40, 1154-63, 1269-72, 1289-92, . 
—letters from, 43, 86-87, 148, 779-80, 1303-4, 1312-13, 1314, 1317-18, 

818-23, 882-84, 1757-58; quoted, 1325-26, 1328, 1334, 1338, 1342-43, 

XXVili, XXXVI, Xxxviii, 40n, 110n, 194n, 1344, 1345, 1355, 1360-62, 1362-63, 
813, 883n, 902-3, 904, 904-5, 1631, 1363, 1364, 1365-66, 1367-68, 1370n, 

1758n; cited, 10n, 20, 28, 40n, 41n, 1375-76, 1377, 1378-79, 1379, 1380, 

784, 813, 825, 1514, 1632n 1381, 1390-91, 1401-9, 1429-30, 
—letters to, 28-30, 784-87, 825; quoted, 1470, 1471, 1488; reported accurately, 

813; cited, 25, 46n, 59n, 87n, 260n, 905; responses to, 940, 947-48, 976, 

811-12, 818, 824, 1574n 987-88, 1019-20, 1023, 1163-64, 

| —objections to Constitution, 107, 232, 1195, 1200, 1289-92, 1293-94, 1304, | 

882-84, 941n; publication of in Va., 4, 1313, 1314, 1318-19, 1321, 1327, 

. 175n, 242; criticism of, 5, 41n, 42n, 69, 1334, 1344, 1345, 1362, 1363, 1366- 

76, 80-82, 169, 174-75, 196-97, 212- 67, 1368, 1377, 1377-78, 1379, 1379- 
16, 229-31, 310, 325-29, 331-40, 397, 80, 1380, 1380-81, 1381, 1392-93, 

498-33, 488, 492-494, 675, 689, 694; 1402, 1403, 1409, 1425-29, 1430, 

in Constitutional Convention, 10n, 11, 1432, 1435, 1436, 1453, 1454-55, 

40n, 106, 230, 231n; distribution of, 1471-72; references to, 1059, 1061, 

41n-43n, 43, 49, 50, 87, 87n, 88-89, 1170, 1185, 1272—4, 1275, 1276, 1277, | 

121, 170n, 196-97, 198n, 216n, 223, 1279, 1280-81, 1292-93, 1295-96, 

993n, 521, 583, 584, 883, 884n; text of, 1319, 1347, 1412, 1419, 1420, 1422;
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described, 1583, 1587, 1588, 1668-69, money, 1370n; presidential electors cho- 

1684; quoted, 1669n sen by people, 1371n; blue laws in, 1468 

Mason, GEorGE, JR. (Rockbridge) —Convention of: recommendatory amend- 

—letter to: quoted, xxxvi, xxxviii | ments to Constitution in, 4, 6, 437, | 

Mason, JOHN (France): id., 1758n; 586n, 437n, 452, 453n, 454, 455, 504, 504n, 

. 756 632, 703-4, 705n, 708, 712-13, 730, 

: —letter to, 1757-58; quoted, 902-3, 904, 731n, 765-66, 767, 786, 787n, 818, 

904-5 | 879, 881, 882n, 883, 895, 895-96, 932, 

| Mason, STEVENS THOMSON (Loudoun-N): 942n, 973, 1015, 1036-37, 1056, 1057, 

id., 1584n | 1088n, 1091n, 1128, 1530, 1534, 1617, | 

| —in Convention, 908, 1584; votes in, 1625, 1627, 1628n, 1702, 1782, 1783, 

1539, 1541, 1557; payment for, 1566 1784; invites Elbridge Gerry to attend, | 
MASON, THOMSON (Stafford), xxvi, 117 7, 456n; calling of, 107; caucus of Bos- 

| Mason, WILLIAM (Greensville-Y), 630n ton delegates to, 291n; conjectures 

—in Convention, 907; votes in, 1539, about strength of parties in, 330; adopts 

oo 1540; payment for, 1566 Constitution, 385n, 427-28, 455, 475, : 
MassacuuseEtts, 34; Shays’s Rebellion, 477, 479, 504, 635, 754, 1006n, 1091n; 7 

xxxv, 252, 414, 417n, 437, 441, 572, conciliatory behavior of minority in, 

. 985, 1075, 1090n-9l1n, 1165, 1173n, 427, 455-56, 748, 780, 894-95, 1666, 

~ 1190, 1285, 1380, 1386n—87n; emigra- 1677, 1677n, 1781; published debates 

tion to West from, 159n, 1244; payment of, 427n-28n, 633, 746, 746n, 758, | 

of requisitions, 238, 238n, 652n; Anti- 877; smallness of majority in, 453n, 455, 

federalists in, 238, 289, 398, 427, 437, = 1478, 1702; debates in, 620, 632, 839-— 7 

454, 780, 781n; Federalists in, 238,398, 40; Mass. legislature critical of, 634, — 

437, 1574n; influence of Washington in, 781n; ratification by as reason for Va. 
277n, 280, 281n, 292; constitution of, to ratify, 747; majority of opposed Con- 
340n, 668, 799, 1085, 1260, 1261, stitution, 1516; conversion to Constitu- 

1268, 1297n, 1335n, 1380, 1386n—87n; tion in, 1596 | 

: hope that Conn. ratification will influ- —influence of: on Va., 279, 436, 452, 477, 

ence, 345n; effects of federal direct 479, 491, 504, 601, 1595, 1666; on | 

| taxes on, 396; representation in House other states, 330, 360, 368, 381, 427, 
of Representatives, 397n, 834, 840; 453n, 455, 455-56, 479, 491, 1078 

, manufactures in, 432, 671, 671-72; —legislature of: Gov. Hancock’s speech to, | 
public opinion on Constitution, 478, 6, 780, 781n; critical of Constitutional | 

572, 993, 1006n; and Treaty of Peace, Convention and state Convention, 634, 

644, 647n; imports from Europe, 695; 781n; Elbridge Gerry letter to, 694, 695, | 
low opinion of Virginians in, 695-96; 1608 | | | 
role in Revolution, 747; importance of | —prospects for ratification in, 357n, 360, | 

to Union, 980, 1015; and apportion- 368n, 385n; favorable, 238, 322; doubt-. 

ment of federal expenses under Confed- ful, 290, 330, 1781 | 

eration, 1021-22; as a member of See also Boston; Eastern States; Maine; 

| United Colonies of New England, 1032, New England States; New Plymouth, 
1048n, 1133; and Albany Plan of Union, Mass.; Newspapers; Northern States; 

1048n, 1069, 1090n; cession of western Springfield, Mass.; Wilbraham, Mass.; 
| lands, 1137n; dispute over Vermont, Worcester, Mass. 

_ 113m; opposed calling Constitutional © MaTHEws, JouN (S.C), 1005n 
Convention, 1165; as carrying state, MaTHEws, THomas (Norfolk Borough-Y): 
1209; as leading Northern state, 1210; id., 196n; 196 | 

land settlement with N.Y., 1240, 1244, | —in House of Delegates, 78, 191, 541; and | 

1246, 1252, 1257n; and money bills, call of state convention, 112, 116-17, 

| 1298n; R.I. exports produce of, 1364; 118, 119n; elected speaker, 1703, 1713; 

reeligibility of governors of, 1367; and signs legislative letters, 1766, 1767, 
redemption of Continental paper 1768
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—in Convention: 908, 909, 1541; chair- ble in, 175; elites of divided over Con- 

man of Committee of the Whole, 898, stitution, 227; more closely related to 

899, 907, 1473, 1513, 1515, 1537; votes Southern States than to Northern, 326; 

in, 1540, 1557; payment for, 1567 and debate over congressional regula- 
Maury, Fontaine (Spotsylvania): id., 426n tion of commerce, 670~—72; commerce 

Maury, JAMEs (England): id., 228n, 578n, of, 838-39; shipping of may become im- 
606n, 610n, 1584n, 1623n portant to Southern States, 839; and 

, —letters to, 228, 478-80, 576, 578, 604, navigation of Mississippi, 1191-92. See | 

| 610, 1582-84, 1623; quoted, 578n, also Entries for individual states , 
594, 596n, 613n, 614n, 1004n, 1758n = MrppLEsEx County, 224, 787, 908 

Maury, MATTHEW (Albemarle; Louisa): id., MIDDLETON, JOHN (Westmoreland), 621 

| 228n MIDDLETON, WILLIAM. (Westmoreland), 
| —letter from, 228 621 | 

MAXWELL, Captain (Norfolk Borough), Mrrriin, JOHN (Pa.), 1710 
1733 Miuitrary, 1215. See also Army; Army, 

Mazzel, Puivip (Italy): id., 1761n standing; Martial law; Militia; Navy 

—letter from: cited, 1761 | MIiTI1a: insufficient means of defense, 89, 
—letter to, 1761 964, 981, 1014-15, 1018, 1073-74, 

, MEADE, ANDREW (Brunswick), 970 1143, 1278-79; criticism of Constitu- 

MeabeE, EverarD (Amelia), 1562n tion’s provisions concerning, 128, 323, 
MECHANICS AND TRADESMEN, 1154 414, 435, 448, 449, 471, 499, 883, 954, 

“MeEnTor,” 699-701 957-58, 964, 1066, 1068, 1269, 1269- 
MERCER CounTy, 434n, 908 | 71, 1274, 1274-78, 1289, 1294, 1300, 
MERcER, JAMES (Spotsylvania): id., 26n, 1303-4, 1304-5, 1305-6, 1309-11, 

586n; opposes Constitution, 25, 106 1312-13, 1314, 1419, 1424, 1535; in | 
| —letter from, 582 | Va., 368n, 441, 1276, 1298n, 1335n, 

—letters to: cited, 12n, 16, 26n_ 1532; defense of Constitution’s provi- 
MERCER, JOHN Francis (Md.): id., 276n; sions concerning, 370, 414, 441, 498- 

XXXIV, 275; elected to Md. Convention, 99, 499, 500, 673-74, 992, 1014, 1073— 

_ Pion, ay go. 79-80 74, 1102, 1269, 1272-73, 1274, 1278- 
, re, ; 82, 1282-84, 1288-89, 1293-94, 1294, 

MERCHANTs: Constitution will benefit, 45, 1296. 1302. 1302-3. 1304, 1305, 1306- 
982; blame planters for distress, 162; 8 1311-19 1313-14 1314 132495 

7 petition from Winchester, 164-65, 1486, 1531; proposed amendments con- 
165n; danger of monopoly by, 231n, cerning, 413, 414, 818, 821, 1336n 1191; under Confederation, 587, 1088; 1486 e 47m. 1849. 1583. 1594: suff. 
will not be equal to landed interest in cient means of defense 499-93 5316 

Congress, 919; danger of U.S. judiciary 1475. 1604-5: in A , R 1 _ 
. to, 1447. See also Commerce; Duties , » In American Kevolution, 

MEREDITH, SAMUEL (Amherst), 570 441, 981, 1073-74, 1090n; states may | 
- MERRIWETHER, THomas (Louisa): id., prevent militia from going to another 

1463n; 1441-42, 1442, 1461-62 state, 500; should be under authority of 

MeEtrapuors. See Articles of Confederation; central government, 859; under Confed- 
Cartoons; Civil liberties; Constitution, cration, 1273; described as bulwark of 
U.S.; Government, debate over nature liberty, 1275-76, 1288-89; argument : 

of that it is not a concurrent power, 1276; 
Micuavx, Jacos (Cumberland): id., 580n and different social classes, 1279, 1312— 

MicHaux, JosEPH (Cumberland-N): id., 13; in Va. Declaration of Rights, 1475, | 

580n 1508n; and Washington’s Circular Let- 

—in Convention, 907; elected to, 579-80; ter (1783), 1579n. See also Army; Army, 

votes in, 1538, 1541, 1557; payment for, standing | 
1567 MILLER, JOHN (Madison-N) 

MIDDLE SrarTEs: agriculture in, 107, 326; —in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, 

. public opinion on Constitution favora- 1541, 1557; payment for, 1567
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MILLIGAN, ROBERT (Pa.): id., 13n | to, 857; needed to govern large terri- 
- —letter from, 13-14 | tory, 1110, 1112; in Rome, 1112; Anti- 

MINOR, GARRET (Louisa): id., 208n; 1441, federalists criticized for praising, 1116; 

1459-64n_- 7 less oppressive than republics, 1171; di- | 
—letter to, 208 | | | — vine right of, 1285. See also Despotism; | | 
MINOR, GEORGE (Fairfax), 24 oe Great Britain, monarchs and monarchy; _ 

Mississippi River, 1467 | . oe President, U.S.; Tyranny coe 
MISSISSIPPI RIVER, FREE NAVIGATION OF, MONEY: scarcity of circulating medium, 

276n; dispute with Spain over, xxix-xxx, 141, 160, 161, 162, 244, 760-61, 843, 
~  156n, 205, 206, 206n, 207n, 221-23, 892, 938, 1059, 1770; rejection of pa- — 

| | 223n, 240, 330, 434n, 436n, 608, 704, per-money and tender laws will restore | 

| 719n, 730n, 1006n, 1039, 1067, 1077, circulation of, 144; debate over power 

1088n, 1090n, 1091n, 1179-83, of Congress to borrow, 210, 323, 670, | 
| 1227n—28n, 1711-12; House of Dele- 924, 1021; increasing quantity of specie 

gates adopts resolutions concerning, lessens its value, 667-68; coinage and | . 
xxx, xxxi, 155-56, 156n, 207n, 1091n, regulation of value, 672—73, 924, 1123; | 

| 1179, 1181, 1182, 1183; Ky. demands, restraints on states defended, 676—77, | 

xxx, 206, 207n, 221-23, 436n, 730n, 1123; role of House of Representatives, 

- 1731; Constitution will endanger, 151, 924; Constitution will increase, 984; 

275, 291, 386, 435, 522, 637, 742-43, borrowing power will increase under 
1051, 1191-92, 1211-12, 1220, 1237, Constitution, 1109; public credit needed 

1244, 1245, 1259, 1383, 1387-88, _ to borrow, 1186; speculation in by some ms 

1493, 1621, 1633; denial that Consti- states, 1216-17; debate over power of . 

- tution will endanger, 707-8, 709, 711— Congress to coin, 1773-74 | | 

12, 793, 804-11, 836, 884, 979, 1116— —under Confederation: power to coin, 

17, 1123, 1129-31, 1200, 1207-9, 672-73, 848; inability to borrow, 728, | 
1225, 1392-93, 1579-80, 1644, 1662, 849; power to borrow, 849, 1109; U.S. 
1667, 1693-94, 1787; general refer- borrows to pay interest on foreign loans, _ 

- ences to debate in Va. Convention on, ~ 1009 | po ne | 

898, 1258, 1619, 1629, 1654 | See also Bills of credit; Counterfeiting; 
MITCHELL, GEORGE (Del.): id., 585n Creditors, private; Money bills; Paper 

—letters to, 581; quoted, 24n—25n _ money; Tender laws . 

_ Mottoy, Tuomas (Albemarle): id., 1621n; | Money BILLs: power of Va. Senate to ac- 
1620, 1621 | cept or reject, xxv, 1268-69; debate | 

| Monarcny, 700, 1037; danger of from over Senate’s power to amend, 43, 76, . 

| Constitution, xxxix, 11, 32, 45-46, 62, 131, 213-15, 248, 771, 775, 1267-68; a 

132, 144-45, 254n, 260n, 342, 343, in Parliament, 131, 326, 668, 1267, : 

364-65, 366—-67n, 383, 449, 465, 475- 1268, 1297-98; praise for power of | , 
| 76, 679, 845, 874, 951, 953, 961, 964, _ House of Representatives to originate, __ 

| 1018-19, 1076, 1111, 1169, 1340, 214-15, 248, 316-17, 668, 868, 869, | 

1366, 1379, 1470, 1600, 1601-2, 1602, 924, 1485; Senate’s role as check on, 
1609-12; Northern States lean toward, 305; to be excluded from veto power of 

21; charge that monarchists favor Con- President, 412-13; in state constitu- 
| stitution, 28; criticism of as form of gov- tions, 1298n a | 

ernment, 47, 475-76, 590, 1041, 1043, | Monmoutn, N.J.: battle of, 490n, 1715, | 
1059, 1073, 1105, 1169, 1771; no dan- 1717n | | | 

| ger of from Constitution, 53, 95, 203— © MoNONGALIA County, 908, 1636 
4, 216, 356, 488, 722-23, 829-32, | Monopo.ies: danger of under Constitu- | 

- 1366-67; danger it will lead to despot-. _ tion, 81, 250, 354, 437, 1191, 1316-17; 
ism, 105; and Constitutional Conven- __ carrying states will not impose on pro- | 
tion, 108n, 502, 503n; and pardoning ducer states, 82; in commerce with for- , 
power, 429; charge that John Adams fa- _ eign nations, 1324. or | 
vors, 477n, 478; and free press, 484- MONROE, ELIZABETH KORTRIGHT (Mrs. 

_ . 85; consolidated government will lead _ James) (Spotsylvania), 55, 208 .
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. Monroe, JAMEs (Spotsylvania-N): id., —in Convention, 609-10, 908; votes in, 

355n, 528; Fredericksburg instructs, 1539, 1540, 1557; payment for, 1567 | 

85-86; said to support Constitution, | Moore, JEREMIAH (Fairfax), 24 
| 110; position on Constitution unclear, Moore, WILLIAM (Orange): id., 604n—5n, 

711, 844-45; supports prior amend-— 1657n; 598, 1657 
ments to Constitution, 845; subscribes —letters from, 599-600; cited, 596n 

to Convention Debates, 904; informs Jef- | MooRMAN, CHARLES (Louisa), 371, 375n 

. ferson that his letter has been cited in Morris, GOUVERNEUR (Pa.): id., 769n; in 

Convention, 1088n | Va., 167, 167n-68n, 169, 170, 516, 

—in Confederation Congress, xxxiili, 516n; accompanies Washington during 
1137n, 1174n, 1182-83, 1256n; and de- Constitutional Convention, 183; in Con- 

| bate over navigation of Mississippi, stitutional Convention, 235n; confident 
: 1183, 1787 | that Constitution will be adopted, 284; 

| —letters from, 55, 56, 121-22, 207-8, visits Mount Vernon, 456n; ““An Amer- 

354-55, 733-34, 1704-6; quoted, ican,” 633, 746-48; poem by, 1628-29 
| 183n-84n, 844, 1175n, 1228n; cited, —letters from, 769, 1622-23 | | 

Se 1llln, 354n, 845, 1174n ~ —letters to, 781; quoted, 1622n,; cited, 

—letters to: quoted, xxxiv, 159n, 1257n; 1622 
. cited, 12n, 16, 55, 55n, 600, 846 Morris, RICHARD (Louisa): id., 595n, 

—writings of: autobiography of, 844-45; 610n; and disputed Louisa election, 
_ Some Observations on the Constitution, 634, 594-95, 913, 915n, 1006-7, 1441, 

823, 844-77, 1705-6 1443, 1444, 1458-64 
—in Convention, 908, 909, 1541, 1613; —letter from, 610 ee 

elected to, 121, 478-80, 601, 611-12, _ Morris, RoBERT (Pa.): id., 167n—68n; | 

613n, 630n, 733, 744, 895; as Antifed- 943n; in Va., 167, 167n—68n, 169, 170, 
eralist leader, 898, 1653, 1677, 1690, 516, 516n, 746n; Washington lodges 

1701; motion in, 1172; votes in, 1539, with during Constitutional Convention, 
1541, 1557; payment for, 1567; criti- 183; visits Mount Vernon, 456n; to- 

oe cism of for opposing Constitution, 1686; bacco contract of, 842n; letter to Pres- 
| | praised for service in, 1739 ident of Congress (1782) on revenue 

. —speeches in Convention, 1103-15, proposals, 1156, 1163, 1173n 

| 1229-35, 1238-39, 1259, 1260, 1371— —letter from, 1613 
73, 1469, 1518-19, 1613n, 1694; re- —letter to: cited, 1613 

ported accurately, 905; responses to, Morse, Jory (Princess Anne), 609 
1118-23, 1126-27, 1147, 1148-49, Mortimer, CHARLES (Spotsylvania): id., 

1150-51, 1176, 1198-99, 1241-42, 1585n 
1255, 1469; references to, 1121, 1235, —letters from, 1584-85, 1685 : 

1240; draft of, 1139-42; described, MorrTIMER, JOHN (Pa.): id., 1585n 

1592 —letters to, 1584-85, 1685 

MONTESQUIEU, CHARLES, BARON DE MOsELEY, Epwarp H., Jr. (Princess Anne), 

(France), 799-800, 861, 987, 1062, 609 

| 1137, 1140, 1168-69, 1169, 1188, Moss, Jonn (Fairfax), 24 | 

. 1193, 1440n, 1495 MounT VERNON: visitors at, 155, 155n, 

MontTGOMERY County (Pa.), 87n 294n, 362, 456n, 523; Madison visits, 

MonrTcoMERY, JAMES (Washington-N) 455n, 456n, 521, 699n, 1620n. 

—in Convention, 617, 908; votes in, 1539, | MOUNT VERNON CONFERENCE, XXXiil, 697n, . 

1541, 1557; payment for, 1567 985, 1005n, 1053, 1089n, 1161, 1173n | 

MONTGOMERY, JOHN (Pa.): id., 1782n MoustTIER, COMTE DE (France): id., 177n, 

—letter from, 1782 878n; 249, 330, 331n | 

| MONTMORIN, COMTE DE (France): id., —letters from, 1678-79; cited, 733n 
177n, 240n; 85n MUNSTER, TREATY OF, 1388, 1410n 

—letters to, 176-77, 239-41, 1678-79; | Musxkincum, 1731 | 

quoted, 28n | Murer, GEoRGE (Mercer): id., 434n, 795n; 

| Moore, ANDREW (Rockbridge-Y) and Danville Political Club, 410—15; and
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circular letter to Fayette County Court, 982-83, 1016, 1126, 1206; in Albany 
434-35; circular letter from on Missis- Plan of Union, 1048n; Va. will not be 

sippi, 436n; described as opponent of able to raise, 1093; dispute that U.S. _ 
Constitution, 793—94 | could rival Britain’s, 1215; should be 

| —letter from: cited, 793-94 limited to protection of American com- | 
| | . merce, 1315; proposed amendment con- | 

NATHAN, SIMON (Pa.), 1451, 1457n—58n cerning, 1547n. See also Appropriations; 

““A NATIVE OF VirGINiA,”’ 60n, 633; text of, Army; Army, standing; President, US. 
655-98 - | NECESSARY AND PROPER CLAUSE: criticism 

NATURAL Law, 1038. See also Law of na- ot Sisto} se ae. 1334. 1308" 96 
ture . , ’ ~ ? ? ~~ ? 

Natura. Ricuts, 200, 286, 824, 1493: 1340, 1353; defense of, 431, 675, 714, 

Constitution will preserve, 19, 22n, 340, isa, ta 1525," 0827, 528, | 
215-16, 373-74; Constitution endan- , #0." S€€ aiso HNumerate | 
gers, 25, 462, 886, 1332; American Rev- powers; General welfare clause; Implied 

olution fought for, 201, 352-53, 375; powers; Reserved powers | 
some must be given up on entering so- NELSON, G., 384 ei | 

_ ciety, 212, 358, 389-91; must be stated NELSON, THomas, Jr. (York): id., 15n; de- 
| clearly in bill of rights, 220; depend on eines Eee eee Oe cate utonal 

: consolidation of Union and establish- Constituthn. BR 91 " 08, 100. 480. | 

ment oF a general soe 298; 165, 997, 241 895-96; said to support mericans in a state of nature upon 2 ols ao - 

break from Great Britain, 311; rights re- Constitution, 302; candidate for Con- 
served in some state constitutions, 311; vention, 623-26 1 
defined, 375-76; Articles of Confeder- Teter from: tee on ibn_16 oe 
ation conducive to preservation of, 388; Nerson Wiuutane JR. (James Cit Count ): 
object of society is to secure, 389-91; id 35n 125n, 4777: said a 6 ove 

| __ Security of as end of government, 462; Oo tution, 35, 91. 108, 125, 165: said 
ditheult fo regain once lost, 470; sup- to decline to be candidate for Conven- | pressed in France, 506; endangered by tion. 894. 895-06 | 
suppression of newspaper circulation, _letters from 475-78. 1700-1705: 
700; proposed amendment concerning, uoted, 477n. 17038n | , 
1551; reference to inalienable rights of totes to 89 4_95 

human nature, 1766. See also Bill of THE NETHERLANDS. See Governments, an- 
rights; Civil liberties; Non-resistance, cient and modern 
doctrine of; Revolution, right of; Social NEuTRALITY: difficulty of America’s main- 

| compact | taining in European war, 1144 | 
Navy: vital to interest of Southern States, ew Acapemy: Va. Convention meets at 

94-95; commerce and shipbuilding of. 897, 910, 910n, 913 
Eastern States will foster, 240; debate New ENGLAND STATES: violence in, 164n: 
over need for, 240, 959; criticism of must import wheat, 326; trade with will = 
Constitution’s provisions concerning, be hurt by Va. duties, 329; people of 

323, 463, 1056, 1188-89, 1314-16; called rogues, 695-96; will favor con- 
President as commander in chief of, venient federal courts, 695-96; emigra- | 
448, 449, 1300; commerce will help tion from to western lands, 806, 1131: 
build, 651; defense of Constitution’s commerce of, 838-39; importance of yO 

| provisions for, 673, 726, 1282-84, shipbuilding to, 838-39; fisheries, 838— 
1316; defense of Constitution’s restric- 39, 1168, 1175n, 1397, 1488; shipping | 
tion on power of states to maintain, of may become important to Southern 

, ' 677-78; expense of, 829, 1041, 1188- States, 839; United Colonies of New En- | 
a 89, 1492; under Confederation, 848— gland, 1031-32, 1048n, 1104, 1106, 

49; role of House of Representatives 1133; opposed calling Constitutional . 
praised, 924; importance of, 981, 982, Convention, 1165; opposition to com-
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| mutation of revolutionary officers’ pen- 754-55, 795, 1123, 1210, 1574n, 1585, 

sions, 1167, 1175n; sacrifices of for 1586, 1634, 1789; unclear, 585, 698, 

. Union, 1480. See also Eastern States; 833 
Northern States; Entries for individual See also Eastern States; New England 

States States; Newspapers; Northern States; 
‘‘A New FEDERAL Sonec,” 1710 Portsmouth, N.H. 

New Hampsuire, 34, 500, 1457n; and de- New Haven, Conn., 1048n, 1746n 

bate over regulation of commerce, 81- NEw JERSE, 34; not a carrying state, 94, 
82; inquiry about shipping capacities of, 1209; emigration to West from, 159n; . 

. 82; public opinion on Constitution fa- ratifies Constitution, 330, 343, 754, 

vorable in, 196, 198; does not ratify | 842n, 883, 1078, 1517; manufactures - | 

population amendment to Articles of in, 432, 671; payment of its requisitions, 
Confederation, 274n, 876n; has bill of 652n; lack of shipbuilding in, 671; con- , 

rights, 340n; manufactures in, 432, 672; stitution of, 682, 697n; representation 

— Antifederalists in, 454, 811-13, 814-15, in House of Representatives, 750; N.Y. 

815-16; Federalists in, 454, 1572, and Pa. imposts hurt, 810, 840, 1057, 

| 1672-75; influence of Mass. ratification 1079, 1153; Convention of ignores con- 

on, 479; impact of on Va., 521, 522n, stitutional provision on regulation of 
755, 1585, 1586, 1618, 1678, 1685, commerce, 835; interstate commerce of 

1686, 1695, 1792; payment of its req- will be enhanced by canals, 837; and | 

uisitions, 652n; dispute with Mass. over navigation of Mississippi, 1225, 1227n— 
Maine, 692; representation in House of 28n, 1238, 1240, 1247, 1252, 1253-54, 
Representatives, 750; influence of Va. 1257n; and money bills, 1298n; has no 

on, 784, 881, 1592, 1596; danger to if bill of rights, 1337n; and slavery, 1343, 

British schemes succeed in West, 788; as 1369n; Pa. exports produce of, 1364; 

a member of the United Colonies of presidential electors chosen by legisla- 
New England, 1032; sends delegates to ture, 1371n; paper money and debts in, 

Albany Congress, 1048n; and dispute 1597n. See also Middle States; Newspa- ~ 
over Vermont, 1137n; as a non-carrying pers; Northern States; Princeton, N.J. 
state, 1209; and money bills, 1298n; |New Kent County, 908; public buildings . 

provision in state constitution prohibit- destroyed in, xxviii, 1770 

ing standing army, 1335n; governor of ‘A New Licurt,”’ 1607-9 
not reelected, 1367; presidential elec- “THe New Litany,” 399-401 
tors chosen by legislature, 1371n; op- NEw Orzeans, 1181, 1243, 1253. See also 
poses Constitution, 1516; impact of on Mississippi River, free navigation of 
N.Y., 1634, 1673n, 1678 New PiyMouTH, Mass., 1048n . 

—Convention of: adjournment of, 453, “THE NEw Roor’”’ (Francis Hopkinson), 5 

453n, 454, 454n, 521, 522n, 635, 636, New York, 34, 94; congressional approval 

637n, 698, 699n, 703, 706, 707, 707n, of Constitution helpful in, 27; emigra- 

711n, 733, 743, 754-55, 763, 833, 883, tion to West from, 159n; danger if it 

1091n, 1123; second meeting of, 454, rejects Constitution, 183; Alexander 
1753; debate over whether it rejected Hamilton signs Constitution for, 275n; 

. Constitution, 1056, 1078; ratifies Con- letter of Constitutional Convention del- 

stitution, 1673n, 1675, 1686; smallness egates to Gov. Clinton, 360; and Impost 

of majority in, 1702; recommendatory of 1783, 361n, 1174n; rescinds ratifi- 

amendments of Convention of, 1711 cation of Impost of 1781, 408n, 942n; _ 

—news of ratification by: incorrect report hopes for ratification by, 479; public 
of, 343, 354, 355n; reaches Va., 1570- opinion in, 629; elites are all Federalists, 

71, 1694, 1701, 1714n, 1715, 1720, 635; payment of its requisitions, 652n; 

1723n, 1757; anxiously awaited, 1631; danger to if British schemes succeed in . 

reaches New York City, 1678, 1679, West, 788; representation in U.S. Con- 
1685; reaches Philadelphia, 1695 gress, 834; sends delegates to Albany 

—prospects of ratification in, 385n, 436, Congress, 1048n; cedes western lands to 

1570, 1678; favorable, 82, 322, 479, Congress, 1137n; importance of Union
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to, 1168; and slavery, 1343, 1369n; rat- commerce of, 837; dominates commerce _ 

ification by critical to Union, 1679; and of neighbors, 1209; as colonial creditor __ wo 

second constitutional convention, to Conn., 1416, 1422-23 

1763n—64n | —legislature of: calls Convention, 207n, | 
_ —Antifederalists in, 14, 34, 183, 205, 282, ~789n; and Gov. Randolph’s 27 Dec. | a 

360, 368, 453n, 466, 827n; during Con- —«‘1787 letter, 789n . : oo 

. federation, 360, 1211, 1501, 1592; cir- —prospects for ratification in, 385n, 436, 

culation of literature of in, 474; might 632, 711n, 1570, 1717n; unfavorable, | 

support disunion, 731; seek cooperation _—-13, 131, 205, 256, 309, 1056, 1089n, 
with other states, 788-93, 811-29, 845— 1587, 1596, 1598, 1678-79; doubtful, . 

a 46, 1496, 1509n, 1514-15, 1547n, 239, 330; unclear, 522, 585, 629, 755, . 

1630, 1631, 1633, 1637; majority in 794, 833, 1078 | oo = 

Convention of, 1575, 1575n, 1587, —relationship of with other states during — 

1592, 1622n, 1630n, 1633, 1635, Confederation: boundary dispute with | 
1636n, 1652, 1662, 1673n, 1678, Conn., 692-93, 1093; and Vt. dispute, — 

1678—79, 1725, 1784 © | 856, 1049n, 1137n; seeks possession of | 
—constitution of, 665, 668, 682, 697n, British western posts, 1107; land settle- 

1386n; adopts state bill of rights, 1337n; ment with Mass., 1240, 1244, 1246, 

gubernatorial pardoning power in, 1257n : | | | 
1379, 1386n a relationship of with other states over 

_-  —Convention of, 812, 883, 1635, 1753; Constitution: impact of Mass. ratifica- 

called, 207n, 789n; elections to, 631n, — tion on, 453n; influence of Md. on, 763, | 

794, 812, 815, 827n, 1620; possible ad- -1789n; influence of Va. on, 784, 881, 
. journment of, 635, 1596, 1790; late 1575, 1587, 1592-93, 1596, 1630n, 

: meeting of, 733; Virginians hope for 1634, 1634n, 1635, 1662, 1673n, 1678, | | 
lead from, 813; support for amend-  —-1715, 1724-25, 1784, 1788, 1788n, 

ments to Constitution in, 813, 1480, 1789n, 1790; transmittal of Va. news to, * | 

1516-17, 1674, 1711; criticism of 1596-97; influence of on Va., 1618, 
speech in by Alexander Hamilton, 824; ——- 1636; influence of S.C. on, 1789n; un- 

Republican committee of correspon- important how it votes on ratification if 
dence created, 824, 825; analysis of par- Va. ratifies, 1789n - : . 

7 ties in, 824, 1089n; express system es- See also Albany, N.Y.; Hudson River; Mid- 

tablished with Va. and N.H., 824, 1572, dle States: Newspapers; New York City; , 

1672-75; amendments to Constitution Northern States; Poughkeepsie, N.Y. 
| being considered in, 825; Antifederalist | New York Crry: The Federalist available in, 

majority in, 1575, 1575n, 1587, 1592, 182; charge that merchants of will mo- : 
— 1622n, 1630n, 1633, 1635, 1636n, nopolize trade, 231n; election of Con- 

| 1652, 1662, 1673n, 1678, 1678-79, _ vention delegates, 794; news of N.H. | 
1725, 1784; impact of N.H. ratification ratification reaches, 1673n, 1675, 1678, 7 

on, 1634, 1673n, 1678; news of N.H. 1679, 1685; news of Va. ratification 

ratification reaches, 1673n, 1674; news reaches, 1674n, 1707, 1719n, 1723n, — 7 

of Va. ratification reaches, 1674n, 1726n, 1748-49; celebration in, 1675, | 

_ 1723n; conditional ratification by pre- 1711; celebrates Va. ratification, 1723n, | 
dicted, 1691; Clinton’s address to, 1711; 1725-26, 1726n-27n, 1748-49; as site | 

a declaration of rights in, 1711; circular —_— of federal capital, 1760 
letter of, 1711, 1754n-—55n, 1762n, NewsurGcH Conspiracy, 445n 
1765, 1767; news of ratification by | NEWFOUNDLAND FIsHERIES. See Fisheries, | 

| reaches Va., 1759-60 — Newfoundland 7 a 
—economy of: both agricultural and car- | NEWSPAPERS, 173n; report unrest in Va. | | 

rying state, 94; manufactures in, 432, over debts and taxes, xxviii; on naviga- 

_ 671-72; farming in, 671; lack of ship- tion of Mississippi, xxx; Antifederalists 
_ building in, 671; rum. imports of, 810; will fill, 34; role of in ratification debate, 

impost of, 810, 840, 942n, 1057, 1079, 48, 506-7, 699—700; information in 

1153; canals will enhance interstate cannot be trusted, 87; circulation of,
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—_ 143, 383, 517-20, 701; Antifederalist 1615n, 1674n, 1717n, 1718-19, 1764n, 

material in, 147, 467n; circulation of 1785n; material printed from, 277-78, 

Antifederalist newspapers suppressed, -613n, 735-37, 1087n, 1790; quoted, 
331, 331n, 517-20, 520-21, 634, 699- 730n | 
701; criticized for scurrility, 445; free - | 
and open access to as ideal, 469; criti- —mM MassaCHUSETTS | 

cism that debate focuses on personali- —American Herald, 6, 467n; material 
ties, 505; report vote totals in Conven- printed from, 1779 : 
tion election, 562; said to incorrectly —Boston Gazette, 200, 1747 | 

| report on Ky. delegates to Va. Conven- —Jndependent Chronicle, 6, 7, 254n, 467n, 
tion, 797; reference to attacks in on 762n; material printed from, 843 
R.H. Lee, 881; Boston and New York —Cumberland Gazette, 1749n | 
newspapers report on Va. Convention, © —Hampshire Chronicle, 1747 | 
1570-71; publication policies of, 1570— | —Massachusetts Centinel, 6, 7, 42n, 159n, 

_ 71; publish extracts of letters on Va. 954n, 281n, 428n, 437n, 633, 748n, 

Convention, 1570-71; plea to keep pri- 884n, 1006n, 1593n, 1609n, 1747, 

vate letters out of, 1573; as vehicles for 1748-49, 1781n; material printed from, 

_ dissemination of knowledge, 1599; im- 114-15, 629n-30n, 638n, 762-63, 

portance of in a free state, 1638; Fed- 1561, 1684, 1786, 1791-92; quoted, 

- eralists attacked for publication of false 1648, 1649 
| information in, 1658 — Massachusetts Gazette, 299n, 313n, 331n, 

_in Connecricut oe 1666n; material printed from, 1594-95 — 

| American Mercury, 231 —Massachusetts Spy: material printed from, 

evan 1782 
—Connecticut Courant, 5, 42n, 1006n; ma- _Salem Mercury, 86n, 97n, 165n, 1612n, 

terial printed from, 229-31 a 
_ Connecticut Gazette, 1713n 1648n, 1649n; material printed from, 

—New Haven Gazette, 5; material printed 457, 584-85 

from, 1789 —in NEw HAMPSHIRE 
, _in DELAWARE | —New Hampshire Gazette, 1789n 

—Delaware Gazette, 16n; material printed —New Hampshire Spy, 1757n; material 
from, 787-88 , printed from, 885, 1781 | 

—in FRANCE : —in NEw JERSEY | 

_ —Mercure de France, 22. —New Jersey Journal, 1710 | 
| -—Trenton Mercury: material printed from, 

—in GEORGIA 1780 7 

—Georgia State Gazette, 1709 a | 
—in New York, 128, 149, 239; Antifed- 

—in GREAT BRITAIN eralist writings in, 77, 229 | : 
—British Journal, 803n | —Albany Journal, 1710 | 

| —London Journal, 803n —American Magazine: material printed 

—in MARYLAND from, 17920 
| —Annapolis Maryland Gazette, 629n, 79'7n, —Country Journal, 275n; material printed 

| 1089n, 1740n; material printed from, from, 1726 | 
628-29 —Daily Advertiser, 6, 15n, 24n, 254n, 

—Baltimore Maryland Gazette, 6, 170n, 361n, 399n, 466n, 636n, 811n, 903, 

| 944, 244n, 399n, 503n, 699n, 713n, 1544n, 1616n, 1652n, 1658, 1660n, | 

797n, 843n, 1593n, 1717n, 1717n-18n, 1710, 1723n, 1726n, 1782; material 

: 1718n, 1719n; material printed from, printed from, 788n, 1649, 1663-64, 

701-2, 1087n, 1661, 1783-84 1671-72, 1698-99, 1782-83, 1783 

—Maryland Journal, 6, 24n, 86n, 119n, —Federal Herald, 1710 | | 

183n, 244, 244n, 276n, 281n, 436n, —Hudson Weekly Gazette: material printed 

490n, 520n, 630n, 633, 634, 701, from, 1635-36
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—Independent Journal, 152n, 182, 652n, 1654n, 1667n, 1710, 1718n, 1780n; : | 

653n, 654n, 765n, 1640n; material material printed from, 122n, 742, 

printed from, 1723 1687-88, 1697 | 
—New York Journal, 6, 15n, 129n, 254n, —Pennsylvania Packet, 5, 6, 17, 24n, 60n, 

361n, 399n, 466, 633, 636n, 827n, 97n, 170n, 302, 401n, 475n, 477n—78n, 

896n, 1573, 1575n, 1696n, 1710, 1711, 490n, 641n, 1570, 1581n, 1597n,: 

1713n, 1723n, 1726n-27n; material 1674n, 1710, 1713n, 1740n, 1743n; 
printed from, 1658-60, 1675, 1725-26, material printed from, 258-59, 1004n, 

1790, 1792 | 1508n, 1615-16, 1660-61, 1664, 1672, 

—New York Morning Post, 254n, 466n, 1685, 1698, 1699-1700, 1788, 1790, 
| - 1697n; material printed from, 1696 1792 | | | 

—New York Packet, 70n, 254n, 466n, 633, —Philadelphische Correspondenz, 842n 

1667n, 1675n; material printed from, —Pittsburgh Gazette, 5, 18, 1718n | 

| 1696-97 —in RHODE ISLAND : : 

_ —in NortH CAROLINA —Newport Herald, 885n 
—Edenton Intelligencer, 832n —Providence Gazette, 885n, 1612n, 1710 
State Gazette of North Carolina, 1740n —United States Chronicle, 97n; material 

—Wilmington Centinel, 1686n—87n; mate- _— printed from, 586n, 756-57 | 
rial printed from, 1750-52 —in Sours CAROLINA | | 

—in PENNSYLVANIA, 77, 133; Philadelphia —City Gazette, 1593n, 1723n, 1752n; ma- 
newspapers report on Va. Convention, _ terial printed from, 586n, 1700, 1752- 
1570-71 7 53 

—American Museum, 24n, 303n, 473,475n, —Columbian Herald, 633, 1593n, 1709, — 
770n, 832n, 842n, 893n 1710 | | 

—Carlisle Gazette, 5, 19n—-20n, 1718n; ma- —State Gazette of South Carolina, 634 

roenine Chronizie 18 —in Vermont | 
—Federal Gaxette, 593n, 633, 742, 1710: 05 Gazette: material printed from, | 

, material printed from, 475, 737 _ 

—Freeman’s Journal, 6, 119n, 473, 474, Vermont Journal, 1749n : 

475n, 517n, 634, 769-70; material —in VirciniA: listing of, xliii—xliv, 5-7, | 

printed from, 283-84, 331, 1179 1569; and publication of Constitution, 
_ —Independent Gazetteer, 6, 22n, 52, 54-55, 17-19; attack upon newspapers of as 

86n, 125, 164n, 170n, 172, 173n, 183n, stuffed with fulsome panegyric, 128; ma- 

-~ 303n, 357n, 368n, 397n, 466-67, 467, jority support Constitution, 632; and 

481n, 491n, 1656n, 1697-98, 1713n, | publication of Va. Convention debates, 
_ 1718n, 1719n; material printed from, 901 

614, 738, 812-13, 827n, 842n, 1088n —Kentucky Gazette, xliii, xliv, 18, 60n, 
—Pennsylvania Gazette, 5, 6, 24n, 42n, 88n, 120n, 302, 451n, 632, 788n, 1543n, 

368n, 397n, 521n, 633, 634, 797n, 1559n, 1569, 1719n, 1732, 1783n; ma- | 
832n, 833, 843n, 1570, 1596n, 1597n, terial printed from, 375-81, 446-52, , 

| 1635n, 1649n, 1667n, 1710, 1723-24; 1730-31 
material printed from, xxxix, 70, 172, | —Norfolk and Portsmouth Journal, xliii, 4-5, 
284, 582, 788, 889-94, 1612, 1649-50, 18, 85n, 140n, 181, 182, 331n, 361n, 
1650-51 397, 399n, 517n, 632, 639n, 653n, 

—Pennsylvania Herald, 5, 6, 69n, 941n, 654n, 748n, 903, 941n, 969n, 1004n, 
1770n, 1779n; material printed from, 1047n, 1087n, 1543n, 1569, 1570, 
70, 357, 1779 | 1615n, 1680n, 1712, 1728n, 1729n, 

_  —Pennsylvania Journal, 19n, 109n, 261n, 1740n, 1744n, 1752n, 1768n; material 
- 400n, 1667n; material printed from, printed from, 235-37, 340-41, 457-59, 

69-70. | | 480-82, 638-39, 654-55, 746-48, 
—Pennsylvania Mercury, 6, 261n, 276n, 829-32, 1713-14, 1732-36, 1736-39, 

299n, 633, 1570, 1615n, 1632n, 1653n, 1740-43 |
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—Virginia Centinel, xliv, 466n, 467n, 632, 195n, 199, 216n, 229n, 231n, 241, 242, 

642n, 788n, 797n—98n, 915n, 1543n, 261n, 284n, 313-20, 357n, 368n, 381, 

1559n, 1569, 1615n, 1644n, 1681, 394n, 397n, 400n, 428n, 436n, 437n, 

1723n, 1726n, 1729n, 1740n, 1745-46, 456n, 466n, 475n, 478n, 489n—90n, 

1768n, 1782n; editorial policy of, 467- 632, 653n, 654n, 655n, 748n, 797n- 

68; material printed from, 627, 627-28, 98n, 832n, 843n, 901, 903, 910n, 915n, 

-~ 903, 1679-80, 1721, 1727, 1727-28, 941n, 969n, 1004n, 1047n, 1087n, 

| 1732 1543n, 1558n, 1562n, 1569, 1570, 

—Petersburg Virginia Gazette, xlili, 4, 6, 1570-71, 1579n, 1609n, 1613n, 1710, 

19, 59n-60n, 195n, 229n, 26I1n, 399n, 1712, 1728-29, 1758n, 1768n, 1770n; 

433n, 503n, 593n, 632, 634, 655n, material printed from, xxxvi, 19-20, | 

699n, 701, 713n, 1544n, 1569, 1728n, 70-76, 115, 138-39, 139-40, 156-59, 

1743n, 1751, 1751n, 1752, 1752n; ma- 159-64, 177-80, 200, 200-204, 244- 

a terial printed from, 93, 96-97, 112-14, 48, 259, 286-88, 303-8, 331-40, 345- 

293-99, 428-33, 492-503, 699-701, 53, 363-67, 367-68n, 387-94, 394-97, 

1652-54, 1654, 1655-56, 1686-87 420-24, 459-66, 482-83, 483-91, 

—Winchester Virginia Gazette, xliii, xliv, 4, 504-5, 505-7, 509-15, 565-69, 570, 

17-18, 42n, 59n, 92n, 119n, 165n, 302, 592, 641-47, 647-52, 713-19, 719-30, 

| 400n, 401n, 428n, 456n, 466n, 605n, 749-53, 753-54, 769-79, 798-803, 

632, 634, 639-41, 641n, 736n, 748n, 803n, 885-89, 903, 1560-61, 1576-79, | 
788n, 797n—98n, 827n, 884n, 903, 1599-1607, 1607-9, 1609-12, 1638—- 

1569, 1609n, 1612n, 1644n, 1681, 40, 1640-43, 1643-44, 1644-45, 

1721n, 1728n, 1740n, 1768n, 1782n— 1645-48, 1680-81, 1681-84, 1729, 

83n; material printed from, 22, 91-93, 1731-32, 1743-44, 1744-45, 1753-54, : 

120-21, 166, 310-13, 325-29, 401-8, 1754-56; quoted, 730n * 

438-45, 445, 467-69, 469-72, 503, —Virginia Journal, xliii—xliv, 18, 41n, 53, 

507-9, 516-17, 517-20, 572, 587, 588, 54, 69n, 92n, 119n, 120n, 165n, 197, 

589, 610n, 748, 1680, 1722; editorial 199, 212-16, 629n, 632, 884n, 1569, 

policy of, 467-69 1609n, 1768n; material printed from, | | 

—Virginia Gazette and Independent Chroni- 93-25, 174~—75, 208-11, 584, 627, 

: cle, xliii, 4, 19, 22n, 90n, 111n, 119n, 1716-17, 1785 

120n, 170n, 181, 243, 331, 400n, Newron, COLONEL, 1736 
477n—78n, 632, 1543n, 1569, 1570, NicHoias, Grorce (Albemarle-Y): id., 

| 1691-93, 1711; material printed from, 90n, 528; 1696n; as possible author of 
615-17 “The State Soldier,” 42n, 303n, 515n, 

—Virginia Gazette and Weekly Advertiser, 633; said to support Constitution, 67, 
xliii, 18, 40, 93, 119n, 193, 195n, 229n, 165, 226; supports Constitution in 

259n, 261n, 284n, 343, 355n, 428n, Union Society, 170n, 171, 172; and col- 

43'7n, 477n, 595, 622, 632, 748n, lecting requisitions, 491n; receives 

797n—98n, 832n, 884n, 897; material | ‘‘Aristides,’’ 521n; in Va. Senate, 541; 

printed from, 1458-64, 1543n, 1559n, plans to move to Ky., 705, 705n, 1252, 

1569, 1613n, 1614-15, 1656, 1687, 1258n 
1687n, 1711, 1729n, 1740n, 1744n, —in House of Delegates, 89; and payment 

1745n, 1768n, 1770n of British debts, xxvii, 176; and call of 

—Virginia Herald, xliv, 18, 53, 111n, 119n, Convention, 110n, 113, 114, 123, 133 | 

937, 276n, 281n, 605n, 632, 832n, 903, —letters from, 369-75, 702-5, 712-13, 

~—910n, 1543n, 1562n, 1569, 1615n, 793; quoted, 653n, 843n; cited, 707, 

| 1618n, 1768n; material printed from, 741, 804 
52, 85-86, 121-22, 277-78, 299-302, —letters to, 707-10, 804-11; quoted, 

399-401, 912, 1088n, 1615, 1687 653n | 

—Virginia Independent Chronicle, xliii, 4,5, —in Convention, 564, 907, 909, 1541, 

| 18, 41n, 42n, 54, 60n, 69n, 89, 90n, 1556; as candidate for, 375n; as Fed- os 

92n, 119n, 120n, 136, 137n, 139n, eralist leader, 628-29, 711, 744, 767, 

165n, 173n, 174, 174n, 182, 192n, 193, 895, 898, 1658; says Federalists have
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majority in, 732; motions by, 899, 902— — Nortu, Captain (N.Y.): id., 828n; 825 ee 

3, 912, 1506, 1513, 1516; on committee © NortH Carouina, 34, 977; and Cumber- . 

a. to draft Form of Ratification, 900, 1513, land Settlements, 362, 362n; and debate — 
1541; objects to Mason’s broadening of . in Constitutional Convention over slave - 
subject under debate, 1290; argument trade, 482, 1369n; Dobbs County riot, oe 

_ with Patrick Henry, 1468-69; votes in, 632; representation in House of Rep- | 

1539, 1540, 1556; payment for, 1567; resentatives, 750; danger to if British 
supports. Constitution in, 1588, 1592, | schemes succeed in West, 788; as mem- ae 

1615, 1649, 1653, 1672, 1701-2, 1704; ber of potential confederacy with Va., on 

illness of, 1659; praised for service in,. 890, 983, 1059; border dispute with Va.,- . 

~ 1702, 1739 | 979, 1053, 1089n; militia at Battle of | 

—speeches in Convention, 917-29, 998- Guilford Courthouse, 1090n; cession of 

1003, 1127-37, 1228, 1229, 1249-52, western lands, 1107, 1137n; rejection of 

1263, 1278-82, 1313-14, 1314, 1316, | Constitution by will not have great 
1320, 1326-28, 1332-34, 1334, 1341-  — weight concerning amendments, 1210; 

42, 1342, 1344, 1358-59, 1363-64, — complies with congressional request to_ | 
- 1379, 1380—81, 1381, 1383-84, 1388— repeal acts violating Treaty of Peace, . 

90, 1403, 1464, 1467-68, 1468-69, — 141I1n; republication of ‘“‘A Pennsylvan- a 

| 1469, 1506-7, 1516; quoted, 491n; re- ian” in, 1596-97, 1597, 1597n ey 

sponses to, 937, 939, 1044, 1154-56, —Antifederalists in, 360-61, 817, 829, | 

1158-59, 1320, 1334, 1342, 1361, 843, 844n, 1211, 1517; George Mason | 

1381, 1388, 1468; references to, 948, opposes Constitution in, 54; Patrick oe 

950, 998, 1121, 1208, 1255, 1362, Henry’s influence in, 290, 1679; coop- 

1364, 1392; described, 1004n, 1581, — erate with N.Y. Antifederalists, 811-13, 

1583, 1587 7 815, 816 © Oe | 

NICHOLAS, JOHN, JR. (Albemarle), 1562n, . —constitution of: has bill of rights, 340n; | 

1758n — | provision in prohibiting standing army, 
_ NicHoias, ROBERT CARTER (James City 1335n; reeligibility of governor in, . 

County), xxiii : 1371n | | | 
NICHOLAS, WILSON Cary (Albemarle-Y) —Convention of: meeting of delayed in de- | 
—in Convention, 564, 744, 907; elected to, ference to Va., 290, 292, 309; call of, 

375n; votes in, 1539, 1540, 1556; pay- 322n, 331; meeting of not delayed out | 

ment for, 1567. . of deference to Va., 360-61; meeting of, : 

NICOLSON, THOMAS (Henrico), xliii, 42n, _ 733, 883; David Robertson hired to take 

| 884n | | _. notes of debates in, 902; Jefferson letter 
NISBET, CHARLES (Pa.): id., 761n; 760 referred to in, 1088n; supports previous 

Nivison, WILLIAM (Nansemond): id., | amendments to Constitution, 1480, a 
~1750n | | | 1496, 1710-1711 | 

—letter from, 1750 | —economy and finances. of: produce of, | 
_ Nosiitry, TiTLes oF: Constitution pro- 82; legislature of and debts owed to Brit- _ 

hibits, 46, 216, 676, 1062, 1332, 1349, ish citizens, 226; payment of its requi- 
| 1369n, 1772; proposed Mass, amend- __ sitions, 652n; described as a staple state, 

ment concerning, 437, 730, 731n; pro- 702; Constitution will benefit maritime = 
posed amendment concerning, 773. See areas but hurt backcountry, 829; com- 

_ also Aristocracy | merce of, 837-39; Va. impost as burden | 
NON-RESISTANCE, DOCTRINE OF, 1285. See on, 840; paper money and debts in, 890, , 

also Revolution, right of; Social compact 1597, 1597n, 1608; influence of impost 

NorFo_k Boroucu, 908; apportioned one on decision to ratify Constitution, 1079; 
delegate in Convention, 111n, 561; vot- Va. exports produce of, 1364 — 
ing requirements in, 120n; and The Fed- —prospects for ratification in, 385n, 632, 
eralist, 182, 633; and election of Con-— 1717n; favorable, 107, 126, 226, 360— * 
vention delegates, 196, 561; celebrates 61, 1594n; unclear, 239, 240,585; un- _ 

- ratification, 1713-14; celebrates Fourth favorable, 309, 1056, 1078; hopes for, | 
- of July, 1732-40; mace for, 1739n. 479; will be influenced by Va., 710,755,
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784, 833, 881, 1595, 1784; will be in- Confederation opposed as favoring, | 

fluenced by possible adjournment of 698n; carrying states will unite against 

Md. Convention, 763 producing states, 1171; speculation in 

—relationship with other states over Con- paper money, 1216-17; will benefit 

stitution: influence of Va. on, 107, 183, from building a navy, 1315-16; and re- 

995, 990, 292, 309, 322, 360-61, 710, demption of Continental paper money, — 

755, 784, 833, 881, 1211, 1595, 1634n, 1357-58, 1359, 1362, 1370n — | 

1715, 1776, 1781, 1783, 1784, 1785n, —and interests of South: will plunder 

1789; danger to Union if it does not South commercially under Constitution, 

ratify Constitution, 290; influence of on —_28;, and debate over congressional reg- - 

| Ga., 291; influence of on S.C., 291; ulation of commerce, 45, 63-64, 81-82, 

should concert with Md. and Va., 702; 94-95, 158, 169, 176, 230, 325, 326, 

will be influenced by possible adjourn- 337, 386, 431-33, 670-72, 711, 716- 

. ment of Md. Convention, 763; no dan- 18, 1488, 1498, 1509n; united against 

ger to Va. from, 1167; alleged union of Southern States in Congress, 74; hostil- 

: with Northern States denied, 1377 ity of Southern States toward, 134-35n, 

See also Newspapers; Southern States; Tar- 168, 230, 432—33, 688, 1468; and slave 

boro, N.C.; Wilmington, N.C. — trade, 235n, 675, 882-83, 1369n, | 

Nortu River. See Hudson River 1509n; conflict with Southern States 

Norru vs. SoutH. See Northern States; over taxation and representation, 397, 

Southern States . - 516, 662-63; population growth of ex-  — 

NorTHAMPTON County, 889, 908 ceeded by Southern States, 648, 962, 

NORTHERN NECK, VA.: supports Constitu- 1002-3, 1159, 1241, 1243; control of 

tion, 48, 57, 80, 146, 169, 223, 226, carrying trade by will not injure South- 

354, 522, 583, 636-37; divided on Con- ern States, 650-51; as potential enemy 

stitution, 436; Antifederalism in, 583; of Va. if it is out of Union, 980-81; may 

elects Federalists to Convention, 702, interfere with slavery in Southern States, 

745; danger of separation if Va. does 1161; will not oppose creation of new - 

not ratify, 979, 1001, 1005n, 1049n; states in South, 1250, 1471; hostility of 

proprietorship patents, 1004n—5n, de- to Southern States, 1476-77; unable to a 

nial of danger of separation if Va. does protect Va., 1517; Va. hostility to un- 

| not ratify, 1039; danger of federal ju- warranted, 1521, 1522-23; oppose Ky. 

diciary to landholders of Lord Fairfax statehood, 1667, 1678 

lands in, 1407—8, 1411n-12n; dispute | —and interests of West: and navigation of 

over quitrents in, 1436, 1454-55, 1468 Mississippi, xxix, 240, 608, 1051, 

NorTHERN STATEs: favor monarchy in | 1088n, 1183, 1207-9, 1220, 1225, 

Constitutional Convention, 21; will 1234, 1235, 1259, 1579, 1621, 1662; 

dominate under Constitution, 36, 158, western emigration from, 159n, 330, 

| 1221, 1222, 1258-59; support a navy, 330n-31n, 1592; economic interests of 

240; majority status of, 346; opposition conflict with West, 386; Westerners’ fear 

to religious establishments in, 608; af- that wealth will flow to, 435; opposes 

| fection for, 1074; and influence in elec- western settlements, 1246 

tion of President, 1374, 1377; will be | —prospects for ratification in; favorable, 

eager to limit appellate jurisdiction of 147, 148, 169, 175, 227 

U.S. judiciary, 1401; New England sac- See also Eastern States; Middle States; New 

rifices for Union, 1480; importance of England States; Entries for individual 

| fisheries to New England states, 1488 states | 

—economy of: will benefit commercially | NORTHWEST ORDINANCE: Congress acted 

from Constitution, 50, 63-64, 155-56, extra-legally in passing, 26; fugitive-slave 

Oo 157, 158, 176, 240, 1374, 1498; crops provision in, 697n; and creation of new 

: good in, 107; commerce of, 240; some states, 710n a 

do not produce sufficient wheat forown NORTHWEST TERRITORY: British retain 

consumption, 326; exports of, 386; posts in, xxvi, 843, 1008, 1129, 1138n, 

commercial amendment to Articles of 1411n; appointment of officers in, 158,
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159n; Va. requests expenses in, 738, 1285-86, 1492; Federalists accused of 
_ 738n; cession of by Va., 738n, 1530, being office seekers, 520, 698-99, 1572, 

_  1544n; commerce of Va. with will be 1660; prohibited from receiving other | 
| hurt if it does not ratify Constitution, emoluments, 676; prohibition of titles of 

890; debate over power of Congress to nobility for, 676, 1349, 1369n; commis- 
regulate, 1319-20; formation of new _ sioned by President, 682; federal judges — 
states in, 1319-20; Fort Harmar, 1709. not to hold other offices, 823; Articles 
See also Northwest Ordinance; Western of Confederation prohibit employment : 
lands : | of by foreign government, 849; may be. 

Norton, Joun Hatiey (Frederick): id., corrupted by foreign governments, 883; 
. 1721n a no property qualifications for, 893; 

—letter to, 1721 _ praise of role of House of Representa- 
“Nov. ANGLUS,” 235-37, 340-41 tives in regulation of offices and setting | 

| Now.anp, Epmunp (Norfolk), 1743 salaries of, 924; will not be numerous | 
| CO | under Constitution, 1026-27, 1151-52, | 

Oatus: use of in popular assemblies, 104; 1176, 1296, 1772; subject to laws for 
and religious tests, 125, 145, 437; de- misconduct, (1027; salaries of, 1056; 
bate over Constitution’s provisions con- -_—Sw"OSt distinguished men will serve in fed- | 
cerning, 251, 1100, 1277, 1774; as eral government, 1111, 1127; debate 

check on President, 680-81; proposed over dual officeholding by, 1261-62, 
amendment concerning, 820; assures su- 1264, 1285-86, 1531; debate over ap- 
premacy of federal over state govern- Pe tea ab ioe of wos eres C o , , ces, —65, ; , ; ; 

6 aoe ® 79. OO 070 rey Lr- danger they will be relatives of members 
ERTY,” 1691-93 of Congress, 1266; some will be political . 

O’Connor, JoHN (Norfolk Borough): id., adventun ers, 2207; will oan  ehibiting 

1739n—40n | — of gifts to from foreign nations 1349, © | 
open of, 1734, 1 736-39 1367, 1369n; Confederation Congress FFICEHOLDERS, STATE: accused of oppos- -. 

ing Constitution, 84, 143-44, 163, 400, llows to keep gifts from foreign na 504. 636, 844n "1094 1582 , 1585: not tions, 1369n; under jurisdiction of U.S. 

excluded from Va. Convention 146: will judiciary, 1405, 1432; subject to disci- : Crevctiein. ae. pline in state courts, 1432; state judges | lose power under Constitution, 373; Va. may be made ineligible to become, 1469: 
law prohibits holding both state and fed- praise for power of Congress t © create 
eral offices, 709, 710n; Articles of Con- | offices, 1779 | 

federation prohibit employment of by —proposed amendments concerning, 
oreigh Governments, OF93 are more nu- 1486, 1548, 1551, 1554; prohibiting ti- | 
merous than U.S. officeholders will be, tles of nobility for, 730, 731; providing 

1151-52, 1 176; required to take oath to for no emoluments but for services, 819; 
U.S. Constitution, 1217; state judges to restrict officeholding by members of may be prohibited from holding federal Congress, 822 

| office, 1469 | - See also Appointment power; President, _ OFFICEHOLDERS, U.S.: and religious tests U.S.; Senate, U.S. | 
for, 125, 145, 437, 731, 771, 779, Onto Company, 490n; and western lands, 
1100-1101; criticism of lack of provi- 331n, 1131, 1166, 1174n | 
sion for rotation in office, 127; fear of — Ogio County, 908, 1636 | 
oppression by, 127, 154, 217, 459, 782— “An Op PLANTER,” 394-97 
83, 1404; terms of, 132n, 217; as ser- QOnicarcuy, 1091n; danger of from Con- 
vants of people, 200; restrictions on stitution, 34, 37-38, 318, 383, 449-50; | 
members of Congress, 439-40, 497, no danger of under Constitution, 356; . 
666, 668; large number of will be cre- as most dreadful of all governments, 
ated under Constitution, 476, 516, 835. See also Aristocracy 

oc 1044, 1056, 1217, 1263-64, 1267, “One oF THE PropLe,” 519-20
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“ONE OF THE PEOPLE CALLED QUAKERS IN PANKEY, STEPHEN, JR. (Chesterfield-N) 

THE STATE OF VIRGINIA,” 482-83 | —in Convention, 577, 907; elected to, 

ORANGE County, 107, 709, 908; election 361n; votes in, 1538, 1541, 1557; pay- | 

of Convention delegates in, 249, 284, ment for, 1564, 1567 | 

302, 358, 420, 424-25, 427n, 452, Paper Money, 890, 892, 980; legislative 

453n, 479, 561, 595-606, 619, 699, action on in Va., xxvii—xxviii, 17n, 85n, 

706, 742, 1774, 1776; public opinion on 144, 162; Patrick Henry’s position on, 

Constitution in; 424-25, 598, 599, 600, = 16; opposed by Mason, 17n, 883n, 

603 1089n; support for, 50, 84; praise of 

ORIGINAL INTENT: will be buried in obliv- Constitution’s prohibition of, 102, 652, 

| ion, 1213 725, 727, 754, 860, 1103, 1447, 1751, 

Ortu, ApaM (Pa.): id., 474n; 472, 769-70 1773; criticism of, 162, 176, 396, 479- 

—letter to, 473-75; quoted, 779n —- 80, 838, 890, 1061, 1075, 1077, 1190, 

| Oscoop, SAMUEL (Mass.) 1214, 1266-67, 1731, 1751; debate 

—letter from: cited, 283n over redemption of Continental money, 

| | Oster, MARTIN (France): id., 85n | 437, 730, 1346, 1354-63, 1370n; Al- 

—letters from, 83-85, 343-45, 1689-91; bemarle petition for in House of Dele- 

cited, 85n, 1690n gates, 566, 567, 569n; lowers foreign 

OswaLp, ELEAZER (Pa.): meets with Va. opinion of U.S., 838; in R.I., 935, 

 Antifederalists, 812-13, 816, 817, 823- 94292n-43n, 980, 985, 1005n—6n, 1427- 

94, 827n, 829n, 845, 1589, 1589n, 28, 1447, 1597n; under Continental. 

1619, 1619-20, 1630, 1631, 1633, Congress, 984, 1005n, 1151, 1172n- 

1634n—35n, 1657, 1657n, 1696n 73n, 1176; criticism of Constitution’s 

Otis, SAMUEL A. (Mass.): id., 283n prohibition of, 1055; during Revolution, 

—letters from, 283, 1629-30, 1783; cited, 1190, 1285; and state debts, 1216-17; : 

1635n Constitution prohibits, 1354; federal 

—letter to: quoted, 970n courts will counteract effects of, 1428; | 

Otro, Louts-GUILLAUME (France): id., in N.J., 1597n; in N.C., 1597, 1597n. 

177n | See also Bills of credit; Tender laws | 

—letters from, 176-77; quoted, 28n PARADISE, JOHN (England): id., 746n; 746; 

OVERTON, JOHN, JR. (Mercer), 415 carries letters to France, 744, 756n, 

758, 758n, 795, 796n, 894, 895-96, 

: “P.P.,” 394n | 896n — | 

“PR.” 1710; text of, 1753-54 PARADISE, Lucy (Mrs. John) (England), 

Paca, WILLIAM (Md.), 150, 741, 742n 758, 896n 

PAGE, JOHN (Gloucester): id., 125n, 224n, PARDONS AND REPRIEVES: Va. governor’s 

591n; said to oppose Constitution, 125, power to grant, xxv, 429; debate over 

9927; said to support Constitution, 165, —- President’s power of, 44, 273, 327, 

994, 302, 591n, 744, 896; position on 498-30, 448, 681, 1378-79, 1379, 

Constitution is said to change, 382, 1379-80; and impeachment in England, 

591n; election speech for Convention, 1298n-99n; in N.Y., 1379, 1386n; in 

590-91; defeated Convention candi- Mass., 1380, 1386n-87n | 

date, 591, 611, 613n, 895-96; opposes PARKER, ALEXANDER (Fayette): id., 387n; 

calling a second convention, 1763n 387 | 

—letters from, 590-91, 1759-60 PARKER, DANIEL (England) 7 

' —letter to: cited, 1759-60 —letter to: quoted, 638n 

PacE, MANN, Jr. (Spotsylvania): id., 195n, PARKER, GrorGE (Accomack-Y) 

994n, 355n; xxiv; said to oppose Con- —in Convention, 907; elected to, 564, 

stitution, 106, 895-96; said to support 916-17; votes in, 1539, 1540, 1556; 

Constitution, 165, 224, 354, 744; as payment for, 1567 

Convention candidate, 478-80, 601 PARKER, JOHN (S.C.): id., 207n; 206 

—letters from, 194-95, 261-62; cited, PARKER, JosePH, 1174n 

260n SS PARKINSON, JOHN (N.C.): id., 829n 

—letter to, 229 —letter from, 829
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PARSONS, JONATHAN (Randolph), 1564 delegates, 630n; votes in, 1539, 1541, 

~ Party Spirit, 519; in Va., 89, 171, 232, 1557; payment for, 1567 
1561-62, 1786, 1779-80, 1791; com- Payne, WILLIAM (Fairfax), 24 | | 

-mon in governments, 103; in Pa.,119n; | PEaBopy, NATHANIEL (N.H.), 827n | 
should not influence free press, 469; in  Prace: as end of government, 339; Con- 
elections, 496; contrary to patriotism, stitution will promote, 764 — | 
507; danger of in House of Represen- Pracuey, WILLIAM (Richmond-Y) . 
tatives, 1391. See also Factions —in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, 

Passports, 962; and debate over power of 1540, 1557; payment for, 1567 
Ode ey ation Congress to issue, 936, Prase, Levi (Conn.): id., 1749n-50n; _ 

n, ’ ’ mo 1746n—47n, 1748 

PATENTS AND CopryriGHTs, 672-73 | PENDLETON, EDMUND (Caroline-Y): id., 
PaTRIOT (ship),.1335n | 528, 1628n; xxiv, 1088n; health of, 25, | 
Patriotism, 402n, 1477-78; equated with 48, 68, 208, 398, 911, 911n—12n, 1258, | 
_ opposition to Constitution, 28, 470, 1693, 1628, 1704, 1769, 1775n, 1777; 

474, 882; Confederation sufficient dur- position on Constitution uncertain, 25, : 
a : ing American Revolution because of 248; influence of, 29, 77; said to sup- | 

| spit or a rep 05 Oat wen: port Constitution, 68, 77, 106, 109, | 
equated with, ; ? , oe 134, 165, 226, 582, 1649, 1704; 

| 483, 504, 565, 752; as false cover for committee to revise Va. laws, 78n: crit. | 
aaciedrasm, 180, 502, 903; presen icism of Constitution, 126n; and issue of | - 
vation of liberties equated with, 218; "Pp" previous amendments, 703, 708; said to position to the Articles of Confederation ) d constitutional : 

: ted with, 268; not unpatriotic to OPPOBE Secene Constifuiona’ conven- | equat >? cane tion, 878-79; and judicial review, criticize Constitution, 286; of Benjamin . . - ; é 1227n; alleged letter of held from print, . Franklin, 481; of Washington, 481; yg ae a oe | wo 1596; explains U.S. judiciary, 1694; role party spirit contrary to, 507; patriots will - ; ne , wo ee . . Of during American Revolution, 1704, | sit in House of Representatives, 646; 1706n: visi 1770, 1774. 1775 | 
Mass. amendments equated with, 767; let n non on 47 , 48 ] 5] 5 156 
reference to steady patriotism of Va., a gos. S146 " | 77 , 7 4 7 | 
833; not a sufficient check on those with 1623-28, J 0, 0-75, 1775-77, power, 1062 | quoted, 912n; cited, 77, 106, 125, 398, | | 

Patrerson, Rosert (Fayette), 436n 399n, 1775n | : | 
PATTESON, CHarLes (Buckingham-N): id., —letters to, 12-13, 125-26, 398-99, 878- 

576 : 82; quoted, 60n, 110n, 1775n, 1777n; | 
_ —in Convention, 576, 907; elected to, 576; cited, 455n, 707n, 797n-98n, 826, _ 

votes in, 1538, 1541, 1557; payment for, oe 1770, ce der ieod | 
1567 _ In Convention, ; ; , aS pres- 

PatrEson, Davip (Chesterfield-Y) ident of, 165, 882n, 897, 899, 900, 907, 
—in Convention, 577, 907; elected to, 909, 910n, 911n-12n, 1513, 1514, © 

361n; incorrectly listed as Antifederalist, 1537, 1572, 1573, 1574, 1584, 1587, | 
630n; votes in, 900, 1513, 1538, 1540, 1591, 1597, 1614, 1616, 1648, 1649, | 
1544n, 1557; payment for, 1567 _ 1706; elected to, 381, 381n, 479, 561, | 

PATTESON, JONATHAN (Lunenberg-N) 576-77, 579, 1776; votes in, 577n, 
~—in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, 1539, 1540, 1557; as Federalist leader 

1541, 1557; payment for, 1567 in, 628-29, 711, 744, 758, 767, 895, | 
PATTON, ROBERT (Spotsylvania): id., 898; excused from attending, 1258, 
—1584n; 1584 | - _ 1628; thanked by, 1515, 1558; payment 

PAULETT, RICHARD (Louisa), 1460, 1461, for, 1545, 1545n, 1567; signs Form of 
1463n co Ratification, 1546; transmits Form of . . 

PAvIA, BATTLE oF, 1496, 1509n _ Ratification to Congress, 1546; supports. __ 
_ PAwLING, HENrRy (Lincoln-N) . Constitution in, 1588, 1592, 1653, | 

| —in Convention, 908; omitted from list of | 1672, 1701~2, 1704
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—speeches in Convention, 909, 910-12, 1634n-35n; seceding assemblymen, 49; 

917, 944-49; responses to, 953, 957, literature of, 344, 474; Dissent of Mi- | 

958-59, 962, 1159, 1170, 1404, 1417- -nority, 599; danger of violence from, 

18, 1419-25, 1429-30, 1448, 1450; ref- 795-96; cooperate with N.Y. and Va. 

erences to, 968, 1020, 1210, 1217, Antifederalists, 811-13, 1631, 1633 

| 1219-20, 1220, 1235, 1326, 1409, —constitution and government of: has bill 

1415, 1452, 1530; described, 1192- of rights, 340n; legislature of, 440; res- | | 

- 1202, 1324~-25, 1398-1401, 1425-29, olution of land office disputes in, 443, 

1469 © : | 445n; provision prohibiting standing : 

PENDLETON, EpMuND, JR. (Caroline), 907, army, 1335n; reeligibility of executive : 

- 909, 1545, 1568 3 - in, 1370n—71n; presidential electors | 

PENDLETON, Henry (S.C.): id., 30n; 29 | chosen by people, 1371n; Court of Eq- 

PENDLETON, JAMES (Culpeper): id., 578n- uity in, 1446; Council of Censors in, 

79n; 578, 579n 1643, 1643n oe 

PENDLETON, NATHANIEL, JR. (Ga.): id., 48n | —Convention of, 224; call of, 6, 34, 38, : 

| —letter from: quoted, 1777n | 50, 50n, 86-87, 87n, 200n, 403; Lloyd’s 

—letter to, 47-48; cited, 1775n Debates of, 6, 633, 746, 1757-58, 1758n; 

PENNSYLVANIA, 34, 385n, 977; prospects | amendments to Constitution proposed 

for ratification in, 13, 131; Federalists in, 6, 785; ratifies Constitution, 243, 

in, 38, 325, 467, 1054; petitions in sup- 944, 330, 343, 401n, 754, 883, 1517; oo 

oe porting Constitution, 87n; and proposed Federalists in, 401n; Antifederalists in, 

commercial conference with Va. and 475n; Dissent of Minority, 599; elected 

Md., 143-44; representation in House — by small minority of electorate, 1478, 

of Representatives, 397n, 834, 840; 1508n | | 

| party spirit in, 443; should not be an | —economy and finances of: both agricul- 

example for Va., 603-4; Va. newspapers tural and carrying state, 94; excise laws 

report on continuing conflict in, 632; in, 178-79; importance of agriculture 

may seek control over Del., 693; bound- in, 337; effects of federal direct taxes 

ary dispute with Va., 693, 697n, 979, on, 396; manufactures in, 432, 671-72; | 

980, 1053-54, 1094, 1451, 1457n; as _ trying debt cases in, 443, 445n; payment 

| possible site of federal capital, 696n; as of its requisitions, 652n; lack of ship- 

part of a potential confederacy of Mid- __ building in, 671; impost of, 836-37, 

dle States, 836-37; dispute with Conn. 840; canals will enhance interstate com- 

over Wyoming Valley, 856, 1448, 1451, merce of, 837; and Impost of 1783, 

1456n—57n; charge that Constitution 1165, 1173n—74n; exports produce of 

was ratified precipitately in, 967, 1054, N.J. and Del., 1364 

1056, 1078; militia during Revolution, See also Harrisburg Convention; Middle ' 

981; and mutiny of Pa. line, 1006n; States; Newspapers; Northern States; 

sends delegates to Albany Congress, Philadelphia; Pittsburgh 

— 1048n; opposes call of Constitutional ‘“‘PEREGRINE,” 509n, 633; text of, 639-41 

Convention, 1165; no danger to Va. PETERSBURG: public meetings in, 3, 96-97 

from, 1167; importance of Union to, Prtirion, RIGHT oF: proposed amendment 

| 1168; as leading Middle State, 1211; to guarantee, 65, 821, 1553; defense of 

supports navigation of Mississippi, 1225, Constitution’s failure to guarantee, 311. 

1228n, 1253; influence of Md. on, 1596; See also Bill of rights 

influence of S.C. on, 1596; Federalists Petitions: for paper money, xXxvili, 566, 

win congressional elections in, 1615n; 569n; on navigation of Mississippi, Xxx; 

| not tricked into ratifying Constitution, concerning obligation of contracts, 40n; 

| 1615n; meetings in on amendments to concerning taxes, 40n; in Pa. support 

Constitution, 1711; rejects N.Y. Circular call of state convention, 87n; of John 

Letter, 1711. . Dixon, 111n; from Fredericksburg, 121; . 

—Antifederalists in, 33n, 50n, 289, 325, concerning disputed Convention elec- 

~ 331, 385, 401n, 453n, 467, 475, 760, tions, 575—76, 579-80, 594-95, 910, 

| 770n, 812, 824, 1054, 1596-97, 1634, 913, 915n, 917, 943, 970-71, 1006-7,
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1441; in support of election of Mason _ Prracy, 672—73, 1439n-40n; debate over | 
from Stafford County, 601, 613; on dis- Constitution’s provisions concerning, 
trict court bill, 170300 323, 1413, 1417. See also Admiralty law 

PETTIGREW, CHARLES (N.C.): id., 1594n PITTSBURGH, Pa., 5 | | 
- —letter from: quoted, 1594n _ PITTSYLVANIA County, 908 © | 
—letter to, 1593-94 ‘A PLAIN DEALER” (Spencer Roane), 368n; 
PHELPS, OLIVER (Mass.), 1257n criticizes Randolph, 5, 437, 592, 601; | 
PHILADELPHIA: support for Constitution text of, 363-67; authorship of, 363n, 

‘in, 13; Antifederalists of meet with R.H. 381, 437 : 
Lee, 33n, 59n; Federalist violence in, “A PLANTER,” 353n; text of, 565-69 
38; Mason and opposition to Constitu- PLanrers: blame merchants for distress, | 
tion in, 49; hurried ratification efforts 162; lack education to judge Constitu- 
in, 87; petitions from support call of tion, 394. See also Agriculture; Farmers _ 
state convention, 87n; charge that mer- Patt, RicHARD (N.Y.): id., 1750n oe | 

_ chants of will monopolize trade, 231n; —letter from, 1748-49 
as possible site of federal capital, 674, | —letter to: cited, 1786 
1750, 1760; wealth of, 841; land values PLEASANTS, THomaS, JR. (Goochland): id., 
in, 1157; receives news of N.H. ratifi- -131n, 140n, 142n; and republication of 
cation, 1674n, 1695; celebrates Va. rat- “An American Citizen” in Va., 53-54; 
ification, 1667, 1674n, 1723n, 1723-24, supports Constitution, 129 
1726n-27n; Fourth of July celebration —letters from, 141-42; cited, 142n 
in, 1680, 1711. See also Pennsylvania =—S- — letter to: cited, 141 | 

‘‘PHILANTHROPOS”’ (Tench Coxe), 88n, ‘A PLOUGHMAN”’: text of, 507-9; response _ 
368n, 395; text of, 208-11 to, 639-41 | 

PHILIPS, JOSIAH (Princess Anne): id., Poetry, 125; Alicia Rutherford Cockburn, 
1004n; execution of, 972, 1004n, 1038, 319, 320n; William Cowper, 375; Hor- 
1049n, 1086-87, 1087, 1116, 1127; and ace, 364, 366n; John Milton, 446, 472; 
bill of attainder, 1197, 1209, 1227n, Gouverneur Morris, 1628-29; ‘‘The 
1333, 1337n - New Constitution,” 299-302; An Ode, 

PICKERING, TIMoTHY (Pa.): id., 1789n written at Lexington, Ky., 1730; refer- 
—letters to, 1789; quoted, 832n ence to Swift’s manner of writing poetry 
PICKETT, MARTIN (Fauquier-Y): id., 588n | on flying island, 151; W.A.R., 1728-29 
—in Convention, 907; elected to, 587-88; PornpEXTER, JouN (Louisa): id., 1464n; : 

votes in, 1539, 1540, 1556; payment for, 1441, 1459, 1464n oo . 
1567 - POLE, Epwarp (Pa.), 1669n 

PIEDMONT OF VIRGINIA, 745 POLicE POWERS: states retain under Con- | 
PIERCE, JOHN (James City County): id., stitution, 393, 438, 442, 692, 694, 725, 

89n; 41n | 947-48, 1151, 1152, 1164-65; Con- 
_ letters from, 88-89, 123-24, 155-56, gress will interfere with under Consti- | 

168; quoted, 41n, 112n, 134n-35n; tution, 470; Congress should exercize 
cited, 155 __ only in federal capital, 1318, 1319, 

PIERCE, THOmas (Isle of Wight-A): absent 1324; distinct from legislative power, 
from Convention, 630n, 899-900, 908, 1323. See also Reserved powers; Sover- 
1513, 1567, 1670n, 1676n | eignty : 

PIERCE, WILLIAM, 907, 913, 1545, 1568 POLITICAL AND LEGAL WRITERS AND WRiIT- 
| PINCKNEY, CHARLES (S.C.): in Constitu- INGS, 429; Joseph Addison, 210, 211n, 

tional Convention, 231n, 235n; in Con- 450, 470, 831, 832n, 966: St. Augustine, 
federation Congress, 1183, 1256n, 736n; Cesare Bonesana, Marchese di 
1257n | | an Beccaria, 429; William Blackstone, 62, 

PINCKNEY, CHARLES COTEsworRTH (S.C.): 63, 171, 320, 366, 367n, 403, 408n, 
id., 1717n; 131n; at Mount Vernon, 82, 422, 429, 493, 643, 647n, 690-91, 714, 
456n | | 800, 1337n, 1370n, 1382, 1387n, 

_ letter to, 1714-15 1388-89, 1392, 1393-94, 1411n, 1423, 
PINKNEY, WILLIAM (Md.): id., 742n; 741 1440n; James Burrow, 336; Miguel de
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Cervantes, 157; Edward, Earl of Clar- 1481-82, 1489, 1529, 1579-80, 1588, 

endon, 800, 803n; Alicia Rutherford © 1605, 1607, 1632, 1641, 1643n, 1653, 

Cockburn, 319, 320n; Edward Coke, 37, 1737, 1756, 1760, 1761, 1771; under- 

39n, 144; Anthony Ashley Cooper, Earl scores need for Constitution, 55; needs 

of Shaftesbury, 75, 76n; William Cow- reform, 72-73, 507, 589, 734, 761, 

per, 375; Jean Louis DeLolme, 862, 781-82, 788, 950; state laws often un- 

| 1141, 1142n; René Descartes, 1606; just, 102; Union depends on adoption 

John de Witt, 1030, 1047n—48n; George of Constitution, 140, 330, 481, 588-89, 
Farquhar, 1735, 1739n; Thomas Gor- 606, 607, 1487~88; states unable to co- 

don (Cato 's Letters), 801, 803n; Hugo ordinate economic policy toward Great 

Harrington ee ea rt Britain, 160; lack of separation of pow- — 

—? , , 2 ers in Congress may lead to tyranny, 

Thomas Hobbes, 47-48, 1771; David 967; ruin inevitable unless Congress has | 

Hume, 338; Letters of Junius (Philip coercive power to collect requisitions, 

Francis), 1600; William Keith, 1298n; 491n; feeble union, 494; central ener- 

John Locke, 288, 380, 861, 876n, 1140, etic | overnment is needed 761; weak- 
1193; Lord Mansfield (William Murray), 8 ee diti , d 

646, 647; Philip Mazzei, 1761n; John PEO on eb. | oe of trameilli 
Milton, 446, 472; Comte de Mirabeau, y Revolution, 166; ae tranquillity 
831, 832n; Charles, Baron de Montes- caused by Constitution, 929; denial that 

| quicu, 61, 252, 288, 294, 296, 429, 430, situation is tranquil, 990, 1075; danger 

440-41, 441, 494, 799-800, 861, 987, of insurrections, 1001; denial that there 

1062, 1137, 1140, 1168-69, 1169, | has been licentiousness in Va., 1060; ef- 

7 1193, 1440n, 1495; William Paley, 338; fort has been to impose law over licen- 
William Pitt (the Younger), 969n, tiousness, 1104; primary loyalty of peo- 
1090n; Polybius, 100, 406-7, 855, ple is to states, 1151-52, 1176; 

7 1105; Alexander Pope, 125, 831, 832n; mutability of state laws, 1153-54; 
Richard Price, 287, 288n, 450, 451n, Shays’s Rebellion was successfully 

929, 949n, 1154-56; Baron Samuel von crushed, 1165, 1173n; denial that lib- 

Pufendorf, 1244, 1257n; Guillaume erty has been abused, 1283, 1285; are 

Thomas Francois Raynal, 288; William not desperate but there are problems, 

Shakespeare, 139, 288, 336, 831, 832n, 1645-48, 1655-56; less stable than un- 
1622, 1623n, 1659, 1660n; Lord Shef- der Constitution, 1695 

field Jorn». aren 380 OS. inn —anarchy: possibility of under Articles of 

gernon oldney, , , > aim Confederation, 15; threat of dismissed | 

Smith, 338; Abraham Stanyan, 974-75; as reason for ratifying Constitution, 61; 

Hino. Cord Talbot 6460; Willian Tem eee etn ie eon 
ple, 47-48, 1084, 1091n, 1771; John rejection of Constitution, 89-90, 99. 95, 
Trenchard (Cato’s Letters), 801, 803n. See 139. 144, 175, 277 330). 356 400 481. 

also Adams, John; Classical antiquity 571, 636, 704, 707, 736, 759, 763, 764, 

ee een malady of human x. 787, 795n, 795-96, 809, 831, 841, 843, 

ture in states, 33; U.S falling apart from 890-91, 894, 945, 1020, 1082, 1353- 

imbecility, 34; peace and stability, 38 54, 1487-88, 1499-1501, 1534, 1582, 
y> ’ p y, ? 

51, 981, 945, 954-55, 959-60, 1037. 1608, 1652n, 1661-62, 1684, 1786; 
38, 1050, 1106-7, 1159-60, 1165-67, danger of, 215-16; denial that rejection 

1479-80, 1497; desperate, 52, 92, 95, of Constitution will result in, 286, 419- 

113, 115, 130, 155, 159, 162, 163,204, 20, 765-66; may result if Va. does not 
909, 210, 228, 243, 243n, 244-45, 255, ratify, 600, 637-38; Shays’s Rebellionas 

962, 274n, 277, 300, 342, 565-66, 692, sign of, 1090n-91n; will result from 

725, 726-27, 727, 728-29, 743-44, secession of minority from Va. Conven- — 

752, 759, 760, 841, 931, 933-34, 944, tion, 1482; present under Articles of , 

971-73, 1008, 1266, 1287, 1347, 1473, Confederation, 1605
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See. also Economic conditions under the 517-20, 520-21, 633, 634, 699-701: 

Confederation; Separate confederacies; said to open mail, 355; mail delays due - 
Union to severe winter, 359, 620; franking | 

Pout Lists: for Convention elections, 562, privilege, 456n; as source of revenue, 
| 574—75, 576, 580, 609, 618 663; under Confederation, 848. See also | 

PoLL Tax. See Taxation, poll taxes _ Hazard, Ebenezer oa, eo | 
PoLLarD, THomas (Fairfax): id., 586n; 24, © Poromac River, 322, 1086; dispute be- 

583-84 : tween Va. and Md. over, xxxiii, 693, 7 
POLLARD, WILLIAM (Pa.): id., 172n; 171 697n, 979, 1004n—5n, 1161; improve- es 

| POLLARD & Forp (Pa.), 171 | ment of advocated, 1717. See also Mount Le 
PoLLock, Mr., 504n : | Vernon Conference — A aa 
PONIATOWSKI, STANISLAUS (Poland), 679, PoTowMACK Company, 1091n | 

695, 697n, 1386n | - PouGHKeepsig, N.Y.: news of N.H. ratifi- © 
Pope, JOHN (Fairfax): id., 586n; 583 i cation reaches, 1673n, 1674; news of 

POPULATION: proposed amendment to base Va. ratification reaches, 1674n, 1719n, 
representation in Senate on, 67n; emi- ~ 1723-26; celebrates Va. ratification, — | 

| gration to West dependent on naviga- =—-1793n_ . : 
tion of Mississippi, 222, 1192, 1243, PowEL, SAMUEL (Pa), 2938n o | 
1258-59; amendment to Articles of — powsrr, Joun (Brunswick), 970 oe 

| Confederation concerning, 274n; in rat-  Powexz, JoserH (Pa.), 408n | : | 

_ fying states, 504; estimates of, 646,921, — power, Levin (Loudoun-Y): id., 1584n | 
981, 1026; will increase as result of Con- — __in Convention, 908, 1584; votes in, — 
stitution, 729, 1208; growth of de- 1539, 1540, 1557; payment for, 1567 | 
pressed under Confederation, 837-38, PowHaTAN County, 606-7, 697n, 908; . 

950; growth of in Southern States ex- election of Convention delegates, 360, 
ceeds Northern States, 962, 1002-3, 361n, 492, 606-7, 764 S 

| —*‘1241, 1245, 1251; growth of in U-S.,  powLerr, RICHARD (Louisa), 1442 | | 977, 1187, 1189, 1206, 1283; increase Poynines’ Law, 1175n | | a | 

| mw ase Ceerease " tle a _ PREAMBLE TO CONSTITUTION, 153; omitted 

. Constitution 1304: and ern gration te in revised Danville on agin, aT 7D 

° , ) Lae defense of, 661, 725, 936, 945-46, 
| West, 1243, 1244, 1245, 1592; rapid in- ag 4g_59, 999, 10078: omitied in ore. | crease of in America requires strong , i Ls . | nana | posed revision of Constitution, 770; crit- 

| — Sovernment, 1283 icism of, 930-31, 951, 1044-45; | | —in Virginia, 1650, 1650n; by county and € Ag: ' 7 Ee Be : 
— town, 555-57; of slaves, 555-57, 978, quoted, 1646-4) Cees | | 

1476; of free blacks, 1508n Prenvis, Joseru (York): id., 124n; as _ 
See also Census; Immigration; Entries for speaker oa OP ea call Cheon en , | 

Pon Ban nage oo | in House of Delegates, 110n, 114, 123; 

, PorTeR, CHARLES (Orange): id., 605n; can- candidate for Convention, 623-26 ae ae 
_ didate for Convention, 600, 601, 602 P nna va pe au aoe | 

PORTLAND, Maine, 1709, 1749n : Oss, prints Gonvention Debates, 7 
PorTsMouTH, N.H.: celebrates Md. ratifi- 1472n, 1669n ops 

cation, 1571n; receives news of Va. rat- PRESBYTERIANS, 208 _ ne 
ification, 1757n : | _ PRESCOTT, WILLIAM, JR. (Mass.): id., 456n | 

_ PorrsMoutH, Va.: celebrates Fourth of —letter from: cited, 456n | | 
July, 1709n, 1729n, 1740-43 —letter to, 455-56 ae | 

_ Posry, JOHN Price (New Kent), xxviii, PRESIDENT, U.S.: as proposed in Virginia. . 
1770 Resolutions, xxxvii; Washington as pos- | 

Posse Comritatus, 414. | sible first president, 13, 155, 385n, 486, | 
Post Orricr, 672-73; stoppage of mail, 585, 632, 757, 759, 768, 769n, 830n, 

30n, 124; and circulation of Antifeder- 1375, 1498, 1705, 1712; prayer for, — 
alist newspapers and letters, 331, 331n, 400; importance of, 863-64 |
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—dangers from: endangers liberty, 28n, ~ 336-37, 428-30, 448, 681, 697n, 926, 

449, 995; will lead to oligarchy, 37; de- 1378-79, 1379, 1379-80, 1627; treaty- 

bate over single executive, 98, 108n, making, 44-45, 129, 234, 448, 449, 

| 945, 253, 254n, 870-71, 1097-98; and 644-45, 681-82, 690-91, 801, 801-2, 

bribes from European powers, 251, 808, 822, 1115, 1118, 1130, 1211-12, 

1365-66, 1367, 1372-73; may be loyal 1241, 1249, 1251, 1372-73, 1374, 

to his state, 1141; will promote his own 1381, 1383, 1383-84, 1384-85, 1385, 

| interests, 1277-78; unaccountability of 1389, 1391, 1391-92, 1492-93, 1611, 

criticized, 1528; Va. resolutions of rat- 1627, 1660; veto, 46-47, 203, 250, 295, 

ification restrict powers of over civil lib- 419-13, 425, 432, 448, 449, 661, 668- 

erties, 1538, 1542, 1546; officeholding 69, 771, 775, 863, 1609-12, 1772; has 

by relatives of, 1605 no latent prerogatives, 47; appoint- 

- —election, tenure, etc.: reeligibility of, 25, ments, 47, 99, 203, 273, 448, 449, 681- 

32, 99, 131-32, 203, 255, 273, 288, 82, 682, 782-83, 822, 867, 1114, 1115, | 

295, 327, 354, 415, 449, 476-77, 477, 1374, 1547n, 1605, 1611, 1772; com- 

| 678-79, 767-68, 771, 776, 796n, 808, mander in chief, 47, 128, 287, 448,449, 

864, 871, 1097, 1113, 1114, 1365-66, 681, 823, 865-66, 964, 1098, 1281, 

| 1366-67, 1371n, 1372, 1374, 1386n, 1300, 1376, 1378, 1379, 1514, 1605, 

. 1486, 1605, 1627, 1703n; election of, —- 1611, 1772; defense of, 98, 99, 203-4, 

| | 46, 62, 98-99, 101, 128, 137, 178, 203, 945, 305, 312, 1098; execute laws, 203, __ 

| — 251, 295, 316-17, 317, 335, 416, 425, 448, 1098, 1611; legislative role, 295; 

. | 426, 432, 448, 495, 506, 680-81, 722- convening and adjourning of Congress, 

. 93, 727, 750, 767-68, 771, 776, 808, 448, 1261, 1296; receiving ambassadors, 

864-65, 871, 876, 948, 1061-62, 1096, 682; choice of cabinet must be his alone, 

1098, 1114, 1126, 1150, 1176, 1365- 866; incidental, 1348 

66, 1367, 1371n, 1371-72, 1373, —proposed amendments concerning: to | 

1374-78, 1381, 1383, 1383-84, 1386n, limit command over armed forces, 1514; 

1529, 1530-31, 1772; term of, 47, 62, to limit term of, 1547n, 1549, 1555 

| 98-99, 131-32, 203, 335, 448, 808, —and relationship with other branches of — 

864, 926, 1098, 1113, 1169, 1366, government, 98, 425, 611, 682, 863, 

1374, 1531, 1547n, 1549, 1555, 1605, 928, 1061-63, 1098, 1114, 1170; as 

1627, 1701, 1702, 1703n, 1772; oath of check on Congress, 295, 432; House of | 

office criticized for failure to mention Representatives as check upon, 1131, 

God, 145; salary of, 295, 327, 669-70, 1376, 1377-78, 1380; judiciary as check 

679, 771, 777, 1044, 1367, 1417-18; on, 1398 

qualifications of, 348, 679: order of | —and relationship with Senate: criticism | 

succession, 416, 822, 1368, 1380; rep- of, 43, 44, 61-62, 95, 129, 137, 216, 

resents the Union, 668-69, 682; rep- 425, 448, 786, 800, 801-2, 818, 870, | 

resents the states, 809; represents peo- 871, 881, 1141, 1372-73, 1374, 1376, | 

ple at large, 809, 1130 — 1378, 1390, 1391, 1492, 1497, 1611- 

—and monarchy: will become a monarch, 12, 1627; defense of, 106, 203-4, 295, 

28n, 99, 108n, 132, 144-45, 254n, 327, 311-12, 316-17, 335, 336, 442, 505, 

343, 449, 477, 963, 964, 1366, 1379, 1125, 1377-78, 1391-92; Senate as 

1390, 1609-12; will not become a mon- check upon, 245, 295, 1374, 1397; as 

arch, 203-4, 679, 723, 1018-19, 1076, check on, 246-47 | 

1379; compared with British monarch, —restraints upon: debate over need for: 

987, 449, 680, 722-23, 926, 1098, privy council, 34, 44, 65-66, 78n, 106, 

- 1609-12; debate over comparison with 129, 232, 245, 253, 288, 311-12, 336, | 

Dutch stadtholder, 1053, 1058, 1084, 383, 419-13, 611, 679-80, 718, 818, 

1097 822, 865, 1092, 1772-73; impeachment 

—powers of, 505, 1636, 1638; strong ex- of, 47, 137, 203, 288, 295, 316-17, 

ecutive needed, 9, 10n, 1097-98; criti- 412, 429-30, 448, 690, 691, 718, 823, 

cism of, 34, 36, 448, 782, 961, 966, 864, 865, 870, 871, 926, 1098, 1114, 

1041, 1479; pardons, 44, 203, 273, 327, 1126, 1130, 1367, 1372, 1374, 1376,
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1378, 1380, 1381, 1397, 1514, 1547n, PricHarp AND HALL (Pa.), 1740n 

| 1701, 1772; House of Representatives PRIDE, JOHN (Amelia-N) | 
as check upon, 203, 870, 926, 927, —in Convention, 907; votes in, 1538, 

1061-63, 1098, 1131, 1376, 1377-78, 1540, 1557; payment for, 1567 | 

1380, 1773; subject to prosecution after =PRIMOGENITURE: abolition of in Va., 77, 
impeachment, 203, 1130-31; Senate as 1091n, 1353, 1370n; abolition of will 

check upon, 245, 295, 1374, 1397; may lead to greater equality in landholding, 
_ not spend money unless appropriated by | 1079-80 | me | 

law, 295, 1098; responsible to people, PRINCE Epwarp County, 908; public 

316-17; should be punishable for meeting in, 16; public opinion on Con- 
crimes committed, 865; insufficient stitution, 607-8; election of Convention 

checks upon, 1169; judiciary as check delegates, 607-8, 736, 738 

on, 1398 PRINCE GEORGE County, 97, 477, 908 

See also Cabinet; Executive departments; Prince WILLIAM County, 908; election of 
House of Representatives, U.S.; Oaths; Convention delegates, 122n, 129n, 479, 

- Senate, U.S. | 561, 603-4, 608-9, 620, 738; Mason as 

PRESS, FREEDOM OF THE, 1332; endangered possible Convention candidate in, 280, 

by Constitution, 37-38, 45, 62, 65, 138, 614n | 
151, 250, 354, 419, 426, 462, 509, 802, Princess ANNE County, 562, 609, 908 

859, 951, 952, 1003, 1046, 1112, 1326, Princeron, N.J., 1006n | 

. 1347, 1493-94, 1693; in Great Britain, PRINGLE, Marx (Md.): id., 1786n 

7 38, 39n; bill of rights needed to guar- —letter from, 1786 

: antee, 128; need for, 138, 337-38, 363, PRINTERS AND BOOKSELLERS: refuse to 

468, 469, 506, 509, 519, 699-700, print pieces criticizing Washington and 

779n, 878—79, 1210, 1624, 1638, 1731; _R.H. Lee, 485; charge post office with - 

lack of under Articles of Confederation, stopping circulation of newspapers, 
305, 306; not endangered by Constitu- 517-20 a 
tion, 306, 311, 337-38, 404-5, 691-92, —in Alexandria: George Richards, xliii- 

715, 723-24, 1084, 1099-1100, 1136, xliv, 18, 410n, 417n | 
| 1352; libel law as danger to, 338; abuse —in Baltimore: Mary Katherine Goddard, | | 

of is punishable, 404-5; proposed 490n; William Goddard, 485, 490n, | 
amendments concerning, 474, 771, 773, 1718n ~ | 

821, 1553; under democracy and aris- | —in Fredericksburg: Timothy Green, xliv 
tocracy, 483-85; during American Rev- —in Lexington, Ky.: John and Fielding 
olution, 485; absence of in France, 506; Bradford, xliv a 

endangered by suppression of newspa- —in New York: John M’Lean, 18, 59n; 
per circulation, 517-20, 699-701; re- John and Archibald M’Lean, 653n 

vised Constitution permits Congress to. —in Norfolk: John M’Lean, xliii, 653n | 
| pass laws to protect, 775; Mass. amend- —in Petersburg: Miles Hunter and William 

ments fail to guarantee sufficiently, 786, Prentis, xliii, 655n, 699, 902, 1472n, 

881; guaranteed by Va. resolutions of 1669n; William Prentis, 1472n, 1669n 
ratification, 899, 1474, 1483, 1513, —in Philadelphia: Francis Bailey, 284n, 

1538, 1542, 1546. See also Bill of rights 472-73, 474, 769-70; Dunlap and Clay- | 

PRESTON, Francis (Montgomery), 136n poole, 17; Eleazer Oswald, 812—13, 816, 
—letter from: quoted, 1676n 817, 823-24, 1589, 1589n, 1619, 

PRESTON, JOHN (Montgomery): id., 362n; 1619-20, 1630, 1631, 1633, 1634n- 
. 331n | — 35n, 1657, 1657n, 1696n; Prichard and 

—letter from, 361-62 Hall, 1740n - 
PrRIcE, OLIVER (Fairfax), 23 —in Richmond, 194; Augustine Davis, xliii, 

Price, RicHARD (England), 287, 288n, xliv, 18, 41n—-42n, 54, 60n, 89, 182, 

| 450, 451n, 929, 942n, 1154-56 . 199, 216n, 241-42, 261n, 401n, 503n, 

—letter from: quoted, 164n - 654n, 790n, 897, 901, 903, 904, 907,. 
PRICE, WILLIAM, JR. (Louisa), 1441, 1443 910, 1515, 1543n, 1559n, 1568, 1569, 

PrIcE, WILLIAM, SR. (Louisa), 1441 1640n, 1710; John Dixon, xliii, xliv, 18-
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19, 42n, 59n, 1llin, 143, 143n, 181, widely owned in U.S., 1079-80; well se- 

941, 242-43, 261n, 302, 303n; Thomas cured in Great Britain, 1169; secured by 

Nicolson, xliii, 884n equality of suffrage, 1196; secured when 

—in Winchester: Matthias Bartgis, xliv, judges are independent, 1201; not en- 

467-69, 518, 518n, 519, 520, 903; dangered by treaty-making power, 1385; 

Richard Bowen & Co., xliv, 467-68; subject to U.S. judiciary, 1402, 1418- 

Henry Willcocks, 467n; Nathaniel Willis, 19; slaves considered as, 1477, 1503 

467-69, 518, 518n, 519, 520 —under Confederation: declines in value, 

PRIVILEGES AND IMMUNITIES, 687 761; is not secure, 838, 1033; is secure, | 

Privy CoUNCIL: needed to assist President, 1037 . 

34, 44, 65-66, 78n, 106, 129, 232, 288, See also Eminent domain; Landed interest; 

333, 383, 412-13, 611, 818, 822, 823, Primogeniture 

1376, 1378; denial of need for, 76,245, | PRUNTY, JOHN (Harrison-Y) — 

| 953, 312, 336, 442, 679-80, 718, 865, —in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, 

1092, 1772-73; debate over in Consti- 1540, 1557; payment for, 1567 7 | 

tutional Convention, 235n; eldest coun- © PSEUDONYMS: anonymity defended, 319,. 

cillor to become Vice President, 416; 319n:; use of, 402; criticism of, 494-502; 

proposed amendments to provide for, ‘“‘A.B.” (Francis Hopkinson), 6, 199; 

| 822, 823, 1514, 1547n. See also Cabinet; Alexander M’Sarcasm, 459n; An Amer- 

. Executive departments; Virginia Council ican (Tench Coxe), 88n, 796-97, 889- 

of State 94, 1570, 1595, 1596n; An American 

PROPERTY, PRIVATE: taken for public use, (Gouverneur Morris), 633, 746-48; An | 

40n; distinctions of in a republican gov- American Citizen (Tench Coxe), 5, 7, 

ernment, 103; problems concerning col- 52-54, 88n, 129, 130n, 148n, 174, 

lection of debts, 140—42; tender law re- 174n, 241, 242, 833-42; Americanus, 

_ jected in House of Delegates, 144; not . 200-204, 244-48; Aristides (Alexander | 

endangered by power to impose excise Contee Hanson), 5-6, 521, 521n, 633, 

taxes, 178-79; endangered by civil war, 712, 736, 736n; Brutus (Tobias Lear), 

911; value of in West will decline with 4, 41n, 42n, 83n, 174-75, 197, 209-11, 

loss of navigation of Mississippi, 222; 912-16, 634, 798-803; “C.D.,” 259, 

owners of divided over Constitution, 1579n; Cassius, 60n, 381, 633, 634, 

227, 398; protection of by government 641-47, 713-19, 749-53, 1639; Cato | 

will draw wealthy immigrants, 282; ju- (John Trenchard and Thomas Gordon), 

risdiction of federal courts does not ex- 801, 803n; Cato Uticensis (George Ma- | 

tend to, 312; value of will increase under son?), 5, 70—76; Centinel (Samuel 

Constitution, 349, 1418-19, 1641; asa Bryan), 6, 242, 456n, 481n—82n, 489, 

natural right, 376, 772, 819; govern- 491n, 502, 503n, 638, 639n; Centinel 

ment must protect, 377, 510, 539, 876, (Spurious No. XV) (Benjamin Rush?), 6, 

1194; owners of support Constitution, 1570; Cincinnatus (Arthur Lee), 129n, 

| 398, 437; debate over Constitution’s 895-96; A Citizen and Soldier, 1710; A 

| lack of provision concerning inheritance Citizen of America (Noah Webster), 5, 

of, 404; ex post facto laws as danger to, 137, 138n, 1740n; A Citizen of New- 

493; Constitution protects, 510-1 1, York (John Jay), 633, 803, 804n; A Cit- 

514, 973, 1123; endangered if Consti- izen of North Carolina (James Iredell), 

tution is rejected, 567, 841, 890-91; 1710; Civis (David Ramsay), 633; Civis 

proposed amendments securing, 773, Rusticus, 4, 42n, 331-40, 368n; Dares, 

820, 1551; may not be taken for public 401n, 402n; Decius (John Nicholas, Jr.), . 

uses, 828n; representation based upon 1562n, 1758n; A Delegate Who Has 

violates equality of liberty among peo- Catched Cold, 1570, 1640-43, 1681— 

ple, 840; not a qualification for federal 84; Denatus, 1599-1607; Dion, 401n-— 

officeholding, 893; Constitution endan- 2n; An Elector (Otho Holland Williams), 

gers, 1042, 1169, 1222, 1477, 1489, 633; Fabius (John Dickinson), 633; A 

1526; may be used to weight voting for Farmer, 92n—93n; A Farmer in Penn- 

House of Representatives, 1071-72; sylvania (John Dickinson), 606n; Federal —
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_. Farmer, 814, 817, 826n—27n; A Federal The State Soldier (George Nicholas?), 4, 
: Republican, 457-59, 480, 638-39; A 42n, 60n, 303-8, 345-53, 375n, 397n, 

a Federalist, 518-19, 1615n; Female Fed- 483-91, 506, 509-15, 633, 647-52, . | 
eralism, 1710; A Free-born American 1585n; Tamony, 5, 111n, 286-88; Tim- a 
(Tench Coxe), 5; A Freeholder, 633, othy Tranquil, 166n; A True Friend, — 
719-30, 753-54, 1638-39: A Free- 132n, 159-64, 216-21; Turgot, 477n— 
holder of Warwick, 615-17: A Freeman —-78n;_ Unitas, 1780; Valerius, 4, 60n, ; 
(Tench Coxe), 88n; A Gentleman in the | 313-20, 368n; 490n, 505-6, 750; A Vir- | 
Country, 518n; Harrington (Benjamin _— ginia Planter, 470; A Virginian, 367— 
Rush), xxxix; Honestus, 1710; An Im- 68n, 459n, 480-82, 482-83, 633, 638— 
partial Citizen, 60n, 293-99, 428-33, 39; W.A.R., 1710, 1728-29; A Well- : 
492-503; The Impartial Examiner, 387— = ~— Wisher to Good Government, 1644-45; 
94, 420-24, 459-66, 634, 885-89, A Yankee, 6; “Z,”’ 254n. See also Broad- | 
1576-79, 1609-12, 1645-48; Impar- sides, pamphlets, and books ves 

. tiality, 614; Independent, 1655-56; An  Pusiic Crepit: improves for Va. upon | 
Independent Freeholder (Alexander payment of debts, 176; under Confed-. - 

| White), 4, 42n, 60n, 310-13, 325-29, ___ eration, 255, 396, 656, 725, 729, 735n, 
407n-8n; Junius (Philip Francis), 39n;  —- 934, 944, 1008, 1020, 1166-67, 1205; 
Junius-Brutus, 1758n; ‘“K’’ (Benjamin crucial to support Union, 305; depends 
Franklin), 633; A Landholder (Oliver on more than payment of debts, 305; 

. Ellsworth), 5, 42n, 229-31; A Lover of does not depend upon Constitution, : 
Truth, 70n; Manco, 520n, 634, 700: 418; Constitution will support, 499, 
Many (Arthur Campbell), 475n, 1638- 652, 692, 729, 734-35, 753-54, 982, — | 
40; Marcus (James Iredell), 5, 42n, 397; =: 984; endangered by paper money. and | 

_. Mentor, 518n, 699-701; A Native of tender laws, 566, 676—77; effect of Va. | 
Virginia, 42n, 60n, 633, 655-98; A ratification upon, 637-38; criticism of 
New-Light, 1607-9; Nov. Anglus, 235— Va. policies toward public creditors, | 

| 37, 340-41; An Officer of the Late Con- 727-28; effect upon if Constitution is / 
| tinental Army, 6, 303n, 308, 489, 491n; rejected, 734, 890-91, 1020; Constitu- 

An Old Man (William Petriken), 5; An tion will restore, 759, 1641, 1652n, ae 
Old Planter, 394-97; One of the People, 1719, 1760; will be harmed if Va. does 
519-20; One of the People called Quak- not ratify Constitution, 890-91; Article 

- ers in the State of Virginia, 482-83; VI of Constitution guarantees existing | | 
“PLP.” 394n, 466, 1648; “P.R.,” 1710, debts, 935; depends on power to tax, — 
1753-54; A Pennsylvanian (Tench 1021; how to establish, 1186; denial that 

: Coxe), 1596-97, 1597, 1597n; Pere- Constitution will restore, 1215 oe 
grine, 509n, 633, 639-41; Peter Preju- Pusiic’ Dest. See Debt, U.S.; Debts, state oe 
dice (John Mifflin), 1710; Philadelphien- Pusiic INTEREST: opposed to private in- — 

. sis (Benjamin Workman), 6; terests, 379~80 _ oe 
- Philanthropos (Tench Coxe), 5, 42n, | Pustic MEETINGS IN: Alexandria, 23; 

88n, 208-11, 368n, 395, 843n; A Plain Berkeley County, 22; Fairfax County, . | 
Dealer (Spencer Roane), 5, 363-67, 23-24; Frederick County, 91-93; Fred- . 
368n, 381, 437, 592, 601; A Planter, — ericksburg, 85-86; Henrico County, 93; . 

_ 353n, 730n; A Plebeian (Melancton Pennsylvania, 453n; Petersburg, 96-97; 
Smith), 804n; A Ploughman, 507-9, | Pittsburgh, 5; Prince Edward County, 
639-41; Publius (Alexander Hamilton, 16; Virginia, 3, 149; Williamsburg, 39- | 
James Madison, and John Jay), 148, 194, - 40; Winchester, 401n mos a 
224, 280, 302, 598, 601, 633, 652-55, PusBLic OPINION ON CONSTITUTION, 135, : 
704, 737, 738n, 760, 764, 764n-65n,  —- 358; diminishing of initial support, 131, _ 
1639; Republican, 1710, 1754-56; A 133, 183; in: U.S., 131-32, 149, 151, 

_ Republican (two items), 15n, 478n; Re- 282, 285, 503, 967; swayed by great | 
| publicus, 375-81, 446-52; Senex, 505-— men, 290; attempts to manipulate, 399; oe 

7; Solon, Jr., 1710; A Son of Liberty, 6; support for demonstrated by state rati- 
| _ A Spectator of the Meeting, 1560-61; fications, 503; denial that there is public
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discontent with government under Con- 516, 521, 701-2, 817, 1088n, 1478, . 

federation, 1038-39; supports federal 1655-56, 1775-76; in backcountry, 

vs. state power, 1111; public did not 824; by Baptists, 604n; in Kentucky, 

support calling of Constitutional Con- 706; in Orange, 599; in Rockbridge, 

vention, 1165; sought only impost and 144—45; in Southside, 360, 477, 522 

regulation of trade before Constitu- Pusiic TrIa.s. See Speedy and public trials 

| tional Convention, 1167 PULLIAM, THomMaS (Louisa), 1441, 1443 

—by state or section: Del., 150; Ga., 107, | PUNISHMENT, CRUEL AND UNUSUAL, 1394; 

291; Md., 146, 150; Mass., 478, 572, danger of under Constitution, 45, 462, | 

| 993, 1006n; Middle States, 175, 227; 1330-31, 1347, 1384, 1552; proposed 

N.H., 196, 198; N.Y., 282, 466, 629; amendments to prohibit, 65, 773, 820, 

| N.C., 360-61, 817, 829, 843; Northern 1552; no danger of under Constitution, | 

States, 147, 175, 227; Pa., 467, 824; 431, 1333-34, 1351; rejected by Mon- 

: S.C., 291; Southern States, 227 7 tesquieu, Locke, Sidney, and Harring- 

. PuBLIC OPINION ON CONSTITUTION IN VIR- ton, 1193; debate over whether militia — . 

omnia, 585, 733, 1778-93; Mason’s ob- may impose, 1300-1301, 1303, 1304, 

| : jections calculated to alarm, 41n; dimin-  —- 1306, 1312, 1314; provision for in Va. 

| | ishing of initial support, 137, 384, 599; Declaration of Rights, 1334 

| was unfavorable, but now improving, | | 

302, 321-22, 397; general population of ~— Quaxers, 367, 367n—68n, 482, 482-83 
| will be affected by legislature’s Antifed- Quarrier, ALEXANDER (Henrico): id., 

a eralism, 384; increasing support for, 1593n | 

598, 606-7, 607-8, 735, 993-94; Wash- _Jetter from, 1593 

ington has large influence on, 635-36; QuaRTERING OF Troops, 821, 1553 

| four-fifths of Virginians want previous Quygsnay DE BEAUREPAIRE, ALEXANDRE 
amendments, 1050; lack of understand- Maris (Henrico), 910n 

ing due to misrepresentations, 1101-2;. 
majority supports amendments, 1507 

. _uncertain, iy. 48, 49n, 279, 292, 293n, RAMILLTES BaTTLe oF, 1058-59, 1089n 
ae msAy, Davip (S.C.), 633, 1710 oo 

324n, 345, 358, 398, 456; apathetic in RA Brvertey (Cumberland): id 

Botetourt, 383, 573 Y 1 Dn we ee 

_divided, 16, 127, 130, 132, 150, 173,  11n~12n5 1743; position of on Const 
oc , ’ , eo tion, 35, 309, 582; defeated as Con- 

290, 323, 354, 436, 522, 601, 745; in ee oe ay 
Albemarle, 565; in Kentucky, 712, 735; vention candidate, 62, 579 | 
. . ss —letters from, 579; cited, 1763n 
in Middlesex, 787; in Orange, 603 | — 

_favorable, 19n-20n, 22, 39n, 49n, 80, —letters to, 11-12; quoted, 260n; cited, 

86, 88, 90, 106, 108, 110, 123, 140, , 19m, 1995n 
146, 149, 154, 155, 167, 168, 169,175, | RaNpotrH County, 908, 1650 
205, 294, 296, 997-28, 934, 284, 285, RANDOLPH, DaAvip MEADE, 1561-62, 

313n, 321-22, 343, 478, 504n, 829, | 1502n | | 
885, 993-94, 1003; for calling ratifying / RANDOLPH, Epmunp (Henrico-Y): id., 528— 
convention, 49, 50; in Alexandria and 29; XXIV, XXXI, 1088n, 1770; appointed 

Fairfax County, 23-25; in backcountry, commissioner to Mount Vernon Con- | 

712; in Berkeley, 572; in Kentucky, 156; ference, xxxiii; and Annapolis Conven- 
| in Northern Neck, 522, 583; in Orange, tion, xxxiv, 538-39, 539, 842n; and 

598; in Powhatan, 606-7; in Prince Ed- Constitutional Convention, xxxv, Xxxvi, 

ward, 607-8; in Richmond, 598; in xxxvii, 10n-11, 40n, 78n, 98, 105-6, 

Staunton, 144; in western Va., 172, 208; 108n, 253, 254n, 258, 260n, 274n, 

in Williamsburg, 623-26; in York 275n, 542, 1509n; persuades Washing- 

County, 623-26 ton to attend Constitutional Conven- 

. —opposition to, 33, 34, 48, 56, 57, 150, tion, xxxvi; as non-signer of Constitu- . 

167, 171, 193, 205, 223-24, 239-40, tion, xxxviii, 4, 10n, 11, 13, 14n, 19n- 

975, 289, 283, 283-84, 362, 424, 453n, 20n, 20, 40n, 47, 50, 55, 57, 80, 83, 

| 466n, 467, 467n, 491-92, 503, 515, 87-88, 94, 105-6, 109, 115, 132, 133, |
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~ 135n, 194, 202, 241, 260n, 270, 301, 730-32, 790-91; quoted, 59n, 182, 
343, 437, 695-96, 753n, 1057-58, _ 364, 366n—67n, 653n, 789,811; cited, 
1082, 1162, 1537, 1582, 1663, 1704, XXXV, XXxvi, 59n, 142n, 226, 260n, 
1770-71, 1778, 1779n; favors a second 283n, 297, 298, 436, 455n, 564n, 641-— | 
constitutional convention, xxxix, 258, 42, 707n, 741, 790n, 792-93n, 797n— | 

| 260n, 289, 1762n; said to fear Patrick §--98n, 842n, 1563 
Henry, 13; returns to Va. from Consti- —letter to (from R.H. Lee), 59n—67, 695, 
tutional Convention, 19, 26n; opposes 697n, 698n, 713-19, 749-53, 798-803. 
Constitution, 34, 90, 121, 165, 226, See also Lee, Richard Henry 
282, 343, 592, 702; favors amendments —objections to Constitution (10 Oct. let- 
to Constitution, 35, 80, 227, 260n, 590, _ ter), 51, 344, 695, 697n, 750-51, 757, 
758, 895, 1137n; influence of, 57, 290, 782, 933, 1036, 1371n, 1582, 1653, | 
456, 757; criticism of, 83, 344, 368, 1704; circulation of, 4, 261n, 276n, 285, 
737; position on Constitution unclear, 289, 292, 521; Va. reaction to, 4—5; text 
88, 109, 260n, 261n, 711, 735, 737, of, 260-75; praise of, 261n, 309, 583; 
767; will support Constitution, 94, 123, criticism of, 261n, 363-67, 372, 428, 

| 737, 744, 758, 797, 816, 895; supports 489, 689, 694; promotes support for 
plural executive, 98, 108n, 253; receives Constitution, 285; will aid ratification, 
The Federalist, 181, 182n, 653n, 654n; 322, 385n; impact of uncertain, 323; : 
praise of, 400; apprehensive of violent analysis of, 325; inconsistent with other 
opposition to Constitution, 515; speaks —  Antifederalists, 395, 444, 590, 843n; an- 
of compromise on Constitution, 703, swered, 656n, 665-66, 681, 682: read 
708; supports Indiana Company land in Convention, 1082, 1082-83, 1085 
claims, 732n; sends copy of Constitution —in Convention, 908, 909; elected to, 
to Monroe, 844; as state attorney gen- 363n, 436-37, 475, 561, 579, 592-93, 
eral, 943n, 1060; elected to House of 601, 622, 736, 738, 757, 1083; election | 
Delegates, 1004n; unpopularity of, letter to Henrico voters read, 593, 1083; 
1659, 1778; as possible author of “Re- supports Constitution, 629, 898, 1573, 
publican,” 1754n | 1574, 1581, 1582, 1584n, 1587, 1588, 

~ —as governor, 1227n; transmits Constitu- 1592, 1594, 1596-97, 1597, 1598, 
. tion to House of Delegates, 57n—58n, 1612, 1614, 1615, 1616, 1618, 1629, 

_ 58; distributes resolutions calling con- 1631, 1635, 1635-36, 1648, 1649, 
vention to other states, 1llIn, 119; 1651, 1653, 1663, 1666-67, 1671, 
elected, 122, 134, 260n, 366n; forwards 1672, 1677, 1679, 1684, 1688, 1690, 
act paying convention delegates to other 1700, 1701-2, 1704, 1707, 1781, 1786, 
states, 185n, 191-92, 193; fails to trans- 1788, 1791; described as Antifederalist 
mit to legislature Gov. Clinton’s letter, delegate to, 630n, 736, 737, 738; on 

| 788-93; calls legislature to revise district committee to prepare Form of Ratifi- | 
| court act, 797, 797n—98n; resigns, 971, cation, 900, 1513, 1541, 1542; and Jo- 

1004n, 1690, 1691n; attempt to repri- siah Philips case, 1004n, 1227n; criti- 
mand, 1562-63. cism of, 1057-58, 1162, 1365, 1618, 

—letters from, 11-12, 25-26, 58, 119, 1691, 1696, 1707; objections of (10 
| 132-35, 192, 229, 260-75, 275-76, Oct. letter) read, 1082, 1082-83, 1085; 

284, 436-37, 538, 592, 598, 741-42, verbal altercation with Patrick Henry in, 
792, 1759; quoted, xxvii, xxxv, 172n— —S- 1082, 1087n; committee to draft 

| 73n, 185n, 260n, 274n, 363n, 1666-67; amendments, 1541; payment for, 1567; 
cited, xxxiv, 10n, 12n, 16, 19n, 20, 21, influence of, 1587; praised for service 
25, 26n, 57n—58n, 59n, 61, 111n, 166, in, 1677, 1738 
260n, 276n, 285, 289, 366n-67n, 730, —speeches in Convention, 593, 913, 931-— 
789, 790, 790n, 792-93, 1563, 1670, 36, 968, 971-89, 1016-28, 1045, 1047, 
1671n, 1685, 1754n, 1789; extracts 1081-87, 1092-1103, 1253-55, 1261, 
from letters of published, 1570-71 1288-89, 1328, 1347-54, 1359-60, 

—letters to, 166-67, 194-95, 261-62, 1363, 1366-67, 1385, 1439, 1450-56, | 
| 285-86, 288-91, 397-98, 602, 693-94, 1481-88, 1537, 1597-98, 1598, 1612,
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1614, 1615; reported accurately, 905; ple have ratified, 838; R.I. referendum, | 

references to, 989, 1016, 1034, 1081,. 843n; state conventions represent SOV- 

1119, 1134, 1209, 1213, 1501; re- ereignty of people, 847; Constitution 

sponses to, 1036-37, 1039-40, 1041- submitted directly to people for adop- 

42, 1045, 1051-72, 1082, 1110, 1159- tion, 950; number of states ratifying as 

63, 1167, 1172, 1317-18, 1361, 1387- consideration in decision to ratify, 951, 

88, 1488, 1490, 1497, 1504-5; de- 973, 994, 1081; Va. can remain part of 

scribed, 1004n, 1581, 1581n, 1583, Union even if it does not ratify, 966— 

1587, 1615n, 1635-36, 1636n, 1659, 67; people are ratifying as thirteen sov- 

1680; eloquence of, 1702 | ereignties, 995-96; Jefferson proposal 

RANDOLPH, ELIZABETH (Mrs. Edmund) for ratification by nine states, 1052, 

(Henrico), 11, 25 | 1088n, 1096-97; ratification by states as 

, RANDOLPH, JOHN (Chesterfield): id., proof that Constitution does not create 

. 1720n; 35n | consolidated government, 1075-76; 

| -—letter to, 1720 a number of states having ratified should 

RANDOLPH, THEODORICK BLAND (Chester- be considered, 1354; proposed pream- 

field): id., 1720n ble to Va. Form of Ratification, 1455- 

—letter to, 1720 56; resolutions of ratification proposed 

RATIFICATION, Form OF. See Virginia Con- by Wythe in Va. Convention, 1474, 

. vention and Form of Ratification 1475, 1506-7; and impact on ratifica- 

RATIFICATION, PROCEDURE FOR: established tion if only eight states ratify, 1590-91 

by Constitutional Convention, 10n—11, | —and amendments to Constitution: desire | 

20, 293, 622, 935-36, 990-91, 999, for before ratification, 25, 113, 146, 

1737; Congress transmits Constitution 971~—72, 272-73, 308-9, 324,491,515, 

to states, 20-21, 21, 27, 29, 107, 843n; 965-66, 967; state conventions should 

by state legislatures or conventions, 27; be allowed to propose, 40n, 133; com- 

, Constitution should not be ratified pre- munications among state conventions 

cipitately, 29, 38, 123, 917, 220, 387- necessary for, 86; argument that Con- 

94, 472, 875, 954-55, 966-67, 1040; stitution must be accepted or rejected in 

limited-term ratification favored, 32, toto, 140, 296, 444, 619, 731, 745, 

919-20, 473, 785-86, 880, 881; violates 1520; cannot be made until after adop- 

Articles of Confederation, 107, 259, tion, 175, 258, 353; denial that Consti- 

_ 7 929; doubts on combining with revision tution must be adopted or rejected in 

of state constitution, 135-36; need for toto, 287, 932, 1525; previous amend- 

speed to avert anarchy, 140; argument ments should not be demanded after 

that Constitution must be accepted or nine states ratify, 309; support for Mass. 

rejected in toto, 140, 296, 444, 619, procedure of recommending, 504; 

| 731, 745, 1520; debate over conse- should be proposed after nine states rat- 

quences of ratification by. nine states, ify, 892-93, 1499-1501; Jefferson pro- 

149, 150, 153, 256, 612, 740, 835, posal for ratification by nine states. to . 

. 1036-37, 1039-40, 1042, 1084, 1590- assure adoption of, 1052, 1088n, 1096- 

91, 1780-81; debate over effect of late 97; proposed by Patrick Henry in Con- 

date for Va. Convention, 150; denial vention, 1479, 1508n, 1509n 

that minority of states will be able to See also Amendments to Constitution; Con- 

dictate a constitution to the Union, 277; vention, second constitutional; Conven- 

denial that Constitution must be tions, state; Entries for individual states, 

adopted or rejected in toto, 287, 932, call of convention by 

1525; praised, 296, 328; importance of RATIFICATION, PRosPECTs FOR, 385n 

Va. to, 600; ratification by other states —in U.S.: favorable, 34, 83, 126, 127, 205, 

as reason for Va. to ratify, 747; proposal 943n, 613, 638n, 829; doubtful, 131], 

that Constitution go into effect in all 453n; harm done by N.H. Convention 

states after ratification by states having adjournment, 698, 703, 706; uncertain, 

two-thirds of citizens, 772, 779; conven- 733 

tions representing majority of free peo- | —in Northern States: favorable, 148, 169
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—in Southern States: favorable, 150, 283; 1594, 1594-95, 1595, 1597n, 1598, . 
uncertain, 291 oe 1599n, 1612, 1613, 1614, 1615, 1616, 7 

—in Connecticut: favorable, 290 . 1631, 1634, 1635, 1637, 1648, 1649, 
| —in Georgia: favorable, 240, 291, 1776, 1650, 1651, 1664, 1666, 1666-67, 

- 1777n; uncertain, 291 1669, 1670-71, 1672, 1679, 1680, 
—in Maryland, 385n, 1782; favorable, 147, 1680n, 1684, 1685, 1686, 1686n, 

258-59, 436, 603, 703, 755, 762, 764n, 1687-88, 1695, 1696, 1696-97, 1697, | 
766, 895; uncertain, 239, 240; unfavor- 1707, 1778, 1781, 1782, 1783, 1784, 

able, 256 os 1785, 1786, 1787, 1788, 1789n, 1789, 
—in Massachusetts, 357n, 360, 368n, 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793; fear that leg- 

385n; favorable, 238, 322; uncertain, — islature of will oppose, 83; uncertain, 
290, 330, 357n, 360; doubtful, 1781 88, 94, 109, 131, 133, 150, 198, 239, 

—in New Hampshire, 385n, 436, 1570, 240, 428n, 521-22, 585, 601, 603, 710, 
: 1634, 1678; favorable, 82, 322, 479, | 755, 779, 816, 817, 894, 895, 1581, 

| 754-55, 795, 1123, 1210, 1574n, 1585, 1590, 1592, 1613, 1617, 1618, 1619, © | 
1586, 1634, 1789, 1792; uncertain, 585, 1622, 1622n, 1623, 1630, 1630n, 1633, | 

- . 698, 833 | 1635n, 1636, 1637, 1637-38, 1651, | 
—in New York, 385n, 436, 632, 711n, 1655-56, 1656, 1657, 1658, 1661, | 

1570, 1717n, 1790; unfavorable, 13, 1665, 1670, 1671n, 1672, 1672n, : 
| 131, 205, 256, 309, 1056, 1089n, 1480, 1677-78, 1687, 1700, 1780, 1781, — : 

1587, 1596, 1598, 1678-79; uncertain, 1783, 1784, 1785, 1786, 1786-87, | 
239, 330, 522, 585, 629, 755, 794, 833, «11787, 1788, 1789, 1790, 1792; doubt- | - 
1056, 1078; will ratify if Va. ratifies, ful, 94,.131, 256, 276, 382, 479, 529, : | 
1784, 1788 . 795n; unfavorable, 94, 143-44, 155, 

—in North Carolina, 385n, 632, 1717n; fa- 196, 205, 225, 241, 331, 467, 479, 706, | 
vorable, 107, 126, 226, 1594n; uncer- 710, 735-36, 738, 764, 779, 1779n, | 
tain, 239, 240, 585, 833, 1078: unfa- 1779, 1785; influence of other states on, 
vorable, 309, 1056, 1078, 1480; will be 198, 601, 635, 636, 755; favorable if : | 

-. influenced by Va., 710, 755, 784, 833, nine states ratify, 249, 284, 368, 384, 
881, 1595, 1634n, 1776, 1781, 1783, 436, 491, 706, 755; doubtful if nine | 
1784, 1785n, 1789; will be influenced states do not ratify, 284, 360, 368, 453 
by possible adjournment of Md. Con- Reap, Tuomas (Charlotte-N) - 7 
vention, 763 —in Convention, 907; described as uncer- | 

—in Pennsylvania, 131; favorable in, 13 tain, 630n; votes in, 630n,:762n, 1538, | 7 
—in Rhode Island, 632, 711n, 1717n; un- 1541, 1557; described as Federalist, 

certain, 239; unfavorable, 256, 309, 761; payment for, 1567 | , 
453, 453n, 455, 523, 935; improved, RECALL: under Articles of Confederation, 

| 706 | | | 267, 1247, 1299n; debate over Consti- 
—in South Carolina, 385n, 479, 632, 635, . tution’s lack of provision for, 458, 1247, 

711n, 1570; favorable, 107, 240, 703, 1247-48, 1252, 1292, 16294 | : 
706, 755, 766, 795, 833, 838, 895, Recerts AND EXPENDITURES: debate over 
1634n, 1776, 1781, 1782, 1789n; un- _ provision for publication of, 965, 1344— 
favorable, 795n 45, 1346, 1347) | | 

| —in Virginia, 601; favorable, 47, 86, 92, REED, Jacos, Jr. (N.Y.): id., 828n; 813, 
120-21, 152, 165, 169, 172; 279, 282, 818 | . 7 
291n, 292, 293n, 309, 321, 322, 331n, Rep, James RANDOLPH (Pa.): id., 361n; | 
345, 358, 427, 428n, 455, 456, 457, 361, 712 2 . | 
478, 504n, 515, 522n, 588, 603, 613, RELIGION, 608n, 729, 874, 931; debate 
627-31, 636-37, 637, 638n, 698, 735, over God’s role in writing and ratifying 
737, 740, 742, 742-43, 743, 744, 756, Constitution, 22, 145, 177, 178-—79, 
760, 761-62, 762, 764, 766, 769, 780, _ 245, 1600; as a constraint upon human 

| 781, 788n, 797n, 803-4, 1574, 1575, — nature, 104: debate over Constitution’s | 
1582, 1584, 1584-85, 1585, 1586, prohibition of a religious test for office- . 

| 1588, 1588-89, 1589, 1589n, 1590, _ holding, 125, 145, 426, 437, 731, 741, |
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1100-1101, 1523, 1531-32, 1774; Con- 214, 294, 750; and taxation, 248, 250, 

stitution is deistic in principle, 145; cler- 305, 335, 470-71, 640, 937-38, 940, | 

gymen criticized for role in ratification 948-49, 1000, 1006n, 1013, 1021-22, 

debate, 208; Constitution equated with 1121-22, 1147-48, 1158-59; inequality 

Christianity, 244, 247; infallibility of of under Articles of Confederation, 306, 

Pope, 315; toleration in France, 342- 516; of Va. in Congress, 329n; equality 

43; prayer that America not lose liberty, of as basis of free government, 377-78; | 

| 465-66; curse of heaven, 470; Presby- of R.I. in the Confederation Congress, 7 

terian Synod, 473; Antifederalists cam- 396, 397, 516; denial that aristocracy 

| paign in churches, 756; proposed will control Congress, 439; of people as 

| amendments to require religious test for protection for liberty, 518-19; and slav- 

officeholding, 771, 779; appeals to ery, 774, 839-40, 840-41, 843n; inhab- 

friends of to support Constitution, 838; —_—itants of federal capital will not have, | 

a source of division in Swiss Confeder- 782; should be based on population not 
acy, 1106; established Presbyterian property, 840-41; permits republican 
Church in Scotland retained in Act of form of government over vast territory, 

Union, 1173n; as a divisive force in hu- 856, 988, 1096, 1123-24; larger elec- 

man relations, 1213; Mass. blue laws, torate increases merit of those elected, 

| 1468; has an important role in govern- 922, 923; importance of for protection 

ment, 1602-3; U.S. must promote mo- _ of civil liberties, 1012-14, 1079, 1096; —_ 

| rality, 1603-4. See also Baptists; Biblical in Albany Plan of Union, 1048n; being 

references; Clergy; God; Quakers; Pres- . unknown in ancient times leads to fail- 

| byterians ure of confederacies, 1105; principle of, , 

RELIGION, FREEDOM OF: debate over Con- 1124, 1305; of Southern States inade- 

stitution’s failure to protect, 62, 65, quate, 1172; and apportionment in S.C. 

950, 311, 354, 404, 419, 424, 426, _—— legislature, 1297n; in Va. legislature 

| : 426n, 715, 802, 859, 951, 994, 1084, praised, 1312, 1328, 1329, 1345, 1532; 

_ 1100, 1210, 1213, 1223-24, 1347, resolution to guarantee to any district in 

1352, 1456, 1523, 1531-32, 1693; Va. which Confederation Congress had ex- 

Act for Religious Freedom, 143n, clusive jurisdiction, 1337n; argument 

| 1544n; conscientious objectors will not that geographic sections are represented ~ 

be protected under new government, equitably under Constitution, 1532; 
367; argument that established church should be based upon size of territory 

is contemplated under Constitution, and number of interest groups, 1576- 

608; no danger of religious establish- 78 
| ment under Constitution, 725-26; free- —in House of Representatives: praise of, 

dom of guaranteed by Va. resolutions of 31, 179, 294, 318, 395, 397, 439, 447, 

ratification, 899, 1474, 1483, 1513, 516, 645-46, 694, 808-9, 840-41, 

1538, 1542, 1546; is protected under 843n, 918, 921-23, 948-49, 1000- 

state governments, 1106; states enjoy ut- 1001, 1003, 1012-14, 1025-26, 1121- 

most amount of, 1223-24; multiplicity 922, 1147-48, 1532; criticism of, 131, | 

of sects is best guarantee of, 1223-24 913, 410-11, 458-59, 470-71, 774, 

_ —proposed amendments concerning: to 937-39, 950-51, 953-54, 967-68, 

guarantee free exercise of, 772, 821; to 1046, 1055, 1064, 1154-56, 1158, 

prohibit establishment of, 772, 821; to 1170-72, 1218-19, 1284, 1289-90, 

_ permit affirmation rather than oath, 1309, 1312, 1328, 1345, 1576-78; of | 

820; on conscientious objectors, 821, R.I., 397, 447, 517n, 750; of Mass. and 

1553; guaranteeing, 1553 Pa., 517n; of Va., 517n, 948-49, 967- 

. See also Bill of rights | 68, 1055, 1064, 1122, 1147-48, 1158, . 

REPRESENTATION, 306, 1012-14; debate 1198 

over in Constitutional Convention, 98; —proposed amendments on: excluding 

debate over nature of, 101; opposition slaves, 774; providing ratio not less than 

to equality of in Senate, 151, 447, 1267, 1:20,000 in House of Representatives, 

| 1269; defense of equality of in Senate, 774; criticism of Mass. amendments,
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786, 881; providing ratio of 1:30,000 in over The Netherlands as model of, 
House of Representatives, 821, 1547n, 1043-44, 1058-59, 1083-84, 1160; 
1548, 1553 Federalists support, 1073; bill of rights 

See also Census; House of Representatives, dangerous in, 1085; republics subject to 
U.S.; Population; Senate, U.S.; Taxation; war among themselves, 1094, 1125, 
Three-fifths clause 1132; has been destroyed by faction, — 

REPRIEVES. See Pardons and reprieves 1125; denial that periodic insurrections | 
“REPUBLICAN” (Edmund Randolph?), 1710; serve any good purpose, 1128; more op- | 

text of, 1754-56 | pressive than monarchies, 1171; as nurs- 
**A REPUBLICAN,” 15n ery of science, 1193; must have free and 
REPUBLICAN FORM OF GOVERNMENT, 1083-— _—— frequent elections in, 1196; history of, 

84; need for balanced government un- 1283; common law contrary to, 1353; 
der, 13, 98; Southern States lean importance of abiding by private con- 
towards, 21; Constitution endangers, tracts, 1360; debate over whether Pres- — 
31-32, 425, 886, 930, 959, 1169, 1284, ident is danger to, 1365-66, 1374, 
1490-91; inevitable in America, 46; peo- 1610; difficulty of establishing executive 
ple are source of power in, 46, 378; in, 1366; in Sweden, 1373; depends on 
Constitution preserves, 47, 164, 947, virtue and vigilance of people, 1417; 

_ 1737, 1772; dangers to, 71, 102; cannot danger of factions in, 1470; support for 
exist Over a vast territory, 73, 937, 939- confederation based on republican prin- 
40, 1059, 1061, 1110, 1491; debate ciples, 1490; characterized by spirit of 

| over Constitution’s guarantee of to reciprocity between legislature and peo- 
states, 75, 128, 306, 393, 425, 688, 692, ple, 1577; amendments to Constitution 
723, 726, 754, 1219, 1305, 1305-6, will preserve, 1702, 1766; Articles of 
1311-12, 1314, 1446, 1601, unjust Confederation as, 1736. See also Gov- 
state laws endanger, 102; attributes of, ernment, debate over nature of; Rota- . 
102-5, 918, 947, 987, 1196, 1284, tion in office 
1417; can exist over a vast territory, | REPUBLICANISM: regular government pro- 
103, 104-5, 349, 438, 987-88, 1010- — tects, 1194 
11, 1096, 1123-24, 1136-37, Europe- ‘‘Repusiicus’” (William Ward?), 375-81, 
ans have little knowledge of, 109; slave 446-52 | 
trade is inconsistent with, 233; praise of, | REQUISITIONS: debate over use of coercion 
325, 476, 894-95, 1041, 1068, 1283: to collect, 266, 489, 490n—91n, 499; ar- | 
presupposes good qualities in human na- gument that it is not an effective system 
ture, 343; advantages of, 406; no need for raising revenue, 266, 491n, 640, 
for bicameralism in, 411; importance of 948, 984, 997, 1009, 1011, 1016-21, . 
regulating elections in, 440-41; popular 1028-35, 1087, 1095, 1118, 1120-21, | 
equality under, 465; reeligibility of Pres- 1128, 1133, 1144-47, 1153-54, 1176, 
ident not consistent with, 476-77; gen- 1362, 1647, 1760; as legislative power, 
try cannot support, 582; opposition to _ 862; system of creates danger of civil 
Constitution based on misapplication of war, 948, 1009, 1020, 1022, 1076, 

| principles of, 719-20, 729-24; repub- 1121, 1133, 1145-46, 1169, 1176; Sys- 
lican principles as basis of American tem of a danger to civil liberties, 1019; 
Revolution, 814, 815; dependent on should be limited to paying foreign debt, 
federalism, 858; right of suffrage basic 1168 

, to, 918; a small minority should not —under Confederation, 264, 849, 1255; 
thwart will of people, 956, 1482; prin- Va.’s record of paying, 89, 90n, 168, 
ciples of violated in Josiah Phillips case, 195, 283n, 981, 1061, 1198; failure of 
972; not possible in separate confeder- states to pay, 89, 162, 201, 238, 255, 
acies, 983; despotism in caused by 263, 264, 372, 405, 438-39, 498-99, 
oppression of minorities, 990; coercive 640, 656, 727-28, 860, 934, 935, 937, 
power not consistent with republican 938, 946, 984, 1001, 1011, 1016, 1017-— 
spirit, 1009; debate over Switzerland as . 18, 1021, 1028-29, 1034, 1087, 1101, 
model of, 1040-41, 1083-84; debate 1120, 1153, 1167, 1173n, 1190; pro-
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| posed amendment to give Congress Rex v. Beare (1698), 38, 39n 

coercive power to collect, 489, 490n— REx v. WoopFALt (1770), 38, 39n 

91n, 1009, 1017, 1034, 1047, 1047n, RuHope IsLanp, 1093, 1788; rejects Impost 

1119, 1133; amounts paid by states, of 1781, xxxi—xxxii, xxxii, 408n, 942n- 

650, 652n, 876n, 1035, 1089n; as sym- 43n; not represented in Congress, 27; 

bol of futility of Confederation, 986; no emigration from to West, 159n; knavery 

way to compel payment of, 1135; as of, 164n, 1078; has not called state con- - 

means of financing American Revolu- vention, 226, 789, 843n, 1078; does not. 

tion, 1173n ratify population amendment to Articles 

—under Constitution: should be used un- of Confederation, 274n, 876n; unrepre- 

der, 73-74, 421, 612, 822, 859-60, sented in Constitutional Convention, 

938, 940, 962, 1045, 1063-64, 1069, 275n, 1008, 1523; representation in 

1109-10, 1156, 1186, 1187, 1188, Confederation Congress, 396, 397, 516; 

1215-16, 1548, 1553-54, 1556, 1699; representation in House of Represen- 

should not be used under, 948, 1001, ___ tatives, 397, 447, 517n, 750; hopes for 

1020, 1022, 1202-5, 1222; opposition ratification by, 479; referendum on 

to raising army by under, 1222; com- Constitution, 632, 707n, 710, 710n, 

pared with tax system under, 1361; pro- 838, 883; payment of its requisitions, 

| posed amendment to provide for, 1548, | 652n; influence of Va. upon, 784, 881; : 

1553-54, 1556 | opposition to federal measures during 

See also Taxation Confederation, 935, 942n—43n; paper 

RESERVED PowERS: criticism of theory of, money system of, 935, 942n—43n, 980, 

45, 127-28, 131, 138, 150-51, 220, 985, 1005n—6n, 1024, 1427-28, 1447, | 

950, 389-91, 393-94, 879, 1041, 1046, § 1597n; ratifies grant of commercial 

1112, 1157-58, 1162, 1212, 1325-26, power to Confederation Congress, 

1328, 1328-29, 1331, 1332, 1340, 943n; ratifies Impost of 1783, 943n; 

1341, 1504; states or people retain all blocks attempts to amend Articles of 

| powers not expressly given to Congress, Confederation, 947, 991; reference to 

138, 306, 369, 660-61, 739, 767, 859, small size of, 1011; importance of Union 

899, 1080-81, 1099, 1135-36, 1348, to, 1024; sends delegates to Albany Con- 

| 1482-83, 1485, 1501-2, 1506; and pro- gress, 1048n; debate over whether it re- 

posed Mass. amendment concerning, jected Constitution, 1056, 1078, 1123; 

437, 766, 882n; people reserve few pow- only state not devoted to Union, 1104; 

- ers from state governments, 1080-81; as a carrying state, 1209; as Antifeder- 

powers reserved to people in Va. Dec- alist state surrounded by Federalists, 

laration of Rights, 1157; debate over 1211; as an inconsequential state, 1218- | 

whether states retain power over militia, 19, 1516; has no bill of rights, 1337n; 

1304-14; in proposed preamble to Va. exports produce of Mass. and Conn., 

Form of Ratification, 1455-56; pro- 1364; complies with congressional re- 

posed amendment guaranteeing to quest to repeal acts violating Treaty of 

states, 1548, 1553. See also Enumerated Peace, 1411n; border dispute with 

powers; General welfare clause; Implied -Conn., 1451, 1457n; cannot remain out | 

powers; Necessary and proper clause; of the Union, 1715 : | 

States, impact of Constitution upon —prospects for ratification in, 632, 711n, 

REVOLUTION, RicuT oF: defense of, 200, 1717n; unclear, 239; unfavorable, 256, 

308, 497-98, 661, 772-73, 819, 999, 309, 453, 453n, 455, 523, 935; im- 

1024, 1327, 1429, 1456, 1501-2, 1506, proved, 706 | 

1653, 1681; American example of See also Eastern States; New England 

feared by European monarchs, 728; States; Newspapers; Northern States 

| people can change government through Rice, Epwarp (Princess Anne), 609 

elections, 929; proposed amendment af- Ric vs. Poor: only wealthy will be rep- 

firming, 1551. See also Natural rights; resented in government under Consti- _ 

Non-resistance, doctrine of; Social com- . tution, | 157; militia under Constitution . 

pact may consist only of lower and middle
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classes, 1312-13, 1314; poor will suffer 592, 601; describes speech by Patrick | 

-- under jury system in federal capital, Henry, 1512. . 
7 1317; poor will not be able to get justice —letter from, 1713 

| in federal courts, 1404, 1408 Roane, THomas (King and Queen-N), 
RICHARDS, GEORGE (Fairfax): as printer of  630n | “ 

Virginia Journal, xliii—xliv; prints Con- —in Convention; 908; votes in, 1539, 
L : stitution, 18, 410n, 417n | 1541, 1557; payment for, 1567 : | 

RICHARDSON, SAMUEL (Fluvanna-N) ROBERTSON, ALEXANDER (Mercer-N)__. : 7 
-—in Convention, 907; votes in, 1538, —in Convention, 908: votes in, 1539, . 

| a 1541; payment for, 1567 | 1541, 1557; payment for, 1567 : | 
RicHEsON, Hour (King William-N) - ROBERTSON, CHRISTOPHER (Lunenberg-N) 
—in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, —in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, 

| 1541, 1557; payment for, 1567 _ 1541; payment for, 1567 | 
RICHMOND, 599; Union Society in debates. RospeErtTson, Davin (Dinwiddie): id., 902: 

| Constitution, 3, 170—73, 225, 292: hos- 1513; and Convention Debates, 902-6, 
_ tility in toward Randolph, 19n—20n; as 1757-58, 1758n; absent from Conven- 

site for Convention, 111n, 114,116-17,  _ tion, 905-6, 1472n, 1543n, 1669n 
118, 123, 1582; support for Constitu- ROCHAMBEAU, COMTE DE (France), 1735 - . 

— tion in, 134; town meeting in on Con- —letters to: cited, 283n, 768n | | 
stitution, 136; public opinion on Con- RockBRiIpGE County, 144, 609-10, 908 
stitution in, 136, 582, 598; The Federalist © ROCKINGHAM County, 384, 610, 908 ue 
available in, 182, 633; fire in, 284, 285n; Rout CALLS: requirement for under Con- 
celebration of Mass. ratification in, 475; —__ stitution, 1241, 1247-48; in Va. Con-_ 

oe influence of Antifederalism in, 599; un- vention, 1538-41, 1556-57 . | 
. . healthiness of, 618n, 620, 621n, 825—. Rome. See Classical antiquity; Govern- 

26, 1585; weather in, 1589, 1589n; news ments, ancient and modern 
of N.H. ratification reaches, 1674n, RONALD, WILLIAM (Powhatan-Y): id.,9ln, | 
1694; celebration to take place in, ~1510n-11n; xxvii, 186; delegate to An- 

~ 1697-98, 1698, 1700: no celebration of - napolis Convention, xxxiv, 539; said to 
‘Va. ratification in, 1697-98, 1698, oppose Constitution, 91, 359-60, 744 © 
1700, 1705, 1713, 1713n; as site for —in Convention, 908, 1541, 1651; elected oe 
federal capital, 1729; celebrates Fourth to, 606—7; votes in, 1539, 1540, 1557; a 

| of July, 1743 . | - payment for, 1567 ~ ee 
RICHMOND, CHRISTOPHER (Md.): id., 1785n | —speeches in Convention, 1506, 1507 
—letter from: cited, 521n | Rosre, Hucu (Amherst), 570 
—letter to, 1785 | | RosE, JOHN (Amherst), 228 a , 

_ RicHMonp County, 908; election of Con- Ross, Davip (Dinwiddie), xxxiv, 226, 539 © 
vention delegates, 224, 234n, 562, 739 ROTATION IN OFFICE: criticism of Consti- 

RICHMOND, JOHN (Louisa), 1442 _ tution’s lack of provision for, 127, 233, 
a Rippick, WILLIS (Nansemond-Y) 251, 458, 467n, 796n, 1292; debate | — 

—in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, over reeligibility of President, 131-32, | 
1540; payment for, 1567 — 288, 415, 476-77, 477, 767-68, 771, 

RIGHT TO REMEDY, 1552 776, 796n, 871, 1365-66, 1366-67, — 
RINKER, JACoB (Shenandoah-Y): id., 610n 1386n, 1486; support for, 378, 861, 
—in Convention, 908; elected to, 610n; 1638; debate over reeligibility of Sena- 

_ votes in, 1539, 1540, 1557; payment for, tors, 411-12, 770, 774, 1292; govern- a 
1567 | ment is free so long as representatives 

RiTTER, Captain (Norfolk Borough), 1735 are elected and rotated, 512-13; op- 
ROANE, ANNE Henry (Mrs. Spencer) (Es- position to, 782; under Articles of Con- _ 

SEX) : federation, 807, 811n; proposed amend- 
~—letter to: quoted, 1618n . ment providing for, 819; in state 
ROANE, SPENCER (Essex): id., 363n, 605n; —— constitutions, 1370n—71n- 

as “A Plain Dealer,” 363-67, 381, 437, RuFFIN, EDMUND (Prince George-N) |
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—in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, SANFORD, THOMAS (Westmoreland), 621 

| 1541, 1557; payment for, 1567 SaraToGA, N.Y.: battle of, 408n, 692 

- Rusu, BENJAMIN (Pa.), xxxix, 148n _ SARGENT, WINTHROP (Mass.), 1174n — 

| —letters to, 1668, 1697; quoted, 164n; SAUNDERS, NATHANIEL (Orange): id., 426n; 

7 cited, 898, 1661n, 1670, 1695 | | 424 — 

RUSSELL, ROBERT S. SAVANNAH, Ga., 108 

. —letter to: quoted, 324n—25n SAVARY, JEAN DE VALCOULON (France): id., 

| | RussELL, WILLIAM (Washington): id., 324n; 132n a 

60n, 617n _ —letter from, 131-32 

—letters from, 323-25, 617; quoted, SCHOEPF, JOHANN Davip (Germany), 621n 

oo 394n-25n, 573; cited, 60n, 384, 617n | SCHOONMAKER, CorneLtus C. (N.Y.) | 

RussELL, WILLIAM (Williamsburg), 40 _ —letter from: cited, 1726n 

Russia. See Governments, ancient and SCHUREMAN, JaMEs (N.J.), 1228n 

modern : SCHUYLER, Puitie (N.Y.): id., 1673n, | 

Ruston, THomas (Pa.): id., 1750n 1676n . 654. 1794.95: cited | 

| —letter to, 1750 | _-—tetters from, y —25; cited, © 

RUTHERFORD, RoBERT (Berkeley): id., 1673n 

| 572n; 121n; as Convention candidate, Scioto Company, 796n : 

944,571, 572 oe SCOTLAND. See Great Britain 

—letter from, 572 — , | SEARCHES AND SEIZURES, 773; proposed 

RUTHERFURD, JOHN (N.J.), 466n amendments to prohibit, 65, 774, 820- 

, RUTHERFURD, WALTER (N.Y.), 466n 21, 1552; Pa. law respecting, 180n; Con- 

| RUTLEDGE, Epwarp (S.C.): id., 131n stitution presents dangers of, 963, 1157, 

—letter to, 131 1331-32, 1474-75; general warrants 

RUTLEDGE, JOHN (S.C.), 131n, 695-96 prohibited in Va. Declaration of Rights, 

RUTLEDGE, JOHN, Jr. (S.C.), 896n saa consti oe taas protects 
| rom illegal, —52, 

SEBASTIAN, BENJAMIN (Fayette): id., 434n; 

eer Riven, 1244 434-35, 456n | 
S 869: criti : £ Constitution’ SECESSION: danger of, 889, 1634; Patrick 
ALARIES, - criticism of Constitution’s — ; 

7 . Henry denies advocating, 967. See also 
provision for, 43, 210, 273, 425, 770, Separate confederacies; Union 

7 icnaee ee ot nee ek Secrecy: in Constitutional Convention, — 

| | > power ° gres Qn-10n, 253n, 401n, 1067, 1769-70; 
check on President s appointung power, under Articles of Confederation, 268, 
47; opposition to paying governmental 1067, 1077, 1090n, 1224, 1235, 1241- | 

in Va., 89; defense of power of Congress 49, 1256n; need for defended, 987, 

| to set its own, 335, 667-68, 669-70, = 1194, 1295-96, 1344; enlarged House | 
1262, 1264, 1266; excessiveness of for of Representatives will endanger, 1026; 
executive officers under Constitution, criticism of power of Congress to keep 

1044, 1188; of President, 1044, 1367, its proceedings secret, 1066-67; in gov- 

1417-18; in the Netherlands, 1207; of ernment of Great Britain, 1067, 1124; 

, state legislatures have been set respon- single President able to protect, 1097- 

sibly, 1262; danger that Congress might 98; and proposed treaties, 1211-12, , 

set them too low, 1263; Antifederalists 1224, 1391, 1549, 1554; and debate 

argue inconsistently over, 1292-93; of over publication of receipts and ex- 
members of Parliament, 1297n; of penditures, 1346 : 

judges, 1417-18, 1440n, 1445, 1467; SecrionaLism: criticism of, 688. See also — | 

proposed amendments concerning, North vs. South 

1514, 1555-56, 1556. See also Expenses SrpGwick, THEODORE (Mass.): id., 1630n 

of government —letters to, 1629-30; quoted, 1589n; 

SAMPSON, WILLIAM (Goochland-N) cited, 1635n . 

—_in Convention, 907; votes in, 1539, SELF-INCRIMINATION: proposed amend- 

1541, 1557; payment for, 1567 ments concerning, 773, 1552; provision
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for in Va. Declaration of Rights, 1334. 326, 449-50, 498, 500, 664, 722-23, 
See also Bill of rights | 874, 1169-70, 1373, 1374, 1627; ap- 

SENATE, U.S.: debate over corruptibility of, pointment power of, 43, 44, 47, 66, 
247, 411, 1042, 1114, 1290; compared 273, 870, 1115, 1296, 1772, 1775n: | 
with House of Lords, 326, 441, 448, treaty-making power of, 43, 45, 76, 129, 
1169; prayer for senators, 400; no ef- | 151, 234, 273, 644-45, 681-82, 695, 

: fective check upon, 425; not represent- 720, 722, 771, 777, 801, 801-2, 806— 
ative of people, 446-47, 447; decried as 8, 809, 822, 870, 965, 1042, 1115, 
an expensive institution, 961; compared 1118, 1130, 1211, 1259, 1296, 1372- 
with House of Commons, 1169—70; sen- 73, 1380-81, 1381, 1385, 1389, 1391, 
ators will probably live permanently in 1391-92, 1393, 1486, 1488, 1492-93, 
federal capital, 1292 1496, 1536, 1549, 1554, 1639, 1660: : 

—organization of: reeligibility of, 25, 32, and money bills, 43, 76, 131, 213-15, 
327, 411-12, 448, 770, 774, 796n, 807, 305, 316-17, 326, 335, 668, 771, 775, 
1366; voting in, 37, 129, 425-26, 807; — 802, 1115, 1267, 1267-68, 1268, 1269; | 
election of, 43, 46, 62, 99, 128, 214- power of originating bills, 316-17; im-- 
15, 245-46, 295, 335, 405, 411, 412, proper to vest pardoning power in, 
417n, 433, 433n, 439, 447, 449, 495— 1379-80; Va. resolutions of ratification - 
97, 506, 664, 667, 722-23, 727, 868, restrict powers of over civil liberties, 
948, 998, 1024, 1061-62, 1067, 1098, 1538, 1542, 1546 
1115, 1150, 1176, 1259, 1353-54, —and proposed amendments concerning: 

| 1529, 1530, 1578, 1772; term of, 43, to base representation in on population, | 
62, 76, 99, 101, 216, 245-46, 411-12, 67n; on publication of journals of, 

425, 440, 448, 495, 496, 497, 664, 722, 1547n, 1548-49, 1554; on officeholding 
770, 774, 807, 862, 926, 998, 1126, by, 1548, 1554; limiting power of over 
1169, 1292, 1531, 1578, 1627; US. navigation acts, 1549, 1554; limiting 
Vice President as president of, 106, 412, power of over standing armies, 1549, - 
416, 1367, 1368, 1373; impeachment of 1554; on treaty-making power of, 1549, 

| Senators, 137, 365, 665-66, 694, 695, 1554; on compensation for members of, 
721, 770, 774, 801, 1098, 1113, 1248, 1555-56; on impeaching members of, a 
1285, 1556; qualifications of, 210, 247- 1556 | 
48, 335-36, 497, 501-2, 664-65; —relationship with other branches of gov- 
classes in, 216, 245-46, 411-12, 433, ernment: criticism of lack of separation 
433n, 440, 495, 664, 807, 926, 998, of powers in, 30, 31-32, 34, 66, 127, 
1098, 1366, 1397; convening of by Pres- 129, 131, 137, 174, 336, 447; union of 
ident, 448; members may receive no with President, 43, 44, 61-62, 95, 106, 
emolument from foreign state, 497; 129, 137, 203-4, 216, 311-12, 316-17, 
members may hold no other office, 497, 335, 336, 442, 448, 477, 505, 611, 720— | 
666, 668, 771, 775, 822, 862, 1155-56, 21, 786, 800, 801-2, 808, 818, 845, 

| 1486, 1531, 1548, 1554; roll-ca!l votes 871, 875, 881, 1115, 1125, 1141, 1372— 
_ on journals as check on, 500; size of, 73, 1374, 1376, 1377-78, 1378, 1390, 

| 963; adjournment of, 1260-61, 1296; 1391, 1391-92, 1492, 1497, 1611-12, | 
debate over publication of journal of, 1627, 1772-73; as check on President, 
1286, 1486, 1547n, 1548-49, 1554; ro- 203, 245, 295, 1061-63, 1098, 1374; | 
tation in office needed, 1292; debate House of Representatives as check on, 

| over length of sessions, 1292, 1296 214-15, 216, 246-47, 294, 335, 750, 
—powers of, 106, 157, 246, 312, 477, 505, 771, 775, 926, 1061-63, 1131, 1292, 

782, 1115, 1259; impeachment power 1376, 1377-78, 1773; as check on 
of, 34, 43, 61-62, 76, 131, 137, 157, House of Representatives, 214-15, 216, _ 
246-47, 273, 288, 294-95, 412, 425, 294, 305, 411, 771, 775, 875, 928, 
429, 444, 448, 477, 721-22, 845, 863, 1024-25, 1061-63, 1376; will not cor- | 
870, 1114, 1259, 1372-73, 1374, 1376, rupt House of Representatives, 246; 
1378, 1380, 1397, 1773; debate over President as a check on, 246—47, 335; 
aristocratic nature of, 37, 131, 245-47, debate over Senate restricting increase
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of size of House of Representatives, 327, 356, 441, 808, 1132, 1140, 1251, 

501, 922 1295, 1772, 1772-73; need for in good 

—and states: and equal representation of government, 61, 98, 99, 305, 327, 611, 

in, 67n, 105, 129, 137, 151, 214, 250, 861, 866, 947, 986; cannot be precisely 

273, 294, 321, 325, 336, 351, 352, 365, defined, 102; argument that it need not 
411, 447, 663-64, 750-51, 752, 771, be absolute, 215-16, 642-44, 666, 682, © 

778, 802, 809, 834-35, 845, 862, 869, 720-22; danger from lack of in Confed- 

1169-70, 1218-19, 1223, 1227n, 1267, eration Congress, 267, 695, 808, 934; 

1269, 1497, 1501, 1619, 1627; as rep- President as check on Congress, 432; in- 

resentative of, 101, 177-78, 247, 316— complete in state constitutions, 682; 

| | 17, 336, 419, 447, 499-500, 506, 682, Mass. amendments fail to guarantee, 

720, 868-70, 996, 1114-15, 1353-54, = 786, 881; proposed amendments pro- | 
1391, 1627; legislatures of as a check viding for, 819, 1551; tendency of leg- 

on, 497, 501, 664, 926; may instruct, islatures is to aggrandize power, 862- 

725, 1252; lack of recall of under Con- 63; in Great Britain, 925-26; praised in 

stitution, 1113, 1248, 1252, 1292 Va. Constitution, 1197; in state govern- 

See also Appointment power; House of ments support liberty, 1295. See also Bal- 
Representatives, USS.; Impeachment, anced government; Checks and bal- 

President, US.; Recall; Separation of ances; House of Representatives, U.S.; _ | 

Powers; Treaties Judiciary, U.S.; President, U.S.; Senate, 

SENEX,” 505-7 U.S.; Veto power 
SEPARATE CONFEDERACIES: rejected by Srymour, ABEL (Hardy-Y) | 

Constitutional Convention, 97-98; dan- _jn Convention, 630n, 908; votes in, 

ger of if nine ratifying states leave re- 1539, 1540, 1557; payment for, 1 567 

maining states on their own, 126, 127, SHAKESPEARE, WILLIAM (England), 139, 

740; danger of, 153, 182, 193, 269-70, 288, 336, 831, 832n, 1622, 1623n, | 

: 321, 341, 344, 345-53, 728, 747, 836- 1659, 1660n | | 

41, ee: 1059, 1095-96, oy En Pa-  syarp, MARTIN (Louisa), 1442-43, 1443 
poeears arene earns 1,280) Suays, Dante (Mass.), 1075, 1490 
. ro * ° aor qd f. 994 3 we SHays’s REBELLION, 441; impact of, xxxv; 

ntitederalsts saic to favor, , , created support for Constitution, 252; | 
491; Mason said to favor, 382; support d | oat 

Co anger of exaggerated, 252, 1285; rais- 
for in Va., 608, 1650, 1679; would in- . ing of troops to suppress, 414, 417n, 
crease expenses of government, 649-50, ; 

O° 1165, 1173n; supporters of said to op- 
1101; states prohibited from entering Lo 
: : . pose Constitution, 437, 572; Congress 
into by Articles of Confederation, 849; . ; 

J, . unable to act against, 985; danger cre- 
Constitution intended to prevent, 873; 

. . . , ated by, 1075, 1090n—-91n; rebels 
will be costly if Va. tries to form, 890; 4. 1090n: f 1190: d | 

| opposition to, 891-92, 1015, 1581; pre- for web na 320. 1386, 37 > pardons 
ferred over consolidated government, or rebels, ? On 6 

1059; denial that demand for previous SuEILp, Rosert (Warwick), 61 

amendments creates danger of, 1162- SHENANDOAH County, 610n, 908 

| 63; unlikelihood of, 1591. See also Union SHEPARD, WILLIAM (Mass.), 1090n 

SEPARATION OF Powers: danger from lack SHEPHERD, ANDREW (Orange): id., 578n 

of in Senate, 30, 31-32, 34, 66, 127, —letter from, 578, 598 | 
129, 131, 137, 174, 336, 447; praise of SHEPHERD, SOLOMON (Nansemond-Y) 

| Constitution’s provisions for three —!) Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, 

branches, 31; danger from lack of in 1540, 1557; payment for, 1567 

Constitution, 34, 37, 43-44, 61-62, 95, | SHEPHERDSTOWN, Va., 1732 

| 137, 156-57, 173, 217, 420, 426, 799- | SHERMAN, ROGER (Conn.) | 

800, 845, 1113, 1115, 1170, 1246, —letter from: cited, 5 

1247, 1367, 1373, 1376, 1492, 1610- SHIELD, ROBERT (York): id., 626n; 623 

11, 1627; defense of Constitution’s pro- SHIELD, SAMUEL (York): id., 626n; 623 

visions concerning, 46, 250, 294, 295, “SHIP News,” 6 |
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SHIPBUILDING: potential for in Southern continuation of demanded by Southern oe 
: States, 81, 94, 158, 169; in Northern. States, 1338-39; and power of Congress . 

co States, 432, 670, 838-39; Constitution to regulate commerce, 1340, 1348; crit- . : 
will encourage, 651. See also Navy - icism of power of Congress to prohibit | 

SHIPPEN, THOMAS LEE (Pa.): id., 183n, beginning in 1808, 1346; under Con- oo 
896n; 35 . oe federation, 1369n; inconsistent Antifed- | 

—letters to, 183, 895-96, 1700 - eralist criticism of Constitution’s provi- | 
_ SHIPPEN, WILLIAM, JR. (Pa.): id., 33n | sion on, 1523 | a 

—letter from, 183 SLAVERY, 1481; British confiscation of — 
_ letter to, 32-33; quoted, 59n slaves during Revolution, xxvi, 843, _ 

SHIPPEN, WILLIAM, Sr. (Pa.): id., 33n; 33 1107, 1137n—38n, 1138n, 1411n; Op- — a 
_ SHort, WILLIAM (Surry; France): id.,110n —_ position to, 78n, 446, 450-51, 675, 983, | 

—letters from, 255-57, 342-43, 894-95, 1161, 1476-77, 1533; slaves escape to 
895-96, 1700; quoted, 491n, 758n; East Florida, 108; slaves considered as oe 

_ cited, 150, 757, 758n, 896n, 1704n property, 371, 511, 662, 1161, 1163- 
—letters to, 109-10, 131-32, 150-51, 64, 1477, 1503; fugitive-slave clause | 

| 475-78, 635-36, 757-58, 1592-93, _ ‘protects property, 371, 687, 697n; de- 
_ 1700-1705; quoted, 385n, 477n, fense of Constitution’s provisions pro- 

_ 1175n, 1703n, 1704n; cited, 95n, 149n, tecting, 371-72, 1484; three-fifths 
255, 342, 896n, 1174n, 1700, 1700n clause, 372, 396, 662-63, 713, 713n, 

SIMMS, CHARLES (Fairfax-Y): id., 169n, 752, 834; manumission of, 375n, 1477, 
: 1585n; 603, 756, 1586n; delegate to 1508n; Constitution allows abolition of, 

Fairfax meeting, 23, 24; supports Con- 482, 1161, 1163-64; population of in | stitution, 168; health of, 1585. . Va., 555-57, 837, 842n, 978, 1476; 
_  otetter to, 1585 need for in S.C. and Ga., 675; fugitive- | 

_ - ~Ain Convention, 907, 1541, 1717; elected slave provision in Northwest Ordinance, 
to, 168, 581-87; votes in, 1539, 1540, 697n; ‘taxation on, 724, 752 1122, 

| 1556; payment for, 1567 | : 1204, 1342; no federal restriction on 
Simms, Nancy Douctas (Mrs. Charles) ower of states to emancipate, 836; dan- (Fairfax): id., 1585n_ P f. 837. 839. 977 on 1086: d 
—letter from, 1585 | «BST iti - , An 2 e. - 
SINGLETON, PETER (Princess Anne): id., representation, 859-40, 840-41, 843n; | 1594n ! ~ compared with free labor, 840—41; fed- 
—letter from, 1593-94 en eral taxes on would not affect Eastern 

| —letter to: quoted, 1594n States, 1185; argument over weer 
SINKING FuND. 567 = | states may use militia to suppress slave 

| , os _ insurrections, 1310, 1313-14; fugitive- 
Sein. Pitas Woe, cod 708 slave clause and federal capital, 1319, 

SLAVE TRADE: criticism of inability of Con- 1520, 1320-21; endangered by Consti- 
gress to prohibit immediately, 45, 76, tution, 1338, 1341, 1342, 1342-43, 78n, 239 233, 367, 414, 415, 450-51, 1471, 1476-77, 1504; Constitution does . 

, 771, 776, 1161, 1338, 1339-40, 1 . not endanger, 1339, 1342, 1343, 1483- | 
evils of, 45, 450-51, 1161; debate 639 88, 1503, 1522-23; criticism of Consti- 

| in Constitutional Convention, 105, 232— tution’s protection for, 1341, 1343; 
33, 235n, 882-83, 884n, 1369n, 1488, population of slaves in Conn., N.J., and | 
1509n; defense of Constitution’s provi- N.Y. 1369n; Va. law to free slaves who sion protecting, 338, 482, 675, 836, ought in Revolution, a mer pop- 
1163-64, 1338-39, 1339, 1341-42, ulation of free blacks in Va., 1508n a 
1343, 1348, 1483: Va. prohibits, 482, SMALL STATEs. See Large states vs. small 

__ 483n, 675, 836, 1338, 1369n; proposal _ states | oe 
to eliminate limit on taxation of, 771, | SMALLPOx, 383-84 | ee 
776; proposal to eliminate ban on Stig, JOHN (Pa.): id., 475n; 474, 770n 
amendment to Constitution concerning, SmirH, ABIGAIL ADAMS (Mrs. William Ste- | 
771, 778; prohibited by ten states, 836; _ phens) (N.Y.), 35 | oe
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, _ SMITH, JOHN (Botetourt) | strictions on rulers, 389; not in British 

—letter to: cited, 1559n constitutional arrangement, 660; state 

SMITH, JOHN (Frederick), 589 constitutions are evidence of, 660-61; | 
SMITH, JOHN Biarr (Prince Edward): id.,. all civil government vested in and de- 

17n, 608n; 16 rived from people, 772, 1551; some nat- 

| —letter from, 607-8 ural rights cannot be given up, 819, 831, 
SMITH, MELANCTON (N.Y.): id.,. 28n, 1036, 1551; Constitution is founded on 

1573n; 27, 804n, 1573 compact, 945; British monarchy is, 951. _ 
—letter to: cited, 1573 | : ~ See also American Revolution; Natural 

SMITH, MERIWETHER (Essex-N): id., 195n; rights; Non-resistance, doctrine of; Rev- 
xxiv, 827n-28n, 828n; and Annapolis olution, right of = oo, 

| Convention, xxxiv, 538-39, 539; and SOCIETY OF WESTERN GENTLEMEN: revised | 

, payment of Convention delegates, 185n, 7 Constitution of, 472-73, 474, 769-79 

| - 186, 275; said to oppose Constitution, SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE CONSTITU- 
| 934, 618n; relationship of with R.H. _ TION” (James Monroe), 845-77 

Lee, 292 | SOMERVILLE, James (Spotsylvania): id., 86n; | 

S600 from, 194-99, 201 62; cited, SOUTH CAROLINA, 34, 1088n; and com- | 

letter to, 229 | promise over slave trade in Constitu- 
. . ae _ tional Convention, 105, 482, 675, 882— 

—in Convention, 907, 1541; elected to, } ao) 

580: as Antifederalist leader in, 711, 82» 1339, 1369n, 1483; Constitutional 
744; votes in, 1538, 1541; payment for Convention delegates from support 

4 - , » pay , Constitution, 107; influence of Va. on, 
1564, oor folk B h). 1734 183, 225, 291; and slave trade, 338, 

| ware ve (Md) orough), 1369n; Va. Federalists encourage Fed- 
, RT eralists in, 635; payment of its requisi- 

letter from: quoted, 81 2n tions, 652n; representation in House of 

| SmirH, SAMUEL (Md.): id., 1667n Representatives, 750; influence of on 
—letter from, 1666-67; cited, 1670 Va., 769, 804, 816, 1575, 1585, 1586, 

—letter to: cited, 1671n . “ 1633; danger to if British schemes suc- 
| ae Tuomas (Gloucester-Y): id., 591n; ceed in West, 788; Antifederalists of co- | 

| —in Convention, 907; elected to, 589-91; Soe ee nemierce wf B37, 838-39; 

votes in, 1539, 1540, 1556; payment for, cession of western land to Congress, | 
S 67 M 1678n. 1675 1107, 1137n, 1320; and attitude on nav- 

Suiri, Wittiam Jr. (Louisa): id, 1463; 88tion of Mississippi, 12570 malappor- 
and disputed Convention election, 594— and money bils, 1268, 1298n: consti- 

95, 1458n, 1459, 1461, 1462, 1463 tution of, 1297n; has no bill of rights, 
—letters from, 1459-60; cited, 1458n, 1337n; presidential electors chosen by 
g eh ao Pier (N.Y), 1710 | legislature, 1371n; reeligibility of gov- 
MITH, WILLIAM Pitt (N.Y.), | ernor in, 1371n 

SMITH, WILLIAM STEPHENS (N.Y.): id., —Convention of: meets, 436, 883; at- 

878n; 35, 877 tempts to- prevent adjournment of, 703, 

Tietter from: quo ene 705n, 707, 732, 764; effect of possible 
—tetters to: cited, n, n adjournment of Md. Convention on, 

| SMUGGLING: 3a Va, 1302, oom in Great 743, 763; legislature calls, 789n; ratifies 
Britain, 1335n. See also Commerce Constitution, 816, 827n, 894n, 969n; 

SOCIAL COMPACT: Constitution is not, 28n, news of is desired, 894; amendments 

. 1477; some natural rights must be given proposed by, 151 7, 1530, 1617, 1702; 

‘up when creating a government, 212, news of ratification by reaches Va., 
304, 358, 389-91, 425, 473; remains in- 1570-71, 1573, 1582, 1585, 1587, 

tact under Constitution, 311; a consti- 1590, 1594, 1631, 1633, 1714, 1717n; 

tution as highest form of, 366; results news of ratification by reaches N.Y., 

in civil government, 376-77; places re- 1575, 1592; influence of on Pa., 1596—
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97; acquiescence of minority of, 1677, compromise over slave trade in Consti- 
: 1677n; backcountry of acquiesces in rat- tutional Convention, 675, 882-83, 

ification, 1711; influence of on N.Y., 1338-39, 1341-42, 1369n; prohibition | | 

1789n on export duties benefits, 676; agricul- 

| —prospects for ratification in, 385n, 479, ture of will benefit from Constitution, 

632, 635, 711n, 1570; favorable, 107, 839; shipping may develop in, 839; will 
240, 703, 706, 755, 766, 795, 833, 838, be injured by increased duties if requi- 

895, 1634n, 1776, 1781, 1782, 1789n; sitions are not fully complied with, 1146; 

unfavorable, 795n direct taxes lightens tax burden on, | 
See also Charleston, S.C.; Newspapers; 1175; federal tax on fish and potash 

Southern States — would not affect, 1185-86; population - 

- SOUTHALL, TURNER (Henrico): id., 593n; dominance depends on settling western | 

| 117, 592 | _ lands, 1245; and redemption of Conti- | 

SOUTHERN STATEs: and navigation of Mis- _ nental paper money, 1370n ; 
Sissippi, xxix, 205, 240, 1051, 1088n, .—and Northern States: hostility of . 

1183, 1207-9, 1220, 1225, 1234, 1259, towards, 230, 432-33, 1468, 1476-77; 
~ 1383; in Constitutional Convention, 21, conflict with over taxation and repre- 

232, 675, 882-83, 884n; disunited in sentation, 397, 437, 662-63, 730, 

Confederation Congress, 74; growth of 1171-72; dependence of upon, 839; will 

navy important to interests of, 94-95; be under Northern majority under Con- | 
prospects for ratification in, 110, 126, stitution, 1221, 1222; population of will | 
150, 283, 291; as possible separate con- grow larger than, 1241, 1243; will be 

| federacy, 197, 257, 269-70, 289, 359, dependent on for building a navy, 

382; elites in divided over Constitution, 1315-16; will not oppress, 1521,1522- 
227; oppose a navy, 240; West fears that 23 | : 
wealth will flow to, 435; support for See also Slave trade; Slavery; Entries for 

amendments in, 473; Antifederalists in, individual states | 
474; separate confederacies would be SOUTHSIDE OF ViRGINIA: Opposes Consti- 
disadvantage to, 649-50; will favor con- _ tution, 48, 49, 57, 147, 168, 169, 223, 

venient federal courts, 695-96; danger 226, 354, 359, 360, 477, 516, 522, 583, : 

of European wars to, 839; vulnerable to 636-37, 694—95, 697n—98n, 817, 1478, 
foreign invasion, 839, 1145; new states 1508n; influence of Patrick Henry in, 

will be created from, 1250, 1471; militia 80; opposition to Patrick Henry in 

benefits most, 1280; need power of southern part of state, 436; elects Anti- 
strong national government for protec- federalists to Convention, 702, 706, 

| tion, 1303; will be eager to limit appel- 745; mixed election results in, 712 | 
late jurisdiction of federal judiciary, SourHwest Territory, 1319-20, 1320. 

| 1401; endangered by treaty-making See also Western lands | | 
power, 1493; in greatest need of army SOvEREIGN ImmuNITy, 1427; debate over | 
to defend, 1502-3 whether states may be sued in federal 

—economy and finances of: will suffer eco- courts by citizens of another state, 1214, 
nomically under Constitution, 28, 36, 1359, 1361, 1406, 1406-7, 1414, 1422, 

| | 63-64, 66, 151, 155-56, 157, 176, 239- 1422-23, 1433, 1453 | 
: 40; and debate over congressional reg- SOVEREIGNTY: debate over whether Con- 

ulation of commerce, 45, 50, 63-64, 66, stitution transfers all or part of sover- 
69, 81, 94-95, 169, 230, 231n, 326, eignty to central government, 75, 84, 
337, 431-33, 670-72, 716-18, 835, 92, 95, 95n, 96, 98, 100, 101-2, 163, 
884n, 1170-71, 1488, 1498; will benefit 214, 357-58, 367, 369, 373, 392-94, 
under Constitution, 69, 650-51; poten- 438, 442, 463-64, 470, 480, 511, 513- 

7 tial for shipbuilding in, 81, 94, 169, 14, 720, 750, 783, 852-60, 863, 873— 
1170; mixed agricultural prospects in, 74, 879-80, 888-89, 951, 1024, 1113, 
107; population growth of, 648, 688, 1199, 1284, 1406, 1406-7, 1501, 1600, 
962, 1002-3, 1159; trade of controlled 1641, 1684; debate over whether sov- 
by carrying states, 650-51, 1170-71; ereignty is derived from people, 98,101,
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154, 200, 438, 476, 507, 772, 819, 847, SpENCER, JOSEPH (Orange): id., 426n 

873, 929, 945, 945-46, 946, 975, 992, —letters from, 424-27; cited, 424, 596n 

995-96, 999, 1080, 1124, 1135, 1149, Spotswoop, ALEXANDER (Spotsylvania): 

1196, 1219, 1225, 1306, 1307-8, 1308, id., 613n; as candidate for Convention, 

1313, 1328, 1483, 1501-2, 1506-7, 478-80, 601, 611, 613n 

1512-13, 1537, 1542, 1546, 1551, SporsyLvania County, 908; instructions 

1576, 1717, 1772; division of necessary _ to representatives from in House of Del- 

in republics, 105; concept of dual sov- egates, 85-86, 121; opposition to Con- 
ereignty, 392-94, 442, 873-74, 1113, stitution in, 354; election of Convention 

1185; states retain police powers, 442, delegates, 479, 601, 611-13, 733, 736, 

| 725, 923, 947-48, 1010, 1151, 1152, 845; instructions to. Convention dele- 

1164-65; two levels of government un- gates, 611-12 
der Constitution, 496, 1199, 1295; un- SPRINGFIELD, Mass., 1090n, 1673n, 1747 

. der British constitution, 660; of states STAFFORD County, 756, 908; election of | 

. will be represented in Senate, 750; of Convention delegates, 122n, 128, 129n, 

states necessary in a large country, 765; 975, 276n, 280, 281n, 479, 561, 581- 

Mass. amendments preserve state sov- 83, 601, 613-14, 620, 698-99, 736, 

ereignty, 766; proposed amendment to 738, 756, 1572 | 
guarantee sovereignty of states, 821; re- STAGECOACHES, 517n, 897 

tained by states under Articles of Con- Stamp Act (1 765), 486, 952, 969n, 1170, 

federation, 849-50; rejection of inde- 1444 | | 

| pendent state sovereignty as basis of | Stamp Act Conoress (1766), 606n 

Constitution, 873; people at large are STANARD, Larkin (Spotsylvania): id., 

superior to state and general govern- 1613n 
ments, 1149; power to tax as expression -—letter to, 1613 

of, 1170, 1185, 1225; ceding land is act STANLEY, SIR JOHN (England), 1335n 

of, 1237, 1390. See also Division of pow- STARKE, BURWELL (Dinwiddie), 656n 

ers; Enumerated powers; Government, “A STATE SOLDIER” (George Nicholas?), 4, 

debate over nature of; Implied powers; 492n, 60n, 633, 1585n; text of, 303-8, 

| Reserved powers; Sovereign immunity; 345-53, 483-91, 509-15, 647-52; au- 

States, impact of Constitution upon; Su- thorship of, 303n, 375n; publication of, 

premacy clause 397n; criticism of, 506 
SPAIGHT, RICHARD Dosss (N.C.): id., 844n SratTes, IMPACT OF CONSTITUTION UPON, 

—letters from: quoted, 844n; cited, 843 163, 1188; should have management of 

| —letter to, 843-44 own internal affairs, 173, 393, 438, 442, 

SPAIN. See Governments, ancient and mod- 692, 694, 725, 947-48, 1151, 1152, 

ern 1164-65; role of in election of Presi- 

Specie, 1075. See also Money; Paper money dent, 203, 495; states will be affected . 

| “A SPECTATOR OF THE MEETING,” 1560-61 differently, 254-55; minority of states 

SPECULATION, 1222, 1225. See also Cor- not secured from local oppression, 286— 

ruption; Debt, U.S.; Debts, state 87; and ‘Yatification of amendments to 

SPEECH, FREEDOM OF: aS basis of a free Constitution, 328, 374, 421, 752, 893, — 

government, 363; abuse of is punisha- 1354; debate over charge that large 

ble, 404-5; defense of Constitution’s states will have undue influence over 

failure to guarantee, 404—5; as natural small states, 346; will have to pay delin- 

right, 472; proposed amendments guar- quent congressional requisitions, 349; 

anteeing, 773, 821, 1553. See also Bill economic competition among will ben- 

of rights; Press, freedom of efit Union, 651; proposal that they con- 

SPEED, JAMES (Miss.) sent to federal poll tax, 771, 776; will 

—letter from: quoted, 1668n likely overwhelm federal government, 

SPEED, THoMas (Mercer), 408n, 411, 414 998; Constitution reflects adversely on 

SPEEDY AND Pus.ic TRIALS, 773, 820, ~ virtue and integrity of legislatures of, 

1351, 1552. See also Bill of rights; Jury 1064; will have far more officeholders | 

trials than federal government, 1151-52,
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1176; Constitution will not eliminate liberty, 1070; will voluntarily relinquish | 
a _clashes among states, 1169 power, 1093; will be dominated by fed- a 

_ —Congress, U.S.: and congressional veto ~— eral government, 1217-18; restrictions — 
| over laws of, xxxviii, 93, 95, 95n, 100, upon respecting regulation of elections, 

102, 106, 108n, 151, 266-67; as check | 1260; war power of, 1307, 1309-10, 

on Congress, 327-28, 439,.725, 926- 1310, 1312, 1313-14; debate over Con- 
27, 1070, 1102; Congress must call con- _stitution’s provisions restricting powers 
vention to consider amendments when of, 1354-65, 1527, 1653; will lose . 

requested by two-thirds of, 374, 421; power to aid debtors, 1585; Constitu- 

and congressional salaries, 1261, 1262 tion endangers rights of, 1617; duties 
—and loss of power of: and export duties, among will be prohibited, 1774 | 

| 45; and ex post facto laws, 45; debate —and federal judiciary, 512, 867, 1415- - | 
over charge that Constitution will an- 16, 1451; debate over charge that fed-- 

_ nihilate, 45, 73, 105, 128, 135, 139, eral judiciary will supersede judiciaries : 

| 177-78, 233, 273, 324, 326, 369, 394, of, 44, 179, 233, 296, 326, 371, 423, i 
_ 405, 462, 494-95, 502, 663, 691-93,  433n~-34n, 442, 612, 685-87, 867, 

725, 739-40, 847, 936-40, 947-48, 879-80, 1068, 1398, 1398-99, 1401-9, 

_ 961, 997-98, 1002, 1013, 1025, 1055, — 1414, 1418, 1419-25, 1427, 1431-32, | 
- 1068, 1111, 1127,-1150-53, 1176, 1444-45, 1450, 1466, 1469, 1470; fed-. _ | 

| 1303-4, 1329, 1332, 1402, 1409, 1466, eral judiciary may check state laws, 102; : | 
1468, 1491, 1526, 1600, 1602; debate — debate over whether states may be sued . 

over assertion that all or part of sover- in federal courts by citizens of another 
eignty will be transferred to central gov- state, 1214, 1359, 1361, 1406, 1406-7, 

: ernment, 75, 84, 92, 95, 95n, 96, 98, 1414, 1422, 1422-23, 1433, 1453; will 
— 100, 101-2, 163, 214, 357-58, 367, not be subject to suits for payment of | 

369, 373, 392-94, 438, 442, 463-64, U.S. debts, 1359; proposal to create 
| 470, 480, 511, 513-14, 720, 750, 783, court to decide constitutionality of fed- 

821, 852-60, 863, 873-74, 879-80, eral laws or judicial decisions objected | 
888-89, 951, 1024, 1113, 1199, 1284, to by a state, 1644-45 

: 1406, 1406-7, 1501, 1600, 1641, 1684; —protections offered to: Constitution will 
debate over whether power of Congress bring stability to, 30, 31, 647-48, 973, . : 
to levy taxes will destroy, 75, 233, 458— 985-86, 1153-54, 1176; debate over 

59, 879-80, 1012, 1027, 1045, 1110- guarantee of republican form of gov- 

11, 1133-34, 1150-53, 1170, 1176, ‘ernment to, 75, 128, 306, 393, 425, 
_ 1199, 1419, 1424, 1444-45, 1535; con- 688, 692, 723, 726, 754, 1219, 1305, — 

stitutions and bills of rights of will be 1305-6, 1311-12, 1314, 1446, 1601; | 
endangered, 233-34, 267, 334-35, 462, will have all powers not expressly given oe 
508, 720, 847, 879-80, 974, 975, 1002, — to Congress, 306, 1099; coercive power | | 
1041, 1158, 1300-1, 1327, 1384, 1394, will not be used against, 499; need for — | 
1395, 1397, 1510n, 1600; criticism of bill of rights to secure their rights, | . 
restraint on power of to maintain navy, 1046-47; debate over protection of ter- 

| _ 463; debate over whether they retain ritory of, 1192, 1253-54, 1384, 1387; | 
| power over militia, 499, 500, 673, 992, Article IV of Constitution protects — 

1074, 1102, 1269-70, 1289, 1294, claims of, 1385 Se - : 
1304-14, 1324-25, 1336n; prohibited | —Senate, U.S.: and equality of in Senate, | 

| from violating property rights, 510-11, 67n, 105, 129, 137, 151, 214, 250, 273, 
514; some tax power of will be trans- 294, 321, 325, 336, 351, 352, 365, 411, 
ferred to federal government, 513; pro- 447, 663-64, 750-51, 752, 771, 778, 

_ hibited from endangering liberty, 514; 802, 809, 834-35, 845, 862, 869, 1169— | 
defense of restraints upon, 652, 676— 70, 1218-19, 1223, 1227n, 1267, 1269, 

| 77, 677-78, 725, 860, 1102-3; new 1497, 1501, 1619, 1627: election of | 
7 powers given to Congress are taken away Senators by legislatures of, 99, 128, 247, 

from state legislatures, 926-27; suprem- | 316-17, 495, 496, 500, 506, 1150, 
_ acy Clause endangers ability of to protect 1353-54, 1578; Senate as representative
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of, 101, 177-78, 247, 316-17, 336, 1045; commercial regulations of some | 

| 419, 447, 499-500, 506, 682, 720, 868— —‘~harmful to others, 1057, 1153; volun- 

| | 70, 996, 1114-15, 1353-54, 1391, tarily relinquished power when they 
. 1627; legislatures of as a check on Sen- joined Confederation, 1093; are free, 

~ ate, 497 Oo . democratic, and at peace, 1106; terri- 

See also Debts, state; Division of powers; torial claims of have been settled, 1107; | 

Duties; Elections, U.S.; Enumerated ‘need strengthening, 1184; number of 
| powers; Judiciaries, state; Judiciary, legislators of, 1187; have set and low- . 

U.S.; Large states vs. small states; Police ered salaries of their officials, 1262; and 

| powers; Reserved powers; Senate, USS.; money bills, 1268, 1298n; neglect their | 

Sovereign immunity; Sovereignty; Su- militias, 1273; possess right of secrecy, 
| premacy clause . 1295; militia laws of, 1303, 1303-4; in- 

StaTEs, NEw: provision for creation of, terference with private contracts, 1360; 
687-88, 771, 778, 1471, 1639, 1640n; praise for Articles of Confederation’s 

. opposition of Eastern States to in West, provision for admission of new states, 
| 1237-38; cession of Mississippi naviga- 147] | | 

| tion will forestall creation of, 1258-59 © —Confederation Congress: fail to comply | 
| STATES UNDER THE ARTICLES OF CONFED- with requisitions of, 52, 168, 201, 238, 

ERATION: and repeal of laws contrary to 255, 263, 264, 349, 372, 405, 438-39, 

Treaty of Peace, xxvi-xxvii, 130, 133, 498-99, 640, 656, 727-28, 860, 934, 

no 134n, 168, 173, 358, 647n, 946, 1138n, 935, 946, 1101, 1153, 1173n; equality 

| 1395, 1411n-12n; Constitution as a of in, 267, 611, 663-64; refusal to adopt 
compromise among, 15, 139, 144, 153, = proposals recommended by Congress, 

213-14, 250, 290-91, 759-60; fail to 656; encroachments upon Congress, 
comply with Treaty of Peace, 52, 134n, 986; and settlement of accounts with 
162, 656, 978-79, 1034, 1048n, 1107, Congress, 1166, 1176n; dominant over | 

1129, 1137n-38n, 1360, 1392, 1408, Congress, 1205-6; opposition to their 

| | 1522; danger from if Constitution is not setting salaries of members of Congress, | 
| ratified, 89-90; interstate relations will 1264; and recall of delegates to Con- 

deteriorate if ratification of Constitution gress, 1299n; disputes among to be set- 
| is postponed, 89-90; extension of pow- tled by courts created by Congress, 

. ers of, 101; discordant interests of, 109, 1439n; dispute with Congress over In- 
160, 163, 218, 265, 347, 725, 726-27, dian matters, 1640n 

7 727-28, 1446, 1579n, 1761; inadequa- —constitutions of, 127-28, 154, 213, 263, | 

. cies of governments of, 148, 155, 161- 267, 306, 335, 340n, 352, 393, 459, 

62, 163, 201, 214, 235-37, 252, 256— 501, 611, 660-61, 715, 716, 892, 995, 

57, 262-65, 405, 662, 1001, 1037, 1085, 1097, 1197, 1212, 1316, 1332- 
1153-54, 1168, 1489; fail to provide 33, 1337n, 1347, 1365, 1492; and com- : 

soldiers to federal army, 263; criticism mon law, 77, 213; reserved rights, 311; 

of levying of export duties by, 338; sov- violations of, 664-65, 972, 975, 1037; 
ereign and independent, 383, 393, 849- bills of rights of, 1212, 1301-3, 1329, 

50, 887, 888-89, 1329; instability of 1332, 1332-33, 1335n, 1337n, 1345, : 

: laws of, 396, 1682; criticism of, 400; 1683 
pardon power of executives of, 429; tax See also Articles of Confederation; Coer- 

power of, 457-58; invited to send del- cive power; Commerce; Congress under 
egates to Annapolis Convention, 538, Articles of Confederation; Constitu- 
539; will extinguish public and private tional Convention; Conventions, state; 

debts if Constitution is not adopted, Debts, state; Interstate relations; Politi- 

734; restraints upon, 848, 849; dele- cal conditions under Articles of Confed- 

| gates to Constitutional Convention as eration; Ratification, procedure for; En- 

representatives of, 958; judiciaries of, tries for individual states 

972; strength of relative to general gov- Sraunron, Va., 144, 1744-45 | 
ernment, 987; rely on direct taxes, 999- STEELE, JOHN (Nelson-N): id., 1668n 

1000; benefits to of requisition system, —letter to, 1667-68
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-—in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, Mason, 46n; and The Federalist, 168n, 

1541, 1557; payment for, 1567 182; family relationship with Washing- 

STEPHEN, ADAM (Berkeley-Y): id., 244n, ton, 363n; in Va. Senate, 541 

572n, 573n —letters from, 67-68, 583-84, 1693-94; 

—letter from, 244, 57] quoted, 42n, 57n, 145-46, 225-26; 

—in Convention, 907; elected to, 571-73; cited, 147, 184n, 193, 226n 
| as Federalist in, 744;. votes in, 1539, letters to, 69, 147-48, 193-94, 712-13; 

1540, 1556; payment for, 1567 | quoted, 41n, 182, 843n; cited, 226n 
| —speeches in Convention, 1467, 1529-30 W— in Convention, 907; elected to, 168-69, 

STEUBEN, BARON VON (N.Y.), 1335 __ 581-87, 756; as Federalist delegate to, 
STEVENS, Epwarp (Culpeper): id., 578n; 744; votes in, 1539, 1540, 1556; pay- 

479-80, 578 ment for, 1567 : 
STILES, Ezra (Conn.), 1746n _ Sruart, ELEANOR CALVERT Custis (Mrs. 
STITH, THoMaAs (Brunswick): id., 574—75; David) (Fairfax): id., 363n; 362 | | 

| defeated for Convention, 574n, 575-76, — Sruarrt, Joun (Greenbrier-Y) : . 

910, 970-71 —in Convention, 907; votes in, 1539, 
STONE, THomas (Md.): id., 30n; 29 1540, 1557; payment for, 1567 . 
STRICKETT, WILLIAM (Fauquier), 587 SUFFRAGE: as a basic right, 918-19; de- 
STRINGER, EDMOND (Louisa), 1442 scribed as distinguished badge of free- — 
STRINGER, JOHN (Northampton-Y) — dom, 1196; equality of guarantees pri- 

: —in Convention, 630n, 908; and disputed vate property, 1196; requirements for 
Louisa election, 1442, 1443; votes in, compared in Great Britain and U.S., | 

| 1539, 1540, 1557; payment for, 1564, 1283-84; proposed amendment con- 
1567 cerning, 1551-52. See also Elections, 

STRONG, CALEB (Mass.) USS. | | 

—letters to: quoted, 1612n, 1630n _ SULLIVAN, JOHN (N.H.): id., 83n, 711n; 82 | 
STROTHER, FRENCH (Culpeper-N): id., —letters from: cited, 711n, 1673n 

134n, 578n; and call of convention, 133; _jetters to, 710-11, 742-43, 1614, 1781; 
said to favor disunion, 478-80, 578n cited. 711n 

mn Convention, 907; elected to, 578; SULLIVAN’S ISLAND, S.C.: battle of, 1715, - 
votes in, 1538, 1541, 1557; payment for, 1719n | | 

S 1567 A H. H. (A ta) SUPREMACY CLAUSE: criticism of, 37,. 43, 

TUART, JALEXANDER 1h. 12. Augusta) 62, 233, 234, 392-94, 425, 459, 462, 
—letters from: quoted, 573-74, 1544n 711. 879-80. 961. 1045. 1070. 1157. | 

| STUART, ARCHIBALD (Augusta-Y): id., 90n, , ” , , , 
ae mar 58, 1324, 1382, 1384, 1394, 1395, 1651n; said to support Constitution, 

1402, 1419-20, 1528, 1536, 1601, 
165; and The Federalist, 181, 243; role 1639, 1660: def 100-101. 369 
in Botetourt election, 573-74 13 1 4 6 , n95. on, ai , 

—letters from, 89-90, 90-91, 148-49, 9 !3-14, 694, 725, 1383, 1389, 1396; 
195-96, 302-3, 564-65, 569-70, 592 makes bill of rights necessary, 233-34; 
596, 609-10, 610, 1651-52, 1696; proposed amendment that only future 

quoted, xxviii, 181, 241, 569n, 571n, treaties to be supreme law, 779; treaties 
591n, 593n; cited, 54, 108, 135, 208n,  —-_ 48 Part of, 801-2, 1129; Constitution is 
937, 249, 243, 561, 595n supreme over state laws and constitu- 

—letters to, 135-36, 144-45, 237-38, tions, 847; state militia officers subject 
943-44, 1677-78; cited, 148, 181, 302 to, 1294; many states recognize treaties 

- —in Convention, 907, 917, 1511: elected under Articles of Confederation to be 
to, 571, 610; as Federalist delegate to, eke aw of a 3 tabh oe et 
711, 744; votes in, 1539, 1540, 1556; on judicial cases, > —06. see 
ayment for, 1546n, 1567 . also Judiciary, U.S.; Sovereignty; Trea- pay , 0 Ty | gnty 

SruaRT, Davip (Fairfax-Y): id., 529, 581, ties : | | 
| 586n; 1586n, 1717; instructions to as SUSPENSION oF Laws, 820, 1136 | 

_ member of House of Delegates, 24,46n; SwEpDEN. See Governments, ancient and 
in House of Delegates, 41n, 147n; visits modern
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: SWITZERLAND. See Governments, ancient debate over whether taxes may be used 

and modern to free slaves, 1338, 1339, 1341, 1342, 

: SYMMES, JOHN CLEvES (N.J.), 1227n—28n; 1342-43; and slave trade, 1339, 1341; 
and western lands, 1166, 1174n, 1228n —cunder jurisdiction of federal judiciary, 

a | : 1403-4, 1405 | 

TALIAFERRO, JOHN (Orange), 597 —concurrent: defense of, 1203-4, 1225; 

TALIAFERRO, LAWRENCE (Orange): id., criticism of, 1220-22 
604n : —direct taxes, 1485-86; should be left ex- 

—letters from, 597; quoted, 585n clusively to states, 253n; defense of Con- — 

“Tamony,” 5, 111n; text of, 286-88 stitution’s provision for, 266, 372, 396, 
Tarporo, N.C., 1752n_ , 511, 513, 663, 675-76, 724, 755, 948, 

TAXATION, 95n; criticism of Constitution’s yor 995, 996-97, aan 1001, 

: provisions for, 36, 73-75, 137, 139, 011-12, 1013, 1016-28, 1076, 1121- 
151, 176, 233, 253n, 323, 414, 420-22, 28 oe 100 - eee se 75-76, 
458-59, 462, 470-71, 612, 783, 829, TI, 79; » 1 
936-38, 940, 961-63, 1003, 1044-46, —excise taxes, 1403-4, 1405; juries incon- 

1056, 1063-65, 1109, 1110-11, 1111, venient in determining, 138; defense of, 

1156-57, 1159, 1169, 1170, 1185-86, hoes ee TD ae danger Ot oe. 
1220-22, 1267, 1446, 1492, 1693; rev- 744) , , —0O; , ~ 

enue officers need local connection, 74; 57, 1218, 1300, 1301, 1331-32; pro- 

under Confederation, 228, 305, 349, posed amendment concerning, 822; | 
45758, 511, 650, 663, 809-10, 849, proposed in 1782 by Robert Morris, 

935, 938, 999-1000, 1008, 1017, 1021- 1173n; proposed amendment prohibit- 

29, 1028-29, 1173n; federal tax power ing, 1551-52 
° may require states to levy direct taxes, —land taxes, 1176; danger of, 1156-57; 

233; defense of Constitution’s provi- proposed’ in 1782 by Robert Morris, 
sions for, 248, 250, 305, 335, 372, 396-  —-:[1/n | 
97, 405, 437, 438-39, 489, 498-99, —poll taxes, 1110, 1176; no danger of for 

B00. B11. 640. 650, 662-63, 668, 669— slave owners, 372; defense or praise of, | 

70, 724-25, 729, 755, 924, 940, 948, 396s levied on slaves, 396, son pre 
948-49. 976. 982. 995. 996-97, 999-— posal to restrict power to levy, 771, 6; 

1000 1009. 1009 1011-19 1012 dangers of, 1156, 1159, 1170, 1342-43; 

| 1016-28, 1028-35, 1076, 1087, 1101, OO Le ee ne et Proposed 
, ° , , , in y Robert Morris, n 

Hea 3s uM ee ». 2. Vee —in Virginia, 40n, 194, 372, 1197, 1198, 
ow , Ns eo 1218, 1464-65, 1777; refuses to pay, 

1175-76, 1185-86, 1203-4, 1225, xxviii, 89, 228; payment in tobacco, 
1300, 1343, 1349, 1350, 1532; related xxviii, 1539, 1544n; criticism of, 89, 
to representation, 640, 820, 1000, 399, 724, 725, 727; onerous in, 194, 

1006n, 1013, 1021-22, 1158-59; pro- = 998, 3792; on tobacco, 372-73, 724, 
posed amendment stating responsibility 797, 1363-65; danger of, 462, 845, 

| of individuals to support government, 867-68, 875, 936-38, 957, 1045, 1109, 

774; difficulty of over large territory, 1110-11, 1112, 1131, 1170, 1186, 
853; Confederation Congress should 1188, 1215-16, 1361, 1464-65, 1491, 

have revenues from regulation of com- 1525, 1528, 1535; has declined, 566— 

merce, 859; in Albany Plan of Union, 67; proposed amendments concerning, , 
1048n; as a cause of American Revolu- 771, 776, 822, 879, 882n, 940, 1547n, 

tion, 1064; as a mark of sovereignty, 1548, 1553-54, 1556, 1688, 1699, 7 

1170, 1185, 1225; people as source of 1760; not needed, 859-60; apportion- 
power to levy, 1225; debate over com- ment of, 921, 1022-23, 1024-25, 1076, — | 

| bining with military power in one body, 1133, 1134, 1148, 1158-59, 1342-43, 
1274-78, 1282-84, 1284-87, 1293; 1343; abuses by sheriffs, 962-63, 969n— 

power of intended to pay public debt 70n; to pay for requisitions, 1061; will 

and provide for common defense, 1327; not be able to raise money if outside of
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. Union, 1093; poll tax repealed in, 1157,. THomson, CHARLEs (N.Y.), 58n—59n, 943n 

1173n; debated in Convention, 1617, | —letter from: cited, 59n | 

| 1619 | - THOMSON, Wappy, JR. (Louisa), 1441, 
See also Debt, U.S.; Duties; Expenses of | 1443 | | | oO 

government; House of Representatives, THOMSON, Wappy, SR. (Louisa): id., | 

U.S.; Impost of 1781; Impost of 1783; 1463n; 1007, 1441, 1459, 1460, 1461, , 
| _ Money bills; Property, private; Repre- 1462. 7 - | | 

sentation; Requisitions; Senate, U.S.; THORNTON, WILLIAM (King George-Y) | 
Slavery; Three-fifths clause —in Convention, 594, 908; votes in, 1539, 

TAyLor, Erasmus (Orange), 1774, 1775n 1540, 1557; payment for, 1568 ~ | = | 
TAYLOR, FRANcis (Orange): id., 605n THREE-FIFTHS CLAusE, 662-63, 752; pro- _ | 

—diary of, 426n, 562n, 602; quoted, 604n _ tects slavery, 372; and taxation, 396; de- , | 

TAYLOR, JAMEs (Caroline-Y): id., 577n; 895 leted from revised constitution, 770, 

- —in Convention, 708, 710n, 907, 909: as 774; defense or praise of, 834, 839-40, 
oo: candidate for, 381, 381n, 1776; elected 1013; origin of, 876n; danger of in req- oe 

: to, 576-77; votes in, 1539, 1540, 1556; uisitioning army, 1210. See also Repre- | 
payment for, 1567 sentation; Slavery; Slave trade . 

_ TayLor, JAMEs (Norfolk-Y) — : TTHRUSTON, CHARLES Mynn (Frederick): id., 

—in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, _165n; said to oppose Constitution, 16, — 
1540, 1557; payment for, 1567 | 150; instructions to as member of House 

| TAYLOR, JAMES, JR.: id., 577n of Delegates, 91—92; in House of Del- | 

: —narrative of, 576-77 egates, 114, 121n; and payment of Con- 

TAYLOR, JOHN (Caroline): id., 91n; said to vention delegates, 185, 186; defeated 
oppose Constitution, 91, 108, 165, 577 for Convention, 589 ~ 

TAZEWELL, HENRY (Williamsburg): id., —letters from, 164-66, 194-95, 261-62; 
— -  626n; 623 cited, 260n . © | | : 

-TAZEWELL, LITTLETON WALLER: id., 626n —letter to, 229 — 7 | 
—narrative of, 622-26 | TILGHMAN, WILLIAM (Md.): id., 13n - | 
‘TEMPLE, BENJAMIN (King William-N) | —letter from: quoted, 797n | | 
—in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, | —letters to, 13-14, 796-97 | 

: 1541, 1557; payment for, 1568 TILLINGHAST, CHARLES (N.Y.): id., 54n, . | 

TENDER Laws: rejected by House of Del- 826n; 827n, 827n—28n; messenger to | 
egates, 144; praise of Constitution’s pro- and from Gov. Clinton, 823, 824, 825 
hibition of, 369, 652, 676-77, 725, 727, | —letters from, 54; cited, 828n—29n | 
754, 1102-3, 1354, 1428, 1773; peti- ‘“Timoruy Tranquit,” 166n or | 
tion for in. Albemarle County, 566;  Timson, THomas (Norfolk County), 1741 | . 
lower foreign opinion of U.S., 838; crit- T1oGa Pornt, Pa., 1457n ; 

| icism of, 1074-75, 1731. See also Con- | Tosacco, 567-68; taxes payable in, xxviii, 
tracts, obligation of;, Debts, private; In-- 1532, 1544n; amount produced in Va.. | 
stallment acts; Paper money; Property, - and N.C., 82; importance of to Va. | 
private a | economy, 176, 309, 1497, 1729; harvest | 

_ TERNANT, JEAN BaPTISTE, CHEVALIER DE in Va., 228; fear of federal export tax — 
(France): id., 1704n; 1702 - on, 233; Va. tax upon, 372-73, 724, | 

_ TERRILL, RICHARD (Jefferson): id., 208n > 727, 1363-65; no export tax under. 
—letter from, 208 | _ Constitution, 397; prices for, 745; mar- 
THACKER, Isaac (Louisa), 1442, 1443 | ket for in France, 784; monopoly of 

_. THATCHER, GEORGE (Mass.): id., 1782n Farmers-General, 842n; tobacco con- | 
| —letter to, 1781-82 | tracts as cause of economic distress, 

. THOMAS, PHiuip (Md.) 1061; trade in, 1168; in Ky., 1644 
—letter from: cited, 521n, 736n Topp, Lrvi (Fayette), 436n mo 7 | 
—letter to, 736; cited, 521n | Topp, THomas (Mercer), 408n, 411, 415 

| THOMPSON, GEORGE (Lincoln), 630n | TOMLIN, WALKER (Richmond County-Y) 
_ THOMPSON, ROGER (Lincoln), 630n . —in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, 
THOMPSON, WILLIAM (Fairfax), 24 | 1540, 1557; payment for, 1568 |
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Tow.es, Henry (Lancaster-Y) | _ ‘TREATY OF AMITY AND COMMERCE (1778), | 
: —in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, 403, 408n, 1143-44, 1172n, 1257n, 

a 1540, 1557; payment for, 1568 1393, 1411n 
| TRADESMEN AND MECHANICS, 1154 TREATY OF Paris (1763), 1179 

TRANSYLVANIA COMPANY, 1458n_ TREATY OF PEACE (1783), 173, 1411n; and 
| TRANSYLVANIA SEMINARY, 1226n—27n | payment of debts owed British citizens, 

| TREASON, 287; debate over President’s xxv—xxvi, 147, 1447, 1456n; and British 
| | power to pardon in cases of, 273, 336— confiscation of slaves, xxvi, 1138n; and 

37, 681, 697n, 1379; praise of Consti- Northwest posts, xxvi, 1138; call for re- 
tution’s provisions regarding, 687, peal of laws contrary to, xxvi-xxvii, 130, | 

1003, 1065, 1333, 1349; in England, —-:133, 134n, 168, 173, 358, 647n, 946, 
, 1298n—99n | - von ue wie toni mae ane nage 

. ion of Mississippi, xxix, n, ; 
he eS ea ee 00d “ence infractions of, ao. 134n, 162, 656, 978— 

796.97 "806 "807-8 811n. 848. 849. 79, 1048n, 1107, 1129, 1137n-38n, 
: ; , , , ’ , (1360, 1392, 1408, 1522; provisions of, 

851, 890, 929-30, 935, 958, 1034, 134n. declared | i F land b 

1039, 1069, 1108, 1130, 1166, 1174, eee eee aw olen 
1192, 1931-33. 1944. 1950. 1956n. ass., 644, 647n; inability of Congress 

, ” , > , to enforce, 935, 946, 1142n, 1392; and 
1389, 1392, 1395, 1411n, 1493, 1640n, boundaries of U.S.. 1175n. 1253 

1648; criticism of Constitution’s provi- 1258n: Parliament rejects, 1392, 1394- | 

| sions for, 43, 44~45, 61, 129, 151, 234, 95; provision on fisheries, 1397; criti- 
| 273, 425, 448, 449, 771, 777, 779, 801— cism that it will be enforced by U.S. ju- 

: 2, 822-23, 870, 965, 1069-70, 1107- diciary, 1422; Va. act respecting Fairfax 
| 8, 1115, 1192, 1211-12, 1244, 1246, estates is not repugnant to, 1455; and 

1247, 1259, 1374, 1380, 1381-83, opposition to Constitution in Va., 1708 
1384-85, 1387-88, 1390-91, 1394-95, Triats, SPEEDY AND PusLic, 773, 820, 
1488, 1492-93, 1496, 1504, 1528, 1351, 1552. See also Bill of rights; Jury 
1535-36, 1549, 1554, 1640n, 1648; as trials 

_ supreme law of land, 44-45, 61, 129, Tricc, ABRAHAM (Montgomery-N) 
234, 273, 337, 425, 442, 644, 690-91, —in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, 

| 694, 711, 725, 779, 801-2, 965, 1129, 1541, 1557; payment for, 1568 — 

1382, 1383, 1384, 1388-89, 1392, Tricc, JoHN (Bedford-N) © | 

1394, 1396, 1411n, 1528, 1536, 1638—- —in Convention, 907; votes in, 1538, 
39, 1660; debate over role of House of 1540, 1557; payment for, 1568 
Representatives in, 45, 129, 234, 337, Trist, Exiza House (Pa.): id., 605n 
425, 682, 771, 777, 808-9, 822-23, _— letters to, 603; quoted, 596n, 1175n - 

1131, 1241, 1247, 1251, 1256, 1391, A TRUE FRIEND,” 132n; text of, 159-64, 

1393, 1395, 1486, 1496, 1536, 1549, __ 216-21 | aa 
1554; praise or defense of Constitu- TRUMBULL, JONATHAN, JR. (Conn.): id., 
tion’s provisions for, 305, 337, 442, $45n 
644-45. 652. 676. 677-78. 681-89 —letters from: quoted, 1589n; cited, 345n 

, , , , >  —letters to, 345, 1588-89; quoted, 1589n 690-91, 694, 711, 725, 806-9, 1117 ye OST ees quoree’ : 
; ? , , , * ‘TUCKER, FRANCES BLAND (Mrs. St. George) oO 

1118, 1129-30, 1131, 1224, 1241, (Chesterfield): id., 35n : 

1249, 1250-51, 1256, 1296, 1380-81, —letters to, 35, 68-69, 124-25 

1381-84, 1385, 1388-90, 1391-93, TucKER, ST. GEORGE (Chesterfield): id., 
| 1395-97, 1486, 1611, 1660; secrecy 35n; 655n—56n; and Annapolis Conven- 

and, 1211-12, 1224, 1391, 1549, 1554. tion, xxxiv, 538-39, 539; wants amend- 
. See also Foreign affairs; Governments, ments to Constitution, 35; said to op- 

| ancient and modern; Great Britain; In- pose Constitution, 91, 108, 360; said to | 
| dians; Judiciary, U.S.; Law of nations; support Constitution, 302; as candidate 

President, U.S.; Senate, U.S.; Supremacy for Convention, 360, 361n, 577; on Jo- 

clause _ siah Philips case, 1004n
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—letters from, 35, 68-69, 124-25, 1720 607, 656-57, 672, 692, 706, 707, 726, 

—letters to, 579, 1669; cited, 845 734, 747, 752, 757, 788, 831-32, 834- 

_ Tucker, THomas Tupor (S.C.): id., 1669n 35, 841, 894, 945, Saar a7 oe 

—letter from, 1669 994, 996, 1125, 1334, 1354, ; : 
TURBERVILLE, GEORGE LEE (Richmond 1518, 1529, 1530, 1582, rea emg 

County): id., 122n; as candidate for 1612, 1623, 1648, 1653, 1671, 1678, | 
| Convention, 234n, 562, 739; in Va. Sen- 1680, 1695, 1724, 1728, 1743; necessity 

ate, 541 | for compromise in, 69; Constitutional | 

—letters from, 122, 127-29, 231-35, 285, Convention wishes to, Preserves oe 7 

738—40; quoted, 185n, 234n—35n, necessity of, , ; , , yo 
1762n, i763n | 193, 201, 218, 225, 230, 235-36, 240, 

—letters to: cited, 127, 234n, 738, 740n 261n, 268—70, 270, 274, 275-76, 291, 
Turkey. See Governments, ancient and a aaa te ae ae det oe a 

modern ’ ? ? >. ; ’ ’ ’ 

Turpin, THomas, Jr. (Powhatan-N): id., ae aan ae Oe Oden teen or 
607n. ’ ’ f— ’ ’ —~O'Ls ’ 

~ —in Convention, 630n, 908; elected to, 1001, 1015, 1016, 1032, 1041, 1057, 

606-7; votes in, 1539, 1541, 1557; pay- oa bret igoc os. tes: oR 

ment for, 1568 , ’ “II, - , , 
TYLER, EDWARD (Pa.), 1710 1202, 1209, 1214, 1292, 1473, 1581, 

Tag orm (Chae C2207 a ae - -XXXiv, , n , , , , 

—in Convention, 907, 909, 1513, 1516, 1042, 1054, 1057, 1128, 1162-63, 
1541; elected to, 561; as Antifederalist sane mee ere. ae 
‘ , 711, 744; tes i , 577 , 1538, 1541, strong tederal government neede O 

187. ° tion in, 899 OL, elected vice preserve, 204, 473; dangers consequent 

president of, 907, 912n, 1258; at Anti- spon em 208, O98 98, 9 oT | 

ecralist meeting ene a strengthened by supporting public 
ee a a 677. I 71.2. on credit, 305; Federalists support, 504-5, 

—speeches in ‘Convention, 913, 914, 1259, netivion, | set president ae, representa 

oes 39%). evr reference to, tive of, 668-69, 682; Constitution cre- 

T Ma 655 °: ates single state for great political . 

YLER, NR: yn | purposes, 669-70; vast majority of peo- 
TYRANNY: Constitution creates danger of, j + 704. 745: M ak 

157, 210, 211, 222, 383, 465; danger =P S¥PPOM, UUs, (o> Mason ang Nae | 
f , h I 1 7? 9 4h: d dolph unwilling to risk Union to get 

OF WI Plural EXecullve, > Canger amendments, 758; will be promoted by 
from strengthened Confederation :Con- cooperation of Va., N.Y., and N.H. on 

BTEsS, 267; disunion or separate confed- amendments, 814-15; origins of in re- 
eracies will result in, 270; of Great Brit- sistance to Great Britain, 848, 1093: 

| ain better than domestic tyrants under should be formed by people not states, 

— Constitution, 283-84; denial that Con- 945-46; liberty and happiness are more 
stitution will establish, 374, 481. See also important than, 962, 1160-61; denial | 

Democracy; Despotism oo that refusal to ratify Constitution will | 
| lead to disunion, 966-67, 1167, 1168; 

UNICAMERALISM, 267-68. See also Bica- depends upon power of direct taxation, 

meralism ; 1023, 1076, 1143; no conflict between 
Union, 622, 1167, 1168; Constitution love of Va. and America, 1074; not en- 

brings interests of states together in, 31, dangered under Confederation, 1108, 

84; Constitution needed to preserve, 55, 1167, 1480, 1517; will be strengthened 

89-90, 97, 113, 127, 140, 153, 155, _ by western settlement, 1209; criticism of | 

~159, 164, 249, 272, 278, 286, 294, 325, use of argument for by Federalists, 

330, 342, 362, 374, 398, 496, 504, 512, 1214; power to repel invasions necessary
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to, 1311; ratification by Va. vital to, —in Convention, 907; elected to, 580; 

1354, 1613-14; cannot be dismembered votes in, 1538, 1541; payment for, 1568 

by treaty, 1382, 1385; denial that Anti- © Urrecut: Union of (1579), 696n, 1168, 

federalists oppose, 1490; responsible for 1226, 1336n; Peace of (1713), 1410n 

winning American Revolution, 1521; 
primary object of Articles of Confed- ‘Vatertus,’” 4, 60n, 490n, 750; text of, 
eration, 1646; primary object of Con- 313-20; sent to Madison, 368n; criti- 
stitution, 1646; toasted, 1717, 1731; Va. cism of, 505-6 : 

- benefits from, 1756 ' Tue VALLEY (BETWEEN ALLEGHANY AND 
| —danger to: Confederation inadequate to BLuE RIDGE) OF VrirGINtA: elects Fed- 

preserve, 92, 164, 164n, 325, 494, 513, eralists to Convention, 712, 745 | | 
781-82, 888-89, 1287; would have VAN GAASBEEK, PETER (N.Y.), 1726n. 

been endangered in Va. if no amend- Van Horne, GABRIEL (Fairfax), 1718 

ments allowed to Constitution, 133; en- Van RENSSELAER, STEPHEN (N.Y.): id., 
dangered by Va. act to pay Convention. 1726n 

| delegates, 238; enemies of U.S. want to —letter to, 1724-25; cited, 1673n | 

. destroy, 268-70; danger to if North Van ScHaack, Henry (Mass.): id., 1788n 
Carolina does not ratify Constitution, —letter to, 1787-88 | | 
290; sectional hostility as danger to, 433; =Van ScHaack, PETER (N.Y.): id., 1787n 
endangered by demand for previous —letter from, 1787-88 

; amendments, 483, 509, 585, 932, 1015, = Vanpatia Company, 1657 
1084, 1085-86, 1092-93, 1093, 1097, Vanmerer, Isaac (Hardy-Y) 
1117, 1131-32, 1487-88, 1499-1501, —in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, 

1666-67; Va.’s refusal to ratify will en- 1540; payment for, 1568 

danger, 745, 1081; debate over danger Vasry, PARSON (Berkeley), 572 

| of separation of Ky., 785, 788n, 794, VaucHAN, Joun (Pa.): id., 605n—6n 

1128; Constitution endangers, 875, —letters from, 603-4, 1597-98, 1598-99, 
1069-70, 1201, 1478, 1479-81; danger 1631-32; cited, 1598, 1599n 
of disunion if requisition system is used, —letter to: cited, 254 | 
948, 1020, 1021-22, 1031; threatened VERGENNES, COMTE DE (France), 1020 

by power of states, 1152; factions among Vermont, 1712; and Ky. statehood, 709; 
| states as danger to, 1171; threatened by dispute over independence and state- 

cession of Mississippi navigation, 1254— hood of, 856, 1039-40, 1049n, 1059, 

55; endangered by demand for imme- 1093, 1137n. See also Bennington, Vt.; 
diate end to slave trade, 1339 Newspapers; New England States; 

—opposition to, 134n—35n, 155, 167, 708, Northern States; Windsor, Vt. 
731; Antifederalists said to oppose, 168, Vest, JouN (Louisa), 1442, 1443 

175-76, 181, 227, 235-37, 249, 258, Vero Power: Va. governor lacks, xxv; 

289, 398, 479, 491, 505, 578n, 606, Congress should have over state laws, 
755, 827n, 1117; Patrick Henry said to XXxvili, 93, 95, 95n, 100, 102, 106, 

favor disunion, 168, 175-76, 227, 249, 108n, 151; of President criticized, 32, 

258, 289, 479, 606, 703, 745, 755; 250, 448, 449, 771, 775, 1609-12; of 
George Clinton said to oppose, 827n President praised, 46-47, 250, 432, | 

See also Separate confederacies 643-44, 661, 668-69, 1772: debate’ 

UNION SOCIETY (POLITICAL SOCIETY): con- over in Constitutional Convention, 99; 
siders Constitution, 3, 170n, 225; sup- in Great Britain, 100, 295, 449, 750, 

ports Constitution, 3, 171, 172, 292; 800, 922, 942n, 1610-11; proposed 
membership of, 170, 170n, 172 amendment concerning, 412-13; debate 

UNION, STATE OF THE, 682 over congressional power to override, 

“Unitas,” 1780 413, 1772; in Albany Plan of Union, 

UNITED COLONIES OF NEW ENGLAND, 1048n 

1031-32, 1048n VICE PRESIDENT, U.S., 665; not needed, 

Upsnuaw, JAMES, JR. (Essex-N): id., 581 34, 44, 66, 76, 412, 415, 416, 822,
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1367-68, 1373; as dangerous office, 34, 1053, 1089n; no threat of, 1039, 1042- 
. 66, 823, 1367-68; as president of Sen- 43 - - | | _ 

ate, 37, 106, 1367, 1368; denial that of- ©—economy and finances of: payment of 

| fice is dangerous, 312, 336; prayer for, requisitions, 90n, 195, 489, 650, 652n, | | 
: 400; office of copied from N.Y. consti-— 727-28, 981, 1016, 1018, 1089n; 

tution, 665; as check on President, 679; drought in, 107; cession of western land | 
. ‘criticism of powers of, 782; defense of to Congress, 158, 159n, 738n, 1107,. . 

office, 1368; provision to succeed Pres- —-:1137n, 1320; impost of, 165n, 840; | 
/ ident, 1368; election of, 1368, 1371n; wheat as seer co ane 1031 oe : 

impeachment of, 1380 © bears unfair tax burden, 372, —22: 

Wrotmew: in Va. over debts and taxes, rescinds ratification of Impost of 1781, 

-_-xxviii, 162, 1770; in U.S. during summer — 408n, 942n; requests congressional pay- _ 
of 1786, xxxv, 162; and call of Pa. Con- aon of ee yea sae Northwest 

vention, 38, 86-87; tumults and con- erritory, n; » /90n; economic 

 vulsions inevitable in a republic, 46, 47; strengths of, 651; manufactures, 672, | 
threat against Antifederalists, 505; dan- 1133; imports, 695, 810; described as a : 
ger of from Pa. Antifederalists, 795-96; staple sa OF eon in, it °6- | | 
danger of if Va. does not ratify, 795- —v9, n—/Un, » pollical an 7 
96; as an enemy of government, 1193; economic: distress, 727, 971-73; criti- 7 

: possible to block ratification by Va. Con- .  cism of commercial regulations, 727, 
vention, 1583-84, 1708. See also Insur- —S—-1 086; criticism of policies toward public oo 

rections, domestic; Shays’s Rebellion eae 127-88; commercial relations 
2 . of, n, ; ; Constitution will | : ves 4, 90,727, Ht honey BHR 96, IGE Gest wl 

- ‘sentation in U.S. House of Represen- country, 829; Constitution will result in 

tatives, 329n, 335, 397, 425-26, 447, prosperity for, 833; canals will enhance 
458-59, 516, 517n, 834-35, 840-41, interstate commerce of, 837; wealth of | 

842n, 843n, 1013, 1021-29 1024, compared to Philadelphia, 841; hurt by 

1025-26, 1046, 1064, 1147-48; impor-  ™ethod of apportioning expenses, 
tance of. 360. 577-78. 608-9. 670. 735, 1021-22; Constitution will obligate itto : 
835. 976-84. 1015. 1016. 1040 1911. pay its debts, 1102-3. See also Com- oe 

+ my ane ” 7. merce; Installment acts; Mount Vernon 

| 1497-98;.1677; 1685n—86n; population” Conference; Paper money; Taxation; of, 555-57, 834, 840, 978, 1026, 1650, FON? APE moneys oS 
1650n; consequences if it does not ratify _. overmmen t of: state and local in. xxiv- 

Constitution, 600, 784, 831, 833, 835, ow 664.55. 799. 939.33 1080-61 

ee oe Peso age oie 1813 1164-65, 1626-27; officers of common- 
a p00 > Proposal tor Sup" wealth, liv; civil list of, Iv-lvii, 89; rep- a 
port of clergy in, 608, 608n,; Practice of resentation in Congress, 395, 396, 516; | 
gouging (of eyes), 696; tranquility of, tradition of election-day speeches, 614; 
931, 954-55, 1037-38; militarily vul- law prohibits members of Congress from 

_ herable, 977, 1094; militia of, 981, lead- holding state office, 709, 710n; limits - 
7 ing role in seeking revision of Articles, size of congressional delegation, 1090n. 

1034, 1165; danger to if Constitution 1S See also Virginia constitution; Entries for 
rejected, 1083, 1086, 1093; delegation branches of Virginia government | 

in Congr ess votes for free navigation of —influence of on other states, 120n, 126, 
_ Mississippi, 1091n; enemies to Union in, 164, 183, 309, 344, 355, 360, 385, 454, oS 

1117; Virginia nobility, 1446; court- —_491n, 492, 521-22, 1758n, 1759n; Ga., : 
house burnings in, 1770. See also News- 291; Md., 702; Mass., 1574n; N.H., 784, 

papers; Southern States 7 833, 880, 1592, 1596; N.Y., 784, 833, | 
—border disputes: with Md., 693, 697n,  — 880, 1575, 1587, 1592-93, 1596, : 

979, 980, 1004n—5n, 1042, 1053, 1107, 1630n, 1634, 1634n, 1635, 1662, — 
| 1161; with Pa., 693, 697n, 979, 989, 1673n, 1678, 1724-25, 1784, 1788, 

| 1053-54, 1451, 1457n; with N.C.,979, — 1788n, 1789n, 1790; N.C., 225, 290, |
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| 299, 309, 322, 360-61, 702, 784, 833, VIRGINIA AND PuBLic OPINION ON Con- 
. 880, 1595, 1634n, 1715, 1776, 1781, STITUTION, 585, 733, 1778-93; Mason’s | 7 

1783, 1784, 1785n, 1789; R.I., 784, objections calculated to alarm, 41n; di- 

880; S.C., 291 | minishing of initial support, 137, 384, 

. —influence of other states on, 249, 321, 599; was unfavorable, but now improv- 

321-29, 355, 357, 358, 368, 452, 456; ing, 302, 321-22, 397; general popu- 

7 | Md., 1586, 1782, 1783; Mass., 436, 452, lation of will be affected by legislature’s 

477, 491, 1595, 1666; N.H., 454, 1585, Antifederalism, 384; increasing support 

, 1586, 1618, 1678, 1685, 1686, 1695, for, 598, 606-7, 607-8, 735, 993-94; 

oe | 1792; N.Y., 1618, 1636, 1715; S.C., Washington has large influence on, 

1575, 1585, 1586, 1633 635-36; four-fifths of Virginians want 

: —prospects of ratification in, 601; favor- previous amendments, 1050; lack of un- 

able, 47, 86, 92, 120-21, 152, 165, 169, _ derstanding due to misrepresentations, 

172, 279, 282, 291n, 292, 293n, 309, Ison majority supports amendments, 

| 391, 322, 331n, 345, 358, 427, 428n, | a 

455, 456, 457, 478, 504n, 515, 522n, © —uncertain, 12, 48, 49n, 279, 292, 293n, 

588, 603, 613, 627-31, 636-37, 637, 324n, 345, 358, my 456; apathetic in 

| 638n, 698, 735, 737, 740, 742, 742-43, Botetourt, 383, 573 - | 
| 743, 744, 756, 760, 761-62, 762, 764, —divided, 16, 127, 130, 132, 150, 173, 

| 766, 769, 780, 781, 788n, 797n, 803- 990, 323, 354, 436, 522, 601, 745; in 

| 4, 1574, 1575, 1582, 1584, 1584-85, Albemarle, 565; in Kentucky, 712, 735; 

| 1585, 1586, 1588, 1588-89, 1589, in Middlesex, 787; in Orange, 603 

1589n, 1590, 1594, 1594-95, 1595, —favorable, 19n—20n, 22, 39n, 49n, 80, 

1597n, 1598, 1599n, 1612, 1613, 1614, 86, 88, 90, 106, 108, 110, 123, 140, 
1615, 1616, 1631, 1634, 1635, 1637, 146, 149, 154, 155, 167, 168, 169, 175, 

1648, 1649, 1650, 1651, 1664, 1666, 905, 224, 226, 227-28, 234, 284, 285, 

1666-67, 1669, 1670-71, 1672, 1679,  313n, 321-22, 343, 478, 504n, 829, | 
1680, 1680n, 1684, 1685, 1686, 1686n, 885, 993-94, 1003; for calling ratifying 

1687-88, 1695, 1696, 1696-97, 1697, convention, 49, 50; in Alexandria and . 

1707, 1778. 1781, 1782, 1783, 1784 Fairfax County, 23-25; in backcountry, 

| 1790, i791. 1799. 1793. tear that leg. in Northern Neck, 522, 583; in Orange, 

| islature of will oppose, 83; uncertain, 598; in Powhatan, 606-7; in Prince Ed- 
88 94. 109, 131. 133, 150, 198, 239 ward, 607-8; in Richmond, 598; in 

940 498n 591-99 B85 601 603 710. Staunton, 144; in western Va., 172, 208; 

, , , , ; ? , in Williamsburg, 623-26; in York , 
755, 779, 816, 817, 894, 895, 1581 mn 8> | : 

> - > > > 9 > ’ County 623-26 
. 

1590, 1592, 1613, 1617, 1618, 1619, __ 2. 

| 1622, 1622n, 1623, 1630, 1630n, 1633, any ad 33, 34, 48, 56, 57, 150, 
| 167, 171, 193, 205, 223-24, 239-40, 

1635n, 1636, 1637, 1637-38, 1651, : 
1655-66. 1656, 1657, 1 275, 282, 283, 283-84, 362, 424, 453n, 

ee er Teva. £88, 1561, -466n, 467, 467n, 491-92, 503, 515, 
oe , 1670, 1671n, 1672, 1672n, 516, 521, 701-2, 817, 1088n, 1478, 

1677-78, 1687, 1700, 1780, 1781, 1655-56, 1775-76; in backcountry, _ 

1783, 1784, 1785, 1786, 1786-87, 824; by Baptists, 604n; in Orange, 599; 

1787, 1788, 1789, 1790, 1792; doubt- in Rockbridge, 144-45. See also Ken- 
ful, 94, 131, 256, 276, 382, 479, 522, tucky; Virginia regions — 

795n; unfavorable, 94, 143-44, 155, — Vircinia AupiToR OF PuBLIC ACCOUNTS, 

196, 205, 225, 241, 331, 467, 479, 706, lv, 901~2, 1564 | 

710, 735-36, 738, 764, 779, 1779n,  Vircinia CHARTER: invested Virginians 

1779, 1785; influence of other states on, with rights of Englishmen, 1350 

198, 601, 635, 636, 755; favorable if Vircinta CONSTITUTION, xxiv—xxv, 91, 

nine states ratify, 249, 284, 368, 384, 135-35, 213, 395, 429, 430, 482; text | 

436, 491, 706, 755; doubtful if nine of, 532-37, 664-65, 799; as model for 

| states do not ratify, 284, 360, 368, 453 constitution proposed by Society of
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Western Gentlemen, 779n; and border delegates to, 111n, 116, 118, 119n—20n, 
_ dispute with Md., 1004n—5n; Declara- 122, 123, 146, 561, 622, 1774; printing : 

tion of Rights not part of, 1085; com- and distribution of resolutions calling, 
pared with U.S. Constitution, 1098-99, 111n, 116, 118, 119, 120n, 121, 143, 
1136; checks and balances in, 1124; and 148; basis for representation in, 111n, 
jury trials, 1136, 1409, 1436, 1438; 116, 118, 561; commentary on delayed 
praised, 1197, 1198, 1219; prohibits date of meeting, 149, 150, 385, 583 
Senate from amending money bills, —election of delegates to, 171, 341, 359, 
1268; grants all power to government 394, 428n, 452, 455, 457, 472, 478, 
without exception, 1333; reeligibility of | 479, 483, 491, 491-92, 504, 515, 521, 
governor, 1365, 1370n; criticizes 522, 522n, 561-631, 582, 706, 755-56, 

| George III for disallowing duties on 756, 845, 915-17, 1083; delegates | 
slave trade, 1369n; provision that gov- should be elected based on their posi- 
ernor and council call up militia, 1379; tion on Constitution, 293-94; instruc- . 
sets no limits on judicial districts, 1426 tion of delegates to, 386, 434-36, 436n, | 

VIRGINIA CONVENTION: call for, 23-24, 25, 463, 611-12, 742, 793-94, 795n, 884, . | 
30, 39-40, 43, 49, 55, 56, 57n, 67-68, 1586, 1689, 1698; election certificates 
68n, 86, 90, 92, 96-97, 108, 110n, 120— for, 562, 571; poll lists, 562, 574-75, 
21, 136; proposal that it also revise Va. 576, 580-81, 609; dates of elections for 
constitution, 91; Jefferson cited in, by counties, 563-64; disputed elections, 
155n, 354n, 1052, 1088n, 1096-97, 564, 588, 594-95, 618n, 910, 913, 917, 

| 1201-2, 1210, 1223, 1227n, 1480, 943, 944, 970-71, 1006-7, 1441-44, 
, 1705, 1708; votes of Va. judges in, 1458-64; petitions concerning disputed 

577n; Randolph letter. to constituents elections, 575-76, 579-80, 910, 913, | 
_ read to, 593, 1083; balance of parties 915n, 917, 943, 970-71, 1006-7; notice 

in, 603, 604, 627-31, 634, 635, 743, of election published, 589; circulation of 
816, 817, 818, 844, 883, 884, 885, 898— lists of delegates elected to, 626-31, 
99; and The Federalist, 633, 704, 709— 636, 636n; Antifederalist counties de- 
10; essays addressed to, 832-43, 889— feat established leaders, 636; literature 
94; members of in House of Delegates, intended for, 694-95; Edward Carring- 
897, 1762n; journal of, 900, 901,.1515, ton’s efforts in, 697n—98n; analysis of 7 

| 1558, 1559n; attendance book, 901; ex- election results, 702, 703, 705-6, 706, 
tant papers of, 901-2; list of delegates 711, 712, 732, 733, 734, 735, 735-36, 

: to, 907-8; payment of expenses of, 736, 737, 738, 740, 741, 742, 742-43, | 
1514, 1545, 1558, 1559n, 1564-68; at- 744, 745, 755-56, 756, 758, 761-62, 
tendance in, 1564, 1670, 1670n, 1675— 762, 762n, 763, 764, 766, 779-80, 780, 
76, 1676n, 1707; site of moved, 1584, 781, 797, 803-4, 810, 906; electioneer- : 
1591, 1615; spectators at, 1591, 1592, ing by Antifederalists criticized, 756-57; 
1620, 1621, 1681, 1684, 1690n, 1696, advice to voters on, 1776 | | 
1699, 1738-39; letter addressed to —proceedings and debates of, 1543n; fear | 
members of, 1599-1607, 1640-43, that debates will be long and rancorous, 
1644-45, 1655-56, 1681-84 635; possible adjournment of, 812, 

—and legislature: calls, 3, 50, 68-69, 78— 1631, 1652, 1659-60, 1664, 1669, | 
| 79, 86, 110-20, 122, 124, 126, 130, 1669n, 1790, 1791; number of days in | 

132, 133, 147, 149, 150, 152, 155, 185, session, 897; times of meeting, 897; con- _ 
| 186, 190, 198, 200, 207n, 207-8, 234: venes, 897, 909; officers elected, 897, 

act to pay delegates to, 3, 183-93, 195- 909; Committee of Privileges and Elec- 
96, 207-8, 223, 225, 237-38, 239, 258, tions appointed, 897, 909, 917; orders : 

| 275, 287, 331, 788n-89n, 898, 913, Constitution and legislative resolutions 
1545n; dates for elections to, 111n, 114, calling Convention printed, 897, 910; 
116, 118, 122, 123, 344: date for meet- meets at New Academy, 897, 910, 913; 
ing of, 1lIn, 114-15, 116, 118, 123, adopts rules, 897, 913; reads Constitu- : 
147n, 354-55; qualifications of electors tion and 28 September resolution of 
for, llln, 116, 118; qualifications for Confederation Congress calling state
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conventions, 897, 913; storm forces of retained in legislative archives, 1550—- 

early adjournment, 897, 1506, 1511- 51; proposed form of, 1665, 1666-67, 

| 12, 1622, 1628; reads 25-31 October 1680; adopted, 1675-76, 1676; distri- 

legislative resolutions and 12 December bution of, 1688, 1697, 1699, 1701 : 

act for paying delegates, 898, 913; rule —ratifies Constitution, 899, 1594n, 1675- 

| to debate Constitution clause-by-clause, 76, 1676, 1689, 1697, 1699, 1713, 

7 898, 913-14, 940-41, 968, 973, 998, 1718, 1718n, 1721, 1723, 1725, 1748; 

| 1084, 1092, 1096, 1116, 1127-28, Committee of the Whole reports that 

1142, 1154, 1163-64, 1164, 1172, Constitution be ratified and amend- 

———- 1222, 1228, 1229, 1258, 1259, 1290, ments be recommended, 899; Wythe in- 

1301, 1347-54, 1573, 1574, 1580-81, troduces motion to ratify in Committee 

1587, 1593-94, 1596-97, 1597, 1614, . ‘of the Whole, 899; resolution for pre- 

1615, 1616, 1617-18, 1620, 1633, sented, 1474, 1512-13; resolutions for 

1648, 1663-64, 1664, 1672, 1684, debated, 1474-1507; motion to call 

| 1706-7; motion to allow shorthand re- question of ratification, 1506; time of, 

porters to take notes, 902-3, 912; pub- 1513, 1544n, 1677, 1686, 1699; Com- 

lication of debates of, 902-6, 1127, mittee of Whole’s resolutions for, 1537- 

, 1175n, 1757-58, 1758n; description of 38; estimated majority for, 1583, 1588, 

speeches in, 1088n, 1581, 1581n, 1583, 1632, 1636, 1637, 1637-38, 1651, 

1593, 1638; shorthand note taker ab- 1657, 1658, 1660, 1661n, 1663, 1665, 

sent, 1472n, 1669n; roll-call votes in, 1666-67, 1670-71, 1672, 1679, 1685, 

1513, 1538-40, 1540-41, 1543, 1556— 1687, 1695, 1696, 1702, 1753, 1785n, 
57, 1559n; thanks Edmund Pendleton, 1789, 1790, 1791, 1792; estimated vote 
1515, 1558; proceedings of printed and against, 1636; prediction of when final 

distributed, 1569, 1570-71, 1757-58, vote will occur, 1654, 1792; description 
1756n, 1704; description of, 1572-73, of 1676—77 1677 1686 1687, 1698, 

1573, 1574, 1587, 1588, 1591, 1597, 1699, 1707, 1714, 1715: vote for. 

1613, 1615, 1616, 1617-18, 1619, printed, 1687n; conditional ratification 

1620, 1628-29, 1631, 1632, 1648, by predicted, 1691; false report of, 1707 

AO teGL 18 bn 1664 ee ee —and amendments to Constitution in: © 

? ; ? , ? ? should be permitted to recommend, 40, 

1668-69, 1669, 1669n, 1671-72, 1672, 89. 111n, 113, 115, 123; and second 

oes ag 1609 ‘ 603 94 oe ; eo, a state convention, 507, 620; coordinated 

97, 1697, 1699, 1700, 1701-2. 1706- “forts to propose in, 745, 785-86, 
7 1707: 7? f 1615 1681 1699 811n—13n, 816-23, 827n—28n, 1336n, | 

» praise 0” , 1599n, 1653; committee appointed to 
1704, 1707, 1716, 1721, 1725, 1727- , PP 

; , o ; , draft, 900, 1514, 1541, 1677, 1686 
98, 1731, 1735, 1738, 1756; debates of , ? on , ae 

| recorded, 1651, 1680, 1690, 1694; ad- 1687, 1687, 1697, 1721; Convention 
journment of attempted, 1652, 1664, adopts and caoins future 50). DIS. 

1790, 1791; criticism of, 1692; debates —— UVES_ to Seex adoption ot, kh, 515, 
of summarized, 1755-56 | 1707, 1764; proposed, 1404, 1407, 

—Form of Ratification, 900; committee to 1409, 1479, 1508n, 1509n, 1514-15, 

prepare, 900, 1513, 1541; proposed 1551-56, 1675-76, 1676, 1688, 1689, 

preamble to, 1455-56; draft of by Wil- 1695n—-96n, 1698, 1699, 1701, 1714, 

liam Grayson, 1510n; drafted and re- 1715, 1718n, 1718-19, 1726, 1748, 

ported, 1513-14, 1541, 1542; signed, 1749, 1761n, 1765-66; request for 
1514, 1545, 1550; printings of, 1515, preparation of before question is taken 

1543n, 1558, 1687, 1687n, 1718, to ratify Constitution, 1506, 1507, 

1718n, 1724, 1726, 1732, 1749n; trans- 1513, 1538-40, 1653, 1677, 1686, — 

mitted to Congress, 1515, 1545, 1546, 1688, 1695, 1707, 1718n, 1718-19, 

| 1563; sent to state executives, 1515, 1756; publication of, 1515, 1543n, 

1558, 1563n; text of, 1542, 1546-47; 1558, 1558n—59n; amendment on tax- 

engrossed copies of, 1542, 1559n; copy ation, 1556-57; engrossment of or-
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dered, 1558; forwarded to Congress, publican maxims, 1036; endangered by | 
1558; distribution of, 1689 a Constitution, 1041, 1042, 1157-58, | | 

7 —Antifederalists in, 1629; Southside del- 1300-1301; as reaction to British mea- | | 
. egates described as, 636-37; amend- sures, 1046; not part of Va. constitution, 

ments being prepared by, 745, 816, 817, 1085, 1438; judicial protections in, : 
~ 818, 819-23, 827n—28n, 1336n, 1599n, 1197; read or quoted in Va. Convention, _ 
1653; leaders in, 760, 898; cooperate =‘: 1213, 1326, 1351; may be overridden 
with N.Y. Antifederalists, 813, 816, by Congress, 1300-1301; adoption of, 
1630; “Republican Society,” 813, 817; — 1330; praise of, 1331, 1350; was un- . 
move for transmittal of bill of rights and necessary, 1332-34; compares well with oe 
-amendments to other states previous to weak rights protected in Constitution, = 
ratification, 899; danger of secession - 1345, 1346; does not establish common - 

_ from, 1482; disagreement among, ~ law, 1352-53; U.S. Constitution should . 
1500-1501; meet together, 1560-62; | incorporate protections of, 1475; liber- | | 

_ acquiescence of, 1560-62, 1589n, 1676, ties in protected by ratification resolu- ‘ 
: 1677, 1681, 1696, 1698, 1699, 1702, tions proposed by Wythe, 1483. See also | 

1705, 1707-8, 1715-16, 1721, 1728, Bill of rights; Civil liberties _ | a 
1737, 1753-54, 1757, 1759; described, —provisions of: on separation of powers, 

| 1582; pessimism of, 1588, 1597, 1631, 799; on right to alter form of govern- | 
| 1676, 1676n; strategy of, 1595, 1617, ment, 956, 960, 1129; on representation | 

| 1620-21, 1630, 1633, 1637, 1657, and taxation, 960-61, 1006n; on taxa- : 
1663-64, 1664, 1665, 1671-72, 1672, tion, 1002, 1006n; recommends justice, | 
1680; meet with Eleazer Oswald, 1619, 1102-3, 1129, 1137n; reserves powers 

- 1619-20, 1631, 1633, 1657, 1657n; —_— to people, 1157; judicial protections of 
machinations of, 1663; fear that they outlined, 1197; and standing armies, . 
will not acquiesce, 1688; consider ad-— 1301, 1335n, 1475, 1484, 1508n; re- | 
dress to people, 1688, 1688-89, 1720: “serves rights not given up, 1328, 1329; | 
refuse to sign an address to people, —_ excessive bail prohibited, 1330, 1330- | | 

| 1708; praise of, 1713, 1757-58 _ 31; excessive fines prohibited, 1330, - 
—Federalists in, 634, 636-37, 735, 737, 1330-31; cruel and unusual punish- | | | 

. 744, 762, 767, 895, 898, 1587; northern ments prohibited, 1330, 1330-31, 1334; 
_ Va. delegates described as, 636-37; sup- debate over whether torture is prohib- 

port subsequent amendments, 1516, _ ited, 1334; self-incrimination prohib- | 
1518, 1670, 1689, 1699; optimism of, ited, 1334; acts contrary to are void, 
1574, 1588; agree to debate Constitu- 13.46: provision for jury trials compared | 
tion by paragraphs, 1587; strategy of, with U.S. Constitution, 1438, 1465, | 
1665 a _ 1466, 1469; reference to Article 15 of, 

| ~—Kentucky delegates in. See Kentucky _ 1533 | | - 
_ VIRGINIA COUNCIL OF STATE (PRIVY COUN- | VIRGINIA EXECUTIVE COUNCIL. See Virginia _ 

CIL), xxv, 797n-98n, 1763n; members Council of State | 
of, lv; and Gov. Clinton’s letter (8 May), | VirGcinia GENERAL AssEMBLY: members of, , 

| 789, 792; Convention orders journal to _lvi-Iviii; division in over Constitution, 
_ be bound and deposited in archives of, 108, 123, 126, 130, 155, 167, 173, 226, . 

900,901 oa 1769, 1775, 1777n; Antifederalists in, : | 
VIRGINIA DECLARATION OF RiGHTS, xxiv, 155, 234, 239, 299, 357-58, 384; mem- 

337-38, 340n, 462, 715, 960, 1084; text bers of attend Union Society debates, | | 
of, 530-31; as basis for Society of West- 225; and Quakers, 368n; criticism of, . oe 

| ern Gentlemen’s Declaration of Rights, 337, 396, 399, 479-80; and Indiana — | 
- 770n; as basis for amendments prepared Company, 437, 732n, 741, 1161, oe 

| by Antifederalists in Va. Convention, — 1173n; proposal in that army be used to © | 
- -828n; fails to protect civil liberties, 975; collect requisitions, 489; importance of | oe 

denial that Constitution endangers, for setting up new government, 704-5; : 
1002, 1128-29; violations of, 1004n, opposition to reforms in, 705; and Gov. | a 

| ~1129, 1333, 1334, 1469; contains re- Clinton’s 8 May 1788 letter, 788-93; —
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: special session of (June 1788), 797, for payment of Va. and federal debts, | 

797n-98n, 897, 915, 1344, 1369n, 196n; Revenue Act (1787), 309; import 

1583, 1652, 1659-60, 1665, 1672, duties, 329; prohibits foreign slave 

1685, 1696, 1703, 1706; legislative ag- trade, 483n, 1369n; district court act, | 

| grandizement charged, 972; defense of 705, 797, 797n—98n; sets size of dele- 

under Confederation, 1055; members of gation in Confederation Congress, 

also serving as Convention delegates, 81ln; debts owed British citizens, 843, 

1369n; violations of Declaration of 1357, 1359, 1370n; repealing laws re- 

Rights justified by necessity, 1469; crit- pugnant to Treaty of Peace, 946, 1138n; 

icism of laws of, 1604; remonstrance to to remedy abuses of sheriffs, 969n—70n; 

on district court bill, 1703; should offer . and Ky. statehood, 1005n, 1580n, 1678; 

site for federal capital, 1729; support in instructs delegates in Congress to seek 

for amendments, 1775 reparations for slaves taken by British, 

- —organization of: description of, xxiv—xxv; 1107; poll taxes, 1157, 1173n; encour- 

a attendance of members required, 57n, ages education, 1226n—2’7n; militia law, 

| 68, 78, 90, 107, 133, 134n; elections of 1276, 1303, 1304, 1335n; to provide aid | 

: senators and delegates, 496-97; com- to customs officers (1788), 1335n—36n; 

pared with Congress under Constitu- establishing common law in Virginia, 

tion, 724; times of meetings, 897; power 1353; abolishing primogeniture, 1353, 

7 to regulate state elections compared 1370n; confirming land titles, 1408, 

with U.S. Congress, 920; term of, 924; 1411n-12n; concerning estate of Lord | 

| : and money bills, 1268-69; representa- Fairfax, 1408, 1411n—12n, 1436, 1454— 

~ tion in praised, 1328, 1329; debates 55, 1468; makes obedience to Treaty of 

open to public, 1346 Peace dependent upon British evacua- 

—acts and resolves of: laws regulating elec- tion of Northwest posts, 1411n; ends 

tion of delegates to Congress from, xxv; confiscation of Loyalist estates, 141 1n— | 

and payment of debts owed British sub- 12n; creates District Court of Ky., 

| jects, xxv-xxvii; paper money and 1440n; concerning sale of property for 

debtor relief legislation of, xxvii, 17n, delinquent taxes, 1465; to free slaves 

, 85; and navigation of Mississippi, xxix— who fought in Revolution, 1476, 1508n; 

xxxi, 207n, 1091n, 1179, 1180-81, to permit manumission, 1477, 1508n; © 

7 | 1182, 1183, 1230-31, 1231, 1245, for paying taxes in tobacco (1787), - 

1256n; and Impost of 1781, xxxi—xxxii; 1544n; for paying Convention expenses, 

ratifies Impost of 1783, xxxii; ratifies 1545n, 1559, 1563; and debtor-relief 

commerce amendment, xxxii—xxxlil; measures, 1607n; for first federal elec- 

| calls Annapolis Convention, xxxiv, 20n, tions, 1709-10; for a second constitu- 

, 538-39, 842n, 917, 1481, 1755; ap- tional convention, 1712, 1761-68 

points delegates to Constitutional Con- VIRGINIA GOVERNOR: powers of, XXv, 

vention, xxxv, 134, 487, 540-42, 842n, 1379; reeligibility of, 1365, 1370n. See 

917, 1755; calls Constitutional Conven- also Randolph, Beverley; Randolph, Ed- 

tion, xxxv, 259, 833, 1165; calls Va. mund 

Convention, 3, 55, 59n, 82, 86, 90, Vircin1A HousE OF BURGESSEs: term of, | 

, 110-20, 120-21, 130, 147, 148, 150, 440; acts regulating duration of legisla- 

152, 198, 200, 207n, 207-8, 225, 234, ture, 942n; Patrick Henry’s speech on 

260n, 287, 463, 619, 622, 897, 898, Stamp Act, 969n; petitions George LI 

910, 913, 932, 950, 1162, 1775; pro- to allow duties on slave trade, 1369n 

vides for paying delegates, 3, 183-93, | Vircinia House oF DELEGATES, 927; mem- 

207-8, 237-38, 239, 258, 331, 788-89, __ bers of, lvi—lvii; Mason does not present | 

898, 913; payment of printer, 59n; and objections to, 41n; Constitution trans- | 

payment of congressional requisitions, mitted to, 51, 57n—59n; sentiment in on 

90n, 195, 489; retaliatory commercial Constitution, 67, 68n, 69, 78, 88, 123, 

legislation against Great Britain, 160; 196, 582; influence of Patrick Henry in, 

_and interference with treaties, 194; and 234; proposal of circular letter suggest- , 

private contracts, 194; makes provision ing amendments to Constitution, 275;
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elections of, 496-97; has violated Va. 176; petition on duties on interstate im- | 
constitution and Declaration of Rights, _ ports, 165n; importation of foreign li- 
664-65; and Gov. Randolph’s failure to quors, 172n—73n, 176; petition for port 
transmit Gov. Clinton’s letter, 790n; bill repeal, 593n | 

' rules of adopted by Va. Convention, —instructions to delegates from, 123; Fair- : 
. 913; will be more influential than mem- fax County, 23-25, 46n, 80, 106, 109; . 

bers of U.S. House of Representatives, Frederick County, 91-92; Fredericks- 
998; members of also in Va. Convention, burg, 85-86; Henrico County, 93; Pe- 
1762n | tersburg, 97; Spotsylvania County, 121 

—organization of: apportionment of, xxiv,  VirGINIA Jupiciary: description of, xxv; 
, 1532; as originator of bills, xxv; attend- members of, lv; call for reform of, 40n; | 

ance in, 57; quorum in attained, 67, 68, position of judges on Constitution, 106- 
68n, 78; salaries of, 89; qualifications 7, 108, 134, 150, 165n, 227, 398, 479, 
for membership in, 119n—20n; members 577n; procedures for debt collection, . 
of report to their constituents, 120-21; 140-42; District Court Bill, 173, 705, 
size of, 1528; election of speaker of, 734n, 797, 797n-98n, 1583, 1604, 
1703, 1713 : 1607n, 1702-3, 1706, 1777; appellate 

bills, resolutions, and orders of: and nav- | cases in colonial courts, 312; Court of 
igation of Mississippi, xxx, xxx, 155-56, Chancery, 312-13, 1434, 1449; criti- 
1131, 1183; to call convention, 3, 55, cism of, 478, 1164-65, 1404; and jury 
a 1 Ores ane aero oo 8 trials, 685-87, 697n, 715, 1136, 1197, 

, —t4, , , , , , 1407, 1409, 1426, 1436, 1438, 1465, 
132, 133, 143, 145-46, 155; to pay 1466, 1469; act to open courts to British 
06 DOT 8. ong eae x 1 38 950 ‘One. creditors, 843; obliged to recognize su- 

, —o, , , —9O; , , premacy of federal law, 1158; and Va. 
275, 287, 331, 788n-89n, 898, 913, constitution, 1197; admiralty court, 
ee Beg eg on Printed, ne 382, 13aSn appellate jurisdiction, a 
aM ~ , ? >. , On, ; district courts, 

paper money, 144, 162, 176, 567, 569n, 1 496 1440n, 1448-49: crowded court 883n, 1089n; circular letter containing dockets, 1431, 1448; appeal of fact in, 
act to pay delegates to Convention, 275; 1432; delays in, 1447, 1455. See also Ju- 
concerning dispute with Indiana Com- dicj .. tat , * 

, 490n; that army be used to collect ras: Cae pany, *owns VIRGINIA, REGIONS OF: population of, requisitions, 490n—91n; Assessment Bill, 
| we ) 555-57 608, 608n; on British passports, 943n; —Fastern Shore, 1336n: danger of sepa- 
attainder of Josiah Philips, 1004n, 1038, "tion if Va a t ratify 889. 1001 
1086-87, 1116, 1127; to give Confed- «= AUOM MH Ma. Coes not ratity, 669, 1001. ; See also Accomack County; Northamp- eration Congress power to collect req- C | 
uisitions, 1009, 1034, 1047, 1133; in- ton okey ‘ct of 
structs congressional delegates to —Kentucky, District 0 _ See Kentucky , | : demand reparation for slaves confis- _—Northern Neck: supports Constitution, 
cated by Great Britain, 1137n—38n:; 48, 57, 80, 146, 169, 223, 226, 354, 
leadership on tax issues, 1147-48; stip- 922, 983, 636-37; divided on Consti- a ulating quorum of, 1528, 1543n; for re- tution, 436; Antifederalism in, 583; 
ligious freedom, 1544n; calling a second elects Federalists to Convention, 702, 
constitutional convention, 1'762n—63n, 745; anger ool soos vein. 
1764n, 1764-65 : not ratify, 9/9, , n, ny 

_—debates in and consideration of: repeal proprietorship patents, 1004n-5n; de- of laws contrary to Treaty of Peace (Brit- nial of danger of separation if Va. does 
ish debts), xxvi-xxvii, 130, 131n, 146, —_—inot ratify, 1039; danger of federal ju- 
168, 173; regulation of trade by Con- diciary to landholders of Lord Fairfax 
federation Congress, xxxiii-xxxiv; re- lands in, 1407-8, 1411n—12n; dispute 
form of Va. judiciary, 130, 173; tender over quitrents in, 1436, 1454-55, 1468 
laws, 144; installment bills, 162, 173, —Piedmont, 745
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—Southside of Virginia: opposes Consti- —Fredericksburg (Spotsylvania): public 

tution, 48, 49, 57, 147, 168, 169, 223, meeting in, 3, 85-86; instructs members 

226, 354, 359, 360, 477, 516, 522, 583, of House of Delegates, 85-86; letter to 

636-37, 694-95, 697n—98n, 817, 1478, freeholders of, 121-22; support for 

1508n; influence of Patrick Henry in, Constitution in, 354; and stagecoaches | 

80; opposition to Patrick Henry in to Convention, 897; Federalists and 

southern part of state, 436; elects Anti- Antifederalists in, 1583 

federalists to Convention, 702, 706, —Great Bridge, 1736 

745; mixed election results in, 712 —Hampton, 1736 
-—The Valley (between Alleghany and Blue —Kempsville, 1736 : 

Ridge): elects Federalists to Convention, —Lexington, Ky., 1729n, 1730-32 

712, 745 —Martinsburgh, 1732 | 

VirGINIA RESOLUTIONS, xxxVi—xxxvii. See —Norfolk Borough, 908; apportioned one 

. also Constitutional Convention delegate in Convention, 111n, 561; vot-. 

VIRGINIA REVOLUTIONARY CONVENTION ing requirements in, 120n; and The Fed- 

. (5TH), Xxili-xxiv, 842n - eralist, 182, 633; and election of Con- 

VIRGINIA SENATE: power to amend bills, vention delegates, 196, 561; celebrates 

xxv; members of, lviii; calls Convention, ratification, 17713—14; celebrates Fourth 

| 3, 1lln, 116, 117, 155; opposition to of July, 1732-40; mace for, 1739n 

Constitution in, 88; and repeal of laws —Petersburg: public meetings in, 3, 96-97 

contrary to Treaty of Peace, 130; adopts —Portsmouth: celebrates Fourth of July, 

resolutions on navigation of Mississippi, 1709n, 1729n, 1740-43 
156n; and act to pay Convention dele- —Richmond, 599; Union Society in de- 

| gates, 185n, 189-90, 191-92; elections —_ bates Constitution, 3, 170—73, 225, 292; : 

: of, 496-97; compared to U.S. Senate, hostility in toward Randolph, 19n—20n; 

721-22, 1381; number of electors in as site for Convention, 111n, 114, 116— 

, districts compared to U.S. House of 17, 118, 123, 1582; support for Con- . 

Representatives, 923; resolutions on stitution in, 134; town meeting in on 

British passports, 943n; prohibited from Constitution, 136; public opinion on 

amending money bills, 1268; and reso- Constitution in, 136, 582, 598; The Fed- 

lutions calling for second constitutional . eralist available in, 182, 633; fire in, 284, 

convention, 1763n 285n; celebration of Mass. ratification 

—organization of: apportionment of, xxiv— in, 475; influence of Antifederalism in, 

xxv; members of, lviii; and law compel- 599: unhealthiness of, 618n, 620, 621n, 

ling attendance in, 107; term of, 440; 825-26, 1585; weather in, 1589, 1589n; 

election of speaker of, 1713 news of N.H. ratification reaches, 

VIRGINIA TOWNS AND CITIES: population 1674n, 1694; celebration to take place 

of, 557 in, 1697-98, 1698, 1700; no celebration 

| —Alexandria, 756, 1674n; public meeting of Va. ratification in, 1697-98, 1698, 

in, 3, 23; support for Constitution in, 1700, 1705, 1713, 1713n; as site for 

25, 49n, 168; and George Mason, 69— federal capital, 1729; celebrates Fourth 

70, 106, 169; election of Convention of July, 1743 

delegates, 585; smuggling in, 1302, —Shepherdstown, 1732 

1335n; celebrates Va. ratification, —Staunton, 144, 1744-45. 

1714-18, 1749 —Williamsburg: public meeting in, 3; ap- 

—Bowling Green, 134n portioned one Convention delegate, 

—Bowman’s Station, Ky., 1695n llln, 561; voting requirements in, 

—Cape Charles, 1315, 1336n 120n; election of Convention delegates, 

—Cape Henry, 419 9295, 358, 515, 622, 623; public opinion | 

—Danville, Ky.: Political Club of debates in, 623-26; and stagecoaches to Va. 

and amends Constitution, 3, 408-17; Convention, 897; Randolph elected to 

members of Political Club in, 434n; con- House of Delegates from, 1004n; as site 

ventions of, 793-94, 795n, 1005n for federal capital, 1729
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—Winchester: public meeting in, 91-93, —letters to, 258, 761-62, 762-63, 1676— 
| 401n; memorial from merchants of to 77, 1685-86, 1787; quoted, 1686n; 

House of Delegates, 164-65, 165n; let- —s cited, 1544n, 1674n, 1686, 1686n, 
| ter to mayor of, 164-66; newspapers ‘in, 1723n, 17460 . | | 

467-69; celebrates Va. ratification, | WAGENER, Perer (Fairfax), 24 | 
1720-23; celebrates Fourth of. July, vee ANTHONY (Princess Anne-Y): id., | 

| 1745-46 - | 
. —Yorktown: battle of, 692, 943n. —in Convention, 908; elected to, 609; 

“A Vircinian,” 459n, 633, 639n; text of, votes in, 1539, 1540, 1557; payment for, 
—_ ’ oa ’ 8— 9; ]y t , : . | - . | veg O8n, 480-82, 638-39; reply to ~ WALKE, THomas (Princess Anne-Y): id., oo 9n, 482-83 609 - | . 

VIRTUE, 461, 939, 1327, 1330; support of —in Convention 908: elected to 609; Constitution equated with, 140, 178; of tes in, 1539 i 540) 1 557: va ment for. | 
| _ members of government, 179, 378, 411, 1568 PN Oe » Payme! co | . 

| 464, 765, 965, 1025, 1127, 1293, 1376, WALKER, JAMES (Culpeper): id., 427n, - 1444; and Constitutional Convention, 578n: 494. 578 - 
233, 782; American governments will re- WALLACE. CALEB (Lincoln): id., 156n, 
main virtuous if country is chiefly agri- 434n: 434-35 oe ; 
cultural, 252, 981; liberties safe as long —letters from, 156, 515, 781-84, 1694— 
as people have, 328, 335, 356, 451, 498, 95; quoted, 573 . 

| 507-8, 723, 739, 774, 920, 923, 1417, —letters to: cited, 515, 781 | 
_ 1494; does not exist at present, 366; Wartace, JOHNSON, AND Murr (England): | | government as substitute for moral vir- -id., 1781n | | 

tue, 376-77; and slave trade, 450; of — letter to, 1780-81 | | 
Washington, 460, 481; does not exist WALLER, BENJAMIN. | . 

- where freedom is absent, 471; of Ben- —letter from: quoted, 1543n we ws 
jamin Franklin, 481; suppression of WALTON, MATTHEW (Nelson-N) | 
newspapers suggests loss of republican —in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, 
virtue, 700-701; America under Con- 1541, 1557; payment for, 1568 ot 
federation, 838, 1607; of the people, —letters to: cited, 1580n, 1661 _ 

. 847, 1321, 1719; importance of agri- War: with Indians, 180; imminent in Eu- | . 
| culture to, 981; preferred to riches and —s rope, 282, 877; danger of, 676-77, , 

connections in America, 1026; republi- 1031-32, 1119-20, 1126, 1143-44, 
can maxims admired by virtuous per- 1250, 1315, 1316, 1392, 1396; taxes 
sons, 1036; in Va. legislature, 1055; and needed to finance, 755, 996-97, 1011, 

| Va. Declaration of Rights, 1102-3, Lede oO niga ee ea 88 a : 
| 1137n; as necessary principle of democ- <i * will be h = ab 839. nes 4 . 

| racy, 1116; slender thread to base liberty ob tates ‘will be AGtin T6891: , ae 
on, 1277-78; necessary for society to ex- fs, ceed vithant roel an call De" 
ist, 1360; man is capable of, 1455; Con- 1088.60: wi howe proad | - Powers, 

gress needs power to establish schools 4107.1 08 1 109 V1 65. 1] 677. ~ fense 
to promote, 1603-4; will induce Anti- _ SOpoIaay aan es | 
federalists to acquiesce, 1738; reference Seine vtis: Powers of Central . 

G, hammer ° 1741. See also Bribery; government will be exercised mainly in . 
orrepion, Human nature ; time of, 1152; necessity for secrecy in, : VoTE, RIGHT TO, 773. See also Elections, 1344. See also Army; ‘Army, standing: | 

| U.S.; Suffrage - : pe Civil war; Foreign affairs; Insurrections, | 
| domestic; Invasion, foreign; Militia; 

“W.A.R.,”? 1728-29 Navy | } | | 
WabDEL(L), JAMES (Orange): id., 811n; 810 War OF THE SPANISH SUCCESSION, 1089n | | 
WabsworTH, JEREMIAH (Conn.): id., 258n War Power, 865-66, 1397; central gov- ) 
—letters from, 1686; quoted, 762n, ernment must have, 95n, 860, 1308; un- . 

| | 1685n—86n; cited, 1746n der Confederation, 306, 457, 848, 849,
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. 936, 1255, 1485; criticism of under health of, 322; ends Newburgh Con- | 

Constitution, 323, 367, 1068-69, 1300, spiracy, 445n; and “‘Centinel,”’ 456, | 

| +1491, 1494, 1601-2; defense of under 456n, 481, 481n—82n, 483, 502, 638; 

. Constitution, 652, 672-73, 1098, 1125, relationship with General Charles Lee, 

: 1126; of states, 652, 1307, 1310, 1312, 485, 490n; ‘‘Aristides’’ inscribed to, | 

| 1313-14; may be used to free slaves, 521n; description of, 523; declines to be 

1476. See also Invasion, foreign; Presi- candidate for Va. Convention, 561-62, _ 

. dent, U.S. 7 585, 585n-86n; rumors he will be del- 

WARD, WILLIAM (Fayette?): id., 381n; 375— egate to Va. Convention, 581, 582, 

81, 381n 585n, 597, 1780; said to support 

. WARRANTS, GENERAL, 1351-52, 1552. See amendments to Constitution, 584; be- 

also Searches and seizures | lieves Va. will ratify Constitution, 638n, 

| WARREN, JAMES (Mass.): id., 1691n; 38 698, 1778; sent Monroe’s objections, 

—letter to, 1691 | 846; dictatorial power proposed for 

Warwick County, 908; election of Con- (1781), 983, 1005n, 1141, 1142n; and 

| : vention delegates, 615-17, 1711; over- navigation of Mississippi, 1179; pre- 

representation of in House of Delegates, sented ship Federalist, 1570-71, 1660n; 

| 1532 suggested as final arbiter of amend- 

: WASHINGTON, BusHROD (Westmoreland- ments, 1606; as great and good man, 

Y): id., 144n, 154n; 194, 194n 1680n; attends Alexandria celebration, 

—letters from, 143-44, 1580-81; cited, 1715, 1716, 1749; toasted, 1719, 1722, 

| 152 1731, 1735, 1744; sent pamphlet by 

etter to, 152-54 John O’Connor, 1740n | | | 

—in Convention, 908; elected to, 618n; as —letters from, 12, 15-16n, 48-49, 49-51, 

Federalist, 744; votes in, 1540, 1540, 56-57, 69, 145-47, 147-48, 152, 152- 

| 1557; payment for, 1568 | 54, 193-94, 198, 224-26, 278, 278-79, 

| _ WasuincTon County, N.C., 1752n 979, 279-80, 281-83, 285-86, 291-93, 

WASHINGTON County, VA., 617, 908 345, 355-57, 427-28, 452-53, 455, 

WASHINGTON, GEORGE (Fairfax): id., 529; 478, 521-22, 636-37, 743-44, 758-61, | 

a 197, 614n, 639n, 832n; hosts Mount 763-64, 766-69, 780-81, 781, 803-4, 

Vernon Conference, xxxiii; and Consti- 843-44, 1585-86, 1586, 1587-88, 

tutional Convention, xxxv, Xxxvi, XXXix, 1588-89, 1632-34, 1666, 1714-15, 

14n, 16n, 78n, 108n, 450, 542, 657, 1715-16, 1757, 1758-59, 1760; , 

693, 759, 931, 941n, 1737; as symbol quoted, xxxv, 15n—16n, 25n, 41n, 49n, 

| for Federalists, xxxix; as possible first 59n, 60n, 68n, 83n, 181, 182, 202, 

U.S. President, 13, 155, 385n, 486, 585, 277n, 283n, 428n, 459n, 473, 522n, 

632, 757, 759, 768, 769n, 830, 1375, 605n, 621n, 638n, 653n, 654n, 657, 

1498, 1705, 1712; returns to Va. after 730n, 735n, 804n, 894n, 1589n, 1620n, 

Constitutional Convention, 16n, 761n; 1762n; cited, xxxvi, 12n, 35, 36n, 41n, 

and Mason’s objections, 41n, 43, 216n; 46n, 76, 79, 106, 112n, 126, 149n, 167, 

distributes Constitution, 55n; visitors to, 183n, 199, 207n, 226n, 237, 253, 276n, — 

59n, 155, 204—5, 206n—7n, 362, 455n, 981n, 282, 283n, 293n, 313n, 323, 374, 

456n, 521, 523, 1620n, 1740n; sends 498n, 455n, 478n, 522n, 633, 633-34, 

R.H. Lee’s objections to Madison, 60n; 637n, 699n, 705n, 730n, 748, 748n, 

supports Constitution, 109, 150, 155, 758-59, 767, 768n, 846, 1570-71, | 

183, 224, 226, 241, 276-81, 362-63, 1574, 1574n, 1579n, 1619-20 

| 382, 1579n, 1780; praise of, 163, 230, —letters to, 26-28, 33-34, 35-36, 43, 51- — 

959, 400, 428n, 443-44, 460, 485, 523, 52, 67-68, 76-78, 79, 126-27, 148, 

831, 931, 949, 1058, 1370, 1517, 1705, 167-68, 239, 253-54, 280-81, 323, © 

1736-37; influence of, 165, 582, 585, 385, 454-55, 583-84, 601-2, 732-33, | 

635-36, 895-96, 1489, 1705; and The 734-35, 769, 797-98, 1574, 1580-8],. 

| Federalist, 181, 181-82, 182, 194n, 224, 1619-20, 1637-38, 1668-69, 1676, 

939n, 653n, 654n; relationship with 1688-89, 1783, 1788; quoted, xxviii, 

| R.H. Lee, 229, 231n, 486; corresponds Xxix—xxx, 42n, 57n, 60n, 110n, 145-46, 

with Benjamin Lincoln, 280, 293n; 181-82, 183n, 194n, 198n, 225-26,
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274n, 277n, 281n, 453n, 637n, 654n, West, RocEr (Fairfax), 24 
710n, 759, 764n, 769n, 781n, 804n, West, THomas (Fairfax), 24 
832n, 1090n-91n, 1589n, 1634n, West, THomas (Warwick): id., 617n; 615, 
1666n, 1759n, 1762n, 1777n; cited, 616 | | | 
xxxvi, 10n, 15n, 41n, 48, 49, 49n, 56, Western LaANps, 972; Confederation Con- | 
145, 147, 152, 152n, 181, 184n, 193, gress acted extra-legally in governing, 

| 198, 207n, 224, 226n, 260n, 276n, 278, 26; sale of, 52n, 253n, 330, 331n, 755, 
279, 285, 291, 292n, 345n, 427n, 427- 806, 843n, 979, 1053, 1109, 1131, 
28, 453n, 521, 699n, 705n, 706n, 707n, 1166, 1167, 1168, 1174n—75n, 1175n, 

_ 733n, 743, 758, 763, 767, 780, 803, 1184, 1198, 1228n; Va. cession of, 158, 
804n, 843, 1572, 1586, 1587, 1632, 1530, 1544n; emigration to and settle- 

| 1634, 1634n, 1673n, 1715, 1757, ment in, 205, 222, 330, 357n, 362, 386, 
1758-59; large number of received by, 435, 672, 688, 806, 809, 1052, 1131, 

| dig © 584.1917 | 1168, 1189, 1206, 1208, 1232, 1234— 
—diary of, , n . 35, 1239, 1241, 1243, 1244, 1246, 
—Circular Letter (1783), 1033~34, 1048n, 1250, 1253, 1258-59, 1662; and private 

1570, 1579n, 1692 debts, 206; endangered by power of 
See also Great men and the Constitution | Congress over commerce, 222, 386, . 

| WASHINGTON, GEORGE AUGUSTINE (Fair- 435; and navigation of Mississippi, 222, a 
we vin (Fairfax), 24 . 804-11, 1191-92, 1232, 1234-35, 

| ASHINGTON, LUND (Uairlax), | 1240, 1241-42, 1243, 1250, 1258-59; 
. WASHINGTON, MarTHA (Mrs. George) virtuousness of people tied to availability 

| (Fairfax), 56, 155, 362, 523 of, 252; and Indians, 435, 809, 977, 
WaTERS, WILLIAM (Fairfax), 24 1054; and land companies, 488, 490n, 

| WarKINs, WILLIAM (Dinwiddie-N) 730, 732n, 796n, 806, 1161, 1166, | 
—in Convention, 907; votes in, 1538, 1173n, 1408, 1454, 1458n; states sub- 

1541; payment for, 1568 mit expenses relating to, 605n; disputes 
WauGH, ABNER over land claims in, 637, 1161, 1408-9, 

_ —in Convention: chaplain of, 897, 907, 1454, 1458n, 1466, 1467; creation of 
| 909; payment for, 1545, 1568 "new states in, 771, 778, 1237-38, 1639, 

WEATHER: drought, 21, 56, 107, 228, 1640n; and congressional regulation of, : 1770; severe winter, 280, 281n, 322, 778, 1319-20, 1320, 1387-88, 1388: 

| 359, 387, 477n, 479, 610, 619-20, 620, charge that British are seeking disunion 
745, 765; on election day, 984, 589, of, 788, 788n; Constitution will benefit, 
990, 591, 602, 611; storm disrupts Con- 804-11, 1129; inability to exercise au- vention, 897, 912n, 1256, 1506, 1511-— wo? 

— 12, 1622, 1628; hot during Convention, —_“Ptity in, 805; and debate over treaty- ; oe 8 , making power, 822-23, 1381, 1382 1589, -1589n, 1595, 1629; storm de- 8 Power, 7 ve , | stroys crops, 1656 1384, 1390-91, 1486, 1492-93, 1493, 
Wess, JAMeEs (Norfolk-Y) | non ferritorial cisputes, ee a 

-—in Convention, 908; votes in, 1539, SNES MNCEASE ey merican Tevolu- 
1540, 1557; payment for, 1564, 1568 ‘on, 953, 1039; cessions of, 1039, 

WEBB, SAMUEL BLACHLEY (N.Y.) 1137n, 1168, 1456n—-57n, 1570-71; In | 

—letters from: cited, 1674n, 1723n Albany Plan of Union, 1048n; Land Or- | Wesster, Noau (N.Y.), 138n dinance (1785), 1] 75n; as common fund | 
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES, 672-73, 848 for US., 1240; importance of to Va., 

“A WELL-WISHER TO Goop GOVERNMENT,” 1245; might become haven for fugitives, 
1644—45 1320; jurisdiction. of U.S. judiciary over 

WELTON, Jos (Hardy), 630n | cases involving, 1399, 1403, 1406, 1408, 
West Ino1es: British restrict trade of with 1422, 1451, 1454, 1466, 1467; potential 

U.S., 719n, 1008, 1521-22; trade with, for mining in, 1467; and Md.’s delay in | 
733n, 1012, 1108, 1166, 1181 adopting Articles of Confederation, 

. West, NATHANIEL AND COMPANY (Mass.): 1504 | 
id., 329n —proposed amendments concerning: on | 

—letter to, 329 | | creation of new states in, 771, 778; on
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| treaties concerning territorial rights, | W1tLcocks, Henry (Frederick), 467n 

822-23 WILLIAM AND Mary, COLLEGE oF, 1226n— _ 

See also Indiana Company; Kentucky; Mis- 27n | 
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try, consisting of parades, speeches, dances, fire- 
works, and dinners and toasts. Led by Patrick 

Henry, Antifederalists persisted in their opposi- : 
tion to the Constitution in the fall session of the 
Virginia legislature and obtained the passage of 
resolutions requesting that the first federal Con- 
gress call a second constitutional convention to 
propose amendments that would safeguard the f 
rights and liberties of the people and the viability 
of the states. 

These documents are followed by a supplement 

and an appendix. The supplement is comprised 
of three recently rediscovered letters written by 
Edmund Pendleton to James Madison. The ap- 
pendix, which covers the time period of all three 
Virginia volumes, consists of brief newspaper 
items and excerpts of letters analyzing the pros- 
pects for Virginia ratification. 

This volume also has three-color endpaper 
maps of Virginia, a chronology, a calendar for 
1787-1788, and lists of state officeholders and 

Convention delegates. (The first Virginia volume 
contains a biographical gazetteer of Virginians 
prominent in the ratification debate and append- 
ices containing the Virginia Declaration of Rights 
and the constitution of 1776, Virginia documents 
related to the call of the Annapolis and Consti- 
tutional conventions, the U.S. Constitution, and 

a table of population statistics for Virginia coun- 
ties and towns taken from the U.S. Census of 
1790.) 

This third and final Virginia volume ends with 
a cumulative index for all three Virginia volumes. 
With this comprehensive index, the sources for 
Virginia ratification become more readily acces- 
sible, revealing as never before the intricacies of 
the debate and the preeminence of Virginia to 
the ratification process. 

THE EDITORS 

Joun P. Kaminski, Gaspare J. SaLapino, and 
RicHarpD LEFFLER have been editing The Docu- 
mentary History of the Ratification of the Constitution 
since 1970. CHaRLEs H. SCHOENLEBER joined the 
staff in 1987. Kaminski is also the author of 
George Clinton: Yeoman Politician of the New Re- 
public (1992) and coeditor of The Constitution and 

the States (1988); A Great and Good Man: George ’ 
Washington in the Eyes of His Contemporaries 
(1989); and The Bill of Rights and the States (1992). 
He and Richard Leffler are the general editors 
of The Constitutional Heritage Series (Madison 
House Publishers), in which they have edited Fed- 
eralists and Antifederalists: The Debate over the Rat- 
ification of the Constitution (1989) and A Necessary 
Evil? Slavery and the Debate over the Constitution 
(1993). Saladino and Schoenleber are the coed- 
itors of Empowering the President: The Presidency 
and the Debate over the Constitution (1993) in the , 
Constitutional Heritage Series.
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Critical acclaim for The Documentary History of the Ratification of the Constitution: 

“No student of the period should neglect this splendid scholarly achievement.” 
AMERICAN HistoricaL REVIEW 

“A reference work's reference work.” JOURNAL OF AMERICAN History 4 

“... the great work will always hold a high and honored place in the annals of 
American scholarship.” VirGiniA MaGazINE OF History AND BIOGRAPHY 

“Each new volume now fills another vital part of a heroic mosaic of national 
history.” AMERICAN Bar ASSOCIATION JOURNAL 

“... will be of enduring value centuries hence . . . one of the most interesting 
documentary publications we have ever had . .. it will stand high among the 
enduring monuments of our Constitution’s bicentennial.” New YorK History 

1 
“The editors have uncovered and deftly organized a vast amount of material 
that will demand the attention of scholars for years to come. ... Rather than 
exhausting the subject, the Documentary History has made readily available a { 

bounty of pertinent documents that will challenge scholars to continue their j 
quest into the origins of republican government in America, as well as the history 

of individual American states during the eventful years of nation-building.” 
JOURNAL OF THE EARLY REPUBLIC 

“The introductory essay and the headnotes are invariably excellent, and the ’ 
scholarly apparatus is a model. . . . This excellent volume turns a searchlight on 
the early phase of the struggle over ratification of the Constitution, and we ’ 
await with confidence subsequent volumes in the series.” JOURNAL OF SOUTHERN 
History 
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